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One Firm's Record Biz Juitips
9

Heafcrs,

Et aL,

Sam Burger, erst;
while king of- /this stepchild end of
show biz, admits the foregoing is the
reason he has forsaken his original
entry into show business.
Gone are the rosy days of the old
Hammerstein Victoria when an exonerated criminal, a newspapermade personality, or anything, with
sufficient ballyhoo' could pack a theScandalous" divorces today
atre.
mean little at the box office. The
public has become too smart, is
Burger's lament, to fall for- the
.phoney' glamour surrounding tabloid
personages; Event, of a '.man biting a
dog or the Statue of Liberty suddenly deciding to take a stroll would
hardly be enough to get a rise these'

.

Three Major News Services?
$3,000,000 From Radio in
'36—Survey Shows 125%

Taking a lead from Minsky's,
in reverse, Delos Chappel, producer of 'Daughters of Atreus,*
will' try to lure the girls by;
having male members of the

stage appearances.

.

King's CnQice\bn/Pix

Male Lure

The demise Pf vaudeville, the
rowth of anti-ev.erything' societies
and reformers,? .coupled with the indifference of •a;Mase public, have all
conspired to end the once lucrative
Business of booking notorious and
for
newspaper-famed .characters
.

,

company

specially

.

Dollar

with'

fitted

.

days.

effects.

There are 30 males in the
company.

Ticket brokers have
for eight

cerned

Broadway

after

new.

are

'Idiot's

summer

legit attractions

When

'Victoria

Delight' resumed,

lay-offs,

the

agency

deals were renewed with both.

No

Same

applies to the 'Follies,' although jn

There has been a buy
on 'On Your Toes' since early jn its

Globe

Of the new shows with buys,

'Re-

flected Glory' is the livest. Brokers
also made a deal for 'Night Must
Fall,' which turned in a fairly strong
'Love From a Stranger,'
first week.

-

-

Worth American Newspaper Alliance, was called in and set
to syndicate the thing, a story written announcing it and sent out to NANA
Papers for release on Sept. 24, trip
(Continued on page 62)

(or Sound?

Greenville,, S. C, Oct. 6.
The English department' at The
Military College of S. C„
'

•

•

Citadel,

Wer'

made

:

of English
'before and

st'udes

taking course.

ea is
ri?^
Charleston

Road Prospects

Of Play

in

New York

flarvard'
Cadets.

" Maurice
Barber, who produced
'Love oh the Dole,' last season', is
giving the play a three-week test in
subway circuit around New York. If
it seems to have any kind of pull,
he'll send it out on the .road, concentrating especially in Canada.

Barber has started negotiations
with Mary Ellis for the lead in 'The
Cigar Smoker,' play by the late

determ ne whether Marie Jenney Howe and Rose Young.
atmosphere has
any Piece has to do with George Sande,
efiect <> n l in g° o f the and Miss Ellis would handle that
to

Relations'.'

4MGM)

"are among .'the pictures shipped
to Balmoral for.. His Majesty's,
approval;
.

•

.

.

the .Blue Bird/brand,, at 25c,

which

be a salient .factor in
the ..geaerat improvement'
the
record biwinesj?. Tb.e remaining 40%
is.
divided ; between! the popular
'blacjc iafe^- yiptor record at 75c and
the te^-searcla8.sies,-'M?hich are $1 to
$2.50.. Victor reoVseaT business, witti
its cream of the crop pi the world's
immortal vocal. and instrumentalists,
has stood up. always through all
sorts of conditions.
To further 'break down the figures,
is aSc,ribed.;to.

m

-.

700,000-

Tacoma, Oct.
America's

6,

only State the-

first arid

had' atre will open in the near future
been for the parallel period of 1935. here.
Washington State theatre,
The probe was- conducted pre- founded by Rockefeller Foundaliminary to approaching a major nathe Washington
tion of N. -Y.,
tional advertiser on a campaign that
would entail the use of from two Department or Public Instruction
it

cheap

diiikB

000 pops (75e)
been the ratio

,

at 25c and 400,-

and

red-sealers,

this'

past month.

has
In

November Victor

anticipates 300,00a
red-seal sales, alone, as part of the
pre-holiday rush, and up to 1,000,000
records a month in the pop classifications,

,

'

.

three news periods a day on some and the Repertory 'Playhouse, will
present a road show production^pf
130 stations.
Findings by the agency showed Shakespeare's farce, 'Comedy^eif Erthat while oil companies topped the rors,' in some of the i0 major cities
pf the. state, which will Serve a3
list of newscast bahkrollers, the most
consistent local buyers of that prod- centers for theatregoers and students
uct were department stores. Survey from surrounding communities.
Performances in this' district are
revealed that the use of three quarplanned for November and Decem(Continued on page 62)
ber, exact dates to. be announced
to

The'' basic whyfore of this im?
proved ratio 'finds its answer in two
(Continued on page G3)

AIR AGENCY

MANNED

BY GERMAN REFUGEES

Talent agency manned entirely by
..'-".'
refugees from Nazi Germany has
been set up in Manhattan by Gustav
counterparts
elsewhere
Nedow,
ex-German publisher. Out*
and has few
in the world in that it is a division of fit works only in radio, under name
the State Department -of Education.' of Germahia Broadcast, but may hit
Its activities are directed by an adthe concert field in time. Currently
ministrative committee appointed by it has nine programs, on New York
this board.
foreign language airers, one of thenl
Only stage productions of -top cali- sponsored by Alka-Seltzer.
ber will be produced*, featuring good
Program production for Teutonic
casts, settings, costumes and light- broadcasts is a new wrinkle not
Msyer Davis, dance band impre- ing. Grant from the Rockefeller
(Continued on page 62)
sario, opines that the sax is fast giv- Foundation is assisting the Slate
ing way to brass as the No. 1 instru- Theatre in preliminary experiments,
ment in the field of dansapation. T1)C but it will operate on' a self-sustainStompiri'
at the Polls
vogue for emphasizing rhythm has, ing basis, it is claimed.
later.

State Theatre is unique in America,

SAX ON WAY

OUT-DAVIS

.

in Davis' opinion, turn-ed the tables

Testing

'

has recordings
spoken by its

'Our

•

think it's a race, The- Times, in fact, its opposed thriller from London,
trying hard to, make believe the was given a six week buy by the
other papers- aren't involved. Story agencies, despite the fact that it drew
back of which is a polite though, a weak press.
nonetheless definite peeve.
D'Oyly Carte Gilbert and Sullivan
.'LeoKieran,
Times
reporter,
from London is also on a
dreamt up the whole thing. That troupe
the revivals. Attracwas about a- year ago and it took buy basis for
has been drawing so strongly
the paper about, six months to make tion
that the brokers changed their minds
Plans,- after the .notion was okayed
troupe
the
by the Times managing editor, Ed- after" waiting until
Win James. .Set in all details, the opened.

OK

and national commercials during
eight months of 'this year

first

made buys was almost 125% over what

so far, but not all the shows con-

That three- Way news reporter race
around the wprid may be that to the
N. Y. World-Teljegram. and the N. Y.
Journal, but .the N.^Y; Times, the
third \ paper -represented,
doesn't

Academic

and

three major news services catering to
radio will jointly do better- than
$3,000,000 for 1936.' As for the -said
of news to commercials and the
time involved in "broadcasting such
programs, indications are that the
revenue derived from such sources
by radio stations this year will ex-

the

run.

•

Furnishing news for broadcasting
purposes has become million dollar
business.
It is estimated that the

local

It's

Race^ound

•

Survey, jnade recently by a major
ad agency disclosed that the dollar

revised form.

Air

••

volume on news programs bought by

Regina' and

Story,

^pictures in the -theatre which
has been put lip-ihEide -the
-xoyal residence.
(
'Mr. Deeds' Goesr-tp. ^own,'
(Col.),;'As You Like It'-<20thV
.Fox) , .;My Man': Qpdf rey' 0).,

.

(Continued on' page 59)

News

recejnt

ceed' $15,000,000.

the clergy have thumbed down any
venture that smacks of sex, crime or
scandal. Sweeties of erased torpedoes, widows made so by G-men,
eriminal juries, parents of wayward
children, et al., are too often nixed
to., make the -biz profitable. : Dames

Just a

.

•

•

Tothe ll;K^Emes

•

,

'

$385,01)0

.

Blue noses, purity leagues and local constabulary have added the finishihg touches. Censors, officials and

'

1

ed special vlewings of

•

WOR'S

'

.

London, Oct. r<5;
is Maintaining

'

Station

.

King Edward

Increase
Least One

An extraordinary renaissance in
the phonograph- business, almost approaching the parity of the so-called
good old pre-radio days, is seen by
Eli.Oberstein, RCA-Victor recording
chief,, who cites the company's- business has been 300% oyep. last September. TJhe Victor record business
has always been the standard-bearer
,';:'
of the -industry. ^
Last .Spring: Victor upped 100%;
this past slimmer $he ratio increased
to 200% and, this .past month the
new: peak was\ reached; Victor is
selling 'i;220,0Qd records a month, of
which 0O.%„ are the cheaper releases,

«

the family tradition as a motion
picture enthusiast 7 and,
during his holiday stay -?t Balonoral, Scotland, has command-

Volume

News; Sponsor' oh Every

.

..

'

Year—At

in

costumes that will emphasize
the male physique.
Chappell's -idea is to use
bared shoulders and upper arms
for the boys that have, muscles
to show. Muscular legs call' for
abbreviated leg trappings. Hefty
chests mean less adornment on
that section.
Those in the
scrawny class will get padded

.

!*•

A Tough Racket

'

role

if

deal goes through.

on the saxophone.
In most cases, finds Davis, the sax's
reed is not quick enough to provide
the instantaneous response necessary
for giving 'lift' to a rhythm. Because
of this handicap, it is hard to get a
reed section to execute at all times a
similar degree of 'lift,' with the result that there is a sort of logy undercurrent which robs the orchestral
performance of the important ele-

ment
fault,

Lauder, Maybe-But on Air

of precision.
he. contends, places

an

.addi-

burden on other Instruments,
particularly the brass.
Davis describes the Innovation of
swing as a relief rather than a cure
for the ailing interest in dance
•

.

Now

It's'

Philadelphia, Oct.

swing music in

0.

politics.

Instead of traditional brass bands,
local Democratic nabobs are signing

stead of the usual 'farewell tour' in

leading, dance crews to' Seep crowds
in rhythfil at political rallies.
Red
Gresh, well known here after long'
engagement at Pierre's Roof, will
bring 15 men to -ally, at Academy of
Music Oct. 15 and Jimmy Lunceford
with 18 men will toot for colored
pow-wplv Qct, 23. Wan signaturing
number of others for rallies.
Ideas is brainchild of Philly's
Deputy Controller Joe Kelly, local

theatres. William Morris office has
air deal for him, If he cares to
go over and accept.'

maybe he knows what awing

.

•London, Oct.

6.

Before sailing for' hPme, William
Morria, Jr., visited Sir 'Harry Lauder
in Perth, and the result is that the
This saxophone Scotchman may go over to the U. S.

tional

music

"'

Another Farewell Tour For

this season.

;

\

This time Lauder's American engagements may be on the radio In-

an

Democratic campaign manager and
former scribe. Since he's only 34,
is.

;

'

-

—

;
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By JOE BIGEtOW
Hollywood, Oct.

An

6.

alleged ex-safe cracker,

'

plajring 4 part in 'Penrod'arid
Sam/ at Warners studio be-

Relatives

Lo, the Poor Indian
'The 250 Indians in Hollywood who make a living working in pictures
have, complained to the U. S. Attorney's office over""aiIeg"ed disenmination.
They declare palefaces are getting jobs that should %o tor McCoy
injuns, and they want the phoney redskins haled beforWthevbax- of justice
for impersonating theni,'—Variety news item.
yS* My/*:-*
Lo, the Poor Indian, has a squawk:
He's not being treated fairly.
~~
They're shunning him and. his tomahawk—
<'
For Lo they're not casting squarely.
:

'

came disgusted when an

actor
started putting the juice to a

Los Angeles, Oct

$10,000,000,

from

at'

in

left

Is,

an' additional "trust -fund,

to

$4,000,000

wiU

of his

'

filed last-Saturday (3) for

'

strongbox,
He kicked, .to the! producer
arid consequently was given* the
job as technical advisor on the
;

insurance

securities.
Residue of the estate, will directs,
is to be divided into funds* as fol••
lows:—.'

widow, ETormia Shearer* Under terms

•

picture.

/'"••'

'

'

'

.

Fund One,

...

probate,.

-

and investment

annuities

his

trust to

'

had previously provided life endowments for his- parents in the form of

8.

Irving ThalbergVjfortuhe, estimat-

ed variously

1936

7,

Hash and Rehash

Faithful Detail

.state

To Widow; Bequests to

Wednesday, October

of a fair market value of- $100,000, all
Residue of:' the 'estate Is. ordered net income from which Is to be paid
divided mto' several funds, f© be ad- monthly -to his v sister,- Sylvia Thalberg
Weingarten, as long as she lives.
ministered by the trustees, who are
Fund Two, consisting of property
also designated co-executors. They
of a fair market value equal to one-,
include Miss Shearer, Edwin J. Loeb third of all the. balance of She trust
of Los Angeles and the Bank of after the establishment of Fund One.
America National Trust <& Savings All net income from this, fund shall
be paid to Miss Shearer as long as
1

Doll House
Is $218,000

M

.

1J»1-

...

•

.

consisting of property
:

It's

'.•.'•

«-.4

•

:

IV

'

Redman' still grabs off heap- much jobs, wwi
•(••.*:
But the thing that irritates Lo
Is. that redmen appearing in Hollywood' inibbs '
Are not named. Lo, but Moe.

•

:

<

a Lie

Ont—

So Far

Association.

Callander,
There's no trUth in the story that the J3ionne quintuplets are sore at 20th Century-Fox over the casting of their latest picture. Report, later' proved false, was that the gu>ls^'jal|toUgh; admiring
Jean Hersholt as an artist, wanted '20th to hire Robert: Taylor to play |he
doctor this time.
'

shelves.
,.
Thalberg will was made June 12,
Fund' Three v shall be allocated to.
'
•.-». *• .'V<.'
1933, drawn by Loeb, Walker & Loeb, each child living at '-fee time, of the
How to Be an Artists', Representative. ^ <Salt Lake City, Oct 6.
attorneys,, and designates- that co- distribution 'of the residue of the esColleen Moore has shown her doll
-.
(Lesson No. 1)
'-; ,.>
executors and trustees serve without tate, and one fund<to lite descendants;, house in 28 cities in the- last year and
The first thing to determine is- whether you are- equipped with the' right
bond* It reads in part as follows:
of any child dead; but survived by a half, and it has earned $218,000 for temperament for being
an agent. Try a little 'experiment, sUch as kicking
'It is my Inteniion to dispose of descendants.
The ne^ income de- crippled children, the former film a few old ladies around. If, after thaf you 'have satisfied yoUrself. that
the whole of my property and estate, rived from' each fund is to be paid flapper disclosed While here.
you are suited to the business, /then proceed with your homework.'
Including in such disposition not monthly or ^quarterlyv
After the doll house has been
The first thing you must learn about" is cornmission.' Wot the Boxing
only my separate estate and one-half
placed on exhibition in every prin- Commission, the Transit Commission or the Federal 'Commuhicatidhs' ComCome Into Fond at 35
of any- community property > over
cipal American city she plans to take mission just plain, good, old-fashioned commission. To get the
proper perAs each child reaches the age of 35
which I have the/power of testait abroad.
She visualizes a gross' up spective, start out in a small way, s>y, by charging your little son. or daughhim
the.'
to
mentary disposition^ but' as well the there shall be conveyed
to $1,000,000 trom the fees charged to ter 10%. for an introduction to Santa Claus at
Macy's.
whole of such. chijd's. fund, then reother half Of such c'ornmunity propogle the miniatures of famous paintNext step on your way to a diploma involves the sending off telegrams.
maining.
WiU specifies, that this" ings, sculpture,- furniture, decoraerty over which I have no- absolute
When you go to the telegraph- office to send a wire, the clerk will inquire:
trust shall finally terminate upon the
right of testamentary' disposition;; and
tions and jewelry, costing Miss: 'Is this to go prepaid?'
of any; of the following'
my wife shall and must elect whether •occurrence
Moore nearly $500,000, Which went
You reptyr*I 'sir, am an agent'
.;"L*'
contingencies^
%
J
'she will take ahd'feceivo the "benefits
into construction of the fairyland.
The,.clerk will respond with, An agent? Then I ..gues| it f gi^s'oOlIect.'
Whenever the widow; and sister are
which are' provided for her under
-A press agent, usually three weeks
Remember to send all wires collect One slip-up means a demerit,- and
both dead and no child then survivthus. 'Will, or the rights, and property
to a month ahead of the attraction, you may have to start your lessons all over again.
is under 35.
ing
interests with which the law invests
lines up. crippled children's hospitals
Never tell an actor that you can't do anything for him. Actors, as a
Upon- ,thf death of ^ the last surherein and' to our -community' propand sirmlar institutions in cities where rule, are inclined to have weak hearts. Always try utp-.ikeep .up their
vivor |£>f the wife, Ulster and all of
erty/'; -•
stops' are made. In Salt Lake City spirits^ and remember- that it's your duty to guard them, against sudden
•their, children.
three
hospitals
received
approxigrief.
You can always recognize sudden grief in abactor* for the first
The Thalberg. residence in, Santa
No estimate of the size of the esMonica is bequeathed to fhe' widow, tate is mentioned iftihe will.s Attor- mately $2,500 for their co-sponsor- symptom comes when he asks for a release. This can be. prevented bytogether with all' fuxmture, furnish- neys .Farrand & iSlossom represent ship. Newspapers devoted reams' of your continually repeating the magic words, i.e, * Tnti working on it I'll
copy, art and features about house. leave you know when it's set'
-v
ings, auto'mbhttesj' jewelry, boats and Miss
'.•'' '.
'
Shearer, f
Women's andmen's service^ civic and
But above all, don't be careiess with the morning mecil. Before being
othe'f' personal enacts;. Bequests to.
educational clubs are tied in.
tdssed into the "wastebasket all letters -and- envelopes, should be thoroughly
relative afe:
,
shaken. You never can tell when a. money order will fall- out.
Raft-Tamirotf
?10,v00 Each: to Sin
That ought to hold you' until next week. Lesson NO. 2 will be entitled:
EXTRAS' FIECO DAYS
v
Hollyjrood, -Qct. 6.
'Sheriff, Stay Away From My Boor/
Haltie Heck, a icousta; Abe HeyGeorge Raft seems certain to do Par and 20th Use. Flock of Help Last
manri, uncle; Dora Heyrnanri, aunt,
and Morris Heymani^ another uncje, his stuff in 'Caviar- for His ExcelMissed
Week—750-1,000 DMiy
aU-'Of'New York, and Jetchen Maier* lency,', Charles. G. Booth story at
Jollopy, Mo. 'Australian Wood Peckers, whip and knife 'throwing act,
Tamiroff will be
an aunt residing in Germany, $10,000 Paramount.
Hollywood, Oct. %.
after -being a. hit all week here, missed the final performance at -the Opera
'.''""
Preston Sturges will
co-featured.
eachY '\ -'
Picture extras had several, field House here,- due to injury. Just before the last show ' the 'head knifeWilliam iLe
days, last week. Frank Lloyd,, pro
Document recites that a trust fund do the- screen play,
thrower had an accident in his dressing room. ~ He cut himself while
Baron producing, personally..
ducer-director on 'Maid ol .Sjalem.' at shaving.
had previously been: created for the
Paramount, used 750.. to l„O0Q daily.
benefit.;, of
Thalberg's father : and
Twentieth-Fox. also,; set ifp .a. sea
ThalStart a File
i mother, William and Henrietta
STINT
HERSHX1EII>3
son record by hiring 1^00 oh variberg, with the will- setting aside a
Be a gag man! Write radio scripts! Start now! The following Is a list,
Harry .Heirshfield "hag been set by ous productions. 'Lloyds of London,'
sufficient amount to nave this, trust
of punch lines, more or less, of w.k. (also a,k.) jokes. We' supply the'
conIgeneral
writing
Warners
on
'a
Q00;
absorbed 500; .'Reunion,'. .300, and answers; you .supply the questions:
value Jof $1504
'in addireach'
tract' fdf 13 weeks,' starting Oct 19. 'Stowaway,' the Shirley
tion, to this specific becjuesfc' Thalberg
Temple film,
'It's me,
I'm riot foolin.7
Cartoonist^ will leave New York 150,. with remainder, scattered on
'Don't mind him» officer—he's drunk.'
for the Coast on Sunday (13). He three other pix.
"Then kiss the Ford and let's get out of here.'
STATEMENT OF' TtUB OWNERSHIP. will conttoue bis King Features syn'Whadya mea'n, I swore at him? All I said was, 'I see you're sunk in the
Ttf ANAOBMENT. CI.HCTJLATI ON. dication from there.
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REQUIRED BY THB ACT OF

CONGRESS, OF

MARCH

1033.

3.

T..W
•''

T«tji,-

';'''••

v

Nbis^ labile

In Add for
the .'State utd County, aforesaid, personmljjr Appeared Harold Brtche, who, having ; been daly sworn, according to (aw.
deposesiand says that. be -1b the business
Wkdaser of Variety, and that the following. Is, to the lest' of hi* fcnoirlejlEje
and 'belief, a true statement of the
".ownership, management, etc, of the
aforesaid publication tor. the date shown
In the above caption, required by the
Act of March 9.: 1033. embodied in Section
037, Postal Taws and Regulations, printed
on 'the reverse of this form, to wit:.
1.
That the names and- addresses of
the publisher, editor, managing editor,
and business manager,-' are'
,<.
Publisher—Variety, ihfe; 164 West 46th
street. New Torlt city.
Editor— Sldrte Silverman, 154 West 40th

Before

'ine,

a

1

L.' Ak..'
'1

Edward L. Alperson,

•

Joseph Bentonelli.
Sidney BiddeTl,

.

'

street.

New York

city.- V

—None.
Manager—Harold

Managing; Editor

*

John

•

'

Boles.:

Eddie Buz?elt.

Buddy

.

That, the known bondholders, mort3.
gagees and other security holders ownfog or holding 1 per cent or more of

1

Aben KandeL
Judith KandeL
Paul Lewis.
J. iMcNamara
Frank Orsatti.
Harold Rodiler.
'

.Joseph Schrahk:
Paul Schwegler.

.

-

.

•

amount

of

bonds,

mortgages

or

.

.

'

trustee

Is

acting, is given. a,lso that the

aid two paragraphs
embracing

contain statements

knowledge and
belief -.as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustee!
hour stopk .and securities in a capacity
other than that' of a bona fide owner:
and this afflant has no reason to beaffiant's

ful*

-

.

lieve that any Other person, association
or corporation has any interest, direct
.or Indirect, in the said stock, bonds or
other securities than as so stated by
him.
C.
That the Average. number of copies
of each' Issue' of this 'publication sold or
distributed, through th* mails or other-'
-wise,
paid -subscriber* during the
to
months preceding -the date shown above
is
(This Information |s required
.

from dally publications

only.)
Harold Erlchs,
,

,

..'

Business Manager,
fiwprri' tb And subscribed before
this S9th day of September, 1836.
'

CMy commlseloa

-nw

Nathan .Newman,

expires

Notary Public.
March J», 1931.)

.

SAILINGS

'

other securities, are: None.
4.
That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders and security holders. If any..
contain not only the Hat of stockholders and .security holders as. they appear
Upon the books of the company, but
also, In- cases where the 'stockholder or
'security-holder appears upon the books
of the company an trustee or Ir any
other fiduciary relation, the name of the
person-' or corporation for whom such

.'

,

city.

total

'.'

;

John D: Cla'rk,
Harry Cohn.
Carit. Billy, FaWcett
Tay <Jarnett
Harry Hershfield.

Edward

Erlchs, 164
Business'
W. 46th street, New York city.
.2. That the owners are: Variety, Inc.,
.164 West 4Gth street. New Torlt city.
Sldne Silverman, 164 West 46th street,
New York City. Estate of Slm'e '.Silverman', 1-54 West 46th street, New ' Torlt

•

'

Cantor."

Jean Chatburn,

,

.

'

-

—

'—
\
and the. horse lost 48/
r
'Can I help it if he worries?'
'^Sergei BarsUkoiff, Constance Hope,
'The doctor told me to watch my stomach/
!L-|-€Korgid. Polacco, Dr. anct Mrs. Artur
'Give me six good reasons why you dott't want any soup.'
Rodzinski, Adama Didur, Ryszard.
'How did I know he was after, my pocketbook?'
Ordynski, feiifg e'ii e Bpdo, Sofia
'Goodbye, Sam/
Nakoneczna,' Robert E. " Sherwood,
Aben and Judith' i^dejC Ptiii' Reis''
For Lazy Pickets
man, Frederick Lonsdale,. Mr. and
New York—Ali Opp, magician, who is among the adto^'^lcketirig .Br'oadr.
Mrs. Robert Woolsey. jpthel Merman,
way picture theatres for return of stage shoWs, has MAughit' up £ brand
Mr. and Mrs. Francis "Martin, Cortr
new fllusion. When tired, the picket says a few niagical vV6,i'ds ; 'th e' sign
land Smith, Mis.'. Harry Cohn, Sam
then gets down and carries the picket.
E. Morris, Tay Garnett, Carl
Laemmle, Jr., Carl Laemmle, Mrs.
Diary of an Agent
G. E. Calthrop, Lotte Lehmann,
(Uncensored)
Otto Krause, Kurt Jooss, Jooss BalWell,
diary,
Oct;
1—
I'm
still
tryin' to crash this radio^r^^^is.mtorriin'
let, Helen .Kane, Gertrude Wetter-,
gren, Noel Coward,, Jphn C. Wilson, a guy from the Button, Dutton, Fadeout & Moskowftz affilreStisIn^ agency
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell, Dezso called up about my new singer Enrique Madaginsburg. Said the sponsor
Szenes, _ Jack L.. Warner, Miriam hasn't made up his mind yet, but how much do I want for my singer. I said
i
Hopkins,
Sanford
Greenburgher, $1,500. The agency guy started to beef, so I 'compromised'foi' $175. What's
the diff, the real gravy comes from personal appearances anyways. Then
Jack Ross, Clare" Luce.
the agency guy says, 'You understand that a .15%' agency service lee is
customary/ I says .okay by me (what else could I say?) because the customary's always" right Then- he says, 'And as the booking must pass
through a member of the agency to make it official, that will be an addiOct. 17 {London to New York) tional 10%/ I told him to go ahead and close the deal so long as we wind
up with a box of soda crackers. Say, I always thought the indie vaudeGilbert Miller (Europa).
ville boys knew how to chisel.
Compared to them these radio guys are
Oct. 7 (London to New York)
Michael Angelos.
Etting,
Ruth
Col. Moe Snyder, Paul
Oct 2r—Agency called. Said the sponsor is changing his product Instead
Soskin, Nat Nazarro, Jack Cohn,
of soda crackers that don't crackle, which didn't sell, he's gonna make soda
William Morris, Jr., Harry Foster.. crackers that crackle twice as loud as any others
on the market. The
Val Parnell (Nqrmandie).
Crackers That Speak for Themselves' is the new slogan. And seem* as
Oct! 7 (London to New York) how the sponsor is startin' all over from scratch, says the advertisin'
Gertrude Lawrence '(Aquitania).
agency guy, it's only cricket that my boy Ginzy should do likewise and
Oct. 7 (Cherburg to Havana) Bal- give another audition.
Oct 3—My -boy Ginzy gave another audition. This time the sponsor
let Espagnol, Juan Martinez, Soledad, Juanito, Carmelita, Antomta, left his fresh kid home but brought along his uncle. Unk is an idea man.
Isabella, Rosarita, Castillana, Amaya, Said he's got a great idea for a jungle series an' wanted to know if Ginzy
Morales, Bobadilla, Cortijo, Sarasina, could make a noise like Tarzan calling to his mate. Said they'd leave me
quit a, Castanagro, SeyiUana, know.
Oct 5 No word from the agency. Looks like the silent treatment to
Vizcaino; Zanouba (Orinoco).
beat the price down, ....
Oct. 5 (New York to/London)
(To be continued)
Johnny Weismuller, Babs\La Val
'

N. Y. to

.

...

ditch'.'

ARRIVALS

.

Of 'V»dfty» tmMIahea weakly^t New
-Turk, N.
©ettfber 1. W46. *<•• i
8tatt ;# New Tor*, «Cdira,ttf' of
New.
'

L. A. to N.
Harold Adamson.

Ann Beresford.
Irvin S. Cobb.
R. H. Cochrane.
Richard Dix.
Melvyn Douglas.

.

Peggy Doyle.
Irene Dunne.
Florence Eldridge.

Helen Flint.
Fred Fralick.

,

Bert Kalmar,
Jerome Kern.
Charles La Torre,
Anita Louise.
Fredric March.
Michael Markham.

.

'

Mar

"

—

'

'

Jimmy McHugh,
James Melton.
John Mlljan.
Henry Mollison.
Abe Montague.
Karen Morley.'
Raymond Rubicam^

(Queen Mary).
Oct 3 (New York to -London) Ray
Perkins (Georgic).
*^Oct. 1 (New York'
London)
HeienJerome (Berengar

.

Rosalind RusselL:"
*
Jerome- Safron.
-i
William' Thalberg.
Johnny Weissmuller.
William Wyler.

'

.

-

*
'

'•''

"

Karen Morley's Next

.

Cukor Abroad

Hollywood, Oct 6.
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Following a three-day vacation in.
When George. Clukqr winds up proNew York'.with her husband Charles duction of' 'Camilie'' at Metro, he will
(New
to
L6hdbn>
SepC-3Q
York
Vidpr,.. Karen Mqrley returns here go abroad on an, extended vacation
Otto- Klenitlfirerj Mrs. Edward'' G, to start, work in 'Happiness Pre- before taking,, another _.directorfal, asRobinson- CNor mandie ).
,'.
ferred^ fpjrJWajor, Pictures."
signment
\VV ,..
Oct 5 (Franfcfprt- to Nej^ York)
She signed term contract with out•'Camilie' will be finished in three
Jimmy Campbell' OHindenburg).
fit last week.
weeks.
.

.,

.

.

.

,

,

.

'

5

',

.

'

.

.

.
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H'WOOD ON
Hock

of Film Stars on Air

Now

Extras

With the big parade of picture stars on network radio programs
under full steam last week, exhibitors now feel that their
advance objections to the spread of the habit was fully justified.
was in anticipation of exactly what happened with air programs in
the last 10 days that the campaign of exhibs was started months ago
in an effort to curb radio-minded film artists.
At the time^that- the first exhibitor associations in the" middle west
took' action against the widespread use of picture-^stars on nation,
wide broadcasts, it was largely a fear that the habit might spread
that prompted the Initial squawks.Since then, exhlb organizations and individual theatre operators
have come out against the practice. And their worst fears now appear to have -been justified. One exhibitor leader yesterday said that
nearly half of the leading players on really big network programs
were from the .picture industry.
Not only that, but radio artists, who heretofore have generally
been recognized as being of and from radio; now plug the fact that
they are in pictures or bally why they are. out in Hollywood.
Practically all daita.for.the Hays office survey on radio "as it affects
the picture business now has been, collected but the completed survey is far from ready. Tabulation of factual material,, compilation of
statistics and thorough. analysis has yet to be finished. Probably won't
be available for several weeks.

at Santa Barbara

Debs Usurping Their Ranks; Par

HAS COAST DIZZY

getting

Squawk

It

Pics

Talent's for Roosevelt, But

Don't Tell Their Radio
Used to Be
Sponsors
Republican, But—

—

-

.

-

Kandels' If wood Chores
Aben and

D. A.'S

INTEREST SOME

Judith-

Kandel are en
-

Columbia and Warners,
respectively, Mr. and Mrs.
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
returned
last week from
inKandel
about
as
Hollywood, normally
terested in politics outside the gates England, where Kandel wrote the
of its own several studios, which screen story for. 'Thunder in the
most of them consider a full-time City,' starring Edward G. Robinson,
job, as in the foreign grosses these for Atlantic Films. Mrs. Kandel was
days from Spain, is getting all watching him work,
At Columbia, Kandel starts immehepped up over the November
diately' on adaptation of his last seacount.
.

Industry

at

directed

in

the

Mrs, nasty to hire, the

son novel, 'City of Conquest.'

used to give three rousing., cheers ment,, to adapt her own. last season
and a trailer for the Republicans play, 'Play,. Genius Play.' Piece was
bankrolled by Meicvyn LeRoy arid
and let it go at that.
In those days that was good was short-lived, with LeRoy now
politics locally and nationally. Cali- producing it as a film.
fornia was Republican 9 to 1 and so
it didn't hurt Louis B. Mayer or Joe
Schenck to take turns at paying the
party's bills and getting a nice pat
Pic Leads for
S.
for the payoff.
But when four years ago the
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Democrats took the play away from
Richard Dix planed to New York the G. O. P. and the Warners and
Oct. 3 to huddle with Don Carle Gil- Winnie Sheehan were on the right
lette regarding the lead- in 'In the side and Mayer and Schenck on the
Bag? legit play,- on Broadway.
wrong, it looked as if Hollywood
Producer also is angling with would continue a house divided
Warners to obtain Joan Blondell for against itself and still stand.
the femme lead.
Since then state politics and in-

Front; Pix Co. s Peeved at liters

"

s

-Understood that nearly all of the
majors will make some pact which
would place these agents on an unfair, list,' There, are some 10 agents
in N. Y. city doing the bulk of place-

Bway?

MET ORIOLES
HAVE PIX YEN

.

.

.

,

Paul Lewis of Columbia Concerts
out on the Coast handling film
contacts for Joseph Bentonelli and
Angna Enters. Former tenor at Metis

SCULLY'S

HUSH LOVER'

his plan, the three extra girls told
him they would, wall? out. and what's'
more, they'd take the stars withthem.
hasty check of Jack Benny,

Boland, George Burns and
Allen determined that the-

extras were telling the truth, so the
society -legion, was given the air.
Tuttle explained that he had left
the extra casting up to an assistant.He also said that he was- riot in favor of letting people ?play at the
picture business'- and that he thought,
the society people had been hired.-

TABU FOR PIX

ropolitan Opera, N. Y., is being
tested by Republic. Several studios

terior politics in certain studios have
tied the boys up like' a Christmas
package. From being a 9 to 1 Republican state, California is now 9 to
7 Democratic.
Warners can't cheer too loudly
over this because they're tied in with
Hearst, a life-long Democrat who has
turned toward' Landon for his 1936

•just to. 'fill in' because the scenes
heeded a few more than had been
brought .from Hollywood;
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
The society girls were no end upStrict clamp placed on use of army,
set about being crowded out of the
navy and other military parapherna- picture and
claimed they were enlia by the U. S. government has titled to .continue because they were
caused Metro to cupboard two stories, donating their salaries to charity,.
;

•

1

-

*

'Anchor Man,'- dealing with the
BOLES AT $7,500
Navy, arid Talk to the Marines.' ForJohn Boles Is due for another perSheehan mer was intended for Wallace" Beery.
Army also balked on J, Walter sonal for Paranibtfht, going into, the"
practically. alone, among big producers still rooting as. hard for Roose- Ruben's plan to take long shots of Minnesota, Minneapolis,""Friday 0?>.''
Salary is. $7,500, with the. William
velt now as he and Warners were massed planes at Mines Field' here
Morris office •setting the deal.
in 1932.
Sheehan has put Gabe for 'It 'Can't Happen Here.'
During recent National Air races
Yorke in charge of the motion picwas noted that no military
ture, faction which favors Roosevelt, it
Yorke working under Sauter who maneuvers or battle formations Were
was sent out by Farley, and both of revealed by either branch of the
them taking orders from' National Government's aviation .as had been
done at past events of a similar
Headquarters.
answer.
This has

,

left

Winnie

-

1

-

:

.

Aside frofh getting long- lists of
signatures amorig- those in the industry pledging themselves to vote
for the Prez, they're not doing much.
Most of^ the .names sign under
promise not to be pushed out front
or made to go through any gratuitous song and dance stuff as part of
their signatures..
Stars who play both pix and radio
are particularly touchy about being
exploited at this time politically.
Their sponsors in the east are pro-

Trade Slhrk fleelafered

nature.

BY- 31 MB

FOUNUI3D
;.""

Communistic Pix Not
Necessarily

Immoral/

New Tork

'8UBSCRll?TlON
Annual..,

Inc.

Silverman. PreiilOenr

SI<1

164 West.4(Uh Street,

Mich. C't Reverses

SIl.VEnMAN

Weekly by VAHIKTV,

ruLtllHlifd

. .

.

City

.

.ft;'

Ban

Detroit, Oct.

<t^

Vol.124
G.

Detroit police film censorship powLandon almost to a man and they ers do not include right to bar Comare eyeing .the dance mime. Benton- don't want any more headaches munistic picture on ground they are
elli planes back directly.
or indecent, the Michigan
immoral
from above than come inevitably in
'.
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Supreme Court ruled Monday (5),
their day's work.
Frank Scully' is huddling with
to vote Democratic, upholding right of Ida -W. Schuman,
promise
They
Paramount for purchase of his new
the Detroit Cinema- Guild, to show
2 HOOFERS however, and to win as many others of
book, 'Irish Lover,' as a possible film ATES
'Maxim.'
to doing the same thing as they can Russian flicker,
for Bing Crosby.Miss Schuman got a permit a year
by moulh-to-moiith methods.
Police
Novel is based on life of Chauncey
Locally, the office of district at- ago, but it was revoked by
Olcott and would give the crooner a
torney is about the only thing the Commissioner Heinrich A. Pickert
it
chance to sing the old Irish ballads.
industry is concerned with this through city ordinance on ground
St. Louis, Oct. 6..
Scully spent three years collecting
Incumbent Buron Fitts, is- was immoral, because it dealt with
Roscoe Ates, film comedian, en year.
data for book which will be off press
Communism and might excite class
route by automobile from Ft. Worth, running against Harlan Palmer, pubCirupheld
in short time.
was
by
Pickert
hatred.
Tex., to Dayton, O., reported to po- lisher of the Hollywood CitizenPalmer made no campaign cuit Judge Theo Richter last fall relice at Cape Girardeau, Mo., last News.
fusing writ of mandamus.
week that he and two companions in the primaries, even turning down
Supreme Court decided Pickert
.N. O. Ban on 'Ecstasy'
paper,
and
his
own
support
of
the
had been held up and robbed by two
exceeded his authority and ordered a
masked men on a highway near ran up a big vote, big enough to writ issued,
New Orleans, Oct. 6.
Supreme Court ruled
prevent Fitts from riding in on the
Ecstasy,' booked to open at the Forrest City, Ark.
'ordinary sense of immorality does
Strand here Thursday (1), has been
Ates asserted he was nicked for primaries anyway.
not include interpretation that a picLane
Lora
companions,
cancelled.
$180, while
ture is immoral because it supports
Opposition by several organiza- and Janet Dickson, dancers, collecCommunism.'
Phfl Huston Has Pair
tions took their fight against showing tively lost $30 to the bandits.
.

AND

ROBBED ON HIGHWAY
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of the film here to

Mayor Maestri
and Archbishop Hummel, and the
management of the Strand agreed to
withdraw the film without further

Of B'way Stage Offers
,

Wanger Nabs Logan

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Philip Huston is mulling a pair
One is
of "Broadway stage offers.

controversy.

BEGIS TOOMEY'S PLAY

-

YEN

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Joshua Logan, New York stage 'North
director, arrived here this

.

Star,' new play by Austin
Strong which John Golden will prowith a duce. Other is a revival of 'Petri-

week

.

A
MILITARY Mary
Grade

U.

-

get the cold-shoulder treatment. - No
attempt will be made to interfere
with the ethical agent, but it n&w
Rosa Ponselle is so intent on makis known that at least two eastern
.talent divisions will be backed to the ing' a picture on the "Coast that she
limit in their new attitude toward may forego any appearance at the
unfair agency practices by chief Metropolitan Opera, N. Y., this season. She's signed for opera, but the
executives.
not
Alleged unfair tactics by the two organization has been requested
or three agents has amounted to the to insist on a date, if she goes before
old trick of pitting one major com- the cameras.
Hollywood
been
out
in
Diva
has
pany against another in bidding for
reducing,
services. .. The talent chiefs do not most of the past summer,
object to this, but they are irked by studying and keeping in trim in genthe steps pursued in carrying out eral. She came east a short time to
the practice. Chief stunt is to. tell broadcast, visited the Edward Johnan artist not to sign with a com- son office at the Met and huddled
pany .after tests '. .have been made with him on the matter. She'd like
and final /signature' is about to be to do a drawing room comedy; plus
some singing stanzas.
put ori the. line.

MAYBE CROSBY'S AT PAR

so.

.

'

!

.

.

ment of artists in pictures. Of this
number -two or three are certain to

when

rich, gals

worried .about meals:
Tuttle argued that he wanted the
McCoy in. atmosphere .and that \he
society ladies provided it. When he
Indicated he would continue with',
,

'.

.

•.

and.

.

.

,

•

6.

main by. pragmatists, the studios Kandel,- at WB, has a similar assign- many extras' in Hollywood were

Agentitis Also Hits the Eastern

Eastern talent departments of major companies are cracking- down on
agents who have developed reputations for juggling artists so that the
film producer, originally interested,
sometimes is left out in the cold.
The picture executives are peeved at
Several potentials
this two-timing.
have slipped through 1;heir hands by
last-minute switches in negotiations
which often have witnessed the
Hollywood prospects going- to rival
companies.-

troubles

'

,

.

being

labor

-

route to the Coast for writing as-

signments

'

Hollywood, Oct.

.

wars,

Class

whatnot beset. Director Frank Tuttle
when he took his Paramount troupe,
to Santa Barbara for location shots
on 'College Holiday:' Studio biggies'
thought it would be right nice to'
get classy atmosphere by hiring a
flock of society damsels to provide
atmosphere in shots made at the
swank Biltmore hotel.
However; trouble, started as soon,
as the .cameras, began grinding.'
Three-, extra gals imported front
Hollywood walked up. to. Tuttle and.
told him it was just, a shade from

to

Regis Toomey is in New York on join Walter Wanger's staff
Cash and als0 l00kin for a stage title" yet to be designated.
fied Forest.'
S
pi!y
Meantime the actor; who will be
Logan, organizer and first director
•Actor got in last week from the of the University Players at Cape seen in Radio's The Big Game,' is
M)ast and will stay
around New Cod, turned out Henry Fonda, Mar- huddling with his studio regarding
*ork about ^ month#
garet Sullavan and James Stewart! an' option lift.

Levene Back to

WB

Sam Levene, formerly in Three
Men on a Horse,' Playhouse, N. Y.,
returned to Hollywood last week unHis first
der contract to Metro.
studio assignment was In the film
version of 'Horse' for Warners.
While waiting for the new contract
he virtually sat on his. trunk.

While east he

lost 10

pounds wor-

rying whether 'Horse/ as a picture,
would click, friends say.
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Wednesday, October

World Series May Be

FILMS' $1,500,000 CENSORSHIP BILL

Just

a Coincidence (Oh

1936

7,

UA'Sl RENTAL

Yeah!) for H'wooStes

A
into

Hollywood Optimistic Anent

Its

Self-Regulation, But

the Eastern Execs See the Political Angle to Perpetuating the Censor Bodies as Long as Possible

lot

of picture people :drifted
the past .week

New York during

home offices, check up on
matters, vacation around
and
look,
in
on the World's Series'. *
Three writers were "dropped from
•the -20th-Fox; roster, last, week, leavSo many' came on from the Paring 51 scriveners •working.
amount studio that the home office
Gladys Lehman, Charles Renyon
and Mark Kelly left the lot, when .grouped them -all together and tossed.
a mass cocktail party at the Waldorf;
their options were not lifted.
Kelley is free lancing and cur- discharging a favorite custom for
rently working on a book, 'Only visiting celebs with one stroke. The
Suckers Work,' said to be based on Par bunch includes William LeBaron,
Ernst Lubitsch, Wesley Buggies,
the Wilson Mizner philosophy.
Kelly,, former sports editor of the King Vidor, George Raft William
Travis
Banton,
L. A. Examiner, who turned-scenar- Frawley,
Gary
ist for Darryl F. Zanuck at 20th- Cooper,
Randolph Scott Leopold
Fox, ankled from the lot Oct 1. Stokowski, Benny. Goodman and, for.
Reported he refused to continue on good, measure* a few Coast girls,
present salary scale when an .option Irene Dunne, Elizabeth Patterson
^
called for uppage.
and Margaret Perry, .
He collabed with Leonard PrasA representative' United Artists
kmson 'One in a Million,' first. Sonja .crowd is also. here or coming. Dr.
Henife picture, now in production.
;A. H. Gianinni and. Walter Huston
got in over .'the weekend, joining
Nino Martini, who came on in ad-,

20th

Pnmes

to contact

Writers

Hollywood, Oct

business

6.

Hollywood, Oct 6.
Hollywood believes it has paved
the way for kayoing the bluenoses in
nine eastern and southern states.
Consequently, it feels confident that
next winter, when the legislatures
Hollywood, Oct 6.
meet, it offers the best opportunity
Alice Brady and Charles Winin years to sound the- death knell for
censorship boards in state and city ninger will be teamed at Universal.
baliwicks.
Actress who recently .completed

BRADY, W1NN1NGER SET

AS NEW U COMEDY TEAM

.

The

'

industry, is ..vitally interested
because of the cost of state and city
censorship. For 1936, it-is- estimated*
censorship costs will approach' $1,500,000 for -the picture" business, with
more than. $1,20^000 going to state
boards of censure;" The. unestimated
•cost entailed when' positive prints are
ordered: altered td meet deletions
"
further tilts -fhe' takfe. - ' "

chores in *My Man Godfrey' and
Three Smart Girls* "was given a
term contract last week. Studio is
•'

searching for a suitable -yarn for the
comedy team.
In the meantime, Miss Brady goes

.

*

'

'

'

EmanueL Cohen to add a stint in
i'Mihd. Your Own Business,' opposite

'•

to.

.

,

U

Charles Ruggtes.

'

..ticket

begins

!

..

PAR'S 'SALEM' STALIED

BY COLBERT'S MISHAP

,

;

.

'.

.

.

'

:

:

sorship bill in that state

mayhap*

proach the N. Y. level. Amount pf S-I
money' collected ;ii^enri^Ivanla afeo

Testing for

top brackets^ because' Iwo
large exchange, centers are located
in:.th^/sfate;. and .thp ^umber of exis in' the

Mark

Twain Kids

in St.

Hollywood, Oct 6.
Paramount's 'Maid of Salem' is
marking: time while medicos determine the extent of Claudette Colbert's injury sustained in a traffic
crash. Players have been given the
required notice in the event production is suspended.
At first believed actress suffered a
basal skull fracture, later diagnosis
is that it's a concussion.
Picture
has two weeks to go.

Loo Frank Wallace Persists

,

)

He's Mister

'-'

large,7
of money collected in

hibitors', is Jiflusuall^
-

The' amount

New York

is

big because the rules

St; Louis, Oct.

^

Artists and are threatening a boycott. Indies muffed their chance to
buy the product before the Fox-

West Coast -deal- waff-closed.

;

A

Exhibs are Exchanging informaprices" quoted _by salesmen

on
and are

using- these figures in a con-

certed

move

tion

down

drive

to-

the

Howevejr,,!^ sales heads are

prices.

standing pat

,of^ .the

tions.

'

original quota-

:

.

;

'

up

sejt

'

,

percentage ,a^

•

fee

sas, Virginia arid Mslryland; no fee
is assessed in Massachusetts and

stiff

.

up in arms

hibitors are

'

after Cohen stretch. .
N. Y.'sVfMOiOQOTop
is charged for censoring in
First picture for Brady-Wjnninger
York, Qhio,''Pennsylvania, Kan- team^will .be "Delay in.the Sun,'- by
Anthony, Thome. Studio plans to
incorporate action shots of the curFlorida, Figures indicate that cen- rent Spanish revolution* story being
*
"
sorship, in New "Ydrfc alone" will ex- located in' Spain,
ceed $270,000 this year;- OftluVtotaL
Robertvpresnell. has been 'assigned
approximately ^00)000 will be net to do, the screen play. Wendy. Bar'
profit to the state since' expenses: arid rie, Cesar Romero, and Louis Haysalaries are hot expected to top ward set as support.
Production
""
'
$70,000. :
skedded. for Nov. 1 start
X".
.The fee schedule was jacked up
not long -ago ih Ohio so that the cen-

A

New

•

^Angeles;' Oct 6.
and riabe exagainst the
rental schedule
fdl? its ngjS jppoduct by United
.

suburban

Indie

.

'

6..

Several "hundred Missouri boys, 9
to 14, were interviewed here Satur
day, Monday' and today \ (Tuesday)

Mae West

Frank Wallace, vaude actor, inMae West is his wife, despite

.

sists

vance.

Others tied

tip

with

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Franklin Caen, who recently sold
his original, 'Convention in Cuba,' to
Radio, has been sighed by S. J. BrisIrin to screenplay 'We, the Jury,'
Wheeler 'and t^oolsiey came on which Joseph Henry Steele will produring the past week from the RKO duce. Gertrude PurcelL will., script
plant 'to catch, the series but Robert 'Cuba,' which will star Joe Penner
Woolsey didn't stay for -all the and Parkyakarkas, which Edward
games.
RKO had reports Fred SmaU 'pfodvces.''.^>'<
Astaire, Charlie Butterworth and
Dorothy Yost also has been set .to
George O'Brien WeJe flying in for do the screen .play on 'Satisfaction
a game or two but no confirmation Guaranteed,' a William Sistrom procould be obtained.
duction. Owen' ''TJ&ii, Jr., in ah im.

.

Ratoff, portant role in this picture.

John Boles and Gregory

U

cohtractees, are also in

New YOrk,

Boles admittedly to see the Yanks
and Giants battle it out. Ratoff isn't
talking. Robert Montgomery, Eddie
Buzzell and Freddie- Kohlmar are

Tom

Miriam Hof^ins Sails

From

also in town.

Harry Cohn,- president of Columdecided to come on to lend big

bia,

.

'

,

.

.

producer representation among the
call for a fee on,eaph print'-of a fea
.t«re prd<Jtictiorit With'thVee big disvisitors, as did Winnie Sheehan. The.
by three, representatives of Seknicktributihg pbfcfs''fr&e'~s<aHfe'and the
Queen Mary Monday (5) brought in
Internatiohal Pictures in quest -of
vast number of prints necessary, the
others, including the Jack Warners,
boys
to portray Mark Twain charac
nation.
the
bill naturally tops
the Carl Laemmles, Noel Coward and
ters,
Sawyer:
and
Hdekleberry
Censor boards also hold sway in
John C. Wilson. Tay Garnett also
about~20D cities, but only. Chicago, Finn. Scrutinizing film hopefuls are
which Wallace has .commenced to arrived on this boat The town gets
Detroit and Boston really go in for William Hi- Wright, personal .repre
added star strength through the arsentative of David O. Selznick, Mar compel. her to admit she is his lawful
irigid trimming In £' big way. ta the
(Tues.), of> Dick
rival yesterday
shall Neilan, director, and Harry spouse.
}''•.
(Continued on page 29)
Wallace claims .that he was wed Powell and Joan Blondell, who are
Maynard, talent scout
honeymooning. Warners gave them
to
Hiss
West
in
Milwaukee
in
1911
/Youngsters of
possible
a big reception and are planning a
description thronged assembly hall while both were members of a vaude party for the newly weds Friday
troupe.' She has persistently denied
in Municipal Auditorium for inter
afternoon (9).
views. Searchers said they woulc his claim, although he has produced
Anita Louise is sche duled to arrive
remain here Until 'territory is ex- what purports to be documentary
proof,
Last June Justice Cotillo frofn the Coast
studios today
.

AT RADIO

'JURY' TRIAL

UA who

-New York

at this time of the
yeaj whether* ori not they like baseball, include' Rouben • Mamoulian,
Fredric March- and Mary Pickford,
also Mrs. March' (Florence Eldridge).
like

.

the fact that the case was' once
tossed out of court, ,and On Thursday. (1) .Wallace's attorney filed affidavits in'N, Y. supreme court stating
that Miss West was personally
served in Los Angeles jon Sept 14
by ft deputy sheriff in a new. action

.

SELLS 'CUB%; C0EN GETS

tittg.

GoMwyn

ioT

Hollywood, Oct 6.
Hopkins has informed

Miriam
Samuel Goldwyn that
from London Oct. 14.

she's sailing

.

Actress will go into starring role
of 'The Woman's Touch' when she
returns to the Coast Sam and Bella
Spewack wrote' the. original..
•

'.

,

Tay Garuett Back

.

every

BALABAN'S PERIODIC

HUDDLES

IN

NEW YORK

hausted or object achieved. Those
chosen will be given screen teste
John Balaban,, in. aotive charge of City nicked- Selznick. Pix ?105 for
s
Balaban & Kate in Chicago-^with use of hall.
Barney Balaban in New-: York permanently as president of Paramount
i—will come east, e'yery four or five
RUNYON-PAR STYMIE?
weeks to confer with his brother .and
to contact distributors on product
B. & K. is forced, 'to buy much more Due to WB-Hearst Hookup—Gil
•

now as a, result of going
double features.
Barney Balaban, retains the presidency' :of B&K
Brother .John is in
product:

Gabriel Gets Under the Wire

.

dismissed the action on the ground
that service bad been,, improperly
served on 'the .actifess/ Wallace at
the time was permitted to reopen
the action.
'

.

RKO

WB

(Wed.).
has two featured
players ill in hospitals, Anne Shirley and Gertrude Michael, so they're
missing the ball games, if that's their
dish.

4

New York

at present'

.

Howard's Wanger Chore

-

when they entrain- west.

Loews

Into the

Meantime Thorton Delehanty, exN. Y. Post film critic, has-been working on scripting, ahd! editing of con-

Roxy Operating

;

<

Damon Runyon's

writing deal with
Paramount was all set but bumped
against trouble because of the Hearst
(King Features) contract, which has
several years to run. According to
that paper Jbe can't go to work for
anybody in any other line of en-

getting a no
Hollywood, Oct. C.
from Hearst or allied Hearst inHoward will direct terests. In the matter of film writ-

deavor without

first

,

William K.

'Summer

Walter ing, "this means Warner Bros, and,
mid- when Warners, heard about Runyon
going to Par it' (WB) .decided it
Director, has been in Europe sevcould use. the .scripter itself.- .Now
eral months -working for Alexander the whole thing's more or less in
Korda.
the air,
Lightning' ...for

Wanger, production

to start in

November.
'

Ratoff Goes to 'Town'
*»

Hollywood, Oct

.-

'6.

Lou Brock has spotted Gregory
Ratoff in' one of the top comedy
spots in T6p o' the'-TOwn' at Uni!

Walter Lang -will direct with
picture set to start .this week.
Other castings' are .Ze'ni' VatOrl,
Michael Fitzmau'rice and Robert
versal.

Dalton.

.

BUTTON'S 'TARDY' NAG
Hollywood, Oct. 6,
Claude Binyon, who sold his racing string after losing the family
press clips last year, is staging, a
comeback. Has bought a nag and
named him/Tardy,' which up to now

Almost the same situation came
up with Gilbert W. Gabriel, drama
critic for the N. Y. American.
Par
wanted Gabriel to do a screen play
on the. life of Victor Herbert. It
was arranged that he was to do: the
writing in New York at his home
and stick tp his job reviewing stage
plays at the same time. Before signature, however, Gabriel phoned
Jake Wilk of Warners and told him
about it. Wilk- wired the Coast and
the Coast answered that it wanted

-

from now

on.

...

.

Picture Again in Pool with 20th-Fox
of these and still have plenty, of
strong product in the remaining 40It's likely, too, that
44 subjects.
some .English-made features could
be fitted in where caliber was strong
enough to fill the spots. Capitol
would take first runs of Astor roadshow pictures per usual.
•

Sheehan Settles $105,304
Harriman Bank Note
A promissory note for $105,304

1

next picture for jSape Withers at
20th-Fox.

,

James Tinting

will direct,

with John Stone..associate, producer.
El Brendel, Joe Lewis, Anthony
Martin, Leah Ray and Joan Derriel
will support. Harry Akst and Sidney Clare are doing tunes.

U

Recalls Eilers
.

:

•

'

.

McCAKTHY'S SHIFT TO REP.

B

features available

producers for the Roxy.
With 20thrFox supplying 60. features arid Metro 50, the three houses
would have about 110 pictures to
select from each year,. Discounting
the Astor roadshowers, with a maximum of 40 allotted to the Capitol,
Oct. 15.
this would leave about 65 available
McCarthy will be assistant to Nat for the Roxy, with ih.2 pooled opLevine.
erating interests able to reject- 20

22,

Mpljison Quits Coast

,

Hollywood, Oct.

Columbia has
direct

1932.

1

.

Wiles Directs 'Women'

han.

from the two

Leo McCarthy of

.

6.

,

'

made June

.

Hollywood, Oct

The. Holy ^CTrpr,! yarn with a
naval base ba'ck^ound by L<jU Breslow and John '.Patrick,' will be',, the

.

A- product from the two companies
would go into the Capitol, with the

.

;

.

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
which Winfield R. Sheehan had with
Universal has .called Sally Eilers
the defunct Harriman National Bank,
N.. Y., whose head went to jail on back from England to play opposite
holds only a temporary lease but conviction of embezzlement, has been James Dunn in an untitled picture.
probably would keep it providing settled with Frederick Z. Goess, reDunn is working in 'Murder on
the caliber of -films held up to pres- ceiver of .the bank. Amount of the the Mississippi' and has one more
ent .standard.'
film to do for studio under his pressettlement not known.
With the Astor remaining in the
Goess signed a stipulation, in the ent pact

Fox are able to furnish enough r*oad
show pictures for this house. Metro

U. S. District Court Friday (2) dis
continuing the action he had brought
for collection of the note from Shee
Note, apparently taken from
Sheehan on a personal loan, was

Kansas. City, Oct. 6.
local 20th-Fpx
has resigned his position to go
to the Coast, as a producer with Republic. McCarthy has been in KC
for some time as film buyer and assistant to Elmer Rhoden of. the
Skouras office.
Coast duty starts

Garnett shot ori'his world j aunt

Jane and Shirley Set
Loew's operation of the Roxy theN. Y.,'came up again this week
via a three-way pact involving 20th.
Century-Fox,
Metro and Loew.
Warner Bros, ahd 20th-Fox previously have been reported mulling
such a proposition.
While details have not been perfected, the Astor and Capitol would
figure in the three-way agreement
if the Roxy operation is taken over
by Loew's. Likelihood of the Astor
remaining ih the set-up would depend on whether Metro and 20thatre,

Gabriel, there, but not in New York.
That made it okay for the Par deal.

office

travelog. \ footage ..which

siderable

picture, the, pick of ace product of
Metro and 20th-Fox would be. available for roadsh'owing in this theater.
Would take six or seven biggest features of year. Then all remaining

.

was the exclusive billing of his sixJ
year-old son.
Raced the kid against the horse
and kid won, so he figured the kid
should give up the billing to the
horse.
Work of haridicappers, he
further figures, should be a pushover

his

personal productions for 20th.
The Garnetts and Schwegler are
seeing the new shows until Friday,

.

.,'

in U.S.

a round-the-world

cruise on
yacht Tay Garnett, his wife, and
Paul Schwegler, his aide, are back
in N. Y., but this time via transatlantic liner, on a call from 20thFox to start on 'The Last Slaver,'
which Garnett Will direct for Darryl
Zanuck. It's to be one of the latter's

After

'Women

Hollywood, Oct. 6..
set Gordon Wiles to
of Glamour,' which

Everett Riskin will produce.
Picture is slated to get away Oct.
10.
Cast includes Melvyn Douglas,
Virginia Bruce and Reginald Denny.

6.

Henry Mollison, having finished
his .Columbia contract, has gone to
New York whence he'll sail for Lon
don. He came here two years ago
for Universal.
His latest English portrayal wag in
the title spot, in 'Lord Nelson.'

Flora Snyder's Accident
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
While on a location trip for ReBig Show,' Flora Snyder fell and sustained a broken hip.
She was taken to the Cedars of
Lebanon hospital for treatment
public's 'The
.

•

Wednesday, October

7,

Winnie Sheehan's

PICTURES

1936

Own Unit for UA

Laemmle,

Distribution;

% WJnfleld R. Sheehan will return
I/. active picture making at the head
.,

unit,

,

the policy announced by Dr. Giannini, who said the company, from,
;

would augment its producers and. increase the number of

time' to time

>

PRODUCT SCRAMBLE

yearly releases.

>•'

—

NEXT YEAR'S

Current program includes 30 picseven each to be made by

dependent exhibitors have reached
their breaking point in their general
boycott against all distributors. All
of a sudden they have quit their
plan to refuse to buy new product
as a .silent protest against double

tuxes,

,

.

Samuel Goldwyn and Walter Wanger; .five-' by Selznick-International,
olie each by Reliance and PickfordLasky and nine British-made, of
which six will come from Alexander
Korda.

.

.

.

Goldwyn and Korda, as part-ownUA, are- releasing under long-

ers of

contracts, but Selznick and
Wanger are reported to have contracts for two years each, with cer-

term

tain

•

continuing

options.

Selznick

organized his own company about a
year ago./ He ;has released only orie
Fauritleroy,'
'Little •" Lord
picture,
wi,th Garden of Allah,' starring Mar-

lene Dietrich and Charles Boyer, recently completed.
Announced for
early production are 'Tom Sawyer,'
'History Is Made' at Night' and 'It
Happened in Hollywood.'
Inclusion of Sheehan in
production ranks is regarded as a move
to insure a steady flow of product
through the
releasing
company,
which! in .a period of six months
prior, to the release of 'Dodswqrth,'
had only Hhree American-made pictures for its exchanges.
Sheehan probably will make one
picture for this season and at least
five for next year's selling period.
Another distribution deal with
Carl Laemmle, Jr., is under
con•

UA

'

.

•

,

UA

sideration.

Thomas Mann, Nobel prize winner in 1935, will write an original
for the screen to be produced by
Carl Laemmle, Jr. He and Laemmle,

now in New,York, after an
extended European vacash, considering >a couple of distribution deals
for his pictures. Junior Laemmle
will produce.- independently. United
will- produce -independently.
Carl Laemmle, .Sr. will return to
the. Coast in about a week but Jr.
is. expected to stay on in the east
for five or six weeks.
Sf. are

•

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Prior to his departure for New
York, R. H. Cochrane, president of
Universal, announced plans to make
52 pictures on the 1637-38 program.
This ups current season's sked by 10.
Cochrane had been here for several days
huddling with' J. R.

an anti-war

story,

by Friges

,

Charles

R.

.

.

HEADS
UA EXEC INFLUX TO N.Y.

DOC

A. H. Giannini, president of United
Artists, arrived in New York Saturday (3), after a stopover in Chicago,
people
leading a vanguard of
who are due in New York. .Among
these is Walter Huston, who also arrived from' the Coast Saturday (3).
Mary Pickford is expected within a
week, with Giannini probably still in
New York on her arrival.

UA

Rouben Mamoulian got in Sunday
(4) from the Coast, while Tay Garnett returned from Europe Monday
and Fredric March got in
(5)
.

yesterday (Tues.). March has just
been signed by Selznick International. William K. Howard, who. has
been set to direct for Walter Wanger, is expected back from England
in a month.
Dr. Giannini is accompanied east
by Mrs. Giannini, his son, Bernard,
and his assistant, Thomas Walker.
Giannini at a press conference
yesterday commented upon the great
nationalistic spirit the industry has
developed 'in the leading nations
throughout the world in recent

For his film productions, James
will be director. Laemmle,
purohased several other story

Karinthy.

-

.

Jr..

Faces,'

features and the additional clearance
against 25c houses which goes in
with the new contracts.
New release charts for. November
pictures reveal that the third week
of that month will have only one
picture on.' the 1935-1936 contract
and the last week of the month will
not have a single old contract picture on the list. With the result that
the exhibs are" now s.o.s.ing the ex-

changes to send down their salesmen
Rogers and in a hurry.
William Koenig. J. Cheever Cowdin
Distribs, sitting around on their
also was here, but returned east last hands for the past two months as
far as local buys are concerned, are
week.
signaturing deals. Exhibs figure that
Studio already has completed 24 they need the new product to keep
pix on this season's sked in the first their houses open and/ their screens
the last of
six months of the new outfit's alive after Nov. 15 when
the old season's product is exexistence.
have been
U, with 72 players, on its list, will hausted. Some of them
indie and
some
start immediately to build larger figuring on utilizing
states-right pictures for a couple of
writer and director rosters.
weeks to fill in any possible gap between the old major product and
the" new stuff. But the bulk of the
GIANNINI
exhibs can't sit back and watch competing houses gobble up the cream
Grainger,

Whale

properties abroad,, including among
these is a new novel by Alfred
Neumari, author of 'The Patriot.'
Others are 'Nine Officers,' a story
of the Boxer rebellion by George
Frasier, and 'Soul with a Thousand

Chicago, Oct. 6.
Buying splurge is taking place in
Chicago at present as the nabe in-

.

:

years.

of the contracts.

FOR

N. Y.

COMPTROLLER

Albany, Oct. 6.
J°nn A.. May, comptroller of the
Schine Theatre Corp., Gloversville, is
the Republican nominee .for state
'

_

"

(Continued on page 29)

*

of the agreement,'

Schenck

said.

:

-The opposition has come from another competitive concern in England which made a higher bid to
the Ostrer brothers with whom we
are negotiating. Isidore Ostrer said
that his brother, Mark, felt they
should consider this offer. However,
this competitor offered us $8,500,000
for: our interest in Gaumont-British,
but we refused, feeling that we had
committed ourselves to the. deal.'
Schenck, who Was met by Darryl
F.
Zanuck, William Goetz, Lou
Anger and other 20th-Fox execs, asserted he will remain here to
Indications are that Leo Spitz, further the $4,000,000 expansion propresident of RKO, may not entrain gram at the studio;
for the Coast until- RKO's prospects
for early reorganization are set defi-

SPITZ DEFERS
COAST TRIP;

RKOREORG

nitely.

.

.

'':>:

•

Expectations .are in order under
these circumstances that a comprehensive plan for submission to security holders, creditors and the
court,

under

77b,'

may

soon

be'

Greenfield Says

final-

ized.

William V. Hodges, of Denver, and

John R. Moroney,

attorney- for the
Karl Hoblitzelle interests, of Texas,
have constituted themselves a committee to act for unsecured creditors
in the
reorganization proceedings. White
Case, N. Y. law firm,
is
counsel for the group.
Both

tinent Co.

RKO

&

Hodges and Moroney represent sub-

Atlantic City, Oct. 6,
Albert M. Greenfield; Philadelphia
broker, testified today (Tuesday)
that his brokerage firm collected
'

stantial

unsecured,

'

claims

against

RKO.

of the firm of Hodges, $500,000 commission when William
Wilson
Vidal, Denver. He is also Fox sold out bis theatre and studio
a director of the U. S. National interest in 1930. He said that he and
Bank, of Denver, .which holds a ,Fox bought $1,500,000 of stock; ih
claim of $81,271.95 against RKO.' Bankers Securities, Inc., shortly
This is one of the claims which have after the sell-out and that the two
been allowed by Federal Judge acted as a syndicate to sell the stock
to the public. The shares, Greenfield
Bondy.
Moroney represents the Majestic added, were also bought through
Co., the
Theatre Building, Dallas; and he also Albert M. Greenfield
brokerage
firm.
is secretary of the Hoblitzelle Corp.,
Greenfield said that many persons
the Hoblitzelle Investment Co. and
subscribed to the stock but failed
the Hoblitzelle Realty Co. Special Master Thomas D. Thacher to come through with money resulthas allowed the Hoblitzelle interests ing in collapse of the plan, Greenon
claims.
$624,502.67
three
field also revealed that the All-Con*
tinent Corp., a $7,000,000 concern
Fox claims he turned over to his
wife, still owned most of the shares
in Bankers Securities, and that Fox
N.Y. was still a member of the tatter's
board' of directors,
'Even now/ said Greenfield, 'when
Gaumont-British and
theaBankers Securities has any dealings
tres have reached an accord on G-B
with All-Continent, we always seproduct, for RKO's metropolitan
cure Mr. Fox's signature on the
New York area. With the consent notes.'
of Skouras, the understanding seems
It is doubtful whether Fox will be
to be that Gaumont will withdraw
called to the stand again this week,
its projected deal to feed product to
Last week Fox testified that he
the Skouras-Riverside, upper Broadwas 'under the Impression' at the
way house, in order to pave the way beginning
of 1930 that" he was
for a circuit deal with RKO. This
but
about
$100,000,000,'
'worth
extricates Gaumont from a knotty
learned later that he could sell, out
jam which might have sewed up its
for only $21,000,000,
N. Y. marketing possibilities and
Late in 1930 Fox created the
kept G-B from the first-run situa$7,000,000 All-Continent Corp, and
tion, here, altogether.
turned it over to his wife. Counsel,
Gaumont was in a predicament as
for creditors have openly tried to
the Riverside is in competition to the
prove the concern is really owned
81st St.
would not con- and operated by Fox.. His wife, Eva,
sider purchasing G-B product for its
testified
recently she knew little
circuit while that upper Broadway
about the concern's affairs.
situation was locked out.
'20

Hodges

&

is

•

With Par; Dave

MG G-B SETS IMPORTANT

Lewis Stays

DEAL WITH RKO IN

Hollywood, Oct.

6.

Albert Lewin, production associate
of Irving Thalberg. at Metro-for the
past six years, has signed with Para-

mount

as a producer of important

pictures, Adolph Zukor announced
It winds up a 12-year stay at
Metro for Lewin, after editing 'Good
Earth.' He's slated to go abroad for
four months before taking up his
duties at Paramount, March 1.
Zukor stated Lewin also will serve

today.

in a general
capacity.

executive

advisory

RKO

.

While in Europe, Lewin will line
up story material for his Paramount
Before aligning With
productions.
UA.
Thalberg, Lewin was Metro story
editor and also on the writing staff. RKO
RKO
Lewin had been huddling with
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Fredric March has been signed to Sam Goldwyn for a production
deal.
Par
making
the
Born,'
before
Is
Star
berth
in'A
play the lead
No Statement Since
David Lewis will remain at Metro
The deal, on the tapis, with RKO
nee 'It Happened in Hollywood,' for
Fox said he never had a complete
William A. as an associate producer, working theatres is a selectivity deal on G-B's
Selznick-International.
list
of his assets compiled and
Wellman and Robert Carson devel- with Louis B. Mayer. Lewis handled program of 24.
hadn't had a financial statement
oped the story from ah outline by Irving Thalberg's production of *CaHince 1920;
mille,' now being completed.
David O. Selznick.
"I never looked at my books,'' he
to star

Back

'

York

'Pride

and Prejudice,'

Jeff Bernard's Off

set

Norma Shearer and Charles Laughton, will

remain on the

.

'

&

Al Lewin Signs

O. Selznick returning
to Metro, the Doc said the Selznick
has five pictures yet to make for

comptroller. He is 50, a native of
Watertown, N. Y.. married and has
daughters. He is a former memWellman will direct the production,
ber of the Federal Reserve Bank, rf
starts as soon as Alan CampNew York City. He was executive which
bell and Dorothy Parker polish up
v. p. of the
Fulton National Bank & the script.
Trust Co. of Gloversville, leaving
*ne Reserve" bank to become comper of tne Scnin e corporation,
u7
Cohn, Buzzell
which
controls some 100 picture
theatres in -New York and nearby
Harry Cohn and Eddie Buzzell
states.
are planing back in their private
Tne nomination was a surprise to air chariot today (Wednesday).
Political observers here.
May was Chartered an airship for their adnot present with other candidates to vent east, via Dallas stop-off, last
receive official notice of his sclec- week, in time to see the world
uon. His opponent
at the November series.
section is the present comptroller,
Buzzell is slated to direct a pic•Morris S. Tremaine, of Buffalo.
ture for Cohn at Columbia.

wo

•Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Following his arrival from New
to stay on the Coast until
March, Joseph M. Schenck asserted
that 'as far as we are concerned the
Gaumont-British, Metro and 20th
Century-Fox deal will be completed.
'We have initialed the final papers
and are ready to carry out the terms
•

London, Oct. 6.
Sid Kent, 20th Century-Fox
prez, has arrived here from
New York, admittedly, on the
Gaumont-British deal which has
been stymied.
Went into immediate executive huddles with the local 20th,
G-B and Metro principals.

'

Anent David

SCHINE THEATRE EXEC

C-B Terms

to Fulfill the

Kent's London Huddles
Both Chicago and Northwest Exhibs in Strong
Film
Buying
Sprees
Especially in Chi
Boycott Idea Broken

PICTURES ON

52

Ready

LONGER ON PIX

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
David O. Selznick spent 36
hours in the Cedars of Lebanon
hosp last week resting.
To provide relaxation, the
producer took along 36 scripts.

prexy of UA.
Addition of a group of Alms to
Sheehan is in line with
by
made
be

'

On

of

releasing

Giannini,

.

Deal

Schenck, on Coast, Declares He's

Selznick's Rest?

to

through
United Artists. DeaVis being closed
in N. Y. by Shfeehan and Dr. A. H.

own

his

Jr.,

VARIETY

M-G

sched-

ule and probably will be handled
Lewis under Mayer's generalship.

by

McGuinness a Metro A, P.

Y On

said,

"I

had perfect confidence in
'

my bookkeeper, Mr. Herbert LeitLondon, Sept. 29.
steen."
Stockholders of General Theatres
Fox testified that he gave his
Corp., theatre affiliate of Gaumont- father $300,000 in cash a year before
British, objected to reelection of Jeffrey Bernerd to the board at their

the latter died.
"Why isn't the transfer listed
.

on

annual meeting yesterday. Grounds the books?" asked Walter Hanstein,
were that, due to his long absence in counsel for creditors, with claims of
the United States, he had been un- $9,500,000 against the former film
Hollywood, Oct. C.
Metro has upped James K. Mc- able to carry out his duties as a tycoon.
director.
producer"Father gave me the money to
an
associate
to
Guinness
On a vote, Bernerd was not keep for him," replied Fox. "I made
Writer moves into his new
ship.
elected, but when chairman Mark no entry on the books when he
spot without an assignment.
Metro's current production sched- Ostrer called a poll the decision was turned the money over to me, and
reversed by a heavy majority.
(Continued^ on page 20)
ule is very heavy.
,

.

-

"

—

1
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VARIETY
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;

Amusement Group Averages
(3d Quarter,.

*
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Yesterday'* Prices
Net
High .Low.Lant. cbg.

..Shlea.

'36)

«%

1)00 Co!.' Ptet.:

4014

vnk

300 Cod. Film. VA
40O Bast. K...177% 17454 .177S4 +3%
13,400 Gen. El... 48% 47H 48. +.946,000 to6\v
6914 + %
6814 68.

—JULY-^r— AUGUST-^ r—*$fiPT.--

—

8,700
3,300-

%

Paramount 18% 12% 1274Do 2<j.p£. 12% •12% rm-r %•

1.700 Pathe .... VA
8
13,800
1114- 11
, . .
1,700
7H' 7%
2 t600 20th-Fox... 81% 81
6,700 W. Bj^.. . . , 13% 1394

RCA
BKO

.

CURB
000 Grand. N...
8,000 Tech
<
1,100 TranB-b . .

394-

3ft'

27%

a%

2614
394

4-6

Weeks Fer

l3'/4

'Borneo' ( In L. A.

of

'Dream' Big So-S»

+

08V4

now)

yeached 550,000

is precipitating

a

6.

hot fight in the city council.
First week's business of "Romeo
The prohibitory ordinance,- which
and Juliet' at the Carthay Circle would place showhouses.
in a public
here indicates that the picture will utility classification,,
.already
has
get a four-week run^and possibly been introduced .in the
-council, and
six.
Columbia's 'Lost* Horizon* is was the storm center of
a' heated
being readied to follow "Juliet* in, hearing when. proponents and
opponwith Metro's 'Good Earth' in turn ents had their inning.
probably succeeding "Horizon' at the
Following- more than two hours of
'•
road-show house.
arguments, the measure was referred
Metro is making an intensive drive to the city legal „ department for an
in schools and. colleges to bolster the opinion regarding; jte
^constitutionattendance at "Romeo and -.Juliet' ality and for a further airing of its
Lecturers
are
being merits at th(e-next ,-committee meetshowing's.
spotted to give impetus ,to theatre ing' two weeks henceV "'

+114

%

+

.ha£.,

.

Hollywood, Oct

'

+1%

64

6.

to block the construction

morie. new. theatye^herei. until

450,000-

(it's

Tt

894

0894+

move

any

the population

8%+V
27 Jt

Minneapolis, Oct.

'

A

8U4+94

90

'•

'A

87

.

4J

[

SHAKESPEARE SPOTTY

%

+.

VA- %

BONDS

'
,

$0,600 Keith .... 90
00
6 000 Loew
90
9894
11,000 Par-Ei way. •«*
38,000 Parnm't ..08V4 08
10,000 W. B
«7K 07

44

B'/4

11

•New

1030 high.

42

.

41

'

.

,

BALK 2,000 FT.

.

:

among

parties

the studes.

Prompted by
than six

1

1

II

1 1 1

-

.

While a satisfactory solution
difficulties on the 2,000-foot, reels

of
in

Chicago looms, the ban on: larger
spools in the state of Massachusetts
is

city

•

N.W.S RECORD

'

-

THEATRE BLDG.

'

.

As Market Advances on Wide Front

-

.

m

'

'

MaclEAN-CAGNEY HAVE

After drifting lower in early tradmany stocks rallied "towards the
PICK
of yesterday's'' <Tues. ) stock
ito.se
nfarket as ^transactions, again exceeded 2,000,000 shares. Most, amuseHolly-wood, Oct. 6.
...
ment issues only remained firm or
Three stories are under consideraedged up fractionally. Exceptions to
the minor gains were Technicolor, tion by. Douglas MacLean and James
which advanced to. .27%, a g'aih of Cagney- for. the actor's Second pro-

.

3 YARNS TO

FROM

.

'

'

'ADVERSP SOLO

44

<.

went to 31%,
.....
Both Westinghouse stocks went
(Continued, on page 27)
v.

and an

'Fugitive for Justice,'

.

.

to

'

,.

RKO'ERS IN N. Y. CITY

of ttie RKOs
York' theatres
into/discard as dates demand
in order to make way ,f.0r 'tbe 'soio
screening
df
'Anthony,
Adverse,'
.un.which., the chain/ has purchased for

Twin-bill .policy
metropolitan New
.

win go

by Stanley Anderson, are a.! fullweek showing in, its ,44
under scrutiny,
:\
/
Greater N. Y. houses. Houses will
MacLean; .is .^Skedcd to start, the return to their normal policy folinitial Cagney /vehicle,' 'Great Guy,' lowing' the shewing of this film;
Oct. 15 at Pathe. John Blystone will
RKO theatres switched policy
direct from the James Edward Grant previously ifor 'Midsummer Night's
and Henry Johnson script.
Dream' (WB) which was spotted on
Charles Bickford will play a lead a tw6->day basis, selectively in ?er-

titled story

'

,

.

,

.

,

II

DUSTS *R0AD BACK'

;.

•

*

-

'

r

'

,

.

Taking

.

Hollywood, Oct

In and direct 'Wild ,Men\as"'his first
picture fbr'GN. ^o'ductiqh is' set for

6.

cognizance' -of : ,the * war
strife
in Porope, tlnlversal has
dusted off 'The Road: Back,' .Eric
Remarque's preachment against conmilt,' to put it in early production;
,

Novel has been on and

.

off

sked 'for

four years.
Studio is angling to have B.
Sherriff, author of 'Journey's End,' to
come here to revise script. James

Ifoy.'/i

starti'.

opjjioji

on actor

tures.

:

Cpmp%ny.;'aisp .holds
for- three,
:

•

Y

more

pic-

Other Alms also have been .played

by

RKO

theatres as occasion
demanded, such as RKO's AstaireRogers. musicals.
-

idea organized/

Replying further to
Rosander, Hudson said that a former
city attorney "probably drew it'
'Someone apparently wants to shut
off building of ne$ Jbeatres,' said
Alderman RosanderV.Vy 'Why should
we give those, ah?ea<jy in the- show
business here a monopoly when we
don't do it for other lines of industry? Besides new building creates
1

•

-

.

:

.

'

jobs.'

Those arguing In the bill's favor
declared the city already' is overseated and that more, new, theatres
would 'reduce present standards' and
might be a bad influence. iDeclaring
he. expressed the sentiments: of 26
churches, Ernest Zimmer urged approval of the. measure. Pressed by
a colleague as to Whether he regarded the Boulevard (neighborhood
theatre) in his.ward a 4tad infiuenca,'
-Alderman W. R. Robb said 'some
,s

,

.

,

very good pictures offer some bad
ideas.'

.

.

'

PHILLV DUALS CASE
THREE GRIDIRON PIX
UP FOR REHEARING
SET FOR RELEASING
Ph'iiatalpniaf
6ii
"
Hollywood,' Oct 6.
Arguments for a,ri
irlng sought
Three picture football entries have by major distrib'BtorSJSai- the now
been skeded 'for early release, RKO celebrated Harry Rerehnan (Lehigh
is first with the '.'Big Game,' dated Theatre) dual
features case, were
for Oct. -0. Paramount puts .''Rose completed today in federal
court
Bawl' on the field Oct 30, with 20th- here before Judges Buffington, Davis
trotting
Fox
out 'Pigskin' Parade,' a and Thompson. Decision was. remusical, satire, Oct. 20..
.,
served, with likelihood-' HhW it tylll
Universal, Warners, Columbia and not be -handed' dbwit-for -four
to six
Metro reneged on football yarns. All weeks;' R^gardless^bf ffie 'Wfcbme.
except Metro made such yam's, but it is believed th^ lo^g'-party-.^ill
without b.o. luck.
carry the case to 'ftie -U, SI. Supreme
Par. used JJSC's sguad in its pic- Court if necessary.
:*;-i-£
ture.. Picture got unintended exploiTestimony today,: was. nearly a
tation through complaint from sup- repetition jf that
given at the prelim
porters .-of Oregon State, after their hearing;
Plaintiff "Pereim'ah 'conrecent,game that USC got early prac- tends that showing
of dual picture
tice by performing in the film. Par programs
involves interstate comclaimed gridders did not work as a merce and as
such Comes under the
unit
Sherman anti-trust law. Originally,
the Perelman suit was brought in behalf of virtually all independent exhibitors in the Philadelphia area but
Rep Readies lastthe original victory in the cQurts,
won by th< indies,, how.. is being defended by Benjamip M.. Colder, one
Hollywood,. Oct.' 6.
Republic's production of Richard of plaintiffs, counsel; almost alone
Henry Dana's 'Two Years Before the because so many independent exhibiMast' is scheduled to start in mid- tors have dropped by the wayside.
October.
Al Levoy will produce Other counsel for Perelman is Otto
from .the script written by Cy Bart- Kraus; Jr., but it is the coin of
Golder, former' Congressman, that
let and Gordon Rigby,.
Studio .is seeking male topper for reputedly is. now carrying on. the
the film, which will be given a fight for the indies.
heavy budget by the studio.
-

-

.

'

.

.

,

•

.

•.

;.

.

,

it,

-.

houses.

;

.

•

•

•

'

•

;

•

i

C

S&i 8

for

Oct

Hollywood, Oct

6.

Sam J. Briskin is putting eight new
directed 'End,' will meg pictures
into production at
this
Xhjs nicker.... Univejrsal also' is con month, making
third consecutive
tactihg Remarque to advise on pro
similar period in which this lias been
duction in Hollywood.
done.
Those coming up, are 'Criminal
Lawyer,' 'Mother Carey's Chickens,''They Wanted to Marry,' "We, the
Rewland: fiods
Deal Jury,' 'Second Mart,'
'Michael Strogoff.'
'Miss Customs Agent' and
'Coast Patrol.'
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
• His
two-picture deal with Paramount washed up, Richard A. Rowland pulls stakes at his production
Aidesto
quarters at Educational* studios' toScrutinizing 'Hurricane'
day (Mon.),
Expects- to announce bis new
Hollywood, Oct -6.
setup in a few days.
Richard Day, art director, and
Percy Ilkerd, assistant director, are
sailing to Samoa Oct. 14 to survey
locale for production of the Charles
20th Options Yellen
Nordhoff-james Norman Hall novel,
Hollywood, Oct. .6.
'Hurricane,* most of which will be
Jack Yellen has been optioned for filmed in the South Seas.
another stretch at 20th-Fo* as a
Goldwyn paid $60,000 for this" narwriter.
rative before it was published.
He is collabing with Harry Tugend They're the authors of 'Mutiny on
on 'Wake Up and Live.'
the Bounty.*
who

RKO

•

.

Par

.

RK6

Operators' Pineapples
Has $10,000 Suit Kickback
:

Briskin

.

^Whale,'.

tain of the
solo,

.

The tity now. has 62 theatres with
51,000 capacity, ot about nine resiwill -havs 2,000 seats« or dents for
each seat' Several of the
almost one for every two residents, 62 houses now
are closed. ~"
probably a record for overseatdng.
theatres,

-

-

.

.

,

mpre tbafti 1 pojmVEastmau Kodak,
duction fpr Grand National^ release.
lip 3%, at l77%; General Theatre, up
TOc, at 26%, and Pathe, up the same L-eqiiard Lee^s Sateyepost yarn, 'Masfigure, at 8%. 20th Century-Fox ter Mind'; an Orig by W. T. Ballard,

'•

'

,

,

•

houses

.

.

-

;

;

hanging "Bre and the N. Y.'
ordinance has yet to be re-,
vamped.' If the Chicago situation is
adjusted, the Bay State .and New
York will .be the only two remaining
sore spots on 2^000-footers in the
*
U. S..
Representatives and technical experts of the film industry presented
their case! before the Massachusetts
commissioner of public safety in
Boston about' 10 days ago*. They
were preparing to lay down' rules
that would have prohibited the use
of reels exceeding 1,000 feet in size.
There still are a number of foreign
Minneapolis, Oct 6.
countries which refuse to use 2,000foot reels, -making it necessary for
Biggest theatre building program
distributing companies to prepare since 1928 is now in progress.ih'the
pictures in 1,000-foot length for. ex- territory, according to a~ survey just
hibitors in these nations.
.
Approximately 32 houses
made.
already have been built this year at
Biff. Spools In Australia,-.
a cost of nearly $1,000,000,. about a
Melbourne,. Sept. ,-8.
t
are
in course of. construction
dozen
RKO-Radio, Fox and Par will: in- or at -the stage where- work will start
troduce the new 2,000-ft spools into and/ at least 15 more are being
this country next week. planned—six of them
Minneapolis.
Previously only 1,000-ffv -spools
The extent to which new showhave been used; but with the new houses are springing up is illustrated
ruling commg into vogije in America in the; case of International Falls,
the same will apply to Australia.
Minn. In this. town, of 5,000, two
hew '990--sedt theatres are being built.
Town now has a 390'seat house, so
with the completion of the new
that
IN
still

:

WEAK

that no less

'Midsummer Night's Dream,' which"] are being; plapned by,individuals* not
was very extensively roadshown .by now engaged in the show jbosiness,
Warner. Bros., is now starting on the bill's Origin is* Clouded in mystery.
Both. Publix and Northwest
regular release. Picture opened in 30
key spots over the weekend. Of these Allied States.deny they. instigated it,
although Theodore Hays, PubJ-ix ofdates,' only in New York is it playing
ficial,, appeared .befpre. the commitagainst other' Shakespearean* picture,
tee to urge its passage:
'Romeo arid Juliet.'
No sooner had the proposed measVarious committees organized durure been, read than Alderman C. R.
ing the roadshowing of 'Dream' are
cooperating with theatres on the Rosander leapt to his feet, demandwas prepared
regular pop priced runs of the pic ing to know how
and who proposed It. The 'answer
ture.
given by Alderman^ E.- I. Hudson,
committee chairmari, one of its proponents, was that.-!a .group: of people
went to the theatre men and\got the

..

By "MIKE

the, fact

new neighborhood

-

WKKK1.V SALES IK 100.000m

Weekly '.high and low average of prices in repJCesehtative apiuseraent
Stocks in Amusement Group, listed on the N. Y. Stock and Curb exchanges,
is indicated by the vertical bars in the upper portion of the above chart.
.Closing prices for the group each week are showh by means of short
crossrbar. Lower part .of chart .depicts trend in- volume each .week;
•The highest point attained in this three-month' period and for the year.
.was 47%, recorded in /the; week ending Sept 14. Low for this quarter
was reached during week ending July 6 at slightiy above 42%. 'After the
shake-out in this week, the Amusement Group rallied sharply the following vjeek with a high of 45% and never 'sagged b'eloW 44- during all siib.sefluent weeks. In. week of July 20, the group made a. new high for the
year and continued surging forward for the. remainder, of this quarter,
upward moves being halted only- by technical reactions.
Trend of the group showed the greatest .volume on the upside which
was the tip-off that further advances might be expected. Unlike the
movement in the preceding quarter (April, May and June),- the trend was
definitely up throughout these three months. Activity of the group was
greatest hi the. Sept. 14 week (high point in averages) when 385,100 shares
changed battds, Smallest trading volume icarne.-in-' the week ending July 6,
which was the. period when Hie averages sagged to. their lowest" level during this quarter.

ing,

,

<

Goldwyn

Samoa,

Pittsburgh, Oct 6.
Claiming injuries received in an
explosion at the Garden theatre here
on> May.21, 1934» during a controversy between' union and nonunion operators, Mrs. Elizabeth W.
Coey and .'her husband, Charles
Coey, filed suit in Common Pleas
court' last week for $10,000 damages
against the Northside Amus. Co..
The explosion is alleged to have
been caused by a bomb placed in
the house. The •plaintiffs. claim the
management was negligent in failing to provide proper protection for
patrons when house knew there was
such a controversy.
Coeys also

charge bombings had Occurred .during that period, in. other, indie
houses and that Garden had taken
no precautions for its patrons.

WB'« New Acreage

„.,

..

Abbe Kids
$250 Reward, $70 Sbcknp

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
First theatre stickup hero in three
Warners has added 30 acres located near Its Burbank plant Paid years netted $70 at the El Portal.
$50,000 for the land.
.Thief was picked. up three hours
Exterior sets will be erected on latervon a tip by a taxi driver, who
the area.
won a $250 reward.
.

for Pix

Mollywood, Oct. 6.
Three Abbe children, Patience.
Richard and John, who authored
'Around the World'iri 11 Years;* have
arrived

work.

here

for

possible

picture

.

Studios are being propositioned to
put them in a picturization of 'A

High Wind

in Jamaica.'

.
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Loop Eases Off Generally, with
Chi Only $2?,000 on

C

•
.

.

week 'Ziegfeld' (MG) finally
scrammed out of the Loop after havr

Last-

around

been

ing.

nearly s\x months.

^Chicago (B&K)
•

off-and-oh

Out with
(4.000;

for

$7,100,.

35-55-75)—

'Piccadilly Jini'
(MG). and stage
At $27,000, one -of the lowest
marks here- in- recent hionths. Last
week 'American Wife' (Par), $29,000,

show.

faftish/

.-

/

parrick (B&JCl (900; 25-35-55)—
Stag, Baby' (20th) (2d week). Good
$6;0O0 ort holdover after $10,200, big,
last week.
Oriental (B&K) (3,200; 25-40)—
'Yours for Asking* (Parf and vaude.

:

Around
.

.

ftO., $6,000

Chicago, Oct. 6.
'RANGERS/ 20G, B'KLYN
(Best Exploitation: State-Lake)
•Loop continued to settle down last Drawing Best fife as Borough Goes
current
week
the.'
opened
for Hoss Opry.
week and
only with fair trade. Picture prodBrooklyn, Oct. 6.
uct seems to have lost its wallop and
(Best
beginning
Exploitation: Fox)
now
to
the theatres >Wb>
Anything can happen in the' city
.'look around to'stage attractions to
of churches and it usually, does.
hold up the business.
The Chicago 'is wobbling this week This week unexpected is occurring
with 'Piccadilly Jim,' attracting only at Fabian's Fox, where 'Texas
'Last of the Mohicans' isn't Rangers' and 'Alibi for Murder' pro$27,000.
living up to hopes at the Roosevelt. duced record biz and necessitated
,'Swing Time* goes out Friday (9) temporary shutdown of b.o. House
af ter five weeks at the. Chicago. Four will get magnificent $20,000 'and
would have been enough. 'Sing, holdover another week. Fox, as
Baby, Sing'- Is going into its second rule, is one-week run. house.
Paramount in third week with
week at the Garrick after a record
Anthony Adverse' looks to okay
initial session."
Fritz Blocki stepped off with the $15,000 while 'Last of Mohicans' at
exploitation honors on the week, Loew's Met, aided by good departsweeping space and comment for the ment store tieups, will derive okay
State-Lake show.
$17,000.
"/ 'Estimates for' This Week
Joe Lee's exploitation campaign at
called
for
50,000
heralds
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 25-35-65)— Fox
•Adverse' (WB), (2d run). Comes in throughout community; 50 24 sheets;
500
three sheets; several spectacular
fortnight
at
Chicago.
Good
after
here
floats,
drawing
contests
in
score
Of
here
at $6,000.
week for the flicker
.

"

'Adverse/ 13G, Montreal

Kg

TMohics

'Jim';

Last week
$16,000, so-so.
'Dr. Forbes' (20th) and unit, good,
$15,000..

GROSSES

E

which, while good last week, was

(4,000;

25-35-50)

(Best Exploitation: Boxy)
Broadway is being tamed down a
'Adverse.'
He has every bit this week with many factors
one of the big department stores
lined up and virtually every book combining against top gross possistore filling their windows with bilities but ©n the whole the film
copies of the book with placards ad- theatres .are doing well enough
to
vertising it at the Capitol.
keep aspirin sales from going up.

Estimates for This Week
PalaM (CT) (2,700; -50)—'Swing
Time' (RKO) (2d week). Grossed
a good $11,000 last week and should
follow up with $8,000.
Capitol (CT). (2,700;' 50)—'Anthony
Adverse' (WB).
Town getting .all
pepped uo over this one and opening
night crowds make it look like $13,000, very good. Last week-'Give Me
Your Heart* (WB) and 'Walking on
Air'

(RKO), ^$8,000,

gtood.
Co..) (3,200;

Loew's (M. T.
'Texas

:

games

tHe. out of-towners

at night, a lot of

— Texas

'Zieggy SI*,

RKO

.

-

while the two-ply bill a.t the Pal
calculated to mean about $10,000.

1

In Del; All

Houses Open
.

:

:

'

DUSTING OFF

•

.

WASH. FOR

-

•

.

:

,

•

'Adverse^ilOM

'

•

.

.

Thanksgiving'.
'

'Ziegfeld,'

which had a long run

at

the Astor, is continuing stoutly at
the Capitol and on its" third week
(current), the business should -total
$3,s,000, excellent. This is a drop of
only $5,000 from the second week.
The Devil Is a Sissy V. is next here
and may come in Friday (16), with
'Zieggy' going a fourth lap.
fifth is

A

doubtful.

Another second run; 'Mohicans' at
the State, supported by vaudeville,

on its way to a fine $30,000.
George Hall's orchestra, heading the
is

.

.

.

'

.

.

.

.

!

.

;

t

i

'

-

Madison (United' Detroit)

(2,000;

stage show,

is

aiding.

The Paramount, RivOll and Criterion are the holdover houses. Second week

Texas Rangers' and

for.

the Will Osborne orchestra at the
Par, ending last night (Tiies.) is $29,000, okay. 'Dodswbrth,' on its second
week at the Riv, ending last night
(Tues.) rather good at nearly $35,000,
while 'Give Me Ypur Heart' is okay
at $15,000 on its. third (final Hveek at
the Criterion. - 'Ramona' was brought
in on a preview at .the Crlt last night
(Tues.), the Par same time shipping
in 'Valiant Is the Word for Carrie.'
Enric Madriguera's orchestra, John
Steel and Maxine Gray go into the
Par pit today (Weii,).

The
'Nine

'\

'

•

;

l

»

\A

^

-

-

$&

.

•

-

'

K5

'

•V

$11,000.

Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85)—
Texas Rangers' (Par) and Will Osborne orchestra (2d-flnal week). Got
$39,000 last week (1st) and on second

at

ending

$29,000,

night

last

'

'

show, succeeds.
Radio City Music Hall

(5,989; 4060-85-99-$1.65)—'Craig's Wife' (CoI>
and stage show. Big crowds in town
helping this one to $80,000 or better,
good. Last week, second for 'God-

.

frey* (U), $76,000,

Rialto

25-40-65)^'Kelly the

(750;

Second' (MG). Ticket sales oh this
one may add up to $7,000, fair. 'Don't
Turn 'Em Loose' (RKO), held for

:

:.

10 days, took $11,000.
BIvoll
(2,092;. -25-55-75-85-99)—
'Dodsworth' (UA) (2d week). Went
to $40,000 first week and on second,
up last night (Tues.), near $35,000.
Stays a third and probably a fourth

week,

•

..

Boxy

(5,836;

25-45-55-75)—'Nine.

Days a Queen' (GB) and stage show*
Management expected to top possible

*

but isn't .squawking about
this figure, good here. No holdover,
'Dimples' (20th); being set to open
Friday (9). This will be a world
premiere for the new Shirley Temple

$32,000

The third week

starrer.

:

for 'Sing,

-

Baby, Sing' (20th) was $36,300, building to strong finish.
: Strand
.<2/767; 40-44^65-9*)^-^1

,

•

-

.

Night's Dream' (WB) (2d
In here for a.-pop run about
months after picture's two-aday $2 engagement at/the Hollywood,

summer
run);
nine

-

-

Business

chance

(WB)

'Stage.StrucV

week'.

'

•

not< powerful, but- lias a
for $25,000* holds second
is

.

couldn't

compete with' the rest of. the town
last week, slipping under* $20,000, but
okay.
State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Mohicans'
.

•

(UA) and vaude headed by George

-

Hall orchestra;. Piling 'em In here. for week of $30,000 or more, excellent." Last week 'Gorgeous Hussy'
(MG), aided by Don Bestor's orches-* '•

.

.•"

tra, $32,000;"

2dm, Big

Hussy,'

$5,000

in

Porthnd

Portland, Ore,, Oct. 0.
(Best- Exploitation: Paramoan^
All biz shows a terrific air of opclimbjpg
timism.
ate
Grosses
steadily 'and reaching the fiQint
where $6;000 no longer means It's
worth holding the pic. J. J. Parker
theatres are booked up solid vrith
strong pic product for nearly fftur
months in advance, with not an
available week in sight to take care
of extra bookings,
.

-

:

'

;

.

'

'

;
,

<

.

'Gorgeous Hussy' is wowing them'
in a second stanza at the UA. 'General Died at Dawn' is answering
strongly to top exploitation pressure ...
turned on by the Evergreen Paramount. That house used an extra 1
dose of billboards to sell 'General'
well in advance.
Estimates' for This Week
-

'

.

'

Broadway (Parker) (2.000; 30-40)—
exploitation
campaign for 'Stage Struck' (FN) and .'Devil Doll'
Days a Queen,' put on by A. L. (MG). Nice biz. in- spite of strong
of Abe .Wajffllah's Gaumont- competish,and going, for okay $6,500.

Selig
campaign on 'Anthony Ad- Second week on main stem headed
30-40-65)—'Swing Time' (RKO) and British st^ff, in cooperation with the
Last week 'Gorfor oke $4,500.
March of Time. Plenty of build-up Roxy, was extensive, and probably
Estimates for This Week
geous Hussy' (MG) (2d run) took
cur- helps account for business being
Apollo (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40) big $5,500 in fourth stanza down- well in advance; nice $14,000
Figures for at least two drawn. The job included fashion
rently.
—Ramona' (20th-F6x).. Second week town.
weeks, followed by 'Mary of Scot- tie-up with Macy's, 13-day contest in
d a* $3,750. Same pic in its
Keith's (RKO) (1.830; 25-35-60)—
il;f°°
land* and pop price 'Midsummer the Mirror (tab), a pictorial, series of
.first
week did dandy $6.000.
'My Man Godfrey' (U). Heading for Night's Dream.'
historical outlines of Lady Jane
'Swing
week
Last
' c.,r
$19,500.
{Monarch)
smash
(2,800: 25-35-55)
?J«
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000; Grey in six installments in the
—-Anthony
Adverse' (WB). Tilted Time' (RKO) (4th week) oke $4,000 30-40-65)—'Gay Desperado*
(UA) Brooklyn Times-Union, a tie-up with
^n^nS'grofjS to.a vvery for five days.
fSS^^S^^
Gray
band. At $22,000, the Postal Telegraph calling for disGlen
and
25-35-40-60-70)
k ^^-OOOjijudging by- eartf pace.
Earle (WB) (2,424;
T 2?
Big $30,000 last stanza on tribution of 25,000 heralds, special 40
good.
Me Your Heart' (WB) and 'Your
wSt * v 55? '\ a aual-of 'My. American —'Give
Heart' (WB), plus Ken May- by 60 blowups for the Boxy lobby,
vaude.
Kay.. Francis, with Paul
stage.
lghtwei 6ht at $ 3 9 °° at 40c. top Draper on sfage^ should get oke $17,- nard and Borrah Minevitch on
special screenings for professors, and
(United Detroit) (3,000; 25- teachers, radio tie-ups and a special
State
(U6ual) scale.
~ -f
Last week, 'Texas Rangers
500.
good $18,000. 40)—'Let's Sing Again' (Princ) and newspaper ad campaign.
V»^r w0 Loe w's) (2,600; 25-40)— (WB) and Leo Carrillo25-40)—
Second
(Par),
dual.
'Seven 'General Died'
(UA > dualled with
Met (WB) (1,853;
Estimates for This Week
•S&iv*
first
sesorn I*emy'.- (MG). Former pic Sinners* (GB).
Shooting for good week for 'Gen,' following
„ the
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)—
Nice $5,500. Fine $5,400
given all
attention and credit for $5,000. Last week 'Anthony' Adverse sion at UA.
8ood $7,500. Last *week 'Great (WB) (2d run) pulled oke $5,000 for last week on' 'Son Comes Home' 'Romeo' (MQ) (7th week). Sagged
7;
$2,700 last week, picture's sixth,
(Par) and 'Velvet Claws' (WB).
ld (MG) at 55c scale in' its third week downtown.
?e
second
United Artists (United Detroit) grossing $14,600 against prior week's
week did $6,000, oke.
-Palace (Loew) (2.363; 25-35-60)—
on) (2,000», 25-30-40)- 'Great Ziegfeld' (MG) (2d week). (2,000; 40-50-75)— 'Ziegfeld' (MG). $17,300, but still showing good profit
•G??/ V°i?
Me Your Heart' <(WB). and Second stanza at pop prices aiming Aided by upped admish, pop price for Metro and expected to go through
showing of this film is heading for a Thanksgiving.
li«£?-rt?s
J-^y Francis and pic stressed at big $10,000. Last week same pic, hangup $16,000 this week, and w^U
Capitol (4,620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—
P°?sibIe for swell $9,500. $19,000: very good.
Good 'Ziegfeld' (MG) (3d week). Former
'Down the Stretch' (WB)
Rialto (Indie) (1,100: 25-30-40-50) hold for couple of weeks.
attraction still pulling
$10,000last stanza on 'General Died' two-a-day
(revival)
Spitalnyband 0n sta *?e okay
(MG)
Hotel'
-'Grand
at"^8 300
strong,
$35,000- this week. . This is
(Par).
days.
should get oka $4,200 in 10

f^M

You, Jeeves' (U) (1st run), dualed.
$10,000, good. Last week's
single bill of 'Swing Time* (RKO),

is

Holdovers and second runs are in
he m 0?ity a *ain
'Midsummer
i
^x ^
Night
s Dream' on Saturday (3) having joined 'Great Ziegfeld' as a
former $2 roadshow going grind.
Dream' had a good , Saturday, fell
down a bit on Sunday and faltered
Badly Monday (&),..which suggests a
hard drive to get $25,000 On,*he first
week: of- its*bop^ruli?in New York.
:Picture had a neat $2 run at the
Hollywood last fall. •»'"
With 'Dream' at the Strand and
'Romeo' at the Aistor, latter On a
two'-a-dayengagemept, Shakespeare
is versus Shakespeare this week but
while •Romeo* sagged on the week
to the extent of $2,700, it isn't being
blamed on fie Strand.- Latter goes a
sgcond week. Although the dip for
Romeo is more than may have been
expected, gross last week coming
down to $14,600. Metro is still mak.ing a good profit out of the roadshow
and expects it may hold through
'

.

v crs©#

Palace' (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Two in
(1st run), and 'Thank

Crowd' (U)

Maybe

.

sightseeing list, is believed to be
benefiting the most from the influx of
people for the series and Saturday's
hoss racing. fCraig's Wife.' incumbent there, has been receiving a
sturdy night play and .will do surprisingly well at $80,000 or over.
Nine Days a Queen,' which came
to- rest at the Roxy 'Kelly
the Sec;
°?di. at *he Rialto and the dual bill
of TWor in a Crowd' and Thank' You,
Jeeves' at the
Palace, are the
other first run starters of the week.
The X??3{y .People Aare. a little disappointed oyer ^'Nine Days a Queen'
but may get $32,000 anyway, which
iS"gop.d.for thej-'British'.mado. 'Kelly'
may push' its way to a so-so $7,000,

••

Qijthe-

:

:

•

Boulevard' (Par) and George Olsen

—

;

.'

.

.

orch.

.

•

not far behind the second week's
take of $40,000 and goes a fourth
week.
Criterion (1,662; 25-55-75-85-$1.10$1.25)—'Give Me Your Heart' (WB)
(3d-flnal week).Very profitable
opener for hou&, third week ending
last night (Tues.) adding $15,000 to
take which was $20,000 second week
and $36,000 the first. 'Ramona' (20th)

are also spread- (Tues.) holds to a good figure. 'Val:
Goodmpening and weekend, should ing their
spare change aroung res- iant Is Word for Carrie* (Par), with
mean $12,000. Disappointing last taurants, the night
and bars. Enric Madriguera orchestra, John
week at $10,000 on 'Hollywood Th Music Hall, a. clubs
natural on the Steel and. Maxine Gray as the pit
f_

Palace (RKO) (2,500; 35-55-75)—
'Swing Time' (RKO) and 'Shooting
High* unit (5th and final week). Fin'Anthony
Par (4,000; 25-35-50)
ishes Friday (9) after three-and-aAt $15,000
half big weeks and about 10 days of Adverse* (WB) (3d week):
mediocre- trade. Slipping fast cur- fine. Last week splendid $18,000.
in a
25-35-40)—
Two
Strand (2,000:
rently to $15,000, just fair. Last, week
Detroit, Oct. 6.
Crowd' (U) and 'I am Fugitive from
good $17,700.
(Best Exploitation: Madison)
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-45-65) Chain Gang* (WB) $7,000, good. Last
Town has highest number of first
—'Last of Mohicans' (UA) (1st week Three Married Men' (Par) runs, seven, in more than year, and
week). Hardly better than $10,000. and Trouble Ahead' (Atlantic) $5,coin is pretty well distributed. AnHasn't, caught on. Last week 'Gen- 000, satisfactory.
other, vaudfllmer, Downtown, joins
eral Died' (Par) (3d week), oke,
the parade Oct. 16 and loop will be
$8 800
minus, a dark house for first time in
State-Lak* (Jones) (2,700; 20-25about two. years.
3Q-35-40)r-'Postal Inspector' (U) and 'GODFREY'
Highlight currently Is the pop
'.Continental Gaieties^ unit.
Around
price showing of 'Great Ziegfeld' at
$15,000,
big profit.
Last week
BIG $19,500 the United Artists. Aided by upped
•Sophie Lang' (Par), solid, $14,200.
40-50-75,
over the usual
scale;
United'. Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
30-40-65, Kicker js zooming; to $16,000.
35-55-7$)—'Hussy' (MG)
Washington, Oct. 0."
(3d -and
Two vaudefllmers, fox -and Michifinal week)..
Out this week though
(Best Exploitation: Capitol)
.this week, but'
aren't
up
to
gan,
snuff
could Mick longer; $13,000; Big $18,B^g interest this week is 'My Man both' figure to. do more than an oke
300 last week.
with 'Ramona'
Erlanrer (1,200; 55-83-$1.10-$1.25)— Godfrey,' which is bidding to wind $20,000, the former
playing 'Gay
Michigan,
the
'Romeo, and. Juliet' (MG). Out Sat- up first week at Keith's with sock and
Desperado.'
urday (3) after; six fair weeks. Fell
On selling of 'Swing Time,' MadiPic helped greatly by foloff,, towards finish and faded to $8,-. $19,500.
lowing .five-week run of 'Swing son didn't miss s trick. Had. tieups
00Q, weakj fox finale.
Time,' during all of which time with Packard on Fred Astaire; put
Powell-Lombard, combo was heavily on big opening Friday eve; used
plugged. Rest of .town is satisfied plenty of street car cards and daily
with average takes except Palace,, press' ads; got reams of copy '^nd art
which looks to roll-up smash second on pic in press on flicker and' hew
Mirrorphonic sound stuff; plus radio
week with .'Great Ziegfeld.'
:.\
S JB
Top bally honors go to Capitol for plugs, etc;
Estimates for This Week
stunt on 'Glorified Follies' on stage,
gals
between
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
tug-bfrwar
including
Indianapolis, Oct. 6.
foryarns
on
and
'Shakedown'
flock
of
Crowd'
(ti)
in
and
Two
on street
(Best Exploitation: Circle)
line.
(Col), dual. Slightly above average
rAnthony Adverse,' with the price mer Ziegfeld beauties in
,
at $5,000. Nice $5,300. last week on
Estimates -for This Week
being, upped a. bit to the 55c. top
'Met in Taxi' (Col) and Tfellowstone'
marki. i^JjittJng. B.jwift pace at the
Belasco (Radin) (1,100; 25-35-50)—
EtotethMH indicates a substantial 'Dinner at Eight' (MG) (revival). (U).
Cass (Indie) (1,400; $1.65 top)—
."0,000 pn the week. 'Give Me Your Opened last night (Monday) to averw$art, .combined with a vaude show age biz. Last week 'Magnificent Ob- 'Romeo and Juliet' (MG) (4th week).
headlining the .Salici Puppets, .is session' (U) (revival) wound up Continues at oke clip; $7,000 on seven days ending Saturday (3). Will
only. a step behind at the Lyric with
$3,000.
with average
hold for fifth and final week, enda .fine. $9,500 in. prospect at the
Capitol, (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)—
ing Oct. 10.
nouse s usual 40c top price scale.
'Old Hutch' (MG) and vaude. Beery
Fox (Indie) (5,000; 30-40-65)—
Book iieup ads with a leading and mudh-ballied 'Glorified Follies'
(20th) and vaude with
department, s,tor.e,
and won't better fair. $19,000.. Last week 'Ramona'
costume
fashion display tieups with another, 'American Wife' (Par), and amsjtook Mary Small and Al Trahan. Plenty
Of opposish, but good $22,000. Oke
and a flock of window displays and good $21,000. "
stanza, on 'Craig's Wife'
last
$20,000
Placards with a book- distributing
Columbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—
company are among the highlights 'Road to Glory' (20th-Fox) (2d run). (Col), and Block and Sully.
.

Series, football

mont Park

.

and vaude.

(Par)

Rangers'-

The World's

and also on Saturday (3) the BelFuturity, which drew
tremendous crowds, constitute the
boxoff ice enemy of the week.
In
view of the opposition, it may
be
considered remarkable that the
total
ke
fllm hous es isn't smaller.
, J?J
While it is felt in managerial
circles that the loss oh
matinees
from baseball is
50)— increased business made up through

r

'

Wife at $80,000,

town on

—

Fox:

'Craig's

B way

'Queen 32G, Dream' Grind 25G

a little disappointing and currently should gross $8,0P0, Loew's
was a little under the markiast week
but this week on 'Texas Rangers'
and vaude should pick up to $12,000.
Tom Cleary is tying up the whole

'

.

OK;

just'

'

Rangers' (?ar) and 'Alibi for Murder' (Col). Surprise at downtown
area by drawing throng to tune of
$20,000, magnificent, Will hold over.
Last week 'Met in Taxi' .(Col) and
'Sitting on Moon'
(Rep), $13,000,
good.
Met (3,400; 25-35-50)—'Last of Mohicans' (UA) and 'Kelly the Second'
(MG). Dualers expected to get okay
$17,000. Last week 'Gorgeous Hussy'
(MG) (2d week), $19,000, fine.

Sports Big Opposish But

Oct. 6.
. Montreal,
(Best Exploitation: Capitol)
Capitol will top the town currently with 'Anthony Adverse,' with
standees opening three nights and
a gross that cannot be much under.
$13,000. Palace repeats 'Swing Time,*

Princess (CT) (2,300; 50)— Ramona*
(20th) and 'Back to Nature' (20th).
Last week, 'Road to
$7,000, good.
and 'Here Comes
(20th)
Glory'
nabe 'gazettes and two radio station Trouble* (20th), fair at $0,000.
•;'
'
Cinema de Paris (France-Film)
tieups.
50)-V.Meyerling'
(600;
O-th week).
Estimates for This Week
Will 'still gross. $2,000, after $2,300
^fclbee
25-35-50)
(3,400;
'Sing
Baby, Sing' (20th) and 'Don't Turn in seventh week.
St. Denis (France Film) (2,300: 34)
'Em Loose' (RKO). Twins will snare -^'L'Argent*. and "Le Souris Bleu.'
satisfactory
Last- .week Ought to gross $4,500.
$17,000.
Last week
'Swing Time' (RKO) (2d week). $18,- 'Les Deux' Gamines' and 'Coup de
0Q0,. good.
Vent,' $3,500.
.

VARIETY

>
-

Last week 'China Clipper' (FN>->rfd
'Case of the Velvet Claw' (FN) got
fair $5,600,

Mayfair
(Parker - Evergreen)
30-40)—'State Fair' (Fox), re-

(1,400;

vival, and There's Always Tomorrow' (U). Getting fair $2,500. Last
week (admish 35-55) .Mareus* musical road unit, 'La Vie Paree.' billed
above pic 'Kelly the Second' (MG),
and registered big $6,700.
Orpheum (Hamnck - Evergreen)
(2,000; 30-40) 'Swing Time' (RKO)
(3d wk), Fair $3,000. Last week
'Swing, Time'
(RKO) got okay
$4(900, with first getting great $7,600.
Paramount
(Evergreen)
(3,000;
30-40)—'General Died at Dawn'
(Par). Started big and keeping up to
$7,000. Last week 'Anthony Adverse'
(WB) fell off slightly in second week
to fair $4,100, with first week ter.

:

.

'

rific $9,000.

United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 3040)—'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG). Second
week bouncing along to great $5,000.
First week closed in the really big

money

at $7,300.

-

~

PICT

VARIETY

s

.

'

SSES

Wednesday, October

UNIVERSAL

Grosses; 'Godfrey/ 5th
Pittsburgh, Oct.

,

6.

Wk,

"Two In a Crowd,' Strand,
Hartford, 8; Warner, Milwau-

$7,

B'HAM RECOVERING

I

'My Man Godfrey/ Lyceum,
Duluth, 9; Fox, Atlanta, 9; Cap,
Winnipeg, 9; Ear, Joplin, 9; Maj,

.

makes

.

:

.

town,

Imperial,
Charlotte,
15;
Mobile, 18; Lansing,
Lansing, 18; Orph, Wichita, 21,
15;

PARAMOUNT

(Wilby-Kincey) (2,800;
30-35-40)—'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG).
Around $7,000, moderate. Last week
'My Man Godfrey' (U), $6,500, fair.
Empire (Acme) (1,100; 25)—'Went

man, K. C,

(20th), $2,400, fair.

Hours'

.

marquee -to sell and six days will reno more than $4,100. Some
from lobby appearances by

'Miss America' in afternoon, 'ladies
(20th-Fox) opens Thursin. Love'
day <8>. day ahead of schedule for
run. Last week 'Craig's Wife' (Col),
helped by Louis-Ettore ilght picture, and okay in eight days to

.

•

perial, Asheville, 18; Buff, Buff,

'Wives Never. Know/ Uptown,
K. C, 9; State, P'tland, 15;
Orph, St L., 16{ Tudory N.O., 17.
'Murder With Pictures/ Lyric,
Mpls, 16; Warfield, S. F, 16; Met

•

40)—'My Man Godfrey'
up in sight for this one

:

.

.

$7,000. great,

(3,300;

A

35-50)—

$10,000.

-

:

Warner

(WB>

WaUUWl on

Air*

'JANUARY/SHOW BO AT,'
TMSCO' TOP SYDNEY
Sydney, Sept 8.
Vacation time has been kind- to
managers here "and brought
plenty to- the b.b;
'Captain January' (Fox) moves
out after three splendid weeks,
while 'San Francisco' (MG) and
'Show Boftt* (U) still maintain a record leveL 'Private Number* (Fox)
got away to a great start with Robert
Taylor in number one spot on femme
bias. ^'Prisoner
of Shark Island'
(Fox) did nicely on opening and
should get something.
'It's Love Again' (GB) and 'Secret
Agent*. (G-B) are giving the British
great break. 'Whipsaw*-' (MG) is
, a
a surprise hit and likely to run four
Weeks.
Biz .generally has been good, with
current lineup, including, 'Princess
Comes Across' (Par) 'Early to Bed'
(Par) 'Crash Donavan' (Uni), 'Fang
and Claw' (RKO) Schmelrog-Louis
Battle <RKO), and 'Last Outlaw'

; the

,

.

-

(RKO).

-

Melbourne, Sept 6.
Oke biz here currently with 'The
King Steps Out' (Col),. 'The Unguraded Hour' (M-G), 'When Knights
Were Bold' (AD), 'Secret Agent'
(G-B), 'Till We, Meet Again' (Par),

and The Lady Consents*
top*.

IRKO)

Strand, Des

M, Nov.

%ast
Trade currently downtown is evenstepheri With last week, which is
pleasing in view of present limited
crop of sock product -and tough combination of opposish from world
series radioing, delightful .autumn
weatherr night college football games,

Mpls;

Downs, nee Coney

Island,

with

40c.

gate.

Keith's
with 'Old

Palace, is lining up. -$11,500.
is

'

having

a'

big "week

Hutch,' for $7,000. Only other hew
release, 'Lady Be- Careful/ at the
Lyric, is a. no"dicer, for $3,500,
'Anthony Adverse*, is concluding
three- weeks at Shubert With $5,000
and 'Ramona' is second-weeking at
Capitol for $5,000.
Smallie Grand
.Time' for' fourth
at $3,000.

down-

'Dodsworth' was treated to best

.

RKO

-

same

(RKO)

close

to

figure.

6.

Strand,.

'SWING' TORRID

Scran-

IN BUFFALO,

of

-

Mohicans/

the

$20,000

Warner,
tawa,

Bos., 8; Regent Ot9; State, .Mpls., 9; B'way,

P'tland, 10; Princess, Sioux C,
10; Shea's, Erie,' 11; Carolina,
Charl'te, 22; Queen, Galveston,
24.

Buffalo, Oct 6.
(Best Exploitation: Great Lakes)
'Swing Time' is setting the pace for'
all attractions in Buffalo this week.

Getting under way' with a terrific
start it looks as though the picture
will do capacity and its figure for
the opening week will top anything
house has had all season. Tak$7,800 the
ings elsewhere are quiet
Exploitation honors go to the
.Lakes, where the Astaire-Rogers feaOmaha, Oct 6.
ture-got a fine campaign. Packard,
•'(Best Exploitation: Orpheum)
Continued value at all houses -radio and music angles especially
makes for a satisfactory Week. Or- stressed. Packard bannered and papheum is, the likely leader with the raded their cars, filled dealers' winnew Kay Francis flicker and its at- dows,, distributed heralds and used
tendant
Hearst-Cosmo
backing. plenty, of newspaper space.
Omaha will follow closely with
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 30-40-50)—
'Girls' Dormitory'" and Brandeis is
coming through with a more than 'Give Me Your Heart' (WB). Not
steady return on 'Craig's Wife.' All .showing much strength. and lucky to
houses double billing, but it's the get $11,000. Last week 'Dodsworth'

HEART'-'TENSION' LEAD

OMAHA

DUALS,

•

first line

that counts.

downtown

mona'

Last

$6,000,

"a classy dance hall
has located- downtown and getting
heavy play from the start. Running
six nights per week puts it hi a

position to struggle against films. No
heavy drag away from pictures, but

Brandeis (Singer-RKO)

(1,250;

25-

A

$5,500, nifty.

Palace

(RKO)

(2,600;

(MG).

$11,500.
Last week
(Par). $8,000. sorry.

35-42)—

All right for
'General Died'

Rex Lease's Jam

'

Beyond*

(20th), $1,600.

.

•

'

,

second week in town; not so good, widely separated .cases used 'Dodsworth* as'iext for sermons, winding
$6,700.
Lafayette (Ind) (3,400; 25-35)— up with a plea to see firm.
'Adventure in Manhattan' (Col) and
Estimates for This Week
Trapped by Television' (Col). About
Albee (2,200; 15-25-40)—'My Man
average for the new higher levels, Godfrey* (U) (2d week).
House
-which the house has struck the last staggering films to get a break on
few months; $7,500. Last week 'My
This stanza $5,500, not bad.
Man Godfrey* (U), nice, second stan- product
First week $8,000.
za for this. Over $9,000.
Fay's (2,000; 15-25-40)—'Isle of
Fury' (WB) and vaude. Pace still

FILM PLANE CRACKOP

HttS 4 OUTSIDE CHI

Police asserted that the actor at-

holding Up; this Week $6,500, oke.
Last week 'State Fair' (20th), reissue, $5,809, not bad.
Loew's State (3,200; 15-25-40)—
.'Dodsworth' (UA) and They Met in
Taxi' (Col), dual.
Great $16,000.
N

Chicago, Oct. 6.
Three men and a woman, of whom
three were employees of. the local
Wilding Picture Productions, were
killed in an aeroplane crash last
week while attempting to photograph.
the"
Burlington
railroad's
streamlined Zephyr train, Plane was.
flying at about 70 feet when it dove
into the ground.
Those killed were Wilma Shuesler,
script writer; Ralph Bjddy, cameraman, newsreel photog and freelance
producer; Howard Adams, director,
former actor and radio announcer;

tempted to commit suicide at the
home, of Lawrence Abbott slashing
his wrist with a razor bladta* Oscar Habold,
.

6.

—

..

Los Angeles, Oct, 6.
Shubert (RKO) (2.200; 40-60)—
Rex Lease, cowboy actor, received
'Anthony Adverse' (WB) (3d week).
Good $5,000. Last week. $7,500.
a five-day suspended jail sentence
Strand (Ind) (1.300: 15-25)— .last week in night court on a drunk
'Earthworm Tractors' (WB). 'Naughty charge,
Marietta' (MG).
'Suzy' (MG), divided.
Okay, $1,800.
Last week
'Poor Little Rich Girt*. (20th), 'Private Number' (20th) and 'Country

Providence, Oct.
(Best Exploitation: Loew's)

While new programs are generally
one house in town
running away with the honors. That
spot is Loew's, where . there's a
(UA). $I2;000. fair.
double
bill >on tap. headed by 'DodsCentury (Shea) (3.400; 25-35)— worth.' Going' is plenty fcig; and tak'Jailbreak' (WB) and 'Lady Be Careings are going to" $16;000,
ful' (Par).
Regular dual program
LOew's ran -away with campaign
for 'probably around $7,000.
Last
this being largely ^Jue to- coweek 'Taxi' (WB) and 'Last Outlaw' honors,
ordinated- efforts of Howard Burk(RKO ); Cagney reissue -knocking hardt,
manager, and Max Abramson,
them -dizzy at $8,960.
U. A. p. a. The Campaign was a telling
Great Lakes (Shea) (3.400; 30-50) one,
featured several stunts not
'Swing Time' (RKO). Peak busi- oftenand
seen in these parts. For one
ness, probably $20,000.
Last week
thing tie-up was made with English,
'Last of Mohicans' (UA), stronger
dramatic
and literature departthan expected, $9,800.
Hipp (Shea) (2.400: 25-40)—'Walk- ment* of Brown University oh 'Dodsing -on Air' (RKO) and 'Second worth,' professors being very helpful by special -lectures in which pic
Wife' <RKO). This eard will mark
time to probably around -$6.-000. was mentioned. Another swell stunt
concentrated on clergy who in Ave
Last week 'Anthony Adverse' (WB),
attractive, there's

.

1

Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—'Nero 35-40)-^Craig> Wife* (Col) and 'Met
Wolfe* (Col) with 'Ace Drummond'. in Taxi' (Col), dual. Combo of
serial (U) in first half, and 'I'd Give comedy and drama nicely paced for
My Life' (Par) last half. At 32,400, $4,900. Last week 'Adventure in
big. Last week 'Straight from Shoul- Manhattan'
(Col) and 'Down the
der' (Par) and "Postal Inspector' (U),' Stretch* (FN), dual, $4,500, not bad.
split $2,500.
Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)—
Grand (RKO) (1,200; 25-40)— 'Girls' Dormitory' (20th) and "White
'Swing Time* (RKO) returned for Fang' (20th), dual. Holding up well
fourth downtown week and $3,000, for $7,700. Last week 'Mohicans!
nice: Last week 'Godfrey' (U) (3d (UA) and '36 Hours' (20th), nice,
week), $4,000. swell.
$7,200.
Orpheum (Blank) .(2,976; 25-40)-^
Keith's (Llbson) v(l,500; 30-40)—
'Old Hutch' (MG). Aiming at *7.fl00, 'Your Heart' (WB) and 'High Tengreat
Last week 'Wives Never sion' <20th). Kay Francis has the
heavy ad and -exploitation co-operaKnow' (Par). $6,000. dandy.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400; 35-42)—"Lady tion of the Bee News; $7;800. Last
Be Careful' (MG).
little careless week 'Godfrey* <U) and 'Dr. Forbes*
at $3,500. Last week 'Pepper' (Fox), (20th), $9,000, very strong.
'Devil is Sissy'

'DODSWORTH' ON DUAL
$16,000 IN PROVIDENCE

-

-

several years" that

week 'Craig's Hearst Bee News.
Estimates for This Week
up in last half to

dandy.

Louis-Ettore fight pix, latter helping,
only $14,006*, disappointing.
Karlton (1,000: -25-35-40)—'Road to
Glory' (20th) (2d run). About $2,800,
fair. Last week 'Swing Time' (RKO).
(2d week of 2d run), nice, $3,100.
30-40-50)—'Great
Keith's
(2,000;
Ziegfeld'
(MG) (2d run). Good
$3,200. Last week *Your Heart' (WB)
(2d run), ordinary, $2,000.
40-55)—'General
Stanley
(3.700;
Died' (Par).. Good $18,000 and second
week possible. Last week 'Great
Ziegfeld' (MG) got $17,500, excellent
in eight-day second week Of 'first,
local grind -showing.
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'Seven
Sinners' (G-B). Fairish at $4,800.
Last week 'Don't Turn 'Em Loose'
(RKO) just managed to break $5,000.

:

sector of the new
First time" in

Music Box ballroom.

constant pecking.
Exploitation drawing some unusual
attention to the theatres, but edge to
the Orpheum, utilizing all the ad<RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—'Ra- vantages
of co-operation with the
(Fox) (2d .run), at $5,000,

Wife* (Col) perked

Fox '(3,000; 40-55-6B)—'Mary of
(RKO). By no means what
was expected and -gets only a week;
is- some over house average.
Last week. 'Stage Struck' (WB) and

Scotland'
$17,000

.

good.
Capitol

satisfactory.

vaude with -Benny Meroff and Miss
America helped, nice $15,500 on six-

'

blurbera contacted Jenny's in the

shop for press ads and- window .displays' linking~pic with women's ap-f
parel fashions.
Amusement pages
dominated by 'Dodsworth' art and
rave reviews.
Estimates for This Week
Albee
(RKO) (3.300; 35-42)—
'Dodsworth* (UA). Strong $15,000.
Last week 'Ramona' (Fox), $13,000,

.

.

A new outside competitive factor
campaign locally in some time.
Michael Kavanaugh, UA exploiteer, enters the picture with the opening
and

Lady1 Friday (9).
Flock of new ones this week meant
a division of exploitation attention,
but 'My Man Godfrey' at the Boyd
got the benefit of a good campaign,
including tie-ups with news-dealers
and book-stores.

—

20;

-

'Dodsworth' is the topper at $15,000
for Albee. 'Devil. Is a .Sissy,' at the

.

.

Seattle, 16; Albee, PrOv., 23.
.

'Big Broadcast' underlined.
'Mary of Scotland' was figured for
a holdover, at the Fox, but $17,000 is
no dice and house starts 'Libelled

.

(RKO

'Gay Desperado/ Music H.,
N. Y„ 8; New, Balto, 9; Lib,
Cincinnati, Oct 6.
(Best Exploitation: Albee)

ond.

Estimates for This Week
College (Loew) (1,565; 35-50)—
Estimates for Thhi Week
Aldine (1,300; 40-^3-65)— Dods'Swing Time'
(2d Wfc.).
Should catch satisfactory $3,500. worth' (UA) (2d week). Still going
Last week 'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG) strong with $12,000 this week and a
(2d wk.) drew pleasing $3,700. - '
third almost certain. Last week's
Paramount (M&P) (2,348; 35-50) record-breaking $19,000- led the town.
'Wedding Present' (Par) and 'High
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)
'Soil
Tension'
(20th).
Oke $6,300 in Comes Home' (Par). First run unsight
Last week 'Wives Never usual -for house. Mild $2,000. Last
Know* (Par 7 and 'Straight from week, "Yours for Asking' (Par) (2d
Shoulder' (Par) landed typical Rug- run), weak, $1,700.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55)—*My Man Godgles-Boland $5,500; fair enough.
Poll (Loew) (3,040; 35-50)—'Dods- frey' (U). Notices not quite as good
worth* (UA) and 'Sworn Enemy' here as some spots; $14,500 and h. o.
Last week, 'Ramona'
(MG). Paced at nice $10,300. Last uncertain.
week 'Swing Time' (RKO) topped (20th) disappointed with $13,000.
town with nifty $12,500.
Earle (2,tXH): 25-40-55)—'Devil Is
35Soger Sherman. (WB) (2.200:
Sissy* (MG). First week of non'-vaude
50)—'Give Me Your Heart* (WB) policy resulting from deadlock with
and "East Meets West* (GB). Big musicians' union. Back to seven-day
opening, .holding up for okay $6,500. week for mild $13,000 .seen. Last
Last week "Mohicans' (UA) and. week "Lady Be Careful* (Par) and

8.

25-40)— has
(2.000;
(RKO) and 'Grand town'Swing
week

Jury' (RKO). Mediocre- dual' will
Maybe
fet only mediocre gross.
4,000 or perhaos a bit better. Last
week 'Swing Time (RKO) swell at
$7j0Q0 in six days after $20,000 -week
at Stanley previously.

'

ment

ton, 9; Valentine, Toledo, 9;
Aldine, Wilmington, 9; UA; SJ\,

cinchior
•Great Ziegfeld' (MG)..
real dough under any set-up. Run
ning time won't stop musical smash political broadcasts by national, state
from rolling up better than $20,000, and county office seekers* and. openWhich "should mean a.' second week, ing., of 33-day racing meet at River

Last week
without any trouble.
•Dodsworth' (UA) finished strong
after moderate start to 412,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,600: 25-35-50)—
^Stage Struck' (WB). WeaklC musical has only Dick Powell's local pull,
together with publicity attending ie r
cent marriage .to Joan Blondell, to
bolster it and doesn't stand much
chance of bettering $8,000, ordinary.
Last week 'General Died at Dawn'
(Par) slightly better at just under

nicely.

UNITED ARTISTS

and keeps going

Penn (Loew's-UA)

Arion,

8;

'Dodsworth/

No

'Count -of Monte Cristo' arid way
ahead of this one in dough for same
period already.
:

Jim/ Warwick, K.

New

sissy in

-

Poli 'campaign oh "Dodsworth' went
heavy on the literary angle. Rental
library book covers carried full-page
ad; hook store windows displayed a
variety of Lewis'' works; Sunday
feature stories landed literary pake,
etc.
Campaign also included radio
plugs and special editorial page com-

'Walking on Air*

METRO

as it goes on
and dn to set up .new records every
day.
Fifth week should bring in

around

16.

"Piccadilly

(1,750; 25-35(U).
let-

into sixth and even -then no indication of weakening. Passing previous
run -record of five weeks set by

Wash,

C,

'

'$7500
Folton (Shea-Hyde)

;

$11,500,

6.

6.

Flock of new films downtown are
providing a little extra activity this
week, although a couple -of the late
arrivals -don't look any too strong.
Gary Cooper's following plus some
good notices is giving 'General Died
at Dawn' a good if not a -sensational
$18,000 week at the Stanley, and it's
almost certain' to hold for a sec-

.

23.

•

devil;
no

16;

Bos, 9; Stanley, Pittsb'g'h, 16;

other week at $1,400, poor.
Last
Estimates for This Week
Alvin (Harris) (2,000; 25-J35-40)^. week 'Border Flight' (Par), $1,700,
'Seven Sinners' (GB) and *Man Who light
Nothing for.,
.Lived Twice* (Col).

help

L.,

Denham, Denver, 16 and 23; Fox,
Atlanta, -16; Maj, Dallas,. 17; Im-

'

'

sult in

St

/Bit Broadcast of 1937/ Par,
Toledo, 9; Mich, Det 9; Mainst
K. C, 9; Minn, Mpls, 9; Met

Bits (WilbyrKincey) (1,600; 25-30)
day ahead of schedule..
Penn shrewdly sold 'Great Zieg- —! Walking on Air' (RKO). Not so
been good -at $2,300. Last week 'Two in
cut a foot for popular-price showing, Crowd' (U) also Weak $2,300.
Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 25)—
at same time capitalizing in ads raves
'King of RoyaF Mounted.' Just anfor film when it road-showed here.

.

30.

'Lady Be Careful/ Orph, SeatMissouri,
9;
Oriental, Cl\j, 30.

tle,

to College' (MG).
Annual trek of
College pictures begins with $2,700.

feld' oil fact that nicker hadn't

.

'Valiant Is the Word for Carrie/ Chi, Chi, 23; Denham, Den"
ver, 30; MinnpMpls, 30; New-

Alabama

'30

.

Crown,

Estimates for Ibis Week'

week.

23.

Haven, Oct

(Best Exploitation: Poll)
Business pretty even around town
'Swing Time' holding
second week.
'Dpds-'
worth' a mild starter, hut building

Fox

Philadelphia, Oct.
(Best Exploitation: Boyd)

.

New Haven

this week.
up .fair on.

-

with 'Gorgeous. Hussy/
more than usual on advertising
with increased newspaper space, 24
sheets and other mediums for the
exploitation rating this week.

Last

.

'Magnificent Brute/ Lincoln,
Miami, 10; Allen, Cleve, 10;
H'wood, Ft Worth, 13; Egyptian, Ogden, 14; -Keith's, Balto,

spent

moderate.

in

New
•

Dallas, 10; Strand, Lansing, 11;
Hipp, Cleve, 23; Strand, Allen-

practically a cinch for a h.
outs.
o n "although that hadn't been determined up to a late hour yesterday. Alabama
•

Tops

'

it

(Monday)."Still pulling 'em in at Fulton is
*My Man Godfrey.' which will hit
around $7,000 in fifth, and stays for
sixth, getting .under way tomorrow
(Wed). Elsewhere, however, things
are pretty dulL Local pull of Dick
Powell, together with publicity attending recent marriage to Joan
Blondell, bolstering weakness of their
'Stage Struck' at Stanley somewhat
and may result in $8,000, only fair,
while 'Seven Sinners' and 'Man Who
Lived Twice' come out of Alvin
Thursday (8)' after only six days to
around $4,100. 'Ladies in Love' opens

my mm

DodsworiV $10,300,

Davenport 20; Cap, Oklahoma
City, 22; Orph, Des Moines, 23;
Fox, Joplin, Nov, 14; Hayhawk,Topeka, 19.

'

•

Myv'ScotcJi

kee, 9; Garrick, Duluth, 14;
Stanley, J. C, 16; Cap, Miami,
16; Imperial, Charlotte, 19; Cap,

(Best Exploitation: Penn)
Only 'Great Ziegfeld* at Perm this Pokes Resting After Fair Spree
'Hussy' $7,000
Week managing to withstand combination of Indian summer and World
Birmingham,' Oct. 6.
Broadcasts of Yank-Giant
Series.
(Best
Exploitation:
Alabama)
murdering
mat
been
games have
trade and return to abnormally
State fair is over and now the
warm weather after couple of chilly pockketbooks have got to recover, beWeeks isn't helping matters any
either. Despite length .of flicker and fore picture business gets back to
Houses are in for a modlack of usual turnover, 'Ziegfeld' normal.
should pass $20,000 mark, which erate week despite some good lay-

1936

7,

Cooper Draw Gets 'GeneraT SlljflflO in

National 1st Runs

Heat, World Series Airings Hurt Pitt.

'

pilot.

Last week 'Ziegfeld*

(MG) had ad-

vantage' of tilted prices, but slipped
on a holdover to $10,000, so-so.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Ramona* *(20th) and 'Postal Inspec.

tor*

(WB).

With

$8,000.

(20th)

and

Winning second honors
Last week 'Sing, Baby*
'Jeeves'

(20th) so-so at

$6,000.

Strand (Indie) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
'Wives Never Know* (Par) and
'Lady Be Careful' (Par), dual. Once
again Thursday
opening proves
distinct advantage, to house,, first

being

capacity -and

a

leader

day
to

$7,500.
Last week 'General Died*
(Par.) not so good And not so bad at

»T,0ua-:

PICT

Wednesday, October 7, 1936

Dick Merrill, Sarah Churchill

Draws

(Best Exploitation:

Week

jrlet)

freak fltage attractions, me-

film fare generally, a*1 * a.hoJLdXyer sum up the background of
knotty biz here this week*
T)ick Merrill Oh. the Met stage, doing a talking bnV with toe Al Dona-

dium

at

IMdQO.

.

Town's leader is "My Man Godfrey'
at the Memorial where a good $25,000 intake for eight days guarantees
a holdover for at least one more
'Zieggy* at the Orph and
stanza.
State easily won a h.o. and second
week will attract a total of about
$30,000, excellent.
Scollay* in proportion, is one of
the healthiest stands; with two sectod runs,. 'Stage Struck* and 'China
Clipper,' dual, pointing to $8,500.
Gene Fox and the exploit staff of
the Met chose Dick, Merrill as the
logical object of most of their extraTossing
splurge work this week.
'

—

Btvoll—*Dodsworth' (UA) (3d
wk).

Boxy—'Dimples'

—

Week

Oet

16

and

Juliet'

(MG)

(9th wk),
Capitol—'Devil

a

Is

Sissy'

(MG).
Criterion—"Ramona'
(2d wk).

biz.

Paramount

(20th)

— 'Valiant

Word

for Carrie' (Par) (2d wk).
Bialto—"Longest Night* (MG).
Bivoll
'Dodsworth'
(UA)

—

(4th wk).

Boxy—'Dimples'

(20th)

(2d

wk).

Strand—'Cain and Mabel'

(17).

'DREAMS' $6,000

ONLY OKE IN
FRISCO

A

and a good went fine at $3,300.
and spacial
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)—

of

Astor—'Romeo

Most of the bally is -with 'In His
Steps, sold as a 'world premiere' and
tied up with the early Nebraska
career of Ed Alperson in the show

Tarisian Follies' unit, split with
dual 'Pepper* (20th) plus 'Sitting on
the Moon F (Rep). Football weekend
helping- this house to $2,700, nice.
Last week 'Back to Nature' (20th)
plane,- tie-up with a department plus 'Shuffle Along' unit 'Iron Man'
aviation league, a (U) and 'Doughnuts and Society'
store's junior
testimonial dinner by the National (Mas) with Bowes ams. (one day),

(20th).

Strand
'Midsummer Night's
Dream' (WB) (2d wk).

H
$4,000.

It s playing the Varsity and not
going bad at $1,300.
Estimates for This Week
^Liberty (LTC) (1,200; 10-15)—
Three Mesquiteers' (Rep) plus 'Love,
Honor' (U), split, with dual 'King of
the Royal Mounted' (20th) plus
'Spirit of Notre Dame' (U). Foursome collecting $950, not bad. Last
week Trailin' West' (WB) plus 'Missing Persons' (WB), split with 'Down
the Stretch' (WB) and 'Kennel Murder Case* (WB), $900, oke.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
'Girls' Dorm.' (20th), also holding
over Jay Clarke for second week.
Femmes have been going for mentalist.
Fine week at $2,900. Last week
'Ramona' (20th) and Clarke carved
out. $2,800, very nice.

Careful'

'newspaper stuff were other high 'Godfrey' (U). Pic is in front of the
Spots of the campaign. Al Donahue, field at $4,000. Last week. 'Gorgeous
band leader, also playing the Met. Hussy' (MG) got out .on eight days
was showered with local boy' stuff with $4,000, very good take.
Varsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-20In the press,
25)—'In His Steps' (GN). Picture is
Estimates This Week
first from the GN and being given its
Boston (RKO) (3.000; 35-50-65)— world
premiere in this town, cele'Star lor Tonight' (Fox) and stage
brating the Nebraska origination of previous week by a trailer.
Show with Joan Marsh, Sarah Eddie Alperson, head of the comSt. Francis, which usually goes in
Just
Churchill and Vic Oliver.
pany.
Going very well at $1,300. for long runs, will keep 'Dream' only
medium $20,000. Last -week 'Don't Last week 'Craig's Wife'
(Col) very one week if trade continues as is.
Turn 'Em Loose' (RKO) and 'Glori- potent at $1,700.
Paramount and Fox are seeing
pleasing,
fied Follies' unit, very
bigger crowds this week with 'Gor$27,100.
geous Hussy* at the former and
Colonial
(Loew) (1,600; 55-83'Dimples' at the Fox. Shirley Temple
|1.10-$1.65
(MG) (5th
'Borneo'
is pulling them in at the Fox which
week) finished up roadshow here
should do its best biz since F-WC
•with pale $3,000.
took over operation of the Fox sev, Fenway
(M&P) (1,600; 25-35-40
eral weeks ago. Chain went to town
B0>—r'Midsiunmer Dream' (WB) (2d
in exploiting Temple picture. Tierun), and 'Son Comes Back' (Par)
up included window displays in deAround $5,000, fair.
. (1st run), dual.
partment, radio and shoe stores; dis-'China Clipper' (WB) and "Love Betribution of 50,000 pieces of Black
gins' (WB), double, oke $6,500 last
Jack gum at schools and playweek
grounds, card attached to which said
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,000: 25Shirley and Black Jack gum are
that
Denver, Oct. 9.
|5.50 )—'Godfrey'
Drawing
(U).
too good to miss,' and several radio
(Best Exploitation! Denbam)
iocko night trade with matinees
broadcasts.
relatively light
"Stage Struck' is going strong at
Good $25,000 for
Estimates for This Week
eight days and certain of one more the Denver and goes to the Aladdin
Embassy (RKO-Cohen) (1,512; 30.week.
'Swing Tlnie* (RKO) (4th for second week. 'Great Ziegfeld' is 35-40)—
'Swing Time' (RKO) (2d
Seek) had satisfactory finale at sailing along nicely in second week run). Moved here after three weeks
i.QOjP,
„..
at the Orpheum and doing about 50%
Last week
'Ramona,' at Gate. Fair. $3,800.
oJ
(4,200; 35-50^ of opening week's gross.
«,i
'Cavalcade'
(Fox) and 'Renegades'
65)—
'Wives^m Know' (Par) and at the Aladdin for a second week, is (Fox), fair, $3,000.
?e show topjied by Dick Merrill doing nicely.
30-35-40)—
Fax
(F-WC)
(5,000;.
I Al' Donahue band.
Below sumRain last night (Monday) dented 'Dimples' (20th) and 'Velvet Claws'
aer .level kt $l&fi00 or worse. Last takes slightly.
(WB). Strong at $21,000. Last -week
jreek big $37,700 for *Your Heart'
'Ramona'
(20th)
the
Denand
'Hollywood
exploitation
goes
to
Best
(WB) with John Boles and Fred Alham, with its $3,000 offered in two Blvd.* (Par), $16,500, n.s.g.
len ams on stage.
Geary (Lurie-Pincus) (1,200; 50-75Orpheum (Loew) (3,000: 35-40-55 drawings, while the Huffman thehave a mere $900. a Ford and $1-$1.50)—'Romeo' (MGM) (5th wk.)..
*G«af Ziegfeld* (MG) (2d atres
an all-expense round trip to Chicago Shakespeare crowd getting wind of
ealthyi .with tilted prices,
closing date and upping. take to
to offer.
jS.and late breaks; $17,
$7,000. Last week (4th) slipped badly
Estimates for This Week
•

.

—

zieggy; $7,oci

2D DENVER WK.

'

,

M?^

^ ^&P)

.

,

^5)—

_ ^

feek

very good,

$21.0QO.

to

below

$6,000,

*ar»m6»nf (M&P) (1,800; 25-35Aladdin (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 30-35fl)—'Dream* (WB) (2d run) and 50)—'Ramona' (20th). Following a 40)—
Turn *Em Loose' (RKO)
yon Comes, Home* (Par) (1st run), week at the Denver, doing okay $4,- and 'Don't
stage show.
Back to normal
.

dual. Shakespeare's first pop price
run, in ttas'.-fown benefited by no
school on opening day (1) and from
Overflow of Memorial, next door,
Over weekend, getting $9,000, over
average. Last week «Clipper* (WB)
tad 'Love Begins* (WB), dual, very
good, $10,000.
Scpllay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)
'

£-*China Clipper'

(WB) and

'Stage

Struck' (WB), both 2d run. Ringing
the bell for very good $8,500. Last
*eek gobd $7,500 on "'General Died'
(Par) (3d run) and 'Three Married
Men' (Par) (2d run), dual.
^State (Loew) (3^00; 35-40-55-65)—
•ZieRfeld'
(MG) (2d week), okay
|13,000. First week very good, $J7,-

Acad Tech Execs
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
New executive committee which
Will govern Technicians' branch of
the Academy of Motion Picture Arts
and Sciences this year includes John
Arnold, Farciot Edouart, Fred Gage,
Nathan Levinson, Wesley G. Miller,
Van Nest Polglase and Ray Wilkinson.

Arnold, Levinson and Polglase 'will
represent the branch on the new
Acad board of governors.
,•

Los Angeles, Oct. 6.
(Best Exploitation: Cartkay Circle)

(Col) and 'Wives Never Know' (Par)
dual and stage show. It's Jimmy
Currently the b.o. lament is be- Starr, local columnist, who is helptween tourists seasons and beginning ing this duo of weak sisters cop
of. the football sessions. Both points some coin for the house. Take will
are quite important as coin is miss- hit around $14,500 which is weak.
ing from theatres when these two Last week 'Craig's Wife' (Col) and
'Lady Be Careful' (Par), dual, and
enemies turn up annually.
Best showing of current week for stage show. With upper bracket pic
trade are the two Warner houses, minus names, house was minus
profit
at $11,400.
Downtown and Hollywood, having
BKO (2,950; 30-40-55) 'Swing
'Dodsworth' heading double bill. Biz
(RKO) and 'Second Wife*
started off exceedingly well with Time*
houses doing best they have in long (RKO) dual (2d week). Astairetime. Cast names and the Goldwyn Rogers pic seems bigger here than
extra coin on plugs helped this at- out Hollywood, way. Keeping at
smart pace and will hit the $11,000
traction to great extent.
Disappointing was the start of mark for holdover week. Still an'Romeo and Juliet' at Carthay Circle. other stanza to go. Last week,' first,
Pic was given smash prelim cam- was greatest $18,300.
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 30-40-55)
paign for $5.50 top opening. Crowds
were big, so were raves, in dailies —'Piccadilly Jim' (MG) and 'Star
but biz foE initial week is lowest for Night' (20th), dual. Just fair and
nothing
to brag about is the $11,500
house has done since starting its
two-a-day policy. Paramount, with being corralled this week. Last week,
one^of those so-so screen bills, is de- 'Ramona' (20th) and 'Longest Night'
pending more on Jimmy Starr and (MG) dual. Came through better
hit a profitable
his guest artists on stage for its than figured and
'
trade than the two pics, 'Adventure $13,200.
United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100;
in Manhattan' and 'Wives Never
30-40-55)—'Ramona' (20th) and The
Know.'
Chinese and State, with 'Piccadilly Longest Night' (MGJ, dual. Doing
Jim' and 'Star for a Night' dual com- oke and will- wind up week with
bine, are doing fair while the Pan- around $5,000. Last week, 'Dormitages and RKO -are more than hold- tory'- -(20th) and 'Sworn Enemy*
ing their own with second week of (MG), dual. Sort of skidded here
'Swing Time' and 'Second Wife.' and necessitated use of red for house
Latter pic really hurting trade as it in just edging over the $2,300 mark.
is conceded weakest pic houses have
1

-

—

.

had this
a George

season. 'East Meets West,'
Arliss importation, is none
too strong at the Four Star.
it

had in ex'Romeo

DREAM'

$12,700,

ploiting the week's highlight,

and

Made

tieuos with class
of R&J costumes
besides having store mention at bottom of monthly statements fact pic
was opening and where. Had ten
radio stations spread ether routine
St. Louis, Oct. 6.
on pic which covered entire south(Best Exploitation: Missouri)
ern California. Framed, telephone
Two Shakespearean films, two.
chain with omen clubs doing stunt
asking ten to phone to ten who stage shows and wealth of good
would keep up chain which helped screen fare at big berthas give
everywhere but at b.o. for initial Mound City rialto a big league atweek. Tied in with junior colleges mosphere. Everybody's, enthusiastic,
and schools, used heavy billboard over biz and with annual Veiled.
and daily newspaper ad space. Out- Prophet parade and ball thrown in
lay for initial week on exploiting, for good measure, town has takeil
including that for premiere, Was on a carnival atmosphere.
Missouri, with a standout cam*
around $15,000, with work on it covpaign on 'Midsummer Night's Dream';
ering around six weeks.
at pop prices, got off to a nice
Estimates for This Week
opening and house is in for $12,700.
Carthay Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55' Pix was really sold to nabes and
Juliet.'

stores for

show

83-$1.10-$1.65)

— 'Romeo*

NICE,

(MG).

INST. L

schools.

Exploitation was a standout at
Drew in bit shy of $5,000 for opening nite with $5.50 top. Second day three houses; top honors to Missouri
trade rather lame and initial week for its school campaign. Second a
though good not considered terrific tie for Ambassador for its stage show,
drive and Fox f6r k.o. fashion hookin hitting around $13,500.
Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40- up with large department store that
55)—'Piccadilly Jim' (MG) and 'Star brought plenty Of free space through
co-op
ads.
for Night' (20th), dual. Top bracket
(Estimates for This Week)'
pic is one drawing trade which will
Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-35be oke though not big at around 55)—
'Your Heart' (WB) and Paul
$9,000. Last week 'Ramona' (20th)
$17,-*
and 'Longest Night' (MG) dual. Ash directing stage show. Big,
7
000. Last week 'Stage Struck (FN)
Little better than figured but not up
and Thank You, Jeeves' (20th), $12,to advance expectations with a fair
800, below expectation,
$8 700
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35*55)—
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 25-35-40) 'Magnificent
Brute' (U) and 'Girl on
—'Dodsworth' (UA) and 'Velvet Front Page' (U). Good, $14,000.
Claws* (FN), dual. With the Astor- Last week 'Craig's Wife* (Col) and
topping
names
Chatterton-Huston
'Adventure in Manhattan'
(Col)*
top
and plenty plug coin spent, this
$12,400, satisfactory,
bracket pic will hit a swell $10,500.
Loew's (Loew) (3,162; 25-35-55)—
Holds over. Last week "Your Heart' 'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG) (2d week).
(WB) and 'Bulldog Edition* (Rep) Profitable at $9,200, Last week $18,Went kind of blooey over 000, good but not what was expected.
dual.
week end and wound up nine-day
Missouri (F&M) (3.514; 25-35-55)—
jaunt with around $10,500, rather 'Dream' (WB) and 'Back to Nature'
tepid.

'

—

Top

Swing' Holdover $21,500; Par Anemic

Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—
This
Meefs West' (G-B).
'East
British-made Arliss attracting little
prices. Average $16,000. Last week
if any attention and will be lucky
(3d) 'Swing Time*
(RKO), good for first stanza to hit $3,000. Last
$11,500.
second and final, Thunder*
Orpheam (F-M) (2,440; 30-35-40) - week,
(GB). For five-day holdover, was
$1,500. Last week 'Girls' Dormitory' •Godfrey* (U) and 'Yellowstone' (4th very sad at less than $1,000.
(20th), following a week at the Den- week). Big $7,600. Last week swell
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 25-35-40$10,000.
ver, played to nice $3,000.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-35- 55)—Dodsworth' (UA) and »Velvet
20-25)—
Center (Allan)
(1,500;
Claws' (FN) dual. Off to very good
40)—
'Gorgeous
and
Hussy'
(MGM)
on
'Secret Agent' (GB) and 'Sitting
Married Men' (Par). Big $22,- start and looks as though $11,500
the Moon' (Rep), and stage show. 'Three
week (2d) 'Piccadilly Jim' is a cinch for the stanza. Holding
U. S. G. at $2,000. Last week 'Final 000. Last
second week.
Last week, 'Your
Hour' (Col) and 'Go Get 'Em, Haines' (MGM) and 'Pepper' (20th) n.s.g. at Heart' (WB) and 'Bulldog Edition'
000
$9
(Col) r and stage show» fairish at
Not a howling hit by any'
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470; 30-35- (Rep),
$2,250.
for nine-day sojourn which
means
40)
'Midsummer
Night's
Dream'
Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35totalled $9,300.
50)—'Wives Never Know' (Par) and (WB). Okay at $6,000, Last week
Orpbenm (Bdwy.) (2,280; 25-30-35(2d) 'Your Heart' and 'Wives Never
stage show. Smacker at $8,500. Last
40)—'Racing Blood' (Coiin) and
(Par) very good $6,500.
week 'General Died at Dawn' (Par), Know'
'Walking
on Air' (RKO), dual, and
United Artists (UA-Cohen) (1,200;
on a two-day holdover, and 'Murder 25-40)—
'Mohicans' (UA) (2d week). vaude. On stage Stepin Fetchit is
With Pictures' (Par), tossed in for Out of place in this
house. Being doing the trick in draw and though
five days to finish the week, $4,000,
yanked after bad second week at just so-so is helping house plenty to
poor.
Last week
hit the $9,000 mark.
First v/eek $7,000, n.s.g.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35-50) $4,000.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40)— 'Straight From Shoulder' (Par) and
—'Stage Struck' (FN) and stage
'Old Hutch' (MGM) and 'Nine Days' 'Murder With Pictures' (Par) dual
band. Just nice at $8,000. Last week
(2d week). Fair $9,000. Last and vaude, profit at $8,200.
(G-B)
earned
a
and
big
$11,000
'Ramona,'
week 'Old Hutch' (MGM) and 'Nine
Pantates (Pan) (2.700; 30-40-55)—
second week at the Aladdin.
'Swing Time* (RKO)- and 'Second
Orpheum 1RKO) (2,600: 30-40-55) Days' (G-B), okay at $14,500.
Wife' (RKO), dual (2d week). The
—'Great Ziegfeld' (MG) (2d week).
holdover
stanza still attracting them
About half last week's figure at $7,Grosses
to.
R and week will be good
000. Last week, same pic got terbut hot outstanding at around
rific $14,000. breaking house record.
Holds.
$10,500.
Last week, first,
Paramount (Huffman) (2,000: 25Additional box-office gross
which included special premiere was
40)— 'Public Enemy's Wife' (WB) and
bit shy of figures but plenty torrid at
stories will be found on page
'Love Begins at 20' (FN).. Good $3,bit short of $19,000.
500. Last week 'Two in a Crowd'
Z5 of this iBsar.
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30(U) and 'Postal Inspector' (U), neat
40-55)—'Adventure in Manhattan'
$3,250.
000 here. Last week 'Nine Days a
Queen' (GB) had a nice week, $3,500.
Broadway (Huffman) (1,500; 25-40)
Star for a Night' (20th). Poor at

'Dodsy' to

L A. Trade; 'Romeo' Slew at $13,500,

Metro put everything

San Francisco, Oct. 6.
(Best Exploitation: Fox)
"Midsummer Night's Dream' at pop
prices (40c top) at the St. Francis,
after three weeks at $1.50 at' the
Geary almost a year ago, is only oke
Very little was done in
at $6,000.
the way of ballyhoo, although some
trade was drummed up during the

VARIETY

Mary Astor Helping

(20th)

Carrie' (Par) (7).
Bialto 'Lady
Be
(Par).

tarrying plug for the Merrill p..a.
was perhaps the most spectacular
gag pulled here in many weeks.
local air circus flying over the city,
a press party aborad a transport

Aviators' Association,
batch of interviews

— 'Ramona'
—

ping peng^ balls, promoted from
Orpbenm (LTC) (1,350; 10-20-25a game manufacturer, out a Trejnont Street window, each pellet 40)— 'Girl on Front Page' (U) and

1,000

„

Music Hall—'Gay Desperado'
(UA) (8).
Paramount *Valiant Word for

Lincoln, Oct. 6,
(Best Exploitation: Varsity)
Money is again turning out for the
hue band ahow, and Wives Never
Know' on the- screen, are taking a Stuart in favor of 'My Man Godfrey.'
nose dive at the b.o. Sarah Church- There's a lot of flutter money around,
11L linked by the press in an alleged too, on this weekend which is the
romance- with Vic Oliver, is appear- opening football game of the season
ing briefly in. a stage show with with Nebraska scrapping with Iowa
Oliver at the Keith Boston, with State. Crowd of 27,000 came to town
^Star for a Night' pn screen, ijfiss
SZS l4, 'Godfrey* will get close to

week

9

(6).

Boy's In His Steps'
Gets $1,30« in 'World Premiere'

4

last

Oct

Astor—'Romeo and Juliet*
(8th wk).
Capitol—'Great Ziegfeld' (MG)

(4th wk).
Criterion

Home Town

.

Churchill apparently means nothing
on the draw endY
^
Met had one. of the worst weekends in history and will do well to
hit $12,000, contrasting with a smash
at the
Biz
of
$37,700,
lake last week
Boston will also suffer contrast from

•(

(MG)

LINCOLN'S EDDIE ALPERSON

6.

Runs on Broadway
(Subject to Change)

in Boston; 'Godfrey' $25,000
Boston, Oct.

Twa

1st

No

SSES

E C

•

—

(20th).

Doing

.$12,700,

week 'Walking on
7

'Velvet
age.

Claws

Air*

Last

nice.

(RKO) and

(FN), $10,300, aver-

(F&M)
—Orpbenm
'Mliss' (RKO) and

(1,950; 25-35-50)

(RKO), dual.

'Grand Jury'
Ordinary at $6,000.

Last week 'Anthony Adverse' .(WB).
$6,800, fair.

Louis

St.

Sing,

(F&M)

(4,000;

Baby' (2d run)

25-40)—

(20th)

Armida heading stage show.

and
More

than $7,600 needed to break house
nut.
Last week 'Girls' Dormitory'
(20th) (2d run) and Louis-Ettore
fight pics, with stage show.
Below
average at $7,400.

Burr Setts His Dozen;

"

More

A &

Now

Prepares to Prod.

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
C. C. Burr is back on the Coast'
after having closed 85% of the territory for his two series of pictures.
He spent two months on the road
and now is ready to produce.
Product will comprise six outdoor
features starring George Eldredge
and six detective yarns. First of the
Eldredge stories will be 'Saddle
Your Blues,' but it is not yet decided
whether this or a detective yarn will
be the first to go -before the lenses.
Pictures will be filmed at Interna-

'.'

1
-

'

tional Studios.

Wednesday, October

7, 1<£3<5

i

'

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

VABEETT'S' LONDON OFFICE,

12

St. Mactla'a Place,

8

Trafalgar Sqwu*.

Ferry's London Revue

Free 'Atmosphere'

Overhead;

..Vienna,

Mob

Sept

:

W

. .'

'

T«lepho»« Temple Bar
41-8M1
Cable Addieeu VARIETY, LONDON

Britons In HOW QUOTA PK

Vienna Extras Chase

Has Chance,

25% Salary Cut Shaves

;

.

Hollywood

25.

ARE DODGED

That the Vienna film extras will
Hollywood,- Oct 6.
not stand lor any' kidding, was shown
May. Robson, looking regal in
when a crowd of them beat up
black embroidered taffeta, among the
'amateurs' who had offered to play numerous British stars attending the
in Forst's 'Burgtheatre' picture with- •premiere of 'Romeo and ;Juliet'
Others present were Elizabeth *Allen>
out charging union wages.
Company was shooting pictures in in white taffeta; and Reggie Owens,
Devine, Gary Gran£ the
Leicht Variety Show, in front of the Andy
Fitzmaurices'r
*V
Burgtheatre. Mob of men and women George
Donald Crisp bragging, that in his
who were looking for jobs were disappointed, to learn that there, were part of Michael Davitt in 'ParneU'
none because guests of the various hell have 37 more speeches than the
>
cafes in the neighborhood had ven- star, Clark Gable.
yt
London, Sept 20.
tured to appear in the film gratis.
Errol Flynn, on location with Ian
Marc Connelly here ..again.
Police had to be called out The Hunter 'at Lasky Mesa this week, is
Carl Hyson and Peggy Harris are amateurs fled \ahd the- extras were planning a "South SeaS- jaunt.
hired,
...
George Brent loaned, to Colujnbia
to be married here, Oct IT.
.

Fresh Coin; Ruth Ettings Walk

:.

London, Oct. 6.
All the headaches -at Felix Ferry's
Transatlantic Rhythm,* splash: musical, aren't:over yet by a long shot,
though' the revue is running here
and has a good chance of getting
-

Americans

In Lotldon
..

:

.

•

w,oul4 be liable to prosecution, by the
to start first vreek,'s jshopting wi Board: of Trade •for honjcbm&liance
'Safari in Paradise'.' and- returning
''i^'jiubta^^^^opsr^.
4
next' week 'to his home studio to;
'-Another amazing L thing experifinish
.'Mountain
Justice* * "(WB)
v
enced ^ott Saturday; last was to sit
directed by-Mike C&rtiz.'r^
' Elsa'. Buchanan attending' .prevle^
throiig^. the-: screening ,-.pf ; a British
-

;

-

'.

-

'

:

.

.

'

'

'.

;

.

'

.

.

ON WAY

.

bankrolled,

of 'Gay Desperado' (P-L ) with her •^up|a7jpicture be|hg .entjireiy alone in
r
.*
mother.'
ttie * theatre - (Outside toe attendants ).
Pat Knowles acquired three.' inoiS
The Exhibitors'^uota Year (Oct."l
cats;, with his new house in Toluca
*'
to Sept. 36)',is "just -hearing its end,
Lake. That make? fjvei ,J
and all exhibitors have got to see
.Olivia de Havilland headed for
that ttHeir B>ltlBh>.:footege;/screehed
San Francisco and Cafnjei ,'with* Kei?
between ihj^e* times* js;i;0h^uarter
'
mother, Mrs. 'Lynn" Fdntaine/
of the iAmerican or forejgn footage
'

:

IN

t

:•

.

'

position.
v',,/
had put up -more money than he
Courfenay Terrett. scripting the
agreed, and figured his,$HP;00Q was
next Paul' Robeson picture for
enough.* Production was extra heavy,
however; and washed up the coin. Capitol Films; Thornton Freeland is
Much secretiveness here about a new to direct.
'

.:.

.

°

."

.

Mexico' City,

-:

.

.

Oct

^IUan:.Mpyi:t>rair.'

•

wOi'-^i^ i.East.oi*

ae^^f-tKe' total, footage, Amer-

vacation, as. soon as he fihishes!ivbrk
in ^Rainhow; Oy^r th^Rivet.'^.^iij:
Stibp'. 'in\C|^icago ;ph'e|^eek
another, in. New;Yoi•k.
„Louis -Jffay ward recuping ,f rdm recent illness, at -Palni'. SjprmgSt^here.

6.

icahv 'and' British, comb toed). The
London, a ^Pj^rttounti
house, is evidently veiy .jjeh^J*2
with 'Its quota footage, ah^L tmis
it. is jshowinig .two
British picture's,
Payfcv;3Htpbes6n's/ 'Son^. b'f -.Freedom'
(the main' feature)' ahc^'Caliirig the

r

Alfred. Goulding. scripting and -diPic import^." are to be restricted,
but understood 'that Jules
Bachef the broker, stepped in with a recting the next Sidney Hqward pic- distribution; regulated and, native
ture for Herbert ^Ucbx; may be
little coin id, help Felix Ferry tide
productions given a wider exhibition
titled 'Splinters in the Air/
over at the lajst minute. Also there
Cliff'* Fischer off .to France for., break .with foreign filros^ under.; ,a
^"- r;
is a mysterious American named Al
three weeks vacation, ..after which proposition the ministry 'pf finance; thevwe^ther is very^warfn.
Cohen, from Chicago, who is underRalph Bellamy making his, 210th
he begins to line up, his next New
stood to have put up $25,000 to help
-

backer,

,

'

;

'

'

:

'

.

••'-*"

'

York show." If Monta Bell does another
London
-

•

out,

'*.,.

'•

•'

':

'

v
the show' opened in
the audience was surprised to find a
splendid production, carried but with
no apparent hitches. Applause' was
.heavy all around, with all the principals scoring heavily; Newspapers
spoke glowingly of the show the next
morning,' but second night saw only
..

When

.

"

'

'

'

',

,

'

picture

England it wilt again be for- Alexander Kbrda, ancV -tyill be titled
in

;

'-.;.'•
'Troopship.'
Chick York stayed behind, after
shipping. his. wife . and " daughter
home, to be .presented with a silver
cup h£' won' itt:tKe 1^'ter Rats Golf
'

:

.

'

..

.

.

i

*

.

'

lined

up

at present, the

urgent to help native producers meet
keen, competition from foreign pics,
Committee is expected to report on
the plan this'month. When it does,
the ministry will rush the measure

36,125,

'

'

.

'

-..

..

;

.

.-

:

.

.

r

f

to Congress.

STARTS RIO SEASON

Carroll arid. Howe 'signed by Jack
break even, if playing to capacity*
CO.
House management agreed .to reduce Taylor tor his Blackpool show next
•'•.
the guarantee rent and percentage if year.
Rio de Janeiro, Sept. 24.
Ruth Etting set for 14 weeks for
all the actors take a cut. Company
Edward Stirling -and his English'
then agreed to a 25% cut all around, Ex Lax on Radio Luxembourg-.
Mrs. Fred Sanborn ilL
which reduces the. nut to approximPlayers open at the Copacabana CaGeorge E. Stone Visiting the cabaately $20,000.
sino theatre Sept. 30' under the
Stimulating factor is that the libra* rets here.
Dave Bader hobnobbing with Pop patronage of the British Embassy,
ries have offered to make a heavy
and under the auspices of the Anglopurchase if guaranteed the show will Laemmle at Simpsons.
Lew Leslie has acquired a French Brazilian Cultural Society. ..
straighten itself* out on internal bickmusical and an English version is
General Director o£ the company
ering and continue indef.
The American headliners, Lupe now being made. Negotiating for is N. Viggiani, who is just concluding
Peggy Hopkins Joyce to star in it.
a successful Parisian season at the
Velez, Lou Holtz and Buck and Bub
same theatre with French players
bles, are the hits of the revue.
Georges Mauloy, Andre Burgere,
Nat Nazarro, representing Buck
Lucienne Givry and Jean Clairjois.
and Bubbles, calls nightly and col
Headlining with Stirling is the
lects their pro rata salary before
English actress Margaret Vaughan,
each performance on an or else basis
with supporting players Betty ThumThiS-is the., show known originally
ling, Mary Macowan, Monica Stirlr.
as 'Ferry Tales.' Ferry's 'Roumanian
ing, Robert Gilbert, Peter Copley,
citizenship was brought' into the
John De Toney, Philip Howard .and
British press with news of the back
Richard Williams.
stage difficulties.
Repertory is Ervine'B, 'Anthony
Garland Wells, managing director
and
Anna/ Maugham's 'Sacred
of the Clapton Greyhound stadium,
Sydney, Sept. 8.
in answer, to' a report that TransatNew South Wales' Exhibitors' Flame,' G. H. Thomas' 'Winter Sunshine,'
.Martin Vale's "The Two Mrs.
lantic Rhythm' had been acquired by Association has given "its entire, apa London syndicate, confirmed and proval to the setup proposed by the Carrolls,' Michael Egan's The Domstated that he has an interest in the Film- Board of Trade under the inant Sex,' Neil Grant's 'Dusty Ermine,' Frederic Lonsdale's 'On Apsyndicate.
chairmanship of Uan Carroll.
Board will now comprise Carroll, proval' and Twelfth Night'
Single seats for the series of eight
Charles Munro (Hoyts), Ken As.

'

i-

-

...

'

.'

'

AUSSIE FILM

'

.

on 3-a-Day
For Eiin in Sydney
Sydney, Sept.

8.

'Great Ziegfeld' will premiere here

,

around Sept. 30th for Metro

at

own

when

theatre.". Pic

"comes in

i'.s

prey

(Greater Union), Sir Victor
Wilson, N. B. Freeman, Ralph" Doyle
(Motion Picture Distribs), and two
representatives from the Exhibitors'
Association, including William Harrop.

performances

cost. $12.

NEWER, TOUGHER RULES

FOR DATES

REICH

IN
Some time ago it appeared as
the run of 'San Francisco' concludes.
though negotiations for the forma'Ziegfeld* .'will run on a three-aBerlin, Sept. 27.
day policy as a complete show, with tion of the'F.B.T. would fall through,
not even a short or newsreel in sup- but under the generalship of Dan
Reichsfachschaft Artisik decrees
Carroll all branches of the industry
port. Hal Carleton, Bill Tinkler,, and
that henceforth labor permits for
Mike Lustig are handling the ex- finally agreed that a board was
needed.
foreign
acts will only be forthcomploitation.
Main objects of the F.B.T. will* be ing if' the complete program booked
to see that any disputes arising for the period_in question is sent In
within the industry are dealt with by the management. Without this
Sue: Porto Rico Exhib
In a fair manner, something that has program no -more labor permits will
Mascot Pictures Corp. on Monday been- lacking here. lor many years. be. granted.
<&) filed suit in the N. Y. supreme Board will, handle questions of furAnother, decree says that from
court alleging breach of contract ther theatre erection in districts- now on labor permits can only be
against Rafael Ramos Coblan, presi- deemed ovfir-seatedt film contracts, granted to the management direct
dent of United Theatres, Inc., of San free gifts,, minimum admissions, un- ahd no longer to the agents, as herefair competition, and so. forth.
Juan, Porto Rico.
tofore.
Government has given its sanction
Mascot claims Cobian ran out on
Requests for such permits must be
* $8,000 contract toe Mascot plx, to the formation of, the F.B.T. and sent In time, meaning before the
<T*Ujir the defendant was to exhibit has offered to -assist; in' any way .it 28th, of the monthj or the 13th if for
can.
a split month.
In Porto Rico cinemas.

"

•

,

ED STIRLING'S ENGLISH

show cannot Windsor.

'Ziegfeld'

4661-^

quota" purposes. To
get .in eyen pore fobtage they, show
"Callirjg the Tune' six times a day
(6,141 feet 16ng, counting 36,846 ft. ),
putting it on<-agaift at- 11 o'clock' at
night after the iast,.sh6wing- of ^Song
of 'Maytime.'
of Freedom' has -ftoished;: -Calling jthe.
Ida Lupino driving a new red Tune' was on the. timetable outside
••%*,,
roadster.
.. V'
for 11 o'clock, and,. I ^weht in .at 9;30
I
Sir Guy Standing fusing !his two""' intending to see the whole pfograifc
day holiday putting his sailboat in At the end of 'Song pf Freedom* the)
.'
',
trim for Sunday, racings
organist instead .of playing..the "Na*
v
British coterie 6f ,filmitef well tional Anthem, as .would- normally be
represented at cocktail party .given done," played two whole choruses of
by Bess and Phil Lonergan tp;jntrb- one of the theme son^s from the .pic*'
duce Maurice Cowan, editor of Pic- ture' and deliberately, let nearly
turegoer and his wife, Laua Lehl- everyone out of. the theatre before
Cowan. Among those present were 'Calling the .Tune', came" on- again
Victor McLaglen, Miles Mander, (only those whq happened to look
Maude' Fealy, .Elizabeth Patterson at the timetable carefully would
know -that it was showing at 11
and Doris Lloyd.
O'clock). After, about 20 minutes of
'Calling the Tune' everyone except
myself had. left the theatre/. Later
on 1 heard father worried talking
among the attendants,- who were evi'

,

;

'*,
to Decca.
Molly Pigon and. husband off to
help out the remainder of the jcast
a return engagement
She sails for America tomorrow (7) Paris to play,'•''/'.
and- was replaced in the- show by at the ABC.
Dorothy Dare, a clever girl, who •Peter Ruric scripting a picture for
Max
Schach
which
Walter Futter
proved most' acceptable.
Principals and both the- house and will' direct, and in which Paul Robe
company managements' have held son is to play the lead.
Peggy .'Joyce
week-ending at
"several meetings to figure things out,
including salary cuts all around. As Marion Harris's country house near

'

,

;

fair takings. Saturday night, " how-; Championship, presented by Chuck demanding distributidn of Mexican;
ever, biz was up and take' estimated Reisner. Sails on Sept. 30.
made pics on a ratio of one to five or
Billy
Costello,
'Pop Eye the six With foreign productions.
$2,000 for the performance.
Ruth Etting announced that she Sailor/ to., record four discs for
Ministry asserts the proposition is

would play only on opening night

Tuhe, v an unirnpjiJftan4.vpicture -made'
by Phoenix Films. '.'Song, of 'Freedom' --"is shown fiv^ '^iWes *'.a Vday,
which, .being 7^225 r feet long, counts

has presented to. the special rinenia trip to Jfoixa. Springsvin tvir<? years.'
Minnie ..Barnes preJsehtedZ Director
committee. -:Plan'xalls for. restricting;
iHeriry. Koster with' $ .huge' sheaf of
import footage' to the equivalent"of
lilies on .finishing 'work in 'Three
!20 pics. a year for each importer;
:.'."''[
Smart Girls.''
\.
banning government registration for
Wendy Barrie getting off wo'rk on
imports for any more foreign disthe U lot to attend tennis matches.
tributors; nixing the right df one
Edmund Goulding heading for Palm.
distributor representing several proSprings, fori a rest after pulling out
ducers under a single permit, and
:

J!

Plaial.'theatre,

;

*'<

'

FILM CREDITS
Following

a

Berlin, Sept. 27.
period of
activity in all the

lengthy

dently wondering whenever I was
going to leave. About 11:55 the manager came up to me and said that
in two 'minutes they wete. going to
stop the film, as it was' just on midnight. I told him it was a disgraceful way of getting round the Quota
Act, arid that the Board of Trade
..

would be. interested;

to. hear about it.
He apologized and., .gavei,,rae. twp,
complimentary seats for any subsgquent performance I cared to attend.
credits.
What they do,' of course, is" to stop,,
on their., prerogative of exclusively the film after everyone has left.
presenting theatres with topical They had not counted oh anyone sitscreen material.
ting right through to the end of it.
The British Quota Act.has be^h
Previous attempts of independent
Aimers to shoot reels of news events responsible for some strapge things.
have been successfully resisted by
C. M.. Ashton.
the main "units.
Press story here declares that, for
the first time ever, facilities may be
London's Casualties
offered to secure motion pictures of
the actual crowning in Westminster
London r Oct 6.
Abbey, but newsreel editors declare
'No Ordinary Lady,' opened at the
it would be impossible to film inside

heavy production,

film studios, the Film Credit Bank
has -been obliged to stop, further

.

"

•

.

the

Abbey without powerful

^

lights

and equipment
Explained in official circles that
there is no need for alarm and that
this measure is only of a passing
nature until money -is flowing back
from credits allowed months ahead.
In the meantime, minor changes
in the production- .fiejd «eem inevitable, but th? <; -dustry is; hopeful of

an early settlement of the

Duke

of York's

Wednesday

(30). It

an adaptation of a Louis Verneuil
French play and unlikely. Ellen

is

Pollock heads the cast in the farce.
'Follow Your Saint' closed at the
Queen's Saturday
11
after
(3)
nights. 'Certainly Sir1 closed at the
.

Hippodrome after a fortnight. 'Murder on Account' will close at the
Winte?garden Saturday

(10)

after

a

fortnight.

crisis.

.

.

.

-

,

'

•

.

-

.

•

•

•

:

'

:'

.

^
"

*

'

.

.

;

-

amusing, aspect of the quota
law inlthis: country, who could ever
imagine "The Great Ziegfeld' being
shown in a double feature program?
Y<& pver here it is'* being '/shown in
a three-feature bill and if the theatre concerned did not -do this it

.

'.

•

As ah

.

.

straightened out. A' 25% cut which
.went ,'ihto-. effect this week further,
helps the' general situation.
Show opened at the Adelphia
Thursday. (1), 25. minutes ,late,.;wlth
the management and' actors debating
Tucker McXluire and Jack Arnold
things until the ve"ry minute of curreturn to London in February to
tain rise. Salaries had not been' paid
for the end of the Manchester break- feature, "in a new Gaumont-British
'in date and troupe wanted to know, film, y
why. Show had closed in. ManchesDave Bader sharing an apartment
ter the preceding Saturday. and
with F.rank RubenSi
opened here without: a single reEarl
St John, general manager of
hearsal, meaning. /that stage-hands
:.and electricians were completely un- Paramount Theatres, away from his
familiar with the routine.office for a few days duetto indis-

Jimmy Donahue, who

Son, Sept" 21.
Editor. ^Variety:

.

,:

British Reels

Squawk on

Next

C. B. Cochran's

London, Sept
'

27.

Charles Cochran's next musical
production is due about Christmas
time. As yet untitled, book is by
London, Sept 27.
A. P. Herbert music by Nikolas
Five British newsreel units Gau- Brodzsky, and will star Gitta Alpar
mont, Movietone, Paramount Pathe and Blnnie Hale.
and Universal—will contest the pro-» 'As usual with big Cochran shows,
posal of Technicolor to release Its it will open }n Manchester jtor four
planned color record -of the Corona- weeks before coming to London.
tion ceremonies. Existing units have
Charles B. Cochran has signed
arranged, to pool their resources so Nels6n Keys for his hew .revue.
as to provide each concern with full
This makes three stars, including
coverage and declare that, attempts Binnie Hale, and Gitta Alpar, for
of outsiders to horn in is an attack
the show.

Technicolor Coronation

—

, .

.

'VARIETY'S'

LONDON OFFICE,

St. Hitrtlo'S Place,

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Trafalgar Square

TelHhone temple But 6041-5042
VAJRIETK, LONDON

Hoyts Lost $55,000
*'

' ''

;

'

'

in '32,

Earned

$305,000 Past Year; Aussie

'°/
"
London, Sept. 29.
\
*
„
As^a; fact. tP>.- support their squawks against overseating, British
exhibs are alarmed at the revelation of 80 new theatre promotions
during September, giving an average of 1,000 for the full year. Building here is rlHng' to a'peak; largely due to circuit competition inspired
by 4he struggles of major distribs for guaranteed markets,
Odeon, Union and Bernstein chains are responsible for many of the
new ventures,^ but independent promoters are equally active through-

'

.

IS

Cable .Idtlress:

Comeback

.

Reason (or Probable G-T Splitap

1

Will Decide Mutually Satisfactory Terms for Catalonian Territory— Barcelona Re$s in -to
Their Side

'_
country.
Oscar DeutscK, Odeon chief, struck a snag when he asked approval
of oite'.of'fcSs 'theatre promotions at Croydon, South London nabe, only
tp find ibis scheme officially opposed by London branch of the Exhibitors! Assocjiation.
Deutsch got his permit, but the hurt was in
the fact that only ia week previous he, with other circuit, heads .rep-resenting over 1,(160 theatres, agreed to co-operate' with independent
exhibs in lacing the 'over-building situation.

out'

....

t

Those Americans

.

WHAT 'TO DO

1

ritory,

expect much satisfaction
from it they will soon be disillusioned, finding the constant laws of
supply and demand or the trend
away from individualism, .towards
rationalization are forces. .they are
not strong enough to resist.
Informed sections of the trade are
tlon. officers land.; representatives of ready to tell them now what they
the chains^ qvex" L000 circuit halls may hope for just another headache.
allied themselves with, the indies in
agreeing to eye the situation.
Resulting from- this,, major distributors are giving -second thought
to the matter, and are now expected
to co-operate, so as to make the in
quiry a trade-wide affair. Earlier

*^bndpri^ .Sept. 29'.
Indie .exhlbs^s^em. likely, at last,'
to;]get^eir. wayy'^){ith a probe readying into ,ttie, overseating situation,
seeix. here currently in theatre cir
cle3 as a msjor> ;trade problem. At
a. meeting this 'week between the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Associa
.

\

a

exhibs

•

•

:

'.:

.

•

•

.

,

.

—

•

-

NEW HOUSE

16

.

requests
to.
.the
Kinematograph
Renters?' Society from the C.E.A. for
support got a cold shoulder, but the
latest situation means that the K.R.S.
wilt favorably discuss setting up* a
joint committee,
Jockeying among distribs for theatre, tie-ins means the former cannot stand disinterested to a movement likely to affect cinema building .and development, though it is
difficult to imagine renters and exhibitors seeing eye to eye, with one
concerned in developing a market
and the other anxious to restrict new
promotions.
?D og-in-Manger'
Trade opinion sees small likelihood of any progressive step towards
checking new ventures, with the
dog-in-the-martger tactics of. small
theatres of long standing a weak
caTd:!to play against the demands of
big nifrt corporations for the best
possible "outlet A lot product.
What
may be achieved, though this is likewise dbtibtf ill,' 'is Ithe stifling of
abuses, such^
circuit influence
among licensing bodies directed
against indies, or "threats from distribs to build against houses that
squawk against rental terms.
Fact ihaf maWy'te'die exhibs of the
older ''school ''disregard is the rapid
fluctuation ih'public taste* Theatres
erected ten or 15 years .back are
obsolete bV'flrj^rjd standards, naturally inviting opposition from promoters with newer ideasj reluctance
of small' theatre' operators to develop
their falls' may be due to small
profits earned at their box offices,
but is more likely due to- lack of
foresight and initiative.
Further factor working against indies' is" growing realization among
local authorities that standards of
safety and comfort in many old cinemas; lags behind current thought, as
instanced in waves of new regulations forcing modernization on existing licensees,— an attitude behind
which some exhibs see the iron hand
of the circuits, who can accordingly
employ arguments that they will
provide facilities the public demands, but which old-fashioned halls
cannot supply.
Distrib View
Film distributors. are only concerned in. building, and maintaining
the biggest possible market,, and
American and British renters, alike,
can argue rightly -.'that they derive
more levenu'eJErpm. bigger., and betr
ter. ..theatres!,- than
.from .-the older
type, if. pnjjr. .-f«f the fact that the.

FOR BERNSTEIN
London, Sept.

.27.'

.

.

'

Sydney Bernstein announces expansion of his theatre circuit by the
erection of 16 new houses in and
around London this year and next.
Ten are in construction and plans
are being laid down for the rekey suburban
Greater London spots.

mainder

in

'

and

:.

All theatres but one will be named
Granada, which Bernstein uses for
his other existing theatres, and seating will vary between i;500 and 3,750
per, with an aggregate of 35,000 for
Granada, Tooting, most
the lot.
luxurious house in the suburbs, will
be a model for the entire group,

which

will have lavish furnishing,
restaurants and lounges.

1

•

1

W
1

;

'

,

'

-

LONDON BANS PEACE
FILM, 'CONTROVERSIAL'

now

:

•

tributed to Hoyts policy of consolidating and improving its theatres.
Company 'spent $£30,000 in 1935-36 in
re-mod,elling and. re-building various
houses of the chain. Plans to build
three new -theatres at once under 'the
supervision of Charles. Munro, man-

,

Hoyts Acquires

Indicative of the improved earn-

ing capacity of Hoyts.
statement,

bia,

Leasim, director general for Euro-

Joseph Friedman, continental
manager; for RKO-Radio. H. W.

pean

sales,

and Robert

Trillo

from

Spain; ior United Artists, W. L.
Kastner, local head, and M. Morgan,
Spanish rep; for Universal. S. Kusiel,
continental manager, and G. Aguilar,

the
,'in

ppw

.

.

Theatres in N.

Z.

-

tres instead.

:

to grant
to do so

in.

out of the. banker clutches
and that new, houses< will- be constructed in a number of neighborhood and country spots] Claimed
that. Hoyts will not pay excessive
rentals, but will build its own thea-

foreign boas, .when he arrives here
this week for a look at the Fox- interests in Australia. With Hoyts so

-

'

.

it should be .interesting towatch developments as they affect
General Theatres. Whether Hoyts
will be content to continue with
Greater Union on the General Theatre hook-up is something that the big
chiefs must decide.
This is given

solidly set,

'

^

as the reason for Hutchinson's visit
here.
Greater Union has also done well
financially in recent months and,
with the return of Stuart Do>
its
chief, from America, circuit will
'steps looking towards further

ex~

pansion.
Not so long, ago both circuits were
in almost desperate financial straits,
with bankers, stepping in to save the
day after both agreed to stop fighting.
If both decide to go it alone
again now, as they probably will, the
battle for top spot. in Australia
should be a warm onie.^
•

RAW0

VIENNA CENSORS BAN

"WONDERBAR'

....

All of which should make fine
reading for Walter Hutchinson, Fox

.

.

seen

entirely.,

Sydney, Oct. ff.
Hoyts (20th Century-Fox) has,
made a deal to expand its chain Info
New Zealand. There has been a lot
of jockeying here recently for the
N. Z. territory with this, the first
concrete deal of importance. Hoyts
terms he has brought and what buys out the Moodabe Circuit, acoffers he intends to make, if any, is cording to this deal,, getting 6* theatres .in that .territory.
Stanley
a secret only he. himself knows.
Crick, 20th Century-Fox chief in this
Secret Confcbs
Although all. conversations so far territory, and Charles Munro, manheld by the Americans have been aging director of Hoyts, set. the deal,
behind closed doors, Variety learns with the Moodabe Bros, who came in
on good authority that the Yanks from Wellington several times to
are mapping out a common policy talk things over. Before actual sigwhereby they can present a unified nature was made, papers were
head
front to Espinar when the final okayed by Walter Hutchinson,
of 20th-Fox's foreign department,
negotiatibns are made.
On their side they have been who happens to be here.
hot
late
Another
deal
which
was
joined by delegates from Mutua,
Spanish Board of Trade, and inde- last week, but which is now tempendent- Spanish distributors who porarily off, would link the J. C.
have come here to pool their inter- Williamson Corp. and the Fullerests with the Americans. They are Hayward group' in New Zealand.
helped in this respect by the fact This would make a hefty combo of
that- several Americans' belong to theatres, but may merely be just a
prearrangement, with further amalMutua.
Among ^jthe members of. the gamations in mind.
American companies and their Spanish representatives who_have been

1

is

by \ Munro

that' Hoyts is

.niade-,.

which he mientioii?

At the same time, Jose-Maria
Espinar, delegate of the Barcelona
Syndicate of Spectacles, which has
practically taken over control 'of
theatres' and film houses throughout
the Mediterranean, province, is in
town with an assistant for the purpose of negotiating witn the American companies.
He "has come to
Paris, it is stated, to assure that
Barcelona and the province of Cata:
Ionia will be supplied with film?
during the coming season. But what

nental manager and M. J. Messeri,
Barcelona representative; for Warner Brothers, M. Michatid of the
Paris office and Renee.Huet, Spanish manager; for M-G-M, L. L. Law-

-

aging, director.

'

taking part- in the talks are the following: Jot 20th Century-Fox,' Benjamin Miggins, European general

-

definite, .black

erence stock, total paid out this year
being 6% on the 'A' and 5% on the
*B'. preferen.ee,. issues.
Payments.
represent a total outlay of approxjir
mately $256,000.
Vast .pick-iip in income is .'at-,

1

;

anarchistic, syndical-controlled
portion of a country ravaged by
revolution.

when

G-Bs Theatre Sabsid

l

a

have been declared on the pref-

showing' Hutchinson

is'

to

,

financial
status. Profits in the past' 12 months
have been so good that two dividends

problem of whether .they shall or
shall not send more pictures into the

rence,

Picture was news last
the Board of Censors refused
it a certificate until forced
by public outcry.
Film runs only four minutes and
calls for conciliation in place of the
horrors of modern warfare.

red

•

European manager, and Louis
March, Echevarria, Spanish rep; for Colum-

versial.

DENIES DEAL

WITH ABC

LONDON

IN

'KING'

London, Sept. 27.
Radio Pictures will not go into a
Vienna, Sept. 25.
deal with .John Maxwell to link
Austrian film fans will net get to itself with his Associated British
see 'Sissy' .('King Steps Out') (Col), circuit, Ralph Hanbury; head of the
and 'Wonderbar' (WB). Former is London exchange, .says in answer to
taken from Fritz Kreisler's Vienna Variety's story that, this company'
legit success of three years ago, de- and Columbia are dickering with
picting the life o£ Elizabeth and A. B. C.
Hanbury declares that Radio is
Franz Josef.
Reason of censors
for not allowing it: 'it shows Franz doing pretty nicely oh an indepen'
dent policy of selling in an open
Josef in an. unfavorable light'
'Wonderbar/ operetta success by market and would not consider tieRobert Katscher, Viennese, contains ing-in with a circuit.
a scene in heaven, which did not find
the approval of the censors.
,

Rock's 8 for

Spanish rep.

Hagen

London, SapL

Donat Muffs Another

29.

Joe Rock is to put his productions out through Julius Hagen's orLondon, Sept 29.
Shows Profit on Year
Robert Donat is out of another ganization, with a schedule of eight
British picture, and his spot opposite pictures promised for the coming
Marlene Dietrich in Korda's 'Knight season.
London, Sept. 29.
Rock is currently working on
Without Armour' goes to Laurence
Picture
Provincial
Associated
three, and will withhold one subject
Olivier.
Houses, theatre subsid of GaumontDonat has been down with asthma, starring Harry Roy, top-line ban*
London, Oct 6.
British, shows a profit of $576,180 in
leader, under an existing commitOdeon Circuit, headed by Oscar but had not recovered when -the ment with Associated British Film
its annual statement just issued ,and
1
recommends a .final, Dayment to Deutsch, is taking Over the Alham-' scenes in .which' he ''Was hot needed Distributors.
•-•
equal bra from Sir Oswald Stoll and re- were' completed.
the rate of

DEUTSCH'S ALHAHBRA

AS UA SHOW WINDOW
.

•

.

.j

,

»

big American producing and distributing
companies, assisted by
their Barcelona and Spanish representatives, are jointly attacking the

'

'stockholders at
.4%,
to ,6% .for the full year. Net shows
an increase'. exceeding; $60,000 on, the
figures.
year's
previous
Encouraging results follow the 'reformer can command a higher scale cent success of General Theatres
of admissions.-'
t£e*tre grO.up,
<•.
v ,, .Corp- - second G-£
Position, as the joint co'minjtteift whjcji resumed ,dlYiqends this.' year
when formed will quickly discover. with a payment of 12% on Ordinary
complicated out of all helief; if stock, after a lapse of several years.
...

Momentarily forgetting the complicated problems confronting them
in France and other foreign countries, European heads of the seven

London, Sept. 27.
Local exhibs jammed a plan to manager, and S. S. Horen, comshow The Peace of Britain,' propa- pany's Spanish manager; for Paraganda film, during the Peace Week mount, Frederick W. Lange, conticelebrations at Bolton, Lancashire.
Following a request from organizers
of the event, theatremen met and
decided to bar the film on the
grounds that it was too contro-

,

Hutchinson created a big impression when he arrived here
escorted by. a valet. Valet gag
is something unknown to the local moguls, but when any of
the: big boys go abroad In the
future they will probably all
get themselves valets.

.

•

;

.

around.

Paris, Sept. 27.
Future fate of American film interests in the' important Spanish
market of Catalonia is now being
settled in Paris.
>

Sydney* Sept. 8.
Building. up in. the. last four years
loss of $55,000 .in 1932 to a
profit of $305,000 this year, Hoyts has
turned swiftly from operations in the

from a

Wellington; N. Z., Sept. 8.
Walter Hutchinson, Fox foreign boss, has arrived here and
will make a short- stop before
proceeding to Australia. Stanley Crick,] Fox head in this ter-

.

constructing
cinema. .'"
This is the
into the West
'

it

.

into'

2,000-seat

a.
'

HEW

NEWS

:

IN THE CELLAR;

SYDNEY NABE
London, Jbct. '6.
entry of Deutsch'
"'
•'
Sydney, Serif. 8.
and,, through |hjs
Clavering Bros. has taken 'the site
NewTjabe theatre '\s schfedUled'tor of the v f6rme'r ,Stag£ department
United ArtisK,,
'means 'the house wiil'pe,^ new showj. '.erection 'at Marrickville, 'N.S/'W;' for* store .in' Leicester Square 'and "will
George Webster.
This' will'" give erect" ah eight-st6ry"'bjfflcfe 'IhiildingJ
window for UA pics.
'•"
"'.
"
eight nabe theatres, all there.
At present
is using the Pa- '.Webster
playing Par-Metro product.
vilion on a rental basis.
News reel theatre in the basement.
,„.

.

first

.

•

'

End

,

flnanci'aV.'al|iarice' jv.ith

J

:
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VARIETY

SHOW THESE

EIGHT ALL-AMERICAN

FOOTBALL STARS IN ACTION ....
in the grandest gridiron

drama

that

ever challenged formula to give
your crowds their cheeringest foot'
ball thrills t A STORY filmed from
the popular novel by Francis

Wallace— punch-packed for excitement; heart -throbbed for romance!

3?
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t

'
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PICTURE

CRAIG'S WIFE

EVIEWS

FILM

Wednesday, October 7, 1936

American audiences, Some of it is
so slurred by the actors as not to

Fea- be at all decipherable in the
Columbia production arid release.
U. S.
turea John Boles, Rosalind Russell, Blllie
Built around the historic episode
Burke. Jane Darwell, Dorothy Wilson, just prior
to the ascendancy of Mary
Alma Kroger, Robert Allen, Nydla West- Tudor
to the English throne, if is
Directed by Dorothy Arzner. From
nlay of. aame name by George Kelly; adap- conceivable that G-B had to be caretation, Mary. C. McColl, Jr.; film editor,
ful with the production.
There is
viola Lawrence; camera, Luclen Ballard, nothing
here to offend. In fact it is
it Mu»Jc Hall, N. Y., week Oct. 1, '38.
all quite seriously and well
Running time, 73 mine.
done

Miniature Reviews

.

•Cray's Wife* (Col). Excellent
character
study,
very
ably

man.

acted, but draggy
in appeal.

and limited

•

'Nine Days a Queen' (GB).
British costume play without
marquee, lure for the U. S.
'Kelly the Second' (Metro).

from a British studio standpoint. It
links up partly with 'Mary of Scotland (RKO) and some of the same
characters are seen. But G-B probAlma Kruger ably figured it had to.
stick to native
Thomas Mitchell

Rosalind Russell
Harriet Craig**.. • • •
John Boles
Walter Craig.*... .»
Blllie Burke
Mrf. Fraaler. .,•'•»•«
Jnne Darwell
Mrs. Harold.. >>. !<••'••
....Dorothy
Wilson
Ijndretb;..
Ethel
:

jjlss Austen
Fergud'i .PHSsmore
Billy Hlrlcrtrro..

.'

Fast-action comedy of prize
its film and thus lost out
ring,
with Patsy Kelly and
profits.
For EngCharley Chase.
should be quite fine.
Mar.Ie
'Two In a Crowd' (U). PromIt's an interesting enough, though
Adelaide Passmofe
unpleasant yarn. Henry VIII dies and
ising story wrecked by poor
is succeeded by the boy,
scenario..
Edward.
Wife,'
adapted
from Plotting starts on all sides
'Craig's
and the
'Missing Girls' (Chest). Tepid
George Kelly's play of 1926, is a Earl of Warwick shunts Lady Jane
racketeer yarn, arriving at late
forceful character study whose value Grey in ahead of Mary Tudor.- She's
date. A certain dualler.
is enhanced by markedly good per- a queen only nine days before the
formances, notably Rosalind Rus- Tudor queen romps in and has her
sell's, but its appeal will be limited. head chopped.
The finished product suggests supGaumont committed an error in eral scenes, and cashes in. Chase
port from a class element rather assigning Nova Pilbeam to the Lady is a druggist who accidentally becomes a fight manager.
than the masses; It is„ more of a
Miss Pilbeam only last
^ Jane role.
Pert Kelton is given a grand break
man's dish and year was playing child parts and
than a mans
woman's tnan
as a gangster moll, and she cleans
more for. the adult than the adoles- Jaere she is cast as a young married up,
Edward Brophy is tops as the
queen,
cent;
although admittedly stilf in
gangster
chief.
Maxie Rosenbloom
-producers
have
sought
While the
her 'teens and forced to the maris cast in role of champ who 'Big
•to give pictorial body to a play that riage. She looks even younger. G-B's
Boy'
conquers in the inevitable
dealt largely in dialog in delivering problem, of course, is what to do
championship
match.
Harold Huber,
to insert with Miss Pilbeam now that she's
its message, the failure
comedy relief and give greater getting a bit too old to be a kid any DeWitt ,C. Jennings, and Syd Saylor
are efficient in supporting roles.
The
strength to a subsidiary love inter- longer.
answer's
obvious
Wear.
est deprives the subject of better enough: give her a vacation for a
entertainment and appeal chances. couple of years. She has a lot of stuff.
Dorothy Wilson and Robert Allen She should be a fine actress when
could have been played up more for she grows up.
Expecting her to
romantic flavoring against the action handle this emotional, mature asChesterfield
release
of
George
R.
production.
Features
Roger
Batcheller
which is killing another romance, signment is unfair to her.
In the support, G-B has collected Pryor, Muriel Evan*, Sidney Blackmer.
that of Craig and his shrewish wife.
Screenplay by
Directed by Phil Rosen.
a
fine
British
Wilson
and
Allen
suggest
troupe.
Miss
Sir Cedric Martin Mooney and John W. Kraltt. CamBoth
that they could have given the pic- Hardwicke, splendid actor, is ex- 'era, M. A. Anderson; Him editor, Roland

Raymond Walburn

..Robert Allen
.Elizabeth Rlsdon

Gene Fredericks.,,.Mrs. Lnndrethi

... r

Nydla Westm.m
Kathleen Burke

«'•••

talent in

pn possible U.S.
land

it

•

.

1

•

.

MISSING GIRLS

much added weight by what

ture

Warwick, despite the fact

cellent as

they do in the footage permitted. he is one of the offenders on
For a time it appears they have been slurred pronunciations. (Or maybe

it's the sound man's fault).
John
the ..pains taken to Mills is his son, a tough assignment,
viciously build up the character of and not convicing. Felix Aylmer is
Mrs. Craig, whose mania for a beau- excellent as Edward Seymour, the
tiful home and security causes her top performance of the film, with
to sacrifice, everything else, the pic- Leslie Pen-ins as his brother not far
ture frequently is slow, deliberate behind. Gwen Ffrangcon Davies, one
and talky; In hands less capable of the best legit actresses in London
than Miss Russell's and others in (she plays mostly the same parts
the cast, 'Craig's Wife' might have over there as Katharine Cornell
been a big bore, despite the relatively plays here) has only a bit as Mary
short running time of 73. minutes. As Tudor and carries it off well; should
entertainment largely "have been given more to do. Sybil
is,
it
is
it
through the skill of the cast and the Thofndike is well cast as Lady
careful presentation of the charac- Jane's lady. Frank Cellier impresses
in a theatric bit as Henry.
teristics of a selfish wife.

lost altogether.
Because of.

.

Miss Russell deserves stardom
her work in this one. She has
easy time' as Craig's shrewish
but gives it all the bite the
character
contains,
embittering
everybody against herself in the
after

110

Wife,

She has one

most beautiful manner.

excellent scene at the finish

when

Photography is only fair, but production fine and, in spots, impres
Where audiences are highbrow or historically inclined
(schools, etc.). picture may do a bit
better than elsewhere, but on the
whole it won't find the goin«j easy
in the U.S.
Kauf.
sive.

even the servants have left, leaving
her completely alone, and her sister
has died. While she begins to soften
with this turn of events, it is subtly
Metro release of Hal Roach production.
suggested that she still treasures the Features Patsy Kelly. .Charley Chase,
exactness of her home, plus its con- Gulnn 'Big. Boy' Williams, Pert Kelton.
Directed by Gus Melns. Story, Jeff MolTtents, above her husband and other
itt and. William Terhune; adaptation, Jack
losses
In addition to Jevne and Gordon Douglas; dialog-, Tom
sustained.
'Craig's
Wife' being a character Bell and Arthur V. Jones; camera. Art
Lloyd. At Rialto, N. Y., week Oct. 2, '39.
study, it is a .study in acting.
Running time, 70 mlns.
Boles plays the husband restrain- Molly Kelly
Patsy Kelly
edly and very sympathetically, wait- Cecil Callahan... Gulnn 'Big Boy" Williams
ing until the virtual last straw be- Gloria
Pert Kelton
Dr. J. Wllloughby Klutn. .. .Charley Chase
Several supporting Ike
fore rebelling.
Arnold
;
Edward Brophy
are unusually well por-

KELLY THE SECOND

.

characters

Spike

Miss Wilson is an alive,
young girl who shines
brilliantly in the little time afforded
her. She's a comer. Allen, opposite
her, .is likewise impressive but he,
too, will have to await fatter roles

Butch Flynn
Judge ..;
Fur Trader

trayed.

vivacious

sho*ri«aJly.what he can do. As
KoMe^toer in the Craig houseDarwell is excellent,
a ITtielpe's' who gets unceremdnlwjsly^atined is Nydia Westman,
also" very ^gedd^" Billie Burke plays

!&>

\lie

ftofd,,;!Jan£

wwfc

.

neighbor whose hobby
flowers and whose regret
a

Harold Huber

Max Rosenbloom
DeWItt

C. Jennings
Billy Gilbert

Dan

Reed; asst. director, Melville Shyer. At
N. T.. week Oct. 6, '30. Running
Time, 05 mlns.
Roger Pryor
Jlmmle Dugan
Muriel ICvana
Dorothy Benson
Sidney Blnckmer
Dan Collins
Noel Madison
Ben Davis
.Ann Doran
Ann Jason
George Cooper
Zlg
Dewey Robinson
Harry Wilson
Globe,

.

a

. .

Old school racketeer thriller with
generous handout of kidnapped
wise-cracking reporters and a

girls,

final

ambush with plenty

Arrives pretty late to

No names

for

marquee

missing girls gets discarded on the
way, with an inside peek at prison
routine and federal investigation.
Gangster's hideout serves the purpose for the noisy shpoting fray.
Opening reels show why the girls
leave home, but screen later on only
permits vafue mention- of what
happens to them in the big city. One
in particular "who stays in the story
turns out to be a housemaid, only to
get kidnapped eventually. Heroine
is semi-society girl in love with the
reporter, whose inside stories, send
him to jail for 30 days. Politics and
and crooked dealings among the high
pressure .boys also come in f or- some
of the wandering treatment. ...
While Mooney, one of the co-authors, did a 30-day stretch for contempt of court, because he refused
to disclose the source of his news
stories ,in the.N. Y. American, this
yarn is' not autobiographical.
Roger Pryor, Muriel Evans (now a
dark blonde) and Sidney Blackmer
BraU
are the principal names.
.

Soldaten Kameraden

filled

But

-('Soldier Comrades')

-

with humorous moments.

too lightweight in plot
accomplished results to stand
alone in most spots.
it is

and
up

(GERMAN MADE)
Zwleker release of Hammer, production.
Roberts,
Hertl
Features 'Ralph-Arthur
Directed by
Klrehner, -Frunz Nickllsch.
Tunr Huppertz. At Garden, N. Y„ week
Oct. 2, '30

Running

mlnH.
Winkler. .Ralph-Arthur Roberts

In Patsy Kelly and Charles Chase, Balthaaar
Hella
more welcome in the Craig Metro has teamed two of its ace Gustav Menke..
comics from short features. Picture Willy Holzhausen
has
been trimmed about 15 minutes Hauptman
tfiq|*dialtfg, most of it probTlnteroffizler
since
originally
released,
and
that
ably from tlw^Kelly play, is pungent
Gefreller
helps a lot. Even so, some of the Frail Kbeppen
all the way,tit" may be that there is

isn't

home.
While
a

much

too

little

of

against too

it

gagging actually slows down the
pace midway. Runs 70 minutes now,
which is plenty for the average

comedy

of

this

sort,

especially

A QUEEN

(BRITISH MADE)
Ctamnont-Mrltlsli production

and

release.

Stars Sir (Vdrie Hardwlcke, Nova rilbeam;
'•"Wirea John Mills.
Written and directed
by Robert Stevenson; dialog, Miles Malle«;>n;
editor,
M\
T, R. Fisher; camera,
Greenbaum.
At Roxy, N. Y.. week Oct.
.ttl.
2.
nunnlng time, 80 inlns.

Karl of

jAdy

Warwick

Cedrlc Hardwlcke
Nova Plllieam
John Mills

,lane Grey
'-ml fiulirord Dudley

Mwnrd VI
i'-'

Desmond Tester

len

Gliomas

Sybil Tborndlke
Leslie Perrlnr

Seymour

»*nry VIII
Frank Oelller
inward Seymour.%
Felix Aylmer
Mary Tudor. ..... .Gwen Ffrangcon Davles
Jane's Parents

"

flarnaby _
Fltzpatrlck
t.

,

J oi»\

VKnox
hn

aJ\"nJel
Ar
,

"

5

\

Mnrllta Hunt
Miles Mnlleson
Albert Davles

Emcrton

"•

..John Laurie
Arthur Goullet
John Turnbull

Qates

.

•'

-An

historical costume piece, this
film is sombre, slow and
inclined to be dull.
There are no
names to help even slightly at the
0
n this side o£ the Atlantic, and
+K
5 a log
ne d
is
clipped
and
muffled in
;

wrtish

'

'

inat British

manner

so irritating to

(In

This

if

'

NINE DAYS

mean much.
pull.

Syd Saylor

is raising
is that she

small a dose of action. Direction of
Dorothy .Arzner is competent, but in
one spot an unintended audience
laugh is created when Boles, burning
over the.'f.act the wife curbs him in
his household, walks up to a precious .vase' the missus treasures, contemplates it for a moment and then
smashes it.
Char.

of gunfire.

Martin Mooney penned the story,
instilling his tale with an overdose
of front page sensationalism. Idea of

'Kelly the Second', probably will
be welcomed in the duals, because it
is

.

placed with another picture.
Jeff Moffitt and William Terhune's
screen play is the old familiar of a
street fighter who quits the trucking business to become a professional ring battler.
New twist, at
least for the screen, is that he has a

is

time.

1)0

»

Franz Nlekllsch

Herd Klrchner
.Franz Zimmerman

Hugo'FJink
Franz Jan Kossak
'

Adolf

Flsi-lier

Vicky Werlcmelsler

German)

probably the brashest piece

propaganda for the Teutonic military machine as yet imported to the
U. S. for public showing as entertainment Backgrounds were supplied by the 48th regiment of Neuof

ano" the ministry of War in
the Reich (as* the program politely
pugnacious Irish lass as his trainer puts it) 'genehmigte und unterand biggest booster. He's 'Big Boy'' stuetzte die Hcrstellung.' In simple
Callahan, who rises to a champion- English, this means that the big boys
ship, despite his enormous appetite. in Berlin morally underwrote the
Authors and the adapting team of thing.
Jack Jevne and Gordon Douglas hit
If the patrons can close an eye to
upon the happy expedient of stress- the propaganda aura of 'Soldier
ing the part played by a group of Comrades' and the Teutons natuWithout this counter- rally will it's got something on the
mobsters.
thread Of plotting, the film would go ball for the flagwavers. Lots of army
the way of all prize fight laugh maneuvers.
Lots of bright eyed
epics. It's played for comedy effect, young lads marching in goose step.
and rightly so.
Shot after shot of life in the barSome brisk dialog from the pen/5 racks (this part is very well photoof Tom Bell and Arthur V. Jones graph c '). In fact, there's so much
saves many situations when they be- rabble-rousing
and foot-stomping
come tangled with slapstick, but from end to end. that most of the
even they fail to stave off a sheer customers probably won't notice that
hokum finish.
the plot is never finished.
Two
Patsy Kelly has more to do than fellows are fighting .for the love of a
Usual.
She's the fighter's trainer. damsel at the start, and one of Ihem
Much of the natural laughter is has a spare gal back home. In the
caused by her delivery and clown- parting sequence they get medals for
ing. 'Big Boy' Williams is a perfect heroism, which is more important to
fit. as the street brawler who climbs
the Ministry of War than the gals.
Charley By the looks of things, the latter arc
to fame with his dukes.
Chase is partially dwarfed by these pretty plentiful around the army
two but garners his share of laurels camps.
Ralph-Arthur Roberts Is the only
with his familiar comedy routine.
He gets a real chance to talk in sev- actor in the whole works who has
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Shorts
MARCH OF
Issue No.
1Z Mlns.

Z,

TIME'

Vol. 3

RKO-Radio

Three subjects of a widely divergent type, two dealing with the
United States, the other with Enghave been even zippier in spots if
Huppertz hadn't reached back so far land, comprise the produced newsin the newsreel library for some of reel material of the 19th release of
his parade scenes. The negatives arc the March of Time (Issue No. 2. VoL
so old they look as though thev were 3). The same thoroughness, intelEdga.
filmed in a hurricane.

TWO

ligence and editorial color which
characterizes the'M. of T. workmanship figures in its latest endeavor to
consider the football business, England's tithe war and labor's split in
the American Federation of Labor.
Except for the matter dealing with
the rebellion of the English of lower
classes against the contribution of
one-tenth of earnings to the Church

A CROWD

IN

Universal release of

Rogers

R.

Charles

Bennett,
Stars
MeCrea; features Henry Armetla, Alison
Skipworth. Nat Pendelton. Reginald Denny.
Directed by
Billy Burrud, Andy Clyde.
Alfred E. Green. Story, Louis R. Foster:
adaptation, Foster, Doris Malloy, Karle
At Palace,
Snell; camera, Jos. Valentine.
N. Y. week Oct. 2, '3U on double bill.
Running time, 80 mlns;
Joan Bennett
Julia Wayne
Joel Mi-Crea
Larry Stevens
Fllsha Cook, Jr.
Skeeter
Alison Skipworth
Ltllte
Reginald Denny
Anthony
Henry Armetta
Tsscanl
Andy Clyde
Joneay
Nat Pendleton
Flynn
prodnction.

Joan

•

Bennett

.

.

.

Joel

England, March of Time approaches its newest subjects in what
might be regarded as quite impartially. The reel appears to favor
the English farmer and laboring element in its wrath against the bounty,
despite the fact that where the
church figures anyone is treading on
delicate ground. England won't care
much for this clip of March of Time,
although a new bill put through
Parliament to assuage the hurt English countryside has resulted in a
of

Donald Meek
Brndley.Page

."

Tony INjnellt
Lawson Girl

. . ,

., ..

Chet

.Barlwra. Rogers
Billy Burrurt

John Hamilton
Tyler Brooke
Douglas Wood

Purely

Brock
Ralston

Mllburn Stone
......Frank Layton....Rohert Murphy truce.
*
....Matt MeHugh
The ne^ issue leads off
lid Gargan
L. Lewis' campaign for

Kennedy
Gucrd

...t..

Bartender
Taxi Driver.'
Policeman

,

with John

industrial
unionism and the schism that has
resulted with Lewis getting the backing, of 10 large units in the A. F. L.
against threats to oust these unions,
which were carried out as the latest
development in the war. March of
Time gets considerable from Lewis
himself and also from William
Green, president of the AFL.
Timely and showjnanly Is the footage dealing with football and the
business it has become, with subsidizing of players no longer frowned
upon by .the leading institutions of
learning. There are a few shots of
big games but not identified. The
clip carries a convincing note in support of the growing contention that
.

Slovenly scenario and indifferent
dialog job condemn what might have
been a bright comedy to the interior
half of the duals and defeat the efforts of a number of competent
players to pull a promising, idea over
the handicap of .bad writing.
There is opportunity A-plenty for
comedy, but much of the laughter
derives from Andy Cole capering
around in his night shirt or losing
Overuse is -made of a
his pants.
neighing horse
supposed to fit
into speeches or situations. Funny
the first three or four times, but
after that pot so good. ' Now and
then the director sees a chance to
breeze a situation along, but in general the script proves a ball and
chain, with the result that a story
that might serve in 60 minutes
dawdles along at full 80. Writing
is worse than inexpert; it's clumsy.
Story hinges on a racing man
whose last horse is in hock for a
feed bill. He finds himself half a
thousand dollar bill, but Julia
Wayne, a girl from 'the sticks with
theatrical ambitions, beats him to the
other section. They unite to redeem
the greenback, which is part of the
proceeds of a: bank robbery, and
they, with his jockey and a couple
of drifters who' have purchased a
sweepstakes ticket on the nag, all
camp out in the coal .yard where
the racer is held hostage for his bill.
They manage to get the horse in the
race,, but he lags until he sees the
coal cart he has been compelled to
drag around, and he shoots home
'

-

-

-

athletic ability should be recognized
in assignment of scholarships, loam
Char.
jobs.

and

SMART?"'

'MR.

With Andy Clyde
Farce
18 Mlns.

Globe, N. T.

Columbia
Andy Clyde in tole of home-loving
husband who wants to clean house.
His wife gives him leeway, and comic
proceeds to do the -work in his own
way. He wants to put in some extra
shelving, ..ruins

the plaster

walls,

knocks over the- paint bucket and
makes a mess of the place. Cleaning
crew also comes in to' assist in the
wrecking. A vacuum plays havoc
sot^
feathered-stuffed
with .the
adding a certain flashy punch. Not
new, though.
Slapstick offering, with best results coming from Clyde's own homefirst
Now and then the bank robber? spun antics. Runs too long. Bral.loom briefly as a-, menace, hut add
nothing to the story', and there is a
even for steady foreign patronage.
bopb detective who pops- Up npw and
Film boasts- two popular German
then, but this and other extraneous
actors of the moment, which may
devices all add up to practically
mean something. Gustav Froelich,
nothing at all. under the pall of a
who has been seen over here several
draggy and amateurish development. times, and Renate Mueller carry the
Joel McCrea, as the sporting man, leads. Latter is a petite blonde. Her
and Elisha Cook, Jr., as the jockey, acting is restrained, with face conwork hardest and often to effect. fined to an inscrutable stare, which
Joan Bennett is the girl with a part is good at times, but soon wears. If
too conventional to stand but. Alligiven a chance to relax, she could
son Skipworth is in for a bit as a do things. Hovering modernity aura
landlady with Reginald Denny, Don- is stilted throughout.
ald Meek, Andy Clyde and Henry
Girl of working class Is suddenly
Armetta' called on to head forlorn pushed into the midst of a well-tohopes.
All have some good spots, do family of the landed gentry
but the spots are too widely spaced. 6trata. The son falls for her and
And in between the action is too soon it is apparent that they are goslowly paced to, hold up interest.
This draws frowns
ing to click.
Generally the' basic idea of human from the uppers, who have other
flotsam in a huddle works into a plans for Herman. The duo decide
fairly good show, but usually the to exit for the big city, where they
theme is better handled than in this undergo trials and tribulations tp
instance.
Chic.
no end. Hunger and room rent are
a few of the angles dragged in for
'

.

.

'

-

.

LIEBESLEUTE
('People in Love')

strelitz,

—
—

VARIETY

nothing to do with the army except
make money photographing it. He's
& nutty photog who still thinks he's
young enough to marry a girl in her
'teens. It's a good character role and
Roberts does it neatly.
Rest of the cast are just so many
cogs in a big military machine. Here
the acting doesn't count It's the
tempo of the thing. Director Buppertz gets this across with the stomp
of a five-piece brass band. It would

(GERMAN MADE)
TnbiH release of lOuropa production. Stars
Cu.ttav Froelk'br, Renate Mueller.' Directed
Wawhneck; music, Prof. Siemens
KchmnlKtlch.
At Casino, N, Y„ week Oct,
2. "M\,
Running* time, p3 mlns.
Dorothea Htilner. . , , , . ,
Renate Mueller

by Krich

Herman
F«''h

Kaeta
Tan le

v. Goren
.Guslav Froehllch
v, (4nr»n.<>.,..,,,..;i>lnrl<>h Schrdlli
v, Oorcn
Kvu-Mnrla Meier
, ,
.

FrJedu.

,

,

V. BHrnxlorff
Hclga, seine Fran
Sfhnaurc. CutHverwalter,
Kn'jop. M:i.si-hlnlHt
T)er nlte Rotrhke
Jterr Hlevers

Der Anitamnnn
Der Portler

»

motivation of their sincere devotion.

Dorothea then returns to the farm,
engineers a reconciliation and a
glance at the fields promises a record
crop.

Camera work is neat throughout,
with sweeping views of lanes and
wheatftelds creating several black
and white pastorals of striking
beauty. The Germans are clever at
this.
Intimate shots are also well
handled. In between are long laosaa.

Brat

Julia Senla

Harry Lledtke
(iina Falkenhprjc
.

.Gerhard Blenert

H. A. Sclileltow
Klaus Pohl
Walter Janssen
Otto Kronburcer

LA BELLE EQUIPE
('The

Good Crew')

FRENCH MADE

Paris, Sept. 22.

....Ojicar Jjiibo

.Wlele

A modern German picture for a
change. Story is a rehash treatment
of Goethe's 'Herman and Dorothea'

release

d' Edit

of

Ion*

efc

Location do Films)

Arys Production.

Hlars

Jean

Features Charles Vanel and VIDirected 1>y Jullen Tnivl-.vler.
Screen play, Charles Vlldrae; dl.Hor,
Charles Spaak; camera, Kruuer nnd FroBsnrd. At La Paris, Running time 1)5 mlns.
legend, with a tendency to stick' in
Cast: Jean Gncln. Charles Vanel. TJnythe '90's rather than come up to niond A Irons, Charles Granvnl, Rnphnel
date. Few shots in Berlin, but tale Medina, Robert Lynch, Vivian* Riimnnce,
leans backward lor the most part, Chnrpln. Charles DoYnt, Mlclieline Clielrel,
Raymond Cordy, Jacques Bauiiicr.
with
<?sl)in.

vlane.

Romance.

peasantry dominating. Photographically the picture is on a par
(In Ffenchj
with the regulation German import.
simple plot, Wj&nd around ordiDirection flows^sluggishly at times,
with a situation developed through nary, everyday JfKW'.vand dislikes,
minute details and ending nowhere. measures and hates, forcefully in(Continued on page 31)
It makes just fair entertainment,

A
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Wednesday, October

"Swift, dramatic airplane story with
plenty of action for thrill-hounds."

—

Film Daily

"Compares favorably with the best
aviation stories. ... Geared to a high
theatric

quality

.

. .

will

move

audi-

ences to hisses at one point and
cheers at another."— M. P. Daily

"An exciting story of commercial
aviation that goes straight to its mel-

odramatic goal with pep, punch and
undeviating straightforwardness."

—
ss

fyllywood Reporter

FROM A STORY BY PETER

B.

KYNE

7,

1936

Wednesday, October

7,

PICT

1936

E S

VARIETY

Advance Production Chart
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
..
.
Despite starting of 10 features last week, production on the Coast remains slightly below normal with a total of 38 features before the cameras
While the week registered an exceptionally large number of features
being tensed, only four were taken, from the cutting rooms and pre-

17

Annual

Reels'

"

.

Headache, Grid

viewed.
This leaves an unusually large total of 91 in the cutting rooms.
total of 76 features are in preparation with more than half this number slated to get before the cameras within the month.

A

Coverage, Here
previous to being called to war. While in service, he is brought '.o realize
he really loves the girl and upon his return sets out to declare this love,
but is met with opposition by the coy Hepburn, who forces him into embarrassing and sacrificing situations before she will consent.
.TJirfiritf work, 1$ editing, nine preparing.
In work:
THE DEPTHS BELOW/ reported Vaiueiy Sept. 16; and started last week- Being readied to start next: 'THE MAN WHO FOUND HIMSELF/ to be
SAFARI IN PARADISE/ produced by Everest Riskin, directed by Alfred produced by Lou Lusty; 'MOTHER CAREY'S CHICKENS/ Edward Small
producing and Dorothy Arzner directing; 'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLATS,"
E. Green, original by Matt Taylor, screen play by Dale Van 'Every
CastJean Arthur, George Brent, Lionel Stander, Reginald Denny Ravmond
ttaymond Robert Sisk producing and Christy Cabanne directing; 'CRIMINAL LAW'
YER/ THEY WANTED TO MARRY/ 'COAST GUARD/ 'WE THE JURY'
WalbdfhVCharlesHolton, Dorothea Kent, Ruth Donnelly.
•Story concerts two girls conducting N. Y. business school, Jean Arthur and 'PARK AVENUE LODGER.'
seeks: romance, gives up her part in the ernterprise, lands job as secretary
to publisher, whom she saves from becoming involved,
'DODGE CITY TRAIL/ produced by Harry I*- Decker, directed by C C
Coleman. Jr.; original and screen play by Harold Shumate. Cast: Charles
Republic
Starrett, Marian Weldon, Donald Grayson, Russell Hicks, Sy Jenks.
Story depicts Starrett as cowboy who plays lone hand rounding up cattle
Three in work, 11 editing, eight preparing. In work:
thieves. Heroine's father is connected with a gambling ring which directs
•UNTITLED. ALL COLOR FEATURE' and 'THE COUNTRY GENTLEStarrett prevails upon him to reform, but
activities., of cattle thieves.
MAN/ reported Sept. 23. Started last week:
the gaftg won't let him.
Pictures scheduled to start this week list INTERLUDE/ Grace Moore .THE, BIG SHOW/ produced by' Armand Schaefer, directed by Mack
picture, and 'LADY OF NEW YORK/ Others to follow on Oct. 10 are Wright original story, and screen play by Stewart and Dorrell McGowan
•WOMEN OF GLAMOUR,' produced by Everett Riskin, Gordon Wiles Cast: Gene Autry, Smiley Burnette, Kay Hughes, Christine Maple, Sally
directing, and 'A SLUG FOR CLEOPATRA/ produced by Ralph Conn. Payne, Grace Durkin, Frances Morris, Helen- Servis, Morris Carpenter
and Beverly Hill Billies, Light Crust Doughboys* Sons of the* Pioneers,
VL PROMISE TO PAY' *will, start Oct. 12, Howard J. Green producing;
;
•COLLEGE. HERO', to start Oct. 19, Edward Chodorov producing, and and the Jones Boys colored trio.
Story, backgrounded against Texas Centennial exposition, has iAiitry
•COUNTERFEIT LADY/ by Ralph Cdhn, will also start the same day.
organizing bunch of cowboys to stage a' show for. then: benefit. It turns out
to be the biggest attraction at the exposition. Most of action filmed .in

Columbia

.

•

•

.

The annual fall headache for the
hewsreels. starts in earnest this weekend. It is. coverage of college football games.
It never has been
relished by newsreel executives because it represents 'an outlay of
$10;000 to' $15,000 for each company
.

every year, with small return to
compensate for this expenditure.
But the habit of exhibitors de-

manding that

local gridiron contests

be handled' by the -news weeklies
keeps the camera boys jumping
every Saturday! Average newsreel
company requests- that key city exchange managers submit a list of
games to be covered, with each key
spot permitted to put three or four
contests in the reels.
With the bulk of these localized
affairs, prints go out only to exhibitors in the region reached by each
particular exchange.
This keeps
gross revenue from these football
clips down to a minimum. It means
Dallas.
Readied to start next list THE CHINESE. ORANGE MYSTERY/ /TWO only .about one out of four football
YEARS BEFORE THE MAST' and •RIDERS OF THE WHISTLIN' SKULL.' battles covered ever get into the
national edition of the newsreel. On
moist games, the local contest reaches

.

>

.

•-'.

-

'

--

•

•

.

Metro
Six in work, eight editing, 10 preparing, In, work:
•BORN TO, 'DANCE/ reported Vaiuett July 22; 'CAMILLE/ reported
'

—
'

.

,

.

:••

:

only.-'tl^ree to six

.

Aug. 18> 'M.AYTIME/ reported Sept.
ported:. Sept "16,

Started last

week

2;

'A

DAY

AT.

THE RACES/

principal

cities.

further factor that reduces the

20tb-Fox

re

are:

amount of revenue as compared with

•AFTE& THE THIN' MAN/ produced by Hunt- Stromberg, directed by
W.: S^Van t)yke, original by DashieU Hammett, screen play by Frances
Goodrich and Albert Hackett. Cast: William Powell, Myrha Loy, Elissa

the expense incurred is that nearly
Eight in work, four editing, 10 preparing, 'In .work;'.!
i^-"'
alKgridiroQ. clips are. for U: S. exLONDON/ reported '.Vabuot Aug. 19; hibition solely.
Few football contest*
Sept;'- 9r';'C A*EER-.. WOMAN' and
are included in feels sent to foreign
reported Sept, 23; 'ONE JN^.- MILcountries.
LION' and 'STOWAWAY/ reported Sept. 30,.'s^rted'last\week^an;d ;'BANJO
Only break that the newsreels
01*
KNEE/ associate producer^.'N.unnally Johnson; wfco -alstf adapted,
from novel by Harry Hamilton. Directed by John Cromwell, songs; have been obtaining in recent years
by Jimmy McHugh and Harold Adamson.- Cast: Barbara Stanwyck, Joel is the/ efficiency in coverage. ForMcCrea, Walter Brennan, Katharine DeMille,' Buddy Ebsett, Helen West- merly, the camera grinders required
ley, Tony Martin,- Walter Catlett, George Humbert, Minna Gombell, Mar- 2,000 feet of negative in order to
supply 100 feet of action shots in
garet Hamilton, Spencer. Charters, Cecil Weston, Louis Mason.
Story centered around lives of Mississippi river shanty boaters. Joel the newsreel issues. Now, the crack
McCrea, born and raised on the river, marries Barbara Stanwyck, a land lens boys shoot only 800 to 1,000 fe*fc
girl. Difference in their mode of living brings about a. misunderstanding.
for each 100 feet of negative used
McCrea-gels into a fight and believes he has, killed his opponent. In making in the finished newsreel.
his getaway* he, lands in a big city, where he gets a new slant .on .life.1
With the love of his wife still haunting him he returns to histoid home to"
learn he is not a murderer.
-„
Par-s Spanish Inside
Readied to start- are. .'CRACK-UP/ Sam Engel proddctftg: and Mai St.
Clair directing' 'LIVING DANGEROUSLY/ Kenneth. Macgowan producing; 'ON .THE AVENUE/ Gene Markey producing,«ari&; THE LAST
.Bayonne, France, Oct. 6.
Zanuck;
Darryl
>
produced
by
SLAVER/ to be
•

:

'REUNION' and 'LLOYDS OF

'

'

THE WHITE HUNTER," reported
'CHARLIE. CHAN AT THE OPERA/

'

Lahou>> James Stewart,
Story is. sequel, to "THIN MAN/ which brings the couple back to San
Francisco from New York', where the original picture left off, Upon return to their Knob Hill home in Frisco much happens before he can unpack his clothes, including a murder mystery that involves his own home.
'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS/ produced by Louis D. L'ighton, directed by
Victor. Flemiirg,". play adapted by Marc Connelly from Rudyard Kipling
stdjjyy' 'Cast: Freddie Bartholomew, Spencer Tracy, Lionel Barrymore,
Mickey Rooney, Charles Grapewin, Billy Burrud, Walter Kingsford, Donald Brings, Sani McDaniels, Dave Thursby,' John Carradine, William Stack,
Leo (Sa'rroll, Jonathan Hale, Jay Ward, Kenneth Wilson,'
Story depicts Freddie Bartholomew as pampered boy of rich American
family. After various escapades, parents believe change of climate will do
him good, so sail to England. While on the seas, boy is washed overboard
and is picked up by. a tramp schooner. Captain of the ship takes him into
hand,-and by strict discipline regenerates the lad.
'

.

(

.

.

MY

<,

,

.

.

.

'

•

'

.

*

;

Paramount

'

'

United Artists

RKO-Radio

-

picture reported Sept. 30 and started last week.
'QUALITY STREET/ produced by Pandro Berman, George Stevens <Ji*
recting, adapted from James M. Barrie's stage play by Allen Scott.- Cast:
Katharine Hepburn, Frarichot Tone, Eric Blore, Fay Bainter, Florence
Lak$s Estelle Winwood, Helena Grant,' Cora Withersppon, Bonita Granvilie,^Glifford Severn, Sherwood Bailey.
Story is costume romantic drama laid in England during the Napoleonic
war. Tone plays the carefree blade who shuns the affections of Hepburn
:

:

.

:

two-moriitli';siege.
That's the report
received here. Even hardened kroopr
ers with Franco's army were amazed
at the physical condition of many inHenry Fonda, Barton MacLane, Jean Dixon, William Gargan, John Wray, habitants who had been isolated for
.'
Ward Bond.
more than 45 days.
J,
„ j
Story woven around dramatic love theme between Sidney and Fonda.
Information received here is that
Latter, released from prison through influence of Miss Sidney, tries to go a new
Par cameraman, subbing for
Convicted on cirstraight, .but finds himself handicapped by the law.
John
Dored, held by rebels until reinjusthe
rebellion
to
in
prison,
returned
to
and
cumstantial evidence
cently,
photographed the actual dyaid
of
the
With
guard.
kills
a
which
he
tice, he stages a prison break in
to
about
are
they
namiting
trouble,
of the Alcazar fortress.
the girl who has stood by him during all this
Dored's release was obtained largely
cross the 'border to Mexico only to be trapped and shot down by G
through the intervention and strenun
AT NIGHT'; ous efforts of Menken, who was able
Readied to start next list: Wanger's 'HISTORY IS
Selznick-International, while editing 'GARDEN OF ALLAH/ casting for to plead his case direct, to General
SAWYER.' In addition to this, S-I also putting Franco.
'ADVENTURES OF
(Continued on page 21)
'

In work:

'ALL SCARLET/ 'NIGHT WAITRESS' and 'RIDDLE OF THE DANGLING PEARLS/ all reported Variety Sept. 23; UNTITLED LILY PONS

;

'

Readied to go into work next are: 'ONE MAN'S BONUS/ INTERNES
Two in work, two editing, Ave preparing.- In work:
CANT* TAKE MONEY/ 'OUR MISS KEANE/ 'MORNING, NOON AND
XOVE UNDER FIRE/ reported Variety Sept. 9, and «WE LIVE ONLY
NIGHT,' 'FIRST ROMANCE' and 'BETTING FEVER.'
ONCE/ which started last week;. first of series of seven features- to be pr<K
duced by Walter Wanger for UA, directed by Fritz Lang from .original and
screen play by Gene Towne and Graham Baker. Cast: Sylvia Sidney,

Five in work, 10 editing, eight preparing.

,

Arthur Menken, Paramount newscamera .grinder, accompanying
General Francisco Franco's rebel
force's into Toleido; secured an excellent story showing privations suffered 'by, those held at Alcazar in a
reel

Three- in work, 12 editing, eight preparing. In work:
•MAID OF SALEM/ reported Variety Sept. 2, 'COLLEGE HOLIDAY/
reported Sept. 23, and 'ARIZONA MAHONEY/ reported Sept. 30. No newpictures started last week.

m

'

'

MADE

TOM

,

Ciannelli 2-Chored

PRODUCTION TABLE
(Shozvs number of pictures promised by the various major producing companies for the 1936-37 program and number of pictures yet to be produced for the 1935-36 program.)

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Eduardo Ciannelli, who recently
washed up job in 'Winterset' at RKO,
will go into 'Criminal Lawyer,' Lee
Tracy starrer at the studio. Erik
Rhodes and Frank M. Thomas also
set in the cast.

No. of pix
promised

Producers and
'

for
1936-37
season.

contributing
companies.

COLUMBIA

"

Larry Darmour

'.

METRO

Hal Roach

by Auk.

(or new
season.

program.

1,

1937.

7~5Z

7

'..

8

1

48

..

48

..

4
48

..

50

Z-

'8
8

..

Emanuel Cohen..

?

••

8

2

..

2

6

..

6

1

..

Frank Lloyd

RKO-RADIO

Sol Lesser.

REPUBLIC

W. Hackel
20TH-FOX
A.

Sol Lesser

UNITED ARTISTS
Sam Goldwyn.

;

_,„^Korda London

Buck Jones
j-.',

TOTALS

5

i

"
,

..

5

..

2

l
5

16

5

10

30
2
5

10

48
J5
33
5

1

~
.,

...

i

..

1

.8

18
1

4

..

1

4

1

..

1

'4

.

..

ment.
Stanley W. Hand, whi has been
charge of all ERPI midwest work,
now assistant general salos manager.
His headquarters will be in
N. Y. and Chicago.

In
is

Lansrycl's 'An£el' for Detroit
Rights have been cleared to a play
MxTchior Lcngycl l-pown as 'An".<zY which will ba E-nst Lubitsch's
first starring Maiiene Dietrich under

1

..

..

..

2

1

13

33

6
1

'

7

14

17

38

91

346

•

57

p.

\yj

...

532

v.

6

..

22

L. W. Conrow; general manager
Electrical* Research
Products'
eastern division, has been named
"oneral operating manager. He will
report to Whltford Drake, execu-

Canrow will be in charge of all
service and installations oa:;t of the
Rockies.
This is to include headquarters' operating, department divisions.
In addition, he will be in
charge of the merchandise depart-

1
1

60

CONROW'S TFPPED ERPI POST
for

tive

3

..

«
-

?

1

1

1

Total plx
in preparation.

7
1
1

..

2
«
47

.

9

4
28

..

..

u

8

6
34

5

..

8

34

1

*

2

3

115

..

B

44

roams.

1

1

516
1

work.

Ciannelli had intended returning
Broadway for a play.

to

Balance yet
to go before
cameras.

7

..

1

60

9

..

1

1

cutting:

1

2
6

6

..
..

now in

1

45

01
1«
0$

.

now in

6

3

7
7

Selznick International
Pickf ord-Lasky
Reliance
Elisabeth Bcrgncr
Criterion Films

WARNERS

».

Pictures
Pictures

3

1

6
..

63
6

Walter Wanger.....

UNIVERSAL

..

39
2
6
3
56
1G

David Loew....
Geo. Hirliman

te

Number
completed

R, A. Rowland
Harry- Sherman

B. P. Schnlberg

„

.

(or
1935-36

4
48
8

PARAMOUNT

_

.

Total
to be
delivered

Balance

-

.

rcw Paramount

contract.

He

and Samson Raphacl.son have been
in Nov/ York for more thnn a week
vv irking on the story pending n©«
>x

77

jjotiations to clear

it.

They will remain east two or three
weeks longer.

-
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Wednesday, October

ClinW the great wagon-train trek through

UllUff ^,3^
tucky!

.

.

.

wilderness

Fearless

the un-

Ken-

to

men and dauj^ess women,

carving a road to glory

through storm and

— Westward

1936

7,

.

.

.

J[gJ|Ml side by side

flooiy^Siien

death!

a tromier viage hewn from the virgin forests

* stockade
of stalwart heroes

SHOW B

built

by the blood and sweat

who knew no

/

fear!

;

'-I'

°° ne ca P ,ured b y the warrk, redskins. .His
9

spectacular escape from the searing flames

of the torture fire!

SHOW
uiiUffl

* he

stockade under siege!

of ye ,| ing

-

-

•

ing flaming death against the thinning
r

fought an epic battle for

SHOW
UIIVff

Thousands

savages^ridjng devils -shoot-

home and

band who

country!

the end ° f the crimson Siege, with a small
boy hero paying the price of a renegade's

treachery!

0 UQ1V a

uiiuii

red-painted paleface brought to terrific

Justicej in

one of

t||e

most

t(|riHjnfl

han

^

to-hand fights you've ever had on your screen!

with

JOHN CARRADINE

•

RALPH FORBES •CLARENCE MUSE

A George A. Hirliman Production . , Directed by David Howard
Associate Producer Leonard Goldstein.. Screen play by Daniel Jarrett
Story by Edgecumb Pinchon . . R K 0
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By Epes W. Sargent

*

Co-operation
Lobby Scenery
Down in St. loo
Mickey's Birthday
A Credo
'
St. Louis.
At least one theatre, has a scene
Rochester.
Joseph Bernhard, g/m. of Warner
Much more can be done with the
Thrte^outetanding campaigns for dock lor its lobby just as the usual Bros, theatres, is sending to all houses
3,600-seater, newspapers if the managers make it
Rochester,
Loew's
week.- Top honors go -stage has v dock for its regular sets. a neat card intended for the service packed in the kids and turned away a two-way co-operation instead of
gt; LooiS 'fiffls
Missouri The- It was not all laid out at> once, but staff. Makes a clear statement that nearly 800 in first Saturday morning always being on the gimme end. For
SJ) Hafry/Keiidrick
atre for a sock merchandising plan is the gradual growth of various well might be copied by others. show of season.
example, a newspaper- recently esthat got Jiim into the public and pri- ideas. The idea is so useful that it is Headed with a bold 'The Public Is
Called Mickey Mouse Birthday tablished, started a fresh air fund as
vate school rooms with special stu- strange that it has not been widely the Judge,' the copy reads*.
Manager Lester Pollock a Circulation scheme. It languished
Party,
'To thousands of patrons you are showed nine cartoon films at 25 until a local theatre offered a free
dent tickets for 'Dream' and pulled adapted, particularly since it repre•regular Friday opening of. house to sents a very material saving in build- the company. It they like you, they cents.
Picture coloring contest in ticket to all who subscribed $1 or
praise the company. If they dislike the Journal, with Donald Duck dolls more. The fund went over the top
large' gross. With assistance of -Supt. ing material and costs.
The lobby in question is about 18 you they blame Warner Bros.
of Schools,- JEendrick was given comas prizes helped to put the show in no time at all. Most of the tick'Your
actions
determine
the
public
classes
sent
and
deep
feet
with
to
a 22-foot opening.
'plete passage
ets issued were accompanied by paid
across.
through campaign which included It is cut by three sets of doors; one reaction to this company.
admissions, and the house loss was
'If you are' courteous in every- perheralds, bulletins and special the- for entrance and two for exit. NorNow that theatre can get
small.
All in all pix was mally the doors are finished in ma- sonal contact, self controlled even
Swinging on 'Time'
almost anything from the newspaper
atre parties.
when angry or resentful . .
for saving its face on its first stunt.
really sold to spots where it should hogany over a metal base. The first
hooked
Bradford,
Pa.,
Shea theatre,
'If you are gentle with the very
-r
setting was made from paper pattown a paper planned a
In
another
bring returns.
young . .
deferential to the old, the national Packard contest to the
Battling for second honors were terns with flats for the wall spaces,
benefit for a popular cause, expecting
local dealer, getting ads in three local
Ambassador with its first week of pit panels for each door and transoms to friendly without being officious .
use of the city audi.'If .you remember at all times
papers and a distribution of 3,000 to get the free
.
torium. But the local heads rememband shows and Fox where 'Mag- fit above the entrances. All flats are in hearing every complaint ... in rotos for which the dealer paid.
nificent Brute' got the benefit of a held in place by the use of screw
Full page ad in a local shopping bered the last political campaign, in
dealing with every patron that the
tie-up
with
on
a
pix
run
eyes
into
which
fashion"
pins
the
back
of
on
the
Which
free
paper had been an anti,
slogan of Warner Bros, is:
sheet cost only 10 tickets given to
Scruggs, -Vandervoort & Barney, the flats fit. When in place the en"The Public Be Pleased!
those who found their names scat- and the promoters were without a
swanky downtown dept. store that tire lobby walls are covered with
'Then you are in step with our tered through the paper-. Single guest home until the largest of the local
theatre.
any
Amwith
a falsework, which' can be set into ideals and
rarely ties up
policies.
To serve our ticket permitted a horn-in on a mer- houses canceled an off-day. and gave
bassador under direction of Mgr. place* in less than 20 minutes. The patrons successfully is to win suc- chants exposition current the 'week the house to the benefit. Even the
party in power felt that the city hall
Bob Hicks placed ads in every pub- pins are three inches long and are cess for this company.
ahead or- the- showing.
lication within radius of 50 miles of fitted into the screw eyes by being
'The
Public
Be
Pleased.'
Usual newspaper hook-ups, a sound ring had been too hard on the paper,
town, taking in so called *49th State' lifted and dropped into place.
A It's good dope to be tacked up in truck and nice lobby display. All and the action of the theatre was
area, getting stories and free stuff valance, corresponding to the bor- any theatre.
highly approved. The house might
staged by Jack Hynes.
on a pass-exchange basis. Also cut der drop in'the stage outfit, hides the
have taken in $800 on the -night it,,
did not show. It got 50 times that
in on radio' commercials 'through top.
hookup with home office of Lucky
The first set was painted to repremuch in advertising, not to count in
Strike whose Hit Parade songs are sent a circus entrance. Later other
the goodwill.
policy
this
band
at
new
of
feature
compoboard
duplicates
were
made,
In a third spot a theatre had a
a
house. Town loaded with smart win- each with a special purpose in mind.
phonograph on a truck, which it used
material
on
general
and
dow cards
One is a palace, another a tropical
newspaper
ior local advertising.
stage shows.
exterior, a third is a snow scene, and
started a circulation drive and the
Canton, O.
Lincoln..
Fox with Bill Raynor and asst. others represent a garden, a seahouse -gave the sheet the use of the
City Manager Jerry Zigmond, of truck for a week to cover the nearPrice Critchfleld Amusement ComFrancis Curley landed Fashion reel shore, a deep forest and a public
that brought full page ad in aon. rag square in a large- town. There is an- pany planning to build a new the- the Lincoln Theatre Corp.,- back from by towns; That fall an anti-noise orYom Kippuring in Denver with dinance was introduced in the counand underlines all week in dept. other set which can be repainted to atre at London, O.
house-to-space meet immediate needs/ out the othLouis Frisch, who owns the Palace Division Manager L. J. Finske, of the cil. It was. indirectly aimed at the
All
space.
store
break in 40,000 giveaways and com- ers are kept in the dock and- each theatre at Hubbard, is reported hav- J. H. Cooper Enterprises.
sound truck; But the. paper quashed
So great a success was the recent the ordinance, which more than replete. 10,00ft mailing list of store. has been used from three to ten ing drawn,' plans for a new movie
Also had models in lobby of theatre times, always with slight alterations. theatre to go up on a Site directly personal appearance Of June Lang paid: the loan of the truck. It pays
at' the 80th Anniversary celebration,
and special outdoor boards with Sets are used only on special pic- opposite his present' theatre there.
to play, with the newspapers and not
Meigs Theatre Co. has purchased Columbus, Neb„ her picture, 'Road just use them.
extra help of 10,000 special fashion tures, at other times the lobby- hav*
being held by Manbooklets given to femmes by store. ing a more conventional dress, but the Masonic theatre building at Mid- to Glory,' is still
the.Columbus,
ager
Irving
Heller,
at
it
for
film
pic.
will
revamp
a
credit
to
dleport,
and
carried
All material
the lobby Is a real seller for this
C. C. Thuernagle, Fairmont, Neb.,
lectures
'Magnificent Brute,' and displayed theatre because it is always interest- house-.
£. E. Bair has taken over the Ritz shuttered the Fairmont
theatre name liberally. Co-op ads ing and attractive.
Metro is preparing to pave the
O. E. Ansberry, who- was-the owner
at New Comerstown.
with (If> and some additional help
of
the 20Qrseat Isis, Mason City, has way for 'Romeo and Juliet' with lecPete Wprthington now manager of
from Exploiteer Vincent gave house
tures
to
local
organizations, just f.s
sold
it to Marion H. Bray.
Street Work
the Bluff tori theatre at Bluffton.'
sound campaign.
Model, in Bancroft, Neb., has was done for 'Midsummer Night's
Paul Rader has announced he is
Dream'' by Warners. The idea has
Sending out curiously dressed peo- building a new movie house at New- opened completely remodeled,
also been employed for dramatic
Phone Raffles
ple to advertise" an attraction is ark.
Hartford.
shows,; but it seems to be forgotten
Something different from the usual standard stuff, but even the convenRecent theatre ownership changes
Lew Cohen named manager of the that .about 15 years ago the same
Raffles., gag is the telephone Baffles, tional pram can be jazzed up a lit- in this area include Macks (formerly
.gag was used on films in general
which $s worked wholly On the tele- tle. Years ago a flashily dressed Pastime) at Addyston to Virgil Mc- Palace, operating on a split-time
WPA project. Mov> by a western Paramount salesman.
phone. The idea was simply that a woman paraded Kansas City streets Gaha by Roy Hay; Cove (formerly schedule with the
But Favorite), at Covington, transferred ing pictures will be operated two He worked it mostly on the small
Mr. X could:be located by telsphone with no identifying material.
WPA project, with towns, but it can be made to fit anyand the first person to call up pot right behind was a man giving out to. Ruby F. Lee by Herman Bayer; weeks and the
wesks where.
Emphasis was given to the throwaways telling the character she Ritz, New Comerstown, transferred stage plays on alternate two
$25.
The salesman was Julius J. Hess,
statement that no trick number was was assuming and the feature in to E. Blair at Ortt Bros.; Lyric, at schedule.
of the Poli, working out of Los Angeles, and in
manager
Jack
Simons,
which
she
appeared.
Made
more
of
the
found
in
being used. It could be
Tiffin, transferred to Fred Sommers. returned from a vacation in Cleve
spots where he had sold the Parstir
a
than
if
she
had
carried
the
book, though not under that name.
land,
Ohio.
amount
product he offered to give a
usual
back
sign.
A newspaper was enlisted to push
Providence,
lecture, generally on a Sunday, if
Another woman, this time rather
the idea along and some of the popLess than five weeks after he tools
San Francisco.
there was no show, or at some, mortiulace was worked up to fever heat Mae Westish, swished, along the main
theatre,
Albee
division
manager
over
the
at
the
Bowles,
function
where there was.
helm
Arch
M.
inf"
t. 'ing to guess the right number. streets of another town, now and then
He had a spiel that took the lisThe town had a metered service, so handing out cards -which read: 'Go now the sole RKO unit in this citv for Fox-West Coast here, now has
has quit as manager at three first rUn houses amder his su tener through the entire process ofthere was not r.iuch of a ;kick from to the lobby of the Carson theatre Clem Pope
cirand has returned, to De- pervision in San Jose since his
film making from the purchase of
the telephone company, though per- and see if the number on this card that stand,
where he plans to take over a cuit .took over operation of Padre. the .script through its develonment,
haps nl'nty.from people who w. e is repeated in the lobby. If it is troit,
theatre' in that ciy. Pope has been Besides the Padre, ohain has Cali- production- and shipping and then
called to- the tmone to be asked Are you will be given a ticket to see me
fornia and the Mission. W. L. Glea- branched into a chat on the proyou Mr. X, the secretary to Dracula tonight in 'Klondike Annie.' I'll be replaced in Providence by William son,
president of the Padre Company, grams at the theatre for the next
seeing you.' In the lobby- were 50 Brown, a native product, but who has
now showing at the Plaython?'
This is the f<?rmer. owners of the Padre, has three months. He did not go overWith only five days in which to numbers, selected in advance. .About spent little time here.
at the moved to Southern California fol- board on praise, just talking inr chatty
hunt the town was Slowly going 5,000 cards were handed out. Those third change in managership
lowing acquisition of house by fashion abo.ut the product to be used
mad about it when on the last two a who -received no cards got the idea Albee this year.
Bowles.
and the top stories. As a by-product
man called up a flour and feed r.bre frpm those w,ho did.
he had a summary of the lecture for
St. .Paul.
A somewhat similar card stunt was
and as a fag preparatory to giving
Pittsburgh.
the use of the local news men fn
considerably
the- order he contemplated- playfully work«»d in a smaller town by a man
Local show map
for
last' six preparing. thei r stories, and it was
Kauffman,
Joe
R.
which
used the greeting. He almost dropped who handed out half cards
changed, with George Aurelius mov- years a salesman for U here servicthe; sort of stuff the newspaper, men
the phone when the store reolied, read that if the possessor could find ing from Iood Tower management
territory, has co"ld and did use.
West
Virginia
ing
the
Sure. Give your name and address the holder of the other half, both into RKO as Lpu Golderi's aide, Ray
just been named manager of the
For some reason the idea did rot
and a check will be sent.' That gave could see the show free that evening. Langfitt skipping across the street Pittsburgh office. He succeeds Al
sDread. but there is no reason w-iy
a '"»odiJ&tory frr the paper'- wind- Here the cards were numbered on from the Riviera to take George's
Barnett. who died 10 days ago of a it should not be revived, particularly
up, and" assured the community the both ends and printed in duplicate. old job at the Tower,- Howell Kadrie blood stream infection.
slides' showing the studios end
if
stunt had been on the level which No two halves were handed out at moving from the Riv to assist Walt
siills from the new pictures ^an be
once, the torn halves being presented Van Camp at the Paramount, and
it had begun to doubt.
Spartanburg. S. C.
obtain-*!. It's just another of those
A better way, perhaps, would be in some other spot, but with only a John Reed and Foster Shell (latter New Ritz, Newberry,
30 miles Ood- ideas which somehow got overman Friday) south of here, nearing completion.
to require the questers to put their limited number given out. The street Golden's
erstwhile
looked.
question on a. postal card addressed was packed with card-matchers and holding down the two top jobs at tho
Construction has been under way a
Use it to start off the new seato the suspect. This will prove less the gag. was good for a column in Riv.
year.
son.
You'll find someone who can
„.
annoyin.1 to the recipients and per- each of two oaDers.
Fred Reid of State, head of new talk.
Any old stunt can be made new
Detroit.
haDS giywn oven wider publicity since
of Wilbytheatrical -organization
the cards .cost only a penny as with a little thinking.
1,800-seat theatres are being Kincey ch? in staffs; h?re to promote
Two
against a. Jive-cent telephone toll.
Tagged to News
built in suburban Dearborn at cost nvofessional, civic and social interThe street Raffles has been overBoth- will be ests.
of $150,000 each.
One in 1,000
When the news stories of the posWorked, but here's a new way to
finished around first of year.
sibility of th'« marriatre of Buddy
use it,-.
Lincoln.
New Orleans.
Joseph Stoia and Joseph Miskinis,
Rogers and Mary Plckford broke
Jay Clarke, mentalist at the Lin- owners of the Midway and Alden
L, M. Ash. until recently operator lately, Hcrry Brown. Jr., of the Parcoln here, got mixed up in the op- houses in Dearborn, are erecting the and manager of the Liberty theatre, amount. NewDort. R. I., clipped the
Gone to the Dog
Inc..
Theatres.
this
Varsity's
publicity
gag
Associated
position
Circle.
took over the management of the re- story from the Boston papers and
The Hague.
T
week for a general laugh all around. operator of eleven houses in Detroit cently remodeled Strand theatre folf made these the basis for a special
in
order to boost premiere of
the Con- lowing the resignation of Manager
reel Toush Guy' in which the dog Clarke holds hands and tells for- and Michi&an, is building
one sheet for the lobby, hookhy. to
H;irry McLeod.
ttin Tin Tin, Jr., plays a^prominent tunes with the gals between shows gress.
Rogers appearance in 'Old Man
Vic Maurin,' for several years a" Rhythm' a fev/"days later. Chief atPart, Amsterdam had the scoop of on the mez of the Lincoln and one
Santa Barbara,
booker at the Rsoublio office here, tractor was a hu?e oucstion mark.
an exhibition of dogs competing for day a woman, wringing her hands
and very nervous, came to him with
pr z es offered by various firms.
Ed Smith, for many years a Par- is now managing the Fox theatre at
Alon<» the fame lines he hooked
manager, replaces' Houma, La.
Exhibition arranged under auspices an entreaty for him to tell her amount-Publix
'Easv Money' to. a «»ame with a simihusband was unfaith- Louis .B. Christ as manager of Foxor Metro-Goldwyn
lar title, which got him a big display
Holland office in whether her
Charlotte. N. C.
said she had received an West Coast's Arlington.
ful.
She
vondel Park of that city!
Christ
bein a store window, including 20 stills.
Instead
and handed it to comes district manager for Arizona
or expected 500
R. H. Rogers theatre building at
On his pony contest he is giving
competitors, there anonymous letter
were over 1,000. Whole stunt cre- Clarke. It read:
Shelby has been leased to. W. H. extras votes to the contestants who
for the circuit.
husband
your
ated such a crowd that
take
to
you
'I dare
Fox-West Coast has reopened the Webb, who. already, operates the bring in their friends at the matinee,
police had
„°. send reinforcements to establish to see Craig's wife.' City Manager Granada in Ontario with J. W. An- Wobb there.
at which the' votes are issued. Helps
as
order in the park.
Milt Overman had sent out 1,000
W. M. Burney will build at Colum- .to get in more kids. And he is bolderson as manager.
"
a stunt on the Columbia Him.
bia.
stering Wednesday biz lay giving 10
Colonial, Florence, open.
Birmingham,
cnumjis on his giveaway to those
House Organ
of the Tivwho come that off nisht. Costs nothmanager
Dudley,
Stuff
Frank
School
Latest, house organ to be reported
Whittier, Cal.
Strand,
sucthe
ing and builds attendance.
manager
of
made
oli,
comes from Frank K. Shaffer of the
Greenville, S. C.
Inc., has taken
Bruen
Theatres.
has
been
who
Fikes,
ceeding Olan
wamer Virginia, Harrisonburg, Va.
A refreshing note in exploitation transferred to the Rialto. Chatta- over Wardman and Scenic houses
«s a four-page monthly, self-sup'Hats Off' Train
Co.
Amusement
the
Whittier
from
is seen here each year with the open- nooga.
Allsworth Dye, Jr., now
porting through merchant ads, and ing of the rah-rah institutions. Dick
As a -nation-wide- stunt for 'Hats
manager of the Tivoli.
is distributed
folded into the local Lashley, Carolina, sends out neatly
Albany.
Off,' Boris Petroff-Grand National
Sunday paper (which prints this printed formal invitations enclosing
Butte.
Palace theatre (Fabian) joined the release, a novelty train has been
sheet), and through distribution to
one admlsh pasteboard'to every new
cities
Fox- West Coast .is renovating the Harmanus Bleecker Hall, under the bought for J>10,000 to visit key
schools.
stude and prof entering the two local
plays an important
Rialto theatre at a cost of $10,000. same management, as a double fea- on bally. Train
Well edited and carries enough sheepskin emporiums.
house beginning THursday (1), part in musical numbers in picture
ture
F-WC
of
charge
in
McCullough,
general matter to be more than a
Goodwill thus created gives Lash- R. Hi
will
road
be
routed
on
ac*
when
(WB)
the
and
the
Strand
only
leaving
AnLos
from
here
is
straight house plug, so it should go ley's Carolina steady four-year take maintenance,
•companied by bevy of girla,
single feature theatre in Albany,
geles supervising work.
weekly issue
stude's money-from-home.
1
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-Hollywood
"A Sure-Fire Box-Office Hit

Beporier

is throughout real box-office. Never
taking itself seriously, the film has a genuine flippancy that is always amusing."

and

11

''This Is a whale of a show, packed solidly
with top entertainers and lop entertain*
men! from end to end. With about everything that a light musical should or can
have, it is a .box-office bonanza and is
likely to do some fancy record-breaking
everywhere."
—Hollywood Reporter

—Daily Variety

"A Wealth of Values
"A wealth

of

values

is

inducted here,

re-

sulting in high quality entertainment and
nice exploitation possibilities. The picture
gives audience or exhibitor all that either

looks for in a film. Both the spectacularly
mounted celebrity revue and inside radio
station comedy- romance sparkle with

Heal Box-Office Thiroughoiif'
"Entertainment is the word for 'The Big
Broadcast of 1937/ Laden with laughs, swell
music, lively tunes and rollicking dialogue/ the picture is a riot of fun. From
opening scene it moves at a grand pace

"i

.

music, dancing specialties, excitement and
fun that make desirable amusement moving with speed and precision."
'

.'»;'

,.,/-.'t;0":

'i'.IIfw.iq
..•,'<:•.;

<•£

—Motion Picture Daily

'.\

"THE BIG BROADCAST OF 1937
with

JAQK BENNY • GEORGE BURNS and GRAGIE ALLEN • BOB BURNS » MARTHA RAYE
BENNY GOODMAN AND HIS ORCHESTRA • Shirley Ross • Ray Milland • Frank Forest
Benny Fields and specialties by the following: Leopold Stokowski and his Symphony
Orchestra

•

Louis DaPron • Eleanore Whitney • Larry Adler • Virginia (Pigtails) Weidler
• Billy Lee • Directed by Mitchell Leisen •
Paramount Picture

David Holt
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Eleanor Packer, Rilla Page Palm-

Muggs TeD

254

Kay Proctor, James
Ramon Romero.
borg,

the World About

Hollywood; Latest

Official

Shirley,

Lillian

Jon

Slott,

Reid,

Doro-

New French Canjga Gets H wood

thy Spensley, Helen Starr, Leon Surmelian, Whitney Williams, Virginia
R. Wood, Dorothy Woolridge.
Foreign Press Correspondents

Roster

Amalgamated

Press,

OK on Than at Opera'

Break-in and

London: Col.

S. F. Jacobs.

Hollywood,. Oct.

No.

6.

1 position in list of press cre-

dentials issued to writers covering
the studios went to the Associated
'

press last week. List issued by the
Motion Picture Producers Association totals 254, a decrease of 39

from

the previous quarterly roll. Press
associations, syndicates and newspapers received 167; freelance .writers,
«
press, 48.
J}9, and foreign
Card No. 1 is held by Walter B.
Clausen of the AP. The other press
International
News
associations,
Service,. United Press and Universal.
Service, is represented by two or
.

Cinearte, Rio de Janeiro: Gilberto
Souto.
Kinematograph Weekly and Picture Goer, London: Phil Lonergan.

more correspondents each. Twentyone daily newspapers have 'regular
representation in the studio colony,
and 12 of the national syndicates, inIllustrated Weekly, India; Cape
cluding the Associated Negro Press. Times, South- America Lady's PicNewspapers in nearly every for- torial,' Free Lance: Nora Laing.
Cinelandia, Los Angeles: John J.
eign country have reps here to send
out news. Correspondents of some Moreno.
Buenos Aires: Carlos
Sintonia,
spots are Nora Laing of Cape Times,
Borcosque, Jack Hall.
South Africa; Hiroshi Suzuki, of
Aconcagua, Femina, B. A.. CineOsaka Mainicki Shimbu; Desider Pek landia, Ecran, Zig-Zag, Chile; Tito
of Az Est, Magyar Orszag; Tamara H.- Davison.
Andreeva,
of
Roupor,
Harbing,
La Patrie, Montreal: Louise GilChina; Nejdt Yoncebva, of the^Cum- bert, Lucien A. Sauvage,
L'Intransieeant and Pour Vous,
huriyet, Istanbul; Hassan Ezzat, of
Al Ihram, Cairo, Egypt, and Lily Paris: Harold Salemson.
Pour Vous and Vptre Beaute,
Leion, of the Elokuva-Aitta, Finland.
Paris: Paula Walling.
List of scribes and sheets follows:
Excelsior, Cinemonde, L'Ecran, Le
.

Hollywood, Oct.

His Log Book
Hollywood, Oct.

6.

TWA

flying pals of La Verne
pilot recently tagged to
contract by .B. P. Schulberg,

Brown,

gave him a present when he
left
It

the line.
.was a diary.

H'WOOD RACE TRACK
CHANGES ITS LOCALE

Los Angeles, Oct. 6.
Kicks from the Douglas Aircraft
Corp. and the Bureau of "Air Commerce against construction of a new
$1,000,000 race track near the comraga.
pany's plant at Santa Monica has
Sunday Post, Dundee: Canadian caused the Hollywood Turf Club to
Papers, Glasgow Bulletin: Robert
abandon the site. Alfred E! Green,
Watson.
Daily Express. Film Weekly. Film prez of the club, asserted -that the
club has options on three other L. A.«
Fair, London: William H. Mooring.
Osaka Mainichi Shimbun:v Heroshi sites.
Suzuki.
Announcement of selection will be
Reuter's News Agency, London:
shortly.
made
Col. R. A. Duckworth-Ford.
Green said that it would take about
Az Est, Pesti Naplo, Magyar Orseighth months to erect the plant and
za?: Desider Pek.
Berliner Tildende .Syndicate. Co-, that 350 men will be employed for
penhagen; Film Og. Tester, Oslo: that purpose, He. emphasized that, all
Allen Hersholt.
money subscribed "has come from
Paris-Soir: .Jacques Lory.
Southern California residents with
Melbourne Sun Pictorial. Daily idle money available to invest, in' a
Telegraph, Women's Weekly, Sydney: sporting proposition;
Arthur H. O'Connor;
Green further stated that when, the
Cinemonde: Elaine Hellinger.'
Schweizer Cinema, Film Presse. organization starts construction .of
Geneva:
Film,
Lausanne:
Hans the track that it will Have S1.250,600
Schneider.
Through good
in the treasury.
West Indian Review, Jamaica: purses, outfit hopes to bring top nags
Petit Parisien: .C. L. George.

Ibero- American Press Bureau. Rede Devista,' Mexico City; Cinegramas, Madrid: Movie Times. Eiga
No Tbmo, Tokyo; Eugenio de Zar-

Vista

Studio Press Correspondents

.

-

,

'Associated Pressr Walter R. ClauHubbard Keavy, Bobbin Coons,

sen,

Brian Bell, Relman Morin,
;

McCoy.

Homer

:

Ronald

.United
Wagoner,
Leo Baron.NHenry Sutherland, Theon
Wright, Alan McElwain.
(Press:

.

;

:iKing

Features:

Harrison Carroll.

Duluth

Edwin

News-Tribune:

Turhbladh.

Evening Telegram, Superior, Wis.:
Ruthalice Selznick.
New York Daily News, Chicago
Daily Tribune: Rosalind Shaffer.
Showmen's Trade Review: Joe
Blair.

'Chryse Coleman.
New Yox*k Journal, Washington
'Hollywood Citizen-News: James Post, Boston- Daily Record, Los AnFrancis Crow, Elizabeth Yeaman.
geles Examiner: Lloyd Pantages.
Universal Service: Louella O. ParMovienews, Chicago; Oregonian.
sons, Belle Postal.
Portland; Marie Canel.
Newspaper Enterprise Ass'-n: Paul.
Stage: Cornelia Penfield.
Harrison, Erskine Johnson, Jeannetto
Jewish Telegraphic Agency' Syndi.

Meeharu

Helen Zigmund.
.Detroit Free Press:

cate:

'

.

'^International News Service: .W. X.
Clarke H.
Hawles, Griff ing Bancroft, Jr., Mrs. Wales.
Screen and Radio Weekly: Lyle
W. X., Rawles.
lips Angeles Times: Read' Kendall, Rooks. Frances Morrin.
Norma Deane.
King Features Syndicate, New
Edwin Schallert, Philip. K. Scheuer,
Le- Peuple, Shell Revue, De A a Z,
John Scott, Alma -Whitaker, Grace York Daily Mirror, Sunday Magazine Belgium: Victor de Vise.
Kingsley, Jane Plante, E. V. Durljng, Section; New York Evening Journal,
Mujeres Y Deportes, Mexico City;
Marshall Kester.
Chicago Evening American: Jack Novedades: Horacio Randolph..
Los Angeles Examiner: George Mc- Lait, Jr.
Ibero-American Press Bureau: IsaCall,
Florence Lawrence, Harriet
Baltimore- Sun, Philadelphia Bul- bel Martinez.
Parspns, Muriel Babcock.
letin,
Minneapolis Star,- Oakland
Era, News and Mercury, Readers
Los Angeles Herald and Express: Tribune: Jessie Henderson.
Own Journey, London: Mrs. E. M.
Jimmy Starr, W. E. Oliver.
Southern
California
Associated Buchanan.
Los Angeles Evening News: Vir- Newspapers: Marion Nevin.
Roupor, Harbin, China: Taniara
ginia Wright, Fyank Mjttaur.
Hollywood Mirror, Dipali (Calcut Andreeva.
vLos Angeles Illustrated Daily ta>, Hindu (Madras), Jam-E-JanFilmjournalen,
Vecko- Journalen,
News: Eleanor Barnes.
shed- (Bombay): Jeannete -Rex..
Husmodern,
Lektyr,
Stockholm:
New York
Parents Magazine: Mrs. John Vru Leonard' Clairmont.
Times:
Douglas
Churchill.
wink, Mrs. Palmer Cook.
Graphic, Manila: P: C. Morantte.
Philadelphia Public Ledger SynSeven Arts Feature Syndicate,
Screen Pictorial, Pearson's Weekdicate: Alice Tildesley.
World Wide News Service: Louis ly, London: Guy Austin.
Block Newspapers: Eileen Percy, Pekarsky.
El Dia Graflco, La Noche, BarceloHelene Barclay.
Long Beach Press-Telegram: Don na; Diario De La Narino, Havana:
Chicago Tribune Syndicate-N. Y. Todd.
Mercedes S. De Ortiz.
Daily News: George Shaffer.
Popular Mechanics: Herbert S
Advertiser, Adelaide: Julia MacNorth American Newspaper Alli- Zadach.
Donald.
ance: Sheila Graham.
Musical Courier, Metronome, Etude'
Filmbilden,
Stockholm: Gunnar
Christian Science Monitor: Robert Music Magazine: Carl D. Kinsey.
Carman.
K. Shellaby.
Musical America: Hal Crane.
Social, Havana: J. P. Bombino.
Quigley Publications: Boone Man
International Photographer: Earl
Bonniers Manadstidning, Stockcall, Llewellyn Miller, Gus McCarthy, Theisen.
holm: Eric Valdemar Drhnmer.
Milton Watt, Stanley Morris.
Star-Bulletin, Honolulu: Georgia
Grafos and Humory Comercio, Ha"
Film Daily: Ralph Wilk, Ted Wilk. Stiffler.
vana: Elena Rivas.
Variett and Daily Variety: Arthur
Associated Negro Press: Fay M.
Sabuni International Syndicate:
Ungar, Bill Brogdon, Jack Edwards, Jackson.
Victor J. Sabuni.
Jack Jungmeyer, Murphy McHenry,
Courier, Pittsburgh: Bernice PatFree Lance (English Papers): Mrs.
Jack Hellman, William Swigart, Kay. ton.
Andrea Angel.
Campbell, George Barr Brown, Gene
Cinema-Graphic-News Service: EdToronto Star Weekly: Roslyn Miles
Haynes.
ward Long,
Hudson.
;Seript: Bob Wagner.
World, Tulsa, Okla.: Larry Smith.
Arbeiter-Zeitung (Basil),. SvzialHollywood Reporter; William WilRegister, Des Moines: Joseph Lew- demokrat, <Pravo Lidu
(Prague),
kerson, Fred Stanley, Reed Porttr, ellen.
Volksprecht (Zurich), Social DemoTed Taylor, Edward Gibbons, Harry
Mich.: kraten (Stockholm): Max Winter.
Flint,News-Advertiser,
Friedman, Vance King.
William. A. Halpern.
Cumhuriyet, Istanbul: Nejot YonHollywood
American Cinematographer: Harry cebva.
Spectator:
Welford
Beaton, Lawrence Hughes.
Burdick.
(Guayaquil),
El Telegrafo
La
Associated
Tribune, South Bend, Ind.: Betty Razon (Bolivia), Hoy, El Imparcial
Publications:
Ivan
Spear, Phil Juergens, Russell Hoss.
Proctor.
(Chile ): Rafael M. Elizalde.
Boone.
•Insider: Murray Bois-Smith, PaulPopular Science: Andrew R.
Al Ihram, Cairo: Hassan Ezzat.
ine Gale, Frank. R. Jackson;
Chicago Morning MaiJ, Illinois
Central
Press
Canadian,
Star
Liberty Magazine: Ted Shane.
News Ass'n: Marshall Ames, III.
Newspaper Service, Toronto: Flo
McNaught Syndicate: James FidThompson Service, Cincinnati: Irvv Marshall.
ler, Lloyd Brownfield, Henry Fine, ing Wallace.
Woman, Sydney: Thornton March.
Jack Melvjn.
Arcadia News, Long Beach NejirsElokuya-Aitta, Finland: Lily Leino.
-Billboard: Seymour Peiser, Steve Sighal, B'nai B'rith Messenger, Los
Henry.
Angeles Bulletin: Barney Glaze?.
Fawcett Publications: Harry Ham
South End Reporter, Chicago;
Athletes Settled
rnond Beall, Harmony Haynes.
Press Councils, Inc., Chicago: Hanna
Hollywood: Ted Magee.
SpectOr.
Suits Vs. Newsreel
Movie Classic: Eric Ergenbright.
Sunday Sun, Telegram, Lawrence,
Screen Play: Marian Rhea."
Mass.: Dot Meyberg.
Two breach of contract suits inMotion Picture: John Schwarz
Clilton Publications: Harry R. TerMovietonews,
Inc., have been
volving
koff
hune.
Screen "Book: Florence Johnson.
Nebraska State Journal, Lincoln: settled out of court it became known
Modern Screen: Leo Townsend.
Virginia Barrett.
yesterday (Tuesday) when attorneys
Movie' Mirror and Photoplav: Ruth
New York Sunday News: Adelaide filed stipulations in the N.Y. supreme
Waterbury, Walter Aldertori, Sara Fielding.
Hamilton, Walter Ramsey, Dorothy
New York Enquirer: Dorothy Port- court discontinuing the actions.
Fish, Howard Sharpe, Kathleen How
ser.
Stein wall,
ski- jumper,
Siegried
ard.
Holland's Magazine: Prudence An
•

to the /Coast for the summer racing
season. Proposition is directed primarily at the tourist trade.
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The one-punch sytem does
takes.
away with this method. Likewise, in

'
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Successful results of photographing 'Charlie Chan at the Opera' at
?0th-Fox with the new Devrie Super
Parvo camera, an importation from
France, has studio execs enthused
over its possibilities. Lucien Andriot,
Bruce Jlumberstone and John Stone,
producer, believe the new product
will prove advantageous to Hollywood production.
Principal features are said to be
in mobility because of much less
weight, which saves 15-30 minutes
on each setup, improvements on focusing apparatus, only one loading
for each 1,000 feet of film shot, and
accessibility of all adjustable parts.
Camera weighs only 95 lbs., as
against the American equipment of
440 lbs., including camera and silencer blimp. Cost also is said' to be
much less than U. S. equipment.
Saving time is said to be found in
the outside punch marker for synchronization.
In the old style silencer blimp equipment, it is necessary to open up the blimp, get into
the "camera' and mark the film for

•

;

,

BKO'S 'DIRECT MAIL'

AWAED

Cincinnati, Oct, 6.
in a nation-wide field
of 50 entries for competition in the
'Direct Mail Leaders of 19J30' was
copped by RKO-Radio Pictures last
week in the three-day annual conference and exposition of the Direct
Mail Advertising Association, conducted here in the Netherland Plaza,
The prize-winning material was accredited to Leon J. Bamberger, sales
promotion manager of RKO-Radio
Pictures.

Top award

old style cameras, film frequently
runs out without knowledge, of the.
cameraman until the camera is
opened up. With the new French
camera, the equipment stops as soon
as the fllm runs out.
Hal Mohr will use the camera in
Shooting "Tod o' the Town' at
Universal.

Pathe Vs. H, B. Freedman

For $5,000; Shorts' Deal
N. Y. Supreme Court Justice
Shientag has directed Herman B.
Freedman to appear Oct. 28 for examination before trial of the action
brought against him by Pathe Film
Corp., to recover $5,000 on promissory, notes. The court also directed
Freedman to produce his books.
Other defendants named in the suit
are First Division Exchanges, Inc.,
and Pathe Exchange, Inc., predecessor of the plaintiff..
Freedman has entered a general
denial to Pathe's claim and has. filed
a counter-suit alleging that!. Pathe
Film Corp. had interfered .and prevented First Division from, carrying
out its .agreement with Freedman in
connection with., the distribution of
:

Judging was on novel, artistic and
^impressive grounds. * It*wa% trie as- six one-reel 'News Laugh' pictures,
sociation's 19th yearly powwow.
allegedly owned by Freedman.

Advance Production Chart

'

'

'

>

final

(Continued from page 17)
preparation touches to «A STAB IS BORN,' formerly
which will Be made In Technicolor.

HOLLYWOOD/

IN

IT HAPPENED

.

•

.

Universal
One In work, 14 editing, eight preparing. In work:
'THREE SMART GIRLS/ reported Variett Sept. 16. No

pictures started

To start next are -MURDER ON THE MISSISSIPPI/ 'TREVE/ TALK
OF THE TOWN/ 'BLONDE DYNAMITE' and 'ADVENTURES END/

'

.

•

'

.

Two

.

•
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Picture Play: Elsa Schallert. S. R
(Dick) Mook, William McKegg.
Silver Screen
and Screenland.
JEmabeth Wilson, Jerry Asher, Ida
Zeithn, Ruth" Tildesley.

Good Housekeeping: Dixie Willson.
Sell Syndicate: Evelyn Herberts.
Boston Globe: Mayme Ober Peak.

New

Orleans Item-Tribune: Mrs,

Ohye Orbison.
St °n Sunday

New York

Gillis Wells,

MGM

man, Sada Cowan.
him in October, 1933.
Franc Dillon, Wick Evans, Jack
The other suit, by Sidney Frank
Grant.
bullfighter, against Movie
Gladys Hall, Katharine Hartley lin, the
tone News and Fox Film Corp.,
Gertrude Hill. Julie Lang Hunt.
asked
$100,000 damages for exploit
Kolty
Leroy Keleher, Jeanne De
Sidney Juliette Laine. Linn Lambert,' Jerry ing his name and picture without
Lane, Harry Lang, Maude Lathem, his consent. His complaint also il-

Post: Myrtle

hart°

known professionally as "The Great
Herald Tribune: Fay
Siegfried,' filed suit in 1934 naming
Linton Wells.
Distributing
Sunday (N. Y.) Herald -Tribune: G, Movietonews,
Horace Mortimer.
Corp., and International Newsreel
Studio Free Lancers (Fan Mags)
Philip H. Bailey, Barbara Barry, Corp. He sought $50,000 for neglect
ing to properly compensate him in
Byron Bishop, H. A. Boyd.
Maude Cheatham, J. Eugene Chris- the distribution of shorts taken of
derson.

Geb

Editor and Publisher: Ken Taylor.
s>t. Louis Post
Dispatch: Harry Nie-

meyer.

.New York
Skolsky.
.

Daily

News:

San Diego Union: Naomi Baker.
and Radio Weekly: Cleve
land Plain Dealer; Cincinnati Times
i»creen

s>tar:

Jesse Daniel Spiro.

Sonia Lee.

leged

libel.

Ben Maddox, Marcella March, VirDetails of the settlements were not
ginia Maxwell, Anne Ellis Meyers,
made public.
Fred Myers.

Warners
Seven in work, 14

editing, 10. preparing.

In worki.

.

.

.....

'MELODY FOR TWO/ reported Variety Sept. 2; 'MOUNTAIN JUSTICE/
reported Sept. 16; READY, WILLING AND ABLE/ 'ANOTHER DAWN*
and 'PENROD AND SAM/ reported Sept. 30. Started last week:
SAN QUENTIN/ produced by Sam Bischoff, Lloyd Bacon directing, orig-

inal by Robert Tasker and John Bright, screen play by Humphrey
Cobb
and Peter Milne. Cast: Pat O'Brien, Ross Alexander, Frank Bruno, Humphrey Bogart, Doris Weston.
Story centered arpittid ^prison life wherein Pat O'Brien, U. S. Army
officer, is sent to San Quentin to investigate and handle an uncontrollable
situation.
As captain of the yard he starts to reform the system of
treating the prisoners. Off duty, he meets a girl whose T.rother is a convict in the prison. O'Brien takes a paternal interest in the boy and tries
to reform him until an old-time guard learns of the romance between
O'Brien and the girl, gets to the boy and tells him that the new captain Is
only being nice to him because he had wronged his sister. This incites
the boy to a point where he, with the aid of the old guard and other
prisoners, stages a prison break, and he sets out to get O'Brien. Through
a confession he brings about- a general reorganization of the prison guards
who have been causing trouble within the prison.
'BAD MAN'S TERRITORY,' produced by Bryan Foy, directed by E.
Reeves Eason, original by Marian Jackson, screen play by Luci Ward
and Joseph Watson. Cast: Dick Foran, Linda "^erry, Harry Woods, Frank
Orth, Edmund Cobb and Harry Otho.
Story centers around period when Lew Wallace, author of 'Ben-Hur,'
was governor of New Mexico. Group of cattle owners set themselves up
as rightful kings by taking all the land they wanted, prohibiting any newcomers to muscle in. Campaign; on part of the constitutional authority to
rid the territory of this domination sees Dick Foran playing part of the
carefree cowboy who, through chain of circumstances and part he has
played in the campaign for law and order, finds himself elected sheriff.
Readied to start: THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE/ Harry Joe Brown producing and William Keighley directing. TO follow are 'THE KING AND
THE CHORUS GIRL/ produced by Mervyn LeRoy; 'OVER THE WALL/
THE DESERT SONG/ 'DANTON/ 'KID GALAHAD/ 'MY HUSBAND'S
SECRETARY' and THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER/
'
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Ace sports soribe Paul Gallico had
a brainstorm about a newspaper lad

who ^hai&Ka hi s gal a three alarm fire for a

wedding

present The Saturday Evening Post grabbed it, published
.

it

*

Millions of Post fans clapped hands cheered

B. P.

,

Schulberg grabbed it, filmed it

with ace romantic comedy team, JOAN BENNETT
k-y

and

Wallace

.

.~> #

GARY GRANT* Directed by Richard

Now you get what

s we 1 1 est roman c e - c ome dy in

*S

•

•

the

months"

•

PRESEN
to prove for the millionth time

critics

call

-

Huge Pix

~

propositions.

'

It is estimated that there will be
nearly 1,000 projection machines
operated in various buildings and
exhibits at New York's big exposition. Approximately 400 were in
Constant use at the Chicago world's
fair two years ago, and more than
double that number will be spotted
In the N. Y. fair.
Bulk of these will involve the continuous projection, system such as is
used in the lobby of the Rialto theatre, N. Y., and by Industrial firms
This system in
in the RCA Bldg.
these two locations employs 16 mm.
film and equipment. Most of the negative and projection will be of this
'Variety at the coming world's fair.

.

picture theatres to
No
Which an admittance fee is charged
Vill be permitted at the fair because
of the almost certain objections of
N. Y> regular exhibitors.
actual

now

mulling over the
idea of spotting a huge special exhibit at the New York exposition,
probably a replica of a model Hollywood studio. If okayed it undoubtedly would be conceived and constructed through and under the su.

Industry

is

of the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors.

pervision

TWO BANK

1ST

NITE

ACTIONS IN DENVER
Denver, Oct. 6.
The first suits to be brought
against the Bank Night as operated
by the Lucky 'Seven Theaters an
Denver were -filed in court here by
two dissatisfied customers.
Robert L. Voth, who is suing for
$200,: claims he was registered at

-

•

:

:

.

.

the

Mayan

and was stand-

theater,

oUtside the theater when the
hame was called as "Roth," and that
he did npt answer because he did
not know his name had. been drawn.
Trial for his case has. been set Oct.
ing.

.

,

;

•

.

.

•

•

•

19.-:..

.

.performwice- and won! $1,000... The
theater ^lrianaiement -denies that it
has or has had such. a. card for Mrs.
Lorain, in its, possession. ...
B. .D. Cbckrili, manager' of the
Denham. theater, and. manager of the
drawings, said that $92y000 had been
given away since August, 1935, and
these are the first /complaints.
Hickey, attorney for the
theaters,
said the cases will be
fought- to the finish. '/Winning customers must abide by our regulaJiO-nslhat they be" present," he stated.
This' is not a lottery,, it is a gift.
No consideration whatever- is involved. There is no charge for registration and the registrant need
never enter one of our theaters to
wan. He may stand outside,
but he

-.

•-W

.

•

-

,

.

must answer

if
is called."

ber

his

name and num-

The Civic Theaters, a group of

nm *

subsequent houses, gave away
f -5,000 one night last week.
This is
a new high for
them, but the record
writhe town is still held by the
A-ucky Seven, which
gave $2,400 one
night.

U
0 „7u
author,

Feldblum, attorney for petitioning
creditors.

Like

Buys Passer Yarn

BUYS DEL HOCKEYISTS

'

'

-

-

..

.

.

'-'

.

T

A

•

latter part of
this year.

—->'

•

•»•;

'

U

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Czechoslovakian

in Hollywood, has sold
unpublished novel 'Life of Alfred
Nobel,' to Universal.
Studio, planning to make it one of
me- most important
pictures on the
schedule, has signed Passer to do the
treatment. Book will be published

EEGAN'S 'GO LUCKY'
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Regan's second picture under his contract at Republic will be
'Happy Go Lucky,' an orig by Ray
Schrock, Eric Taylor and Olive
Cooper.
Aubrey Scotto will direct, Colbert
Phil

Clark supervising.

-

SHOWMEN'S DEALINGS.

Hirsch Succeeds Leonard
Charles A. Leonard resigned

as
Universal,
succeeded by J. Albert Hirsch, his
assistant last six months, effective
Oct. 5.
Leonard is reported joining Warner Bros, staff ultimately.

advertising

manager

of

'of another operator union
Greater New York, area,

w

"

.

occupying booths of the district,, is
seen in boothmen's circles by the resumption of schools for the training

*

of projectionists. While the city for
a time was issuing no licenses to
such schools, understanding in union
quarters is that several new one's
have sprung into' existence recently.
.

It is known that at least Local 306,
the New York union which is affiliated with the American Fede'ratipn
of Labor, may register a complaint
with Mayor F. H. LaGuardia, who
has been sympathetic to the local's
cause, and, it is felt, may be convinced that no further licenses
should be issued. Uiiion leaders declare that the training of additional
boothmen hjerely adds, to the presently large number of unemployed
.

which runs between
and 3,000.
With supply greater than demand,

in their ranks,
2,000

.

JOHN HARRIS OF Pin

U

6.

officials

REGULATING It

,

the

which now has three organizations

Form

.

m

Orleans, Oct.

Threat

'

in

Association of Commerce," police
and business interests which
cooperated with the 20th Centurytional First Runs, Only in
Fox camera crew during filming of
16-Millimeter
local scenes of 'Banjo on My Knee/
are plenty burned up over reports
that film will be story of Memphis
instead of New Orleans. Crew had
full cooperation of commerce group,'
police and others during stay in belief flicker was to deal with New OrOld flood of disputes oyer, non- leans.
theatrical competition with a resulWhat burns the Association of
tant flow, of complaints from exhibCommerce is that the city's historical
itors threaten to be revived over recently outlined plans of several ma- arid beauty spots as well as colorful
riverfront will appear in film as those
jor, companies to expand their re-

claim of Zirn for $75,000, as attorney extensive program of feature refor holders
of small
debenture leases in 16-mm. size, is credited
with having 50 feature films and
bonds.'
about 200 short subjects now available for the non-theatrical market.
Some of the features are right up to
within five or six months of national
release date of the 35-ririn. productions, according 'to 'current reports;
The Hays office has maintained an
aloof altitude on non-theatrical reDetroit, Oct. 6.
leases, whether 35-mm. or 16-mm.
John Harris, Pittsburgh theatre variety. This is based on belief that
owner, Sunday (4) purchased the it is a matter for each individual
Detroit
Olympics, minor league company to decide because they are
hockey team, and will transfer club the ones who will receive the brunt
to Pittsburgh for. coming season. It's of squawks from exhibitors, who in
.first
venture oi Harris into pro the past have opposed efforts of dishockey, although he has operated an tributors to secure additional reveamateur team in the Eastern League. nue from this source.
Harris, who also has owned sev
Two developments in the last 15
era! minor. league baseball clubs and months undoubtedly have" influenced
is
a director of the Pittsburgh several important companies on the
Pirates,
acquired the Pittsburgh feasibility of building ur> their nonfranchise several days ago after, the theatrical business, via 16-mm.. talkformer ownership has turned it back ing pictures and equipment. One is
to league.
At that time he an that sound equipment arid negative
nounced he would give Pittsburgh a has been perfected to such an extent
winning club at any cost. Olympics that the small-gauge films may be
have won International League used in comparatively large exhibichampionship for past two years un tion halls with excellent results.
der" Donnie Hughes, who will also The other is the ease arid "effectivemanage club in Pittsburgh.
ness with which the 16-mm;' subjects
Olympics will remain as farm for. can be shown.
;
It now is possible to use a 750 or
Detroit Red Wings, local major
league entry, Louis J. Griffels, gen. 1,000- watt light with latest 16-mm.
mgr. of Olympics, announced. The equipment that- compares favorably,
O's new home Will be the Duquesne with the 35-mm. projection arc. This
Gardens,- Pennsylvania's -biggest ice* equipment produces a motion picThe Harris ture B feet wide at' a distance of l2g
..Pittsburgh.
palace,
group will have complete" control of feet. Splendid projection also is sethe O's activities, financial and other- cured with pictures 14 feet in width
w.
-.
when the 1,000-wattage equipment is
wise.
Harris also operates the; Family employed. Only two- speakers are
theatre here,, a venture started- :by needed to produce satisfactory sound
in the auditorium.
his father. 35 ye'ars ago.
Exhaustive tests have revealed
that nothing of the high fidelity of
the film's sight , and. sound is lost
&D. when the pictures
and Golden State,
are reduced from
35 to 16 mm. Vast maj ority "of all inFinally Set Prod. Deals dustrial subjects released in 16-mm.'
form originally. is shot with 35-mm.
negative and then, reduced to the
San Franoisco, Oct. 6.
small gauge film.. Big.-.* industrial
two-year deal between -the
firms find that best results are obGolden State, and' the T. & D. Jr. cir- tained this way rathertthan
shooting
cuits. f6r, ;the entire Universal .prodoriginally with 16-mm', cameras and
uct wbs finally signed here, last week riegative.
r
^
after a controversy which lasted
While distributors, now planning
oyer a period, of two weeks. James to release their .old -.features
,in-.16R. Grainger.'ige'ne'raP sales manager mm. form, are leaving it largely to
of Universal, made several' trips here individual exchange
managers to defrom Hollywood to get R..A. McNeil cide what persons, organizations and
of- the Golden State arid. Mike Najfy
localities shall be' supplied, the. old
of T. & D. to signature a contract issue crops
out as to when th'ese
which would place his product in showings will not cripple the drawthe 67 houses of both chains.
ing power of presently established
When circuit execs couldn't get to- exhibitors.
gether with Grainger on satisfactory
The most definite check on keep-"
terms, Universal exec threatened to ing these squawks down
to a minirun his product in churches, halls or mum, in the opinion of industry exlong
that
fire
so
hung
Deal
tents.
perts, is to delay release of all pichad already, sold 'Godfrey' to op- tures in 16-mm. size Until the exposish houses in six spots where change managers are convinced that
McNeil „ and Naify have houses. regular feature picture requirements
These contracts will be carried out to in his territory have been entirely
the letter by Universal, but McNeil exhausted.
Even then it is highly
and Naify will get entire Universal dubious if exhibitors will get over
lineup for their other houses.
their old resentment on the subject.

p a s s e r,
now

nis

New

—

Those whose claims were refused
Archibald Palmer, attorney
bond and stockholders, $15,000;
Louis Boehm, $10,000; A. J. Schan<
farb'er, Abram M. Frumburg, Edgar
lease of older product in 16-millime- of Memphis.
J. Schoen and Samuel Zirn, for
-services on behalf of Robert Levy, ter form.
One distributor, contemplating an
creditor, $75,000, and a separate
>

were:

for

Memphis Blues

N. D.'s

Growing

Business of Miniature
Films
Releases Within
Five or Six Months of Na-

-

•

at st ,drawing by a so-called.
v^ourtes'y .card," given her at matinee-

,

•

mount reorganization proceedings.
The higher court at the Same- time
reversed Judge Coxe and allowed
the $3,000 claim entered by Adolpri

No

Exhibs

.

.

VjThie other contestant) Mrs. M.. C,
Morflin, claims.; that she was;.„regr'

v.

'

Nix

on Par Legal Claims
picture projection machines, miniaU. S. Circuit Court of Appeals on
ture screen shows and display of
Monday (5) confirmed the ruling of
negative ever assembled in one sinDistrict Judge Alfred C. Coxe, who,
gle, show. Latest developments and
improvements in pictures, equip- last November, ^refused to allow the
claims of several attorneys for servment, and- projection will be available/for use in actual commercial ices in connection with the Para-

•

Projectionists' Training

Schools Augur More Union Trouble

1!

Appeals Court Confirms

York in 1939 by the largest array of
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More

Exhibits for N. Y.'s Fair in
The film Industry will be represented at the world's lair in New

.
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Film Industry Plans

'

;

IN PIX STOCKS, VIA SEC

is that if too many additional operators are schooled for
booth work, the result will be additional unions, to admit them to membership and. that, with the material

union fear
Washington,. Oct. 6.
More heavy unloading of Grand
National securities by -Edward. L.
Alperson during August was revealed last- week by Federal-' Secur-

for

organization

of

more

unions,

present union scales will be threatExchange Commish.
ened. It is reasonable to expect that
Supplementing his sales of nearly new unions,"" with "apprentice mem15,000 shares' during the previous bers, would be willing to undersell
fortnight, Alperson dumped 16,850 other unions on service in order to

ities

•

&

-

j

'

more

pieces of $1

common

on. the

market in eight days, according to
reports filed. As result of peddling
these ducats;- Alperson sliced his investment from 43,396 shares to 26,546
20; Biggest wad was sold on
Aug. 4 when 6,000 shares were
dumped. Other large batches were

by Aug.

:

2,500
2,500
11th.

on~"Aug." 3; '2,u00 on the 5th,
on the 10th and 2,300 on the

Disposal of 2,500 shares of G.N.
in two chunks during August was
reported by Carl^M. Leserman, .whocut his holdings to 2,900 shares.
.

'

get into theatres.
Too many operators in past years,
together with apparent willingness
of .the city to license- them, helped
lead to the organization of Allied
and Empire, with Greater N. Y. today having, three different unions. It
is understood in union,,, circles that
there is still a possibility of a merger
of these organizations in spite of the;.
politics involved; George E. Browne,
president of the International Alljr,
ance ot Theatrical Stage Employees',
is giving .the matter considerable attention in the hope of effecting a
consummation of plans for a consolidation that went awry a few months
.

-

Other trading in film stocks revealed by ,|S;E.C. was:
ago.
Michael J. Meehan,' purchase of
4 shares of Kefth-Albee-Orpheuih
cumulative preferred during April,
Kuykendall Reports
1935, swelling total to 26,804,
-. Charles A.
Stone,, exchange of 350
shares of Pathe Class
preference
Enthusiasm
'

'

•

,

A

in.

September

1935; sale of 100

Much

of 300 in June, 1935.
Wiped out his holdings by- end of
September last- year.
acquisition

for

and

MPTOA

purchase of 50 in August, 1935, and

10-Point Plan

.

Ed Kuykendall,

Major .Unloading, of 20th Centtiry- tion

Picture

president of

Theatre

Mo-

Owners' of

Fox common by Darryl-Zanuck; who- America, returned' ta'New- York": this
dumped 20,000. shares- in 13 trans- week with 'word that the exhibitor
actions and cut his holdings
162,130 at the- end of the- month.

-

to

He

enthusiasm* over the MPTOA 10point program was amazing.': While

shares on the 26th generally cpnoeding that he has no
and 1,-100 on the 12th, remainder go- definite plan of action to speed major
.company approval on the main obing in modest bunches. •"
jectives of the organization's proJohn D. Clark picked up 200
gram, he expects to be in Manhattan
shares of 20th Century-Fox, bringing
long. enough to iron out any details

peddled'

-1<I;000

his total to 201.

.Belated reports showed Mike Meehan held 26,8Q4 shares of jK-A-O preferred at end, of 1935 while, rio i*athe
"stock; was held by three •direc'.tors,Robert W. Atkins, Henry J. Guild
and Ellery W. Mann.

that* may arise.

Kuykendall stated that the number .'of exhibitors, some of whoiri lie
never knew existed, who had wri£
ten him' while he was at his home
in Clinton, Miss,, was amazing. All
urged, him. to push through the
MPTOA program to a successful
conclusion.'

While currently there is little
inkling as to when the major distributors will place their official
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
okay on ^various clauses in the. 10Construction of new 2,500-seat ppint line-up, leaders versed in in-

Al Boyd's 2,500&ater

midtowh film house is understood dustry affairs expect approval of
contemplated by Al Boyd, former numerous' planks in this platform
operator of. Fox and other Philly pic- before Congress meets next Janu.'
ture theatres. Corner of 16th and ary.
Chestnut streets, in heart of best
part of town, is spot designated.
HUNTING
Difficulty in way of carrying out
LE
project would be dearth of grade A
films for exhibiting, as Warners Will Start First Indie Product When
has territory just about completely
He Finds Gravet
g-»wed up. Believed, however, that
Boyd could land Grand National disHollywood, Oct. 6.
tribution here and possibly United
MejjVyn LeRoy, who makes his
Artists, rumored to be somewhat bowilfea
unit producer with
disatisfied with past dealings with 'The Knag and the Chorus Girl,' can't
WB.
find his recently signed star, FerBoyd currently operates number nand Gravet, in France.
of houses in suburban districts and
Production is slated for start in
smaller towns of this area. Operated few weeks, with LeRoy holding;
Fox until
took it over several everything in abeyance until he ca»

ROY GOES

WB

WB

months ago.

locate

Gravet

'
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,-^fter the purposeful

>

policy of one

roadshowinas

whole year's
for

limited

strategic

runs only

WARNER BROS

JAMES CAGNEY
JOE E, BROWN

have created the most widespread

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

Starring.

DICK POWELL

public interest ever attracted to a
motion picture success ... tor the

I

WEEK

THIS

A N

HUNTER

ANITA LOUISE

ROSS ALEXANDER

Jean MuirV Victor Jory
Verree Teasdale • Hugh
Herbert • Frank McHugh

NATION-WIDE RELEASE
V

7,

Mickey Rooney • Hobart
Cavanaugh • Grant Mitchell
Arranged for the screen by
Charles Kenyon and Mary

of

C

McCall,.

A'

Jr.

•

Musical

Ar-

rangement by Erich Wolfr

gang Korngold • Dances
Directed by Niiinska

i.f

MAX REINHARDT'S PRODUCTION OF

BY WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE

•

MUSIC IY MENDELSSOHN

•

DIRECTEO BY

MAX REIHHABOT & WILLIAM
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for $3,000. ',
.'Adventures in Manhattan' and
Ramona* at Orpheum and Minne
sota, respectively, are running neck
and neck tend they're far from setting the town afire at $7,500 and
$8,000.

Orpheum did. the best exploitation
job with special window displays,
and a blotter number contest for 'Ad
venture in Manhattan/
Estimates for This
(Publix)

Aster

Week
15-25)-

(900;

Earthworm Tractors' (FN) and
White Angel' (FN) (2d runs) and

Be

Careful' (Par) (1st run),
Good. $000. Last week 'Sins
split.
of Man' (20th) and 'High Tension'
(20th) (2d runs) and 'Son Comes
Home' (Par) (1st run), $700, fair.
Century (Publlx) (1,600; 15-25 )—
Rhythm on Range' (Par) (2d run)
Good $3,000. Last week 'Suzy* .(MG)
(2d run), $3,500, good.
Lyric (Publix). (130: 20-25)—
Full length
"Kelly Second' (MG).
Charlie Chase 'comedy not showing
power at light $1,200. Last week
'Hollywood Blvd.* (Par) yanked after
poor half week at $500, with 'I'd
Life'- (Par) .finishing to
Give
light $600.
Minnesota (Publix) (4,200; 25-35
55 ^Ramona' (20th). At 55c after

•Lady

'

My

5 prjrn., without stage show or other
help, not cutting very wide swath.

Heavily advertised in newspapers
and well exploited and getting some
feminine and children play, but en
route to only $8,000. Last week *Road
to Glory'
(Par) and" Minnesota
Washington football pictures, with
latter bringing in many customers,
$7.5$. light
-

(Singer) (2,890; 25-35-40)
—Orpheum
'Adventures in Manhattan' (Col).

Last week, second for
'Mv Man Godfrey' (U). big $8,000.
State (Publix) (2,300; 25-35-55)—
•Your Heart' (WB). Fair $5,500.- Last
week, second pop. run for 'Great
Fair $7,500.
'

(MG), big

Ziegfeld'

Time (Berger)

first

week

prices.

Uptown (Publix) (1,200: 25-35)—
'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG). First nabe
showing and good $3,000. Last week
'Green Pastures'. (WB). $3,200, good.
World

(Steffes)

(350; 25-35-40-50)

Godfrey' (U). Moved
here, after two big weeks at Orpheijftjjand still luring the customers
for itittf $3,000.
Last week 'Love

—'My Man

Agak»V(GB),

finally

(Monday)

here

set

after

negotiations.

Carleton E. Morse, author of the
air serial; NBC, and the radio cast,
doubling in the picture, will share in

.

is

Hollywood, Oct.

;-Td^Xeene: Howard Higgin

6.

direct-

Empire,' Crescent.

FrMTScott. Cliff Nazarro, Howard
Singing -Buckaroo,' Spec-

Hill-vflFhe

trunfeLS

summer

last

George

*Dodsworth,' coupled with 'Met in
a Taxi' at the State, looks to top the
rest of the first runs at $7,000. Otherwise product appears to be so-so,
with below average" takings, '
Exploitation credit goes to Loew's

State fork a nice billboard .campaign,

The

fact that Mary Astor was in the
cast was not played up in any instance, and her name was kept secondary to Walter Huston and Ruth

—

in

Crowd' (U), dual,

$2,200, okay.

Kentucky (Switow)

(900;

15-25)—

ing, ttllis Island,' Invincible.

George O'Brien; Ewing Scott,
screen play; David Howard direct'Park Ave. Logger,' Hirliman.
Leo Carrillo, 'History Is Made at
Night/ Wanger; 'I Promise to Pay,'
ing,

Col.~,

Ward Bond, 'You Only Live

Once,'

Wanger.
Lionel Pape, John Burton, Robert
'Love Under Fire,' Gold-

Strange,

wyn.
Jack La Rue, Frankie Darro, William Demarest, Paul Harvey, 'Mind
lour Own Business,' Major.

Edward Arnold,

erancme Larrimore, Philip Cusimano, Fern Emmett, Jonathan Hale,
Stanley Andrews. Harry Hayden,
ttobert Strange; Richard Wallace directing, 'A Man and a Woman,'
s»cnulberg.

6 ^ lement 'Nobody's Baby,'
Roach
- J mes
Carlisle,
Dick Gordon,
A !
Arthur
Tollasso, George French, W.
u- Skidmore, Verne Richards,
F. M.
Watson, J. C. Dunn, Harry Van
Meter, Henry Rinegue, Arthur Cer^•ton, Oliver Ecfcart, William H.
lt
x!.Z X\ ^ Tom Dempsey, Sid Jarvis,
«Hl O'Brien, John Van Pelt, Marilan
Marlin, Bert Howard, Jean Gale,
^ha rie S Marsh, John Beck, Kerman
hi^Ps. Gloria and Barbara Brewster,
'

Hats

Off,'

Last

week

'Earthworm

GN.

(RKO)

'M'Liss'

and

(FN), dual,
splitting with 'LoVe Again' (GB) and
'High Tension' (20th), dual, okay,
Tractors'

$1,800.

State

(3,000;

15-26-40)—

'Dodsworth' (UA) and' 'Met in Taxi'
Monte (Cal), dual. Plenty of strength in
Peggy the Walter Huston opus to stand- on

Shannon, Herbert S. Cohen direct-

Pringle,

•

6*.

•

Midland,

Talk Nicks Seattle

the hanky-wringers are boosting this
JUK's; 'Swing; $12,500
to a fair $13,500. Midland also gets
the bally award for its campaign.
•Midsummer Night's Dream' at UpSeattle, Oct 6V
town is weak. Pic played two weeks (Best Exploitation: Fifth Avenue)
with roadshow top of $1.10 at Apollo,
Talk of strikes on auto row and
suburban 'second run house, last in steamship circles is not doing
year.- Uptown doesn't look for Ijet- general biz any good. However, the
ter than $4,000, which is about av- two weeks respite at waterfront
erage dual biz.
coming at 11th hour, may lead to
Estimates for This Week
avoidance of actual strike.
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
Best exploitation for 'Swing Time'
'General Died' (Par). Hitting $9,000. at Fifth Avenue, highlighted with
Last week 'Ramona' (20th) set in a tie-up with Packard dealer in nabad week and may have done bet- tional broadcast and contest
ter without the 'Jubilesta' opposjsh,
Estimates for This Week
Which cooled it to $9,0001
Bine Mouse (Hamrick) (900; 27
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)— 37-42)—'Girls' Dormitory' (20th) and
'Dodsworth' (UA). -Mats holding 'My American Wife'- (Par), dual.
fair, with nights off; $13,500.
Last Moved from Orpheum; looks like
week 'Ziegfeld' (MG) (2d week) oke big $3;800. Last week 'Sing, Baby,
with $9,300. Mickey Mouse 'birth- Sing* (20th) and I'd Give My Life*
day party' got 1,300 kids at 25c Qn a (Par), dual, $2,650, okay.
rainy morning.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)— 32)—To Mary—With Love' (20th)
,
'Your Heart' (WB). Perky "at $8,500. and 'Little Miss Nobody* (20th), dual.
Last week 'Stage Struck' (FN) top- Expect $4,000, "big. Last week 'Devil
billing Jeanne Madden in ads, caught Doll' (MGM) and 'Chan at Race
nice $7,500.
Track' (20th), dual, split with 'ReTower (Rewot-Fox) (2,200; 2J)-h turn of Sophie Lang' (Par) and 'We
'Love Begins' (FN), and vaude. Went to College'. (MG), dual, landed
Vaude carrying pic to fair $6,900. okay $3,600.Last week '36 Hours' (20th), $6,$00,
Fifth Avenue (Evergreen) (2,400;
fair.
27-37-42)—'Swing
(RKO).
Time'
Uptown (Fox) (2.030; 25-40)— Astaire-Rogers and oke campaign,
'Midsummer Night's Dream' (WB). drawing huge $12,500. Last week
Wont better $4,000. Last week •Ramona' (20th), $6,000, moderate. '
'Satan Met Lady' (WB) and 'White
Liberty (J-vH) (1.900; 16-21*27
Fang* (20th), dual.' $4,000, fair.
42)—'End of Trail' (Col) and 'Man
Who Lived Twice' <C61), duaL Good
Last week 'Craig's Wife'
$4,600.
(Col) and 'Two Fisted Gentleman'
'Godfrey' at

Pkjd Down

Chatterton.
Estimates for This WeekBrown (4th 'Ave.-Loew's) (1,500;
15-25-40)
'Ramona'
(20th)
and
'Back to Nature' (20th), dual (2d
run). No hefty takings, but. $2,300 is
good.
Last week 'Sworn Enemy'

"Dodsworth,'

and 'Give Me Your Heart' Newman.
Biz is heaviest at Midland. Ex- Strike
ploitation went after the gals and

L'viDe,

Rosener,

Maurice Black, Matty Fain,
Vandergrift, Donald Cook;

Aileen

Mainstreet:

the contract gives him the right to
delete anything he regards as detrimental to. the radio version. Par
has an option on 'One Man's Family'
for one picture annually,
,

(MG) and 'Two

dual, $2,600, good.

Lull created by spending jag of
Bexy (Hamrick) (1,300; 16-27-37)—
week's 'Jubilesta' mob is bar- 'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG). Swell biz
bering all grosses. Offerings are at $4500 pace. Last week 'Anthony
pretty much on the heavy drummer Adverse' <WB), big $4,800.
and side, with 'General Died at Davn,'

Although Morse will not have the
final word on. the screen script, on
which he Will have a collaborator,

Louisville, Oct.
(Best Exploitation: State)

Last week 'Adventures in Manhattan'
(Col) and Td Give My Life* (Par),

last

returns.

With Astor

Nero Wolfe' (Col), dual, $3,700, good, benefit of Community -Fund. At $1
Rialto (Moore) (1,350; 16-27-37)— admish folks saw whole cast ol
"Craig's Wife' (Col) and 'Seven Sin- radio's 'Showboat,' Benny Goodman
ners' (GB), duaL Big $2,800 in sight ore and John Charles Thomas enter

-

screened at the local Par exchange.
Kathleen Wilson was unable to make
the test with the others, but was
accepted by Par without one.
Morse and Smith left today (Tuesday) for Hollywood where Morse
will spend a week in story huddle
with Jack Cunningham, who will
produce the picture for Par. Raffetto will sub for Morse as producer
of the NBC broadcasts until latter

Dodsworth' 7G,

woo, k.c

Kansas City, Oct 6,
(Best ExpMtattea: MMfand)

film contracts the day before. Prior
to the signing ceremonies, entire
cast witnessed film tests made by

Loew's
Rue,

m

Deal was consummated by Charles
Smith of NBC's Hollywood office

'Poor Little Rich Girl' (20th) and
Noise' (WB), dual.
Shirley
this subsequent run, and lobby well filled with
standees over weekend. Pics will be
held full week. Usual policy is split
week; $2,500, 'way above average.

$1,600, fair.

Studio Placements

".

DODS $13j§,

with the signing by Par yesterday of
J. Anthony Smythe, Minetta
Ellen
and Winifred Wolfe of the air cast.
Barton Yarborough, Michael R. Raffetto, Kathleen Wilson, Bernice Wilson and Page Gilman had received

Temple opus a smash on

Jack La

.

the profits over $500,000, besides get-

'Big

ing, <*Star of

.

starts Dec. 15.

Paramount

Series 'Casts Cut

the

of

Taffies/ $6,700

months'
production

Negative cost
not expected to exceed $250,000.

HOT,

STRONG

hto Balto B.Q.s;

yesterday

ting a guarantee.

B.O.'S

'HUSSY,' $4,500,

'

several

Picture

6.

25

Independent
Theatre Owners of Southern CaliTacoma, Oct 6.
fornia and Arizona to service mem(Best Exploitation: Boxy)
Waterfront'strfke talk isn't hurting
bers with booking data, etc., Is be~ing organized. For $6- weekly, mem- biz, which is. good all around.
'Gorgeous Hussy* is rating exploibers may participate in a joint buying of accessories. Notice sent out tation tops at Roxy, with Joan Crawford gowns at downtown store winby the ITO also asserted that 'con- dow,
upped newspaper space and
fidential, inside dope' will be given
radio.
occasionally.
Estimates for This Week
Baltimore, Oct. 0.
ITO .members also are urged to
Bine Moose (Hamrick) (750; 16-27)
(Best Exploitation: Hipp)
report complaints against Fox-West —'King of Royal Mounted' (20th)
Taking much wind out of the b.o.
Coast's zoning in the event any and 'Counterfeit' (Col), dual. Drawing great $2,300. Last week, 'Danc- sails this week are amusement op*
legal action becomes necessary.
ing Lady' (MG) and 'Big House' posishes outside the pale of theatres..
(MG), reissues, went to town for big Matinees have been severely dented
$2,100,
Music Box (Hamrick) (1,400; 16- during World Series broadcasts.
27-37)—'Girls' Dormitory' (20th) and Races at Laurel also hurting mats.
•Star for Night' (20th), dual. Head- And last night (Monday) every house
ing for excellent £4,400. Last week, in town" took the- count, due to the
'Singr3aby, Sing* (20th) and 'Meet monster show held at Armory for

San Francisco, Oct. -6L
Paramount has made a percentage

tails

ALL TACOMA

VARIETY

Servicing Group

Subsidiary

bookmarks in libraries and larger
newspaper space on 'Dodsworth.'
Bally proved extensive and effective,
and
was kept at all times ethical.
(2d week).

at advanced

Own

Los Angeles, Oct

$8,500.
(290; 25-35)-— 'Mari-

huana' (Divaine-Ester)
Arresting front and sensational advertising doing the trick for this
sex-dope nicture. Big $3,000 after

huge $4,000

Its

for the 'One Man's Family'
radio script show and cast, with
de-

6.

ITO Organizes

So. Calif.

deal

(Beat Exploitation: Orpheum)
Outstanding box office strength ia
lacking in this 'week's line-up and
only mild grosses loom. Grand total
of takings' will represent a considerable letdown from recent peaks.
'My Man Godfrey' and "Marihuana"
continue to be the best performers,
After two tremendous weeks at the
Orpheum, the former . has moved
over to the World and, judging by
its $3,000 start at the Steffes sure
seater, is likely to remain a consid
erable while. 'Marihuana,' sex-ddpe
film, helped by effective advertising,
has been held over by the Time for
a second week and is hitting the ball

.

DEAL FOR NBC'S 'ONE

MAN'S FAMILY' AT PAR

Minneapolis, Oct.

.

PICTURE GROSSES

$16,000

Newark's Pic Leader;

(Col), dual, $3,800, slow.

tain,
acts.

along with flock of lesser-name

Town topper is 'Ladies in Love' at
the New. .Opened Saturday to capacity and has been- holding heavy
Swatty $6,700 appears

houses since.
certain,

and

probably

will

better

fortnight run.

The- ballyhoo boys were sort of
stymied this week, due to papers
throwing wide pages to Community

Fund's 'Town Party.* Ted Routson
worked out best angle for the Hipp
by- tying in with benefit and- usinp:
some stage-show talent from his
house for the affair. In that manner
got his spot plugged both in papers
and at affair because of the donation
performers.
The layout Lou
Brown worked up for 'Dodsworth*
of

for his Century, along with pic's advance man, Art Catlin, ran the Routson campaign a close second..
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-25
35-40-45)—'Dodsworth' (UA). Dandy
$12,500. Last week, second of 'Zieg-

(MG), $7,300, o. k.
Hippodrome (Rappaport)

feld'

15-25-35-40-55-66)

— "Follow

(2^00-

Your

Heart' (Rep) and 10-act vaude show
Pic first indie release to get downtown showing in over a year
spanked by press, That leaves a)
the draw up to the vaude, being sole',
strictly on its 10-act size; $11,500 th i
acts are luring just a bit above th >
'

water-line. - Last week 'Adventure i
Manhattan' (Col) and vaude, $15,000,
very good.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 15i

25r30i35-40r55)—Two in Crowd' (U>.
Six days ending tonight (Tuesday
at supper show bit off at $3,300. La:
week, second of 'Man Godfrey' (U),
went eight days to socko $7,200.
Maryland (McLaughlin) (1,700; 5ZTwo-a-day 'Romeo'
83-$1.10-$1.50)
(MG). Second week concluded Saturday (3) with $4,700, poor. The tw >
legits in town cut the ground fror
under it. Fortnight total was $14,50:"
•

—

•

far under average grosses of lar
road-shown pic and far from satirfactory, since Metro spent plenty

.

Music Box (Hamrick) (900; 27-3742)—'Nine Days a Queen' (GB). pesos

publicizing.

Last week, 'My
$2,000.
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-3CGodfrey' (U) (4th wk), $2,900, 35-40-55)— 'Ladies in Love' (20thFox). Magnetizing and mesmerizin
Orpheum (Hamrick) (2,700: 27-37- the maids 'n' matrons completel;,
42)—'General Died at Dawn! (Par) Smacko $6,700 and will probably e; Newark. Oct 6.
and 'Women Are Trouble' :(MG), ceed fortnight's run. Last week, sec(Best Exploitation: State)
Anticipated big $8,500. Last ond of 'Ramona' (20th-Fox), oJi.
dual.
All's quiet along the theatrical
week 'Girls' Dormitory' (20th) 'and $3,000.
front this week. Topper is 'My Man
•My American Wife' (Par), dual,
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40
Godfrey' at the Branford with $16,$7,600, good.
55)—'Stage Struck' (FN). Taking •>
000. 'Last of Mohicans* at Loew's
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27r lacing at $4,800. Last Week 'Text ;
counts on $12,500.
37)—Two Against World' (FN) and Rangers' (Par) go od at $7,500.
Little
relinquished 'Ecstasy' at vaude.
Okay $4,000. Last week
last, after a five months' run, and •Sitting on Moon' (Rep) and vaude,
switched to 'Passing of the Third $4,100, fair.
Floor Back' with the b. o. hitting
Paramount (Evergreen) (3,106; 27171
around $1,000. Proctor's with 'Swipg 37-42)—' Gorgeous Hussy' (MG) and
Time' in its second week features 'Star for Night' (20th) (2d week),
IN SO.
community singing on its amateur dual. Drawing, okay $6,500. Last
nights with gratifying results.
week, same films, smash $11,700.
Loew's tied up- the local bookAngeles, Oct. 6.

'Cen.'-Uorm,' $4,200

Floppo at

Man

good.

-.

F-WC OPERATES

CAT

HOUSES; 114

•

stores for the Fenimore Cooper
readers; otherwise little exploitation.

Estimates for This

Los

Polish Film

Week

En Route

Fox-West Coast

circuit

is ..ho*

operating 171 theatres in four state

.

Under sponsorship of the Falanga- with 28 houses dark. Largest nurr
Films, a company of Polish actors ber of houses listed in Southern CaT•Godfrey' (U) and 'Velvet Claws'
its own feet, without the extra feapartly produced a feature film called fornia, with 114 in operation, are di(WB).
Good
$16,000.
Last week
ture.
Around $7,000. Last week
'An American Adventure' while vided into nine divisions.
Ziegfeld' (MG) oh second stanza at 'Stage Struck' (WBJ and 'Postal Incrossing over on the Polish liner,
North California, with 43 house,
slightly upped prices; $5,800, satisfac- spector* (U). eight days, fair $15,600.
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 15-30-40)— Batory. Ship arrived in New York open, has four operating areas. Ar.
tory.
zona has five theatres and Montan i
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; 'General Died' (Par) and 'Girls' Dor- for film's completion Oct. 2.
*
Final scenes will be shot in New nine.
15-25-40)— 'Your Heart' (WB). Only mitory' (20th), dual. Very good at
singleton on the main stem. Average $4,200. Last week 'Road to Glory' York, Chicago and Buffalo, being diLast week 'Stage Struck* (20th) and 'American Wife' (Par), vided between- Poland, shipboard
$3,500.
splendid at $4,400.
(WB), weak $2,500.
Production is in
and America.
Little (Franklin) (299: 30-50-55)—
Ohio (SettosO (900; 15)— 'Happiness
Showman's Son Killed
charge of Ryszard Ordynski and in'Professional Third Floor Back* (BG) and 'Plow
(FN)
and
Ahead'
cludes Eugene Bodo, Sofia NakoSweetheart' (RKO), dual, splitting That Broke Plains' (Fed). Solendid
Didur, formerly
neczna.
Adamo
at
Last
$1,000.
week
'Ecstasy'
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 6.
with 'Ace of Aces' (RKO) and '13
Metropolitan
Opera,
with
the
is
Charles G. Mion, Jr., 19-year-c'
Women' (RKO), dual. Getting some (Jewel) (20th week), dropped to
artistic adviser.
biz on bank nights, but otherwise $600.
Tech student and son of co-own
Loew's State (2.780; 25-50-55)—
just so-so. Low admish not conduof Rialto here, died Friday (2) of i
cive to hefty grosses; $800. Last week 'Last of Mohicans' (UA) and 'Sworn
juries received in an auto crash.
'Picture Snatcher' (WB) and 'Animal Enemy' (Col). Fair at $12,500. Last
Youth was riding in car with otl*
Mastercraft Unset
Kingdom' (RKO), dual, splitting with week 'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG), very
college
students following Tec
'Human Bondage' (RKO) and 'Party good, $16,000.
Sydney, Sept. 8.
Presbyterian football game, wk
Par Newark (Adams-Par) (2,248;
Wire' (Col), dual, light $700.
Although Mastercraft has had its
Rialto (Fourth Ave.) (3,000; 15-25- 25-75)—'Texas Rangers'. (Par) twin- local studio ready for production for some unknown person hurled rc
40)—'Wives Never Know' (Par) and ned with Three Married Men' (Par) some time, no announcement has yet into car, knocking boy, who
driving, unconscious and causi.
Murder with Pictures' (Par), dual. (2d week). Fair at $7,000, Last been made regarding its future
acWill be satisfied with $5,000. fair. week splendid at $12,000.
fatal accident.
Proctor's (RKO) (2,3?0; 20-65) and tivity.
Last week 'Ramona' (20th) and 'Back
Figured that the late F. W. Thrlng
to Nature' (20th), dual, pretty good Lyceum (roof) (1.100; same scale)
"
•Swing Time' (RKO) (2d week). Oke would join with Mastercraft, but a
$5,400.
Strand (Fourth Ave.) (1,500; 15-25- $9,000. Last week great. $19,000.
statement by the Efftee management Green Megs Jean Arthi
Terminal (RKO) (1,600; 15-20-35- points out that, beyond making a
40)—'Walking on Air' (RKO) and
Hollywood, Oct 6.
'Don't Turn 'Em Loose* (RKO), dual. 40)—'M'liss* (RKO) coupled with sale of equipment to Mastercraft, it
Alfred E. Green will direct *S
Billboard campaign helping, but both 'Down to Sea' (Rep). Strong $4,500. (Efftee) has no financial interest in fari
in Paradise,' at Columbia.
pics fall short; fairly good $3,400. Last week '36 Hours' (20th) and the studio
and does not intend to en
Jean Arthur and George Brent WitLast week 'Mary of Scotland' (RKO) 'Spanish Cape Mystery* (Rep), big,
Branford

(WB)

(2.936;

-

25-75)—

:

w

under expectations at

$3,600.

$4,500.

ter into production.

he starred.

•
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Wednesday, October

7,
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RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
SHOWPLACE OF THE NATION

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

STARTS

TOMORROW

Doors open

ii

A. m.

r.'

v.

•

^

i-t;

<•?

A song-filled

holiday in romantic Mexico

hilarious best as the bandits take
jr, .'a

rare satire on

tuneful delight in

up big

farce at

its'

business- methods'

a phase of Aiherican life rr.a happy and,
the Gilbert, and Sulliyqn~come~dy vein>)

NINO M ART I N I
€4

79

IDA LTJPINO

*

LEO CARRILLO

A ROUBEtt MAMOULIAN Production
-

'

•

—

'

MARY PICKFORD and JESSE L. LASKY
Released ihru United Arlists -

Presented by

.

J

d

UNITED ARTISTS

Wednesday, October

?,
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.Incorporations

ide Stuff-Pictures
director having met the routine economic
reverses found
himself forced to take a job stooging for a top writer-director team
With
latest pic ready to go on the floor, producer held things up for 'a final
reading by an outsider. Team asked stooge who could help in the matter
Stooge suggested old scnpt-surgeon he had nursed in the biz from infaricy. Team got script-surgeon, who was stuck for the answer and called
at home of, stooge for help.
.

Stooge pointed but where script was weak. Tv*' been watching that
for weeks, he said, and only tonight found the way to plug it
He

.spot

'

told script 'surgeon

'

how

to fix it.
Script surgeon reported to producer and
overnight. Producer put him on salary to
;

for the rest, of the production.
Next producer said to unit, 'Boy,

have

I got a cutter for you'

The

best

Popularity of art-research-picture displays, designed for use in libraries
schools, started with Metro's 'Romeo and Juliet' and RKO's 'Mary of
Scotland,' fra's prompted the public relations division of ihe Hays office to
get out others on forthcoming ace productions. Besides these first two,
Warner Bros.' .'Anthony, Adverse* and Paramount's 'The Plainsman' wili
planning one for Columbia's 'Lost
be given this publicity build-up.
Horizon' and others.

and

Now

An indication of the demand is found in. the 1,100 separate requests
to date by schools and librarians 'for the lay-out on 'Romeo.'
In
each instance the producers have cooperated" to supply drawings, etchings
and other material showing the research work required for scenes in
the production at hand. With 'The Plainsman,' Cecil De Mille dug up
original sketches showing setting, costumes and other background of General Custer's day that was employed in the picture's production.
,

made

Announcement went out

week

that 'Love From a Stranger,' current
of the new season plays to be set for picnew season play to go to films was 'Spring Dance,'
which Metro bought several weeks ago.; 'Love From a Stranger' is before
the cameras in London now,' l ut there's .a story back of. that.
Alex Yokel bought the play in London last season, after seeing it there,
paying what is understood to have been $10,000 advance for the rights.
He had a previous tip, however, that Ann Harding would like to make it
for pictures in London and the screen rights were sold to Trafalgar Films,
a G-B subsidiary, almost immediately after Yokel bought the play, at an
understood. $40,-000 price. Yokel therefore had a profit on the production
before opening it in
York. His deal with G-B is that the film is not
to be shown in the U. S. before the fall of '37.
last

1

the

first

New

Day

St Hunter, British music publishers, threaten copyright infringement actions against 20th Century-Fox and the theatres showirig 'The

.

Francis,

no
J.

'

.etc.

capital

;

par value.
Cohen, Louis
'.

Come Home

(Continued from page C)

stock,
150
Incorporators:

J. Genat, Harry
Madison avenue, New

to Boost,

hew

Now York

Ini\,'

theatrical business; capital stock, 200
shares, no par value.
Incorporators:
.

Alfred

Miller,
City,

W. Berney, Marlene
all

of

Cltrln,

'

new peaks, Paramount Pictures 6s
getting to 98%, and ParamountBroadway 3s advancing IY2 to 64.
Keith 6s rallied iy4 to 96.

LoulB

New York

170 Broadway,

for weeks has been a backward actor
on the amusement list and even as
compared with other gilt-edge issues,
staged a fine comeback near the
After going to 172 on Saturclose.
day (3), the stock again pushed
ahead in Monday's session to hit
174%. At the finish, it showed a gain
of 5%. points.
Radio Corp stocks and Columbia
Broadcasting issues which have been
trailing the general market in recent weeks, also came to life. The
advance of Columbia Broadcasting
stocks was the more sensational because "most of the gains were made
in Mondav's trading, the advance of
the 'A' stock that day representini?

highs.
common
Universal
climbed fractionally, but the preferred retreated to 101%.
Two amusement bonds registered

Artists Booking, Agency, New York;
theatrical booking agency; capital stock,
'SO Bhares, no par vttlue.
Incorporators:.

became the white-headed boy Bernard Luber, Irvine Cohen, Van Allen
With two major groups in the marHolomon,
next to him on the rushes York City. all of 1S01 Broadway, New ket breaking through with a show

Stooge wanted to say, 'Of course he's the best, I broke him in,' but as
that would' be lese majeste, he was reduced to 'marvelous.^
Now he sits in the projection room down front among the peasantry
and listens to the producer and the writer-director team behind him in
conference with the script-surgeon he gave the right answer to, and the
cutter he taught the biz.
V Figures if he can laugh this one off he's still an ace comedy director.

at the Fulton, N. Y., is
tures. Actually, first

theatricals,-

William

Kratiss, all of 342
City.

York

sit

jn the biz/.

'

Bornlaoen Productions, Inc./^laiuJuiin;
shares,

Market

Stock

NEW YORK
Ace comedy

Man Who Broke

27

of decisiveness on the upside, the
stock market at the end of last week
showed more promise than it has for
several weeks. Trading in the amusement list was featured by smart
gains and new highs for a fair collection of stocks and the failure of
Phonetic Film Slide Projection Co.,
Manhattan; motion picture projecting several issues to better their old a gain of more than 2 points. Close
was 59%, bid price, with 61, as
machines, etc;;' .capital stock, 200 shares,, peaks.
no par value.- Incorporators: Abraham
The Amusement Group climbed to asking pri \ both of which conFriedman, 215 Weat. UWst street, New
York City; Victor- KarmtfuHI. 609 Madi- 47%, but failed ft} equal the old high stituted new peaks for 1936.
After again dipping to lO'/i, Radia
son avenue; New York City"; Sue Percy- around 47%, as rrteasuted by the avBarnes, 202 Bast 43rd street. New York erages. The group finished the week common came back smartly on Fri".
City.day and Saturday to finally reach
Double Cities Theatres, Inc., Bronk; at slightly above. 46%': for a gain of
The 11%. The first preferred followed
theatrical business; capital stock, 100 0.760 of a point, for the week.
shares,'
no par value.
Incorporators: low mark was just below 45%. Im- the common but recorded its high on
Eva M. Chadnow, 530 Parkslde avenue, proved position of the group was Monday, when this stock hit 73%, an
Brooklyn; Sylvia Whitman, 1717 66th
made on a nice increase in volume, advance of 1% points for the week.
street, Brooklyn; Regina Mostel, 69 AveOther material gains included
more than 325,000 .shares changing
nue D. New York City.
Westinghouse .common, up 8%; preKenford Productions, Inc., Manhattan; hands.
theatrical -business; capital stock, 2,000
3%; "Warner Bros, pfd, uo
Seven new 1936 tops were record- ferred, up American
Hhares, $10 jpar value.
Incorporators:
Seating, up 1:
1 point;
H. H. Gould, .Xi. M. Rlckner, Thomas 3. ed by stocks, while three amusement
Early, all of 2.70 Madison avenue, New. bonds hit new highs,; The stocks, to- Madison Square Garden, up 1%, and
*
Electric, up 1%.
York City.
General
American Features, Inc., Manhattan; gether with their new high marks
of either 20th Century-Fox
Failure
motion picture dims, etc.; capital stock, and gains on the week,, were Paraand Warner
200. shares, no par value. Incorporators:
mount common, at 13%, up 37%c; Par stocks, Loew common
Bros, common to break through old
Rose Goldberg, 1683 53rd street; Brook- first preferred, at 98%, a gain of
2%j resistance levels was disappointing
lyn; Edwin. F. Robey, 79-01 Ankner avenue. Queens, It. I.; Alexander Schleslnger, Paramount 2nd pfd., at 12y8 down to some traders.
to the
However,
an eighth; Columbia Broadcasting,
78 Post avenue. New -York City.
shrewd trader this at least partially
F. P. IF. Corp., Kings; amusement at 61
as asking price, up 2%;
indicated only that interest for the
parks, etc.; capital stock, 100 Bhares, no Westinghouse
common, at 149%, up time
par value. Incorporators: Samuel Goldother
picin
being is centered
berg, Edwin C. Gowe.r, Ina Israelite, all 8%; Westinghouse pfd., at 151%, a ture Issues.
Situation pertaining to
gain of 3%; and Zenith, at 40%, up
of 261 SVoadway. New York CHy.
all of these remains as favorable as
Ibsen Productions, lac, New York; 50c.
Conit has been in recent weeks.
theatrical business; capital atock, 200
Industrials went to new highs on sequently, all four stocks are exshares, no par value.
Incorporators:
Samuel Levey, 300 Central Park "West, three successive days starting Friday.
excellent accounts of
New York City; Raphael Jan none and Dow-Jones industrial averages pected to give forthcoming
weeks.
themselves in
Morris Katz, both of 150 Broadway,
closed *at 172.81, a gain of 4.02 points
New York City.
Declaration of the dollar dividend
Ace Sports, Inc., Amsterdam: promo- on week.
on 20th-Fox common had little or no
tion of sports of all kinds; capital stock,
The bonds and their new highs effect onjhe stock, current prices ap50 shares, $100 pnr value. Incorporators:
Rimer Welch, Charles Welch, Agnes were Paramount-Broadway 3s, - at parentlyhaving discounted upwards
Welch, all of. 2 Lindsay street, Amster- 62%; Paramount Pictures 6s, at 98%, this divvy to a certain extent. Fact
dam, N. Y.
and RKO liens,, at 88%.
that such a large sum" was -declared
National Booting Corp., New York;
Outstanding in last week's market outright as an initial payment may
booking .agency for actors, etc. Incorporators:
Thomas Pomploll. I dad ore was the continued splendid action of bring further flurries oh the upside
Jacobs. Sam Plnknwltz, all of 170 Broad- the three Paramount issues
and before ex-dividend date passes. It
-1
way, New York City.
Oct. 16, with actual payment comGeneral Film Industries, Inc., New sparkling performances turned in by is
York; motion picture business; capital amusement stocks that have either ing later in the month.
destock, 200 shares, no par value.
Incor- been inactive or backward in recent
The sustained drive of
porators, M. Ward Whalen. Milton C.
bentures was an outstanding feature
trading sessions.
Rose, Leslie CI (Tor, all of 120 Broadway,
The most startling advance was of the bond list. These obligations
New. York City.
Ksrlnslve Artists, Inc.,. New York; the- made by Paramount 1st pfd., which made new highs for the year on sucatrical
stock;
200 sported a gain of nearly 5. points at cessive days starting on Wednesday,
business;, capital
Incorporators:
shares, no par valoS
its
new peak. The stock -never- when they Wt 83%. Celling was
Citizens Broadcasting Corp., Schenecgeneral radio, broadcasting business; capital stock, 100 shares, no par
value. Incorporators:
Elizabeth Woods
and Sidney Spector, both of 639 Fifth
avenue, New York City, and DeWHt C.
Mower, 243 State street, Schenectady,

tady;

.

.

.

.

'

.

,
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the Bank of Monte Carlo* in England, Australia,-. France
and Germany. Examination before trial on a Canadian suit was held in
RKO
Toronto last week, with Elliott Shapiro, of Shapiro, Bernstein & Co.,
American agent for the tune's copyright, testifying for the British pubs.
Action which Shapiro-Bernstein had brought several months ago in
behalf of F D &
named Famous Players-Canadian as co-defendant and
charged that 20th Century had made use of the tune and its title without
Benjamin Neuman. 47 West 34th street,
obtaining the required permission. Song is copyrighted in every country New. York City; Kthel Berley, 420 River- sagged below the close of the previous reached on Saturday* when the
side drive. New York City; Julia Hudak, week, and in the face of general bonds went to 88%; which price repbut the United States.
115 East 86lh streef;- New York City.
profit-taking Monday (5) held above resented an advance of 7% points.
-"
The Pretty Penny Com., Mnnhattsn:
Action of Paramount-Broadway
What Tin Pan AHeyites consider one of the best songs Harry Richman theatrical business.;' capital stock, 100 96.
The common kept on advancing bonds followed a! similar pattern,
Incorporators:
does at the Hollywood restaurant, ,N« Y., Lew Brown's 'A Treat for the r-hares, no- par value.
Hilda Goldman. Rose I.arter. Jacob L. until it hit 13%, which price repre- peak being bit on Saturday, at 62%.
Eyes,', wound up on the cutting room floor when included in 'Music Goes Sti-elsel. nil of 11 East 44th street, New
the final price Monday, these
At
sented an advance of nearly a full
Round' for Columbia. Richman" makes point of it during his current cab- York City.
point. Though the second preferred liens were up 2% points.
aret engagement, just as he did last winter in Florida where he ballyThe strength in Paramount Picedged to a new top .at 12%, it selhooed the song as a then 'forthcoming' interpolation in the picture. Howdom kept pace with the common. It tures obligations was anticipated
ever, when Harry Conn, prez of Columbia, visited the Hollywood this past
closed at 12% as against the final after the recent technical reaction
which carried them down around
quotation of 13% for the common.
week, Richman skipped the number or any cinematic reference. Conn
Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Columbia Pictures ctfs., which has 96. New .high was at 96%, with the
Metro sealed Grace Ford to
and Richman are still friendly, but the film man had been apprised of the
a
termer; also new termer handed been a laggard compared with other bonds sporting a gain of nearly
picture reference.
This sustained
film issues, snapped back early in point at the finish.
James Stewart.
support to th~
Roy Eiler, special sound effects the week to hit 42, where it was strength gave some
Twentieth-Fox has acquired a large portable refrigeration plant which man, given contract at Republic.
nearly 4 points above the preceding theory that the liens might touch
close of the month.
will be used to freeze a skating rink on the floor of .any air-conditioned
20th-Fox nailed Walter Catlett to week's close. Such advance was a par before the
Loew 3%s were practically unstage. It will be used for 'One in a Million,' Sonja Henje starrer now being year pact.
development after recent
logical
Warner Bros. 6s
at 98%.
made at 'the studio. Plant is under supervision of Walter Strohm, studio
Virginia Field's option lifted at marking time. The preferred, how- changed
of 50c. at 97 after
gain
showed
a
especially
show
up
to
ever,
failed
engineer, and Herbert Hoyden, refrigeration engineer, who handled the 20th-Fox.
hichs earlier in the
cooling of cement work on Boulder Dam.
Robert Whitney signed to termer well, never going above 48 and show- flirting with old
Rink covers 12,000 square
was Keith 6s,
soot
soft
Only
week.
blow-off.
at
the
loss
fractional
ing a
feet with 10% miles* of 1%. inch pipe being required for the freezing. by Universal.
Eastman Kodak common, which which dipped 1%, to 94%.
Samuel Goldwyn tagged Robert
Takes three days for ice to form. Only air conditioned stages can be
Summary for week ending: Monday, Oct. 5:
us^f^is the air must be kapt at freezing point so that heat from the Andrews with writing termer.
I. Freleng. director of Merrie Mellights will- not cause a log.
odie Cartoons, reticketed by Leon
STOCK EXCHANGE
Nef
Schlesinger.
I03C
elm
Lost.
Ijiw.
High.
Rovised estimates. in Well Street on net income of Twentieth CenturyIssue and rate.
Sales.
J.ow.
Radio handed Richard Rosson di- High.
+1
24%
2814
... 24%
Heat...;
3.300 American
IS
Fox for the present fiscal year place the figure at slightly under $6,000,000. rector's pact.
+2%.
M
42
44»'A
...
18,000 Col, P. vt<\ H>*
31
—
)
If earnings from National Theatres justify declaration of dividends, which
Grand National handed Edward «!4
47%
4S
4716
...
pfd.
PIcl.
Col.
800
(2>i)
43
51 Vi
4>/4
4% + i...
Film
4ft
2, 'JOO Consol.
would go largely to 20th-Fox. the final net may be increased over the McNamara term pact.
7%
4!A
17%
J 711
... "18
Consol. IHlm pfd. (I)t
ir.%
SO'.'*
3, (100
David Praskin sealed as composertotal now being counted on.
3314
»2%
... :u%
5,700 Cms ley C/i)i
;ss%
arranger
at Universal.
17414
Hi.)
..
t
ir.it
2,200 Kb at man Kodak \'>)t .......
Initial dividend declaration of $1 on the common is viewed in the street
ih:>
jc:;',4
1«8!4
... WV&
Robert Pirosh and George Seaton, Kid
1.-.2
Do. j>f<l.
10
as being the forerunner of further payments on the common, a hike and
4I-.
4.1
47%
... 47 s4
*
70,0110 Gen. Bier. (It
4S%
8414
writing team, signed for stretch at
2.V.<.
2(1
—IT.
....
2714
possible extra melon cutting for the preferred, which so far has been on Metro.
10,100 Ken. Then. Kn
17
27%
—
r,HH
3714
...
W)%
4:1
14.000 Loew <2>t,.
a $1.50 annual basis.
1WI14
Paramount ticketed George Ar- WS%
J 0814
10014
100
Do. nfd. (fl»4)
l(«li
121fc.
10H,
4,000 Mudlsoii S<l. Canlen (COc.)t. ... 1214.
chainbaud to director pact.
H%
M'i12V»
13%
+ C.
... 113%
143,(100 Paramount
13%
7%
Several who are familiar to show business are connected financially in
Option on Arthur Lang, musical
4*>
!M(!4
l«14
!!«%
Do. 1st pM
5U
10,000
I>8%
the New York Post. William Fox and Warner Bros., Inc., are among the director and arranger, lifted at 20th12
1214
|I2%
Do. 2d pTii
31.000
Wt
12%
S
7%
+
...
»14
0,300 Pa the
security holders in the daily.
H%
1174
Another is Bankers Securities Corp., of Fox.
11
1014
+
... 1H4
m.soo Raitlo Corp...
«%
Alma Kruger set for stretch at 1414
+1'-.
Philadelphia, in which investment firm, William Fox and Albert M. Green7»
7314
1>.S00 Radio 1st pfO. (314)... ...... ... 7»14
GKV4
so
7% + V
714
...
7%
field, are the two chief stockholders.
ft
30,500 RKO
Samuel Untermyer. attorney, is on Universal.
—
31%
Writing ticket of Sig Herzing
30%
... Sl%
.12,1*00 20th Cent.-Kox
22%
U)t
32%
the list; also Albert M. Greenfield & Co., of Philadelphia. This is disclosed
WHi
•••• ... 80%
•me - ?4
at%
12;800
Do. pfil. (114)i..
41
tilted for year at WB.
in the annual sworn statement.
103
103
... 10M4
70 Universal »M
50
Termer handed Samuel S. Hinds 115
13%
1314
+ %'
...
14
80,500 Warner Bros
014
14%
at Universal.
C2
(B
+1
... in
2A0
4*
Do. pM
03%
It is estimated that when the accounts are in on Mickey Mouse birthday
110
140%
+8"t
Warners added Helen Valkis to I"4!t%
21,100 WeBjliDChouse (214>t
»4!4
t ...1140%
+»"
lift
1*1%
...nr.114
00
Do.''. pM.
IS 114
123%
week ending Friday (2), during which special morning matinees of Walt stock company.
(3',i)
... |io%
8814
-Hi
14,000 Zenith
40%
11%
Disney shorts were put on, the business will amount to $100,000 over any
* Plus slook dividends,
normal week. In having special Disney cartoon shows put 6n, United
t Paid this yar.
Artists made
shorts on percentage, first
with
play
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deals
the
theatres to
time ever done, with distributor reported getting
,

25% and 30%

as

its

share.

Cecil B. De Mille, researching for his 'The Plainsman' at Paramount,
learned that Chief Sitting Bull wasn't a chief at all, but just a medicine
nian who had the eye on his tomahawking pals. Data also revealed that
if Sitting Bull
had had his say Custer wouldn't have been in the massacre.
V* Mille made the revelations after his scribes had written up the 'chief
as a trouble-maker.

.Universal will go forward with its new Telco color process which it
has developed on its lot. Dr. A. H. Giannini, president of United Artists,
together with unnamed associates, are reported offering to buy into Telco.
Process was developed by Robert Hoyt, formerly of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, and Leon Ungar, formerly of Leland Stanford U.

STORY BUYS

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
'Crash,'
purchased
automobile yarn by J. Robert Bren
and Norman Houston.
'New Orleans,' by Jean Negulesco,

t
i

-

Plus onsh extns.

New 10W

high.

CUKB

Paramount

sold to Universal.

Buck Jones purchased Cherry Wil-

200 Columbia P|c(h. (1)*....,

30

iT,

4%
S214
314
12',4

2%
17%
.

3%
414

Tomlin Musiker Sol
6.

Pinky Tomlin starts his first musical for Melody Pictures, Oct. 15.
No director has been signed.
Sherman Lowe and Al Martin
scripted while Tomlin and Connie
Lee wrote the five songs for the

Because of Sidney Kent's then impending trip to Europe last week, the
•Ways office directorial
session was pushed forward one day. Aside from
"ioutine matters, the directors okayed application of Pioneer Pictures ( Jock
Whitney) and Samuel Goldwyn, Inc., for membership. R. H. Cochrane was
Unable to' attend because he was still on the Coast at the time.
film.

:».%

3%
1»

4l'f.

20%

27%
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son's novel, 'Sandflow.'

Hollywood, Oct.

40

4114

4%

8,300 Grand Nations!
4,400 Ter-hnlcnlor
1,100 Translux (20C.M
1,000 Universal

!«»%

02 >i
!M

«2%

nr.

OK'l

x;t
113

HI}

SI4.000
100,000
33,000
270,000
30.000
131,000

Keith

Loew

Os. '40...
aii's, '40
3m.

Par-Broadway
Paramount (is,
debs Us
Warner Bros/
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RKO
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Asked,
JOB

*

dil. Broadrsst,
Pullie 1<\
pfd.

Plus sioi-k dividends,

t Paid this year.

* New IMS, high.
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Wednesday, October

7,
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Wednesday* October
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FRENCH UNION

Lone Balto Daaler

Town Now 100%

Folds,
Oct

0.

Tom
sadors

hit
this

upon stark

week

the territory, made the usual
trip while laying off here last

The campaign of the Musicians' (Monday) after 12 days* running of
two features and a comedy at 10-15c.
tJnioft, Local 802, New York, may
Finch, Reading, Pa., exhib, had the
not only become a national but an Palace on rental arrangement. Durinternational issue, with France dis- ing the short-lived operation his

with

Audiences

Strictly for Nationalistic

reality
their

down operation of the Palace,
long-time burlesque barn, yesterday

.

Indies Buying

Par Mulls Special Foreign Newsreels
6.

theme tune. Gentry, who always
ducks out to the state prison to
give the cons a show; when in

W

e French capital.

Oct

29

Gentry and his Ambas-

here

;

VARIETY

In

shown, successfully outrode first and
only threat to the status quo of single-feature bills when
k S. Finch
shut

playing interest in what 802 is attempting to do to restore flesh to theatres. The French union, known as
the Syndicate des Artistes de Paris,
has designated two delegates to confer with 802 ha person and get all
data in connection with the .drive
$he New York union is fostering.
"
These delegates are Syndicate des
'Artistes' itiembers who are playingon the S, 8. Normandie. Information to Local 802 is that Paris union
Readers believe a similar campaign
Sight be' advantageously staged in

It

Lincoln,

Baltimore, one of the last frontier
towns in which dual pix are not

—

TO RE

Rubbin'

Singles

Baltimore,

MAY EMULATE

S

,

.

MICH

week.

Paramount

STUDES RUSH

0.

ing

its

CINEMAS;

He

SOME DAMAGE

opened the show withr
'Time on My Hands,*: the band's
.theme, and got applause.

change

thinking of adjust-

is

newsreel

•

'

of

operations.

manpower

is

No

entailed.

company's purpose in
this regard seems to be to cut oper- -

Partly,

the

Detroit JQct 6.
Climaxing a big football rally, ating costs and at the same time en2,000 University of Michi- hance the potential earning power of
gan
students
attempted
to crash the the newsreel abroad.
averaged only about $65
Majestic .and Michigan theatres in
daily; nut ran close to $1^800 per
A practical operating method is
Ann Arbor last Friday (2), tore
week.
down signs and smashed electric being" sought by which Paramount
Since all major film companies
shall 'be enabled to provide speciallight bulbs.
have clause in contracts with theaEnthusiastic over chances of the ized nationalistic newsreel entertres here that they cannot dual prodWolverine eleven against Michigan tainment such as may be required by
uct, the exchanges turned down
State the following day (Michigan
Finch cold on selling him any prodforeign nationals. Instead of a sinState won 21 to 7), studes surged
uct- at alL including shorts. The betfrom Hill Aude in a renewal of old- gle reel, the company may choose
ter grade and larger indie producing
time
theatre-crashing
activities!'
Theto" have two dominant newsreels
companies also refused to sell exhib
atre attendants, however, were able one domestic, the other foreign.
their' films for dualing at such, cellarto turn away the shouting mob
The foreign newsreel may be sublevel prices in heart of downtown
without aid of police, and with only divided info several autonomous diarea. As result grade of pix ofWalter Reade and associates have
visions, all under the direct superfered was pretty low, and had no formed a company to construct at a few hundred dollars damage.
visory
power and direction of Par's
lure in a town where there are only least 100 houses in towns or cities of
fpreign department This department
six; houses offering first-run films in over
American
5,000 population.
is headed-, by John W. Hicks, Jr.,
downtown area, and where indie Community Theatres Corp. has
vice-president of the firm. He is in
pix. get but couple of showings a Reade, New York and New Jersey
Europe now/
year when one of the. spots makes a operator of theatres, as its president
Pittsburgh,. Oct 6.
v
London, Paris and Central Europe
direct- buy of a desirable flicker of His associates are L. N. Olmstead,
Judge Challen W. Waychoff, of the might have their separate Paraindie origin. \
y.p. of American. Seating Co.; Frank Greene County Courts, over the
Last three days of his Palace op- V. Storrs. banker and realtor asso weekend handed down an 'opinion, mount newsreels. Australia would
linked witjbr London, and perhaps,eration, Finch reduced his b.o. top to dated with" Reade for many years; declaring a 'local, option* yote held be
a dime, but move stimulated trade Carl E. Schuster, statistician; Thomas on Sunday pix 'in nearby Waynes^ for the South American market speclips would also be made.
not a trifle;
W. Lamb, theatre architect and burg, r>Pa., in which Sunday films .cial
The
foreign end of the Par newsCharles J. Bryan, associated ..with were- banned, .'was illegal because the
the company an estimated
Reade for 30 years, and Walter question had not been submitted to reel stands
$300,000 yearly. It is profitable on
Reade, Jr.
voters on a separate ballot,
domestic end.
PICTURES PILE UP,
Company starts out by budgeting
He ruled that placing the question theSuch
changeover, if made, could
a
$500,000 to. carry out initial building on a separate ballot was mandatory
have no visible adverse effect on the
plans, with, seven houses to be' and directed th^t another election
domestic end, but rather, would tend
started within the next 30 days in on the question be held next month.
to improve the financial showing of
locations within 200 miles of New Communities Which turned down
the domestic newsreel, as the foreign
Hollywood, Oct. 8.
York. Expectation is that between Sunday pix last fall are not perIn order to use up accumulation of 20 and 25 houses will be complete* mitted to submit the question again department of the company thus
would absorb the operating costs of
independent product bought for the the first year. Goal is at least lOO for five years.

more than

1

grosses

.

Community Corp

.

,'

,

.

(Continued from page 5)

.

"

Next month's pictures are already
being booked in general throughout the town, and exhibs finding
themselves facing blank dates;'' in
.

booking sheets are no longer
holding out but are talking terms on
next 'season's contracts.
With the last two weeks in Notfieif

•

vember indicating the finale of last
season's- contracts which forbade
double billing, it Is generally expected that Balaban
Katz will
Start twin, featuring around Nov. 15.
B.
JC has kept pretty secretive
about this move, but expects to
crack the news of the bargain bills
in a big spread and flgures that the
effect will be best if it comes as
something of a surprise,
November's pictures oft .the new
product are already, being booked
with the extra week of protection
allowed the 30c houses, which marks
the victory for B.
B/s two-year
campaign for this additional clear-

&

&

.

FRANKLIN DROPS VAUD

-

1935-38 season, J. J. Franklin, visit
theatres inside of five years, all to
ing here from Honolulu; asserts that be personally financed by Reade and
he's dropping flesh shows from at his associates, in American Com
least two of his island 'deluxers for munity.
All "houses will be built

made.

members,

however,

'

indie exhibs affected are readying to
go to court to seek a federal in-

junction against B.

&

B. and the

distributors.

Some 50 or 60 exhibs are in. the
campaign which takes in about 125
Joe Rosenberg of Rosen-

houses.

Toomin

berg,.

&

Stein,

torney in the case,

active

at-

is

Yes and No in

NW
6.

hibitors; and that Metro and 20thFox -have been selling when neces-

percentages, M-Q in
ome
f
f^?3£S? cutting its percentage
erms g§jF^O to 35%, according! to
s - D. lp&&£xecutive secretary. But
the dggRlttgfe heads say it isn't so.
They declare they- have sold most of
the: accounts, that their business is
ahead -of last year and that they
e
It^clard policy.
sary without

%

20th-Fox

exchange

c.°mR48jj(?s x fpolicy to sell

percentage

^ead ;Jra;s7 it always has been the
,

Picture*

town*

Censorship

'

N. Y. Not as Optimistic
Industry leaders in New York City
optimistic over possibilities of abolishing boards of censorThey point to. the fact that
ship.
state censor boards are self-supporting in virtually all instances; they
continue to be an important factor
in the majority political party's
patronage set-up, and there is no inclination, on the part of the party in
power to disturb this portion of its
patronage system.
Best chance to eliminate these
boards, in the opinion of numerous
leaders, will be for a smart minority
opposition leader to wage war on the
censorial boards as being useless unDrive in
der present conditions.
some states to trim expenses might
also be used as an excuse, although
generally rated as having little
chance of finding favor because of
the self-sustaining, angle of the
boards.

6n a straight -rental

basis in

were not so

smaH-idr warrant" the exWhile many .exhibitor chieftains
and that policy regard censorship as an 'empty gescurrently. The ture,' they are inclined to be pessihas a standard sales' mistic over prospects of abolishing
policy, -but contract terms are 'difthe boards. Reason they claim the
ferent;, jaccordirig to the size of the
censor boards mean little or nothing
town Ji&d classification of. the theis that their only reason for existatre, he points- out, *He says only a
ence is that they improve the morals
lew Twin^dity pofcaibOities and out'of' the. people"; 'Th|se exhibs poirtt;to
of-town exhibitors are still unsold. Spain and France,' where strict cenW. H. Workman, Metro branch sorship prevails, as the most flagrant
manager, avers his company has not examples of censor board's failure to
rnade any deals without percentage. fulfill their mission of improving the
Business in the territory has ex- populace's morals.
ceeded that of last year and one
How the censorship boards justify
half of the possible Twin City ac
themselves on expense is best typicounts already have been sold and fied by the New York board. The
the Minneapolis and St.
Paul ex- outlay for expenditures has been
hibitors are being sold as fast as only $60,000 to $70,000 recently, with
they can be interviewed, he says, the board showing a net profit of
•The company does have a. standard three times that figure. for many
tales policy, according to Workman years.
too'

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 6.
H. .William Thompson, Lyric theaassails constitutionality of the
State's so-called anti-injunction law of
1935, in opposing appeal of operators'
tre,

union from an order limiting picketing at the theatre to one man at
a time.

\

,

.

Los Angeles, Oct

Wage
totaling

6.

increases, affecting; JOtt tnen,
10% for heads of depart-

ments and 15% for extra help, have
been put into effect in all first rnhs
and deluxers by Stagehands, Local
33,

International Alliance of Theat-

Stage Employes.
Local 33 execs are working in conjunction with musicians and" motion
picture projectionists to formulate a
scale for indie houses using amateur
talent for shows.

upon what Hicks- may recommend,
since, being in Europe at present it
is presumed he is making a study of
the situation, among other things,
which have taken him abroad.

SPENCER'S CANADIAN

rical

Fox Hearing
(Continued from page 5)

no entry Was necessary
gave it back."
Fox. said no one was present when
he gave the' money to his father in
therefore

when

I

New York

hotel room late in 1934.
The father died last Fall. Fox said
he gave his father the- cash because
the latter insisted that he get his
money back in the same form as he
turned it over to his son.
The $300,000 for his father came
from $200,000 he- borrowed from his
brother-in-law, Jack G. Leo, six
months previously, and $80,000 he received from other sources, Fox
claimed. This is the same brotherin-law, Fox said, to whom, he had
made a cash gift of $200,000 two
years before, and who had threatened to sue him six months later
when he failed to meet the $200,000
note and had taken over the secur•-.
ity put up for the loan.
Two Federal Agents, Everett
Partridge and Eugene O'Dunne, of

a

,

CHAIN ADDS 5 MORE
St. John, N. B., Oct. 6.
Five new links have been added to
the F. G. Spencer chain of picture
houses in the maritime provinces.
At Middleton, N. S., Spencer circuit,
which has its- head offices in its
mother house, the Strand, St. John,
N. B., has opened a newly built theatre seating about 750.
At Wolfville,- N. S., the Orpheum, seating
700, has been taken over by the cirand reopened after, several
cuit,
Weeks of reconditioning. At Bridgewater, N. S., the Orpheum has been
purchased and reopened after about
a: month of repairs and installation
of new sound equipment. At Halifax, N. S., the Orpheus, in operation
in the heart of the city for 25 years,
has been leased by Spencer firm.
House was owned by Spencer 20
years ago, but he sold it 14 years
ago to the Nickel Theatre Co., current owner, and is thus in the position of leasing a house he once
•

owned.
W. A. Affleck and N. V. Gastonguay, co-managers for several years,
are retiring with the advent of
Spencer back into -Halifax. Capitol,
Amherst, N. S., was recently built
and opened as the 15th link in the
Spencer chain. Personally in charge
of the acquisitions and openings of
the new* houses in the circuit have
been Fred G. Spencer, president .and
founder, and A. A. Fielding, .general
collect $3,000,000 from Fox in Income manager of F. G. Spencer <£o.' A
taxes.
rigid policy of the Spencer circuit i3
Meanwhile in Camden, N. J„ Fed- to cencentrate: exclusively on th.e exeral Judge John Boyd Avis handed hibition of films, all programs being

Decision from Which the union appealed to the Appellate Division
was granted last April by Supreme
Court Justice William F. Love, who
referred to the' law as an 'amazing
statute.' Justice Love held the quarrel at the theatre was not a 'labor
dispute' within the meaning of the
Washington, heard Fox testify. The
law, as Thompson now operates his
agents were from the Department of
own machine and employs no union Internal Revenue, which weeks to
-

'

labor.

"

;

Now

.'

pense* of checking
has b^ien pursued

company

Picketing Test Suit

.

Minneapolis, Oct.

Northwest allied States members
revealed in answers to questionnaires^that they're still only buying
enough film to satisfy current needs;
that no single' distributor has a
standard selling policy for all ex-

Moe&rai&jy,

New York

the foreign newsreel.
It seems likely that Pararnount's
final action in this regard depends
.

Hands' 10-15%

L. A.

.

week.

Allied's

have, not admitted defeat on this,
measure and are -still planning tp
go ahead with the counter action.
Despite rumors of several' indie exhibs breaking away, the bulk of the

,

'

drawing paper
and believes they will be filed this

&

ance.

.

,

next three months.
from plans supplied by Lamb.
Franklin is going to San Francisco
No house will seat less than 600
for short stay before proceeding to nor more- than 1,000 and, in all into prosecute his damage instaoces, 'seats will be op one floor,
action against Warners in the U. S, balconies being eliminated.
Con
district court; in which he alleges struction will envision the pos
breach of contract for his Hawaiian sibflity of third dimension, television
circuitand the value to. theatres now of
radio, broadcasting, plan being to
start, out by including important
radio broadcasts as part of programs.
In Reade's own theatres in New
York and Jersey, which are not a
(Continued from page 4)
part; Of the new building project
last named metropolis, the- censor- Reade turned off all projection ma
ship applies to only film shown on chines Thursday night (1) so that
Sunday. But this means that virtual- President Roosevelt's speech could
ly every picture goes through the be tuned in for the film customers.
hopper which is operated in the state Reade believes that when important
it
is
broadcasts are scheduled,
public safety department
Only one organization openly operating wisdom to provide those
fighting censorship, with more or programs at theatres in order* to
less bombastic efforts. However, this keep people from staying home,
association annoys .censorship boards away from theatres, to listen to
by publishing a list of eliminations them.

,;

.

-

Propose Theatre for
85th and Madison in N. Y. down

a

Thomas Lamb,

may

has

filed

architect tinent

theatre

ruling that the All-Connot sue Hiram Steelman,

sans flesh.

an application with the trustee appointed by the bankruptcy
'

of Standards and Appeals of
N. Y. City for a variation of the existing Building Zone Resolution to
permit construction of a theatre at
85th street -and Madison avenue.
Hearing on the application will be
heard by' the board on Oct. 20. "fhis
is the third such application in which

Board

.

Lamb

has become involved. Other
two are for the Goelet and Phipps
Estates at 65th street and Madison
and 58th street and Park avenues
applications
Both
respectively.
have been opposed by the Fifth Av-

enue Association and License

Com

missioner Moss.' Latter two, already
in the court case stage, are being
heard this week in N. Y. supreme
court

court.

Judge Avis held that he had no
to restrain the suit in Federal
Philadelphia
Court
in
District

B&K WOULD ENFORCE

power

against the others named in the bill
Of equity. They -are- John S. Wynn,-

W. Spears

Philadelphia
brokers, and the Capital Co. of New
York.
The All-Continent is suipg to re
cover $297,000 in securities held by
Spears and prevent the others from
obtaining them in settlement of
claims against All'Continent and
Fox.
Judge Avis also ruled that the
books of All-Continent should be
made available to examiners appointed by Referee Steedle.
J.

.

St

Co.,

ST. L.

THEATRE DEAL
Chicago. Oct.-

0.'

Balaban Si Katz-Great States circuit has filed suit in St. Louis against
the owners of the Welston theatro
there, for specific performance of a
deal which B. & K.-Grcat States
claims was entered into.
B. St K^Great States alleges a deal
for the house on a 15-year lease but
that the theatre was turned over to
a third party. Now seeks to make
the owners turn the house over on
the original lease deal.
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A glorious romance, and
Arliss,

%w<

as a fascinating

woman-hating Rajah

1

. .

TOPS
'EM ALL

GEORGE ARLISS
EAST meets WEST
with

LUCIE

MANNHEIM
Directed by Herbert

•

Godfrey Tearie

Mason

•

Story by

E.

•

Romney

Greenwood

Breni
Canada

Distributors

IBMPIKE FILMS, Ltd.
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LA BELLE EQUIPE

ness. Vanel, a powerful man, vic*™. of a woman's selfish wishes
uabm, honest comrade who wants to
ntimied from page IB)
help his friend free himself and
this
a
good
make
b.o.
bet
,
Miss Romance, the spiteful deceiver
Will
appeal
to
the
country.
who declares vengeance on Gabin
layers' because what takes
because
he won't fall in love with
iuld happen to anyone and its
ner.
p interpretation, if nothing
^ Presenting herself on the opening
11 catch those in the upper
day of the roadhouse, she convinces
Vanel that Gabin is the cause of the
of the dialog could be cut
hindering the whole and disappearance of the other three and
makes him accuse Gabin. Latter,
jjtion could be injected in sevunable to believe what he is being
fe'nes for the better but, altotold,
Duvivier has turned out a away shoots his friend and is taken
by the police.
here that should go well.
.

s'.
«

down and

•

out.

unemployed

n suddenly find themselves
of a lottery ticket that has
Jean Gabin,
100,000 francs.
as the leader, persuades them to
pool their gains and exploit some
business. They decide on the French
"
lent of a road house. They
f

'

While. Gabin carries the entire pic
Vanel portrays the slow thinking
to a high degree of perCharpin as the policeman
deserves mention.
Hugo.

Workman
fection.

DISHONOR BRIGHT

spot on the river Mame with
(BRITISH MADE)
spacious ground and river
London, Sept. 23.
Five
fas added attractions.
General Film Distributors release of
jegin. work to reconstruct a Capltol-Cecil production.
Tom Walls"down chateau that is on their features Betty Stocked. Stars
Eugene Pallette!
Directed by Tom Walls. Story and dialoif.
newly acquired property. But suc- Ben
Iravers; camera. Phil Tannurn.
At
cess is not to be theirs and their Phoenix, London,
Sept. 22, '30.
Running
downfall is the picture.
time, 83 mins.
First of the five disappears because Stephen Champion
Tom Walls
....EuKene PaJlette
?? s ° y
he is in love with another's fiancee. Slella....
Betty Stockfeld
Second is forced to leave because he Ivy Lamb
Diana Churchill
is a foreigner whose papers are not Vincent Crane
Cecil Parker
...Arthur Wontner
in order. Third falls" from the roof J" ,ee
a e
...... .Geonre Snnders
during a picnic previous to. the open- ir'amb
...Hubert Harben
£
"killed.
is
ing and
Blenklnsop
Henry OscarLady
Melbury
Jean Gabin and Charles Vanel are
Mabel Terrv Lewis
Basil Itadford
left and Viviarie Romance, as the H? nry Crane
Miss Tapp
4
Charlotta Leigli
wife' Of the latter, intercedes to Cabaret Dancer
Jenl le Qon
She does iiouls V.
tiring a tragic ending.
Michael Morel
commendable work as the small- Commissionaire..
.Denis Val Norton
•

_

.

'

,

:

Bernardl
bisque photograph model and Cabaret Singer
i;.du mond. Having left Vanel
Bedroom comedy of a quality of
h she shows up at the road
Awhile work is in full swing to which Hollywood would not be
'

•

ff^her

Part of the lottery "money,

ashamed.
With stellar values it
have been a pushover. Even
existing shape it is a highly
fis goes to get it back.
titillating piece of merchandise, exjiev three handle ensuing compertly produced and neatly directed,
^jjjiejitions' with convincing forcefulfe -helpless in her hands, gives
Mie money from the' common would
t$)ox.
When Gabin .learns of in its

more

that will tickle the

sophisticat-

ed audience on both sides of the Atlantic, but will need high pressure

Ufam"

Beall Chosen

Managing Editor for

k

Fawcett Magazines

salesmanship
tomers.

Tom

to

cash

attract

is

Walls, one of those local guys

the

more coherent than usual

script that Ben Travers gave him to
work on, or maybe it is the fact that
every part is played straight, so that
the comedy situations get the maxi-

mum

remarkable success.
Walls is co-respondent in a big

di-

1

.

v Classics
j

and Hollywood maga-

by authorizing expansion
photographic in-

nines,

Jin pages, color,

* s.erts,

and purchase

of
capital

articles

regarding film
and Its
from ace writers.
fLarry Reld continues as editor
pf Motion Picture and Ralph
.jDalgh handles Romantic Movie
Stories.
These last two are
^edited in the New York office,
)Ugh up in the Paramount building.
.

^celebrities

;j

;

In addition to his newspaper
and magazine editorships of the
past twenty years, BeaU has attained recognition as an international publicist with Philippine Independence, Dollar Steam-

ship Lines, repeal of probihltion,
Orange Show, and other
major events and campaigns.
He began his picture career .20
years ago as press representative
for two nickelodeons In downtown Los Angeles; became Universal City's first publicity director; later ballyhooed Thomas
H. Ince, Sol Lesser and other
producers; directed exploitation
activities for numerous stars;
was western editor of Qulgley
publications, and contributed articles on cinema subjects to na-

.'Xatlonal

tional magazines.

"Mr. Fawcett plans to make
group the outstanding fan
magazines of the world, and -behis

sides giving me carto blanche
in the matter of big names for
stories,

has authorized staff expansion in Hollywood, including
staff writers, photographers, artists,

cartoonists and reviewers,"

Beal| stated.

MAEDGHEN

vorce case and, after a violent attack 1 y the plaintiff's lawyer, finds
himself faced with big damages. He
marries Diana Churchill, defendant
in the case, but is attracted to Betty
Stockfeld, wife of the lawyer, Cecil
Parker." Walls and,-"TOiss Churchill
go to Switzerland honeymooning,
where they meet Betty. Stockfeld,
who has got herself in the clutches
of an adventurer. Walls seizes the
chance to protect her, purely in a
platonic way, but Parker suspects an
intrigue, especially when he finds
Walls in his wife's bedroom. Explanations show Walls and Parker
had misunderstood each other, and
both married -couples are closer together as a result.
Star suffers in '.he opening scene
by bad photography, but otherwise
He is very prettily
is in brisk form.
supported by both leading ladies,
Miss Churchill in particular catching
the eye. Eugene Palletjte is grand in
a crook part, and Cecil Parker plays
.

Am

.

,

A

.'.

cameos by Arthur Wontner, George
Sanders, Michel Morel and Basil
Radford are highly praiseworthy.
Opening shots show a faithfully reproduced British court of law, with
.

Marguerite Churchill

Lois Allen
Billy

Gene Morgan
John Galiaudet

Howard.

Ttomalne Cnllender
Egon Brecher
....Drue I-eyton

E. J, Kaston,
Sir Conrad Stava
Mrs. Foster....-

Conroy
McBrJde
Harknejs.,

Wade

,

Boteler

Raymond Lawrence

Ein Walzer Fuer Dich
Waltz for You')

.

.

.Rosette Znbber
Rdunrd Wenk
Maria PelrownAi ..... . .Mnrgarelhe Scliocn
Lyflla Antonowna. ...... ..Blandine Eblnger
Aenno von 121ms
Gllda

(In

German)

.

While not exactly a second 'Maedchen in Uniform' for world consump-

Shea's Buffalo Theatre
27TH WEEK

seem indicated

tion, positive results

"Arno'8 overture tops program."
-Buffalo Courier Express.

by the name draw of Maria .Cebotari,
brilliant opera singer, who makes her
UIIHIIWWIUMMmlHWIWW1HMIIimiMHIIntHllilHWWM1HIII1WB)IIHWtlWWII^ M IIimiMUHM ill

talk than action. William Gar
gan's presence is the picture's principle asset, but he over-talks to a
point of boredom.

an

guerite' Churchill,
like sec.

of Dr. V. Hartal production,
I^juIs Graveuse. jCanillla Horn,

comedy

slight

effect.

There's an auto chase in the dot.
and the cops are, as usual, dumb.
Shan.
.

production and release.
Features
Birgel.
I.Ida
Kaarov.i. Trene von
MeycncIorfT. Theodor Loos. Rudolf Kernau,'
Ohecleil l.y Kni-1 P.ILler.
Story Waller

I

On tlie S.'agr: KNKIO MADRItit:jCRA.
JOHN STBFX and MAX'INK OKKV

I

Willy

Herzlli'l).

Hums Wagner, Ijonnhanl Kuersl.

Chief oC production.

Hun.s

Kroepke
Major Walen
Urnrkuu
Marlon

Welilein.nni.

A

I.

V. von Colliindc
Nrnst K.ircliow
Itiidolf
I'Vrnnn
T.lila H"'iova
Melius Welzel
von Meycndorff
Theodor

Hans Klein
Hilde Koerner
Am*'-

<"upl.

Nuummin
('.

Dri-ssl-r

(ieneral

J)lreel«>r

•.

.

Kde
Trude

fclcgf.

.

,

Olio Onif
.Hclnrlch fclnolli
Ifnns H^nnicer
Cir] Aueh

Hwald Wenek

i

i'llot

I **•

WAY

and 45th

r

Humluv
2:50. B:. ,n,
Hat.
Hliaw«
3.r,.8;50,
4

Dully

am.

v.r<n.

A^
n XM^ tl
™
6

MUSIC HALL
"THE GAY
DESPERADO"

u/cci<|
yvc-.^i

ftt.

.*-',o,

Midniu>

AOa to IZ. K»t. uml Hun.
Mat.. 8»t. 'Mlitnlte. Hut.
and Kun. ITIVM.. CUe to
fl.30 (plut lax).

?iVr

10th

9lrett

and

Mh

Awniir

)th At.

A 50th

St.

ROXY
AM. OCo TO
SEATS*

I

ilT.1

•JJi'S?!

I'.M.

-

f'omlnjr—"The Wevll la K Hliwy"

STATE

SHIRLEY

41ft STSIfT

4«MMWn

"LAST OF THE

TEMPLE
in

"The Great

ZIEGFELD"

NINO MARTINI

with

&nectnculur Htnpe I'miluclloin

.Tunue-Sivlnbiirne

Willi rto.-e
.<Ils>l!» V. Cnlinndc
Hrnst Heh.jier
r.i-inlinl.l
Jl.iuvr

rhologr«|>h<'r

"DIMPLES"

MOHICANS"

—

On 'the. fMairc—
"ICK CMIINIV.W,"

Vnudevlllo

GEO.

HALL & ORC.

AL SHAYNE

Sandrock

Then. I.lnKen
fi-llz

(In

Odennir

Wllhelm Henriow
.Max Itall-Osleriimnii

German, with English

7TU
in

GLADYS GEORGE

with

Berlin, Sept. 25.

Max

Ail-le

V

THE WORD*

IS

FOR CARRIE"

(Traitors')

(GERMAN-MADE)
UFA

PARAMOUNT
"VALIANT

VERRAETER

Councilor Aysinnnn.
T'ommisHnry Schober...

Palamo

MtMiii*«wimriMthiii>ilNiriMi(iiMiiiiirt<iM*uimrtHliH^

unsecretary-

Poliuerenljerjs

Fox release

Minister f'onto
Minister Monies

tiiiHiiiinjiiiniiimiiMtHMMijiiff"H*i»nf"iiu»

Like his familiar predecessors the
amateur sleuth has an 'assistant -who
chatters aimlessly.
This provides

week Sept

Iixfucrslln von

iiHHHMiil

Gargan plays a knowitall detecamateur, broadcaster by profesbut snooper by instinct. This
mike chatterer noses in on a scientist for an interview, just as the
big man is murdered. The broadcaster falls for the dead 'man's secretary, as expected.
She is Mar-

Heinz Jtuelimnnn.

Baron Tabanes

jMllHIMIIMIIIItimiHMMIHIIIIMmittWMMtMtHIMIIttqlllfM^^^

tive,

fiimmnnder

Directed by Ueoifr Zoch.
Music, Will Melsel. At (lie Casino, N. Y,,
2.". "M.
Running time, !K> jnlns.
Louis Crave.ure
Antonio Torelll
Camilla Horn
fuerstin Mtefanle
IJelnsi nuehmann
BenJnmJn Cortes
Maria Saznrina
Manja Tabanes

York Theatres

sion,

\>r.

(WITH SONGS)

Flint

New

[

more

Oheisllleutenont

(GERMAN MADE)

An

.:\

fl

a one-murder mystery
amateur sleuthing, and

This is
based on

Fritz

(7n

.

Delght Frye

chiefly

slightly rff at times.

features

; . .

Marlgna.no

FeaColumbia production and release.
tures William Gargan; Marguerite Churchill.
Directed by D. Ross Lederman. Story,
Tom "Van Dycke. Camera, George Meehan.
At Pox, Brooklyn, on double bill, week Oct
Running time, 61 mins.
1, '36.
William Gargan
Perry TravisBrainy

. ,

Marina

played in l'fa am Zoo, iwo weeks, ilunning lime,
To mins.
luxury hotels and Alpine exteriors Morris
Willv Hlr;;ol
adding a spot of 'eye appeal. Phil KchtilU
H. A. K. Uo'hrne
Piiul Dnlilhe
Tannura's camerawork, except in hi.? (iey^r
Helcer
Jo.vpii Dahmcn
close-ups r " Walls in the first reel, A
Dr. Wehner
"Hans Y.s li-Unl!ot
but the sound-track goes Comnilsrary Kili;in
is
fine,
Senp -IJIst
sequences

('A

...Norberlo Ardeill
.Herthn. Worell
Trude. Hn efel In
,

Cavllinl

Vera.
Olga

FOR MURDER

ALIBI

the other husband so straight as to
point it with telling effect. Minor

later

WEISS

IN

Story moves smoothly

punch.

against vivid backgrounds that generate the correct atmosphere with

W. H.. Fawcett, president of
Fawcett Publications.
Inc., has
N
followed up his appointment o£
Harry Hammond Beall as managing; editor ofi the Fawcett
Hollywood Group, Including
Screen Play, Screen JBook, Movie

—

cus-

who fancy themselves both as director and star, has for once revealed
a nice megaphone technique which
does not concentrate on giving himself all the limelight. Maybe the rea
son

talking to strangers, picture has the film debut here and looks like goco-operation of the army and navy, ing places.
as well as the flying corps. DemonIt's another pre-war Russian film.
strates an efficient defence organiza- 'Maedchen in White' are aristocratio.
good results. Names need no selling tion t.o deal swiftly with traitors.
pupils of the Smolny Institute in St.
Action centers around professional Petersburg. Girl dormitory is very
in the Teutonic nabes whatever,
spies who are busy getting informa- highbrow and destined to educate the
though other "markets are doubtful tion for another country. One of girls fittingly. One of the pupils,
even with the adequate English their men is sent >out with a fake Daniela, has the talent of her dead
passport
to take a job in an.' air- mother, who was a famous singer,
products,
S.
U.
Too many
titles.
plane factory. All goes well for him and she is secretly taking singing lesjust as good or better, and without and
he is trusted to try out a newly sons with the leader of the St. Petthe handicaps of language, are float- invented bombing plane, when his ersburg opera band.
Her flancev
couhfojrfeit papers are found out. Count Feodor
Iwanowitch Schuing around.
'A Waltz for You' is described as Thrilling pursuit by military air- waloff, won't hear of her plans to
a fantasy* in the frontispiece, which planes starts and a veritable armed become an opera singer.
cruiser breaks off shooting practice
Daniela is induced to visit an opera
is a polite way of saying that it's
performance in order to become
light' fairyland hoke. Yarn has teen and gets busy to bring him down.
Equally exciting; with lots of ac- acquainted with the famous tenor
used by just about every well-known
There she meets the
light operetta scribbler in the biz. tion and adventure, is the handing Cavallini.
over of important secret papers by Grand Duke Sergei Alexandrewitch
It's the one about the singer-prince
who's called back to the throne of Brockau, constructor of a big metal in company with his girl friend Nahis country and winds up by marry- works, to the spies, who have learnt talia, a dancer, and he falls in love
ing the princess whom he supplanted thrdugh his girl that he is hopelessly with Daniela when, after the per-'
His fate is suicide after formance. he hears her sing in a
as monarch. There's only one vari- in debt.
ation here, and that's slight the being hounded down. A third vic- night spot Nobody knows who she
married pair goes back to the con- tim is Klemm, a bank clerk, who is, and she refuses a tempting offer
Natalia gets
cert stage instead of reigning hap- serves his years with the colors and, for the opera house.
through the carelessness of his bride, very jealous when the Grand Duke
pily ever after in Palamo.
With Graveure's impeccable war- is close to being involved in a bad is attracted by Daniela, who runs
when
bling, Camilla Horn's looks, and the affair with the gang. He makes up away from the restaurant
comedy contrived by Lingen and his mind to tell everything to h;s things become too lively. Natalia
Ruehmann, however, the plot can, captain and, through his confession, goes to the Smolny Institute the nextday to tell a quite different story of
and will be, disregarded as a neces- brings the scoundrels to justice.
Picture is probably the biggest what happened, producing a valusary gesture to string sequences together. There are some nifty side- b.o. smash thus far made by the new able jewel which Daniela had lost.
Things get complicated, until the
lights to keep things moving smooth- Reich.
Probably best in the cast are Willy Grand Duke clears up the whole situTopnotch in this respect is a
ly.
scene in the cellar of the castle Birgel, Heinz Welzel, Hudolf FernaU ation, proving to Count Feodor that
his fiance is quite innocent and that
Sazis
Photography
Maria
and
Baarova.
Lida
Ruehmann
and
where
he made a bad blunder.
arina get cockeyed on 'new wine up to high standard.
Maria Cebotari plays the romantic
after having put too much paprika
role of Daniela to good advantage.
on their food. This scene is played
She has looks and a voice that spells
to hilt, and nif tily builds until it's
fame. Ivan Petrovitch as her fiance
the turning point of the story.
is too .heroic and cold to convince.
Graveure has some good songs, and
('Girls in White')
Excellent is Georg Alexander as the
he renders them with all he's got
(GERMAN MADE)
Grand DUke Sergei. More good actCamilla Horn is assigned to strut
ing comes' from Ernst Dumcke as
Berlin, Sept. 17.
her blonde pulchritude, which is a
Maerklscbe-Panorama-Schnelder release of opera director, Blandine Ebinger and
cinch for her. Lingen and Ruehmann
Ccbo- Margarethe iSchoen as teachers, and
are both adept in their comedy F.D.R. production. Features Maria
lari,
Ivan Petrovltch, Geortf AJexander,
chores, with Maria Sazariha a viva- Hllde von Stolz. Directed by Victor Jan- Eduard Wenck as orchestra leader.
A smart production, and one catchy,
Adele Sandrock goes son. From idea by Splndler and Kt ueger;
cious help.
through her character part as the book, Harald Bratt: music,' Theo Makeben; tune, 'Ich Bin Aul der. Welt' urn
chief, Hans von Wolzogen. At
Here to
Gluecklicb. zu Sein' CI
dour duchess. She does it as if it's production
Atrium, Berlin, week Sept. 11, '36. Run- Be Happy').
and
standing,
of
long
a vaude act
ning time, 05 mins.
that's the way it's surefire.
Maria Cebotarl
Daniela.
Camera and mounting are good. ''Count Feodor Iwanowitsch I van Petrovitrh
....Hllde von Stolz
Theme song— Waltz for You'—is Natalia...;
-Alexander
catchy, but the other musical num- Grand Duke Sergei. ..v> .Georg
Ernst Dumc.ke
Opera Director
bers are merely rendered passively. General Goremkln
Hnns .TuneVermann
Edga.
Use Fuerstenberg
Irlna

the Louis Graveure-Camilla
Horn-Theo. Lingen combo a standard one for his musical pix, and to

Film Reviews

Titles)

all-around meritorious production, 'A Waltz for You' is a cinch for
the German market. Dr. V Badal
(whose output is strung together under dcr UFA facilities) has lately

German)

and thrilling propaa powerful spy story.
well worked out and has

Swift-paced

ganda
Plot

film,
is

and

suitable dialog.

Outstanding direc-

tion and cutting.

Sounding a warning to all and
sundry to guard their tongues when
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JUST OUT!
LABOR

VS.

LABOR—A startling

camera story of the meet-

ings behind closed doors that split the A.
Exclusive pictures of John L. Lewis

F.

of L. in two.

land, quietly revolt against the ancient tax that has supported

the Church for

1200

years; force Parliament to

they battle over the organizing of 30,000,000 U.S. workers^

THE FOOTBALL BUSINESS—The
and exciting sports spectacle

ENGLAND'S TITHE

WAR—In the quaintest war in history,

Britain'* farmers^long the

bulwark

change

it.

and William Green as

oif th*e 'Church

of Eng-

Nation's most colorful

this year

adds commercial

sponsorship of broadcasting: and open subsidizing of
'

playersin

its

bid for the $56,0'DQ,QO.O

%S, fans wjll spend.

i

.

•

.
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Once It Now Only 25 S
Channel Bloc Gonstandy on Hot Seat
r

*

Washington, Oct: 6.
into numerous ,'sqrapping
Split
groups, radio industry Monday (5 )
;

HISTORY REPEATS ITSELF
Same

Cleavage

on' Power- Jump
Issue Today as In 1924

began presenting arguments in !f,ayor'of and. opposition to proposed .basic,
revision' of government broadcasting'
regulations;

'

"'.

'

'

.

.

.

*

.

'•

'

.

'

*

power maximum

to lift

kw

to' ,500

made
irijich headway ^ith;i its ^edul^-o^
Z nearly 100 .witrte^sii^^e^hanf
*'

f

f
"

'

>

•

Washington, Oct.

6.

History is repeating .itself at the
JFederal Communications^ Commission reallocation hearings.
Present, lirie-tips. oh .tvyo principal
issues, ;superpbwer and' duplication
oit; cleared channels^ are essentially

broke out before the.'Cbinmlsh'

.

Wash,

in

-r-?

.

Craig Speak*

.

Washington, Oct.

Advance

.;

anticipations

fight. between the clear

.

*

6.

of

.

a

channel

.

..

attitude of broadcasters arriv-'

'

.

.

•

'

.

:

.

same as? in 1924. 'when. [President
Htiqveiv -then'' Secretary of ' Comv
,
,
; By :BOB L
jf$ejy:e, called conferences to develop,
Washington, Oct 6.
.
pellicles to guide "development, of new
Fundamental divisions of interest
radidfiHi Pro'minent in the fiigKt for
power booste/id 5,000. Watts 12 years, ,ahd opinion on subjects aff ecting the.
'
ago and for continuance of**exciusive future.. of broadcasting are! Ib'eing
ai|^merit|i'teday are, Earl Anthony,' aired, before -the /.Federal ..Communi^njd^ow^ll 'Crosley,' Sr. ^ At -the samje. cations Commission.' In language and
with a legal ;'fprmanty' "tHaf' afpipst
succee^s'ihliidmg'the'flnancial gnzes.
trijti

ANDRY

f

little, socializing^
...
... „ jSach lawyer 'seemed to be^the
".focal -'Pdiht'l oi^ various', cliques!
3fhe bpys-very,dpflriitely startteji
off. this '.Washington siege in.
.

'

'

t

'''sd^rje'-ff^Diie; 'df'inltfd.
..

:

;

'

explained
.^ One^ _ broadcaster
""
'the"- attifudir by
staling "the,
broadcasters' felt "they we're1

-

•the hearings,

and^thfe changes,

1

jne'ntj'

,

ean/iof r j clntl^e

'

:

ihut

to

.

its

satdr. aj^ j'iaiuK^i^fr its." decisions
solely, on^engin^ejr^^ata.
;'•.!:.";'

:

^Educatiohat^oiceff have been prei.
y^W'l^\qttild»8;^etr; best con;

giorial broadcaster^ '-.without' delay*'
Ground-work wfcs. lald'for a factionbigger, and the. small stations thajt
al.fuss which .W$& seriously complifear the -bigness ,of the dominantcate the Commisli task of deciding
broadcasters; have their own private
'
War.
.•
^ how to bverhavtf'' atftiquated theories
'./':
l
'
"„
, of regulation.
Lesser skirmishes are in progress
Seeking to overwhelm the.broadi.
or' threaten, but on -a basis' of .the: first
of
testi-.
barrage,
cast division -^ith.
two days of the hearings. it "might
mony, hdlders^of .franchises for exseem from- the character of ,th#';'evi-;
'
elusive frequehfcies' laboriously dedence that everybody, had Qnly.';ba|&
tailed their case "in. favor of .strict.
thought—how to. render, a .finer and
*
maintenance of thfe -cleared-channel
more elevating public service.
Washington, Oct. -6.
*
- Existence- of - a
secret /report" tak„ policy and delved, into, history to jus.... What It Costs
tify their contention jhat.power limit ing- the hide off the old" Federal
"^Hearings again draw attention to
should be jumped;frqnv50.to 500 kw. Radio Commission and "blaming govthe disproportionate amount of time,,
•';
With a b^clarati(m;that tragic re- ernment/ [authorities for -"develo'pattention and expense the .existing
sults will ..result" if :'the Commish. mertt' of monopolies in 'the Jiroadregulatory system exacts from broad"NCRanges the present .set-up Without casting .flfeld was read into the" reccasting generally and the unrealistic
ample data,. Edwin ,S. Craig of WSM, ord, Monday (5) at opening session
and circuitous approach to the
Nashville, initial* .witness- for the of reallocation hearings.
Washington problem business' men
cleared-channei defenders urge"d the
"By a' neat bit of evidently pre- are obliged to make.
Everybody
'.broadcast czars to .disregard side-Is- arranged side-play, significance of
seems determined' to hide the fact
sues in settling the allocation prob- Which escaped many of the broadthat radio broadcasting is a, commer
e lem.
Craig, insisted that technical casters
present,
Communications cial enterprise, even where ecohom^
matters should be determined with- Commissioner George Henry- Payne
ics are mentioned, as in the. ost of
put Senator -Burton TC, < Wheeler, super-power establishment a'nd op(Continued on page 38)
chairman of the Senate' Interstate eration, the point emphasized is that
Commerce Committee, and F. C. C. mechanical costs might possibly diChairman Anning S. Pr'all on the vert money away from the program
Present
spot by bringing out the fact that end and adversely influence public
the sensational .document has been service.
pigeon-holed for. two years. SimulWashington, Oct. 6.
Nobody knows how much, in
taneously, Payne paved the way for money, the current hearings will cost
•>.bout 250 persons are attending
publication of the sharp criticism of the. radio industry.
Preparations
the reallocation hearings before the
government radio bosses.
have been going forward for three
Federal Communications Commission
which appeared entirely months! Engineering, data _and the
Play,
in the.' Government Auditorium on
Spontaneous, occurred at the end of maps are so technically involved that
Constitution avenue. Of this number
speech by Howard Evans; principal they seem like Rube, Goldberg' carabout 25% are estimated to be engispokesman for National iEommittee
neers with the remainder station
(Continued on page 40)
Education by Radio. Ostensibly
managers and. owners, network reps for
seeking'fhfdrmation, Payne inquired
and lawyers, with' a sprinkling of
whether Evans had not authored a
pedagogs and equipment people.
report on the radio-education probAmong those present are:
lem and established that the docuPowei CroslCy. Jr.,
ment was submitted to Senator
Clnclnnntl.
Iwiink M. Smith, WMV. Cincinnati.
Wheeler and Chairman Pfall many
Harrison HolUw'ay, ICFI, Los Ancelea.
moons ago.
.T«H«r>h TT. Mulnnrt, WHO. Dcs Moines.
Kdfc.nr JMIl; WMBI), Peorln.
When informed the report never
.

.
*

.

eyes to thej-soettL^iSfft'^f radio,- he

-ultf-

.jnately expected, NBfc and CBS. are
£efrcing; for future prestige^ and' -station' balance; wfyle the ^ig--. clear
ohahhet stations that want, to be

growing, down tii/b--''gauhtiet
Shepard IH ahd'ijhiis:: group of reT

Wyoming, Warned^the^ommisK that
social consequenc!^"'9f -any r eallbca r
iion n^iJ^/be, »^ider|d. ; "Govern.

.(

'

*

tov JoM'

\

Crane-; president pf,t^(|/&nive'rsity.'ef

',

^di'busjness .-advantages- inyolvedTift

v
nel station^. $©t;.$ff fhe B%#''<lifcfcsv

«

Protesting- thiat^ihipomht areas of,
potential public "'.sejrWe. are r either
phut, out or* greatly Wi^|fcapped under pres,erit."eoi^tio«s; Dr/ A. 6;'
,.

'.

'

-

th&t ^education-sfiouldr ndt' he compelled to depend oii tfie^generosity
of commercial broadcasters in order
**
to receive air opportunities.
-

i

.

•

;

i:

-

hearings.
In con-.
trast. .to -.the usual, convivial
habits pf .the boys when attendihg/conyeritions, there was very ....
.

-

.

.

-

allpcatipn

Conforming to past custom, educational broadcasters immediately renewed their fight as -th6 reallocation.
hearings opened here yesterday, for
reservation. of an. arbitrary percentage of U. S. facilities for educational
and cultural use. 'pist -F.C.C. performances 'Were rapped by institutional spokesmen; Who- complained

.

mg'in' Washington for the re-

BREAK?

EQUIP: BOYS'

6.

.

and regional groups'; apparently
had its. due 'effect cinthe mental

«

.

•"

..'.

^

"

for Clear Channel Faction
77-Session Costs Plenty

ect
Washington, Oct

Not -Among Friends

Floor as

Hearings Open

F.C.C.

.

TJnderr oiare from; outsideU spur qes,
headed by educational . and labor.
groups, industry crowd separated ,as
'
anticipated over questions of'; super^ppwer and duplication-oil,, cleared
1 channels,, as Federal Cph^umcatioii*
extensive informal
. Commission began
"hearings oii a multj[tvide' of engineering, economic, arid. -social prpb'^
:.\
iems.
y : Educators .held
tifc' spjptjight durV
f ing jhbst of the itrst 'day,' but' 'the
/. principal" controversy, 'over, proposals.
\

CBS Head Takes

•

'

*

t.

Pedagogs Chide F. €.

tributiditSi*

tha,t

:

Xrane

siSid,

ipfoneepgtgGffiijiQsi

'

remarking
have been

:

'

'

:

ftave. o^cjliftred yitjr, advertisers^
-com|ne>:-cjaIj». :pi^op.a£anda
has
fprcedvupjc»|t%iu\ people;'.•-; ?.

.flictjs

;

'

arid

.

.

MMENT

','

.

.

.

*

'.

:

.

.

-'

•

-

!."

'

'

,

.

.'•'

'tne reservation of
spWiflc fr^ejrtCie^'folr educational
use.'pedagbgs-p&Sa* attention to the
•ultfa-high- frequencies which may .be
opened up uifdej^rieW policies.- Thejea i,
.Sydney^-pct. .6.
..; c
f
Institution ot TRajC P JJhgirjeers of asked ;th^ Goitemisli to give, educa\tion
a '^b^ij^^^fpre allowing comAustralia;'|^eks .jtovpiay.^opt -to a
.world corigreks'of "riad}D';engineers to. hVer^ a^ jbl^q^tffls to. preempt, the^
be held in Sydney April' 4 to 14, hew'field the>wa^they have irabBed
"'•.

''

•

.

'

,

,

^il^

.

(

bind.
1938.- City will' at that time be cele- oft -the
brating its 150th .anniversary.
,v;^«n.i|ioly Issne
Although plans are still in a formMonopoly 'issue.was raised by' Prof.
ative stage, it* has been decicled.,to
Edward ' B^fljltt^ of University of
raise a fund to defray the expenses
WisconsinjCwShidlvSaid that either by
of a committee and a publicity camregulatibia;"':^^^ legislation frepaign in Europe and U, S.'to' further
quencies jhoqldTbe' reserved for. eduthe idea.
.

-.';

.

WLS,

cationat^^^c-

Sah Francisco, Oct.

teen printed,' Payne asked
Evans whether it would be possible
to have his findings made part of
has

J.

Gliide. KSTv, Knit T.ak6 City.
William- c. Gillespie. KTUL; Tulsa. Eurl J. Gluclc. WSOC, Charlotte.
*£>'J,

•

;

K. r. Joi-doti. WDII.I, Roanoke.
WSB. Atlanta.

the

Lumbcrin Kay.

•

(.l«n I,Itt)o,

.

™
W.

•

KPSD, Hnn

n 1 KuPkwalter,

DietfO.

WOAT.,

I.ancaBter.

Brown, Don Ijfe network.
«. A. Bracket t. WSPR. SmlngHpld. Mass.
II. W. Batohelder. WFBIt,
Bnlllmoie.
w. AV. Henson, AVII>. St. Louis.
jr. lj. Blatherinan. TfFJ, Los A'nuelos.
" n m A^Born, AVHBL, ShcboyRon, \\\s.
William H. Lortpo. (;BS. New York.
I- A. Layet, WHO. Des JLolneti.
Ben McUlashan, KGFi Los Angeles.
<.Jll Meyfii's.<SV«N, Chlrago.
16
Meyers. KOIN. Portland.
^ii!' "

;

.'

11:

6.

Standard Symphony Hour, which
has been bankrolled by Standard Oil
of California' over the NBC-Red web
on the Coast" since Oct., 1927, celebrates its ninth anniversary on the
Mishel Piastre
air Thursday (8).
will -conduct the 65-piece orchestra,

I ,

.

,;

;

•

,

'

M

•

-

MaHon, WPTF. Balelfch.
-'Alfred R, Marcy, AVFDL,. Syracuse.

•

O.

H.

JolllfTe,

RCA.

Rev. O. L. Abell, WWL, New Orleans.
" €V- J. -W. Hymes.
New Orleans.
W. C. Alcorn, WBNX. New Vork.
t.«mpbell Arnoux. WTAR. Noi ttilk.
Hope Barrol, WFBR. Baltimore.
_ Mr. nn d Mrs. Ralph Atla=9, AV-Tjn, nil.
,

WWL;

•

•
.

CBffo.

WFAA. Dallas.
Dallas.
KLRA. Palla.i.

M;irlln rampbell.

*• L.

Chilton.

r
t"V Oowles, KRNT, Des Molnen,
S"
B<1 M. Craig, WSM. Nashville.
«; V. Dakln. CBK, New York.
Lincoln Dellar. CBS. New Yrtvk.

-

WDRC. Hartford.
WmCC, Columbus.
Chicago.
WMCA. New York.
ry Hnrvey. KFAB, Lincoln.
5S!'.
Wl
bur Havens. WMBG. Wchmond.
JulluiB
TOverson,
Fnlkner.
f
Donald

Flamm,

WBBM,-

Hetlanrt. AVDAY, Fargo.
Luther Hill. KSO. Des Moines.
Hew|lt. KFWB. Hollywood.
W. Horn. NBC.
..Tack Howard, TVNOX. KnoxvlUe.
•

•

<

.

series of speeches at Eastern
leges during the past 18 months
while trying to mobilize educators
for a new fight to break up alleged

.

Bill

WKY. Oklahoma

•

City.

•

•Hi-y

Wilder,-

WSYR,

Chicago,. Oct.
Bill Young,
the local

6,

formerly manager of

RCA

joins

office,

the

Victor

NBC

recording
disc,

and

6.

'

.

:

among

broadcasters afterwards

was

that Craig gave the most factual
step-by-step history of the whole
past o£ radio engineering probably
thus fa* put together.

comedy

side because
of the vast detail and carefullydocumented research. Craig read bis
way through galley after galley.
Then, after talking for an hour and
five minutes solid, Craig stated:

'And

it

had

its

now we come

to-

the fall of

'

the selling end of the NBC
library service and .-custom
Recently Yofing 4*as -personal rep for the Jari Garber or-

reached the present

.

chestra.

day's hearings adjourned.

...

presentation

which

had

when

finally

the

first

be no need.fjr^ompetitipn between
commercial programs.

cultural ahdj'

•

.
'

.

Program is oldest commercial feature in Coast radio.

Data Available

Paul F. Peter, managing director
for the Joint Committee on Radio
research, has* deferred finishing, his
report on what line? of research he
thinks the bureau should pursue until after the reallocation hearings be*
fore the Federal Communications
Peter and John A.
Benson, president of the American
Association ofkAdyertisirig Agencies,
last week, on a visit to Washington,
discussed" with the commish. the matter of extending to the bureau permission to examine the FCC's files
for everything pertaining to station
coverage.
Peter and the committee figures
that the current hearings will provide a- mass of engineering data that
will be of help to the bureau in determining its future course of activities. Peter will attend each of the
hearing's sessions.
Comunications commissioners expressed themselves as interested in
Peter and Benson's quest and suggested that they take it up with T;he
FCC's engineers. What Peter would
particularly like to s^e in the commission's files' are the estimated
field "strength patterns or formulae
used in determining the effect that
local geographical and meteorological
conditions have on a station's signal.

made Commission.

1926

staff here.

platters.

Sywrune.

(Continued on page 40)

Washington, Oct.

Before he reached 1928 Craig's
disc voice gave out and he called upon
Caldwell -to continue the
built Louis

'

r

leift h—But A

Will "work with ,iyfaurie' Wetzel on

Hopkins. WTAX. Jacksonville.
ean Fltr.er, AVDAF, Kansas City,
Maurice Rtiben, WJAY. Cleveland.
,

in

Scholarly Job of Trade History

But

Young Joins NBC

Thesaurus

•

Rarl lj u n,

,

Formidable

Ed Craig of WSM, Nashville,
the presentation for the clear channel group at the Monday afternoon
reallocation hearing before F.C.C.
His scholarly document had been
printed on long galleys and Craig
col- waded in courageously.
Comment

Iuankiin Doollttle.

M.
trank

ED CRAIG'S SERIAL

reallocation hear-

commercial monopolies.

Ray ColUns, AVl'AA,

.

recorded the

_

^

Direct plea for low frequencies for
educational use was made by H, B,
McCarty, president of National Association of Educational 'Broadcasters,
who believed; that reservation of a
few frequencies in combination with
members of which are selected from vpJuataryVtime-sharJng ijucommercial interests, will solve trie educathe San Francisco Symphony.

.

ings. Spokesman for the pedagogs
promised to try and obtain consent,
thought the Senator
saying he
would give him permission to unseal his papers for the guidance of
the Commish.
Although the Evans report never
has been published, its contents
have been known to an inside group
for a considerable period. Furthermore, Payne is understood to have
used some of its contents in 'lis

'••'

Universities' -and.
have a definite placein the 'pietflife,'.he said, so there Will

colleges fooUTA

AMI

STOTAED'S 9TH

F.C.C. Reallocation

Chlcifio.

Hen Glmbel. WJP, Philadelphia

.

'•

•

4A's Holds Off- Further Research Until

BuiTiilKe Butler,

.

'

.

WW,

'.

.

'In' advSocatinjf

.

Among Those

:

.

been

.

problem. McCarty pointed, out
the membership of his group has
dwindled from more than 100 ip
about 25 as institutional transmitters
have been deleted or forced to this
tiona'I

'

wall.

,

V

.

Helped Build Radio
Pedagog's plea for greater con^
fideration was based in part on the
contention that research by collegei
and university staffs paved the way

.

for development of the commercial
industry. McCarty pointed out that
originally most stations were op-

j

by educational ^iristitutipnB
Which were technical pioneers who
(Continued on page 54)
erated

'

.

Radio as 'Social force'
^

.

'

>Dtte for Attention of

•

,

18
''

typiips in

December

Washington, Oct.

6.

Some 18 organizations viewing
radio as a 'social force' are skedded
for a confab at the Hotel -MayflosHsr.
here on Dec. 10 to 12. U. S. Office j
of Education and the FCC are co'
"
operating.
..

'

'

Topics lined up for rehashing include religious' broadcasts, forums,
radio workshops, schools of the air,
children's programs, uses, of radio
-

for colleges, museums, etc. Among
the 18 sponsoring groups are American Assn. for Adult Education, General Federation of Women's Clubs,

National Advisory Council

pn .Ba-

dio in Education, National Congress
of Parents and Teachers, National*-'

Education Assn., Women's National
,;CRadio Committee.
••

•
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Audition Dementia

Democrats

Ask

Leader of a dance band which
has been making rapid strides
during the past year was audi*

Coast KH ami Things Happen Fast;

Stations to Btiy

Re-Sell

'Em

1936

.7,

G0P Discs at $2,

to local Politicians at $5

tioning his unit lor a prospecYork
tive client and the

New

NBC Stump Spiel Feeds CBS Link

.

Los Angeles, Oct.

ing!

WTIC

6.

Democratic Rational Committee
stirred up a mess on the Coast Tuesr
day. (29) when it bought the entire
NBC red network, .with the exception of Earle C. Anthony's KFI, for
President Roosevelt's speech out of
Syracuse. Reason for' the slight was
believed to be in retaliation for the
station's recent refusal to take a fireside chat by the president as a sustaining, feature. All other red outlets
•..
carried the talk, gratis, which Anthony claimed was purely, political
and subject to commercial listing.
First off, De'ms hot only snubbed
KFI, but salted the wound by buying time on KHJ, Columbia's L. A.
outlet, to cover., the Southern California area. "When Anthony heard
that a heretofore .untried technical
'feat was to be accomplished to swing
the broadcast over to a CBS station
on a feed from NBC, he hit the ceil.

Anthony charged an out-arid-out
Violation of the web's contract with
KFI. It was pointed out that no
commercial out of the east can be
aired by any spot other than the
a waiver
Anthony outlet without
v
'

Hartford
-

IN

THE BLACK

Station

Highbrow

Drops

Program Policy

Hartford, Oct. 6.
Station WTIC; long noted for its
pretentious local production set-up,
is now operated by P. W. Morericy
and J. F. Clancy, with an' eye to
showing a profit. Travelers Insurance Co. has tired of taking it on the
financial chin in the name of prestige
after some seven years, during which
annual deficits ran as" high as
$300,000.

Under the new set-up the house
orchestra has been eliminated arid
numerous other program economies
initiated. Station is now reported in
the black, with business so good that
local advertisers have little chance of
getting evening spots. Station gets
program service out of Boston from
the Yankee network as well as from

NBC

•••

from the

NBC

Tex. Newspaper

.

'ter..'

.

,

V

It

Was Done

Flock of applications for new stations are expected to hail from Texas
within the next couple of months,
and 95% of them will be from news*
':.
was accused of muffing a big paper publishers in that State's tank
Reason for the impending
opportunity to make friends just be- towns.
deluge of small-wattage petitions .'is
fore the swing to Mutual by cutting
that advertisers have started to tell
off the president's speech! 90 seconds
the papers in the Lone Star State
'
off the signoff.
After the cut, stathat it's cheaper to use radio than
tioh put on a coihm'erciai floater;
Squawks were plentiful for' what is the public prints. So the newspapers
are expected to corral the radio situbelieved to -be the first time a chief
ation if they can.
executive had been blocked out for
Texas is the biggest State in area,
a local spot. Kf| switchboard, buzzed
but its population is only about 23
with beefs from listeners.
to the square mile (whereas, say,
commercial

j-i.

y*?

spot, arid sent it down the coast to
KHJ, It worked like a charm.

^
.

•'.

KHJ
"

-

'

.
.

'.

'

With another paid
New Jersey has 538 per sq. mile)
contracted by the Derribs for-4he
This inakes newspaper distribution
speech- from Pittsburgh,; the commit
costs (arid rates) pretty steep. Ra
me'nt. going put to 'both NBC (red)
dio, on the other hand, 'is regarded
and" CBS stations, KFI Was once as a
natural in this area, and the
again omitted. But only for a time.
publishers are .figured as not ;being
-Day before, Anthony burned up the
•

unaware of this, fact.
.wires, to New York and demanded
For .another thing, the Texas'
.an explanation from President' crowd has its
eyes on NBC's maLenox Lohr,' of. ^IB.C. Anthony, de- neuvers to set up
separate Red and
clined to issue, a statement of what
Blue links in Dixie, and- are anxious
on the transcontinental
v transpired
to cash iri on such maneuver.
calls or ;what action he would take
against the chain for .what was called
-

...

,

.

,

.

a- -wilful

FOR COMMUTERS ONLY

.abrogation' of the station's
•

ANTI-WAX RULE

'

ADOPTED IN S.A.

'

Sent Out Dove?

Summer Slump Licked

'

.

WGAN

next day for Wash-

ington to petition the commission to
grant a 500 kw. license to KFI. Just
how far into the good graces of the
commish the Anthony stations have
been returned by the patchup may
be measured by the disposition of
the commissioners when Holliway
makes his appeal.

N.A.B. Reports Show Only 9.4% Drop Be-

tween June-July— Record Summer

Jack Moyle, announcer at KSFO,
gets role in Hal Burprograms over

San Francisco,

dick's. "'Night Editor'

the NBC red web Sunday nights.
replaces' Frank Provo.

Washington, Oct. 5.
Further proof that radio has
chased the usual summer slump over
the hills was provided last week in
National Association of Broadcasters'
monthly report, which revealed a
drop of only 9;4% in broadcast ad-

ures were off $160,000 to $3,823,320;
national non-chain $220,000 to $1,661,200; local $325,000 to $1,625,000.
The seven months' total and' the
continued improvement in curbing
the summer slump removed all doubt
about this being the industry's banvertising between June and July.
ner year to date. At the end of
With revenues approximating July, gross revenues amounted to
$7,232,225,
the industry stood up $58,034,404, in contrast to $50,923,97A
much better than in previous years, at the same point last year. This
N.A.B. statisticians reported.
July is a gain of better than 10% over
was the second successive month corresponding period of 1935.
when the seasonal decline was less
Only type of advertising which did
than usual. In 1935 the hot weather not slump during the month was of
dip amounted to 11.1%.
national
announcement
category.
Additional improvement over last Non-network outlay for transcripyear in itself a record was seen in tions was off $180,000; live talent was
the report, with July time sales down $318,000, and record was
bounding 23.4%. above July, 1935. $11,000 less. Announcement expenAll branches of the industry showed ditures, on the other hand, rose
approximately the. same rate of in- $47,000 in the national non-web field,
crease.
although there was a drop of $90,000
Only branch to record an actual in the local field. But every class
rise in revenues between June and improved in comparison with 1935,
July was regional network group, with recent marked growth of transwhich took in $8,000 more and lifted scrlption revenues in the national
gross to $113,705. National web fig- non-web field continuing unchecked.
.

—

but underwrite the time

costs.

Sta-

tions reps compare the Idea to the
methods used last year by the Townsendites in getting- their propaganda

over the air and, although they tteat
the approach from Republican quarters with outward courtesy, they see
no reason for lending themselves to
the stunt.
Literature sent out by the Republican National Committee states that
there are 21 of these five-minute
transcriptions available and that the
series is "being broadcast on a
planned schedule with reiriarkable
success on -two stations* throughout
Representing show
Pennsylvania.
business in the list of recorded
speakers are' Brock Pernberton, described as a personal friend and college classmate of Governor Landon,
and. Geraldine'Farrar.

FOR

•

—
—

cast Division of the F.C^C. is doing
,

some head^scratching to determine
what it can do to straighten out
the muddle.

WVFW have

Meanwhile,

WBBC

and

shown no signs of pulling but of the free-for-all, and each
is holding out for full time on the
disputed, frequency, regardless of
KBC'S application for their facilities.
Injection of WEVD, Debs station
now operating on 1,30.0, kilocycles,
thickens the plot but is more or less
disregarded by the. growing transmitters already operating on 1,400
.

,

He

Brooklyn

.

;

,

:

.

Complicates That

Jam in

•

It is up to each station to buy the
discs from the Republican committee for $2 each and in turn try to
get a local merchant not only to buy
these transcriptions for $5 a piece

Application

.

.

left

Not Enthusiastic

New

IN SEPT.

.

,'

.

a proposition that entails direct paymerit from the Republican exchequer.

MBS

.

Holliway

.

'

-

;

•

'

$168,919

;

Who

Urquhart, production manager; Al been, trying to get station reps to
arranger, and James ,flnd out which of their clients will
staff
take five-minute discs, and, if so,
what, periods they have available.
The deal which she is offering is not

McConnell, head of artists bureau.
They've set aside five periods a
month to hea'r talent every Monday
morning and first Friday night of
each month.

.

'

Just whp bore the, olive branch is
the subject of- much speculation.
|Best guess is that/NBC squared the
rap and_ restored the Anthony stations to" good standing with the
Demos. Local NBC execs remained
reticent throughout, saying the deed
was done by the traffic department
in, New York.. They also were kept
in the dark on how toe sore spot was
healed, by whom and with what.
in the midst of the controversy a
report reached town containing the
then startling.: information
that
iin :Portlarid,
Me., was authorized by- FCC- tp proceed with
..construction of its 500. watter and
operate on 640 kilocycles (KFI's
clear channel). Harrison Holliway,
KFI-KEC'A manager, discounted the
import of the significance, pointing
_
- out that stations in Columbus, O.,
and Arties, la., have been using the
V^ehannel with little or no effect.

topics who is now with the speakers
bureau of the Republican National
Committee, has during the past week

Washington, Oct. 0.
Publishing Service.
Latter
Adding to the chop suey of
Radio Portena
(LR4) and Radio Cultura (LR10),two Brooklyn applications for the 1,400.
kilocycle frequency, Kings Broadcasting Co., publisher of the Jewish
newspaper, The Day,' last week petitioned the Federal. Communications
Commission for permission to build
a new station, halve hours of operation .with. WLTH and WARD, and
tak e over facilities of WBBC and
selves. Artists never earn more than WVFW.
Admittedly the worst tangle ever
their regular- salary irrespective of
the earnings the stations enjoy from faced by the commish, the 'Brooklyn
their labors.
And wages' are by cases' at present involve four applications,
for full time on 1,400 kc
American standards very low. Cost
of talent here is virtually negligible. (Brooklyn Eagle, WBBC, WEVD,
Further consideration must be WVFW); an application filed by
given the fact that talent here is WLTH- WARD, asking for consolimore plentiful than iri U. S. Nearly dation under control- of Kings
every Latin plays an instrument, Broadcasting Co.; a request by Kings
sings or dances. Therefore the en- Broadcasting for permission to buy
tertaining population, ori per capita WARD-WLTH and the newest- plea
basis, is acknowledged larger than in for. a new full-time station. Present
the America of Major Bowes.-:
Status sees Brooklyn Eagle (WEGL)
and WBBC sharing one-quarter time
September intake this year of
of the 1,400 kc-500 watt assignment, Mutual Broadcasting totaled $168,919.
Serial Continuity Protected and WARD, WLTH and WVFW cut- Figure for September, 1935, was
From Politicians' Palaver ting up the. remaining three-quar- $82,907.
Percentage gain comes to 103.8%,
ters between them.
Chicago, Oct. 6.
In view of the fact that Kings and gives the first nine months of
Wrigley's new show on Columbia
Broadcasting's application for pur- this year a total of $1,294,903.
will not start now until Nov. 4. At
chase of WARD and WLTH is pendthe last minute the gum company
ing with the commish while outfit's
decided to wait until after the eleclatest request asks to share time
tion before starting script serial.
Figured the possibility of having the with the same stations the Broad-

.

.

KDKA

other larger stations of Yankelevich,
will continue with recordings for
some time.
Cost to advertisers is not increased
with change. All talent is under
contract to stations and is never cut
in for additional money.
Stations
stagger their talent to suit them-

.

.

continuity chief; Umberto Egizi, conorchestra;. Glenn
ductor of
announcer; Charles
Riggs,
chief
Egizi,

Buenos Aires, Aug. 27.
Recordings and transcriptions are
on the way out on three leading
stations here, Radio Belgrario (LR3),
Radio Mitre' (LR6) and Radio El
Mundo (LR1). Meanwhile bo'th Argentina and Uruguay have already
legislated against use of one. minute
spot announcements on discs. Similar trends are seen in Peru and

agreement with the network,. ShortDetroit, Ocj.- 6.
continuity of the serial shot to pieces
\.
1y after, noon of the dayof.the SyraCorrect time at one-inihute inter-' by 'must' political broadcasts breakuse broadcast (29) a bare announce- vals is the latest thing here.
[:
ing in.
" ment came out of local democratic
Regal" Finance has signatured with
Choice still rests between" 'Peggy
.-'.'.'''
headquarters, that the 'President's WJBK for giving of 'It's now ex- and
Joe,' by William Hazlitt Upson,
, speech, would be heard On' both KHJ
actly
every minute from 6 to and 'Scattergood Brains' of Clarence
and
KFI.
7:30 a. m, daily.
V"
Buddington Kelland.
;

difficulty getting facilities on any of
the important stations. Business is

,

.

.

of the radio season.

at this stage

Even if the committee were ready to
buy this time direct, it would have

have turned thumbs down .or up on too good for the better, stations to
applicants; now a committee of eight consider anything less than 15-minute periods particularly from powill have the final say.
Board's composed of John Gihon, litical sources,
Mary Olds, mikester on femme
program "manager; Robert Saudek,

owns El Mundo.

there. -The Lee' station/ in Frisco,
KFRCi, took the talk off KPO, NBC

Broadcasters with Landon leanings
are wondering, how the Republican
National Comtriittee came to be. sold
on the idea of turning out five-

minute transcriptions for placement

versal

Trick of feeding broadcast to KHJ
the NBC net was achieved
off
through ati Associated Oil Co. football wire in San Francisco, which is
connected with both network stations

.

'

•

'

•

How

v

Set Up Audition Board of 8
Catch-ss-Catch-Can Stuff Out

Pittsburgh, Oct; 6.
Policy of catch-as-catch-can with
new talent has been eliminated by
KDKA' with installation of audition
board at station. In past individuals

Radio- Belgrano and Radio El
Mundo are both now operating 16
hours daily with use of live talent
exclusively.
Radio' Mitre switches
when existing contracts have expired. Move was decided on in 1935
by both Jaime YankeleVich and Uni-

for the oifended Station said that
they were not consulted in the mat-

:••

—

ent.

Spokesmen

affiliate.

NO SOLO TH UMBERS

KDKA

Chile. Argentine regulations stipulate that two-thirds of entire broadcasting) time must be with live tal-

NBC.

'

'

ad agenoy. Came
guest tenor to do his first number. There was a long delay.
Client got uneasy and wanted
to know what was' the matter,
Was told that arrangements
had been made for an experienced conductor to handle the
tenor's interludes, but. the fellow had not showed up as yet.
time for the

—

,

kc.

Commish Ducking:
Commish has been ducking the
evil day when 'the entire mess of
Brooklynites will be jointly heard
at the T.C.C. and has set no date,
beyond hinting that the day of reck-

WJBK GETS UON GAMES;
STOP CANADIAN CKLW

Detroit, Oct. 6.
WJBK, which led a battle to keep
the Detroit Lions' pro football games
off

Canadian-owned

CKLW,

has

now

Station
for itself.
to the
against
FCC, which ruled, that it didn't want
to start a precedent by. allowing
foreign stations to. pick up direct
broadcasts from the U. S, Games
are sponsored by Standard. Oil of Indiana through McCann-Erickson.
CKLW. has meantime voluntarily
withdrawn from any further dispute
over the matter.
Besides WJBK, both home and
out-of-town contests will also be
aired by the Michigan web minus

landed the
carried

tilts

its fight

•

CKLW
,

'

oning will fall 'sonie time after the
WXYZ, Detroit, and WOOD-WASH,
Oct. 5 engineering hearings.'
Rumors that Arde Bulova, wealthy Grand Rapids. Al- Nagler, WJBK

New York watchmaker,

WBBC

with

on the

q.t.

spite of the fact that

drawn

is

dickering sportscaster, and Harry Wismer, of
in WJR, wiU handle.

persist,

he has with-

application for a berth
on the crowded 1,400 kc frequency.
Dopesters have long since thrown
up the sponge, however, on figuring
the outcome of the scramble.
Indication of how the three members of the Broadcast Division feel
about unsnarling things is seen in a
recent announcement that the jointhearings will be held before the
full commission.
his

WALKEE-SKLAE WALK

BAKEB'S 3D WBITEB
Phil Baker has issued a contract
Hal Block, putting him on his
staff of writers with Sam Perrin and
to

Arthur Philips.
Block last year was one of Baker's
neophyte scribblers, not getting billing at that time.

ANNE DIRECTOE UPS
Sari Francisco, Oct. 6.

Anne

Director, for four years asHolland (Dutch) Walker and Paul sistant to Fred .H. Fidler in the local
Sklar, associate editors of Tide, ad- office of the J, Walter Thompson
vertising trade paper, have resigned. agency, has succeeded Fidler as head
Both were identified with radio of the firm's radio department.
news, Sklar lately acting as radio ed.
Fidler recently, was transferred to
They'll free lance as a writing St. Louis to manage the agency'*
•

team.

office there.

1

'

Wednesday, October

KADI

1936

7,

NAB Plans Revision in Radio Revenue

VARIETY

DAY AND NIGHT SHOWS
BY NATIONAL

Estimates After Doubting
Washington, Oct.

*

6.

'Revision of basis by. which industry revenues are estimated was
planned last week by National Association of Broadcasters following
discovery that past reports have
minimized importance of local accounts.

:

'

-

.

Back-tracking

after

.

challenging

Its

Census

National Ice will do two web
shows through Donahue & Coe this
fall, one a two-a-week daytime job
Editor, via CBS and the other an evening
musical for which- no web has been
Staff Changes set. Same sponsor last season bank-

St. Louis, Oct. 6.

Don Ownbey, formerly with

WBBM

Chicago, has joined

KMOX

news editor. Paul Phillips,
sistant" continuity editor at
as

as-

KMOX,

ups

to top desk, replacing John
Clark, who ha^ moved east to WFIL,
Philadelphia. Before coming to. St.
Louis, Phillips was continuity editor
of WMCa, New York.

rolled 'Parties at Pickfair.'
Daytime show debuts Oct. 27, running Tuesdays and Thursdays, 11:45
to noon as 'Homemaker's Exchange..'

Hits 38

CBS

Evening

stations.
stint
calls

To Precede and Follow
Station Break
Ann Arbor High

Nod

Fidelity

Gladys
Chapman and

validity of figures,

.

.

.

•

WBNX

.

'

•

a

.

MUTUAL TELLS
TRADE HOW IT

.

MAKE BELIEVE

r'

WBNX

ANYMORE

.

Union

WKBW

.

-

tion to Lux's version of 'Elmer the
Great' which would be aired over
the same station that evening.

1

.

:

Network's affiliates looked warily
on the bid for time from the Thompson agency and a number of them
wired Columbia asking whether the
matter was okay .with the web, and

"

.

\

.

the
sponsor, the Ford
Motor Co. CBS -shot back telegrams
of reassurance.
When Columbia took the situation
up with N. W. Ayer, agency on the
Ford account, it was told there
would be no objection, as long as no
mention was. made, of the product
also

series'-

;

.

.

Network

announcement.

the.

in

r

passed this proviso: along to. Thompson for guidance in framing its announcements.

"

Stations Jittery

Leeriness of the stations toward
Thompson's proposition was in line
with a rule which CBS has had in
.

for years, forbidding its affiliates. to make use of any of the
breaks between network programs
for commercial announcements. In a
joint campaign last year, the Association of National Advertisers and the
American Association .of Advertising
Agencies took drastic measures to
suppress the practice among certain:
local broadcasting of interpolating

/effect

'•

•

„

'"

announcements between net-

spot

.

work commercials.

WJR

WLW

its

-

PHILCO WON'T

STANDS

'.

stamp of approval to a stastunt which J. Walter
Thompson had cooked up in behalf
of Lux. Buying the spots which
came just before, and after the
World Series broadcast of Monday
(5), the soap account put on a 15 to
50-word announcement calling, atte^w^."
gave

WBNX

.

Sets Precedent

Uon. break

Detroit, Oct. 6.
experiments in high
.

for

Baseball;

CBS established a precedent, if not
new policy, last week when it

•

Station Held in Abeyance

Extensive
Swarthout,
Frank
fidelity and frequency are being held
William Daly's orchestra. Starting
abeyance
in
University
at
of
date not. set, but plans are to run
Michigan until Federal Communicathe show for 26 weeks commencing
apcuracy of its own statistics inditions Commish takes final action on
cates that local, volume is more sigRay Fleming, former advertising early next year, possibly on NBC.
application for a 1,000-watt station
. nfflcant in calculating the amount bf
chief of St. Louis branch of Kroger
in Ann Arbor. Station will have no
nbn-hefwork business than pre- Grocer & Baking Co., now on sales
financial .or executive affiliation with
viously was appreciated.- Upward staff of KMOX. Frederick G. ConU., but Prof. Waldo M. Abbott, head
Protests Rival
adjustment of local figures will be dict, on city desk of Star-Times,
of
the
University
Broadcasting
carried out as soon as publication of local 'afternoon rag, who served as
studios, and Fielding H. Yost, diStations' Murder Trial
•detailed Census Bureau break-downs part time editorial consultant at
rector of athletics, are on the probecome available, Association said.
KMOX, is now devoting entire efposed station's board of directors.
Discrepancy between N.A.B. and forts to the paper.
Idea; B'cast Squelched
Withdrawal of a previous applicay
government figures became apparent
tion by another company, of which
two months ago when the Census
Coach Harry Kipke was a member,
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
WBNX, Bronx-, raised a squawk left the field open last week to the
reports on" special survey, of 1935
John L. Clark, has been named
broadcasting business' showed local program manager of WFIL, local last week over efforts of WAAT, Ann Arbor Broadcasting Co. Abbott
accounts totaled nearly $7,000,000 NBC (blue) and Mutual outlet. Ex- Jersey City, and W2XR, New York, said the main studios can be com-.
more than Association estimates pected to concentrate on developing to air proceedings
in murder trial of Lpleted in. 60 days; .after acceptance,
while national nori-web receipts were new talent and' program's.
and that the University studios in
Elizabeth Smith, 22-year-old unwed
about $3,000,000 .under the AssociaAnn Arbor, and the Pease Aude in
mother accused in Bronx County of Ypsilanti,
tion figures.
Mich., will be connected
killing
her
baby.
executives
N.A.B.
guessed
;Last year,
national
with the new station.
wrote Justice Francis Martin. Re,npri-web volume amounted to $17,quest was squelched.
063,688 and local volume to $19,281,During a recess in the impaneling
The Census figures were $13,735.
of the jury, Jay Lewis, representing
805,200 and $26,074,676, respectively.
the two other stations, requested
JRecent checks showed a difference
presiding
Judge Harry Stackell to
of about 3% in the proportions of
permit broadcasting the trial. Parnational non-web and local business
ticular request was referred to the
reported by identical groups of staAppellate Court.
tions to the N.A.-B. and the Census
Judge cold-shouldered the sensaBureau. Although pa,rt of this is offmentionalism involved.
set by greater discounts on national
tioned the 'negative public service'
accounts and by the further fact
results coming from such a stunt.
that the Census took net flguces
while the N.A.B, took gross receipts,
Mutual Broadcasting System sent It says it got a note of .thanks.
the comparison Indicated a need for a spokesman around to various trade
revision' in the Association estimat- journals in New York last week to
Washington, Oct; 6.
ing procedure.
hash over the WLW-Mutual situation. Buffalo
Troubles
Jam into which Philco, Radio &
Spokesman stated that at a meeting
Television .Corp. got itself with the
Settled, Remotes Restored Federal Trade Commission resulted
held between T. C. Streibert and
Vuhridge Quits
Buffalo, Oct. 6.
Powel Crosley, Jr., on Sept. 28, a
in a promise that the outfit would
verbal agreement had been reached
Buffalo Broadcasting Corp. has quit palming off wax musical procontinues as a regu- settled its musicians' union difficul- grams as foreign broadcasts or rewhereby
Detroit, Oct. 6.
again are broadcasts.
lar web affiliate and will be peddled ties and WGR,
Owen Yuhrfdge,. sales manager of
permitted dance remotes. New union
Radio-Television group stipulated
WJR, has. resigned to become man- by the Mutual crowd as always.
It was also stated that WLW'S ruling is that station must have staff last week that it would discontinue
ager bf the Radio Sales, Inc.! spot
contract for the Ford world series band of at least five men or .no re
fooling knob-twisters through .its
sales, agency of CBS.
con- motes.
B- TB. C. installed 6-pieCe 'Around the. World,, with Boake
Clark Branion succeeds Yuhridge. games via NBC is not to be
strued as a reflection on the super- combo Oct. 1, permitting Chez Ami Carter' programs, in which Carter
relations
Mutual. (Ahge Lombardi band), Sagamore assertedly goes through the motions
watter's
with
had Ballroom (Allen Brooks band) and bf tuning in a musical program from
CHECKING
AIR Spokesman said that
signed this contract while it was Savarin Cafe (Al Jenkins band) to
a foreign transmitter, while listenstation and a return to air.
Rollins See Games Listens to Run- still a basic Mutual
ers actually are being treated to
stockholder to the amount of five
Harold Austin, remoter from Dell- some electrical transcriptions.
ning Comment at Same Time
shares.
wood ballroom for fiv"e years, took
his band over to WBEN middle of
Joe Rollins, advertising manager
last month when union ruling went Kathryn Cravens East
and v.p. of Atlantic Refining, pulling
WBEN maintained a
into effect.
as
a new one by way of checking, up Art
For Pontiac
staff
band under Erwin
small
on his radio programs.

compiled by
Bureau, N.A.B. anthe Census
nounced that a fqrther check of the

tlje

by CBS

Attention-Caller Ok'd

ICE

KMOX' New News
And Other

Lux

35

_

The twp asso^^-J
they were

ciations

declared, that

having

stationsl. checked

.

.

in various

parts of the country and that, all
cases' of reported ,'time' chiseling'
Would be referred to the networks
for rate rebates.

:

•

-

.

.

.

.

WLW

UR0N THE

—

FROM REPS

-

Atlantic Refining has bought a. lot
of play-by-play football reports; so
Rollins each Saturday attends a different game equipped with a portable receiving set. Listens in while
at the game and matches the anBouncer's descriptions with what he

._',

...
'

Sees* out

on the

field.

Says he wants

absolute accuracy.

WSIX'

Shawd Out
CKLW Comm'l Mgr.
Detroit, Oct:

Art Shawd, commercial manager
of CKLW, .and staff member since
station' opened in 1932, is out.
Shawd, who was upped to post of

commercial- manager in 1934 by
Storer, then the station's
owner, also was acting manager for
some time. No successor has been

George

named as yet.
,CKLW, now

Staff

6.

entirely

Canadian

Comment

Glucksman

all

summer.

.

is

.

St. Louis,

Oct.

6.

WHN

Detroit, Oct.

6.

spot biz.

"
'

Uridge moves over to the Radio
Sales desk next week.

venom which
no spot stuff is allowed.
But if any sponsors want time on of the 'Good

CJRC

Sundays, they can get it if
their copy is of a 'good-will* type.
No plugging allowed; .just the fact
is
following program
that
'the
brought to you through the courtesy

injected into some
Will' correspondence
has served to establish a new high,
or low, depending on the point of
view, for violence of. listener reaction.

Abusive

Elicited

.

.

,

wooke, Smith & French on the Kelvinator account in the same- city.
Succeeds M. E. Boehm, who has
resigned from de Garmo to join an
accessory firm in a selling capacitr.

W

letter-writing

falls

in

.*

1

Additions

Chicago, Oct. 6.
Several additions to the WLS staff
include Prank' Baker, for the past
;

'

Morrison, coming- in from
Pittsburgh, to double as announcer and production man.
Additions on the talent end are
the Rock Creek. Rangers and Sunshine Sue from KRNT, Des Moines.

KQV,

.

XOBir MOVES OVEB
and the downcountry dial-twisters
get used to the public airing of personal woes.
Most of the abusive letters take
sides with the mike litigants. Some
express the opinion that the man or
woman didn't get what was really
coming to him or her. Others assail
the program for giving only one side
of the case and not inviting the
other party for his version, while
still others take the judges to task
for the advice they give or, recalling
that they themselves had been the
sufferers of similar cases of injustice,
heap abuse on their persecutors.

...

.

various classifications but the type
which has particularly caused the
furrowing of the brows is that
J. Walter Thompson agency, which
which assumes the Mrs. Grundy
stance and berates the network for pilots the program, construes ihe
Los Angeles, Sept. 29.
Second court- action within a allowihg such matters to be brought violent letter-writing as a good
month to restrain radio stations from into the home. Compared to the omen. It recalls that the Chase &
spinning records without payment of favorable mail^ which the program Sanborn show which received mailbag on mailbag of raves turned out
A fee was instituted last Wednes- draws, the squawk stuff is away in
day (23) by American Society - of the minority, and one faction among a first class flop from both the listenRadio Artists against KFAC and NBC execs holds to the opinion that ing percentage and coffee selling
this will simmer down to a negli- angles. That program was the shortYellow Cab.
No damages arc asked as in pre- gible few after a few more 'Good lived operatic scries of Uvi years
Will' programs haye been broadcast ago.
vious suit.
of

NBC

Jefferson at de 'Garmo
C. Jefferson has been added to
the staff of the de
Garmo agency as
r «aio timebuyer. Previously was
Production manager for CampbeU*£wald in Detroit, and art director for

is

.

•*'

Herb

Tone Marks Fan Mail

Owen

•

:

.

•

con-,
six months. With the. local'
tinuity staff,, who' joins
to handle commercial- announcements, and

By 'Good Will Court' Now on Network

Kelly Smith, general sales manager of Radio Sales, has appointed
Owen Uridge, of station WJR here,
as the Detroit chief for the Columbia

New

NBC
WLS

tarial capacity.

.

.

Pratt agency,

age are wanted, George L. Trimble
makes the request for the agency.

•

Violent

&

Marschalk

York) has sent' a letter to all station
sales representatives asking them tosubmit -data on the stations, they sell.
Request - states .that Marschalk Si
Pratt is- setting up an office file to
guide it on spot radio.
Maps of both day find night cover-

'

without any direct broadNashville, Oct. .6.
casts from the U. S. except through
Staff for WSIX, which opened
With expiration of permit
Sept 10, with studios in Andrew Mutual,
church services from Detroit, Maffy, organist
Jackson hotel, appointed by S. A. to air
station will bring its religious
Ci.sler, general manager, includes R.' the
studios in WindM, Tigert as sales manager, with programs into the
hegptiations are on for a
George Doyne,' E. J. Sperry,' Porter sor while
Smith and A. T. Levine, Jr., under new permit.
him.
Casper B. Kuhn, Jr., heads program department as production
'Good Will' Only
manager, with Fred Scott and Joe
Calloway as announcers.
Tom J.
Winnipeg, Oct-. 6.
McWilliams is continuity editor.
Engineering staff includes Bascom
James Richardson's CJRC has a
NBC higher-ups « express themPorter, chief; Harold Walker, George new policy for sponsored programs
selves as being somewhat disturbed
•Terhune. Glenna Dotson is hostess. on Sundays.
by the class of mail which Chase &
Canadian Radio Commission regSanborn Coffee's 'Good Will Court'
ulations, while not completely forhas prompted. Network is accusbidding Sunday - sponsored shows,
Uridge's Job
abusive letters but the
does not regard them favorably, and tomed to

owned,

•

Kathryn Cravens, news commentator on KMOX, left here Sunday
(4) to start on a similar. Job with
Aaronson Batons
CBS under sponsorship of Pontiac.
firm,
through
Mac-.
Automobile
Irving Aaronson, who, with his Manus, John & Adams agency,
Commanders, has been a standard launches a three-a-week afternoon
dance band leader for many "years, show Monday (12) entitled 'News
.Takes
is with WHN, New York, as staff Through a Woman's Eyes.'
the 2 to 2:15 p. m. slot on 57 stations.
conductor.
Miss Cravens, in private life Mrs;
The Loew station's musical department,' headed by Don Albert, ,will Rutherford Cravens, has. been on
include,
besides Aaronson, Harry KMOX for two and a half years.
Silver and Joe Jordan, both vet the- Mrs. W. G. Simrall goes to New
atre orchestra conductors, and Con Yprk with Miss Cravens in secre-

Philadelphia, Oct.

.

6.

Jack Korn,- vice-prez of. Philip
Klein agency, has resigned to join
local office of Erwln, Wasey Co., Inc.

Ward

Joins Trans-Amer.
Chicago, Oct.

6.

M. Ward

joins Transamerican
account executive.
Ward was formerly with ihe Ch^j^
cago Tribune in business survey department.
J.

office as
'

DISC SPINNER SUED

In New York
Clarence Wheeler, WHEC, Rochester,

M. C. Watters, WHEC, Rochester.
In Chicago
Elliott Stuckel,

CBS,

Kelly Smith, Radio
York.
Preston Peters, Free
New York.

New

York.

Sales,

&

New

Sleintngcr,

SPORTS R

VARIETY
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TOMORROWS FOOTBALL

to-

AUBURN

With Kelvin

night

Israel

Frl.,

6 n.m.

KFI, Los Angeles'
(Lord & Thomas)
This one is" a natural for Rush
Hughes. Give him a football game
to highlight or feenact and he's In
.

.

his-

Musical section under Dave Broekman's wand was a bit offside. Music
at times was too- sweet for the nature of-, the program^ A, tenor -was
"used- where a- strong baritone or
male :group,'would, be more in^tune
with the. 'occasion; Numbers 'in- the
Broekman manner' were -wen turned
out, 'excelling in the trick arrange:

ments-which identrfiestrie.maestro.

Hughes confined his topical comments on the games ~to' be played
following; day to the scores, of tor'

-

iron*

years and
coaches of competing schools. He
steered clear df making predictions*
is? 4 gotfd way to stay, out of
trouble,' and- at- the same time keep'
everyone on: the sponsor's side;
'
Mike VFitzmaurice, with a heavy
brogufc paired off with
Celtic
Hughes,:' calling off the games that
got the goirig .over. He was in a bit
too often with the commercials,
brief though "they vere.
Good feature is the' Gallery Of
Gridiiroiri: Greats. Mayers who distinguished themselves the previous

mer

expressions

'

'

'

which

^

.

•

.

(.Lord

& Thomas)
1

,

aire,

saluted,

'

.

.

.

Rplnu'

,

,

WBRC

'.

.

.

'

•

With A! Heifer

;

:

'•

.

.

-

,

AL ABRAMS

With*

SM

A/-

.'

papers and on billboards). Time out
periods are its- meat. H6weverr to.
Associated's credit it never allows
the ad matter to interfere with the
actual game. At- the signoff there's
the usual invite for mailed expressions. Plugs on the whole are slightly overboard, but so is every other
sponsored, gndder around" here.

.

Dickler's «r«h. Jack Cradr

dock'

v

Sporty Masle
3«'Mins^

.

-:

..

.

,

GO.

<

EST

Pittsburgh
..Smoky. City, wife

.

°

/ Commercials were handled by an- Ion. It's, all the same to him' whethejr
other mike mam They appeared \to.
they're digging |n under the goal
be longer than those oh the ^com-..
posts or falling, asleep in midfield.
peting station and more frequent.
Associated throws in plugs at
,"•'."' Brourh.
every opportunity (and has extensive advertising: for the games in

WWSW»

....

.

-

Fridays, 1 ?.n.

; Saturfaiya-'

'

'

'

DUQUESNE BREWING!

NOTRE DAME
OHIO on*

WBRC

.

three" col-

Its

FORD
New York

WEAF, WJZ> WABC, WOR, WHN,

Saturdays
WCAE, Pittsburgh

Coast football fans are accustomed
Down in this territory a pair of
radio set makers-r-Zenith and RCA to two 'distinct styles of airing games.
Victor—are tilting over football One is the steady drone of plays as
Keenest rivalry goes on fo* they are run oft—the experting from
tilts.
first ranking iu broadcasting: of the the booth. Other is the hypo- style
games, with the result that the fans of gabbing. Locals .like. the. latter.
ate getting: the,"best football' calling What they want is. showmanship in
heard jn a long spell. Often two the parlor.
Tom Hanlon, who called 'em froth
stations, each bankrolled by brie of
the rivals, carry.play-byr-play of the the Coliseum where the University
of California at Los' Angeles came
same game.
Melvin Israel is doing broadcasts to grips with- the Montana bunch,
at
for Zenith. He's easily the belongs in the category of those who
find of the year in Dixie 'in news-, ladle it out straight. It's hard to get
casting and sports! BfCA took Kim. excited with Hanlon at the controls.
early in summer, to' handle news, But perhaps he might have, warmed
over
as a' buildup 'for foot- up more to his subject had not the.
ball. He panped put' with the hews P game been so lopsided. UCLA buried
but nqw is in' the rival bailiwick for. the Grizzlies under' a vast score."
the pigskin season.
Although 'his',
Hanlon is best known in these
newscasting.was bette'r than his" foot-, parts for his handling of bands from
ball, it's no; reflection on the latter; tjhe Cocoanut Grove, which he does
stint, which is still as good z. any-' smartly. But it's a far- cry from .the
thing, down here.
...
.]
slick Grove floor ta the striped tuff,
'Handling of" the. Aupurh-Tulane- 9i .the Coliseum. It requires a flexible,
game was exceptional, in view of .tHe personality, to fill both,. bills, and'
feet that the distance 'of tne!;g'ahie Hanlon is not a turnaround batter.
from this town necessitated. ,a ticker',
Associated Oil has the' Coast conreport. Israel nonetheless turned, hi' ference
games sewed up. Paid
a ^clear-cut' job,, and it- was. hard tp $2:10,000 for broadcast rights'. Comdetect that it wasn't the real McCJoy. pany picks its own announcers;
Sound effects, supplied by studio., paying from $50- to $250 per game.
Repetition of such- adjectives as' Don Wilson (Jack Benny's announ'beautiful' were fewer this week cer) draws top coin; reputedly". He
than in previous two games handled Handles some of the "games in this
by. him.
At exciting points Israel sector. Up north along the Coast is
maintained pois^'although keeping" Ernie Srhith' at- the -mike.' Both .these
away from'matter-of-facme'ss. Artd, boys have
the McNamee enthusiasm,
of course, there Were rid errors; the and never let the game down,, no
ticker doesn't get nervous.
;
matter what; the score. Not so' Han-.

W.

(N.

Aw'er)

'

-

.

'

.

.

broadcasts.

W. Ayer).

/'"..•

..

f

Ford Motor Co. again captured the

oif

KDKA

mark average

,

(N,

.

the Pitt home
Atlantic
Refining" has
schedule,
named Ed Sprague, veteran sports
annoutifcer of
and before that
WWSW. Sprague is the straightforward type of spieler. No fireworks.
Everything unadulterated, uncolored,
and without bias.
Account of the Pitt-West Virginia
fray, which was as. good as a walkaway for the locals, was interrupted
with calling 'substitutions on the
field.' That wasn't Sprague's fault,
however. It was, just that kind oi
game,, He follows the ball quickly,
spots his players, and has few, if
any, mistakes, tb' gloss over.
t
Between halves, nuke is switched
to the regular press bo'x, where
Frank CSirver; sports publicity, dir
rector', tor Pift, takes charge^
He'
puts on newspaper names, visiting
coachesj scouts, and 'celebrities, and.
varies the usual summaries that

For broadcasts

SERIES

Baseball

ATLANTIC REFINING

Amgeles

'

grj<Br©ri.

week end

Lh

.

element.

The Hughes personality motivates
the half hour show and keeps it
moving at a brisk clip.' Jack Runyon
has built the production smartly
around the narrator and .lets, him
have his way. With a friendly voice
that never* becomes raucous and. allows for .a diverting interlude of
asides, Hughes gives the ^program
enough persiflage'., to .balance., the
heavy dramatics incidental to a reenactment of- thrilling plays on the.

'

KFAC,

WORLD

PITTSBURGH

With Ed Spngue

ASSOCIATED OIL

With Rush Hughes, Michael Fitz- ZENITH RADIO
Saturday
Maurlce, Dave Broekman's orch.
WBRC, Birmingham
30 Mins.

RAINIER BREWING CO,

EPO Rf S

UCLA vs. MONTANA
With- Tom Hanlon

TULANE

vs.

broadcasting of the annual baseball
classic, paying $100,000 to the National- and- American Leagues and
plenty, to the radio companies. When
it is. figured that the description 'of
the games is 'being carried by nearly
every major station in the country

and almost, every network, then it is
almost' impossible to figure the cost
in radio tuiie; at least, until it's all

.''••'

over.-/

Ford's arrangement with the radio
companies '(at least those which are
'

.

being paid to carry the broadcasts)
one-hour dafly at card rates;'
oyer an hour at the rate of
so much per minute by special arrangement with the stations.
...As Iastyear, and. the year before"
that, -N. W, Ay'er's handling of the
broadcasts, of the Giant Tyankee series fpr For4.is superb^ The cominercialS are ihighl'y. dignifiedw. brief
and Spaced so- far apart that. there
cannot even be the slightest hint' of
calls for
all time

overstress?

;

Considering' the- terrific

Commercial plugs are limited to spot Ford is irjt to reach millions of
end and in-between, listeners daily the country over, and
periods,
'None while game is in chiefly .men^. then .Ford;, or N... W.
progress.
Sprague handles the. Ayer or -both, must.. be roundly
r
blurblng, too, and keeps it ahm£ praised
for not takmg too much, adSensible, business-like lines, without vantage of a .juicy, situation.
>
sideshow leanings.'
Cohen..
Handling of the games by the various announcers on the various stations kr also commendable^ there beRICHMOND ya. ROANOKE
ing no boners of any- consequence,!U:lta6B ?* c6t
'
"no guessing aiid no. misplace expert
^lei
1
o«
?t has-been. strMUr a
,
ATLANTIC*REFINING ^ straight-reporting -oh' the part of all
Virginia System with. WRYA, WDBJ'
the commentators. "They've been imtiH. W. Aper)
partial in a? series which, because of'
Three observers, who- know foot- its, intra-city flavor, has been highly
ball and .mike technique—yet don't controversial; The -one thing the anmakerthe most of it.. This tilt came nouncers' could hot 'prevent was. the
super-suspense that crops into the
,ip half-and-half; poor at the start,
good at .the, finish. The boys should broadcasting of any sporting event;
iron out, their, work. Gommercials fans at the games can see the plays
were 100% in placing and delivery. as they happen, while those on the
To handle this intercity classic, other- end of a loudspeaker have to
those in charge- chose Glenn Jack- depend on. the announcers, and some
son, WLVA's (Lynchburg) sports re- of the sithiatiohs can become very,
porter, for the running comment; tense,' especially for a rabid fan.
For NBC, tor both the blue and the
Pecoe Gleason,, from Charlottesville's
DeWCHV, for the pre-game dope and red networks, Ty Tyson of/WWJ",
commercials, and Gene Wager, for- troit; Red Barber, of WLW, Cincinnati, and Warren Brown, of the Chimer U. of Va. football ace, as
•v

beginning,

-

'

,

'

-

•

.

^W

££%*Ll

:

:

-

-

On game caught, Hanlon spieled
leges all. sporting
teams, is a
_
_ grid
natural set-up for a- half hourT peri"6d' all the way- except at the half when
v:(RyeT .nVBotoman)
^,
he rested while ah Associated rep
This is the second year for OruO of this sort. What's, inorei buquesne brought in a few worthies of the opobOil to tie in with major college foot- suds have- corralled "a journalist posing camp to air their views. Occago' Herald-Examiner, divided the
server.
sports name to give the period lis/hjJL blasting on. Crosley's super
casionally control was switched- to
Jackson, who started in a high- play-by-play ahnouncing, each taking
Uwatfer. Last season this sponsor tener, appeal. For lasjt',few years*,. AI
the field, for a band pickup. There pitched voice a la Clem McCarthy, three Minings- of each game. Tom.
of
Abranis,
under
games
acadabra
cognomen
the
tagged
commercially
was
something
technically cockeyed got too enthusiastic when there Was Manning, of WTAM, Cleveland, hanDame
of
La
-Notre:
Marba
(his.
.name,
spelled
Switch
;to
Ohio State*
here, for it caime through badly no", reason for it oh the field.- This dled the commercials and color.
was made oa the geHeral assumption backwards) has' been picking the messed.
Fox' Mutual Bob Elson. of WGN.
flaw was too evident to be missed.
that the South Bend contingent is winners every week 'end in his. *•
staff announcef, Trouble at the start, too, in naming Chicago, and Tony. Wakeman of
Bob Tonge,
tops in 'popularity throughout the -sheet, the Post-Gazette, and getting
WOL, Washington, broadcast. the ac.the players instantly. .However, as
U. S, Incidentally; Nofee'Dame does plenty of .attention.: Last- season, he did the observing for Hanlon.
tion, while Gabriel Heatter delivered
.-Helm.
the fray progressed, Jackson went
not charge for rights to its schedule*. was tops oh percentage, leading thecolor and commercials.
into his natural voice, and things the
Red Barber, who did a swell job- field with better than .850 on- wins
CBS had- France L'aux of St. Louis
U.
began., to flow more smoothly and
lor the oil outfit last year, was signed and losses.
.,
Bill Dwyer of WCAU, Philadelimpressively. Broadcast made a big and
Abrams. has a pleasant, -natural' With Charles Crutchfield
to encore this year. He missed out
doing the action, commercials
phia,
improvement at 'the finish.
on Notre Dame's opener with Car- speaking, voice and doesn't, try to ATLANTIC REFINING
Pre-game .comment had Gleason and color..the fourth station in New
negie Tech, because of handling the jump-Ht up for. the air, which lends Saturdays
WHN,
reading from a script and ad hbtring.
World Series via NBC. Al Heifer an even more authoritative^ signifi- W9T, Charlotte
the "broadcasts of the
(Pf. W. Ayer)
resultantly was called in as under- cance to his predictions. He dividesFormer .came through like a class in York carrying
^Etherizing the Duke^South Caro- catechism including ajl. that an- games,- got it from Mutual, carrying,
Used to do football tor a his spiel into, three spots, first callstudy;.
broadcast apd personnel as
Pittsburgh station before .joining ing 'em on the contests here and in lina game, Charlie Crutchneld pulled cient history about, the invention of the same
early this year, and during tri-state area, then taking up other' through in A-l shape. He was in- the flying wedge. Gleason's smooth WOR.
There is little to choose from
the baseball season assisted Barber sections of the country. Sports writer itiated to Dixie sport fans some- time ad libbing was a welcome relief,announcing staffs during
in handling the Reds'- games over is! led easily into his predictions, ago through his broadcasts of the and he ought- to stick to it 100%. among the
the games played thus far,
W6AI, Crosley's smallie sister-sta- being- queried by Jack Craddock, National American Legion " Junior It's his forte, and he has plenty any of all
of them being equally
almost
baseball
Little
World
semi-finals
and
tion to WLW-.'
oh the ball- in this department. Com- adept at calling plays and furnishing
•WWSW's sports announcer, as to
carried the series what, he thinks. .From then on, Scries.
Because
mercials well-placed and read. Copy
Best job of the series, of
Voice booms out loudly, but pleas- hot too. long, either. "Resembles to color.
game Saturday (3); the Notre Dame' Abrams tells why.
done the opening day,
was
course,
Carnegie tilt was in the second quarSid Didder's band fills in with antly, and is one of the most dis- some degree, the policy of Ford's Sept. 30, when most of the game was
ter before it got on the air.- In Some Iistenable music,
going in. tinct heard in these parts. Capable high-minded ether plugging (pro- played in a downpour. But here
starting, out, Heifer had a lot of chiefly
for college tunes, but also of Sagging without having listeners duced by the same agency).
and misery of the
the
wetness
again
ground to "cover to 'get caught up allotting some time for pops. Com- split a blood vessel, and auick on the
Kiss.
crowd was deftly described by all the
with things, which made for allow- mercial plugs
are brought in .quietly trigger during emergencies. During
announcers, and all equally good.
ances: He' was neglectful in popping and
don't intrude .too much. Pro- game caught; fans messed up his
All in all, this broadcast of the
off. with' the score; the natural point
gram's set for duration of football field equipment so band wouldn't GBORGIA U'Scho.
Not for a season
of interest to dialers.
good- With Marcus Bartleft, John Tiplman Series is a credit all around.
Crutchneld
but
and looks like a buy for the register,
couple of minutes,- in which he tried
and
incident
Lamhdin
Kay.
naturedly
explained
the
brewery.
Cohen.
to detail line tips and rattle off decontinued with splendid resume of ATLANTIC REFINING
FOOTBALL
scriptions, of field* weather condiThen Saturday^ 2:15 p.m.
players.
highlights - anent
With Skip Walls, High School
tionk, etc., did he announce that, the
vs.
topped improvised side-show with WSB, Atlanta
Coaches
^ As^fsn'.were out in front~7-0.
Wttfc Herman. Rcttaes, J. Gorman a voHey of Atlantic. pluas, and intro(N. W. Ayer)
Sustaining
Crowding- in too many words,
Walsh
duction of 'my good friend' Gov.
Clash Saturday (3) between Geor- 15 Mins.
causing fast talking, incessantly, is a ATLANTIC REFINING
into
came
Olin D. Johnston. Latter
gia and. Fur man at Athens yiras. aired Wethtesday; 7:45 pjn. EST"
Heifer etror that makes .it stiff for Saturday, 2:15 |a. EST
the booth for a spiel
Creditably by Marcus Bartlett, erst- WNEW, New York
auditors. He likewise .missed tell-, WDEL, Wilmington
Descriptions were all that -could while musical director of WSB. Ex"WNEW's stunt to catch high school
ing tfye' main point of the- Carnegie
(N. W. Aver)
be asked for. Plugs were brief, cept tor 'a "penchant for pushing
touchdown' in the "very .last part of
and., not psiiedo-excitement into the clutohes students and make them
First, football; broadcast. (3,) went though pretty, frequent,
the Second quarter, which made over
conscious. Got under way in rather
in .okay form with .perman detriment 'to game.
and
tendency
a
to
give'
the
home
points
things close at that'
For too
Atlantic will continue using
station sports
conuneniatqr,
boys the best of it, Bartlett's miking ponderous fashion. Initial program,
"
many seconds he told about things Reitzes,
capably handling
dling* the play-by-play. on- Saturdays -with -a mixed schedule passed muster.
bringing high schools coaches in
other^h'an the touchdown.
containing Duke, Nnrth Carolina and
Broadcasts usually commence at New York City and nearby New
In Efelfer's fayor are his knowlr J. Gorman Wal6h, WDEL's No. 1 South Carolina..
and WSPA, 2:15 p.m. CST, but with the- World Jersey towns to the microphone was
mikeman,
commercial
took
over
the
edge .of the g#me, allo'wing, for good
with Coca-Cola sponsoring, are the Series on tap,- the -Furman-Georgia saved by the ingratiating personality
and
inter-period
Oii/at
comment.
descriptions of formations. And he
Ndwes.
tilt had to wait until the'liprsehide of Skip Walls, former NA'.U. grid
was smart in quickly dishing out 2:15 and off at 5 pjn. with no breaks, opposish.
was stowed away. This put Bartlett player, who- is handling football and
names of the players, which is a or drags.
other sports material at the station.
Strong alumni fojlowing and big
CROSS vs. PROVIDENCE
into, the hole, forcing him to broadmajor achievement, what with Notre
.His line of questioning of the high r
manner in which the Reitzes- Walsh With Jack Ihgersoll
cast current play-by-play and also
Dame.'s trick and tease handles.
catch up with what had already hap- football mentors gave a fairly conJudgment exercised s on commcr-. combo functioned from the Wash- ATLANTIC REFINING
pened. Start was a little shaky, but cise picture of prospects for the team
clal plugs, which were handled by ington. D. C. press box got good Saturday
the
Providence.
to be expected in view of the un- involved. Little question that
another mikeihan< 'They were spot- phone reaction, which ought to hold
will appeal to student
usual assignment
(N. W: Ayer)
Bartlett's style material
ted in. non-play periods and were for the, rest of the series in which
will follow the teah% through
%
Good job, all things considered— revealed a study of the -game, al- listeners of schools involved.
'riot unpleasant.
Xoll.'
Wear.
the season. Wilmington .reception' and among the things to be' con- though he never^. played, and- his
.......
tops.
sidered are .Atlantic's bhirbs which voice is okay.
'
U.
Reitzes' description was graphic,, are polite to the point of commendaCommercials;' .handled hy John
vs. CLEMSON
With, Buss Hodges
and exhibited knowledge of the tion. Play'-l>y-play itself rates nice- Tiplman, consisted of 30-second an- WHlt Bill Mundsy
CHICAGO NORTHWESTERN R. R. game. Muffed here and there in. ex- ly, with,
only one drawback. Once nouncements between periods, with RCA VICTOR
Saturdays
citing spots, but' usually talked on in a while it sounded as though it about four minutes, divided into Saturday
YfSf>, Chicago
top. of the
cheering crescendos. had been too carefully, rehearsed. equal sections! between halves. Plugs
BlrmiDgham
{Capttit)Splotches in the airing could easily But for general clarity, ariq effective- were mainly for Atlantic's White
•WAPI .went out of town tp get
RuSjs! Hodges has a .Midwest rep be ironed if Reitzes did a little more ness, no apologies.
Flash gasi with the final one being' Bill Munday, former NBC. sports
<
for 'hj* ^play-by-play. In /"baseball, home work on players and their'
Program got off' on the Trigjit -foot an invite for' fans to tune' in on At- spieler' and erstwhile sports editor
footb&U; .hockey tod. pther sanies.' careers before he stepped to the' at the very start, when an announce- lantic's broadcast of Georgla-L.S.S. of the' Atlanta 'Journal, tb.come over
u
'.'•; and
...
Style is. fofcefuL JuU, '{tf action and mike.
ment was made that the commercial game at Batori' Rou'ge:
jgiye- Melvin' Israel -of 'WBRC
Combination of pnxfyi. restrained palaver* wauld/be' limited to finish*
without the usyal' stumble? of .overBetweeri, halves-'mike -vsjaS' turned sdme "'competish'.' .Muriday .'gained a
excited, spielpys. 'He-, his a nifty,, au- advertising, copy;: and ; bunchy; de- of periods. At that the'.^cPpy was over: to. 'Erne'st Rogers, in Atlanta,: rdp wherihe called the George Tech
thori^tiYe Way- of describing plays, lrteryYby Walsh, maqe;.uie. blurbing, boiled- into?terse packages^ except ..at" who gave brief resume' Of-flrst quaf 1 Rose. Bpwl ga.rne a few years' back.'.
-i*.-^and everything sounds clear through effective., Walsh .shqw$d;ppi&e .and the end. of ^ffie
e half When jit'^'anie. ter development 'at game between His past laurels, however, aren't
'
:assuran9e^ a,nd di^'hls-palavertWith td
going to* help him out much here" in
the loudspeaker;
...
„. _
. 535 .w6r4^. 'CoiMjiSrjiials,' Georgia'. Tech and Se^ahe'e ,£n. At
view 6f his Opposition.
•Co^ma>iei^^i^^h^dle4 'without' enough ehthjjSiasm.'ta'tide.-'Qyeif. the
.while;- stipkiqg close.- tp ..the ./beaten,
;'•'.
,}ntermfssioris
./White Muhday can turn'' oh plenty
N^.;e'aaeJ:(> _
any &]3rjig, a^d .arja , hot worked In,
^path.^ jyere- paswbie^pieW.sfe^
1
of clarity, he makes numerous
^
ca^ua^^id/int^^^ .col^ pfl thfc Technically. thftiOfs ^Mjld pe.Ijm;- trated on quapt^;pt.\^te Fl^6h,^s
x
*"
'errors;
Once' he' thah'gfea hls'statepifpved .ir'the/ bo^^opdl^ei-m^rft and dealer 'service.
spell flVtie^' 'dufW"
v
rhen^ three times before crackaig"
prm,«oop
Tdlie^^tfl^j^'o^M^.^d^qit •#c-.. <iaref
IhgprsOll a
ut5m^y(wr .A-( _ Xay^TOicej^yfa;? ,toq hij
j
.-.Ra.okei
waaonal *t£mfj &ij(L JPffiffc Wfr -tor, •against At- outside .nol^fts.
"'— 'j:~>v..l w^+xk,
was 'somewhat superior .to
a ^-.W,^m^.pla^
4;.t h
rau>oad>tlsaitvieec, ana especially for marred
it
bler,^e,la|OWs Bis plgs^qn and Mr: .'a radio,
.station, he can't taatcb ^n-cpatter
Cttft.
Luch.
(Continued on page 42\
'easy to tollbw.
the streamlined '400' tram. Gold.
with grid spieling.
More.
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Wednesday, October
JOE PENNEE
Grier'a

'

'

Orcb.,

Tom Lawrence, Dick Byan

Angeles with Jimmy
Bittmore Bowl (L.A.) orchesbacker-upper and
Penner getting in a mention of his
current RKO film contract. Sponsor
is- Cocomalt and the kidded plug
comes in for its usual quota of mentions, which is all right, excepting
doesn't fit
that the introductory

L°s

Grier.'s

tra as the musical

,

•

when an opening,

jingle,

avers,

'It

might be surprising, but there'll be
no advertising,' whereupon 'GoodyGoody' catch-phrase further' points
However, just the opposite
it up,

,

takes'place.

.

...As produced by Nate Tufts of the
Ryan agency, the ,forBwthraufl
inula of the hew Penner Family air
show is fraught with considerable
'promise. First time out was a pretty
good starter-offer, albeit a bit spotty
qji its laugh returns'. But the framework Is. serviceable, and only future
scripting shortcomings can defeat its
becoming an .important, early Sunday Evening half hour.
V The' Park Avenoo Penners are well
established as being not particularly
keen about their black-sheep son,
Joe, The muggery at the dinner
table in the elite household next
shifts the action to a pubjic school
where Joe has been sent for some
educational culture. This is just the
old schoolroom hokum of the Gus
-Edwards era. 30 years ago excepting

"

&

•

'

:

.

:

'

1

.

'

!>

•

that

it's

been tuned down^

It

wiS

probably be further developed to indude"-the usual. tough kid, the sissy,

SO far

Montgomery Katz
has been introduced and his kosher
comedy was like.wise spotty. Highlight of .this sequence -were some
knock-knocks, which gives an idea.
t)h Gee.' It's Good to Be Back'
ttas the sign-off song specialty by
the stellar comedian, an ingratiating
enough and somewhat folksy curtsy
etc;*

:

•

.only

.

.

to sponsorship once again, It's human audience stuff. Then Penner
intros^Gner as his pal and maestro,
and finally Bill Goodwin, the announcer, which is a natural cue for
.

•

.

the sign-off commercial 'bally.
Grier's orchestral interludes are
•more or less incidental with Trudy
wood announced, by name for her
vocal^chbrusrbf 'How'm I Doing With
j

Supporting cast very professional
..and effective in their chores Ifrom
the Godfrey (butter) character to
the.
exaggerated socialite mama,
-

papa, Egbert, Archie and Gwendothe family. Best secondary voice, however, is that of the
schoolteacher's,
a very engaging
lyn, the rest of

^

'

address.

V

Amos

own.

its

•

His author

is

Harry

-

•

.

-

.

.

'

>

'

30 Mins.
Half hour program does not go NASH-LAFAYETTE
hackeyed
front-page Saturday, 9 p.m. EST
the
stories, and in this instance stuck to WABC, New York
Hazel Cochrane,
its original plan.
(J. Walter Thompson)
air stewardess, down for the guest
Nash Motors, new Saturday night
appearance to chat informally with series, combined Floyd Gibbons and
•SNOW VILLAGE SKETCHES'
Hill. It contained enough human inVincent
Lopez "with several guest
With Arthur Allen, Parker Fennolly, terest material to hold. Dramatizastars. Speed is stressed in copy and
Kate McComb, Robert Strauss
tion in the closing quarter hour, re»l
pace, with premier revealing a GibDrama
volved around Will Irwin's story of bons
vs. Lopez tug-of-war to see
30 Mlns.
the San Francisco earthquake for the
which could operate the faster. BeSun in 1906, which was socko in Its tween
LOOSE-WILES
the glib combination and nimappeal.

Saturday, 9 p.m., EST
WEAF, New York

colorful and suspenseful
ble fingering the listener was ; n ribHill's particular duties are confined
bons by the finale time.
to being 'Spectator of the American
Globe-trotter's foreign gleanings
Scene,' a rather high-toned label but
War-torn Spain
not overdone after he gets started. were still warm.
and
his escapades served as opening
well
the
calm,
master
at
past
He is
fodder,
and they will probably last
comment/Freecnews
poised style
more.
for
several
His
flair for draasset
is
an
dom from sensationalism
which serves well on the hosiery matic pyrotechnics such as murder,
starvation, assassination and slaughprogram.
News gets a going over first, but is ter sound strange as a follow-up to

after

.

(.Newell-Emmett)

B«n

in 1?28, this series of
,

New

Pn
England
sketches is now in its sech lldhood so far as physical
.

.

concerned. Time was when
once-a-week was enough for any
sei
and authors howled
>d to write faster they
l
get anything better than a a teaser for the meaty stints which swing music, and both departments
But that was to 1928. Now follow. Interview and dramatization suffer from this conglomerate mix~ u,
k characters are dragged on dominate, with the spieler presiding ing. Urge to lambast wears,
a We k> 15 min utes a throw. If graciously.
Sosnik's music is as
Gibbons' style is breathless almost
th»J ; .?
appear h&t often» ttey'1 much atmospheric as straight dance to the point of panting. He clinches
'S^fA^i
£
Brol.
Teotien
a screaming headline with 'I know,
the scuffle.
Also, forte.
sponsors want. frequency so they
I saw,' until it becomes funny. Spancan
1
ish squibs finally filtered out, with
* ^tops. more ballyhoo in
•ELS?
Ty stores and more comment SHEP FIELDS' ORCHESTRA
the speaker then starting in on
fn the
With Frank Fay, Lanny Robs, Helen Nash-Lafayette.
press.
Jepson, Dana Doran, Ben Grauer,
now Y?.Ia 8e Sketches' is too lily
Lopez broadcasts with a shiny
«*?
Fred Uttal
n ttns resP e ct. There aren't
polish which is synonymous with his
flmJ
any
requests for boxlops-although 30 Mins.
rep.
He, too, managed to plug the
GUIDE
RADIO
uit bl2 like a» grocery lints,
sponsor in a jingle tune. Th s comis

<

K^Hllhey 2h£es

>

f
™«,.iii
wouldn't

.

•

m

™J

mM

'

.

»

™
J

>

e swam ped in competish. And
«?° mes ?n only once weekly, Satay
hts at that: s °me followe«
-u
ers will
be around to tune it in, but
e to say 11134 if tt were
chon^ in
<
to flve pieces the odds
,. .
it

ir

;

Friday, 10 p.m., EST
WJZ, New York

&

Thomas)
(.Lord
a hew 30-minute offering

.

^

mercial flourish got workout steadily,
with others doing the same thing.
Running time was very close .on the

This is
initial program.
Grete Stuckgold
commercially backed by the publish- sang two numbers, combining opera
of Radio Guide and Screen
with a popular tune.
Guide, fan magazines, which sounds
J. Walter Thompson agency could
11?tener "tings would be
orchespromising. With Shep Fields'
lower
make it just as exciting by slackentra, an announcer, a master of ceren
ing the pace.
Fish Carlton and William
Brol.
-ft££ «7
monies and Dana Doran, singer, as
,.£t.\nley continue to script, al- the foundation for weekly broad.

ers

-

stanza (3) mentKf ^ openin.?
Iatter Harold Magee

casts, the program will draw upon
personalities in radio and pictures
aenpt on the whole has an edge on as guest artists.
Opening program suffered some6 ave rage rural characterization,
from over-thick layer of ad•n .
what
•inere
s some stereotype to the roles.
it
icing but otherwise
on ,e who1 * the manage to vertisingclickful
all the way. Fields
"roved
y
SSI * e M?
tty we11 into the. quaint class.
Eand. opened playing a pop number,
lAi;E
,
g ^splendid. Arthur Allen and followed by Fay, who with the aid
£arker Fennelly hold the lead perof feeding (apparently from Fred
lormances down capably, while Rob* Uttal), gave out some good laughs.
ert
-

lucewlse holds his berth
as director.

iw

Strauss cut himself a nice niche
opener through a sustained
a' poverty-stricken dead-

niL*? of
gepictlon

Dana Doran

selling

it

did .'Until -Today/
exceedingly well. Nearinj;

the close, Lanny Ross and Helen
Jepson indulged some unimportant

mmerc,al Plugs are too mild for dialog before going into a double,
own good
Ai*nW- oWtVtci.
it^h
swu. Almost
Alhibstline
sb\lWd' Itkfe^MaKe
sound'
"Believe,' with the Fields or-

i,S^
xneir.
i_„rr.

hJ3«™i

•

'

ular batting average.

tion al bliirblng;

Srf^^
biscuits.

a new way

<

which would chestra bringing up the close of the
to dispose of half hour interlude. Announcer
Edga.

Ben Grauer.

Char.

PEGGY FEARS
Interview, Son?
ROYAL GELATIN
EST
WEAF, New" York

Thnrs., 8 p.m.,

Kenny Baker, Don -Wilson,

Orch.,
'

•

.

37

With Mary. Livingstone, Phil Harris

Skit

,

A

thing

*ZL <i
.lormat

Comedy

Andy, who sometimes
fCompbell-Eujald)
sermonize in dialog on timely but
(J. Welter Thompson)
One-time General Motors Sunday
non-controversial questions, threw
Charles Ruggles is one of"th£ few
(4) night concert from Philadelphia
was grand job of showmanship. John the weight of their support behind comedians Of the screen who manMcCormack and Leopold Stokowski the get-but-a-full-vote-in-the-election ages to duplicate his rare comic perteamed as sure-fire bell ringers. campaign during an episode broad- sonality on the radio. He's equally
Program was shrewdly constructed cast over the NBC red rim for Pep- good in either medium of entertainment, particularly when favored
to set off their talents.
sodent. The philosophical Amos exArranged by Philadelphia Cham- plained to the scatter-brained Andy with adequately written humorous
material and strong support He gets
ber of Commerce, session was aired why
the Tatter's vote would count as both in this bit of f oolishment, called
from Philly's historic "Academy of
"The Average Man'
written by Keith
"
Music, with audience of capacity much as anyone else's in the NovemFowler.
ber
balloting.
He
said
that
persons
3,400 on hand. Had been planned to
Story, which spots him as Fred
originate from Mastbaum theatre, who could and did not vote were
Peabody,
winner
the title of the
of
seating 4,700, but proposition fell 'crazy'; that those who failed to exAmerican Average Man, is ideally
through. Affair was full-length con- ercise the franchise privilege had no
suited for Ruggles' droll and shy decert, but first portion, with Erno right to criticize the conduct of publivery.' His idiosyncrasies as such are
Rapee batoning was hot broadcast. lic affairs.
brought out when a reporter interRest went over NBC red.
Pair talked about the presidential views him after he's held this honor
Cross' introductory remarks were
campaign, but skillfully avoided tak- for a year. "Cross-fire 'patter brings
juicy build-up, combining brief but
out what the average map does about
effective description of locale, with ing sides between -the Democratic winter, underwear, what "Tiis*' golf
sendroff for stars and orchestra. In and Republican parties (they men- score- should be, how many children
light of what followed on program it tioning both). Amos did comment on he shoud have, etc. Builds up to, a
was anything but exaggeration. Pro- the 'big promises' made by parties neat climax with the average man
gram was deftly selected and showed at election time and expressed won- hurrying his pistol shooting at his
good variation; Irish tenor contrib- derment on the reason which led rival in- order to tune in on time for
uted four selections, and symph men to spend five limes as much for 'Amos 'n* Andy.'
tossed in another quartet of numbers.
Matt Crawley contributes nice work
campaign purposes as they would reMaking-- first visit to America in
as the reporter, 'and small-allotmieht
two years,:.McCormack again showed ceive during a year of office holding of lines for Ann Peers as the wife.
what has made, him one of most pop- if victorious.
It is the Charley Ruggles' comedy,
ular Concert artists of all time. His
however, that makes-the sketch tick.
Voice i no longer has fire and life of
Packard stanza of last Tuesday Tops on this Rudy Vallee broadcast.
old and his range has diminished.
\ Wear.
(29) gave evidences of finding its
But, even via loudspeaker, his pergroove.
Was a more tightly-knit
sonality is electric, bis tones rich show.
Fred Astaire and Charlie' But- AMATEUR SONG WRITERS
with emotion. -Particularly on his terworth clicked nicely in the com- With Jack Arthur, Barbara LaMarr,
final number, 'Kathleen Mavourneen,' edy passages.
Eleanor Sherry, Nat BrtfsUoffs
"
he showed that singing can. be done While the Negro choir provided
Orch..
with the heart more than the voice.
rich bolstering for the musical con- Songs, Music
'Stokowski's portion of show was tent of the urogram, the choice of 30. Mins.
*
chosen with smart eye for his strong the Pixilated Sisters as the other Thursdays, 8 p.ln^ EST.
points. Opened with Bach 'Aria' and guestees impressed as problematical. WOR, New York.
closed with Liebestod, from Tristan There must have been thousands of
Last season's amateur songwriters'
and Isolde.' Both those compositions listeners-in that had not. seen 'Mr. contest, idea launched on 'WMCA^y
are right up Stoky's musical alley. Deeds Goes to Town* and on these Joe Howard and" Billy Jackson^ is on
He is acknowledged master of Bach, the duo's oldmaid
antics likely fell WOR this year .under new Auspices/
and his Wagner is close behind. flat. Everi r the advantage of visual and considerably improved. This staSame. rich tone that has always been conception could not have been of tion is giving it a lot of help, in a prohis distinct trademark was. manifest much help in heightening the diver- duction way and in the presentment.
in orchestra's playing under his' di- sion possibilities on the receiving
Jack Arthur, Barbara" -LaMarr and
rection. If fact hadn't already been end. The. act was not only unfunny Eleanor Sherry for the singing and
proved, this broadcast demonstrated but it slowed up what was Other- Nat Brusiloffs corking orchestra for
the music and arrangement are certhat Stoky can make classics almost wise a nifty gait.
With Packard officials no longer tainly a break for the Simon-pure
as exciting by radio .as. his presence
injecting themselves into the pro- tunesmiths who submit their stuff for
can make them in a concert hall.
ceedings, the plug has resorted to the airing on this show.
On the proHole.
dramatic route and in bright and ef- gram caught the talent was several
fective manner. Last week's dialog miles ahead of the material at 'all
session with the sales motive re- times.
EDWIN C. HILL
«...
volved around a divorce court scene,
Another improvement was effected
With. Harry Sosnlk Orch.
the wife seeking the breakaway be- in having the contestants at the mike
News, Music
cause of the husband's penchant for with their songs.- It gives the pro
30 Mlns.
gambling. The bet had been about gram a .personal touch that formerly
REALSILK
one Packard model being as good as was lacking.'
'
- '•,
Sunday, 10 p.m. EST
v
another, and the kindly judge with
The finding of one hit .song w,ould
WJZ, New York
the southern dialect topped off the give the program the. push it 'now
(Burnett)
Edwin C. Hill takes a flyer at m.c, crossfire by allowing that he himself needs and which otherwise can be
chores in Realsilk's' new series, a wouldn't mind betting on such a sure gained only by constant plugging of
the' idea on the air and maintenance
role in which he does not run wild thing.
of the present high grade of presen
Program has two distinct production
tation.
That a hit may be found
features, first an interview stanza
wasn't indicated by the half dozen
with either 'Mr. or Mrs. Average FLOYD GIBBONS
VINCENT
LOPEZ
ORCH.
or so songs used last week, but
Man.f and then a city desk dramafi
With
Jones
Stueck
and.
Hare,
Grete
there's
always a chance "that one may
zation. Coupled with Harry Sosnik's
grold
show up among the many submitted
pleasant musjc, the show hits a pop-

conn,, formerly the Jack Benny prowriter.
script show is somenew for Conn, also for. Penner,
With the latter the first top air comic
to try fine.
Abei

gram

.

With Matt Crawley, Ann Peers

ROYAL GELATIN
Thurs., 8 p.m., EST
WEAF, New York

.

Penher's first of the new series, as
stated, is more portentous in its
promise, than signally socko, per se,

on

VARIETY
JACK BENNY

'

(Ruthrauff dV Ryan)
Joe Penner show originates

New

Follow-Up Comment

'

WABC-CBS, New. York
from

TS
CHARLES RUGGLES

GENERAL MOTORS
KYW, Philadelphia

Variety Show.
31 Mins,
jr. B. DAVIS CO. (Cooomalt)
Sanday, 6-6:30 p.m. EST

-

EP

I

JOHN McCOBMACK

Trudy
With Leopold Stbkowskl, PhlladelWith.
wood, BUI Goodwin, Martha Went,
phia Orch., Milton Cross
worth, Loo Merrill, Nancy Leach, Songs, Symphony

Jimmy

.

RAD

1936

7,

.

'

Benny .Baker
Comedy, Music

-w

30 Mlns.

JELLO
Snnday, 7-7:30 p.m;

WEAF-NBC

EST

(red), New York
(Young & Rubicam)
The same socko. comedy returns
marked Jack Benny's return to the
NBC red (a switch from the. .blue)
network, emanating from Hollywood,
where the principal funster is tied up
under Paramount contract. Benny s

been dff the air 14 weeks, partially
as vacation and partly' due to the
production of. the 1937 ,*Big Broadcast' for Par. If the comeback sample
is any .criterion it- augurs well for
Benny continuing as the No. 1
.

.

comedy prdgram ort"'the air. V
It's the same stock, company, save
-

.

,

for Phil Harris', Orchestra in jplace
of Johnny -Green -(shifted to Packard). And per usual, instead pi
Johnny (or Don Bestor), Mary LivIngstone is 'now making up' to Harris,

who

'*"
1

is given an appropriate intro,
although the -strong comedy script
got plenty of laugh returns from her
tiew medico.- That doctor-bit; a play
on looking 'tanned and rugged' and
.a radio- reporter, we're running gags,
the ,-latter' theUeast of it, but ade.

'

quate.: -

•-»:•;••.<>

•

•

•

r

The same surefire formula, including Miss Livingstone's, dupnbdora interludes, .and -Kennjr Biker's "shystyle, punctuated- by a punchy rendftion of The Way You Look Tonight'
Script also featured a cTever satire,
on the.Richman-MerrlU to-do .wherein Benny Baker (the - Paramount
•

.

•

'

comic player.;, who v ha^ graduated
from comedy, stoogery to being ,.a
good lunstet- 'on .his?- own)
officiated, as. the* guy; wh&' drove thegasoline truck" for-fthe' Richman-

pretty

-

Merrill Highfc -.Phil, Hainris' nicely
orchestrated -musical -support, plus
the .other- ingredients, < all combined
'>
into strong; returns. *
1
vMaestro Harris and comedian
-

'>

-.

-;

;

Benny, sound very

much

alike, vocal-,

indicating, that*.-'line.. mentioned
idea of "making the; btuidihah assumea Dixie " brogue "wasn't carried
through.
This voite similarity- is
probably squared off-by the fact that
both are good personal friends, Conly,

.

sidering, that- HarrlsLbatbn is much
more loquacious than .his voice, it's
notvgoing to be.aTpirttcMariy bother-

•

some parallelism^. ?
A good character, perhaps only intended for casual introduction, but
who might well hfr retained, is Kenny's,dumb ; glfl friend from Catalina
'

:

-

-'Lena Cata, is -her name—who says
she'd go to see Fred iMcMurray even-

:.

,

if it

wasn't bank nlte.

"new

Behrtjfs

Harry Conn,
man;-

.

-

.

replacing
Al Boasberg, film gag
Abet,

is

-

.'adth'or,
-

:

'

'

BOSEMARIE BRANCATO, HELEN

CLAUSE
'30. Mta.

--

..

.

r

...

NATIONAL BISCUIT CO.
Friday, 9:30 p.m4 EST
WJZ, New York \

.'

(McCann-Ericicson)
weekly.
A promising half hour's program
Program's basic appeal is to the
song writing brigade, but there's for appearance on the air once
weekly,
sponsored by the National
enough good professional entertainment on the snow as set up to widen Biscuit Co; Billed as Twin Stars
Show, offers Rosemarie Brancato in
its general audience.
\
Bige.
songs and Helen Claire, with supporting players, in short sketches.
STOOPNAGLE AND BUDD
Combination is a rather unique one,
With Don Voorfcees orch.
being something, like a two-act
30 Mins.
vaudeville bill with Miss Brancato
MINUTE TAPIOCA
opening the show for the first 15
Sunday, 5:30 p. m. EST
Sinutes and the sketch with Miss
•

am

WJZ, New York
(Young

&

aire closing.

Rubicam)

Having concluded one job for this
agency (pinch-hitting for Fred Allen
during summer), .Stoopnagle and
Budd start another on behalf of a
General Foods product. It afforded
a good opportunity for getting sponsors, orchestra leaders, announcers,
etc., mixed up all over the lot, and
the chance wasn't missed; It's an old
gag, but Stoopnagle and Bndd have
the edge when it comes to pulling it.
Trick lies largely in their pacing,
which leisurely unfolds the burlesque without -ripping it to shreds.
New show (4) was a pert bit of
work all around. And the influx of
fall programs ought to' keep the
combo supplied with material for
burlesquing awhile. Opener picked
on 'Goodwill Court' and the various
question-and-answer t.urns.
Latter
involved the use of the audience,
candidates bjcing asked to spiel for
one minute on such topics as 'red
nail polish,' etc. Used for a close, it
clicked.
Preceding It came a 'Merchant of Venice.'
Stoopnagle and Budd is one team
that never complains about running

Principal drawback, as noted on
debut of the new ..program Friday
night (2), Is an overabundance of
advertising comment which not only
employs an announcer for plug purposes but also uses a Wd known as

.

the Uneeda Biscuit boy and even
works Miss Claire into a biscuit pUff?r .
when it's about time to ring down
the curtain. Too much advertising,
like too much candy, is bound to
'
glut the tummy.
When the Misses Brancato and
Claire are at their entertaining tasks;
Twin Stars is okay. For her debut
'

:

.

program Miss Brancato did
Melody from the Skies' as an opener,
number from a recent picture that
does not bring out the finer qualities
of her voice as well as the coloratura solo following.
'Roses of
Picardy' completed her stint, when
heard, with Miss Claire and a company then going on in a sketch.
Piece is *n adaptation for air purposes of a Saturday Evening Post
story by Mary Hastings Bradley,
which lends itself happily to the limitations of the ozone theatre. Well
acted and directed. Unique -twist for
a finish.
char.
out of material, and, so far as the
initial program of this series shows,
JOE WILLIAMS
there's no grounds for any such com- Sports
plaints.
Boys have plenty on the ROYAL GELATIN
ball, and, while it's invariablv bur-,
Thursday, 8 p.m„ EST.
lesque, it registers.
Edga.
WEAF, New York
<"J Jhjs
a.

.

.

•

.

IRENE GEDNEY
Pianist
15 Mins.

(J. Walter Thompson)
Sustaining
Peggy Fears, erstwhile play pro- Sunday 7 p.m. EST
ducer, actress and Broadway figure, WHAM. Rochester, N. Y.
In this program Irene Gedney
brought considerable informality to
this program in her interview with combines exceptional playing ability
Rudy Vallee. Neat repartee between with pleasing sketches of the music
composer's,
the maestro and herself. She ad- presented or of. the
mitted, that she did not like Holly- life. Miss Gedney has a sweet voice
wood because it was necessary to get and pleasing radio personality.
Numbers interpreted and played
up so early in order to be at work
included Butterfly Etude, Girl with
in the studios.
Concluded her appearance by sing- the Flaxen Hair, Sunken Cathedral
ing These Foolish Things,' indicating and Arkansas Traveler,
Don Harris announcer.
a wobbly voice.
Wear.
Cord.

(J.

'

•

Walter Thompson)

^

Joe Williams, Sports editor of the
N. Y. World-Telegram stepped to the
mike on Rudy Vallee's hour for
Royal Gelatin and clouted a home
run.
Scrivener had plenty to say,
knew how he was going to say it
and put it over Mgrossingly. Indeed he may well be drafted for the
airwaves again.
Build-up to meat of interview was
via hasty humorous reference to the
sundry tasks confronting a sports
scribe.
After taking a neat backhanded stab at Yale's open pr«M
coop, Williams' got down to factual
lines with the world lerles.
«

'

.

.

>

'
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(Continued from. page' 33)
out reference to the usual, bogeys of

Must Re

program duplication and monopolistic'

'

-trends.

New Wording

Ag-.inst

Hartford, Oct. 6.
'Rather than deviate from- its own
relinquished
policies, Station
an oil company account using five
James Free on Coast, for
15-min; spots a week. -Oil company survey.

SPONSORS-ACENCIES

WDRC

had

insisted

a'

client

'

Cleared-channel group, embracing
1$' high-powered' stations in 10 states,
hit
proposed rule
quickly
tHe
changes advocated by the regional'
.

demanding

factidn,

WDRC

undertake merStation frowns upon this

commish

the

maintain the principle of reserving
chandising.
Sohwimmer Si Scott agency has a 'fixed number of ribbons for exclupractice as disguised form of rate- the Hudson dealers account in; Chisive night'Use even if the total numcutting.
cago
ber of cleared -channels is reduced.
Merchandising is .at its. lowest ebb
Craig registered unqualified objecIn this city and has "been so for some
Bernle Weinberg east to. look over tions to the idea of substituting the
time. While WTIC has done a little talent crop for Coast shows beings
words 'high-powered' for 'cleared
merchandising in behalf of clients, produced by the agency;
channel* throughout the existing
WDRC! is definitely chilly. Only
'

sta-

which professes a willingness to

tion

'""do

William

Robson,

and

not

Bess

real merchandising job is Johnson, is the producer' of the
WTHT, a 100 watt;, station which in- Scars-Roebuck 'Then—and Now' proaugurated its first program Sept. 1st. gram on Columbia.
,
Station is an affiliate of the Hartford
times and, through this media, is able
Myron Kirk and Raymond Sullito give merchandising service.
van of Ruthrauff
Ryan, in Los AnLatter station, however, is meeting
geles for Joe Penner initialer. Also
4. real handicap in its price rate.
looking around Hollywood for office

a

&

When

its first 'rate

card was issued,

small-powered station had

this

a.

location.

higher Tate on Sunday, between 12

cards issued .the following day; but, the agency.
by comparison to other 100-watt stations,.

WTHT

.believed

is

to

rank

highest in rates in the United States.
Rate is meeting resistance and, as
result, WTHT, in one-month's existence has but one commercial in a
where the other two stations
are sold out practically all day. Advertisers are - interested in purchasing time, yet, when quoted rates by
agencies and the station itself, are in-

a

:

<:ity

is

assem-

Swift subsidiary product, Sweet
Meats; getting some -spot announce-,
ments set to start late in October.
clined to turn it. down when, compare
Placed through J. Walter Thompson
Ini rates with either WDRC or
agency, Chicago, announcements will
wnc.
ride solely south of the Mason-Dixon
line.

Wax Dog

Heror Series

C3>

.

Seattle-,

Oct 6T

Ace Sanderlin, tops as dog trainer
In these parts, is waxing 26 episodes,
titled 'Invisible Trails/ being dog
hero

stories,

true to- life. Ruby Har-

low' wrote; continuity- .for this, program, which goes on NBC and indie
•

Sponsored by Albers for Dog
Friskles.
John Pearson is director
and Tom Morris* announcer.
'

Buddy

Cantor, pic interviewer for
Yorky off to the Coast

WMCA, New

'

WFBM

of widely-separated stations on exRobert- Kllntent, recently mikeman
clusive frequencies, the WSM exec
warned, that even with directional for WCHS, Charleston, W. Va., added
antennas much valuable energy will to announcing staff at WCKY, Cinbe dissir-ited over the oceans and ho cinnati. Meantime, Louis Aiken, Jr.,

substantial benefits gained.
Reviewing the history of broadcast
regulation since the 20's, Craig related how the cleared-channel principle first evolved and traced the
gradual break-down of the theory.
He questioned whether holders of
exclusive franchises have the right to
'bargain away' the interests of their
listeners when they permit duplication by consent and recalled the
strong economic and political pressure -which has been exerted to bring
about construction of lower-powered
transmitters on- exclusive ribbons.
As the issue became clear-cut,
Craig pointed to John Shepard as
one of the most persistent advocates
of abolition of cleared channels. He
protested' that his group has \been
subjected to long and costly hearings,
as well as kept on the anxious seat
for months, as a result of Shepard's
crusade.
Cleared-channel people
have, been harassed repeatedly, he
charged, and steps must be taken to
'

.

DuPont has bought
spot

on WAEC,

York,

WCKY

to

spiel

WGR,

for

KYW,

Philadelphia.

of tho 4.0 cleared channelS.actually
c::?lus:ve ft present and remarked that networks b-wo Rained
practical control of nearly half this

DEALERS

ONE WEEK

on

the

power

WCCO,

Jelllson,

Min-

man, marries

Rath Parks, named WHK*s new
once played at Palace,
Cleveland. Starting Oct. 4 she rates
spot over CBS chain in a new

a.

Dreams' in which
with Lou Rich's

series titled 'Day
she will appear

Leroy Flynn, 18-year-old high
school orator, joins WICC, Bridgeport, as announcer.
Nally, contralto, has returned
on a late-evening WGY, Schenectady
Gay Wallace, former announcer
sustaiher titled 'Dream Time,' with
ah orchestra led by Edward A. Rice: at WHN, New York, now spokesman
Virginia Murdock, soprano , is a' new- at W1XBS, Waterbury-New Haven.
comer, on sustaining at station.
Johnny Niv'1cnd?s. orchestra at
1

James Wilder handling a new pro-

gram

titled

'Opportunity Hour' over
Griffin,. Ga.

WKEU,

Morton Lawrence, announcer at

WCAU,

switching

Philly,

daily

'Sleepy Hollow Boys'. program.

Hotel ClarU?-?'. Memphis. Broaddaily over WHBQ.
casts three tinv
VocaUsts include Marie DuPre, Dick
Rock and the Four Toppers.
-.

Recently-married Betty Jones, continuity writer for WNBR, Memphis,
has resigned to travel through Ala-

bama with her husband, Terry JackJim Begley, -program

KYW,

Philly,

director of

recuperating

son,

the

of

Alabama Power and

from Light Co.

abdominal operation..

T«m

C: ai? d ~*}cd b~ck into- th-*
days of th* old Federal Radio Cammission to find support for his arguUnder direction of Carol Hall,
ment that wattage restrictions should
bo mad?rpi--;d. Hi rccillcl the cha- WDVL's (Salt Lake City) Kangaroo
otic
c.-"?dit.'-v*s
vhich developed Club (kids) starts its 13th year this
week.
Club- has total membership of
when th-5 1912 radio .act
;

Bobby

neapolis, sound effects
in October.

Mary

Lewis, writer and actor, who
has been WTAM's, Cleveland, pro^
Cram director for some months, has
been granted an. indefinite leave of
absence.
Chester Zohn, night proissue.
gram director, has taken over
early
Lewis' duties.

•
:

WTCN, St. Paul-Minneapolis newspapers-owned station.
Carl
W.
Loeber moved in from Detroit to as*
sume Sherman's former post.

Harley Hubbard now assistant sales
manager of KGFW, Kearney (Neb.).

Bolly Mitchell, 12-year-old songchannel rules, every sta- stress, off schedule at WICC, Bridgetion holding an. exclusive franchise port, because of illness.
will be faced with the job of deVaughn de Xeath, m. c.'ing weekfending its life- continuously without
any- aid. from the rule book, Craig ends at Chimney Corners, North"
contended. Ho pointed out that only Stamford, Conn.

30-

spector for the F.C.C., has resigned
to- become .technical ^director
of

Orchestra.

cleared

-

staff.

John M. Sherman, St. Paul district radio and communications in-

organist,

N. Hlnchey, once commercial
manager of WCBA, Allentown, has
been named to the sales staff of
J.

If the Commish. substitutes the
and words 'high-powered* in its present

Philadelphia, Saturdays for
a program which will plug Zerone,
anti-freeze liquid: Show, with Irene
Beasley and the Jester, will originate
from the CBC studios. Westward end
of the CBS link is used at the same
time by Pet Milk.

T^U8l- r«2

NEW

leaves
Buffalo.

the »:30'to 9:46

New

WCAU,

number.

IN

announcing

staff.

.

arc

>

..

KYW

.

Armand S. Weill agency, Buffalo,
turning out a~series of e-.t. announcements for Remington-Rand- in behalf
of typewriters and office supplies..
Possible that later on other discs- maybe cut for other R-R products in safeguard investments and counter*
similar, .dramatized, fashion. Station act political
influence.
list for present campaign not. set ye\»
Thirty Exclusive Channels

stations -along the .Coast.-. Local re..
lease over KJR.

for six weeks.

.

Another announcing addition is
*
Lowell Gubbins, previously with
Duplication of stations on exWSYR, Syracuse. Spieling staff now
clusive ribbons, will be wasteful and
numbers seven.
injurious to rural listeners, Craig
question
declaring
averred;
the
Frank Sharp,
Indianapolis
cannot be settled in individual cases
program
director, back at his desk
but should be determined by a flat
officially after a brief vacation spent
basic policy. Answering theoretical
arguments in favor of establishment chiefly unofficially at his desk.
regulations."

'.

Arthur Kudncr agency

bling data for Buick on a weather
reports campaign which the account
figures* to use in addition_to. tiie .spot
announcements that have been set
for the week of Oct. Id.

•

'

Otto Nenbauer resumes his solo New site "would be out-of-town at
piano series over WDRC, Hartford,
Seven Hill Village, south of Cleveland. It is -the same site now •being
Harold Jovlen now writing under used by WHK.
his right name for the Southwest
News, Chicago. Drops former radio
Margaret ,SiceIoff, former aneditdr nom de plume of H. J. Houser. nouncer and dramatist .at Asheville,
now secretary to Sales. Manager
Joe Connolly, conductor of WFAB's Dewey Long at WBT, Charlotte.
Jersey City Irish Hour, is also the
John N. Hinchley, joins
radio editor of New, York-'s Hibernian gazette, The Irish Echo.
(Philly) sales staff, coming, from
commercial, manager
duties
at
Elliot Stewart, heretofore with Co- WCBA, Allentown.,
lumbia Concerts division of ColumTJlmer,
formerly
Rock
.with .WHO,
bia Artists Bureau, has joined the
WIBX Utica mike and production Des Moines, now on KSTP, St. Paul,

1

Claude Morris, formerly in the
and one, than either WTIC, a 50;000
watter, or ''WDRC, a 5,000 watter. radio script .department, has been
When an "advertising agency called named assistant production manager
John
the station on- this rate, a correction of the Blackman. Agency.
was quickly made and new rate Taylor stays as production chief of

-

Here and There

Rap Shephard

Biz Not Worthwhile If Mercbandisk^

Raymond Gny and W. S. Duttera,
engineer experts, visited Cleveland -last week and spoke at Case
School of Applied Science to radio
engineers on new developments in
antenna.

NBC

Adrian James Flantey, former sales
promotion manager- of World Broadcasting, has opened his own offices
in New York tor sales promotion,
publicity and artist representation in
radio.

Gertrude Ber£

Ben

Bernie's

fills

guest gap for

American Can broad-

cast of Oct. 13. Frere
negotiated.

Herman Bernie

Edna Ran, formerly

of

Harkins

agency, takes over Phyllis- Foster
was a*ti15,000.
(home economics etherizer) duties
gineering opinion of 1927 to .the effor WDAS, Philly, replacing Lee
George Snell,
announcer, Lawrence.
fect tint th~-e is no need for power
turned out his third published novel,
limitation on. r-v»'n-ive f'"equer»C!"*r..
xioot. Hog, and. Die.' Caxton, Idaho
Whan tb~ old F.R.C. boosted the firm,
Lanny Ross gives a benefit conpublishers.
power limit from 5 to 50 kw.. Vast
cert ct Tatt Preparatory School,
improvement'
service to rurrl
Frank Austin latest addition to Watertown, Conn., Oct. 31. When
^rc?s i i>U?d. Cvai" dacHred. Thr.
he was a student there he was leader
KDYL, Salt Lake, announcing staff.
juico iolt htt f^oon tho or>lv means of
of the glee club.
Formerly with KTSP, St. Paul.
reaching millions of listeners in
thinlv-populat-id pai'ts of the counMickey Gillette, NBC saxophonist
H. H. Holshouser, assistant, treastry, he reminded the Commish.
and
conductor, will leave San Franurer and general accountant for
WBT, Charlotte, back from Canada cisco for Hollywood shortly. He is
batoning Jack Meakin's programs
and two weeks of ..vacation' there.
?
while the latter is on a month's
B!aEche
s Course Mrs. Holshouser went along.
•cave of absence.
Indianapolis, Oct. 6.
Myron Fox, KDYL Salt Lake anBca Kenaderet, singing comedienne
Bl-nshe Young c,onductor and nouncer, won
annual city newspaperat
KFRC, San Francisco, leaving
program director for the- Indianapolis radio employes
golf tourney.
after more than four years on the
Public Schools' regular School
station's staff to try her luck in HolSketches programs, last year over
r,:::> Soil's Band at Hotel Utah's
this year WIRE and
Empire room aired twice weekly by lywood.
takes a ch?ir at Indiana University KSL, Salt
Lake. Russell Stewart anExtension Division, teaching radio nouncing.
production.
Also at Indiana Extension for the
Mary
Nally,
contralto, has -returned
semester's regular night, sessions is ^to
on a late evening sustainer
Edith Evans, fashion copywriter for titled
'Dream Time,' with an orchesthe Wm. H. Block Company, depart- tra led
by Edward A. Rice. Takes
"Th* Ad vcrds/nq rpst Station
ment store, listed to conduct series place of 'Gypsy Trail.'
which
of
lectures
on radio continuity fed' to NBC for some time.
In thv Atfvcriismq Test City

ennned by the courts and cited en-

KDYL

H

—

Young

Here's how WBZ-WBZA helped, a mayonnaise arid sandwich spread maker:
free sample offer oh a fifteen minute daytime program brought several thousand replies from

A

housewives

telling

whether or not their dealers carried

With this information the adversalesmen opened 900 new outlets in a week— typical results of a well-planned campaign over these stations!
the sponsor's product.
tiser's

W3Z
50,000 WATTS
NBC

Blue Network

BOSTON, MASS.

WBZA
1,000 WATTS
NBC

Blu* Netwerk

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WFBM—

NBC

WFBM

—

•

.

1

WGY

WGY

'

writing.

AYO, COMM'L MGR.
Fred W. Ayer has been named
commercial manager of WSAR, Fall

Caldwell Cline, news commentator
for WSOC, Charlotte, N. C, is vacationing in Atlanta.

Maximum

m

Coveraqe

the Major

Connecticut Markets
Preston Stroupe, vocalist, has been

River, Mass.
He's a brother of added to the Wayside program of
Hibbard Ayer, station rep, with Harold Brown, over WSOC, Charwhom he was associated for awhile lotte, N. C.
"
summer.
Indie Fall River outlet goes from
WJAY, Cleveland, is all set to
250 watts to 1,000 end of this month, erect a new transmitter, and antenna
and will erect a new antenna simul- as soon as the Federal Communicataneously.
tions Commission gives the word.
last

Completely programmed by

•

Basic CB

S

Station

Hartford. Conn.
National

Representative

Free, Johris

&..

'

Field, Inc.

New York— Chicago— Detroit
San Francisco

— Los

Angelea

Wednesday, October

7,
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frequency from 1250 to 760 kc, jump
power from 1 to 5 kw, change time
from specified hours to sharing with
WCAL, Northfield, Minn.; WTCN,
Minneapolis, Minn., change hours of
operation from specified to unlimited; KWTN, Watertown, S. Dak.,
increase power from 100 watts to 250
watts night, 500 watts days, and
change frequency from 1210 to 1340
kc; KGDY, Huron, S. Dak., change
frequency from 1340 to 1210 kc,
change power from 250 watts days
to 100 watts nights, 250 watts days;
Georgia Broadcasting Co., Rossville,
Ga., new station to be operated on
1200 kc, with 100 watts; WLMU,
increase
day
Ky.,
Middlesboro,
power from 100 watts to 250 watts;
Amarillo Broadcasting Co., Amarillo,
Tex., new station to be operated oh
1500 kc with 100 watts days; W. E.
Whitmo're, Hobbs, N. Mex., new station to be operated on 1500 kc with
100 watt days.
Virgil V. Evans, Gastonia, N. C.,
new station to be operated on 1420
kte with lOO watts, requests call letters WJBR; Schuylkill Broadcasting
.

Selma, Ala., authority to operate unWashington, Oct. 6, 1936.
stations received .okays limited time,. beginning Oct. 1, pendfrom the Federal Communications ing, action on a modification, of
Commission when the Broadcast Di- license requesting same privilege;
vision held its regular meeting last WLEU, Erie, Pa., special authority
week and numerous applications for to operate with increased night
construction permits lor high fre- power of 250 watts for a period of
quency relay broadcast stations were 45, days; WIBW, Topeka, Kan., auCommish nixed one- new thority to operate with power of 5
granted.
transmitter plea and threw out one kw from 12 midnight to 1 a.m., CST,
application for power jump, but for the month, of October; WSMK,
granted several transfers of control Dayton, O., and KQV, Pittsburgh,
and one frequency change and power Pa., authority to operate simultaneously from local sunset to midnight
increase.
Renewals of regular licenses were for 30-day period; WSPA, Spartangranted nine transmitters, but 12 burg, S. C., special authority to opwere put on. one month's probation, erate unlimited time with power of
pending action on renewal applica- 500 watts night, 1 kw days, on 1120
kc frequency; WEST, Easton, Pa.,
tions,
Northern Broadcasting Company, special temporary authority to opInc., Wausau, .Wis., received the nod erate simultaneously with WKBO,
on an application for new station Harrfcburg,. Pa„ for 30-day period;
WKBO. Harrisburg, Pa., same except
to., be operated on 1370 kc with- 100
watts days, upsetting the recom- with WEST.
mendation pf Examiner P. J. Seward.
Special authority to operate with
The request of C. G. Hill, George O. 5 kw from sunset at KPO, San FranWalker and. Susan H. Walker—long-, cisco, to 11 p.m., EST, was given
time, candidates for a broadcast sta- WPTF. Raleigh, N. C, until Febrution for Winston-Salem, N.
was ary 1, 1937. Station, now using 1
,

gix

hew

'.

.

.

•

C—

granted, reversing Examiner
B. L.; Walker. Station will be operated on 1250 kc with 250 watts
days. A' second transmitter was authorized for North Carolina when
Jonas Weiland, of Kinston, was told

kw

experimentally, for the same
on the (500 kc frequency,
with KPO. Continuation of special
authority to operate on 1100 kc was
given KWKH, Shreveport, La., 10kilowatter, until Feb. 1.
to go ahead with a new -station to
The following, transmitters rebe operated on 1200 kc with 100 ceived breathing spells until
Nov. 1,
watts' nights, 250 watts days, Com?
pending action on their applications
pitsh sustaining Examiner Walker.
for regular license renewals: KFBB,
Navarro Broadcasting Association, Great Falls, Mont.; KTFI,
Twin
Corsicana, Texas, received an okay Falls,
Idaho; WCAE, Pittsburgh,-Pa.;
for a new station to be operated on
WFAE, Hammond, Ind.; KLPM,
1310 kc with 100 watts days, in line Minot,
N. D.; WHIP, Dayton, O.;
with the recommendation of Exam- WHBL.
Newark, N. J.; WIBA, Madi
iner G. H. HilL
New station for son, Wis.; KFQD,- Anchorage,
Wilton Harvey Pollard, Huntsville, Alaska;
KGFG». Oklahoma,. Okla.;
Ala., to be operated on 1200 kc with
WATL, Atlanta, Ga.; WRDO, Au100 wattd also was sanctioned, COmgusta, .Me.; WNYC, New York

filially-

.

period, is

.

'

;

i

-

-

.

'

.

City;

jaish upholding

Examiner Seward. WWL, New Orleans, 'La. Extension
juice-jump from 100 to 250 of special
experimental -authority
was denied WPAR, Parkers- w?s granted KTFI, Twin Falls,
burg, W« ya., sustaining the recomIdaho, on a temporary, basis only,
mendation of Examiner John P. from
Oct. 1, 1936, to~April 1, 1937.
BramhalL A new station for JefReferred to Examiners.
ferson Broadcasting Company, BirThe following applications were
mingham, Ala., also was tossed out

Day

Witts

;

'

.

by.,

the Broadcast Division.

Outfit

had requested 1200 kc with 100 watts
night, 250 watts days.

.

Other Denials
Other

denials

included

WHBB,

referred, to examiner's:

Arthur

'

Groghan,

Minneapolis,
Minn., hew station to be operated
on 1310 kc with 100 watts, days only;
WLB, Minneapolis, Minn., change
.

Pa, new station
to be operated on 580 kc with 250
watts days; Northwestern Publishing
Co., Danville, 111., new station to be
operated on 1500 kc with 250 watt
days; Waldo Abbot, Ann' Arbor,

Company,

Pottsville,

Pacific

Coast Radio Notes

Hal Wolf is giving football analysis with KMO, Ta'coma, another addition
on new program 'Sports Review,' to KOMO-KJR announcers.
weekly on Tuesday over KOMO,
Seattle:

at

Tubby Graves, frosh football coaefc.
U and baseball coach, ditto,' in ne*

Harold C. Moan, formerly with program, over KQMO, Seattle, twic«
KFPY, Spokane, KFBB, Great Falls, weekly, 'Locker Room Stories in.

and KGBO, Missoula, is now on
KOMO-KJR, Seattle staff of announcers. Maitland Jordan, formerly

Sport.'

Jose Maria Reynal rounded up *
dozen picture names for his 'gpoi
broadcast from Hollywood f*

will'

new

station to be opSouth America.
erated on 940 kc with 5 kw; KPLC,
Lake Charles, La., increase day
Charles Correll (Andy) piloted hid
power from 100 to 250 watts; George
H. Payne, San Jose, Calif., new sta- own plane from the Coast to Chi*
Freeman Gosdeh (Amos,, dt
tion to be operated oh 1010 kc with cago.
transfer of control of al), took no chances and boarded »
1 kw;

Tulsa, Okla.,

'•

WMBO,

corporation from* George I. Stevens streamline train.
Roy L. Albertson, 150 shares com(Hollywood)
mon stock; WIBG, Glehside, Pa., inHal Styles,
for
looking
a
crease power from 100 watts to 5 special
eventer,
kw and change hours of operation haunted house, to broadcast from.

to

KMTR

'

from daytime

to

Chicago
Worth, Tex.,

to

—

KFWB

(Hollysunset; KTAT, Fort
Harry MatzUsh,
voluntary assignment of license from wood) manager, pulled a fastie by
Raymond E. Buck to Tarrant Broad- inking Rob Wagner to a contract
casting Company; KTSM; El Paso, while an agency exec was stalling
'

Tex., increase day power from 100
new special broadcast station to 250 watts and request authority
be operated on 1550 kc with 1 to carry WDArL El Paso, schedule
kw; Central States Broadcasting Co., on KTSM transmitter; WJIM, Lans-

for time.

Mich.,
to

Council Bluffs,

la.,

new

station to

ing,

Robert TapUngrer winged back t*
his N. Y. office after .looking in o*
Mich., voluntary assignment of the
Nelson Eddy inaugural for
.

be operated on 1500 kc with 100 license from Capitol City Broadcast- Vicks.
ing Co., to Harold F. Gross; WPHR,
The following applications were Petersburg, Va., change hours .of
Dave Broekman, KHJ (Los Ange-.
received:
operation from days to unlimited, les) musical director, batoning an
juiceWGY, Schenectady, N. Y.,
using 500 watts.
ofk for first time on Coast NBC
J
jump froni 50 to 500 kw; KGFI, CorWest Virginia. Newspaper Publish- network.
pus Christi, Te::., change frequency ing 'Co., Clarksburg, W. Va., new
from 1500 to 1330 kc, increase power station to be operated on 630 kc With
Carl Nlsscn, former commercial
from 100 watts .nights, 250 watts 1 kw nights, 5 kw days; WTAQ, manager of KNX (Hollywood), has
day bought into the R. H.-Albers agency.
days; to 500 watts unlimited; WBOW, Green Bay, Wise, Increase
Terre Haute, Ind., Change frequency power from 1 kw to 5 kw; Fayette
Hngo Klrchofer leading - KFWB
from 1310 to 930 kc, power from 100 Broadcasting Corp, Uniontown, Pa'.,
watts nights, 250 watts days, to 500 new station to be operated on 1420 (Hollywood) community sing "from
watts nights, 1 kw days; KABR, kc with 250 watts days; KTHS, Hot Exposition Park.
'Aberdeen, S. Dak., change frequency Springs National Park, Ark., change
Lloyd Yoder, NBC press chief, for
from 1420 to 1.390 kc, increase power frequency ftomi 1040 to 1060 kc,
from 100 watts to I kw; KFIO, Spo time from sharing with KRLD, Dal- the Coast, will b$ head linesman
kane, Wash., change frequency from las, Tex., to unlimited; Journal Com- at three conference games in L.A.
"!'
1120 to 1110 kc, increase power from pany (Milwaukee Journal), Wau- this year,
100 to 500 watts; KFJR, Portland, kesha, Wise, new. facsimile broadBin* Crosby due baok on the
Ore., voluntary assignment of license Cast station to be operated on 620
•from Ashley C. Dixon, KFJR, Inc,
kc with 500 watts, midnight to 6 Kraft broadcast Oct, 15" after sevto KALE, Inc.
a.m.
(WTMJ, Milwaukee, Wise, eral weeks resting up in Hawaii,
John Stewart Bryan .& Douglas broadcast transmitter to be used);
Thomaa. Frcebalrn Smith named
Freeman, Tennant Bryan, co-part D. L. Thornton, Centralia arid Che
ners, Petersburg, Va., new station halis, Wash,, hew station to be op- head announcer of KNX (Holly*
to be operated on 1370 kc with 100 erated on 1500 kc with' 100 watts wood).
Dan Prindle joined Hee
'

watts.

•

'

.

.

.

4

v

'

.

watts days; World Publishing Co., nights,' 250- watts days.

Chevigny's continuity
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(Continued from page 35)

In the Background
Hovering in the background of the
present hearings and optimistically
hoping for a wholesale boosting of
power within all classifications, are
the radio equipment manufacturers.
Regardless of the merits of the several questions under dispute, it looks
like the equipment boys are the only
sure winners in the whole mess.
National Association of Broadcasters is neutral. Although having pre-'
pared a complete presentation, the
trade association will not testify or
participate. It's position is a logical
reflection of the dissensions and mutual conflicts of interest among the

Wednesday, October 7, 1936

to counteract anticipated benefits. lieved necessary to limit the number
of 500 kw. assignments, giving early
sales revenue must carry the load comers an advantage and simulta*
of a $500,000 investment and $150,000 neously' penalizing broadcasters reincrease in operating costs without luctant to experiment..
wattage top for regionals at presallowing profit on the added outlay,
Abolition of limited-tune station
ent time. He advised caution in
rate card boosts will make broad- classification, or refusal to license
upping present broadcast structure
casting a prohibitive medium for
by revising regulations which might local advertisers, and creation of 20 asy new transmitters using spare
night hours, on cleared frequencies,
force a new pattern of network
or 25 behemoths: may nullify the ad- was urged by holders Of exclusive

Reallocation Hearing
toons, plus legal documents covering
in detail endless divisions and subdivisions of problems all suggest
plenty of engineering and legal expense.
At least 40 lawyers and
dozens of engineers are present.

I

On

With carefully, worded vantage
of each without equalizing
recommendation in favor of dupli- the heavy cash expenditure, Paley franchises. Pointing out that limited
transmitters can function after suncation on cleared channels, the
opined.
set only when dominant stations are
CBS prez declared that if these
Worst Victims
silent, Craig asked the F.C.C. to acthree moves 'occur the result will
Regional and non-web stations will knowledge actual situation which
be use of fewer stations of. greater
powers by principal sponsors, fol- be the worst victims of 500 kw finds cleared channel transmitters
lowed by stronger signal service in policy, Paley cautioned. While some, working around the clock. At presregionals
benefit, the majority will ent virtually no holders of exclusive
rural areas, abandonment by chains
of low-powered transmitters in pri- be handicapped by greater competi- assignments fail to operate.- until
mary service, areas of the proposed tion and concentration of advertis- after midnight and during early
As result*
'titians, and Inevitable curtailment ing, he said, and loss of network af- morning hours, he said.
Locals the limited-time .boys actually can
filiation will -be inevitable.
of service in medium-sized cities.
will find the problem oT providing operate only during daylight.
The Prabable Borden
still
programs
and
both revenues
Commish should refuse to grant,

Warning that higher power limitations will burden' the industry with
$10,000,000 capital outlay and heavy
additional operating costs, as well
as force abandonment of small stations and deprive certain areas of
present service, was given the' Federal Communications Commission
today (Tuesday), by William S.
Paley, president of the Columbia
,

Broadcasting System.

Although declaring Columbia will
lake full advantage of any changes
in existing policies and regulations,
Paley registered strong opposition
to the idea of creating a group of
500 kilowatt transmitters, and upping

DICK
.

•

D ir.; M C A
HERMAN BERNIE
.

Ver. Mgt.,

1619 B'w.y, N. V. C.

KUSHNER

S. K.

Presents

Don
I Bestor

Hoyt 'WooUn, WBEC, Memphis,
Harry Slavic*. WMC, Memphis.
R. T» Rollo.

H.

W.

WBNX. New York.
WBNX. New York.
WWJ, Detroit

Wilson,

li,

J. Scrlpps,

K, M. Fierce, WGAR. Cleveland.
Walter Paipm,
TMJ. Milwaukee.

W

Herb Petty. WHN, New Torfc
Melvta Hftdretb. WORL, Boston.
Jack DeWltt. WSM. Nashville.
Gene O'Fhlfcm, KVOD. Denver.
John Shepard, Srd. Yankee network.
P, X Heanessy, NBC.
S. Howard Evans, Nat'l -Radio Committee.

.

'A. 3. Crane, University ot Wyoming.
H. B. McCarty, Educational Broadcasters
Assn.
Prof. Edw. Bennett, University 61 Wis*
.

.

-

consln.

A. Allen, WLVA, I,7n<*barg, Va,
Ralph R, BrontoD, KJBS, San Francisco.
John Elmer, WCBM, Baltimore.
Wright Gedge, WMBC, Detroit.
John H. omin.'Jr. t WOW. Omaha.
Alfred J. McCosker. "WOR, Newark.
John F. Patt, WGAR, Cleveland.
T. W, Symoni. Jr., KFPY. Spokane.

Edward

W. O. Pane, WALA, Mobile.
Garland Powell, WRCF, Gainesville.
harder, while coverage probably will further permits for construction of
C. y. Price, KPH. Wichita,
be reduced because of increased in- limited-tune stations, or should erase
K. W. Pyle. KFBI, Abilene.
terference. Listeners would not en- the category, terming them 'daytime
J. C. Rapp. KMA. Shenandoah.
William West, WTHV, East St. Louis,
joy substantial benefits- from 500
stations,' Craig said.'
Eddney Ridge. WRIG Greensboro.
casters with an additional operating" stations, Paley predicted. Although
R.
J. Rockwell, WTVW, Cincinnati.
It seems to us that there is noand commish studies show clear-channel longer any occasion for this classifiof between
George W. Smith. WWVA, Wheeling.
cost
$3,000,000
J. W. Rnnyan, KRLD, Dallas.
$4,000,000 a year,' Paley said.
transmitters are favorites with rural cation and that its continuance simJ. H. Ryan, WSPP. Toledo.
System audiences, only in half of one per- ply means eventual hardship for the
Columbia
Broadcasting
John Sherman, WTCN. Minneapolis,
W. H. SumervlUe. WOST, Atlanta.
stands ready to accept its share of cent of radio-equipped homes would'
licensee of the limited-time station
W. Stlnson. KYOO. Tulsa.
the load if super power is admitted big power boosts result in appreci- who may have built up an audience
S. C. Vlnsonbaler, KIRA, Little Bock,
A. Wagn er. "WBBY, Green Bay.
member of the able improvement in reception, he and a business in part of the unused James
as... a full fledged
Hasten Woolley,
J, Detroit.
believe
broadcast family. I do not
said, adding that better-, reception hours when the time comes for the
Sydney Warner. WlXBS, Watorbury.
8. R. Winch, KOJN. Portland.
any of us knows about the imme- can be obtained already by replace- clear channel station to reclaim those
Jotra Aitenhead, WADC. Akron.
diate effects and the subsequent ment of obsolete sets with modern
A. li. Ashby. NBC
It also
hours,' Craig 'explained.
WllUam S. Paler. CBS.
effects of super power,, both in it- equipment.
means embarrassment to the clear Isaac Brlmberg, WIN YC. New York.
self and in relation to the progress
Although opposed to upset at channel licensee and probably litigaJ. F. Burke, KFVD. Los Angeles.
Zieo Coulawn, WHAS, Louisville.
and welfare of radio broadcasting present, CBS is ready to climb on
tion.'
Jobn
Cummlpge,
AM, Camden.
and radio listening in American life. the super power bandwagon, Paley
L. S. Mitchell, WDAE, Tampa.
Powel Crosley, Jr., here for a
Leonard- Laurence, WFMD, Frederick,
Many of the' doubts. I have raised announced. If commish sanctions speech,
is more concerned' about Md\
have been expressly doubts. Many 500 kw, web will seek 'its full quota,'
Ralph
MateaOn,
TVHDH,
Boston.
taking an examination to become a
of them have been questions, not with chain-owned transmitters in
Clair McCullougb, Mason Dixie network,
licensed third class radio operator
Harold Meyer WSTJN. St. Petersburg.
answers.
need those answers. I. New York, Chicago, Charlotte, MinRichard 0;Dea, WNEW. New York city,
on his own yacht.
believe the Commission needs those neapolis, St. Louis, and Los Angeles
Eugene Pack. KSL, Salt. Lake City.
Lobx Yet to Speak
answers before altering the basic joining the scramble. Already three
'Our careful estimates of the cost
of 500 kilowatt stations indicate*
probable burden of over $10,000,0:0
of capital invested by. the broad•

kw

•

-

.

.

i

U

WW

-

.

WC

'

,

We

'

.

structure of broadcasting. I believe
that a dozen studies of the most
exhaustive sort are hi order.
•Knowing the economics of broadcasting as well as we do,' Paley
continued, 'I feel justified in saying
that if the burden of cost of super
power is thrown upon the industry
almost at the same time it is faced
with costly developmental work in
new fields, one or the other is very
apt to suffer.' -Pointing out that
economic considerations, as well as
engineering, will restrict use of
super power; Paley- estimated the
-

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Hotel Lincoln, New York City
CBS COAST TO COAST NETWORK

Those Present

(Continued from page 83)

coverage.

The

memberships.

Among

He suggested that'greafer theoretical

WJB,

affiliates,

,

WHAS

and KSL,

have asked for 'juice jojts, he recalled, and others may be expected
to complicate the race.
'If super

power

is .to come, -we will build and.
operate 500 kw stations wherever
the commission will sanction them
at strategic points on the Columbia
network,' Paley said, firing a parting shot and inviting rivals to launch
a 'wattage war.'
_

C.C.'s

Ask Boost

Not content with seeking 500 kw
authorization,
Cleared
Channel
Broadcasters asked the P.C.C. to
boost power minimum on exclusive
ribbons to 50 kw and eliminate all
wattage maximums.
Looking ahead to the time when
500
kw may not satisfy more
ambitious broadcasters, Edwin Craig
of WSM, Nashyille, said that use of
less than 50 kw by cleared channel
operators is 'inefficient and wasteful,' while maximum power limita
tion will 'stifle development.' He is
firmly opposed, however, to boost-

Lenox Lohr

"will

arrive

tomorrow

SAM
HEARN

(Wednesday) and may follow. Wil
Hani S. Paley as speaker before the

^

P.C.C.

and motion pictures are be
used to
illustrate
various
technical phases of testimony. Joe
Chambers,
technician
for- clear
channel group, used stereoptican
Tuesday -afternoon, and WLW, Cln
cinnati, scheduled Wednesday to sub
mit evidence of its experience as the
Slides

ing

"HORACE NIMBLE".

MAXWELL HOUSE

SHOW BOAT

only super-watter in actual operation,

will exhibit films with sound

effects demonstrating actual listenWEAF, Thur*., 9-10 P.M. EST
ing conditions on home receiver as
Mitpagcmeat: LEO M ORRISON
country should not have more than
between 50,000 and 500,000 power.
23 transmitters of 500 kilowatts.
Radio Bep.t FBED~B. NORMAN
Abandonment of the broadcasting
Even with such limitations, webs
industry's
outstanding
synchronizawill have to abandon stations withtion experiment and permanent rein the service area of each new
shuffling of four stations using 1040
behemoth because sponsors would
and 1060 channels, are reported in
refuse to pay for wasteful duplicaprospect Tuesday (6). After four
tion. Smaller stations would fail to
years of research, WBAL, Hearst's
receive strong schedule of sponBaltimore outlet, has asked permit
sored web programs, he warned,
from
F. C. C. to cease its mountain
and would fight a losing battle. 'So
goat, act and reside permanently on
far as we can estimate its effect on
1060
frequency,
which
it
Columbia as a network, it is our ing the minimum beyond 50 kw, the
theoretically
WTIC,
shares with
reasoned
conclusion
that
super fearing economic difficulties.
Hartford.
Shake-up
will
make
power would result in the substituThere are no valid reasons for permanent present maze of tempotion by advertisers of one super putting a roof on cleared channel
OPENING IN OCTOBER
power station for several of the power, Craig said, warning such ac- rary shifts which has been existing
for several years and -will leave 760
smaller stations now on the network tion will. check progress and put the
in the New Broadway Production
channel open for exclusive nightin the area encircling any new U. S. farther behind' in technical ad"THE
IS ON"
time use by WJZ
York.
At
ew
super power station. The net re- vancement. Shrugging off objections
Ercl. Mgt. HERMAN BERNIE,
nresent-WTIC and WBAL, in theory,
sult should increase our service to about possible blanketing or adUrottdwny, New fork
iointly occupy 1060, while KTHS.
remote areas at night r at the pos jacent-frequency interference, the
Hot- Springs, and KRLD, Dallas,
sible expense of providing parts of group- spokesman pointed out that
share 1040.
certain cities with a remote signal Mexico has jumped to 100 and 150
During prolonged experiments,
wholly satisfactory for reception/ kw, drowning out various American
WTIC has been operating unlimited
but of lower level than the present stations, while Europe has 23 transtime on 1040 in company with KRLD,
signal of the network stations now mitters using more than 50 kw.
while WBAL days has been operatwithin those cities,' Paley said.
The Economic Side
ing simultaneously with KTHS on
Duplication of use on exclusive
'The economic side of the ques- !0G0._ Nights KTHS .has been returnribbons offers 'real improvement in tion
must be frankly faced. Cities in ing to 1040. while WBAL has been
public service,' Paley advised. Clear
which clear channel stations are lo- moving to the WJZ channel. BaltiAnd His Internationals t
channels already impaired by prescated and the surrounding rural more transmitter contemplates inence of two sharing transmitters
areas which rely on those stations stallation of- directional antenna for
would be used more efficiently by for
service differ vastly in their abil- wnht use to reduce interference with
widely separated stations, he reity to support the necessary outlay,' WTIC on the adiacent frequency and
marked, although the eventual reto permit KTHS to operate simulsaid Craig.
sult might.be abandonment by webs
\
While it would be unfair to com- taneously on the 1060 stripe both day
YORK
of regional

GRACIE
BARRIE

.

SHOW

N

.
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BASIL

FOMEEN
NOW

\Hotel Pierre

and local stations

lo-

cated within enlarged primary service area of the 50 kilowatters. Economic consequences of super power
are not clear, Paley said, but several potential disadvantages threaten
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measurably' slower pace if men had
not been free to hazard their fortunes on the uncertain and the unRemoval, of the maximum power limitation does not mean
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DesM. Grocers' Assn.

Mgt.: Paul C. Wimbish
New York

1619 Broadway,

Des Moines, Oct. 6.
Iowa network, for the fourth successive

show'

year,

is

'

BALLOU
And His Orchestra
I

Knox

Wimbrow Goes

WXYZ

Detroit,

Oct.

6.

Dale Wimbrow, producer of several network shows, joins WXYZ
staff.

Wimbrow will produce commercial
programs.
Composer and actor,
Encouraging Competlsh
Competition between holders of Wimbrow has been producing ether
exclusive franchises might be en- shows for 14 years.
couraged if the Commish is not willing to lift all wattage restrictions.
Dave Carter coming out from New
Craig suggested it might be desir- York to handle L.A. publicity for
able, if cautious procedure is be- Columbia*

J
X

— EST

11:15-11:30 A.M.

power

of their stations to 500
kw. Should an air transport company
be forbidden to place a new and imoroved model of plane in use because
it may attract passengers from a competing line? Where would civilization be if we had followed that phi-

Gelatine

CBS—Tues-Thura.,

(

the

i
f

DICK

producing .a 'food

for the Des Moines Retail
Grocers' Association. Nelson Shawn,
of NBC here, is booking the acts.
Among those, set are Jackie Heller,

Pat Kennedy, Morin Sisters, Vagabonds and Mrs. Pennyfeather. Local
talent includes Lansing Benet, the
Day Dreamer, and the Modern Choir.
that you wDl permit any and all Orchestra is that of Orville Foster,
clear channel licensees to increase' IBS musical director.

losophy?'

LISTEN

NEW

and.riight.

foreseeable.

RADIO'S

jAUGHTER

mand all exclusive stations to jump
any limitation of power
boosts would be equally unwise and
unfair, Craig averred. Apprehension
about tremendous increases in inter
ference is unfounded, he claimed,
particularly if regional station wattage is upped at the same time to preserve present ratios.
'The advance of civilization,' -said
Craig, 'would have been at ah imto 500 kw.,

t

Mgt.: Paul C. Wimbish
New York

t
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Charley Boulanget*|
And Hia Orchestra
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WFBR

a daily five-minute newscast and
gets a quarter page
in each issue of the papers.
Station plugs each paper aside from crediting each as news source.
idea, is to strengthen hold on listening public living in the rural
communities by creating good will of the hinterlanders in offering 'em the
direct attention radio has seldom given the crossroads and hamlets. NewsIdentity of each station participating in program slated for rebroadcastModern Magazines: 'Modern Rocasts contain just the sort of chatter, stuffed with personalities and their
mances' dramas, Wednesdays, 2 to
jng must hi submitted to the Federal Communications Commission in small doings, that county weeklies carry in their columns.
accordance with revised version of rule book approved last week.
2:30 p.m., starting Oct 7; for 13
localities for

Inside Stuff-Radio

WFBR

'

NBC NEW PROGRAMS

weeks. Via WJZ, WBZ-A, KDKA,
Rewriting rules 177 and 177.1 but without making any major changes,
Films, once a baby art, which has outgrown its infancy, has already seen
WTAM, WMAQ.
commish stipulated that henceforth the licensee of any regular or inter- former kid players "maturing into mature prominence.
But radio is still
national transmitter must notify the commish of the call letters of each too young to have any
Household Finance: 'Sherlock
traditions. However, 'Little' Mary Small is. dropsthtlon rebfoadcast, in addition to obtaining the express consent of each ping the diminutive
now that she's attending a fashionable prep school, Holmes, Thursdays, 11:15 to .11:45
originating, transmitter.
Wharton's, in N. Y., and is in her 15th year, thus making her the first of p.m., starting. Oct 1; for 52 weeks.
Only other significant alteration deleted paragraph which prohibited the mike kidlets to decide and grow up for professional as well as private Via WEAF, KYW, WLW, WMAQ.
V, S. stations from airing the programs of foreign stations without ob- purposes.
C. approval. This clause is omitted from the new version of
taining F,
NBC RENEWALS

C

•rule

177.

Another sponsor bit the dust last week as Federal Trade Commish shareshooters brought down. Mills Sales Co., New York, merchandising various
"^—^IBC last week straightened out the feud between the Earle Anthony toilet articles.
stations, KFI and KECA, Los Angeles, and the Democratic National. ComCommish ordered Morris Gottsgen and David Jacoby, operators of the
mittee, with the result that the former outlet carried President Roose- firm, to quit broadcasting misrepresentations about the price and value
velt's speech from Pittsburgh. Network had its political contacteers busy of their products.
ever since -the committee, in reprisal for what happened three weeks previous, ordered the Anthony outlets eliminated from all Democratic campaign
Grant-in-aid fellowship has been awarded Arthur S. Garbett, educatalks.
tional director of the NBC w.estern division, by the Humanities Division of
Jn inquiring why KFI refused to carry the President's fireside talk of the Rockefeller Foundation to enable him .to protect his new simplified
three weeks ago NBC found out that the station had acted on the advice of system of teaching musical composition to children and adults. His method
an attorney.
is already being tried experimentally in both the Oakland and San Fran.

,

'Municipal Court Justice Nathan Sweedler of Brooklyn last week filed
the complaint of his suit on' the 'Good Will Program.' Asking $250,000 in
damages; the judge claims that the title is being used without authoriza-

from him.
>Among those named as defendants are Chase & Sanborn Coffee, J. WalThompson, WMCA, New York, Mutual, NBC, WOR, Newark, Macfadden Publications and A. L. Alexander. Justice Sweedler avers that
prior, to September, 1930, he .conducted a 'Good Will Court' idea in Brooklyn, and what he objects to is the commercialization of this community
tion

.

ter

service.

'Reopening of cases involving sale of five Texas and Oklahoma stations
to, William Randolph Hearst and others was blocked when majority, of.
broadcast division members of Federal Communications Commission stood
pat on decision, to approve the transfers without public hearing.
With contracts in the case still withheld from public inspection, two
members declined to be swayed by protests of third commissioner who
argued that such an important transaction ought not be rubber-stamped
has the benefit of all information about valuations, purUntil the F. C.
chase prices, identity of individuals concerned, and plans for future
.

.

C

operations.-

•

CBS

NEW PROGRAMS

National Ice Advertising: 'Homemaker's Exchange,' Tuesdays and
Thursdays, 11:45 to noon, starting
cisco public schools.
Oct 27; for 26 weeks. Via 38 stations
in Boston, Chicago, Detroit, LouisReported in Chicago that John Clark is negotiating with Robert Barrett, ville, New York, Omaha-Lincoln,
radio buyer for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, to join .the Trans- American Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, St Louis,
firm. Understood that Barrett is wanted to handle station relations for Syracuse, Washington, Atlanta, BirTrans-American system.
mingham, Charlotte', Dallas, Denver,
Barrett refused to affirm this report and denied he was even considering Ft Wayne, Knoxville, Minneapolis,
leaving the B-S-H firm.
New Orleans, Oklahoma City, Salt
Lake City, San Antonio, Savannah,
Robert Orr, Lennan & Mitchell v»p., says that Burt McMurtrie remains Shreveport Topeka, and Pacific
as head of the agency's radio department and that Carlos DeAngelo has Coast.
come in as a member of the production staff.' McMurtrie has been with
Pcnliac: 'News Through a
Paul Whiteman in Fort Worth, producing the Sunday night show for
Woman's Eyes' with Kathryn CraWoodbury.
vens, Mondays, Wednesdays, Fri.

Chief reason for recent powwow in Philadelphia of Atlantic Refihing's days, 2 to 2:15 p. m., starting Oct
football spielers was to inspect sponsor's refineries rather than get broad- 12. Via 57 stations with rebroadcast
casting pointers according to N. W. Ayer. Figured if the boys did a look- to the west.
see of gas production, they'd put more 'sincerity' into commercials. Trans- Note: New programs for more than
.

portation both

WW
its

&
State Senator James A. Noe of Monroe, La., says he Is ready to put up
$18,000 for. construction of a new radio station in his city. Dr. ~S. P. Cer«
nlglia,. Monroe dentist, has appealed for a construction permit to build a
J00-wat£ 1,500-kUocycle station, daytime operation only."
Noe, former lieutenant-governor, who served as Governor of Louisiana
for several months following the death of O. K. Allen, said he would take
a mortgage on the station as security for backing Dr. Cerniglla, but that
he would have 'absolutely no control whatever' over the operation.

American Can: 'Ben Bernie and
All the Lads,' starting Oct. 27; for 13
weeks. Basic Blue, WEBR, WLW,
SE, SC, SW, NW, KTAR, KFSD (ML
Red and Basic Pacific Red through
Dec. 29 only). ' (ML Blue and Basic
Pacific Blue starts Jan. 1; 1937.)

ways and

J, Detroit,

all

expenses for two days.

13 weeks are generally cancellable in
cycles of 1$ weeks on 30 days? notice.

has been scoring some nifty on-the-scene broadcasts with

mobile unit.

With Bill Mishler handling, airings have been made in the past week
from a train wreck in Ann Arbor, a big explosion in Flint and special
broadcast from home of kidnaped Buddy Browe.

KVOD's Newspaper Tie-Up
.

Denver, Oct.

KVOD

6.

has signed for United Press
Squawks from KYA when it was discovered that the station had not service, and is broadcasting news
been signed for any of the Associated Oil Company's play-by-play reports six times daily and three times'
of Saturday grid tussles in the San Francisco bay area are believed to be
responsible for the shift of half the games previously assigned to KSFO Sundays.
Station has also made a tieup with
to the Hearst transmitter.
the Denver News whereby, the News
programs; and the
Exclusive broadcast of annual Philadelphia food fair at Commercial prints
WFBR, Baltimore, has made a reciprocal tie-up with county weekly Museum has been grabbed again by WFDj. Station will build -studio at News takes a 15-minute period six
newspapers of four outlying towns, Westminster, Cambridge, Havre de fair, also repeating short wave etherings from various booths and p.a.'s of nights a week directfrom the paper's
Grace and CenterviUe, all in Md., by which sheets furnish news items from headliners from air shows sponsored by food firms.
editorial rooms.

KVOD

.

How's This For a Batting Average?

TWO OUT OF THE THREE SELECTED
TO BROADCAST THE WORLD
SERIES OVER THE COLUMBIA
BROADCASTING SYSTEM ARE FROM

WCAU
5

0,000 WATTS

PHILADELPHIA

;.

'

ABiQ

VARIETY

42

.

Wednesday, October

New

Sports Reports

RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

(Continued from page 36)

Stunts, Novelties, Tie-Ups
from

casts

Montgomery

and

bridge across the Coosa river between Birmingham and Atlanta, Station* WBRC, WAPI, WSGN, Birmingham; WALA, Mobile; WSFA,

Outstanding Stunts:

Israel's in spots, but in other places
off on a wild tangent. Maybe
he- intended humor. If so, it didn't
click.
a player ran over the

the he got

When

was described as going into
a 'land paved with gold.' His dubMontgomery: WHBB, Selma; WJBY, bing of Alabama, team as 'red eleCUPID'S COURT
'red soldiers* seemed to
phants'
Gadsden;
WAGF, Dothan; and ndicate and
KRNT, DES MOINES
a lack of knowledge of just
WMSD, Sheffield, participated.
what was happening on the field.
On the other hand; it might have
Showmanship Fiasco
'Cupid's Court'
stuck a little more color into the
Kansas City.
Des Moines.'
WHB moved its man-on-the-street stanza.
Same day idea was developed by
Sam Benton handled the commerMonday
Aud
broadcast
to
the
Muny
Dave Nowinsoh and Ranny Daly of
cials, which were far shorter and
full
the Iowa network's program depart- (28), where fall festival is in
snappier than the Zenith competish
ment, the 'Cupid's Court* program sway. Station's line is at 14th street on WBRC;
Munday can show some improvwas sold to Maher's Seven-Up to entrance. Festival entrance is on 13th
plug the beverage in a Sunday 30- street. With, several thousand people ing.
That southern drawl, needs
in the building, the\two WHB an- Yankeefying, for one thing. It may
inipute ride over KANT and WMT.
goal he

.

i

Show brings three engaged couples
to the mike, With Daly acting as
Judge and Bill Spargrove. as prosecuting attorney. Typical prosecutor's
questions are: How did you meet?
'

.

nouncers spent their 15 minutes of
air time interviewing (1) a doorman,
(2) a cop, (3), each other.

1

Main

Do you know

each
other's faults7 Sponsor's product. is
opened and served to members of
court during 'recess'.* As prosecutor

Can you cook?

•

Street Straw Poll

.

marriage.
Listeners sending In three best
questions weekly win case -,of sponsor's product. Each couple on show
gets a household gift.

WJIM

is

making

a,

on

public discourse

among

its

preferences

office seekers.

.

WMC 'Makes an Occasion
Memphis.
WMC has started using its new
'

it

'

.

transmitting, equipment consisting of

a 611

Ends—Alabama

ft. vertical,

tenna

stations joined together in the largest hookup in the
history of the state. Handled the
ceremonies involved in freeing 15

of single-tower

is

type,

all

and was set Up with the prophecy that it would double coverage.
Dedication of the works was ..accompanied by fanfare -from various
toll bridges in various sections of the bigwigs, and a special section in the
state. Stations picking up the broad- Commercial
Appeal which owns
.

WMC.

.

Pepsodent's $31,000 Give.'
Chicago.
Pepsodent will offer prizes totaling $34,000 in a contest -on the 'Amos
.

V

Andy* program to name Amos
and Ruby's 'baby.' The contest starts
Oct. 20 and ends Nov. 15.
.Contest entrants will be able to
utilize box tops from- any Pepsodent
product,; marking first tinje. company

(Fred Ziv)
Olin Davis, miker of
•

the. U.C.
home battles this year, is superintendent of public schools in Dayton,
Ky., opposite Cihcy. With a tone and
pace reminding of Tony Wons, the
Davis ..delivery, is unusual for. footIt's just a peaceful session with the audience.
While this type of description
might spare the listener many a
headache, it does have the fault of
boring at times. Davis, without variation,' refers to 'the ball' and 'in the
ball game.' Never any grid lingo or
slang. Game caught was 'a 12-12 tie,
with the home club evening the
score in the very last minutes of

play
all

—

Modern Mechanics Pub, Co., New
York, 13 half-hour programs, once
weekly, Sundays, Noon, starting Oct.
4- and ending December 27.
Program

through Ruthrauff &
Ryan, N. Y„ WNAC (also WTIC,

WTAM's

Safety Dr. lye
Cleveland,
sold Spang Baking Co, an
additional Saturday series, of pro
grams to be known as 'Spang Safety
Club.' * Tommy Briggs, duo-voiced
actor -who does a patter act with
•Betty,' mythical child, for this spon
sor, 'will be-on the new series.

ON.

WTAM

METROPOLITAN
BOSTON
This

W««k

OCT. 2

:.

ait

hw»m

i

.

Bunte

.

'.

M

imam

I

I

Plan

is

to

hook up

with. Capt,

-

BENNY

,

at

sented by- Larry Keating, gives final much of color and atmosphere
"broadcast.
scores of all important college games
confined
to
Commercials
are
played -that afternoon*
lengthy one (about minute) at opening, 40 seconds at quarter, one each
<
BHlle» on Parade'
of 35 seconds and 70 seconds at half,
..Memphis.
30 seconds at third quarter and short
Radio with a circus vtouch was one at <:lbse: All in good taste.given Memphis- when -WHBQ. went
Nice^ 'touch- at this broadcast- was
'parading, for 'its--' 'Saturday v Night appearance- of Lud -Wray;' 'former
Barn.- Dance' broadcast from its new Penn coach and- local resident, :-as
auditorium studio, Radio Playhouse. expert dopester during half. Lent
Bob- Alburty loaded 50 'hillbillies' interest and authority to pro-ram.
M>nt6-- a sound truck, heavily em•Hobe.
blazoned with signs inviting the putw
lie
to the show.
They yodeled,
shouted, plunked guitars, in both PENN vs. LAFAYETTE
With
Paul
Douglas,
Qualey,
WULes
business and residential sections. Gag
mer -Crowell, Taylor .Grant
pulled turnaway crowds for the
ATLANTIC REFINING
show, a weekly feature.
Saturday, 1:45 u.m. EST
WCAU, Philadelphia
'Ask Your Grandmother'
'AN. W. Ayer)
As a oroduction job, this initial
Nashville.
H. Cohen, one of the oldest furni- broadcast of Atlantic
Refining's
ture houses in Nashville, with its sponsorship of Penn football games
slogan, 'Ask your grandmother where was entitled to nods all around. But
she bought her furniture,' is using what came through the "loudspeaker
a series called 'Songs of. Yesteryear' was anything but a triumph. That
over WLAG.- Sponsor advertises he was due to some of the shoddiest
will dedicate, the program to the play-by-play
spieling
Philly
has
oldest customer writing in during heard in several seasons.
the" week arid will furnish refreshTo handle this assignment, Atlanments fpr a .'listening-in' party.
tic Refining had Paul Douglas for
Day or two before the broadcast main play-by-play descriptions. Wilsponsor calls customer selected, tell- mer Crowell, former college player,
ing him or her to invite as many coach and referee, handled technical
guests as he or she would like and explanations. Les Qualey apparently
requesting number.
Refreshments was in general charge, and Taylor
are sent in time to be served just Grant-handled commercials. System
before broadcast and program is of signals was set up between Crowdedicated to customer.
Customer ell and officials whereby listeners
also receives a worthwhile present were informed of rulings on the field
from the furniture stock.
almost at once. If the jplay-by-play
„ Series is set for at least six months
had been up to this department, diallonger.
ers could have followed the game
.

from

'

'

'

Britain.

26 15-minute broad-

casts, electrical transcription, 7:30 to

Pratt,

Inc.,

candies, spot anthrice
weekly,
52

WDRC.

Fashion Center, Hartford, 26 15minute broadcasts. Electrical transcription; 'Love Story.' Placed by
Hammer Agency. WDRC.

Laboratories, 110 one-

WCKY,

Oct. 19. J..M. Mathes, Inc.
Stern Co., household goods,
local, 26 five-minute e.'t programs
during • ^morning
hour.
S

May

woman

WKRC.
Electric

Schuster.

local; 100
daily.

Co.,

50-word announcements, four

WKRC.
Maryland
Pharmaceutical
Co
(Rem),
50-word
announcements,
seven times weekly, six months.
Joseph Katz. WKRC.
Schoenling Brewing Co., local,
'Today's Winners,' daily except Sunday, one hour, 26. weeks, WCPO.
;

,

'

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., local, 30minute Future Stars' programs, renewal for 26 weeks. WCPO.
Rogers Jewelry Co., local, 400 spot

•

-

New

minute e. t. announcements on FourWay Cold Tablets, Oct. 12-March 12.
H.-W. Kastor & Co, Chicago. WCKY.
National Carbon Co., minimum of
26 station break or time signal announcements on Prestone, starting

tilts,
has been drafted again by
Ayer, this time as grid reporter. Ap
pears to take to new field like gander
Has obviously spent, his
to aqua.
autumns following pigskin, doings

'

12: 45, and 1:00 p,m. Placed
by Hammer Agency, WTHT.
Salz Style Shop, Hartford and

.

Beaumont

•

.

20TH;;WEgtfe

between

Omega Chemical Co., 5 spot announcements weekly, Oct. -5-Feb. 19.
Husband & Thomas. WCKY.

.

;

i.THrj

Bros.,
'

(N. W.. Ayer)
Dolly Stark, former baseball urn
pire who entered radio last summer
as play-by-play spieler of diamond

,

Conn., 100 25-word announcements,
6:00 p.m., five nights a week. Placed

WCKY.

spieler.

Arthur Roth Of the Cleveland police after baseball w?trsr were over.
No matter, what's happening on
force in a safety drive for school
children.
Roth will give a gold field Stark keeps, his wits in his
medal- weekly.^ to child- he- selects- as noodle." Never fprgets.ta.keep, audi»
ence
informed of .what's going on.
town hero-or heroine. *.
Doesn't guess,' but will tell &s much
as he knows, then wait for developFree' Grid Dope
ments.- As a result he rarely has to
,San Francisco.
correct himself.
Nor does he inSpecial chart listing all major grid
dulge in over-description, hut lets
games of the season,- with teams' his
listeners decide wh.af.s ^exciting,
strength rating in the opinion of
and what isn't—which is reasonable
football experts, and scores of last
enough'.* ~
iyear.'s- contests^* being offered KPQPrime fault Jn broadcasts of Temdialers by Moore's clothing stores in
ple games is lack of crowd noises
connection with a new Saturday,
program,. 'Football
Score mixed in with descriptions. Apparnight
ently broadcasting is. done from en^
Board.'
Charts are obtainable without closed booth. That may be comfort-s
the stores. Program-, pre-' able '.for .sp_ielersj but it removes
charge

WTIC.
Grody Chevrolet, West Hartford,

nouncements,
weeks. Fred A. Bobbins, Chicago.

ATLANTIC REFINING
•

&

CINCINNATI

.Commercial plugs- were wisely
confined to period .breaks and the
advane'e session^. Handled okay by
Harry. Hartman, .the station's- base-

Frid ay, 8:45 p.m. EST.
WIF, Philadelphia

announced).

be

to-

through Marschalk
N. Y. WAAB.

'

on. contest.

•

-

•

ad campaign

Hygrade Oil Company, 26 50-word
announcements before 'March of'
Time' every Friday night Through
Agency. WDRC.
Imperial Dye Works, Hartford,
Conn., 26 15-rriinute programs t *Billle
the Bachelor' Tuesdays and Thursdays. Placed by Randall Agency.

Hammer

Program Listing: Andrew F. Kelley, 7:45 p.m., Tuesdays and Thursdays.
Philosopher, Placed by Julian Gross Agency*
The
Horse
Sense

has focused all of its products in a Bob Richards, did all right oh the
contest." Of the total of 2,832 prizes, intermission and descriptive chatter!.
$30,000 will be in U. S. Government He's reporter on the Post, owners of
Koll.
WCPO.
Savings Bonds and the rest in cash
First prize will be. .$5,000, second
$1,600, others in smaller sized bonds. TEMPLE vs. MISSISSIPPI
During week of Oct. 25' company With Dolly Stark, Les Qualey, Sandy
will use 101 newspapers in 61 key
Guyer
cities in

Date

piration

go to town on such

boxing and .wrestling

Sterling

J.

The Crusaders, Mentor, Ohio (Better Government Organization), a
series of 15-minute programs, twice
weekly, p,m., starting Sept. 24 (Ex-

a situation.

ball,

WCSH,

WDRC.

WNAC (also by Hammer Agency. WDRC;
WEAN, WORC, WLLH, WICC,
Dr. J. H. Fagan, Hartford, 13 15*
WCSH, WLBZ, WTHT, WMAS, minute electrical transcription, proWFEA, WSAR, WNBH, WATR).
grams 'Care of Teeth' every Sunday

Davis' favor. It didn't take
stuff to

Modern

of

Mechanics'

a fierce battle. This, was

'sifter

iij

any hypo

The March

Listing:

through
Schedule),
Getchell, Inc, N. Y.,

half-wave antenna ball blasting. At no time does he

steel,

•

'

and ending. Nov. 26 (Yale Football

.

and a hew transmitter house. An- .steam up.

Celebrates

.Birmingham, Ala:

Nine Alabama

1

Socony-Vacuum, New York, series
of 8 football games, starting Oct. 3

'

ous places in the city and lets the

Business

spot announcements, 11 days. Direct
BOSTON
R. H. White Co., Boston (Depart- WIP.
Chase & Sanborn ('Good Will
ment Store), 728 30-word announcements, two daily including Sundays, Court'), one .hour weekly, 52 weeks.
a.m. and p.m. through Chambers & Through WMCA. WIP.
General Mills, Inc., (Wheatles),
Wiswell, Boston, WNAC;
C. F. .Mueller Co., Jersey City, four, five-minute sport resumes imN. J. (Macaroni), 78. 30-word an- mediately preceding football games
nouncements, daily, except Sundays, Oct. 31, Novl 14, Nov. 21, Nov. 26.
1:00 p.m.. ending Dec. 16, through Through Simons-Michelson Co. WD?.
Penna. Real Estate Association,
E. W. Hellwig, N. Y., WNAC.
Jo-An School of Beauty Culture, one hour. Direct. WD?.
5am the Tailor, three spot anBoston, 52 time signals, ending Nov.
nbuncements weekly, 26 weeks.
5.. Through George W. Danielsoh,
Through Gallagher & Muir, WIP.
Providence, R, I., WNAC.
Community Dentists Dr. Lewis.
Boston, 114 15-minute proInc.,
HARTFORD
grams, Noon, five times weekly,
Scott Furriers, 52 half-hour prostarting April 26 and ending Sept. grams every,- Sunday. , 'Guess Who'
30, 1937. Direct, WNAC.
contest Through Hammer Agency,

WEAN, WTAG, WICC,
WSAR, WNBH, WLLH):

Lansing, Mich.

combo out. of CINCINNATI vs. BUTLER
With Olin Davis, Harry Har tman
its inquiring mike' turn and a poMICHAEL DBOLD, INC.
litical poll. Using a shortwave transmitter,
station
sets
up a mike at Vari- Saturday night
couples
WCPO, Cincinnati

rests his case, Judge finds
guilty' of love in first degree and
sentences them to lifetime of happy

toll

have made Munday in the north, but
down here it's certainly no novelty.
More pep also would be useful on
the whole.
Brown.

1936

7,

announcements. WCPO.
Model Shoe Stores, professional

Sunday afternoons,

football games,
11

weeks.
Penfield

;

,Lawsuits.'

weeks.

.

WCPO.

-

:

-Co., .157ihinute-. 'Unusual
programs; once a week, 26

WCPO-.

phi!

HOLLYWOOD
Hollywood Steel Trailer Co., six
15-minute hews broadcasts 26 times.
Through itoyal. Agency. KMPC •
Los Angeles Dept. of Water &
Pqwer, spot announcements five
times weekly, four stanzas'. Through
:

r

-.

THK
AMERICAN

Dan

B. Miner. KMPC:
.Furmbilt Clothing, spot announcements, six 'tithes weekly. Through
John Austin /DriscoU. .KMPC.
JBozzani -Motors, -Ltd;, spot announcements, six times weekly 30
'

.

<

•

.

times.- Through
ford. KMPC.

Lockwood-Shackel-

-4-

E 0 1 TO R
G U L F R"E FIN N G
C OMPANY
I

-

SUNDAYS
7:30-« P.M.,

WAMC

A

*

EST

CRS

:

Every Sunday Night,

-

-

V

'

a

rm., jest;

'

.

FoP

r.

.•

.

-

FEEN-A-MINT
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM.

;

E

D
D

-

.

-

.

.

I

E

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ROXY THEATRE,

N. Y.

'

'

Comedy

Script

and Gag Writer

A joke is a joke, but comedians'
gags, very often, are ho laughinf?
matter.
Let them laugh with
my gags They're- good—They're

—

New.

.

»

.

Writs BILL THOMAS, Box 5
VARIETY, New York

-

.

PHILADELPHIA
Kik,

anmonths,

Inc., soft chinks, five -spot

nouncements weekly,

five

C. Frederick Bell, Inc.; Agency.

WD?.

Goldban-' Pharmacol Gov (Tarpihod)
two' spot announcements
"' -:
weekly. Direct. WD?.
Rev. Russell Taylor, religious, one
hour weekly, 13. Weeks. Direct; WIP.
Electrical Association- of Phila., 36
'

-

1

-

;

more

intelligently
stands.

than those in the

Where broadcast flopped was in
Douglas' handling of descriptions.
His pre-game. color and build-up
was okay, but when he began calling' hostilities he was immediately
over his head. Indulged in frequent
guesses (which often missed), became excited and forgot to cover the
play while gurgling adjectives. Numerous glaring, examples of lack of
knowledge anent technicalities. Once
mistook a touchback for a safety, and
that boner never was corrected, putting the listeners two points ahead

of this actual score.,
All of which is too bad, as Douglas
has a pleasant voice which doesn't
weary: He's able to talk fast without sliding into mere hodge-podge.
•Crowell's interpretive comment was
concise ahd clear. Only flaw was his
apparent diffidence before the mike.

Incidental
up,

sounds

Were

picked

and

were models

of propriety.

have

totalled

half minutes
sketch.

the

neatly

commercials

the

BUSSE
And His Orchestra

a

three-hour

Hobe.

!

jCHEZ PAREE
CHICAGO
—INDEFINITELY—

MAR-O-OIL
NBC—
Const- to Const
3-8:30 P.M. VST

MHtiax^nient: M.C.A.

RAY
PERKINS
London—Oct.

10-17

Pari*—Oct. 18-25

Couldn't

more than two and
for

HENRY

New York— Nov^

3

.

•

'

..

.

Wednesday, October

AD

1936

7,

Alice Pnt ton
•Blackett-S.-H.
11:30 a.m.-Mon-

NETWORK SPONSORS

to

SUN

WEEK OF

OCT.

7-13

(ALL TIME EST)

Consecutively.
All time is P. M. unless otherwise noted.
Abbreviations: SU (Sunday);
(Monday); TU (Tuesday)*
(Thursday); F (Friday); S (Saturday),
(Wednesday);

M

7:15 M-W-F-}VKAF
'Uncle Ezra.' Radio
Station RZRA
Pnt Barrelf
Carletnn Guy

;Blue—WJZ

Red—WEAF.
ACME

Honey Dean

nell

.«-*N
fi-Ttl-XVAZ

.

Hairy Swan

JonVy'

•ClenientH

Pick Mttlone
Ross Graham
Al Goodman Oro
•Benton A Bow is;
(JellO*

.

•

AMERICAN

.j

'n'

'

Irma Glenn
Palmer Clark Oro
*H. H. McDonald
.

•»:!M)-Tu-WJZ

'Dog H<"ro«R'

Sam Hearn

'Molasses

Ed McCon- Pat
Padgett

Smiling-

MODERN FOODS

Helen Jepsen

.

«:30-Su-WEAF

MOI.I.E
9 p.m.-Tu-WEAE
•Voice

Peo-

Parks Johnson
Wallace
Butterworth

."'

.

AMERICAN

'

HOME PRODUCTS

.

-

•

GENERAL MILLS
6:80-Mon to FrlWEAF

•

Daily Ace**

Jim Ameche
John Gannon
Wm.' Myers
Jane Malkanus
James Goss

Blackett-S-B:,

AMER.. TOBACCO
10 p.m.-W-WKAF

Galllcchla'e

•Henri, H..

Blnckett-S.-H.

4

PACKER'S

.

2:30-Su-WEAF

GENERAL SHOE
10:30-Tn-W.IZ
'

St. Eeger
•Blaker AdvL -

•Portraits

of

'

Har-

Hanley

'mony'
Phil Harris Ore
•C' J. :CIark, Inc.

CO.
h.m.-Mon. to

11

Frl-WJZ
David Ha rum*
Wllmer Walter
Peggy A lien by

GOODYEAR TIKR
7:15-M-W-F-WJ7<-.
'Literary Digest

'.

.

:

PoU'

•Kudner, Inc.

John MacBryde

HOUSEHOLD
FINANCE

'

•Blackett

BOWEt'S
Sn-1:80-Tlmr«.
0 p.m.-WEAF
•While
the'
City.
-Sleeps'

Be'Tiardln.

'"

-

Finney Brlgge

.

.'

-

•

.

Forest.

>:S0-Ttj-UMZ
Guest
Flvnr
Sidney Ellotrom
Galllcehfoi Oro
•C D Frav
red gar A.

Lewis

HORMCR'R

Vivian Frldfll
Jess Fugir
Clare Baum
Charles Egg lest on
•

M

-

Cecil

White

(Floor

CABNATlO* M.1IJI
10-U-WEAF

Marlon A J. Jordan
..Charles Laveer

Ted Weems'
Need bam. U

Lady

Maud Muller
L Eastman

Rath JLyon

-0:30-Dall.T

<

Patricia Ellis

FIRESTONE
-

Daly's Drc
Vocal' Ensemble
"Sweeny-James

FITCH

lO-Tli-WXAF
Bob Burns1
Jean Hersholt
Madeline Carroll
Frederick Jagel
Jimmy Dorsey Oro
•J Walt. Thnmp.

Wm

LADV ESTHER
As30-Td-W-WEAF
.Wayne King Oro
Stack-Globe

XIPTON, INC.
10:30 a.m.-TlnirH-

..

9:4B-Sn-WEA*

WEAF

Mortn Sisters

Ralph Klrbery

Ranch Boys
'ti. W. Ramsey

Al

GENERAL FOODS

•

Mark Marrnow Ore

•Young A Rirblcam.
6:30-Sun-WJZ

(Tapioca)
Stoopnagle & Budd
Don* Voorhees -Ofcor-•

& Rublcam

(Sanka)'
8 P.m.-Mon-WJ
•Bambl'

Lee Relber

PreBbry
IX)OSE AV1T.ES
Sketches'

VWe. the People'

•Young

A

•J-Sat-WKAF
'Snow
Village

(Calumet)
B-Suri-WJZ

Lord

Z

Helen Hayes
James Melghnn
Wllmer Walter
vera

Adams
Laura Bowman

•

Walter Wicker
Bess Johnson
Ireene Wicker
Lucy Glllman
Fred Von A mora
Jean McGregor
•Hutchinson

Avthur A'Jlen
Parker Fennelly

•Nowell-Emmett

UACFADDKN
(Tru^ Siorv).

8'SO-F-WEAF
'Court
of
Human
Relations'
Percy Hem us

Ned Wever
Wllmet Walker
Alice Relnheart

Johnson
Helen Spring

Rita,

Vera- Allen

«ark Vfaoiow Ore'- Fred Felkel.' Org
*ioung & Rublcam
Lucille Wall
Allyn Joslyn

(Cold P.r»fim)

L"wc Miles
W. Thompson

Allle

Harvey Hays
Lauretta FJllbrandt
Wlllard Farnum
Robert Griffin
Harrietts WIdmer

Frank

Pascelll

Isabel

Randolph

••McJunkln

fCrlsco)
Ex. Ra-

3:30

Dnlly

Sd-WEAF-11:30
n.m.-WJZ
Vlo A Sade'
Art Vsn Harvey
„Rllly

Irt^lson

Dernnrdlne Flynn
(Tvory Soap>
3:45-M to F-\VEAF
•The O'Neills'

Kate McComb
Jane West
Violet

Jimmy

Dunn
Donelly

Rubin

Jnrlf

•Blackman
(Oxydol)
3:15 Dally Except

*

tia

rsu-HEAF

Graham

Butler Mimdevllle

Ken

GrllTIn

8:»W-So-WJZ
Barn Dance

WJZ

&

Bun-

"Home Sweet Home'
S. G. Smith
Harriett McGlbbon

Rltly
4

'

Halop

•Blackman

Peggy Allenby
Ed Jerome
Ona Munson

Watt Thompson
SINCLAIR
t-H-WJZ
Our Van
Red Grange.
-

A«

Miller's

Tacit

A

Peart

.

AMERICAN.

(Kolynos)

'Bammernteln
Music Hall'

10-Ba-WAHC
•Your Hit Parade
and- Sweepstakes'

Bob Harlng's- Ore
Buddy Clark
Edith Dick
Songamiths 4
•Lord A Thomas

ATLANTIC
REFINING
7:ia-Ta-Th-Sa-

(»lir.
(Personal loans)
n-flu-wAi»c

Unseen

Friend'

M. H. If. Jonchlm.
Harry Salter's Ore
Franlc-I.nw

CAMPBELL.
(Soup)

SIng»

Warden Lnwea

'Good Will Court*
A: L. Alexander.
Cond.
(Royal Galnfln*)

8-W-WEAF
One Man's Family'
Carleton E. Morce,
author
I.

Anthony Smyth*

Mlnetta Ellen
Kathleen Wilson
Michael Rafetto
Walter Patterson
Barton Yarborougb
Bernice Berwln
(Royal Gelat:n)

B-Ihari-WUAtf
His Conn. Yank*
Joan Blondell
Bert Wheeler

Mark

Helllnger

Wodehoun*
Whitehead

Frawley
7:30-Sa-WJZ

(Royal Gelatine)
Robert 1,. Ripley
Shirley Lloyd
Ozzle Nelfion Ore
•J. Walt,

lliomp.

(Dr. Lyons)
11:16 a»m.*Mon-Tli-

Frl-WEAF

'Back Stage Wife'
Vivian Fridell

Ken

Giiffen

Hilda

Graham

Henry Saxe
Forrest Lewis
Gottschalk

Norman

9-F-WABO
'Hollywood

Holer

'The Charge of the
Light Brigade*
Errol Flynn
Olivia De Haviland

Dick Powell -,
Anne Jamison
Louella I'arnons

Raymond Paige Ore
Frances

Langford

Igor Gorln

(Tomato Juice)

8:30-W-WABO

A

Burns

Allen

Jimmy Newell
Ken Nlles
Henry King's Ore
*?.

W. armstronc

CHRYSLER CORP.
9- Tli-WABC

Major BOwes Amateur. Hour
*Ruthrauff A Ryan

COLGATE- PA Ul-

OUVE-PEET

(Palmollve Soap)

0:30-W-WADO
'Palmollve Come On,

t

WlUiam

Esty Co.

a.m.-M- W-F-

Roy Dafoe

Lennen A

Mitchell

LEVKK UKUh.
(Lux Soap)

A Ryan

Adv.' Corp.

DU PONT
NEMOURS A CO.
S-W-WABC

E

•Cavalcade of Am.
'

Dir.

A

Helen Ward
Georgle Stoll Ore
•Wm. C. Esty Co.

Red Ingle
Pierre Andre
Ted Weems Qro

ESTATE STOVE
0:30 i).m.-FrI-

WLW

Seders

Air*,

Chase

Herb'rt Splckermah

Sydney Mason
.Durward KJrby
Su-9 p.m.-WGN
.Florence Gqlden
•The Wonder Show' Bess McCammon
Orson Welles
r^jUls Levy
Lee Patrick
Boh Morrison
Rita Johnson
Bill Stoess Oro
Adcle RnnsOn
*R H Jones
Ned Wever
FELS NAPTHA V:
Dwlght WelstFrank Readlch
l^-M-W-F-lVON'
Tom, Dick A Harry
Bill Pfingle
Gordon Vandover
Florence Holop
Bod Vandover
BfTle Palmer
Marlln Hurt
Ken Christie Oro
Carl Hoefle
scrappy Lambert
'

•'

.

.

Ed

Tubby Wey.out
Boh Moody
B.B.D. A O.

Allen

'

0:30-Tli-Sa-WABC
.

Hanft-Metzger

li805uiW*W

•.

CRAZY WATfiR

•

-

CO.
Kni.-M-W.F-

WOR

'Music from. Texas'

'Smoke Dreams' .
•RUthrauft-Ryan

'The Great Waltz'
Marlon Claire

John Boles
Carlton Kelsey's Or
BillRobsori,
Producer
Bees Johnson; Dir.
•Stack-Goble '
(Alrmllei

8-M-WABC
l^ysbeili

FIuKbes

Art Thnreen

Harry Rtchman
Eva Arden

Ben

6:30-7-Srin-WflN

Milky SVay*Bob- Trendler Qtc

'Stare of

•

Horace Heldt Ore
Bernie Mattlson

King

Sisters

Rndlo Ramblers

Bowne
Ctiarlex Goodman
Jerry

'7j45

',

Frollo*.

.

..

WGN

.

Charles -Seel

'

.

•

Arnold
Florence- Golden
l>

Billy Troolc-'.

:

Ray

Wayne

J.

Largay

Joe LugAr.Oro
H. W. K*Wtor

CO.
(Fels Naptha Hoap)
11 a.m.-To-Th-

^VABC

'The Itliylhin Boy*'

George Macdonald
Al Dary

'

Sebl
•

(Continued oh page 40)

'

*'

SURE
WITH EITHER BARREL

10- W-WAIIO

(Shave Crcnm)
'Gang Busters'.
Phillips Lord
Alice Reinhart

James VanDyk
Howard Smith
Matt Crowley
(Super Suds)

7:30 -M-W-F-WABC
'Goose Creek Par-

Newman

Gene Conklln.
Swing Octet

9-Su-WABC
Eve.
Sun.
'Ford
Hour"
Klrsten Flagstud
Fritz Reiner
•N. W. Ayer
Cond.

«K.V nAKING

NBC has two powerful sales guns trained

GENERAL MILLS

on

(Wheatles. BIsqulnk. Gold Medal
Flour, Sortasllk)
10 a.m.-M to F-

WENR and WMAQ have the dominant

WABC

'Betty and
Ell-/.aljeth>

lister

ilen

the country^ second greatest market,

popularity and influence to reach the
,

Bob'
Reller

Tremnyne

n.m.-U to F"iVAHC
•Modern Clndere.lla'
Rosemary Dillon
Eddie Dean
10:15

vast purchasing

Choose

either

power of Chicago.

one for a thorough joty

Oase

10:30 a-ro.-M (d F-

WABC

John K. Watktns
Betty Crocker
10:48 a.m.-M lo Tli-

'Hymns

or

All

Churches'
Joe Emerson
Fred Jacky, Dtr
10:45 a.m.-F-H'Allt
Betty Crocker

Blnchett-Samnle

GILLETTE

(Safety Razors and

WENR
50,000 WATTS

WMAQ

NK Blu* Network

50,000 WATTS
NBC Had Netwark

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Blades)

son*

Josiah Hopkins
-

Mary Michael

A 11 man

10-Sa-WABO
'Community
Ml'.lon

Berle

Sing'

Completely programmed by

NBC

.;

».-»;

Harold Trlggs
Rosemary Lune
PrisciUa Lane
Poley McClinlock

5:30-Sll-U'ABC

".'

-. ,Vi.

gboen.

8-FH-WOR
•Time FMes*

Johnny Davis
Ferne Buckner

His Orchestra
•B.B.D. A O.

;

'

!

•Lone Jttangaf».

CRUSADERS

Itay Kulz
•Young A Rublcam
FOKI> MOTOR
0-Ta-W.AUC
Fred Waring"* Qro
Tom Waring
Vera Brodsky

Guy Lomhardo and

\

.

Ice Swltsiler

Charles

[

}.'
.

,

HAKERJIfW A/

.

*

.

GORDQM

'

Football
Revue'

FEI.8

.

.

Phyllss Duganna.
.•B,-S>Hnrnttrtr*

Clair* iGrenvllle..

Dorothy Russell

•
-

Grace Lockw«HI

Devoce Sis
William Greene

Tu-7 :40.1V OB
Tli# Crusadara*
Fred G. Clark

•

•Kid Sl>
Betty Jeffries'

Dan Carson
Dameron

Chas.-

Charles.

.

•Wallaee

MltfJ*
Valley GENERAkV
12:45 rMri.-M-to-F-

'Pleafnnt

Betty

'•

Moore,

o.m.-Thp;.

ivtw.

•

'Elrln

Ed Thorgersen
Kay Kyser's Ore
J. W. Thompson

'.

FRESH MJUt IND/
-'

*

Walter Thompson
.

.
•

HOTEL

1-1:15

*

FENDBICK
(Denby Cigar)

Jack Amlung Ore
SEARS. ROEBUCK Mary HagmanA
Glrfa- Vanna
>.
10-Th-WABC
Luckey Bowman
Wayne. Van Dyne
'Sears — Then
and
Grehadlersj
CRQfFN OVER A t:|>' Tlie'
Now'
•(Auteey,'.

WARNER

Lifebuoy)

'

Young A Rublcam

Len Stokes
_

"Football noundup'

'

8:3Q-Tn-WABC

:

,

'

..

ROYAL
TYPEWRITER
Eddie Dootey

'Magazine of
Vlckl

•

COMMITTEE
F-WABC

Boh McCoy

A

ophe'r,' A. F.'-Kellr.'

Marschalk A Pratt

-

REPUB. NAT'L

Dir.

(Rlnso

WOR

•Horse Sense PhHos.

...

Frank Forrest

O-M-WAHO

"Laugh. With
Murray*
Ken Murrn'r

O.

(Camel Cigarettes)
0:30-Tii-WABC
'Camel Caravan'
Rupert Hughes
Pen Gonrtrririn's Bd

Cdrtaln Rises'

J.

10-TJior-2:10-Sa'

Peny Comb
Hlmo Tanner.
C'try Wnshburne

CONTINENTAL
BAKING

RRYNOLDB
TO It. CO.

STEir ART-

.Ginger Rogers
Cecil
B. DeMllle.

I

B. D.

B.

Dem. Nnil Comm.' •Radio Thewtro*
18t4It-Tn-WABC
'Happy Days'

WOR

'

Ruth Carhart
Ore

Grler'n

•Rutbrauff

MUTUAL

-

WARO

Dr. Allan

*

Charioteers 4
•B. B. D. A-.O.

'

.

•

Syrri-

It. .J.

.

(Lysol)
11:45

.

.(CocorraU)

Jlmmie

Let's Sing*

Homer RodeheaVel
Tiny RufTner

Elvia

-

Ix>ve*

Frederick .Tngel
Antonio Modarelll,
Conductor

7-M to

WABO

V:30-T|i-WABC
Vee Lawnhurst
Paul Douglas

Open House'
Eddy

-

Ted Hus-

MANAGE

Tour

Sing

Cecll-W-C.

.

c6..

Kenneth Wehh. An.
Don Voorhees* Oro
*n B P * o
EIXIIV V«TIOVAL
WATCH CO.
8?30~Sa-WARC

WABC

fl-Mon-WEAF

mvis

Arthur Pryor. J r„

AMERICAN
TOBACCO CO.

2-fln-WABC
Th4 Music You
•

William Hard
•Lord A Thomas

Ted Malone
Fred Felbel

'

Cunnyngham
r. b.

Jerry Mann
•BlnrUett

ing

SLOAN'S

Dunlap
Marjorv Honnnn
Hugh Studehaker
Olan Soule
Williams
'•Roche.
-A

Ted Haroihersteln
Lucy Lauphlln

N. W. Ayer
BENEFICIAL

(Lini men t)

WABC

'Bachelor's Children'

n.S.
•

PLATE GLASS* CO.

WABC

Almond Cream)
12:15-M to F-

Benny Kruger's Oi

I2:30-Su-WUN

rtonUe Carter

Noon-M t» F-

(Hind's Honey and

.

ARMIN V.VRADY'

Sn-\VABC

(Pebeco)
12

'The Gumps'
Agnes Moorehead
Wllmer Walter

Stratton

0-Sa-WABC

p.m.-Tu-WABC

Sportcast,

WEAF

Au.

klne.

Joe Permer

Victor Arden'ir 'Orr
8

.

Joan Baker
Hanley Stafford

.

VF-WABO

Harry Kogen
10:30-Frl 7 p.m.-Snt

Federal

House Jameson
Chester

.

HOME PRODUCTS
(Rl.oodol)

Dick Ballou's Ore

LADY .ERTriHH
10-M-WABC
A Wawne
King's Ore
the •Stnelt-Gnhle
IEHN & FINK

Su-WABO

Patricia.

Oro

Ted Collins
Kathryn Van Horn

Bill Chllds

Harold 'Red' Grange
•Federal
(Chase A Sanborn)

BAKING

(Wonder Bread)

(OlrfDutch Cleanser)
9:45 a.pt.-M to F-

P

Fritz Clark
Joe. Parson*

•Federal

CONTIN ENTA L

Ed East
Ralph Dumke
Gene Ramey

Jackie Kelk.
•B. B. D AO.
Hlman Brown, Dir.
CllDAHY PACK. CO •Lennen A Mitchell

•Blackett

(Lucky Strike rig*)

STERLING PROD.

'Olllp«n»

11:15 a.m. Daily

Unci* Ezra,
Lulu Belle

9:80-Sa-WEA»
Smith Ballew
Edward E. Horton

Bill

(Arka-S«lt7.»rl

Maple City

.

SHELL

(Petroleum)

Mnrjorle ITannan
EgtVjon

Charner Batson
John Mathews
Corlne Dearth

Except Hnt

Nat'l

Audrey Egan
W Aye r

CHas

Hilda

l»:4t>-M to F-WARC
'Rich Man's Darling'

1:45: mill* ex. fta-

'

Sara Hopkins
•Benton » Howies

A. White

3

Keech, Announcer
'tRohrnbaugh A
Gibson
Wll.DROOT CO.
Kelvin

•

Landt

..ranger'

Victor Aslor Erwln's Oro

.

W. Thompson
riin.cn

*3,

.

phonv Ore.

Twins'

Buck ley
La Moy

Charles Lawrence
Jimmy Donnelly
Ernie Watson,, ar*

a-Sa-WAKC

Pittsburgh

KNOX GELATINE
11:15 o.m.-Tu-ThWARC

Best)

Thomas

Floyd
Olive

TOBACCO

8:30-.M-WAUO
Pipe SmoUIng Time'
I'li-k A Pat

Floyd Gibbons
Giovanni Martlnel.l
Henry Burblg
Vincent Lopez Ore

<

Macy

Reed Kennedy
Lelth Stavens Oro

'Renfrew
or
Mounted'
Laurie York Ers-

'•Paris

Billy ajyd BeUv
Jimmy McCallloh..
Florence Sterling
Wilfred Lytell

In

Delmnr Edmu.ndson
Ann Elstner
F.Isie Mae Gordon

7:J5-.M-W-F-WAIK)

'Texaeo Fire Chief
Eddie Cantor
Harry Einstein
Bobby Breen
Walllnglon
Jacques Renard's-Or
•Hanff-Metz^er

Nelson

PITTSftrRGH.

Llttledale
^nlta B'n'-k

Jorrv

Marie Nelson
David Gotliard
(J o c u r, Klssproof,
Outdoor Girl, Dellca-Brow Cosmetics)

WEAF

Years

Inc.

0:45 Dully ex. So

•

•

REGIONAL 4.DV.
11:30 a-m.-Tn-SiU-

P. G.
O. Z.

OR. MILES LAU'tf

(Maxwell)

"

C. Hill

Harry Sosnlk Ore

'20.000

nixie )V><s
•T.ennen A Mitchell

Helen

of

Wagon

Kcad-

Qc

Zeke

Trent'
Virginia Clark

Kate Smith's Band

10-Snn-WJZ

'Ma Perkins*
Virginia Payne

Jfarry Wellington

H-Tli.WEAF
Show Boat'
Lanny Rosa

Thomas

REAL SILK

Sinclair

#

.Tixiv, Annie
T>.ob T^ , '*»-ei»ce

1S-30-M-F-WAHC
'Romance

8- Th-WABC

•

•Blackett

Peck

Milton Cross

John B. Kennedy
Frank Black, Con-

G. Thompson. Dir.
Rudy Valle* and

Janice Gilbert

•Wife Saver*
Allen Prescott

<..am C r 0n Andrews
J °lin Milton

R. 0. A.
p.m.-Bun-W.IZ

'Maglo Key or RPA
John McCormack
Erna Sack
Eduardo Donato

Chester Stratlon

Jimmy. Tnnsey

w,m

Thnr-WEAF

A Budd

Dana Doran
Ben Grauer

BRANDS
P'CTR A G'MDLB STAND.
S-Sn-VfEAF

**2P>

Massey
Milt Mable

PAT

0:30-Son-WEAF
•A Tale or Today*
.loan Blaine

"Arthur Kudoer
Krainhattftn Sonp
11:30 a.m.-Tufs &

Cabin Dude
Ranch*
Louise Massey &
Westerners
Dott Massey

10-FrMV.IZ

Malcolm Claire

«:30-Tu-W.IZ
'Hnsbanfls A Wives'
SedleV Brown

PRINCESS

(Edna Wallace
Hopper Cosmetics)

RADIO GLIDE

•J.

—

Samnnn
'<lng'!> Men

Dan Davles

PROD.

Vlotor

POND'S

•J.

AFFILIATED

Or

•Gardner

Peggy -Stanton
Jack Gardiner
Young Ore

Phillips

truia

Roy P.arcy

'Auallty.

Marlon Taljey
Josef Koestner's

•N.

Duchess
Marie
Prunella Wood
P>iell«, Hibben.
Wendy Marshall
Mm. Clnra Savage

Gr^nd

WABC

5-5:30-Son-WEAF

^llnes'

O^it-Sn-nMZ

COLUMBIA

•Lord 'A Thomas
(Ry Krisp>

Edwin

H «ni»iipi»«N

Ellis

•Popeye, the Sailor*

•Vlck's

M. Mathes

A

UHEATENA CORP

8:S»-Su-WAHC

8-Sn-WABC

..

NASH MOTORS

'Heinz TTegazlne of
the Air*-

Paul Whlteman

Richard Jllmber Or

Gertrude NIesen
T«dnv's ChlMr»n'
Stuart Erwln
l«:4a-D«lly-WEAF Tudor Williams

Ex. Sn-

KRAIT-1MIENIX

-

Frl-9:00-W.IZ

Fred Waring1*"
PennnylvanlanB
W. Ayer
«:S0-M-\VEAF.
Margaret Speaks

1'ILLSBURV

Su-WJZ

Rosarlo Bourdon Ol
Revelers
"Lord & Thomas

Phillips

B.

'Sfnglng Lady*
freene Wicker
Milton Rettenberg,
pianist
N. W. Ayer

8-F-WEAF
Jesslta Dragonette

m

A

HELLOGG

'M

•Hrwln. Wasey
.CITIES SEKVICh

•Blow

SON
Wax)

8 p.m.-Mon.-WEAF
•Fibber McGee *
Welly*

M._A W,

Duey

Loretta Clemens

Sweethearts
l.eo RHnraan's Ore
Eton Boys
Charles Martin

-ft

'Studeb'U'r CI) am us'

Mark Smith

WABC

.

"B'way Varieties*
Oscar Shaw
Carmcla Pnnselle
SHEF1TELD
•J:45-M-Th-F-WEAr 'Elizabeth Lennox

MORRIS
g-Tu-WEAF

Phil

•13lail;i>tt

•McCann-Erlckson

rHII.IP

3

•First Nlg-htor'

.

A

F-innle Tlrite
Victor Arden Ore

.

'Behind the

8-F-W.1Z
,

.

•Mystery Chef

Andy

•Lalghton-Nelson

JOBNBON

Bon Ameche

'n'

Col Jlr. Healey

Walter Wlnchell
•Lennen .4' MJtcbell

Barbara Luddy

Kt Snt Sun-

WEAF

Sur-

4RROKN

10 p.m.-Fri-WEAF

FOBD

3

the

O.-Oe-Sa-tVJZ-

CAHPANA

PEPSODENT
I-Dally

Amos

,

* K.ni.-Wed-tVJZ
'Revue d* Paris*

Harry Kogen Ore

ductor
•Lord A

(G"Wt«»e .Tvlr*)

•Fletcher

William Ainsdell
•Stack-Goble
TEXAS CO,

•Arthur Kudner
VICK CHEM. CO.

Alice Frost
•J.

Lester Jay
Joyce Walsh
Hanley Stafford
Hi man Brown, Dir.

.

(Dill's

Gordon

Gall-

Charles Cantor

•**pwlnW,«»»
H. .1. HEIN7. »"0
11. n.»".-',T -W-F-

trene Rlrb

6TUDEIIAKF.R
0:30-Mon-WEAF

Joh'nny Wolf
Thor Brlcson
Merrill Fuglt

•Burnett

Freeman Gosden

Landt

t-W-WKAV

Jeff Bryant
McCann-Drlck

Charlea Correlt
Lord A Thomas

faoe'

(Ipana)
Feed Allen
Portland Hoffa
Peter Von Steedan

edwln W. Whitney
Lonesome Cowboy
•lean King
John MacBryde

A Thomas

2-Su-WEAF

Hepatic*)

8:30-Frl-WJZ
-Death Vall'y Dayr

.

•Beneath

BRISTOL-MYERS

-Lullaby

F-7:30-WJZ
Abner
Lsucb

WEAF

Bruce Kamman
Marlon Jordoq
Jim Jordan

3-

Fxed Astatre
Johnny Green Oro
Ohas. Butterworth

HUDSON COAL

•Lord

James Gobs
•Comer

'Aubrey,

to

Norrta GolT.

Marie NelBon
Pauline Hopkloi

(Sal

(Malted Mllk>

LunvA

Chaster.

Hoy

CO.

Fred.Uttal

.Stafford

WELCH

Lyons Powder)

(Dr.

'Kaltepmeyer'e Kindergarten'

PACKARD

9:30-Tu-WUAF
Trudy Woods
Frank Sullivan
"Young & Rublcam
PACIFIC BOIIAX

John B. Kennedy

Paul Stewart

.

WAIIO

Rthel Blume
Alfred Cora

Fran Carlon
Parker Wilson
Jack Brinkly.
Robert Romalne

U. S.

MALTEX

"Bnhbv Benson A
Halop
O'Mallev
Craig McDonnell

Tean Southern
Bert Parks

Fmoiett
CO.

Ne<i'<-il

'The Treasure Adventures .of. Jack
Masters'
Walter Tetley

Rlllv
Nelll

John Shea

'

.Ore
•

IVABC

Jimmy

5-S0-M-W-F-WAIIC

'(Force)

•Wasey

Sinners
:

•

W-1Z
Sam*

'Slntrln'

Rhythm

•Young A Rublcam
IIKCRKIt ll-O

Hp.rry Frankel

•Blackett

W.1Z
Tim Healy
•Blackman

Eiperl

of

only)

Kay Thompson and
Ray Heatherton
Andre Kostelaneta

G's

7

.

Mae)
8:30-WJZ-Mon

Abe Lyman Oro

9:4S-Mon-Th-Frl-

'

c.

•Wp«^i»
8:l.VF-l-t«-j|on-

'Klelodlana'

Capt.

•Stack-Goble

'

BABniTT

.

tery Series'

'Voire
enoe'

(Phllllns,

Oliver Smith
Bernice Claire

(Ivory)

Stoopnagle

'Thatcher Colt Mys-

.

•Blackett

1

Edward MacHugb
•Blackman

Shep- Fields Ore
Jessica Dragonette

.(Tar Soap)

•C'mpbell-Evvnld

Recitala*
Sigurd Nllsien
Willie Morris"

.

'Manhattan Merry-'
Go-Round'
Pierre Le Kreun
Rachel Curlny
Men /bout Town
Andy Snnnella Ore

WJZ

'Gospel Singer

•McGann-Erlckson

.

Bruno Costagna

7:Jn">Bun*WEAF

Frank

BISCCIT

GEN'R'L MOTOR'S Jtelen Clahe
10-Su-WEAF
Joseph Bonlne Ore

•Fireside

.

McD.

OiSO-Frl-WjZ"
'Twin Stars*
-Rosemnrle Brancato

•Lord. A .Thomai
Gen. Motor Sympb,
AMES. RADIATOR Erno Rapee, Dir.
.

Ore

&

(Mor-O-Oll)
4.We<l r
Henry Busse Ore
Baggoley, H. A H.

NAT'L
...

Rofclelgh
•Pedlar A Rvan
(Ivory Soap>
11:45 a.m. Dally
exi-ept Sat. A Sun-

.T«<tk

B.-30-Sat.
'

MORROW
WEAF

W„

J.
.

Gilbert Douglas

Harry' Sosnlk Oro..
Edith Dick
Buddy Clark

Songnmlths

Gale Page
Chas, Sears

AIl-Aroerlcan Boy'

Jana> Ace

Mary Hunter

Arn.nll

*

ll-« «.m.-M-W-F.
Tn-Tli-7:15- p.m.

0-Sii-WEAF

.

4 p.m.-Thur-WEAF
'Tea Time'

Armstrong.

.'Jack

Ac*

Goodman

Oro

'

Clgs)

tf-tv-WAnr
8:S0-F-WA1»C

Nino Martini (W-ed.

ranger

Maxine Gray
Rs.l Kemp's Qro,

WASEV

'

Lynnn Tooth

rDr.

W

•Cecil.

Munn

Fra-nlt

Tepper Young*
Curtis

Vic Smith.
Binjene McGllten

nasteV

QUAKER OATS

MORELL'H

.

A Rublcam

•Young

(Anaelnl
Tne*.-Wed.-Thur,
WJZ-7 F.M,

•Stalk-G.oble

Don -Wilson

Bb.ll .Harris

WJZ-

ple"

7-6u-WEAF
Ben BernleA Lads
Jack Benny
Gertrude Berg
Mary Livingston
Fuller-SmltU-'Rosa
Kenny Baker

.

the

or

.

to Frl-10:30-

l<ewls

T!"orre"<t

Time'
T.vman Xlro
Rernlre rialre

Betty. Wragge
Marlon Barney

Norn Cunneen

•Wade
•Home Harmonies'

Mod

Mag)
0-F-tVEA*

(Phllllpc

WalU

(Camay)

'

NATIONAL

W

e:Ifl-Tu-Th-S«-

Jess Pu(fh

MYERS

Agnes Moorehead'
Artie Auerbach
Harry Von Zell
Ed Smalle, Ar-

WARD BAKING
'News of Youth'
Laddie Seaman
Jackie Kelk

Helena Ray

LMMiETl' A
(Cbosierfleld
.

CO.

Donald' Week's
-

Author
•Ruthrauff A Ryan

Beetle

MacF*Tlatid

(Sunbrlte)
(Starts Oct. 12)

5-M-W-F-WABC
Lucy Glllman
Sunda Love

Lauferty,

Lilian

VVtJF
1:30-Sn-W*BO
Phil. Baker
Harry McNaughton

K:4l5-lrnllT-W.IZ

Lucy Monroe
Little Orphnn A*
Arden A Arden
Henrlef(B Tedro
tius' Haenscben Orr J«ek' Mnther
Bert HlrscM
Art Van yiytca

•listed

WABC

•Loomis'A Hall

Hay a

Frahcla White
J; Pasternack'a Or*
•Morse

'Junior Nurse Corps'

Junior O'Dny
Hella Stoddard
Martfn Gabel

The' Gasette'

(Ovaltlne)

Munn

Franli

Where* sponsor has more than one network program, they are

Th-

'Big Sister'
Alice Frost-

'Roosevelt Progress"

'

WANItER CO.

t:30-Nn-1VRAF
'American.. Album'

.

Ynulh'

or.

•Clemtnle-

WAItC

10:30-M-Tu-W-F-

Pinky Mitchell
Johnny Jbhnaon Ore

(Bayer's)

dling program.

TH

"Pnceant

Ethel Barry more
'Blackett

Commercial programs are listed alphabetically under, the adverAsterisk indicates advertising agency hantiser's corporate name.

(Rlnso)
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Rey

Atvlho

SWIFT A

Russ Morgan's ore
11:30 a.m.-M to

groups)

(Political

•

12-Kp-WJZ

.

brldla

Sassafras

Ryan

GOOD NEIGHBOR
LEAGUE ET AL

TASTVEAST

-

8:30-*4V<hI-WJZ
'Capt. Jinks'

•Rutlu-auft A
Jolly Gillette

8a-So-H'JZ

BlacKett-S.-H.
(Bayer's Aspirin)

-

Ernie Hare

Oil.

6:45-Dally Kxeepl

Lowell Thorns*
•Roene -Williams

Beatrice DeSylvera

Tony 'Oswald' La-

Wendell Hall
Billy Jones

•Roche-Wllllams

Be Charm-

ing'

..

VARIETY

I

Lanny Ross

WeU-Frl-WKAF
•Bow

"

'

.

,

.
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Wednesday, October

Music Notes

Most Requested

Tokyo Mugg Objectively Analyzes

'Red' Nichols begins personal appearances in Washington Oct. 8 for
one week, thence to Baltimore, for
a smllar time. Series of one nighters in colleges follows, three days
at the University of Virginia where
he will supply the music for tt|i
Fall festival which inaugurates the
sport season.

(Reported by Leo Reisman)

in Songs, Variety in

Sameness

By BURTON CRANE
'What changes,

New York

in,'

eight

if

any, do

you see

an absence of
asked the Variety

after

years?'

mugg from Tokyo, interviewing the
"Variety mugg from Tokyo, now in

You

lightgd doo'-hickeys on top.
have" to go looking for vaude instead
of having it jump up and bite you—
but aside from that, most changes
have been made in the Orient, as
well. Japan has kept pace with the

Did

On the Trail.
Until Real Thing
Sing, Baby, Sing.

shops in Tokyo run to chromium and
ornamental bronze just as they do
on Fifth* avenue. Theatre architecture is perhaps a bit farther advanced in" Japan than here. v
•But Japan hasn't always beert
paralleling the United States?*
'Of course not, but America has
been more or less marking time
since 1929, because of the depression.
I*: Japan' there wasn't/any, except
for a brief period in!031.. That gave
the Japanese copyists plenty of time

'Mighty few,' he replied. 'There
are some new buildings for those
whb like to look out of windows.
Amusements seem to have oozed a
Taxis have tb catch
bit to the northeast.
.

I Remember?
Empty Saddles.

Bands

A

When

I'm With You.
You're Not the Kind.

Sing, Sing, Sing.

by

'Not

If

a few outstanding exceptions, Japanese shows are slowly-paced and
ways. The women lacking in humor. Few scenes build
have the same bloody finger-tips and the way they should. Of course,
wfea? the same clothes. The smart since I've been back .I've seen a
couple of revue-type shows which
are open to the same criticism, but
THE BEST IN MUSIC
J'rn hoping there aren't many of

U. S. in
;

The next novelty

Stompin' at Savoy
In Sentimental Mood
Bye, Bye; Baby
Devil rnd Deep Blue Sea

gets

them from

Hop House
You're Not the Kind

will

Bowman Room

of the Hotel BiltY., into the LaRue, in both
spots as relief orchestras for the re-

more, N.

—Russ

(Reported by -Don Bestorj
Bye, Bye, Baby

,

spective combos
Eddie Davis.

•

Star Fell Out of Heaven
the Moon

Me and
No

I

Morgan and

Dave Gordon, Pacific Coast rep for
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co., was given
a five-year contract by the firm
while in New York last week to at?
tend the World Series.

When Did You Leave Heaven?
Did

from the

doubling

Josef Zatour

Got Rhythm
Body and Soul
I

records. That's about'

Recordings
the
only difference.
niade here, have a good sale there.
.Then, almost any big hit in this
country, is translated immediately
into Japanese and gets still another
chance at popularity. Japan,' you
know, is now the greatest market for
records in the! world* Annual sales
of the full-sized, full-price' discs are
something like 10,000,000. Incidentally,- I've brought back home the
four biggest Japanese hits of "all
time. One- of them sold 500,000 only
three or four years ago.'
'What would sheet music sales be
on a song like that?'
'In' Japan the publisher would be
lucky. to do 50,000. There are few
pianos. Sheet music, to sell, must
include special notation- for. the hfj>

The tune every, leader
want to play

''Old Faithful.'

.

'How about pop songs?'
'America gets 'em by radio. Japan

hit of

the country

CREW

SWINGS IT

a reputation for the best local
rhythm,' and he is changing his aggregation to please the Femina
patrons.
Vodkaites are getting the 50piece band of the Berlin Landes orchestra, a symphonic band of repute
otherwise heard only in concert
•

halls.

Sammy Stept and Ted Kohler have
placed 'I'm Mad About; You' in Republic's 'The Big Show.' Other tunes,
already published, which have been
bought for pic are 'The Martins and
the Coys,' 'Nobody's Darlin" and

When Did You Leave Heaven?

'

i

Reichman band, augmented with a
brass section, will remain in Cleveland for two weeks and thence to
the Baker hotel, Dallas, on Nov 1.

Comes Along

Until Real Thing

4

•

.

(Reported by Benny Goodman,
Hotel Pennsylvania, N. Y.)

lots of

'them."'*

We

Joe Relchman 'orchestra set for
the Mayfafr, Cleveland, Oct. .10, with
two broadcasts a week over CBS.

Never Meet Again*

Star Fell Out. of Heaven.
I'm An Old Cowhand.

Except for

PIT

'

The Way You Look Tonight.
When Did You Leave heaven?
Sing Me a Swing Song.

.

BERLIN SCALA'S

Berlin, Sept. 25.
Hudson-De Lange band comes into
Ousted by the Russian Ballet of
town Thursday (8) to record eight
selections' for the American Record Col. de Basil, which is booked into
Co. Band will return to New Eng- the Scala. for the first part of Octoland after waxing session. Freddie ber and requires a much larger orGibson is the new fern vocalist with chestra, the Scala pit band under
Otto Stenzel goes to. the Femina to
the unit.
play swing music.
Stenzel enjoys

(Reported by Mario Braggiotti)
Until Real Thing Comes Along.
A Fine Romance.
You Turned Tables on Me.

'Are you trying to say that Japan
is now on a par wjith the United
States -in show business?'-

a city block.

Fine Romance.
and the Moon.

Until Today.

'

1936

.

Comes Along.

Me

*

'T

up:''

7,

Remember?

Regrets

Sing, Sing, Sing

Himber with

MCA

Richard Himber has gone under
Music Corp. of America direction
and is slated for the Hotel WaldorfAstoria, N. Y.-, later in-ihe winter,
succeeding Hotcha Gardner's band,
which opens Oct. 28 with Veloza
and Yolanda and Eve Symington.
Gardner is a new maestro, one of
George Olsen's former featured
members.

on WRITE

Empty Saddles
Until

Today

Fine Romance

ANN RONELL'S SUIT
VS. CUFF WHITLEY

Henry H. Tobias, back around Tin
Pan Alley placing new song material
after completing his 10th summer as
stock producers at Totem Lodge, up-

The Marks Hit
Parade

state N. Y. resort.

Harry Sosnlk

a

becarffe

RUNNING A
TEMPERATURE

member

ASCAP this we/:. K» latest
'Rocked in the Cradle of the Blues,'
of

moriica.''

Clifford Whitley, British musical being published this week by Mills
comedy producer, must come from Music.
'Practically none and that goes London to be examined before trial
Lee Wainer and Lupin Fein, comfor -11 years; for 1 heard nothing the or suffer judgment for $4,000 in an
last time I was home. I i\ipp |:e action brought against him by Ann pose new songwriting team signed by
Irving Mills for Exclusive Music
there have been technical advances
Ronell, songwriter, for breach *of
worked on Columbia U. varsity
Pair
put I wouldn't swear I'd noticed
contract. N. Y. Supreme Court Jus- shows.
tl)em. The principal gain has been
^ri better, production' of comedy and tice Edgar J. Lauer on Thursday (1)
Howard LallyV orchestra open at
.variety programs. Straight musical signed an order directing Whitley's
and lecture periods remain about the appearance. Miss Ronell is sister of Sherry's, N. Y.', via Meyer Davis who

many changes

'Notice

:

.

in Ameri-

can radio?'

—

"Did You
If f"

HAHDT

C P M<

li%K

,

.

same,'

'

IRVINC BERLIN

'Been listening to the radio much?*
'Every night since the ship was
nine days off the West Coast. By. the
time we hit San Pedro you could
have had. .Did I' Remember?' Until
the Real Thing Comes Along,'' 'I'm
Not the Kind,' 'Bye Bye, Baby,"
"When -Did You Leave Heaven?,' *A
Star Fell Out of Heaven,' 'Until To-

N YC'

1<?<7-7imAVl

Sol A. Rosenblatt, former film
administrator.

NRA

In her complaint, Miss Ronell al
leges that she entered a contract in
Los Angeles to compose songs exclusively for Whitley for eight weeks,
beginning April 1, 1935, at a salary
of $500 weekly. She claims the contract was signed on Whitley's behajf
by his -business agent, Paul England.
day;'." <Sihg, Baby, Sing,' and The
Before the date to start work, Miss
Way- You -Look- Tonight,' all wrapped Ronell says Whitley called everyup in. a mqnogrammed diaper and thing off. The plaintiff now wants
delivered at" your door for a used to find out from Whitley personally
3 c stamp.'
whether England was authorized to
'Don't you think they're good act for him.
tunes?'
His attorney opposed the motion
'Sure they're good tunes, but on the ground that it was unfair to
everybody connected, with radio compel the defendant to make the
music in this country seems to be trip here in view of the fact that he
content to work with stuff that's had already denied England was or
been chewed over so often that had been his agent.
;

From "Here Comei

Cirter"

THRU THE COURTESY
OF LOVE
You oh: My Mind
My Kingdom

for

a Kiss

Papa Tree Top Tall
Bermuda Buggyride
Waltzing with an Angel

'

.

booked Copley Plaza, Boston, engaged
Jack Eaves orchestra for the season
through Meyer Davis office.
Irving Actman and Frank Lesser,
Universal song writing team, have
been assigned to -Walter Lantz unit to
write music and furnish ideas for
cartoons.

Bob Crosby opens at the Nicolette
Glen
Minneapolis, Oct. 7.
Gray's Casa Loma outfit set for Congress hotel, Chicago, Oct. 9. Rockewell-O'Keefe agented.

hotel,

"Presents

.

CLOSE TO ME
Ell Obersteln, Victor recording
exec, off on an extended waxing trip
starting Oct. 7.. Plans taking in the
south for the new hillbilly platters,
and thence to the coast.

<

Definitely

the Next Big Waltz Hit)

.

LOVE—WHAT ARE YOU

.

.

.

hb juice left.'
'What had you expected to find?'
'I
don't know. I'd figured that,
Hors D'Oeuvre
since it is so hard for a band to deTia Juana
velop a. distinctive style pf its own,
smart maestros were using special
M. WITMARK & SONS
1250 Sixth Avenue
material which could be identified as
KCA Bldjr., .N. r.
peculiarly theirs, the way Eddie
Davis, Charlie Wright, Nan Blakstone and Beatrice Lillie do with
songs, and the way Riley and Farley
did with 'Music Goes 'Round.' Seems
funny that they don't.'
'Why?'
MUSICA1 NOV ELT^S'
'Most bands sound exactly alike
and, without some amazingly origMoving Away Up in the
inal soloist such as Goodman, Shaw,
Hit CJaas I
Freeman, Spanier, Stuff -Smith or
SEA
Waller, . it's v almost impossible for
them to'sound- any other way. LomISLAND
there's

Victor Brledles, formerly Ruth
Etting's conductor and arranger, has

.

'

•

'

"SOUTH
MAGIC"

"I'M ONE STEP AHEAD

OF MY SHADOW"
(Excellent Bbythm Tune I—
flood Lyric I

—

A Grent

"THE BOSTON
TEA PARTY"

Opens

H wood

pianist.

Offices

'

ffi^J^F

For the "Swinger*"
Novelty

been signed by Warners as rehearsal

ConsoL Radio Artists

Hollywood, Oct.

6.

DOING TO MY HEART
(European Hit)

•

-

T. B.

Lew Pollack and Sidriey Mitchell
have penned .'Who's Afraid of Love,'
which Leah' Ray will sing in 'One in

HARMS

CO.

1250

Slxtll

BCA

Bid*., N. X.

Ave.

a Million' at 20th-Fox.
Charles E. Green, president of
Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc., of
Johnny Hauser, formerly a singer
New York, set up offices here this with Paul Whiteman's band, has orweek, with Phil Jacks, formerly of ganized his own orchestra.
'

Green came
Nano Rodrlgo contracted with
on from Cleveland; where he re*
cently opened another branch in ad- Feist to publish his new tango,
dition to those in Chicago and New 'Linda.'

Pittsburgh, in charge.

NEW

HITS featured In the
20th Century-Fox College
Musical

York.
L. Wolfe Gilbert, who has gone
publisher, is due in New York from
al Broadcasting Co. bands' bookings
Hollywood late in October.
several months ago, handles Paul
Outfit,

"PIGSKIN PARADE"

which took over the Nation

bardo's colorful saxes, Fio- Rito's
chdppy" phrasing, Osborne's massed
Whiteman, Russ Morgan, Ferde
lunge-irons, Ted Lewis' brass enLee Bennett, former vocalist with
Joe Venuti,, Ben Pollack, the Jan Garber
sembles, the verve of the Hoosier Grofe,
band, has organized
Barney Rapp, Johnny Hamp, King's his own orchestra.
Hot-Shots
and
Noble's
musical
Jesters, Jolly Coburn,' Harry Reser,
under-statement have created band
Andy "Santtella, Fletcher Henderson,
styles which do not depend on soloAaron Gonzales and Carlos Ruffino
Earl Hines and Don Redman.
ists, but about the only instrumentamaking series of transcriptions for
tion left which would mark any outStandard Radio.
fit as individual would be six dogChicago, Oct. 6.
houses and a piccolo.
Jean Vickers has joined the Louisi.Leo Salkin of the local Consoli'But maybe I'm wrong about the dated Radio Artists office has ap- ana Kings orchestra for its slated
value of special material as a sub- pointed Jack Russell to head the southern tour.
stitute for a completely individual club booking department.
style. After all, all I know comes off
Eric Peterson's band set for fall at
Russell is an orchestra leader, havphonograph platters, played 7,500 ing been on NBC hook-up this past Leightbn's Halfway House, Darien,
miles away.'
summer from Vista del Lago.
Conn,

LOVE I'M AFTER"
"YOU DO THE DARN'DEST
THINGS, BABY"
"YOU'RE SLIGHTLY TER"IT'S

RIFIC"

"THE BALBOA"

.

"PIG8KIN PAf.ADE FOOT-

BALL MEDLEY"

.

.

If MOVIETONE "1
MUSIC CORPORATION
SAM l-OK PUBLISHING CG .Sr.lr A 9 f«
I2SO SIXTH AVENUE

w

NEW YORK

.

Wednesday, October

7,

MUSIC

1936

Swing Tunes

Ballads, Torches,

May

Most Played on Air
To

Be the Next Thing in Madam's Dresses
Women's dressed -wall-paper, car the entire costs of taking the
jets and linoleum will serve as the through the courts.
inspiration source for melody if the
An illustration

the

issue

as to

3).

'

•

and. all that would
interpret the melody
rudimentary ability to read
'tnotif-.

is

a

A

C-C

tof

also assumes the

prosecuting any manuadopts the idfea without

.

who

facturer

trst obtaining the required musical
license.
lif the event * manufac-'
.

,

We

nelly continues operating
clusively.

in

turn,

Moon

to shoulder

half of

'Presents

the zepp.

G-B

fllmusicals.

He

left yes-

Irwin Dash Music Co., subsidiary
of C-C, headed by the American
music man, Dash, will continue as
such, being a separate entity and
clicking of -late, sans any fllmusical
affiliations. Both Campbell and Connelly are co-directors with Dash in

From "Culu and Mabel"

YOU A THOUSAND LOVE SONGS
CONEY ISLAND
I'LL SING

.

post a'nalagous to E.

BRIBERY

ASCAP..
With the

Investigators for the Music Publishers

Protective

Association

re-

ported to John G. Paine, chairman,
last week, that they have found

DON'T KISS. ME GOODNIGHT
REMICK, MUSIC CORP.
1260 Sixth Avenue
BCA Bldf., N. X.

FLASHES
ANNOUNCING

"Remember' Song Denial

The New Song Sensation

'THE
IS

in N. Y. federal court to claim of
Harms, Inc., for an injunction and
accounting of profits on the picture
Harms alleges infringement
'Suzy,'
of the musical hit of the film, 'Did

MINE

(Tonight)

The proposed tabu on no payment
for plugs, no special arrangements,
etc., 'has brought three major music
men into the open as being opposed
to the strict ruling. Two of the three

was pointed
of

out,

some

slips,

but none

these have been of major imInvestigators also turned

portance.
in

who

SAM FOX

PUBLISHING COMPANY
3 SO SIXTH AYEMUt
OCA BUILDING
RAOIO CITt
New YORK
I

The new season ushers

an array of song hits that, from present
sweep the nation. For instance:

in

indications, will

Montgomery Ward Buys

"WHEN DID YOU LEAVE HEAVEN?"
from the Dnrryl ZunucJc

"WHEN

I'M

Announcing

tlie

reigning sonp

LET'S

tongue twlxter novelty song

"PETER PIPER"
BOBBINS MUSIC CORP.

lilt

in Engiuihl 1«<Jh;f,

GROW OLD TOGETHER"
"MIDNIGHT BLUE"
hit of tbo new
"Zlcgfcld FoJJies of 103G"

The Big Bong

•

709 7th AVE.

•

NEW YORK

JFrom "Stoxe Struck"

Fancy meeting You
Your Own Quiet

From "White Horse Inn"

Blue Eyes
White Horse Inn
I
Cannot Live Without
Your Love

account

the 750,000 disks
which RCA Victor must supply
Montgomery Ward's mail order
house between now and the first of
the year at the 15-lCc. wholesale
price,

is

and which

own

M-W

releases un-

trade name of Ward's.
are the Victor comBird recordings, and
chiefly hillbilly and old-time tunes.

der

its

The

disks

pany's

Blue

Me
HARMS,

.Inc.

1850 Sixth Ave.
Bids-., N. I.

BCA

PHIL KORNH'SER

5A« T lJoY
.

It's

Phil Kornheiser has resigned as
general professional manager of
Popular Melodies, Inc., a subsid of
Famous Music Corp., which, in turn,

Hie Beqaert

Sow Beady—The
Theme

—

Fresh—Appealing
Rhythm Novelty

Cote

Firm was

formed about a year ago with
heiser in professional charge from
the start, idea being to build up the
subsid's rating in ASCAP, which has
been achieved through multiple air

"OH,
(\OV

Tubby Garron ha3 been brought
Chicago to succeed Korn-

YOU ROGUE

MO LE

The 'Swing?'

MY UEABT'I
Sfopaa

Novell;

"OVER A BOWL OF
SUKLYAKT'

performances, etc.
in from
heiser.

Beantlful

of Hawaii.

"TO YOU SWEETHEART, ALOHA"

Unlike Famous' direct filmusical
tie-in with Par, Popular Melodies
didn't enjoy the cinematic hookup or
being more or" less a
•catalog,

Kom

Sonjrl

MOON"

allied with Paramount Pictures.
Kornheiser is mulling one of several

straight 'popular' house.

a Bl* Hit—

"ME AND THE

propositions.

SANTLY BROS -JOY.Inc
IfclQ

BROADWAY ^N-V-C

Tried and proven songs of the season. All Included In a catalog
that comprises one of the most "sure -fire" song galaxies of all'
time. For example:

"DID
Probably a record order from a

Way

In

From "Gum of the Pecos"
The Prairie Is My Home

Half of

750,000 Victor Disks

Ccntary-Fox production, "Sing. Baby. Sing"

single

1

"SWEETHEART
A new

«0t!i

WITH YOU" — "DREAM AWHILE"

•i

'Presents

are frankly non-Hollywood affiliates
and the other has an off-and-on tiein wilh pictures. These publishers
argue that the film music firms have
a great advantage on song exploitation through the songs being given
a natural impetus from the screen,
to compel their playing by bands
and usage by singers; that the nonfilm music firms therefore need
every other advantage to get plugs,
such; as making a special arrangement for any worthwhile radio commercial.
The Hollywood music firms have
an equally good rebuttal that since
the pjclure biz looks down on Tin

is

CANAVAN DROPS OUT
OF 802 PREXY RACE

Remember.'
Edward F. Canavan, president of
Defendants' answer admits exploit
the New York Musicians Local 802,
ing the song, but both claim cer- will not run for a second term when
tain rights to it obtained from Har- the union holds its elections in
Deold Adamson and Walter Donaldson, cember. His withdrawal leaves Jcok
who composed the lyric and music. Rosenberg and Zelig Liese as the
only known candidates for the job.
Canavan got the post two years
Fredda Gibson new vocalist with
Hudson-De Lange orchestra. Band is ago through appointment by Joseph
currently at Raymore Club, Boston. N. Weber, American Federation of
Musicians prez.

THE GAY BKSrKRADO"
A United Artists Aeleam

-

copies of the same arrangement as
there are calls for it, but in no case
may there be more than one arrangement of the same number.

I.

Featured by Nino Martini In
the. Plokford-taflky Production

at

functioning

the publishers' pledge against paying
off for plugs.
There have been, it

Attorneys for. Metro and Leo
Feist, Iiic, have filed general denials

WORLD

Mills'

.

over, transcriptions, recordings, synchronizations and, already talking up
television, the former rather passive lishing business at a profit. It has
body now recognizes that like every not been made clear whether this in*
other industry a trade code is neces- eludes setting up co-operate sheet
sary to stop cut-throat competition: publishing plants. "
.V.
3 Pubs Oppose Code

practically complete observation of

Jimmy McHugh's

SENSE.

C.

MPPA now

.

.

clients..

John. G. Paine continues as chairman, of the board of the MPPA, a

-

BOY MEETS GIRL
SING A SONG OF NON-

.

.

.

pub

a list of certain orchestra leaders
are holding out against playing
current releases unless they are paid
$25 in advance for each arrangement.
the outfit
Whatever complaints have been
received by the MPPA concerning
violations of the code, Paine said
Bro.
last week, reflected a lack of clarity
in the interpretation of certain proSeeks Mass. Senatorship visions.
At a meeting of the MPPA
Songwriter
Jimmy
McHugh's board last Thursday (1), it was debrother; Representative Lawrence cided to advise the pledge's co-sigMcHugh <Dem) of Boston, is now nators by circular letter that stock
running for state senator from his clerks must be warned against givdistrict.
ing band arrangers supplies of
McHugh is east in between Uni- manuscript paper. Also that it would
versal songwriting chores, having be okay for a publisher to furnish
just completed 'Top o' the Town' vocal arrangements to trios and
and gets the 'Hippodrome' tune- quartets, providing that such arassignment
with rangements were to be treated as
smithing
next
Harold Adamson, his new pard. Re- ,stock arrangements. Under this proturns to Hollywood next week to vision, a publisher is not obligated
to have a vocal arrangement printed.
start on call Oct. 19.
His copyist may turn out as many

e

'

legal headman didn't repreindividual publishers.
The
directors figure also that such
indie counsel wouldn't have his
views or judgment colored by bis
interest in various clients,
Gilbert
& Gilbert law firm has several music

FI N D LITTLE

concentrates

terday (Monday) from Germany via

'

.

sent

solely on Cinephonic 'Music Corp.,
which now, as heretofore, continues
as a Gaumont-British music pub-

Hemitk

.

,

MPPA

C-C ex-

sole "'managing director of' Cinephonic and concentrate on its operations which has been the case the
past year or more.
He is again en route to America
on an exploitation campaign on be-

•

MPPA's

furer t contends that a copyright
owner has no property Tight in a lishing subsidiary, only that C-C
will not be interested in if as a
musical theme which has been made
i part of a textile or other kind, of firm. Jimmy Campbell will become
design, it is ,up to

(

fortified

.

,

Campbell,

portance of the MPPA as the industry's trade body, as distinguished
from the performing rights collections function of the American Society of Composers, Authors and
publishers, has largely motivated the
proposal of the McKee name; McKee's standing as a trade association

"

;

Moon

3et $1,000.

and regards the music
adjunct merely for exploitive purposes, it would warrant the film
companies to subsidize bands with
cash as well as special arrangements,
and yet they're willing to sign a
code against paying for ..plugs. Thus
the situation now stands.
Radio Pings
Directors of the MPPA last week
ratified the committee which John
G. Paine, chairman, had picked to
study 'the proposition of the MPPA
financing its own- checking service
on radio plugs. Committee consists
of Louis Bernstein, Walter Douglas,.,'?*
Sam Fox, Edward B. Marks and \
Lester Santly.
Predominating opinion in the association takes the view that if
checking of daily air performances
is to become an industry operation,
an effort should be made to take
over the existing services,' instead of
setting up a competitive situation.
Such move would entail entering
into a financial arrangement with
the Accurate Reporting Service,
controlled by Martin Alexander, in
New York, and the kindred project
which caters to the publishing trade
in Chicago.
Those advocating the MPPA opk
eration of a plug compilation service
contend that 'as an industry controlled thing its functions could ibi
extended and, since it would be operated -for' no profit, the lees would
be considerably lower than they .are
now and the number of subscribers
increased. This faction also hofds
that the time :has come when the -industry should, if it can render Jhe
same service, take over all enterprises which cater to the music pubPan,, Alley,

rectorate Monday (5) the McKee
candidacy was thoroughly discussed
but it was decided that there were
not enough facts at hand regarding
McKee's legal background for the
board to act. In looking around for
a successor to Francis- Gilbert, who
has been chief counsel to the MPPA
for over eight years, the associations' directors are proceeding on the
theory that they could get farther
in bringing about harmony and
unity in the music industry if the

Fine Boaaanee
I'm With Ton

.

OF LONDON

Joseph V. McKee is being favorably considered as the next general
counsel for the Music Publishers
Protective Association. Growing im-

of Alderman of the City of New
York and its pro-tem mayor.
At a meeting of the MPPA di-

Never Meet Again
Midnight Bines
When Lady Meets Gentleman
Organ Grinder's Swing
Tou're Not the Kind
High Hat, Piccolo, Cane
You Turned the Tables
Sing 1,000 Love Songs
There Goes My Attraction

For -every tune that Moon converts
'Into .a 'design; he will pay the copyright owner 10%. of the gross royalties he 'collects from the manufacLondon, Oct. 6.
If a design embodying the
turers.
Jimmy Campbell bows out of
Forever Blowing Bubtheme,
Campbell, Connelly & Co. as of last
bles' brings him $10,000 ior its use
Saturday (3), when the contracts
In dress goods, and wall-paper, the
were formally signatured. Reg Conpublisher controlling the tune will
expense

•

When
If

Crows; Propose McKee as Att'y

by his
political connections in Washington
and as former President of the Board

Mickey Mo(se Birthday
I'm an Old Cowhand
It Can Happen to Ton

CAMPBELL OUT

Tm

'

Until Today

45

Importance in Music Biz

lawyer would be

Me and ihejMoon

tbf

J

music.

.

.

.

.

Sing, Baby, Sing
I Can't Escape From Ton
Star Fell Oat of Heaven

,

,

.

When Bid Ton Leave Heaven?
Bid I Remember?
Way Ton Look Tonight
Who Loves Ton?
Bye Bye Baby
Until Real Thing Comes Along.

.

be necessary

MPPAs

familiarize the trade with
most on the air

tunes

around New York, the following song* were most played on
the networks last- week. Combined plugs on WEAF, WJZ
and WABC are computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday night (Sept. 27-Oct.

how Moon
manufacturers of these products be- intends to develop
his rhythmic decome' parties to the copyright licens- signs follows: If the
tune selected is
ing deal which was closed last week Sailing, Sailing,* and the
use of it
-between John G. Paine, as trustee is as wall-paper, the design
will be
for music publishers, and Byron G, that of a sailboat race, with
the ships
Moon, head of the advertising agency placed in the same relation to
each
The contract other as one note would
of the same name.
be to angives Moon the exclusive rights to other were the same melody
exindustry's
latest
possible
music
the
pressed on a sheet of paper.
source of by-product income.
The Moon agency is responsible
Originator of the idea thai Moon for the exploitation, of
the sanforizhas set out to promote Is a textile ing device in the textile field. This
designer, X/lrs. Jean Arnold. She be
method of treating cloth is bringing
lieves that by putting certain designs Qluett-Peabody,
which owns the
in the right progression on a. piece patent, over $1,000,000 a year
in
of textile or wall-paper it is .pos
royalties.
sible to- create the same melodic
reading as would be had from a
The
sheet of musical manuscript.
tipoff to the tune would be in the
design's

VARIETY

"I'M

I

REMEMBER?"

AN OLD COWHAND (From the Rio Grande)"
"TO MARY—WITH LOVE"
"IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU"
"PICTURE ME WITHOUT YOU"
(From
tlie

LEO FEIST,

picture, "Dimples," starring (Shirley

Inc.

•

1629

BROADWAY

•

Temple)

NEW YORK

a

.

'

VAUDE-NIYE CLUBS

'

'

Wednesday, October

$35,000 Hollyhock Garden

CHI VARIETY IS MOSTLY IN NITE CLUBS;

N. Y.

Fire Under Investigation
Warren, Oj, Oct 6.
swept the lower floor
Hollyhock Gardens', which
had been dark since last fall. Fire
department officials reported the fire
started from ,oil-soaked rags, and are
investigating.
They; had a report
that a man had been .seen running
from the building shortly before ah

WARBLERS IN

:

A $35,000 Are

of

He's Been Too Nice

Impressive Array of Vaudeville Acts-^Managerial
Yen to Reinstate .Couvert Charges Prompts 'Em
to Line Up Strong Shows

1936

7,

the.

AGAIN

.'

The other 'night' one of the
most successful cabaret operas
tors in New York asked his

'

explosion started the

.

flre\

It'll

be another,

socialite songstress
this fall.

New York

battle, in

.Eve. Symington, Senator
had worth's '. daughter, returns'
.

Chicago, Oct. 6.
Greatest array of talent booked
into, the local niteries for the opening of the new season is additional
evidence that the "niteries have" taken
.the place of the theatres as the" variety time of today.
With the agreement among hotel
^fcafes to institute 'cover charges, the
hotels have decided that they have
to give the. .public something for that
down ..payment and they have
jumped into variety entertainment
with; both feet; tybt only" are they
combing the regular domestic market for talent, .but are. even turning
*to Europe, and through the established talent, agencies are bringing
in a large number of. foreto novelty.
ar outacts. With the nite. clubs
let, it marks .'the first 'time that the
Euri>peaiv acts are finding a real'
change to earn coin in this country
since vaude- started its decline six.
years ."age.
..
"
Show set for the .College Inn,
.-'

•

'•

-

.

:

'

.

legal advisor, in all seriousness,
'What do" you think we ought todo in the new' spot (which he's
building); treat- 'em polite" as

stage shows to .meet this nite club
competition.
At the new Urban Room of the
Congress the show; opening on Oct.
11 will be headed by Connie. Boswell,
Two Eileens, Embassy Fenny with
Enrico and Novello as dancers. Plus
two acts to fill, one of which will be
comedy,, and Casa Loma orchestra.
Georges and Jalha, who bowed put
of the Empire Room of the Palmer
House because of -a billing squabble;
will top the show at the Mayfair
R*iom of the Blackstone starting Oct.
.

we've been doing here or make
s
it real tough?

insult 'em
est bunch
.

-

Sarah Churchill's

and have the .meaner

Double Act with Vic

captVins. at the

of

Oliver

average.
'So maybe we've been
darn nice to the suckers.'.
.

the

'

on B^ay, $1,500

to .President Roosevelt.'

Miss -Robbins

.

top

is

."
.

in her early. 20's

.

.

Ethel Shutta Resting

,

Boston (Miss Churchill's first theatre Virginia Uppercu, Timmie Dobbin,
date in the U. S.), but aren't drawing Helen
Dudley Curran, Florence
any biz.
Weicker, Christiana Torlonia (Mrs.
Miss Churchill, according, to the Daniel Lord), Sara Churchill, Addie
Simon agency, .will not draw any Moffett, Lois Elliman, Gay. Adams,
salary for the State engagement. "Marjory Logan, Mrs.. William K.
Oliver, however, whose previous Stewart, Jr.

Before Again Soloing

•

orchestra.

'

Drake hotel has Roy Campbell's
Ethel Shutta (Mrs.. George Olseh)
Gower and Jean, Pat
Royalists,
OMalley and Dick Jergens'. orches- is slated for either the Paradise or
York
Hotel .Sherman, which/ opens late tra; Stevehs>has Gary Leon and Mar- the Versailles niteries in New
in a. month ,or .two.
this .month, reads like, a regular va* cia Mace, Serge- Picar and Xavier
a
Songstress must first take
On the bill are Gugat's orchestra. Keller. Sisters
riety bill of .1928.
a
Gertrude .Hoffman girls, Calgary and, Lynch head the "show at the month's vacation since quitting as.
member of her husband's orchestral,
Bros., Speck'and Spot, the Nagfysl Yacht Qlub; Bernard and Henri top
this
opened
organization;
Latter
Rufe. Davis, Howard the. Hoop- the new bill at the ^Alabam; Jimmy
Thrower, Four Southland Rhythm. Savo, Georges Metaxa, Readinger week .at the Gibson hotel, CincinStewart -Morgan Dancers nati, with- a new band under him,,
Girls, Harriet DeGoff, .Miss America Twins,
formerly the late Orville Knapp's
of 1936 and the. f our runhers-up. make up the variety end of the Chez
Also -will use four regular circus Paree show 'with the Henry- Busse organization.
clowns. Plus the Roger Fryor or-, Orchestra; Ted- and Mary Taft,- Four
.

Wadsto

the Waldorf-Astoria the end
of. this month. .Meantime the Hotel
St., Regis' former King Cole room,
redecorated into the Iridium, gets
the jump by booking in Mrs. Alexander Cochrane .Forbes, the former
Irene Helen (Sunny) Robbins. It's
her . a professional debut.
Mrs.
Forbes is. the daughter of the late
Warren Delano Robbins and related
field, at

and one of the few s.a. socialites in
Sarah Churchill, daughter of Eng- the nitery belt. While it's her
singland's one-time Prime Minister, and ing, debut with Emil Coleman's orVic Oliver, standard chestra, she's a standard cigaret ad
her. fiance,
vaude single, have been booked into and couturier's model.Other nite club chanteuses from
Loew's State, N. Y., opening Friday the Park ave. belt in the N. Y. nite
Pair are currently at Keith's, spots ini the past two years have been
(9).

.

:

spring,

last

•

.

Mura and

until

spot,

.

•

door, and I'll be a sunofagun if
they don't make 'em like it.
They give the chumps nothing
and the take is $2,000 a day

23..

The

been operated by Jim Muhse'ne of
Cleveland. Plans were .under., way
to reopen the club next, month.

That Blank club and John
Wh'oozis' joint down the street

,

Others on the bill are Corinna
Ethel Dixon, .with the Al
Kavelin orchestra on-the bandstand.
Blackhawk has always gone. along
on -a minimum of talent, but this
year' is spreading^.on. its floor show,
With Romo Vincent, Billy and Ruth
Ambrose; Jerme and Louis Prima's

.

.

-

.

.

,

.

.

.

salary at the State was $575, will get
$1,500. Probable that this salary is
for the team, though, with Miss
Churchill wanting to keep her earnings secret for unknown reasons.
In England, Miss- Churchill worked
as a chorine. She came over here a
couple of weeks ago with the
avowed intention of marrying Oliver,
.against the vigorous objections from

>

.

.

-

-

.

.

-

:

.

.

'

McNallie Sisters, Bert Granoff, GretThis show tops the.brdinary vaude- chert Lee and -the Phil -Levant orpresented at the theatres chestra at the Bismarck^ Dick and
So much so Edith Barstow, Five Wonder Girls
in. Chicago; nowadays,
that vaude houses hereabouts are are the- type of standard vaude acts

chestra.

Chi's Congress Hotel
.

her socially and politically

Changing Nitery Tag

.

ville, bill

Chicago,' Oct.

•

nent English family.

up

stepping

of

talking

-3,

their

own

the Edgewater Beach

using.

is

has been decided to open the
new Congress hotel nitery under a

new

Network Sponsors

Formerly known as the

tag.

Urban Room, it will relight next
week as the Casino. New room is
.

0PP0SISH

Mickey Mouse Stage

IN

AKRON

nearly tvyice as large as the former

—

in a Tear Ted
Letyls vs. 'Folic Parlslenne'

Loew's

Unit Talked With

1st

.

Vaude

Akron,. Oct.

•

First major downtown
position in several -years -hits
-

Los Angeies, Oct. 6.
Friday.
Mickey Mouse and his contingent Palace
of friends are being set for a twirl

offer .units

the

.

•

.

Marcus Show

spots.

.

Former

.

.

Chicago, Oct;

8.

Greenwich Village

Inn,
opens to-

now the Village Casino,
night (Wednesday) with floorshows
to be changed' twice monthly.

'

'

the first

week

in

THEATRE

of the

STARS

Kent

Rlltel

Bess McCanimon
•Kies wetter

Hollywood, Oct. 6.
Edwin Meyers, New York agent, is
due here Oct.' 15 to become' assowith his brother in the
Kingston-Meyers agency.
Meyers, prior to establishing his

Broadway
the

office,

was associated with

William Morris

office.

8!30-W-WMV

9-

ii.m.-Thur-WOR

SQfl.tD

•

(Tooth t>nwd««r>
10:30
'<

'

Bortlna Foltis

James Hall

WiW

10

n.m.-Tu-WOR

Bernarr Marfadden

Lennen &. Mitchell
0:S0-Tu-WI.W.
'True
Deti'ctlve'
Mysteries'

MKXKEN

10-Mon-WOR
'Famous

Jury

&

Cai-r

N.

CO.
'OvnlMn.N

3-M

to

F-WflN

'Molly

of

Movies'

•

Ray Jones
Henrietta Tedroe
Catherine Cnmnbell
Jeanne Juveller
fClrny Haw lie
riene Dyrnn

•WASEV

Buddy Fisher

Fisher is buzzing with plenty of
other ideas, among them an agency,
publicity bureau and a music school.
Burns is associated with

Fisher.

I'ROD,

Saranac Lake

Sun-Mnn-Tn-Weil-''

Frl-WOR

By Happy Benway

J" cob

Tarshlsh
Lamplighter*

•I3r\vln

City, Oct. 6.
late this month will

Irving

3 n.»»i.-7:S0 n.m.-

"r-hp

Trials'

Harold

-.

WANDER

PUHS.

•

open a night spot in the old Gaiety
theatre building to be known as
•Buddy Fisher's.' Band leader says
he's had enough of the road\

ale'nflar Mclo-.dy'

Raa Oler.»dorf
Leonard .Tqv Ore'
•Gpycr, C.

McFADDEN

Kansas

.

n.n>,-,M-W F-

'Mornlnp: Matinee'

Al Goodmav
Dorothy Mackalll

Maestro No-Like Road,
Opening Own Nitery

Nina Paisley
V Maruccl Oro
*Johnf>nn-DalHa

DEPARTMENT STORE

•

Box*

Gills Frakes
Harold Carr

-L-OCAL

T,ITHERAN

ciated

SSS CO.
(SSM- Tnnir)

'The Alnslo

l-4:30-3u-WT.W
•Kelly Stahlman

EDDIE MEYERS. WEST

Lang

Richard Keith

'Life
of
Alary
Solhern'
.Mlnabelle Abbott
"Lennen & Mltcnell

Friday. (2) in cocktail lounge

of

ing' professional career.
N. Y." will get a peek at the songstress Oct. 14, when she will appear
at the benefit for Musicians' Emergency Fund at opening of the new
Iridium Room df. St, Regis hotel.
Mrs. Forbes was asked to appear
by her friend,. Mrs. Vincent Aston

Chas Dohenty

Benny Rubin

•Dorlanrt

November.

'

he

Lutse Squire

Franklin Blngman
Don Morrison
Louis 'Levy

Arnold Johnson Oi
'Woi. Esly
r
I.K11N * FINK
1
p.ni.-M' to F-

W'GN

.

Balaban & Katz's Marbro drops
vaude temporarily Friday (9) because of 'Great Ziegfeld' (MG).
Vaude has been on a week-to-week
at the Marbro. for some time in
anticipation of a switch to double
features.
According
to
present
plans, twin bills will go into effect
.

'

Chicago, Oct: 6.
A. B. Marcus show, returning to
the midwest after -nearly a year's
absence, is booked for the Balabah &
Katz Oriental Oct. 30.
Price reported at $5,000.

.

Harry.

Vaude Out for 'Zieggy/
Then Doubles, at Marbro

$5,000

•

.

HKAI.TII

PRODUCTS
6 |>.m.-Sun-WOR.
'Amnteur, Night'

the

-

.

Ml.lt.

town

in- addition

regular film programs.
It
on the stage. M.D. (Doc) Howe, for- will be the .first stage for Loew's in
merly of Fanchon & Marco's book- more than a. year.
ing, office, is arranging with Walt
Ted Lewis opens at the Palace for
Disney, to stage the flesh shows ir four days, coming, in from Mayfair
indie houses.
Casino, Cleveland. Loew's, for a full
Leo Singer, now, ill in San Diego. week, against' Lewis "at- the Palace,
*
Is being contacted tb provide a' group has -'Folie- Parjsipnne,' also coming
from Cleveland.
of Singer Midgets.for the trick.
Those, involved 'in show, are contemplating giving it-plenty of enterin Chi
tainment value as, direct competish
for established .film theatre flesh
Oriental for
to

Allan Joslyn
Rittenberg Or

.

6.

when Loew's and

(9)-

will

'

'

Urban Room.

Howard Hohl, p.a. of the Ralph
Hitz hotel organization in New York,
arrived .in town to join local p.a.
stage- op- Renee "Howard on the publicity.

.

Singer Midget Aid

(Continued from page 43)
Eileen Palmer
Nancy Noland
Com. Frank Hawks Sidney Skm

'

last

period certainly missed a swell stab
of publicity when they did not learn
that the singer is related to Presi«
dent Roosevelt, her late father, Warren Delano Robbins, having been
a second cousin of F. D, R. Understood that Mrs. Forbes did not let
a leak on her relationship to' the
Prez, and will not trride on it dur-

6.

.

It

field- from .a social register is
Robbins (Mrs.- Alexander
Cochrane Forbes), who bowed in

'Sunny'

Washington's Mayflower hotel.
Three weeks ago Mrs. Forbes appeared on ~ Bowes program as an
promi- ether amateur, and the p.a.'s of

.

.

Washington,. Oct. 6.
Latest recruit to nitery entertain-

ment

Wosey

Beatrice Lee took the 'nerve' op
a nice comeback. Bryan Tracy,
office rmigg,. sat through the
neumolisis thing to good results.
Garry Sidgreaves, Brooklyn manager, knocked the second stage of the
'riB' cut for the full count; he's also
to

box

Warners-Musicians
Widens; Union

May Ask AFL

oke.

Help

Camile Carpentier, who did a vacash ozoning here, about ready to
Boston theatre-it," leaving this
hard winter stuff behind.
Jack Hirsch, Boston and New
York first-nighter, who has done so
much for the theatrical ozoners, here
handing out h»ji'dful of cheerfulness.
First snow hit us, and uppers are

RKO

BOOKING AGENCY
GENERAL EXECUTIVE OFFICES

Latter house was recently taken
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
Parley between musicians' union over by Warners.
Previously the Warner executives
and Warners today adjourned withrefused to meet with the union. As
out reaching an agreement. Union a result of this attitude, Local 77
officials, following adjournment, anbrought the matter to the attention now
hitting the bed routine, meaning
nounced they would picket all of .the Mayor's Labor Board, which flannels, double socks, woolen pajamas and bath robes, electric pads,
Warner Bros, houses in Philadelphia, has acted unofficially thus far.
It
is
understood,
this'
board heavy woolen, blankets and more
and if necessary" they would attempt pointed out, that unless the dispute
woolen blankets. Man, it's cold.
to pull out union projectionists and was settled,
other locals of the
Jerry Vogel candies the showfolks
other American Federation of Labor American Federation of Labor might
up here semi-monthly. The gang apmembers. They made it plain that
.

•

LOEWBLDG. ANNEX
160 WEST 46™

ST.

NEW YORK

diyahi 9-7800

J

.

H

.

L U B

GENERAL MA NAGER

SIDNEY

H.

IN
->

PIERMONT

BOOKING MANAGER

join the musicians, tying up theatres
they would seek the co-operation via projectionists, etc.
oi other unions 'only as a last resort.
Principal difference between WarThe musicians' union' is standing ners and the musicians' local does
pat on demands for two days of not involve the Earle but neighborwork in nabe hbuses, but announced hood theatres playing vaudeville.
willipgness to reduce number of men The local wants its members emin pits for these theatres if granted ployed- two days per week instead
this, 'point.
of one.
It also seeks the addition
The deadlock between the man- of one man at the Roosevelt, Frankagement and. musicians' union irre- ford and Nixon theatres. Further
sponsible' for abandonment of the demands include use of five men at
Stage ^policy both 'at the Earle and the Oxford and a separate band at
fox. <
the Tower.

preciates

it.

Murray Salet all broken up over
the killing of his pet pup by a truck.

Besser in Unit
Joe Besser is ah added starter for
the 'Centennial Follies,' RKO requesting him to bolster the unit's

comedy.
Besser joins the unit Friday (9) in
Troy, split week, with Schenectady

'

to follow.

y

"

Wednesday, October

7,

VAUDE-NITE CLUBS

1936

Musicians' Hitch Nulls Chances

Of Loews Vaude Return
Baltimore, Oct.

Begins

appear

to

When

^"dio'ws.

as

status as vaudfllmer,

went

4-DAY STRIKE

6.

FANNER ROUTED

straight-

Atlanta, Ga., Oct.

6.

pix Sept. 4, it was with the intention
Capitol theatre's standby musiof reinserting flesh after playing off cians, eight in number, staged a
'some strong film, product stored up. walkout on- orders of their union
Sept. 28 and walked back in ThursLocal Musicians' Union No. 40 ofday with consent of house managefered at' that time as a new season's ment.

;

For Conversion Into Vaude Units

in Balto

Loew's

if

To

Supplement

Current
Parading Figure, to Educate Public in -'Live Music'
and Stage Shows

—

.

.

•

1

•

AUDIBLE PICKETS

from time theTheatre, Atlanta's only vaudeville
Nationwide educational campaign
atre "dropped" pit band along with house, has no use for standby band by the American: Federation, of Mu-.
.since all units playing house bring
sicians and American Federation of
stagenshows, I.e., demanded retroown bands.
their
Management, Actors to supplement the picketing
active* pay for musikers for layoff however, three years
ago, hired five
time -when they returned to work. local footers to augment trouping in cities where permissible will probCentury balked and' signatured -no bandsmen and last year, to help out ably eventuate shortly. Campaign is
expected to be even more vigorous
contract for this season.
unemployment situation in local pro- than the AFM's heavy outlay for adSituation hung until past weekend, fessional musical circles, added three
when Century figured on bringing more to bring standby outfit up to vertising a couple of years ago in
magazines, newspapers and trade pain three consecutive weeks of vaude, eight-man size.
pers calling for the return of 'live
commencing Oct. 16, to tide over
House men were pulled out almost
contract terms dated

.

house thought without notice. Fact that musicians
traveling with 'Southern Serenade'
unit, then on stage, stayed on job, as
did stagehands and operators, is bepit band on a week-to-week basis, lieved to have, influenced about-face
but. union nixed, proffering only a on part of union.
full-year
contract.
In proffered
contract* however, union did. not
succession

of

films

needed bolstering.

Bill Saxton, local
Loew city, manager, inquired at
union whether he could get ok to use

seek layoff-time payment to members of
theatre's
former crew,
merely straight scale from time they
commenced working again. Saxton
refused these terms, saying only

WPA Celebrates

agreement Century would consent to
was the on-call ..arrangement.
Union apparently has classed the
•

.

50th

Century in strange position, although
house broke no rules when it let go
the musicians last month, abiding* by
the .two-weeks' notice order to the
letter

and notifying

14 days

before

its 'pit

the.

band

'36-'37

Anni

Frisco

was

of

Vaude

season

.

other jobs for a. reason -union will
not clarify.

At time band was dropped, house
wanted to keep organist Harvey

Hammond, who was

getting -$200 a

week, with his relief man snagging
scale rate at $75, but union ordered
Hammond out and he went along
with relief. Century will resume its
Saturday a.m. free dance classes for
'kids this week, which, conducted by
Laureine Bac (Mrs. Bill Saxton), require a pianist.
Has been decided
over weekend to' switch these to the
.
Valencia, Loew subsequent-runner,
and union has not as yet boycotted
spot on request for the single musiker.
Loew's switched spots to
avoid any new tanglements.
1
Izzy Rappapbrt's indie Hipp continues as only downtown site using
vaudefilm policy, and only spot in
Balto with stage show aside from
Frank Durkee's Enterprises, eastside State, second-run flicker house
,

that split-weeks three-act vaude bills
on budget of $600 weekly.

RK0 RESUMING UNITS

AT SHUBERT, CINCY
Cincinnati, Oct.

Chicago, Oct.

the Columbia.
Vaudeville' started in the Wigwam
beer hall here 50 years ago at Stockton and Grant. Later higher class
acts came into vogue and a larger
That
theatre was built for them.
house, the Orpheum, later became
the keystone of the Orpheum circuit.
WPA's" presentation of old-time
'vaudeville at the Columbia began
'

September

3.

Current

bill

offers

styled 'the new order of
vaudeville, 1936 brand.'
John W. ROscoe, only living member of the original' Orpheum personnel, was guest of honor at the
opening of the Golden Jubilee bill

What

is

Monday

night

(5).

Cops Clamping Down

On

She will head unit to be billed as
Sally Rand's 'Frontier Centennial
Revue.' Several acts are likely to be
signed from Frontier Centennial.
The itinerary includes* week each
in Dallas, Houston, and San Antonio-,
with split. dates at Beaumont, Waco,
Galveston, Corpus Christi, HarlinAlbergen,
Marshall,
El
Paso;
querque, Abilene,. San Angelo and
Sherman. The unit also will play
Oklahoma City,- Tulsa and Enid,
•

.

Okla.,

and then will jump

to Florida.

,

Vancouver Niter

Padlock Hits 20

of local No.

Arrive in Australia

6.

There was some talk of the local
union following in the footsteps of
New York's 802 in picketing theaniteries
not using orchestras. After sevtres
Club,
Raid
on
Embassy
gendarmes.
one of leading night spots, was pulled eral huddles, the Frisco union deearly last Sunday .morning for al- cided that the local picketing ordileged.after-hours likker sales. Couple nance doesn't give enough leeway to
If pickets here shout
of hundred guests, entertainers and do any good.
Owners, anything but the name of the union
musicians were chased.
Sam Silver and Herb Smiley, with paper which they peddle, they are

Determined

6.

New

Sydney, Sept. 6.
batch of -vaude acts arrived

and in Melbourne for
Lineup includes Jack
Goldie, Gardner and Kane, Evers
and Dolores, Billy Shenton and
Brookins and Van.
Neil is at present in America
booking acts for Australia and will
then go to England and the Contito play here
Frank Neil.

jailed.
bartenders, were pinched.
RKO Shubert to add units to two
Union has plans up its sleeve to nent.
Understood the raid followed
Screen fare starting Oct. ' 16.
big educational campaign
Over here it's two-a-day, with no
Unit
local magistrate that in launch a
bookings for. .first five weeks are squawk by
in behalf of living music and live Sunday shows.
the recent drive against local nitie
Parie senne,»
in the hopes of stimulating a
shows
'Bowes' Ams. eries, 'big places' weren't bothered.
«M°i
W T.g. Revue,' 'Glorified
demand ^or the return of musicians
Follies' and At
half a dozen of leading

least
shooting High.'
open after
House concludes straight film run spots have been remaining
legal closing hours. Expected they'll
Midsummer Ni £h fs now close" on time "for usual till1

SreanT^*

'

this-blows-over period.

Allen Foster's 'Jumbo*
Troupe Minus Billing
Allen K. Poster, last with 'Jumbo,*
producing an act for the vaudnimers utilizing the Foster troupe
of
girls and horses
from the Billy Rose
js

musical.

William Morris agency is handling.
Foster doesn't intend
to use' the

Jumbo'

billing in

"ouDe

that

was

any wise.
•

last

year

It's

the

at the
this past

Eddie Pilcer Bankrupt

A

voluntary petition in bankruptcy
was filed last week in N. Y. by Edward Pilcer, former 'steamship solicitor,' and brother of Harry Pilcer,
Paris m.c. and producer.
He lists his debts at $3,257 and
assets at $25, his wearing apparel.
his claims are: National
of N. Y., note of $780;

Among

Trade Bank"

Hippodrome, N. 'Y., and
as stockholder lit Bank "of U. S.,
in Fort Worth at the Fron- N. Y., $326.50: note to John A. Muel-

summer

«er Festival.

.

ler,

100 Park

Row,

$2,150.37.

New

to theatres.

Haven's

HONEYBOY'S PTOMAINE
Baltimore, Oct.

George

Na6h. Resumes Units
Nashville,

Oct.

Fields,

Sassafras), radio
6.

After discontinuing stage fare for
ihe summer mc«)ths. Princes theatre
(2).
Friday
resumed vaudeville
Stage show is Jimmie Hodges' 1*111-

Town-Laff/ a Wilbur Cushman unit.
Shows will run for full week, with
openings on Fridays.

York

legit musicals; also, it is re-'
•'
ported, the productions of the recently closed Casiha de Paree shows.
This includes the scenery, costumes,
settings, music and orchestrations of
these shows.
Deal has- been set for all the units
to break in at the Riverside in Mil'

•

waukee; the opening show, 'Streets
of Paris Revue,' having been booked
:

by Manager Eddie Weisfelt for Oct
The others will follow at two30.
week intervals. Each show is to
contain four major, production numbers, plus a name headline attraction
and standard yaude acts.
Units will carry line of 16' girls,
with the exception- of the opening
show, which will' also carry eight,
chorus boys. Likely also that each,
unit will have -additional box-office •
angle in a nude, dancer.
Shows will be produced in Chi*

cago under supervision of Michael
Todd, who has been appointed gen-

manager for the organization.
are on with Sammy
Oscard; Fred Evans,
Truly McGee, Murray Browne, Dorothy Hild and Eleanor Savage to
eral,

Negotiations
Rase, Paul

-

.

stage the units*'
...
Each unit "will be. treated as

.

(T
.

.".'•

.

an

independent, effort,, and totally unrelated to 'the others in the string.
is now in. N. Y. assembling the
productions, costume's arid scenery,

.

Todd
and

will

late this,

be

week

back

Chicago
begin immediate

to,

in

casting and rehearsals. Organization'
is founded on the contention that
vaude in itself' is completely put and.
that only units count.
.

While not yet

understood

set, it is

that the booking of the acts in the

be handled through an
agency headed by Nan Elliott,
former Pa'tltages and William Morris
will

units

booker in Chicago.'

CLEVELAND CASINO'S
TOLJES' AS

ROAD ACT

Cleveland, Oct.

6.

'Folies de Nuitf show from the
former French Casino: at the Great
Lakes Exposition in Cleveland has
been produced as a road unit by

•

-

Special here; New ac^s were
added to the original attractions, arid
six more additional girls Will- up -the
line to 24.
Featured acts include
Bernard Bros, and Duyals who followed their exposition 'date with an
engagement at the Toronto, Expo.
Toto, nude terper, is retained in
the road unit as well as ihe Donaldsons, casting adagio troupe.
Bert

Mike

.

.

Byton

is

show manager, with Lou
Ferde Simon

Pollock in advance.
booking..

The Ni Y. French Casino made the
-

local

F.C. change

its

name, so

it

simply became' the Casino.

Rose Van Camp's
Murderer Convicted

First

According to Love, the California
Paramount, New Haven, plays Its
State Federation of Labor and the first stage show of the year Dec. 4.
California Theatrical Federation are House uses occasional units booked
him
campaign.
with
in
his
working
by Harry Kalcheim in New York.
Theatre men here are. watching the
Opening show will be the Nils T.
coming campaign with considerable Granlund (NTG) Revue.
interest, San Francisco being one of
the strongest union cities in the
country.

y

i

music' in theatres.
Picketing in New York continues,
with the musicians and actors parading in front of more straight film
On Broadway it is
houses daily.
especially noticeable,, pickets parading in front of the Capitol, Palace
and Strand. Two men (or women)
carry the placards, while a third, is
handing out literature derogatory to
'canned music' and those ^theatres
which pulled stage shows. Picketing
by the musicians is being done With
the cooperation of the American
Federation of Actors and the third
Seattle, Oct. 6.
person on the picket line is usually
Twenty American acts were out in
an AFA member. Yesterday (Tuesday) the picketing was supplemented Vancouver, B.C., when edict by the
mayor
closed
the
night
clubs. A total
by audible chanting from the pa26
licenses
were cancelled.'
raders urging to 'live and let live.' of
Several musicians' locals of other Blanche Hammond is reported to
key cities have communicated with have done a fanless dance, which
802 in New York, asking for details -started the moral wave, and selling
on the picketing and the results, if liquor too late put the clincher to
any (there have been none as yet). the edict.
Among acts hit. by the order were
Ordinances in several towns do not
permit picketing When there isn't Dotty Dee, Peggy and Marv^s,
an actual strike, which would force Renoff and Renova, Gauchi. and.
Dur Moy .Sisters and
the AFM-AFA to take Other steps to Sonnen,
Hammond.
Acts
were
apprise the public of their stand re- Blanche
garding the return of stage shows halted in the middle of their week's
engagement at all spots, and bookand pit orchestras.
Dave Klein, Fusion nominee for ings for following week were demember, of the executive board of leted. Miss Hammond did her althe New York musicians local 802 leged fanless fan at the Oriental Garand delegate to the American Fed- dens, Chinese operated.
Approaching election may have
eration, of .Musicians
convention,
On been at bottom of.. the move, or
leaves- for Hollywood Oct. 8.
the trip out Klein will contact the rivalry between the popular Chinese
business agents of various locals owned and managed night clubs and
with a view to getting their reactions the Canadian clubs. Clamping 4own
to the present theatre picketing sit- has resulted in no bookings at this
time from here to Vancouver clubs.
uation in New York.
Klein will be gone several weeks. American "acts have been playing
Vaucouver dates only on permit of
Silence Order In Frisco
one or two weeks, with immigration
laws stricter than in years.
San Francisco, Oct. 6.
Musicians here are formulating
plans to bring back live shows and
living music into the theatres, acAmerican Acts
cording to an announcement made
last week by Eddie Love, secretary

""Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
drive against class
has been started by local

•

Fort Worth, Oct 6.
for the production of a string of six
Sally Rand, with a unit, has been units, within the next four months.
signed for a tour of Interstate cir- New organization, set up by a local
cuit, beginning Nov. 14 with one-day syndicate, has taken over the comengagement- here.
plete' productions of several New''

More

Philly Class Niteries

•

6.

Most ambitious project in vaude in
Books Sally Jtand in Unit recent years is being undertaken by
Production
newly - organized Continental
the
Productions, which has just set plans

..

just

have been signed.

to

Interstate

American Acts

San Francisco, Oct. 6.
Golden Jubilee of Vaudeville is
The, 11. musicians are currently being celebrated by the WPA here
drawing 'strike' salaries, first time this week on the spot
where the first
for such a situation in Balto. Union
so-called: vaudeville originated, at
bosses will not let 'em accept any
the old Orpheum- theatre, now called
contract,

47

Chi Syndicate Buying UpDIusicals

not resume stage- Atlanta footers' Walk Not a Long:
One
house, after lengthy

will

_ Century

VARIETY

6.

(Honeyboy and
was stricken

act,

with ptomaine poisoning Thursday
(1) and forced to drop out of the
final three shows of week at the
vaudfilm Hippodrome.
Fields collapsed in dressing room.
Was placed under' medical attention,
and'the next day was able to return
to New York.

Detroit, Oct.

6.

John Roehl was convicted last
of the murder of Mrs. Rose

week

known to an older generaof theatre-goers as Rose Van

Rankin,
tion

Camp.
Roehl fatally slashed Mrs. Rankin,
of a rooming house here, during a brawl Aug. 2. Jury took only
38 minutes to find Roehl guilty of
second-degree murder. He will be
sentenced Friday (0).

owner

LaSalle'a Other
"

LaSallc hotel
Fountain, rooni;
"

3Bob

initial

McGrew
contract

is

Boom

Chicago,

reopening
orchestra

Oct
its

6.

Blue

gets th«

s

,

MAISONETTE RUSSE
(NEW YORK)

'

'

.

•

•

room.

•

i,

•

?

.

;

mpb

_

•

encore and beg off here.
Readinger Twins score with their
precious dance routine, They are
the acme., of finesse, .with every
'

•

'

-

,

...

movement carefully rehearsed.. Not
a careless bit. in their entire session.
Morgan dancers .belong in the same

-

though they .are adagio
yworkers. Sharp tossing by the male..trio with the girl a comely and ef.........
fective tossee.
-

,

category,

•

.

"

"

number and

solos later, both tirnes
is the fetfime

Neila Goodelle

olc.

•,

warbler on the

.

- sortie

'

backed up with

bill,

nifty arrangements.; She gets
this bunch- as any-

as much from
'

>

body. : Irene Bundell steps, out of
'the line to lead the opening produo-

-

•

tion

number with a

pipe

ability.-

-

nice display of
.....

'

.Henry "Busse deserves' plenty of
playing of this show.
in
Besides .turning
a splendid
comes
Busse
dansapatiori
job,.
V", through with a great showmanship
and cooperation in his backing of
the. acts. Builds, and aids every orfe
'of them, even coming forth to clown
"with Savo; Biisse has been here
t
' ..nearly a year on this, stretch already
and not any indication that his
'credit- for. his

>

'

.

..

.,

.

•

•

:

.

:

popularity is waning*
Plenty of credit due. the produc J
of the show.,. Paul Oscard
has assembled the neatest line of
girls in the midwest, and Truly McGee has routined them in six
.

•
.

.

•

...tion side-

-

•

'

;

,

walloping dance numbers. Oscard
has plenty, of flair for novelty and
eye?appeal in his production, and
-

•

of the Hotel
Regis was. such a click last year
town will now have three
vodka niteries, not countihg
the long established steppe
stepouts
on East 55th (Caucausian
Eagle) and around the 14th
street
and 2d avenue belt. But the
St.
show.
Regis sort of paved the way
for
Fault is principally on. pacing.
the white Russian motif in
N. Y. Fair 'assortment of vaudeville opens
much as the posUwaristfc regime with Emily Von Losen, comedy toe
dancer;
Paul Gordon, unicyclist, in
scattered the nobility, with nocturnal
managerial yens, either to driving tails; Maurjne and Norva, ballroomPans taxicabs or running Franco- ologists, who need "plenty of schooling; Paul Duke, sleight-of-handist,
Russian boites in the French capital,
when American tourism was some- who has been at Leon & Eddie's,
With a routine very a la Carding and
thing to be reckoned with;
errs on .length.
Now that America stays at home, likewise
Properly pruned. it'll shape up
what with the exchange, and things mqre
This, coupled with
n stuff, Prince Obolonsky, Vincent Mai fetchingly.
Hallett's
socko dansapation,
Astor s ex-brother-in-law; but still
should put the Palm Room, of the
a good .friend and- now an important
Commodore on the map with the
executive in the management of Mr. youngsters who've always been parAstor s. St. Regis, conceived the idea tial to; Hallett" any way. That alone
of a counterpart of La Petite Maison- makes it a smart .move.for the
Comette des Comediens Russe, as the modore^ as Hallejtt's rhythms are
French joint was fully billed.
known, in the ballrooms and niteries
Meanwhile, General Lodijenskyi of N.ew England, Pennsylvania and
after summering as. a greeter at the Ohio, and around N. Y„ and it's cerWaldorf-Astoria's Starlight Roof, is tain to get the kids, especially .durback to preside over the -Sherry- ing the' football season.,
Netherland's Russian Eagle" room
Maurine and Norva are given
(also in the grill part) which re-, some sort of a 'Viva Villa' introducopens Oct. 8 with Raphael, the con- tory, which cinematic antecedents,
certinaist, and Alexander. Bunchuk's if so/ are .surprising in view of the
ore. The Gen. also has been in Holly- general Bowesy^ quality of their
wood, iii". the cate biz. and 'as an terps. She's a nice-looking girl; he's
St.

that the
ultra

:

.

.

.

actor.'

;„

in

tails,

A

bolero,

rhumba and

tango-fox 'sequence- are way overboard on the Latin rhythms. Particularly the opening.ibolero.
opening this week also, with Mme,
Duke's sleight-of-hand includes an
Anna Tokaroff presiding; The Mme. amazing handkerchief-cigaret trick,
last year, was at the St. Regis, and and he. has enough basic palming
dispense with the Carhails from the Paris. boite of that agility
This
name. This year she's on her own, diniesque clgaret marathon.
having split with the St. Regis man- would avoid odious comparisons, too.
Hallett
must
brush up on his
agement.
m.c.'ing.
He
should
also
park
the
As for the St. Regis* Maisonette
-Russe, again it highlights Cornelius baton, rather than- stick it into his
Codolban's
excellent
string
and side pocket as he does in between
swing music; he augments his gypsy conducting and .'making .the anIt's
a detail that
style with dance instrumentation nouncements.
for
distinction
between
and delivers the terp stuff handily. makes
rather aimazjng" performer billed suavity and just, "en'eral competence.
;
as 'Indefatigable Charlie'. (New Acts) He has the personality and the address for the announcements, plus
Will give the customers something to
the basic dance appeal.
talk about.
Olga Vadina, Boris
Emily. Von Losen errs with the
Belostozky, George Qrda and Tasha
Nazarenko comprise the quartet rest in being, brought back for
second acrb toe number, although
"this
year, a rather snooty vocal
the black' sathi tails and top hat is
team doing characteristic story songs a highly
effective costuming..
although Prince Obolonsky requested
Headwaiter. at the door opening
them" to do '/that hew Bolshevik" night
manifested the situation was
song'.' It refers to a ver.v neutral
beyond his handling, judging by
Russian air, now the USSR's top squawks.
Abundance of conventions
pop song, but otherwise innocuous at the Commodore
will probably
politically. (Ih spots like this, the always. make this
a problem in catermusical repertoire must be strictly ing to the resident guests, but the
censored, not to repeat a memorable character of the. show and band
incataclysm, at L'Ermitage' Russe in dicates the hotel wants to binld up

Meantime, also,'the'Hbuse of Mor'Betty .Bruce, single hoofer, turns
gan on East 54th now becomes the
In a good job in two routines when
caught:
She leads one production "Original Maisonette RUsse of Paris,'

.

.

The Maisonette Russe

Here's a \„ Jeville show with
dinner for $1.75' up. This commercial hostelry's new fall season variety
entertainment, booked as a unit via
the Music Corp. of America, including the crack Mai Hallett dance band
and four acts, is the answer to where
vaudeville, went. Nor is it particularly good vaudeville, although it
has the makings, but it's a commercial' setup, at. the price. Needed cutting, is so obvious it can't help but
improve the situation after the first

-

Much. more to the liking of this
is Jimmy Savo, who, with his
regular' vaude act dressed up with
Tsome nite club ad lib comedy, goes
over well. Not easy to see his feet
dVer the table tops, but' his mugging
- and
clowning made good,, Had to

~
;

'

(CHICAGO)
•

show is spotlightingi.th& 'Nudenumber which is' a standout.

this:

vision*

Gold.

•

1936

7,

LITTLE HOFBRAU
(CANTON,

(NEW YORK)

W YORK)

(

CHEZ PAREE
Chicago, Oct. .1.
tfew show here looks expensive on
the talent end, but somehow all the
money and effort doesn't seem to
add up to much", except for a couple
of standard vaude acts.
This is a swanky but tough spot
for any act.
It has the toughest
audience in town, Such acts as the
Stuart Morgan Dancers
- and Readinger Twins, who have been proved
surefire in every vaude house, have
to sweat for meagre appreciation,
But* if it's tough for the Morgans
and the Readingers, it's worse for
Georges Metaxa. He's completely up
against it here. He just doesn't, seem
to know how to handle this audiience.
Sings, a couple of songs well
enough and m.c.'s .the show in his;
quiet, pleasant way, but it isn't .what
they want here. They like to swing
it.
Metaxa needs ah intimate," quiet

Wednesday, October

RAINBOW ROOM

HOTEL COMMODORE

Night Club Reviews

•

'
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.
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'
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'
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The

back

Room's

RainbSw'

letting the
sports-clothed

normal formality after
bars

down

for

the

tensive alterations since closing last

and tourists over the late spring, major changes including conspring and summer. It .gave the struction of a stage and bandstand at
hoity-toity Rockefeller saloon its best the west end of the spacious up-acityites

flight club, elevated dance area, and
season yet, of course, but with Oct. an attractive cocktail bar.
Interior
1, and the elaborately new show, it's
has been entirely redone, making it
soiree de rigeur, or else. The inabout the swankiest hereabouts
the
into
formalltes will be shunted
Sennes
Frank
of
Cleveland
is now"
Rainbow Grill (Johnny Hamp's guiding, having taken
over the spot
band) and after 10. p.m., as at the
from the Sinclair Amusement Co.,
Plaza, St. Regis, etc., Aresi, the headwhich
launched
the
downtown
enwaiter, will tell the non-tux trade
terprise with the advent of the rethat all the tables aire reserved.
Show brings back two Rainbow turn of legal liquor.
Zorine and her nudists top an enRoom faves—Ray Noble's crack
dance band and Sheila Barrett. Miss tertaining floor show- 'More sensaBarrett. is easily the hit of the eve- tional than ever; Zorine uncorks
ning with her very clever impersona- some new. undressing, in the final
tions .which rank her with the tops minute of two of the scenes; Big
among "nitery artists; and probably- punch' comes when an 'ape man,'
the cabaret field's lone Ruth Draper. amid a flash of powder, grabs the
Shelia Barrett, however, doesn t nude Zorine' and runs the entire
permit herself to become burdened length of the club with her,
Supporting bill is ..well, balanced,
too much with proving she's an
'artiste/ but makes herself enter- With top honors to Allen .and Parker,
taining first. Or, the answer is, two boys who give the customers
obviously, that her native artistry in- some- red hot stepping..
Bertey
Her 'Goody. Sisters, in knockabout acrobatics
sures entertainment.
Goody* a la Lionel Barrymbre, Kath seldom seen here, wind up with some
Cornell and just 'Goody Goody.,' with sensational breath-taking fails. Sock
bumps, is a' fast starter". The casting team.
Leo and Gregory, entertaining
office cavalcade, about the gjrl who s
plastic, according to the needed type dance team,, do two excellent rou—French, drawing room, tough, etc., tines as their contributipn to the
in refutation, that she's not the type more than 40 minutes of show. Mar—is a socko No. 2 number. Mrs. tin Sisters,; three good-lookers, harGideon Hamilton; the actress delel: monize pleasingly and wear elabothe joint's No. 1 patron who is al- rate clothes.. They were added to
ways right, drunk or drunk; 'Hamlet the bill to take the place of Thelma
a la Bert Lahr and the. fair Ophelia, Walters, who is the band's, regular
George Williams, band
a la. Fontanne; .the Maewestian soloist.
Romeo and Juliet; the pre-repeal leader has assembled a smooth 10speakeasy -gal, were all. clicks. She piece combo that is dispensing swing
did almost her -entire .book, and tunes to the liking of the .patrons.
while sounding long, the .relatively Band is set. for four weeks. and perdecorous patronage which, the Rain- haps, longer. George gets intimate
bow Room attracts went for the whole with the customers as they glide past
Miss him at the mike and makes many
Works, and wanted more.
Barrett wisely called it an evening friends for the spot.
Policy is two shows nightly exafter her first request .encore.
Don Cummings (New Acts) opens, cept Saturday, when an extra show
and okay. Gomez and Winona; ball- is. given, Harry -Reeder is the caterroomologists,. standard in the niteries, ing manager and the food is better
do a standard brand of tango-waltz- than average hereabouts. Drinks are
foxtrotology, although he should oc- a trifle high for a small town spot,
casion himself to quickly mop his (gin is two bits plus a cent tax), but
brow after the second number and so far there have, been few squawks.
preserve that impeccable coolness Floor show will be changed weekly,
which either sets off an exhibition unless it clicks big, and Serines himballroom team as meticulous about self is -attending to production. Spot
its every detail, or,just types em as has no 'opposition for miles around
adequate. Gomez could still knock and exploitation extends to' a dozen
towns within 30-mile radius, which'
.off a few pounds.
Evalyn Tyner doubles into the always pulls them in from the sticks
Mack.
other room per usual with her cap- Saturday nights.
able pianologs. She's a holdover.
The revolving' dance floor was given : Claire Eujenle, American songas
premiere
the
at
with
Howstress,
from
abroad,
play
back
little
a
maestro-composer-pianist Ray Noble, ard Grodet accompanying,, augmentg
at the Steinway was given a. merry- the Essex House (N. Y.) show, which
feanow
is
Bowlly
go-round trip. Al
moved into winter quarters this
tured in the billing with Noble. Per week. Nat Brandwynne's orchestra
usual hfsf vocal choruses get over.
Nano Rodrigo is back with his cork- continues, as do Maxine Tappen and
ing tango rhumba rhythms including Dick Stone, tenor.'
a Latin arrangement of -Stompin at
the Savoy' that'd- knock Benny- Good^curroRD c. risciurs
the Onyx Club.
-
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When, an American tourist, transient ^atroriace for its restau- man into
Br. Sydney Ross, amazing prestibuying beaucoup du vin, thought rants. That calls for defter handigitateur and sleight-of-hand tablehe'd get into the. spirit of the thing dling.
Abel.
worker (who also does, a little mitt-and request. .'Volga Boat Song.' The
if pressed ). is another holdreading,
maestro forgot himself and obliged,
over and a click with the customers
only to annoy a Romanoff -linked
r,
who si"nmon him for table sessions
party elsewhere in the room, which
card manipulator with a
The
only.
(BALTIMORE,
bawled out the management with
Ph.D. (London) degree is readyinf
Baltimore; Oct. 1.
all the fulsomeness that a. real or
For decor and atmosphere this is a floor act, but he has a neater and
rtear-Russian Grand Duke can comracket around the tables.
mand for such lese majeste. The in- the burg's best hrtery. Seats only softer
Aresi continues, per usual, manor
cident was squared by
another about 350 at capacity, some table domoing at the door with usual
chorus of the old Romanoff national space having been, sacrificed this
efficiency, handling the blueblood
anthem, and that made it a Mexican season to permit a bar at one end
and the important visitors
Paris,

O.)

Cantop, Oct. 1.
Little Hofbrau has undergone ex-

to

.

Lillian

BERNARD

and Flo

.

HENRIE

BUBBLE RC

The Female Van and Sch'enck
8th Consecutive Slonth In Ofie Block

Now CLUB ALABAM,

Chicago

INDEFINITELY

.

"JiMae"

'

standoff.)

Now
BLACKHAWK JtESTAUfcANI
MSf..:

MUSIC CORP.

OF.

wearing

a Tartar mantilla.
particiDates in a Russian-type dance
girl,

...

fir.

AMERICA

with Sultan Messakofl and Peter
Liachenko, a couple of fierce Volga
off-to-Buffaloers. They are former
memhers of the Riders of the Caucausian Squadron ot the Russian
Imperial Army or maybe the p.a.

—

just

WANTED
'

JOE DANIELS
.

made

that up.

As

Acta and Units wishing; the bent theatre and night club bookings In the
northwest write add send "one set
photos to

—

of room; bar is a good addition, not
to accommodate stray stags, but'
also on its beauty.
Johnny Johnson band (10, including leader knuckling at keyboard)
is set for first 10 weeks (MCA booking).. Includes two non-playing singers.
Band' will probably span the
season, since has caught on electrically with locals.
Has the right
style for room, a modulated one.
ideal for the delicate acoustics, not
swing nor sweet,- but a careful
combo of both that nets a result that
if neither and captures all listeners

Agnes Roy, an Albertina Rasch only

THE MYSTIFJER
Fastest Pair of Hand* on the
Atnerirnn Stage

306 Palomar Theatre Bldg.

SEATTLE, WASH.

a glorified nitery, the MaisonRusse should again do. okay for
itself this season. It's one of those
ette

10 o'clock dining places. If you come
to " dinner at 8 p.m. you're practically lonesome here. Tariff is $3.50
for the table d'hote, wine not obligatoire but very consecutive. 'And
a smart saloon in any lingo. Abel.

Unique Quick-Change Dancers

9th

ings is the rhymed introduction the
pair patter into mike before each of
two routines, first a medley of ballroomatics, followed later by speedier
tempo'd trot. Act is socko, and it's
one of those in which the man outshines partner (and not only inopinion of the femme onlookers).
Splitting the team's two terps are
the specialties from the band, introed
by Johnny Johnson, who
might enunciate better and appear

and continuing

BEN

indefinitely

M ARD EN'S
WARNER

Just completed
BROS. Short
and 8 weeks with BENNY DAVIS Unit
(Thanks to Ben Marden and Benny Davio)
Personal Management:

:

3 DANCE ORCHS.
*

On the
Cocktail Loung*
An ftitbnaU R*vu«

natronage

from the hinterland keys with the

mo

unntion of a didomat.

Couvert

is

$1.50

and

"$2.50 after 10

D.m. Dinner $3.50, sans couvert. And
the wine steward seems a pretty
busy gent in a spot like this.
Abel.

7lhAv*.wilS0lhSf.
Rutrwaltom: CO) 8-7070
THf womb's matrr/Mout jHtAw-narMnmr

A New

A New Act
•

Sensation
DENNIS

BILLIE

BURNS
A Romance

.

tention.
She can both swing and
ballads; she might, however,
try to arrange not to appear to be
attempting to bite the mike.
In all, spot is so nifty that one
forgets he's in BaltoJ a town where
really smart nite nooks have been

in

Taps and Songs

Chicago

GRANDE VISTA
America's Finest. Tourist Court and Cafe
ST. JOSEPH, MICHIGAN
Announces Their

FIRST .ANNIVERSARY
Starts October 12th,

WEEK
1936

IO OUR' 1MTKONS AND ARTIST!*—
whd have been

responsible tor our auccusa
extend lliankH a lid appreciation.

during the pnst yenr,
SIbuoiI

NOW

we

IIOI'SK'OV 1>AVID

PLAYING THE MILES CARTER ORCHESTRA

.

sO,.few that knowing, discriminating
visitors stock up oh novels and magazines when business, necessitates
Bert.
few days' lingering here.

WHITE

and

Now CHICAGO THEATRE

Trombonist Al

bawl

PAUL SMALL #..J*

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

lackadaisical;.

Jennings handles novelty tunes, and
the non-musikers, good-looking tenor
Lee Johnson and petite Patricia Clifford, work straight renditionsi
The
tenor is about o.k., no more. Miss
Clifford has reed-thin pipes thait.are
distinctively attractive, and Tier Back.
Bay, Boston
accent, end' cleanclipped enunciation pulls added at-

WEEK

2 SHOWS NIGHTLY

consequently.

Only outside act is dance duo, the
Royces
(Eleanor and Seymour).
Novel touch that clicks, in surround-

less

NOW

d -flmout

M

12

ARTISTS
SINGERS

ENTERTAINERS

Catering to ih& Discrimating Traveler and Tourist

Wednesday, October

7,

VAUDE-NITE CLUBS

1936

CHATTERBOX

Night Club Reviews

VARIETY

VERSAILLES,

MONTPARNASSE,

N, Y.

Benny Fields will put tfte Versailles on the map again, if his openPittsburgh, Oct. 2.
is any criterion.
Only the fact that William Penn ing night impression
Continuing
his marked 'comeback'
hotel's a class stronghold and manafter never really having been
ages to get pick of name bands for
phenomenon
show
business
away
a
long> dance engagements keeps Chatterbox alive. It's a long, ungainly, which was one of the highlights of
narrow and unattractive room that the last season Fields is destined
and
b.o. in a field
to
become
staple
looks depressing and has nothing at
staple,
all in common with spot's summer where he's always been a
solo and/or with his partner-wife^
place, the Urban Roof.
Blossom Seeley.
This isn't a new criticism. It's'
As for the Versailles, this East'
been levelled against Chatterbox 50th street nitery, so ably maestroed
ever since it opened several years
by Nick Prounis and Arnold Ross-,
ago, and it's about time the hotel
with Johhny Boggiano in the
was thinking about building a win- field,
background, had a bog-down when
ter room that will do credit to town's
curtailing its name policy. Dynamic
No. 1 hotel. Even the Italian dining
many riionths, the spring and
room would do better^ but-if doesn't for
secondary
have the capacity, although that summer curtailment, with contrast.
much of a
could easily be remedied with a lit- talent, was too
All of which is one of the danger
tle construction, buoys of the cafe field, where, if the
Management has been lax in rem- rep is established in one direction,
edying this situation because it has any attempt to veer is dangerous.
a stranglehold on the smart trade.
Fields is made to order for this
Natives are used to it by now, but for spot. Jimmy Durante, is spoken of
strangers it's a comedown after the to follow.
In the past the male
modem rooms in ace hotels of key draWs seemed dynamite, top, such as
.

HOLLYWOOD,

N. Y.

'Travelin' All Alone' is his
second number, again with a suggestion of his air adventure. He had to

While Joe Moss and his associates
George Olsen, beg oil.
J. .Brecker,
He does a Helenmorgan kiddingDave Loew, et al.—are worrying

-1-Lbu

.

new

nitery atop ly, for 'A Treat for the Eyes,' with
about getting their
the Criterion theatre into, shape for which he chides Columbia Picts for
a New Year's .debut, Mqss has an- having omitted that in favor of other
other winner at his Hdllywood caba- ditties when he made 'Music Goes
Vet-restaurant. Harry Ricbman, per- Round' for Col. This is Lew Brown's
haps the No. 1 song salesman in the song which certainly does impress
show business today, alone insures as dandy song material. Thence the
cavalcade of his songs.
that.
In the Ziegfeld number, the 4 3
But, It's a pliable and elastic floor
Musketeers'
show which Danny Dare has Jts -fencing 'interlude is a sock with
business and general
fashioned from special material by
staging. The general reprise of the
Doris Fisher, Dave Oppenheim and cream
of the Ziegfeld. show hits
Jacques Krakeur, 2d; settings and naturally
dwarfs
any of the special
Mme.
Bertha.
by
costumes
song material by the accredited trio
Other than Richman's fancy wage, —Doris Fisher (Mrs. Jay Faggen
reported to be up to $4,500 a week, now, and daughter of the veteran
the show is conservative on the bud-, music
publisher
and songwriter,
Jack 'Fred Fisher), Dave Oppenheim
'get; but highly professional.
(no
Waldron continues his steenth. sea- stranger as a Hollywood 'restaurant
son as m.c., and okay per. usual he songsmith) and Jacques Krakeur,
really should go with the lease. Nina 2d, more associated with the. younger
Olivette* with Murray and King; are school of legit musical comedies. It's
a* corking trio of comedy terpsters, more or less of a maiden effort -for
with the femriie the clowning high- Miss Fisher and augurs "well for her
light of their unique acro-hooflng. songwriting future.
Iris Adrian, alumna of the; line-, now
Edna Sedgwick, toe dancer, and
gives, out with special lyrics- hv a Jean Lahdis, another personality
somewhat Tuckeresque vb'cal -deliv- stepper, have camera faces. The
ery with a dash of Mae West. One chorus lookers; are among the town's
is
by
Marion'
special song
Sunshine top of the crop and are in line with
and Max Hoffman.
the general trend: in N. Y., at the
M)ther .specialists are Ednav Sedgr moment, of 'new faces' among the
wick, Lyda Su'fc,' and Jean ! I^tndis, chorines:Nir»a Olivette, is a dancing Fannie
corking solo " steppers;. Dei.; Casino;
Vocalist for the production numbers;- Brice;' and should gd places; Del
Joan Merrill, blues singer ;'. Martin, Casino is another comer among the
st|ll' the Hollywood's No. 1 showgirl;- rvocalists. Iris Adrian rates attention
Archie' Bleyer's arid-''-Arthur. .War- for- her intensive application to self-,
wren's dance eorribo; a juggler named. furthering:.
~ ... V
;
iPer usual, the ^Hollywood Revels
Serge. Plash, who -doesn't, quite; im-of 1937*. is potent stuff for the tourist
press: and a corking array of beauts,
"
trade; and the restaurant's 'policy of
billed as from the /Great Ziee
.Whether they're all or partially im- rip couvert with: its $i.50-$2 table
portees from- Hollywood ; into the d'hotes, portends another big. season
Hollywood restaurant, they've* been for Joe and Nat Moss; Abel.
nicely built up "via Mack Millar; thfe
tiitery's
energetic exploiteer, ; '.who',
flew .'em across the country,.- with
Hotel Pennsylvania
:'.-<.:'
attendant ballyhoo.
(NEW YORK) '..
Of Dare's production efforts,' Jack.
Waldron's circus spiel, the 'Vanessa'
Bpnny Goodman swings it a-plenty
number, so ably paced- by the m.c, in the Pennsy's grillroom, called the
is a strong comedy -interlude in mid- Madhattan, with its mdderne decor
riff, .with
some novelty production which is almost ante-bellum along-,
Ideas on masks, decor, etc., as a' fea- side' of the futuristic Goodmanesque
ture.
The 'Ziegfeld Cavalcade': is rhythms. Having been built up on
aptly the big production flash; a the, crest of the swing vogue, .Goodbeauty, parade in impressive costum- man comes in almost at its peak, if
ing and lighting. This in turn very not mayhaps just a, trifle! behind it,
appropriately segues- into Richmian. what with talk here 'n' there anent
in .the ace groove, next-to-closing the
the passing of swing; the. yen for
show. Richman himself does a caval- more moderated swiqgo, etc.
cade of song, that's significant on its'
Anyway, he's indubitably the foreown in the associations of the high- most
exponent of the 1936 ..sizzling
light numbers he's been identified
style, arid whether the 'king of swing'
••
with.
a more euphonious and lyrical
'Singing Your Praises' is Rich-i is
man's intro, and while a question of billing than an actuality', is beside
good taste asserts itself, his trans- the point. It's a certainty Goodman
will put the Pennsy's grillroom on
atlantic achievement, coupled with
the fnap, although' he's likely to put
his undeniable showmanship, should
crew of captains and waiters on
mbr£ than dissipate any captious that
an
aspirin diet with his forte tempos.
'Commentary. Still,, it's a blatant ballyhoo, with its extra chorus anent The' p. a.. system is either at fault or
Goodman
had better dispense with
'Singing Your Praises, Dick Merrill,'wh'ereupon the parting of the cur- the amplification iri totb. He really
his men
tains discloses „a neon-lighted East- doesn't need it, the way
.
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ern Air Lines trademarked advertisement. But from then on it's Richman, the artist and song salesman,
not the- aviator or the' printer's ink

f lmnl<H

to JACK HYT.TON
Solid Booking

For

Till April, 1037

HOWARD
MW

K«w. York Hbp.—

Show
.

.People All

.lie.

.

(lie

liiterentcd to

SIDNEY
(I'ormerly
Now
.

WEISS

World Over Will

Know

Thut-

FISHERY

nt'29.

is

Wnrdour

StreetV

Locnlod. at Mora CommoillouB
.

—

Premises at

Avenue
PICCAIMM.Y. LONDON. UNO.
75/77, Shaftesbury

CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS
Largo

profits easily earned selliiiK
2'1-Foldcr- Assortment.
Scl)ji *ffl<
Hieht lor $1.00. Write To* particulars.,
'

.

.

No

elsewhere.

cities

management

'

reason

why Harry Ricbman,

Georgie

Jessel,

Lou

the Holtz, although Lucienne Boyer was
a bit of a wow on her own. Anyway, Fields ('your minstrel man' is
the billing) should be responsible
for beaucoup couvert charges.
.The- Meadow -Brook Boys are exbiz, however, it won't come in near pert
Galidansapation back-up.
future, since Chatterbox has for its Gali;v the" Egyptian
table- worker,
first attraction of fall season Paul continues with his clever legerdePendarvis, an old fave here, and iriain. Joe and Betty Lee are the
judging from the opening, night dancers, young team.
Clemente
crowd, still .that Pendarvis is still Rh'umba Band for the Latin rhythms.
the handsomest front man ever to
Fields with, his 'Broadway JRhythm'
hit these parts and his ;mUsic re- thematic, his- new song chore out 'of
mains tops with the dance crowd. 'Big Broadcast,' and his, distinctive
There's 'proof enough '.of- 'that in interpretation, of: the current pops;,
the floor, jam whenever he strikes specially arrariged arid pattered,
up. and the crowd that pushes in brings into the nitery belt that good
front .of the stand whenever any of old vaudeville "socko which has long:
his specialists, are at work. Among
spotlighted him in the past; The rethese, are Eddie Scope, cute .male
newed acclaim goes with-the cycles
warbler, arid Marjorie .Beattie, last- and is one o' those things in this,
miriute sub for Shirley Lloyd, who
Abel.
here racket.
left Pendarvis just before his reopening- here to join Eddie Nelson.
Cabaret
Man for roan, Pendarvis' crew looks Grosven;6r
class and is that, musically and otfi-'
(LONDON)
erwise.
••"
London, Sept. 25.
In past, Chatterbox has been con-Sophie Tucker is still at the top
tent to get along with just a band
But riot this year. Management of the heap of American artists who
started floor shows on Urban Roof have cQme over -to this, country. She
during warm months and rightly certainly plays. return engagements
stretch

can't

budget a bit, get' something up to .the
minute and keep Chatterbox for
what it is and must have been intended for, a, banquet hall.
If move must await diminishing
'
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N. Y.

significant

this

is

East 79th street and Madison avenue
nitery, the Montparriasse, which, unlike the Left Bank's characteristic
frugality, is anything but that. It's
not lavish or .expensive, but it's
quite a smart boite, soft-cushioned
and amply mirrored, with a thor.

oughly midtown air and

flavor.

Its significance lies in the thought
that, perhaps this is beginning of
.

—

another new trend the nabe nite
club.
Just like- the nabe picture
theatres,
from shooting galleries
they've become de luxers;
From,
just the nabe saloon, why not a nabe
class spot?
Maybe it's not a 'must' that one
•

•

need travel downtown -for amusement. There's even been some talk
of scattering the Ugit theatre map
into the nabes, with the new building laws how permitting the erection
of a theatre, as part of an apartment
house, for example.
.

Montparnasse had a speakeasy
background, when, formerly at .10
'

East 52d street. Then it became the
Continental. Now the same management has moved' uptown,- with.
Joseph C. -Smith, of memorable
background at the old Hotel Plaza,
more latterly at El Morocco and the
Versailles, dispensing the dansapation with the same sprightliness as
of yore.
The alternate combo Is
Rodriguez's, and likewise facile, both
for the Latin tempos and into the
foxtrotology.- But Rodriguez is more
than- normally adept with the rhumbas and'tarigos;
Otherwise it's a 'corking French
restaurant with a $2.25 table, d'hote;
ho couvert or minimum. any time,
1

and when you ask

for

(l

drink: they

bring the -^bottles to thfe table just
to provevit/fi on the up 'n' up. Arid
it also proves- thatc they're smart
;

;

showmen-tegteurateurs,

-

Abet-

•

.

:

BARBERINA, BERLIN

-

'

•>

'

;

:

Berlin, Sept. ;25;.*

-

.

:

;

.

House

•

:

.

•'

be wise to drop 'em
now, particularly with many diffiroom itself has to overcome.
Trouble with a floor show is that it's
lost here except for. those at the immediate ringside. A row in back of
that (room is .unterraced) is like being in' another county.'
Entertainment is headed by dance
team of Roberts and' White; following the new trend towards satire and
burlesque in ballroom terping. Gal's
a good mugging comedienne and
their repertoire, while keyed the
same, is good for consistent laughs.
Only, thing, they rhust worry about

feels it wouldn't

culties

.

is

a

sufficient

number

.

of routines

over a possibly long route, since
Chatterbox^ gets plenty of repeaV,
and- this type' of stuff ia apt to become too familiar. June' Taylor does
•sorhe excellent acrobatic footwork
and LePaul is a tard manipulator of
send it.
than average talent, but in a
The brass team blares like a bar- more
tough spot locally following Paul
rage of bullets not blatant, nor dis- Rosini here. Latter
was around all
cordant, but unquestionably hotcha
summer,
one of the best and built
and high pitched. But as for the up enormous following.
dansapation, there's no denying itsFor the time being, at any rate,
appeal,- judging by the kids' reaction. Chatterbox is sticking to
its no cover
However, in a hotel spot, with its policy, with minimum of $1 on week
somewhat conservatively transient nights and twice that on Saturday.
patronage it's right across the street
Cohen.
from the Penn R. R., and a natch for
the hinterlanders— the pitch will

—

have to be controlled.
Otherwise there's no disputing the
Goodman appeal of his swing jazzique. The trio, with Jesse Stacy and
Gene Krupa, does tricks, too, and
Helen Ward is a capable vocal interludes Goodman,- of course, is the
key man on his clarinet.
Floor show is limited to Bernhardt
and Graham, now something of a

—

—

—

JOHNNY

What may be

(PITTSBURGH)

subject.
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CHEZ MAURICE
(MONTREAL)

Montreal, Oct. 1.
Coincident with annual trek from
country to town, Montreal's ace
cabaret- restaurant opens its fall and
winter season with 'Autumn Leaves,'
well dressed and fast moving show.
standard at this Statler hostelry, do- Chez. Maurice is' social registerite
ing orthodox ballroomology in neat spot here.' with 124 tables, and can
and effective manner.
take in around 450.
New York hostelries are arrayed
Bob Roltner m.c.'s and gets a salvo
in a battle of the bands—Lombardo. as soon as he steps on floor. He has
Lopez. Noble, et al. and Goodman fine baritone voice. Roltner brings
at the PennSy should more than hold in 10-girl line, lookers and smart
Abel.
his own.steppers.
This intros Mitzi and Al
Diamond, who mike 'Knock, Knock'
Sully's Showboat, in N. Y.'s Green- with some local touches that pet
'

—

more consistently and successfullythan any of the others whose names
come to mind- at the moment. When
she opened at Grosvenor House, cabaret last night, all the tables were
occupied and- hundreds turned away.
Reservations had-, come by wire from
the continent and the crowd was a
smart one..
She openedv with a Thanks for
Your Welcome' number, and then
One-Man
a
Strictly
'I'm
sang
Woman,' "The "Concert Performer,' 'I
Picked a Pansy,' then a parody on
Round,
and
'The. Music ..Goes Round
'Those Foolish Things' and 'Life Begins at 40,' Which made an excellent
finishing. "number, supplemented by
a. couple of her favorite old ones,
Which were demanded.
.

This charming nitery, built jn
rococo style, and noted for its genial,
atmosphere, has gone through hectic
days. Frorii its swankiest- time before
.

the' depression,

like 'the

Bori

when American acts
John Girls and the
.

Hollywood Red Heads, were booked,
right from the -Wintergarten atsalaries ranging between $1,000 and
$1,250 weekly for two months solid,

down

to the present days, there" -is'
quite a difference in attendance arid
customers' checks.
In -.those days, biz was so terrific
that the' management 'decided 'fo acquire the house jiext door and enlarge' the £4rberiria to more -than
'

'

.

,

•

double "its size. Annex was named
'Ambassadeurs,t and -special agents,

were sent to Paris and London 'to
book talent of the. best calibre. Eddie
Duisberg,

"

the

Scala

was

director,

then agentirig and booked many acts
for the Barberina and the Ambassadeurs, But luck deserted the:
Barberina with the opening of the
Ambassadeurs and trouble started..
.'Budget was too- heavy, times had
*
changed and the courts got busy.
for
Today,, under -new management,

The only, "way the applause
more numbers could be stemmed -Barberina is still the same charming
was for Sophie to introduce Edgar place but has settled down as a kind

Bergen, the Ventriloquist, and she of smalltime nitery. Bill still consists
made an effective stooge in a lively of eight acts, but their total salary
routine .with the dummy, enabling does not reach the figure paid forher to steal away while the spec- merly tc one act.- There is A femme
tators were interested in the Bergen mic. Crete Gravenhorst, who ushers
act, which should be a sensation in William< Petras, comedy juggler;
'

•

It is .so much improved since The Schmettan Sisters, contortioninitial appearance here ists; Mimosa and Caballero Trio,
some half-dozen or more years ago dancers; .Three Rialmas, tumblers;

here.

he made his

'

These
that it is not recognizable.
two. acts comprise the entire stage
entertainment.

You wouldn't expeqt La

Tucker,

Nita Nerbwa, gypsy dancer; Dagmar,
toe dancer;! and two bends, trios,
It's a pleasing sfcow fo'r the low

•

charges.

and sundry to ba

conceded by all
an ace show-woman, to make the
mistake of returning to the stage on
her opening night after Bergen had.
finished his act. and doing a couple
more of her old numbers. But she
did, and had to w?rm up the. customers all over again. In justice to
•her, she got away with it, but she
won't. try

it

again*.

Jolo.

-

Guy. Lombardo had another 'open
ing' at the Roosevelt. Hotel. N-

Y„

the

Now

last Thursday night— his sixth here.
That makes him one up on.; Ben
Bernie, once a fixture and quite a

hostelry

when

Fogg was the managing

direc-

stockholder
E. C.

of

this

HAMBURG,

GERMANY

SPIKE

with a fast tap. tor until the old 77b or something
Myrna Roberts, in second spot, like that came along. Berman G.
Meltzer, is showing oldtime pix coninitxny
tinuously with the drinks a la the sings blues in deep contralto to a Hines has since been doing a good
DOROTHEA ANTET,
Maybe m.c. commercial job in general with the
old Coney Island days. The pictures handsome reception.
HARRISON
shouldn't have told crowd she had Roosevelt and, judging by Lbm2J86 West 72nd St., New Yorjt, S. Y.
are westerns and thrillers, vintage
T.;Um£ Comedy ttenmUon At
cold, her voice being what It is. bardo's pac.e, he'll do all 'right at, the
a
of 1915,'
Roltner sings 'Ladies from Hell' grill, once again. Per usual those
BILL'S GAY NINETIES
and line enters against a backdrop Lombardos' rhythms, with Carmen
with wavering spotlights indicating vocalizing, and the general sweet-hot
House
Palmer
••-•Just Concluded 18 Weeks -Headlininfl
infernal regions. They step out as
style looks to put this hotel on the r
the 10 greatest feminine lovers of
with the kids.
antiquity, a fine opportunity well ex- map all over again
Marque and Marquette
Dloited to display gal stuff and opu- The 4 Esquires is a new unit with
the Lombardos.
lent costumes.
Headlined at
Chicago's Singing Sensation
Mitzi and Al back for some more
CASINO DE PARIS, PARIS
stepology, and then Ernie Mack in
Eddie Lane's band bows at the
Now Appearing CHICAGO THEATRE
Kxclnalro Directions
impersonations. He draws the hand Vanderbilt hotel, N. Y., Oct. 9. Dean
THANK YOU CHICAGO
Roltner in again Gopdelle and Jean Farries, terp team,
of the evening.
Music Corporation of America
with medlev and good baritone ren- are with band.
dering of 'Glory Road.' Line back in
HAMMIK
LAKH K
black feathers and little else while
MURRAY
Roltner marshals all acts in a shoutMEET 1'Ol'K **AVOKlTE 8fAH OF 8XACE AND SCREEN
new

wich

Village,'

new owner Harold

laughs.

They

finish

.

-

*

'

,

.

MILTON DOUGLAS
—

j
I

WORTH, WYLE and HOWE

Scream "StuM" In Trrn«n
1-OEW'S ST/fTE, New York, This Week (Oct. 2)
Opening Oct. 10th, MAVFAIK-CASINO, Cleveland
ti.'s Vnli
With N.
•
ThunkB to Al CroHsniH*
NORWOOD anil
DhU'tfoii—
ftROSfl.MAN
"Tlie

"

'

AT,.

—

*

KEfX*

ing finish.
Alex Lajoie band with Leon Koffman, strings and guitars, filling in.

Boots McKenna, producer, and John
Tinhof in charge. of French cuisine.
Show changes every three weeks^
No cuv, but minimum of $2 per person after 10 p.m. Two shows nightly.

AT MIKE FRITZEL'S

CHEZ PAREE

Am«r1c*'«* gmaricNt R«Ntauranf
'alrbanks
'

C H

I

and Sapper Club

CA GO

Delaware
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STATE-LAKE, CHI.

next. Standard vaude comedy act,
and good. Perhaps it is time after
lo these many years, for Hyde to
find some new material. But perhaps, he figures, what for? Where's

and Poor

Wednesday; October
I

Chicago, Oct.

LOEW'S,

7,

1936

MONTREAL

Montreal, Oct. 5.
This house, for the first time in
By a
weeks, comes back to a straight
trial and error, they have proved to variety show currently.
Seven acts
the
it's
Anyway,,
he going to use it?
their own satisfaction here that the run to 75 minutes but pruned to 65
comedy on the bill and okay.
after the first show. .Eddie
Bill only
leretta
That calls for the finale, again ordinary vaudeville show hasn't the minutes
Sanborn
and
band
constitute
an
with Collins and Miss Gae. Again basic box office possibilities of unit eighth
act with plenty of solo work.
costuming and routining of the girls shows. Take the same vaude show
Irving Edwards is m.c. against a
highlight.
,
drop, with the Sanborn
in the simply produced platform disAhead of the show Jack JTegley, arid dress it up with production, a futuristic
London, Sept. 29.
band
in
back.
Show is set up with
Composition ot revue, variety, liallet and play. While six girls are billed for subbing for Russ Brown, announces couple more girls and a good, snappy
tables, at which the acts sit. Band
opera, presented by Kurt Robitschek. Book the opening number, scene of which some news items in a radioish fashtitle, and the gross will rise several starts with solos on trumpet, sax
by Douglas Furber; lyrics, Frank Eytun; represents a row of brownstone
and
He follows the regular (Uniion.
music, Will Grosz; dances, Fred Lord.
they versal) newsreel arid -there seems to thousand dollars. The simple expedi- fiddle, then the m.c. steps on with a
Features Florence fronts with practical entrance,
Florence Churnbecos.
flock of gags and intros the Five
Desmond, Vera- Nargo, Darlene Waldero, are obviously from the ballet corps. be little sense to it, but maybe there ent of calling the show a unit, with Reillys,
youngster troupe made up of
Music Hall Boys, The Buttons, Joan Col- Those getting billing for minor bits
Roxy
the
at
customers
of
flash
in
costumes,
some
inference
are
the
two girls and three boys who softlier. Dolorps Delgarno, Lai Foun Chinese
include Polly Iuen, .Betty Bannister, who don't know how to read their production and girls, means higher
12 Aristocrats,
"Wonders, Taka. Slaters,
shoe and tap, very fast and neat.
Hilda Eckler, Mig- own papers.
Charlotte Arren',. Johnny Brodcrlck, Maria Martha Wilbert,
grosses,
Deuce is Carr Bros, and Betty,
Eisner, Van Kirk. George Gee, Bruce Car- non Dallet and Nina Sabatini. They
Feature, 'Nine Days a TQueen
This show, which is strictly a strong men and tumblers who clown
fax, Elisabeth Welch, Fred Sanborn. At all have short toe assignments, rest
Kau/.
house-built affair for a onerweek through their act in a routine with
(GB). Biz Frjday night off;
Victoria Palace, London, Sept, 28, '36.
of the ballet coming from the brownstand, is labeled 'Continental Gaie- many new variations. Betty, looker
stone fronts later on for a group
ties,'
and- it's" One- of. the poorest in long loose gown of royal blue,
Kurt Robitschek's .new policy at routine.
shows, ever caught in this house. In taps and the brothers return for a
N. Y*
the Victoria Palace is in two parts:
Glee club, led by Robert Weede
the- entire layout only oiie act scores. straight strong man. turn that is
first is an idealized variety show in an operatic medley, figures, in the
'Last of the Mohicans' (UA) is the That is Steve Evans, who next-to- socko.
with not less than half-a-dozen real second portion as sandwich men. A film this week, but after threeEdwards back in clown imitation
closes.
hits; second is an operetta in four special number by Earl Moss and A1-:
weeks' run at the nearby Rivoli on
Evans does his. regular impersona- of Carrs and more stories, some new
scenes, a Viennese version of the bert Stillman was written for the Broadway it couldn't have been the
and. every one socks. here and some not so new. to present
story of Pygmalion and Galatea,
choral group. They are topped by a deciding factor in the sellout biz tion routine
act with drunk bit Aunt Jemima (Tess Gardell) in the
regular
Finishes'
Latter half is where the manager's shooting gallery site with some of the Friday night at the State, It must
She sings and does a little
it was a smash at show caught. trey.
name appears as one of the three Rockettes as human targets later go- have been the staee show (the State andsolid
roar from start to finish, stepping despite her heft. Band gets
authors of the original book .arid, ing into action downstage. They rep- now being the only purveyor of A
then an hot and after a -fair reception- she
here is where the writers of the resent American Indians and offer vaudeville left in Manhattan), de- necessitating a speech and
wins
the
crowd -to big applause.
the show
book might do well to conceal their a routine that is interestingly and spite the fact that there isn't a strong encore before they'd let
Edwards comes on for the fourth
Evans has played, this
continue.
well done.
identities.
b.o. name on the bill.
house several times before, but turn and clowns with Sanborn, closWahl's act is the one punch of the
customers
For the London production, Dougregular
getting
State- is
never did such a job. With all due ing with a song to nice applause.
las Furber has been added to the list show. It's the same olcf comedy acro- now, the same vaude fans dropping
Stage is darkened for nudist- effect
respect for Evans, he hasn't much
o£' contributors to the book, and the batic -routine, garnished by a short in week after week.- This has been
dancing by Mademoiselle
turn.
music i& based on motifs, by Franz hand-to-hand bit legit, but so well reflected in the theatre's grosses in competition for honors this time. at Next-to-closing, is Clyde
Hager,
Business was absolute capacity
that
Suppe. A more pointless .and witless done that it still continues to amuse. the ^past year or so, the house in
standard pitchman act. Show closes
day
(Satopening
on
show
the
last
concoction has not been offered Lon- Background of interior of the Ameri- time seldom dipping below $20,000.
with the Three Speeds, roller
the
acts
on
other
the
urday)-,
and
yet
skaters, gal and two men, which has
doners for. many a day. It contains, can Museum for Wahl isn't much.
Figures below 20G's here weren't unLittle Church Around the Corner usual when the Palace and several bill laid hen fruit air over the place. a variation from usual in electrically
among other things, a scene in
fizzle of
lighted skates- and- electric /torches
which Venus lures Socrates from his has been cleverly reproduced for the. scattered nabes in the city were There is, for instance, the
the Weiss and Stanton turn. They in hands on darkened stage.
bathtub, wrapped only in a large blowoff, with a wedding, and a. car, using combo shows.
and jokes
The Texas Rangers' (far) on
towel, and proceeds to massage him carrying the bride and groom, going
This week's topper Is George Hall's have borrowed all the gags
across the stage for curtains;. Beatrice orchestra, an outfit that's been .playr they could remember. But- instead of screen.
in crudely vulgar fashion.
Lane.
stuff, they brought in
First half is a- mixture of revue, Joyce and Robert Weede act as a ing at the Taft hotel- for six years, taking new
kicked
variety and ballet, all of it sur- vocal duet, while dressing includes, and is still going. This stretch is material whidi. has. been
K. C;
rounded by tasteful scenery, skillful the Rockettes, as bridesmaids in a understandable; ifs an ace- dance or- around for years. When this audijoke, then it
Kansas City, Oct. 2.
lighting and attractive costuming. smart routine and the male. chorus. chestra, the 16 musicians (plusbaton- ence doesn't laugh at a
Symph this, week is plugging selec- eer. Hall) dishing out excellent music. really is. an old one. And this audiAfter several weeks of pretty bad
Act after act scores. In fact there is
After the shows "this house has.
ence did a Sphinx act.
not one of the: turns or numbers tions from 'White' Horse Irm* (legit)
It's the closing act of an excepapparently coclick,
the
gags
to
of
of
any
failure
which
(78
has
State
just
started
at
the
for
the
Center. tionally long, show
ordinated its new regime
that does not caU.for favorable coma
~
A Walt. Disney Silly Symphony. minutes) and apparently was told to Weiss and Stanton dig into moth- workable unit. Currently the into,
nient.
bill is
Opens with the Buxtons, a pair of 'Toby Tortoise Returns' (UA) serves cut Hesult is that the band divides eaten burlesk routines. Femme as- up to the house standard. Pic is
turn,
member
of
the
sist, the third
comedy acrobats, with a routine done as filler.
its time with two singing specialists,
'Love Begins at 20' (FN).
doesn't
Business fair Thursday night (1).
Johnny McKeever, tenor, and Dolly tries a couple of buthps, but
The usual lack of getting things
at the Palladium a couple of years
Char.
Dawn, personable- novelty hotcha shake the audience.
off to a good start is still here. Line
ago- in much, better fashion by Roth
For some reason Carter and which has been shaved to eight,
warbler, both of whom are strong.
and Shay. Followed by Lai Foun's
But what music is heard from the Holmes fail to make good here. This but with four boys added, flip a
Chinese Wonders, including the
orchestra is tops, including the un- knqekabout act has been around and football about and call off the names
Taka Sisters, clever and youthful
ST.
ST. L.
usual- novelty of hot licks on a has always gotten over fairly well- of college tunes the band toots.
oriental acrobats, jugglers anil conSt. Louis, Oct. 2,
French horn by one. of the musicians. But this time they miss by a mile. Could have been whipped into bettortionists,.
couple of weak snickers occasion- ter shape.
Other acts in the show all click
Florence Desmond follows with a
While natives are not breaking
and
are practically all standard, from ally, but that's all. Act appears to
clever burlesque of a music hall down portals of St. Louis theatre,
On the line's two other appear•soubret of": 70 years ago. In this where Fahchon & Marco's combo the opening Five Elgins (three men, have gone back and needs tightening. ances, they warm up and are passto be falling apart.
jugseems
hat
and
Indian
club
It
ferns),
two
scene Dolores Delgarno does some/ policy is in fifth week, audiences like
able. Spotted near the middle of the
Just old-fashioned vaudeville is show with some acrobatic work,
brilliant travesty dancing, beading stage shows, if applause is a cri- glers, to the' next-to-closing Harry
Femme
Renault.
in
Francis
line
of
changed
a
act
the
the girls in a bathing belles number terion, and current bill is*, on par Savoy." who .hasn't
they are effective.
(with impersonator tries with his regulaof that era. Scene was obviously de- with those that have preceded. House his -stuttering -double-talk
Pacing difficulties are shouldered
signed to introduce- the Music Hall does a sell out biz Saturdays and femme. assist, Louise Tobin), but tion routine^ most of 'which is kibitz by -Jerry Stewart, who m.c.'s. He
Deucing are and a bit of self-clowning. But he does some mimic work that
Bpys, who are competent in giving Sundays, but rest of week the b.o still gets laughs*
is fine,
Worth, Wyle and Howe, one of the couldn't make a go of it at this ap- but when he brings on an act his
an. impression -of the' contemporary activity is just so-so.
newer knockabout acts with some pearance. Walked off to hardly a patter is weak. He spends too much
comics. They have been entertaining
Current program Is made up of original mayhem, stunts* while in the ripple from this audience.
successfully at the Berkeley, hotel four acts; in addition
time
telling
the
mpb
how
well,
they
to' Roxyettes middle .slot is Al Shayne, radio bariBetty Lee is a single xylophonlst are going to like 'em.
cabaret and are to double at the and Freddy Mack, in.c.,
and
Trocaderq cabaret, which celebrates vides 53 mins of entertainment pro- tone. Audience, slightly milked, went up in the deuce. She plays loud but
Wolford's Pets, a dog turn, -with
that for; him,
Scho t
not particularly effective. Better is ten dachshunds, is sure fire for a
its 40th. anniversary as a restaurant never
lags. Sixteen girls start with
Burton Pierce, a tap. dancer who Tower audience. Springboard and
on. Oct. 5. ,
a smart precision rope skipping rou
shows fine possibilities. In at the tight wire antics by the elongated
Fred Sanborn was a last minute tine and then give
way to Ray
opening and -closing, he turns in two pooches click. Jackson and Nedra
.booking to replace Walter Dare Vaugh, He bats out
some
nasty
pop
and whirlwind - numbers. hoof on some stairs, but their work
smart
'Wahl, unable to appear.. Sanborn numbers on his
and does
Newark, Oct. 5.
-House augmented its regular chorus is better when they do straight chalwas handicapped by. .the illness of a tap dance longxylophone
with.it.
Jois wife, who is one of his two
Vaudeville made' another ohe-day- line this week, tossing 20 girls at the lenge.
Rodney
and Gould, tail and short stand in Newark yesterday (Sunday) public.
Good flash, especially the
.stooges, and Jeff.Fayre,.. an alleged
Gregory and Raymond use inner
card manipulator, substituted. He pair of dead pan nuts, put over a and the Shubei-t was again packed fan number.
tubes, vacuum cleaner and toy balPicture is 'Postal Inspector' (U). loons in a nicely worked out routine
nevertheless registered forcibly at nice bit of tun making. Then on to the roof as' it was last Sunday/when
comes, half of Roxyettes for a Span- this type of entertainment 'returned
Gold. '
the opening, ...>
of pop tunes. They have: the comedy
M>ss- Desmond ..offers .an aug- ish routine, preceding Armida,. Mexi- after a long absence. The second
the bill needs. One of the lads does
mented series of imitations. She is can hotchaist, who warbles in two show did not rate with the first,
some flips and turns that are
.probably the ace' of all native languages and lures customers into Which had Belle Baker and. Pat
L. A.
dandies, but the turn is already sold
.mimics, and impersonates Katharine singing a kiss song' with her. She Rooney, but it' was a good show just
and he's risking his neck for nothing.
Los Angeles, Oct. 1.
Hepburn. .Greta .Garbo, Jimmy Du- returns to boards for a Spanish the same and enthusiastically reThis week's tyros, two boys, play
ceived.
interyears
that
have
two
: ;rante-,
The
Elisabeth Bergner, Grade dance in which line joins.
guitars and sing.
Mitchell arid vDuraht bally hooed
Mack and his tooters follow with
Fields, Jessie Matthews, Marlene
vened since Jimmy Starr, Los AnJohn Paul Jones sings 'When April
it
but
their
Hollywood
triumphs,
their
usual community -sing, which
Dietrich and Dorothy Dickson. Miss
and Express film col- Comes Again.' His. piping is pleasgrowing in popularity. Then wasn't until they reverted to their geles Herald
Dietrich, seated, in a box with Noe\ is
Hoyt.
ant.
that
acting
rough
arid
tumble
atstage
last
appeared
as
a
umnist,
Coward at the opening,, apparently comes that hardy perennial. Senator
Cheering.
they
patrons
got
the
enjoyed the exaggerated imitation of Murphy, who expounds on the presitraction, have done little to help the
dential race and closes with a straw Anthony and Rogers did their fa- chatterer improve his. value back of
herself.
ReSeidler
miliar
act
and
the
'wop'
•This closes the first part and, if vote obtained by audience applause.
vue presented routine dancing with
footlights.
True, he does bring
Boston, Oct. 2.
Robitschek has the courage. to cut This audience went for President nothing new offered. Lillian Kenny, the
to the stage some gratis guest artists,
Marquee lure in this week's stage
out the entire second half, giving Roosevelt.
vibrant little miss with a big voice,
offering are Dick Merrill, roundOn screen is 'Sing, Baby; Sing* handled
the principals of the first part -adpresence
the
turn
from
whose
saves
'numbers
several Spanish
trip Trans-Atlantic flyer, and Al
ditional opportunities, he will have (2d run) (20th-Fox).
Sahu.
being a total loss.
very effectively.
Donahue's band, late of the Rainbow
a twice nightly show with which it
Doyle and Donnelly, two young
Starr makes no bones of the fact
New York. Judging- by the
will be extremely difficult to commen with plenty of personality, were that he is both nervous and ill-at- Room,
."
big vacant spaces throughout the
pete.
clicking strong till' they presented
N. Y.
house
OR the opening show, neither
Payroll, as at present allocated, is
ease
in
front
of an audience. Few
the age-old burlesque pantomime bit
is
pulling.
estimated by those who should
Pot-pourri of nothing very much of the femme roller and the drunk stories he told at today's initial sesAlthough beautifully staged and
•know as a $9,000 weekly hand-out. here, but passable entertainment, With the seltzer bottle climax. Done sion laid an egg, and his so-called
goodly portion of- this could be due mostly to nice work, by the line .10 times by actual count last season Interviews with Roscoe Karns and framed, the show wobbles on its pro'„
saved by elimination of the second girls. It's built more along prodiic.- 'at the Empire burlesque.
Sylvia Jackie Coogan, two of his pro- duction knees. Outstanding exception
is handling of Merrill's bit (New
part, avoiding the walking out of no tion lines than is usual at this thea- Manon and Co. are distinctly conti- moted guests, didn't mean much.
Acts), which gets good response from
small percentage of the audience.
tre. Charles Collins, who is starred, nental in their porcelain clock act, However, the pair, likewise Betty
Jolo.
on a return date to- the house, is featuring diminutive Sylvia and Grable, who warbled, gave the pay a straight interview by a local radio
who swing her customers something for their coin, announcer.
acrobats
centered in a solo and a duet with three
Donahue is pleasant enough to
Nadine Gae, then working again in through the air to the accompani- so after all Starr's presence car. be
listen to
and his appearance is
the finale, with the line and Miss ment of two femme singers.
condoned.
N.Y.
routinHennie Youngman is. the m.c. and
Gae. Latter is with the line in the
Other talent this week includes thoroughly polished, but on
ing there is much showmanship
very
cleverly,
does
a
Milton
Berle
opening
the
Keene
number,
Twins
with
and
Vic
the
Laseveral
and
\Nothing very pretentious nor imlacking.
Best bet with the ork is
However,
it is high time m.c.'s realregulation
Marr,
vaude
dancing
acts interspersed.
quartet; Linn Maypressive about the^ current stage
Bobby
Gilbert, planted in the fiddle
ized
that
forcing
the
audienceto
ap'First number by the girls and
berry, harmonica' player, whistler
show here in support of 'Craig's
section, who clicks with some swell
plaud every act over and over again
Wife' (Col)' and it runs only 35 Miss Gae is a fine one, precision is not only out-dated, but at times and comedienne, and Pat O'Shea, dialect and his novelty- fiddling. In
minutes, but it pleases. It's a second and hot, nicely routined and cos- very unpopular. The audience re- tenor. All do nicely, as do also the general, band lacks punch.
'Manhattan' and was tumed. Art Barnett then attempts a sponded less and less: to his demands F&M line girls, who have, two well.edition of
Opener leads one to expect much
staged by Leon Leonidoff in four bit of imitating and joke-making. as the performance continued,' and executed routines. Opening appear- from the ensuing bill, since it is a
.scenes, last of which colorfully de- His imitations of whistles and such that should have been sufficient warn- ance has them emerging from a huge gem of production and lighting. This
picts the Little Church Around the are rather good; his jokes and his ing. And another beef is the 'begging drum, atop of which O'Shea warbles is Burns and Swanson in a very
a military number. Then at finale, slightly bolero number on a diminuCorner, Other three scenes are much singing are bad.
speech' of one or more actors on
This is the cue for the girls again, every bill. They plead with the audi- femmes emerge from a jewel case tive stage in back of the ork. Workless elaborate, one being merely of
drops to suggest the Museum of with Collins entrancing via a raised ence to support the return of vaude before going into one of their rou- ing in cramped space, this duo rate
Natural History as background for platform in backstage and doing a ville, which is all right if the plead tines.
a special nod.
fine tap routine. Then into the Waltz ing stopped there, but they continue
Band under the baton of Rube
Walter Dare Wahl.
Only sock in the show is the ec(Many shows here have obviously with Miss Gae, which he did in the in lachrymose fashion about how Wolf plays a symphonic arrangement centric hoofing of Shea and Raycost more to put on than this one film 'Dancing Pirate' (RKO), Collins they must live and that the money of 'Yankee Doodle* that is expertly mond; but it comes too late. Close
does, w'ith the Music Hall manage- has a pleasant enough personality, they get will be spent among the done, reflecting credit on the ar- with a- mess of daffy tomfoolery in
ment perhaps doing a little cheating educated tootsies and an exaggerated local merchants of the town they are ranger and on Wolf. It also gives rhythm.
the thought that Smile. Girls will probably like him. playing in. Vaudeville used to be big the latter an excuse to play a corin
this, week
Other specialties on the bill are
eWorld's Series crowds, will come to And '.girls,, .as background for bis enough to stand oh its. own merits net solo, which he does capably.
Jaryis and Mack in a- waltz-clog idea:
Screen has dual bill, 'Adventure in May McKim in vocals, hampered, by
see the theatre anyway. Out-of- dancing, help him a lot. too,, giving without sob-sister tactics. Newark,
towr.ers may not even know or care. it a nice flash appearance. Collins for instance, 'wants vaudeville pack, Manhattan' (Col) and 'Wives Never poor mike technique or mechanism;
Except for Wahl; stock performers is no stranger to vaudeville., hav- not for its tradesmen or any other Know* (Par). Also Par newsreel and the Winsteads, vocal and instru-r
of the Hall comprise majority of the ing done-* dancing, act with bis wife, cause, but because that type of and Pop-Eye cartoon. Trade- about mental trio.
average at initial stanza today.
amusement really entertains them.
talent, with Rockettes, ballet corps Dorothy Stone.
Screen: 'Wives Never Know' (Par).
Herman Hyde- and Sally Burrill
Edwo.
Dalxv
and glee club figuring prominently
.
Fox.

Vaude

Excellent
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BALTIMORE

their computations they've
come to
0
1011
10
more than
iver
S COm in forei « n language

?^

-^] ^

Baltimore, Oct 2.
fiw'
n£
Since it remains the sole vaude- rl^t Tihe ^Pe^cial paradox is
really only superficial.
film loop site, .the Hipp this week
Sitwation stacks up thus:
has evidently sought to hike up the
e war sc ares. and intense
„
nJT™,i^ in
Europe commanding
number of acts. - Current show nationality
attention, individuals of remote
forpossesses no less than 10 more than
eign birth find a curiosity in
knowany lineup since two-a-day ing what the homes
lias
of their ancestors were like. Couple of
driveled up..
years ago
this
curiosity would have remained
,** It's
an excellent show, with only
dormant.
'culture' in the
smudgy mark on its- sheet that of U. S. was Foreign
not visually depicted in
being too long in running 72 min- any fashion except via -cheap'
club
Opening performance on Fri- plays, society dances, etc, Ameriutes.
canized Hungarians generally conday swelled to 96 mins;, but by time
sidered this type of presentation too
'show' was caught, final performance nunky to pay
any attention: But
that evening, time was boned down now that foreign
pix have got to be
to the. hour and' 12 mins. .An idea .of pretty good
(Hollywood's been there
•jrtst what sort of entertainment it is
long. enough to teach 'em), the racial
can be gleaned from fact each act curiosity can, so
think the entrepresprinted on, did the score of its best neurs, be
satisfied by showing 'em
work, then scooted.
Eddie White (he has played here
And they don't depend on the oTd.12 times in. less than four years), s^ors. They
want strictly the younger
drum-major's the. parade as m.c. Irede; Propaganda
to .that effect is
He's limited to one gag every other being manufactured.
•

.

—

"

'

'

'

.

.

•

\

jntro of an act, and in. his own. slot
a comedy medley of
,-, gives, out just
-^pops interlaced via their titles for
the laff levying. Being a performer
Mrfiose f or"t5"are those long, rambling
yarns about Hebe dialecticians, he

.

'Modern Playhouse', is a typical
example of how the 'distributors of->
foreign ..language films 'work out
their scheme.
House a 300-seater

—

.

tures,

•time. Adaptable to almost all conditions of shows, he handles the
.tough m.c. ministration on this lay-

•

.

•

"
.

modern

tempo—is owned by Danubia

would be doing better with more

'.

in

and

is

Pic-

managed by Eugene

J.

Lang, an officer of that. outfit. Danubia put the place up simply to find
an outlet for its wares.
Total film production in Hungary
—where, incidentally, the language
is not a Slav tongue, but of Mongol
origin just as the Finnish is about
30 pics. Eight companies are producing at the present time. Danubia
here has signed for 23 of their products, generally getting them about

out with no small skill.
With band hoisted ud from pit
onto stage, first act on is Dawn and
Darro'w, t'efp twain: that did' considerable nitery work hereabouts
last year.
An o.k. picture waltz is
their offering; later down the ladder
they return for an adagio routine
that scored. Pablo, card and ciggie
manipulator, next with his standard
panto act
Qoff. and Kerr, couple
chaps lately iri Versailles Club, N.Y.,
do' their dueting accomped.by one's
planoing. All they've time for is a
pop and then their satire on tribu^
lations of team of amateurs attempting to make grade in radio: Diece
still highly
effective, but not so
much so as when pair intro'd it here

—

two

months

after

showing
Hungarian

first

abroad.
New York's
population is roughly 100^000, counting in over-all figures. There are 46

Hungarian

societies

which can be

contacted for attendance, and one
Hungarian paper.
In the rest of the U. S.. between
40 and 50 houses show Hungarian
films on occasion, though only the
Modern
is totally Magyar. Best bets
list year when Bowes had a much
for opening additional houses are
tighter headlock on affections of
said to be Cleveland, Detroit, ChiJohnny Q.' Public.
cago, Bridgeport, New Brunswick,
V -Beatrice Howell, youthful imita- Perth
Amboy, Pittsburgh, and Los
.tor, has pair of pipes marveiously
Angeles in the order named. ArQualified to do the miming.
Went
be
Over strong, routine enhanced by its rangements in these burgs will
soon.
crisp brevity and the ace quality. on tap via Danubia
Current film showing at the ModNext come standard act of Harriet
.Hayes and the .Three Samuels. First- ern is 'Az Uj Feldesur* (reviewed
named opens with her aero hoofing, heretofore). Newsreel with dubbed
also
then the, two boys have their inning in Hungarian and some shorts
25c.
of comedy taoping.' Miss. Samuels shown^ Prices are 35c eves.
Edga.
.then solos with tapping, and finale matinees..
is achieved with foursome locking
arms- in military, attire for the
snappy unison stepping.
ST. L.
Dave Monahan, xylophonigt, corhSt. Louis, Oct.
-

•

With one

house

harbors

rM

AMBASSADOR,

with sticks attached to shoes. Since
tf/sh't dancing on the keys, isn't the
- Will Mahohey caper, and Monahan's
Wav of working removes any simi-I^-'.y in onlookers', minds, especially
sihri 'half the time he's using the
tootsies as tune-tappers,- he's working with -hands holding elongated
sticks as well. Bobby Pihcus, vis-avis'd by the comely Isabel Dawn
.. (Mrs. Pincus), does abqut half his
jegular turn, using the meatiest portions, 'and sews 'em up securely.
Head-and-shoulders standout of
-.

.

.

.

'•

bill is Josephine Huston,
soprano
'Whose pipes pierce and play' up arid
down three' yocal ranges: With looks

3.

:

nwnces with sprightly, rendition,
then mounts stool and taps out tunes

A

new

idea in stage shows revived

Fanchon

at^

&

Marco's

downtown

deluxer Friday (2) struck a responsive chord, according to audience
applause, arid continuation, of shows
such as one presented currently is
certain to bring back halcyon days

when Skouras

Bros, mopped up at
same house With combo policy. New
policy is similar to pit band policy
at N. Y.

Paramount.

With 20-foot kiosks erected at each
side of proscenium giving entrance
three-foot runway in front of

to

band, which sits on an elevator platwarrant attention from films form, performers are limited to singand a distingue mien that instantly ing, etc., as small space prohibits
dancing
and acrobatics. A permaelevates her several notches above
run-of -bookings warblers encount- nent set has been placed in back of
ered in- vaude today, she bounced tooters and almost ^completely hides
fim right out of the benches with curtain
when band -platform is
>ucky Star,' 'Dance, My Darlings' raised,
As band, batoned by Paul Ash,
and Take My Heart.' It's first vaudwho also serves as m.c, rises to stage
aate here for Miss Huston.
Closing, the Five DeGuchis. 'two level, George Byron, formerly with
NBC in New York, assumes role of
ffirls, three men; crack' corps of Nipponese mat tumblers and risely-ex- 'Newstator' reading latest press bulletins through co-op with radio staperts.
Feature is 'Follow Your- Heart' tion KMOX, local outlet for CBS.
(Republic).
Standees lower floor Two sets of Byron's news releases
come after last edition of afternoon
Friday night
Bert.
rags is on street and is good info
for payees.
Then comes 'The Hit
that

'

'

.

opening here Saturday (3) constiRest of card would do some Class tute a highly effective, ultra-modern
spots justice. Foremost of these medium
of
musical
expression
Smiley, pantomine clown, who ideally couched for the class spots.
deserves more than the opening Tempo has 'em gunning the hooves
turn. His femmo partner turns in a from opening gong, and volume is
nifty job as the dummy in the open- just right to fill up those table coning shot of act. Smiley's antics in versation voids without distracting.
getting the dummy on a chair isn't Which means dancers and romancers
new, but it's done well. Following are equally salved. Critical swing
a comical bit with a rag doIL Smiley red-hots won't give group much, but
pulls a first-rate balancing feat on the genuinely music-minded will
four tables.
salute unusual harmonies &n.d novel
Something new at this spot is Paul instrumental combinations woven in
Garrison, the 'singing usher,' who be- an Olsen session.
tween shows says his 'How many,
Instrumental personnel includes a
pleez?' in the aisles. Entering from Hammond electric organ, an elecout front while Boyd is doing a sax trically amplified steel guitar, four
solo, Garrison reveals an oke tenor reeds, piano, bass horn, two trumvoice. He has plenty of poise, and pets,* one trombone,
and drums.
got over fine on two numbers. He's Combo claims a 'first' on using that
billed as 'French.'
kind of guitar, also Hammond in
Another outstanding bit is credited ensemble. Guitar isn't strongly feato Jimmy LeCore. harmonica expert. tured, as usual with groups using
He clicks well with audience and that instrument, but is toned down
gets a couple encores. His 'My Hero' to blend with remainder of crew.
from 'Chocolate Soldier' hit the spot,
Replacing Ethel Shutta as feabut his playing; of a small harmonica tured femme vocalist is Edith Caldby means of a tube is the highlight. well, low-voiced Birmingham brunet
Would do well to save this bit for looker, a University of Alabama
the climax.
Next-to-close are the grad.
All her material- is speciaj
Three Arnolds, two males and a stuff, but differs from Miss Shutta's
femme with a round of good acro- familiar technic in laying off the
batics..
They have the feats, but light comedy angles. More on the
need,, considerable polishing.
Their torch side, and she really has the
reversed pyramid 'can be made into aspect and pipes required.
a honey.
Leighton Noble does the male
f ull house on hand at early eve- soloing.
Looks dark, dashing and
ning show Friday evening (2), a lot gets the femm'es. Olsen warbles a
no doubt attracted by the $180 Ac- chorus now and then. And there's- a
tion Night. Pix are 'It's Love Again' trio, comprised of Noble,' Miss Cald(G-B) and Traitor:'
well and George Mays, second trumPete.
peter. Olsen and Miss Caldwell col-

A

is

"

A

,

EMBASSY,

N. Y.
NEWSREELS

World Series action

stuff

takes

precedence over everything else, including the Spanish revolt, this
week, and the Embassy showed that
it knows its audience thereby. The
.

ball-

to

game

just another-

bill.

Pathe has the baseball leader, also
copping the No: 2 spot with a com
clip
on havoc being
wrought by snow, fire and floods

bination

'

around the country. Other Pathe
stuff includes President Roosevelt
(ahead of Landon); Jorges
Brescia,
new Argentine heavy
weight, in training;, gas drill, Negro
baptism and Duke vs. Colgate.
Paramount contributes the bombing of Toledo (ditto Fox), Paris'textile strike, Jenkins setting auto
speed marks, King Edward on the
speech

'

move,

wrassling match,
fire
in
Brooklyn, new American Legion
chief and Minnesota vs. Washington.
Besides its Toledo bombing views
and Landon, Fox offers Secretary
Woodring in a talk, bullet proof
glass
exhibition,
fashion display,

and two football shots- ^U.. S. C.Oregon and Navy-William and
Mary..
Hearst

is limited, to cops in the
sky, smoke screen, maneuvers, daredevil driving exhibition. Universal

shows a new bombing plane, new
package coal, fiesta in Italy, annual
turkey roundup, New .York model
show, world's tallest boy signing a
contract and a nutty barrel boat.

Two
Science'
Janeiro.

shorts

are

'Popular

Par's

and a Fitzpatrick on Rio de
,

-

, Bige.

.

Unit Review

•

Parade,' rendition of three

numbers

selected as most popular of current
-Located in a. cheap rent district in week on Lucky Strike Hour through
e
3£ upper reaches- of Third Ave., the arrangement with maker of that
Modern has hung out its banner as ciggie.
trie
only all-Hungarian pic and
Byron sings one song,..T/>ny RoPresentation house in the U. S. Re- mano, late of Pepsodent hour in
ferring to its policy as containing a Hollywood, does another, and Judith
presentation stint is strictly slretch- Lawton, once a member of Ben
bit but at least they've ran Bernie's troupe,
a third.
Cappy
iS*
T?
m
-c.
He
gets up in between show- Barra's harmonica ensemble, eight
ings of the Hungarian film, Hun- lads, clutter small space and go into
garian newsreel and shorts, and football huddle for their harmony.
We s through about 10 minutes of One of their numbers clicks with
JOKcs and gags. He must be some- 'Flight of the Bumble Bee.' Mabel
where near the okay class because Todd, singing comedienne, wins, cor°n th^ showing caught (24) he had dial response with her warbling of
»i the aisles. Billed simply as pop tunes and crossfire with Ash.
Szemere, he flies around
Morey Amsterdam, with his non«?fu
With
/the staccato ebullience of the sense and cello playing, clicks, parlate Nikita Balieff
to whom lie bears ticularly with his singini impersonln5 Physical resemblance.
ations of Kate Smith, Ben Bernie,
S{ j
Modern
could otherwise be rele- Al Jolson, Bing Crosby, W. C. Fields,
gated out of mind as just another and his interpretation of a two-way
foreign language curio, except that radio conversation with Admiral
inese curios are peppering
Ash and
the U. S. Byrd at Little America.
with enough frequency to become tooters then give their impression
almost a trend. Superficially it's a of Louis Armstrong's band, and an
03c that fo r*»gn language houses outstanding band will be handled
?k
°e. springing up with such this way each week. Show, running
Vl^l-j.
rapidrty
at a time when the immi- 45 mins., is brought to a close with
kids are becoming American- Romano singing theme song, 'Thanks
fj-f!"?
t
thorough fashion. But the a Million.'
il ii
snatks
Your
who deal in foreign films
'Give Me
offers
Screen
«ave made some statistics, and from Heart' (WB).
Sahu.
,
.

'

.

'

i

m

WLW- picks up this spot- for quarter-hour -at 12:45 nightly, pretty late
for best returns.
There's, ah occasional feed to the Mutual web included in etherizing -arrangements.
Band, originally assembled by the
late Orville Knapp. upon demise of
Knapp was taken, over by Noble,who still does the rehearsing. Under his baton they closed at William
Penn hotel, Pittsburgh,. Sept. 30.
Olsen disbanded his former orch in
Montreal Oct 1, taking helm of current group for opening here. OlsenNoble setup is said to- be a semi-cooperative arrangement, a la Glen
.

'

,

(2)

Talk
12 Mins,, One
Metropolitan, Boston
Presented as an aviator and not as
a vaudevillian, -with the able assistance of Roland Winters, Hub freer
lance radio announcer, as interviewer; the Dick Merrill turn is commendable for its simplicity even
though it lacks sock.' Flyer answers
questions on technical aspects and

some human

interest angles,, always

emphasizing what a swell guy Hany
Richman is.
The famous gasoline incident is
-

given a oncerover-lightly by t)ie
statement that after it was dumped
the flyers had only, two hours' fuel
left and that they were lucky to hit.
land at all. Presumably that angle
held most public interest.
well
projects
voice
Merrill's
through the p.a. system and his
a
modest
personality
bespeaks
rather timid lad out of his element
on stage. Winters' delivery is excellent, laying off the gush and sticking
to highlights of the flight.
Both the dearth of trade on opening show and the audience reaction
on the flyer's entrance indicated no
hero worship; but the enthusiastic
hand at the close of his turn seemed
to show that the customers were
Fox..
pleased, if not excited.
•

DON CUMMINGS
Rope Comedian.
6 Mins.

Don Cummings

is

only

new on a

nite club floor. The roping comedian,
since John Roy, managing director
of the Rainbow Room, found that
ping pbng players are good bbxoffice,
even in a snooty nite club 65 floors

up in Rockefeller Center, was
booked in as a novely. The freakier
the novelty, it's a good hunch that
the better is its chances for clicking.
r.uth Aaroos-Sandor Glancz
table tennisters proved that over the
summer at this spot.
Cummings is a -young, and personable gent. Nothing Willrogersesque
or homey about his humor. He's in
tails and with an engaging front "
that's half his battle. The small- talk
is cute and fets over. He does rope
whirls and jumps thf6ugh the lariat
rather amazingly, considering the "
slipi-eriness of the floor and his
starched-shirt costuming.'
He's a bit of a novelty all right on
a cafe floor, rind seems that the more
fashionable the -environment the'
better the effect He'll fit in any-

(ORPHEUM, LINCOLN)

,

'

The

•

•

.

!

*
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Abel.

wheres, however.

KEITH CLARK
Magician
5 Mins..

,'

'

.

.

Leon &

Eddie's, NT.
his Anglo-Saxon name,
Keith Clark is introed as Continental

Despite

spiels with
flavor which' is

and

a decided Gallic'

good showmanship

and color for his' clgaret and handHe's
kerchief predigistitation.

a

:

white tie- and tails worker, personable, arid commands attention for the
Gray and Casa Loin a band.
c'igaret palming stuff, which is rather,
Music Corp of America is booker. familiar by now.
DeArv Barton, MCA Cleveland office
The tricks with the knotted handmanager, and Nate Krevits. p.a. from kerchiefs are more new hereabouts
Chi office, down for getaway. Heavy arid are enhanced by ^lark's studied
,

'

biz

on

first

night

\
•

Koll.

mispronunciation of .'knots' as 'nuts.'
is some play .oh the word
'nuts,' okay, for a- nitery. which is'
Viennese Songs
supported by some really clever'
7 Mins.
manipulations of the knotted 'kerchiefs.
Hotel St. Regis, N. Y.
The pseudo-expose makes v
'Indefatigable Charlie' is a curious for a nice and strong toprdff.
Clark is. okay for any- type. nitery,
billing for this young and personable Viennese singer, an engaging and the classier the better. At Leon
young man whom the 'Maisonette 6 Eddie's he was: a big click.
Abel.
Ruse of. the Hotel St Regis ballyhoos
.
as 'one of King Edward s Entertainers,' predicated on a vogue with the EDNA ERRICO (1)
former Prince of Wales when Charlie Songs
was in Paris and Monte Carlo.
6 Mins.
Charlie sings Viennese ballads in Leon & Eddie's, N.T.'
an engaging and pleasant little
Edna Erricb is ajionventional mike
tenor, and leven if they're all in songstress, hailed as from Chicago.
three-quarter
time
arid,
the She has a pidnist for her pops which,
in
German tongue, they're so charm- apart from being a bit specially arinely sold that Charlie gets over ranged, are of familiar pattern inwith anybody. The' 'indefatigable' construction and delivery. Songs are
part- comes from an infectious Bnd 'Shine,' 'You Let Me Down' and
-

There

INDEFATIGABLE CHARLIE

Lincoln, Oct. 4.
enthusiastic personality and a willAfter making a 1,500-mile hop out ingness to go on and on. but better
New England- into this territory, judgment prevails and he does not
Sollie Childs has joined the Wilbur overdo it and wear .out his- welcome.
Cushman time and this is his second
He's different and for a smart joint
date. His production is labeled 'Pa- a pushover.
Abel.
Different than the
risian Follies.'
usual brand of show on this time, it
Pedro and Louie,
leans the girly way and to its ad- Graves, dancer.
vantage. Time allotted is 50 min- hand and head balancers, come secutes for its run and pleasant going ond and do well. The Lawson interlude with Bea Southern straightmost of the way.
Although three turns try comedy, ing, arid then comes Eetty (Boop)
hone of them make such a strong Smith, who does the cartoon kid's
Band follows a good
It's
the show's only voice okay.
stab at it.
stagger, but there's enough enter- gypsy number by the girls; it should
tainment strength lying around to change to some other tune than
make up. First comic on is Stan 'Mama Don't Allow No Music' It's
Lawson. 6 feet 7 inches tall.
He been here so often it "haunts the
takes a tumble into the ork pit right house.
Dance of the powder puffs, a new
on the opening and makes the house
believe he's going to do big things slant on the old fan gag arid an exin -a comedy way, but it turns out his cuse to do a nude, allows Elizabeth
entrance is the bast part of the act. Graves to bare her hocks arid do
Second funny turn is Tom Gordon some spins. The Gordon-Smith comand Betty Smith, who do conven- edy and Ruth Morgan lead up to a
tional recitations. Last act of comic wooden soldier routine by the line,
texture is the Revelers, a two-girl- Bca Southern does her feature numone-lad threesome. It's a rubs act ber, dancing while playing a violin,
and it's well done.
but went over in. this house.
The Revelers retire after scoring
Show opens with a modernistic
their
cowbarn hokum and
girl number, which is costumed nice- with
Scenery and clothes all through Pedro Morales does a slide for life
ly.
the show are very neat and attract- on an inclined rope from the balOpener features Elizabeth cony. Closer js a cowgirl number.
ive.
of

.•>

Rainbow Room, N, Y<

-

'

PARISIAN FOLLIES

.

Modern Playhouse, N. Y.

laborate on some duetting.
All arrangements are specials.
Chick Floyd, band's organist, is
doing them. Sounds like he's styling
a harmonic modernity away from
musical
banalities
and triteness
which, while not arresting enough
for an overnight sensation, should
set the band among the topnotchers
if the tonal niceties can be put on
the air as they are produced on the

leads off and that seemed
the customers perfectly.
there on the current bill is sfand.

suit

From

;

.

<

thing.

•

:

DICE MERRILL

GEORGE OLSEN ORCHESTRA

Instrumental, Singing
Hotel Gibson, Cincinnati
George Olsen .is in front of the
best band, musically, he's maestroed
in the decade or so. it's been since
Ziegfeld ferried the then drummerleader east from California into 'Kid
Immediate destinies of the
Boots.'
rate. They received an .encore, but group are niteries, and the plenty
patrons here seem to applaud any- sweet and flowing versions heard at

.

.

51

NEW ACTS

COLONIAL/DETROIT
Detroit Oct. 2.
exception, this Class B
a good all-around
show currently. Abetted by couple
of medleys by Boyd Senter's sixpiece band, sandwiched nicely among
acts, show* runs about 45 minutes.
Four Dots and a Dash, in the closing cog, is a misfit. The four Negro
males, plus white male tapper, put
on a hodge-podge of group warbling, hoofing and antics that don't

VARIETY

'Basin Street- Blues.'

-

.-»•-

In the current scheme of things, in
the niteries. Miss Errico makes a
serviceable No. 2 act on the average
layout.

It's

her Broadway debut
Abel.

.

Featured in the finale are Betty
Smith, Florence Drake (rope skipper) and Lawson and Gordon.

As a break between novelty- units
of the circus type which so often
come in on this time, the 'Follies'
will be a hit. It should do average,
or better all over the Cushman time.'
Has a good bally stunt in the lobby
with an illusion of a nude girl in a
goldfish bowl.
Business very gdod
here.
Barn.

'Diggers' Plane Bally

.

Hollywood, Oct 6.
Emulating the bally train ride of.
'42nd Street,' in 1933, Warners has
chartered a de luxe airplane to carry
16 dancing gals from 'Golddiggers of
1937' across the continent.
Plane
will hit the keys simultaneously with
release of fllm.

'

,

Studio plans to cover the nation Im
24 days.

,

'

,

'

'

"

'

.

.

'

.
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Vari

Bills

i

Hotel Roosevelt

;

NEXT WEriK
Numerals

connection viith. bills below indicate opening, day of
show»'.wn|th«rVfull or split w *pX'.

in

Robt Naylor;-

& Hejb
WALTHANSTO (V

Pulu'ee-.

TOTTENHAM

COURT ROAD
Paramount
Andersen & Allen

Virginia Bacon -Co.
Johnny.' Porklns-

*T.eltli* (8).
Cuban Follies-

Levariota
-Leslie

Noble

Pops

the Stara'

George Orda

-

&

Tasha Jfazflrenk<>.
Agnes Roy
Sultan Mepaako
Peter Liachenko
C.Codolban Oro..

Ore

SUontlris -.High

(»).-

Week

.

.

(»)

TROT

KeltbV

-

Ardaine SIS

Chester's -Dogs

3 Calores'

Percy

(!>-18)

Centennial

.

-

GLOUCESTER

.

D,e

V(»l-

'Dominion

Anna'' Rogers

.

CLAPHAfll
Grand -

Jackson Owen
Jay &.Cullen
Anna Rogers

Archie

Henry

.

* State

-

(0)

& L Rev

Don L*e

Majestic

R

•;

*

ArconaS
Feed Dosh
Llpton's Debs

XretchmA

.

IjeedS

Ruth

L.ester.

•

.

'

,

Arcadia

•

•

•

-

Iht'I

'

Manya

.

>

»*

:Mlr>pr

-

Rita Lester V
& Drlgo

'

&

JULIAN SIEGEL

.
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,
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NEW, TORK CITS
Paramount

XI

»

Morton Bowe'
Snandor
Abbott & Tanner

(7)

Co

Madrlgueia,

John

3 .X Sis

•Pleasure Gardens
Syd Seymour Bd
Togo

Ca.rlyle Cousins

Klngsley

Gordon Ray Gla
"
Terr y's J uvea

.

Steel

Mixlpe. Gray
Jerry Coa
Ray & Trent

MINNEAPOLIS

Ann Penn

St

Jones &
Bennett

For'de

Marlon Navarre
Chevalier- Bros
Brent & Layne

'

LOS ANGELES

Thomas

& McN

-

BaU
Bruz Fletcher

'

Candy

St

Tommy

Embassy

Coco
Riley

:

Burcaw

.-

-,

.

jury -declared Bartley
Campbell a lunatic^ and ordered his)
commitment. ,He was already in
Bloomihgdale.Sheriff's

•Vr..
,

.

Companj*- formed to erect, a panobuilding. on the site of. HarriIrwin Leonard Oro'
gan
Hart's old theatre, which had
Silver Lake Inn
burned.- ,To .be called 'Old London
(Clementon)
Streets,* with panoramic paintings
Mickey Famllant Or
Never did
*to the: title.
conform
to
Beth- Chains
Barbara- Ray
very well and eventually converted
Barbara Bellmore
into a garage for Wanamaker store*
.

rama

A Sansom House

&

-

.

'

.

'

'Clnb

Marlon Bergeron
Jeanne Kelly

TOny Yanls
Jane Jones'

.

Charles' Morris

NEWCASTLE

'

Lorene Rhoda

Colony Club
George Clifford
Jay ~King
Helen Benton

:

FOLKSTONK

.

ing.

.

y,

Virginia Lee

•

Paramount

.

Pat Shevlln' Oro
3 Jacks
Bill

Job .Tobln
Dotty 'Mblllnson"

•

'

•

',

Isabella Rook.

.

Wm

Dolls

- <

Bltz-Carfton
^Crystal Boom)
Van Levis Oro
/Boot Pierre .''.-'
.

Octaves

3

:

Room

.

Benny the Bom's

';

(Frdiii Clipper)

E^.E. Rice staged a •triumph'. for
Henry. JL. Dixey -when the extravaganza opened ii; Boston following its
English: tour, .Band serenades and
all that. ,:.A11. paid ..ifpr, but convinc-

'

Boom)

.

'

.

50 YEARS AGO

'

Ben. Franbllri Hotel
(Georgi«« Boom-)
Moq- Jafle Ore*--|.;

•

.'

i

.

^Allee' BftbertB,

Meyer Davis Ore

,

L

.year in.

.1--.

-

Bellevne-Stratford*

(Planet

'

a

Gorman

tliookwells
*,
»*.

.

'.'

trol
'

tlvb

Carroll &'

on ^n alleged attempt fo' con>
music .rollsi\ Deal Was not put
througn, so' case "was dropped after

Basket,,

,

,.

Barbara Blane

•

'

-

Phtl Stua*t

>

-

.'

•

Hotei Phlladel^hran
(Mirror Boom)
Joe Frasptto Qro
Harry Hatta
Adelaide Joy
Elaine & Harry

Wayne King
T Oro

-

-

releases.

t^yerhm.enjt '/ quashed
its
case
against. Consolidated^ Music and star,
pubs iot ^alleged.. restraint of trade.

Susana, Cantu
Ramon Arias Oio

.

Milton Kellem Oro

'

.

Mnrle.. Alvarez

.

.

Cole

Anchorage -Inn

Benny

'

:.

on

'to*'catcb>''up

the shelf, representing
-$2,000,000.
Releasing

through Paramount.

& L

PHILADELPHIA

Gall Gall
Mlscha
-.
State (9)
Barbette
Mead'owbrnok Boys
S BartnoVBlry
Major Bowta Bd
BoT)by Plncus
EDINBURGH
Nicholas Mattley Or Clemante -Ed
WASHINGTON
Don Bed m on OroRegent
1st' half <5t7)
Village Barn
Le Mirage -.
Grand (»-12»
Capitol <»>
1st half (6-7 X.
Leo Curtis.
Prances' Maddux
Smith & Ray nor. i Bllda BalleU
Avlls St Francis
Larry McMahon
V2d ;half (8-10>
Myra Nash
Nell Kelly
..2d halt (8-.10)
Milt Mann Oro
Avlis St Francis
La^Boe
Frank LIbusa
Brown Se Ames
Leo Curtis
Serranho's
XJEEDS
Joseph
Zatour
Ore
Prltchard St "ti
Dick ,Don &"J»
ELTHAM
Paramonnt.
Helen .Miller
4 Comets
Kitty
Simon
<
Leon A Kfldle'e
Palace
Zeb Carver Co
Alfredo -Ore;
f
"
Sylvester's- Nephews
"
MVJEKPOOf - Eddie Davis
Vogue
Bennett
WlllKms I-' PAiaiooeBt i
Zee-Zee
Gordon Davie
DR.
Florence* Oldham
Harry TreyeT B6T
Jal-Leta
Mary Roan >
Clifton & Velette
DENTIST
Shakespeare
KeitH Clara
Jlmmte
-Lee
FALMOUTH
Syd.Kyte Bd.
Edna. Errlca
Paramount. Bldg., 1641 Bway.-, Suite 203
' "
Kearns
& Reed
t'rank Gjrovesv
Joyce Sc. Freddie
Telephone CHIekerlng 4-8007
Archie Pitt, (So. .
Southern" Sis ;
Delia Carroll
Yacht Club /
K &> J WInnon
Angers ^'-Waller
Rubber Legs Wit-;
CUR Marten.
Red McKenzle Bd
Don Franolseo
Hams
Wyn & Ivy
Nan Blackstone "
H Mitchell & Dad
l^armer's Oro
Maudle Selkirk.
Floria- Vestoft
Walter.. Jackson
Sophisticates Oro
Harry Moore'
Tracy Gale & L
,
MANCHESTER
Mon Paris
.Plerrotys
;
\ r s-ParafSibTint
3 Peppers
Roman* Troub'A'nrs /Radi» JteVelatlons' Chick Endor
Baby White
-

US

.

Eva' Reyes

'Aor'ons

Sandor Glancz

Oro

Versailles
Fields

'

A 'Stoyanpvslcy

'

&

Raoul

Paul Rosinl

•

Alfredo Ore
XKTTH
••'• Capitol

Little .Jack Little

nub

Gladys Rentier Rev
Kaiser Williams Or

MlchAel MlchonNSdla

,

Had 11 on
more than

Nln,o "Rlnnldo, Oro.

'

.Max- Berger

y

shut down' pr^bduciidn at

-'He&rst

Cosmopolitan

Paul Olseni

(Empire Room*'

.

*

Stork

Sls,<

Johnny -Wejls
June St, Clair
Miokey Braatz

3 Debutantes
Titan 3
Hotel Palmer House

•

Ralph Watklns Ore

Tllena Qabrlelle

...

.

Wiles

3

D'ortai'-Blrso*

<

.'

Paramount-

'

NORFOLK

Cardlnl

Edith Roafk

Keller

Hickman-

Stanley,

& Mann

>Barto-

Hotel Waldorf*
Astoria
Michael Zarln Oro
Hugtr Marlanl Oro

'

•

Simeon Ka'ravaefC

'

Marvels

6

..

Riviera
Irene Beasley

Dolly Dswii;

,

Jtfve- 3a,'/.

D Adams

,BUly Russell

-

Bower & Hoth'rrrd

..(»)•

Patterson's Co

Ftturiyboners

1

Regal

:

'

'

KINGSTON

'

hldttbury
Capitpl

BRIDGEPORT

CITY

•

HOUNSLpW

Capitol
Billy Cotton

NEW Vork

'

Jack Stocks

.

CARDIFF

Follies

Luxe

,
".

'

Bvajyn Tyner.
Nan'o Rodrlgo Bd

.

Kaye"
Molly: Manors
Marsha Bennett

hotel LasaUe ^ Freddy* Janla OTo
Vanity Fair
(Bloe Fountain'Room) '""
Eleanor Leonard
Jerry O'Dell
Bob McGrew Oro
Danny Alvin pro
Hotel Morrison
Via Logo
(Terrace Room)
J & E Torrence
Arturo 'St Evelyn
Ted Flo-Rlto
Buddy Ralph
Janls Williams
Stan Carter
Jackie Green -.
Yacht Clob
Muzay' Marcelllno ;-'

Al -Bowlly
Sydney Ross

Boom)

Emtl Coleman Or
Mrs A C Forbes
Hotel Toft
Geo. .Hall Oro

Theda' Bara ,was getting $5,500 at
Loew's, Glevefand, and. not so hot
Paul Whiteman's. band: was only
drawing $2;50f>-$3;000; but he wasn't
a vamp.

^

Gomez ft Wlnonl
Don Cummlngs

'

better. at the' JUaito.

done much-

Phil

Bobbie Clark
St Mary
Cummlna Or Henry Simmons'-.

Collo

Bernle

.

ABERDEEN
Tlvoll
Bell Bros & C'rmen
/

'

N'T'« Rev

.•

..

.

(Iridium

of .Oct. 5

-

.

.

Boom)

.(Continental

Mickey Braatz

Van

NoW* Ore

Sheila Barrett

-

.-.

SCHENECTADY

CLEVELAND *

-JBay

-

.

Louie

Parislenno

Keith's (8-10)

Xuclyr Boys

Charlie
Boris Belostozky
-

Palace
Polfe

•.

Pnlftce

(*)
Slsale

COLtlMBCS:

Marsh

CHICAGO

Palace (»)
.B7wpod Hotel Rev
(2)

Olga/Vadlna

Lewis

-

Girls

& Spick
Hotel Stevens

Serge Plcar
Marcla Mace
Xavler Cugat
Keith -Beecher Oro
P«rody_ Club

Benrhr
(Bencb. Walk)
Crawford. A Ca'skey

Marlo< Baune
•
Rex -Gavltte
Rainbow Grill
Johnny Hamp Ore
Rainbow Room

;

(Maisonette' Basse)

Ella Mae. Waters

Oliver &. Churchill
,

&

'

iflotei. 8t.jBeirla

'.'

Rhythm

Gary Leon

Pat O'Malley-?'
Ray Campbell
Gower St Gene
Dick Jurgens Ore
Hotel Edgewater

Franfe Lasaro
Orlo Tomasso

.

4

(Silver forest)
1

:

Internationalists Oi
B1U Farrell

.

.

^

Ad<ilph ^ukior declared the time
.features musti be
fitted to a theatre's clientele.
Just
pictures no longer drew. Pointed to
the ftop of a W. ,S., Hart feature at
the Riyoli. and opined it would have

had come when

Speck

Hotel Drake

'

Wflght
Ron Perry Oro

Dawn

Alice

(1)
'.Follow

PUppets

SalicI

•

& Durant

Mitchell
Jansleys

'

•

Charlie:

GrenadaMona Grey

•

J & Nora Bell
Mario Hollls
Joyce Duskln
Jants -Andre
Edna MaeJay Freeman: Oro
Place KJIegnnle

:

Hotel. Sherman
(College Inn)

'

Jimmy Richards

•

"

^BOSTON

':''
Marlanne
;
Joyce Colea
Guldo Zanette. '

Michel

.

TOTTENHAM

Musette Ore

'

Hotel St. Merit i

,

-

Hotel Congress
Connie Boswcll
Enrico & Novello

•'

'

..

[

which Was a long time then. Bill
also offered Gertrude Hoffman, Lea
Carrillo, Edfith Talliaferro and strong
}
support,

George Glvot:
Gertrndo HotEman
Calgary Bros
The Nagyfys
Harriett DeGoff
Rufe DavlB

•
.

LeYant Ore

Phil

& LeRny

Estelle

Elabaneras Oro
Hotel Shefton
Bert Dares' Oro*

.

Taft

Grotchen Lee

Bert Frobman

'

Emile Petti Ore

& MaTy

Ted

V»rjrlnla- Verrlli
JijUe*'Jeiincr

Hotel SaTOy-Plaw
Dwlght FIske

(OCT. 9)
(OCT. 2)

WEEK

Ooyx Club

.

HA^adlse,

Armaq Vecsey Ore

THIS

Dorothy May
Hotel Blsmarch
(Walnut Boom)

3tuR SiBltb Bd

'Guy Lotrtbktdo Ore
Hotel Blts-fJar Ifon

1936

7,

'

Charlie Farrell
Versatile .3
Gene Fosdlclc' Oro"

Hotel Plata

Eddy jDuchln Ore
De Marcos

Pale Wlnthrop
Abbott Dancers

Willie Shore

'

Joan'

.

'

1814 Sprnce
Freddie Parelss Ore
3 Racket Cheers

.

Minneapolis exposition ran sue.
Lee Bartell
weeks to a to.tal take of $75,000, but
Jimmy Blake
that, was in the black..
Jean Dell
Melba Beaudraux
Metropolitan
Snakehips Johnson
Geo Lacy
Davd Apollon Co
Jamaica. Co
Loew's (9)
Katz Sax' «'
20th Cent'ry Tavern
Mammoth Cave, Ky. ha4- & draGrace Manners
-'^BUFFALO
Valaida, ...
Beebe°& Rene
ReM s'kelton
Florence' Hallmad
Bobby Bernard
matic show, in one of the caverns.
Buffalo. (0)
Radollrte & Rodgers Carsons
Kazlett
Randall Sis
Ozzle Wells
MaJ -.-Bowes Ann Co Gehe
Improvised, stage held a comedy for
Maxellos.
Rush
Ann
BUI Bailey
CHICAGO
Blame Arden
Mary.
Hubbard
Staged, by the
Llla
Gaynes
performance.
one
Chicago (9)
Omar's Dome
Red Harper
Girl*
Grace Brlscome
Troy 'St Gretchea
Eddie .Peabody
hotel run in connection with the
Morton Downey
Trudy Wood
Little Erny
Marjorle Mllward
3 Esquires
Gloria' -Gilbert
& Rhythm Rascals
3: Kings'
Kathleen Miller
caverns.
Bllhore Sten Oro
TORONTO
DETROIT
Jlnuoy Grler Oro
Leonardo
Qalahte &
4 Horsemen. Club
Michigan (9) ,
Ubangt Clnb
Shea's Hipp (9)
Kearney Walton Or Barney
Bine Room
Howard & Sheldon Blackstone
Zeemon Ore Frankle- Fairfax Or
Museum, attraction was a Negro
Naomi Warner
-Pacific Sonset Club Jerry Blanchard
Johnny Hudgina
XJITY
LaFa'yette St LaV
five years old who could read any
•Nlla Taylor
Gypsy Glenn
Dojnne Lyons
Claude &-C Stroud' Carmen
Marlon Klngsley
Bill's Gay 90's
Felt
printed matter offered her. Claimed
Nina Olivette
McLane
So Ross'
.Ruth Petty
Sally
Tad
&
Millie. Gray
Murray. & King
Ida
James
Jerry Wh'lte
Jimmy Blttlck Ore Tommie Jones
she had never had a lesson.
Mack St Mack
Frank Patunibo's
Joseph B. Howard .Edna S.edgewlck
Cufe Casanova
^
Wayne -Wise Oro
Joan Merrill
Son a
Arthur Behlm
George Reed
Lydo. Sue
3. Drifters
Billy GrayBill. Lorraine,
PnTflmar
Two one-ring circuses playing in
AHce^ Lucey
Jean Landls
Alberta Prime
Jerry- Bergen
-fci 'Furfhari
Ben Perry
* WASHINGTON
Judy
Janls
St. Louis in the same city block and
READING:
Marlon
Martin
MurdocK
Milton
Irepe. Taylor
ether Gilbert
Mltzl Groff
Bobby Harrison
Eaele (ft)
Del, Casino
Astor (0)/ The Theodoras
it
a
force
police
prevent
took
of
to
Frank Russell
Pablo
Walton Roof
Alicia -Caronl St T
Red Nichols Oro
Archie Bleyer Ore
Jack Williams
Bob Blgelow
Ina, R Hutton- Ore
a clem. Both d^ihg biz.
••
Leo Zolio Ore'
Arthur Warren Ore Hal Cbanslor Ore Hudson Metzger GIs Dorothea Dome
C2)
Larry T.ee
Frank' & P Trado
Barblerl & Carllta
Phil Harris Oro
Barbette
Ray Parker
Margie Palm
Je.H-«e AltmllTer.
Hotel Ambassador
Cafp do' P»r*e
Vox Sc Walters
Gaby Leslie
Paris Inn
Club Guncho
*<
'Burr Oaks' was playing a N. Y.
3 Nelfs
Val Qlman Ore'
C'mpbell's. Royalists.
Julia
Gerrlty
Marlon
Jackson
Qulntas St Mona
Dlmltri & Virgil
Bobby .Morro Ore
Don Bestbr Opor
Paul Draper
theatre.
About the third, year the
.Cooks Dance Team
Weber's Hofbrao
Rudy La Toko a
Hotel Aster
Carlotta Montez
l'urlsian Follies
Hotel Adelphla
(Camden)
Margarita & Del Rio
piece had been touring with from
Nanette Vallon
Vincent Lopez Oro
(Cafe Maigaery)
Harvey & Warner
Henry Monnet
Lite & Mengol
Louis
Chaiklo
Ore
Beau y el & Tova
one
to three companies and genJack Clawaon pro
Harold Knight Ore Eldoradians
Hugo Marchettl
Marg.uerjta-Cueto
Fred Lowery
erally in financial straits, but it
Cafe '!» Hate
Thora Malthalson
Vincent -Rlzzo Ore
Gloria A Ivor
Marino St Mona
Gloria
Ross McLean
Dominic Colombo
Ramon CaltOsco A. Stanley Whitney
Bob Allen
'Park AV6' Boys'
seemed somehow to stick..
Worth
Gauchos
Kiml.Fugl
Violet Love
Gregory Quinn
Robert. Ly tell*
Stan. Clair Oro
Capert'n & Col'mb's John ROthaDg
Yvonne St. Claire
Coq> Rouge
Clover Clnb
CHICAGO
Elaine & J DeVere- Stanley Fields
INDIANAPOLIS
Hotel Blltmnre
Clara Morris was playing in spite
Elea
Hart
Illomay Bailey
Ann' Slgman
Irwin Gilbert. 'Oro
POte Gohtrelll Ore
Itfrlc <9)
Sidney Golden
Chicago (10)
of
illness,
in
and
medicine
Ramon
taking
Renlta
Rtjss
&
Morgan
Ore
Ted Lewis Bd
Tlsdale 2
Radio.' RamblersCarmen d' Antonio
Pirrone's
Paul Nolan Co
I>ee iSlms
nilano
Radio Aces
Jean McCulley
full view, of the audience.
They
Joe Romono
Bo BrummelB
Bob Grant Oro
Cotton ClubMurray. Peck
Edna Strong
Evan B Fontaine
Motel Commodore
seemed to approve the novelty.
Yorktown Tavern
3 Marvels
Bonnie LInd
Noscha
Dmltrl-Karel-A
Bill Robinson
«'oc«nn,nt
Grove
Mai Halletf Ore
-ifred Allen's Stars
Wyllo Webb Ore
Snowball Whlttler
Bill Bllger Ore
Agnes TolleAyls Andrews
Emily Van Loesen Jan Oarber Ore
James Alexander • KANSAS CITK, MO' Birry Bros
Seven Sens
Lily iLangtry began her third
XJower St. Jeanne
Paul Duke
Tower (ft)
COLORADO SP'GS.
Kalpah
Dorotliy Gray
Lily Gibson
Paul Gordon
American tour at- the 5th Av. Oct. 5.
Bud & BuddiesHenri Wessel,s.
jderge Tekar
CharJta Alden
Maurlne & Nova
^ *'«J(eJ0.I0)
Perry Corwey
Kathertn'e Perry
Even Clipper admitted she was
Follies D'Amotir
Sutichle at - Buckley LounJo Mclntlre Or
.Hotel Edison.
Ward & Mllford
LeivJs
Anne
( lounge)
learning to act. Her voice was bet*
GREELEY,. COI.Q.
Topsy'e
P.UEBI/O.' COLO.
Dynamite Hooker
Bobby Hayes Ore
I.ee Pore
Hterilng (13)
Main <l!i)
(.From Variety and Clipper)
ter placed and her gesturing easier.
Marjorle -Spark*
Tramp Bd
Gypsy Lee
Bill Roberts
..
Follies D'Amour:
Follies D'Amour
Bernlce Tarrlngton
Whyle'H Mpnlacs
Ralph* Torres
El Mlrador
Betty Case
Rrondwfty Jones
Jane- Dover
Gnsnoji & Bc'ught'n Emily Wlnsette
African Opera' Co. played PittsWen Talbei t's Choir Lou Va'lera
N. Y. State Board of Censorship
J Cappo & Knlglu
Arnold Sis
Bahama Dancers
burgh.
Dressing rooms inadequate
running
short of funds. Was taking
Ilotel Essex Hon«c Tiny Hogan
Leon Rice
Arthur Davy Oro.
London
Walter Wings Ore
the' state's $40,000 appropriation in and two floors of ah adjacent hotel
Agnea Johnson
N. Brandewynne Or
Cab. Calloway Oro
<ESquIre
Clnb
Bill Fleck pic
taken, with a bridge across an alley
Maxlne Tappln
addition to fees, but still in need:
Dawn
Merydith
•Inck Dempsey'i
Dick Sttme
Trocmlero
to the theatre.
Ki Rennie •& P Rlat
Eddln Elklns Ore
Claire Eujenle
Week of Oct 5
Phil Ohmin Oro "
Debutantes Ore
Reported the Qberamergau PasAgnes Andersons
Georgio Tapps
"
Hotel Firth Are
Canterbury M. H.
Fnmous llnnr
ISLINGTON
Robson and Crane switched from
sion Play would be 'filmed. Idea was
Gl Clileo
U-Gehe's
1st Jinlf (5-7)
.
P Handelman' Oro Sylvester Scott
Bine HnU
to promote German films, abroad, but 'Comedy of Errors* to 'Merry Wives
\ Eostern Bros
1'Yh ocee Fay
Del Ann Vera
Barbara Bach
^st half ;«-7)
Hotel Governor
Bernard!
Renee' & Godfrey
Mona- Montes-'
of- Windsor.'
Crane's Falstaff was
deal fell through.
Clinton
2rt hnlf (R-101
Dolores & Candlrto
Gus Elton
the outstanding- hit.
Robson was
CHICAgO
H McDanlel's oVc 4
Renee & Godfrey
2d half (K-10)
Roslta Rlos
Gus Kltori
Ulackliawk'
Leo Young
Eastern Bros
Xios Ilavanernn
Producers, were threatening to quit slender -and not much in the picture.
Hotel Lexlugtn'n
Dominion
Stefnno & Sernna
Bernard
Don Alberto Ore
Roma
Vincent
Ozzle
Los
Nelson.
Angeles
because
of
the
strictness
Ore
TrolKfr Mandollere
Bohh 3ABC Trio
-.IIMne
KILBXRN
Shirley L.lfty.d
New VIotoHa
of
Doris Strickland
local censorship. Still there and
B. & R -Ambrop-j
.Gmnce
El Moniocn
Ra\ylc2 & Lainlnuer •Harold
Alice Denvlt
Hotel Lincoln
Louis Prima Ore
Boj-h
Brnle Hotat Oro
still threatening.
Independent Burlesque
Rose'Ann
CKADWELL H'TH
XBWIRHAM
EI Titreailor '
Dick Stabile Ore
Ray Dixon •
Chez Puree
••
Pala-e
Palrtcn
Los O.ledas
.Herbie. Redcll.
Be&tn'R Baben.
Shuberts
Hotel MrAJpln
put Marie Dressier in for
Al Pamllcv S.
•Tlmmle
Savo
Week of~7)ct. 11
Don
(11 Iberia Ore
CHEI^EA
1EYTOXSTONE
Georges Met'axo
ftft's
Gny
headline
in
its
vaude
shows.
'Steppln'
Doing
3tovn'— Gayety, Minneapolis.
Enoch
Light
Ore
Palace''
Blclto
;:endlnger 2
Freprh Casino
'Scan-Tees' Rlnlto, Chicago.
Beth Wilson
bits from Winter Garden, including
Trolw Mniiilollers
Roulette 3
Hetty- Bruce
Henri Keats Oro'
'
'Ballyhoo'— Open.
'Folles O'Amour'
A Gnn:>fllep Kn.«
CLAPTON
Lee Donn
Busse
Henry
Ore
Joan
Clark
the burlesque of the Barrymor.e with
'Wine,
Woman' and Song" Gayety,
Anno l.lse
..Hotel •.M.QptrliiU.;..,
Rlnk
NEW CROSS
Sktppy
&
Marie
*'
tJInb" AlrtbTlro
Blly Ardelty-'
the plump star as Ethel.'
knocker- Buffalo.
Musolto O-c
''KMenwi
Colleep
Coral Islnndere
'Hl-Flyera'
Mon.Ballet Bodeivu'lser
Lyric,
Allentown,
Virginia James
BAST HAM
3, Edmund B.ova
Geo De Costa
outer.
Hal Hope' Oro
Tues.
Wed.:
Bnrry.ft
Bentrlcp
Majestic,
Harrlsburg,
EiHp Burton
Premier
PECKHAM
.Lew King
CapltOl, Reading, Thurs.-Frl.; Majestic,
rbolyka Zilzcr
Hernard St. Henry
Palarp
Hotel New Torkrt
Beam's:. Babes
Wllllamsport, Sat.'
Drejm.tlllllcept DeWIlt
Grand
Terrnre
Irene
EDGTVARE ROAD 3 Edmnnd Bnvs
.
Bordoni
trying
out
a
new
WU1' Hollander Or- An WllLlnmx Wrc''Hindu Belles'— Troc. Philadelphia.
SHEPH'RDS Bl'SII Olhsoji Co' .,
Grand
..Fle.lc'r Hond'son Or, ait wi,th Leon Varvarra. Singing 'My
" Fr'a'ftk 'Besslngfr
Oenfln' Glenn
Ilfayety tilrl^T—Hudson, Union City.
HarvnrtT Bovs
.'Palace
Cliih ttllnnft
•WJ11 Osborne (Ore
ICoubek
'Red Rlvyl-hrii'-^.Jacnues, Waterbury.
Man' in Fretich in opposition to
EDMONTON
P & M Honrl
Harry's N. S.
Delores.
,Dick &. D. Rogers
Meriorcns
'Babes of B'wny' Howard. Boston.
STAMFORD II IM. Rona'
Empire
'\ Rllythm Gent's'
Buddy Lester
Fannie /Brice's English version!
Cnburet
Itl.i't'.iirto
'Bea-uty Parade'
Empire, iNework.
Mona Gr^..
...Regent
."
3 Randa'll -SW
.Bobble Matltfs
•llnrla Tnihnfa
Tex
Morrispey
'Ton Hot. for Paris'
Gayety'. WashMorris .& Cowley'
Levnnda.
Manya & Drlgo
SirllJd .Joyce
•Ilnn'li the 'Mule'
ington.
.Ma¥' *. nnrl " ' Tnnlel
Leslie & Lewi's
Cdlonial,.
Y,
had
a
Bill
N.
new
manSteele-,^
.Adeline,
Dossena
..
.,.li'lnccpmla
"Hvette;
Red Hot'— Gayt-ty,- Baltimore. ''
HAAlMERSlUTfl.v ... .STRE.ATH.VH
Jerry^ Glfddeh Pic
ager
arid
once
Tyber
more
gallery.,
the
.•
was
.Eddie.Frey.
'Vnnltensers'r-T-Roxy, Cleveland.
PnlAfe,r
pnlnce
Hotel pi*R ,Ce*i!m»,i
f
" '
.Lou
<BrIng
Ore
'C'iiloiriy
flub
'Wnndn.
Kny
'Dizzy
Toledo.
'LVdla
Dnin'eS'
Capitol,
rterlJ's &
Dave' Poole
put of ..hand.. Tough mob ..hurt; th$
,Tlc, Toci. Girls j
"
'''
•Detnillly^ Jultiiaton
'Scan-Dolls'
Avenue, Detroit.
Frescd & ^Ampo
.Serge- Krtrth Ore
"'Ahri'Bey'mdue""
lliik'ory lltiuW'
Dlck'MeSshor Ore
enjoyment ."'.of.,! the', better^ payi'qe > 'Garden., of.' WIi'Ih'—Miles Roy*l.' Akronj
^
<
SinnJey^Oglp^v
Robt Naylor,,
Mills Bros.',,
.BclvA.' White
itoteT 'PenniiyifviirilH •Rjuier, Sis
Billy Mevers
'Morten niul Models'— Garrlelf, St. Louis.
•tSTRATrORII " '(illltes'-niley
.
client?.
HOM-OWAY;
'.-,;.
;
;.
v
:'-'Broa'dtrny »»Vi. ,'Pd F.qrley
'Ha-'C'Xa'-^B in press, Kansas City.
^rMfO^'UKKS
Benny' G'dortmafi *Sd 'fYaUftV Hyertf 4 ^ •A? Wagner
•
Art, Ruckle*:,'
'Sl>ecd
Morris. &,,i:pwley w
and Sparkle'-^CaVInO, rlttsn'l>\*'il Iteslnurani BernDardi'AiariiH'mr il>nulctl-i LuPlMT'e ^' Austin Ma^ck. pre
Paul /Whi'tenian doing' hii' .first burgh.
.«
-,<
Hel ? n, >;Rl:*. K'r a-j JaL'k J F^chn^nn,.prc.
<
•Harry Rlelitunn
GranncLv'
1LVORD
'Speed and flpnrkle' Princess, Youngsvauile date at the Palace,' N. V.,' and
Colostmn'*
'.ill-Hot
Hotel Pierre
Jack Wn Id t-oii
Serge Krish Oro
Huner
town (3 days).
over in a big way* JDid 32 minutes,
Irla Adt'laa
Rocky Ellsworth
Basil Fomeen Ore
Joan Abbott
Gerlys & Lydla
f Elliotts
'Swing GUIs' Worcester, Worcester.
'

Minnesota

..

HogUl

BOSTON

-

.
(•)

.

'

<9)

'

-*

Van Dock

.John Boles'
Shooting High TI
v ';MDNTR*JEA'l>

Clnb
Viola 'Von
Jane Jones
Larry' Lee Oro
Gladys Bagwell
BUtmore Bowl
Helen Warner'Frank Gallagher
Moore' & Revel
Jeanne Keller
Prosper- & MaretRuth Durrell
Melody Grill
Bliss, Lewis St Asb
Charles Bourne
Harry Foster

'Songs from Films'
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'Jumbo Disintegrates Into 50-Cent
Circus;

'White Horse Inn,'

Texas Date Another Hop,

Ran Show $30,000

Further Into

Opens to Oke

Red

es

Biz;

Dept

Nixed, But
One-Night

in Box,

Store Tieup Set

Stands Aplenty

and
Others— But Shows Must

for White's 'Scandals'
Inglorious washing up
was marked' last week
was brought
-Ft. Worth, Texas, and

The

of 'Jumbo*
when the

•'

•.

placed in
" It may .never be used
storage.
again.' Announced plans to- tour the
.with
much
show,, which: opened
-promise: at the Hippodrome, N. Y.,
•last season, are off, and whatever
:

•

'

.

•

.

*reinained-of 'the original talent set•up after the Texas debacle has dis•integrated.

'Jumbo' lost approximately $30,000
oh the Ft, Worth date. While that
suni is. not chargeable to the pro'dtiction cost*, sihce the attraction was
guaranteed against loss, it ups the
.show's actual red to $220,000. When

<

.

tKg

show

closed' at the

Col.-

Knows

Hipp

;

it

.

Col. Jacob Ruppert "was propositioned to use space on the

Center, N. Y M which opened
with .'White Horse t lhn* last
week, to advertise his beer.
Management's idea was to get
$15,000 on the line in advance,
While' Ruppert could see nothing but a weekly rate deal. He

was told the show was stupendous, colossal and- so on. To
which he

replied:

Did you ever hear of

'Yeh?
.

"Jumbo".?'

-

.'

principally

backers,
Hay' (Jock).

jjumbo'

:.

the

Whitney group
John
and Herbert Bayard Swope, were
sold on the Ft. Worth celebration
date which Billy Rose claimed an
advance cleanup. Whitney had a rep-

,

resentative

•

On hand

to protect his

interest, but there never was any
melon to be sliced.
x Flop in Texas wbb not entirely the
Theayiinibo'. management's fault!
tre was wrong on acoustics and no
way was figured to" enable the customers to hear 'dialog. For that reason the plot was ditched soon after
•opening and the actors let out were
-glad to get away because of the
'heat.
Those who came back last
'Week declare that the thermometer
was as high as 132 degrees in the
.

.

er

AT

$2.76

TOP

Chicago, Qct. 6.
Comeback of the road is getting
underway around the midwest after
a layoff of nearly seven years. This
time the comeback looks life the
McCoy and not just another hope.
One ^how has already ' galloped
the. territory

with a string

of capacity houses to? its credit, and
three other shows are being readied
to hit the same trail.; This is being,
done, for the first time' in-years, withthe 100% co-operation of the motion
picture circuits which control most
of the towns and have kept shows but
in the past by refusing to open them

In

Commish

Suit

for legit, but are pulling the pictures
out of regular screen houses and
turning them over to' legit for one or.
two-night stands.
Fannie Brice's attorney, Julian T.
Show which is now on the road is
Abeles, has" retained former Mayor George White's 'Scandals," which is
Joseph V. McKee as special counsel doing capacity biz throughout Illi-

Indiana and Wisconsin during
three weeks out on the- road.
Readying to follow are the Shiiberts
ter examined'' the star of the current with 'Blossom Time' and 'Naughty
'Ziegfeld Follies' at the Winter Gar- Marietta' to follow, both, revivals.
den, N. Y. r before trial last week in Morris Ge^t, here with his 'Lady

to represent the

comedienne in Edgar

Allen's $14,250 commission suit. Lat-

nois,

its first

.

-

When the dialog was dropped for only $2,000, and the Issues will
'Jumbo' became little more than a determine, res adjudicate i. e., withThere are some out further trial the larger amount.
one-ring circus.
Hence the importance of trial
acts still in Ft. Worth, playing as a
just to keep the house counsel in the $2,000 claim. It's not
50c circus
"
a jury, trial in the City Court, but, if
lighted.
One" section of the show is the and When the case goes to the SuAllen K. Foster girl group, plus the preme Coiurt, it will have a jury.
Miss Brice has a check endorsed to
•horses, now in his possession. Foster
intends booking the routines as an Allen, marked paid in full, for $500
full settlement of all
set. His part of the show cost about in alleged
claims. Allen concededly made some
$14,000.
suggestions to herself and Billy Rose,
her husband, but it is denied that
he's entitled to 10% for suggesting or
IS
securing the ShubVrt 'Follies' en-

—

;

—

'

WHEN
A QUOTE NOT
A QUOTE?— GARLAND'S

gagement.

Miss Brice appeared Friday (2) in
the N. Y. Supreme Court to be exBeaucoup annoyance on Broadway amined before trial of Allen's action.
last week when there appeared a She was anything but a pleasing
tow column splurge ad on English little 'snooks' while undergoing exmeller,
'Love From a Stranger,' amination at the hands of Allen's atwith

a heavily underlined quote torney, Bernard. Sandler.
from Robert' Garland to the effect
'Isn't it a fact that Allen hired

•

it's the 'first real hit of the new
Dave Freedman to write some of
season.'
Garland is no longer a your script for the show?' Sandler
drama critic and had merely given asked her.
wat opinion to someone in Alex
'I'll punch him jn the nose if he
Yokel's off ice on his own, it was said that,' Miss Brice shouted, glaring
.

explained,
though copy did not
•claim it as an official, opinion and
hot using the name of his newsPaper
in
connection.
Both the
N. Y. American, of which he is
now film critic, and the N. Y. WorldTelegram, of which he was drama
critic until fired about five weeks

.

ago,

squawked, with the Yokel office
and relying on actual

pulling the ads
critical

quotes thereafter.
Garland's excuse is that he was
**ed what he thought, so he replied.
'You've got to be polite, don't you?'
he pointed out.
Garland also offered a gratuitous
Quote on 'White Horse Inn' last week
D «t management
It
passed it up.
«me after Douglas Gilbert, his suc-

cor

'

as dramatic critic bn the
World-Telly, had panned 'Inn,' the
°ne dissenting notice.

1

DETROIT GUILD SEED

|

:'•'

Detroit, Oct.

proximated
'.

.

around

-

-

ever,

$32,000.

at Allen.
Miss Brice's

First Time In Tears
marks the first genuine interest
by major producers, and,
.

It

in the road

for the first time in years, they feel
that they can hit the road and come

back with profit.
'Blossom Time' is completing a
three-week stay at the Grand here,
and then heads for Detroit for one
week before starting on its proposed
one-nighter jaunt.
'Naughty Marifollow at the Grand on Oct.
after opening Oct. 12 in Pitts-

etta' will
18,

burgh.
White's

has
played
'Scandals'
Joliet, Peoria, Indianapolis, South
Bend, Rockford, Milwaukee, Madison,
La Crosse and Kansas City, with
further time of a simifar nature now
being arranged. Musical Tevue is
understood getting deals of 75-25 as
a general rule, at $2.75 top. Revivals
of 'Blossom Time' and 'Marietta' will
play at $2.20 top.
Last Year's Tries
Last year the only real one-night
clicks in the midwest were 'Three
Men on a Horse* and 'Tobacco Road,'
with the bulk of the shows coming
into Chicago, passing up the smaller

Nov^i

Guild recently completed a tenweek summer season at Charlevoix,
Michigan summer resort. Carl B.
«artwicke remains 'as director.

Tyrolean operetta drew
on the second

the

.corking" attendance'

Weekly gross can reach nearly

,

$60,000;

night and went to capacity oh Satur-

is

day

while the operating nut
estimated at around $33,000,
Should 'Inn' average $50,000
. weekly for five months it would
.

How-

there were distinct dissenters.

J

night.'

'\

'

:

*:

,

:>

qt ^putting on .'Inn' was
sightly 'under the figure,
the
estimated.
jStjage-, parflcularly
.Cost"

$290,000,

earn $17,000 weekly, or $340,000,
in that period. Cost, of production is placed at $290,000. ..<',

\

.

front portion and the proscenium,
was .virtually ^ahsftrjriedf to height-

en .the^ scenic .effects, -while* the lobby
was. converted- into

featuring

store displays,

products., native

is

located,

.

.

'.

....

the

to

Austrian mountains, in which

.

'Inn'

.

Claimed the show can gross $60,OQP
at the admission scale of $3.85 top*
Takings the second night were estimated at around $7,2Q0rwhile Saturr

HAMLETS'

went

day's gross

,pver the $12,000

mark. Whether the production cost
can be' earned back during, the
Interest in the two Hamlets which,
metropolitan engagement appears
Broadway will see this, fall is clearly questiohabie.'The Great Waltz,' which
indicated by their advance sales.
was the first legit show in the lesser
First^ in which Guthrie' Mc,Clintic.
of the two~JUdiQ,;City theatres, wflp
will present John Gielgud at the unable te: showman" actual profit, alEmpire, opens Thursday (8), a $6.60 though, 'its. f opfit'a'titog profit was
top premiere. It was sold out a week large and, on tour last season, it
before the opening and. several hun- finally climbed out' of the red, going
dred checks were returned. Regu- put this season pn, velvet.
;
;
lar night scale will be at $3.30 top.
No Whiskey Ads
Leslie Howard's Hamlet, due at the
Imperial Nov. 10, will open the ticket
Faet that the show has a threesale one month in advance of its sided sponsorship did not make 'lot'
~
debut.
smoothness during rehearsals." Many
outside offers, some with an ad angle, were discussed and mostly reSNAPSHOTS,
jected. Understood the Rockefellers
^^,-W,W.te;..-B^e/ whiskey,' .which
"blfered
disVINT
play. Liquor people were willing to
pay that price to place a white
Boston, Oct. 9:
horse sketch on the curtain with no
candid
cameramen wording. Report is the Rockefellers
Free-lance
have been banned from previewing figured that a booze^ jingle was not
Vincent Freedley's new production, welcome, although ,a number of res•Red, Hot and Blue,"- opening here taurants in Radld City regularly disWednesday (7) and notified by the pense liquor.
producer that a New York outfit now
.Another idea was to use curtain
has an exclusive concession for .his
space for a prominent make of beer
shows.
but the brewer nimbly ducked. Such
Ruling will doubtless have reperperquisites were figured by .Warners
cussions in the photographic and
and Laurence Rivers (Rowland Stebpublishing' trade. Whether Richard
bins) the major backers of 'Inn,' as
Tucker, who has an assignment on
material aids in' equalizing the prothis show from Stage and Town and
duction cost, but the Rockefellers -apCountry, will be banned from the
opeping night has not been deter- peared content to have their..'problem theatre' tenanted, having little
mined.
He. does candid camera
or nothing to lose, especially if 'Inn'
work on a lot of Show's.
.'
'

"

.

•

.

•

........
•

NO MORE

FREEDLEf

SAYS

1

•

'

.

'-

.

.

•

;

clicks.
•

,

.-.

Lobby, with

window

Equity's Tellers

'

its

•

miniature

displays, is a

stoj-e

promotion idea
store, N. Y.

by Macy's* department

towns.

go out were
The few
Cost to the latter is estimated at
indirect answers to
Tellers have been named to count
Store' '-agrees to devote
Sandler's questions brought on nu- heavy money-makers, and the man- the ballots of the referendum on the $7,000.
merous arguments between the at- agers figure that the time now proposed 'junior' amendment to space in its advertising to the show,
Indications
come for all.
while Macy's itself figures on emtorneys, in which both the actress has
Equity's constitution. Time limit for
midwest
are
that
the
throughout
phasizing
the Tyrolean mode. Ski
reSandler
until
and Allen joined
receipt of the ballots is Oct. 16,
*
amusement money is considerably
outfits, sweaters, -scarfs and gadgets
framed this question.
which falls on Friday. Votes will
Sandler put the same question to looser than it has been and that the not be counted therefore until the are on disfilay, white girls in native
costume mingle 'with patrons during
Miss Brice several times until she average musical and dramatic show following Monday (19).
intermissions with baskets of souvefinally cracked petulantly; 'I don't can get the necessary $2.20 or $2.75,
Clyde Fillmore, George Heller and
see how that man can ask the same where a few years ago it was im- Alfred Kappeler will be the counter- nirs for sale.
per
garner
ducat
in
$1
auestion in so many different ways, possible to
uppers.
•Tyrol1 An*ie
I wish I could do that with some of any of these towns.
Macy's ad department handled the
my jokes.' She finally answered the And the circuits are finding that
deal after getting the okay from its
Reading Gets Legit
question with a denial, She also de- they can make plenty themselves on
buyers that the Tyrolean gag might
Reading, Pa., Oct. 6.
nied all material questions put to her the bookings from their 25% share
be made popular this winter. Tie-up
of the talce, totalling considerably
Manager William A. Heckman, of
by Sandler.
more than the average picture gross. the Orpheum, which installed sound between the shpw^nd the store is
Also they have found that the book- and turned to films recently, com- the first o'f.-'its'kind on Broadway.
ing of these shows does not injure pelling burlesque to seek quarters* Lobby window displays are to be
Winnipeg Stock Okay
regular earnings of the houses as at the Capitol, one-time picture changed periodically, with about
picture spots, but rather aids by giv- house, has booked a return date for half the store's departments represented from time to time.
ing the public a change of diet.
'Tobacco Road' on Oct. 13.
Winnipeg, Oct. 6.
However, it's obvious generally
Announces that several dates, each . 'Inn' is Stebbins' first venture into
Evidence that the prairie cities are
the musical show field. Under his
it takes a show with a long month will be set aside for legit.
that
the
by
shown
was
hungry for drama
trade name, Laurence Rivers, Inc.,
John Holden Players, formerly the standing, or New York rep to make
and rep shows is, if anything, more critical than the he came to attention with 'The
Actors' Colony Theatre Group of good. Day of stock
Green Pastures,' becoming a prowith - mediocre, unexploited plays, metropolitan audiences. Small town
Toronto.
are afraid that the 'big city' pro- ducer more as a hobby than for
Holden and his group opened for and tank-town casts is unquestion- ers
an eight-week engagement at the old ably over. Shows which hit the one- ducers are going to try to put some profit. He Is represented in manthing
over
on
'em
and
for'
metropolitan
that
rea
agement
by Charles G, Stewart,
must
night
route
be
of
exall
Cleared
legit Dominion.
penses and began salting some coin quality on rep, casting and produc- son' watch their diet with a micro- while Barney Klawans acts fcj
Warners.
away after the first week's playing. tion because the one-night audience scope these days.
that

.

did

:

.

•

\

.

..

-

.

6.

oenes of six plays will launch thefestival of the Artisan Guild
°' C *' 13 a " d running throu £h

-.WW

,

the premiere Thursday. (1). up
to Saturday night takings, for
the first four .performances- ap-

making the closed houses available

Precious Stream,' is considering the
City Court, but has another action
possibility of one-nighting it through;,
/afternoons and the interior of the for the larger amount pending in Suthis same territory.
.theater hotter than that in the preme Court. Lower court claim is
.

;N. Y., can play out. of the. red
in less than- 20 weeks, .provided
it holds its' starting paee. From

N
to legit attractions.
This year the circuits are not. only

!

evenings.

With the many problems and disputes which ^marked >its preparation
backgrounded, 'White Horsfr Inn'
premiered at .the Center, New York,
last Thursday' (l)j as advertised.' It
drew a generally strong press but

'White Horse' Figures

Quality'

'.

•AND

through

was

1

'

'

'

figured to be $190,000. on the wrong
although it
side Of the .ledger,
earned, more than $100,000 in operation.

Have 'Big-Town

back from

production

.

-
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Shows

Noel Coward Has a Play and a Book,

On Hand: What

Do

to

renaAway i romrreviews,

'Abie'i Irish Rose' (revival)—
Anne .Nichols.

<The 6taow

Between?

in

in Rehearsal

:

Is

Editions'

'All
gan.'

,

,'

.

OnVrShuperts.

— Juliana

,

.'

•

,

Managers Figure

Mor...

'plumes. In The Dost'—Arthur
Hopkins.
'Swept River*—George Abbptt.
'Iron Win'—Norman Geddes.
'Ten Million Ghosts'-r-Sidney
Kingsley.
•The Lauffbinf Woman'— Ullman and Shuberts.

It

False Economy

,,

Outside o£ the coming New York
of 'Tonight at, 9:30,'.
finishing his autobiography, 'Present

Insurance

engagement

a

Indicative,'

Taking insurance against the
usual author's spending spree"
after a sale; Robert Turney, aUr
thor .'pi. 'Daughters of Atretis,'
refused the advance., royalty
preferred him by producer De?.
In preference- to
.los Chappell.
the lump sum he is, instead,
getting a weekly allowance out
of a reported total of $2,000.
Which is a lot. of coin for &
first production author, no mat-

world jaunt,

tentative

a hazy operetta, and a hazier U. S.
•

Noel Coward hasn't

venture,

film

much on
As

-

hand.
pictiires

oyer

this -profitable business.

to

toi stick

ter

HDllywood has approached him with
but his own
knowledge of scripting, editing and

'several- offers, he- admits,
,

comparatively minute,
not sold- on l(:'He wasn't
with 'The Scoundrel'
(Par) but it. pleased him. He'd like
to make another fiim here, if the
right- story pops up, but, well, he.

cutting

is still

and he

is

totally satisfied

_

it's

like

a few plates he has not seen.
the South Seas and- New
Zsaland. Then again he may double
back over, his tracks and look up
some of the international cronies he
made on the "last jaunt.. jft's a good:
Siberia,

.

.

bracer.
But: thoughts of the coming

sliced.

mpst humans, sudden

New

Coward, in

York,

1

now

is

set-

in Alexander Woollcott's
former abode, 'Wit's End/ in Sutton
Searching for the right
Place.
Broadway theatre, to house 'Tonight'
is. causing some debates. But then
'

.

.there's

always; something. Always.

C

Wilson,
Noel Coward and John
are the most active in the group
which controls Transatlantic Productions; in which the Lunts are interested; arrived Monday (5) from
London to arrange for presentation

yho

'

of

the Coward, playlets,

Tonight at

8.30.'

London

billed

success

as
is

regarded as a~ natural for Broadway,
but no theater has yet -been selected.
Actor-author-manager has quite
definite- ideas, as to sharing terms
and does not care to rent a house.
.

(Continued from page 33)

af-

Tonight'

is

slated

month engagement
cast

for a threein New York.
.

Discussion

of

'Beai End,* Studebaker, Chicago.
'End of Summer' (Ina Claire),

mond,

•

cago.

.

'Mulatto,'

this handicap, he argued.
Criticism of past Commish action

overcome

More experienced showmen
,

..

Cox, Cincinnati.
Nixon,

'Pelde and Prejudice/
Pittsburgh.

.

came from Howard. Evans, head *6f
National Committee for .Education
by Radio, who- also- appealed to the
Commish to study social as well as
engineering, phases of reallocation.
He-squawked that neither the F.C.C.
nor its predecessor ever has given
adequate thought to the social consequences of its policies and decisions, and their delinquency caused

government,
through its licensing powers, has
fostered monopolies although under
all stations
system
the competitive
are supposed 'to compete on even

Rich-

Waltz,'
Mosque,
Va., 9.-10.

Chicago.
•Meet My Sister/ Alcazar, San
Francisco.
'Night of Jan. 16/ Selwyn, Chi-

in-

stances.

body, Evans

the actors must :be given
regular salaries.
Pre-views started during the depression, managers' figuring on saving
transportation
and baggage
transfer costs.. It was always questioned, however, whether the re-"
action from cuffo audiences furnished a correct indication of a
play's chances.
of coin,

Lady' (Jane Cowl), Shu-

•Lady Precious Stream/ Harris,

Colonial,

Boston, 7t11.
'Scandals/
Wichita,
Arcadia,
Kans., 5; Auditorium; Denver,
6-7; Travel, 8; Parapiount, Salt

Lake

.

City, 9-10.

Shubert,

New

•Tobacco Road/ Shubert,

New-

'Stage

Door/

Haven,
,

.
;

Flo

Reed

in 'Shanghai

5-7.

ark.

'

Gesture- to Start Pop

•

Tovarlch/ Forrest, Philadelphia.

Season at Locust/ PhiHy

-said- the-

terms.- Technical, allocation requirements, he explained, have given
various advantages to some groups
and imposed handicaps on rivals.
Although he. conceded that educational programs appeal to minority
listening to the. world's series ball groups, while commercial programs
are
favored by the. masses, Evans ingame on the radio.
sisted the Commish must make a
With Robert Haines in the chair,
place for education and culture.there was desultory talk from the Classiflcation of service is necessary,
floor, mostly concerned with' the he opined, to counteract limitations,
-

Philadelphia, Oct.

Equity Toughens Rule

r

are

playing their shows out of town
now- before showing in New York.
Where a play needs scrip't revision,
it can be accomplished thus, even if
additional road bookings prove to be
necessary. Dress rehearsals do not
provide enough leeway, it is figured,
and it is sounder show business to
premiere shows in the b.est possible
way, rather than try to save,money*
all

.

Hot and Blue/

.'Red,

conditions of 'unfairness and -injustice' to develop.
Suggesting a totally different viewEquity's point on the part of the regulatory

meeting,

.

'

a Day/ Chestnut, Phila-

•Great'

limited in majority
Allocation of low frequencies, with most desirable propagation characteristics, is ne:essary to

strictly

On Actors

6.

Fox-Locust, Locust street between
Broad and Fifteenth, will be the'

Equity has added to its restrictive
measure concerning little theatre
activity on the coast. Recently four
players were suspended for insisting
on appearing in. a play sans salary
and Equity has figured that managers of such tries should also be

home, of popular-priced legits starting Oct. .26. Jules Leventhal, who
the Broad here for several seasons for his pass-racket system, has
taken over the Locust which, futile past four or five years, Y/s been
owned by A. R. Boyd. Latter took
it over from Fox.
House has had legit before but
only briefly and occasionally. Also
used one short season as the home
of stock for Mae Desmond and

'disciplined.'

Frank Fielder.

in

Little

Theatres Sans Payoff had
.

.

.

Hereafter any manager who inFirst attraction under the Levenplayers to appear without thal aegis will be Florence Reed in
on promises that picture The Shanghai Gesture,' which never
studio people would be enabled to played Philly, having been banned
handicaps which make it incapable look them over or any other lure by the then censor, Dr. Edward
of doing the job of educational that provokes players to violate the Pool. 'The Old Maid' and a revival
broadcasting, Evans contended, and rules, will be placed on the unfair of 'Abie's Irish Rose' are mentioned
governmental supervision is impera- list. It is realized, however, that to follow.
tive.
such managers would only be afLeventhal- season will be at popufected if entering the regular legit lar prices with $1 as top.
,

.

WPA,

principal topic of all discus- which have-, been imposed by comsion sessions. Most, of the squawks mercial
operators
on non-profit
appear to be aimed against Equity groups. The industry has inherent
-

general complaint being
'don't, do anything' concerning
activities^ Equity leaders state the complaints concern
mostly imaginary abuses.
officials,

that they

WPA

veigles

salary,

'

.

.

'

field.

Four Straw Hat Tryouts Already
In

M

Crop of plays
sticks this

form

tried

summer

indicated.

is

B'way Can't Be Bothered
out

in. the

running to the

Out of the skimpy

,

.

Hammer

Auction sale of the household goods
and effects of the late Adele Blood
Hope will be conducted Monday (12)
at her former home, 16 Griswold
Road, Rye, N. Y., house being spotted
on the ground of the Westchester
Country Club.
Miss Blood suicided recently, leaving no note of explanation. Dawn
Hope, her surviving daughter, de-

.

.

and most do not use more than 1 kw,
he remarked, while their hours are

arrive

v/lll

'_
managers.
Last season there was a trend
back to the. custom of trying new
plays out of town and this season it
is stronger. .'Few shows, arriving so
far have used the .preview, idea^
Equity '.partially curbed the system
by ruling- that should dress rehearsals he attended by the payment

bert, Boston.

quencies, .McCarty insisted-. No college transmitter has more than 5 kw

next group of 10 -shows nominated for
week, and the show is dated to Broadway presentation from at flock
debut in Boston, .late this month. of 75 viewed in various pastures in
Transatlantic has plans for the pres- the east, four have already opened
entation -of two. other attractions in the big town. None -won the nod
here during the season;
from the critics and three have alTwo-day lapse in between open- ready folded.
ing nights., has been decided upon
'Spring Dance,' 'So Proudly We
After the first Hail' and 'Timber House' are the.
for the One-acters.
week, nine playlets will follow in departures. 'Dance' was presented
"consecutive order.
Coward feels by Jed'Ha>ris and was touted as the
that- the three premieres, one right
summer's good thing. It lasted only
after the other, will tax the press, three
weeks less one night. 'House'
public and actors too much.
reached th.» boards after bankroll
trouble, and the same factor probably counted in its withdrawal after
one performance.
Adele Blood Hope's
'Seen But Not Heard' is the other
rural product still on the boards, but
Effects Under
so far business has been mild. It
Supporting

•

,

First optioned, by tp.e

Coward

in- it.

'

•First

.

monthly informal, session designed
to permit members to blow off
steam, held last. Friday (?>, was
a flop. Drew a total of only .48 persons, a new low in Equity meeting
attendance, and eight of those present were members of the council.
It was indicated, that-membets who
might have ordinarily attended were

figure ever set for a straight .show.
is reputed saying if To
does not. top that mark he
interested, in appearing

Plymouth, Bos-

Paramount, To-

Ford's, Baltimore, 8-10.

discovered basic principles of the
radio art.
Educational groups cannot move
forward under present limits on time
and power and yrfth undesirable fre-

Theatre Guild, it has been his
means: of sustenance for a long
Twice he received the
time.
usual $600 advance for an option from the Guild-before that
outfit relinquished the rights.
Almost immediately after it
found its way to Chappell. That
was about a- year ago. Play isscheduled for opening on Oct.
14 at the 44th St. Theatre, N. Y.-

.

would not be

Girl,'

Girl,'

.

Understood that one stipulation is
the booking contract have a stop
limit of '$18,000, probably the highest

night'

'

.

'Call It

.

•

that potential .audiences were being
wasted by issuance of free tickets.
Was further, argued' .that dress rehearsals were a false economy by

delphia.

New

down

criticism of the practice a year or
so ago, principally .on the .grounds

H.,

ledo, 5; Shea's, Erie, Pa., 6{
Shea's, Jamestown, N. Y., 7;
Park, Youngstown, O., 8; Virginia, Wheeling, W. Va., 9-10.

'

School Stations

.

tled

Meets

ton.

'Boy Meets

\

m

York, run were creeping up on him
then, and he- scratched his deeply,

-

—

'

.

.

tanned forehead.
His next effort may be an. operetta.
Revues are out, as they, don't last
long enough. He- is still very- -warm
toward 'Bitter Sweet,' the London
production especially (he squirmed
at mention of an open-air version on
a barge like- Fortune- Galhr did last
summer at Jones Beach; L. I.), and
would like to hop on sdme germ for
another similar musical opus.
Nothing- is on flrefOr. him during
Coronation Week.ne^t lilay. No one
goes to the theatres' anyway, then, he
thinks.- Everyone is on the streets
watching parades and trying to- get a
glimpse of King Edward. No, that's
out. It doesn't mean a thing to him.

Hoy

Byrd.

.

:

still

Man'—Sam

Delos
'Daughters of Atreus
Chappell.
Grisman
'Forbidden Melody'—
*
and Kirkland.
.

National,

Grand O.

'Blossom Time,'
Chicago.

'

fluence is apt- to disappear just
as rapidly. To insure himself
he asked for a steady weekly
income.
Turney's luck with the play
thus far has been, exceptional,

anyway.

Tonight' folds,. Coward
•wants to take another world trip.
Where, he doesn't know. There are

When

•

.Hamlet'—Leslie. Howard. w
'Come Home to Roost'—Herndon and Stoddard.

was
New royalty „ &y s te
strictly an idea of Turney's and
not a duck on the- part of the
producer. Turney's logic is that,

''

know.

.doesn't

how

(WEEK OCT. JS).
'And Stars Remain,'
Washington,

•

.

.

•White-

of Broadway legit shows for picked
or restricted audiences, appear -to be
no longer "ah .issue.
There was

•

•.

,

making any

for

here himself Coward says the script
must be practically home-made. Heplans
is primarily a playwright and

Pre-vlewlngV -"of dress' rehearsals

Current Road Shows
•

was among the tlvoe standouts, rated
along with 'Laughing Woman' and
'Dance.' 'Woman' has not yet been
announced for regular production,

i
Six remaining summer possibilities
may or may not reach the Broadway
boards and it is clear that the straw
hat prophets were over optimistic.
It will probably depend on the success of the new seasan whether the
country
playhouses
will
be as
cided on disposing Of the house's numerous next summer because, if
regular engagements are longer than
content*.
1

,

for the past several seasons, actors
will doubtless duck the sticks. There

they can hide away during the
heated period, but generaly it is hard
work, with rehearsals the order of
nearly every day.

'Stage Door' Rewrite

Delays Kaufman's Next
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
Here last week with 'Stage Door,'
George S. Kaufman said his 'You
Can't Take It With You,* collaboration with Moss Hart, has been delayed at least a week by revisions
to 'Stage Door.'
Had been planned
to open Nov. 9 at the Chestnut here,

Rules are that no Equityite is to
appear in little theatre plays unless
paid the regular minimum salary
and provided the project has ratings
as a real little theatre.
Since Equity adopted the rules
virtually ho professionals are in the
coast little theatre shows, which
have reverted to amateurs.'

Rio'i Tourist Biz
Rio de Janeiro,'- Sept. 24.
Municipal Theatre here is bagging
the Clipper and local carriage trade,
what with the just completed grand
opera season during which Brazilian
songstress Bidu Sayao made her reappearance here after clicking in
New. York to the tune of a Met Op
contract for 1937-'38.

.

.

'MULATTO' STARTS DETROIT
Detroit, Oct.

6.

What

Little

Theatres

In the Carolinas Like
N. C, Oct. 6.
what the little theatre
from the Broadway

Charlotte,

Here
groups

is

select

plays for use in the hinterland. In
the Carolinas, various groups picked
the following from the plays now
available:

Charlotte Little Theatre is rehearsing 'The Vinegar Tree,' by
Paui Osborne, as the season's starter
under Director TOm Humble; 'Pride
and Prejudice/ based on Jane Austin's novel, was used by the Flora
Macdonald Players at Red Springs,
under the direction of Bessie Covington; Greensboro College Players,
'Pygmalion,' by Shaw, and Coward's
'Private Lives'; Raleigh' Little The-

Sudden switch in bookings delays atre has 'Quicksand,' T>y Ann Presthe opening of the local legit season ton Bridges, a new play; Carolina
'

Piaymakers got- away with. 'Lysistrata,' and there was no flareback;
Romantic Young
Gastonia/* 'The
Lady*; Seaboard, 'Young Womenj;
but probably won't be ready until but the Shubert
operetta revival was Morganton, 'Spreading the News';
two weeks later. Would like to open sent to Philadelphia
on a hurry call and Mrs. Hill College, 'Hedda
.it at the Chestnut on the later date
and won't play here until later in the Gabler.*
if the house is free then.
season.
Revisions to 'Stage Door.' most of
Following the James Kirkwood
which are in. the third act, call for opus, the Cass will show 'Lady Pre- 'Schwejk' Set as 121st
a completely altered final curtain.
cious Stream' for. seven days, startPlay for Hedgerow
Asked about the possibility of do- ing Oct. 25, after which Jane Cowl's
Philadelphia, Oct. li.
ing revisions for 'Room Service* for 'First Lady' moves in for a week.
Sam Harris, Kaufman declared the Katharine Cornell's 'Wingless VicErwin Piscator adaptal'^n Of
script requires more work than its tory' is due some time in' December, 'Good
Soldier Schwejk,' Jaioslav
potentialities warrant at least for before opening on Broadway.
An- Haschek novel, is tentatively set a-;
him.
Added that, anyway, he's other likelihood is 'Night Of Jan. 16/ the next (121st) addition -to the
'getting too old' to take any interest which will come in after its Chicago -Hedgerow Theatre repertory. Won! I
':
•in those light farces.'
run,
open on Armistice Day.
until Oct. 18, when 'Mulatto' comes
into the Cass for a one-week stand.
'Blossom Time' originally had been
set to open here next Sunday (11),

"

.

.

—

-

'

'

.

Wednesday, October
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Four l^Sfim. Qkay, Tiredous

Sound Rehearsal
When'

Town

Stream' Leads

at $11,

'DODSr

NEWARK

j

.

;

<•

•

Broadway Has Big Week, With Most
Grosses Up; Inn' Off to Fine Start

cided the cast should be okayed
for sound. Little is a smaller
theater and she figured the
players' .voices might be pitched
too high.
Although the show has been
on more than 20 weeks, an ac(
.'coustic rehearsal was called in
the new house.

S.R.O. was the rule in most or less; no new booking for house,
Broadway theatres on Saturday however.
night Crowds jammed the white
'So Proudly We Hall/ 46th St
as much, or. more, than over Withdrawn .Saturday; played less
Labor
Day.
Sporting
events, than two weeksi
especially the world's series ball
'Stork Mad/. Ambassador. Taken
games, furnished the magnet and

'

way

-

.

'

-

dicate expanding strength.
.f^-'Blossom Time' held up during its
second week and will go into a third
'session' at the Grand before pulling
out for Detroit
-Night of Jan. 16' slipped considerably f torn its bang-up opening sesslon and . went under the $10,000
'

'STARS' OFF

TO

'

:

PITTS.

•'

$8,000,

'

!.

^mark.
'.Naughty Marietta' and 'Pride and
. Prejudice' are the
new shows com'iiig-in; former to replace 'Blossom
Time' for the Shuberts and latter
'
to
take the place of 'Precious
Stream' as the second American
Theatre* Society play at the Harris.
- '/Erlanger, haying lost the TRomeo
and "Juliet* > (MG) "roadshow picture,
is dark and doesn't look like it will
'
get an attraction until 'End of Slimmer.* . ;
\i
Estimates for Last Week
-

"

.

,

•

"

'

.

'

-

*W©ssdm

Time/* Grand (1,300;
$?20) (3d week). Good enough to
stick it out for three weeks, one session more than -originally figured.
Good at $10,000 last week. Show
.

,

Pittsburgh, Oct. 6
Legit season gott away to a fairly
indifferent start at Nixon.* First play
was 'And;!Stars Remain,' new Theatre Guild: show under auspices of the

Got an- excellent start, with
subscription- help; but when word
'.the! piece was in
need of fixing,, window sale dropped
to almost nothing; -Slightly better
than $8,000 O'rt" the session, with more
than five grand of 'that already in

ATS.

-

got around. '.'that'

the

on opening. •

till

names, Clifton Webb and
Helen Gahagan, .riiean little around
Cast

here.

:

'

'

'

•

night but enough people were held
in the city when the series was extended longer than Indicated. Managers were rooting for the Giants
to win Monday and Tuesday, so that
all possible (seven) games would be
played, counting on upped attendance again this week.
'White Horse Inn* proved" the
standout of the season's new attrac-

hot

mm,

PHILLY

the

.

'

:

in at popular prices. 'Melody,' incidentally, will be. the season s first

shows and.again got $15,000, v
$3 show here and is being watched - Next week's flock of premieres:
closely on that account. Its skedded 'Tovarich;' Plymouth; JAnd Stars Refor two weeks and will, get a third main,* Guild; 'The Laughing Woman,'
Golden; 'Daughters of Atreus,' 44th
if possible.
"Children's Hour* comes to the Street; 'Ten Million Ghosts,' St.
Chestnut (also on subscription) on James; 'White Man,' National, and
Oct, 19 and 'Leslie Howard's 'Ham- 'Swing Your Lady,' Booth.
let' is due on Oct 26 at the Forrest
Estimates for Last Week
,

.

'

.

'

•

first, flight

OKAY

SEASON,

$16,000 new

last

'Boy Meets Girl,' Cort (46th week)
(C-l,059-$3.30).
Went up smartly
last week and, like a number of
shows, played to standees Saturday
night; matinees generally off with
fair,
weather and Word's series
games; $10,500.
'Bright Honor,', 48tb7St (2d week)
(D-969-$3.30),,--. Notices' not favorable; first week's takings estimated

night

Majestic, Chi, Stock

Broadway's

season are oft* -the boards. 'So
Proudly We Hail' stopped at the
- Chicago, Oct. 6.
....
46th St. Saturday after playing two
Indications now ^re.. that .should
Tirst Lady,' doing a' solo here last. weeks less one night. .DFew a mixed' Meyer Cohen go- through with his
Jreek at the, Shubert; started off at a press and weak "attendance.
plan to take over the dark ex-vaude
brisk pace and Jane Cowl drew" a
Majestic and convert, .it to legit, it
good chunk of carriage trade".'
will be^strictly as-a-stock site.' Cohen,
t
•BoyrMeets Girl/'dpened with a
'SO PROUDLY WE HAIL'
says he has dropped his original plan
comPany at the Plymouth,
Opened Sept; 22,' '36. Fi'rst52 j
to start off .with 'Moon Over MulMonday (5) night and a new musistrlngers were divided on 'the
berry. Street' as a straight road procal,.*Red Hot and Blue!' will be the
merits .of this military school
first important revue entry here in
duction.
play with Richard Cromwell.
months at the Colonial opening
Opening, dat e is now set as Oct. 26,
Lockridge (Sun) Called It 'vigWednesday (7). for ten days.
a two week postponement Equity
orous melodrama,' but Brown
Estimate .for the. Last Week meanwhile has heard nothing fur(Post) said 'it has little or nothV*,?'™* Lady* (Shubert, 1st week,
ther from Cohen, '.\vhp. is still dickerW.75) Jane Cowl is- still a marquee
ing io say.'
ing for the house.- -Bond has not y'e.t
h ? ^4' 7.0Pe.ning stanza's
Variety. (Kauf) said: It Is not
fflSn is^rokay.
been posted with' the' association.
$16,000
.......
box Office.'

:

:

-

'

'

.

.

'

'

'

'.

—

.

-

•

'.

;

.

$^00,

D. C.

Washington, Oct. 6.
Pf'P.^Vs.only legit spot,
•

.

u^i.^J.
«unched.
its. season, last Week with
premiere- of -Max Gordon's 'St.

' the--

-

le »a-

Sf the..5tart
on

to follow.

Charlotte, N.
:

C,

Oct.

6.

Howard ~Vf. "Bailey, newly apPointed North Carolina state director
Of the
Federal Theatre Project has reported for duty. He succeeds Mary Dirnberger, who continu s with the
state staff as tech?

WPA

:

'

.

:

nical consultant
Bailey,
who trained

.

Opened

Sept. 30,

'36.

(2d
late

-

WPA
'Noah,' Lafayette; colored cast in
revival; opens tonight.

Granted/

Injunction
labor drama.

The Path

Biltmore;

of Flowers/ Daly's 63d

Street.

•Help Yourself/ Adelphi, farce.
•Horse Eats Hat/ Elliot; farce.

OKE

TOVARICH'

$10,000 IN

BALTO

.

•

under $4,000 J ;ehanc.BS "doubtful.

Baltimore, Oct 6.
Legit season legged off to an excellent 'start here; not sensational,
but very promising.
'Tovarich,' breaking in at the
-

Auditorium last week at $2.75 top,
'Dead: End,?- Betaseo (50th Week.) scooped in a very good $10,000 on
(D-l,000-$3.30); - Like most shows, eight
performances;
spot
Saturday helped; the .gross; takings Ford's, also did. well with four perfor holdover hit rated over $9,000.
formances of- the road-touring 'Pride
-'Follies,' Winter Garden Cresumed and Prejudice,' -pulling $5,900 at a
eng.) (19th week) (R-l,493-$3.85). top. that was* 'likewise $2.75.. Among
-.Virtual capacity all last week and 50 the trade there .was rather a bit of
standees Saturday night; estimated breath-holding to- see- how two op-,
•

UBO

-

.

around

$33,000.

to arrive has London's John Gielgud
in title part; opens Thursday (8).
idiot's Delight,' Shubert (resumed
eng.) (21st week)
(C-1.387-$3.30).
Announced for London in the soring,

but looks assured
here into winter;
well over $22,000.

of
last

continuance
week rated

Now
posing shows- would fare.
there^ plenty of optimism all
...
around:
'Prejudice' surprised because upstairs-trade was tremendous,' while

advance dope figured it opposite;
went clean all performances,
and balcony play was heavy.
As has been noted during the past

gallery

several seasons here, Saturday night
has ceased to be a good legit theatre
evening; both plays did poorly.

.

This week, the only show is 'End
'Le'nd Me Your Ears.' Mansfield
its
(1st week) (CD-1,097-$3.30).
Post- of Summer/ which commences
poned from last week; opened Mon- road-trek at Ford's on Thursday (8)
for four, times at $2.75 top, Looks
day; weak press.
likely to be a sell-out engagement.
'Love from a Stranger/ Fulton Next week plenty of heavy pressure
(2d week) (D-913-$3.30). First seven and competition, with Ford's housperformances grossed about $6,000; ing a. full-week of 'Great Waltz' and
has agency buy for six weeks to the Maryland- having 'Stage Door/
partly balance disappointing press.
'Mimie Scheller/ Ritz (2d week)
Weak press, and
(D-918-$3.30).
chances hot definite; takings around

which, after opening at the Forrest,
Philly, last weeki- is laying off in
N. Y. this stanza while the third act
is being rewritten by authors Edna

Ferber and George Kaufman. Adand must improve to stick.
•New Faces/ Vanderbilt (21st vance sale for both is good;
week) (R-804-$3.30). Duncan Sisters
Estimates for Last Week
go into show tonight (7), which may
'Pride
and Prejudice' (Ford's;
Clark Twelvetrees, Richard Taber, pep the pace; rated around $4,500
In four performances,
1,988; $2.75).
Frank Jaquet, Edward -V. Bracken, last- week.
copped good $5,900, teeming upstairs
Dana Hardwicke,- Catherine Collins,
'Night Mast Fall/ Bar rymore (2d biz bolstering mild lower floor trade.
Men.'
Iron
(D-1,00Ot$3.3O). First week's This week, four sessions of -'End of
week)
Vivian
Duncan,
Ray
Rosetta arid
in Summer.'
takings approximated
$11,000;
Clarke, 'New Faces.'
view" of fair press" this figure regardTovarich!
(Auditorium;
1,500;
-Ruth Weston, Charles Bryant, ed as good."
Premiere of Gilbert Miller
$2.75).
Nancy Sheridan, Arthur Vinton,
Your
Toes/
Imperial
(26th
•On
production that was- smash in LonBoris Marshalbw, 'Manart Kippen,
With'
standees
week) (M-i;463-$3.85).
don last year chalked up $10,000 in
Leo Chalzell, 'Forbidden Melody.'
House
Dodson Mitchell, Russell Sage, in for night performances after full week, very. good.
$3,000

'

ENGAGEMENTS

•

Most

of

cheering at the finish.
declared
(Tribune)
Watts

[

:

,

Van

Philip

Ten

Zandt,

Million

Ghosts.'

Ochs,
Al
Chorpenning.
Lucian -Self. Jack Byrne, Edwin
Hodge, Matt McHugh, Eugene Keith,
Alice Farley, Jack .Daniels, Henry
Norell, Billy Redfield, Junior Burtis,
'Swing Your Lady.'.
Juanita Hall Singers, 'Sweet River.'
•When Autumn Comes,' drama by
Mary Young, Clarence Nordstrom,
Miriam Grant and Robert E. Perry, Gloria Mann, Richard Van Patten,
'.
is Tom Kilpatrick's entry.
George O. Taylor, E. J. Blunkall,
'Story to Be Whispered,' by Wil- 'Come Home to Roost.'
Juliana Tabema, Nancy Cushmah,
liam- Hurlbut, is Al H. Woods'- next
Mary Jeffrey, Harold Gould, George
Woods is going to California for ac- Baxter,
Jessamine Newcombe, 'White
production.

Ruth

FUTURE PLAYS

Eckert

Playmakers in 1927 and
was business manager for jthat
group, h a s been in the east for several years. He returns for this post.

Opered

.

iater

the

(M-3,381-$3".85).

week, drawing mostly extravagant notices; sure to lead list in
gross;, estimated it can top $59,000.
Revivals
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co., Beck;
Gilbert and Sullivan' shows continue
to clean up and engagement extended eight weeks, attraction remaining
into December; over $20,000 weekly.
last

•

the- No. 1 critics ducked this
hillbilly baby race, with. none,
of the' reviewers In attendance

tors for this 36-character
'Marching as to War,'

with

week)

.

Carolina

.

a cinch well into winter.
•White Horse Inn/ Center

•

that It 'reaches a new low for
the- year In taste and humor.'

Bailey in N. C.

.

$8,0.00.

•Victoria Reglna,' Broadhurst (re-

'

•STORK MAD*

of bally

of its 101st season and
critics were kind to the show,
but the 'week didn't better an apProximate
..
$8,000, satisfactory.
Current attraction is 'And Stars
v «emain,' with' Ina Claire in 'End of
'

Summer*

was -useless.

•

House got plenty

.

.

'Stork Mad' failed to relight at
the Ambassador lionday. It played
•only five performances. Was panned
and sponsors decided continuance

nearly

first

.

"'

'Helena'

(149th

time since spring;
road company at Brighton Beach got
for

.

'Hamlet/
Empire
(1st
week)
(D-l,096-$3.30). Presented by Guthrie McClintic; first cf two 'Hamlets'

quick folds among the

attractions of

looks

'Inn'

.

•

TWO FLOP OUT

Forrest

Road/.

$7,000

.

nights,
.

,

Two more

four

-

•

JANE COWL OPENS HUB

first

aimed for better than $50,000
weekly.
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
Of the other arrivals last week
Philadelphia has at last managed
to get two legit houses- open and 'Night Must Fall' was much the best.
occupied at' the" 'same time. Last It got around. $il,000 at the Barrynight the Chestnut! after five weeks more, despite a moderate press.
of roadshow film, 'Romeo and Juliet' 'Love From a Stranger,' opposed
(MG), reverted to legit with the London! thriller, ran a weak second'
Theatre Guild's 'Call it a Day,* in with $6,000 in seven performances,
for two weeks on subscription.
after a poor set of notices; 'Bright.
Forrest at the same time, got Honor,' 48th Street 'Mimie Scheller,'
another, single week booking on Ritz, and .'Stork Mad,' Ambassador,
Tovarich,' which came in highly were given doubtful chances and
touted from its Baltimore break-in. the latter was withdrawn after four
Next Monday will find the town's days.
Another closing was 'So
full quota of available legit houses Proudly We Hail,' 46th Street.
functioning when the Erlanger re'Follies* went through the week
lights after two dark weeks with to virtual capacity
and jumped to
'Forbidden Melody,' season's first
'On Your Toes* drew the best
hew musical, as the attraction. For- $33,000;
business since its early weeks and
rest has- finally filled the gap in its
go^ over' $23,000;' -D'Oyly Cartes
schedule, (weeks of Oct 12, 19) with again;,
topped' $20,000; '>
an umpty :umpth return engagement
Up. to now 'Reflected Glory' is 'the
of 'Blossom Time,' which is' coming
best grosser of the new straight

.

'

'Tobacco

Saturday
week)
(D-l,017-$1.65).
night jam helped -run leader go over

.

.

WPA

$6,000.

was hailed by most sumed eng.) (32d week) (CD-1,110,critics
and,
from the business $3.30). Went up nearly $1,000 la'st
drawn to the Center (Radio City) week to gross of $21,500: looks like

'

,

•Three

Shared
(89th week). .'(C-869r$2.20),
in the Saturday night theatre rush
and turned in best gross since spring;

tions to date.- It

.

''"

Saturday after five performances.
Men On a Horse/ Playhouse

off

.

Notices on the show were
mixed Jbut a flock of revisions went
goes
to Deft-pit '-'Saturday
(10); in and the show looks to have an
House will be' dark a week, then gets even chance for success on Broad'Naughty Marietta.'
way.
Erlanger
'Bury .the Dead'
End/ Studebaker (1,300;
ATS is shooting its shows in early on Nov. announces
^ -Dead
2 and the new Rodgers$2.75) (4th. week).
Getting a bit this season. Current is 'Pride and Hart musical that Alex Yokel is
stronger. Good matinees and strong Prejudice,' second subscription of- producing, probably on
-Nov. 16.
week end make it better than week fering, with 'End of Summer' arrivDopesters figure Philly is hot for
^previous at good $10,500.
ing as the third on Oct. 19, after a some real biz right now. Season's
V r /Lady - Precious Stream,' Harris Shubert breakin of still another re- first show, 'Love from
Stranger,'a
(1,000; $2.75) (2d week).
'Naughty Marietta.'
Best take vival,
Also did only a fair week at the Erlanger,
of. the. loop, and pretty "smart opeti- slated for an early date is 'Call It a
but last week's single offering,
1 itjg mark
for this subscription sea- Day,', which will be the fourth so- 'Stage Door,' turned in a splendid
Son .play at approximately. $11,000..
ciety show.
gross of' $18,25G at the Forrest,
/Estimate for Last Week
•Night of Jan. 16;" Selwyn (1,000;
matinees being particularly strong.
$2.75)" (3d week)/ Jury arid court'And Stars Remain,' Nixon ($2,100; And that despite a sharp' divergence
room play slumped considerably on $2.85) New Guild show got about of opinion, with a couple of pans,
Its second session' after big opening $5,000 from subscriptions and about
in the dailies.
W$ek. Off. to $9,500, still plenty of $3,000 more at the window for a
American Theatre Society's in
'
margin.'
moderate $8,000 take. Opened fine creased subscription fund
(9,000
"
subscribers in all) figured as boostbut fell way off.
"Broken Dishes,' Blackstime. Only
ing the weekly grosses at the ChestWPA-er. in 'town and getting plenty
nut considerably. 'Call it a Day'
"
'*"
of audience.
had a fine sale prior to its opening
.

'

grosses of all worthwhile attractions
materially improved.
There was. an exodus .Sunday

'STAGE DOOR'

.

•

55

'Pre -

'

.

VARIETY

Y, to the Little last week,
Anne Nichols, its presenter, de-

business.

•

t

Honeymoon'
moved from the Lyceum, N.

"Chicago, Oct. 6. .
in- town are all doing
None of them are showing Poor Prodaction
Can't Get Anything
however,' and none
profit,'
great
any
Away from Film Version
of them are eveh'riear capacity, but
"
... t
•
each "of them "is taking in enough
and
leave some
Newark, Oct. 6. 7
...
coin td*pay*expenses,
i.
Shubert
theatre, which opened well
. for
the bank: Strangely enough,
three
weeks
ago, has been slipping
each'-onerpf the Jtour -shows is. withsomewhat, due maiiily to shoddy proin' sltfildtog "distance of $10,000; all
£f thema fe^BuBdrtfd dolldrs oh ductions,. 'Dedsworth' was roundly
panned for. makeshift scenery, though
either side of that mark..
-.
Best of the lot is 'Lady Precious the critics had a good word for the
Stream,' which is topping the list cast. Box office suffered badly; howjjtoredue to subscription strength of the ever. Production goes to the
-~ .'
...
';_»
'American Theatre Society. At least house.
Current attraction is Tobacco
$6,000 on the initial week s take goes
'
to the subscription credits. This is Road,' with Taylor Holmes, this be'
the best subscription season for the ing a return engagement 'Tobacco'
ATS in several years. 'Precious played here two weeks in the spring.
Estimate for Last week
stream' hit. close to the $11,000 mark
•Dodswoith,' Shubert (1,970; 50lor a neat take. Morris (Jest is now
Second grade production,
.pondering the chances of taking the $1.50).
with
exception
one-night
of one or two oi the
a
tour
of this
•show out on
players; did not bring in more than
territory.
very poor $3,000.
'Dead End' takes second place on
strength.
This Michigan
. general
/avenue show, which started weakly
three weeks' ago', is beginning to in-

Four shows

I

Goodman and

Goodman,

is

*'

•

'

drama by Man.'
Albert

&

Grace

Carroll, 'Hamlet'

$6,000.

(Howard

C3d
Glory/ Morosco
(D-961-$3.30). Held the open
ing 'Week's" pace and now figured
'Reflected'

week)

okay through the autumn; estimated
around $15,000.
'St. Helena/ Lyceum (l6t week)
Presented by Max
(D-957-$3.30).
Gordon; written by R. C. Sherrlff
and Jeanne de Casalis; opened Tues
'

day.
'Seen

New Haven, Oct. 6.
is doing fine business
Last
three-day stay here.
week, a full one of 'Boy Meets Girl,'
Hour' is
'Children's
was okay.
booked to follow 'Door' on Oct. 15,
for three days.
Originally announced for Oct. 10
in New York, 'Door' will get in a
Revisions on the
fortnight late.
third act are forcing additional trytime. Show leys off for- thtee
j out
days in New York, opening in Baltl'Stage Door'

in

its

But Not Heard/ Miller's (4th
Bingham, week) (D-944-$3^0). Chances apLeslie
pear doubtful; rated around $3,000 more on Oct, 12 for a
'Hedda Gabler.'

Gaul,

Mills,

Oke, N. H.

-

Lyceum;

•

Jules Eckert prod).
Tuerk's
George

On "Busbar

winter schedule.

,

world's series started, gross best shuttered.
since la3t spring; over $23,000.
Little
(24th
'Pre - Honeymoon/
week) (C-532-$3^0). Sold out Sat
Hoy-Girl'
urday. night "in smaller capacity,
at
months
played
five
house;

full

week.

M

LEGIT I'M A TE

VARIETY

mora

ing and taking on once
father of her boy..

Plays
This'll

Make You Whistle
London, Sept.

HOLGYEK ES URAK
('Ladies

16.

Musical In two acts. Book. Guy Bolton,
Fred Thompson; music and lyrics, Slgler,
Soodhart and Hoffman; donee arrangement?,
by
Jack
Produced
Bradley.
Buddy
Buchanan at Palace, Condon, Sept. IS. '3S.
.....Jack Buchanan
Bill Hopping
David Hutcheson
Archie Codrlngton
William Ktnd&U
Reggie Benson
Joan Longhurat
i. ...... .Jean Qillle.Sylvia Leslie
Lanra Buxton...
Mrs. Longhurst
Maldie Hope
Elsie Randolph
Bobble Rivers..,.,
Irene' Vera
Mrs. Crimp.
Charles Stone
Uncle Sebastian

and Gentlemen')
Budapest, Sept

15.

Comedy In three acts by Janos Vaszary,
at the Magyar theatre,- .Budapest.
Cast: Ella GombasEOKl'-PlrOBka Vasznry.
Vera Sennyey. Maria Bokor. Martin Katkay, Eugene Torzs, Zoltan Sxakacs, Theodore -Blllcsl.
.

Theatrical censure allegedly does
not exist in. Hungary, but the palice and the Minister for Home Affairs usually see to it that .plays
which pass as mild lemonade in
Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson Paris, London and New York, are
thought up this routine plot, and relentlessly blue-pencilled after the
first performance in Budapest. This
they collect royalty for it
time the censors were- caught napPerhaps, after all, producers of ping, but it seems likely that 'Ladies
musical shows' find any old story and Gentlemen' will not conclude its
sufficiently adequate to- employ a run in the blatantly naughty form in
-

•

cast,

Ap- which

of principals and. chorus.

it

'

started.

Vaszary is a remarkably clever
parently the audience thought so on and witty satirist; he knows how to
the opening, night,, and the critics of get laughs out of unexpected situathe daily newspapers, while admit- tions and cynical dialog, but the
ting, the story was trifling) were sat- bitter irony that was tempered- w? +,h
isfied with the evening's entertain* a little kindly philosophy in 'Marrnenjfc.
riage,' his smash hit of last year, is
Jack Buchanan sings and dances in 100% nasty in this play. It's amushis- agreeable fashion, and when his ing, but it's a thoroughgoing unpleasstepping-, is accompanied by Elsie ant play.
Randolph, it is a joy to watch. Miss
Action takes place in the country
Randolph improves with each new' house of a profiteer, where a large,
show, knows Buchanan's steps as and distinguished house-party is aswell as he does, and when they work, sembled.
One of the members, a
together it makes for a dual dancing writer, has no scruples about telling
turn' that cannot fall to appeal.
another man at breakfast that a
Remainder of the cast is the usual wonderful woman visited him the
musical comedy aggregation, most previous night, but he doesn't know
outstanding of -whom is David who. A thorough investigation and
Hutcheson.
cross-examination of all the ladies
'An American dance producer present brings to light all sorts of
named Buddy Bradley came over alibis: all the, skeletons in everyhere some years ago and has been body's cupboards are brought forth
doing very well putting on numbers and the amount of dirty linen
for West End shows. No fault to washed in public is appalling. From
find with his work,, excepting that the 15-year-old- daughter of- the
it is .time he introduced a new move- house to the highly respectable legisment.for his.terpsichorean ladies.
lator, everybody is a slut or a blackNothing
Outstanding
the guard, to put the matter mildly.
in
musical line, -with the possible exA good cast gets away with all
ception of a song 'with the same title the filth; and the dress rehearsal au»s the show.
\,
dience enjoyed.it, but both press and
So far as is known in this country, word-of-mouth opinion is that it's
this is the first time a film of a show too strong.
JfacdbU
was made- before the piece was
brought into the West End.
Despite, the. antiquity of plot and
various situations, piece is almost
certain to be a success, and the film
London, Sept. 17.
will be held back, until the West
Musical In two acts By Guy Bolton, Fred
End displays lack of interest in the Thompson,
Douglas Furber; lyrics, Graham
.

.

.

1

-

...

.'

.

.

'

SWING ALONG

->.

Jolo.

.

THE TIGER
-

London, Sept. 23.
Play In 11 scenes and three *ot« by Reginald Berkeley, produced by. Ronald Adam
at Embassy, London, Sept. 14, '36.
Louise Michel.
Joan Millet
Van Bnae
...Robert Sansom
General .Lecotnte. ....... ...Mario, Francelli
Georges ClemeHceau. ...... .William Devlin
Theophtlo Ferre-.. ......... ..Peter- Aahmore
Paul Deroulede
Noel Howlett
:

Dillon
-General Bonlanger

-

.Alexander

Raymond

m 2,?J»v»
J?. "?

Rai De

Knox

Lovell

La- Torre

Claude Monet....
Raymond Lavy
English Statesman
Reyner Barton
His Private Secretary,. ....Tom MaceanleyEnglish -General....
Nigel Clarke

gn

John; music, Martin Broones, presented by
Firth Shephard at Gaiety theatre. London.
Produced by Leslie
Henson and Herbert
''
Bryan.
Louise Browne
Llll Breval
Paul Jerome
«,..;. ....Roy Royston
Jullen BrevAl. ...... ....«...;. Fred Emney
Miami
..............Zelma O'Neal
Alphonso
.fe.Rlchnrd Hearne
XaUiakl.
...John E. Coyle
Georges
.Richard Caldlcot

Mme. Breval
Torterro

.Leslie

.

DO YOU REMEMBER?
.

.

.

Questionable if the life story of the
tiger' of French politics has very
much interest for the public outside

his

native country.
Anyway, it
isn't a particularly good play and,
43 a whole, amateurishly acted.
Outstanding hit is the title-role,
played by William Devlin, scoring
effectively with an uncannily well*
created make-up of the aged Gallic
statesman.
Jblo.
.

•

'

—

r~

i

FOLLOW YOUR SAINT

A

-

play by two young,

London, Sept.

25..

latest edition of 'Who's
Thentre.'

to old gags.

-

LAUGHTER

IN

COURT

How

1

it a quadrangle.
There is about. Also the comedy too often
husband, wife, lover and an descends to farce. Author is a newIdealistic
youth who shoots the comer with a flair for. neat wit, but'
lover. Audience is asked to become seems to lack the gift of creating
absorbingly interested in this pre- stage situations.
mise.
Woman with a grown-up son has
Not a very successful effort; well divorced her first husband and, when
the play operu, is desirous of repeat-written, but unsatlsl-ying.
•

in the

'

Entire three acts take place in a
ramshackle studio building which is
occupied by a young artist, a .youthful clerk who thinks he is a financier, a young composer, a budding
author and a girl who takes singing
lessons.
Conventional
characters
that appear in most boarding house
plays, excepting they are: younger
and haven't yet tasted the bitterness
of middle-aged disillusion.
Usual situations, generated by
financial stringency, supplemented
by comic dialog and youthful tragic
situations that are ludicrous to the
onlookers.

•.*.'..

AH

this lacks- sufficient stamina,
is an epilog that is ex
quisitely and gently moving, where
in the poor struggling vocalist, believing her mother has lost her little
income and they are. on the verge of
absolute poverty making it neces-

but there

.

.

CARELESS RAPTURE

is the reason for
believed dead she

by fellow crooks

THE COMPOSITE MAN
London, Sept.

16.

Comedy ift three acta by Ronald Jeans,
produced by John Fernald, for Carneogle
Ltd., *t Daly's Theatre, London, Sept.
•
1

8,

and hounded

fugitive .from .Justice

M.aas.

.

-

.

'86:

her action.
figures

If

he "will be

safe

from pur-

suit.

Being ah expectant mother, she
escapes hanging. After some time
she obtains a pardon and joins her
sister, who has brought up the child

as hers, and, for nine years, she acts
as companion to her own daughter.
Discovering a secret love affair with
Dyne a married man, and an imminent
Diana Churchill elopement, the distracted mother
,
.Richard Bird
him to give the
Antony Holies goes to his flat to beg
.ELspeth Duxbury girl up, and discovers he is her own
Gloria Settort-Caranaby.
Denis Cowles- husband.
In a frenzy she tries to
Mr. Meyerbaum
Anne Cotton stab him, -but. collapses.
Miss Octavlus
Alison Colvll
Miss Partridge
Charge of assault brought against
Hugh Heanley
Reporter
her is dropped by the man and the
Court proceeds with an application
Following many years of success by the daughter, a minor, for peras a revue writer, and responsible mission to marry him. When this is
for one. serious play, Ronald- Jeans given the. real mother draws a
here tries his hand at satirical comedy gun and kills him in the court-room.
which is a joy to lay onlookers, but
On trial for this murder, her counwhich may stir uneasily the skele- sel-dramatically gets the case against
tons in the cupboards of some her dismissed by declaring the manfamous, people.
is her missing husband, for whose
A tennis ace, scorning to turn pro- murder she was sentenced 20 years
fessional, and broke, is on the eve previously;
therefore she is. inof taking a job in West Africa, when, violable by law.
a mistaken address lands him in the
Some crudities in construction,
midst of a Bohemian gathering. notably that of unfolding the crux
Strumming over some music he has of the plot in a scene placed at the
just heard by one of the party (an beginning of the. second of the two
unknown composer), he is pounced acts, with numerous people not yet
upon by a music publisher, who has seated, and later finding it difficult
just turned- down other work from to follow- the story.
the same source. He is rushed into
Male roles are generally well hansigning a contract, the publisher be- dled, and Rosalinde Fuller gives full
lieving he is the composer, and dramatic rein to the embittered,
knowing the cash value of his name wronged wife, -but in the young
as a tennis champ,
bride scenes she behaves like a girl
A business agreement Is entered of 12, giving an imitation of Elisainto between the musician and his beth Bergner, sans dialect. Dorothy
exploiter which leads to more ghost- Dix makes the most of her brief aping in lyric-writing, until the latter pearances as the widowed sister.
gets bolder and publishes a novel
William Roderick as the lawyer
(from the pen of an obscure woman stands out from the remainder of the
writer) and exhibits paintings under cast by virtue of his role. His comhis name, in reality' the work of the manding voice dominates the Court'
young girl who first pulled oft the proceedings.comedy bit is well
song hoax.
played by Archibald 'McLean.
Inevitable happens. His quartet of
Such constructional difficulties as
ghosts become rapacious and threaten exist at present, lend' themselves
exposure. To show them how much readily to correction. Venture has
they have to thank his name for better than an even chance at poptheir success he disappears for. a ular prices.
year,
feigning
a mountaineering

Charlotte Transome... ...... Ann Codrlngton
Hayley Bell
Carter.
Humphrey Mnktn ............... Max Adrian

.James Hayter

Andrew Toung

Gordon Seep
Audrey Kent
Nicholas Brown..
Albert Eagle

... .

.Michael

. .

,

•

A

'
London, Sept. 18.
Musical devised, -written and composed
by Ivor Novello; lyrics by Christopher Has*
sail; staged by Leontme Sngan at Prury
Lane, London, Sept. 11, 'SC.
Lady Triplex
...Nancy Pawley
Dodo Forest
01 wen Brookes
Jimmy Torrence..,
Peter Graves
,
Phylllda Frame
.Zena Dare
Mrs. Ripple... ...... -i
Minnie Rayner
Penelope Lee.w
Dprothy Dickson death, and all find that none of their
Michael
.Ivor Novello works sell under their real sigMadame Slmonettl. .......... .Olive Gilbert natures.
Sir Rodney Alderney.;
...Ivan Samson
Last scene is the flamboyant MayButler
Reg. Smith
London, Sept. 17.
Bill Fraser
Frederick Pelsley fair home of the famous man, now
Play by Ferenc Molnar,' adapted By MarLo-Slung
...Leonard Granville' turned into a museum of-his 'works,'
garet "Webster, produced by Owen Nares
Sir Malcolm Denby
.Ker-ieth Howell
Miss Bradley
BnTbara Sllverliu to which he returns disguised with at New theatre, London, Sept. 18. '80.
.Andrea. Malandrlnos
Tony
Walter Crlsham- a tale of lost memory and ready to Proprietor of Bar
.Lucie' Mannheim
Prlnce Mellung. ...
David Davles cash in on all the subsequent pub- Anna.,
Count Armalla
....Frederick Lloyd
licity.
All this Is crabbed through Carlo
Humphrey Morton
..;.;..*
Alexander Archdale
Sheer waste of time to mention the embittered spinster author of his Stephano....-;
.Leonard Sachs
book, furious- at failing to get. any- Dr. Tiring. ..
the plot of a Drury Lane musical
•NurBe Lisa
j..,.. ..Margaret Webster
thing published under her real name, Rufo Pallattl
.....Ballard Berkeley
spec. This one was devised, written, giving away the whole swindle.
Aldo
Nelson Welch
Wyndham Goldle
Society fiancee turns him down in Dr. Conrad...
composed and financed by Ivor NoMrs. Pallattl.....
Isobel Ohmead
vello, who is also its star. Novello's disgust, and his artist girl friend Countess Fontana.
.....Helen Ferrers
gets him on the rebound, loyally Admiral Balslnl
H. G. Stoker
investment of time, money and agreeing to share his penurious Georglo Selvl.
Hugh Miller
...Marlua Goring
brains will yield him an enormous future. Final laugh is an onslaught Max......
profit, as the piece is certain to run of various newspapers rushing him
with fabulous offers to print the»»inAn adaptation of a Ferenc Molnar
well into next year.
side story of how he fooled the play is always interesting. Trouble
Libraries have entered into one of public.
with this one is that it possesses just
the biggest deals yet for seats over
Richard Bird makes a shy, charm- one straightforward episode padded
a longer period than has been made ing character of the leading role, and
out into two or more hours. This
at the house in many years.
Diana Churchill does full justice to
This is one of the best of its kind the loyal, patient artist who does so sort of thing was much better done
ever conceived, and will, as such, much to help his career, Elspeth in the days when they had curtainprovide entertainment of a most de- Duxbury as the petted Mayfair- raisers, or' played serious sketches in
the variety theatres. Whole thing
lectable kind.
beauty, is happily cast. Music pubThree principals are Novello, Dor- lisher of Anthony Holies is a gem of could have been effectively told in
o.thy Dickson and Zena Dare.
No- a characterization. Supporting cast about 20 minutes.
Only interest for the audience is
vello makes love rapturously, but gives every satisfaction.
Jofo.
in the performance of Lucie Manngives the impression he is kidding,
heim. There is a vogue here just
instead of being in earnest. Dorothy
now
for dramatic actresses with
Dickson still does the graceful whirls F.D.R.'s ITtENCH
INVITE
German accents. Play shows her as
which attracted so much attention
Paris, Oct. 6.
two totally different beings. There
when she first came to this country,
but now sings and plays a part in
At the suggestion of Paul Claudel, is a plethora of sob stuff for the susapproved musical comedy fashion. former French ambassador to the ceptible, and Miss Mannheim puts
Zena Dare is strikingly effective- as a United States, the French . govern- this over like an experienced player.
comedic.me ,and seems to get better ment has sent
Other members of the company
an invitation to Presiwith each play.
acceptably enact their conventional
The' other ingredients, scenery, cos- dent Franklin D. Roosevelt to at- roles, and the stage direction is oldtuming, lighting, etc., are the latest tend the opening of the Paris Ex- fashioned, possibly due to the scriptposition next year.
in effectiveness.
Jolo.
Definitely not in the hit class.
-

'

.'

Louise Browne gets the largest
proportion' of applause with her
artistic dancing; Richard' Hearne is
badly handicapped through spraining a ligament in his leg and being
unable to do any of his acrobatic
stepping; Roy Royston, Fred Emney,
Zelma O'Neal and numerous others
contribute to the good effect. Lyrics
lack class, music is tuneful and occasionally catchy, but -the gags are
woefully strained.
Despite all its faults it is probable
that Henson and his cohorts will be
seen in this show at the Gaiety for
many months. These shows always

'•

making

Who

Experiment is interesting* but the
show seems to miss.

•

•

the

unknown authors, wood.

augmented by an unknown cast even
more youthful, and a stage producer
whose name does not appear in the

'

Play by Lesley Storm, presented by Basil
Dean and H. M. Tennent, Ltd., at Queen's.
Jolo.
are.
London, Sent. 24, .'80.
n,d „' '
.Pearl Dadswell
,
V
Alec
Rothney
Nicholas Hannen
Joanna Rothney
Edna Beat
Charles Hastings ........... .Francis Lister
David French
....... .Geoffrey Keen
Chapman
London, Sept. 17.
..Raymond Huntley
Mr. Warren
Comedy In three acta .by Hugh Mills,
Clifford Marquand
Inspector
Ernest Hare presented by Charles B. Cochrun at the
Shaftsbury Theatre, Sept. 9, '36. Produced
by John Hastings Turner.
Lesley Storm's play introduces Thomson.
C. Disney Roebuck
Geoffrey Keen; son of Malcolm Anthony Crulkshank
Anthony Bruco
..Ronald Squire
Keen, a w.k. actor here. He regis- [Edward Crulkshank.
Lady Reeve...
Yvonne Arnaud
ters an emphatic success.
much Sir George Reeve
..Evelyn' Roberts
this success is due to his own tal- Sir James Granville
Edmond Breon
ents and how much to the role itself, Sir Harold Bathurst, ICC. .Aubrey Dexter
will await final decision at some Graham Rnthbone, K.C... Wilfred Caithness
Wllllnm HnpkjnRort...........ErIc MeBBlter
future date.
Foreman of Jury. .'. ....... .Charles Stouavt
Several others in the cast are
equally good, with less showy acting
An inconsequential, but delicious,
assignments.
comedy, artistically handled
by
Authoress has tried to do a full Yvonne Arnaud and Ronald Squire,
quota on the triangle situation by but with not sufficient plot to brag

M

.

Henson

-

..

Murder on Account

-

Isa Bowman
.......Gavin Gordon

This "one consists of about a dozen
scenes picturing
the
career
of of fact he digs up newcomers, and
Georges Clemenceau from the time- often does 'straight' for them; A
when, as a', young university grad- goodly portion of the artists in his
uate, he sees his father denounced
last big success at the: Gaiety are
as a republican and sent to jail,
with him once more. Production is
through a career of 60 years,..and up smart and the' whole thing well
to the time of his defeat by Derehearsed.
schanel. These scenes are episodic,
But Henson has not been well
and made up of historical incidents. served
with material. Resort is had

/

(

1936

-

sary for her to give up the young,
indigent author .with whom she is in
love; meets the son of the author in
a railway carriage 25 years^later:
She has just been told, by her
wealthy husband that the- story of
In the face of fulsome notices in the mother's poverty was a creation
the dailies and healthy applause on of his brain, and she realizes she
the part Of spectators, favorable, made the sacrifice at the cost of hapcomment is still hard to make.
piness of herself and the young boy
Leslie Henson is the. ace' character she loved.
comedian of London and is not one
Hardly enough Plot to supply adeof those comics who has the slight" quate entertainment.
Jaco.
est fear of sharing a scene with any
of his supporting people. As a matter
Maile Mumra.

Axel an der Hunmebtuer

7,

Although they have been living ('Axel In Front of DMr to Heaven')
London; Sept 26.
apart for some time, the second hus"Vienna, Sept. 23.
Melodrama In two acts (12 scenes) by
Comedy -with music by Paul Morgan and Hayden
band is disinclined to free her,
Talbot and Katnlyn Hayden, prethereby creating such comedy situa- Adolf Schuetx; ornate, Ralph Benatxky. sented by R, H. F.; Ltd., by arrangeTheatre an der Wlen, Vienna,
At
ment with All People* Theatre, Ltd., at
tions as the offspring suggesting to
Reporter
..Max Hansen Whiter Garden, London, Sept. 25, 'W.
>
his father and mother that they live Film Star
Zarah Leander
Wninwrlght. ......... Rosalinda Fuller
Manager Scott ..... ........ ..Paul Morgan Helen
in sin.'
G. H. Mulcaster
Howard Scott.,.,.*.;.
Archibald McLean
Entire-second act Is laid in an EngMorgan
Manager Hellmer of Vienna's once Joan StockbrldgA....... .... Beatrice Radley
lish divorce, court; which is an utter
Dorothy DIx
Stockbrtdge.
had r Pamela
travesty on actuality, and at times foremost operetta theatre YiaA...William
John Marshall
Roderick
descends to burlesque.
Apparent planned to run this musical comedy Inspector Bronjson, C.LD. .Hllarry Pritchard
Cameron Hall
that what the young author needs, for only one month and then pro- Grant.,..
is a collaborator, who is skilled and duce the American stage play *Life
Begins at Forty.' But 'Axel' proved
experienced in stage situations.
Following a Sunday performance
Evening's entertainment is due in to be the success of the new season.
no small degree to its interpreters. Premiere of the American play will by the Repertory Players four
Not only the two amusing stars; but take place not before December, if months ago, this 'ingenious melothe supporting cast, leave little to Axel continues to draw capacity drama had its West End premiere at
pop prices, under a new producing
be desired. Ronald Squired irritat- houses, as it is doing.
ingly magnetic personality (he never
Comedy depicts the life of a concern. All Peoples Theatre, Ltd.,
seems to act) and Miss Arnaud's in- Hollywood screen- star, in love with sponsored by Lady Townshend.
Idea, is original but intermittent
fectious chuckle go a long. way. a bogus Italian Count. Reporter for
toward contributing- to an evening's the San Francisco Examiner' wins flashbacks, with the past and present
threaded together, through the meamusement.
;Voto.
her heart ultimately.
Author of theTKJmedy, Paul. Mor- dium of spotlight cameos at both
gan, .worked for a long time in sides of the stage, are apt to be disHollywood and returned to the con- concerting. It makes the- developtinent only recently. It was there- ment patchy and disjointed and conthat he wrote the play; to which fuses the audience.
London, Sept. 23.
Comed.y In three- twits and epilog by Benatzky furnished a few nice bits
As a film vehicle, it should be
Edith Savlle and John Carlton. Presented of music.
effective, for these- reconntings of
liy Andre Chariot at Vaudeville theatre,
Influence of American politics can past events are obviously easier to
London, Sept, 22, '80, Staged by Michael
be heard in the dialog. For instance, denote on the screen, and the drama,
HUlman.
John Winter.
Peter Coke- reporter kicks about the high taxes of the situations would then be more
Peter Storm..
....Thorley Walters in California-.
few cracks are also gripping;
Horace Foitescue..
Richard Newton taken at 4he New Deal.
Theme is the impossibility of
Brnco WoJJe
.JPeter Oaborn
Diana F-lIowes.
.Max Hansen, Danish-Jewish come- charging a person- for a crime of
; . . .Veronica
Rose
Gladys Brown...,,..,
.Phyllis Stanley dian, plays the reporter's part, He which he has already been conMark Coleralne... ........ ...Geoffrey King: does it excellently. Zarah Leander, victed and paid the -penalty; In this
Mrs. Fellowes.......
....Edith Savlle.
red-haired girl from Sweden, with a case a woman allows herself to be
deep voice, is the ever-nervous star. condemned for the murder of her
Andre Chariot has essayed the un- Paul Morgan" shows he learned how husband, whose supposed body is
.that he is a
usual experiment of presenting, a to behave as a film dictator in Holly- found in her cellar;. fact

.
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element
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'Stranger' lacks.

WHITE HORSE INN

Charell :.*8.85 top,

ent.' Cost-

1 • •

\.

•«*t«*t4iM»iM • •

» •

•••

•«

.Tommy

•

•
annl
sad Forester

'

may be

too great lor re-' site in Wight.'
Cecily Harrington has won 50 G's
New
in a sweepstake and plans an ocean
voyage, possibly with her fiance just
arriving from the Soudan. They have
been that way for five years and the
girl is doubtful that marriage with

. \ .-« iReverelly.
capture.-but, if not in
York, the
Ga,vln,
Marie Marlon •investment- may be won back on the
Oscar Ragland road, which was the way it went
§
.-..Eleanor Bauman with 'Waltz.'
Beozlv
....Albert- -Mahler
Cook's Guide.....
William Gaxton and Kitty Carlisle
Floyd Cornaboy
Franz.........
"William Gaxton -are co-starred as Leopold and KataTeooold.
Kitty Carlisle rina.
She came from Hollywood,
:;..*«
farina
(Mary, Sutherland, and, after 'Inn,' is quite likely to
Honeymooners..
t Hal Voeth
return there. Charell curried ihe
Captain of Steamboat.. ..... .Grover White
....Billy Home field of the male lead, and, after it
William McGqnlgle
..Carol Stone was decided that Jimmy
•<
Natalie...... >.••.
Savo was
Robert Halllday not
Bcmald Hutton
a happy choice, called in Gaxton.
.Milton Gill
Hotel Porter..;
professor Hlnzelman.,.,, Frederick Graham He turns in one of the best perform•
>. ........ ..Melissa. Mason ances of his career.
GMtel
West
Buster
Sylvester
As for the picture version, rights
Maurice Carr
Fstmer Thomas.........
.....John Barry for which Warners have, it can be
Farmer Waldman...
«... Martin LeRoy Al Jolson or Eddie Cantor.
Okay
Butcher Spilth
John Albert for either one, or that type of male
Baker Kaufman.,
.........Ed Smith
Fanner Ohristensen
Almlra

pepl*

Piccolo.

.

.

.

:

JllW Kattenjammer.
Emperor.

Sessions

. ,

Arnold KorfC

comic.

Comedy is not heavy, but ample,
with Billy House capering
around in Tyrolean shorts, jacket

what
took Erik Charell a long time to
get 'White Horse Inn' on at the
Center, but he did, one of the most
showmanly jobs Broadway has witThere is little
nessed in years.
doubt that, from a production standspoint, the show will be the season's
It

oiristander.

Again Radio City is in legit. ConVersion of the smaller of the two
Rockefeller theatres with The Great
JWalts' was the talk of the town two
'seasons ago, and that is the way it
There was a
will be with 'Inn.'
{prevalent Broadway idea that the'
operetta form was outmoded, but
ihe "Waltz* affair proved differently,
Vand, while there may be little to
:

'..

/compare between the two shows, the
newer one seems to be tops, despite
'the fact it has been all around
Europe.
•White Horse Inn,' whatever the
resemblances to its foreign presentations, has color and brilliance in
It has sevsettings and costumes.
eral catchy tunes, it has rich atmosphere and it has novelty.
They
iussed about the casting and doubtless made some errors of judgment,

.

.

somehow,

but,

Rowland
under the

it

came

Stebbins.,

name

who

is

•

i

:'
!

'

,

;

:

..

way.

„

is

,

back, though vaude

is

From

through.

the

moment

buxom Reverelly appears
.

.

in a setpiece on the proscenium sides and
gives out that cheerful Tyrolean
note the show is oh -and in. They
1

.

imported a dozen male dancers from
their native mountains for the slapping number. That goes on twice
and there is a contest between two
experts, one nearly getting his dome
'

-

.

Slaoped off.
Story has to do mostly with the
affection- that head waiter Leopold
has for* Katarina; young mistress' of
the White Horse Inn, and, in a way,
the show glorifies waiters. But there
is. so much to see that the plot re<cedes, -though never dropped.
An American manufacturer of
bathing suits and his daughter arlive and the girl is part of a secondary romance with the attorney
of a rival of her dad's. David Freedjnan toyed with the book and Irving
,

'

calls to see Cecily's apartment, which
makes immediate adhe leases.

He

who

concedes a
mutual attraction, something she had
thought impossible. She dismisses
the fiance.
Cecily is wed to the stranger and
they, take a house in the country,
sans telephone, which is another
similarity between the two plays.
Lovell has a yen for reading famous
crime trials, and one in particular
has to do with 'Blacky* Bellingham,
known as the murderer of five women. He has escaped conviction, but
vances to Cecily,

ham.
Entire action

is

home

in the

of the

hamlet hardware man. Play

is

in one set.

Char,

A

.

Two hoofers came near to

legs away. Miss Mason is
and slim, with a style not seen
around here since Charlotte Greenwood. Arnold Korff is used in the
tall

playing Emperor Francis
Joseph. He does it well, but conversation late in the show could be
sliced.
Tommy Gavin, who is. Leolast

act,

pold's assistant, is

an unusual

Caesar supplied the new, Americanized lyrics. Regardless of what the
original was,- the performance is

aypoed with understandable stuff.
Settings give the impression of
mountain vastness, a playground
tucked away in the hills. Entrances
are often made from the proscenium
.

lbee.

57
as

well

as for

Off-stage births (32 are ar-

babies.

done ranged by the immediate family) are
good for a laugh per birth at first

'

'

;

the

-

Town

HAMLET
.

Guthrie McCllntlc presents -John Gielgud
and Judith Anderson in tragedy by William
Shakespeare, with Arthur Byron and UllUan
GIsb; staged by Gnthrle McCllntlc; sets and
costumes, Jo MIeliiner; at Royal Alexandra,
Toronto. Sept. 80, '«6; 18.50 top.
Murvyn Vy»
Francisco,
Bernardo.,,... ............. .-Reed Herring
Horatio.. ...................Harry Andrews
Barry Kelly
MarcellusV.

role with red hair, a hipswinging strut, and singing 'Ah,
Sweet Mystery of Life' raucously.
Interspersed with plenty of the kind
of language ladies just shouldn't use.
Supporting company is none too
.
_
good, although in justice, the lines Ghosh
Claudius... .... .............. Malcolm Keen.
they have to handle are terrible Cornelius.. ..................... .John -Stern
.••••••••....-.James DInan
Comedy by Philip Wood and Stewart handicaps. Nearest thing to good act- Voltlroand..
Emery
•...•••••••••••••John
Weenolseri
& ing is turned in by Calvin Thomas as Laertes
Beach,, presented by Peters,
......•••••••.•.Arthur Byron
Polonlus
Field at Mansfield, N T., Oct. 5, 1986.
a philosophical cop.
Kauf.
Features Walter C. Kelly. Staged by Leo
Hamlet.. ..................... John Glelgud
Bulgakov. Top, 93.30.
Gertrude ............ ...... Judl th Anderson
Robert Mayors
.Lillian Gish
Junior Beam
Ophelia
Cliff Heckinger
Wallace Tltcomb
....Murvyn Vy*
Reynaldo
..Jane Seymour
Wlila Beam....
,
John Cromwell
Rosencrantz.
Lynn Mary Oldham
Marjolalne Beam
William Roebrlck
Comedy In three acts (one set) by Lynn Gulldenstern
Walter C. Kelly Root and Frank Fenton. Presented by Player King.....
Jasper Beam
Harry Mestayer
Fred Carpenter
John F. Kirk James R. Ullman nt ArrJ-nssador, N. T., Prolog
.Ivan Tries oult
Mary Holsman Sept. 30, '88. Staged by William Schorr; Player Queen
Daphne Wayne
.R-uth March
Bertram Thorn setting, S. SyrJaJa; |3.30 top.
Steve Delaney
.Whltner Blssell
Luclanufi
Robert Williams. Harry Dever • ....'.Ed Flanagan
Reefl Herring
Lynn Root ForUnbroa
..McLaln Gates Hank Dever
Clayton Sommers.
Vincent
George
Marlon Willis Captain
.Hermann Pratt
Frederick Kaufman Grandpap Dever s,
'..'......Whltner Blssell
..Carleton Macy Gentleman
..,Jack Harwood Mary Dever
Clifford Pine
William Stanley
Dortha Duckworth Sall.r
,
Llda- Kane Peter Dever
Mrs. Sterling .Tutt.
...George Nash
Jackie Grimes First Gravedlgger
Ann Harmon
...'Ann Wlnthrop Matthew Dever
...Barry Kelly
Percy Kilbride Second Gravedlgger... ,
Polly Andrews,
Lucille Conrad Annie Preston
Ivan Trlesault
Ann Thomas Priest..Sara Floyd Dr. Guthrie
Mrs. Wllloughby
.Arthur Griffin -Osrlc...
.........Morgan Farley
Mike McCartney
.....Clyde Franklin Jed Peters
Edward F. Nannnry
title

LEND ME YOUR EARS

.

STORK MAD

',

'.

-.

Me Your

Ears' is a comedy
which fails to attain its goal, almost

'Lend

Peters

...Alfred Herrlck

Cedrlc. Preston

Walter Jones
George .Glass

Preacher Perkins
Judas Dever

Warren

Mills

It is Mellnda Dever
..Patsy Roe
Melodrama in three acts presented Sept. becoming a tragedy instead.
Donald Brown
unstable equipment for the Virginia Paul Dever
29. '80, at the Fulton, N. T., by Alex
Sheriff Hlgglns
Hale Norcross
Tbkel; adapted from Agatha Christie's Judge of vaudeville, Walter C. Kelly, Emma Peters
Mary McQuade
novel of same name; Frank Vosper fea- and for supporting member^ of the
tured;- staged ny-Aurlol Lee; 43.-10 top.
Lynn Root and Frank Fenton did
Louise Garrard
Minna Phillips cast, who find their assignments
;
There ap- about as well as they could by
Mavis Wilson
Olive Reeves-Smith. -equally unproductive.
Cecily Harrington
Jeraie .Royce Lmdis pears slight .prospect thaf the play stretching what is no more than
a
Brace -Lovell
Frank Vosper can go anywhere, including Hollyblackout situation .into a -full-length
Nigel Lawrence..,
Leslie Austen
Hodgson. .....
A. G. Andrews wood. It hasn't enough body to sug- play; but it's still a blackout Despite
Ethel...
Mildred Nntwlck gest screen possibilities.
,
the running time there's nothing left
George Gruham
'Dr. Grlbble
Kelly plays a smalltown- hardware after the first act.
merchant who has a penchant for
Show's only possible* escape from
speechmaking. Role fits him. well, complete mediocrity lies in the fact
Second thrill play emanating from but hasn't got what a character that it .obtains
audience laughs
London in two nights, first having comedian like Kelly needs. Fact that than most badmore
shows. Laughs are
been 'Night Must Fall,' which is a he is badly handicapped makes it due chiefly
to a few corking .lines
much better play, 'Love From a difficult for him to push his way into by the authors,
and the expert perStranger' is, a doubtful entry.
audience favor, something that's formance of Percy Kilbride.
Two mellers opposed each other easy for the old Virginia Judge when
Drawing their inspiration from
over there, and for that reason, he has the proper material.
the .current Canadian 'baby derby,'
For no very convincing reason, the authors
'Night' was rushed onto Broadway
had a funny idea to
ahead of schedule. Fact that the lat- some newspaper people steam Kelly start with, but they were misled into
ter was speeded and -the script short- into thinking he should run. for
overestimating its lasting qualities.
ened after the premiere indicated mayor of his village. Before the Where they make, their mistake is in
the switch was not necessary. Two buildup, apparently for circulation adhering
to the idea too faithfully
psychopathic murder plays have a reasons, has reached its height, he for three solid acts,- without change
number of similarities. Perhaps not is being boomed for president, with' of pace or thought. Without variathe least of these is that the authors opposition factions of a' political tion, the theme becomes too much
character finally getting on the
of both play the leads.
'Stranger takes too long to get to bandwagon. Situations are far from
the point, and .it might have served unique, dialog is commonplace and
efforts or Kelly and Others to get
the
First
thriller.
act
better as a one
two acts supply the atmosphere of laugbs a failure. There are a few
I
English home life.- There is a sug- fair-sized laughs but none that
belly proportions.
reach
gestion of the ominous in both, but
From Jane Seymour, playing his
the void- is partly taken up in 'Night'
°

A splendid cast and a lavish production marks the McClintic presentation of 'Hamlet' in which John
Gielgud makes his American debut
and scores. Tragedy goes into the
Empire, N. Y„ Thursday <8>.
It is inevitable -that academic comparisons will be made. of Gielgud's
interpretation and the portrayals of
(Continued on page 43)
•
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"THE MOST NOTEWORTHY NEWCOMER IS MISS
WHO CONTRIBUTES SOME REAL
.

Evening Standard, London, England

BOWMAN

AMERICA'S PRIMA BALLERINA
CURRENTLY STARRING

IN

wife, Kelly receives admirable support. When she leaves him to return
to her mother, believing he has
fallen for a newspaper gal and blackened the family name by unwittingly
contracting to let a nudist organization hold -a convention in their town,
it looks like the play might develop

«

.

«

the shoe of the

some unusual comedy situations. It
fails to do so. however, and the curtain comes down on three acts that

12

have been pretty borinp.
Four newspaper people, including
a managing editor, are Jack HarMary Holsman, Bertram
wood,
Thorn and Robert Williams. They
represent an uninteresting wisecracking group which adds no color
to an otherwise drab vehicle. .For a
finish. Harwood, managing ed. and
Miss Holsman, one of his reporters, go
It had never been
into a clinch.
suspected up to within minutes cf the

Harwood turns in the best
job among those in newspaper roles.
Miss Holsman suffers from faulty
diction.

PALLADIUM, London

Minor parts are carried off competently by McLain Gates, Frederick
Kaufman, Sara. Floyd and Clyde

moment

75

moulds your foot like
It has a 3Lastex goring at

It

a

sleek girdle.

way

sides

and

front.

And a

luxurious boot -like prin-

cess silhouette. See
it

curtain.

"b'KAY FOR SOUND"

the

In this baby, derby the characters
do almost nothing except breed

MIMIE SCHELLER

Sam

Love From a Stranger

PATRICIA BOWMAN
DANCING."

PATRICIA

cast,

'

kid.

About 30 minutes were taken out
of the dialog after the onehing. with
the curtain now down at 11:15. Nearly
midnight at the premiere, but few
-walk-outs except by critics with a
deadline.

for the
writing.

but not for long. After the father of
the family has set a fast pace during
the 10-year period covered by the
Melodrama In three acts by Alfred L. play, bringing in 10 offspring in that
Golden; presented by Ned Jacobs at Bitz,
N. T., Sept. 30, *30; features Ara Gerald; time, only to be tied by the local vilstaged by Dickson. Morgan; set, Criker & lain/ one of the' sons wins the $500,Robins; $3.30 top.
000 prize. Like* the guy who copped
Frank Healy
.....Edward Blaine first prize for
having the funniest
Joe Matthews..
Calvin Thomas
Mike Pratt.....
Morgan Conway face although he wasn't playing, the
Deputy Warden
John Vosburgh son,, who -isn't, even considered an
Warden
Herbert Warren entrant makes a stretch drive with
,
Hank Fisher........
Conrad Cantzen
Matron Marsh.. a ,..,
Marie Curtis a. set, of., quadruplets at the last
Len Shay.......i....,,.
BIgelow Sayre mpmehtj giving' him a score of 12
Williams
...Gordon McCracken and "the money.
Matron Wlnthrop
Ann Williams
Kilbride, 'as the' producing father,
Prison Physician
Richard Allen
Chaplain
..John Davis egged on 'all' the" while by his family
Mlmle STcheller....,
Ara Gerald a«d tormented by his chief opposish,
dominates the -play,- He's an artist at
For the third time in three nights tossing away- lines that would get
murder walked the stage on Broad- the milking stool from most actors.
way in this play. This one, however, Kilbride does it. the hard way, but
won't walk long. It's an exaggerated when he gets there he's in. Author
over-written and lurid meller which Root doubles as the unwilling windoesn't stand much chance.
ner.
Entire action takes place in the
Through all the action the mother
death house of a jail. Against that is a leading point of interest but
set the producer essays the danger- never, appears on the stage. She's
ous and sometimes, onerous task of always upstairs 'laborinV
When
having his cast act up. It isn't very not laborin',' ma- and the other
delectable. And it isn't very good women involved in the action are
theatre. Same background was used .foalinV
for The Last Mile' some years ago,
It deals with a theme that couldn't
but the analogy ends with the set be anything but dirty if 'it wanted
Mimie Scheller is supposed to be to, and plain dirt isn t enough.
the toughest dame ever. She's killed
(Withdrawn Saturday alter five
about 20 guys. In the first act, one of performances;
the
printed
for
her henchmen is in the can, doomed record.)
Sige.
to take the hot squat. At the last
minute he squeals; that wins him a
pardon and the cops go to get the
dame. Next two -acts show her kickOpt of
ing up a rumpus. Finale has her led
through the little door and momentary dimming of the lights as the
juice goes on.
If all this were treated honestly it
Toronto, Sept 30.
might
something. Instead

-

The yodel

.

him would be welcome. Bruce Lovell, just back from foreign parts,

the late Flo Ziegfeld's novelty in the been.
'Stranger' has the benefit of good
'Midnight Frolics.'
cowshed scene with comedy showmanship belQnd it, but whether
prop milk-givers is another amusing this can overcome the play's weakIbee.
nesses is questionable.
interlude.

known throw her

of Laurence Rivers,

in show business, is the technical
presenter.
His running mates are
the Rockefeller interests and Warners.
Combined, they went for
nearly $300,000, and .again the problem of what to do with the Center
has apparently been solved. Tie-ups
that aided 'Waltz,' such as virtually
free radio time and gas station billboard space, will probably be arranged for 'Inn.' As will also the
regular orchestral plugs and film
trailers in R. C. Music Hall, plus -the
usual Rockefeller Center displays,
heralds, billposters, literature, etc. It
is more positive that the house is
not needed for pictures and it may
typify the expected eastward swing
of show business, away from Broad-

but meaningless.
Robert Mayors and Lynn

are in the
They are
Mary Old-

and feathered hat He is the bathing
suit mugg, and his daughter is played it was later proved he was guilty.
by comely Carol Stone. Miss Car- He had changed- his appearance,
lisle carries -the femme singing as- principally by becoming blond.
signments, with Robert Halliday on
Locked in with a madman, Cecily
the other end.
Her "Leave It to overcomes the homicide, who has
Katarina,' by Jara Benes, is the first married and murdered other women
number click, while Halliday's 'Blue for their money. By the power of
Eyes,' with Miss Stone, will probably suggestion she makes him believe he
he the show's topper. 'Good-bye, Au has been poisoned. It is simple hypRevoir, Auf Wiedexsehn,' and 'White nosis, and the man collapses under
Horse Inn' by the original composer, the spell, his ticker stopping.
Ralph Bendtzky, are two other possiVosper and Miss Landis have most
bilities; also 'I Would Love to Have
of the lines and are on most of the
You Love Me,' an item on which time.
Others in this short cast play
Sammy Lerner and Gerald Marks are unimportant,
except Mildred
collabed with Caesar.
portrayer of old women,
In addition to the yodel, which is Natwich,
maid. She
not permitted to become boring, but this time a half-wit
mean
it's
that is not
Charell dug up the pogo stick item does her best in a part
on thick and played as
have spread
for a girl number. That reminds of as welT built up as It could
hokum. Ara Gerald, featured, does

stopping
the show, Buster West and Melissa
Mason teaming.
Their type of
dancing is on the comic side, with
out all-right. the girl in one number trying to

Inc.,

Two youngsters

cast

Seems almost like a contest between Emlyn Williams of 'Night' arid
Frank Vosper of 'Stranger,' with the
odds on Williatns. "Vosper, in maksides.
A moving platform on the ing his American debut,, is so-so unextended apron brings on tables -and til the third act and then Jessie
at other props.
three nets presented
Lobby is enlivened Royce Landis comes near to stealing
Operetta, in
'30.
by
Laurence
Oct.
1,
Center, N.
with shop windows and with girls the show away from him. She enfivers, Inc. ; book, Hans Mullen adapted- selling
gadgets.
All of it may be acts a part that is also psychopathic,
.iw David Freedraan; lyrics. Irving Caesar;
music. Ralph Benatzky; staged -by. Erik Ibreign; but it is friendly and differ- a more definite type than the oppo-
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Franklin.

it,

try

on, wear it. You'll love itl

Jet Block,

groan or Vintage

luedej high or medium heel.
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New York

Circulation of

"

1

•

figures of

one year ago

Daily Mirror
Daily News
Daily News Record .
M. P, Daily
Film Daily
Journal of Commerce

Oct. 1, 1935
563,718
lfi 6

1,629,178
11,247

\

5,431
5,493
19,559

,^

•

Al\

,

.i„'„„„

•£*•££'

652*428

3

205,962
352,619

Herald-Tribune .......

-

Sun
Women's * Wear

312,535
30,20d

i.

-

.

^-^'IK
340, 688
.

.|»^ V --

World-Telegram
Times

::

-"-

:::::

S? lS
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Donald A, Craig Dead
Donald Alexander Craig, 52, Washington newspaperman and father of
Don Craig, Jr., Variety's correspondent in the capital; died Sept 28 at

Denver Job

With the naming of Harry Walker
as financial editor of the Denver
News; the financial pages in that city
are under the guidab.ee- of father and
son. Thomas Walker, the father, has
been, financial, editor of the market
pages on the Denver Post forsev-.
.

'

home

there.
Craig began his career as a writer
on the Washington Star, after his

his

graduation from George Washington
Harry Walker has. been
U. law school in 1909, and was at
on the News, and with various times Washington corre-

eral years.
a reporter

the increase; of financial space in the
News to- two pages instead, of one,
Forrest Davis, editor, picked young
Walker for the job. .As his. assistant
Davis named Wilmer Walmsley,

new

...

spondent for the" Louisville-Courier
Journal, Toronto Evening Telegram,
Paris- Herald, New York Sun, New
York Herald Tribune and the -Port*
land (Me.) Press-Herald,-.; ".
Denver resident for three" years, forSurvived .by. widow, .Mrs! Elizabeth
merly hv«harge of the Wall Street May Craig, his son and a daughter,
office of the N. Y. Times.
Mrs. Albert A. Clagett.
This being Davis' first executive,
position, the News, 'under his guid'Raises. Bates, Ads Cut
ance, is a. matter of journalistic imAtlanta Journal's new rates, of
portance. The .News has been one
of the weakest properties owned-by $2.80 per inch fbr amusement ad.

-

.

American News

''A

'

,

*

•

.

.

said to
make for versatility in reporters who
can dictate a news story flawlessly
to
reported
it'
is
over the telephone,
put the average rewrite newspaperman or. the familiar spot. Average
steno, capable of handling a 'dictaBy
phone, can manipulate the metal tape
and transcribe the story phoned in
Miller On' Hollywood
by the outside ^reporter. Tape is only
about" an eighth of an inch wide: or
Max Miller, who went to' Hollypractically the. same width as -the wood on the crest of his 'I Cover the
sound track of a film negative. Tech- Waterfront,' didn't make a very good
nical, man must be on duty "at the job of it out there.
He tells all in
instrument in the newspaper office For the Sake of Shadows' (Dutton;
at all times.
$2.50).
Another invention being tested in.
It isn't especially denunciatory,
another, newspaper plant Is a system being -written in Miller's simple and
of teletype which permits the ''per- effective! manner,, step by step. The
fect' reporter to sit at a machine
stupidities of the system are shown
similar to a-typewriter, write out his
up, -but no one blamed especially.
story and have it set in type, withv
or lost is. left

and Films

Fiction

'

Whether Miller won

out any further human or mechanito the imagination. Liable to be of
cal handling. This machine, perfecjust' as much interest outside the
tion of which is said to be questiontrade as in it, but for different
able, would do away with the use of
reasons.
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By EPES Wv SARGENT

WOLFE KAUFMAN

'

'

Mitchell

'
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A

By Margaret

......By W. D. Edmonds
By Kathleen Norris
By Mary Roberts Rinehart
.By Mazo.d9.la. Rpche
......By Warwick Deeping

Non-Fiction

Spotlighting the Ladles
Ishbel Ross, one pf .the best of.
residt of a. nearly disastrous battle five 'A' theaters out of Atlanta's six
them, has collated a' gigantic book
with the Denver Post ovec.want ads slashed their space sharply', to take
French O.O.'lng N. Y. Shows
lady; reporters, which; she titles
years ago, has been pearly; on the up the slack between the old asking
Windsor French, drama critic and about
Ladies of the Press' (Harpers;. $3.75).
rocks. This year 'S-H'.bbop'ped\'$8,000 price of $2.52 and the new.
columnist of the, Cleveland Plainassignment and Miss
'crowd
-expenseoff its operating
Rag's Sunday theatrical section Dealer, is in New York for .a one 1 It was a tough
r-..
it through with her. cuscarries
Ross
ing all departments.uxits.o.wn.buud-i^jjarren, appearance, in so far as month
look at the new shows.
tomary thoroughness; the number .of
ing- and using that -money -to- expand business was concerned, but prac
Went to Boston for the opening of names, histories and' details, she has.
the-sheet. Finafcpi&'atid.*&#.ts have tically 'the same amount of space
"
'Red, Hot and Blue,' new Vinton
dug up being almost staggering; .
been doubled - -to two- pages each, was devoted to art and stories plugFreedley musical (Oct. 7), and will
If the boolTdoes.' engender a monedai)y.-' Sunday s]torte;nqw;gets six
ging current programs of the the
concentrate on Broadway there
.just
it
is
so-what,
of.
tary feeling
pages Instead- of Hhe '.'former', four. aters. Rates of Georgian-American,
after.
7
barely possible that some hick city
Woman's page space' •-li'ke'w i s e other afternoon sheet, remain at
editor will bump into it somewhere
"
boosted..'.'.'.V/.V.
$2,52, while $2.80 has been estabCHAXTER
and decide- to give a gal a break.
Davis declares he is- not -in Denver lished levy, of Constitution' (morn'
Dr. Gustav Eckstein back from That would, of course, from the writto. fight the Post^iilJ'. td.get But a ing) for years, "
Russia.
er's viewpoint, make it okay all
paper that people- will -buy. -Increase
EUery- Queen to write for Par- around. Because, as sheer reading
in circulation since the Davis .regime
Frank Brace. Dead
amount. ...
,and entertainment, Miss Ross', idea
started is around'. 5,000, tetter than
Frank Brace, 64, .ait editor of Harr
tnbmas Wolfe back; in N. Y. from and subject would have been better
,'i0%, both' daily and- Sunday.
few court, Brace
Co-., died in N» Y.
Europe. \
served in a magazine article, good
local merchants'. Kalve. .been putting
Oct 4 after an illne's^ of several
Erich Maria Remarque has' fin- as the book is. -Because a little of
on. the heat because the paper Is
months. In 1892 tie- -founded the ished a new novel.'
this sort of history, goes a long way.
backing the New'DeaX'but'have not West Winfleld
(N. Y.).Star; a weekly
Nick Kenny, N, Y. Mirror's radio
pulled out—just cut down "space.
newspaper, and. in l8^8.came to N.Y, edy renewed for three more years.
'The News- has moved its first ediIntrigue In Orient].
C. to join the. American Press, Ass'n
Capfc Billy Fawcett to the Coast
tion up from 9 to 7 pjn., and expects
Later he; .was with '.the '.Frank' Pres; this week after a N. Y, biz sojourn
James Warner -Bellah can get an
soon to give Denver' something the
brey agency.
amazing lot of speed and action into,
Harry
Saltpeter,
old
World
crick,:
.town -hasn't had to date—an entirely
When Har court,
was estab- leaving N,'Y. for L. A: to join.scrlb- his books, The Brass Gong Tree'
new flr^t edition, with, no- pickup. lished in 1915, withBrace
his son, Donald bers at "Republic studio Octi- 12." • (Appleton-Century; $2) hash't much
ifxojh ,tjie; day .before;
The' sheet is C. Brace, as one of .the founders',
he
Frederick Hazlitt Brennan sold- bis of a story and isn't good .writing. But
getting "along without a managing
joined the firm in an editorial ca- newest story. 'Mrs. Pykeson Jolns the Bellah tells it sp .w'ell as to. have the
editor; Larry Siski- sent here with
pacity." "Besides his' son, Donald, Fleet,' to Collier's.
reader and his imagination on edge
Davis; quit thjs job when he found he.
vice-president, of the firm, he is surJ. P. McEvoy dropping novel all the time.
couldn't stand the altitude.. Davis
vived by another son, Ernest -Brace, called 'Shanghai Summer* to do
'Story is' pne of ith'bs'e Far. Eastern
says he. may not pick a successor to a writer.
some' fall and winter scripts for Par. affairs,- with newspapermen, beauti'
Sisk until the first of the year, and
Time's
new
mag,
titled Show Book, ful -women and spies tripping over
hopes to find a local maitfor the job.
Newsmen v Write Play
due Nov. 19. Firm is negotiating to -each: other's corns - every couple ofHerbert- C. Lewis and J. Q: Riznik- buy Life; no deal consumated as yet,' minutes. It probably -would, make
Esquire Syndicate * Set io Go
an. okay film.
have completed a new play, 'Love both parties .state.
.Esquire Syndicate, has 11 features at 300.'
Albert O. -Bassuk to edit the Hobby
Both' are on the' rewrite
which are expected to be ready for battery ofOmnlbns of -Crime
the '-NOT, Americanj-Lewis, Riders Bulletin. He is editor of.- the
release at the end of the month,Americad
Gilbert'
&
Sullivan
Quarthe author of' last season's 'Naine
Mollie Merrick, ex-HoUywood col'•'"•
One 61 theni will be a serialization Your Poison' in collaboration
Avlth terly^
umnist, takes her first stab at. fiction
of Laurence Greene's book, 'America
,-Gordon Fawcett, son ol.W. H. Faw- in
Louis -Weitzenkorn and Riznik,' rea full length' novel entitled 'Upper
Goes to press,'- iof Sunday Telease^
cently' returned from Hollywood; the cett, president of Fawcett Publica- Case* (Washburn;; $2V 'ahd'-shWM
which will tell the history of the
author of 'The Profession' and 'Paris tions, has joined Hollywood staff of herself to; be a lass with a lot of
U..S. fr6m contemporary newspaper
mags.
•
BSJitipn.'
promise.. It's, a rough, .and tumble
accounts, beginning with the Boston
George Worts, who authored 'The
Story has to do with love. in govr
in the modern!, tradition
Tea. Party. ..Feature will be illusr ernment
Phantom President,' has^sold his new whpdunif;
housing.' project, tto'. '300. ;
and written) as a itaah ^might have
trated vrith woodcuts, drawings' and
serial, 'Dangerous Young Man,' to
•

•

'Live Alone and Like It' ($1.50). '..............,... By Madorie H^is
•Around the World in 11 Years' ($2.00)
By Patience, Richard, ft. John .'Abbe
'Man the Unknown' ($3.50) ...................... By Alexis Carrell
'V/ake Up and Live' ($1.75). . .•
.By. Dorothea Brande
'An Amer'can Doctor's Odyssey' ($3.50) By Doctor Victor G. Heiser
'Listen for a Lonesome Drum' ($3.00)....
By Carl Carmer

Scripps-Hpward and partly as the vertising proved a boomerang When regarded.

'

-

($2.00)
•The. Doctor' ($2.00)
'Whiteoak -Harvest' ($2.50)
'No Hero This' ($2.50)

is

For practical
linotype operators..
purposes, however; this is dubiously

by the

as reported

;

•Gone With the Wind' ($3.00).
'Drums Along the Mohawk' ($2.50)

Invention enables leg-men to ask
number hooking up
with the equipment and dictate complete news story which is taken
down automatically on the steelsound track. After that it is simply
matter of running the metal tape
through a recording machine and
having a typist copy as she listens in.
While the new equipment, which

7,

Co., Inc.

Fiction

'American Flaggs'

layout.

comes from the A.T.&T.,

301,115
29,315

.

Sellers
Best Sellers for the week ending Oct.

and national press associations. Some
are still on the try-out or testing
stages but at least one met daily
publication and one press association
is reported to have definitely installed the

f

Man

for the private

?5oI
5,«*

;

;

;

422,034

American
Evening Journal .A.
A. ......
Evening Post

Davis.'

are:

Oct. 1, 1936
603,621

'ttewrlte'

New' recording" instruments, using
a diminutive metal sound track modeled after that used on talking picture negative, are being installed in
offices of 'several N.Y. daily papers

Dailies

Y.
Circulation reports by all New York daily publications to the N,
Post Office as of October, 1936, as required by postal law,;

Comparison with

Robot

1936

7,

i

i

.

.

Good; 2 N.S.G.
three .Greenberg books for
October release, all at $2, The Cap-

Of

.

tain of the Jehovah-' is outstanding.
It's entirely different from the. usual
Written by
output, of this firm.
H. C. Drake, who did 'Cursed Be
the Treasure,' if s raw and cruel, but
grippingly. told, and something to
command attention. The Jehovah is

a slaver, commanded by. a hard
bitten navigator, who rides a motley
crew.- Not a picture, but it's distinctly something to be read: '
The usual cow story is 'Comrades
of the Colt,* built by John Keith
Bassett on the familiar theme of the
criminal band who lord it over the
ranchers.
Smoothly written, well
handled as to complication, _and yet,
somehow, it does not manage to
sfeam -up the imagination to the

proper point. No picture.
Third of the trio is 'I'll Walk to the
Mountain,' by Jean Ford.
New
York girl hitch hikes to the mountains- of- Tennessee, -where an accident lands her. in .a mountain home.
She... is- taken .into. .theft: .hearts and
marries a "mountaineer, for which
she probably WSs' bitterly regretful
after -the "story ends. Incident is unbelievable and the style does nothing to aid its weakness. Too sappy
.

.

,

for a picture.

Tex' Btckard
Sponsored by Mrs. Tex Rickard;
though the style is so- fluent as to
expert

suggest

Happened

'Everything

aid,

Him* (Stokes;

to

$2.50) is

the' running story of the fight promoter from his boyhood in Texas to
the end of his meteoric career.
Smoothly told, without bverstress
on his accomplishments, it forms an
admirable biography of sports' most
colorful promoter.' Easy to, read

more important, easy to
believe, Worthwhile to those who
are interested in sports, and to many
others.

and, what's
•

•

•

•

'

;

•

Talky

;

:

Another of those verbose, introspective first-person stories is 'Sow
J
.%e '''Vnia,>'-'''(<}reen Circle $2.50'(,
'

by

•

'-

a

Theodore

popular

"

Freedehburgh.
v pattern,-

-

with English authors,
not always' make for good
-

It's

particularly
but it ;does
story- tell-

'

'•

'

'

•

.

';

•

:

.

.

"

prints.
•

.'

Bob (Bazooka)

."'

'•

''.'

''

Burns, Par film

comedian, is the No. 1 feature, and
gets a guarantee of $500 per week.

Paul Webb, whose cartoons are featured in Esquire mag, will do a- dailyhillbilly, strip titled The Mountain

Howard Denby

Boys.'

.

editor of

is

pennedit'

'

.'.-

Cottier's;
Ev'erett

>•

B. .W. Flelsher Serious
Freeman,, oh Sam Gold'
B.. W. Fleisher, publisher of the wyn's. writing staff in Holly wood, has
Japan Advertiser, Tokio, leading sold 'Take It Away,' radio story, to
English-language daily of Orient, Satevepost..
Jim Tally is trying to sell- his
back to Mayo Brothers' hospital;
Rochester, Minn., in serious condi- novel, -'The Bruiser,' to the studids
:

.

'

'

•

tion

from

for pictures:

phlebitis,

Gene Fowler and -Jack

ing. ^ It doesn't in this instance.
Such interest as the tale excites is
the locale' on.' the_ island of Corsica,
with an inside slant on a vendetta
as a .side issue. Action is generally
sluggish and-.the hero -is a. soused
-

American who does not command
'

much

interest.

.'Quick'pace, keenahaiysis
'characterization help.
A-

'

"

"

:

'
'

SloV

Start

ahd good
According to the jacket, Janice
routine and stereotyped basic story
doesn't get in the way.
Okay for Pollack has. had a number of short
J

.

stories printed,
but 'Stepmother,'
(Speller; $2), is her first novel. ItV
with not ayery. good starter. ^The style is
ragged
and unexciting and the efVance Randolph in the writing, of
fort to. jazz it iip. is. crude rather
'Campr'lMteeting Murders*.'( Vanguard
than heating.
$2). It is a rather eerie yarn set in
It's the story of a young Jewish
the Qzarks. and has. a. lot. of good
writing, much above the general cut boy who marries a Gentile girl to
for whodunits. But a lot of it, too, not very good results. /She:- leaves
him arid he. marries another., The deis drivel.. Nice sense of humor -'and
some pleasant characters keep it go velopments may be true to life, but
they are not plausible, nor are they
ing: smoothly. " Not for 'films.\ cunningly contrived.
The climax is
One of the eeriest books in a long
time is The Growing Hen,' by Regi- impossibly wild. Probably will have
nald Davis (Crime Club'; $2). 'It is a run in the libraries, but that's a'llT

sound.
.

Nancy Clemens, feature writer .of,

the Kansas City

.

Star,- -collabs

Was in Japan only five months on Dempsey touted book.
Geraldine Sartain, who was among
most recent trip, change for worse
those purged in the recent N. Y.
in condition forcing return.
World-Telly housecleaning, has gone
oyer to King Features.
Foreign §cribes' Election
to relinquish his. post as .dramatic
Jerry Asher, formerly on the Holcritic of the News Chronicle of LonAssociation of Foreign Press Corlywood staff of Silver Screen,' -and
don, owing to ill health and advanc- respondents reelected A, Bernard
Screenland has joined .the Radioing years.
Moloney, of Reuter's, presideht.
publicity department.
One of the veteran critics of the Kenneth Durant, of Tass,- and R. de studio
R. H.. Macy and Co. distributed
old school, he made, a large reputa- Roussy de Sales, of the Paris Soir,
10,000 copies of the first issue of New
tion for himself, based 0ff:hisTtbTiity~ were elected vice-presidents.
.York JWprnan. to a selected list of ,tpo British ih setting, pace and outand integrity; Bernard Shaw gave a
Alair^O.-Trower prReXiter'S is seccustomers in the metropolitan area. look for /much of a chance on this
Standard Pattern
gentle caricature of him .under the retary-treasurer and, Feriiand Aubr
Charles. Flick has left the Lit. side. Well done, for what- it is, but
'Play on Your "Harp" (Farrar &
name of 'Mr. Vaughan' in 'Fanny's erjonois of Havas is assistant sec- Digest
to. go
to the PhjladelpMa- -a-step backwards; especially since.it RJInehart;.$2) .is by. Travis Ingham,
First Play.'
retary.
the service.'

'

.

Baughan Quits London Chronicle
E. A. Baughan has been compelled

'

:

.

,

.

•

'

,

He was

formerly ih the goes in ior use of secret channels
Berlin office of Universal Service^ and such: Not for films:" - — Lurton M.E. of Lit'. Digest
Tide Now Twice-Monthly
'•Death Angel,' by Clyde B. Clason
and had an- opera produced' in
(Crime Club; $2), is tmong the top
Tide, heretofore a monthly "with
Douglas Lurton was appointed Germany^
v
small -news -letter supplements be- managing ' editor of The Literary
'Burton- Crane of the Japan Ad- books of its kind, Clason has. nice
tween issues, will now be published Digest last week, following the-resig* vertiser (Tokyo) has brought back style, movement -and color. -His de•'
twice monthly. *
nation of Morton Savell tiota. the with him a dozen Japanese chisels tective's a peach. Story- makes good
David Frederick is the new editor*, ia^aff. .Latter wiU join up with mag 'for my American friends in. the reading and, though" the solution's a
succeeding Mildred Edie, who- re- today.
show business/ says the newsman. bit too obvious, it holds attention.*
Not for films.
Wilfred Fuhk-is now edifoir.
+First time back" in nine year*.
.

•

.

Inquirer.

•

.

-

'

.

.

.

*

'

'

*

his 'secdhd published novel.' It's just
a shade '•* passe, dealing with.* the
familiar setup of the" poor but patient wife of a rich playboy and how

she regenerates him.
It was a toor^pppular theme a few
years ago to be "crisply fresh now,
but it is well written and can be
read with fair, interest. Mild picture
•

possibilities.

*

-

,
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and LO' Ardiur in Salmaggfs

ma^mmm

John McCormack,

Who

59

Paid Off the

(Continued from page 1)

for Three Nights

are

the

biggest

Naif Mortgage 20 Yrs. Ago, Returns

draws when the

booking is okayed, .but unless the
has her share of looks -and per.

girl

sonality, the dates -are usually tur-

By ROBERT BASAL

DETROIT JOB OPEN

Weekend opera under Alfredo Salmaggi resumed Friday. (2) at the
Hippodrome, New York; with 'Aida'
introducing a trio of new voices, a
duo of silver shellaeked strippers in
Act 2, and Jack Johnson, ex-heavy
weight 'champ, as- ah Ethiopian slave.
Three nights grossed $10,200.
Johnson wore a leopard skin, some
horns' and shackles. He didn't sing,
but got a big enough hand to step
forward by himself for' solo bows.
Leading divas and tenors came next.
,

.

Castagna, Vittorio Fullin and
Ettore Nava are the newcomers to
Salmaggi's company who did a
quickie on debuting.
They .sang
again Sunday night (4) in 'Carmen.'
Salmaggi's productions are hitting
a new high for, fancy trimmings this

Maru

.

season...

'Aida'

especially,

:

Detroit, Oct. 6.

Town

whbH

in a dither over
succeed the Ictc Ossip Gabrilowitsch
as conductor of the Detroit Symphony ork s Many are, lining up behind Fritz Reinerj who's' appeared
if

here often and recently batoned ork
for Ford's Sunday eye concert over

CBS.
Whether Symph society

will try to
sign him, won't be settled for sometime, however, because, present season is already set with plenty of
guest directors who were lined up

last year when it appeared Gabrilowitsch wouldn't be able to resume
a rostrum this season due to illness.

was

SYMPH

Nashville, Oct 6. •
FRISCO'S 'JUNIOR'
Burger has had option on the
Mrs. L. C. Naff, manager of Ryman
services of late Representative Zion- Promotion Into Big Orchestra Held
Auditorium,
will
celebrate an annicheck of Washington, Alabama Pitts;
Ont as Seward
versary next, week when she pre*
one-time ball-playing resident of
Sing Sing; Mrs. Legs Diamond, the
sents John McCormack in concert
San Francisco, Oct. 6.
Hauptmann jury, Dillinger's dad,
In 1916, when Mrs. Naff first took
Vacancies in the San' Francisco
Cpstello,
Jessie
Ferguson,
Hilda
Peggy Rich and Jack de. Ruyter, and Symphony. Orchestra may be filled over the Auditorium as her own
in the. future from the membership venture, she put a second mortgage
sundry other such newspaper perof the new Junior Symphony of San
sonalities. Bookings on nearly all of
on her home to. raise a guarantee
them were cancelled uncermonipus- Francisco, which is to be organized for McCormack. It was the tenor's
with Willem Van den Burg, assistant
ly when theatre managements were
first visit to Nashville.
Every seat
conductor
orchestra,
of
the
senior
as
threatened with license revocation.
conductor.
in the auditorium was sold before
Sarah Churchill, daughter of the
Applications are now being reWinston
the sale opened. On the night of
former prime minister,
ceived for membership in the Junior
Churchill, who became involved in a
Symphony, which has the full en- the concert 'all standing room was
transatlantic romance _with Vic Olidorsement of the San Francisco taken -and 300 seats were sold on
ver, musician, has. since been playthe stage. Mrs. Naff made the guarSymphony.
ing vaude. Public interest has already
antee, and a lot more,- paid off the
petered, says Burger. Same goes for
mortgage and put a nice sum in the"
proposed booking of star baseballbank.
ers. They might, click, says booker,
With, that start, Mrs.
becam'e.
keys.

Frlt< Seiner Deemed Favored Candidate for Baton

.

.

'

Victor Kolar, assistant to Gabrilohoney :fo;r circusy flairs^
An octet of Harlem six-footers was witsch for several years and leader but even if they do what is there
drafted for the public square scene, of symph during his two years' ill- left to play?
shortcomings,
the
Despite
all
topped by the Johnson entry. -Finale ness, appears at present out of the
headaches, and possible losses to be
had two silver girls with long tinsel conductor picture.
sustained, if a glamorous gal. should
tresses, brought
as

PLATFORM AND PODIUM
DATES IN MICHIGAN

.

,

.

in
.captured loot.
House /was silent at first, and. then
applauded;- Three-night stand did
.near capacity.:
Impresario is expanding his policy,
Wagnerian cycle
starting this week.
bows in as Sunday matinee fare, the
first one. to be 'Tannhaeuser/ It will
continue until the ring is completed.
.

•

A

HOUSE
BOOKS 1-NITE CONCERTS

PORT;, ORE., PIC

suddenly decide to shoot her espoused and later beat the rap,
Burger says he would have little
hesitancy in once again taking the
chance. Reason advanced is likened
unto gambling, which, once tried, is
never denied'.

Oct

Portland, Ore.,

6.

McCurdy has

tied up with the
Piza Moves Site
Paramount, for concert
series starting
St. Louis Remodels Aud.
next month. One
director of matinee
E.
S.
Stokowski Plans night stands of noted names such as musicales,Piza,
shifts his hotel series from
Flagstad, Rachmaninoff, Tibbett and
St Louis, Oct. 6.
the Plaza to Ambassador, in N. Y.,
Construction of a new stage set- Martini are spotted throughout the this year. Opener is James Melton
on Nov. 19 with series bopked
ting in opera house of Municipal season, Admish is $2 top.
auditorium, designed by Leopold
For these concert bookings Ever- through Jan. 21, when Maria Jeritza
Stokowski, conductor of Philadel- green's 3,000-seat Paramount will closes*
In between will be heard Harold
phia Philharmonic Orchestra, to
suspend its regular pic policy. The Bauer, Ruggiero, Ricci, Rosa Teneliminate acoustical defects, will be
house figures that there is prestige toni, Gaspar Casadp, Bidu Sayao, Milcompleted by Oct. 30 when St Louis
besides profit in an occasional conSymphony Orchestra begins season* cert booking, and that the Idea won't dred Dilling and Marceile Hubert.
Melton arrived back from the
During past two years while local interfere with pic grosses that must
symphony has used opera' house, be made in six days instead of se,ven. Coast Monday (5).
many complaints were made that
Northwest
agent
Bill -McCurdy is
sound failed to rebound from old for M.D. 'Doc* Howe's L. A; booking
Albany District Dates
canvas covered' set but passed office. He also represents Fortune
Albany, Oct. 6.
through' side walls and ceiling.
Gallo, of the San -Carlo Grand
Concert season opens here Oct 29,
Stokowski was invited here last Opera. Last season this territory
May to -make recommendatkvs and grossed- around. $70,009 for three with John Charles Thomas sponCollege, Saratoga
after sound tests advised construc- weeks of grand opera. Concert stuff sored by Skidmore
Laurence Tibbett is to Aption- of new stage set which will be also gets a .great play In these parts. Spring's.
pear in Schenectady the following
on order, of "half-opened shell and
night, Oct 30.
patterned after- those used in. PhilOther bookings in section are: Nov.
adelphia, Boston and New York,
19,' Marianne Kneisel String Quartet
Concerts
City is footing the bill of $5,000,
Springs; Dec. .3, Lauritz
Saratoga
completion
for
from fund earmarked
-r^cellors Hall, Albany;
Melchoir,
Bill

Evergreen

From

.

.

•

.

-

•

'

Detroit Oct. 6.
Fifty-eighth annual Choral Union
concert series will open Oct. 19 in
Hill Aude, Ann Arbor, with Kirsten
Flagstad as -soloist

With Frederick Stock directing,
the Chicago Symphony, will appear
Nov. 2 with the entire personnel of
100 players.' The Moscow Cathedral
Choir of 24 voices,' under Nicholas
Afonsky, is due Nov. 16. Others include Jascha Heifetz, violinist Nov*
30; the Boston Symph, with Serge
Koussevitzky conducting, on Dec,
10; Josef Hoffman, pianist Dec. 14;
and Bernardino Molinafi as guest
conductor of the Detroit Symph,
Jan. 15.

'

.

Naff

.

the most successful manager in the
South and one of the biggest out-'
side New York. In the rambling bid
structure' which once housed Tevival
meetings and which today, is still
.

without permanent proscenium; she
has presented all the great stars and
music attractions and most of the
shows available to the road.. No
less daring than her McCormack experience for a town the size of Nashville was her booking of Caruso and
Galli-Curci on consecutive^ nights.'

Both drew tremendous

.

.-

The fourth annual Temple Forum
Nov. 17 in Temple four

series will begin

Beth El, with 'Stuart Chase, writer
and economist as speaker. Others to
appear are Senator Gerald P. Nye'
and Dr. Clark N. Eichelberger, president of the League of Nations Asso-.
ciation of America, in a debate on
war neutrality; Norman Thomas; Sir
Wilmott Lewis, British statesman;
Dr. John Ersklne; Will Irwin, Dr.
.

,

Stanley Rypins, N. Y. educator;
Prince -and Princess Loewenstehi of
Bulgaria, ^n. 'Ravages of Fascism';
Dr. Stanley High, adviser to .Presi•dent Roosevelt; Herbert Agar, au?
thor, and Lewis Corey, author.

business.'

Monday night;;<12), .20 years after
her managerial'' debut, Mrs. Naff
opens her season with-- McCormack.
Cards with the 'first announcement
of the concert .tead: 'There is no
mortgage on the home but Mrs. L.
C. Naff presents the world's greatest lyric tenor? Since 1916 she;, has
brought McCormack to Nashville
:»

timies,

'

'

.

Bookings thus-far for the

Ryman

this season are, in addition to

McCor-

mack: 'The Great Waltz,' Nov.

19;

'Scandals,' Dee. 15; Tollies,' Jan, 18;
'Boy Meets Girl/ March 4; Ballet
Russe, March 8.
Date is ballet's
second at Auditorium, having stacked,
up more than $3,000 in one) night
.

.

.

there last season.

-

CAUJ-CORCFSltETURN

BWNGSJJP BBPUTE

,

,

of auditorium building.

.

Berlin, Sept. 2.

Yosie Fujiwara is giving a Beethoven evening. Dusolina Giahnirii is
restricted to 6nly one recital at the
Philharmonic Hall. Wiener Saengerknaben ('Viennese Singing Boys')
are slated for a concert. Koczalski
Detroit Oct 6.
polar
Meistersaal list with a
is
bri. the
British
Wilkins,
Sir Hubert
explorer, .will open annual. World Chopin cycle. Claudio Arrau is givAdventure Series in Detroit Art ing two recitals at the Bachsaal.
Frederic Lamond will do four BeeInstitute here Oct 11.
Others include: Capt. Irving John- thoven evenings.
An Anglo-Hungarian Music Festison, Oct 18; Branson De- Cou, Oct
25; David Irwin, Nov. 1; Dr. Luther val is set at Wiesbaden, with the first
Gable, Nov. 8; Arthur C. Pillsbury, concert devoted only to Hungarian
Nov, 15; -.Capt Albert W. Stevens, works, directed by Hans Swarowsky.
motion pic lecture, Nov. 22; Herbert Second concert exclusively English
.Thompson Strong, .Nov. 29; Deane H. works, will be conducted by Carl
Dickasoh, Dec. 6; and Julien Bryan, Schuricht

Hubert Leads Off

Sir

Dec.

13.

•

'.-

For the fourth' consecutive season,
the Clare Tree Major's Children's
Theatr~ r'i N. Y. will give a series
of plays under auspices of Detroit
Civic Opera- Society at Orchestral
HalL Opening production, Oct * 20,
will be 'Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Patch.'

Ford Sunday

6.

seven symphony concerts directed by
general music .director Kurt Overhbff,-, and in
addition a special concert devoted to Liszt and the two
Wagner's, same under the patronage
of

Frau Winifred Wagner.
There will also be given seven
chamber music concerts, and the season will be concluded by a Mozart
Festival under the direction of Kurt
Overhoff

Whiteman Dec.

•

.

Newsless

•

•

Chicago, Oct. 6.
Paul Longohe and staff of Chicago
City Opera understood not partlcularly pleased with wish of Amelta
Galli-Curci to make her re-entry into
opera on Nov. 18 with' the 'role of-

Mimi in Xa .Bpheme/
Management prefers

,

News Conferences at Met

Gjlda

in

'Rigoletto' er Violetta in 'La Travi*
ata' or even Lucia,.figaring that these

/

more

roles -are

her

.-type.

St.

suited to sopranos of
,

'..

,

Pad's Opera Season
Oct

Chicago,

6.

Phil Fein of the Chicago Civic

Music Reporters Look for Stories

About

Opera Outside the Organization
FRITZ KREISLER'S GUESTER
1st

Appearance With Symphony in
25 Years?

Edward. Johnson held first press
conference of the season at the
Metropolitan Opera, New York, Oct.
Music brigade turns out en masse
1.
for these events but its mostly to
hear things they already know.
Met gets a lot of publicity primarily because it's the Met. Otherwise
the policy of tight-lipped management does not favor the newspaper
boys. News of the Met may be obtained almost -anywhere but at the

.

Caravan

.

FEMME

1

Date for Paul Whiteman's New
York concert has been set for Dec.
*•
Exact spot is not picked as yet
though, it may be Carnegie Hall.
It follows
Whiteman's Philadelphia appearance) with the Philly
symphony.

.

Chicago, Oct. 0.
For the first time in nearly 25
years Fritz Kreisler will play this
Richard Bbrielli, baritone;. Nov. 1, season with the Chicago Symphony
Harold Bauer, pianist; Nov., 8, Lily Orchestra.
_
Pons; Nov. 15, Jose Iturbi, pianist;
Kreisler's refusal to play dates
Npv. 22, Richard Crooks, tenor, and with big orchestras is that he is too Met itself.
Music reporters note this perhaps
Nov. 29, Ezio Pinza, basso.
potent an attraction as a recital artjustify his signaturing as more keenly than before, following
ist' to
their summer experiences with Jones
guester with orchestra.
Beach
light opera.
Management in
Y.
N.
in
Ballet
that case made life pleasant for the
Ballet Caravan (12) hits New York
working press.
Jason Waters' Gesture
Oct. 31 and Nov. 1 at Kaufman audiNewcomers verified formally as
torium. Date is current with run of
joining the Met this year follow;
DeBasil Russian Ballet (125) at the
Chicago, Oct 6.
Franca Somigli, Kerstln Thorburg,
Metropolitan Opera*
Jason F. Waters, president of Chi- Gertrud RucngeT, Gina Cigna, Vina
Hawkins', off ice is keeping the U.S. cago City Opera, is reported ready Bovy, Bidu Sayao, Irene Jessner,
troupe out through Oct and Nov.
Andreva, Karl Laufkotter,
to hand over personally the sum of Stella
$25,000 toward the 1936-1937 guaran- John Brownlcc, Maurice de Abravtee fund of the opera for its six- anel and Herbert Graf.
FIDDLER week^ season. Guarantee fund of Also the following who appeared
PHULY'S
Philadelphia, Oct. 6.
$100,000 and a reserve of $100,000 in the spring season and are held for
First woman violinist in history of are the objectives of Waters' cam- the winter run: Muriel Dickson, Natalie Bodanya, -Anna Kaskas, Lucielle
organization has been signed by paign.
Waters believes that the call on Browning, Sydney Rayner, Arthur
Philadelphia Orchestra.
She Is Lois zu Pulitz, wife of Syl- guarantors will be extremely light Carron, Nicholas Massue, George
van Levin, pianist, composer and -this year due to the healthy response Rasely, Wilfred Engleman, Norman
Cordon and John Gurney.
teacher at Curtis Institute of Music 'on subscriptions already.

Oct 11, Kirsten Flagstad, soprano;
Heidelberg Winter Plans Oct
Gladys Swarthout; Oct. 25,
18.
Oct

.

.

two months:

Berlin,

Symphony
,

clude the following during the next

Program of the Heidelberg winter
concerts for '36-37: is to .include 23
musical performances. There will be

Carlo's Route

Orchestra, WashSan Carlo opera dates after.
ington, ' D, (X; Hans Kindler, con- Toronto,. Sept 24^-Oct 3 are Chi, 5ductor, opens Troy season; Dec. ,7, 28; Milwaukee, 27-Nov. 1; MinneapoSaratoga lis,! 2, 3, .4; St Paul, 5-7; Sioux City,
Violet Durkee Ruffalo,
Springs; Dec. 9, Rosa Tetoni, witrrj-^..
»; Sioux Falls,- 10; Omaha, 11-14;
Mendelssohn Club, Albany; Jan.. 15, Davenport, 10-17; Indianapolis, 18-19;
Earl Spicer with Monday Musical Cleveland, 20-21; Detroit 22-29; PittsClub, chorus, Albany; Jani 18,, Grace burgh, 30-Dec. 1 and Utica, 2.
Leslie, Saratoga Springs; Jan. '29,
Western dates. follow after the
Ruggefio Rici, Albany; Feb'.' -10, holidays.
Cleveland Orchestra, Albany.

Soloists

Detroit, Oct. 6.
Soloists slated for the Ford Sunday
Evening concerts over CBS, originating in Masonic Temple here, will in-

San

C

National

Opera, goes to
direct

that

St Paul next month

clty?s

'season:' "Will

to

municipal .opera,

do three operas ayear,

with those picked for this season -being 'La Boheme,' 'II Trovatore* and
'
'Manon.'
First will' open early in December;
After the opera, rehearsals start immediately on the second which will
be done some time in January, Same
procedure for the third will be slated
for February or March.

Due

Ballet Espagnol

The Ballet Espagnol sails from
France 4*>d*y < Wednesday) to open
in Havana, 'and thence to the U. S.
Company includes Juan Martinez,
Soledad, Juanitp, Carmelita, Antonita,

Isabella,

Rosarita,

Castillana,
Cortijo,

Amya, Morales, BobadlUa,

Sarasina, Marqulta, Caiitanagro Se*
villana, Vizcaino

MET'S

and Zanoub.

PHULt HATES
Philadelphia, Oct,

6.

Metropolitan Opera Company's
local season will include six dates:
Dec. 22, Jan. 5, Jan. 26, Feb. 16,

March

0,

March

23,

all

Tuesday

nights.

Productions will be selected •from
regular Met repertoire. Local «g»
pearances will be in- Academy -tif

Music

"
,

....

TIMES SQUARE

VARIETY

60

Wednesday, October

Broadway

Hollywood

Phil DeAngelus back from Canada.
Charles Bochert now p.a, for 'New

'

Buster Keaton back in town.
Robert Benchley off to New York.
Laird Doyle took his finals for

Faces.'

Cab Calloway
Warners.

get for a short at

pilot's license.

Roller skating 'derby' at Hipp went
Into red for 12 G's.
Paramount film deal for Fred
Waring and his orchestra is up again.
J. Tim Brymn, music arranger
and" voice coach, is very much alive.

'

Jack Manning -gives a good imitaW. Griffith as an air en-

tion of D.

will now devote the major
portion of his time.to station 2 UW.
Americans in Australia include
Victor Jory, Edward Bowen,. Clar-

Chez Suzy Solidor open again.
ence Badger, Maxie Rosenbloom,
Cecile Sorel back from Poland.
George Simpson, Sammy Lewis,
Al Martin and Edith at the Em- Patti. Moore, Mike Lustig, Jack Golpire.
die, Alexander Santos, and Edmond

.
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Richard Dix bought an estate zt
Santa Barbara.

Marden

Paris

La Villa, Montparnasse nightie, re- Seward.
password at newspaper- opening.
'Pearl Lust' being produced by
men's gatherings in evenings during
'Life of Louis Pasteur' (WB) at
Apex Films under direction of A. R.
the Apollo.
world's series.
Isa Mirande in from Rome for a Harwood at the Cinesound Victoria
Bob Woolsey went back to the
studio.
Harwood is an indie pro.Coast after seeing a couple World five-day visit.
Molly Picon billed on the next ducer and has the studio on lease.
Series games.
Fay Revil and Jack Bowden, locals,
Reorganized Friars Club holds its A. B. C. show.
Dolly Haas radioing over Paris are featured.
election of officers and first general
P. T. T. station.
meeting Oct. J5:
>
Germaine Sablon opening at the
Harry- Richman is dickering with
Berlin
Cosmopolitan Mag. for. his exclusive Mone Cristo, nightie.
on the. flight story.
Andre Ie Bret appointed cinema
Leo Pillot out ahead of Russell critic for the Petit Parisien. .
Con Colleano to the Ufa, HamYves Mirande recovered from an. burg.
.Peterson's 'Living. Models' unit for
automobile accident and back at
Fanchon & Marco.
Melody, new nitery, open on
Beverly Kelley in press depart- work.
Nuremberg Platz.
Jan Kiepura: back from Warsaw
ment for. 'White Horse Inn,' with
Pierre Corneille's *Cid' current at
and .denying rumors he will .enter, the
BUI Fields in charge.
Nollendorf Platz.
Katharine Hepburn rates three politics.
William Randolph Hearst in from
Yves Bizos of the Alhambra cre- N. Y.' On. his
color photos in /current camera-shot
20th visit.
ating a new independent agency of
exhibit in Radio City.
Seven
Aus Tokay from the Scala
World Series brought about 75,000 his own.
to the Mogador, Paris.
Danielle Darrieux signing to make
out-of -towhers to "New York for one
Inter-Continental concert relayed
three films in Hollywood; starting in
or more days.. Hotels are packed.
from -N. Y. by NBC and CBS.
John 'Anderson, the Journal's January.
'The Forbidden Song,' tentative
Mona Goya off to London to make title
drama critic, had growth, removed
of a new Jan Kiepura film.
from ear. Operation took two hours. two films under direction of Ted
Three Cossacks booked for the
Sol De Vrles will be honor jguest. Edwards.
Scala Crazy Show starting Oct. 16.
Jean' Zay, Minister of National
at 47th annual dinner of Treasurers
Hani Onuki. in from Brussels for
Club- at' Edison hotel Saturday (10). Education, back from Vienna theatre' two vaude
dates, Leipzig and DresTom Devane. attached to .the RKO congress.
Theatre. Pigalle reopening at end den.
publicity at the studio, transferred
Peter N. Brinch. general manager
•to the home office .publicity depart- of month with 'Saint Alphonse' by
of .the local 20th-Fox office is leavHenri
Falk.
ment
Delia and Billy Mack going back ing the post.
Ray Perkins sailed for a month in
King Vidor's 'Our Daily Bread'
Paris and London this week. Just into the -revamped Alcazar revue (UA)
in its 7th week on first-run at
concluded 20 weeks at the Cleveland starring Sorel.
'.
Louis Douglas going into Varna's the Astor Kurfuerstendamm.
Exdo.
Dog of Baskerville,' new Anny
Irving Mills doing it the hard way, new Casino de Paris revue 'Tout
Ondra-Lamac
film (Bavaria), -now in
motoring to the. Coast .via- New Or- Paris Chante.'
Sarah Goldstein preparing a song the making at Neubabelsberg.
leans and Texas.:; Will.be gone six
Hans Albers =making up his mind
recital which she will- shortly give
*
, a
weeksi * r
to
accept
English
screen bookings
Charlotte. Buchwald, WMCA in- at the Salle Chopin.
Henri' Varna planning to take, an after he is through with UFA.
terviewer; spirit a couple of days at
Dr. Ayi Tendiilaf off to India for
\tne .Republican S,tate convention as acting part in the Marseillaise Re- preparations
of two" .hew Richard
vue he is planning for 'the Alcazar;
delegate. - ** »-'••.•
Eichberg
films (Tobis-Europa).
;.• Jasper_D. Rapoport, Par's
manager .Jo Bouillon's orchestra making a
Lizzie MaUdriek" invited to stage
in j©uba, who has "been honeymoon- tour Of southern France and Northher dance play 'Barberina' at the
ing in New York, leaves for Havana ern Africa; opening in Marseilles Paris
WorloVs Exposition in 1937.
Oct. 14..
tomorrow (Thurs.).
Leonhardt Schmidt, newlv discovEdmond Labbe, commissioner-gen.Lou- Guimond hit another birthered 'lyric tenor from the Bavaria"
day-Sunday .(4) and celebrated by eral for the 1937 expo, returned from mountains,
formerly a woodcutter.
Poland, where he was ballyhooing
di
SKUg IP^Jl ^"turkey dinner.
A 20% jump in- cinema b.o. re.r-'WlUard Alexander,' new 'Music the big show.
Serge Lifa'r narrowly escaped a ceipts during the second quarter,
Gorp;of America band exec, was for«.
to the same period in '35.
merly .quite a maestro on his own Bad accident when airplane in which compared
Tango, waltz and foxtrot to rehe. returned from Milan caught fire
before takmg to booking bands,.
main the principal items in the new
The Gabe Hausmanns, prominent on landing: at Nice.
Before appearing here, 'Tresors de season here, with military march
nv New Orleans, are in New York
tabooed.
Pierre,',
a
short
on Paris 'churches
celebrating their 25th anniversary by
Gerhardt Hauptmann attending his
seeing the series; amohg. other things'. produced ,by Rene Lucot, will be
drama "The Rats" at the Rose the1
8 tosguP between Aresi at the shown on the Normandie ehroute* to atre
to?. !
on occasion of the latter's 30th
Rainbow Room and Fred at the New York.
anniversary.
Curtie
Melnitz
receiving
Caslnpy, for masculine -pul-'
gold
cnritude among the town's headwait medal award of Comite International iv^S^^x Peer Gynt.9 a revival at
the
Theatre
of the Peoples, adapted
pour la Diffusion Artistique et Lit'.ers.
by Dietrich Eckart, staged by Walter
Billy Jackson's boy; Bobby, having teraire par le Cinematographic on
„
Bruegmann.
reached, the ripe, old ago of 13. cele- behalf of David O. Selznick,
Ether
plugs
for films now central.Opera officials looking for a place .
at Crown
» u& h Temple,
& baf mltzvah
tq commence the fall season as the ized and dependent of nature and
Heights
Brooklyn, Sunday
opera house won't be ready and the grade, with the. cultur-politic pics,
getting preference.
- Oscar Wilder McKennee, ad and Theatre Sarah Bernhardt, where
Jushny's
promotion chief, at the Essex House, summer operas are given* won't be aret, after 'Blue Bird,' Russian caba month at the Kabaret
aoes; hid exploitation :via the racon- free;
der Komiker, to Amsterdam to setteuririg form.
Illustrates his points
tle-down in its own house.
v
via anecdota.
Dr. Eugen Lanske over from ViHarry Cohn and. Eddie Buzzell
enna on behalf of Austrian governSydney
came in, and going' back to the Coast
ment to foster closer relations in
together after a flash at the series.
By Eric Gorrlck
Austro-German film circles.
Harold Rodher (WB) also to the
Der Artist, Germany's oldest trade
Cottst, via plane.
show paper (founded' in 1883),
Jim Thornley, Par, returns".
New Jane Gray studios especially ^Stuart F. Doyle
changing its name to Die Unterhome;
Charles
Wired now for radio purposes. Trend Munro greets him.
naltungmusik (Entertainment Music)
is .toward microphone rehearsals
Joe Joel, Columbia, soff on an after turning exclusively to orchesfor
ether chores, aa well as the usual American
tras.
trip in December.
dance and orchestra rehearsal space
Workjs progressing rapidly on +t,Fhi lip v Le5-ing,!. !or. years running
James; P Dawson, prez, of the 'Rangle
the Breslau Liebich (vaude) and out
River' for Col-National.
N, Y. Baseball Writers Ass'n, most
•National's 'The Flying Doctor' has because of those Nuremberg laws,
popular man around press headbeen, doing great biz in Queensland. has taken over the Kiraly Szinhas,
Quarters during World Series. SetSir Ben Tuller returns from Mel- Budapest; to open with vaude on
ups were at the New Yorker ahd
bourne this week after another one Oct. 1.
the Commodore. » r u
Jules Marx, former Scala director
Cornel Wilde, stage j.uve and run- of his quick o.o. tours.
Johnny Glsss now the right hand and managing the Plaza, Berlin;
ner tip-in. the Olympics fencing team,
ei L
den Leipzig; Arena. Rotteri5
to participate in a sword tournament man to. Charles Munro. Graduated T
Fl0 ra A1 tona- ahd Olympic,
at Bamberger's dept. store, Newark, from the ranks of publicity men.
Dortmund, now again running the
Dance spots are
tertainer.
'Slug' was

.
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•
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London

Julia Curtiss, vaude actress, here to
dig up screen labor.
•Marigold' is being revived Oct. 13 ^oS^^B^wells celebed their
with Sophie Stewart in the role cre- 13th wedding annl.
ated by Angele Baddeley in 1927.
George Hirlinian back from disElsie Carlisle latest greyhound trib confabs in east.
owner.
Bought Speedway Mick,
Fl
Scully held open house in
v. 25.
which is running on the Wembley his
Whitley Heights, menage.
track.
Claire Trevor and mother going
When Charles Laughton is avail- east for a two-month vacash.
able he will star in Norman GinsMrs. E. J. Mannix and Mrs. W. S.
bury's new play, 'The First Gentle- Van Dyke leaving for Boston.
man*.
Dan Milner goes to Chesterfield to
Flanagan and Allen's contract with edit film on 'House of Secrets.'
General Theatres expires in January,
Republic has added Richard Beach
with the team asking $1,750 for re- an C arKon Y°ung to stock staff.
.SL
newal,
Thais Dickerson, playing in FTP
Maurice Colbourne's play, 'Charles pI
n L> A
* or Earners test.
™?-,,
u'
the King' comes to the Lyric, Oct. 9,
William
Thalberg, father of Irving
starring Barry Jones and Gwen Thajber*, breezed to N.
Y. on biz.
Frangcon Davles.
1
0
rmo iefl oined Publicity
ota ff at i ^F
J/
Following certain alterations, the staff
Radio to i
handle
foreign press.
ban has been lifted on' Elsie SchaufRamon Novarro back from twofler's play, .'Parnell,' which will be
personal 8PP ear ance in Mexico
shortly produced- here
...
City
Five people off the Palladium bill
Jack Cunningham, Par producer.
on Yom Kippur^; Bud Flanagan, Joe
a
ing
e&St throu e h th e
*
Hayman, Jacke Frere (orchestra Ca nal
leader) and two minor part players;
Monckton Hoffe, writer, has re^
H. B. Warner signed by Herbert turned to .Metro after a lengthy
J vaWilcox for feature part in 'The Navy cation.
ed
ea y nd P arty P^ned east
Eternal,' its the role for which Sir
*Jcatch
i ?
i !
the
tail-end of the World
Guy Standing was originally slated. to
Stella Andreva, once a principal Series.
Arthur Klein has quit the John
girl in pantomime under the name
of Stella Browne,- will sing leading Zanft agency to become a 10% 'er on
roles at the Metropolitan, New York, his own.
Kay Hughes doing her initial
next year.
H. & G. circuit (Hyams Brothers warbling stint in 'The flig Show' at

L

1

•

.

•

.

^ M

.

'

•

•

.

Cork Republic.
Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald^ publicly announced they'll be
wedded June.
Rose Heitner, Earl Carrol show
'Mr. Deeds Goes to Town' (Col) is
in its sixth and last week at the girl, debuts in Republic's 'The CounRegal, where it has broken all house try Gentleman/
WDliam Powell's eye injury eased
records. It will be succeeded by the
new Grace Moore film, 'The King up and production of 'After the Thin
Man' went on.
Steps Out' (Col).
Laurence Schwab made assistant
Daniel Mayer Co. will .produce a
new thrUler, 'Black Limilight,' by producer oh the Eddie Cantor picGordon Sherry in London in Novem- ture at 20th-Fox.
Young son of Harry Brand underber.
About the same time Busbar
and Tuerk- are .slated to produce the went an emergency appen op at

and

Gell). in

new

offices

•

at

occupied by Charles
Woolft so as to be near the Gaumont-British publicity office.

New York.

The Hague
By W. M.

.

.

'

•

..

.

•

•

i

Legit-season

in

Etty-Leal
full

swing

now

here.

At the Hague, premiere of 'Rose.
Marie' (MG).
Schouwtooneel billing 'The Old
Maid' by Zoe Akins.
.

.

Wm. Randolph Hearst and Marion
Davies visiting Amsterdam.
Jushny's plans for Holland matur-

ing and his
launched.

first

Dutch

cabaret

•In Amsterdam at the City Cinema,
world premiere of the newest
Dutch pic 'Meryntje Gyzen's Youth.'
Conductor Bruno Walter, at occasion of his 60th. birthday, got a high
decoration from the Queen of Hoi
the'

land.

.

^JL

.

now
ed.
son.

readying to close
that the winter season has endIt has been a pretty fair sea.

Quebec

Local producers are rushing procor their pix to get a break
into the Sydney field as quickly as

By Bea Drew

essing

"

possible.
-Tiny Day left the Atlas Garden.
Herbie Hayward getting out great
Kelley's Ritz reopened with entire
new show.exploitation for 'The Flying Doctor*
. Mr. and Mrs. Gene
Buck were vis (Nat) and 'Uncivilized' (Chauvel).

W. Haynes in from Toronto.
George Daws here from N. Y.

.

'

Both

•

itors.here.

El Rahcho had a Casino night. All

for charity..
,

.

...

•

"

,

'

Arthur Hirsh back from N. Y.
Three Rivers.
?eri7 in from
in from Toronto.
V U SS Volstead
A#
^'JR^'y here from Saint John.
Fred
Winters visiting from Mbnc-

w

locals.

Success of 'San Francisco' (MG)
here has even amazed the Metro offiBeer gardens kicking because govt cials.
Each week the take has
wants more taxes,
reached ?ecord figures:
Oscar Moreno and Blanca Cuban
Columbia has brought several of
d&ncers at. the El Rancho for one its inter-State men to
Sydney to
week.
watch the production
Mildred Stericel, new singer, just River* at National studios.of 'Rangle
arrived from Hollywood for the 'El ^Williamsoif=Tait
premiered 'Yes,
;•<•Rancho.'
Madam in Sydney and appears to
Mazie Kempt left here for New have a hit.
York and Providence, R. I. Expects revival in 'The Merry Widow' is in
:

,

Arena, Rotterdam.

,

ton.

Costis
GranDv « Passing
through
Joe Lightstone back from a long
N. Y.
Gene Paul m.c.'ing at Kerhulu and
'

.

visit to

Odiau cabaret.
George Rotsky injured his hand

but

is

convalescing.

^pSiSourkes, formerly of United
a
Melbourne for same firm. Artists Exchange, over to Empire.
To the s.?,ri s: Bm Jeffreys, Willie
George Barnes,
Theatres, r.,
„ SLester
Ajax has been kept busy Tivoli
Ellman, Bill
and Alec Adellately
in
taking
gave a vaudeville show at the Army care of
acts sent to Australia by man.
Yin Cristobal.
Allan M. Irwin awarded the PamFrank
Neil.
Every
boat brings a
tNew show of 10 people arriving new
phjle
Lemay
literary
award by Laval
batch
of vaude performers.
far the Atlantic on
the next boat
for
"
his
travel
book:
Dan Carroll progressing nicely University
from New York.
'Kings and Cabbages.'
-Rene Mlsteli, Hollywood fashion after a major operation. Carroll, beSpyros Skouras in town.
Visit
designer, put on a fashion parade sides taking care of big pic interests, associated by
undercurrent gossip
is chairman, of the Film Board of
ofhj* models with local girls.
w^th projected, purchase.' by. Skouras
Tnfaddie Lewis will be the first Trade.
Bros, of shares earring
"m fighter to- appear In tHe
Frank Marden has had charge of United Amusement Corp., control of
which run
rktg in over four years. He Greater Union affairs during "the "ab- 21 neighborhood -theatres
in this
Lao
.

a radio

job.

Sailors

from the

British ship

.

.

Douglas.

sence of Stuart F. Doyle abroad. province.

•

:

Cedars of Lebanon.
Arthur Janisch, erstwhile U publicist, has Joined Paul Snell
in Sol
Lesser's department.
For apparently no reason at all,
Adolphe Menjou has a valet who
speaks only Spanish.
Fritz Leiber topped a horse for
scenes in 'Under Southern Stars' for
the first time, in 20 years.
Hilda- Gr.enler, once a hairdresser
to Queen Mary, is technical adviser
on Radio's 'Quality Street.'
Elmer Rice will tell about tha
theatre and its future at the L. A.
Philharmonic Aud. Nov. 16.
David Dunbar, Australian, who was
a fave in silent pix, has joined
Metro's makeup department.
Erie Kenton, through illness, had
to
relinquish megging reins on
Depths Below* (Col.) to D. Ross
Lederman.
James Melton trained out for New
York to resume his radio work. He
finished in 'Melody for Two' prior

Tobis Syndicate distributing films to leaving.
produced by Dutch director Gerard
Art Schwartz to northern CaliRutten. First on list is 'Pension fornia establishing prof departments
Fortuna.'
for the Music Holding Corp. and
Conductor Max Gabriel, born in Music Sales.
Germany but who, before, the war,
Bob Taylor, Nat Goldstone, Tony
n N«w York, celebrated his Martin^ and Les Petersen planed
JXSi*^
j
75th birthday here.
n °rth for the California-St. Mary's
football game.
Preston Foster is due here Oct. 15
from the east to start work in 'OutChicago
.««*?.<* Poker Flats' at Radio. He's
'

visiting his sick father.

•

J, Oct. 10. Press stuntr

.

J.

piece in

.

,

.

'

•

ff*

.

street, -formerly

-
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When Mae West washed up in 'Go
Joe Sanders orchestra going on out
West, Young Man,' for Emanuel
in 40 shooting days, producer
Sam Gerson back from eastern t-ohen,
tossed a binge for outfit.
Shubert look-around.
William Strong, Metro assistant
Sidney Strotz off to Virginia farm
lenser, was hurt slightly when an
for a couple of weeks.
Ralph Kettering back in town auto in which he was returning from
Frisco joh went over a ditch.
with 'Night of Jan. 16/
Gordon Kahn, ertswhile N. Y. MirJack Long and Frank Gamier new ror
writer, reported at Republic to
local songwriting team.
script 'The Gangs of New York,'
Essaness tossed a golf tournament
oased on the Herbert Asbury book.
for its employees last week.
Abe
John Balaban at his desk after a seven Meyer, who spent the last
years on the General Service
couple of days in New York.
lot, is moving
Michael Todd organizing hew edi- in Hollywood. into his own building
Meyer reps 40 music
tion of 'Bring on the Dames' unit.
pubs.
Lester Jay doubling from 'Dead
Looks as if young Tommy Breen,
End' to radio assignments locally.
"-Xear-old.son of Joseph I. Breen,
Dave Wallerstein making the of the Hays Coast
office, may obtain
rodnds of the Balaban & Katz hold- coveted spot
in Selznick-Internaings in Indiana.'
tionals 'Adventures of Tom' SawSong pluggers on the merry-go- yer.'
round trying to make all the nitery
Dorothy Lamotir has joined her
openings these, past two weeks.
hubby, Herbie Kay. playing in Chi,
Frederick ^Donaghey
by-lining following a siege at the Cedars of
some special contributions on the Lebanon hosp
after collapse from
legit page of the Chicago Daily overwork
in 'The Jungle Princess'
News.
Morris Gest counting the house
Third generation of the Bacon
from the lobby of the Harris, where family has donned the grease paint.
'Lady Precious, Stream' is doing a Frances Bacon,
daughter of Lloyd,
two-week stint.
and grandotter of Frank (Lightnin')
Renee Howard back in town and Bacon, debuted in a little theatre
in as publicity director for Congress show.
hotel, particularly handling reopenEdward Stevenson, who was asing of Urban Room.
sistant to Bernard Newman as cosRoger Graham suffered physical tume designer at Radio
before latter
breakdown. and will be in hospital left studio recently,
gets the boss'
for the winter; May Hill and Art job
as per Sam J. Briskin's comGoldie handling his business in the mand.
the road.

.

.

,

,

.

interim.

Man who beat up Dean Hyskell,
Alice Gerstenberg up to her neck F-WC advertising
chief, in h.o. prowork between council of
jection studio some weeks ago; reproject and rehearsals of ceived sentence of 180 days in jail,
'Call Me Ziggy.'.to be premiered but Hyskell consented to two years'
"
shortly at the Playwrights' theatrei ... probation. in

theatre

WPA

Wednesday, October
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News From

the Dailies

This department contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London, Variety takes no credit Jor
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

Lucrezia Bori guest of honor.

East

Hotel

Pierre.

Receiving stable at Belmont Park

M'LARNIN EVENS COUNT
IN

By JACK PULASKI
may have been the end

WPA

Garden sponsored

avenue.

Magistrate Rudich, of Brooklyn
court, rules that four saxophone
players in one room violates the city
anti-noise
ordinance.
Suspended
sentence on promise by players not far from the capacity which the first
to repeat.
match between them drew.
Lily Pons to appear in Korsakov's
Their contest last May was more
'The Golden Rooster' at the Met this thrilling, for Tony weathered a tough
season. Part requires ability as a
first round and came on to smack
dancer, and she's been, taking lessons
Jimmy all over the ring. Mickey
in Hollywood.
Alfred Fondler, 22, haled into went to his dressing room that night
His companion was soaked court last week for pasting a black with the left side of his map swollen
wood.'
$100 on the charge of hunting deer eye onto 'Margaret Schultz in a twice its normal size. But it was
Bronx picture house. Fondler ex- Canzoneri who exhibited the wounds
out of season.
N. Y. had its first" snowstorm plained she and her sister were talk- of battle this time. Both eyes were
Wednesday (30), but it was. confined ing so much he was unable to enjoy cut and bleeding and his schnoz was
to' the top floors of the Ernpire State. the picture. Magistrate Curran per- a gory bulb.
Rain by the time it reached the suaded the girl to withdraw the
Canzy went to the canvas in the
Seemed to approve Fpn- second run from a right, and the 8 to
charge.
sidewalk.
Edward Johnson, of the Met, to be dler's action.
jumped upprincipal speaker at the Opera Guild
James C. Rule obtained an injunc- 5 odds on Baby Face
meeting this (Wednesday,). afternoon. tion Thursday restraining Paul L. ward, the sports making fresh bets
and Stewart Berney from producing around ringside. For a price they
not. last
would
would
wager
Tony
done
at
'Mrs. Temple Is Willing,'
Scarsboro strawhat last summer. the distance. But he arose after a
Says it's practically his own 'A Will' short count and thereafter took McDefense offers that he Larnin's socks without seeming in
to LOve.'
agreed to their action.
danger of a kayo.

Urging federal
Track, builders
court .to operas pup racing at the
track, so that it may recover
outlay. State clamped .down opening
day, but track continued operation,
taking in $7,000 or $8,000 profit in 10
days of operation.
New. faces in 'New Faces' will be
those "Of the Duncan sisters.
Bob Edge, radio sports announcer,
fined $20 at Toms River, N. J., for
having a rifle in> his .car in a 'deer

Wyack

.•'''

'

:

.

'

'

\

.

.

BIG N Y. SPORTS'

Episcopal Guild held its first afternoon reception last Sunday in the
Guild hall of the Church of the

'

Along
theatres and night spots.
with the sporting toppers, the stage
contributed its share during an unusual week by the premiere of
•White Horse Inn* (Center).
The Yankee slaughter had a
reaction in the -ticket
peculiar
agencies and despite the announcement that the Stadium held a record
crowd, there were plenty of empty
seats because the specs were stuck.
- Reports
of the brokers charging
heavy coin for ducats was exagSingle tickets went for
gerated.
from $8 to $10 each, with a few good
locations bringing $15, while some
games
sets of tickets for three
brought as high as $45.. But the
agencies were selling almost at any
price Saturday afternoon and evening for the Sunday (4) game, prices
being $6 and $7. Monday there were
plenty of empty space, in the Stadium upper stand. Tickets were
turned into agencies at a sacrifice

Janet Olcott, adopted daughter of
the late Irish comedian, made the
-

(Continued on page 62)

,

Abe Lyman Suing

In ring circles Canzoneri is considered a veteran and is also supposed to have all the cash he needs.
Same goes for McLarnin, so why
they continue in the game is puz-

Garden opens today (Wednesday)
with the Rodeo, and the next boxing
card is dated for Oct. 30, when Sixto
Libel Escobar will defend his bantam title
against Baby Quintana.

McLarnin's Manager

For $500,000

(
4

a prayer.

Hate to
this' one,
but football .without the Big Three
of the Country
of the real doesn't seem to be football. Brown

Ohio State—Pittsburgh

game

Outstanding
brings

together

and sold

at b.o. rates.

two

powerhouses of the grid circles. The has nothing but II uniforms they
Buckeyes 60-0 triumph over N.Y.U. send but on the field, and Harvard
was a mere indication of the power will win a. major game if this can "
they possess. Their only loss last be put in that classification without
season was to Notre .Dame in a working up afgood sweat.
Dartmouth-Holy Cross
blood-curdling conflict that might
Hanover Indians had a very im- v
have gone' either way. They've retained practically almost, all of their pressive record last fall, but. they
1935 varsity and their reserves are •can't wear their newspaper clippings
of last year on the field this weekthree and lour deep.
Jock Sutherland's Panthers are end, and even if they could, the 'Holy
probably the best group of mole- Cross players haven't got time to
read them if they can read. Dartskinners' ever had at his command.
In their two games so far this sea- mouth' might be a slight favorite in
•the- betting, but we favor the Cruson, they've turned up unheard

—

-

Out-of-towners

seemed surprised

the games
it

filed suit

'

—

'

the Stadium brought out another
record crowd.
The series did not affect the draw
of the' $80,000 Futurity at Belmont
race track.
Big .delegation from
Philadelphia .wa6 on hand principally
because of the interest in the winner,
.

Pompoon, owned by Jerry Loucheim,

who

owns the Warwick hotel
over there.- When the outstanding
two-year-old rdmped home to. win
easily, Louc'heim's wife and daughter
shed tears of joy.
Afternoon papers were supplied
with series pictures delivered in
novel fashion. Acme service used
pigeons
negatives
to
fly
small
downtown.
Wide World (N. Y.
Times), however, had a 'more comprehensive service.
garage near
the Polo Grounds and a factory near
the Stadium were used as wire-photo
plants.
Short-wave loop was used
for sending the pictures to out-of
town papers. Wide World also supPlied other papers "in New York,
using a truck in which the films
were developed and. ready for use
by the time the car'reached mid
town.
also

'

A

.

-

"

The McLarnin-Canzoneri fight was
put over to Monday (5) night. Baseball fans were still in town but the
demand for tickets was reported con
.

siderably under expectations.

This

week has another major boxing
event, the Hippodrome offering its
first
fight Card with Joe Louis
matched with George Brescia, Fri
day night (9).

-

'

.

.of

«aders.

backs, who ran 60 and 70 yards
against pretty fair opposition. Ohio
State will be the favorite but this
department favors Pittsburgh to
turn the tables.

•
.

Syracuse-Baldwin Wallace
There's a funny name and a good
many probably never heard it. They

happen to be the nation's high-scoring team of last year and the champions of the Ohio conference. A victory for them over the Orange would
give them national recognition, but
we're afraid theyTl still remain just
the champions of Ohio. Vic Hansen

—

Columbia Army
Columbia' has three promising
sophomores which, added to their

veteran material, makes up quite a
combination.
Sid Luckman, vice
Al Barabas as kingpin, throws quite
a pass and totes the apple with equal has really got something!

L. S. tf.-Georgla

The Cadets with Only

four; vet-

Georgia

undefeated, while

is still

Probable Football Winners and
Proper Odds
October 10
By DICK FISHELL

GAMES

WINNER

Ohio State-Pitt
Columbia-Army
Fordham- SMU

........I'Ht

Mr. and Mrs. Don Chambers, son,
manager of Jimmy McLarnin, lightlast week in Hartford, Conn. Father
weight fighter, alleging libel and deis publicity director for M. & P.
manding $500,000 damages. Action Is
an outcome of the McLarnin-Barney
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Schoehfeld
Ross fight of May, 1935.
(Variety), son, their first, Oct. 1, in
At the time of the battle there was N.Y.
considerable publicity concerning the
Mr. and Mrs. Martin Lewis, son,
dispute between Pop Foster and Lyr in Chicago, Sept. 26. Father is asman, the former openingly alleging sociate editor of Radio Guide.
•

Mr. and' Mrs. Pedro de Cordoba,
in Los Angeles, Oct. 2. Father

.

.

4

,i. ........

Fordham

.

ODDS

..

-..Army

„,,,„„,„„„„„.

'5/6
7/5
8/5

Penn-Yale
..Yale
..«.,,,»..,,..... .Even
Manhattan-North Carolina State. .Manhattan
6/5
Carnegie Tech-Michigan State
Michigan State ............... 9/5
Dartmouth-Holy Cross
Hply Cross <.....».........',.. 5/6
.

Harvard-Brown
LSU-Georgia

. .

Harvard

,,,

..LSU

Syracuse-Baldwin Wallace

Minnesota-Nebraska
Tennessee-Auburn

BIRTHS

in the N. Y. Supreme Court Friday
(2) against Charles (Pop) Foster,

Auburn

Oregon State-California
Illinois-Southern California

............ 8/5
9/5
.»»..,,...,
.Even
«•*»•••»..

Syracuse .
Indiana ...
.-. .Minnesota

......

..

..California

Southern California

(Predictions based

on

fair

8/5
8/5
7/5

9/5

weather)

Copyright, 1936, by Variety, Die.
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erans will be led by the 150-pound
Monk Meyer, a small package of
dynamite. Again this seems to be
a case of the veterans of West Point

Louisiana State U, has been tiedThis is the week-end Louisiana goes
to town. They'll win in a decisive

who have had anywhere from two

Tennessee-Auburn

fashion.

.

>

to three years of college football,
Another battle below the Mason r
a picture actor.
before matriculating at the soldiers' Dixon Line with Tennessee under
Mr. and Mrs. William Bishop, son, school, vs. some untried gridders Major Neyland coming to the fore
in
Father is from Morningside Heights.
Oct. 4, in Los Angeles.
The slowly, but surely. Auburn was! held
the present action he is involved as 20th-Fox publicist.
Army artillery will wear down the even last week, but they'll down
'a friend- of Lyman.'
Mr. and Mrs. Cedric Belfrage, Columbia first line and their ma- Tennessee by two touchdowns.
Lyman's complaint, filed by his at- daughter, Oct. 4, in Los Angeles. chine-gun. marksmen; Meyer and
Michigan-Indiana
torneys-Manuel- -Maxwell, alleges, in Father is an English journalist now Craig should go over the top on
Bo. McMillan of All-Ameriean
part that Foster made certain der- scripting in Hollywood.
this one.
fame at Center College some years
rogatory remarks against him before
back
Fordham Southern Methodist V
has developed a topnotch crew
the N. Y. Boxing Commission prior
The Aerial Circus of the South- of gridders at Indiana, while Harry
to the fight. Part of this statement,
Anita Geraty, vaudevillian and erners come into the big city with a Kipke has still only that kick, pass
Lyman claims, follows:
and
prayer
system, and most of his
'Miss
Cammuch
talked
about
offense
that
rated
runner-up
for
this
year's
'Abe Lyman had placed a bet of
Dempsey, den' title, to Rupert George, director them the Rose Bowl appointment plays are of the last variety. It is an
$10,000 on Ross to win.
even-Steven game, with Indiana getthe referee, is Lyman's friend. All of minstrel show over WIP, Sept. 30, last New Year's Day, Fordham is
.on their way.
They've got every- ting the shade.
Broadway knew that Lyman was in Philadelphia.
Florence Barton to Charles Tan- thing necessary to make them one
Minnesota-Nebraska
trying to get money down on Ross
Everything being equal, this game
and in Dempsey's restaurant he nen in Ensenada, Mexico, Sept. 19. of the first three teams in. the naof
tion.
It's power, speed and finesse would be a toss-up, and would nor- '
bragged about his wager and his Tannen, picture actor, is son
Bride formerly personified.
Tannen.
The tipoff was their mally pick Nebraska, but Minnesota '
loyalty to Ross. Many other, night Julius
overwhelming victory over Franklin has had two weeks' rest* their last
club characters had placed bets at worked in Metro's casting office.
Yvonne Danziger to James Ranieri, & Marshall, nobody's pushover,. The game being against Washington, out
big odds on .Ross, but these others,
Groom
Ram
should
Sept.
30.
is
victoriously welcome on the Coast. With 14 days to reYork,
in
New
of
although they, too, are friends
the Mustang aerial circus with open cover from that trip, they'll continue
Dempsey, made bets of which I had radio announcer with stations
arms and prove that they have many their unbroken string of victories
no certain knowledge. I did know and WHOM, Jersey City.
Lois Benson, staff comedienne on a clown in the troupe.
over the Cornhuskers.
of Lyman's, however, and so when
Dempsey went into the ring and WBAL, to Charles Birmingham, nonOregon State-California
Penn Yale
raised Ross's hand as the winner he pro, Oct, 2 in Baltimore..
The Bears were knocked off their
The
Quakers
have
a veteran
Norman Pyle to Jule Anna Carney,
made $10,000 for at least one of his
perch by St. Mary's last week, but
Oct. 1, in Washington, D. C. Groom eleven and a steam-roller machine;
pals.'
that
won't keep them from going
The Boxing Commission took no is Metro p. a. in territory from Phila. if it ever gets moving. Only once through the rest
of their season unin the past two years did they go to
action on Foster's squawk at the south to Georgia. Bride non-pro.
Kenneth Roberts, announcer at town and that was when they defeated. They'll take Oregon State
time.. Lyman now claims that Pop's
and
stop
fooling!
swamped
Columbia
last
Fall.
On
remarks indicated that he had con- WABC, New York, to Sylvia Lowe,
Illinois-XT. S. C.
nived with Dempsey before the fight secretary to James R. Ullman, legit the other hand, Old Eli has a well
Bob Zuppke's material at Illinois
in order that he 'might win dishon- producer, in New York, secretly, rounded squad capable reserve
and Ducky Pond seems to have the for the past five years has been beestly a wager.' He charges that Fos- Sept. 12.
situation
well
low
in
Gloria
Narath,
original
Minnie
hand.
Yale
will
midwestern
standard. Howard
reputater's remarks damaged his
tion and tended to lessen his popu- Mouse in Walt Disney cartoons, to take to the air arid grab this game Jones and his Trojans can. play
double-headers against the. Ill.-iypa
larity and earnings as an orchestra J. R. Smith, first freckle face in 'Our by a few points.
Manhattan North Carolina State
of team and win. It's the manpower
leader. Foster has 30 days in which Gang' comedies, Oct. 4, in Santa

box office price for
was $5.50. They: figured
was $3.30. Sunday game also at was prominently mentioned and

that the regular

—

.

Michigan-Indiana.

that Lyman did not play fair in the
matter of bets -made on the outcome
of the battle.
The name of Jack
Dempsey, who refereed the fight,

.

Harvard-Brown
even talk about

•

Abe Lyman, orch Wader,

centive for them to win that one.
showed surprising strength
against the Irish, but the Spartans
will slide safely home.

Tech

condition..

zling.

;

end—with

'

Condition Counts
Better condition probably counted facility.

as much in Jimmy's win as his
Harmonica player took first prize punching power. It seemed quite
in the Central Park music, contest evident that he cannot knock 'em flat
Thursday. Second went to a 'tongue as in former times. He won the
clicker,' who makes sounds by roll
fight with his left paw, mostly with
ing his tongue around.
jabs and sometimes connecting with
Ken Murray has taken the rights portside hooks. Canzy didn't seem
to 'Shlemiel,' Yiddish musical, and
from the left exDavid Freedman may adapt it for able to get away
cept towards the end. of several
Broadway.
Ethel Smith Atwell, former chbrus rounds when he forced his way in
girl and divorced wife of Roy At- and landed some corking .wallops.
well, to marry Cyril Tolley, golf pro, Twice Jimmy's legs wobbled, but at
the end he was in the much better
at Westport, Conn.

Transfiguration.

New York's cavalcade of sport
topped by the world's series ball
games and the Futurity last' week
had its favorable reaction' on Broadway, seeing excellent business in the

of the year and from the way
the green-shirted boys have been
moving, Hunk Anderson's team will
be set back on their heels.
.Carnegie Tech-Mlehlgan State
Michigan State proved its worth by
bumping off Harry Kipke's Wolverines, but there Is always added in-

game

of the

pugilistic road for Tony Canzoneri
Monday (5) night at. Madison Square

However, at
while training.
time the seat demand was light.
Over the weekend interest perked up
and fans in for the World Series
helped the attendance. House was

contest.

By DICK FISHELL

Last Saturday was an unusual day
insomuch as practically everything
went as expected. The one upset,
Garden, when he was decisively if it could be called' that, was on the
beaten by Jimmy McLarnin in 10 Pacific Coast by St. Mary's, which
But the courage of the trampled all over California as this
rounds.
swarthy Brooklynite kept him try-^ column stated it would. Yale was
ing and forced the respect of the much too smart for the Cornell
one-time dynamite puncher from sophomores and Michigan State attained their yearly ambition and
Vancouver.
First six rounds furnished, excite- downed' the Wolverines of Michigan.
Here goes for the coming week
ment to the fairly good house. After
It

61

Football

RETURN WITH CANZY

burned last week, but none of the
Case, classical dancer, suing 800
horses
stabled
there
were
her husband to set aside a, separation harmed.. Loss $12,000.
settlement which she ^charges was
Grover Whalen predicts N. Y. fair
obtained through fraud. In counter- will gross $100,000,000, on a basis of
suit, entered last week, hie charges 50,000,000 attendance. Expects profits
she confessed infidelity with at least to finance restoration of site to park
four men last year.
use.
Leopold Lever,
musician, that the contest tapered off. Fight
Floyd B. Odium, of Atlas, has purchased Franklin Simon & Co. "His given $50 for suggesting the concerts was postponed from Friday (2) bedivorced wife is prez of •Bonwit, in Md. Sq. Garden last summer. cause Canzy bad sustained a split lip
First
prize
in
the
a
contest
for
ideas.
short
distance
up
Teller &- Co., a
that

Anna
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to file

an answer.

Monica.

This

is

Chick Meehan's

first

major per usual.

.
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for many years associated with the
Musical Publishing Co. of Cleveland,
was killed Sept.- 24 when he was.
thrown from his automobile while
en route home.
(Continued from page 61)
His widow, two sons and a daughfront pages la§t week when she
ter survive. Interment at Perry.
broke her engagement- to Count de
Montaigu. Split after- three- weeks
R. C. NICHOLLS
said to have been occasioned by his
Captain R. C. Nicholls, 56, a one- request for a marriage settlement of
time assistant manager at the now around $200,000;
defunct Capetown music Tiall, the
Daniel Frohman spoke on his
Tivoli, and recently an air pilot, 'Reminiscences of the Stage' at the
crashed Sept. 8 near the Aerodrome, Town Hall Club Sunday (4).
Durban (Natal). He died whilst on
Open letter sent Toscanlnl. apthe way to the hospital.
plauding his refusal to permit broadcasts of his Salzburg music to GerWidow and one child survive.
many. Signed by 76 members of the
N. Y. Philharmonic-Symphony and
BOOTH HOWARD
about 9p0 .other musicians, most of
Booth Howard; 47, film actor, was whom have played under the leader.
killed Oct.. 4 In Los Angeles, 'being
Ohio joins Michigan and Pennsylrun down by an auto as he was re- vania in barring pictures of Santa.
turning from a birthday party.
Claus from holiday liquor bottlings
He played in many pictures after, and packages. Feels Santa and'likker
do not blend well in the infant mind;
a long career in stock:
.Tyson & Co. suing Gene Buck for

News From

OBITUARIES

.

'

Robinson, Tedt Healy and -Allan
Herb Williams, 52i born Herbert Dinehart,
Widow, a brother, Leo, also an
Schussler Billerbeck in Philadelphia,
agent, and one child survive.
hemorrhages
internal
died Oct. 1 of
Remains were shipped east for
at bis home in Freeport, L. I. He. was
interment in New York Friday (9).
ill. three days and an autopsy was
necessary to determine, the cause of
BERNARD GRANVILLE
death. At first the cause was reBernard Granville, 20 years ago
ported as pneumonia.
of the'most popular leading men
Williams* rose from the position of one
Broadway musical comedies and
pit pianist in a ShamOkin, Pa, the- in
.Granville, - child
atre to the top comedy acts in show father of Bonita

HERB WILLIAMS

..

.

,

•

•

.'

•

,

'

friends
business in a span' of 35 years. His film star, was found dead by
the night of Oct.' 5 in his Hollywood
initial ambitions were for the con-'
which he had occupied
cert stage, yet' none of his. intimates, apartment,
are' cognizant of why or How he
turned to comedy after graduating

from the Philadelphia Conservatory
^pf Music.
From' Shamokin Williams moved
to Philadelphia for another pit orchestra position. He teamed with
Hulda Wolfus, married her, and
shortly afterwards >moved in the
strata of vaudeville headliner with
an act. thai became internationally
known as Williams and Wolfus. The
combination was ruptured for a
short time. 21 years ago whiles Miss
Wolfus was bearing their first child,
Doris. Bart McHtigh, late Philadelphia vaudeville producer, learned.
Williams with Tom.' Kennedy' for. a
year or so. Kennedy is now a vaudeville producer*
-Reteamed with Miss Wolfus, Williams again v moved upwfifrds, headlined from" coast to coast; oh the
Keith and Qrpheum. time as well as
fn Europe. That a man with, concert ambitions should have turned to
hoke comedy was incongruous enough,
but stranger yet was the fact that
he never played the piano seriously
on the stage. He ]used- a prop jftano,
which, disgorge^ beet and fell apart
and became widely known.
Domestic difficulties about 10
years ago finally split the Williams
and Wolfus- team for good, the pair
agreeing to a divorce with a 50-50
'property split;
'

.

'

:

.

from

arrival
three weeks ago.

since

his

•

New York

Although death was from natural

causes,
an autopsy took place
Oct. «.
JAMES M.
Granville's first success of conseJames M. Mordoff, 81, died Sept. 30
quence was in Chicago.
Subsequently he appeared"- in several in Corona* Call., after a brief illness.
Ziegfeld 'Follies* productions at the He was for 15 years associated with
Whiter (Garden,, and - in 'No, No, Southern Poster Co. in Los Angeles.
daughter survives.
Nanette.' He' Was- extremely versatile, an excellent dancer, one of the
first of the eccentric type, arid had
a good tenor voice. He retired from
Jimmy Adams, for several years
the theatre about, five years ago to manager of Loew's, Montreal, and
enter the insurance: business.
for the past year, at the MetropoliHis daughter and widow, Rosina tan, Regina, died in. the latter city
Timponi, formerly a professional, Oct. 5;
survive.

MORDOFF

A

'

-

'

'

WILMA SHUESLER

JOHN LYNCH

.

Wilma

.

Angeles Oct. 3 following/heart at- ried.
tack. Lynch, born in New York City,'
Burial in Chicago.
started into the theatrical business
after being educated; at .Cornell and

Howard Adams,

He

started as an- exhibitor in Syracuse, Rochester, Albany and. Utica,

.

NVA
•'

.

,

.

straight play,

a-

Marc many

years.
was in

moving pictures about
CorinellyrExank- B,; .Elser's
Th^ .He
Farmer Takes -a .Wtfe,'- His last legit two .months, that being his first real
appearance. was 4ast -year -with Be break,, when he -had his break-down
atrice; Lillie in. /At .Home- Abroad.' that. sent. him to the- mountains.
•

. •

.

In the.last .year- -ploture9 'took no.
tif WJlHamV. -talent -and- he was

tice

featured . /by-. Paramount- -in two
films, 'Rose c*the.Ranoho,-'-with*Willie Howard being- one of them/
"
Williams' friands in and out of
.show business were legion; he was a
qUietr unassuming personality off the

•

,

•

.

stage and was known for his unpublicized -charities ia performers in
need. His chief hobby-' was his home,
adding- to- it yearly until how it is
one Of the showpieces of. Freeport.
"Surviving. Williams, besides his
two daughters, and his first' and second wives, are,, his father, .Henry
Billerbeck; a brother, Milton, and a
sister,

.-

1TBOR RAMBAUER

.

.

He was first associated' with German-picture concerns but soon associated himself with the American

'.''.

O'CONNELL
50, who had

John F. O'Cpnnell,

.

,

'

.

.

RKQ

:

ALEXANDER DUNCAN

T. HAFER
Tr (Shorty) Hafer, 52,
electrician for many years

CHARLES

'

.

56,

of
African Consolidated Theatres, died
suddenly in his office in Bulawayo,
Sept. 7.
His wife found him lying on the
floor, and when aid was obtained,
he was dead. Widow survives.

Charles

.

-

,

stage

identified, with Cambridge, O., theatres, died there Sept. 26 after a
1

brief illness.
Funeral services

and burial there.

RALPH BIDDY

.

Ralph Biddy,

.

36,

Bob

Burns'

Court

request

to

After securing divorce in L. A.
from Hugh Buckler, screen -actor;
Violet Buckner. appeared in court

and asked jump in alimony., from
$65 to $100 weekly.
Son of Gene Stratton Porter taken
for .$1,250 by sharper, he reported
to L. A. police. Man interested him
in -finance business by flashing wad
-

.

of -fake bills and scrammed.'

WFBC

David

aircaster
and
Tillinghast, died Oct. 2.

editor

•

.

.

-

veteran motion

picture camera man, newsreel photographer and free lance producer*
Willed in plane -crash on Sept. 29
while taking commercial film' for
Wilding company in Chicago.
Burial in Detroit.

.

"

•

.

-.

•

CHARLES

S.

KLINE

Charles 5. Kline, for more than 30
years a prominent figure on Broadway, died pet, 5 in New York.
He. was for a time associated> 6wlth
Capt. James Churchill- in the restauDelight,' and Lunt and Fontanne will
rant business, one time proprietor of play it in London.
the Tokio cabaret and in recent
Officials of General Motors, Ford,
years the owner ol the Strand hil- Chrysler and. Standard
Oil to 'take a
liard rooms, home of most of the stag ride on the Hindenberg next
important matches.
Friday. Combined fortunes will represent about $50,000,000,000.

Refugees Agcy

•

•

•

,

Guggenheim Foundation slips $20,000 'to "Clark University' to permit
continuance of work on rocket ships.
Speculators in warehouse whiskey
(Continued from page 1)
receipts warned to' go careful. Reserve stocks are piling up and no
'danger -of any shortage.
Buyers
ter-hour news periods six days a

Air News

-

.

broadcasts were' the various Stand- tail prices.
ard Oil entities and the Tidewater
National Committee on Education
Co. (Tydol).
by Radio visited Federal. Communications yesterday (Tuesday) to de$100,000 for Hearst
mand that more time be given the
Yankee and Colonial networks rate educational angle by broadcasters. S.
as the -biggest single source of. in- Howard' Evans accused the commiscome for the distributors, of broad- sion 'of bias.
Cafe owners told to hereafter concast news, it is figured that the contract
which International News spicuously post notice of all extra
Service and Universal Service has charges on pain of losing license. Result
of the recent French Casino case.
bring
will
with John Shepard, 3d,
Adelaide Gloria, dancer, in court
over
organizations
Hearstthe
Monday to press her three-year-old
$100,000 for 1936. Arrangement with suit against Francis X. Xiques for
Shepard obligates him to pay extra alleged assault. Her mother raised
for everything which is not included such an outcry court was adjourned.
in the regular service.
She claims he never came across
In a checkup of its clients about a with a promised $5,000.
Two scribes on their way from
month ago, Transradio News Service
found that every one of the stations Denmark to cover Carl Brisson's
had at -least one sponsor of news debut in .'Forbidden Melody.' Home
goodly per- town boy.
,

.

,

aged
Alexander
Duncan,
manager
Rhodesian
branch

.

•

.

with various circuses since
boyhood", died in Tyler, Tex., Sept.
29, of a heart attack; At the time of
his death he was one of the 24-hour
HARRY FITZGERALD
men on the Ringling-Barnurh &
Harry Fitzgerald, 55,. one of the Bailey circus. His home was in
leading ..talent agents for more than Lynn, Mass.
20. years, died Oct. 4 in Los Angeles
His widow and two sisters surafter a year's illness.
He gave up vive.

his agency business in New York
two. years; ago when. Winfleld Sheehan engaged him as; a talent' scout
for Fox, but retired when stricken.
Fitzgerald started as an agent
about 25 years ago in partnership
with Louis Westley, later going on
his own. While chiefly a Keith and
franchise holder, he. covered
the field, including pictures, and was
...always recognized as a pioneer in
launching hew styles, in. acts and entertainment,
Fitzgerald was credited with .introducing jazz to New York when
booking a ^mall jazz band into the
Pekin restaurant on Broadway 18
years ago. He found Paul Whiteman, then an unknown, in Atlantic
City in 1619 and sold the band .to
the Palais Royal, then to the Palace.
He booked Will. Rogers in his first
job for Ziegfeld, in the 'Midnight
Frolic' at $350 a week. One of Fitzgerald's, stunts for the then KeithAlbee circuit was the importing of
the 30-piece Mexican Tipica marimba orchestra, -the first aggregation
ot its kind to appear In, this country.
Among the 'name acts represented
by Fitzgerald were'W.C. Fields, Bill

granted

change from- Robin Burn.

•

'

tinguished Hungarian
entered the moving picture field in
Brazil in its early. stages!

F.

from Jane Peters.

legalized

1

.

JOHN

failed. io pay after, her Malibu
house burned down. Company al-

leged Atwill took policy While brush
fire' was raging in - Malibu district
without company's knowledge.
/ Petition filed in L- A. court by
Carole Lombard to have .her name

'

-

Mrs. Edna Ebenbeck, Funeral
been

life insurance company for $10,000
was removed from L. A. court recWife of .actor claimed comords.

pany

.

•

picture industry.

the Dailies

Hollywood police arrested Earl K.
theatre tickets allegedly sold him six
years ago. Buck has no recollection Smith, composer of 'Down' by the
Old Mill Stream/ for drunk driving.
of haying- ordered any.
Harry- O. Jones, -assistant motion
Chauffeurs' Union in N. Y. plans
to picket funerals if on strike to- picture director, filed divorce suit
against Ninette, Faro, actress, in' LA.
morrow (Thursday).
Suit, seeking $10,000 damages from
Columbia Broadcasting has com.missiohetf six writers to pen original Elaine Barrie, instituted in L.A. by
music scripts for: broadcasting. Sym- Herbert -.Seerman, 15, .allegedly in*
phonies and operatic forms' limited jured- when nn- auto -driven by Miss
to -40 mins., suites to 20 and single Barrie's chauffeur was in collision
movements to. run between 8 and 14 with that in -which the lad was
mins. Composers are Aaron Cope-, riding.
Howard
land,
Louis. Gruehberg,
John BarrynjOre's suit against
Hanson, Roy Harris, Walter Piston, Henry Hotchener and Emmet D.
William Grant Sill. To be given Camomile, actor's former .business
air premiers by CBS some time after managers, wiped, from LA, court
records, along with. Camomile's, andJune 1.
A. G. Andrews, of *Love from a Hotchener's counter suit by a settleof court. Barrymore
Stranger,' celebrated the 75th anni- ment out
versary of his stage debut Monday; claimed former aides were withHe began when he was only four in holding $100,000- in securities and
'Masks and Faces' with Fanny Ster- private documents. .,
L. A. court fight for custody of her
ling..:
Radio, manufacturers now building two children won by Dixie Mason,
Companies radio warbler. Her former husband,
sqts for farm tractors.
ton Waterman, claimed she was
Lay
'Coming
planning
broadcast
to
unfit.
Through the Rye.'
Divorce granted to Mrs. Martha
Second half of the Phila symp
broadcast last Sunday with Stokow- Somerville,' wife of Slim Summerville, in. L.A.
She also was granted
ski shaking the stick and John McCormack as soloist. Erno Rapee $100 monthly alimony and custody
of son, four.
batoned .the first half.
Divorce
granted
Mrs. Elda Vokel
Danbury (Conn.') fair on this week. Keighley, wife
of William Keighley,
One of the
most elaborate in the screen
s
director.
She will receive
east.
$45,000 in monthly payments. '.
In spite of a boasted political pull,
Michael Schuster, local- dance band
director, took five days in the bastile
9
for starting something he couldn't
finish in a saloon.
.England's Lord Chamberlain has
(Continued from page 1)
,
okayed a. modified script of -'Idiot's

Tibor- Rambauer, 45, for the last
liable to get stuck.
12'yeaTS- general. manager for Brazil
weekand'52 weeks by. the; latter .conFederal men find biggest ever
of- Paramount,, died in "Rio". Sept. 8
tingent of merchandiser was no unmarihuana farm on outskirts of Balafter '.ah appendicitis "(operation.
petrol
,the
Among
thing.
common
Could be worked into
He was a member of a dis-. refiners the big underwriters of news timore. -worth
of cigarettes at re41,000,000
family and

'

services were held jn Freeport; Oct.
2, with, burial Opt 3 in Philadelphia.

..

motion picture

.

^Volcano.'
Widow survives. Because of deWilliams, then surrounded himself ceased's wishes no funeral was held.
with a four-people act; retaining
most of the Williams, and Wolfus maIRVING
terial, and eventually married his
Irving Hayward, 48, professionally
nyv' femme assist Jean Halpin. She
known as Alan Brooks, died at the
also bore him a daughter, Diana,
sanatorium, Saranac, last' week,
now eight. Up till this time the
comedian had appeared in only one after a lingering illness of two- years.
F.Qr. .years he. .was' recognized' as a
Broadway - musical,- a John -.Murray
the legit and
in. .both
producer.
Anderson, production -in .1924!-But .in
1930 lie scored, in. that-year-'s edition vaudeville, field,, starred in his own
of Earl .Carroli'sv.iVanities'; then vaudeville, act. and. a headliner for

he moved into.

27,'

director, former actor and radio an-,
nouhcer, killed in plane crash- with
N. Y. Later he worked with Lewis three others' in Chicago' on Sept. 29.
J. Selznick and Jesse L. Lasky and
Burial in Detroit.the Shuberts. .He went. to the Coast'
in 1916. He adapted 'Grand Duchess
Mrs. J. A. Tlillnphast, mother of
and the Waiter,' 'Woman of the
Greenville. (S. C.) Piedmont sport
World,' 'The Ne'er Do Well' and

•
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HOWARD ADAMS

,

Georgetown .universities.

.

'-..

Shuesler, 24, picture script

John Lynch, 66, writer under con- writer, killed in plane crash in ChiMetro studios, died in Los cago on Sept. 29. he was not mar-

tract to

HAYWARD

,

'.

JIMMY ADAMS

7,

bulletins

and that

a

'

centage of them had all their available news periods sold for the season. The' check also disclosed that a
100-watt station in a city of 250,000
population was averaging $2,800 a
month from the sale of news.
Rated as the No. 1 station of the
country in the overturn of news
This
facilities is WOR, Newark.
50,000-watter, if it continues its
present gait, will derive $385,000 this
year from the sale alone of news
broadcasting time.
Transradio continues to head by a
wide margin the roster -of news
services catering to radio. On Oct.
1 Transradio had 284 stations on its
list, 58 of which were taken on as
clients during the past summer. During this latter period Transradio
added two leased teletype circuits.
Combined Hearst news services,
claim a connection with 185 broadcasting -outlets,' while the United
Press roll of station clients- is fig-

-

Coast
Divorce granted Mrs. Irene Florence Curtis, mother of Helen and

Maryon Curtis, screen actresses,
L. A. from Edward C. Curtis.

in

Although -attendance ax boxing
and wrestling matches dropped from
323,127

to

307,758

during

August,

California Athletic Commission announced 20% increase in taxes due
to higher admissions.

tried very frequently before because
platters are cheap, and a lot of -them'
can be obtained cuffo from Ger•

'

;

many -by merely

requesting them;
Yprkville (German sec-,
tion) gramaphone shops loan them
out gratis for .occasional reciprocal
plugs. Germania refugee group is.
"banking on meeting this situation
with reasonably priced live talent,'
sold directly to sponsor or agency,
and not to the station. Cost td AlkaSeltzer for its series a daily 15minute musical stint comes to about
$150 per week.
Talent roster includes Charlie
Brock, comedian from the Metrbpol
(Berlin) ; Elsa Br'aun, soprano, from
the Liebig (Breslau); Heinz Heller,
bass baritone,, from the Staat The-

and

local

—

—

.

-

'.

•

'

atre '(Mannheim); Johannes Trunk,

and -Leo Kuscher, one-time
orchestra leader for UFA.

Blase Times
(Continued from page 1)
to

start

withheld

on Sept. 30. Times itself
the announcement, howon a Sunday splash
But the World-Tele-

ever, figuring
on Sept. 27.

gram, on noting the preliminary announcement and release, decided, to
count itself in, assigned H. R. Ekins
and splashed it on Sept. 26, beating
the Times on the 'announcement by
a full day on the Times' own story.
World-Telegram's instructions to
Ekihs are to try to beat Kieran into
New York, and it has called the
thing a race from the first. On that
premise, the Hearst papers, via the
N. Y. Journal, jumped in, assigning
Dorothy Kilgallen to race it out with
the two men.
This decision was
made day before the start of the
trip, which had to be the same day
due to necessity of using, the Zeppelin for the hop-off.

Irene Taylor, torch singer, was
But the Times is stting back on its
saved from drowning by Richard
dignity as regards a race. Wants its
Wheeler in Santa Monica..
L. A. court sentenced Frank T. man in first if possible,, on the origiShowdaw to 18 months in prison for nal premise, but the Times, without
sending obscene letters to Madelyn saying anything in so many words,
Fields, Carole Lombard's secretary. isn't playing games with its compeSuit for divorce in L. A. by Mrs. tition.
None of its. stories have
Blanche McDonald, formerly 'Miss mentioned the other two racers,
California,' against William C. Herthough both other papers constantly
man, gas station attendant.
refer
three reporters:
1

,

.

'

to all

Suit for ,$250,000 damages filed in
L. A. by Cara Aldini, opera singer,
against manufacturers of wave lotion

Times' reporter's yarn envisions
a globe-girdling tourist service much
as the. current sea cruises, in the
Lewis J. Currier, 65, of Perry, O., stances stations, obtain their news which' she claims ruined her hair.
,
northeastern Ohio band leader and from two-' or more services.
Mrs. Lionel Atwill's suit against near future.

LEWIS

.

J.

CURRIER

ured at around

100.

In,

many

in-

.

.

'.

.

.

.

.

•

pianist;

.

'
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DALLAS

Utah Salt Flats Oust Daytona

IN

HOMESTRETCH

Rained Out, Frozen and Down
16,000 Day But Upping

'

Testing Ground

•

row

Oct

Salt Lake City, Oct. 6.
on' world land speed
on Btonneyille salt fiats is
UtahV newest big business.
Automotive engineers and drivers
throughout the world have their
eyes glued on this desert speedway
130 miles west of Salt Lake City.
Since the measured mile record of
301 m.p.h. set here last year by Sir
Malcolm Campbell, dare-devil speedsters have made the course" internationally known.
During the past month John Cobb,

HAMLET

week rough stretch Saturday (3)
when attendance grossed 52,148.

Assault

(Continued from page 1)
national influences, one of which

is

analyzed to be a reaction against
radio (but to a modest degree) and

.

the other is

more concretely a

from repeal

of the National Prohibi-

tion

Amendment.

With the

reflex

k.o. of

every

Volsteadism,

:

A

-

.

:

'

'

,

.

.

•

•

.

'

That ..is,, if.' he wanted to.
Alb.. Jenkins and his relief driver,
Babe Stapp, drove 7;134.082 miles in
Three months
their. 48-hour grind.
ago, the fastest- man' had traveled by
auto for 48 hours was 109.04 miles ah
hour. A month later English Captain George Eyston averaged 134.34

1

miles an hour.
'

Jenkins'

mark was

148.62 miles, per hour
It costs about $2,500 to obtain of-

A. A. A. timing service. Telegraph companies have established
agencies near site to feed newspapers all over the world with news
of events.
KSL,^50,000-watt CBSaffiliate at Salt Lake has its mobile
short-wave station anchored on track
during' a run.
flock of rooming
houses, cafes, bars and shop, subficial

A

sequently have sprung up due to the
salt flats "racing activity.

A

Elizabethan costuming and adopted
the fashions of the Van Dyke period.
Also contributing to the' cinematic
tempo is the condensation of the

Cambridge text without

sacrifice of

A

of the
KILLED; unabridged text takesreading
start to glow alcoholically.
about four and
one-half hours; the McClintic editing
Thus, also, almost every company
ran 185 mins. opening night. Several
has been inspired to blue-up their^eIS
scenes not usually played on the
leases. The major conservative comr
stage have, however, been included
panies keep, themselves 'clean' on
Savannah, Ga., Oct 6.
Together with Gielgud, the other
the 75c brands, but all have pop
James Dent, 48, North Carolinian members of- the cast, which includes
priced adjuncts; also multi-labelled
and property man with the Tom Mix several picture names, are uniformly
brands, whereon the double-entenfine.
Judith Anderson makes the
Circus, which played here Sept. 28,
dre lyrics, chiefly blues, are featured.
Queen a regal figure in voice and
was found dead the next day hear manner
and scores particularly in
That's the stuff that sells. In Hollythe show grounds. Police believe he that significant bedroom
scene when
wood one firm vends 'em at $1 a was murdered and robbed, since he
Hamlet accuses his repentant mother
copy and, besides the coin operahad been, paid off the night before of complicity in? the murder of her
tors, it enjoys a large retail biz with
and no money was found in his husband; Lillian Gish, playing ber
the same bunch that: formerly went
first- Shakespearian role, gets away
pockets, which had been turned ih
in for unexpurgated literature and
side out
He had a severe head from the traditional sweet and childquestionable motion pictures.
like Ophelia and gives an honest inbruise.
Musclers Step In
terpretation of a girl' maddened by
Police said Dent had quit the'eir
grief and disillusionment; Arthur
The record people, .with a touch of
cus the day before he was found Byron, as Polonius, underplays this
sadness, will also confide that the
dead.
garrulous character with ^ne intelli
racket boys are how in on the coinWilliam Odum, one of three men genoe- and shading; Morgan Farle*
operations.
Where the pinball indicted in Georgetown in connection as Osric - is - particularly,
commendgames, candy derricks, and the like
with the slaying of a carnival em able. .Malcolm .Keen does a maghave been legislated out as illegal,
ployee known, only as .'Sandy' or nificent Claudius and John Emery
the muscle bunch which has been,
an
electrifying
J^aerifls, both getting
'Heavy* near there Nov. 1, 1935, was
prominent in these pastimes ever
their dramatic values with' unerring
found guilty of murder Thursday (1 effect.
since liquor and the like- cramped
and "was given a life term when the
Imaginative lighting and the use
their style, have lately become atjury recommerided mercy in Supe- of appropriate music or reedy notes
tracted to
the
automatic music
in heralding the Curtain rises all add
rior Court
irfakers.
As result, they've 'organto the effect
McStay.
ized' many a locality and Installed
the machines; all of which has
boomed the record biz.
Competition, in fact, is so keen in
C.'s
some nabes that where the split used
to be 50-50 after' the first couple of

ONE SHOWMAN
ANOTHER
AVENGED

necessary lines.
,

-

'

.

.

1

,

.

•

Circus

Managers Meet

Berlin, Sept. 27.
'Invitations' were sent out by the
Reichsfachschaft Artistik to. all the
German circus managers for a
round-table conference.
Discussion
centered aroimd next season's tours
to avoid clashes in those districts
that are mostly favored, such as
Bavaria, the Palatinate and East
Prussia.
It developed that the Berlin Circus Busclv. owned by Paula' Busch
and in reality the former Circus
Strassburger, will "be transferred to
Vienna, where Paula still owns a
permanent stone building. Her local
house, not beingjised, will be razed
shortly.

Another"

German

Carl Hagenbeck,- goes in

circus,

Hagenbeck cashed

in' two

years ago.

Acrobat Hurt
Trenton, N. J., Oct. 6.
Jerry Martin, doing a trapeze act
at the Trenton
State Pair, fell "75
jeet to the ground
when a guy rope
Moke Oct. 3, striking his back on a
figging stake. Is in a local hospital
"\5 ttitical condition.
Martin lives in New Rochelle.

R- B:-B.

&

,

B. Rainout

K.

dollars, it's now as much as 75-25
to the local outlet, from the first
nickel. Most automatic players are
on a 5c-per-record basis.
The great hinterlands with their
•

6.

Jubilesta'

to

visitors

such an extent that officials of the
Hall, of Motion Exhibit are holding
her over to Jan. 1. She opened Aug.
21 and so' far approximately 95,000
have viewed her' at a IS cent top.
Original closing date was set for
Nov. After her- New York run, she
tours for two years, and then back
to Germany, whence she came.
Premiere is staged with a flourish,

and reflects certain circusy angles
which are interesting; Her act goes
on every half-hour, with floodlights,
system
barkers
and.
amplifying
turned on full blast Explanation
lasts around six 'or seven minutes,
but is repeated as some late strollers
always, have to be- satisfied or they
>

-

sulk.

Customers who flock in are varied.
Matrons are curious- and generally
are responsible- for. their husbands
buying ducats in the first place;
Men are somewhat bored at the beginning, but later become intent as

•

•

-

the more intime features are casu=>
ally brought out. Newlyweds (and
they can be spotted pronto) are completely awed.
Flappers giggle but
then. decide it's time they let something seep throughr
Not unlike humans who specialize
in the runway strip flash, this specimen does not tease.: She's just there
au naturel and. for the taking.
spieler starts her off,, with an electrical hook-up trailing his pointer.
First in the upper-story, and thenthe locomotion graduated with red
lights until all territory is covered.
It took' 20 years, to assemble the girl.
Model is of a 30 :year-old type.
Fashioned of cellhorn, ,a tough,
substance, she is said to wear well.
Arteries and corpuscles are also
threade with electric currents, which
when tuned on become rather attractive.
Cotoblnation offsets those,
.

.

A

frowns from dowagers who have
cjamored around.
Upraised arm
suggests -a climatic gesture to some
"
dirge-like blues.
Officials of the' exhibit, which is a
part of the New' York 'Museum.' of.
Science an,d Industry, have baify.hooed her neatly.
Blow-ups are
planted all over the; building; and
also out front to. ensnare pedestrian
interest. Since opening, many wordof -mouth gags" have made the rounds,
'

'

and one Broadway booker looked

week to see possibilities,
of using a treatment of her in a
forthcoming revue. It didn't work
in the first

,

out
S.

H.

Camp

of Jackson, Mich., ne-

gotiated the U. S. debut:

Carnival to

funds have further boomed
the sundry liquor dispensaries. Each
town in the south and west has its

Open Muny Auditorium Grosses

$100,000— Big Acts and 'Scandals'

bawdy

district,

and they,

too,

are

automatic music licensees. It's this
of patronage which has boomed
the fast and. dirty record trade. Vocalion's
'Sweet Violets' recording
(once a Gladys Bentley vocal trademark) has sold 150,000 copies alone,
which gives an idea, compared to a
topnotch Bing Crosby seller, for example, which is a wow if going 20,000 disks.
The record people are frowning
on the snappy 'race' (colored artists)
records,

which usually feature

this

type of blues, because of the danger
it may stifle a very worth-while developing business. In San Diego, for
example, local legislation has already clamped down on the automatic nickel talking machines because the records got too smutty.
By and large, however, the general
boom in disks is predicated on the
livelier dance styles, although the
saucy lyrics Can't be dismissed

Heavy rains kept- Ringling Bros,
and Barnum-Bailey circus from fill- wholly.
ing its two-day engagement here
&ept 27 and 28. Ground was too
wet te hold the stakes.

PUTAIXUP UPS

Tacoma, Oct 6.
Western Washington Fair at Puyal"MTX HOliE-UP
lup closed Sunday after one of its
most< successful years with an atGreenville,. S. C, Oct 8.
Tom Mix may. select either Orange- tendance registered at 280,000, 25,000
burg, or. Sumter,
S. C, for winter more than last 'year./
quarters for his 157-mptor unit
.Concessions' in' the grounds adcus.
Former film star expects to vanced prices 5 cents this year over
«rop the canvas for the season Sarjy last year, with the total take 40 per
m Nov.
cent up.
'

harmonic group. Bob Burns drew
KC's- proposed annual fall festival, heavy, but wasn't, up to par with his
material, which was pretty stale.
tagged 'Jubilesta,' which closed its
The night appearance of Veloz and
eight-day run Saturday (3), played Yolanda was badly handled when it
to 125,000 neople and grossed in couldn't be decided whether the
neighborhood of $100,000, which is dancers should hoof on the stage or
close to a break-even figure and all floor of the arena. They went on a
Top was 88c, half hour late. They were skedded
that was hoped for.
which included admission to exhibits, for a single night performance, but
'Holy Land' and arena. Top for Geo. gave two.
The Muehlebach Grill
White's 'Scandals,' which was set in grabbed the dancers for a six-day
the music hall, was $2.20.
engagement, which they opened
Ball rolling was started with an Monday (5).
advance sale of 16,000 bargain tick'Scandals' had near sell-outs each
ets at $1.10, good for three perform- performance. It opened Sunday (27)
Jubilesta committee played for seven days, but was held an addiances.

Kansas City, Oct,

Wirth Boys Circus

Near Even

WPA

.

Dallas, Oct.

wowing the hinterland

1

November type

for an extensive tour abroad, starting in South America and making
Plans to return to Japan where

at Radio City

woman on view

string of

crossroads inn
became an oasis for a glass of beer
This soon
stubby, race-loving English fur and the stronger stuff.
broker whizzed his snub-nosed racer brought in the coin operated phonoWurlitzer, Mills Novelty
|o 4r dozen new 24-hour motorcar graphs.
records.- Last week; Utah's own Ab Co., Automatic Musical Industries
Jenkins in his 700-horsepbwer Due- (AMI) and Rokk-Ola are four of the
senberg special," recaptured the Eng- most successful venders of canned
music which owe their current boom
lish records^
itSS a known fact that the. British, business directly to the veering
Italian .and,. German governments, away from Volsteadism.
war,
Every jerkwater filling station,
of
the
imminence
of
unaware:
super- candy store, blerstube, roadhouse,
secretly: / constructing
are
autos to establish new records. And dance nail, minor nitery, and the
they're all sold on the Utah racing like, has automatic music of one
v
form or another. The live show cost
"'ofjurse^
i
Daytona beach, long considered as is an obvious hurdle and an imposthe ideal racing course, has lost its sibility under the hinterland ecoFlorida site is much more nomic restrictions.
But music is
laurel's.
hazardous and requires much' more, necessary, and the radio has been
As found to be an unsatisfactory comskill than the Utah salt flats..
far as concrete highways are con- promise.
Gin mills have, been an Influential
sidered, they haven't a chance comTires factor in furthering the swing and
pared to the .salt grounds.
would- simply go to pieces at terrific hot vogues in dansapation, particularly on the cheaper disks, although
Attendance had reached 4,425,929
speed on concrete.
Sir' Malcolm, in recent dispatches, the No. 1 seller In the liquid filling for first four months.
said If he wanted to he could make stations is Fats Waller, on a Victor's
The boys and girls
a few changes on his Bluebird and 75c catalog.
lift His record to 350 or more.m.p.hi want their music heated when they

Run

That glass baby, the transparent
in Radio City, is

-

(Continued from page 57)

"bumpy days, which others in this and previous generahad pushed the gate almost as low tions. Gielgud is younger than most;
as 16,000 on one day, was caused by hence he. brings a fiery passion and
conviction to a role which .the Hamearly rains, an unseasonal norther
lets of the past often approached
and slacking of intersectional tourist with gloomy introspection."
movements. The villages and 'CavalThe grandhephew Of Ellen Terry
cade cf Texas' were rained out speaks his lines at a terrific tempo,
Sept., 25 and 26.
but his diction is so liquid that not
volatile perManagement has gotten wise and a syllable is missed.
changed policy for fall by spdtting sonality, this Hamlet is no moody
philosopher feeling sorry for himits prize special events in mid-week
self, but a vigorous, albeit often beon theory that week ends can care wildered man, resolved upon refor
themselves
Current
week venge for his father's murder.
brings Saengerfest and concert of
Whole production is almost cineDallas symphony ork on Monday, matic in speed, not only in the genanti-aircraft war games Tuesday eral tempo, of the lines, but in the
swift
changes of the 19 scenes. Mcand Wednesday, free 'circus night'
and opening of fair's new show Clintic has been prodigal in his expenditure and it is doubtful if this
'Whirligigs' Thursday.
production has ever been so lavish
Saturday (10). is being touted as in the memory of most theatrebiggest day of expo.
Texas and goers, although Irving was notable
Oklahoma
universities'
football for his 'meticulous staging. •
teams will play .their annual game
formalized set, with- upper levels
in Gptton Bowl of fair. Three other and flanking stairways, is the central
jam-up
Southwest
conference unit, which is .supplemented in the
matches will follow on consecutive various scene changes by drapes and
set pieces. Mielziner has so designed
Saturdays.
these as to aid the movement of
Bunny Biggs is staging 'Whirli- the
lines and "the tempo at which
gigs' for expo in 6,500-seat. amphi- they are played by the several memtheatre. It is variety show and mu- bers, of the cast His sets are striksical, with cast pieced from Billy ingly .beautiful and are aided by the
Rose's defunct Ft. Worth 'Jumbo,* brilliant colors and fabrics in the
Incidentally, Mielziner
miscellaneous local talent; and im- costuming.
has departed from the traditional
ports.

The
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Woman to Tour Stix

After Extended

6.

of four consec-

utive big -week ends, Texas Centennial exposition pulled out of a two-

^.records
'

Dallas,

Pointing to a

nsparent

a

to

—

As Worlds Auto

VARIETY

6.

•

Melbourne, Sept.
Philip Wirth has purchased
entire Ivan Bros.' International
cus and will combine the unit
his own circus. The Ivan show

8..

the
Cirinto
wai'

first sponsored by Major Condor, a
former boss of the Australian Broadcasting Commission,, but the show
went floppo 'after a short run, finally
closing in Melbourne.

Wirth's Circus is currently playing
a season in Western Australia and
will tour Victoria and N. S. Wales at
a later date.

Fair Takes Track

San Jose, Oct. 6.
George T. Letcher, president of the
newly organized Santa Ciara County
Fair Association, announced ' last
week that he has taken a lease on
with the idea of bargain get-ins for tional day, closing Sunday (4), giving the famous Mira
Mdnte track on the
some time' before putting them on 10 performances. Brought in at a Monterey highway.
sale, and now feel that the word-of- reported flat rate of $25,000 for seven
A 5,000-seat grandstand formerly
mbuth started by these customers days.
used at the Belmont, Cal., dog track
was invaluable to show's success.
Facilities of the Muny aud are has been purchased
by Letcher.
Names set during the week were probably among the best in the coun- Plans are underway to move
tHis by
Ben Bernie and Bob Burns, who try. The main arena seats 14,000, the truck to erect it at the
Mira Monte
were in for first two days, Dave Ru- music hall 2,400 and the little theatre track.
binoff one day, Veloz and Yolanda 800.
The exhibition hall has three
one day. Ted Weems* band was in acres of floor space, which was sold
for two days and Buddy Fisher com- out at a reported figure of $33,000.
Polio Stymies Fair
bo for the. eight-day run. Costume
The natives were well pleased with
and dance contests filled out other the city's efforts to formally dedicate
.

days.

Gauci Bros.' 'Holy Land* exhib was

week

the

new

advance of Jubilesta,
and for the two weeks showed to
about 90,000. Top here was 25c for
in a

$6,500,000

Muny

audi

in

.

Circus Routes

.

single admissions,

Rublnoff the Highlight
Most successful r from audience
viewpoint was appearances of.Bu-

Week

.

'

'

.

i

.

of Oct. 12
Cole Bf o«, tfnd fteaity

Tvto, Xwc, 12;
lit*
only);
Kprlnfr.
331

13 (iiIkM
Abilene,
15;

J<l«lJaii<J.

14:
binoff, who directed an orchestra of Jlrownwood, 1C; Tempi*, 17;
60 musicians recruited from the Phil- fela, U.

New Braun-

Sylvester, Ga., Oct.

6.

Spread of poliomyelitis, reaching
epidemic proportions, caused medical authorities to postpone Worth

County

Fair
indefinitely,
High
school football' game was- also called
off.

,

:

Schools and local cinema theatra
remain open, but authorities- ar»
planning to place ban on show, re*
-

strlctlng patronage to those

over

lC
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LONDON
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Chicago, Oct.

13.

letter
was reweek by one of the

Following
ceived

last-

Baltos 38 Out of 750 in 10 Years

local age.nts:

r

There

.

is-

'I am writing in regards about
myself. I am the man who was
shot eight times by 'Baby Face*
Nelson in April, 1934, -when
Dillinger and his gang were at
Little -Bohemia. I have a business place and this year I was
visited by- hundreds- of people,
and they all urged me to make
stage- appearances. I have 'my
coats and other .things to show
bullet holes ...,'..
(Signed)
Cort C. Christensen.

a distinct trend towards

fcre-depression .^.first-night

ticket

on Broadway. Number ot
^straight plays have come in at $4.40
-top, while several have used $5.50
'"top for the premiere. Noel Coward's
r^onightat 8:30', will probably have
•scales

•

"

.mentioned

at'

.

.

When

Buzzy Kountz's ork here on a
three-year contract, the young
"society maestro was told he'd
do better to change his name
since, his tag was too harsh for

by Parade of
'

—

-Hollywood Players
Ex~hib Bodies Squawking -

.

.

.

radio.

So Kouiitz switched to Billy
Baxter, the. name of the bottled
carbonated' water
his
pop
manufactures..

'

HAYS

IN

A SPOT

$11 for the lower floor,

.

Svith the regular night scale at $3.85,
.These prices are not as yet definite,

With innumerable suggested means

curb the activity of picture playon radio network" programs being offered, and the Hays organization's survey of the radio situation
"
.feels.
due this week, exhibitor organiza.'Red, Hot and Blue' will have a
tions continue to take the lead in
premiere top of. $8.80 at the Alvin.
offering the most tangible means of
There have, been three openings so
baitings the practice:
In the mean
'far where the -first-night- scale was
time, the number of film stars on
:$6.60.' .'Follies,' .'White Hprgellnn' and
Both -James J: Walker, ex-mayor national broadcasts, continues to in'Hamlet'
(Gielgud)
had
that
box;
of New York, and- George M. Cohan crease each week;
office rate.
It is; likely; that Leslie
Latest exhib association to join the
Howard's 'Hamlet* will have the have turned down offers to head the ever-growing list of exhibitor orsame opening scale, with both the WPA's NBC radio project, which,
(Continued on page 2)
bard's, presentations regularly having patterned after the amateur hours,
a scale of $3.30 top.
will primarily use talent from 'the
,,This week two .straight, plays are
gbvei'nment .reliei agencies.
First
opening at $5.50" top~-»And -Stars Rebroadcast iS scheduled -for early No.main,' Guild, Monday! (WK.and *Tovember as a cbast-to-coast sustainer.

v

although,, as far as demand is concerned, they'd probably sell out at

"

«!$25

.

M.C. for Its

to

WPA

ers

.

With Yank Zip

.

For Deep Bronx

.

'

•

!

-

•

:'

.

;
'

:

'!

•

•

CUKOR'S CO-OP

Plymouth* Thursday (15).
remains th^; ;dhiy,' incoming

;varich,'

Walker turned down the job flatly,
which- witi have that top while Cohan stated that his other

.'Hot',

show; listed
nightly.
All curt ent /straights-plays

.

:

at $3.30^ except 'Three Men
--r^^rt i. Horse,' $2,20/ - and 'Tobacco
'Road,' $1.65.
i aire. scaled
'

theatrical ventures,

'

PROD. TO AID

new

play, etc.,
sufficient time
is still in the
for radio work.
market for a national figure to m.c.

would not give him

NBC

FILM NEEDY

the semi : pro broadcasts.

Through the WPA's cooperation

See

Sam Burgas'

;

(it

N. Y, for a Fin,
Idea;

;

;

.

that the entire picture industry cooperate to produce one film yearly,

-

grosses from which would be" turned
into a benefit fund for the unfortunates in the business. Cukor has volunteered to direct the first such picture and suggests that the studios
provide stars, directors, writers, et
al, to make it a topnotcher.
Pxoceeds_iV-Qiild enable the establishment of a permanent fund to be

WPA

i

combo amusement stunt that

;

tourists to see eight! of

•

—

NO BERTH CONTROL

r sjgHts,
v

including toe Paradise nitery.
The; ^calculated, nut" is' $3.95. Burger
calls it the' answer to ories of eco-

nomic honeymOoners.
.

Contents
ttuts a tour
'

'.
.

„
.
«

,

j.

seeing trip

Manhattan.

Paradise, also.
of the stapled stubs perof Radio City or a sight*
through upper or lower
Second entry is for a

tour of the. NBC studios. Third item
the Hayden Planetarium, the fourth
either admission to the Roxy theatf e or a twirl at Roseland ballroom,
Paradise „restaurant is offered for

w

dinner and show
'

hours;..

during Specified

The Music Hall
'

is

'

alternate

to latter.

Bpoks are distributed via hotels
and bus lines. Distributor says he
has .all eastern lines except Grey; hound.
Deals with N. Y. Central and
Pennsy R.R. lines are in work to fur; ther gag.
Theatres using bank night
and other sales promotions are also
being canvassed for use of books as
» prizes
to patrons in lieu of other
awards.
.

,

R. K. Gawkers on Chl-Mpls Run
Burlesq'uers Want 'Em Stopped

mittee.

He "is banquet

manager at the

;

film

Minneapolis, Oct. 13.
railroad officials are
finding out why the jobs on the late
Thursday night train from Chicago
to Minneapolis af e so popular and in
such great demand. 'The train includes a special air-conditioned day
coarh carrying the Independent Burlesque Wheel companies making the
jump .from the Windy Cily here.
Feminine members of the troupe
seek the utmost in comfort, and result is that it has been causing members of the train crews to make frequenF excursions through the coach
on some pretext or other.
These excursions have reached the
point where the show folks complain
their rest is being disturbed. Harry
Hv»?h, head of the Gaycty here and
Empress, Kansas City, has carried the
complaint to higher railroad officials,
requesting more priv acy for the gals.

leading

foreign

lan-

Milwaukee

Cukor suggests that the

first

be made by next August.

Intermission
Buffalo, Oct. 13.

WKBW

Sigmund Smith,
announcer, put the regular Saturday children's amateur hour
on the air. Among the aspirants
were two little colored girls,
one singing, the other tapping.
In mid-song (and On the air)
,-

*

j

j

the singer stopped singing, began crying, and wailed, 'I have
to go to the bath room.* Whereupon she beat it out of the
studio, and so did her sister,
the tapper.

Both came back

at fln'sh of

the program for free ice cream
that goes to all contestants.

Just what average-

of -the future.

theatres have set up in. the past
can be gauged' from the two .that;
operate, here, both of 'em well estab-

little

lished.

'

.

^'v

,

German,

Italian,

.

•

The Vagabonds, "oldest surviving
organization of the. sort in the U. S*
commences its 20th year this autumn;
Play- Arts Guild is jn its 13th season."
Pair are strictly lijttle theatres in'
that locals have always been on the
rosters exclusively and; all have been'
amateurs'/
The Vagabonds have
never paid off .talent, "but some of
the more shining, lights in the productions of the' rival grojip ^iave oc-*
casionally had their palms crossed
with coin to keep 'em from yelping:
Vagabonds is a co-op organization,
with all profits .going to back other,
productions.* T, M, Cushing bosses
the Play-Arts, operating the theatre
used and handling all financial ends.
1

'

Neither group has a record o£ "all
members on the rolls .during tjic past
10 years, but close calculation would

name about 400 having appeared

with the Play-Arts and about 350 at
the Vagabonds,
Included in numbers are those who 'have appeared
in at least two shows out of the nix
Yiddish, Polish, each
organization produces each
-

,

Spanish,. Greek,
Hungarian and year. As. far as can be ascertained^,
French are the languages, that domi- out of these- 750, only 3B have made
the pre grade in the past 10 years;
nate the New York foreign end
phase of radio quite apart. from the and of that -number the- present
main stream of American broadcast- whereabouts- of five cannot be traced
ing.
Announcers with native soil nor their current activities checked.
background to which they add new
Surprise angle is that nine of the
world zip are most popular. It's a successes arc in radio, all of whom
fish-fry composed of equal parts of originally
envisioned stage work.
filet of sentimentality and. scalloped When they couldn't squeeze into tliat

—

'.

field,

New York

foreign

spielers follow:

WFAB
James

they compromised on etheiv
BUI Lester, with the
(Continued on page 62)

In radio arc:

Ranieri, Bronislaw Rosalak,

Mitchell

Levitsliy,

John

Teistcl;

Mischa Rappel, Gino Bonanni.

WBNX

George

Hans

Hansen,
Forster, Carla
Carl
Schlieffen, Abe Lyman, Jake Schach(Continued on -page 70)
administered by an executive com-

entitles

New- York's

.York,

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
George Cukor has made a proposal hokum.
Most active

progi am catches on, the pros
His Profit Is $1.05 will be sent out in vaude units,
thereby taking them off the relief
They, will be paid
roles entirely.
" How to see NjeW York, for less one-time sustaining salaries for the
than a $5 bill, is 'Sani. Burger's lure radio work, which will not take them
to the hinterlander& " Burger, one- off the
lists.
time booker of. '.i reak.'. acts, has a

M

;

providing most of the talent,
will be changed weekly), the

program is aimed to relieve some'what the government's .relief work.
If the

!

-

is

w^Ch

New

guage radio market, has developed a
number of linguistic announcers
into personalities with followings.
But many of the announcers also
have to sell and service accounts in
order to make a living.

JE.

Baltimore, Oct. 13,

There has been much talk about
little theatres 'being; relied upon to
supply pix and legit with the actors'

.

Broadway

top/ the; first night,

"

»

Pittsburghy Oct. 13.
a band booker signed
'.

—

terialized

First night is being

,the highest- top.

.

By ALBERT SdflABPER,

Family ^ Billing
Film 'Actors' on the Air
Now on a Regular Schedule -Exhibs* Fears Ma-

Brunner,
Roehrer, Bill

Labor Permit Angle
In

Sarah

'Gratis'

ChurcWs
Stage Booking

Failure to provide for a labor
NO BASEBALL HEROES
permit upon her ehtrjr in this country is the reason Sarah Churchill,
So No Vaude Bids—Hubbell, De- daughter
one-time
of. England's
Magglo Iced on Series Showings
Prime Minister, is allegedly working
gratis at Loew's State, N. Y., the
While it clicked financially, the '30 current week.
She is billed as
World Series failed to produce an 'guest star' with Vic Oliver.
outstanding hero, and as a result not
Miss Churchill came over a few
a single ball player is playing fall weeks ago with the avowed intention
theatre dates for the first time since, .to marry Oliver, whom she ntet in
baseball men can remember.
England while working as a chorine
Carl Hubbell and Joe DeMaggio in a musical which' included Oliver
wore considered the most likely pos- in the cast. Since the early blast of
sibilities for vaudeville bookings, and publicity anent the coming marriage,
both received pre-Series propositions there's been nothing said nor done
contingent upon their performances about the nuptials. Her socially and
in the diamond classic.
But they politically prominent family is re-,
didn't shine sufficiently to warrant ported as opposed to the marriage.
bookings, nor did anybody else, on
Oliver is getting $1,500 this week
the Yankees and Giants.
at the State, where his previous
Even Al Mamaux and Waite Hoyt. salary as a single was $575. Gross
who usually grab some theatre dates at theatre is expected to be $25,000.
when the ball season ends, haven't The week previous the house did
been submitted this time.
$27,000.
.

.

•

.
.

.

.
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VARIETY
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Par's Mamonfian,

Stars

Maybe

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

Past Year s U.

Rpuben Mamoulian may do a picture
for Paramount which is sending
him a script for' reading and consideration.

It will

.

S.

Amusement Tax

Take.llUl^^lvtOver^

probably be 'High,

Wide and Handsome,' which Par
wants to make with Irene Dunne as
the star.

Iniueaced Move;

Mamoulian,

who

recently

Oakleys Bullish

com-

Hollywood, Oct. 13,
Dropping' of film names from the
guest spots on Shell Chateau has
.

'

Hollywood speculating on its effect
on other transcontinental using the
decorative magnets. Shell was first

Burns and Allen's Legit
Prior to swinging their radio activities
from Campbell's tomato
juice to Grape Nuts, George Burns
and Gracie Allen will return to
Broadway in January to appear in a
musical for Jack Curtis.
Comic 'team has been signed for
its
first
effort pn the legitimate
stage, to be calledf'Charm Girl,' book

to inaugurate the guest star policy,
back in April, 1934.
J. Walter Thompson agency, producing the oiler, announced that a
continuity script would be substituted after, next week's show is Tun
off.
Yarn will have a backstage of Edward Delaiiey. John Murray
flavor with music! Program's stand- Anderson will direct Remaining
bys, Smith Ballew, emcee; Edward broadcasts for Campbell as well as
Everett Horton, Jack Stanton, -Peggy the new program will originate in
Gardner .and Victor Young's orches- the east.
tra, will be retained for the new
production. Young swings over to
Hollywood, Oct; 13.
the new Al Jolson show for Lever
Paramount has signed Burns and
Bros, in December.
Allen for two years, to do two films
office
Although the Thompson
yearly.
gave as its reason for the abandonThe team will draw a reported
ment of the guest star policy -the $50,000 per film on the first two, and
need for a change, it is broadly $60,000 per on the second pair.'
hinted, in some quarters that the exhibitor squawk against picture stars
on the. air is not going- unheeded.
Other shows using the Aimers are
conteniplating no change, a checkup
disclosed. It is no trade secret that
the studios, are making it increasingly tougher on radid producers

Washington, Oct 13.
Even the Annie Oakley busi.

ness is on the up-grade.
Substantial increase in the
number of cut-rate or gratis
admissions handed out during
the year ended June 30 was revealed last week in Treasury
Department's latest tax figures.
During fiscal year 1936 tax
payments on reduced rate or

'

.

AUDIENCE VOTE ON SAM
JAFFE'S 'HORIZON' ROLE

.

'

Using the cinema great. Time out'
from, studio labors, for' rehearsal
periods is the .main issue.
It is pointed out by agencies that
the trend is away from one-man
shows to scripts with a thread of
.continuity to spread the work for

CoW; Company's

Thalberg personally his services to
direct one.

Currently, Capra is up to his ears
feuding with Harry Cohn over the
lama role of Sam Jaffe in 'Lost
Horizon.' Latest compromise is to
shoot the role oyer with another
actor, and preview both, versions,
letting audiences decide whether
they like Jaffe, who is said to have
done a good job of an old lama,
or a soupier version such as Cohn
prefers.

Cohn wants somebody

.

price
can get a, -script with some meat in
Strangely enough; the top gag
it.
writers are not on. the preferred list
of scrlpters, which rdigBt, indicate
that broad comedy is not as desirable as it used to be.

(Continued from page 1)

Head West
-

,

'

WB

A.

been completed thus .far. Since it is
dubious if this report will make any
specific recommendations, ultimate
relief may have to come from an•

other source.

Hays

Myron

George White.
Adolph Wohlbrueck.

L. A. to N. Y.
Edward L. Alperson.
>
George Curzon.
Sammy Fain.
Paulette Goddard.
James R. Grainger.

Edwin Knopf.
Otto Kruger.
Howard Lang!
Herbert Marshall.
•

Ken Maynard.
Archie Mayo.
Chct Mitiendorf.
Merle Oberon.
F. B. Ostman.
j. Joe Perry.
.Bill.

Ray.

Jack Bobbins.
Rosalind RusselL
.Morrie Ryskihd.
Edith, Simon.
Claire. Treyor,
Johnny WeiSsmuller.
Frankie Wilson.

•

-

of this sort came
suggesting
Island,

from Rhode

that Narragansett race track is lavish

with giveaways.
lected in

Amount

Rhody was

New York

while

col-

$120,217,

total

was

$ •6,598,

Mae Wests 3 Wks.
Personals; Ditto

to

Huddle

Aside from the exhibitor associations, the other sources- are listed as
being the personal appeal of Will

Hays or some inner-organization
'czar' plan such as suggested by the
Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America. Hays planned to confer
with radio advertising executives on
his return from the Coast, but nprie
of these parleys have- been held to

fixed line-up of regulations to control radio appearances that would
be fair to employed artists and radio
interests. Hence, the idea of a 'czar*
or specially designated official to
handle the situash, with radio interests taken into confidence and agreeing on the person or persons spotted
in the -position.
The giant influx of film players to
the big network programs really got
under way late in September and
the first 10 days in October. It was
a well-founded fear that exactly this
would occur that prompted the first
move- several months ago by exorganizations
to
protest
hibitor
against air-minded stars devoting
time and energy to broadcasts.

Some

o'

Picture artists under
film companies or players who have
enhanced their reps through screen

work and who have appeared on
major nation-wide network broadcasts from Oct. 1 to Oct. 9 include
Rudy Vallee, Charles Ruggles, Bing
Crosby, Billie Burke, Al jolson,
Walter Huston, D. W. Griffith, Irene
Rich, Dick Powell, Slim Summerville, Robert Warwick, Smith Ballew, Marion Talley, Joe Penner, Jack
Benny, Benny Baker> Nelson Eddy,
Phil Baker, Eddie Cantor, Bobby
Breen, Paul Whiteman, Milton Berle.
Helen Hayes, Joe E. Brown, Doris
Kenyon, Ken Murray, Harry Rich
man, Ben Bernie, Fred Astaire,
Charles Butterworth, George Burns,
Gracie Allen, Nino Martini, Joan
Blondell, Bert Wheeler, Bill Frawley, Jean Hersholt, Madeline Carroll,
Patricia Ellis, Dick Powell, Olivia de
Haviland, Errol Flynn and Ginger
'

The Hays' personal appeal, it
is understood, would be couched in
diplomatic terms and from the angle
of co-operation between the two Rogers,
mpst active branches of the .amuseThis list is a direct affirmation of
ment •w.orld,
exhibitor charges that the picture
The. proposal of the MPTQA.is for artist appearances on the air were
a. Iczar' -who would regulate »< film
not a case of a one-time shot but
player's activity on all radio pro- rather the night-af ter-night parade
grams. These would be set up cither of film stars to the mike. Exhibs
in each studio or one would be contend that this hurts the boxoffice
designated to cover all Hollywood and the picture player's drawing
plants.
The association suggested power.
that .each radio appearance be /conThe nine-day list reveals that
sidered separately, with release and there are nearly five film artists on
date.

.

,

j

,

playdatcs, .of pictures involving the
specific artist in question always
kept in mind. The MPTOA admitted
that it might not be feasible or practical for producers to draw up any'
.

13.

business

ended June

30.

Reporting that collections rose in
30 states, Treasury, ^Department an-

nounced

receipts

.gross

from

the

levy were $17,112,175, up
over fiscal year 1935.
were general, with only
slump shown in rake-off from admissions sold by proprietors in ex*

ticket

=$1,732,778

Gains

cess of established prices.
Bulk of the rise came from theatres, although substantial percentage advance was registered in the
yield from cabarets and night clubs.
By taking one cent for each 10 paid
at the ticket for admissions over 40c.

the
741.
film,

Government garnered $15,001,This was $1,244,503 more than
vaudeville and legit houses

kicked in during 1935.
The brokerage business obviouslyin the industry's upturn.
From speculators, who are taxed
10% of the excess over boxoffice
scales, the. Government took $117,463, a gain of $22,<668 over the prior,
year.

TheHotal tax yield from all types
amusements ran considerably
ahead of the Treasury's expecta*
.

Originally the take was
culated at $16,500,000 while last
uary the forecast was revised
the amount expected raised to

tions.

West.'

Hearst went after Mae West's
'Klondike Annie' and the film industry about a year ago.

cal«

Jan-

and
$17,*.

000,000.

three

All

the

of

leading

states;

showed increases in boxoffice
with

taxes,

New

York, biggest contributor,
way for the whole country. Government collectors raked in
$5,778,956 in the Empire State, an
advance of $282,254 in a year. The
leading the

collections were $1,319,up $187,985, and the Illinois
was $1,220,739, up $72,254.
While 17- states showed increases in

California

741,
total

excess of $10,000, the

only others

where the gain exceeded $100,000
were Indiana, up $162,304, and
.

Massachusetts,

up

$167,512.

The Government's share of ticket
Paramount is sending Gladys business, excluding revenue derived
George into several keys in advance from speculators, Annie Oakleys,
leases, niteries, etc., was disbox
of 'Valiant Is the. Word for Carrie,'
akin to Mae West's personal appearances with, her next,. 'Go West,

Young Man,' which

is

from 'Personal
turn was the

tributed as follows:
..........

Alaska ............
Arizona ..«..»...«.
Arkansas ..........
,

,

in
Memphis
tomorrow
(Thurs.), Washington (16), Detroit
Chicago (20) and Salt Lake City
She wili be in each town one
day and, if making any personals, will
probably make them at local Par
houses or those playing Par pictures.
(13);

(19),
(24).

Iowa

....

..«•*......

Kansas
Kentucky
.

.........

Massachusetts ......
Michigan
Minnesota
....

(San Francisco

Harry

Carlton,

MelPauline

to

(Monterey).

(New York to London),
Herbert Marshall (Aquitania).
Oct.

14

(New York

to

Paris),

11,584.

cri.iftci

48,883
1,148,485
121,000

1,220,730
2«Si,:hm

:;o,485

oa,i»7
70,070
74,321

24,008
70.205
,

011,740

.

30,341
1 SO, 057
820,032
484.143
01 ,507
8,050

41,040
40!l,723

32,250
6,778,0.10

'

.

,

2li::,03!>

10.50O
38.805
-S.208
70,587
382,007
21.238
6,400.702

71.482
3,008

.18,252
3.0(10

371,8:111

274,246
53,800

74,«7."i

01. KIM

CO. 1 2.1

Pennsylvania

8M.110

SI 7,738

Rhode Inland

7fl.70!»
2.-..7.14

80.830
20,000
5,720
77.181

South Carolina

Kouth Dakota
Tennessee ...»»•••.•
Tcxns
..........
Utah ....
Vermont
. .

Virginia

Johnny Weissmuller, Mr, and Mrs. Washington

........

West VlrRlnla
Ben Goetz (Normandie).
Wisconsin
Oct 14 0 os Angeles to Samoa), Wyoming

Richard Day' (Monterey);
Oct. 10 (Los Angeles to Honolulu),
Harold B. Franklin (Lurline).

0,514
280,312
224,155
54.875

14 ,2411

3<>,lli:i

.

14

304,824,

254,441
223,424

500,707
140,488
30,408
289.202
21,870
mi, i no

Mississippi

•

Oct.

102.&27
3i:5,128
0.7C2.

0114,414

New Hnmpshlre,,...
Oct. 21 (New York .to London), New Jersey
Merle Oberon, William Wyler (Queen New Mexico.
New York
«;..
Mary).
North Carolina......
t
Oct. 14 (London to New York) North Dakota
........ ,••«....
John Baxter, R. C. Sherriff, Freder- Ohio
Oklahoma
...«•»..
ick Lonsdale (Queen Mary).
Oregon ..... ........

Ch.appelle
Oct. 14

28,768
1,131,756
J22,085

1,310,741-

247,110

Missouri

bdurne),

13,271
i:;,805

25,314

30,i>30

.

Montana
Nebraska yn
Nevuda

SAILINGS

$35,83.1

14,7(10

38,<>75

.

Louisiana

Main*
Maryland

1035.

1030.
$38,020
30,887

State,

Alabama

Appearance,' and in
stage
starring
vehicle for Miss California
Colorado ..
George.
Connecticut
Miss George will not appear with DeluwHre
"Valiant,' but go into keys ahead of District of Columbia
Florida
it for interviews, publicity buildups
Georgia
and possibly some locally arranged Idaho ...
..
personal appearances.,
She was Hawaii
Illinois ..
scheduled to- be in Dallas yesterday Indiana
..»,..*..«•«

the Artists
contract to

amusement

of

.

first

film .and

generally showing further progress
out of depression doldrums, Federal
Government pocketed 10% more admissions tax money during the year

shared

like

Rctdio*Pix Talent Czar

ganizations protesting is the Theatre Owners' Association of North
Dick Powells
and South Carolina. The board of
directors of this organization voted
Dick Powell and Joan Blondell to combat the practice and mailed
may return to; the Coast today its squawk directly to" all studio
(Wednesday ) and the Warner studio, heads in Hollywood.
after a honeymoon that has been
In the ultimatum, the directors of
heavily attended by Warner public- the Carolina's association stressed
ity and exploitation stunts, keeping the' damage done to the boxoffice
-the stars, busy from early morning
satellites
of
picture
popularity
until late at night.
through repeated appearances on the
Broadcasting, cocktail parties, inOtherwise, the protest'
airwaves.
terviews, photographs, etc.,' have fig-,
followed the general lines of others
campaign.
ured in .the hectic
sent in from exhibitor organizations
throughout, the U. S. and Canada,
starting With the action of the MisN. V. to L.
souri and Kansas exhib association
Matt Allen."
in mid-summer.
Joan Blondell.
While all data from representative
Eddie Buzzell.
key cities, college communities and
Charles Collins.
typical country spots has been colJimmy Fox.
lected by the Hays office, actual
Tay Garnett
compilation and analysis has not
Harry Hershfleld.

Selznick.
Shirley.
Dorothy Stone.

to

Remarkably, largest revenue

Hollywood, Oct 13.
Mae West will do three weeks, of
personals with 'Go West Young
Man' opening in N. Y. Thanksgiving
Buzzell Direct 'Hero'
week, with Boston and Chicago to
Hollywood; Oct. 13.
follow; Tour may be extended if
Eddie Buzzell will direct Charles biz warrants. Understood she's getting a guarantee plus split over cerat
Hero'
'College
(Buddy) Rogers in
~"
Columbia. Robert Buckner, scripted tain figures.
Reported here that Hearst has
from Corey Ford's Satevepost yarn.
Picture is skedded to get away lifted his ban on West pictures and
Oct. 19, but studio is still peering sheets will take advertising on 'Go

Hollywood, Oct 13.
Charles Bickford's deal to produce
and star in four pictures for Grand
National has been called off when
the actor refused to accept a coacter but now a spread play.
It is. also -common knowledge that director on the set
Bickford claims the deal called
and
films
for
-writers,
accredited
for. a solo job.
radio, are. being beseeched to turn
With several stories nearing comin ideas with the heavy play on conGrand for a femme lead. It's Rogers'
production,
for
tinuous action. Figured that for the^ pletion
under his new Col. termer.
(Continued on page 65)
of one ordinary- film name they

Ann

•

Walter- Connelly to play it

In this connection
the Joe Penner,
Eddie Cantor and other programs,
formerly radiating from one char-

William Kent.
William Le Baron.
Jeanette MacDonald.
Dick Powell.
Wesley. Buggies.

amounted

$578,-806.

13.

With death of Irving Thalberg,
Frank Capra figures his deal with
Metro washed up. About three years
ago Capra went from Columbia to
M-G on a loan and_ worked eight
months there preparing 'Soviet,'
which was never made, and working on The Good Earth.'
On strength of this he was able to
borrow Clark Gable for 'It Happened One Night,' but he still-owed

.

greater returns.
are mentioned

-

tickets

cuffo

This was a jump of
69,«3, or approximately 13%.

.

Hollywood, Oct

Washington, Oct.

With

pleted. 'Gay Desperado' for Pickfordis in New York at present and
will remain east indefinitely under
plans.
The director will put on no Theatre Guild plays this season.

Lasky,

0,7.1!)

74,137
485, 250
24.i or.

4:18,115

0,840
102.508
100..107

18,411
70.308
17.178

:

20,208
6,470
00,105
100,818
10.054
07,570
|4.022
j

Totals

..,

.$157001*741

$13,7.17,238

Asiaire's Next All Set

ARRIVALS
Edward

Paul Graet, Anton
Litvak, Jean Gacon de Cavaignac,
Pattie Price, B. A. Mayer, Emanuel
List, Joyce Carey, Joan Swinstead,
Moya Nugent, Alan Webb, Anthony
Ziegler,

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
To keep Fred Astaire busy, RKORadio has postponed Ginger Rogers*

soloer, .'Mother Carey's Chickens,'
and ordered an earjly production
Edward Underdown, Kan- start on 'Stepping Toes,' another
neth Carten, Jacob Texiere, Ger- terper for the team. The Gershwins
trude Lawrence, William K. Howard,- wrote it.
Miriam Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. George
Pan Berman produces.
Kraska, Leslie J. Casey, Adolph
Wohlbruck, Ernest Toller, Bertha
LLOYD PANTAGES OUT
Gerste;;,
Fritz Kreisler, Margaret
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Speaks, Sylvia Sanders, Lili Christian Gratnoff, Jack Cohn, Ruth fitLloyd Pantages is out a second
ting, Col. Mcc Snyder, William Van time on Hearst's orders as a Hollythe radio every 24 hours. 'Compile
Hoogstraten, Mr. and Mrs. William wood columnist.
His first exit was
tion does not include brief radio ap< Morris, Jr., Giovanni Martinelli, Ro* after a tiff with Louella Parsons.
pearance on local stations in any mano Roman!, Rosario Scalero, GuiWhy the bounce the second time,
section of the country but only the seppe Sturani, Gregory La Cava, or who takes over, hasn't been disNBC and CBS outlets.
Louis Dreyfus.
closed as yet.
Pelissier,

-

—
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StokcwskiCCall

!
'

Me Slokj

)

Do

to

PIC PLAYERS

MAY Screen

Wagner Pic for M-G; Union's Stynui
Philadelphia,

Oct

•Black Legion'
heared, was
thinking of a no-screen credit
from Warners, not wanting the
finger on him with so many of
the Michigan assassins still at
large. But last week's 99-year
rap for Dayton Dean* the legion's triggerman, changed all

[opening

that.

DENY
The

N. Y.

200-250G

New
men

-

expected to cost the New York
Musicians Local 802 between $200,^Friday morning papers, mentioned
000 and $250,000; Bill so far has
Jhe flesh appearance of Mr. Stokowgone
over the $50,000 mark and the
pkl Everything was swell.
union is prepared for a long drawnThen, after the first edition of the out struggle.
Evening papers, telephones started
Almost' 50 theatres are now being
'Cancel that story about
Ringing.
picketed in the New York area, with
{Stokowski and the Stanley,' was the
order.
Stoky didn't make his per- the expense money coming directly
out of the union's relief fund.
gonal.
Wherewithal for this fund is coming
The answer was the Musicians'
plenty of copy.

•

All the ads in the

is

Protective Association which right
is at odds with Warners here.
fact, they're in very much of a
deadlock.
First the Fox, recently
taken over by Warners, dropped Its
Ork; last week, the Earle did the
same. Fight was. mainly over the
employment of musicians in nabe
theatres but fact remains that the
two factions are at loggerheads with
the Warners reported as keeping
the Earle on a straight film policy
jiintil the musicians give in.

now
In

At any rate, Stokowski is a member in good standing^ Hence the
cancellation of the Stanley appearance.

•

now looms that the
Guild may join with

S. F.

.

MGRS. HAVE

OWN IDEAS ON

1

writer-producer pact and permit the
Playwrights to set up their arbitration machinery, then the actors will
likely be in a more advantageous*
position to demand the same rights*
Among those attending meeting

'

.

Raft Back at Par; Gets

the presence of musicians in theatres
above a certain seating capacity.
While such legislation may not be
possible here, politically-minded individuals are trying to figure out
some kind of action, it is understood.
possibility, it is learned, is a
state-organized subsidy for the creation of independent vaudeville or
other show units with bands which
would tour within the provinces of
any state attempting that means of
providing living entertainment.
In addition to plans in Philadelphia to emulate the campaign of 802
in New York, the Kingston, N. Y..
local is starting a petition which will
urge local theatre owners to restore
shows and bands to that town. If
no action is taken on the petition,
the Kingston local plans picketing
the same as in New York. To date
i
21 locals have written to 862 for

Coin and Another Pic
Hollywood, Oct

13.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
George and Ira Gershwin have
been signed by Samuel Goldwyn to
write the music, lyrics and book for
the 'Goldwyn Follies of 1937.'
Contract' goes into effect Jan. 2
after pair completes work on the
Fred Astaire-Ginger
forthcoming
Rogers picture .at RKO.

A

Paramount and George Raft have
hoisted the white flag. Raft will retun to studio and will receive $24,000 pay for time he was out after
refusing spot in 'You and Me,' which
;

Tr/icTe

t-<HJNI)KJ>

A. A. Tomei, president of the Musicians' Protective
(Local 77) declared afterwards that no official
ban was made by the union itself. Norman Krasna was preparing to
He added, however, that he himself direct and produce.
Ring's Bangtails Beckon
Arrangement was made while Wilhad written Stokowski recently
advising him that the appearance liam LeBaron and actor were in
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
would be contrary to union regula- New York attending world series.
Another yarn is being whipped into
Bing Crosby and his family are
tions.
shape for Raft.
back on the Coast from their HonoStoky has made no statement as
Crosby's next Paralulu vacash.
yet.
His famous Philadelphia Ormount picture, 'Waikiki Wedding.' is
Chi Fire on Film
chestra has opened its season under
being rolished by Frank Butler, Don
the baton of Eugene Ormandy. StoHollywood, Oct. 13.
Hartman
and Duke Atterbury. Ed :
kowski will conduct several conTwentieth-Fox will produce 'The
ward Sutherland will direct.
certs later.
Chicago Fire,' based on E. P. Roe's outline of the campaign as carried
Crosby docked at San Francisco
on in Greater New York. In. view
The Stanley where the personal 'Barriers Burned Away.'
and visited his racing stable at Tan(Continued on page 18)
appearance was to have taken place
Richard Collins is screenplayirig.
foran bsforc returning to Los Anhas no orchestra and has not had
geles.
one in six or seven years.
Crosby is reading 'Irish Eyes,' a
life of Cha"ncey Olcott, and a sort
of Crosby c'f the last generation. Picture would feature songs like 'When
Irish Eyes Are Smiling,* 'My Wild
Irish Rose' and 'Mother Machree."
•

•

poses.

were
Waldemar
Grover
Jones,
McGuinness,'
Young,
James
K.
Manuel Seff, J. Ainsworth Morgan,
Frank Butler, William Anthony Mcsuc(WB) is billing Clark Gable ahead Guire, Paul Schofield, Bess Merecess.'
dyth, Albert Shelby Levino. Eddie
of Marion Davies.
It's
the first
Legislative Talk, But
from the working musicians. Mem
known time that Miss Davies has Welch, Marion Orth, James Edward
In addition to the support the 802 ever run No. 2 in the bally for one Grant, Patterson McNutt, Ray Harbers playing hotel jobs pay 3% of
ris, Harvey Thew, Robert Yost, Gerdrive
has
received,
as
including
their salaries; the tax on theatre
signed of her own pictures in this town.
Howard Emmett
ald
Geraghty,
signments is 4%'; sustaining pro- statements by some leading legislaRogers and Tom Reed.
grams originating from a hotel or tors, the New York local has been
cafe bring $3 per man per broadcast, approached by several politicians
B0JANGLES WEST NOV. 1
while a commercial radio date also who vision the opportunity for legis Goldwyn Ties Gershwins
lative measures that would aid the
carries a tithe for the relief fund.
Bill Robinson stays at the Cotton
drive. In Cuba, Brazil and th» ArFor Tollies of '37' Job Club, N. Y., until Nov. 1 and ihen.
gentine there are laws which require
goes Co'astward for 20th-Ce.ntury.
-

•

'POLITICS'

delphia local is scheduling a mass
meeting for Friday night (16) in inaugurating a drive in that city and
many other locals are contemplating
action to fall, in line.
The Screen Actors' Guild has so
San Francisco, Oct. 13.
far not indicated whether it will acDespite general studio instruction
tively support the campaign of the
against tampering with the official
musicians in behalf of flesh for thebilling on pictures, there are two exatres, Jior in what manner, but is
amples here this week of theatre
morally, behind the drive. Kenneth
Thompson of the SAG sent the fol- managements using their own judglowing telegram to Local 802 Mon- ment to suit local situations.
Simone Simon, officially featured
day af ternon:
in 'Ladies in Love' (20th), is getting
'The board * of directors of the
Screen Actors' Guild instructs me to first position in the ads, marquee
communicate to you its great interest and lobby displays at the Warfield,
and wholehearted accord with your With Loretta Young, Janet Gaynor
campaign to return orchestras and and Constance Bennett, the official
stage entertainment to motion pic- stars of the picture, trailing in the
ture houses.. The board sends its billing.
playing
Fox,
"Hearts
Divided'
best wishes for overwhelming

TO COST

'•

in.

Bert Clark, L. A. skimmer,
has the job. No gal could be
found fast enough to do the
Henie routine for setup pur-

the American Federation of Actors
(vaudeville performers) in the drive
of the Musicians' Union, Local 802,
for restoration of living talent to theatres, a move that is likely to become national in scope. The Phila-

PICKETING

.

;

I'liMlxlird

154

,

A Program to Curb Studio Agents

,

W

•

The Hays office in the east is back
on the current furor anent the
agents. Recently this group met and
decided on a program to correct any
existing agency 'evils.'
To many the agency situation will
not stand correction until the com-

Hollywood, Oct.

panies, of and by themselves, prohibit company executives from direct or indirectly being interested in
such agencies. That goes for all de-

•Warners in capacity other than actor,
but in tests came out as a superpartments, including theatres.
Boles.
Some 10 or 12 points are part of
_This comparison to first sheik- the Haysites' agents program.
sjnger of talkers gets clearer when
It is no secret in the trade that
Its known that Boles was asked to some of agents stand so close to some
Jake a test for the remake, but nixed. studio executives that they are all
** Studio execs are burning over but officially on the companies' pay"»e brush-off ever since.
rolls.

uck.
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work Stranger' for Max Schach is held ,up
recovers. *Miss
Harding
till
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waited three mdnths after her arrival before getting to work and
now is held up within a week of
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Obituary
Outioovs

Hollywood. Oct. 13.
Whitney Bourne, signed by B.I.P.
Ed Gallagher, Jr. and A! Shean, for 'Sensation,' is also an invalid, and
Jr., sons of the vaude duo, Gallagher
is in Switzerland for a shOr't' rest
and Shean, have arrived here for cure, but not expected to hold Up
production.
picture work.
i

«.

and 50 Years Ago

Fil.n Itavlcv/s

London, Oct. .4.
'
Throat trouble is keeping Ann
Harding off the Denham stages. ProductiOn on her picture 'Love from a

-

!

!

55
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13
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70
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•
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Euvlccque

is
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13.
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Megger Signs as Actor
Miles Mander, English director,
has been signed to an actor's term
contract at 20th-Fox by Darryl Zan-

New York

.$«

.

Coplea

-

;

In*-.

I'rettlilenr.

SUBSCRIPTION

considering the story for its
schedule, but if it 'goes on Emanue!
Cohen'6 Crosby goes in on a 50-33
financing deal with proportionate
st.arc of the profits.

>

VAUIICTY,

l>y

4fiih SI reel,

Annuitr. ;..

WB TO SIMONE A MALE Eastern Film Execs Have Mapped

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
WarViers
kicked
having
been
around by John Boles on 'Red Shadows' (remake of 'The Desert Song')
a te planning to Simone-Simon a
male star out of nowhere to top billing between screen test and preview
his first pic. Company is keeping
hiVTie ih its dungeon, denying it's
Dick Foran, singing cowboy, or any
Other singer already on the lot.
Claim is suppressed sheik works at

Went

Sin(;l»

,

Par

Mark JteBlHlered
BY S!MB Sfl.VBHMAN

Weekly

3ld Silverman,

.

LEAD FOR 'DESERT SONG'

13.

offshoot of the
Screen Writers"
Guild, has taken a definite stand
against the arbitration clause of the
writer-producer code of practice
adopted a year ago by the Academy'
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences
whereby all disputes would be mediated through the Acad machinery.
Body demands separate arbitration.
Modification of tjie existing working agreement in so vital spot is said
to create a situation which may. result in an impulse when the proposals, after some revisions, are presented to the producers.
While details of the new code will'
be withheld until revisions are
made, Grover Jones, president of
the Playwrights, admitted that the
code definitely will not accept the
Acad arbitration machinery as set
up in the present writer-producer
pact formulated by the Acad in 1035:
This may prevent the producers*
acceptance of the code as the pres-'
ent standard contract for screenactors requires all mediation to pass
through the Academy,- and it is this*
proviso that the Screen Actors'
Guild seeks to eliminate. Should the
producers
present
discard
the

13.

Sonja Henie, famed ice skater,
working in 'One In a Million'
at 20th-Fox, has a male stand-

possibility

Screen Actors'

cial press interviews.

iers

Hollywood, Oct.

Newly formed Screen Playwrights,
Hollywood, Oct.

—

Mayo's now demanding full
frame on credit sheet and spe-

Conductor also observed he prehis. nickname
spelled Stoki,
gather than Stoky. Thinks it 'looks
better' that way. Always the recipient of whispered nicknames here,
..'the conductor is being facetiously
Teferred to as the 'Glamour Boy of
$he Podium' since his flicker debut.
Stokowski was skedded to make a
personal appearance at the Stanley
f"riday (9) in connection with the
opening of 'The Big Broadcast of
in which Stoky. and his
J937' (Par)
Stanley-Warner
;<>rk have a spot.
fieople were all het up over the
dea, with the publicity and exCurrent campaign to compel
ploitation departments going overYork film houses to employ pit
board. The dailies responded with

Arbiter Dictate

Winged Stand-in
Screen Actors' Guild Relays
Its
Sympathies to the
A. F. A. and the A. F. M.
Extending Campaign to
Bring Back Flesh

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Archie Mayo, as release of

of his first picture, 'Big
Broadcast of 1937,' in which he gets
'big featured billing locally.

Playwrights Balking

On Academy's

Mayo's Billing Doubts

13.

Leopold Stokowski will definitely
on the life of
Richard Wagner, the symph maestro
admits.
He
had
denied the
.now
'story when it appeared in Variety
last summer. Film will be made by
Metro, with Stokowski. in the role
of the great German composer; Did
not specify date it will go into production, who will Author script nor
direct. Stokowski was in town for
star in a film based

3
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Rogers Back on Par Lot

Campaign Footage Has

Presidential

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

Ralph Fear Nixes Metro's $50,000

Hollywood, Oct 13.
Bogart Rogers checked into Par

Newsreels Ga~Ga Trying to Keep

One

Neutral;

Co. Ignores

Presidential campaign years usually mean added worries for newsreel editors and the present national
election is far from the exception.
It's simply that the news executives
find, they can't please, both parties
all of the time no matter how strenuously they strive to. handle the national personalities entirely from the
standpoint of news value.
One newsreel attempts to balance
a shot of Landon every time Roosevelt breaks into the reel. Another
claims that the best policy is to virtually ignore the campaign as important news, and let the other reels
run most of the political material.
After each presidential campaign,

MG

It 1

Writer Jobs

"

Consequently, many newsreel executives
fail to- get excited about complaints
ones
unless they are veiled
that
break into the .editorial columns or
the

.

situations.

news of daily publications.
As an example of how evenly

RKO Contractees'

the

.

Stock Training,

coverage of the Democratic and Republican aspirants is during an election, check made at the Hays office
at the close of the 1932 presidential
contest revealed that there was a
difference of only about 16 feet in
actual footage received by Hoover
and Roosevelt.
Pathe News, which won the contract from the government to provide a special bureau reel each
month, aside from- its regular releases, probably has the best record
to date on. impartial, coverage, with
the number of clips given the G.O.P.
running neck-and-neck with the
'

stories

on the Democrats.
U's Attituae

.

Universal
cover the
'

is

-

not

'

attempting

campaign

on

.

to

strictly

politico angles,' officials claiming that
the Space should be devoted "to

timely and feature-news, leaving the
political field mbre.or less w'.ca open
tp the other, reels. That has been- its

Briskin's Idea

•

compromise for $50,000 to settle controversy out .of court, Ralph Gordon
Fear, states he will push his Metro
stiit for injunction and declaratory
judgment on use of Fear's patented
motion picture development ma-

'Hollywood,. Oct. 13.
is rushing produc-

Twentieth-Fox

'Wake Up and Live'
and 'Sally, Irene -and Mary,' to put
them into work before Nov. 1. Kenneth Macgowarr will handle 'Wake.'

LENORE ULRIC BACK
AT M-G; HAD BEEN ILL

chine.

Metro filed suit here in May,
Earl Carroll and Harold Wilson have
been, assigned as co-producers on charging that Fear was threatening
various producers and exhibs with
'Sally.'
Mack Gordon and .Harry Revel are damage suits if they showed film
processed at' the M-G plant on the
clefftng tunes for both musicals.
•

Lenore Ulric

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
is back on the Metro

which
she appears with Greta Garbo and
Robert Taylor, Miss Ulric.'ill in New
York and under doctor's orders, had
retired into seclusion for rest and
lot for retakes in 'Camille,' in

recuperation.
An air of mystery was thrown
about the situation because one of
Metro's casting officials, here, had
long distanced certain New York
night club habitues to try and locate
the star in a ^sudden and excitable
determination to find her.
•The studio is understood not to
have sustained any unnecessary
expenses because of Miss Ulric's stay
in New York, as she left the studio,
about two weeks ago, with the consent and knowledge of the studio.
She returned to the Coast after
the Metro home office had contacted
here directly, following a 10-day
vacation in Manhattan.
.

ground that Metro was infringing on

Walter Wirichell and Ben Bernie
portray themselves as columnist and
batoncer in 'Wake.' Bernie's band
also will back him. Herman Bernie
set the deal for both with Joe Moskowitz of 20th.
Kenneth Macgowan will produce
film from a screen play by Curtis
Kenyon, Jack Yellen and Harry Tugend, based on-the title by Dorothea
'.
Brande.

Fear's patent. Plaintiff claimed that
these warnings to patron's, customs
ers, distribs, exhibs and producers
had created a potential and actual
damage to business arid good will
of Metro in excess of $1,000,OOQ.

'

Shirley

Court is asked, to declare mutual
rights .and equities in the squabble",
based on interpretation of contract
between Fear and Metro" as to re'r
stricted use arid license privilege of
developing machines built for studio
by patentee.
.

'

Fear's Charges

Temples

Fear, in answering the suit, declares that M-G was given right to
use his machine for its own film

work and

is not authorized to use
in processing film for outside com r
panies or, producers, which studip
admittedly has been
doing,
in
amount far exceeding $10,000 yearly.
Plaintiff further asserts that unless Metro is enjoined from using
the .paraphernalia for outside developing, patent to himself will be
Los Angeles, Oct. 13.
worthless and that his damage also
Alleging breach .of a management will stand somewhere around the
contract covering -Shirley -.Temple's $1,000,000 mark.
^activities,
Jack Hays, indie film
Trial' Date Awaited
producer, has filed suit for $1,000,000
Legal jockeying has been going
from the child star, her parents. on for months, with preliminaries
George and Gertrude Temple, 20th now cleared, next step being the
Century-Fox
studios,
California setting of a trial date in Federal
Bank and California Trust Co.
Judge George A. Cosgrave's court.'
Outsiders whose film work has
Hays cites in his complaint that
he signed a contract Oct. 7, 1932, to been processed by Metro are Hal
manage the star. The parents re- Roach, Samuel. Goldwyn, United
portedly sigged the pact and it was Artists, Reliance Pictures, Pickfordi
okayed in a L.A. court, he declared. Lasky, Pioneer, Charles Chaplin;
Feature
Productions*
He further alleges that on Oct. 1, 20th-Fox,
1933, the Temples repudiated this Joseph M. Schenck Enterprises and
contract, refused, to permit him to Pickford-Fairbanks, Inc.
Herbert Yates, president of Concontinue with Shirley's management,
and turned over the direction of her solidated Laboratories, understood
to be interested in Fear's defense)
film career to 20th-Fox.
refutes
such, statements.
Hays asks $500,000 damages and

Alleged Ex-Mgr.

it

•

Hollywood, Oct.

13.

Guest stars for the asking. That's
the new policy the RKO-Radio
studio announces via S. J. Briskin,
with, around 30 young stock players
available, gratis for stock companies
and little theatres around, .the country. Idea is to give players' needed
experience and 'to help the theatre.'
Only top names and those working
at the time in pictures are exempted
from call. Briskin said, 'If we are to
continue to obtain fine players from
the stage, it is oWious' the theatre
must be encouraged and strengthened in every manner possible. It
is' apparent we must help the" theatre if we expect the theatre to help

Reinhardt Scans Cast

For/Dantco'; Script On

'

.

'

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Reinhardt has started casting
for 'Danton,' .his pext picture fpr
Warners. Producer is probing studio's contract player list before call-

Max

on any outside talent.
Large staff of writers is laboring

ing

.

-

over the

script.

'

Metro Holds Gould

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
policy since the campaign really got the- screen.'
Dave Gould, dance director, has
showed both Rooseunder' way.
Understood the only cost to thea- received a new contract at Metro.
velt and Landtiri at Des Moines when tres taking such
juve players
Director, now doing chore on 'Born
they were together at. the drought will be the transportation and liv- to Dance,' will create terp numbers
conference. The reel's executives ing, expenses.
for Eleanor" Powell in 'Broadway
l^rs.-Lela Rogers/ mother of Gin- Melody of 1937.'
say they used the drought conference shots because the confab *was ger Rogers, guesting for Lux on the
radio. Monday- (12)
night,
aired
news to the nation at the time.
"While recent checks showed Para- Briskin's plan as part of the broadHenry Henigson sails for a Euromount and Hearst Metrotone giving cast.
pean jaunt the end of this week.
the Republicans a slight edge in
Former Paramount production ^exclips, this is nearly counterbalanced
ecutive who has wound up his affiby a leaning towards the Democrats
liations on that lot, will scout around
and Foxy By the first of next
by
fpr plays, talent, etc., with a view
week,, however, nev sreei editors
toward indie production when he
claim the- picture may be reversed,
gets back.
with Fox and- Universal ahead on
Landon shots and Par and MetroHollywood, Oct. 13.
tone running a little ahead on FDR
TOPPER
JEAN
ROGERS'
Re-debuting as a Metro scenarist,
coverage.
Kay Van Riper, one of radio's ace
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Despite a small lead in actual writers, is scripting 'Skidding.' ForJean Rogers and James Dunn have
views and footage accorded 'Landon mer stage play .will be produced by top spots in Universal's 'Murder, on

RKO

.

an additional one-half of Shirley's
potential earnings, estimated at another $500,000.
His contract allegedly was to have run unto Oct.
7, 1934:

-

KAY VAN RIPER QUITS
AIR FOR METRO CHORE

U

Pressed Vs. Theatres

.

Which Showed the Pic

A

restoration of the suit against
the Moredall Realty Co. (Capitol
theatre,' N. Y.) has been asked by
O'Brien, Driscoll & Raftery, attorneys for Edward Sheldon and -Mar:

;

were $7.50 to $10 daily.
Hays filed another suit in "Federal
court which amplified the" state ac- garet Ayer Barnes. Request made
tion.
Harry Ashton, a trustee in "before Federal Judge Knox >grew"
bankruptcy, was" made defendant out of suit against Loew's, Inc. and
along with the parents, Fox Film Metro for alleged plagiarism of
,

,

-

-

Corp., -20th-Fox,

California .Bank, plaintiffs' story 'Dishonored Lady' in
Hubbard and Sam Marx.
Eddie Anderson
the Mississippi.'
and the California Trust Co.
film 'Letty Lynton.'
Van Riper authored, pro- also added to cast. Production is
In this suit Hays declares that the
Loew's has asked that a hearing
duced and played' lead in 'English under way on the U lot after sevTemples, desirous of- breaking his on the Moredall. matter be postCornets,' which started a cycle of eral weeks' location in New Orleans.
contract without the formality of re- poned until some time in Januaryhistorical serials on local transArthur Lubin is. directing with Val

a few weeks ago, how Roosevelt is Lucien
credited with having the edge beMiss
.

cause he has become more active in
the campaign. Industry observers
would not be surprised to see him
actually close - the campaign with'
greater footage than Landon because
it Js a natural tendency to give the
incumbent in office a bre'ak if for,
no other reason than that his por
sition as chief executive rates it.
'

scinding

Paul associate producer.

mitters.

Prop

"

.'

In

CADY'S TEMPLE ORIG

Few

Hollywood, Oct.

.

H. J. Green Ankles Col.
13.

Jerry .'C'ady, .radio
whb'
clicked on his! first scenario atterhp't'
at .20th,-Fox..bas. been given a tcrrn'
contract. by Darryl Zanuck.
Cady was told, to turn out an original for Shirley Temple when he
landed on the lot A. few days later
he turned, ia .'Her. Master's Voice.'
plus a treatment. Zanuck assigned
Rayniohfl. .Griffith to produce ..and"
told Cady, .to solo on the adaptation.]
writer,

.

.

.

Hollywood, Oct. ,13.
Howard J. Green, Columbia associate producer, and Harry Conn have
agreed to end former's contract.
Before Green leaves, however, he
will put 'I Promise to Pay' and
'Whispers, Inc.,' into production.
Arthur Levy, British producer, has
bought soreen rights to 'It's. Your
Turnj' story by Green..
Yam-was
published by Collier's in 1930."
1

'

Corliss Primps- Orig.
'

AUcne

MOSS HART'S M-G OAIGV

Hollywood, Oct. 33.
who authored

Corliss,

Hollywood, Oct.

'

13.

•Summer* Lightning,' has reached thc,
'Metro has signed Moss Hart to
Coast to' cdllab with Del Andrews' write, an,- original. Hunt Sternberg
and,. Arnold '.Belgard. on the, iscri'pt produces. ,
v
ipr. .Wajltcr; .Wander, '.prpductiqn;
,,
i'Weeping Is for Women* has' been
Joan Bennett heads oast, wi1>h Wil- ;ti|l4en -by Metro. Donald Barr "Chid.'''
liam tK. Howard- set. to- directi
fiey inilhbred.
!

.

.

.

\

.

.

>

•

•

!

>

'

already been granted.
Authors won the first suit and are
awaiting a reply of the Loew auditors on an accounting of film's profits,
Hearing on this matter is expected Oct. ~!2.

$25.

Seals Issued by Codists

WINS HIM CONTRACT

when it can bring east witnesses'
who made, the picture. Delay has

connived with Ashton,

which Hays' contract was disposed
of to G. F. Temple, star's father for

in British Fix Reflected

1

it,

trustee in Hays' bankruptcy, to simulate a trustee's bankruptcy sale in

.

"

Now

-

According to the complaint, the
Temples brought .Shirley to Hays
and asked him to train her for the
films.
He obtained coaches for her,
he says, and placed her in six onereel 'baby star' pictures for Educational.
Her earnings at that time

"

•

Xynton- Matter

•

Henigson Abroad

;

.

Sues for Million

.

U

.

Los Angeles, Oct. 13.
After assertcdly turning down a

'Sally'

tion plans on

.

news weeklies generally receive rial for scripting 'The Foundry,'
from both political parties Wallace Beery starrer, which Hunt
thanking them for the impartial and Stromberg will produce.
absolutely fair way in which they

Issues
""

20th Rushes 'Wake/

last year.

letters

To Test

Settlement Bid;

(12) as associate producer;

considered were three blanks in
three productions.
Return to Par, where Rogers was
previously a story editor, means he
goes back in a better status than
when he left to. join Darryl Zanuck

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Several writers got a. break at
Metro last week. Studio took 'Sea
of Grass,' novel from Cpnrad RichWilliam Hurlter, who will adopt.
burt was handed a contract and assigned to the Fannie Hurst story,
'Once Upon a Time.^
James M. Cain, addition to writer
staff, will work "with Director William Joyce Cowen on script revisions for latter's novel, 'They Gave
Him a Gun/ which Harry Rapf will
produce. Bartlett -Cormack was ordered to New V°rk to obtain mate-

the

handled

Monday

having tossed' in his ticket at 20th
Century-Fox after drawing what he

This, the plaintiff charges, was
done to defraud .him in bankruptcy
proceedings in court of RefereeSamuel W. McNabb. He charges
further that the assertedly contrived
sale was made without required 10-

BILLY HOSE'S FIESTA

FOR L.A.

day

legal notice to creditors and
without any notice to himself, that
British-made productions submitted
it was not conducted in' opep' court
to the production code administraand tha'f the .contract was not, of-

The large decrease

in

number

of

tion of the Hays office in recent
weeks was blamed for the general
slump in features that since July 1
have gone through the eastern office,
operated by Vince Hart and Dr.
James A. Wingate. Only 24 feature
films have been given the code seals
by ihe eastern code office since the
first of July this year and 135 short
features approved in that same<time.

The

office reports that 175 features
1,012 shorts have had. the- code
seals affixed, after being given the

and

once over by the eastern office since
it was organized in 1934.
The production code administraboth east and on the Coast (under Joseph I.' Breen^ how issues comDrehenaive weekly reports- showing
the number of films- passed on' and
titles 'and' prddtfeers 'so that' they may
be available fot exhibitor pe'rifeaL
tion,-

1

;

t

fered to

bidders.'.

Plaintiff

STUNT

Hollywood, Oct;

Hollywood

asserts

he believes McNabb did not have
ample .information of the proposed
deal before it was consummated..'
Hays went into, voluntary bank-

CIVIC

Commerce

is

13.

.

Junior Chamber of
negotiating With iBilly
•

.Rose to stage a spectacle similar tg
'Jumbo'
for
Fiesta
celebration
scheduled for next Mfcy. Group will
have $50,000 to. spend, and is asking
Rose for his price before going
1

'

ruptcy in 1933, listing debts of.^5,013.
Contract with Shirley Temple was
not listed or surrendered as an as- ahezd with other arrangements.
Chamber will make- the Fiesta an
set in his filings., Contract had previously been, disaffirmed, by the annual affair.
Temples, he. states.
'

(

•

.

.

-

Wynters Opp Horton
•

Mayo Megs

WB

Hollywood. Oct.

'Day'

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Archie L. Mayo will direct ICall It
a Day,' at Warners. Production is
"
skedded for early start.
Ian Hunter and* Patric' Khbw'les

13.

.

Charlotte Wynters and Edward.
Everett Horton have leads in- 'One
Man's Bonus,' now iri>work at. Para-

mount. Ray McCarey -is directing
with Harold Hurley producing.
Miss Wynters played' with Fred
have; leading spots' in ,an all-English jMacMurray in 'Trail of the Lone,easL
some Pine.'
•

'

•

.

....'.'.

,

'

i

P I CI
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G-BElection Affecting ?

TEXAS' -DORM'

having been downward in spite
of normally good picture procfuct.
While it is believed the
great

and other

CiflDUALS

is

Chicago, Oct.
'

TivOli,

bills.

turn

'

Marbro and Up-

will start the twin picture pa-

jrade.

.

13.

Double features start in the city ofChicago this Friday (16) when Balaban St Katz sends four A houses into
twin

•

with

the

combo

'Texas

of

interest

having

in

in Frisco at Civic

Function, Pans Hollywood's Pinkos

presidential

political

its

Mayer, Feted

L. B.

•Grosses nationally have not
up to expectations the
last three weeks, the teridency

been

campaigns

pre-election effect,

operating executives are unable
to say definitely whether this
is the cause.
In allocating causes, it is presumed that the election ballyhoo and excitement, plus football games, horse racing and
other boxoffice. opposition on
wide fronts are among the reasons for boxoffices not being
up to normal expectancies. The.

drop in business, however,

Kent Wants to Know
What's What
Maxwell
Has Bought the Ostrers*
Non-Voting Shares, but
Only Has Option on Vot-

Sid

—

—

Plan Within

—

Week

Wall Street is anticipating that
a plan of reorganization for RadioKeith-Orpheum will be set definitely
within a week.

RKO's

total

debt

inclusive
around
$55,000,000,
amounts which may be'adjusted.

is

of

20th Wants to
Its principal debts include $750,000
4% secured notes (Chemical); $11,Holdings
600,000 principal amount, 6% deben-

ing Stock
Sell Its

RKO

is

San Francisco, Oct. 13.
Communists have reached into tha
film industry in attempts to impose
their ideas on public opinion through

medium of the films, declared
Louis B. Mayer at a luncheon given
here in his honor last Thursday (8)
by Louis R. Lurie, San Francisco
the

and

financier

theatrical

man.

The Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

chief,

speaking of the battle the motion picture companies are having with the
tures; $1,118,500 principal amount, red element in Hollywood, startled
unsePathe notes, and $40,898,000
the natives when he took a crack at
cured claims.
the 'parlor pinks' and Communists
who, he suggested, should pack their
bags and start back to. Moscow.
.

(Par) and 'Girl's Dormi(20th).
Southtown will douup 'My Man Godfrey' (U) and
'Chan at Race Track* (20th ).
Rest of the B&K nabe houses from
the Granada down to the, smallest of

lingers'

from alarming.

far

.
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ment issued

the firlnd spots will join the, parade
to \ bargain bills as their turn conies
fa. the regular releasing schedule.
Which means that the first week
of general release houses which
charge 25c will have their bath into
double features, on Nov. 15 unless
something unexpected and unforeseen happens within the next four

INDIE PROD.

verse'
\

:.jjfeek

A

(WB) to start Oct. 16. The
following, however, this house

.

marks the culmination of a
two-year campaign on the part of
Balaban & Katz to go double fealures, and marks the return of the
industry to n bargain system
which was discarded Ave years ago
doubles proved too tough an
-bvechead in the- lowered pace of the
film

•

•

:

Jr.

.

This

.

13.

John Maxwell, head of British Inter(General
national Pictures, Associated British
Inc.) has completed
Cinemas and Associated British Picfinancing arrangement for the pro- tures, has bought the control of
duction of a series of six films which Gaumont-British from the Oslrer
will include Doubleday & Doran's brothers, it is quite certain that it
will be quite a while before any
'Crime Club* book series. Three of
deal is consummated: Furthermore,
the films will be made in London, litigation involving all ends in the
thre^e in Holly wood.
deal (G-B, the Maxwell group, MetFull production plans are not set ro-Goldwyn-Mayer and 20th Cencompletely. Fox is expected to go to tury-Fox) may yet eventuate.
Hollywood soon in connection with
Joint statement issued by Maxwell
the undertaking, and- after that to and the Ostrers yesterday (Monday)
London. He returned from England was to the effect that Maxwell had
only recently, after spending five acquired the entire Ostrer non-votmonths abroad, on the Continent,. in- ing share holdings in G-B and has
cluding the Soviet, during whicn an option on the voting shares,
time he scanned various film produc- which carry voting control in G-B.
tion spots and film business opera- No price given.
tions.
Says Kent
Sidney R. Kent, here on the matWhether William Fiske, 3d, will be
connected with the undertaking Is ter for 20th-Fox issued a statenot known. Fiske was at one time ment to the effect he is aware that
with the former First Division com- some sort of agreement has been
(Continued on pajre 55)
pany.
Fox is one of the organizers of the
Standard Capital Corp., which company negotiated the purchase of Carl
Laemmle's interest in Universal Pier

and the other pre-release houses on
\b& local Warner circuit are slated
to. go bargain bill.

-

BACK AT PAR

^*rt»en

depression.

'We've got Communists in Hollywood drawing down $2,500 a week/
said Mayer. 'Some of them are great
writers, who are demanding 'free expression' in their work for pictures.
The industry knows who they are

and

knows, too, that they are
financed and supported by the Third

sides,

plus official announcements, the condition of Gaumont- British today is
in a bigger muddle than ever. Despite the official statements that
Fox.,

TALK OF LASKY

London yesterday

London, Oct.

go doubles with the B. & K. A spots,
due to the booking of 'Anthony Ad-

:

in

(Monday).

With statements from both

Lawrence, W.
On the southside the Warner Bros,
Film Industries,
houses, the Avalon, will not

single

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Joe Schenck says he has .nothing to add to Sid Kent's state-

AS UNIT PROD.

Internationale.

'The industry has fought them in
the past and stopped them from
spreading their pernicious propaganda through motion pictures, which
are the greatest moulder of public
opinion that ever existed: Newspapers have their place in crystallizing
public sentiment, but you can't get
away from the power of motion pictures. Paint a picture for the people
on the screen and thex get the idea
a great deal quicker than the printed
message on paper.

Jesse L. Lasky back into the Paramount organization is a possibility.
He is said to have discussed the matter with Adolph Zukor. Lasky was
formerly, v.p. in charge of Par pro-

duction for years, having gone out in
Assumption is that Lasky
1931.

would become an associate producer
on the Par lot.
When he was with Fox, Lasky held
Nino Martini, Met opera star, under

'

.

'We in the film industry realize
He and. Mary that we must keep abreast of the papersonal contract.
Pickford starred Martini in 'Gay rade. We are confronted with changDesperado,' final Lasky -Pickford pro- ing conditions .qn all sides, and we
duction, which has just been re- must cope with the problems now and
leased. Martini remains under con- not delay until it is too late. All we
tract to Lasky personally. In New have to do, is to take a lesson from
York now, he will remain east for Spain and the rest of Europe to realthe Met season.
ize what we must fight against/
'

Mayer mentioned

'

.

STRONG
.

SETUP,
An

.

U. A. DISTRIB

WITH SMITH

IN

executive sales setup that

unlike that of

any

other,

is

company,

giving United Artists powerful. home
office

distribution

manpower,

been organized with, the

ment of Andy W. Smith,

REGARDLESS OF

tures.

has

Fox

appoint-

resigned from Standard Capi-

dovote his time to his personal
interests in the film field. In consequence of his recent London journey,
tal to'

as gen-

Jr.,

eral sales -managei* 'Under

George

J.

Sehaefer, who>> carries title of v.-p.

and general manager;Smith is- brought -'into

DEALS, GBBLDG.

Fox organized General Film Finance,
of England, with correspondents on the Continent, to- supply a
general banking and fiscal service to
British and European film producers.

Ltd.,

UA

for
stronger sales representation in view
of the increased product this onetime highly specialized distribution

MORE HOUSES
London, Oct. 13.
Gaumont-British is not awaiting

company is taking on. From less
than 15-pictures-a year, UA this seaton will vmarket'Ifcom 30 to 35, and
next year- '(1937-38) may increase
;

LAEMMLE,

JR.,

SETTING

the number tbVSO.or beyond.
Sam HIS
iGoldwyn himseU.iiians 10' next year.
For many -years Eastern-Canadian
Carl Laemmle, Jr., who has ordivision manager for Warner Bros.,
Smith has > been idle about two ganized his own producing company,
months.
He .resigned from WB Carl Laemmle Productions, Inc..
when the sajeg -setup there was which will look for major release
changed by .moving Grad Sears up ("United Artists is a reported possito a general sales manager's post bility), will remain in New York

PRODUCTION PLANS

the outcome of any deal before getting on with its circuit expansion
plans; and has put six theatres in
commission in the. south of England.
Each will be run by an individual

AT

\vh?n motion pictures were
ing introduced.

20TH; 'HEAVEN' SET

remember

'I

Hollywood, Oct.

B. F. Keith, one-

time vaudeville king, as one who
failed to 'keep abreast of the parade'

SPANISH PIC RUSHED

30 years

be-

first

said

a;ro,'

Mayer, 'when B. F. Keith said to me
back in Massachusetts: 'My boy, mo-

13.

To take advantage of news values
on the Spanish rebellion, Darryl F.
Zanuck has set Kennelh Macgowan
as associate producer on 'The Siege
of Alcazar.' Soriya Levien is script-

still

ing.

will .be

tion pictures are a fad; "they're like
th2 bicycle. They won't last long.
In the years to come vaudeville will

be here, and motion pictures
a.

thing of the past/

Well,

you can draw your own conclusions
'Seventh Heaven,' for November from those remarks/
Although picture is
production.
The luncheon in Mayer's honor
without a cast and director, Simone was. attended by leaders in the busiSimon will play the lead.
ness and financial world.
H. R. Knickerbocker, war corIn the evening Mayer spoke at a
respondent in Spain, also will work Fire Prevention Dinner under the
Zanuck
on the 'Alcazar' script.
au.;piccs of the Junior Chamber of
bought film rights to Knicker- Commerce. Mrs. Mayer remained
bocker's copyrighted articles from
here to do some shopping.
the war zone.
Meyer was greeted by 40 singing
firamon upon his arrival at the train
-i.epot t:> participate in F'rre Preven20th Scattering Its
The Metro film chiefs
tion Week.
tall: on civic duty was broadcast over
Pix in B'way Housec

Zanuck

also,

has

scheduled

company, with Arthur W. Jarralt,
booking chief of G-B, as chairman
and managing director.
Twentieth Century-Fox took $02;Cinemas are mostly in provincial
towns, ranging between 1,500-2.000 000 in rentals out of the Roxy on th?
costing around
capacity,
$150,000 two pictures which were diverted
into
that New York first run after
scheduled
for
early
six
are
All
each.
and creation of district managers several weeks looking a: shows, tal- new- year opening.
20th and MusicJHall had come to a
under him, div managers being elim- ent and discussing distribution arThese were
Typical of all Is new hall just parting of the ways.
rangements..
inated.
started building at Chichester, where 'Girl's Dormitory,' which played the
Young Laemmle plans producing swimming pool and dance hall arc Roxy two weeks, and 'Sing, Baby,
The RKO sales setup compares
closest to that of UA, now that on the Coast, once he bas organized suggrted as additional features to Sing.' which ran three.
Srruth is brought in.
While 'Dimples,' current there
Ned E. Depi- his unit and made arrangements for the motion picture theatre.
het is the big' boss over RKO dis- film-making space at one of the
now, makes three 20th-Fox relea.se.>
Figures on four or
for the Roxy, a second this season
tribution, as president of the dis- western plants.
for the Rivoli, opposition first run.
tributing subsidiary, while
Republic's Execs
under five pictures a year.
him are Jules Levy, as general sabs
will be 'Ladies in Love.' This one
Understood that while Laemmle
manager, and two division sales desires to make a distribution deal
follows the incumbent 'Dodswprlh.'
Hollywood. Oct. 13.
heads.
With 20th spreading its product
with UA, Sam Goldwyn and other
David Werner, formerly with
owners of UA first want to know Universal here and in New. York, his around, 'Ramona' is current at the
exactly what Laemmle's four or five been named Republic casting di- Criterion, which may get addltionals.
ahead
going
before
will
be
pictures
Casev West Next Month,
rector.
on a deal.
H"rry S^ipeter, one-t tre N. Y.
Whitney's Coast Call
Murdock Also Leaving Laemmle has four stories in mind, World
book reviewer, comes, here as
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Pat Casey, producers' labor con- He has purchased the screen rights story editor.
En
route from New York to the
tactae at the studios, returns to Holby
Faces'
to
'Soul with a 1,000
Orient via the China Clipper, C. V.
lywood for the winter early in No- Friges Karinthy and a yarn by
'Tish'
Handles
Rapf
Whitney,
member
of. the board of
vember. Remaining east until the George Frazier known as 'Nine
directors of Selznick-Internalional.
[ampa convention of the American Officers.' In addition to this he has
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
•Federation of Labor the first week made arrangements to have Thomas
Metro's 'Tiih' has been assigned planed in Oct. 9 to confab with
01 Nov., and
Selznick and look at 'The
thence to the Coast.
Mann, Nobel prize winner, do an to Harry Rapf for production, Sam David O.
Garden of Allah/
J. J. Murdock,
who has been east original, and has his hands on an Wood directing.
Whitney is making the hop as
'Tish,' slated as an Irving G. Thal*U summer, may return to his Holly- option for the rights to a coming
wood home for the winter when the novel by Alfred Newmann which bei-g production, goes to post within chairman of the board of Pan-American Airlines.
a week.
weather starts getting bad.
Jmay be done as a play first

•

•

XCO.

Mayor Angclo J. Rossi handed
Mayer a. solid gold key to the city

<

appreciation of Mayer's inSan Francisco's welfare.
Lurie, operator of the
Geary theatre, gave a luncheon in
honor- of Mayer at the St. Francis

hall

:

in

terest

in

Louis

R.

•

hotel.

In the party with Mayor were Mrs.
"Anyer, Dr. and Mrs. Robert Hlden,
Stockbridge, Mass.. visiting with the

Mayers in Hollywood; Durand
Los Angeles Chamber of
Commerce; Harry Rapf, Ben Goetz,
M. C. Levee and Frank Orsatti,
Hov/cs,

.

.

RKO's Musical Cerobo

:

Hollywood. Oct.

j

.

I

I

.'

13.

Selling up a policy similar to that
in composition of. stage musiJ.-Briskin has arranged for

u::ed

J

•

;
1

cals, S.

Jerome Kern, Dorothy Fields, Herbert Fields and Felix Young, producer, to collab as u unit ftoin stort

'

to finish
V

on

a series of filtnusicals to

be produced two annually.
Later has resigned from the Fe1d»
man-Blum-Young agency to return
to production.

PIC TUR E$

VARIETY

Wednesday; October 14, 1936

Metro long on Shorts

Coordinating All the

inside Sfsff^I^ctiires

Hollywood, Oct. 13,
Metro's short* program. for the
current season shows 20 completed
and 14 in preparation.
Pete Smith has four finished, three
being out and two in preparation.
Smith has 18 specialties on the slate.
:

Pictures' St

:

Production code office of the Hays office in the east arid the*one on 'the
Coast recently had two ticklish subjects to handle. Eastern * office encountered its problem in 'Nine Days a Queen' (GB) "because of the beheading and public execution angles, while the Coast discovered- dynamite
in the gangstep. sequences of; '\Bulldog Edition* (RepnWic
fioth were
Wilby-Kincy Mgrs. Hurt
Carey Wilson is set as commentator passed with few; trims (judging from the'flrilshied praSnptjl, wie'.iyrroundIn B'hani Auto Criish on several shorts arid remainder of ing circumstances and story facts convincing the code officials that the
musicals,
the
of
should
very
program
is
made
up
scenes
go
is.
much
as
Birmingham, Oct 13.
18 Happy Harmonies, 12 'FitzPatrick
In both instances, the execution build-up and manner in which the
Dick -Kennedy, district supervisor
ga.ng$ter machinations .dovetailed into the main theme -weJ-e r^ted as vital
Traveltalks and 12 Our Gang- Com
for Wilby-Kincy, and three of his edies
to the finished picture, with chances that both would have been weakened
from. Hal Roach.-.
Birmingham house managers were
drastically if cut too much.
; •«..
injured near Birmingham last, week
Several Paramount partners are in New York conferring with home
when an automobile in which they
office heads on tax problems and the breakdown of subsidiaries in addiwere riding crashed. into a railroad
tion to discussing -product. Among -them are Bob WUby, Bob O'Dbnnell,
trestle.
A. H. Blank and L. J. Ludwig. J. J. Fitzgibbons, in charge of Famous
The injured were Sam" Suggs,
Piayers-Canadiari and John Balaban, who operates Balaban & Katz, have
manager of the Alabama; Frank
already gone back to Toronto and Chicago, respectively.
Nickens, manager of the Strand;
Par's plan is to reduce its number of subsidiaries as far as possible in
Bill Coury, manager of the Ritz, and
order to simplify the handling of taxes and eliminate sets- of books, direcKennedy.
torates,
etc. which have to be maintained for each and every, subsid, no
None was seriously hurt
matter how small.
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Music Hall, N. Y., grabbed a lot of space in the New York dailies last
Warners will place eight pictures
before the camera's within a few week through' a stunt by Arnold Van Leer, representing .Pickford-Lasky
on 'Gay Desperado,' in conjunction with Hazel Flynn of the Radio City
weeks to shoot simultaneously.
Those skeded to go are 'Danton,' theatre.
They arranged for Nino Martini to spend a morning on the Jefferson
'MAYTIME' 'The Mari from KimberJey,' 'The Market
Court bench with Magistrate Thomas Aurelio, with the singer
Prince and the Pauper,'- '-The Mar:paying a $l.fine on behalf of a man charged with vagrancy and ending up
ri-ige Clause,* 'Slim,' 'Call It a Day,'
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
singing a song in the courtroom.
'The. King and the Chorus. Girl,' and by
Hunt Stromberg, producer,' and a technicolor remake of 'Desert
Robert Z. Leonard, director, have
',
Albert Lewin, before signing with Par, entertained ari intention to retire,
Song.'
taken over, production' reins on
as he-has an ample income. He and Jini Tully were planning to team up
Metro's 'Maytime' which was slowed
as a playwrighting duo. But the producers who were willing to let himfollowing death of Irving G. Thalwrite his own ticket won Lewin irito sticking to his last.
berg.
John Barrymore has been
Ribber Barnett
If conditions clear up he will make a European tour, as-"he wants to,
added to the cast which^haS Jeanette
with Mrs. Lewin.' If turmoil abroad continues he plans, as soon as 'The
Macbonald and Nelson Eddy as topGood Earth' is previewed, to loaf around New York till next spring look*
Cracks Pair of Ribs
'•
pers.ing over material for his 1937-38 product;
Albert Hackety and Trances GoodDuring Fun Imbroglio
rich are' making script:' changes in
"
The Maryland State Board of Censors has, seldom sliced' out any footage
oirdef that production may bd refrom films save on 'moral' grounds, with the offendihg'reelage ripped off
"
sumed this Week. Picture has been'
Hollywood, Oct. .13.
v
concerned in some way with sex. One of few [times censors have ever
shooting three weeks under Edmund
Vince Barnett, .ol' man, ,'ribber of expunged footage on grounds that were not dir'ctiy concerned with sex
Goulding's directorial guidance when these parts, took a h efjy punch at
happened to 'Anthony Adverse.'. Only two nicks the censors took out of
it was halted.
Les Wagner of the Twentieth-Fox that pic were two of the scenes showing slaves being whipped. Grounds
-i
publicity
'»
department during the were Tirutality,' unfit for general public viewing.
Jeanette Macbonald returned to Flashlite Frolic staged, by the Holly?
the Coast Monday (12) to resume in wood Photographers' Ass'n at the
Music Hall, N. Y„ currently playing a United Artists picture, 'Gay Des'Maytime', after a "brief N. Y. vaca- Biltmore hotel.. Consequently Wag-,
'Garden
ner ended up in a' hospital suffering perado,' has put in a bid for another from the same distributor,
tion.
of Allah,' first of the Selznick-Interriational pictures for this season.
two Woken ribs.
Question at the rho'rrient. is whether, or not the Rivoli, which holds a UA
Pair were indulging in a bit of
'Allah,' so that a deal may go forward with the HalL
will
release
franchise,
fun when Barnett, goaded by the
Muni as Zola in
younger and perhaps more agile While releasing. 'Gay Desperado,' the Rivoli refused to let UA sell 'Last
lashed put with' the punch. of Mohicans' to the Rockefeller house.
Dreyfus Cast, Picture kidder,
Barnett expected Wagner to roll
Reservation of the right of a producer-distributor to approve or reject
with the punch, but he didn't rollHollywood, Oct. 13.
other than to gp over backwards the stories of a competitor which are planned for a star, on loan, is the
Par's
Warners," out of the red on seoring a touchback.
deal Paramount made to borrow Gladys George from Metro.
'Pasteur/ is. going' to work on an"Valiant Is the Word for Carrie' is Miss George's first picture. Par hasother biographical item, the epic
her for three more. In each case, Metro- is permitted to pass on the
Geo. O'Brien
=
flght on the Dreyfus case made by
stories before filming.
Emile Zola. Zola role will be played
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
•b. Paul' Muni, as was Pasteur.
George O'Brien is planning a trek
Mae West will entertain eight bachelors selected from midwest and eastZola'* flght against .corrupt politics to England upon completion of his ern sections -of the country through newspaper, contests! for eight days in
will be portrayed as was Pasteur's series of pix for George Hirlman.
Hollywood, as exploitation of Emanuel Cohen's 'Go West, Young Man.' Sefight against disease. Piece is curHe * plans to make One picture in lected benedicts wiil get the Westian perspective on sights of fllmdom.
rently titled The Truth Is On the. England, and has lined up studio Cleveland Press is first to stage such a contest
March.'
space at PinewOod.
British
International
Pictures
Three or four, and possibly five features on Universal's 1936-37 product
made a picture of the Dreyfus case
line-up will go to Radio City Music Hall this fall .to fill out requirements
MARSHALL SAHS
in London, with Cedric 'Hardwicke,
Unable to sail a week ago due to of contract for last season. This is being done because U failed to deliver
which failed to click; but Hollyon its schedule for last year. 'Phantom of the Opera' was one of
wood argues that the same company studio requirements, Herbert Mar- several
not delivered.
made 'The Informer* years before shall is due in New York today biggest promised,. but
RKO-Radio did, and the difference (Wednesday) to catch a boat to EngDirectorial credit on Samuel Goldwyn's picture, 'Come and ,Get It,| .will;
in productions proved the remake land. He just completed 'Make Way
be divided between Howard Hawks, who started .the Edna; jFjer bet lumber
for a Lady' for RKO.
good box office:
mill opus, and William Wyler, who concluded megging after. Hawks and
Marshall returns in a month.
Goldwyn disagreed over story policy. This is one of the rare instances
where two topflight- directors share credit on screen work.
Lorre's
Rushed
;
'Peach Edition.' Castings
'./.
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Supervisors of exchange operations for major film companies conferred
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Twentieth-Fox is rushing producMichael Whelan draws sports, ed- with a representative of the Interstate Commerce Commission last week
tion on 'Crack-Up' in order that itor role and Rochellle Hudson the on regulations pertaining to the use of cardboard cases.
Film officials
Peter Lorre may leave for New York femme lead in 20th-Fo5t*£ 'Peach were given definite instructions as to what was. permiss.iblp. in interstate,
to srtart rehearsals in Sidney Kings- Edition.*'
shipments when the lightweight, inexpensive cases were,. e^pipyejcL
:

With the public offering of new

.

common stock practically,
way and shortly due for

out. of the
listing on
'

the New York stock exchange, JJni
versal now is turning its attention
to a pl«n'. which' will bring idl old
stock, now outstanding, under the
wing of the new corporate set-up.
Eventually, all stock probably will
be listed in the name of Universal
Coipj the new company set up when
J. Cheever Cowdin and Charles. R.
1

.

Rogers bought control.
plan of consolidation is to be
out. in the near future which
wjll give present holders of the preferred that is traded in on .the stock
exchange. and the common,, listed on
thje. N. Y, curb, representative inr
terests in the new common and posThis, would
sible, in the preferred.
be done on a basis of exchanging old
preferred and common for the new
stocks in Universal Corp.
Qnly 18,000 shares of the preferred
issue.' (N. Y. stock' exchange listing)
.

now

outstanding,
jt is known as
Universal Picts .s.tock. Reported, that
there are about 500 stockholders in
this, small issue.
It is callable at
. .

.

.

rently, it is selling -around -$9 per
share.
Neatly all of it is in the
hands of the public. There is a gbod
possibility that it may be exchanged
on a share-fof-share basis -for the
new common although the fact that
the hew common stock Carries a reit

exchange-
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exchange.
Present indications are that the
new common and preferred may not
listed until after

STR0MBERG-LE0NARD

'

ferred' may militate against a straight

be

.

.

Universal Corp.'s new' pre-

for:

.

Ws

'

demption clauseTnakin&

AT WARNERS

•

.

•

given a fair! basis of representaFuture prospects of the new
stocks alsp will enter into the, picture, when a basis, of exchange is decided on. It is estimated that, preterit .preferred holders, will! get about.
$1,800,000 worth of new securities in
Universal Corp. when the exchange
plan is. set up.
The common of Universal Pictures
on the N. Y. Curb, exchange is less
involyed in relation to being Cajled
in for a new issue l>eca.us$ fewer
stockholders are repotted invqilyed
and' its' present value is less than
one-tenth that of the preferred. Cur-

able

'

READY TO GO

8

....

-

if

.

.

,

.

above $100 per-share but holders aire
counted on .to vote for the exchange
for hew preferred and' new coinmon
tion.

4

.

.

Some

worked

.

^

1

.

-

;

'

old stocks of
'

Universal Pictures have been taken
care of. Understood, now that officials regard such a method of procedure would simplify the corporate
alignment to a vast degree.

'

Abroad

'

'

'

'

.

•

'

.

Hollywood Fotogs Go

Wampas; Choose 14

.

Ingenues for Clkko

.

,

Hollywood, Oct.

13.

Work

Those boys that know their pulchritude from a candid viewpoint,
members of the Hollywood Press
Photographers' Ass'n, took a leaf

.

•

from the Wampas booklet last week
and picked out 10 future Flashlight
Starlets.
Selections were made at
first

;

is

•

slated for a

Dwan

Alan

ley's stage production, 'Napoleon.'
Play, with Lorre in the title role,

Flashlight Ball at the Biltmore
and each gal received a cam-

hotel,
era.

Nov, 15 opening.

directs
Kelly,
sports ed.

Mark

play by

Examiner

from screen
former L.A.

Those picked were Helen Burgess,
Mary Gilford, Goldwyn; Kay

Par;

-Fox Heads

.

Drive of Film

Issues; Late Selling Hits Others
4By MIKE

Baldwin's Pic Break

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Emanuel Cohen has signed Robert
Baldwin, tested after a stage enin 'Sailor Beware' at Newark/for top spot in 'Mind Your Own
Business,'
Charles
Ruggles- Alice
Brady comedy. Joe- Cunningham

gagement

,

WEAR

Yesterday's Prices

Tuesday's stock market, following
the holiday Monday; (Columbus Day),
a few additional gains but irregularity predominated at the close.

Sales,

the bulk of the weakness, concentrated in Aim. issues. Loew's com-

Production

is

being directed by

mount

original

mon was

off
the- lo'west of

es .included Consolidated.

release".'

»'

:

'

British Stooge.
•'H^llywwodi Oct;

13.

garner

Bros.,

13(i

13VI

.-

12,1)00

..... 11

1,200
Do pt(V.;.' 72W
3,«00
2,SO0 20lh-Pox,.. -32(4
'5,000

W.

30%
71%

Unusual situation is Par's permission to Fox, Brooklyn, to play 'Texas
Rangers' on a double bill while the picture, on a single bill, was still current at the N. Y. Paramount. These theatres are in opposition to each
1

Grand Na-,
common.

2,100
l,2(Mf

.

•
.

Otnnd
Tern

N..

;

-%
+ %

-m- 3% fl%
27% 27W 27%
.-

.

Ophuels to U.S. on Spec fyARCH'S TONY' VOTED

'1,000

Max Ophuels, refugee 'German
come to U.S. froth
Paris within the next four weeks.
He was formerly associated with
Fritz Lang and Ernest Lubitsch in
Germa'riy;
^Negotiations
'

'

General Electric made a new high
lower, ;.Uijiversal pre-

.

butj.. .closed^,

«'.

.4 •

.m

..

BONOS

>:,:,.

,..

I

M.ooa'.

Dick Haklns^Teceritly'-bafck- frt>m ferred jedge/i up„frac'tionaUy -to 103.,
Bucking rthe trend, <the sensationalEnfelarid, becomes' stooge
to- Ted
Healy in TWad Holiday' at Metro. u " leader was Keith;' preferred,, which
He'll also collab with. Healy on, shot up 7 points to a new 1936 high
songwriting.
(Continued on page 29)
$
'

•

|

,2,000 I^oew

.

.

:.

.

1li)%

M

))!)%

'

t)»',4

°
•'i.odo PM'-B-wdyj
<VI»»« -«4
r
4, ),nna FMtAm-t -.'.H0>4<!»8Vj
i ooo,
•

t

•

New

11)30 high.

+H
»

guild's August best

film director, will

- %

CURB

pfd.,,

Pathe, RKO,,Radip issues,
iional and.

j^J^aly'fi

Film

31%

.

,

••

.

-%
10% - %
71',i — %
32%+%

•

common

•

Charles R. Rogers didn't like 'Flying Hostess* at Universal so he sent it
back for added scenes. Picture was completed more than month ago, and
retakes required about one week's time.

- %
-1%
- %

.

1%, final price being
the day. Paramount
fell back, nearly a point to
12%:
General
Theatres,
was off about
by John Francis. Larkin. It's Major
Pictures' Ihird feature for Para- the same at 26, Others to show lossalso cast.

Norman McLeod from an

•

HIch.T.oft-.r.nnt. dig.

2(10 Col. PIct.. 3»% 3!)
31)
2,400 Con. Film.
5
4% 4%
noo East. K...17«H4170V{.17«',i
14,800 Gen.. El.. .»4«H 48% 4814
7,700 ivoew
r.8>2 r>7% 57%
7.BO0 Pnramount
12% 12%
5,400
Do 2d- pf : 12% 13%- 12»
400 .Path* .... «y4
8
..«

Most amusements closed lower, with

Hi:

Return of better box pffice days with resultant new theatre and exhibitor enterprises is keeping the Hays organization on its toes in its
campaign to guard against phoney stock promotion deals.

Net

saw

».

Quentin prison for scenes in 'San Quentin.' Set, ori th'p studio ranch at
Calabasas, is the largest the concern erected since production of 'Charge'
of the Light Brigade.'

other.
'

•

Warners constructed a reproduction of the exterior of California's San

New

fotogs' relief fund.

i

.

.

'

Hughes, Rep; Janice Barret, U; Rosina Lawrence, Roach; Cecilia Par r
ker, Metro; Barbara Pepper, RKO;
John .Perry, C61; June Travis, Warners, and Helen Wood, 20th-Fox.
Pete Smith emceed the frolic
which garnered about $2,000 for the

•

Arthur A. Lee, g.m. and v.p. of Gaumont-British of Amerjca, had a trade
paper editorial luncheon set for today (Wednesday), planned, tp-make GtB's
attitude clear on. the merger talk, when the new John -Maxwell thing
popped up. P. S.—The luncheon powwow's off.

'

.

.

.

J
"

:

:

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
'Fredtfc Mart!h,'-f«r" his + work in'
Warh'eVs' 'Ahtttony" A'olversb,' Wfe rei
the Screen Actoi? ' 'Guild's
award* for" 'the "bfest p^r&fimahice 'in
,

'

are
.Under
Way,
through Sylvia "Saricter.4, for- OpTiuels
to do 'an English Version 6t his o'rigIriaTGtermaW production pf 'LieWeler/
Also coming over on a spec are Reiie^'
Ferte and Maria Pichon, French
performer*.
J

ceived

;

,

plcturfe'4urlri'g 1 Aug1llst. '"

Ian
trayal
(20th).

'

\\

Hunter second for his'*por-*
in 'To Mary, With Love'
.

,.

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

10 Point

VARIETY

Program Not Stymied

Ptsbg. Theatres

Adamant

7

in Their

MPTO A

Prez to Resume Trade Huddles
End of Month—But Will Take Time
NEW AMPA PLATFORM

Getting no definite commitments
from distributor heads on his 10- Ex-Critic Writing
point trade practice program, but encomaged by contact with sales heads
Yarn on Gar nettY Trip
during the past week that it has not
been stymied, Ed L. Kuykendall left
Tay
Garnett's eight months world
Saturday (10) for his home town,
Columbus. Miss. The president of cruise on his yacht will be a serial
story in Vogue magazine, written by
the Motion Picture Theatre Owners
Thornton Delehanty; ex-N. Y. Post
of America is far more optimistic
concerning his proposals for various film critic,' who has been scripting
for Garnett recently. Latter, meantrade .practice reforms than he was
time, is slated to direct two pictures
a few weeks ago, and believes that
for 20th Century-Fox, the first being
accord may. be reached shortly.
He plan's returning to New York Darryl Zanuck's- personal producty Oct. 26, with steps, meantime, ex- tion,, 'The. Last. Slaver.'
.When Garnett embarked .from Holpected to' further the progress of the
10-point program in whole. Qr part. lywood last winter, on a world jaunt
According to Kuykendall, distribu- in. his 104-foot yacht with a crew of
tion heads are giving serious consid- 11 (Mrs. Garnett and Paul' Schwegeration to the MPTOA. proposals in ler, the megger's aide, were the only
connection* with legal angles ..and ojther 'guests on the boat), he took
other' objections in the hope of elimi- along with him two scenarios to work
nating all or most of the features with en route. .The footage shot, is
which are preventing an agreement such that- it can be embellished with
Hollywood talent, in front of it, on
at this time. All major distribs, with
the exception of Warner Bros., are glass shots, and both 'travelog features will be ready for release. Be"taking part in the negotiation's looking toward adoption of the MPTOA sides .the .official cameraman, Mrs.
plan.' From the outset, WB has re- Garnett, an -expert lenser, assisted

Mag

.

'

Central Shipping of Prints-

an Express
Service-^- Would- Stagger
Peak Loads for Certain
Film Companies
Akin

It's

to

MAY TEST
A

-

IN PHILLY

system of Consolidated Distri-

bution, or an operating company that
would service any number of com-

panies,-is-being-mulled-by-some, industry leaders with at least one c6mpany reported interested enough to
consider the plan on a trial basis in
several key cities.
In many respects, the fundamental
operating
arrangement 'resembles
that, of an express company in handling . shipments in that. the service
would include warehousing, inspection and shipping of prints, and accessories at a flat fee.'. It also is like
the operations of an express firm because one* or several film companies
can -be served.
throughout.
The economy wrapped up in the
Delehanty, meantime, having re
signed as the N. Y. Post's film seer, plan is its chief talking point. It's
claimed that it would ..enable disis slated to return to -London' on an
tributors
to go into various sales sitAlexander Kbrda writing assign
uations and- sell product -covering a
ment.
whole year in about six weeks time
or less. Then actual physical distribution would be turned over to one
Test Case Appeal
consolidated distributing company
that would duplicate its service for
other picture distributors.. It would
mean that the distributor would be
free" to move his sale's crew to anKatz
Vs. Par other location and repeat the pro'

fused- to participate.

.

The company

no represethative to the Initial
meeting at. which" Kuykendall pre
aented the program to the sales man
sent,

Neither „did Republic, but this
company subsequently informed the

tigers.

MPTOA' it would participate and, in
any way it could, would cooperate
toward

relief

demanded by the ex-

hibitor organization.
". While
he feels there

a good

is

chance the" 10-point program will go
through., Kuykendall notes that it's a
question of time, patience and per'

severance.

MARC MITCHELL MAY
AID ON "WIND' FILMING

'

'

•

.

author of the best seller on certain
phases of story which he will handle, a,nd it may be that Mrs. Mitchell
will come to Hollywood to advise on
the production.
1

socialites

ga-ga

have

gone

over

reports that
Betty Timmons, 1931 debutante, has
been mentioned in'N. Y. and Hollywood dispatches' as a possibility for
"Scarlett O'Hara' role in 'Gone With
thfe; Wind.'
George Cukor's asserted
statement, 'We're' told that the inscription of Scarlett O'Hara in the
booKvwas taken from that of Miss
Timmons and if that's true our worries about- casting that character
will be over;* struck a' snag when
the author said 'twasn't so. Mrs.
Mitchell and the Timmons girl ::ve
distantly related^.but- have- never
met, according to the author.
Cukor's statement brings her close
to a career in the films for the second time. In 1934, when Cecil DeMille was in Atlanta, he invited the
girl to come out to Hollywood for
a screen test. Current reports are
that Cukor will be in Atlanta within

.

'

•

•

.

two

weeks

confer with Mrs.
Mitchell about the filming of 'Gone
With the Wind.'
to

PADIETTE'S IN TOWN
Paulette Goddard, who slipped
Into

Ne w York Monday

(12),

will

have to be in Hollywood early in
January, plans of Charlie Chaplin
being to start her then as star in first
°* the iwo "pictures he is scheduled
Jo make fpr United Artists release
this season.

While Chaplin will personally produce both pictures, he will appear in
•

neither.

PAR FOR ANOTHER

exchanges in every key
peak load day
the

though
may vary

city,

'

mum capacity at the biggest exduce independently.
New De Mille opus unannounced, change. For instance, one comwith Jeanie MacPherson scripting pany migh have its peak load on
'Samson and Delilah,' Saturday, another on Sunday, a
But no matfirst slated, is now definitely shelved. third on Monday, etc.
ter what day the capacity load went
operating
company
the
through
would have the crew to handle it

under cover.

Accountancy Ordered

:

In Hilles' Suit Vs.

Par

ping,

it

is

claimed.

Saies organizat-

ion and managers would' be reThe operating company
Paramount- tained.
same proceBar- would follow much the

Federal Judge Alfred C. Coxe has
directed the trustees of

\
;
-

•

'

WB

*

'

*

.

.

'

.

.

>

_
-

ently 'refused to grant.
.

screen credits nor in the advertising
a condition to which Paramount
scrupulously adheres.

—

However Mayer

figured

that the

At same time Penn Federal Corp.

'

here, m'ajority holders of Penn's preferred stock, is going ahead rounding
up securities for a one-tb-two con-

'

version agreement

set
This is expected to be

'•

:

up by Loew's.

"

completed by
and under new set-up Loew's
guarantees dividends for next five
years and resumes control- of house.
Stanley felt there was no point in a
pooling deal while site was under
local ownership, due to Pittsburgh
owners' lack of buying power, but

Nov.

1,

forthcoming sot-up
again.
That's

may

up

-,
'•

;

'

'

."

'

alter outlook

musicians,
However. If they reach an agreement with theatre managers again,
the pool is practically a certainty. If
chiefly

:

to

•

,

they donlt. both Penn and Stanley
will operate independently in direct
competition with straight pictures
only.

.

.

Legit House Also
]
Musicians are also' battling here
with Nixon, legit's lone legit site. *
Although house opened fortnight ago,
no. agreement for this season has yet
been reached, and management i3
Union .also
still dickering on a deal.
demanding number of guaranteed
weeks from Nixon, and legit house
feels it should employ pit boys only
when necessary and not for small,
•

,

intimate attractions.

Opening show, 'And Stars Remain,'
played without any pit ork, although
boys were on hand last week for
'Pride and Prejudice' and arc again
now for 'Naughty Marietta.' Any
agreement, however, is retroactive,
sans reference, the allusion being
so both sides are awaiting a decision.
carried only in the first few feet of
Feeling generally among theatre
Arthur Mayer's
the special title.
managers against musicians is pretty
name and that of the Rialto were bitter. They're pointing to cast,
both included in this section of the
where union pickets are pleading for
print.
work, and comparing it with local
situation,

Sisk Produces 'Lightly*

efficiently.

Such a proposition would reduce
costs on storage, inspection and ship-

?
"

'

original
title
would bring more
money to his house than 'Lady Be
consolidated operating Careful,' and he not only used that
would enable one operating title on his marquee, lobby and newspaper advertising but had a new
C. B. De Mille picture indicates the company to handle physical dismain title mads which announced
producer-director remains at the stu- tribution and service all nine exthe picture by its stage handle and
dio for at least one more picture. changes in every key spot. Such a
ran into the title used by ParaReported he would wash up after company would have sufficiently
mount, The Paramount credits were
completing 'The Plainsman' and pro- large force to take care of the maxi-

.

•

.'

Proposed

plan

*

•

slightly.

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Paramount budget allotment for a

•

qualifications; confining voting mem- slight increase over last year's, conbers entirely to publicity arid adver- tract, Stanley reverted to straight
tising men connected with the in- pictures beginning of September, and
dustry.
has been -operating under that policy
"
Trade paper representatives are since then.
not barred from meetings or keeping
With upped price scale, hoifse has
in active touch with- AMPA affairs been doing well enough with flickers
These newspaper men- are taken care only. Gross of $45,000 in two weeks
of through an associate membership. with 'Anthony /Adverse' was a blow
This allows them to attend AMPA to musicians' hopes, and has given
sessions, participate in. the affairs of union to understand that it expects
the organization, but does not allow future overtures to come "from" the
officials here feel
them a vdte.
other end.
they've enough big screen product
coming along in next few months to
N. Y. Bialto's Title
get along nicely, and they aren't in
any hurry Jo get 'flesh back. Management intends to stay put on aeSwitch to 'Sailor
jnands for two-year contract and no
of guaranteed weeks, two
Beware' Ires Hays number,
concessions musicians have consist-

'

PIC

.

."

,

.;

ployes to provide for the days when
80 or 100 prints go through. This is
more or less duplicated w.ith other

•

_

•

Paramount's 'Lady Be Careful,'
done from the stage farce, 'Sailor
Beware' started something (Friday
Award
(9) around the Rialto theatre; N. Y.,
cess.
The single distributing com- where Arthur Mayer, managing
The U. S. Circuit Court of Ap pany then could carry on the full director of that house, had it billed
peals,- N. Y., will be asked to decide 52 weeks in furnishing all necessary on the marquee under its original
the question whether an employer prints to account sold:
title for its' New York- first run.
Economy Move, Strictly
has the right to discharge an em
Hays office went into action promptploye without compensation for the
Whole scheme is predicated on ly with threat of an injunction reduration of his contract. The deci- so-called flaws in the present work- straining the use of that title, and
sion will have particular effect on ing arrangement which finds nine the billing was changed in late afthe film industry.
exchanges or more' in all key cities ternoon after it h*ad served to garner
Yesterday (Tuesday) Federal Judge maintaining
a
sufficiently
large an .unusually large matinee patronWilliam J. Bondy granted attorneys enough staff to handle the peak load age.
for Paramount permission to appeal of each individual company.
Paramount bought the screen
This
to the higher court from the recent top .load comes only once or twice a rights to the somewhat bawdy farce
decision of Federal Judge Coxe who week for each company, and oc- prior to the injection of the League
awarded Sarfi Katz, former v. p. of curs generally on different days.
of Decency into the censorship matParamount-Publix, $265,000 on an
The Hays office disapproved
Thus, one exchange may have only ter.
unexpired contract. Par's position a capacity load of 100 or so prints on the use of the material when the
its
is that an employer is within
Saturdays and Mondays, with actual question of screen production came
rights to dismiss a contracted em- shipments down to 80 on the latter up, but in view of the heavy inconditions. day.
certain
under
ploye
On other days, the prints vestment ($72,500) approved the last
Judge Coxe thought otherwise and, handled through this particular ex- of a number of treatments subwithout trial, decided in favor of change will drop down to 40 or 50. mitted, with proyiso the picture be
Katz.
But under the present system, this given a new title and that no menexchange must have sufficient em- tion of the source be made on the

DE MILLE STAYS AT

|

1

i

C. B.

'

-

.

From $265,000 Sam

Atlanta, Oct. 13.

Atlanta
slightly

,

—

.

Hollywood,. Oct. 13.
Sidney Howard is expected from
New York within two weeks to
Write the screen play of Margaret
Mitchell's 'Gone With the Wind' for
David O. Selznick.
When' he completes direction of
'Camille' at Metro, George Cukor
will go to Atlanta to confer with

Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.

.

Although no overtures have been
Going Out This Week More Rigid made in last few weeks to clear exMembership. Rules
isting impasse between WB's deluxer,
Stanley, • and the. musicians' union.
Perfect harmony looms again, in feeling exists here that negotiations
the ranks Qf the Association of Mo- will be resumed shortly after first of
tiori Picture Advertisers this week, next month.
At that time Penn thefollowing the vote of directors Fri- atre will revert back to LOew's, after
day (9) night to submit the new con- being under control of preferred
stitution and fundamental functions stockholders here for some time, and
of the organization to the full mem- new pooling deal may be consumbership for approval. Members are mated then between WB and Loew's.
expect^ to receive the new platform
Under last year's deal Penn got
by mail;this week, so- that actual vote choice of pix dealt locally to both
can >be completed by the end of this circuits, and Stanley received next
month.
call and exclusive franchise on preAside from the constructive pro- sentation privilege. With dissolution
gram 'o'utlined in' this new platform, of pooling arrangement "end of Auit is" more rigid as to membership gust and refusal of union to accept

Robert

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Sisk will produce Once

Over Lightly'
Nat Perrin
which

at
is

RKO.
writing screen pkiy
Fred Stone.

will feature

where wdrk

is

to

be had

but won't be taken because of what
they call unreasonable demands.
Last time boys, walked out of picture here; downtown deluxorH operated for year and a half with" straight
flickers, and they're determined to
hold out that long acrnin until they
get what they want. It's principally
the two-year agreement that's sticking in the union's craw.

tributors*, who feared the proposition might break up the offcial identity of the sales and servicing organization, have been completely
to offer several classes of
sible
overcome in the recently revised
trustee, against former directoru of
service, permitting actual inspection
Consolidated Distribution plan.
Paramount.
or certain other details to remain as
It is considered likely that the
This order revives, interest in an
is at the current time.
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
plan may be given a thorough; tryaction brought in 1933 by Hilles to
Objections
out in Philadelphia and in other
Adolphe Menjou haw been signed
recover shares valued at the time at
eastern
seaboard key spots in the by David O. Selznick to play part of
Some similar plan was considered
$12,000,000 from former directors of
,
Paramount-Publix, and is in line by a number of major companies immediate future. Results of this producer in Selznick-Internatlonal «
with reorganization proceedings. The about three years ago when dis- test may to a great extent deter- Technicolor picture 'A Star Is Born.*
present order stipulated that the ac- tributors sought some means of mine the eventual outcome of the William A. Wellman directs.
countants' fees must hot exceed economizing during the depression. entire alignment as it affects the . Janet Gaynor and Fredrlc March
will be co-starred.
Objections made by certain dis- industry as a Whole.
$30,000.

Publix to employ the firm of
row, Wade, Guthrie & Co. as special
accountants in connection with the
action brought by Charles D. Hillei,

dure as followed at present in reporting necessity for replacement.
Understood that it would be pos-

Menjou'* Producer Role

.

.

.

;

PICTURE

VARIETY

Exclusive Coast

But

%

'

ABhM)ct Heat-

National

METRO

Breast' CKcb

lairy'Hot, Toe, 290;

:

$24,

Than 'Craig' on S«rei» ($79000) m M^ls.

Lady/ Cap, Charles-

'Libeled

14; State, Sy'cuse, 16; Col,

t'n,

Jteading, 16; Poli, Hartf'd, 16;
State, Prov, 16; State, N.O, 16;
Loew's, L'ville, 16; State, Memphis, 17; Roosevlt, Pes M, 22;
Valentine, Toledo, 23; Loew's,
Richm'nd, 23; State, St. L, 23;
Grand, Atlanta, 23; Cap, Salt

*R& J' Droops

'B'cast; $8,500, 'Baby', fiG

Los;Angeles,_Oct. 13:
(Bestr ExpWftatlori:'" State-Chinese)
Unseasonable hot spell that hit
last midweek.' didn't, help trade
any, and only those first runs with
outstanding screen fare managed to
ride the crest with aid of a big

^wingriS^O; Hamrick _
Sews Up Tacoma Loop

weekend. Several holdovers dropped
.off precipitately, with 'Romeo and
Juliet' dipping around 25% over first

Tacoma,

"Lake

(Best Exploitation: Boxy)
theatres join the Hamrick-Edris fold downtown, making
Moore's Rialto the only house not

affiliated. Both new houses are first
week's very disappointing draw. run, under this operation; Beverly,
Then, too, football is in the air, 500 seats, and Riviera,' 750 seats. Ned
which doesn't spell much for the Edris, co-partner with John Hamrick
in, the Hamrick-Tacoma Theatres,
Saturday afternoon, trade.
Paramount's 'Big Broadcast of Inc.. is general manager.
Roxy with 'Swin Time* Is doing
1937' cops top v gravy on the week,,
$5,400, immense for this town.
registering to smash trade; $24,000.
Best exloitation this week at Roxy.
Loew's State, fared well with
Metro's 'Libeled Lady,' with its day- Tie-in with Packard the feature, with
date house, Grauman's Chinese, also auto parade highlighting. Lobby disgarnering above average trade. The play has car and mechanical clock,
combination of marquee names for with swinging pendulum, and Astaire
this opus, plus a nitty exploitation portrait blowup for clock's face.
and publicity campaign, brought a
Estimates for This Week
combined take of better than $29,000,
Beverly (Hamrick) (500; 27-37)—
•which is plenty gobd for this time
•'Gorgeous .Hussy' (MGM) (2d run).
of the year.
'Dodsworth* drawing fine returns Okay $1,000.
Blue Mouse (Hamrick) (750'; 16-27)
cn. second week of its day-date

"Postal Inspector/ Lib, OklaC, 21; Par, N. Haven, 23;
Orph, Spokane, 28; State, Sche-.
nectady, Nov. 3;- American,
Butte, 12; Parkway, Madison,
19; Mayfair; St. John, N. B, 20.,
'Yellowstone/ Par, Denver, 17;
American, Butte, 18; Orph, Des
M, 20; Centre, Ottawa, 22; Em-

.

.

.

;

-

.

.

•

4

Dodsy'

may

hold.

-.

For 'Libeled- Lady* exploitation
campaign was centered largely op a
15 min. air transcription used; freely
over a- dozen stations, with an almost

.

'

N. Haven, 23; Pal, Memphis;
Cap, Quebec, Nov. 19.

(1,400; 27-

37)—'Raraona' (UA) and 'Walking-on
Air* (RKO), dual. Some Roxy over-

.

around

week

Second

pointment.

$9,800 again brings

low house

(MG) and

Washington, Oct. 13.
Claws' (FN) dual (2d week); After
(Best Exploitation: Palace)
swell start, trade continues strong at
Things pretty quiet this week, with
$10;000. Probably goes third week. , flock of gobd ..shows all doing nicely.
Four Star (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)— 'His Brother's Wife' is out in front
JEast Meets West' (G-B) (2d -week). by nice margin at the vaudfllm Capi-

,

WARNER
'Cain' and
•

ester,

15;.

George

Arliss'.

name

failed to spell

success for this British import, witha poor $1,900 In sight for final eight
days. First stanza bad at $3,000.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 30<40r55«5)-JDodsworth' (UA) and 'Velvet
Claws' (FN) dual (2d week). No£
far behind on "second stanza of the
Samuel Goldwyn opus, and at $11,000
doing big. Mayigo third week. First

.

week

hit nifty $13,000,

Orpneum-GBdwyi)

40)—'Jeeves'

(2.280: 25-30-35-

and 'Women Are

(20th)

BROS.

.

Mabel/ Cent, Roch-

Strand,

Hartf'd,

15;

Met, Houston, 16; Mich, Det, 16;
Boyd, Philly, 16; State, Wash, 16;
Warner, M'waukee, 16; Stanley,

M'waukee,

tol.

'Cimarron* was yanked after two
days because of bad print, and Thin
.

come out

ManV'is slated to

days because Metro

after five
recalling the

is

pic.

Palace put enough -behind 'Dodsworth' to rate top bally honors in

week when everybody

let up.

Estimated for This Week
Belaaco (Radin) (1,100; 25-35-50)—
Opened last night
'Cyijara' (UA).
(J2). Last week 'Dinner at 8" (MG)

Trouble' (MG), duaL and vaude.
Meager $8,000. Last week, 'Racing
Stood* (Conn), and 'Walking on Air' took' 6ke $3,000.
.(RKO) and Stepin' Fetchit, on stage,
Capitol (Loew)
..

Word for Carrie/
UA, Det, .22; Chi,
Newman, K.C., 30; Den-

•Valiant Is

Par,
Chi,

S.F., 22;
.23;

ham, Denver,

30;

Minn, Mpls,

30.

Be

Careful,' Missouri,
St.L., 16; Orienfl, Chi, 30.
'fcady*

'Three Married Men/ Uptown, K.C.,' 16; Missouri, St L.,
16;

Orph,

'Biff

C,

Seattle, 16.

Broadcast,'

16;

Newman, K.

Denham, Denver,

16

&

Fox, -S.F., 18; Minn, Mpls, 1«„
'Wives Never Know/ Orph,
St.L., 16; Orph, Seattle, 23.

23;

FOR

SWEET

$15,008
25-35-60)—
'-i
-'Brother's Wife' (MG) and vaude.
Pantages (Pan) :(2.700; 30-40-55)Last week
IN K.
'Swing Time' .(RjKO) and "Second Headed for nice $24,000.
'Old Hutch' (MG), fair, $19,000.
Wife' (RKO) dual (3d week). ExColumbia (Loew) (1,583; 25-40)—
pected holdover trade on third stanza
Kansas, City; Oct. 13.
run). Good
didn't- materialize, with preview; fail- 'General Died' (Par) (2d
(Best Exploitation: Midland)
ing to help much; weak A5.700. Sec- $4,800.: Last week 'Road to Glory'
(20th ) (2d run ), oke, $4.500.
Better takes in sight currently,
ond week dipped to $9,800.
Earlc (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60-70) with the heavy elbowing at the MainParamount (Partmar) .(3.595; 30(Col)
and
'vaude.—'Craig's
Wife'
40-55)—'Big Broadcast' (Par) and
street. Pic is 'Big Broadcast.' OpenLast: week ing was off due to bad weather, but
$15,500.
stage show. Although trade off at Satisfactory
start with] balance of first runs, mu- 'Your Heart' (WB) and Paul Draper, b. o. picked up and picture is garnering a sweet $15,000.
sical is headed for smash $24,000, and oke, $17,500..
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 25-35^60)—
holds. Last week Jimmy Star, local
New fall radio, shows have unHolding
film chatterer, ^.with dual "bill. 'Ad- 'Godfrey' (U) (2d week).
doubtedly taken a few" whacks at pic
venture in Manhattan' (Col) and up to beautiful $13,000. Last week grosses, but situation is reversed this
«Wives 'Never Know' (Pat), $14,200, socked.with $19,500.
week
with Mainstreet cashing in
..Met (WB) (1.853; 25,40)— 'Texas
weak.
on the Benny ether popularRKO (2.950; 30-40-55 )-T-'Swing Rangers! (Par) (2d run). Nice $5,500. nicely
ity.
Time' .(RKO) and 'Second Wife' Last week 'Seven Sinners' (GB),
Newman's 'Ladies in Love' is doing
(RKO) dual (3d week). .Although good, $5,000.
the Fred Astaire-Ginger, Rogers film
Palace (Loew) (2,363;- 25-35-60)— fine'mat biz and is catching $12,000.
continued to outdraw same opus In 'Dodsworth' (UA). At $17,000, good House used plenty of extra newsHollywood .take' on final week dipoed but below expectations. Last Week paper space, turning out some excelJ
to around $6,800, but still profitable. 'Great Ziegfeld' (MG) (2d week), lent displays.
This week finds Midland with a
Preview Sunday night helned. Sec- big, $9,000.
ond week $11,000, plenty oke.
Rialto (Indie) (1,100; 25-30-40-50)— dual bill, 'Craig's Wife' and 'Adventure
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024: 30-40-55) 'Thin Man* (MG) (revival).
in
Manhattan,'
and isn't pulling
Nice
—'Libeled Lady' .(MG) and 'Back to $2,500 for five days.
Last week any punches in the merchandising
Top bracket 'Cimarron' (RKO) pulled because of dept. Bally included .1,000 heralds,
Nature' (20th). dual.
film, gets full draw credit and. bad print, but took oke $700 in two 90 jumbo tele blanks, 5,000 laundry
combp is headed for highly satisfac- days.
inserts, radio plugs and a number of
above
considerably
tory $17,000.
one-sheets. Probably as heavy a camaverage.- Last week 'Piccadilly Jim'
Eaign any dual bill has rated in this
neat.^11,000.

(3,424;

•

IROAOCASr

£

-

'

.

.

.

BALTIMORE OKE
DESPITE LEGIT

Orpheum (Singer). (2,890; 25-3540)—'Craig's Wife' (Col). Trying to
cash in on Minnesota's heavy plugging of John Boles by. emphasizing
in newspapers and in lights -his presence on screen. House had picture
booked before Boles-was scheduled to '
come in to Minnesota. Fair $7,000.
Last week 'Adventure in Manhat-

-

tan' (Col). $7.200,. fair.
State (Publix)r (2,300; -25-35-40)—
*Last of Mohicans' (UA).
Mild at
$5,000. Last week 'Your Heart' (WB),.
$6,000, fair.
25-35)—
'MariTime (Berger) (290;

Baltimore, Oct 13.
(Best Exploitation: Stanley)
legit shows, 'Great Waltz' and
'Stage Door,' are luring some biz huana' (Divaine-Ester) (3d week).away from the filmeries this week, This dope-sex picture a turkey, and
but three spots doing excellent biz. out after four days on third week at
'Libeled Lady' is getting consistent $1,000:
Second week was $3,000,
trade at the Century for a cracker- good.- 'Parade' (U) opened Sunday
Vaudfllm Hipp is, (11) and looks only $800.
jack $14,000.
getting an excellent $14,500 with
Uptown
(Publix) (1,200; 25-35)— v
vaude and 'Craig's Wife.' Stanley is 'Texas Ranger' (Par). First nabe
building strongly with 'Give Me showing, and at fair $2,600.
Last
Your. Heart,' and- may better $7,500. week 'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG), $3,Of the publicity campaigns, Toby 200, good.
Joyce's for 'Give Me Your Heart' at
World (Steffes) (350;if25^35^4«-50)
Stanley topped rivals, due to 'must' —'Godfrey' (U) (2d,week). Still gospace for the Cosmo release in ing strong at $2,800. Last week $3,'
Hearst xags. Ted Houston of Hipp
:<< '-'?- '•
.

Two

.

Rialto, in second week as revival
spot, ran into plenty trouble when

.

23.

PARAMOUNT

-

,

.

.

Minnesota plugged hard for Boles,

•

ICov. 18.
'

UNITED ARTISTS

'Star for

swiftly.

good at $3,800 on 35-50 scale.
football game.
Estimates for This Week
Paramount (M&P) (2.348; 35-50^—
Aster (Publix) (900M5-25)— 'Pep'Big Broadcast' (Par). Piling up big
Last week 'Wedding Pres- per' (20th). Whole week for this
$8,500.
ent' (Par) and 'High Tension' (20th), first-run, instead of the usual two or
three days, and good for first-rate
oke, $5,900..
Last week 'Earthwbrm TracPoll (Loew) (3,040; 35-50)—"Ra- $800.
(FN) and 'White Ahgel* (FN),
mona' (20th) and 'Star For Night' tor'
second loop. run,, and 'Lady Be Carebill
to
hypo
trying
House
(20th).
ful' (Par), first run,, split; good $900.
'How
To
Benchley's
by plugging
Century (Publix) .:(1,600; 15-25)—
Vote' short. Not so gopd, $7,300.
'Brother's Wife' (MG). (2d .run). Big
Roger. Sherman (WB) (2,200; 35- $4,000.
Last week 'Rhythm on"
50 WCain and Mabel* (WB) and Range* (par) (2d run), ,$3,000, good.
Hitting the
•Bengal Tiger' (WB).
Lyric (Publix)
20-25)—
(1,300;
chutes to so-so $5,000. Last week "Murder with Pictures' (Par). Fair
'Your Heart' (WB) and 'East Meets $1,800.
Last week- 'Kelly .Second*
West (GB),. nice, $6,200.
(MG), $1,200, light.
Minnesota (CPublix)i (4;200: 35-4060)—'Cain and Mahel' (WB) and
John Boles and 'Shooting High* unit
on stage. Boles the big magnet. Immense at $23,000. Last week 'Ramona* (20th), $7,500, light.

•Gay Desperado/ Eckel, Sy'-

Downtown (WB) (1,800; 30-40-55€5)—'Dodsworth' (UA) and, 'Velvet

54,000.

Saturday night and most of' Sunday.
Minnesota, in particular, got off

•

cue, 16; Lib, Seattle, 16; Fox,
Phoenix, 16; Orph, N.O, 22;
Broad, Columb's, 22; Albee,
Prov, 23; New, Balto, 30; Park,
Tampa, Nov. 3.
'Dodsworth/ State, Miami, 14;
Warner,
Montreal,
Pal,
16;

Tonight* , (20th), fair $9,100.

record opening attendance of

Practically all houses 'held 'em out

,

17; Rialto, Butte, 11; GarRiviera,
den,
Davenp't,
24;
Knoxv'le, 31; Lib, Oklahoma C,

-

Chinese <Grauman) (2,028; 30-4055)—Tdbeled Lady* (MG). and 'Back
Excessive
to Nature' (20th), dual.
heat caused a drop in matinee trade,
but ^12,600 take is okay.' Last week
^Piccadilly Jim*

24;

ver, 16.

$12,400 a disappointment.

'

.

Albee, Cincy,
16;
16;
Strand, N.Y., 16; Denver, Den-

a second week .under
road-show policy. First week at

Trade over the weekend was
boosted substantially by out-of-town
crowds here for the Minnesota-Nebraska football game, which .drew a

using advance trailers on screens of.
19 out-of-town Publix theatres as
well as in Twin City suburban
night.
houses, had special radio tie-ups,
Estimates for This Week
sniped two-sheets because 24-sheet
College (Loew) (1,565; 25-40)—' boards were not available, had a
•Sing, Baby' (20th) and 'Blackmailer' fashion tie-up with a department
(Col). Headed for $5,200, heavy at store that netted newspaper adverthis scale. Last week 'Swing Time' tising gratis and a store, window dis(Radio) (2d week), good but not too play, and used sandwich men at the

AC,

hitting

.

.

t'n,

record for

.

.

15; Crown, Mobile, 18; Centre,
Ottawa, 22; Grand, Columb's,
22; American, Butte, 25; Jayhawk, Topeka, Nov. 4; Kimo Albuquerque, 11..
^
•Sea Spoilers/ Rialto, Charles-

flow included in big. $4,800. Last
week 'Dormitory' (20th) and 'Star for
Nightf (20th), dual, $4,200, fine.
Rialto (Moora) (1,350; 16-27-37)—
'General Died' (Par), Big here, too;
$3,500. Last week 'Craig's Wife'XCol)
ahd 'Seven Sinners' (GB), $2,300,
slow.
Riviera (Hamrick) (700; 16-21-27)

(2d week ). With a' drop of around $4,600, great.
over initial week's' take,
$3,000
which Included the $5 premiere, thte
Norma Shearer starrer, is a disap-

11;

'Magnificent' Brute,' Egyptian,
Ogden, 14; Pantages' Hill St,
L.A, 14; Keiths, Balto, 14; Alvin,
Pittsb'^h, 15; Imperial, Charl'te,

sugar, $2,200.

.

.

Nov.

.

—'Earthworm Tractors' (WB) and
'Bride Walks Out' (WB) (2d runs).
Last week 'King of Mounted' (20th)
and 'Counterfeit' (Col) got heavy

continuous ethering night before dual
engagement opened. In addition
there were numerous window tieups
with downtown stores, linking in the
femme stars of the film and nawspaper space was used freely. Combined take for the two houses is a —'Hearts in Bondage' (Rep.) and 'Met
figure they dbrt't easily top under in Taxi' (Col), dual.
Good $1,100.
the dual bill policy,.
Last week, second runs.
Estimates for This Week
Roxy (Hamrick) (1,300; 27-37)—
Carthay Cirole (Fox) (1,518: 55-83- 'Swing Time' (RKQ). A smash at
.1.10-1.65)—'Romeo and Juliet' (MG) $5,40Q. Last week," Hussy' (MGM),

C,

Orph, Spokane, $1.
'Two in a Crowd',' Garrick,
Duluth, 14; Pal, Montreal," 16;
Albee, Prov, 16; Cap, Oklahoma
C, 22; Orph, Spokane, 23; Lafayette, Buff,. 29; Orph, Wichita,
Nov. 7; Kent, Grand Rapids, 10.
'My Man Godfrey/ Strand,
P'tland, 22; Hipp, Cleve, 23; Par,

,

Musio Box (Hamrick)

Oklahoma

29; Cap,

College put over its heftiest campaign in weeks for 'Baby.' House,
landed a flock of gratis news space,
running from chatter column stuff to.
Bill
a seven-column cartoon strip.
also crashed -sports coluifihs due to
ConYale-Cornell newsreel clip.
tests on photos of stars to be identified drew 2,000 entries. Radio talent
contest gave music school scholarship.
Dairy tieup gave .pakleys.
Music angle plugged heavily at sheet
counters. on air anq via singing
usher. Special electric sign planted
at busy corner and campaign was
topped off. with a parade opening
:

pire, Mobile, 25; Lafayette, Buff,

-

showing at the Warners Hollywood
and Downtown theatres, while Radio's 'Swing Time' is winding ud.
three profitable weeks at the RKQ
HUlstreet and Pantages with a combined take of nearly $70,000 in sight.

business.

homa

'

-

Plenty music in town this week,
both in pix and cash registers. 'Sing,
Baby' and 'Big- Broadcast' are Prob'Ramona' getting
able holdovers.raves on beauty of film, but slim

UNIVERSAL

Two more

(Best Exploltatlont College)-

.

C; 31."

'Devil Is a Sissy/ Grand, Dubuque, 14; Grand, Atlanta, 16;.
Midland, K,C, 16; Sap, N. Y, 17

Oct. 13.

... Minneapolis, .Oct. 13.
(Best ExploUa^ng Minnesota)
This is John Boles' week, in person
at one theatre and on the screen at
the other, and with both houses
playing- up his." presence heavily.
Boles appears with the 'Shooting
High' unit in conjunction with 'Cain
and Mabel' at the. .Minnesota. He
co-stars on the screen with .Rosalind
Russell in 'Craig's Wife* at the Orpheum. The concentration on Boles
probably is helping Biz at both
houses, but the Minnesota with the
stage stiriiulus will, finish far out in
front at $23,000, immense.
<

Plenty Music in N* Haven.
New Haven, Oct, 13.

.

town

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

Boles in Person ($23,000) Doing Better

Rons

1st

E$

SS

«.

•

•

.

'

'

ran Joyce to a whisker finish with a
very diversified ballyhoo.
Estimates tor This Week
Century (Loew) (3,000; 15-25^3540-55)—'Libeled Lady' (MG). Heyhey $14,000. Last, week 'Dodsworth'
(UA) slipped slightly last days to
$11,300, but still good.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,300;

:

200, big.

TAXI' WITH" ERROLL

UNIT $6,500, PORTL'D
•
•

.

"-

<>.'

'

••'

-.

•

PortlancVjOife.y -Oct. 13.

(Best Exploitation: Broadway)
Practically all l).o. b^z is tops thisweek. All houses afe' turning on the
-

;

•

'

,

;

Strong $6,500. Last week
55c.
(admish 30-40) revival of 'State Fair
(Fox) and 'Always Tomorrow' (U),

to

Manhattan' (Col). Dualler has
earmarks of fair $9,000. Last week
in

•

fair, $2,50Q.

(Hamrick-Evergreen)
Orpheum
^Dodsworth* (UA) nice at $12,700.
and
Newman (Par) (L900; 25-40)— (2,000; 30-40)—'Ramona* (20th) well
'Ladies, in Love' (20th-Fox). Putting 'Back to Nature' (20th). Combo
hew life into this b. o. at nifty $12,- exploited and getting big $7,500. Last
(3d
(RKO)
week
'Swing
Time*.
000. Last- week 'Your Heart' (WB)
'

okay at

$7,500.

week) closed

.

fairly at $3,000,

Paramount (Evergreen) (3,000; 3025)—
(RKO) and 40)—'Road to Glory' (20th) and
vaude.
Smoth $7,200. Last week 'Walking On Air* (RKO). Getting a
Hollywood, Oct... 13.
$10,600, not healthy.
Estimates for This Week
nice play at $0,000. Last week 'Gen'Love Begins' (FN), okay, $6,900.
'•United'' Artists
(Fox-UAV (2,100:
Phil Regan, Evelyn, Venable and
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
Uptown (Fox) (2,030: 25-40)— eral Died* (Par ) and ^Pepper' (20th),
30r40-f>5)—'Piccadilly Jim' (MG) and William Newell_have top spots in
'Big Broadcast' (Par). Fine week at 'Wives Never Know*. (Par) and 'Two $6,800, good.
'Star- For Night' (20th). dual (2d Republic's *Happy~Go Lucky,' with
Last week 'General Died' Against World* (FN), dual. Under
$15,000.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30run), hyp'oing house into a good
Aubrey Scotto directing.
(Par), fair, $9,500.
$4,-700.
Last week, Ttamona* (20th)
average with $3;800.
Last week 40)—'Hussy* (MG).' Odrrweek). Still
Songs for the film were recorded
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)— .'Midsummer Night's Dream' (WB), okay at $4,000. Second week nice
and 'Longest Night'
" (MG), $2,500,

<MG) and

'Star

For Night'

REGAN OPUS STARTS

(20th),

'

1

urg.

•

Tower (Rewot-Fox)

(2,200;

'Don't Turn- 'em Loose*

-

.

.

.

=

bad,

-.

last

week.

'Craig's Wife' (Col),

and 'Adventure

1

15-25-35-40-55-66)— 'Craig's
Wife'
(Col) and vaude headed by Conrad
Thibault. Swell $14,500. Last week bally, with this peek's"' be^st by
Heart' Parker's Broadway for heavy plugfor
'Follow
Your
$11,400
ging of 'Last 'of the .Mohipans.'
(Rep) and vaude.
The selling is gett#i& the BroadKeith's (Schanberger) (2,500; 1525-30-35-40-55 )— "Magnificent Brute' way a great $7,O0P; Mayf air with.
Er(Par) opens tonight (Tues.). Clos- 'They, Met in a Taxi* and Leon
is
ing out, 'American Wife' (Par), roll's unit, 'Hollywood Follies,'
also strong at $6,500.
$3,200, off.
Estimates for This Week
New (Mechanic) (1,400; 15-25-30Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)
35-40-55)—'Ladies in Love' (20th \
'Love
First week concluded Sunday (11) —'Last of Mohicans' (UA) and
for
Staying four Begins' (FN). Getting across
with swell $6,400.
grand $7,000.
Last .*week 'Stage
added days for $1,700, o.k.
Struck' (FN) and, 'Devil Doll' (MG),
Stanley (WB) (3,450; 15-25-35-40okay;
)
55)—'Give Me Your Heart' (WB). $6,100,
(Parker- Evergreen
Mayfaf r
Elegant $7,500.
Last week 'Stage
$1,400; 35-55)—'Met In Taxi" (Col)',
Struck' (WB), off at $4,700.
and Leon Erroll unit. Admish boost

$3,500, pretty bad.

$5,200.

—

.

VARIETY
Lead
At $7,300 in B'ham

'Rangers' Takes

Pinked Heart' Gets Femmes and

Birmingham, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Alabama)
'Texas Rangers,' thanks to a good
campaign, look's good at $7,300 this

for Chi; libeled' Opens at

week.

B'way Discovers Columbus Day's

A

Big Help; 'Desperado' Gay 95G;

exploitation
there were'
on taxicabs, increased
newspaper ads, and- a few other
stunts. Best campaign of any house
in several weeks.
Estimates for This Week

For

RamonaV

Sock $29 000
Chicago, iOct.

a couple" are showing real strength.
One of the rare 'pink' pictures is
on display for adults only at the
Chicago. 'Give Me Your Heart' was
originally rejected by the censors,
but on a rescreening got through
with a no-minors-allowed permit.
It's u'pping the take at the big house

13GStart

FOR FEMMES ONLY

13.

(Best Exploitation: United Artists)
Flock of new flickers in town, and

streamers

Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) ($2,800;
'
at $10,000. Last week 'Two in Crowd*
(Best Exploitation: Boxy)
30-35-40)—'Texas Rangers'
(Par).
Cool fall weather and, the Colum- visual companion feature and strong"
Good for $7,300. Last week 'Hussy'
(U) (1st run) and 'Thank You,
okay.
(MG),
$6,900,
put Jeeves' (20th) (1st run), coupled,
holiday
Monday
(12)
bus
Day
In
'

Only One Show for Male Appeal
Lincoln—'Mary of Scot,' $3,000

.

to $33,000.

After five weeks of 'Swing Time,'
the Palace has a new entry, 'Two in
a Crowd,'- and a stage unit, adding
up to pretty good biz at $20,000.
United Artists was forced to push
out 'Hussy' despite good biz in order
to make room for 'Libeled Lady'

which opened on Saturday

and

(10)

Lincoln, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Lincoln)
This is women's week in this town,
and the only fare for the gents its
the girl show on the Orpheum stage.
Tops in money popularity in the
early running is 'Mary of Scotland,'
which was ushered into the Lincoln
with national ads and. costume displays in downtown windows.
Football team went out of town on
the weekend to Minneapolis and took
most of the amusement money with
it, a delegation of 4,000 making the
trip by train alone.
Estimates for This Week

Empire (Acme)

lie'

at the Roosevelt Saturday also, replacing 'Last of Mohicans.'
Estimates for This Week.

Combos getting $1,000, oke. Last
week Three Mesquiteers' (Rep) plus

25)—'Give

Life' (Par). Nothing out of ordinary at $2,500. Last week 'Went
to College' (MG), $2,700, moderate.
Ritz (Wilby-Kincey) (1,600; 25-30)
—'Mary of Scotland' (RKO). At $2,500, just fair. Last week 'Walking on
Air' (RKO) not so good at $2,200. ,
Strand (Wilby-Kincey) (800; 25)—
little bet'Chan at Track' (20th).

A

ter than last week but still far from
good at $1,800. Last week 'King of
Mounted' (20th), $1,400, so-so.

\

Detroit;

'B'dcast'

Apollo

<

'Girls Dorm' (20th) built up in secflicker
corralling
the
femmes. Better than $33,000. Last ond week with Jay Clarke, mentalist,
week 'Piccadilly Jim' (MG), medio- on stage; $2,700, okay.

'Pinked'

cre at $27,100.
Gar rick (B&K) (900;
•Hussy' (MG) (2d run).

Orpheum (LTC)
35-55-65)— 25)— 'Women Are

Moved'here

from. three weeks -at. United Artists.
Continuing strong pace at $8,500, a
Last week 'Sing Baby'
pleasure.
(20th) finished

smashing fortnight

at

hotcha.
Oriental (B&K)

$8,500.

'Jailbreak* (WB)
profit at $20,000.

(3,200; 25-40)—
Fine
Last week 'Yours

and vaude.

for Asking* (Par), fair, $15,900..

(1,350;

10-15-20-

m

and Casa Loma orchestra last week
Michigan perks up currently and for
on Moon' (Rep), $2,800, very good.
nice $27,000 on 'Big Broadcast of
Stuart (LTC) (1,900; 10-25-40)— 1937,' plus an NBC unit on stage. Fox
'Your Heart' (WB). Slow going at also doing better current stanza, with
$3,000. Last week 'Godfrey' (U) went good $24,000 on 'Dimples' and Horace
to town for $4,300, hefty here.
Heidt. Two vaudfllmers get a third
and

'Parisian Follies' on stage, split
with dual 'Pepper* (20th) and 'Sittin*

35-55-65)—
«T#o in a Crowd' (U) -and 'HollyVarsity (Westland) (1,100; 10-20
rival this Friday (16) with opening
wood Hotel Revue' unit. Hitting
(GB). of the former RKO Downtown by
Last week 'Swing 25)—'Everything Thunder*
$20,000, neat.
Time! (RKO) wound up five weeks' Nothing forte here at $1,000. Last house receiver.
week 'In His Steps' iGN), pretty fair
Fox pulled a good ballyhoo on
gallop to satisfactory $16,200*
Horace Heidt currently, including
Roosevelt (B&K) (1.500; 35-45-65) $1,300.
Alemite and G. M. tieups, appear
—'Ramona' (20th). Opened Saturances of members at cooking schools,
day (10) and. okay, for starting week
La£t week. 'Mohicans'
etc., ad tieups and wad of daily press
at $13,000.
(UA). didn't even get started and 'Midsummer Dream'
a rt and stories.
wps sad at $9,200.
Estimates for This Week
20-25State-Lake (Jones) (2.766:
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
At $4,500, ladies' 7G, 'Seven
35-40)—'Second Wife' (RKO) and
Sinners' (GB) and '36 Hours'
vaude. At $14,000, fine. Last week
(20th), dual. Good $5,200. Fine $5,'Postal Inspector' (U) excellent .at
Devil' $6,000, Denver 000 last stanza on 'Two in Crowd'
$15,100.
(U) and 'Shakedown' (Col).
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1.700;
Cass (Indie) (1,400; $1.65 top).(MG).
Denver, Oct. 13.
35-45-75)
Ladv'
'Libeled
'Romeo and Juliet' (MG) (5th week).
Heading to nearly $29,000, honey of a
(Best Exploitation: Denham)
Less than $4,000, bad, on final seven
mark, for initial ramble. May stick,
'Ladies in Love' and 'Midsummer days, ending Saturday (10).
but is under pressure from 'Dods30-50-65)—
Fox' (Indie)
(5,000;
Night's Dream' are doing good busiworth' (UA), which is seeking early ness
at the Denver and Aladdin, re- 'Dimples' (20th) and Horace Heidt
opening Last week 'Hussy' (MG) spectively,
on stage. Behind fine ballyhoo, comat $7,000 and $4,500.
finished
third stanza to $13,200.
Last
at
nicely
$24,000.
doing
bo
With the changing of the football
pleasant.
games at the University of Denver stanza .Ramona' (20th) plus Mary
from Friday night to Saturday, Small and Al. Trahan on stage,
oke.
Harry Huffman is switching the open- nabbed $18,000,
Church Film Brooklyn
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000:
ing days of the Denver. Aladdin and
Broadway from Saturday to Thurs- 30-40-65)—'Swing Time' (RKO) (2d
Opposish; 'Zieggy*
day, D. U. runs, three or four open- week). Holding UP well for nice h.o.
ing games at night, but with the $9,000. Fine $13,000 last stanza, mark; Bfcbdklyn, Oct. 13.
coming of cooler weather switches ing opening of Madison as first run.
(Best Exploitation: Met)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000:
to afternoons.
Spectacular array of flickers this
Exploitation tops goes again to 30-40-65)— 'Big Broadcast' (Par) and
week In ddwhWwn" Sector with Met, the Denham. with its $3,000 cash of- NBC unit. Nice biz at $27,000. 'Gay
Paramount, and Albee drawing ma- fering, in two installments. Huff- Desperado' (UA) and Casa Loma
jority throngs. Met with 'Great Ziegman happens to be in the rear with band last week, slim $17,000.
feid'ds getting $25,000 for first week.
$900,- a Ford, and an all-expense
State (United Detroit) (3.Q00; 25^Paramount with 'General Died at round trip to Chicago aboard the 40)—
'San Francisco' (MG) (revival)
pawn* is nabbing fine $19,000 and streamliner. Huffman gave away
from Shoulder' (Par),
pay: hold over, several days. Albee $1,400 last week winners being and 'Straight
dual. Above average at $5.500.. Big
Palace

•

(RKO)

Detroit, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Fox)
Auto plants picking up again, and
outlook's bright once more.
'Romeo and Juliet' closed five

weeks' run at the legit Cass Saturday
Trouble* (MG) (10), on two^a-day at $1.65 top, after
with all-girl stage show featuring rather a lean session. Did oke first
Hollywood Debs band. 'Amhassador sev
days, but has just been getting
Bill' (20th) then stands alone after by last four weeks.
Final week
four days. Slim pickings at $2,100. didn't hit $4,000, pretty brutal.
Last week 'Girl on Front Page' (U)
After -nosedive by 'Gay Desperado'
.

(2,500;

Oke

:

1

;

•

—

.

.

25G

'

.

\

.

'

'

has

'My

4ia.fl00.
•

-

„

Man '.Godfrey'
•

for

nice

.

.

Downtown Brooklyn

is

getting op-

position, from, religious auarters by
showing of .'Cloistered.'
Picture,
taiieh with the P6pe's permission, is
ploying St. Teresa's auditoriur . .daily
with top of $Sd., children two bits.

Part of .receipts' for benefit of four
Brooklyn charities.
.Eddie D'owden's exploitation on
Great Ziegfeld* called for tieups
with department stores plus 14 cooperative ads in the met dailies.
Estimates for This Week
- Albee (3.400; 25-35-50)—'My Man
Godfrey' (U) and «15 Maiden Lane'
wnth). Dualers bringing attractive
W8-0.00. Last week 'Sing Baby' (20th)
I?-?*?? 11 '* Turn 'Em Loose' (RKO),
<

•

,

$1-7.000,

satisfactory.

^ Fox

(4,000; 25-35-50)— 'Texas Ranrs
?n A (Par) and 'AliDl *or Murder*
Snaring nice
iio°iL (2d week).

Last 'week fine $20,000.
House offered Italian amateur night

£13,000.

snindig

Columbus Day which drew

good attendance.
400 25-35-50)— 'Great ZiegiJZPJ?feld' (MGM). Fine
$25,000 and hold"week 'Last of Mohicans'
W?h Last
ai d
e"y Second' (MG),
*YAL
l
?I7.000, okay.

—

present for all three cash prizes.
Estimates for This Week

Aladdin (Huffman)
50)

— 'Midsummer

(1,500;

Dream*

25-40-

(WB).

Good $4,500. Will be moved to the
Broadway for second week. Last
week 'Ramona' (20th), neat $3,000 in
five days, cut short to give

house a

Thursday opening.
Broadway (Huffman) (1.500; 2540)— 'Stage Struck' (FN) (2d run).
Good. $2,000. Last week 'Star for
Night' (20th) only fair at $1,000 in
Pulled to give house a
five days.
Thursday opening to coincide with

$7,000 last stanza on 'second week of
'General Died' (Par) plus 'Let's Sing
.Aeain' (Princ).
United Artists (United Detroit) (2.000; 40-50-75 )--'Zieg'f eld* (MG) (2d
week). Under expectations, despite
tipped prices. Not over $7,000 currently after so-so $11,000. first week.

BANKRUPTCY
APPEAL; MANY CHARGES

FOX-W.C.

Aladdin' and Denver.
Los Angeles, Oct. 13.
Center (Allan) (1.500; 20-25)—'Sea
Criminal conspiracy, fraud and
Spoilers' (U) and 'Always Tomorerrors by court are charged by
row' (U) and stage show. Fair. gross,
Neblett against
William
Attorney
Last week 'Secret Aeent'
$2,500.
(GB) and 'Sitting on Moon' (Rep) Fox-West Coast, referees in bankand staee show, fair, $2,000.
ruptcy, and members of the circuit's
Denham (Cockrill) (1.500;. 25-35- legal department, according to a
40)— 'Wedding Present' (Par). Fair. brief filed today (Tuesday) with U.
Last week 'Wives Never
$4,000.
District Court in an appeal to set
Know' ;(Par) and stage show, $8,500. S.
aside the F-WC bankruptcy adjudi•

big.

(2.500; 25-40- cation.
Appearing on behalf of T. L. Tally
in Love* (20th). Good
$7,000 and moves to Aladdin for and Cobar Corn., creditors of the
'Stage defunct circuit, the brief holds Judge
Last
week.
second
'
Struck* (FN) okay at $7,000 in five James Pee erred in dismissing the
davs.
petition for lack of jurisdiction, and
(4,000;
General
Orpheitm .(RKO) (2.600- 25-35-40)
25-35-iiO)
*f
Died'
(P« r y and 'Hollywood Blvd.' —'Devil Is- Sissy' (MG) and 'WalMnf that the court allegedly committed
abuse of its discretion by refusing
Tast
'*
wins
$6,000.
Good,
receiving
>.
nice
$19,000.
(RKO
on
Air*
r - 8f
i?. * week 'Adverse' (WB) (3d week), weak 'Z'esfcld' (MG), good $7,000 to allow the petitioners to file a proposed amended petition..
for second week.
«£P°°. good.
^
(2.000: 95(2
25-35-50)—
of
- 000
Par!>m«Mint
(Huffman
'King
It further claimed the court orli/r^"*!.
i
F°"hted' (20th) and 'Bulldog Edi- 40)— 'End of Trail' (Col> and 'Met dered stricken out certain allegations
J^n (Rep). Good $8,000. Last week in Taxi*" (Cnl). Fair at *1. 500. T-^st
of participation in fraud, charged by
in
Wife'
Enemv's
Crowd* (U) and 'Fugitive week 'Public
t f^°
w>m
Chain Gang' (WB), okay, $7,000.' and *Love Begins' (FN).good, $3,500. judicial officers.
'

K

y*

'

Denver

(Huffman)

50)—"Ladies

Wek

—

T

•

fWm

•

The last night (Tues.) a healthy $40,000,
unquestionably keeping second week starting today (Wed.).
some people out of theatres, but ac- Last week, second for 'Tex Rangers'
(Par) and the Will Osborne orchestivity at the leading ticket windows
tra, $28,000. /Big- Broadcast* (Par)
is brisk just the same.
more no- and Clyde Lucas band comes in
ticeable loss may occur a. week or Wednesday (21)'.
v
two before election day, Nov. 3.
Radio City Music Hall (5,989; 40Desperado'
'Gay
The leaders along gross row this 60-85^99-$1.65)
week are 'Gay Desperado' and (UA) and stage show. Nino Martini
'Dimples,' quartered at the Music musical wending its way speedily to
Hall and Roxy, respectively.
A a touchdown, $95,000 or close to it,
sturdy third in the fast going is and holds a second week. Picture,
'Valiant is the Word for Carrie,' received a tremendous play over the
while two other new. pictures, 'Ra- weekend; Last week 'Craig's Wife*
mona/ and 'Lady Be Careful' are (Col) finished fairly well, .$78,000.
getting their share of the town's fans.
Rialto (750; 25-40-65)—'Lady Be
All theatres played to a lot of chil- Careful' (Par). Costly transcription,
dren over the weekend, schools .be- of the zippy play hit, of a couple
ing closed all day Monday (12). seasons back, 'Sailor Beware,' doing
'Dimples,' the Shirley.Temple exhibit, good here, maybe $8,000. Last week
was particularly favored- by. the 'Kelly the. Second' (MG), $7,000.
schoolroom recess for three days.
Rivoli'
(2,092: -25-35-75-85-99)—
'Dimp' played to- 113,262 people .the
first four days, a new attendance
u t rec- •Dodsworth' (UA) (3d. week). Holdits own well against plenty of op+tie ^PpiL4'ing
ord for that period, VS^
un ine
weeiEn
the picture has a good chance of strik position, $30,000 trickling in on the
ing $55,000- and stays a second, prob- third week, ending last night (Tues.).
ably a third week. At the Music Enters a fourth today, and may go a
Hall 'Desperado' may see $95,000 and fifth, to be replaced next Wednesday
also holds. Two other holdovers for (28) by 'Ladies in Love' (20th). Seca total of four out of the six new ond week for 'Dodsy' was $35,500,
Roxy (5,836;' 25-45-55-75)—'Dim- '
pictures which teed- off .this week
pies' (20th) and stage show.
natuare 'Valiant' and 'Ramona.'
Supported by a pit show including ral for the kids over the three-day
the Enric Madrlguera orchestra, Jonn school holiday, and may reach to
Steel and Maxine Gray, the Para- $55,000, smashy. Goes a second and
mount and 'Carrie* holes out the probably a third week. 'Nine Days a
first week ending last night at a sub- Queen' (GB) got $30,500, ok'ay .
stantially profitable $40,000.
Also
Strand (2,767; 40-44-65-99)—'Mid-/
ending its first week last night, 'Ra- summer Nights' Dream* (WB) (2dmona' is pretty good with a poke of final week). Looks this side of $20,$20,000. The little Rialto is pitching 000 on its second-final week.
First
its way to a good $8,000. .with 'Lady seven days .was $26,200.
'Cain and
Be Careful,' nee 'Sailor Beware.'
Mabel' (WB) comes in Saturday
est in the political campaigns.
latter

is

,

,

.

A

.

'Adverse' (WB) (2d week). Nearly
$6,000 currently after nifty $8,300
last-

extra pep into Broadway box offices ditto.
this week, counteracting the deficits
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85)—
normal business suffers from foot- 'Carrie' (Par) arid, in pit, Enric Madriguera orchestra, John Steel and
ball, racing, and strong public interMaxine Gray. First seven days up

—

Dimples -Heidt

.

Honor' (U), split, with dual
(B&K) (1,200; 25-35-55)— 'Love,
'King of Mounted' (20th) plus 'Spirit
of Notre Dame' (U), good at $950.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
week.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)— 'Mary of Scotland' (RKO). Big ad
•your Heart' (WB) and stage show. bally, $3,000, good enough. Last week

(1,100;

My

Liberty (LTC)
10-15)—
(1,200;
'Aces and Eights' (Par) plus 'Hi Nel(WB), split, with 'College Coach'
(WB) plus 'Sea Spoilers' (Rep).

which is being rushed for 'Do.dsworth,' next in line, 'Lady' is going
to a smash $29,000. 'Ramona' opened
•

Dimples - Carrie' 55-40G, All Hold

.

A

(

.

-

-

'Ziegfeld* is in its final, fourth, week
at the Capitol, where it has attracted
unusually good support.- The last
week will be around $28,000, for a
total on the four weeks' r.un- at pop
prices of around $150,090. 'Devil Is
a Sissy' arrives on the scene Friday
The third week for 'Dods(16)
worth,' ending last night iTues.) and
amounting to $30,000 propels it into
a fourth at the smaller Rivoli, which
has bought 'Ladies in -Love' from
Twentieth-Fox as its next. 'Ladies'
set to make its bow Wednesday (21 ),
.

,

morning

'

(17).

State (3,450; 35-55-75)—'Rangers'
(Paf) and vaude headed by Vic Oliver and Sarah Churchill. Business
good; around $25,000.
Last week
'Last of Mohicans' (UA) and George
Hall orchestra/ $27,000.

.

.

may be

set back,

'SHE SHALL-

AND VAUDE

GET |4,400 IN SEATTLE

with 'Dodsy' going

a fifth week. The picture is the best
on a third week of any since Febru-

-

Seattle,

Oct. 13.

(Best Exploitation: Falomar)
ary.
excepting pictures at
1932,
higher admission scales like 'Modern
Business generally strong this
Times' and 'Les Miserables.'.
week.
Getting $26,000 in its first, week.
Best exploitation at Palomar, iot
'Midsummer Night's Dream' will be 'She Shall Have Music;' due to local
under $20,000 this week, its second, mani Al Hoffman, writing the songs,
aided by the Columbus Day holiday making it a natural for special bally
and increased prices. ''Cain /and at the music stores; also story in
Mabel' is being groomed for opening Star with picture Of Hoffman's ;'
at the Strand Saturday- morning sister, who lives here.
Last week the $2 Astor grossed
(17)
Estimates for This Week'
$12,500 with 'Romeo and Juliet,' a
Blue Mouse (Hamrlck) (900; 27-37droo'over the prior (6th) week of
42)—'General Died'
(Par)
and $2,100. but as geared here showing
enough prafft to go along ior a while, 'Women Are Trouble' (MGM), -dual
yet. The advance sale as "of yester- (2d run). Repeat- combo big: $3,800.
Last week 'Dormitory' (20th) and
day (Tues.) stood at around $5,000.
'American Wife' (Par), dual, $3,600;
While both the Music Hall and good.
Paramount put on good campaigns
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1.800: 21for their respective programs, the
most complete job was done by. 20th- 32)—'Poor Little Rich Girl' (20th)
Fox and the Roxy on 'Dimples.' Evi- and 'High Tension' (20th), dual.
dence of the value of. the advance Fine at $4,300. Last week 'To Mary'
work manifested itself in -the 'way (20th) and 'Miss Nobody' (20th>,
the house was crowded- opening day. dual, dandy, $3,800;
Fifth Ave. (Evergreen) (2,400; 2720th and the Roxy spent. much more
than usual oh the ad campaign. An 37-42)— 'Swing Time' (RKO) (2d
IR-day Shirley Temple contest in? th«» week). Holdovers unusual for this
Mirror (tab), .winners getting. 15 house, but this one rates it; good
dolls a day and 25 pairs of tickets to $6,300 for second. First week around
the Roxy. was one of the .stunts. $12,000.
Each person clipping the contest
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-27-37)—
coupon gets a Temple fan photo, on Alibi for Murder' (Col) and 'Down
presentation at the Roxy. A good Stretch' (FN), dual.
'Studio prepublicity spread jn the dailies and view' to be added Thursday night,
elsewhere also figured.
for 'Gay Desperado' (UA), coming
next.
Okay for $3,900. Last week
Estimates for This Week
'Who Lived
Astor (1,012; 55-$1.10-$1.65-$2.20)— End of Trail' (Col) and
Twice' (Col), $4,500.
'Romeo' (MG) (8th week). Last week
Music Box (Hamrick). (900; 27-37(7th) take was $12,500. This is a dip
42)—
'Gorgeous Hussy' (MGM) (2d
of $2,100 under the prior week's $14,Played two weeks at Para600, but still making good money and run).
no closing notice as, yet scheduled. mount, Okay at $3,209 here. Last
The advance sale now stands at week, 'Nice Days Queen' (GB), six
days, floppo at $1,800.
around $5,000.
-

.

•

'

-

.

-

v

'

•

'

,

.

.

.

Orpheum (Hamrick (2,700; 27-3742)—'Stage Struck' (FN) -and 'Lady
Be Careful'. (Par), dual.
Good
Last week 'General Died'
$7,000.
week here, and at that figure could
'Women are
(Par)and
go a fifth, but 'Devil Is a Sissy' comes Died'
big.
Trouble'
(MGM).
dual,
$0,600,
in Friday (16)., -The third week was
Palomar (Sterling) (1,450; 16-27very strong at $35,000. Total run of 37)—
'She Shall Have Music (Imp)
28 days $150,000, swell profit.
Capitol (4.620; 25-35-55-85-$1.25)—

'Ziegfeld*

(MG)

week)

(4th-flnal

Will get around $28,000 on

.

its

last

5

and vaude. Good. $4,400. Last week,
Criterion (1,662; *25-55-75-85-$L10- 'Two Against World'
(FN) and
$1.25)—'Ramona' (20th) (1st wk). On vaude, $4,100, okay.
its
first
week, ending last night
Paramount (Evergreen) (3.106; 27(Tues.) around $20,000. pretty good. 37-42)_'Your
(WB) and
Heart*
Goes a second. Third week for 'Give •Back
Nature' (20th), dual. Good
Me Your Heart' (WB) $15,000, okay $6,800.to Last week 'Hussy' (MGM)
Palace (1,700; 25-35-55)—'Adverse' and 'Star for Night' (20th) dual, six
(WB) (2d run). Here without the days, $5,000, good.
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'14,'

1936

BROOKLYN

IN CINCY

$18,500

FOR

Comparative Grosses for September

'B'DCAST'

Total estimated grosses during September for towns and houses listed
as previously reported weekly. Dates given are the closing days' of the

Shakedown

<4.000;

2JM6-B0)

High.

$48,000
8,900

Low.'.

aridV

Sfce-Devll
Island
$11,500

week.

MUSIC

HALL

.

(RKO)

'Ladies in Love'

Last

$13,500.

(UA),

$13,500,

week

Swing

$124,000

$124,000
(2d week)

$90,000
(3d week)

.

Show)

Sing, Baby,

Sing

High.

.Dormitory

$49,600
(2d week)

Sing

Low.

$60,500

$45,000
(2d week)

Gen. Died at

Gen. Died

Gen. Died

(Stage

25-36^56-'

Orch.

(2d

Piccadilly Jim
$27,000

'Gorgeous

h

,

.

35-42)-^
run).
At

••>*

40-65-09)

(2,707;

(Col) and 'Give
Life (Par.) separate, $2,600,
best for some time.

STATE

$35,000
(3d week)

$50,000

Kelly the
Second

•

$8,200

.

Adverse

$25,000
(4th week)

$35,000
(5th week)
(10 days)

Sept i7Hussy

Sept 21
Great

Hussy

$8,000
(2d we sk)

Ziegfeld

$17,500

Anthony

Girls'

dandy.
.Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 30-40)— (2,200;
'Adventure in Manhattan' (Col). High.
Pleasing at $5,060. Last week 'Old Low..
Hutch' (MG), built steadily to $8,000,

15*25-40)

With ^Love

$1'7,500

$$500

.

$13,000

•

Back
.

Forgotten

My American

Faces.

Wife
and
Secret Agent

16-25-40)

(2,200;

.

High. $18,000

.

Low...

.

and..

.

Son Comes

2,000

Home

Mary

I5-25-40>

(2,200;

(MG), $10,500, fair.
Shubert (RKO) (2,200; 40-CO)^
'Dream' (WB). Pop pjrice returner,
holding fort until arrival of vaude
Friday (16), but not so forte atLast week 'Anthony Ad$3,500.

(WB) (3d week), $5,000,, so-so.

Strand (Ind) (1,300; 15-25)—'State
Fair* (Fox), 'Smilin' Through' (MG)
and 'Mutiny' (MG), revivals, divided.
$1)900, good. Last week 'Earth Worm
Tractors' (WB), 'Naughty Marietta'
(MG) and 'Suzy'- (MG), singly,

DOWN.
TOWN'

-

.

High.

(2d

'

Swing Time

China Clipper

$4,500

$5,000

.

•

(Best Exploitation: Lofcw's)
'Great Ziegfeldj* which played the
Shubert in the spring for four weeks
at $1.65 top, returned this week to
Loew's at the 65c. scale and is doing
$20,000. 'Sing, Baby, Sing,' at Proc^

••

Texas
Bangers
(2d

(2,024;

30-W-6S)

High;

$48,000
4,900

Low.

.

"

."

Kelly the 2d
$16,700.

.

_

'

.

Last of

Mohicans

•

to the
Sea$8,500

and*
Sitting

week)

Gen. Died

CAPITOL

'
'

... Estimates^ for This Week
Branford (WB) (2,936; 25-75V•Godfrey' (U) and "Velvet Claws*
(WB); Held over for five, days to
$7,000. Last week fine, at .$15,000.
Capitol (WB) (1,200;. 15-30-40)—
•His Brother's Wife' (MG) and 'Yellowstone' (U) (first run). Not so
hot at $3,600. Last week 'General
Died' (Par) and 'Girls' Dormitory'
(20th), very good, $4,200.

Sing, .Baby,

r3,424;

25-35-00)

Sing

High.

$41,500
11,000

$22,000
(Britton

Low..

.

-

.

25-R5-00)

High.

$25,500
3,000

Low.
.

.

PALACE
26-85-«0)

(2,303;

High. $32,000
Little (Franklin) (299: 30-50-55)—- Low.
" 6,000
'Ghildren of Sea' (Polish Film Co.).
Good Polish film getting around COLUMBIA
(1..183; 2T.-40)
$1,000. Last week Third Floor Back*
(BG) and 'Plow That Broke Plains' High. $19,000
Low.
1,000
(Fed), okay at $900.
Loew's State (2.780; .25-50-55)—
•Great Ziegfeld* (MG): Sensation at
popular prices; $20,000. Last week
'Last of Mohicans' (UA) and 'Sv/orn

,

Mary

and
Pepper

2,000'

Low.

Mohicans
and

and
Trapped by

to Glory Gen. Died at
Dawn
$31,000
Show)
$25,000

'.and:

High; $21,000

and-

2,500

.

(1,000; 23-W)
High. $13,200
Low. .
1,200

.

"$15,000

week}

Ziegfeld

Great'
Ziegfeld "

(2d

$4,400
(3d week)

week)

Ziegfeldr.

.

.H7Q0}$

$5,600

(2d

$8,600

week)

(3d

weeV)
:'-^Vft

'Texas

Girls'

MOUNT

fc

.

,

Anthony

-Rangers

Adverse

and
Wife

.

""»'

$4,400
(2d week)

,

$5,500

MIDLAND

Swing

:

•

(2d week)-

:

.

4U\

$9,000
'<-.

;

'<.;;

•'

:

*

i

'

•«..•

:

1'

. •

$11,000

$19,700

MAINSTREET

Anthony

Swine Time

Adverse

$16,000

(3.200; 2.V40)

$14,000

High,
•

Gen. Died at

Dawn

Low..

(2d

Son Comes

Jim

Home

$5,000

$2,000

$17,000
.

Chan

at Race
Track

.

$5,500.

;

High.

Low.

.

•

i

,

.

.

.

U.OpO;

High.

2.-1-40)

$33,003
3,300

UPTOWN
(2,040;' 23-40)

Sept. 17

Last of

Mohicans

Mohicans

$6,500
(2d week)

Last of

Sept. 24

,

!

..".$19,400

•

:

'

'

.

,

Great
Ziegfeld

$9,700
(2d week).

c

My Man
Godfrey

Texas
Rangers

$14,000

$8,000

$35,000
3,300

NEWMAN
Low-.

PHILADELPHIA

2Z-M)
$35,100
5,100

Sept 17,
Hussy

'Sept 10

Gorgeous
Hussy

:

Hussy
$10,500
(3d week)

3.

Mohicans

(4,0W>;
'

$8,000
(3d week)

-

'Piccadilly

$11,000

Sept. 24

Godfrey

$6,700-

-

KANSAS CITY

$4,500

10

Godfrey
--$8;40D

Return Jimmy

PARA-

$23,000

Poppy

Sept

Sept 17
Godfrey

.

My Man
•

.

Dormitory
Rangers
(3.000 25-40)
and
and
High. $16,000 Chan at Race Second Wife
Low.
Track
3,000
„
$7,€00
Road to Glory

Mohicans

$28,000^

3

Sept. 10

-

'

;

.

$30,000

$4,300

$14,000

$17,000

Sing,

$17,400

Valentine

$15,700

$23,000

$17,000

Baby,
Sing

Stage Struck

(Casa Loma
Orch.)

Jim

Sept 24
Nini* Days a
Queen

Last of the

$8,500
(2d week)

$15,000

(Stage

(2,000; 30-40)

Sept 17
Anthony
Adverse
(Vaude Out)

Hussy

Gorgeous
Hussy

Final Hour
$10,000

Television
$10,000
(2d week)

.Sept

40-65-05)

25-75)— 'Weddin?
Present*
(Par) High. $16,830
twinned with 'Straight from Shoul- Low'.
2,700
der1 (Par)/ Oke at $10,000.. Last

Last of

Jim

-Dormitory

_

$12,000
(3d week)

week)

PORTLAND, OREL

.

Sworn Enemy Low.

Yours for
Asking

$4,500

Sept.

Piccadilly

Sept 3
Piccadilly

-

Sept 24
Swing

•

$21,300

(2d

11,500

.

ARTISTS

Swing

ALDINE

$4,500

,

Sept 17
Swing

$37,700

Road
-

35-00-05)

(4-.200;

.

(1,300;

-

and
Le Gong

High. $67,000

UNITED

$12,500

;

$2.500_

.

BROADWAY

•

$13,-000-

$20,000

(2d run)-

Mohicans
;

(6% days)
(4th week)
.

$20,000

METRO-.
POLITAN

on

Girls'

(2d. week)

$21.700

Hussy

Last of

Wolfe
.and

'

and
They Met- in

•

Swing Time

-

$11,000

....

Stampede

Sept 10
Swing Time

of

$8,000

23-T5-40-

Low.;

.

Gorgeous
Hussy

$3,P00

Meet Nero

Kill
$1,200

Scotland

Taxi

Air
~

Money

$3,000

$43,000
4,000

STATE

.

High.

Blvd.
.

Hussy
and v
Pepper

Walking on
•

Ams.)
Gorgeous
Hussy

;

..

(4,days)
(2d week)

State Fair
at Race
and
Track
36 Hours to
and

.Hot

60).

.

•

(2 248:

.

Orch.)

(Vaude)

.

KEITH'S
(1,830;

'

Chan

25-33-50)

(3,200;

Hollywood

at.

Dawn
$27,000.

(1Q days)
-

Show)
•

Swing

$10,500-

•

and

1,200

.

LoW.

Moon

•

•

Swing Time

of

Kelly the

'-

#

(Stage

'

Mary

Scotland

$22,000

High.

Moon

and

.

.

.

.$11,500'

(Major Bowes

$20,000
2,000

.

(2,000;

Sea

Stage Struck

.

drawing $18,000.
Sept 3 '.,
"Sept 10
Loew's took to sky advertising fpr
EARLE
Return Sophie China Clipper'
'Ziegfeld* and a blimp with a huge (2,424; 25-30-40Lang
$i«,ono
trailer swung- low over the Holy
60-70>
$12,500
(Bob Crosby
Name parade Sunday (ll). Beauty High, $27,000 (Will Osborne
Orch.)
pageants in several department store Low, .
6,000
0rch4
plunging
and WHBI are

Girls'

Dormitory

$8,500

.

BOSTON

$8,300

.

to the

Down

tor's,' is

extensive

$9,000

25-56-40)

Low.

WASHINGTON

.

Road' to Glory

Godfrey

High.

Mohicans
and
Sitting on

"

Gorgeous
Hussy

and

Unit)

(9 days')

Sept. 24
Last of

!

and

Down

days)

$7,700
(4 days)

to Glory

$8,500

$6,000
(Split week)

My Man

MEMORIAL
17

Stage Struck

week)

Texas
Bangers

Road

Dawn

Follies

$12,500

KEITH-

Sept

days)

(Stage.Show)

,5,609.

STATE:

Gen. Died at

$7,500

(Hollywood

Adverse

Sept. 24

|

Careful

Blvd.

Anthony

PARA-

$11,400
.

Sept 17
Lady Be
.

3,000

MOUNT

$8,700
.

$57,200

'

Hollywood

$27,700

Sept 3

(2d week)

3X0-55)

$8,500

(2,000; 25-40)

$5,800
(2d "Week)

2,400

MOUNT
(3,585;

$5,000

Sept 10
Texas
Rangers
and

Sept 3
Texas
Rangers

<

$5,600
(6

Brilliant

Marriage

'

•

Clipper

'

$8,600

PARA-

Enemy* (Col), fair, $11,000.
Par Newark (Adams-Par,)

Heaven

$8,000

Swing

$13,000

:

•

65)
.

High/
at Proctor's Low.,

over WNEW, WAAT
helping considerably.

and

Second

$8,860

WOOD
25'-35-40i
,".

Pops, Newark; 'Sing'

Low,

My

Men

1,700.

HOLLY-—

Low.

at

Give

3 Married

Sept. 3
Sept. 10
China- Clipper China Clipper
$8,400 ,
$5,800

$38,500

Low. i

•Yellowstone
and,,

Spot

Arizona
Raiders

and

Ail

(6'

Put on the

Forbidden

Life

and
Walking on

25-35-40).

(1.800;

$22,000

'

LOS ANGELES
V

.

and

25-35-50)

High.
I'd

$J),E00

of

Gorgeous
Hussy

.

.

$7,200

High. $37,800

4

windows 'and

-

ORPHEUM

Ttiks
Hungers

Scotland

(2,756;

13.

$16,000
1,700

(2,000;

..$8,300

$1,600.

Newark, Oct.

High.

$6,600

(RKO) (2,600; 35-42)-^ High. $20,000
Palace
'Big Broadcast' (Par).
Beaucoup Low..
1,900
loud at $18,500. Last week 'Sissy"

$18,000

25-35-40)

$6,800

$7,600

ALBEE

'$27,500

$14,000
(2d week)

Beast-

DENVER

vto

$8,300

.

Adverse

:

Women

Crouching

(1.500;

Low. .

Nature

'.

STRAND

35-42)^'Son

(Par);
Pulled after
setting new low lor opening day's
biz. 'Devil is a Sissy' (MG) (2d run)
rushed to b.o. rescue on second day
and hitting $3,500, all right Last
week 'Lady Be Careful' (MG),
$4,000, ordinary..

Anthony

'

DENVER

High.
Road to Glory Low..

Dormitory
and

Adverse
.

Wife
and

;

Trouble

23-36-r.O)

(2,500;

2,500

.;

('..

Brother's

.

$15,000

$23,500

.

$25,000

,»*

*

.

•

$15,000

Wife
and
Women Are

High... $28,500
Low..
2,500

$48,000

.

.-

His Brother's

$39,000
-10,000

Low..
(2,ooo;

S»pt 10
Georgeous

To Mary—

MAJESTIC

$3,500,

ZiegfeW $26,000

Life

Lang

METROPOLITAN

'

downtown

;

.

High.

PROVIDENCE

80-40-55).

(3,200;

.

(1,400;

Return Sophie

.

DENHAM

(RKO) (1,200; 25-40)— High. $29,M0
and
At Low. .
Hutch' (MG) (2d run)!
2,500 Sworn Enemy
very good. Last week 'Swing

Grand

verse*

week)

(2d week)

$3,500,

JRKO)

China Clipper
and
Fa Give My

STRAND

Great
Ziegfeld

Adverse

Adverse

rAnthony
Adverse

Sept. 3

My

fourth:

Range
and

-'•

week *Nero WoIfeJ

Lyric

week)

Hussy

(2d

$40,000

LoWo 7,000
STRAND

Rhythm on

week)

(3d

$25,000

.

Hussy

85^1.25)

for

Kill
$10,000

'

$57,800
4,000

Swing Time

$12,500

(3.400;. 25-JJ5-50)

(Vincent
Lopez Orch.)

s,ooo

•;

CAPITOL
(4,020;

at 20
$12,000

$14,000
(2d week)

$33,500

$40,000

(Vincent
Lopez Orch.)

$55,000
Gluskin (Shep Fields)

(Lud

High. $103,000

Low.

Dawn

$36,500

.

Love' Begins

'

s-

With Love
and
36 Hours to

Nature

Show)

With Love

.

.

.,

$100,000.

Dormitory

To Mary

(3,604, 26-36-35,
'
85)

.

•

5,200

.

PARA-

MOUNT

(UA) (2d
High. $81,200
mild.
Last week 'Ramona' Low. .
5,900
(Fox) (2d run), $4,500.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 15-25)—
•Jail Break* (WB) and 'Grand Jury*
(RKO), split. Swell $2,400. Last

>

Godfrey

Girls'

$55,000

High. $173,650
Low..

(2,000;

Cpmes Home'

Low. .

(4,000;

75)

Sept 24
Sworn Enfkfnv
and

\
*

To Mary

Road to Glory
and
Back to

PARA-

26-40-55-

(5,886;

•

(RKO),

My Man

$45,000
2,500

MOUNT

$4,000,

Time*
week,

20-:(S-50)

High.

'Dodsworth* High. $110,400

'Dodsworth*

•Old

3.40O;

Sept 24

44,000

.

roxy

okay but below ex-

(RKO)

Swing -Time

Sept 17
Swing

(Stage

'

pectations.

Capitol

.

Okay

(Fox).

Sept. 10

O0-n.l0-$1.65)

Low.

35-42)—

(3,300;

ALBEE

Sept. 2

High. $134,800

....

Albee

.

•

$11,500

NEW YORK
Cincinnati, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation': Palace)
'Big Broadcast' is tops currently,
for $18,500 at the Palace. Close behind is 'Ladies in Love,' courting
$13,500 for the Albee.
Keith's is
registering $5,000 with 'Adventure in
Manhattan.'
Shubert's $3,500 on
'Midsummer Night's Dream,' which
is nj> shakes for the pop priced return of the bard's fantasy.
'Son Comes Home' was jerked after first day at the Lyric, where it
submarined to a new low for an
opening day.
Was displaced by
'Devil is a Sissy,' second run.
Press plaudits for 'Big Broadcast'
a shade better than on 'Ladies in
Love.'
Estimates lor This Week

Sept 17

Sept 10
Yours for
Asking
and
Two-Fisted
Gentleman

Sept. 3

FOX

Sept. 24
High. $11,000
Give Me Your Low. .
1,500
Heart

Bunker Bean
and
Son Comes

My

Home

American
Wife
and
Human Cargo

$3,500

$5,200

'

Swing Time
$7;poo

;

'

''My 'Man
'Godfrey
$6,800'

Follow Your Road to Glory Sevep Sinners Return Sophie
Heart
$7,900
and
Lang
'

$5,000

'

Pepper
$4,200

and

Two

in a

Crowd

$6,000 -

$3,800

.

EARLE

week Texas Rangers' (Par) an**
'Three Married Men' (Par)
(2d
Week), held ud nicely to $7,000.

High.

dualled
(Col):

week

.

$33,000
10,500

FOX

Second
$13,000

$15,500

Orch.)

(Bob Crosby

(Leo Carrillo,
Eleanor Holm,

(1.400;

Art Jarrett)
Glory

Low..

40-55-05)

Yours for
Asking

$4i,o6o
10,500

$15,000
(Jan Savitt)

(Vaude)

J

Low. .

3,800

Kelly the

.

Piccadilly
x Jim
$18,500

Road

to

Glory

$19,500

Swing Time

Swing'

$26,000

$17,500
(2d week

days)

High.

1(1

1*7-37)

$10,500
1,100

$12,000
(2d week)

Great
.

Sept 3
King Steps
Out
and

Mohicans
and

Ziegfeld'.

$22,000

Sept 10
Last of

Sept 17
So They
Married

Sept 24
China Clipper
and

Love Begins

Public

Kelly (he

and
Chan at the

Enemy's Wife

Second

Race Track

$5,100

$4,200

$2,600

(8

'

Girls'

(8

MUSIC BOX

f

Dormitory
$17,500

Star for a

Night

Orch.)

i

with
Two-Fisted Gent'
STANLEY
(3,700; 40-53)
Usual business- at $4,000. Last
(RKO) and 'Down to High. $48,000
.

$14,500
(Will Osborne

r.%000;

IU'Liss'

Sea* (Rep), $4,200, okay.

Pepper

Blvd.
$12,500

(Ben Blue)
(Vaude)

ntgh.

Low..

TACOMA

Hollywood

23-40-53)

(2.0O0;

Low.

Proctor's (RKO) (2,300; 20-65) and
Lyceum (roof) (1.100; same scateJ—
•Sing, Baby' (20th) and 'Seven Sinners' CBG).
Splendid at $18,000
Last week 'Swin<? Time' (RKO) (2d
week), dropped to $8,500. fair.
Terminal (RKO) (1,600: 15-20-3?40)—Trapped by Television' fOoP

.

days)

-

(6

at 20
$3,900

days)

BOXY

Green

His Brother's

My Man

Godfrey

(1.300;. 27-H7-42)

Pastures

Wife

Godfrey

$3,300

$4,000

$4,500

$2,200
(2d week)

High.

Low..

.$7,200

2,000

(Continued on page 13)
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B'dcast'-Apollon Unit Lifts Boston

To $40,000: Adverse'

Met

E C
Runs on Broadway

1st

Spots

Astor

(MG)

of Oct. 16

— 'Romeo,

and

11

and H. 0. for libeled Lady/

(Subject to Change)

Week

$30,00(1 in 2

VARIETY

Philly; 'B'cast'

Juliet'-

$16,000,^' $11

(9th wk.).

Capitol—'Devil Is a Sissy'
(MG).
Criterion —.'Ramona' (20th)
(2d wk).
Mnslc Hall 'Gay Desperado'
(UA) (2d wk).
Paramount 'Valiant, Word
for Carrie* (Par) (2d wk).
Rialto—'Longest Night'
(MG).
Rivoll
'Dodsworth' (UA)
(4th wk).
"

.

'

-

.

Boston,

(Best. Exploitation:

•

Oct

Wife'

13.

and 'Met in a Taxi'
Going along nicely for $8,-

(Col)

(Col).

Met)

000. Last week 'Ramona' (20th) and
Everybody's happy this week with 'Back to Nature'
(20th), good, $6,500.
b. o. product on the screens, a holiCinema de Paris (France-Film)
day (12) in the weekend, and rain (600; 50)—'Le Golem' and 'Coup
de
in the sky to crimp outdoor sports Bourse.' At
very good. Last
$2,500,
Two midnight shows, week (8th), *Meyerling,
attendance,
$1,800.
at the Par and Scollay, also add inSt. Denis
(France-Film) (2,300;
terest.
34)—'Disque 413' and 'Pattes de
•Big Broadcast,' with Dave Apollon
Mouches.' Taking
good. Last
on stage, is giving the Met a big lift' week 'L'Argent' $4,500
and 'Le Souris
and the combo is heaping up a take Bleu,'
$3,500.
of $40,000. 'Anthony Adverse,' doing
solo at the Par and Fenway, is socko
for about $30,000 total.
Frank Buck's jungle show at the
Garden at $1,10 top not rated as serious opposish to the Aimers' over the
weekend.
.

,

Fairs

Although the Loew publicity office
had a long-pulling, comprehensive
newspaper and window campaign on

Cleve. Pic

'Dodsworth,* Gene Fox of the Met
scooped the town Friday (9) when

he sent up an ad trailer on an

air-

(1.600; 25-35-40-50)

—'Anthony Adverse' VWB). Single"
and smasho here at $10,000, best in

many weeks. Last ^reek 'Midsummer Dream' (WB) pleased with $5,500.

Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,000;
25-35-50)—'My Man Godfrey' (U) (2d
About $16,000 for second
week).
Stanza. First week good $25,000, with
•Id of 'March of Time.'
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,200; 35-5065)—'Big Broadcast' (Par) and Dave
Apollon unit. Amplifying tirade here
-like nothing else in months. Massive $40,000. Last week' almost record low, $11,500, for 'Wives Never
Know' (Par) and stage show starring Dick Merrill and Al Donahue.
'

Orpheum. (Loew) (3,000; 25-35-4050)—'Dodsworth' (UA) and 'Sworn
Enemy* (MG), dual.

Getting good

-night biz, but light matinee attention.
Sliding through with $16,000,

okay.
'Ziegfeld' (MG) (2d week),
okay at tilted scale; $15,000/ Back to
regular scale this week.
Paramount (M&P) (1,800; 25-35-50)
'Adverse* (WB). Heavy trade to
tune of $19,000, close to house rec,

—

Will hold one more week.
'Midsummer Dream' (WB), satisfacord.

U'cast'

.

two more stanzas.
.Some heat ballyhoo

staged

Astor — 'Romeo

WITH BIG

Montreal, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: His Majesty's)

and Juliet'
(10th wk).
Capitol—'Libeled Lady'
(MG).
Criterion—'F o ll'o w Your
Heart' (Rep) (21).
Music Hall
'Adventure in
Manhattan' (Col) (22).

—
Broadcast
Paramount —
of 1937' (Par)
—
Rivoll 'L a d e s in Love'
(20th).
Boxy — 'Magnificent Brute'
(U).
Strand — 'Cain 'and Mabel'
(WB) (2dwk).

ladies in Love

AndStagieShow

recommendations
educators'
and
aided student trad>.
Estimates for This Week
Alien (RKO) (3.000; 25-40)— 'Magnificent Brute' (U). Unusually high
$7,000. Last week 'East 'Meets West'
(GB), $5,500, good.

Hipp

St.'

(Warners)

30-40)—

(3,700;

AND

BIG BALLY

.

oenior Trade Commissioner and a
number of leading citizens whooping
Up in local Pres s. while "400 invi+t*
tations to social registerites to' attend

gala opening with names broadcast
rrom lobby, jammed house.
Estimates for This Week

$9,000

FOR 'ADVERSE/ OMAHA

start-

Sunday 01) makes crowded main

Louis, Oct.

13.

50,}—

Nine Days, a Queen' (Brit) and
Two's Company' (Brit). Attracting
goocOld Country su PP° rt for $4,000,

Paiace (CT) (2,700; 50)— 'Gorgeous
Hussy'
(MG).
Names with big
lemme appeal bringing $10,000. Last
keek's repeat of 'Swing Time'
(RKO) disappointing at $6,500.
Capitol (CT) (2,700; 50)
'Cain
and Mabel' (WB) and 'Down the
Stretch' (WB) at $8,000 good. 'Adverse' last week $10,000, very good.
Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3,200; 50)—
Lady Be .Careful' (Par) and Morton
Uowney in person. At least $13,000.
^•ast
eek 'Texas Rangers' (Par)
and vaude $11,000, okay.
Princess (Ct) (2,300; 50)—'Craig's

—

W

.

For Buff, Buff.

Omaha, Oct. 13.
Omaha)

(Best Exploitation:

week 'Dormitory'
Fang*
gr

(20th),

y

OrJneim

(20th)
dual, six

and White
days,

six

'Ramona' (20th) and 'Women Are
Trouble' (MG), dual. Strong boosting on the color angle. At $8,500 will
nudge the Omaha. Last week 'Your
Heart' (WB) and 'High Tension
(20th), $8,000, good.
.

'Wives

1

fc

Fox

40-55-65)

(3.000;

— 'Libeled

Lady' (MG), Live wire and will
hold it, $24,000. Last week 'Mary of
Scotland' (RKO), so-so, $14,000.

Karlton

(1,000;

'

25-35-40)—'Ramona'

(20th) (2d run). Fair $2,800, Last
week 'Road to - Glory' (20th) (2d
run), $2,900, average.
30-40-50)—'Stage
Keith's
(2,000;
Struck' (WB) (2d run); So-so at
$2,400.

Last

week

(MG)

'Ziegfeld'

(2d run), good, $3,300.

•.

pointed at $15,500.
Stanton (1,700; 30-40-50)—'Isle of
Fury' (WB).
Tepid $5,200. Last
week 'Seven Sinners* (G-B), $5,60P,
'

fair.

'DEVIL' $15,000,

Frisco's Free

NO

SISSY IN PROVIDENCE
Providence, Oct 13.
(Best Exploitation: Loew's)

Loew's leads the field with 'Devil
a Sissy,' bn -double bill, .responsible for a nice $15,000. - Runner-up
is -Give >Me Your Heart,' at the Majestic, alio spotted on a twin.
Whale of activity among the publicity boys, but Loew's outdistanced
everyone else, mostly because of theatre's
anniversary,
from which
sprang many neat tleups. Town plastered with routine stuff. Poor business at Albee, where 'Follow Your
Heart' is showing despite thorough
exploitation by Bill Brown.
Is

Estimates for This

Week

Albee (RKO) (2,200; 15-25-40)—
Follow Your Heart' «tep) and 'Don't
Turn 'Em Loose' (Radio). Rather

Show

lean at $5,000. Last week 'Godfrey'
(U) (2d week) tepid at $4,800.
16-25-40)—'Missing
Fay's
(2,000;
Girls' (Chest) and vaude. Close to
$0,500, fair. Last week 'Isle of Fury'
(WB) up among the leaders at $7,«
100, oke.
Loew's State (3.200; 15-25-40)—
'Devil Is Sissy' (MG) and 'Longest
Last
Night' (MG). $15,000, swell.
week 'Dodsworth' (UA) and 'Met in
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 30-35- Taxi' (Col) great $16,300.
40)— 'Big Game* (RKO) and 10 acts
15-25-40)—
Majestic (Fay) (2.200:
of vaudeville. Getting football fans •Your Heart* (WB) and 'Yellowstone*
on this bill for $15,000. Last week (U). Nice $8,500. Last week 'Ra'Don't Turn 'Em Loose* (RKO) and mona' (20th) and 'Postal Inspector
stage show, good, $15,500.
(WB), mild. $6,900.

—

Shipwreck Copping Too Much Biz 'Ladies
in Love' $16,000— 'Cain-Mabel' $20,000
San Francisco, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Warfield)

Estimates

Embassy (RKO-Cohen)

(1.512; 30-

35-40)— 'Swing Time' (RKO) (5th
week). Nice going at $3,000 for filial
Last week (4th) 'good,
session.
.

'(Blank) (2.976; 25-40)--

(MG), first week of
no-vaude policy, fairly good, $12,500.
'Devil Is Sissy'

-

«

'

Attracting $9,000.
Last

'

Second week $13,500. 'Gay
Desperado' (UA) in tomorrow,
25-40-50)—'Texas
Arcadia
(600;
Rangers' (Par). (2d run).
Pretty
.fair $2,300. 'Gorgeous Hussy' (MG) tomorrow (Wed.). Last week 'Son
Comes Home'' (Par), dismal $1,600 in
six dsys
Boyd (2,400; 40-55)-r'My Man Godfrey' (U) (2d week). Getting $13,509
and may stay a third. First week
$20,000, best in town.
Earle (2,000: 25-40-55)—'Walking
on Air' (RKO). Slow $11,000 with
no stage show to help. Last week
$9,000.

winner by plane from New York to
Stanley (3,700; 40-55)—'Big Broadappear here next day made good cast' (Par). Around $16,000. Last
newspaper copy.
week 'General Died' (Par) disap-

•

.

with possibility of holdover.

.

.

—

'Anthony Adverse' makes its first
Natives here are enjoying one of
run bid at the Omaha this week. the biggest sights to hit this town in
With a special premier Wednesday a long time, and it isn't costing them
night (7), film was brought iii .as a nickel.
The shipwreck right at
the
introducing
the vehicle for
Frisco's front door drew .100,000 the
1
house's new 'microphonic sound' sys
first day, the school department retem.. House went dark Wednesday porting an all-time high for truants.
till 6:30 to allow for the installation. Warm weather also sent thousands to
Exploitation hitting on high from the opening day of horse racing at
Brandeis plugging its Tahforan, which coincided with the
all houses.
Orpheum opening of 'Ladies in Love' and
third anniversary week.
ballyhooing 'Ramona' and Omaha 'Dodswcrth' at the Warfield and the
blasting for 'Anthony.* A close race, United Artists, respectively.
The
but Omaha gets the slight edge. only ones hoping that the ship will
Estimates for This Week
stay on the rocks indefinitely are
Brandeis. (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 25- owners of concessions at the beach,
(FN) and the sale of hot dogs and hamburgers
35-40)—'Stage Struck'
'Love Begins' (FN), dual. Third an- being terrific.
niversary of this spot as a film house
Exploitation campaign at Warfield
Good cam- fo'r 'Ladies in Love' included distribanner.
Singer
the
under
Last bution of window cards, heralds, copaign bringing okay $5,700.
'Met
and
(.Col)
week 'Craig's Wife'
op ads, and large cut-outs of the
in Taxi' (Col), dual. $5,100. good. femmes in store windows and theaOmaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)— tre lobby.
Breaks theatres
'Adverse' (WB),
for This Week
policy of duals.

Buffalo, Oct. 13.
*
(Best Exploitation! Buffalo)
got the Buffalo off to a
flying start. Standees over the weekend and holiday sent gross skyrocketing to $20,000. Increase in admission scale to 55c. top is helping.
Bowes unit gave the Buffalo opportunity
for
neat
exploitation.
Chrysler and affiliates put a fleet of
50 bannered cars behind the campaign, meeting the troupe at the
train and parading under police escort through -Main street to 'the
Mayor's office. Ams also gave halfhour program upon arrival over
BBC. Newspapers wept for photos,
interviews, stories, co-op ads and
numerous Chrysler picture tie-ins.
Rushing of Thursday night program

Bowes ams

.

.

(1,600;.

Estimates for This Week
Aldine (1,200; 40-55-65)—'Dodsworth' (UA). Ending third week tonight (Tuesday) with very nice

'

is being shifted to another house
for a continuation. Last week bad
weather cut it down to $3,500.

ing Friday (9) while six-day bike
race at 13,000-seater Forum opening

(Ct)

lives Get 20G

Estimates for This Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; 35-45-55)
Never Know' (Par) and
Bowes Ams. Away in a rush for
great $20,000. Last week 'Your Heart
(WB), very mild, $12,000.
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)—
'Pepper' (20th) and 'King of Mounted' (20th). Moving along at fast clip
Estimates for This Week
for $8,000.
Last week 'Jailbreak'
Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-35- .(WB) and 'Lady Be Careful' (Par),
55)— 'Ladies in Love' (20th) and .excellent, $8,100.stage show. Headed for $17,800, big,
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
Last week 'Your Heart' (WB) and —'Swing Time' (RKO) (2d week).
stage show, $16,700, good.
Moving along to okay $7,500. Last
Fox (F&M) (5,038;. 25-35-55)
week satisfactory, though under an'Texas Rangers' (Par) and 'Wives ticipations at $17,500.
Never Know' (Par) dual, doing. $13,
Hipp (Shea} (2,400; 25-40)— 'Texas
okay.
500,
Last week 'Magnificent Rangers' (Par), and 'Love Begins-'
Brute' (U) and 'Girl on Front Page' (WB). Recovering somewhat from
(U), $14,200, oke.
last week's drop; $6,000. Last week
Loew's (Loew) (3,162; 25-35-55)— 'Walking on Air' (BKO) and 'Second
'Piccadilly Jim' (MG) and 'Sworn Wife' (RKO), floppo, $4,700.
Enemy' (MG), dual. Average at $13,Lafayet'e (Ind.) (3.400; 25-35)—
800.
Last week 'Gorgeous Hussy' 'Nine Days a Queen' (GB) and 'Two
(MG) (2d week). $9,300, fair.
Fisted' (Col).
Good $7,500. Last
Missouri, (F&M) (3,514; 25-35-55)— week
'Adventure in
Manhattan'
'Hollywood Boulevard' (Par) and (Col) and 'Trapped by Television'
'My American Wife' (Par). Set for (Col), fine, $8,500.

and

goes legit for a week
(12.)
.and His Majesty's

street, currently.
All new shows,
*
English- and French.
Nine- Days a Queen' and 'Two's
Company' at His Majesty's with 50c
top are attracting $4,000, good. Palace with' 'Gorgeous Hussy' is topping
straight pic houses with $10,000.
All-ways of reaching British' trade
,
being tapped
by His Majesty's,

L

$17,800 in St.

Am

.

Imperial

Majesty's

Warner office has been doing a
food job on 'Broadcast,' plugging
ack Benny in particular. Several
window displays and a tie-up with
the General Foods Exhibit at the
Electric & Radio 'Show featured.

(MG)

Stlllman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
'Great Ziegfeld'- (Metro) (4thweek).
Fine $7,000. is nearly unprecedented,

BALLY $4,000, MONT'L

His

week's $16,000.

i

Bowes Ams With

of Oct. 23.

(Best Exploitation: Loew's)
State's Milt Harris for 'Broadcast.'
Tie-ups with Victor record shops on
Ambassador with stage show and
musical stars, a radio store plug for 'Ladies in Love' is collecting the most
localite in it, Eleapore Whitney, and cookies at $17,800. Every big bertha
heralds sent to opera patrons were had a dual except the combo
Syd Dannenberg of bassador and St. Louis.
high-lights.
Warners lined up practically every
Efforts of Jimmy Harris, p.a., and
women's club and civic group to 'Chick' Evans, mgr., at Loews in beback 'Midsummer Night's Dream.' half of 'Piccadilly Jim' is best exploiSpecial days named after each club tation currently.

'

show

(2d

(1,950; 25-35-55)

Mabel'

.

Week

by

.

all-British

(17).

(20th)

and

Orpheum (F&M)

'Big.

"

.

(WB)

— 'Cain

i

.

.

Monday
lights up with

wk).
Strand

Philadelphia, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Stanley)
Of four new films in the downtown
sector this
week, outstander is
—'Girl of Ozarks' (RKO) and 'Sec- 'Libeled Lady' at the Foxi
It's
ond Wife' (Par).. At $6,600, average. getting $24,000 and a single week
(RKO) and booking has been stretched to. two,
Last week 'M'Liss*
•Grand Jury* (RKO), $5,400, off.
with 'Cain and Mabel' set to follow
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 25-40)— Friday (10), going to the Stanley
'Godfrey' (U) (2d run) and stage later on instead.
Last
Getting' $7,300, fair.
show.
Best among the remaining newweek 'Sing Baby' (20th). and stage comers is 'Big Broadcast of 1937' at
show, $7,100, below' average.
the Stanley. It will hold for at least
a part of a second week on first
(20th) $12,400, big.

(21).

Cleveland, Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Hipp, State)
Closing of Great Lakes Exposition,
giving its 11,000 employees nothing
to do, is partly responsible of pepping up of grosses. While fair didn't
dent theatres so much during its
110-day run, drawing mostly out-oftowners, it did split up the biz.
State is catching largest share of
new biz with 'Big Broadcast,1 which
is crowding 'em in for a swell $23,'Give Me Your Heart' is the
500.
Palace's ticket booming femme trade
to $19,500, as vaude is weak. Hipp
climbing to a surprising $16,500, perhaps better, on 'Midsummer Night's
Dream' due to plenty of .civic cooperation. 'Magnificent' higher than
ordinary at Allen, while 'Great Ziegfeld' on Stillman's fourth week is so
hot, $7,000, that they're shoving it
into circuit's Park and Granada for

tory $10,000 last week.
'Midsummer Dream' (WB). Heading
Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)
'Road to
for handsome $16,500.
~'Sing> Baby* (20th) and 'Son Comes
Glory' (20th) barely did an okay
Home* (Par), both 2d run, double. $13,500.
Aiming at $8,500. Last week $8,000.
(RKO) (3,200;. 30-60)—
Palace
good, for. 'China Clipper* (WB) and
'Your Heart' (WB) and vaude. Lat"Stage Struck' (WB). both 2d run.
ter, not big enough to push flicker
State (Loew) (3,200; 25^35-40-60)—
further than $19,500. but not bad.
'Pods worth* (UA) and 'Sworn Eneweek Noble Sissle unit and
my* (MG), dual. Attracting $13,000 Last
'Ramona,' $14,500, fair.
<v
at this uptown spot.
Last week
State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-55)—
$11,000 for second frame of 'Ziegfeld'
Swiping the
(Par).
'Broadcast'
(MG).
cream, $23,500. Last week 'Texas
Rangers' (Par), $16,500, satisfactory.

BRIT; BILL

—

Boxy— 'Dimples'

Last week 'Midsummer
$10,000.
Dream' (WB) and 'Back to Nature*

.

plane to circle around the Hihdenburg when it loafed over Boston oh a
scheduled visit.
During the noon
hour, with plenty people gaping up
to the sky, thousands saw a sustained
plug for 'Big Broadcast/
Estimates for This Week
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-50-65)—
•36 Hours' (20th) and vaude show
topped by Mitchel and Durant Attracting $23,000, good.
Last- week
'Star for Tonight' (Fox) and" stage
show featuring Joan Marsh, Vic
Oliver and Sarah Churchill, took
$20,300 for heat profit.

Fenway. (M&P)

—
—

*

$4,000.

Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 25-35-40)—
'Cain and Mabel' (WB) and 'Sworn
Enemy' (MGM). Gable sending take
to good $20,000. Last week 'Dimples'
(20th) and 'Velvet Claws* (WB),
$18,000, fair.

*

Orpheum (F&M)

(2,440; 30-35-40)

—'Godfrey' (U). and 'Yellowstone*
(U) (5th week). Final week of excellent run geared for $6,500. Biz bolstered by several 'previews,' Last

Strand (Indie) (2.2Q0; 15-25-40)—
Meets West' (GB) and 'Sitting
on Moon' (Rep), House went to
town to sell Arliss picture via the

'East

newspapers,

but

response

is

only

Last week 'Wives
mild; $6,600.
week swell $8,500.
Paramount (F-WC) (2,740; 30-35- Never Know' (Par) and 'Lady Be
40)— 'Gorgeous. Hussy' (MGM) and Careful' (Par). $0.800,-fair.

Married Men' (Par) (2d
Pointing to $12,500, which
not mean another week. Last
swell $22,000.
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470,; 30-35
40)—'Dimples' (20th) and 'Velvet
Claws' (WB) (2nd run). Doing fair
Last
$5,500.
week 'Midsummer
Night's Dream'*(WB) a nightmare at

'Three

week).

may

week

than $5,000.
United Artists (UA-Cohen) (1,200;
25-40)—'Dodsworth' (UA). Too much
competish from weather and ship
catastrophe, but climbing to $8,000,
Last week 'Mohicans' (UA) miserable at $3,500.
Warfield (F-WC) (2,680; 35-40-55)
—'Ladles in Love* (20th) and 'Mur
der with Pictures' (Par). Matinee
trade strong on 'Ladies.'
Looks
$16,000, good. Last week (2d) 'Old
'MGM) and 'Nine Days
Hutch*
Queen' (GB), fairish at $8,000.
less

>

.

20lh's Plan for Roxy, N.Y.
Hearing on Roxy theatre (N. Y.)
reorganization plans before Federal
Judge Francis Caffey has been put
off until

Oct

23.

Leading plan is that of 20th
Century-Fox which will be presented through first mortgage bondholders* 'committee.

'COAST PATBOL'S' 3 TOPPERS
Hollywood, Oct.

13.

'RKO has borrowed Donald Woods
from Warners for one of three top
spots in 'Coast Patrol,' which Edward Small is producing with James
Flood

directing.'

and Preston
Victor McLaglen
Foster have other two toppers.

VARIETY

12

They're the sensation of the nation! • Held over in

both pre-release runs ... BALTIMORE and ROCHESTER •

SAN FRANCISCO
•'Private

opening tops "Sing, Baby, Sing/'

Number/' "In Old Kentucky." • Leads "Country

Doctor" and "Sing, Baby, Sing" in

Smash DENVER business

BURGH opening days

OKLAHOMA

insures hold-over!

CITY! •

•

PITTS-

beat "Ramona," "Girls*

Dormitory," "To Mary-with Love" • Ahead of "To Mary/
"Private

Number," "Ramona"

in

SYRACUSE!

• Tops

"Ramona", "Sing, Baby," "Girls* Dormitory"
MILWAUKEE!

• Out-grossing "To

Mary—with

1

in

Love" and

LOUISVILLE! • 80 per cent bigger

"King of Burlesque"

in

than "Sing, Baby"

ATLANTA! • SPRINGFIELD Thursday

in

opening beats "Sing, Baby's" Saturday business • "Girls'
I

Dormitory" opening eclipsed in ST. LOUIS •

First

3 days

greater than "Girls' Dormitory," "Road to Glory,"

'Ramona"

in

CINCINNATI • Opening days swamp

"Country Doctor," "Private Number"

ft

in

CHICAGO!
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—
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VARIETY

Brazilian Nuts

Comparative Grosses for September

Kay

13

Francis 16G, 'Ladies' 10G, 6th

A

Brazilian Croesus, in a
desire to filmize the success of
his 30,000-acre plantation, is
willing to spend $100,000 to let
the world and his countrymen
know of his achievements. He

(Continued from page 10)

SEATTLE
FIFTH

Sept. 3

•Sept 10

Sept. 17

His Brother's

My Man

Brother's

Anthony

Godfrey

2T-i»7-42)

Wife

Adverse

(2,400;

$11,800

High.

$26,000
2,500

$14,700

$7,800

AVE.'

.

Low..

•

PARA-

MOUNT

.

(3,100;

lO-L'l-32)

High.

$57,800
3,400

Low,.

State Fair

Border Flight

and
Hell's Angel

and
Pepper

$3,700

$4,200

Sept. 24

Adverse
$6,500

(2d

Happened

It

One

Nlte

week)

On

Walking
Air

and

$10,500

One Night

(Marcus

of Love
$3,400

Show)

Low.

10*27-31)

King Steps
Ont

Married and

$13,600
1,700

$4,200

Meet Nero

(3d week)

Wolfe

.

They Were

Adventure in
Squadron and
Man and
They Met in
OTHalley of
Taxi
Mounted

$3,800

$8,000

Green

days)
Last of

Pastures

Mohicans and

My Man

Godfrey

BOX

2T-3T-42)

(000::

High,
Low...

Godfrey

$3,100

Kelly the

$4,000
(2d week)

$17,000
1,700

Deal is being arranged whereby Raul Roulien, at present in
Brazil on film production, will

from

Ted Lewis-'Brute'

$4,700'

Cracking Record

At

MINNEAPOLIS
as-jiRnsr

High.

$45,000
5,000

Low..

High.
.

$25,000
2,000

High.
.

$7,500

High.

$8,000

With Love

$28,000
2,500

$2,200
(2d run)
Piccadilly

$17,000

$14,000

Swing

My Man

$7,500
(2d week)

Godfrey

Gorgeous

Jail

$15,500

Hussy

.

Break

36 Hours to

$1,800

Live

$3,000.

,

$1,600

Jim

Texas
Rangers

Sing Baby
Sing

Dormitory

$7,000

$8,000

$3,000

$4,000

Girls'
.

INDIANAPOLIS
APPOLO
(1,100; 23-40)

High,

Low..

$15,400
1,200

LYRIC

Sept. 3

Sept; 10

Sept. 17

Sept. 24

Sing Baby
Sing

My Man

Godfrey

Godfrey

$4,300

Stage
Struck

$6,000

$8,200

(2d

week)

Road

$4,650

Star ior

Pepper

(9,000;

26-30-40)

Night

$14,000

Glory

High.

$15,500

$7,000

(Major Bowes

Crowd

$10,000

(Follow Stars

Ams)

$9,700

Low.,

'

1,S00

Umt»

CIRCLE
$26,000

Law..

$5,500

Caroful

LOEWS*

Last of

(2,800; 25-40)

Mohicans and

Gorgeous
Hussy

Final Hour

$10,000

1,700

Two

to

in a

(Johnny
Perkins)

Texas
Gen. Died at
Bangers and
Dawn and
Grand. Jury
Lady be

(2,600; 25-40)

High.

Swing
Time

Swing
$4,200
(2d week)

$10,500

$7,500

High.

Low.

.

$19,000
2.000

.

Hussy
$5,000

Great
;

Ziegfeld

week)

(2d

$11,500

$4,000

PITTSBURGH
Sept. 3
.

PENN

(8,300;

High.

Low..

2JM5-40)
$41,000
3,800

WARNER*
(2,000; 23-40)

High.

L6w. .

$29,000
2,000

..

Gorgeous
Hussy

$10,500

$20,000

Case of
Velvet Claws

and
Big Noise
$4,200

Sept 17
Hussy

Sept. 10

Last of
Mohicans.

American
Wife and

Don't Turn
'Em Loose

Tiger

$3,900

days)

$5,100

days)

(8

China

(Sj«ob:j. ; 28-4a^5)

Clipper

HJg|».:;|4^300

Lew,;

3,200

$23,000
(Glorified Follies Unit)

Anthony
Adverse

Anthony

$29,000

$18,500

week

)

CHICAGO
CHICAGO
(4;00l);

35.&S.-76)

High.

$75,000
18,500

Low.,

-"
PALACE

m
(2,500;

35-53-70)

High. $35,200

Low.

'

.

7.000

UNITED
ARTISTS

Sept. 3
His Brother's

WUo
$35,300

Sept. 17

My Man

Anthony

Godfrey

Adverse

$43,500

$44,000

(2d week)
(Stage Show)

Swing Time

Swine

Air

$33,000

$27,600
(2d week)

$18,800

(Shooting

(Stage Show)

High Unit)

Great

Ziegfeld

Zicgfeld

Ziegfeld

$16,800
(4th week)

$12,900
(5th week)

4R-53-7B)

High.

$18,900

$43,500
3,300

(3d week)

ALABAMA
(2,800;

High.
J-»w.

.

To Mary

30-33-40)

With Love

$29,000
3.500

$7,200

STRAND

And Sudden

(800; 2T>)

Death

B| gh.
*<ow.

$5,100

UMPIRE
(1.100;

High.

Low.

23)

$12,800

Gorgeous
Hussy

(Fourth Ave.)

publicity .for Simone Simon.
Estimates for This Week
Operators of film houses wiU fight
Alvln (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
passage of bill on ground they now 'Ladies in Love' (20th), Easily $10,are collecting a 1-mill state tax and 000, enough to insure a second week.
further taxation would cripple biz.
Last week 'Seven Sinners' (GB) and
'Man Who Lived Twice' (Col), n^Ji.
in six days at $4,500.
Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1.750: 25-40)
—'Godfrey' (U) (6th week). Still going strong at better than $6,000, and
sticks for seventh, with end not in
$12,000
Fifth week good for
sight yet.

UTAsr
ON

tops

rvniE

AT RIALTO

around

(1,100:

(WB.).
*up for
pretty good $5,000; This will show
the house a light profit. Last week
'Ramona' (20th) (2d- week), okay at
.

$3,500.

•Great

Ziegfeld'

Holding up nicely

pop price run;

(3,300; 35-50)—
(MG). (2d week).
iri second week of
Last week,

$12,000.

$22,500.

BroVn Hotel

for local officials, press
representatives, and persons prominent socially, for introduction of
'microphonic sound.'
All guests
later invited to showing at the theatre. Had blow-ups in leading down-

Coast Chain Demands

Same

town stores, bookmarks in«schools
Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40)— and libraries, special newspaper ad
'Walking on Air' (RKO.) and 'Holly- campaign, and reams of copy and art
wood Boulevard* (Par), dual. For- on the picture in press.
mer and its starring team of Gene
Estimates for This Week
Raymond and Anne Sothern billed
prominently; $4,500 is all right. Last \ Brown' (4th Ave.-Loew's) (1,500;
week 'Anthony Adverse' (WB) at 15-25-40)—'Pepper' (20th) and 'Star
for Night* (20th), duaL
Around
55c, very big $10,000.
$2,400, fair.
Last week 'Ramona'
Loew's (Loew) (2,600; 25-40)
(20th) and 'Back to Nature' (20th),
'Devil Is Sissy' (MG) and ?Met In
dual (2d run), fair $2,300.
Former plugged
Taxi' (Col) dual.
Kentucky (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
with bis national ads and business
Mary'
(20th)
and.
'Public
Last week 'To
plenty okay at $6,000.
'Dodsworth' (UA) and 'Sworn En- Enemy's Wife' (WB), dual; splitting
with 'State Fair' (20th) and 'Dr.
emy' (MG), very good at $7,500.

Distrib Deal

WB

by

as Last Year

Los Angeles, Oct.

13.

California Amusement Co.. operating string of second and subsequent
run theatres in Pasadena, has served
demand on Warner Bros, here that
distributing organization continue-to
serve its houses with film product
for 1936-37 on same basis that they
used' the
film last year.
Protest is against WB's sale of second run in the town to the Uptown
theatre, formerly the Egyptian, recently opened by Lou Metzger and
associates in Lamanda Park, a section of Pasadena, and considered opposition to California's several the-

'

WB

TEST

—

Sept. 10

Swing Time

State Fair
$2,300

Sept. 24

Jim

Poor Little
Rich Girl

$7,200

$7,600

Crash

Dancing Lady

Donovan

$2,300

$1,900

(Revival)

Singing Kid

Lady

Follow Your
Heart

$2,500

$2,800

$2,000

$2,900

Novis Joins B-T for 8

Republic's Opera Singer
Rochester, Oct.

(FN) and

'Professional
Sweetheart'
(RKO).
dual, splitting with 'Ace of Aces'
.

(RKO)

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
F. Zanuck will produce
Dangerously' on a lavish
Allen Rivkin and
scale.
Lamar Trotti are scripting from an
idea by Charles Kenyon and Rivkip.
George Marshall will direct.
Darryl

Enemy's Wife

Satan Met

at 50c.-$1.50.

'Living

Sept. 17
Piccadilly

$8,000

roadshow

Zanuck's Big Musical

(Continued on page 65)

musical

ART D0NEGAN AT

WB

Arthur Donegan, picture and dramatic editor lor International News
Service for the last four or five
years, resigns at the end of this
month to join Warner Bros, publicity staff. He probably will handle
syndicates and general publicity,
Donegcn starts with Warners Nov. 1.
Successor for Donegan's former
spot at INS not determined thus far.

13.

and

'Human

STORY BUYS

Whitson,

Incipient film buying strike deagainst United Artslts by
small coterie of independent exhibs
here is fading outj with most indies
now anxious to annex product, although many of them continue to
'Murder protest the percentage and straight

Bondage' clared

(RKO),

dual, fair, $800.
Rialto (4th Ave) (3.000; 15-25-40)
—'Big Broadcast' (20th).
Smash
at
$12,000.
Last
Week 'Wives

Never Know' (Par) and
With Pictures' (Par), dual, shade
rental terms demanded.
above average at $5,000.
Strand (Fourth Ave) (1,500; 15-2540)—'Ladies in Love' (20th) and
'Jeeves' (20th), diial. B.o. humming
to tune of $4,800. Last week 'Walking on Air' (RKO) and 'Don't Turn
'Em Loose' (RKO), dual, slightly below average at $3,400.

GRID SCRUBS IN PIC

Briskin

.

Heads Fund
Hollywood, Oct,

13.

Briskin has been appointed
by the Motion Picture Producer's
Association to head the studio division of the annual Community Chest
drive. L. B. Mayer headed division
S,

J.

last year and raised $243,000.
Hollywood, Oct, 13.
Producers believe that figure will
Herman
Brix Sport Action feature, 'Two be exceeded by $50,000 this year.
Minutes to Play,' into production,
using two full teams of Southern
California second - stringers.
20th's 'Jeeves' Again
Bob

Victory Pictures has put a

Hill is directing from story by Bob
Inez Harvot, Eastman School of
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Buchanan & Sam Katzman is supDonald Novis has sigged with Music graduate, who has appeared in
ervising.
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Burroughs-Tarzan Pictures to ap- opera in Rochester and St. Louis and
"The
Seal
Raine's
Norman
Reilly
Featured
players
are
pear in four films annually for two toured with 'Great Waltz,' has signed
Eddie
Poacher' taken by Warners,
Nugent, Jeanne Mar tel. Betty Compyears. 'Just Another Night,' will be with Republic Picturesbought Martin son,
Chesterfield
Grady Sutton, David Sharpe,
first.
She will be available for singing Mooney's 'There Is a Santa Claus.'
Yarn by Ridgeway Callow will roles, but will concentrate on dra'Honeymoon Pilot' sold to Colum- Sammy Cohen, Richard Tucker,
«» r ry ^theme
Duncan Rinaldo and Forrest Taylor.
bia Jack Cooper.
matic side.
song of same title.
-

$7,000.

Penn (Loew's-UA)

Louisville, Oct. 13.
(Rest Exploitation: £ialto)
Rialto will tdp the town with
$12,000 for 'Big Broadcast .of 1937/
Loew's State also is coming for some
hefty takings. $8,000, with 'Devil Is

Stanley (WB) (3,600; 25-35-50)—
"Your Heart' (WB). Tear-jerker best
a Sissy' and 'Man .Who Lived Twice' Kay Francis money-getter here in
on a dual. 'Devil' was 24-sheeted couple- of years; $16,000. Last week
for weeks in ^advance, and tied in 'Stage Struck' (WB) only so-so, unwith Bond Bread ads.
der $10,000.
First showing at pop prices of
Warner (WB) (2,000; 25--40)—
'Midsummer Night's Dream' at the 'Mummy's Boys* (RKO) and 'Give
Mary Anderson won't touch more My Life' (Par). In the black at $4,than $4,200.
600.
Last week 'Walking on Air*
On selling of 'Broadcast* Rialto (RKO) and 'Grand Jury* (RKO),
25- went the limit. Arranged dinner at $4,000, fair.

$24,600

800

.

benevolent pur-

amusements now

ing capacity or gross receipts, Itinerant shows would be required to
post bond in advance to cover probable taxes accruing to city.

'Happiness Ahead'

$2,500

Public

$1-$1.99, 5c, and from $2-$5,
Measure would exempt shows

10c.

for charitable or
poses and those

R0ADSH0WING

800

.

fund down to

Forbes' (20th), dual.
Big $2,400.
Lyric (Olson) (2,000: 25-30-40)— Last week 'Poor Little
Rich Girl'
•Magnificent Brute' (U) and Ted (20th) and 'Big Noise'
(WB), dual,
Lewis on stage. Reaching record held for full seven day stanza, big
Lady be
mark of S14.200. which is fast trav- $2,500,
Careful and
and
scale
price
the
house's
at
eling
Down Stretch
Loew's State (3,000; 15-25-40)—
Last week 'Your H^.rt'
capacity.
$4,000
'Devil Is Sissy' (MG) and 'Man Who
(WB) and vnude, dandy at $10,000.
(8 days)
Lived Twice' (Col), dual). Plenty
advance publicity on billboards and atres.
Swine
Claim for second run is made despecial stories potent in rolling gross
Time
up to $8,000. Last week 'Dodsworth' spite fact that Untown hns a higher
IT'
'AS
$20,000
(UA) and 'Met' in Taxi' (Col), dual, admission price than di the several
strong, $7,000.
houses of California
IN S. F. Mary. Anderson (Libson) (1,000: second-ruii
Amusements.
15-25-40)
'Midsummer Dream'
Beef is similar to one registered
(WB). Opposish too virile; $4,200,
San Francisco, Oct. 13.
with
all major distribs here
recently
light. Last week 'Your Heart' (WB),
Sept. 24
Encouraged by the succees of going it alone against duals, $3,500, by Bob Whitson and associates, who
are demanding same film service for
Adverse
'Romeo and Juliet' in San Franc-rco, average.
1
$31,000
20th Century-Fox will give 'As You
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15c)—'Lady 03G-37 as they enjoyed in 1935-36.
(2d week)
Like It' a test run here at the Geary Killer' (WB) and 'Night at Rilz' This claim is made despite fact that
(WB), dual, splitting with 'Imitation Fox West Coast has again bought
starting Oct. 23.
'13
of
Life'
(Col)
and
Women'
(UA).
second-run
for the Hollywood area
ElisaThe American preem of the
Swing
dual.
Gettin? some biz on cash and proposes to take advantage of
beth Bergner Shakespearean comedy nights,
$21,800
but otherwise takings are In that run Itself this season. Last sea(British made by 20th-Fox's New the lower brackets;
(3d week)
$700. weak.. Last
son it waived its rights in favor of
World Picts, quota unit) will be week

BIRMINGHAM
Sept. 3

Louis, Oct. -13.

relief

and due

\

Walking on

(1.700;

Low..

Sept. 10

Apollo

40)—'Midsummer
Dream'
Opened mildly but picking

YOU IKE

Adverse
(2d

city's

$10,600

My

Son Comes

(6

STANLEY

Sept. 24

Texas
Rangers

$13,000
(2d week)

Home and
Bengal

Indianapolis,' Oct. 13.
(Best Exploitation: Lyric)
is on the way to a new
house record for the vaudfilm Lyric,
with $14,200 coming in. The band,
in combination with the film, 'Magnificent Brute,' taxed capacity over
the weekend. Lewis also helped the
other houses considerably by bringing the natives downtown and then
turning them away.
Loew's is doing an excellent $8,000
on 'Devil Is a Sissy* and They Met
In Taxi.'
Grind b£ 'Midsummer
Night's Dream' at the Apollo is on
the way to $5,000, which is. good but
not outstanding.
Exploitation honors go to the Lyric
with its comprehensive radio campaign making use of Lewis' recordings and tieup ads, as well as outdoor posting and an elaborate front.
Estimates for This Week

Ted Lewis

900-

.

Great
"Ziegfeld

(Eddie

$17,000

—

25-!)5-40>

Law.

$27,000

$14,200, Ind.

Sept. 24
at

(8 days)

STATE
(2,400;

Dawn

Swing
Time

To Mary

2.'i-;tB-50)

Low.

Wife
Duchin)

Clipper

LYRIC
(1.800;

Show)

China

25-8B-40)

Low,

Sept. 17

My_American Gen, Died

$14,000

(Stage

ORPHEUM
(2,800;

Sept. 10

Gorgeous
Hussy

(Best Exploitation: Alvln)
Business booming all over town
Triangle got a. tough
this week.
break Friday night (9) when 12hour deluge hit late in afternoon and
seriously hurt what started out to
be one of best opening days here in
months. Broadcast of Pitt-Ohio State
game also kept 'em at home Saturday
aft, but night trade is terrific and
grosses are soaring.
Femmes flocking to 'Give Me Your
Heart' at Stanley, and it looks like
Kay Francis' best grosser here in
years at $16,000. 'Ladies in Love' is
getting the Alvin a corking $10,000.
Alvin didn't miss a trick in exploiting four star femmes in 'Ladies
in Love,' deluging the town with 24sheets, tying in on fashion displays
and capitalizing shrewdly on .wide

paying tax to city on basis of seat-

$3,000

Sept. 3
(4,200;

Pittsburgh, Oct, 13.

Idea

to be exhausted
before Jan. 1, city fathers, angling
for new sources of revenue to take
care of needy, have introduced an
amusement tax on theatres, shows
and exhibitions. On admissions from
25-49c, tax would be lc; 50-99c, 2c;

$5,300

Second

MINNESOTA

New Tax
St

With
$600,000

days)

(9

Louis'

.

Devil's

(5

MUSIC
•

St

days)

LIBERTY
High.

New York

agent of his plan, seeking instruction and assistance on the
artistic -and technical ends. Intention is to weave a story
around his real estate with
himself as the glorified farmer.

aid in the project

(Revivals 8

(1,900;

has informed one

Wk. for 'Godfrey 6G as Pitt. Booms

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Twentieth-Fox is going to produce
Film
picture.
another
'Jeeves'
titled 'Step Lively, Jeeves,' by Sol
M. Wurtzel who will handle reins.
As in 'Thank You, Jeeves,' Arthur
Treacher will impersonate P. G.
Wodehouse's gentleman's gentleman.

\

r
VARIETY

14

new

aih

recor

KEYSTONE OF

YOUR FUTURE

ONLY 20th CENTURY-FOX CAN BREAK 20th CENTURY- FOX RECORDS!

—

Wednesday, October

I

THE GAY DESPERADO

aid easy, 'Valiant' should be a profitable undertaking.
Picture is bound to have strong
pull for women. At the same time it
entertains the other sex.
Its kid
scenes, which are the best, are so
well done that men will like this
portion of the story better than the
adolescent love interest which .develops toward the end, Up to the
time^ the two. kid' wards of the
prostie queen remain youngsters,
•Valiant' is strong film drama. The

(MUSICAL)
trotted
j.«ah y'«

release

Arllsti

'

of

Pickford-

Rouben Uamoultan production.
Btaxa Nino Martini, features Ida Lupino
and Leo Carrillo. 'Directed by Mainoullnn.'
Original, Leo Blrlnskl: screen play, WnlSmith; songs. Holt Mnrvell nnd
George Peafonl, Miguel Sandoval; musical

lace

direction. Alfred Newman: camera, l.uclen
Richard Day; production
art.
Anrtrlot:
mgr., ChaG. TVoolstenhiihvie: asst. director,
Rout. Lee; sound, Puul Kent; editor. 'Mar-

garet Clancey. At Radio City MukIc Hall,
Running time
V., weelc Oct, 8, '30.
«0 mlna.
Nino Martini
Chivo
(da Lupino
jane'
....Leo Carrillo
BrHS&nzii

N

minute the., two children, Chavfene
Wyatt and Jackie Moran, become

.

'•

Carnpo

adolescents

Hum

Theatre Manager

-

Pancho
Manuel

........... ..Alan Garcia
Frank Puglln
Michael Vlsnrofr
...Chris King Mm-llu
.Ifarry Semels

Jackie Moran and little Charlene
Wyatt such interesting characters.
Miss Judge plays the role as a snme-

w h a t fractious, unappreciative
wench. This is also true of Howard,
and he seems even less like what
young Moran should.be when grown.

Salvador ...'....-......... .George Du Count
.Alphonso Pedro/a
Coloao
Trovadores Chlnncos
Guitar Trio....
Lew Brixton
Mick
.

.

Earlier scenes are in the Louisiana
bayou country
which produced
Carrie Snyder, a redlight lady of apparent renown, since she seems to
have enough money to own her own
home and go into the dry-cleaning
business in New York later. These
earlier scenes bring out the best in
th'e direction of Wesley Ruggles, the
best of Claude Binyon in the scripting and the best from producer
Rubles in backgrounds, lighting and

TKis Nino Martini mesquiter is a
fairly diverting Mexican western. If
tegarded- in carefree light, 'The Gay
Desperado' may be termed not parIt'll- do spotty
ticularly desperate.

:

depending on locale.
It's
more musical comedy than grand

trade,

opera, or -even operetta, which may
be the major hurdle for those attracted by the Martini marques staffing.
values.
Leo Birinski's original story is one
Wallace Smith's
of those things.
screen treatment, fortified by Rou-

Miniature Reviews
The Gay DeseraqV

(UA).

Nino Martini starrer or diverting, tuneful proportions.
'Valiant Is the Word for Carrie'

(Par). Transcription of novel
which, in spite of length, and
fact Gladys George, its star, is
new in pix, should do rather

transactions.

'Ramona* (20th): Indian story
in color and more *of a break"
for color than story:
'Dimples' (20th). Production
is weak but Shirley Temple's
emoting, singing and dancing
will keep her devotees in con'15
Maiden Lane' (20th).
Moderate jewel thief opus for
bills.

'Lady Be Careful' (Par). Denatured but amusing version of
'Sailor Beware,' stage farce.
'The Man Who Lived Twice'
(Col). Entertaining item dealing with crime from a pathological aspect.
Should be able
/

'Bulldog

many spots.
Edition'

Newspaper-gangster

and Shirley score most effectively
in a scene which takes place in the
producer's office.
Also good for
some bits that bring
Morgan and Stepin Fetchit together.

solid laughs are

"

Odec.
(Rep.)

thriller;

a

strong dualer;

.

ilAsnite
Mr bloodthirsty celluloid
rellnloiri
despite his
education, via a yesteryear brand of
Hollywood films, which dealt with
the rub-him-out, on-the-spot, and
lo-you-won't-talk-eh
brand,
this
closed a long rain in' New York
Small time Villa seems to take plenty
In 'Valiant,' Miss George is forced
from the singer,
Plot is complicated by a snatch— to go from what is probably the
another educational throwback at early thirties to a woman of adthe door of the Hollywood influence vanced years. She makes the. trip
on the mesa mayhemmers and an without suffering, being equally as
Attempt by a U. S. hoodlum to hi- fascinating as an older woman ?s in
jack a snatch; labeled a new wrinkle earlier years. She is at all times in
in this unreeling.
In this conse- .command of the duties expected of
quence there are exaggerated bur- her and, despite her role, at all times
retain the audience's
lesques of the
<S. Robinson, Cag- manages to
.

.

—

screen
Taylor.

acting

experienced..
Pauline Frederick;
.

Kent

Jane
Darwell and Katherine De Mille.
others, are excellent in sun*>orl Miss De Mille's brunet comeli-

among
ness

particularly suited to color

is

treatment
A musical background, including
singinff, is incidental to.

the action,

*

but splendidly done.
Outdoor backgrounds are treats to
the eye. and. interior art work is
One
somehow
interest.
sympathetic
splendid. 'Ramona' is a creditable
ney and Baft type of .sinisterness,
trade
plving
the
imagines
her
never
technical
job all around, but it still
cast as henchman to the head hoodthat both makes and breaks her, leaves screen color in need of a
lum.
story.
Bige.
In between all this, Martini tenors Binyon's able scripting having re
limita
carefully
within
the
mained
{a his tapnotch Metopera style, featuring The World Is Mine' (a cork- tions of the screen code. Only once,
ing thematic ballad by Holt Marvell when a crony of Carrie's comes to
and George Posford, English song- visit her. does the adaptation suggest
(WITH SONGS)
smiths) and an original Mexican any contact with the woman's pro20th Century-Fo"S release ot .Nunnally
serenade. 'Adios Mi Tierra' (by fessional technique and, in ^peaking Jobution production.. Staru Shirley Temple;
Miguel Sandoval). There are also of her business, Binyon has never features Frank -Morgan. Helen Weatley,
Kent,
Astrld
AJIwro,
fiteplo
snatches of the aria- from 'Aida.* -once committed himself on words xtr npbert
Fefehlt, l>elma Byron. -Directed by WiU
•Cielito Lindo.' 'EstreUita* and some nhrases. She is just bad and not fit Ham A. Seiter. Screenplay Arlhur ,Shie*man. Nat Perrln; music and lyiJrs. Jimmy
splendid rhythm work on a guitar for decent people, to associate with.
Thece is same -effective comedyJn Al< Hugh, Ted Koetaler;- camera. Bert tilen'by one fwanger whom some recordfrom Binyon's noo; Oant&a staged by Bill Robinson. At
'Valiant'
It
is
ing company should put 0n wax..
Roxy, N. Y.. week commencing Oct. 'J, 'tfU.
Carrillo and Harold Huber, his r^enario, rather than from Rubles' Running -time. .78 mlnu.
r»*en a Dlmplea Appleby
..Shirley Temple
aide-de-banditry, almost take the d'"re<*tion. Comedy h»s not
writer or ProL Eustace Appleby
either
concern
of
chief
Frank Morcnn
picture away from Martini, although
Mrs Caroline Drew...... ...Helen "Weatley
minds
have
Their
however.
director,
his light-mannered, comedy style of
Allen Drew
Robert Kent
<rentin«r
upon
principally
been
Betlv Lorlng
trouping, counted with* the telling
.I>e!ma Byron

£

'

-

.

.

DIMPLES

.

•

.

.

'

.

^eliverinT
tenoring, make him highly accept- human interest and in
xframatic punch which Ica'ls to ibr
able. Ida Lupino' is the ingenue
just an ingenue. Mischa Auer's sin- flnal p'vht where Carri* is in jail
r
r
"etti«T
ou*
o*
chances
ister
silence
and ungainly be- sur en''erin«
shawled figure makes for some nice in the thought that a hard-fou«ht trial
by-play.
James Biakeley is the •would mean scandal to -\vxt 'bay an«l

'

cowardly young American, bethrothed to Liipino. Others are bits.
and okay.
Photograph: • by Lucien Andriot is
eye-arresting in spots, particularly
the against-the-sky shots, getting
some extraordinary camera nartraiture into the •action.
Alfred
Newman's musical setting is a competent chore, as usual for him. Production is generally ultra.
Gay Desperado' is a better cinetnatic oppasfu^ity for 'Martini than
Here's to \y$Sii3iance' < Jesse Lasky
for 20th-Fo2tfc?jlnd, of course, this
is a- batter \entry for the briefly
careered Mary^Pickford-Lasky combo than was it? first, 'One Rainy.
Afternoon.' 'Desperado' is the second and swan song, so the company
exits from the production scene, as
a unit, in high gear.
Abel.
,

.

While ihe last re-*l is saggy, it
ends on a few feet of cfTective screen
firi.'

Is

the

Word

Suoportine nlayens include Harry
Maude
Digges.
Carey,
.Dudley
>%urne. William Collier. Sr.. H^ttie

Carrie

'

Paramount release ot Wesley Ruggles
Production.
Gem-ge,
Gladys
Features
Arllne Judge, John Howard. Directed by
Rng<le»,
From novel ot name name l»y
jarry BeneHeld; adaptation, Claude Binyon;
Otho Lovering; camera, Leo
At Paramount. N*. T-, week Oct.
Running time, 109 rains.
.Gladys George
Arllne Judge
Paul Dnrnley
John Howard

Jjlm

editor,

Jov«r.
30.

J.

-arrle Snydev

£ady

g»nnlB Rlngrose

™U
wll

Yonne

Dudley IHgges
;

Elpper

Ellen Belle

Harry

<":uey

I.-wbel Jewell
.Ilattl McDanlcls

Jjd

Moresby
William Collier. Sr.
g«Qrge Darnley
John
Paul Darnley (as child)
Jackie Mnrnn
Wyatt
J*dy (on ohlld)
: .Charlene
«aKBl8 Devlin.....
Maude Kburne
r jt)n
01do
J>w Pnylon
•Mat Burdon
Urndy Sutton

Wmy

Novel of a scarlet

woman whose

folunel

Mr.

St.

{.min K

LADY BE CAREFUL
Paramount release

'

Features-

tion.

Reed produc-

of J, T.

Lew

Mary

Ayres.

-

Carlisle,

Larry Crabbe, Benny Baker, -Grunt Withers.
Directed by Reed. From stage piny 'Sailor

Keoyon Nicholson, .Otitis.
Beware,
by
Robinson; screen play. Duruthy. L\u!;er,
Alan Campbell, Harry Ruskiu; c:iin<-i';i.
Henry Sharp. -At RInlto, N. Y., .week Oct.
'

!>,

Running

'3U.

time, 71 mills.

Lew A * res-

Dud (Dynamite)
Blllle

.

Jake

.

Rnrrtey

l.Mury

t'lii'li'ld

..I.^rry

Ci"il>!)0

. .

.Benny

Hii'.er

Loomia

.Grant Wlth'M-s

Jlerb
Alice

....Tnck ('li.-mln

.

Josephine. Mi-Klin

Bernlce

This

Wiliuu
is

a

I-'i-uik-Is

v/dy stage farce of a

"

few seasons ago with its face washed,
its nose wiped and provided with a
new name and objective. In 'Sailor
Beware' there was a hardboilad
dame that the fleet felt even its top
lady killer couldn't make.
In the picture version Stonewi.ll
is a sweetly girlish young
thing whose inaccessibility is due to
her reserve, instead of her tough
disposition, and the proof of victory
is to be the sash awarded her as Miss
Panama in a beauty contest. If she
won the ribbon in competition with
some of the other girls from the cafe,
there is crooked work in the jud.fies'

Jackson

though Mary Carlisle, who
is easy to look at.
Dynamite wins his fame and title
through no achievement of his own,
but his shipmates bet on. him to win

stand,

plays the role,

the Panama duel, and he sets forth to
make conquest. His capture of the
ribbon is accidental, but he wins the
Lou Brealow. David girl with an engagement rin<t in
ftllvcrsteln. John Patrick; from atory by honorable fashion.
Achievement of
Paul Burger; camera, John Seitz, At Albee. the ribbon is practically the entire
Brooklyn, on -doutile bill, Oct. 0, '30. Runplot, once .the story arrives at a plot,
ning time. C3 mlna.
after
some strung-Out business at the
Jane. Martin
...
.... Claire Trevor.
Frame. Peyton
>.....*.... Cesar- Romero start to set Dynamite in his new title.
Nick Shelby
Douglas Fowley This ODening, while amusing, hardly
Detective Walsh
Lloyd -Nolan
Gilbert Lookjiart
Lester' Matthews grips the' imagination to the point
John Gravea .... ........ Robert McWadc whore interest rises strong in the
Tony
.......... Rait Harolde following sequences.
Judge Graham
........... Jtuasell Hicks
Story depends for its laughs on the
Harold Anderson
Holmes Herbert
lines and incidental business, rather
than on plot action, though them ore
.Unpretentious little crook opus, a couple of good bite in the direct
threading through famjjiar lanes line. Treatment however, suggests
with a bit pf new scenery here and that the script, writers were tinder
there. Fbr*the duals, and evidently wraps. There is a lack of fluidity to
so intended.
the' movement of the story, and a
Sett in? is New York's diamond little too much emphasis on the
center.. There's some interest in in- character of the 'girl.
troduefng. this ice factory with fi- * With a little more swin?, this
delity, and embellishing with shots might have been an outstander. As
of diamond- cutters at work, etc. is, it packs a respectable number of
Otherwise it's stereotype fare, ex- lau"hs, Dretty evenly spaced, "but
cept that the heroine (Claire Trevor) lacks solidity and punch. Should do
is shot by the leading male per- beit on duals, but can front on them.
former (Cesare Romero) instead of
Piece has been expensively staged.
marrying him. Love interest conse- and directed with a firm and adroit
quently stands at absolute 'zero, hand. Reed keeps his stage full and
which is a hurdle that possibly in action, save in the fntir»ate scenes.
shouldn't have been interposed. On ?>nd jTefr: his players into the spirit of
the other hand, if love had been th»ir roles,
dragged in, it would have been on
jw-'-irity of the acti"** ff ies to Miss
a stretcher. So it's a standoff.
Carlisle and Ayres, both of whom
Althugh the story runs down an nprf-rm «*moetently. if. not brilold groove the amateur girl sleuth liantly. Baker shows a tendency to
criminal— ove-o!avin*», thoii"h- this may be
outwitting;-, the
crack
there '.jara^ftnir addenda .that buck oartlv the fault of the s-rriot Others
release of Sol M.
20lh' Ceotury-Fox
Wurtzel production. Feature? .Claire Trevor,
Cesar Romero. -Directed by Allan

Dwan. Screen

play.

.

.

-

.

•

.

.

—

.things- up.

Hojmero has

a-

novel way
.

of testing Claire 3BPevof's, authenticity as. a /crook (which she Isti't. of
course).. He stages >a fake "holdup
with murder, and then rings in a
jbhonev police crowd to see'if she'll
sauawk. Later the heroine counters
with a ruse of her own by stealing
jewelry that really belonged to herself.

•«

""Tripetent
standing.'

without being

-out-

For the Broadway *rst run, Arthur
director of the
RIalto. started something bv switch-

Ma ver, managing

fnl titles to 'Sailor B-s"'/>re.' When
*h" Hays office squawked he switched
Chic.
back.

..Auli-ld

Man Who

Allwyn

Stepln Fetclilt
Churchill

lie .ton-

Haul Stanton

Clair

Hawklnn

JuIIur

Tannon

McDaniels and George Wray. all of
v/horn have minor assignments but

.

Thui-man Black

them well. Standouts are Miss
George and the Moran younf Hr.

Exhibitors have no need to worry
this one.
It should easily
match the grosses of the recent line
of Shirley Temple releases, but it
won't" be 'due to the fact thai
<W1TH SONGS)
'Dimples' is solid, expertly fashioned
( TECHNICOJLOTt)
entertainment.
It's
anything but
Century-Fox release ot Sol M. that All that the production does
201 h
FentureM
jtroductlon.
Wuqjxel
Voung, Don Aineehe. Dli-ected l»y Hehry is closely follow the pattern set
KIiik. From novel bv Helen Hunt .fackFon; from 'way back, for the youngsler.
adnptetion, Lamar Trotll; mwilcHl dlreetm', missing not a single trick, whether
Ntwm.in; cnlur dlrerlor, Niitalle it conies to jerking tears, dancing,
Alfre^l
Knlmus; c«mera. William V. Skull. Chewier
Lvonn; art director. Duncan Cramer: film singing or bringing true love to-

Les Amants Terrible!

Char.

(The Terrible

about

KAMONA

Al De -Oaetano, At Criterion.- N.
«, '30..

Running

Y.,

time, 84 mlijs.

Colored photography, by Technicolor and other processes, despite the
steady improvements being made, is
no longer such a novely as to attract
atention and business on its own.
Therefore it needs help in the way
of scenario. 'Ramona,' as background
for this latest color effort, is not
much help.
good picture is a good picture,
in plain black and white or any
other shade. And a poor one is a poor
one under all' circumstances. Chances
are that a good picture with the aid
of color photography color photography, as indicated by 'Ramona.' being apparently ripe for general use
and acceptance would be extra
good. So the next step in the development of colored photography, it
would seem, would be a fitting story

A

—

—

1

for its presentment.
'Ramona' is a standard sad story
that grows sadder as it progresses
until, at the finish, it imparts nothing

gether.

Only difference is the background;
This time it's a genteel facet of Little Old New. York of the 1850's. Outside the ingratiating characterization by Frank Morgan, the 'Dimples'
cast performs in the usual supernumerary -routine, vaguely filling in
here and there as props to the
story's unwinding.
Narrative for
the most part is a feeble little thing,
wending its slow and uncertain way
from one trite dramatic concept
Regardless
the
another.
of
to
soggy humor and the straining at
human interest, the going of Shirley
Temple with her fans won't be a bit
undiminished and they'll, still exchange the term of 'darling' among
them.
Film shows that tNs youngster has
.

made marked improvement in singing and dancing. Bill Robinson did
the off-screen squiring of the tap
numbers, and they're so devised as
to insure an additional set of fan
raves. Songs are by Jimmy Mc-

is mixed with some good
hecomes a "moving, if cumbersome,
It crams into its 109
and Ted Koehler and prove
much that could have been but grief. There is much beauty in Hugh
left out and it fails to hold up as this artistically fine production, but of help in two ways; they fit the
well the second half as it does in the beauty
alone
- is
- not enough. After, dramatic situations neatly and the
J
fl rst.
With advertising and publicity the first few hundred feet the natural lyrics aren't of the sort that will set

J^ickedness

screen piece.

15

Featured players both suffice,
Lived Twice
carrying- out .the yarn in straightCo'.umbla release of Ben- Pivar production.
forward manner. Director Dwan Fe:iture»
Ralph Bellamy. JIarlin .'.l;irsb,
might have bucked up the scenes be- Th-reton Hall, Isabel Jewell; VMvl W.rid,
Rlcharda
John Carradlne tween Miss .Trevor and a relative WIHnrd Roliertaon. D:recUt1 *V Horry
ProprleU>i'
Herman Hlng
unrt
but it lyw-hmsn'. Utory, TSOni Van t>yckeDycke.
RufUM
Billy
McClaln (Robert McWrde) somewhat
Henry Altlmus; ado ntn Hon. Van'
Choir
..'.The Hall Johnitun ('lMi)t- would have taken a pullmotor to get
Arthur Strawn, Fred Niblo. Jr.: *<lllor,
Unc;e. Tom
Jack Clifford much more out of this part of the Hyron Robinson camera JnT«v. Van Trees.
Topsy
B?Uy Je.'in Hainey yarn. Otherwise direction keeps up A» niOif. tS. V.. week OcT. H.
MunPawnbroker
Arthur Ayloaworlb
nlns (I'ne, Ti •oln*.
Pro|r-ie(<M-"a Wire
.Grela Meyer a fajrlv nimble pace. Camera and /» men 'Blake \
Children's Bund
l^-onnrrt Kllirlck.
surtnorting cast render all that's .slick Ttawley J
nnlph Hel'nmy
Wuwr. Walter and needed.'
^..Marian. Jleriih
Janet Kaydon,
Edga.
tSeorge Weidler
Dr. Hrliayler
Thor9t >n Hall
Jes H ie Seott and
The Two BlRCk JDttLs
Isabel .ti-well
I'ejrgy Ruiccll.....
;

OleeiT)

fulfill

week Oct

for

.'

;

•material.

editor.

Valiant

Cle* Marah

MAIDEN LANE

15

.

•

f

devoted

but

.

.

stant beams.

to solo in

Broke

guardian takes the $5,000 and, when
he finds that the girl is not happy in
her new. Jhome,. his;, love impels- him
to return the coin and retrieve the
child
Other- plot device dragged into the
film involves the nephew (Robert
Kent) of the dowager. Boy's burn
for an actress causes a break with
the aunt and his debut as a theatrical producer. Latter twist furnishes
the excuse for Shirley's playing of
Little Eva in 'Uncle Tom's Cabin'
and for the stage thing suddenly going minstrel so that Shirley can put
'
in another" sample"6f shuffling.
As a comedy combination, Morgan

well.

the dual

VARIETY

the youngster to lisping or stuttering.
, Morgan, as the Micawberish guardian of the child, makes the most of
a tailor-made part. His supplementary weakness for light-fingering
other people's property gets himself and the waif in frequent difficulties.
Helen Westley contributes
a nice daguerrotype as the dowager,
whose affection for the child results
in one of those hokey financial

Ruggles has always been tops with
He gets a whale of a lot colors become pleasant, rather than
from the Moran kid in the sequences distinctive, with the story finally asserting itself and coming to the fore.
in which a strong affection springs
But the fact that the color angle
up between huh and Carrie. Some of becomes
less noticeable as the picthe scenes, with young Moran are
ture unwinds, -and never interferes
.particularly touching and will drive
with the telling or reception of the
flie women t£' their kerchiefs.
story, is .evidence' tjiat color has
This is tGlatfys "George's first pic- finally
found its place in ,filfn proture,, It is a starter fqr the actress
which should lead her to box-office duction'.
Loretta Young, in. a coal black
Paramount is planning to do wig,
*Hr _- additional nirriii-lv; with h«»r oh
pree
aaainOTai picmies witn ner on. color is a lovely Indian gir£ and the
adds to her attractiveness; Don
loan from Metro, which holds the
Ameche, from radio does w<elj as the
contract on her services. Miss George
tragic Allessandro, and his performskyrocketed to legit notice in 'Perance, at no time indicates a? lack of
sonal Appearance, which last season
children.

ben Mamoulian's direction, has
Achieved a certain tempo of insouciance which does much to offset
•
the plot structure.
Leo Carrillo is the bad Mexican
hombre who'se been influenced by

££fTf
Over {Of a top tenor, apparently and.

the persons ot.Arline

misses. It isn't* that the transformation is too rapid. It is more that
neither Howard nor Miss Judge retain the something that makes young

Stanley Tliids
Butch ... ........
Mlsciia Auer
Plego
Radio Station Manager. ......Adrian Rosley
Paul
American Detective
Police Cuptaln. ,
.
Jjopez

.in

Judge and John Howard; the picture

Harold Huher
James Biakeley

.
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FILM REV IEWS
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1,4,

.

jninutes

-

-

.

.

Paris.

Oct

Mr'. Kchuyler
Glove?

Ju>W-

2.

Pathe Consortium Cinema rrteaan of Paris
Cine production. Dlr*oted by M«;-c At<»irret:
based on Noel Coward's '1'rivsle
A
Nee.
Lives'; camera." Thlrard nnd
Madeleine 'Cinema, Paris. Running time,

Nana

,

):r.vrnt

....Wnrrt P.ond

'.

H»n

Tre.-teher

iMgr.n

Lovers')

(FRENCH MADE)

, .,

.

.

'V'»l

-y

Kolker

Kol.i

Meoh

Th-» Man Win Lived Twice.' a
good' title even it it crowds the,marouf * c*cals with crinv. 'rom the scic'irl rn«t ->alhological flt «'a in a vtry
(

Favorea by
ente-taining manner.
sood rfoduction, able diraoiion and a
rT'nt't'»at'imoress3s for this type of
Daniel Fournler story, the picture deserves to. do
Andre Lu«suel..
Its lack
Victor -Lambert average business or better.
Henri Uulsol
if r-!st rames i<? Its nriiv^iorl draw.(In French)
worthwhile selection for
back.
This French version of 'Private double bills. 'Man Who Lived Twice'
Lives' is enjoyable through good act- has sufficient oucliiy t~> stand alone
ing and what is left of Coward's op secondary first runs.
Thematically. here it sr>mai.liing
sophisticated zip. But 'it falls way
In its plot t-eatment. it
below the play version and it lacks different
the Montgomery and Shearer charm is also different, besidps beini* much
r">nvincin«t than tha average of
more
is
a
presented,
it
and lightness. As
caliber.
ifs.
While characters are
outdoor
screened play with few good
thrown together conveniently for the
shots.
Gaby Morlay and Andre Luguet nurbpses of the plot, the 'latter folfail to illuminate their acting with lows tines that arc fairly rcaso'iable
the blase surface brilliance that is a'l the wav. Another virtue ')f the
the essence of Noel Coward's plays. <itorv. as adabted and produced is to
In this film they seem too much like be found in the care with which the
susoense.is maintained all the way.
normal people trying to cut up.
Story is similar to that of the even tt the noint where Mi.aeauittal
American film version (Metro) but seems an odds-on possibility. Action
the sophisticated dialog has lost of a jury in returning a verdict of
much of its qualities. It is Coward guilty becomes something of an 'intiwatered down. Marie Glory and climax, since the governor quic'cly
Henri Guisol as the placid, calm issues a pardon for the eminent Dr.
individuals seem more doltish than Blake who, prior to an ooeration, had
necessary, thereby making the per- been a vicious criminal.
A murderer, fleein* the rolice.
formance of the leads more frothy
hides in a hospital where a doctor
than usual.
Camera and acting in general are is lecturing on criminology and cm-adequate to bring favorable French perimcnts which he has "^ade to bear
audience response but the pic can out a theory that a killer, thrrtugh
n v be *uvned
be of only little interest to Ameri- surgery of the brain,
a tiseful citizen. The criminal,
) into
cans acquainted with the original.
(Continued on page 54)
HugA /

Kr minu.
Gaby Mor'ay
Marie.

Glory

Annette Founder
'-ucle

A
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ft

HurUa'k

London Alhambra

to Pix

motion picture theatres in the West
End.
With 10 major distributors
clamoring- for dates for 'show window' presentation of big product and
only eight regular houses available,
position

why

pretty grim,

is

LEAD

That Quota Problem

6.

Passing of the Alhambra, Leicester
Square, into the hands of the Odeon
cinema group (Deutsch) emphasizes
the present shortage of pre-release

explaining

legit theatres are. being greedily

London, Oct. 6.
'I have sometimes had to hire
police to keep the crowd from
rounding on us when we have

shown some

of these so-called
British quota films,' said an exhibitor accused at a London
court of failing to show 15%
British films last year.

Theatre was the Regent,
Kings Cross, and defendant
.

snapped up and pictures given roadshow treatment
Eight theatres are G-B's Tivoli and
New Gallery, Par's Carlton, and
Plaza, Maxwell's Regal at Marble

.

Said the type of film that suited

the district were American
gangster pictures. Judge Dunne
obviously didn't believe him,

Arch* London Pavilion, Leicester
Square, and Metro's' Empire. These

fining

him

F,' 'NUMBER,'

'S.

Means

Bad Film Congestion

Relief to
London, Oct.

0NILRN4YIONAL FILM NEWS

Of'MCh,

TrufulKitr Hquure

1'luce.

B. 0.

UOAT/

and looks

Girl'

M-G).

Melbourne, Sept

give outlets for Gaumoht-British,
20th Century-Fox, Associated British,

with 16 separate unions. Latest
is that of makeup folk.
Even
third assistant cameramen have
a Union.
Test projections can't be run
off without a flock of unionists
who Collect about $2.50 per for
one hour's activity.

(U).

(M-G) and 'Bohemian

17.

'King Steps Out' (Col) enters its
sixth week here and is likely to stay
longer.
'San Francisco' (MG) Is

BOARD
Mexico

DEAL ON FIRE

PIC

Paramount, C. M.
Woolf's General Films and M-G-M,
with other raajors, such as Warners,
Radio and Columbia grabbing showings as, if and when.
Excepting; the Plaza and Empire,
depending on a policy of "weekly
changes unless business justifies
holdover, all houses use extended
runs, holding programs frequently
Artists,

»

ANZAC TAX CUT

.

ipal

•

but

units,

little

New

ordination.

if

any

co-

board's principal

job is" to ward against pics that
Sydney, Sept 17.
'harm the public morals and attack
Group connected with the Aus- standards of the masses.'
tralian and New Zealand film indusWhile the industry has not been
try is dickering for the rights of officially informed of. this action, it
Chesterfield product to cover both is generally pleased and expects
.

good, results;
of 4he board,

countries.
.

(

•

City, Oct. 13.

Pic pruning Is now of national
scope with the appointment of a
censorship board of three, all men',
the ministry of the interior'.
Heretofore, there was a federal
board and various State and munic-

by

CHESTERFIELD ANZAC

Chester field pix ^have not been
screened in either Australia or New
okay, but 'Strike Me Pink' (UA) is
not so hot Neither is 'Country Doc- Zealand before, because there is n6
distributing agency handling them in
tor* (Fox).
Rest include 'Till We Meet Again' this territory. Group interested de'Country
Par),
Beyond'
(Fox), sires a low-priced product to present
'Times
(WB), mainly in the New Zealand field at
Playboy'
Square
'Things to Come*
(UA), 'Secret pop prices. In New Zealand pix are
Canberra, Sept. 17.
Agent' (GrB) and 'Three Wise Guys' assessed on their value in b.o. gross.
Introducing the first prosperity (M-G).
In Australia pix admitted are
up to six or .'eight weeks.; Means a
charged 16c per foot duty.
total of around 150 playdates per Budget in years, the Federal TreasChesterfield is under offer to a
year, in which not only all major urer announced taxation reductions
Wellington, N. Z., Sept. 17.
American pix but the 'complete out- amounting -to $20,000,000 for 1936-37.
Box office is good over this way, Sydney mart who at one time was in
the exhibiting game. This man placed
put of British studios' at Denham,
with
'Desire'
(Par),
'Klondike
Annie'
Income tax will be reduced about
group, and
Elstree -and 1 Shepherds Bush must
(Par), 'Midsummer Night's Dream' the proposal before the
10%.
..fit
N's
(WB), 'Show Boat' (U), 'Follow the the business looks like eventuating
in the very near future.
Following the announcement of Fleet' (RKO), 'Moonlight
Roadshows

United

NAMES

MEXICO

Mexico City, Oct. 13.
Unionism is thickening the
plot of the Mexican film industry drama. It is now saddled

Sydney, Sept 17.
Healthy grosses are being gotten
here by 'Private Number' (Fox); 'San
Francisco' (MG) and 'Show Boat'

$7$.

MllrStftt

VARIETY, LONDON

Cable AdtfresB*

Unionitis

DOWN UNDER

'White Angel' (W) opened_weakly
like an early out. 'Whipsaw' (MG) turned out to be a nice,
grosser and swings merrily into its
third stanza. 'Prisoner of Shark*lsland' (Fox) looks, okay for a moderate run, and 'Case Against Mrs.
Ames' (Par) had a good premiere
and may build. 'It's Love Again'
(G-B) and 'Secret Agent' (G-B)
move out after a good season.
Weekly change is okay currently
with 'Bullets and Ballots' (WB)>
'Roaming Lady' (Col), 'Rendezvous'

TeWphone T«mpl« Bar

'

SEEN AS BREAK

•

,

Up

to the institution
practically all films
the

were viewed by the censors- of
Federal District, which includes

A

this

charge of $1.61 per reel
Films that passed these
censors usually had a .semi-official
city.

was made.

national okay.

But that didn't alfilms had to run
state and municipal

ways work. Often,
the gantlet

.of

That developed many

censor's.

a

headache.

.

,

•

Americans
In London

Murder*

Situation is often eased here by
hiring of legit houses for roadshow
-purposes, Metro currently having
'Romeo and Juliet' in His Majesty's
and 'Ziegfeld* at the Hippodrome.
Same company has also frequently
hired the Palace, arid Warners took
the Adelphi for West End presentation- of the 'Dream.'
Cambridge,

Phoenix

Piccadilly,

and

Coliseum

are others spotted .for' pictures at
odd. times, -but e^rerit legit business
has held up well .enough to keep
back an incursion of motion pictures.
rebuilding will,: how*
: Alhambra.
ever, .'start a swing, towards more
cinemas tor the soup and fish territoryj Plans are in hand for conversion of Daly's, with the Garrick
also long scheduled for rebuilding
and. wiring. Scheme of Stuart Doyle,
too,, may haye a new picture theatre
erected in Haymarket while G-B's
Capitol comes hack Into the field
next year, after, being shut almost
a year for reconstruction.:
At the same time, the night life
.

,
.

.

sector has a,

.

number

of subsidiary

spots, notably the Marble Arch
vilion, Dominion, Astoria, Rialto

Pa-

•

•

.

.•

.

the situation, strenuously resisting
attempts to broaden the: West End
territory arid claiming pre-releases
-

,
.,

damage

box-office potentialities «
general, release runs, particularly in
,

-V-

.'downtown spots.

Meet Again-

over

(M-G), arid

It is

(Par) showing the way.

:

reduction,,

anticipated

that

business
the

picture

still

it

'Till

busi-

ness generally will .be aided considerably, although

remains

for the government to glVe reliel

Britons In

Hollywood

from the tax load.
For 'years theatre managements
have requested the government to
Hollywood, Oct 13.
lift the burden of taxation from
Madeleine Carroll's husband, Capt.
their shoulders, but it has only- been
Philip AsUe'y, is coming to the Coast
iri recent months that any hope was
to join .her the end of this month.
held out
May remain until she- 'can return
In New South Wales the burden is home with him about the first of the
year.
still very high and it is doubtful
Gene Lockhart plays ping pong to
whether a reduction will be made
'

,

READY TO
START PRODUCTION

i

'

'•

•

,

.

.

'

•'

'

I

.

.

Melbourne, Sept. 17.
Atlanta Films, Ltd., has been registered here under the chairmanship
of Sir Ben Fuller. Studio ytftl be set
up at Werribeej with Ernest C. Rolls
charge. Importations from Holly*
wood will be. made when. the unit is
ready to begin production.
...

m
•

•

.

'

.

Heme

:

MGM

-

Anzac

EKO

Expands in Bio
'

Rio Janeiro,

Oct... 1.

Nat Liebskind, RKO»Radio mgr.
for Brazil, says that-, his company
will take over the old MGM. office
building in Rio on Nov. 1. Quite an
expansion for RKO and nice surroundings—-American Embassy and
Standard Oil bldg.

MGM

moves to its new
building on Rua daPasseio.

theatre

snored through the entire first act
peared in the show, have signed to
Marc Connelly going into managedo a film version of 'Please, Teach- ment here, first production being
'Till the Cows
Come Home,* by
er,' musical, for British Lion.'

Howes will appear in a new show Geoffrey. Kerr, starring Leslie Banks
and Adrlenne Allen.
Hippodrome after the ChristEdgar Bergen, ventriloquist, being
mas pantomime, which goes in for filmed by Gaumbnt-British magathe holidays, to be produced by Tom zine.
Buck and Bubbles tossed a coin
Arnold..
:

at the

Live

Show Drive

.

MGM

.

Teacher' as Musical Hyde Park.
London, Oct 4.
One of America's prominent playBobby Howes, Vera Pearce and wrights attended the premiere of
'The Night of Jan. 16' here and
as
ap-;
company
practically the same

jumped from radio

to the screen, is
taking singing lessons from a teacher
who used to be a marathon runner.
G. P. Huntley, Jr., liked his house
on the top of the hills because of the
reception he got' up there for hisradio broadcasting, but moved down
into Bavhills because of the proxthe unemployment problem being imity of schools for the children.
considerably' reduced in the next
Stanley Logan working. as dialog
few weeks. It is from the average director on 'Another Dawn.'
.citizen that the theatre. managements
Mary Forbes alternates between
gain most of their revenue and, were, her house at Laguna and home in
a tax cut to apply in greater force Outpost states while working in 'Anto the average map, then business other Dawn.' Spends all week-ends
generally, would reach a very high at the beach.
level.
However; the action of- the'
Major Sarri Harris portraying BritFederal government is regarded _ as ish' army officer in 'Another Dawn.'
a move for the introduction of a genRowland Leigh rehearsing a new
eral' tax cut by all the State .governpic on the Warner lot.
ments.
Boris Karloff claims he should get
a stunt man's pay for his work in
'Charlie Chan at the Opera,' Where
Melniker
he does much climbing- around on
parallels.
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 1.
Except for the swimming >pool,
William Melniker, long-time genwhich
is needed these hot days, Alan
eral director for
in South
America, flies this week to Buenos Mowbray's new- house is completed.
"
Sir Guy Standing putting his MaliV
Aires arid Chile, thence via Panagra
to New York, to continue his new bu Lake house on. the market '
Ian and Kenneth Hunter, brothers,
job as manager of MGM's internaworking together in 'Another Dawn.'
tional theatre department
Margpt Grahame throwing a- party
Melniker has just seen his newest
theatre through the opening night in for members of the cast of 'Night
Rio.
Waitress' (Radio) on final' day of

cut. will be of some assistance,
especially
to
visiting performers
in
the
past,
have been
astounded at the huge slice taken
out. of their earnings,
•Federal cut. will benefit big' business men more than -average workers, although this fact may lead to

Department of Commerce intends
producing a pic titled 'Song of Australia,'

as a cavalcade

of.

Australian

progress.

Scenario was written by Dudley
Glass and is completely local in every
respect. No importations from Hollywood will be made and the pic
will be sponsored solely by the Department of Commerce. Pic will take'
in native songs and bird calls and
the jscenic
5,000 feet

attractions will run. to

6.

Nancy Carroll- wearing an outsize in hat quills while traversing

.

Sydney, Sept. 17.
On his return here from Melbourne
Sir Ben Fuller, stated that he was
very pleased with the progress already made by 'Atlanta Films, and
had high hopes that production work
Stewart Dunlap, former
would quickly be started. Knight
gem
spent three weeks in Melbourne' com* mgr. in China, replaces Melniker in
South America, with, headquarters;
pleting arrangements.
Expected that $85,000 will be the in Buenos Aires instead of Rio.
estimated cost of features, although
the ante will.be* raised for specials.
Unit;- also- proposes to make shorts
Cavalcade
arid newsreels for the local market.
Canberra, Sept. 17.
.'

Nabs

Pending preparations for the panto
keep fit, but Kathleen, bis wife, picks the house will be let for pictures
up all the balls,
and The Great Ziegfeld' (MG) Will
Rex Evans making his motion, pic- transfer from His Majesty's to make
Hard part covering taxation Jies ture debut with Garbo in 'Camille* room for 'Romeo and Juliet' (MG).
in the fact that persons earning a and doubling
at night by Working in New Howes show is to be produced
certain sum must pay ,a tax to the a local
nitery.
by Jack Waller, and the book will
State government and to the FedMichael Fitzmautice. lad who be by Weston and Lee.
eral government as well.
Federal

"

SIR BEN

London, Oct

British Lion

even when Premier Stevens returns
from London.

and who,

Paramount, which thrive on subsequent pre-release dates but don't
rank for premieres,
Exhibs haYe their own angle' on

We

all

Australia took a quick uplift

tax

(Continued from page 3)

Whether they should open in 'TransRhythm,' and Felix Ferry
won.
Grace and Nico returning for another Cliff Fischer revue in December.
"
Claire Adams due 'here, any day
now.
Yacht Club Boys playing one of
their many return dates at the Cafe
de: Paris.
Opening Oct 12 for four
weeks with option.
Bubbles Stewart to do a single
with a pianist. First opening date
Oct.. 12 at the Holborn Empire, with
atlantic

.

the Fosters handling the bookings.
As soon as Jules Stein arrives here
•

of the' interest 802 is planning to
forward a resume of the campaign,
together with some literature and
buttons, to' all of the locals "in the

American Federation of. Musicians,
totaling over 900.
The AFM, it is
known, would like to see the musiciatt-stage- show drive nationalized:
Local 802

picketing 26 theatres
and will extend
the list' One important house so far
unmolested is the Fox, Brooklyn.
While' the picketing musicians -have
been verbally urging people not to
patronize straight-film houses only
in f ropt of the Palace and Capitol,
the union is planning to add the
vocal, interference to all picketed
theatres.
At the Pal,' the house has
been using a loudspeaker -in an effort
to drown out the voices of the pickin

is

New York now

ets.

Deny

'

Political

Angles

he will- negotiate, with Radio Luxembourg for a 13-week, contract on the
ether for Sophie Tucker.
Louis Dreyfus wants Buck and
Bubbles for leading rples- in 'Porgy
and Bess,' whjch he is producing
here shortly in conjunction with
Jack Buchanan and Jack Hylton.
Bob Robinson (Robinson and Martin) dancing with Anna Neagle in
Herbert Wilcox's latest, 'Melody of
,

London.'

Walter Futter instructed a friend

coming over to buy -him a Ford.
Meanwhile, Duncan MacMartin decided to sell his Rolls Royce, with
Futter becoming the hew owner.
Now Futter owns both a Rolls and a
Ford.
Thornton frreeland oft to South
Africa for exterior location shots for

Paul Robeson picture, which is now
Reports circulated in music and being scripted by Peter- Ruric, and
theatre, operating circles that the made by Capitol Films.
drive of 802 was political in nature,"
American Express, in Haymarket,
with the coming December election getting a new coat of paint.
in view, are ridiculed by union men.
Larry Adler writing a dishy colIf such a drive had been a campaign umn for the Daily Express, and getwork.
Henry Stephenson making definite influence for Edward Canavan, as re- ting paid for it.
ported,
Canavan
would
not
be
stepJohn Lodge and Whitney Bourne
plans to attend the coronation.
signed by B. I. P.
Merle Oberon leaves this week for ping out. He is going into the
Sally O'Neil will play the title
England, where she'll stay till next as assistant to Joe Weber, president.
It is expected that Jacob Rosenberg,
role in 'Kathleen Mavourneen' for
June.
Montague Love' rehearsing this secretary of 802, will become presi- Argyle British Prod.
with
dent
Willie
Feinberg
succeedLu Anne Meredith married her
.week for 'Parnell.'
ing Rosenberg as secretary. Rosen- manager,
Lieut. Commander J. P. F.
berg denies vigorously rumors of any Turner, at Chelsea register office on
political significance in the 802 drive,
Sept. 26,
for
his insistence being that the rlrive
Evelyn Dell, in Joe Rock Films'
London, Oct. 3.
is sincere with a view of getting
latest, 'Calling All Stars,' walked
Croydon theatre reopens Sept. 28 musicians more jobs. An average of out, claiming her part was not big
under new proprietorship and man- around 45 appear a day at 802 for enough, was' settled amicably and
agement. David- Bliss and William examinations in hope' of getting into she, is now back at work.
Firth are the new lessees, and man-' the union.
Joe Rock off to Vienna.
agement will be in the hands of
Local 802 will' not back-track on
Robinson and Martin going into
George Alexander, formerly of the the funds which' the board voted for the London Casino for Cliff Fischer
Empire theatre, Newcastle.
the purposes of the current 'drive, till Jack Waller is ready for reHouse will" be. rim as a variety amounting to $250,000, it is declared hearsals of the new Bobby Howe»
theatre.
by union representatives.
show*

AFM

'

Croydon

•

Vaude

- ^***
TT irPtwce,
_. t(>N,,niq orncB,
I
St Jlurtta'*.
Trat»lmr Snoare-

n:

'
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LONDON

DEVALUATED FRANC MEANS MORE

London, Oct. 4.
They love to flatter themselves here on the magniflcance
of British film studios. Dr. Leslie Burgin, M.P., secretary of
the Board of Trade, speaking
at the opening of the new Pinewood studios last week, said:
,

HEADACHES TO
Harry Baur Injured

'

Sydney, Sept.

17.

Probability is that Fox will break
into the loeal .production field in the
•

.

pear iq'ture... Idea depends whether
Walter ijufchjnson is of the opinion
.that, the tiy ; js worth-while, quota
regulations notwithstanding.
'One/leading, executive of. Hoyts
J
yras probed on the .production try
and admitted that Fox might decide
Hoyts had .not been
to go ahead.
tested out on this angle, but if; Fox
djld decide to make pix in Australia
Hoyts wqujtd'no doubt be .willing to

'Compared with the majestic
Pines, the Hollies are stunted
bushes!'
*

Paris, Oct.

Harry Baur, French

for

and Baur's

escaped grave
injuries in an automobile crash at
St. Cloud.
'

THREE WEEKS, BOMBAY

'

.As

it

damaged

was, Baur's shoulder was
and he suffered head
.

13.

the legitimate theatre which can
reasonably expect to. gain at the b.o.

Paris, Oct, 4.

From, every American angle, the
devaluation of, the French franc can
only mean more headaches. Whether
it be applied to large film concents
conducting business in the country
or to the one-person act appearing
here for only a two-week's stand,
the devaluated franc is going- to

Despite the increase in exhibition wounds, his 16-year-old son Cecil
had a rib fractured, and Ursula GitOf native pictures, American films
man was bruised and /shaken.
still
hold the lead here. Out of a American chauffeur,
•'
John Webster, make them all losers.
.,.",'
:.;;.'
join,.
This is the information gained by
When .Hutchinson gets here this total 15, the Yanks have seven; Re- also suffered slight cuts and bruises.
All were rushed to a nearby hos- Variety in a check-up with heads of
TVeek he w,ill have several knotty mainder are split among British and
pital
after
the
crash,
which
occurred American film concerns in Europe,"
problem^ to .untie, mainly in respect Indian productions, Central Talkie,
when
the chauffeur, tried to avoid an Paris music-hall, cabaret, and night
to Hoyts and. Greater Union. After first-run house, is the second here to
accident as he was overtaken by an- club managers who book Ameri -- .v
he gets through with this situation switch to
natures—..
other car and nosed into a tree.
acts, ,
;;
;
he may have time to tackle-the-picCurrent
are
Chaplin's
From the film angle, the new
'City
Lights'
It
is
field.
presumed
that
Sroduction
franc, can only -mean reduced rea deal does go .on, Fox would go (UA), attracting crowds; 'Great Ziegturns
As one* European general
-.into the National studio at Page- feld' (MG), in for three weeks;
'Capmanaged puts it, 'ii takes ho econwood, N.S1 Wales. ..There would not tain
January' (20th), also three
omist' to understand that we shall
'.p.e any need for studio erection behave to make between 19 and 23
cause everything is already set, and weeks.
francs profit now to buy a dollar,
'Walking Dead? (WB) is proving at'I'yrmk- could be started almost at
while a week ago we had a dollar's
once.'.
tractive to horror hounds, and 'King
profit with just a little over 15
Australia would be a natural for
Steps Out' (Col) is okay, both seeing
francs/
Fox on prodiictioa because of the
True that" operating costs Within
.local market already waiting, the two weeks. 'Under Two Flags' (20th)
the borders, of France and its coir
through
Hoyts,
.and
an
and'
outlet
'Country
Doctor'
easy;
(20th) are also
*
onies will be reduced .for American
on distribution, good for a fortnight each. 'Louis
entire' coverage
firms accordingly, but that will in
mean. Fox would merely have
i Would:
Pasteur' (WB) is popular, and 'Show
no manner make up for the other
performers arid
to r shbo,t.f .some
Boat* (U) is pldying double dates at
losses.
.'""
techriicahs' over from Hollywood to
Rio de Janeiro, Oct, 1.
the Regal and Capitol, latter for two
No Gross -Rise
set the wheels in motion.
Carioca society, diplomatic "cqrps
weeks.
At the same time little, if any,
'Where There's a Way* (Gainsbor- and ex-Brdadwayites' turned out last
ough) arid 'Pot Luck' (British) are week (26) for the opening of MGM's gross rise is .anticipated because of
conditions
the only two British representatives. new deluxe theatre,' Cine-Metro. the. new franc. Political
SOSKIN'S
unsettled state that
Natives around are 'Amar Jyoti' William Melnike'r, S. A. gen. mgr. are in such an
more f rsincs in circulation 6t not,
(Prabhat), in its 12th week at the for Metro, was on hand and took the
b. o. returns are not expected to
Krishna; 'Savkari Pash' (Shakini bojids.
New $300,000 sh.owhouse is the first gain to the amount that, might or-,
Cine tone), in the sixth at the Madinarily be predicted from such an
London, .Oct. 6,
jestic; 'Jivan Lata' (Madan), sixth at here .to have -air-conditioning, " de
,,fcaul.Soskin, chief of Soskin Pro- the Imperial, and 'Hot Bipod* (Cine- spite the fact that tropical climate operation.
And it is a certainty that the
vductions and director of the new tone).
boosts the mercury eight months ..of
Amalgamated Studios at Elstree,
the year. It is the first theatre in 'French, market- will not stand for
piils.for New York tomorrow (7)
Rio 'to' have comfortable leather higher prices, than are .now being
and will confer with Columbia execs
for American products,
seats;- plain wood- being used in ajl garnered
which rules/out any chance of the
oil a program of Britisfi pictures he
other Rio 'shbWhouses.
'Show Boat' Into 4tK
'
Has
fyill make, for them next year.
This' is- also the first time that a y-anks recouping any of their losses
four .story subjects "with him "for apcompany has" built add on that, score. ATheatre b. o. jrates
Capacity Month, Sydney producing
proval, and will go on from New
operated its" own theatre here. Ar- are now at the high water mark and
Ydrk'to the Coast to'n'nalize details.
any increase, would only mean a
chitect was Robert R.' Prentiss". In
While on the Coast Soskin 'Will
Sydney, Sept. 17.
terior is. furnished and panelled in diminution of business.
Jseek deals with players', writers and
.Success of 'Show Boat' (U) .at the Brazilian dacarandaand imbuia with
From the angle of American acts
London.
in
Liberty
personalities to work
is astounding show bi? here. an artistic foyer in Don- Jaoa-.V motif who
are now appearing or who
Studibs are' expected to be running Pic swings into its -fourth month on drawn from ,, styles,. of Brazilian have contracts to appear, in France,
absolute capacity and is likely to re- monarchy,
by Jan. 1.
the situation is still worse. "Those
main for many weeks, if. not months,
'Mutiny' on' the Bounty' is the first who have been here for any length
Soskin arrived to- \New -York late more..
pic with police in attendance at the of time and have signed contracts
Monday (12) as did Jack Cohn; .Col.
Liberty is only a small capacity b.o. to keep the customers in line calling for" franc payment will have
v.f p, -who was! abroad for Mhree house, but Dave Martin, manager, all Week.
to be content with payment in- de"Weeks.
reports that for each session every
"First 'three floors of the new the- valuated francs or forcefully break
seat has; been sold, 'and bookings in atre building will be occupied by the their contracts.
Those who are
hand at the present time assure ca- Texas Oil "Co.," with Fox occupying working here and have signed conthe fourth floor and
the fifth.
tracts calling for dollar'; or pound
London, pacity for weeks ahead.
IRomeo' Open*
payment w,ill, of cdursfr, be paid on
the' new' basis, but there are few of
'•••••
Moving !fc£g)'
Hipp
'••
them.
Acts which could reasonably be
'•">'"•••.'
expected to be booked for the fu-London. Oct. '4.
,:
'*Rbm^o'tlihd'>Jttliet' (MG) is slated
ture- will have to' take less' pay in
to open «H?4fIs'FMaJe"sty's Theatre on
the light of the devaluated- franc Or
Oct>- lft, replacing "The Great Ziegnot get bookings. Manager of one
••
ifeld'ifMG').' ;«().'•>.•'.
of the largest music halls in town
'Zieggy* will switch the previous
stated it would mean he would not
night into the London Hippodrome,
be able to book expensive, name acts
replacing George Robey's musical
in- the future unless they were will*
Film. Industries department, with apBarcelona, Sept. 23.
fflopii '.'Oerrairily, Sir.
This will be
ihg to take around 30% less than he
Picture producers in Catalonia are pointments made by the.Syndicate.
first itimei*he Jlipp has deserted legit
could have offered before the dp-,
No reference thus far has been valuation.
itiri ftlms,»;though the house- is freto be permitted to follow the same
to
the
play's
to
purchased
made
as
be
quently used by picture distributors
''•So Expense Drtfp
general rules and regulations as be- for screen productions, but it is unifor trade isho'ws.
'My ordinary running expmsos
Admissiorti scale will be ^as at His fore the revolution, the industry here derstood that they are to be subject have not decreased in the least,' 1)3
•Majesty's; Pranging from^ 60c to.^2.60 has learned through the issuance of to approval of the Syndicate. Also points out.- 'On the contrary, t'*ey.
tops ...'ftorneo'' caririfet- stay over at a statement by the Film Industries- reported' that no author will be perTh3t
can °oe "e'xpected to go' up.
mitted' to be' the director of a film
His Majesty's beyond Dec, 15, thedepartment, Syndicate of Public adapted from his own story, and that means I won't be able to engage
atre being booked to open that. night
American and other foreign acts and
with C. B. Cochran's presentation of Amusements (National Confedera- the director will not be allowed to
basis.
on
the
old
them
pay
tion of Labor).
cut his own picture.
J. M. Barriers 'The Boy David,' star'Before devaluation I paid around
Queried as to the rules to be folring Elisabeth Bergner.
7,500 francs for an act drawing $500.
U. S. Status Quo
Twice postponed, first owing to lowed in production of motion picToday, to offer the equivalent of $530
films
proof
the
status
tures
and
Paris. Oct. 4.
the star'st-plcture. commitment in 'As
the same act would cost me about
to
department,
in
future,,
now
being
conthe"
the
Negotiations
You Like It,' and subsequently be- duced
announced that the producer has all ducted in Paris to settle the future 11,000 francs. Difference Would' alcause ,;of her illness.
'Boy David'
the maximum guarantees to resume outcome of American film interests most pay for another act. That can
will first have
a tryo.ut at Edinburgh,
with a two-week run at the King's film' production. Department state- in Catalonia have so far culminated only mean foreign acts will have to
take less or we. can't offer them
ment reads, 'the producer does not in no definite agreements;
theatre frpm Nov.. 21 to Dec. 5.
Representatives of Americsm com- work.'
Rehearsals start, this month, with need to' be alarmed by any sort of
Individual acts working here the
panies who are taking part in the
Komisarjeysky. handling the produc- rumors.'
Department merely demands that, talks are still working together to week the devaluation took pl~.ee.
tion.
with contracts calling for dollars
,in engaging the personnel for each drive the best bargain possible with
must Spanish representatives who came or pounds, were all in a quandary
producers
the
production,
department here from Barcelona, but progress is as to what exchange rate they
strictly abide by. the
Film Actor Executed
should get. Devaluation was decided
rules. -These rules, while they still not as fast as hoped for.
Known, however, that the terms upon by the French cabinet on Sept.
are being studied by various departments of the Syndicate of Public being discussed are on a purely busi- 25 but no official quotation was
Berlin, Oct. 4.
Helmuth Kibnka, German film Amusements, are reported to specify ness basis and have no political com- given until a week later, on Oct 2.
actor, who played
American contention is when the Bourse reopened. Acts
in 'Acht Maedels that the film producer has sole au- plexions.
"n Boot' ('Eight Girls in a Boat'), thority to engage the director, cam- that once an agreement is signed, its paid off that day reasoned they were
was condemned to death for high eraman and two principal stars, and stipulations should be so framed as entitled to receive payment at the
treason last May and has now been that the director and cameraman to be acceptable to any forthcom- new rate.
Some accepted the old
executed ,ih Berlin.
may select their own first assistants. ing government, whether it be right rate, others demanded the 'new! Some
compromised.
Kionka appeared In the original
Remainder of the personnel, in- or left in political leanings,
ei m
And
it
is
not all roses from the
definite
Intimated
that
something
?" 'Versi °n of the picture, made cluding other artists and technicians,,
i
h
°y Tobis. Paramount rescreened the are to be appointed according to the should be decided during the com- French angle, either. Cinema busim in Hollywood.
ness is about the only one outside (£
needs of the Labor Exchange of the ing week.
.

Salaries

chauffeur, narrowly

'Zffi^FElD,"JANUARY'

Bombay, Sept

—

Americans May Help Tourist Biz But Hurt All
Other Amusement Branches

4.

film star, his

son, his son's girl friend

and

Will Spell Diminished Rentals

In Automobile Crash

ACTORS

U. S. PIX,

Legits should profit most,- however,
as they

.

.

NEW METRO

'

.

:

.

.

to

show

gain! but this
a" reasonable
season is finished so
no large sums can be gleaned because of a cheaper franc from the
rubber-neckers until next Spring.

year's' tourist

••

.

clubs, restaurants, cabarets,

nationally known name actsJ
Tourist business is expected

.

'

practically no for-

music-halls and houses running revues will undoubtedly suffer, for
they will be unable 4o offer inter-

•

"...

employ

eigners nor do they use imported

product
Night

;

,-

.

SOUTH AMERICA

-

'

'

.

.

.

.

'

R1

'

.

.

•

-

•

BRITISH

Rio de Janeiro, Oct 1.
There will be no bank nights in
South America. Roy Brauer, 'formerly with. Universal in the United
'

f

'

PIX FOR COLUMBIA

States, acquired the rights. to if for
the southern hemisphere. '.Today,
six Months/after sbuthwardirig with
high hopes, he sails back to Broadway, the rights still in his pocket
but the idea a flop, in Buenos Aires
and nixed at the start in Rio.
In Buenos Aires, Brauer got the
gag started in 14 theatres. Business
'

:

;

..

;

:

'

'

Then the government
stepped in, fearing it. might cut too
much of a swath in the proceeds
from the national lottery.
Bra tier' and his associates were
told that they could either withdraw
immediately or submit to arrest and
was good,

'

1

'

;

;

.

.

-

,

.

fight

'

-

-

••>-.'

'•'•.

•'

-

bank

-

1

to

in

law*

the-

courts.

nite

Brauer

and

withdrew

gracefully from B.A.
Next try was Rio, where practically the same conditions, plus
apathy of exhibitors, made It inadvisable to even start, although a.
Brazilian company was formed.

'

MGM

in

the:

Brauer's lawyers,- Momsen, Freeman
& Goyta, were of the opinion that
the case could be won in perhaps
two years, with Brauer technically
under arrest and unable to leave the
country during all that time. So

;

*

•''•

:

ABC NICKED BY COURT

.

'

:

-

Catalonia. Barcelona Prods. Told

FOR BREACH OF QUOTA

'

!

London, Oct.

Maxwell's circuit got a sock from
the' law?- when Manchester courts
nicked3 the company £250 plus costs
for breach of the Quota Act at one

.;

of its theatres there. Law demanded
cinemas .should play 15% British
nictures last year, but this one ran
only 11.52%.
Position is complicated by the fact
that A.B.C. has ite own "British picture supply, produced by British International at Elstree, with defence
attorney declaring the default was
due to laxity of the house manager,
who has sinw been dismissed. Tn

<

-

!

;

.

.

'

•

,

.

•

cross-examination, however, admiscame out that A'.B.C. has faced
"'
three other similar charges..
slpn

'Deeds'

.

London Record
London, Oct

4.

After smashing all-time attendance and receipts figures at the
Regal, Columbia's 'Mr. Deeds Goes
to Town*, moved out. making room
for another Col pic, 'The King Steps

Out'
'Mr. Deeds' stays put in the West
End, however, with double booking
at the

j

.

m

•

•

.

•

•

.4.

Associated British Cirte^na^,; John

•

Dominion and

New

Victoria,

both G-B spots.
Contrast is Warners 'Anthony Adverse,' which G-B jerked after a
meagre two weeks at the Tivoli, re-»
placing with a local production,
'Everybody Dance.'
!

i
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MONK MOSCRIP
WITH

KING KONG KLEIN

JAMES GLEASON
JUNE TRAVIS

BRUCE CABOT
ANDY DEVI NE
DIRECTED 8Y GEORGE
A

PANDRO

S.

M|0LLS,

BILL SHAKESPEARl
Notre fimte
:£ :W:*;S:^>&,
:

BOBBY WILSON
SouthmM

FRANK ALUSTIZA
Stanford

JAY
JR.

BERMAN PMJCTION

BERWANGER
Chicago

BONES HAMILTOh

GOMER JONE
OhtmState

CHUCK BENNI
Illinois

lllll

-

'

..

.
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Advance Production Chart

20TH STUDIOS

CONCENTRATED

Seven pictures were withdrawn from the cutting rooms and previewed during the week, leaving a balance of 84 in that, department.
Total of 12 features are being whipped into shape to start this week;
rooms. while 45 more are slated to get the gong within three weeks.

a Mt
th Coast 1 eturned t0 ^ormSlast\eet
W itli a
f,
a
l
features before
the cameras. This was made possible
tp]f4^39
bv seven
picttr&Pstarting, while six were completed and placed in the cutting

£fife*

v

f

T
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INWESTWOOD

government of piloting a secret plane and divulging its mechanism to
Japan. American legation squares matters finally.
Readied to start this week are 'THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY,'
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
produced by Victor Zobel, directed by Ralph Staub; "ROBIN' LEAD,' westFouir-in work, 10 editing, nine preparing. In workThe old -Fox studio at Sunset and
ern, produced by Sol Siegel; 'OLD CORRAL,' produced by Bob Beche, and
i^l^^JEjP™IBfiLQW,' 'reported Variety, Sept. 16; SAFARI IN para. 'BETWEEN
TWO LOVES,' to be produced by Burt Kelly.- Following this Western will be" completely abanVlMSE^nd DODGE CITY TRAIL/ reported Oct. 7. Started last weekdoned in a few days, .with only labproduced bylyerett Riskin co-d^ ted by Robert and within the month are 'SPECIAL ORDERS,' to be produced by Herman
Sol
Schlom; 'MICHAEL O'HALLORAN,' to be produced by Victor Zobel; 'TWO oratory workers remaining.
B sleuv and Harry, Lachman, original and screen play by7ecRobert
Riskin
YEARS BEFORE THE MAST' and 'STEAMBOAT MARY,' both under Wurtzel, who produced there, is tak-:<fcst:J*race Mwws, Aline McMahon, Lewis Alberni, Henry Stephenson
supervision of Al Leroy.
ing his entire staff- to Westwood. For
Sldrjr *entered around temperamental French opera
singer who finds
opened this studio in 1915.
herself stranded
Mexrco and uses an American citizen as a foil to gain
entry- into America. To gam this end she marries Cary Grant. After
Undecided what disposition wilt be
establishing themselves in America, pair wind up in New York with Miss
20th-Fox
made of the property, which has a
::^0«£becpn)ing a' sensational opera singer over night. She attempts to
heavy realty value.. Several indie
c.^tch.-CJrapt, etc.
4
operators
are reported dickering for
Eight
in work, four editing, 10 preparing. In work:
«J^RAfetures being readied to go into work next are 'LADY OF NEW YORK
'REUNION' and 'LLOYDS OF LONDON, reported Variety, Aug. 19; the plant.
r R Iph Cohl
and directed by D. Ross Lederman; 'WOMEN
Ti ^
J
J
'CAREER WOMAN' and- 'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OPERA/ reported
*-<QfrGh AMOUR,' produced by Everett Riskin, directed by Gordon Wiles
Sept. 30; 'ONE IN A MILLION' and 'STOWAWAY/ reported Sept. 30;
'BANJO ON MY KNEE/ reported Oct.. 7. Started last week:
•CRACK-UP/ produced by Sam Engel, directed by Mai St, Clair, no
Metro
writing credits. Cast: Peter Lorre, Brian Donlevy, Helen Wood,- Thomas
Beck, Kay Linaker, J, Carrol Naish, Lester Mathews, Duncan' Renaldo.
SEARS' AIDE
Story centers around international competition for air supremacy whereSix In work, seven editing, 10 preparing. In wbrk:
in all nations Compete in a transatlantic flight from New xork to Berlin.
Affair between German ace and an/American pilot's.wife results in an
Herb Ochs, branch manager for
exciting crack-up in mid-ocean where the hero, ace American aviator, ,js
..
- 'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS,' re
„,
0 ^ t „
x
saved by .one of the patrol boats stationed along the oceanic pathway of Warner Bros.' at "Atlanta, has been
Sported Oct. 7, jNo new pictures started last week.
appointed assistant to- Grad Sears,
flight.
Only picture slated to start within month is 'PARNELL/ John M. Stahl the
Readied to go are "LIVING DANGEROUSLY/ Kenneth Macgowan pro- general sales manager^ at the home
.producing and directing.
ducing, and 'ON THE AVENUE/ Gene Markey producing. Followed by office, in New York Monday (12)
THE LAST SLAVER/ scheduled as one of company's big specials of. the for the appointment,^ Ochs went
year.
back to Atlanta" ^immediately to in-

Columbia

•

J^^VDE/pelng
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•

:

»

;

m
t

•

:

•

•

;
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HERB OCHS AS GRAD
AT WB

.

,

—

.

.

;

•

•

;

'

•

••

Paramount

stall his: successor, Jibe Vergesslich,

In work, 10 editing, eight preparing, in work:
OF SALEM,' reported Variety, Sept. 2; 'COLLEGE HOLIDAY,'
- aborted Sept. 23; 'ARIZONA
reported Sept. 30, and
MAN'S BONUS, started last week, produced by Harold Hurley,
by
Ray McCarey, no writer credits. Cast: E. E. Hbrton, Charlotte
iHweeted
vV."-Vjfafer,.PQrter Hall.. Purnell Pratt, Margaret Seddon, J. M. Kerrigan.
:«VStoify depicts Horton as a white-collar bookkeeper who, after collecting
'v hjg/bbhus, delves into stocks and tries to become a man of means only, to
'/: /be trimmed by a gold digger who finally takes him for what he is and

and will probably Jbe'..back in

United Artists

MAHONEY/

<fDNE

down to the simple life.
Readied for early production are:
-»QUR MISS KEANE/ .'MORNING,

Two
•'

•

in

'LOVE

ONCE/

work, two editing,

UNDER

In work:

five preparing.

FIRE/ reported Variety,

(Wed.;V-ibr tomorrow
(Thurs.) to take 'up; his new duties.
With the appointment of Ochs,
Sears .nbHy will have, two home- office assistant execs, other being Bob
Mochrie. Ochs has. long been in the
First National and Warner service
as a branch manager at Cleveland,
Memphis and Dallas prior to At-

Sept, 9,

.

ONLY

and 'WE LIVE

reported Oct. 7. No new pictures started last week.
Readied to start are 'ADVENTURES OF TOM SAWYER/ to be produced
by Selznick-International, and 'HISTORY IS MADE AT NIGHT/ produced
by Walter Wanger,.

.

tfeftles

J

MANCE' and 'BETTING FEVER/".

INTERNES CANT TAKE MONEY,'

NOON AND

NIGHT,"

'FDffcST

His successor over the Atlanta
exchange as at one .time in charge
6f the
branch in New York.
More lately he has been a specip.l
in
Warners
representative
for
lanta.

Universal

RO.

'

RKO-Radio

New

York today

.^.;.v$MAID

Three

work, 13

in

editing,' eight, preparing..

THREE SMART GIRLS/ reported
week:
TOURDER ON THE MISSISSIPPI/

w

In work:

Variety, Sept

«
:

•

•

WB

.

and started

16,

last

-

produced by Val Paul, directed by Florida.
Arthur. Lubin, original by Fred Mclsaac, adapted by Jefferson Parker and
John Grey. Cast: James Dunn, Andy Devine, Habart Cavanaugh, Jean
Rogers, John Eldredge, Pierre Watkln.
Story is about newspaper reporter, stranded in New Orleans, who wit- Columbia Erects
nesses a murder while on an excursion boat.- He uses, this to land a job
on New Orleans paper! and in digging upj. the 'facts becomes involved, roAdministration BIdg.
mantically with girl whose father committed slaying.
'TOP OF THE TOWN/ produced by Lou Brock, directed by Walter Lang,
original story by Brock, songs by Jimmy McHugH and. Harold Adamson.
Hollywood, Oct 13.
dances by Gene Snyder, Cast: Doris' Nolan/George Murphy* Hugh' HerExecs at' Columbia studio are on
bert, Gregory Ratoff, Henry Armetta, Gertrude Niesen, Ella Logan, the
will be for three
three Sailors, Jack Smart, Gerald Oliver Smith,' Peggy. Ryan, Zeni Vatori, the moye^and
'
months.
Jackie Billings, Russell Wade.
Readied for early production are 'BLONDE DYNAMITE/ to be produced
Workmen last week started to raze
by E. M, Asher and co-directed by Lewis Foster and Milton Carruth; the presehf: studio .administration
TREVE/ to be. produced by Robert Presnell and directed by Lew Collins; building. Writers and directors will
'NIGHT KEY/ another Presnell production with Sidney Salkpw directing; be quartered whenever desk space
'OH, DOCTOR/ to be produced by Edmund Grainger, and 'MUSIC IN THE
can be found during- the three-month
PARK/ to be produced by George Jessel.
period it will take to tear down the
old building and to erect the new
.

Three |n work, 12 editing, eight preparing.

In work:
picture, reported Variety, Sept. 30.; 'QUALITY
and started last week:
being produced by Cliff Reid, Christy Cabanhe
^directing, original by Louis Stevens, screen play by Tom Lennon and
Gladys Atwater, Cast: /Lee Tracy, Margbt Grahame, Eduardo. Ciannelli,
Erik Rhodes, Betty Lawford, Frank M. Thomas, Kenneth Thomson, Aileen
Pririgle, Wilfred Lucas, Francis McDonald;
Story concerns criminal lawyer tied up with underworld so strongly
that when he is elected district attorney theVev.il forces work against him.
This leads to a position where he can walk into the governor's chair, but
a former romance with daughter of one of the gang leaders steps in and
expbses the man in whom the citizenry had placed its. confidence;
Readied to go into work are 'THE MAN .WHO FOUND HIMSELF,' to be
produced bv Lou Lusty; 'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLATS,'- 'MOTHER
.

UNTITLED LILY- PONS

STREET,'' Yepbrted Oct.

•^CRIMINAL

7,

LAWYER/

"

CAREY'S CHICKENS,' 'CONVENTION IN CUBA/ 'ROBBER BARONS'
and

THE SECOND

MAN.'

New

,.

:

.

Republic
Two

work, 13

one,

Warners

Six in work, 13 editing, 10 preparing. In work:
in work:
THE BIG SHOW/ reported Variety, Oct. 7, and 'HAPPY GO LUCKY/ 'MOUNTAIN JUSTICE/ reported Vawety. Sept. 16; 'READY, WILLING Campbell, Grandcourt
being produced bv Al Levoy, direction by Aubrey Scotto, original by Eric AND. ABLE/ 'ANOTHER DAWN' and
AND SAM/ reported
In for U*S. Look
Taylor and- Olive Cooper,, who also' wrote screen play in collaboration with Sept 30; 'SAN QUENTIN' and 'BAD MAN'S TERRITORY/ reported Oct
Gharlcs .de Grandcourt, Gaumont/mc&d Schrock. Cast: Phil Regan, Evelyn Venable, Carleston Young, 7. No new pictures started last week.
•Readied to start next are THE MARRIAGE CLAUSE/'produfred bv British story and talent scout, who
#.;WewelL Guy Kingsford, Karl Hackett.
KING
AND
directing:
.'THE
THE
William
Keighley
Brown
with
the* H'ridehburg with
Harry
Joe
'depicts
Shanghai
on
came
on
$!
io
Phil Regan as American cafe entertainer in
in;-' Joining, the American colony, he can't resist to make himself
CHORUS GntL/ produced and directed .by Mervyn LaRoy;. 'OVER THE Jimmy Campbell,, G-|B's music pubWALL,* 'THE DESERT SONG/ 'DANTON/ 'KID GALAHAD/. 'MY HUS- lislicr and song expl'oitcer, hies to
^.tttitfus by topping the other cafe entertainers through his ability to
;j#Ihis brings about complications and he is accused by the Chinese BAND'S SECRETARY/ and THE PRINCE AND THE PAUPER.'
the Coast the end. of this week. De
Grandcourt will o.o. Hollywood
talent for. a couple of weeks and then
return to England,
Campbell is due for a swing
around the American keys a week
London music pubor two hence.
(Shows number of pictures promised by the various major producing companies for the 1936-3/ program and number of pichas split with Campbell-Connelly
Co. and is concentrating solely on
§~f0e$ yet to be produced for the 1935-36 program.)
Cjnephenic Music Corp., G-B song
In

editing, 12 preparing,

TENROD

Of G-B

.

.

PRODUCTION TABLE

^

!

.

.

No. of tilx
promised

Producers and

for.-

.contributing
companies.

,

1936-37
season.

COLUMBIA
Larry Darmour
METRO
Hal Roach

i

PARAMOUNT

• • • * •

I.

1937.

50

8

«

43

48

4

ti

«

now

cutting

work.

in

JBalance yet
to go before

Total plx
in preparation.

rooms.

cameras.'

4

9

'«

1
7

37
G
34

8'

1
1

4

It

S

1
5

1

'«

1

9

2ft

1

«

1

1

7

1

Madison Orph's Bkptcy
The Orpheum Theatre Co., of
Madison, Wis., filed a petition in
bankruptcy in U. S. District Court,
N, "Y. No schedule of .liabilities yet
[filed, but the petitioner claims cash
in the
jr-jsits 'of $8,510 deposited
1rvine: Trust Co:
Among the creditors named, are
[Morris Sornoff of Paramount Distvibuling
Corp. Stadium Theatre'
Corp., T. F. O'Connor, city treasurer
of Madison; Capitol Investment Co,
and the Beacrof t BIdg. Co. ol Wis-

i
•

•

3»
2

1

G

li

5

41
ti

*»

i

I

'5

•>

i

5tt

W. Hackel

5

03

63
G

•.

Sclznick International.

"

i

l'i

!«

Lesser...'

CI

1

is

ti

i

7
7

l

2
4

1
1

48

1
11

Plokford-Losky

1

l

i

1

l

l

1

i

Buck Jones.
suites. •.,•»......«....•»••

4

15
32
5

1

4

1

ti

2
z

1

i

«

2

•
.

#

• *

ft

ti
'•>.

•>

4>;

K

23

Warners

516

1

9

4

i

r»

5

ii
1

i

Reliance
Elisabeth Bergncr
Criterion Films

_ Korda London
UNIVERSAL .,

l

n

52X

'7

39

j

1

i

3

.

TOTALS

Pictures
Pictures
now in

'Z

UNITED ARTISTS
Sam Goldwyn.

^. ^

for new
season.

1

20TH-FOX

.

Number
completed

by Aug.

1

David Loew

Walter Wanger

zubsid.
.

delivered

Z

Geo. Hirliman
Sol Lesser

Sol

program.

•

50

li

RKO-RADIO

A.

for
1935-36

8
K

Emanuel Cohen.
R. A. Rowland.
Harry Sherman.
Frank Lloyd

•

Total
to be

Balance

4=1

B. P. Schulberg.

REPUBLIC

-

vi
1
13

84

-

'?

;u
717

342

•

19

80

!

'

h

BOBBY BREEN'S BA1LYISTS
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Six publicists have been edded to
Sol Lessor's payroll to exploit the
Robby Breen starrer, 'Rainbow onth2 Itiver,' for

RKO

release.

1

Mort Milman, Johnny Mitchell,
Arthur Janisch, Wally Schooler, Wilbur Riley and Blanche Shafter will
work with Paul Snell, publicity di.octor.
Carroll Yotlng will remain
to handle press book:
Enell's unit
will work with RKO's publicity departments here and in New York.

VARIETY

22

Wednesday, October 14, 1936.

Dally Variety

FAST-MOVING. .ACTION-FILLED!
.

.

.

Film Dally

wHh

EXCITING STORY OF
COMMERCIAL AVIATION!"

SALLY EILERS

ROBERT ARMSTRONG
FRANCES SAGE
CHARLEY GRAPEWIN

.

.

Hollywood Reporter

.

i

FROM A STORY BY

PETER

B.

KYNE

-,.

..

..

t

RADIO PICTURE
DIRECTED BY LEW LANDERS
ASSOCIATE PRODUCER CLIFF REID

i

*

a

l

in

PICIURII

EXPLOIT AT ION
"Slogans for 'Jim'

By Epes

Local Fix Makes Good

St. Louis.
Because much of 'The Gay Desfanfare of publicity and adver- perado' was made in and around
tising preceded Piccadilly Jim,' cur- Tucson, the U. A. exchange in Los
at
Loew's here. Angeles gave the Fox theatre in that
attraction
rent
Jimmyr Harris, p.a M and Mgr. Harold town the world premiere of the Mar*Chick Evens, collaborated in one of tini opus on ..Oct. 1, and Roy P.
campaigns this Drachman erupted all over ihe place.
exploitation
best
house has had for several months.
First shot was wires i"r.> ii the proOutstanding feature of campaign ducers and stars congr nutating the
was a sock classified ad tieup with management on-getting-it fust. These
town's second afternoon rag and it .were blown up for use in the lobby
not only grabbed dots of space for and in general windows.
Tucson
'Jim' but as it will last- for two swelled with pride.
months thus enabling house to garlarge quantity of stills showing
ner more free space. Paper, at be- the Tucson locales was ordered and
hest of Harris and Evens, started a 15 stores took what the theatre could
slogan contest, the slogans to be not use for the lobby. Local angle
written about advertisers on classi- had all the natives goggling.
When
Cuts, ads and stories on
fied page.
the interest subsided slightly, it was
theatre attraction is used in conjunc- pulmOtored by a prize contest,
spontion with contest and daily winners sored by the newspaper,
for ihe best
receive .tickets to Loew's, supplied amateur shots made of
the company
by theatre. Paper liked idea so well while it was on location. This was
it
sixty
days.
for
torun
agreed
it
in some ways even better than the
Another fine angle of campaign professional stills. Both newspapers
was special tieup with local radio were unusually generous with art
station for plugs on two programs and text and one put out a co-op
Harris sold idea to local page.
daily.
sponsor to use Hollywood chatter,
For a week in advance the main
supplied by. Loew's via MG's pub- street
was decorated and bannered
licity dept. to pep up. interest in with
appeals to local pride, while
sponsor's daily broadcasts. Theatre
the lobby broke out into a display of
thus cashes in on swell plugs on. shawls,
rugs. Jive cactus and the like
two programs daily. "In addition Bulletin boards were used
in sorority
sponsor, a heavy newspaper adverand fraternity houses, on the unitiser; took ads on program and is
running pix r>f star from feature with versity bulletin and some spots
dressed up to-promote the 'Gay Descut' lines plugging- attraction and
perado' cocktails and sundaes. Antheatre play date.
nouncements were made iver the
Exploiteers also arranged for dis- p. a. system at all football games.

Gapping for Cartoons
Charlotte, N. C.

Doggone Luck

A

The Carolina press
Mickey Mouse the works

Atlanta, Oct.

13.

.

.

:

A

Eddie
Melniker,
mgr.
of
Loew's Grand, recently received
a letter from Louie Ramm, UA

just now
celebration.
are bashful,
tooting for
are coming
through like it was paid advertising.
Charlotte dailies made special cuts
for the theatres here, to show Mickey
in birthday mood and poses. Houses
celebrated with 100% Mickey Mouse
matinees, and the papers helped but

Louie wouldn't be able to
be in Atlanta to handle the
'Dodsworth' campaign.
It seems that Louie was pay-

ing a call on Bill Hendricks,
Warner theatre manager in
Memphis, when Bill's dog bit

on

.

pooch developed rabies.
Ramm's letter to Melniker

concluded: 'I don't know why
the dog bit me, because we

have

always

on

been

that.

The

Asheville

Baking

Company

the"

friendliest terms.'

BEHIND

the

KEYS

plugging pix and stars! as did book
stores; rental libraries, and book de-

partment

of.

downtown

retail

dry

Other tieupa included
distribution of circulars in 5 and 10
stores and distribution of .6,000 pay
envelopes to errioloyees of large shoe
goods stores.

.

•

Entire front of enmanufacturer.
velope was devoted to copy selling
Pix.

A thorough use was made of the
songs on the radio and in dance spots,
and singers also attended the business luncheon clubs.
For the opening there was .a 22piece Mexican band to play in the
lobby and a radio hook-up on the
Hollywood style to announce the imincluding \ Gov,
portant
visitors,
Moeur with practically the entire
city council, city executives and
smaller fry.
Business was sold put for the first
two nights, with reserved seal* for
the opening night; and the housebroke the Saturday night record, the
week-end record and the run record,
'Desperado' being the only picture
ever to have run a full week.
.

His Final Splash
Winnipeg.
Larry Graburn,' manager of the
Capitol, and who is to leave this
city soon, under the Famous Players
Active in Newport
changes is certainly making the town
'Capitol conscious' before he leaves.
Harty Brown, Jr., has been busy
Things started happening, when he at the Paramount,' Newport, with a
ran a trailer entitled 'Parade of Hits,' raft of stunts, the most interesting
listing all the coming attractions. of which, from a practical angle is
Working in with the screen trailer his tagging of a football game.
he plastered all his heralds with the
Unable to parade the infield, he
same copy thereby working in sev- sent a man out to the park with a
eral advance weeks of publicity on sign on a pqle long enough to perto
'Road
'Adverse,'
such pictures as
mit it to be raised above the fence.
Glory.' etc. On top of that he has Sign sold the rally at the theatre
been plastering- the lobby with ad- that evening,
it
is
good
but
ditional copy. Trailers are, of course, wherever the need for inside adtied ih with the 'Parade of Hits' vertising from the outside arises.
campaign. Sells picture in advance
Other stunts, pulled off with the
to the 30,000 or so patrons.
aid of Syd Solomon and Ed Shea,
Another stunt has been the Jpub- were tied to football, including the
lishing o£ a smart house organ. Takes rally, which was held at the thethe form of one sheet folded making atre the evening of the game, the
four pages of bright snappy film local players being presented with
chatter and reports of coming epics. uniform sweaters.
Copies are handed out by the ushers
For an amateur night he added a
where
,

.

or left in a conspicuous place
they are easily picked up by patrons
leaving house. Cost to Graburn is
nil as paper is paid for by outside
advertisers.

Graburn
'Godfrey*

also going

and

heavy on both

'Adverse'

plastering

stuff all around town. 'Godfrey' stills
being planted in several 'firsts' among
them Child's eatery. Strange angle
here is that he is turning over the
potential record grosses to the new
managev, Harold Bishop.
On 'Road to Glory,' current attraction, Graburn has jumped across the

Red river into French territory to
pull the populace in on the strength
oE the French appeal to the French
epic.

war

country store giveaway, with plenty
of presents. Either stunt alone has
coined in, but the two together look
like more than double value.
In his kiddie popularity contest,
with pony prizes, he. is pepping the
Saturday sessions by awarding a
bicycle to the girl bringing in the
largest

number

of votes.

Next week

a boy gets a wheel. The votes are
paying nbn-contcstants.
Two girls dressed as pages gave
out carnations on 'To Mary, With
Love,' and for 'The First Baby,' he
edged his banner with celluloid
dolls large enough to be diapered
with handkerchiefs.
Getting underway is a doll fashion

show.

With movie reviews and word-

'Frisco Hot on Two
San Francisco.
Phil Phillips, advertising manager
for F-WC here, realized he had a pip
of an exploitation, picture in 'Ladies
in. Love,' currently at the Warfleld,
and took advantage of it.
San Francisco News Company distributed 200 window cards to news
stands and magazine stores. Theatre
also got a full page spread in the
Examiner in a co-op ad with RCA
playing up 'Ladies in Love with the
Magic Voice of RCA-Victor.' Lachman Bros., furniture house, passed
out 4,000 heralds at the store during
big open house celebration. The Owl
Drug Company distributed stills with
credit cards to its many stores in
down town area. These were spotted

ture.

Winnipeg.
Canton, O.
Lobby of the theatre was one of
Several changes are to take place the most attractive in a long time.
George Ellis, city manager of the
State and American, East Liverpool, in the local Famous-Players Cana On one side the Warfleld had fourthe
end
of
before
the
dian,
line-up
foot pictures of the women in 'Lain the Eye and Ear. hospital at Pittsdies,' with small photographs of the
burgh, recuperating from a mastoid month.
Ray Tubman, local division man men, and on the other side four-foot
operation.
John Papulais, owner of the agef;"tb return to his old stamping heads of the men with small photos
Olympia, Steubenville, has returned ground at Ottawa/this time as direc- of the women.
United Artists Theatre took advanfrom a three months visit to his tor of that diversion, after nearly a
year in this distract.
tage of striking gowns worn by Ruth
native Greece.
It is believed that Famous will Chatterton in
'Dodsworth' and had
After several years of straight
close their local ofTice there only 12 of her outfits
Union,
New Philadelphia being
on display in the
films,
actually two F-P houses left in Cinema Shop at the Emporium.
(Shea), has inaugurated a policy of
town, Jack Miles haying taken over Theatre secured these originals from
and
Friday
every
shows
unit stage
the old Famous chain on an the United Artists studio.
seven
of
Ten
the
Gus
Saturday. House will play
understood 50-50 basis some few thousand bookmarks were placed in
Sun unit attractions two days a months ago.
the public library. Although an old
week. Units have their own bands,
With
the change F-P houses in ttunt, bookmarks work very effecL.
W. Hutcheori, manager, an- Port William will come under the tively
here.
San Francisco News
nounced.
Clarence Robson,
jurisdiction of
Warner's Madison will play at eastern division supervisor while the Company, distributor of magazines,
dished out 1,000 cards which were
least three legitimate stage produc- .remaining
Winnipeg, one sheet in size. Outfit went for
at
houses
tions during October, with a num^ Brandon, Man., Saskatoon and North
this because Screen Play Magazine,
ber of others penciled ih for .later in Battleford, Saskatchewan, will come which
it handles,
selected 'Dodsthe season, according to William under John Hazza, in charge of the worth'
as best picture of the month,
Dworski, manager. House policy is Calgary division.
Paul Lukas, who wears clothes well,
straight first run films.
Larry Graburn, present manager had his picture displayed in a men's
of the Capitol, is to be retained by haberdashery. Several co-op ads are
Omaha.
the Famous group and will, it is ex- also in the offing,
Paramount, Omaha's uptown show pected, be moved to another point in
palace, will reopen with a film pol- the Dominion.
Ted
Store Hooks Many
October 22.
icy Thursday,
Harold Bishop who was moved
Emerson moves up from the Omaha from Winnipeg to manage the
Following Macy's lobby tie-in with
to manage the house.
Capitol in Montreal, and more re
Oscar Peck, present treasurer at cently in London, Ont., is to be re 'White Horse Inn' at the Center, any
number
of first-class stores are
the Orpheum, is assigned the post turned to Winnipeg to take over the
Emerson's management of the Capitol, replac angling for similar stunts on Broadof assistant manager.
way offerings. -Latest is extensive
vacancy at the Omaha will be filled ihg Graburn.
nro«'ram Dlarmed on onening of De
by Jimmie Schlatter, present asChanges will become .effective on Basil Ballet Russe at the Metropolsistant manager at the Orpheum. October 12 or thereabouts.
itan Opera. N. Y., with Bon wit-Teller,
Jack Kolbo, now in the treasurer's
Lord St Taylor, American Piano,
chair at the Omaha, will move up to
Spartanburg, S. C.
Button's. Midtown Book Shop and
be Schlatter's assistant manager. AsR. B. Talbert, city Wilby-Kincey. French Line all coming forward with
sistant manager's post at the Orpheum, vacated by Schlatter, .will be mgr., back from western district window space.
Bonwit-Teller nut in an early bid
taken over by Orville Renne, now managers huddle in Charlotte. Biz
reports good.
for a 'L'Apres Midi du Faun' idea,
at the Omaha.
'Nothing But Dames' company so as to introduce' a new faun color
for which they have.
show
comp
midnight
a
staged
Lord & Taylor
Waynesbirg, Pa.
Spartanburg theatrical employees
Judge Challen W. Waychoff cf the club, meeting starting at 11:30 p.m., plans to utilize 16 show cases in the
Greene county courts has handed following four performances that store frpnt. .entirely devoted to a like
number
of ballets.
down an opinion declaring a 'local evening and night by unit.
The book' stores ar« phr'Tln" tv>»ir
option* vote held here last fall in
Wilby-Kincey, through City Mgr.
which Sunday motion pictures were Rob Talbert, is dickering with Spar- ballet publications. New. York's first
•banned was illegal because of 'he tanburg city council in an effort to complete color candid camera shots
question not having been submitted get ensuing fiscal year license rates will be on view in American Piano
t^ken by Nicholas Langen
to the v.Mers on a separate bailor.
Mayor Ben Hill -Brown has comnanv.
and Leigh Irwin.
He ruled that placing the ques- shaved.
called huddle of associates with
tion on a separate ballot was man- Talbert to argue matter.
French Line makes a denarture
datory and directed that another
from its u«ual travelog dismays to
election on the issue be held this
feature a 'Scherezade' and 'ConcurSeattle.
fall.
rence' window respectively. Gerald
Granada and Columbia in The GoofTe is p. a.'ing the attraction for
Dalles, Ore., purchased by Sterling S. Ilurok.
Des Moines.
Hal Sheridan named manager of Chain Theatres (John Danz) markSaks. Fifth Ave. is reported lookthis
string
outfirst
expansion
of
ing
Tri-States house in Cedar
State.
Al Forman is city ing at Vincente Minnclli sketches for
Rapids. It was reported last week side Seattle.
'The Show Is On' to do a layout
that he would manage the Fort. Rock manager at The Dalles for Sterling.
when
that revue opens. Department
Roy Ballcowsky has' succeeded
Island, but H. D. Grove will continue
such deals
Monte Norman as assistant manager store ad heads consider
as manager there.
good bacause of tourist influx.
With the promotion of Rockey of Fifth Avenue, where Andrew
Newton as district manager for Tri- Saso is mgr.
School Hook
States, succeeding Stanley A. Brown,
Hamilton, Q.
Independent manager with a 'fairly
resigned. John Krier, who was Newion's assistant in Cedar Rapids, takes
City Council, Upper Sandusky, large house has framed this season
of the best
over the Paramount.
finally approved construction of a what he regards as one
of.
new deluxe theatre there. House school -tie-ins he has heard
the summer he persuaded
Greenville. S. C.
will be built by Leo T. Jones, oper- Throu/.'h
to
add
a weekly
school
board
the
(WilInc.
Enterprises,
Greenville
ator of the Star.
art
art
to
its
session
commercial
on
buy-Kincey owned) signed $160,000
"

.

,

>

^

.

,

.
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Helping 'Scot Mary'
Regina.

Sargent

stance Bennett and Loretta Young in
fashionable attire.
SchwabacherFrey and the Mcintosh photo studio
also went for scenes from the pic-

•

tribution" of. 50.000 circulars- through
Kroger Grocery Co.'s chain of stores
by over-the-counter and in outgoing
These stores also
parcel methods.
provided window space for displaying 11x14 cards in special frames,

W*

tied in on the promotion and had a
live Mickey touring about by bus in
the territory served. Quite a greeting party was arranged for his arrival in Asheville from Charlotte.
prominently
Another animated character re- uels Jewelryin windows. The SamCompany had its big
ceived a Charlotte boost in the News,
window on Market street filled with
only, when Taylor Trout appearedlarge cut-outs ,of the four leading
on local stages and at a food show stars saying
'Ladies in Love would
in an impersonation of Popeye, the
diamonds like these.* The CinThe News uses the like
Sailor Man.
ema Shop at the Emporium departstrip daily, and Sunday and took to
ment store furnished a display of
the promotion' with stories and art.
styles worn in the picture. Market
street windows of J. C. Penney Company also showed photos of Con-

UA

representative, causing
him to lay over in Memphis for
two weeks to be 'pasteurized'
while waiting to see if the

the

giving

is

as part of .his birthday
None of the local houses
in asking' for special
Mickey and the papers

why

.explaining

exploiteer,
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Built a

Weakie
Spartanburg.

of-mouth talk reaching city all
Example of how a mediocre film
against 'Mary of Scotland,' Walt F.
Davis of Capitol, Regina, Sask., put can be splurged into the good biz
on heavy campaign that brought class was State's handling of 'Don't
splendid results and packed house. Turn 'Em Loose,' crime flicker, here.
Film was up against heavy comEase of obtaining Scottish pipers
and drummers in city helped as petish from nabes, two straight
Davis had placarded trio in kilta on across street, but drew top crowds,
'Swing
streets almost constantly. Saturday excepting Carolina where
opening day. Started four weeks in Time' was current.
advance with foyer display made up,
Mgr. Stone stuck a huge cell-block
and changed regularly, of trade jour- in the lobby and kept two "toughnals, prcs books, etc.
looking' young white men in stripes
Teaser trailers began two weeks in therein for several days and nights
advance plus magazines in foyer; one previous to opening. Placards warned
week, in advance added radio plug- against being 'soft* where criminals
ging, mailing of programs to 20 ad- were concerned, and so on.
jacent towns ten days in advance:
'Convicts' were shifted when they
Little Theatre Guild member to call became cramped, and sometimes did
on schools, colleges, all club meet- a duet in confinement.
ings, leaving blotters with theatre
Plus this was special press ballymessage, boosting program by talks hoo and gala placard and ether stuff.
and suggesting theatre parties.
Fred Reid, aide of Stone, did most
Two amateurs gave scene from of the air plugging. Check-up rePlay on theatre stage during engage- vealed one of best takes theatre has
ment. Invitations to 20 oldest Scot- had in several moons. Some houses
tish, couples in city to attend ma- in aread plaj'ed film one day and let
tinee,
it go at that

.

real

estate deal for long-time lease

capacity, 800.

Pittsburgh.

Youngstown. O.
Nine union pickets have been assigned to duty in front of the Regent.

C. J. Latta has just been
assistant zone manager for

upped

WB

with his signwriter as the assistant instructor. Man serves withclass,

Tifton, Ga.

on the Jervey-Jo'rdan Bldg., here.
Work has started on a new theatre
Already operators of the Carolina here to be operated by Roy E. Morand Rivoli here will spend $50,000 ton of Columbus, who operates a
remodeling the present structure into chain in this section. Will seat 1,200.
small house to be opened in April;
to

out pay.

Every week the house man takes
his press books and other materials
over to,the school and tells the class
all
about the coming attractions.
With their aid and suggestions he
lays out his lobby frames for the

here ensuing week, keeping up a running
fire of comment as he lays in his
he'll
continue as circuit's district designs. Result is that every pupil
chief looking after Main Line and is keenly interested In the theatre's

under Harry Kalmine.

In addition,

downtown houses. Ben Kalmenson, poster display and brings his friends
Troy.
recently made district head for War- to see the wprk and to discuss the
of
ners, previously served as both KalTroy, will mine's chief aide and supervisor of technique.
happens that a member
marry Hilda Bookheim, of Albany, booking operations. Latter duties ofFrequently
the class thinks up a better deat a ceremony in Delmonico's Hotel, have since been taken over by Ossign than the staff artist can, and Is
New York City, Oct. 18.
car Kuschner, former exchange boss permitted to sketch in the design
for Warners in Indianapolis.
while the others look on. Staff man
Woodcliff, N. .1.
Bill Barron, at one time head then points up the work, at the same
Bloom & Goldfarb opened their
(Continued on page M)
(Continued on page 67)
Broadway here Oct. 9.
Joseph

Proctor's

Lefkowitz,

RKO

manager

theatre,

'
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With RICARDO CORTEZ

•

JUNE TRAVIS

•

Jane Bryan

•

Craig Reynolds • Carryle Moore*

Jr.

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

•

Gordon

Elliot •

Directed by William

McGann^A

First National Picture

.

PICTURES

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
° ffices:

™*

Steps (Zeldman). Parental trouble that followed an elopement. Erie
These tabulations are compiled In HisLinden,
Cecilia Parker. 77 mins. Rel. Sept. 22.
from information supplied by the Little Red Schoolhouse, The (Chesterfield). Gay, carefree childhood in the little
red
schoolhouse— rebellious, misunderstood youth behind gray reform
various production companies and
walls. Frankle Darro, Dickie Moore, Corky. Dir. Charles Lamont 69
Studio: Gower at Sunset,
Offices: 729 Seventh Ave.,
p^K.—Uif.
checked np as soon as possible after
mlns. ReL March 10. Rev. May 27.
Columbia
Hollywood, CaL
New York, N. Y.
release. Listing Is given when re- Riding Avenger (Diversion). The government makes him a marshal and outAbdul the Damned. The story of Abdul Hamld n of Turkey. Nils Asther
laws fear and hate him for the riding dead-shot that he is. Hoot Gibson,
Adrlenne Ames, Fritz Kortner. Dir. Karl Grune. Rel. May. Rev. May 13! lease dates are definitely set. Titles
Ruth Mix, Buzz Barton. Dir. Harry Fraser. 57 mlns. Rel. June 15.
Adventure In Manhattan. Joel McCrea, Jean Arthur, Reginald Owen, Herman are retained for six months. Man- She-Devil Island (First Division). The novel and exciting adventures of •
Blng. Rel, Sept. 20.
savage queen who ruled an island of virgins and the men who came, saw
agers who receive service subseand were conquered. Native cast Dir. Raphael J. Seville. 63 mins. ReL
Were
Married.
They
Two
kids
So
mingle
In
And
the affairs of their Barents
June 1.
Melvyn Douglas. Mary Astor, Edith Fellows, Jackie Morgan. Dlr Elliott quent to that period should preserve
Nugent. 72 mlns. Rel. May 10. Rev. May 20.
Song
of the Gringo (Finney). Tex Ritter, Joan Woodbury. Rel. Oct. 27.
a copy of the calendar for reference.
Three of a Kind (Invincible). A hilarious comedy of three cooks who whip up
AvenciiC Waters. Western. Ken Maynard, Beth Marlon. Dir. S. G. Bennet 56
The running: time as given here
some situations and prove there's ho honor among thieves. Chick Chandmlns. Rel. May 8.
ler, Evalyn Knapp and Berton Churchill. Dir. Phil Rosen. 75 mins. ReL
Blackmailer. Eight persons face suspicion of murder of a blackmailer
Wm is presumably that of the projection
May 20. Rev. July 1.
Gargan, Florence Rice, H. B. Warner. Dir. Gordon Wiles. 66 mlns. Rel
room
showings
can
only
and
approx' July 10.
Too Much Beef (Normandy), Red-blooded action and hard-riding In a blazing
Rev. July 29.
western story of conflict against tyranny and oppression in the open
Western. Ken Maynard, Geneva Mitchell. Dir. Spencer imate the actual release length in
Cattle Thief, The.
spaces. Rex Bell, Connie Bergen, Lloyd Ingraham. Dir.- Robert Hill. 59
Gordon Bennett. 58 mlns. Rel. Feb. 28. Rev. May 27.
^*
those states or communities where
mins. Rel. April 20.
Counterfeit. Showing the operations of the Treasury Secret Service man. Cheslocal
or
state
censorship
may
result
West of Nevada (Colony). Mighty story of the gold fields with Rex Bell In his
ter Morris, Margot Grahame, Lloyd Nolan; Marian Marsh. Dir. Erie C
greatest two-fisted, he-man role. Rex Bell, Joan Barclay, Al St John.
Kenton. 74 mlns. ReL June 12. Rev. July 22.
in deletions. Running time in the
Dir.
Robert
Hill,
mins.
59
Rel. June 22.
Craig's Wife. John Boles, Rosalind Russell, Billie Burke, Raymond Walbuin. reviews
as given in 'Variety* carry We're

Chesterfield

1

New ""l"
York, N. Y.
Patrida Farr, Win. BakeweU. Dir.
.

Story of a sweepstake winner
Chas. Lamont. 62 mlns. ReL July 8.

Lady Luck.

.

.

.

Rel. Sept. 30.
Devil's Squadron. Story

the actual time, clocked in the theatre after passage by the New York
state censorship, since pictures are
reviewed only in actual theatre

of a. test pilot. Richard Dlx, Karen Morley. Dir. Erie
Kenton. 80 mlris. Rel. April 15. Rev. May 13.
End of the Trail. Jack Holt, Douglas Dumbrllle, Louise Henry, Erie C. Kenton.
Rel. Sept. 19.
Final Jlour, The: Innocent girl escapes the gallows through the efforts of the
men she had befriended. Ralph Bellamy. Marguerite Churchill. Dir. D
Ross Lederman. 57 mlns. Rel. July 7. Rev. Aug. 5.
Fugitive Sheriff, The. Western. John Wayne. Beth Marion. Dir. Nate Gatzert
58 mins. Rel. June 1.
Heroes of the Range. Western. Ken Maynard, June Gale. Dir. Spencer Gordon
Bennett. 56 mlns. Rel; March 28. Rev. Aug. 19.
King Steps Out, The. Royalty in disguise finds romance. Grace Moore, Franchot Tone, Walter Connolly. Dir. Jos. von Sternberg. 85 mins. Rel. May

this

2b. Rev. June 3;
Twice. Ralph Bellamy, Marian' Marsh, Isabel Jewell. Sept. 25.
Meet Nero Wolfe. Edw. Arnold, Jean Perry, Lionel Stander. Dir. Herbert
Biberman 72 mlns. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev. July 22.
Mine with the Iron Door, The. From the Harold Bell Wright story. Rich. Arlen.
Cecelia Parker. Dir. David Howard. 66 mins. Rel. May 15. Rev. July 15.
Mr. Deeds Goes to Town. Formerly 'Opera Hat.' Gary Cooper, Jean Arthur
Dir. Frank Capra. 115 mins. Rel. April 12, Rev. April 22.
Mysterious Avenger. Chas. Starrett, Joan Perry. Dir. David Selman. 62 mins.

is

made

.

.

"

Allen,

Martha

Warren Hymer, 'You Only Live

fj^ N ationa

° fficcs:

Once,' Wanger.

^'jSJft

l
».
Brides Are Like That. From play 'Applesauce.' Confident youth. Ross Alexander. Anita Louise. Dir. Wm, McGann. 66 mlns. Rel. April 18. Rev.

Del Andrews scripting 'Summer
Wanger.
Benny Baker, 'Mind Your Own

Lightning,'

Business,' Par.
March 25
Grady Sutton, 'Two Minutes to
Ballets or Ballots. Edw. G. Robinson battles racketeers. Edw. G. Robinson.
Play,' Katzman.
Joan Blondell. Dir. Wm. Kelghley. 68 mlns. Rel. May. Rev. June ,?
Dickie Jones, John Merton, KerDick
Dodd,
Winifred
Shaw,
William.
Claire
Warren
Claws.
of
the
Velvet
Case
Foran, Joseph King, Eddie Acuff. Dir. William Clemens. 60 mlns. Rel. mit Maynard; Allen James directing, untitled western, Ambassador.
Aug. 15. Rev. Sept.
Charles Hutchinson directing 'Man
drama of the trans-Pacific airways. Pat O'Brien. Beverly
China Clipper.
Roberts, Ross Alexander. Humphrey Bogart, Marie Wilson, Henry B. Without a Country,' Chadwick.
Matty Fain, Robert Gleckler, EdWalthall. Dir. Raymond Enright. 70 mins. Rel. Aug. 22. Rev. Aug. 19.
thrilling melodrama of the sport of kings. Patricia Ellis. ward Brophy, Edward Gargan, RusDown the Stretch.
Mickey Rooney, Dennisa Moore, William Best. Dir.- William Clemens. 65 sell Hicks, Douglas Wood, Grace
mins. Rel. Sept. 19.
Goodall; John Blystone directing,
Earthworm Tractors. The. hilarious adventures of Alexander Botts, super trac- 'Great Guy,' GN.
tor salesman. Joe E. Brown. June Travis. Guy Kibbee. Dick Foran, Carol
Franklin Pangbbrn, 'Hats Off,' GN.
Hughes, Gene Lockhart. Dir. Raymond Enright 69 mins. Rel. July 18.

A

.

A

.

Baron William von Brincken, Curt
Fuerberg,
Charlie
Williams,
Ed

.

Rev. July

29.

Golden Arrow. The. Bette Davis, George Brent, Carol Hughes. Henry O'Neill

70 mins. Rel. May 9. Rev. May 6.
Hearts Divided. Marlon Davles, Dick Powell, Charles Ruggles, Edward Everett
Horton, Arthur Treacher. Dir. Frank Borzage. Rel. May 30. Rev. June 17.
Law In Her Hands, The. Margaret Lindsay, Glenda Farrell, Warren Hull, fcyle
Talbot. Couple "pi girls go into the law business. Dir. William Clemens.
53 mins. Rel. May 23. Rev. July 29.
,
Love Begins at Twenty. Comedy of young love. Hugh. Herbert, Patricia Ellis.
Warren Hull, Hobart 'Cavanaugh. Dir. Frank NMcDonald. 58 mins. Rel.
Aug. 22. Rev. Sept. 23.
Murder by an Aristocrat. Whodunit. Lyle Talbot. Marguerite Churchill. Dlr
Dir. Alfred E. Green.

Cooper,- 'Crackup,' 20-F.
Sterling - Halloway, Edward

.

.

Broadway,

1

Rel Jan. 17. Rev. April 8.
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Panic on the Air. Radio figures In a crime detection. Lew Ayres, Florence
Jack Mack, Tony Pawley, Carleton
Rice. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. 56 mins. Rel. April 10. Rev. April 22.
Pride of the Marines. Charles Blckiord, Florence Rice. Dir. D. Ross Lederman. Young, Evalyn Venable, Karl Hackett,
64 mins. Rel. April 2. Rev. April 29.
Guy Kingsford, 'Happy Go.
Roaming Lady. Society girl and airplane stowaway.- Fay Wray, Ralph Bellamy. Lucky,' Hep.
Dir. Al Rogell. 66 mins. Rel. April 12. Rev. May 6.
Martin Provenson, Charles Judels,
Shakedown. Fake kidnap turns to real tragedy: Lew Ayres. Joan Perry. Dir. Harry Worth, Jerry Larkin, Vic LaDavid Selman. 55 mins. Rel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 19.
cardo, Richard Beach, Helen Servis,
Secret Patrol. Canadian Mounted story. Chas. Starrett. Dir. David Selman. 'The Big Show,'
Rep.
80 mins. ttel. May 20. Rev. June 24.
Ralph Staub, directing, 'Chinese.
Stampede". Western. Chas. Starrett. Dir. Ford Beebe. 65 mins. Rel. June 8.
Orange Mystery,' Rep.
Rev. Sept. 9.
Chief Thundercloud, Robert WarTrapped by Television. Crooks and the televisor. Mary Astor, Lyle Talbot.
wick, untitled color pic, Rep.
Dir. Del Lord. 64 mlns. Rel. June 15 Rev. June 17.
Bob Allen, Iris Shunn, Buzz
They Met in a Taxi, Chester Morris, Fay Wray, Lionel Stander, Raymond Walburn. 70 mins. Rel. Sept. 1. Rev Sept. 16.
Henry, Hal Taliaferro, John Elliott,
Two Fisted Gentleman. Fight story with a girl manager. James Dunn, June Paul Sutton, Tom London; Spencer
26.
Aug.
Rev.
Aug,
15.
Rel.
63
mins.
Wiles.
Clayworth. Dir.. Gordon
Gordon. Bennett
directing,
'Rio
Two Minute Alibi. Wh. Gargan. Marguerite Churchill. Rel. Sept. 23.
Grande Ranger,' Darmour.
Tlbbetts. Rel. Sept. 15.

Burbank^

Office: 1600

fl.R
"

to hold

list

,

Man Who Lived

Unknown Ranger, The. Bob

Reginald Denny, Vine©

4,

New York.
Everything Is Thunder. Romantic .melodrama of war-time Europe. Constance
Bennett, Douglass Montgomery, Oscar Homolka. Dir. Milton Rosmer. 77
accurate, the information
mins. Bel. Sept 1.
supplied may not always be correct, It's Love Again. Musical comedy with dances and song.
Jessie Matthews, Robeven though official. To obtain the
ert Young. Dir. Victor Saville. 83 mins. Rel. May 30. Rev. May 23.
fullest degree of accuracy, 'Variety' Man Who Lived Again, The. The story of a scientist who makes strange experiments with minds. Boris Karloff, Anna Lee, John Loder. Dir. Robert
will appreciate the co-operation of
•
Stevenson. Rel. Sept. 15.
all managers who may note discrep- Nine Days a Queen. The story pf Lady Jane Grey
who ruled the British Empire for nine days. Cedrlc Hardwlcke, Nova PUbeam John Mills, Desancies.
mond Tester. Dir. Robert Stevenson./-80 mins. ReL Sept. 1.
Secret Agent. Spy story. Madeleine Carroll, Peter Lorre, Dir. Alfred Hitchcock.
75 mins. Rel. June 15. Rev. June 17.
Seven Sinners. Comedy mystery. Edmund Lowe, Constance Cummlngs. Dir.
Studio Placements
Albert de.Courville. 70 mins. Rel. Aug. 15.
showings.
While every effort

.

Studio,:

in the Legion Now (Hirliman). Natural color.
Barnett, Esther Ralston, Claudia Dell. Rel. Nov.

White Legion, The (Zeldman). Ian Keith, Tala Birell. Rel. Oct. 6.
Yellow Cargo (Hirliman). Conrad Nagel, Eleanor Hunt. Rel. Oct. 13.

Saint,

.

,

Frank McGlynn,

Sr.,

Le
Emmett

Vogan, Tom London, Mike Pat Donovanj Jack Walter, William Marion,
William Norton Bailey, King Mojave,
Babe .Green, Max Wagner. Franklin
Parker, 'Career- Woman,? 20-F.
Eddy Waller, 'Banjo on My. Knee,'
'

-

20-F.

Studios: CUlver City,
Offices: 1540 Broadway,
M#»ti-/»
iwciru
CaUf.
New YotK N. Y.
Absolute Quiet Airplane crew repulse ranch bandits. Lionel AtwlU, Irene
Harvey. Dir. Geo. Seitz. 70 mins. Rel. April 24. Rev. May 6.
Devil Doll, The. Horror story of human dwarfed tp doll size. Lionel Barrymore, Maureen O'Sullivan, Frank Lawton. Dir. Tod Browning. 70 mins.
Rel, July 10. Rev. Aug. 12.
Devil Is a Sissy, The. .Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper, Mickey Rooney.
•

.

Dir.

W.

Van Dyke.

S.

Rel. Sept. 18.

Fury.

Story of southern justice. Written directly for the screen by Norman
Krasna, Sylvia Sidney, Spencer Tracy. Dir. Fritz Lang. 90 mlns. ReL
May 29. Rev. June 10.
Gorgeous Hussy, The. Based on Samuel Hopkins Adams's historical novel of
Joan Crawford in the title role; Robert Taylor, Lionel
; the Jacksonian era.
Barrymore, Melvyn Douglas, pir. Clarence Brown. 105 mlns. Rel. Aug. 28.
Rev. Sept 9.
Great Zlegfeld, The. Suggested by the life of the late great Impresario, William Powell, Louise Rainer, Myrna Loy. -Dir. R. Z. Leonard. 180 mins.
ReL Sept. 4. Rev. April 15.
His Brother's Wire. Domestic triangle. Barbara Stanwyck, Robert Taylor. Dir.
W. S. Van Dyke. 91 mins. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 19.
Moonlight Murder. Slaying in the Hollywood Bowl. Chester Morris, Madge
Evans, Leo Carillo. Dir. Edw. L, Maurin. 68 mlns. Rel. March 27. Rev.
-

April

1.

Wallace Beery as the town tramp who comes- into a fortune. Erie
Linden, Cecilia Parker. Dir. J. Walter Ruben. Rel. Sept. 25.
Petticoat Fever. Hot triangle in the Arctic. Robert Montgomery, Myrna Loy,
Reginald Owen. Dir. Geo. Fitzmaurlce. 80 mlns. Rel. March 20. Rev.

pid Hutch.

March

25.

on a P. G. Wodehouse story. Eric Blore, Robert Montgomery, Madge Evans, Billie Burke. Dir. Robt. Z. Leonard. 98 mins. ReL
Aug. 14. Rev. Sept. 2.
Robin Hood of El Dorado. Drama of a frontier days' "bad man.' Warner Bax-.
ter, Ann Loring. .Dir. William Wellmarv 84 mlns.
Rel. April. 17. Rev,

Picadllly Jim. .Based

.

March

18.

Romeo and Juliet. Shakespeare. Norma Shearer, Fredrlo March. Dir. Geo,
Cukor. 130 mlns. On State rights release.' Rev. Aug. 26.
Rose-Marie.- Rudolf Friml's- operetta. Nelson Eddy, Jeanette MacDonald. Dir.
W. S. Van Dyke.- 110 mins. Rel. Jan. 31. Rev. Feb. 6.
San Francisco. Story of the- fabulous pre-earthquake era in 'Frisco. Clark
Gable, Jeanette, MacDonald. Spencer Tracy. Dir. W. S. Van Dyke. 119
'
*
mins. Rel. June .12. Rev. July 1.
Small Town Girl. Country girl makes good In the big* city. Janet Gaynor.
Robert Taylor, Binnle Barnes. Dir. Wm. Wellman. 106 mlns. Rel. April
10. Rev. April 22.
Speed. Action on the. Indianapolis "tracks. James Stewart, Wendy Barrle, Dir.
E. L. Marin. 72 mlns. '.Rel. May 8. Rev. May 20.-.
Suzy. Herbert Gorman's novel of the girl who helped capture Mata Harl. Jean
Harlow, Franchot Tone, Cary Grant. Dir. George Fitzmaurlce* 95 mlns.
'

Rel. July

Rev^

3.

July_29.'.

.

Sworn Enemy. Smashing the rackets

of a big dry. Robert Young, Florence
Rice, Joseph Callela. Dir. E, Marin. 78 mlns, Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 16..
Three Godfathers. Three 'tough gijys give tnelr lives .-for a baby. Chester
Morris, Lewis Stone, Walter Brcnnan. Dlr, Rich, Boleslawsky. 80 mlns,

"

Rel.

March

6.

Rev. -March 11

•'

-

:

-

Rel.- June 13. Rev. June 17.
Selmer Jackson, 'Charlie Chan at Three Wise* Guys. From Damon Runyon story. Robert Young, Betty Furness,
entertainer, double-crossed by gold-digDir. Geo. Seitz. 75 mins. Rel. May 15. Rev. May 27
and success away from Big City. Al Jolson. the Opera,' 20F.
for Two. Based on- Robert- Louis Stevenson's 'Suicide Club' stories.
Frank Strayer directing untitled Trouble
Sybil Jason. Yacht Club Boys. Cab Calloway and Band. Edward Everetl
Robert Montgomery; Rosa}ind. Russell, Frank Morgan. Dir. J. Walter
Family pic, 20-F.
8.
Jones
April
Horton. Dir. William Keighley. 85 mlns. Rel. April 11. Rev.
Ruben. 80 mins. Rel. June 5. Rev June 3. * ....
.
George
20-F.
triangle,
Brooks.
'Reunion.'
Howard
Snowed Under. Adventures of young man with all-feminine
Unguarded Hour, The. English mystery, storyr Loretta Young. Franchot Toner
McIIugh
Frank
EUis,
Brent. Genevieve Tobin, Glenda Farrell. Patricia
J Corvet. Morris, Gary Owen, John
Lewis Stone: Dir. Sam. Wopd. 80 mins. Rel. April & Rev. April 8.
Dir. Raymond Enright. Rel March 28. Rev. ADrll 1.
Gallaudet, 'The Depths Below.' 20-F. We Went to College. Old grads return for. a reunion. Walter Abel, Edith AtStage Struck. Musical, comedy of backstage life. Dick Powell. Joan Blondell,
mins Rel. June 19. Rev. July 29.
water. Dir. Jos. Santley.
Geraldine. Hall, Nick Copeland,
Frank McHugh. The Yacht Club Boys- .Dir. Busby Berkeley.. 91 mins Josephine McKim. Dordthea Kent, Women Are Trouble. Newspaper yarn. Stuart Erwln, Florence Rice. Dir.
Rel. Sept. 12. Rev. Sept. 30.
\
Errol Taggart. 60 mins. Rel. July 31. Rev. Sept. 2.
.
„.
Paradise,' Col.
Trailln' West, Swift-paced western with music. Dick Foran. Paula Stone. Gor- 'Safari in
Rosalind Keith, 'A Slug for Cleo- Studio: 5851 Marathon St.,
don Elliott. Addison Richards. Robert Barrat. Dir. Noel Smith. 56 mins.
Offices: 1501 Broadway,
raraniOUDI
patra,' Col.
Rel. Sept. 5.
Hollywood, Calif.
New Tork( N> y.
......
Horace Murphy, Marcello Corday.
Two Against the World. A drama based on a large radio station's digging up
Death. Safety story deriving frpni Readers' Digest article.' Ranand exploiting the past of a woman who paid for her crime years 'before. Luis Alberni, Thomas Mitchell, 'In- And Sudden
dolph Scott, Frances Drake, Tom Brown. Dir. Chas, Barton. 60 mlns.
Humphrey Bogart. Claire Dodd. Beverly Roberts. Henry O'Neill. Dlr terlude,' Col.
Rel.
June 19. Rev. July 22.
William McGann. 57 mta3. Rel July 11. Rev. July 15.
George McKay. Kernan Cripps,
White Angel. The. A dramatization ot the life of Florence Nightingale. Kay Don Brody. Ralph Bellamy. Joan Arizona Raiders, The. From a Zone Grey novel, Larry Crahbe, Raymond T
Hatton. Mateha Hunt. .Dir. Jas. Hogan. 57 mins. Rel. June 26. Rev.
Francis, Donald Woods. Ian Hunter. Henry O'Neill. Dir. William Dleterle
Harrington: D. Ross

Frank McDonald.

Singing Kid, The.

59 mlns.

"

Famous Broadway

ging, girl friend, finds love

M

.

.

"

'

Pavammmf

,

_

91 mins.

Rel. July

4.

Rev. July

John
Lederman directing, 'Lady
Perry,

1.

Grand National

York.' Col.
Pert Kelton,

Offices: R.K.O. Bldg.,

New

York, N. Y.

Releases Also Allied. Chesterfield and Liberty
Light, breezy entertainment about the financially and socially tangled lives of the smart set Valerie Hobson. Paul
Harvey. Betty Compson. Dir. Charles Lamont. 70 mlns. Rel. April 10.
Rev. July 22.
-,
_
Below the Deadline (Chesterfield). Cops and robbers in the financial district
Cecelia. Parker. Russell Hopton. Dlr/ Geo, H. Bacheller. 69 mins. Rev
.

,

.

.

"

_

June

10.

.

.

of

New

of Glamour,'

Snowflake. 'Dodge City Trail,' Col.
David Oliver, Michael Loring,
Michael Fitzsimmons. Robert Fulton.
Herbert Rawlinson. Ethel Reda Leopold, Richard Carle. Edward Broden,
Joyce Comnton. Claude G'llingwater.
Russell Wade, Jimmy Flavin. Pat

August Week-end (Chesterfield).

,

'Woman

Col.

Bridge of Sighs (Invincible). The drama of a girl who pits her wits aga nst O'Mallev, Rhea Mitchell. Edward
gangester in her fight to save an innocent man from the chair. Onslow Earle. 'Murder on the Mississippi,' U.
Stevens. Dorothy Tree. Jack La Rue. Dir. Phil Rosen. CO mins. Rel
'Three
Smart
Chandler,
•

March

Lane

5.

Marrlago (Invincible). A screen version of Ursula Parrott s great
Re"dbook Magazine novel. 'Brilliant Marriage.' Ray Walker. ; Joan Marsh
Dir. Phil Rosen. 64 mins; Rel. March 25.
TI
„
Captain .Calamity (Hirliman). Natural color. Geo, Houston, Marian Nixon.
Brilliant

Girls,'

•

'

U.

Henry Armetta; Jackie Billings.
Wade, Ton o'thc Town.' U.
Ruth Robinson, 'Flying Hostess,' U.
'Secret
Agent
Wade,
Russell

Russell

*

,

"
Rel. Oct. 20.
_
Bark Hour. The (Chesterfield) A fast-moving mystery, presenting a baffling X-9.' U.
problem in crime detection. Irene Ware. Ray Walker, Burton Churchill.
After
'Justice
Miller,
Walter
Dir. Charles Lamont. Rel. Jan 15. Rev. Aug. 5
Del Dark,' WB,
Damita,
Devil on Horseback, The (Hirliman). Natural color picture. Lll
Wedgewood
Simpson.
Russell
Campo, Fred Keating. Rel. Sept. 29.
, „
,
Newell, William Cromwell, 'MounLawDizzy Dames (Liberty 7. Musical. Mapjorie Rambeau, Florlne McKinney.
'

.

.

i

Wm. Nigh. 65 mlns. Rev. July 22
Drake the Pirate (Alliance). England's virgin queen in a human tale of devotion. Matheson Lane, Jane Baxter. Dir. Arthur Woods, 78 mlns. Rel
April
l.
„
Feud
of the West (Diversion). Whirlwind action and a hard-riding hero who
gets even with plotters who try to frame him on a murder charge. Hoot
Gibson. Joan Barclay, Buzz Barton. Dir. Harry Frazer. 6H& mlns. Rel.
April is.

tain Justice.:

rence Gray. Dir.

i

WB,

Dickey Moore. Dickie Jones, 'Bad
Man's Territory.* WB.
Gordon Oliver, Jean Muir, The
Lords of the Land.' WB.
Kenneth Thomson. Eduardo Cian(Contlnucd on page 55)

Y

Sept.. 16.

Brown Eyes. Manicurist turns detective. Joan Bennett, Cary Grant. Dir.
Raoul Walsh. 75 mlns; 'Rel. April 3. Rev; May 6.
Border Flight, Story of the air corps pf tho Coast Guard. John Howard. Grant
Withers, Frances Farmer. Dir. Otho Lovering. 68 mlns. Rel. Rtay 29.

Big

Rev. June

24.

Call of the. Prairie. Western. One ot the Hopalong Cassldy series.
Boyd. Dir. Howard Bretherton. Rel March 6.

William

Case Against Mrs. Ames, The. Mrs Ames' prosecuting attorney becomes her
champion. Madeline Carroll, Geo, Brent, Dir. Wm. Setter. 85 mins.
Rel. May 22. Rev. June 3.
Champagne Waltz. Musical with a Strauss background. Gladys Swarthout,
Fred MacMurray, Jack Oakic. Dir. A. Edw. Sutherland. Rel. Sept. 23.
Desert Gold. Zone Grey western. Larry Crabbe, Marsha Hunt 68 mlns. Dir.
Jas. Hogan Rel. March 27. Rev. May 13
Drift Fence. From a Zane Grey novel
Larry Crabbe. Katherlne De Mille.
Tom Keene.- Dir. Otho Lovering. 57 mins. ReL Feb 14 Rev March 11
Early to Bed. Sleep-walking, glass eye salesman becomes innocently involved
•in a Jewel robbery -and murder. Mary Boland. Chas. Ruggles, Dir. Norman McLeod. 75 mins. Rel. June 5. Rev. July 22.
Mary Ellis.
Fatal Lady. Grand, opera in the Argentine and cabarets In Pari?
Walter Pidgeon. Dir. Edw, Lusttg 75 mlns. Rel. April 24. Rev. July 15.
Florida Special. Jewel robbery on a train. Jack Cakle, Sally fillers. Dir.
Ralph Murphy. 68 mins. Rel. April 24 Rev. June 3.
Forgotten Faces. Gambler protects his daughter's happiness with his life
Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael. Dir. E. A. Dupont. 70 mlns. Rel
May 15. Rev. July 8.
F. Man. Boy wants to be a G-man but he only gets an F. Jack Haley. Grace
Bradley, Dir. Edw. F. Clinc. Rel March 13.
General Died at Dawn. The. Clifford Odcts' story of a fighting Irishman tr
fighting China. Gary Cooper, Madeline Carroll. Dir. Lewis Milestone
98 mlns. Rel. Sept 4. Rev. Sept. 9.
(Continued on page 27)
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Swell are the Reviews!
"Gladys George

is

the stage's

most charming

gift to the

screen this year."

— JV.YV Times

"Gladys George gives

a

magnificent performance in a

genuinely touching and ah*
sorbin g drama, powerful in its
emotional appeal and stimulating in its novelty."

—N Y. Mirror

"Role of CARRIE'

is

a

performances in the history of

film

VALIANT

IS

THE WORD

FOR CARRIE' serves

"From

well to

GLADYS GEORGE

Isabel Jewell

•

A

•

the burlesque of her

stage portrayal in

welcome Gladys George to a
luminous spot in the film

*

Personal

Appearance' Miss George turns
to the challenging

demand^

— N.Y, American

of the Carrie part brilliantly.

"Gladys George gives one of

Her scenes with young Jackie
Moran are masterpieces."

firmament.'"

.

—

the most moving, eloquent
.

with

— N.Y. Telegraph

the screen. "

triumph for Gladys George.

ARLINE JUDGE

.

JOHN HOWARD

Paramount Picture From Barry Benefield's Best

Seller •

JV.

and Swell

•

Y. Herald- Tribune

the Business I

Dudley Digges

Produced and Directed by

*

•

Harry Carey

WESLEY RUGGLES

a

Wednesday, October

-14,

.
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blackmailing the man she loves. Ann Harding, Walter Abel, Douglas
Dumbrille. Dir. George Nichols, Jr. 66 mlns. Rel. April 24. Rev. April 22.
Yellow Dost. Bob Fairfax finds gold and romance in the same day, but a crook
tries to horn In on both. Richard Dix, Leila Hyams, Jessie Ralph, Andy
•
Clyde. Onslow Stevens. Dir. Wallace Fox. 62 mlns. Rel. March 13. Rev;
Feb. 26.
Is

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES
-

Owkr,.

Girt o» the

Virginia

Weldler in the

first

Office:

Republic
character picture written

Bulldog Edition.

RKO

New

&W4^a^ss' fwsssr
WUJ,am
e

***

*VeAon!%LS iT

Giadys swarthout-

Dir

-

Jlmmy EU,son

Howard

Dir.

-

!

Dir.

^

-

i

New

story based on an old favorite.

Gertrude
Michael, Sir Guy Standing, Ray Miuand. Dir. Geo. Archalnbaud. 63 mlns.
Rel. July 3. Rev. July 29.
Reunion. Spy story of the World War. Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael,
Lionel Atwill, Guy Bates Post. Dir. Robt. Florey. ReL April 7.
Rhythm on the Range. Western, with song. Blng Crosby, Frances Farmer.
Dir. Norman Taurog. 85 mlns. Rel. July 31. Rev. Aug. 5.
Sky Parade, The. Jlmmle Allen from radio in his own adventures, Jimmy
Allen, Wm; Gargan, Katherlne DeMllle. Dir. Otho Loverlng. 70 mlns.
Rel.- April 17. Rev. April 22.
Soak the Rich. Pink columnists and one red. Walter Connolly, Mary Taylor,
John Howard. Dir. Hecht-MacArthur. 85 mlns. Rel. Jan. 17. Rev. Feb. 12.
Son Comes Home, A. Mary Boland in her first dramatic role on the screen.
Mary Boland, Donald Woods, Julie Haydon. Dir. E. A. Dupont. 74 mlns.
Rel. July 31. Rev. Sept. 9.
Spendthrifts. Penniless sportsman stages comeback as radio commentator.
Henry Fonda, Pat Paterson, Mary Brian. Dir. Raoul Walsh. 80 mlns. ReL
July 17; Rev. July 29.
Straight from the Shoulder. From Luclan Carey's story, 'Johnny Gets His Gun.'
Kid frustrates gangsters, but not a gangster yarn. Ralph Bellamy, Katherlne Locke, David Holt. Dir. Stuart Helsler. Rel. Sept. .28.
Texas Rangers, The. Epic of the men who founded and made the state eft
Texas. Fred MacMurray. Jack Oakle, Jean Parker. Dir. King Vldor.
97 mlns. Rel. Aug. 28. Rev. 'Sept. 30.
Thirteen Honrs by Air. Saga ot a transcontinental plane. pilot. Fred MacMurray. Joan Bennett, ZaSu Pitts. Dir. Mitchell Lelsen. 70 mlns. Rel.
March 27. Rev. May 6.
Three on the Trail. Western. William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison, Muriel Evans.
Dir. Howard Bretherton. 66 mins. Rel. May 22. Rev. May 6.
Three Cheers for Love. Picture magnate's daughter in a cockeyed school
for girls. Eleanor Whitney, Robert Cummlngs. Wm. Frawley. Dir. Ray
McCarey. 60 mins. Rel. June 26. Rev. Aug. 5.
Three Married Men. Martial story of marital life. Lynne Overman, Wm. Frawley, Roscoe Karns, Mary Brian, Dir. Edw. Buzzell. 61 mins. Rel. Sept.
11. Rev. Sept. 30.
Till We Meet Again.
From the stage play; Herbert Marshall, Gertrude
Michael, Lionel Atwill. Dir. Robt. Florey. 70 mlns. Rel. April 17. Rev.

.
Sept. 18.
Back to Nature (Jones Family). Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane, Dixie Dunbar.
Dir. Jas. Tinllng. 56 mins. Rel. Oct. 9. Rev, Sept. 2.
Border Patrolman. Geo. O'Brien western. 58 nuns. Rel. July 3. Rev. July 1.
Bowery Princess, The. Shirley Temple, Frank Morgan. Dir. Wm. A. Setter.
Rel. Oct. 16.
Captain January. From the book of that name* Shirley Temple, Guy Klbbee,
Slim Summerville. Dir. David Butler. ReL April 17. Rev. April 29,
Champagne Charlie. Millionaire mixes in a rrturder. Paul Cavanaugh, Helen
Wood. Dir. JaS. Tinllng. 58 mlns. ReL May 8. Rev. May 13:
Charlie Chan at the Circus. Warner Oland, Keye Luke, Geo., and Olive Brasno.
Dir. Harry Lachman. 72 mins. Rel. March 27. ReV. March 25.
•

\

Wedding Present. Slightly lunatic story about a defeated lover who calls out
the fire and police departments to jazz his faithless sweetheart's wedding.
Joan Bennett, Cary Grant, Geo. Bancroft. Dir. Rich.' Wallace. Rel.
'

friend. Chas. Ruggles,
Rel. Sept. 15.

up trouble

Mary Boland, Adolphe

for himself and a
Menjotf. Dir. Elliott Nugent.

Charley Chan at the Race Track. Warner Oland, Helen Wood, Alan Dinehart
Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone. 70 mins, Rel. Aug. 7. ReV, Aug. 19.
Crime of Dr. Forbes. Mercy killing story. Gloria- Stuart, Robt. Kent Dlr
Geo. Hyland. 75 mins. ReL June "27. Rev. July 8.
Country Beyond, The. From the Curwood story. Rochelle Hudson, Paul Kelly
Dir. Eugene Forde. 67 mins. ReL April '3. Rev. May 6.
Country Doctor, The. The story of the DIonne auins. Dionne quintuplets, Jean
Hershult, June Lang, Slim Summerville. Dir. Henry King. 93 mlns,. Rel
March 6. Rev. March 24.
Educating Father. Aviator excites the Jones family. Jed Prouty, Shirley
Duane. Dir. Jas. Tinllng. 58 mins. Rel. July 10. Rev. June 24.
Everybody's Old Man. Irvin Cobb, Rochelle Hudson^ Dir. Jas. Flood. 82 mlns,
Rel: March 20. Rev. April 1.
15 Maiden Lane:' Claire Trevor, Cesar Romero. Dir. Allan Dwan. ReL Oct. 30.
First Baby, The. Domestic drama.. Johnny Downs, Shirley Deane. Dir. Lewis
Seller.." 74 mins ReL May \5. Rev. May 27.
Gentle Julia. Jane- Withers, Jackie Searle, Tom Brown. Marsha Hunt Dir.
John- Blystone.- 63 mins. Rel. April 2. Rev. April 15.
Girl's Dormitory. Herbert Rawlinson. Ruth Chatterton. Simone Simon. Dir.
Irving Cummlngs. 65 mins. ReL Aug. 14. Rev. Sept. 2.
Half. Angel (20th). Frances Dee; Brian Donlevy, Chas; Butterworth. Dir. Sid.

Woman

Trap. The. Adventure story of a reporter's search, for diamond thieves
Girl complications. Gertrude Michael.' Geo. * Murphy.- Dir.
Leo McCarey. 64 mins. Rel. Feb." 14. Rev. March 11.
Tours for the Asking. New York gamblers in a Florida .locale. Geo. Raft.
Dolores Costello, Ida Lupino, James Gleason. Dir. Alex.- Hall. 68 mins.
Rel. July 24. Rev. Aug. 26.
in Mexico.

-

-

•

-

.

Studios: Hollywood,'
CaHf.

t> V"

f\

R
a J;„
IVatUO

toria, Queens. Christie left Monday
(12) for Cleveland and. Detroit to set
a couple of deals with manufacturers.
Former Hollywood exec, who has
been out of the film-producing biz
for four years, intends to produce the
industrials with an entertainment
background, something new for this

type of pix.
His brother, Al Christie, remains
with Educational -as shorts producer,
also at General Service Studios.

Extend Chi Ops Deal
.

Chicago, Oct. 13.

Agreement was finally reached last
week between the Operators' Union
and exhibitors on a compromise

set-

same terms as last
year holding over for an additional
tlement, with the

-

stanza.

Contract
Sept.

1.

is retroactive, dating from
Operators had originally

Par Division Mgrs.'
3-Day Session in K. 0.

.

13.

stirs

Christie

20th Century-Fox

Across the Aisle. Brian Donlevy, Gloria Stuart Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone.
Rel. July 24.
A Connecticut Yankee. Will Rogers reissue. Rel. April 24,
As You Like It Elisabeth Bergner, Laurence Olivier. Dir. Paul Czlnner. ReL

.

Pseudo psychologist

own

asked for the restoration of ^he 20%
cut of 1931 and the exhibs asked for
-further reductions and the extension
of the single time allotment. Exhibs,
Sept. 9.
Singing Cowboy, The. Western. Gene Autry, Lois Wilde. 56 mins. Rel. May 11. however, did agree to improve saniSinging Vagabond. Musical western. Gene Autry, Ann Rutherford. Dir. Carl tation and ventilation, facilities hi
Pierson. 52 mins. Rel. Jan. 5. Rev. July 29.
theatre booths where needed and
Sitting, on the Moon. Grace Bradley, Roger Pryor, Pert Kelton. Dir. Ralph
where it would be practical.
Staub. 66 mlns. Rel. Sept. 25. Rev. Sept. 30.
Final deal was arranged through
Three Mesqulteers. Ray Corrlgan, Bob Livingston, Syd Saylor. Bel. Sept. 20.
Ticket to Paradise. Roger Pryor, Wendy Barrle. Dir. Aubrey Scotto. 70 mlns. Frank C, Clifford, prexy of the union;
Rel. July 10. Rev. July 15.
Morris Leonard of the Exhibitors'
Winds of the Wasteland. Western. John Wayne, Phyllis Fraser. ReL July ,6.
Association, and Aaron Saperstein of
Studio: Fox Hills,
oirlce,;
Allied exhibitors.
S
Hollywood, Cal.
New£or?5. Y.

Timothy's Quest. Kate Douglas Wiggln's child story. Eleanor Whitney, Tom
Keene, Dickie Moore. Virginia Weidler. Dir. Chas. Barton. 66 mlns.
Rel.- Jan. .31. Rev. March 4.
Too Many Parents. Cadet story. Frances Farmer, Lester Matthews. Dir. Robt.
F. McGowan. 73 mins. Rel, March 20. Rev. April 22.
-Valiant Is the Word for Carrie. Recent best seller story with a new twist.
Gladys George. Arllne Judge, John Howard. Dir. Wesley Ruggles. Rel.

Scot. 25.

of his

'

,

Wives Never Know.

manager

eral

•

-

2.

INDUSTRIALS' PROD.

.

;

Oct.

Charles

•>

•

May

CHAS. CHRISTIE BACK,

Pictures Corp. to. produce industrials
ReL Dec at the General Service Studios in As-

-

'

10.

58 mins.

.

.

June

Newfield.

Rev. May 27.
Comin' Round the Mountain. Western with music. Gene Autrey, Ann Rutherford, Dir. Mack Wright 60 mins. ReL April 13. Rev. April 29.
Federal Agent Swift action,' Bill Boyd ReL April 10. Rev. April 15;
Follow Your Heart Musical. Marion Talley, Michael Bartlett Dir. Aubrey
Scotto. 89 mlns.
Forbidden Heaven. English workman adopts a waif. Chas. Farrell, Charlotte
Henry. Dir. Reginald Barker. 68 mlns. Rev. Sept. 9.
Frankie and Johnnie,. Based on an old song. Helen Morgan, Chester Morris.
Dir. Cnester Erskln. 66 mlns. Rel. May 1. Rev. May 27.
Gentleman from Louisiana, The.' Eddie Qulllan, Charlotte Henry, Chic Sale.
Dir. Irving Pichel. 69 mlns. Rel. Aug. 25. Rev. Sept. 16.
Girl -from Mandaby. The dangers of man-killing tigers and fever, and the
courage Of white men in their struggle to master the tropics. Kay Linaker, Conrad Nagel, Donald Cook. Dir.. Howard Bretherton. 68 mins.
ReL April 20, Rev. May 13.
Go-get-em Haines. William Boyd. Rel. June 15.
Guns and Guitars. Western. .Gene' Autrey, Dorothy Dix. ReL June 22.
Harvester, The. From Gene Stratton Porter's novel of the same name. Alice
Brady, Ann Rutherford, Russell Hardie, Cora Sue Collins. Dir. Joseph
Santley. 12 mlns, ReL May 5. Rev. July 8.
Hearts In Bondage. Dramatic Story of five characters -whose lives are entangled
in the building of .the Monitor, and in the climax of the battle between the
Monitor and. Merrimac. James Dunn, Mae Clarke, Charlotte Henry, David
Manners, Dir. Lew Ayres. Rel. Aug, 15.
House of a Thousand Candles. Fast moving plot centers around efforts of an
international spy organization to gain control of papers which will plunge
Europe into war. Phillips Holmes, Mae Clarke. Dir. Arthur Lubln. 67
mins. Rel. Feb. 29. Rev. April 8.
King of the Pecos. Romantic western. John Wayne. 54 mins. Re). March 9.
Laughing Irish Eyes. An all-Irish cast, Phil Regan, Evalyn Knapp. Dir.
Joseph Santley. 70 mins. Rel. March 10. Rev. April 8.
Lonely Trail, The. Western. John Wayne, Ann Rutherford. Rel. May 25.
Navy Born. Naval aviator adopts a boy and wins a wife. Wm. Gargan, Claire
Dodd. Dir. Nate Watt. 70 mins. ReL June 15: Rev. June 24.
Oh, Susannah. Gene Autry, Frances Grant. Rel. Aug.- 20.
Sagebrush Troubadour. Western. Gene Autrey. Dir. Jos. Kane. 57 mlns. Rev.

.

Return of Sophie Lang, The.

Sam

1.

-Hollywood- Boulevard; HoUywood story by Faith Thomas, but not the usual
thing; Melodramatic. John Halllday; Marsha Hunt. Dir. Robt.
Florey
'
70 mlns. JEtel. Aug. 21, Rev, Sept. 23.
I'd Give My Life. Remake of 'The Noose.' Sir Guy Standing. Frances Drake.
Tom Brown. Dir. Edwin L. Marin. 82 mlns. Rel. Aug. 14. Rev? Aug" ill
Lady Be^ Careful. Deodorized version of 'Sailor Beware." Lew Avres
Marv
y
Carlisle. Larry Crabbe. Dir. J. T. Reed. Rel. Sept.
pu 4.
Feb. 7. Rev. April 1.
.
Moon's Our Home, The; From the Ursula. Parrott story. Margaret Sullavan.
Henry Fonda. Dir. Wm. Setter. 80 mlns. Rel. April 10. Rev, May 20.
Murder with Pictures. From a story by Geo. Harmon Coxe of a news photog.
i""""*-.
Lew Ayres, Gall Patrick. Dir. Chas. Barton. Rel. Sept. 18.
My American Wife. Royaly goes cowboy. Francis Lederer. Ann Sothern, Fred
Stone. Dir. Harold Young. 75 mlns. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 26.
Palm Springs. Romance In « desert paradise. Frances Langford, Smith Bal1
Guy J5*fui<? mg Dir. Aubrey Scotto. Rel. June 5. Rev. June 24.
1 *W
.'.«?, F
Poppy. William C. Fields In one of his stage htts. Rochelle Hudson. Lynne
"
Overman. Dir. Edw. Sutherland. 75 mlns. Rel. June 12. Rev. June 24.
Princess Comes Across, The. Love oh a de luxe liner. Fred MacMurray
Carole^ Lombard. Dir. Wm. K. Howard. 75 mlns. Rel. May 22. Rev.
.

Boyd. Dir.

Bill

27

Charles Christie is back in the picture business as president and gen-

York, N. Y.

Ray Walker, Evalyn Knapp, Regis Toomey.

Lamont. Rel, Sept. 20.
Burning Gold. Fast action.

Bldg.,

..

6,w
He

(Continued from page 25)

.

Office: R.K.O. Bldg.,

'

Radlo ; .CIty, N.V.C,
ney Lanficld. 65 mlns Rel. May 22. Rev. June 3.
Bride Walks Out, The. Matrimonial adventure of a man who' insists that
two can live on $35 a week and his fiancee who doesn't think so but -is Here Comes Trouble. Arline Judge, Paul Kelly, Leo Carlllo. Dir. Lewis Seller
willing to try. Barbara Stanwyck, Gene Raymond, Robert Young. Ned
62 mins. Rel. Feb. 21. Rev. April 8.
Sparks, Helen Broderlck. Dir. Leigh Jason. 80 mlns. Rel. July 10. Rev. High Tension. Glenda Farrell. Brian Donlevy. Dir. Allan Dwan. 63 mlns.
July 15.
Rel. July 17. Rev. July 15.
.
„,
Bunker Bean. A. clerk with a towering Inferiority complex falls prey to a fake Holy Lie. The. Jane Dawell, Claire Trevor. J. Edward Bromberg. Dir. Lewis
clairvoyant and the mouse becomes a lion. Owen Davis. Jr., Louise
Seller. Rel. Aug. 28.
„.
.
..
„,
„
Latimer, Robert McWade, Hedda Hopper. Jessie Ralph." Dir. Edward Kllly. Human Cargo. Newaspaper yarn about smuggling aliens. Claire Trevor, Brian
27.
Rev.
May
mlns.
Rel.
May
29.
Dwan.
05
Donlevy. Dir. Allan
William Hamilton.. 67 mins. Rel. Juno 26 Rev. July 1.
Dancing. Pirate. All Technicolor, film .with locale In Southern California lit the King of the Royal Mounted. Zane Grev western Robert Kent. Dir. Howard
Rev.
Sept.
30.
11.
Rel.
Sept.
Corrlgan.
58
mlns.
Bretherton.
Lloyd
Dir.
1820's. Steffi Duna, Charles' Collins, Frank Morgan.
Loretta Young. Simone
85 mlns. Rel. May 22. Rev, June 24.
. Ladies in Love. Janet Gaynor, Constance Bennett, Griffith.
ReL Sept 28.
Simon, Don Ameche, Paul Lukas. Dir. Edw. H.
Don't Turn 'Em Loose. Inspired by the lax functioning of State parole boards.
Lewis Stone, James Gleason. Betty Grable, Frank M. Thomas. Dir. Ben Little Miss Nobody. Resourceful orphan finds happiness. Jane Withers, Jane
Darwell. Ralph Morgan, Dir. John Blystone. 65 mlns. Rel. June 12
Stoloff. 68 mlns. Rel. Aug. 28. Rev. Sept. 30.
Ex-Mrs. Bradford, The. Murder at the race track solved, by amateur leuth.
Rev. June 10.
William Powell, Jean Arthur, Eric Blore. Dir. Stephen Roberts. Rel. Message to Garcia, A (20th). Developed from Elbert Hubbard': >ssay Wallace
mlns. Rel
Beery. Barbara Stanwyck, John Boles. Dir. Geo Mar6ha....
May 15.
April 10. Rev. April 15.
Farmer; in the Dell. Retired midwest farmer accidentally crashes studio in
Hollywood and, much to his own surprise, rises to' fame as an actor. O'Malley of the Mounted. Western. Geo. O Brlon. Irene Ware. Dir. David
,
Howard. 59 mins. Rel. March 27. Rev. April 8
...
Fred Stone, Jean Parker, Esther Dale. Moroni Olsen, Frank Albertson
_..
Dlr
Summerville.
Slim
Pepper. Storv of a waif. Jane Withers. Irvin Cobb.
Dir. Ben Hohnes. 67 mins. Rel. March 27. Rev. March 11.
Jas. Tinllng. 61 mlns. Rel, Sept. 11. Rev. Aug. 12.
Grand Jury. A stirring indictment of the average American's tendency to shirk
„ „
Patsy Kelly
his duties ott the jury stand. Fred Stone. Louise Latimer. Owen Davis, Jr. Pigskin Parade. Stuart Erwin, Johnnie Downs, Arline Judge,
Oct.
Rel.
Butler.
2.
David
Dir.
Dir. Al Rogell. 60 mins'. Rel. July 24. Rev. Aug. 5.
Last Outlaw. Old timer faces new condition. Harry Carey. Hoot Gibson. Tom Poor Little R'ch Girl. The. Shirley Temole. Alice Faye, Gloria Stuart. Jack
Halcv. Dir. Irving Cummlngs. 79 mlns. Rel July 24. Rev. July 1.
Tyler. Henry B. Walthal, Dir. Christy Cabanne. 72 mins. Rel. June 19.
Private Number. New version of •Common Clny.' Loretta Young. Robert
Rev June 17.
Taylor. Patsy Kelly. Dir. Roy Del Ruth. 75 mins, ReL May 15. Rev
Let's Sing Again. A child singer finds fame and a father. Bobby Breen. Henry
Armetta. Geo Houston, Vlvlenne Osborne. Dir. Kurt Neumann. 70 mlns
Ramona. In technicolor. Loretta Young, Don Ameche. Dir. Henry King. Rel.
Rel. June 12. Rev. May 13.
„
Love on a Ret. To win a bet, a meat-packing heir starts out from New York
Hudson. Dir. Norman
in his underwear. By the time he reached his destination he has money, Reunion Dionne Quintuplets. Jean Hersholt, Rochelle
Taurog. Rel. Nov. 6.
>
clothes, and a charming fiancee. Gene Raymond. Wendle Barrle. Helen
Road to Glory. The. War story from Wm. Faulkner. Remake of a Pathe-Natan
Broderlck. Dir. Leigh Jason. 75 mins Rel. March 6. Rev. March 11.
French version. Frederic March, Warner Baxter, Llon«l Barrymore, June
Mary of Scotland. Historical. Katharine Hepburn. Fredric March. Dir. John
Lang. Dir. Howard Hawks. 103 mlns. Rel. Sept. 4. Rev. Aue. 12.
Ford. 129 mlns. Rel. Aug; 28. Rev. Aug. 5.
„
t
LanKelly.
Dir.
.Sidney
Fave.
Patsy
Alice
M'Llss. The famous old play. Anne Shirley. John Beal. Guv Klbhee. Mornnl Sing. Baby. Sing. Adolphe Mon1<m.
90 mlns. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Sept. 16
ficld.
Olsen. Dir. George Nicholls, Jr. 66 mins. Rel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 12.
Shoemaker. Dir. Gregory
Murder on a Bridle Path. Once more Miss Hlldegard Withers, old maid school Sins of Man (20th). Jean Hersholt. Don Ameche. AnnRev.
June 24.
Ratoff. Otto Brewer. .85 mins. Rel. June 5.
teacher, helps Inspector Oscar Piner solve a murder case. James Gleason.
Man. Claire Trevor, Faul Kelly. Dir. Allan Swan. 72 mlns
Dance
and
Song
63
Helen Broderlck. Sheila Terry. Dir. Edward Kllly and Mr. Hamilton.
13. Rev. March IB.
March
Rel.
.
„
mlns. Rel. April 17. Rev. April 15.
.
.
J A
„
Arline Judge. Evelvn Venable,
Darwell.
Trevor.
Jane
Claire
a
Nleht
for
Star
senand
tried
One Man Came Back. How an Innocent man can be arrested,
J. Edw Bromberg. Dir. Lewl!i Seller. 76 mln«. Rf-1. Aug. 28; Rev. Aug. 26.
tenced to .the gallows through a 'frame-up' arid circumstantial evidence.
Jeeves. Comedy. Arthur Treacher. Dir. Eugene Forde. 55 mlns.
Von.
28
Thank
Aug.
Rel.
Cabanne.
Preston Foster. Ann Dvorak. John Beal. Dir. Christy
Rel. Scwt. 25. Rev. Scot. 23.
.
Plough and the Stars, The. The saga of the struggle for Irish freedom and the
Ho»«rs to KiU. Racket story. Brl?n Donlevy, Gloria Stuart, Dir.
historic Irish Rebellion Of 1916. Barbara Stanwyck. Preston Foster. Barry Thlrtv-Slx
'EUgcn» Forde. 65 mins. Rc). July 24. Rev. Aue 19.
'
Fitzgerald. Dennie O'Dea. Eileen Crowe. Dir. John Ford. Rel. Sept. 25.
Baxter. Myrna Loy. Dir. John Cromwell. 87
Second Wife. The problems arising from a second marriase. Walter Abel, Gcr- To Mary—With Love. Warner
mlns. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev. Sept. 2.
trude Michael. Eric Rhodes. Dir. Edward Kelly. Rel. Aug. 31.
Under Two Flans (20th). The Ouida standby. Ronald Colman. Victor McSilly Billies. Wheeler and Woolsey in the middle of the California gold rush
Laglcn. CJaudetto Colbert, Rosalind Russell. Dir. Frank Lloyd. Ill mlns
and Indians. Bert Wheeler. Robert Woolsey. Dorothy Lee. Harrv Woods.
»
Rel. May 1. Rev. May 6.
Ethan Laidlaw. Delmar Watson, Dick Alexander. Dir. Fred Gulol. 65
White Fane (20th) Dog storv from Garwood's novel Michael Whalcti. Jean
.mlns. Rel. March 20. Rev. April 8.
,i„„
t
<lie
Mulr, Brian Donlevy. Dir. David Butler. 70 mins. Rel. July 3. Rev. July 22
Special Investigator. A gangsters' lawyer reforms and hunts them to Justice
Richard DIx. Margaret Callahan. Dir. Louis King. 60 mins. Rel. May » Studio: 1041 No. Formosa Blvd.IJnited
tinicea ' 729 Seventh Ave..
:

-

Paramount is holding a division
managers' meeting in Kansas City,
for three days, starting Friday (16).
Confab is held at Kansas City because it is a conveniently centralized
point for the 11 Par district managers to attend. ..
Home office sales contingent going
out includesTtfeil F. Agnew, Charles
Reagain,' Joe tJnger,

Bob GillhanV

Alec Moss and Lou Smith.

Carolina Exhibs Meet
Charlo^te fc N, C, Oct. 13,.
Plans for the December annual
convention of the Carolina Association of Motion Picture Theatre Owners were discussed at a conference
convention committees held here "today. Charles Picquet, of Pinehurst,
is president of the Carolinas'organization which next December, as its
custom, will meet in Charlotte.
'

LeRoy Johnston

to

WB

.

Hollywood, Oct.

13.

"

.

•

.

'

,

.

•

M

John LeRoy Johnston* publicity
director at Universal prior to the
Charles R. Rogers regime, has resigned as exploitation specialist at
Metro to go to. Warners. He'll funci
tion as special exploitationist at
under Ed Selzer.
Prior to his Universal job, Johnston was sales promotion manager for
First National.

WB

.

Two

''

.

„._,„..,,

.

,

,

.

,

-

,

,
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'

«

•

'
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Rev April

for

Pooch Pic

.

™

Artist*

New York, N. 1
Hollywood, Calif.
Amateur Gentleman. Jeffrey Farnol's story of a young man who gambles to
save the life oi his father. Douglas Fairbanks, Jr. and Elissa Landl. Dir.
ens. 103 mlns. Rel. Sept. 4. Rev. Sept. 2.
Thornton Froeland. Produced by Criterion Films, Ltd. Rel. March. 20.
Two in Revolt A champion race horse is stolen by gangsters^ and Is nelpefl
Rev Feb 5 Aorll 29.
backed to his trainer by his staunch friend, a dog. Dir. Glen Tryon. 65 Come and Get It. Goldwyn's production of Edna Fcrber's novel about northmlns. Rel. April 2 Rev. April 29.
_ „„„j
_
west lumber strife. Edward Arnold, Frances Farmer. Dir. Howard
Walking on Air. Radio crooner makes his own broadcast. Gene Raymond.
Hawks.
..
Sept is.
Ann Sothern. Dir. Jos. Santley, 70 mins. Rel. Sept. 11. Re v-discovers
(Continued on page 29)
ne<
Witness Chair, The. A stenographer kills her employer when she
29.

...

Swing Time. America's dancing stars In a gay musical romance witn musii
by Jerome Kern. Fred Astaire. Ginger Rogers. Victor Moore. Feicn
Broderlck. Evic Blore. Georges Metaxa. Betty Furness. Dir. George Stcv-

.

'

•

•

,

,

,

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Winninger
and Noah
Charles
Beery, Jr., have been assigned top
spots

in

'Treve,'

Universal's

dog

'

story.

for getaway thisCollins directing.
Marcus Goodrich did the screen play
from Albert Payson Terhurie's orig.
Val Paul will produce.

Picture

is

set

week with Lew

CHABLIE LEONARD GOES UA
Monroe W. Grcenthal, director of
advertising and publicity for United
Artists, has appointed Charles A.
Leonard head of the exploitation department. This is l^eonard's second
association, with

UA.

Two years ago he left the company
go to Fox. Later he" became advertising manager of Universal, a
post which he relinquished only reto

cently."'

Het Manhelm Joins Rep.
Hollywood, Oct* 13.
Het Manheim, who was brought
out from Universal's New York publicity office to do special exploitation work for Republic's 'The President's Mystery,' has been set by Nat
Levine to handle Republic trailers.
It is a new. spot at the studio.
Trailers formerly were handled by
National Screen Service.

VARIETY
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Directed

by Herbert Masbit

Story

by

E. ^Greenwood
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>
,

Canada

Distributors
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CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

1

(Continued from page 27)
Goldwyn's production of Sinclair Lewis' novel
at
I
ASt° r Dlf WUUam
y'«

Uth

Rw SeK M

14

*

W

'

Walter Huston

»

.

'

13.

Babe Jackson, wife of V. Jackson, horseshoe pitching champ
of America, was making a short
for Pete Smith at Metro. Mrs.

Garden of Allah. Romance to the Sahara. Marlene Dietrich. Charles Boyer
Produced by David O. Selznlck In technicolor. Dir. Richard BoleslawsM

Jackson wound up in hosp
when her hubby conked her on
the -head with a tworpound

Gay Desperado; Mexican musical romance

shoe.

Rel. Oct. 14.

Nino Martini. Ida Luplno, Leo
Plckford-Lasky production. Dir. Rouben Mamoulian.
Condemned.
Russian war story with two men and a elrL Harrv
Baur. Laurence OlWer, Penelope Dudley-Ward. Dir. Anthony Asquish
(London). 76 mins. Rel. June 12. Rev. July 8.
.

CarrlUo.

A

I Stand

ReL Aug

Rev

13.

9.

Little Lord Fauntleroy. Frances Hodgson Burnett's famous novel Freddie
Bartholomew and Dolores Costello Barrymore. Produced by David Selznlck. Dir. John Cromwell. 98 mlns. ReL March 6. Rev. April 8.
Mao Who Conld Work Miracles. Based on an original by H. G. Wells. Roland
Young; Joan Gardner and Ralph Richardson. Dir. Lotbar Mendes.
Qne Rainy Afternoon (Plckford-Lasky). A light Parisian romantic comedy
adapted from a French story. Francis Lederer, Ida Luplno. ReL May 8.
Things to Come. A dramatic adaptation from the H. G. Wells story. The Shape
of Things to Come.' Raymond Massey. Ralph Richardson, Maurice Braddell. Dir. wm. Cameron Menzle (London). 96 mlns. Rel. March 13. Rev
4,»

offlces: 30 Rockefeller Center.

Universal

Calif.

New

Cowboy and the Kid, The. Western. Buck Jones.
July

58 mlns.

York, N. Y.

ReL May

Rev.

25.

29.

'

.

Oct.

classes.

-

4.

John Wayne, Nan Grey.

Dir.

Frank Strayer. ReL Sept

27.

From

the stage play. Musical drama. Irene Dunne, Allan Jones.
Helen Morgan, Paul Robeson. Dir. James Whale. 110 Mlns. ReL May
17.
Rev. May 20.
Sutter's Gold. Historical romance. Edward Arnold, Blnnle Barnes, Lee Tracy,
Montague Love, John MUJan, Katherine Alexander. Morgan Wallace,
Addison Richards, Pris cilia Lawson, Nan Grey. Dir. James Cruze. 69
mins. Rel. April 13. Rev. April L
Two in a Crowd. Joan Bennett. Joel McCrea. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 82 mlns.
Boat.

Rel.

Sept

13.

.

;

Yellowstone. Drama. Henry Hunter. Judith Barrett Ralph. Morgan, Andy Devlne. Dir. Arthur Lubln. 60 mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Sept 23.
Studios:

Burbank,
Calif.

Warner
Brothers
U,uu,t
»»
"

olrlces: 3?1

w'** th

New

st

The postponement was sought, according to management explanation,
so that the fullest possible expres
sion from stockholders might be had
regarding the proposed recapitalization.

Almost 258,000 shares are said to
be held by brokers. The sentiment
of the owners of most of these
shares, if not all, apparently has not
been indicated.

"

York, H. Y.

Anthony Adverse. Based on the International best seller by Hervey Allen.
Incorporations
Fredric March, Olivia de Havilland, Anita Louise, Claude Rains, Donald
Woods, Edmund Gwenn, Louis Hayward, Gale .Sondergaard, Steffi Duna.
YORK
Billy Mauch. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. 139 mins. ReL Aug. 29. Rev. Sept 2.
Albany.
Bengal Tiger. Circus locale. Barton MacLane, June Travis. Dir. Louis King.
Herman Bernle, Inc.. New York; the62 mlns. ReL Sept 5. Rev. Aug; 5.
atrical business; capital stock, 200 all area,
Big Noise, The. A small town business man outwits a gang of racketeers. Guy $10 par value. Incorporator!!.' Hennnn
Klbbee, Warren Hull, Altna Lloyd. Dick Foran. Dir. Frank McDonald. 58 Bernle and J>orotIiy Menzln, both of 1019
Broadway,
New Torlc City: Rote
mins. Rel. June 27. Rev July- 8.
Boulder Dam. Powerful drama with tremendous government project for back- Schwartz, 101-69 126th street, Richmond
ground. Ross Alexander, Patricia Ellis, Lyle Talbot Dir. Frank Mc- Hill, N. T.
H. F. Oxley, Inc., New York; theDonald. ReL March 7. Rev. April 1.
,
atrical business; capital stock, 100 shares,
Colleen. Big musical' revue loaded with comedy and songs. Ruby Keeler, $100 par value.
Incorporators:
Samuel
Dick Powell, Joan Blondell. Jack Oakle, Paul Draper, Hugh Herbert. Rosenberg, Henrietta Frankel, Leon
Louise Fazenda, Hqbart Cavanaugh. Dir. Alfred E. Green. 89 mlns. Rel. Flschbcln, all of 26 Court
street,
Brooklyn.
March 21. Rev. March 11.
„ ^,
Itouglas Arena, Inc. Mo.nlin.tlan; proFreshman Love. Frank McHugh. Patricia Ellis. Warren Hull. Joe Cawthorne
mote boxing;, wrestling:, etc.; capiliil
Dir. Wm. McGann. ReL Jan. 18.
*

NEW

Incor200 shares, no par value.
porators: Louis Baym, Harry M. Nlrall of 65 West 42nd

Me Yonr Heart

stock,

Kay

man. Bdlth Volln.

.Based on the international stage success, 'Sweet Aloes.'
Francis, George Brent, Roland Young. Patric Knowles, Frieda Inescourt. Dir. Archie Mayo. 88 mlns. ReL Sept. 26. Rev, Sept. 16.
Green pastures, The. From the Pulitzer Prize play by Marc Connelly. All-stai
east Dirs. Marc Connelly and William Keighley. 93 mins. ReL Aug. 1.

Give

-.

•

Rev. July 22.
_ .
,
„
Hot Money. Fast moving comedy-romance. Ross Alexander. Beverly Roberts.
Joseph Cawihorn, Paul Graetz. Dir. William McGann. 68 mlns. Rel.
July 18. Rev. July 29.
.
Pat OBrien.
I Married a Doctor. Revision ol Sinclair Lewis' 'Main Street.
Josephine Hutchinson. Guy Klbbee, Ross Alexander. Louise Fazenda
Rel. April 25. Rev. April 22.
Dir. Archie Mayo. 83 mins
MacLane
Jallbreak. Smashing melodrama. Craig Reynolds. June Travis. Barton
Rel. Aug. 8. Rev. Aug. 12.
Dir. Nick Grlnde. 60 mins
Man Hunt Newspaper-gangster melodrama. Rlcardo Cortez, Marguerite
Churchill. Chic Sale. William Gargan. Dir. William Clemens. 61 mlns.
.

:

Rel. Feb. 15.

Spectacular production of the Shakespeare
comedy. Extensive cast of stars. Dir. Max Reinhardt, Wm. Dieterle. 133
mlns. (Roadshow.) -Release pending.. Rev Oct. 16.
Public Enemy's Wife. A thrilling tale of the trials of an Innocent girl married
to a killer. Pat O'Brien, Margaret Lindsay. Robert Armstrong. Cesare Romero. Dir. Nick Grlnde. 69 mins. Rel July 25 Rev July 15.
Satan Met a Lady. Bette Davis. Warren William, Alison Sklpworth. Winifred
Shaw, Marie Wilson. Dir. William Dieterle. 74 mins. Rel. Aug. 8. Rev

.Midsummer Night's Dream, A.

July 29

Sons o* Guns. From the musical comedy. Joe E. Brown, Joan Blondell. Dlr
Lloyd Bacon. 79 mlns. Rel. May 30. Rev. May 20
Tunes Square Playboy. Local boy misjudges Big City friends of his boyhood
chum and learns there's nothing worse than Main Street mind. Warren
William. June Travis. Barton MacLane, Gene Lockhart. Dir. William
McGann. 62 mins Rel. May 16. Rev. May 6.
Treachery Rides the Range. Dick Foran, Paula Stone. Monte Blue. Craig Reynolds Dir. Frank McDonald". 56 mlns. Rel. April 2. Rev. June 3.
Walking De.-»d, The. Thriller revolving about discovery of Lindbergh heart
Boris Karloff, Marguerite Churchill, Warren Hull. Rlcardo Cortez. Dir
Michael CurOz. 62 mins. Rel. March 14. Rev. March 4.
„,

New York

street.

Mecca Vllm

New York

Miscellaneous Releases
Tim McCoy as a benign gambler. Tim McCoy,
Dir. Sam Newfleld. 62 mins. Rev. Aug. 12.
Caryl of the Mountains (Marcy). Western. F. X. Bushman, Jr., Lola Wild,
Rln-Tin-Tln. Dir. Bernard B. Ray. 61 mins. Rev. Sept. 30.
Cavalcade of the West (Diversion). Western. Hoot Gibson, Dir. Harry Frazer.
70 mlns. Rev. Sept. 30;
Crime Patrol (Empire). Pugilist turns policeman and cleans up Bob Neal.
Mary Prentiss. Dir. Eugene Cummlngs 58 mlns Rev. May 13
Easy Mnnev (Invincible). Insurance fraud story. Onslow Stevens, Kay '.maker
Dir. Phil. Rosen. 70 mins. Rel. June 10. Rev. July 15.
Fast Bullets (Reliable). Western. Tom Tyler. Rex Lease, Margaret Nearlng
Dir. Henri Samuels. 59 mins. Rev. March 4.
*"eud of the West (Diversion). Hoot Gibson western. Dir. Harry Fraser. 62
mlns. Rev. May 27.
Ghost Patrol (Puritan). G men in chaps. Tim McCoy. Dir. Sam Newfield. 53
mlns. Rel. Aug. 3. Rev. Sept 16.
tast of the Warrens. Western. Bob Steele. Dir. R. N. Bradbury. 59 mlns
Rel. May 10. Rev. July 8.
tton's Den. The (Puritan). East-West story. Tim McCoy, Jean Woodbury. Dir.
Sam Newiield. 60 mlns. ReL July 6. Rev. Sept. X
.

Inc.,

Man-

City.

Kedfleld Operating Corp., Mnnhnltnn:
theatrical business; capital xlock, 100
Incorporators:
nhares, $100 par value.
Catherine R. Muench, 315 Kaet Rflth
V. Kob,
street. New York City:
H636 121st street, Richmond Hill. N. Y.
Frances BIkJUd, 16S-22 80tli avenue, Jamaica. N. Y.
American Community Theatres Corp..
Manhattan; theatrical business; capital
stock, 1,000 shares, no pur value. Incorporators: Etta Brande. 1S50 West 11th
Brooklyn; Freda Druck. 1275
street,
Boscobel avenue. The Bronx; Max Tepperman, OB West T3rd street, New York

Emma

City.

Mirth Curtoons,

Inc.,

New York: mo-

picture business: capltnl stock. 200
Incorporators:
no par value.
shares,
llon

Harold

J.

Sherman,

1C1!)

Broadwny,

The issue subsenearly a point.
quently fell back to show only a
fractional gain at the blow-off. This
bullish move seemingly was predicated on the' belief that a reorganization plan soon would be offered
for the company.
Consolidated Film Industries stocks
pushed forward, the preferred going
up about a point in anticipation of
favorable action on the firm's proposed new capital realignment. When
action Friday (9) was deferred on

Manhattan: theCorp.,
100
slock,
capital
business:
Incorporators:
psr vn]ne.

Middleman
airW-al
fibqrnH,

Hilda

n->

Goldman, Rose Lader. Jacob L.
all of 11 East 44th street, New

City.

ish.
Trans-Lux, another curb issue,
The group closed more than a also lifted from its recent doldrums
point from the new top, as measured to touch 4 and make a fractional
7
gain.
by the averages, or at 46 /s, which
represented a net gain of only 0.052
Higher priced stocks in the amuseof a point for the week. Low was ment list furnished the biggest adslightly below 46.
vances. Eastman Kodak at one time
Leadership of the amusement list roared ahead to 177%, an advance of
shifted from Paramount and Colum-< nearly 3 points. It finished at 176%.
bia. Pictures issues to 20th Century- up 2%. Westinghouse pfd. soared 5
Fox stocks, with Warner Bros, com- points to a new high at 156% while
mon and Loew's following the lead the common established a new 1936
of these two. Despite this transfer- peak at 152. General Electric also
ring of interest, Paramount common registered a new top at 49, its closing
and first preferred managed to hold level, which represented an advance
recent gains, with the latter showing of 1% points.
a net advance of 1% points.
Confidence that currency stabilizaTwentieth Century-Fox common tion throughout the world is in the
actually came within an eighth of offing and the prospect of greater
its old 1936 high and was up nearly dividends for American stocks, as a
a point on the week. The advance result of the federal tax on undisof the preferred, which has been lag- tributed profits, probably contributed
ging behind the common's drive up- the most to the bullish sentiment of
wards, was even more pronounced, last week. However, electric output
the stock being up nearly 1% points and carloadings again held substanat one time. It hit 40, only a point tially above the similar week last
away from its old peak. Net .gain year.
at .the finish was 1%.
The only dividend' declaration was
Warner Bros, common again pushed the $1.62% on Loew's preferred. This
up to 14, only to encounter consider- is the regular quarterly payment and
able resistance around this level maintains the regular rate of $6.50
which is less than a point distant per year. It is payable Nqv. 14 to
from the old top. The stock wound stock on record Oct 28.
up at 13%, for a fractional advance.
Amusement bonds were unusually
The preferred, largely inactive, ran vigorous, only one lien showing a
into profit-taking sales which pushed loss and that a fractional one. Parait down 3 points to €0.
mount-Broadway obligations climbed
Loew common forged ahead to nearly 3 points to a new high at 65.
a
59%, up about a point. The issue Paramount Pictures 6s established
gave every sign of being accumulated new 1936 top' at 98%. Keith 6s ador in the process of distribution vanced 1% to 96%, only 25c from the
awaiting the next financial statement year's best price. Loew 3%s were
of the company. It finished at 58%, up 50c at 99'. Warner Bros. 6s pushed
up to 97Vi but fell back to 96% at
for a 50c gain.
RKO managed to reach 8, up the finish for a 50c loss.
•

.
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pfd.

(Wt

Loew (S)t
Paramount

000

1,111V,

25
4l!i
4T4
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Plct.

Eastman Kodak

1(;,0<M»

III.

HlKh.
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Conso!. Film
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Issue and rote.
American Seat
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CUBB
13,500

4-%
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Technicolor

2.-30H

TtimihIux

12%

!>0%

1>2'4

00%

00
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55
H3
80

$17,000
70,000
10.000
104,000
100,000

1200*

500 Universal
.

1)8%

»8%

-1%

Grand Nnllona!.,

i'.r.o')-

3%
4%

New

York City; Alexander Cooper. n:i5 South
Fifth street, Brooklyn: Martha Harris,
14C East 6!>th street, Brooklyn.
Artists Syndicate of America. Inc.,
New York; booking: agents for actors,
etc.: cnnltal 6tock. 100 shares, no par
Incorporators: David ,T. AVolper.
value.
1. Richard Chernok. ?Inrle Korhek, all
or 3.10 Madison avenue, New York Clly.

York

Luana Walters.

City.
Xaboratorlefi.

hattan; motion picture buslncds; capital
Incorstock. 200 shares, no par value.
porators: Marvin Segal. Morris Block,
Helen Winkler, all of 636 Fifth avenue,

Ktclsel.

Aces and Eights (Syndicate).

pfd. climbed

Although the management
shares to vote through the
shares.
proposed recapitalization of the Conficient

,

Show

Warner Bros.

UPOCL23

solidated Film Industries, Inc., by
Crash Donovan. Jack Holt Dir. Ed Laemmle. 55 mins. ReL July 19. Rev. suggestion
of the board of directors
Aug. 12.
the special session of stockholders
Dracnla's Daughter. Mystery drama Otto Kruger, Marguerite ChurchUL Dir.
which began Friday (9) has been deLambert Hillyer. 69 mins. ReL May 4. Rev. May 20.
For the Service. Western. Buck Jones, Beth Marion. Dir. Buck Jones. 65 mins ferred to Oct 23, at 4 p.m.
Rel. April 6. Bev. June 3.
This postponement was voted by
the stockholders after a slightly turFlying Hostess. Judith. Barrett, Wm. HalL Dir. Murray Roth. ReL Oct 25.
Four Days' Wonder. Jeanne Dante, Kenneth Howell.- Dir. Sidney Salkow. bulent scene of opposition from
Rel. Oct. 18.
many of the estimated 100 stockLove Before Breakfast From novel by Faith Baldwin. Carole Lombard. Preston holders who had come, personally,
Foster. Cesar Romero. Dir. Walter Lang. 65 mins. Rel.. March 9. Rev. to the meeting.
Herbert J. Yates,
March 18.
president of the company, presided.
Magnificent Brute, The. Drama. Victor McLaglen. Blnnle Barnes. Dir. John
The meeting was held at the comG. Bly stone. ReL Sept 20.
pany's
offices.
Man; I Marry, The. Doris Nolan. Michael Whalen. Dir. Ralph Murphy. Rel.
There were 7,61.6 shares of all
Oct. 11.
My Man Godfrey. Comedy-drama. Wm. Powell, Carole Lombard. Dir. Greg- classes, represented by person at the
meeting, and these .shares were diory LaCara. 93& mins. ReL Sept. 6. Rev. Sept. 23.
Nobody's Fool. Fall guy turns the tables. Ed Everett Horton, Glenda Farrell. vided as follows: 4/754 preferred;
Dir. Arthur G. Collins. 64 mins. Rel. May 31. Rev. June 10.
2,862, common.
Parole! Ann Preston,. Henry Hunter. Dir. Louis Friedlander. 67 mins. Rel
Shares represented by proxy at
June 14. Rev. July L
the meeting numbered more than
Postal Inspector. Drama. Rlcardo Cortez, Patricia Ellis. Dir. Otto Beaver. 58 223,000 preferred and nearly 321,000
mlns Rel. Aug. 2. .Rev. Sept 9.
Rich and Reckless. Edmund Lowe, 'Gloria Stuart Dir. Harry Beaumont Rel. common, or 544,072 shares of all

Sea Spoilers.

102.

RECAP COMES

April 22.

Studio : Universal City,

(Continued from page 6)
at

2 points to 62 on increased activity.
Bond list was steady whn Paramount Pictures liens hitting a new
high for the year at 99y4.
Amusements moved into higher
ground in last week's stock market
as many groups resumed the upward
trend. Not only did a few represengroups touch the highest
tative
ground in five or six years but the
Amusement Group averages climbed
to new high territory for three years

the plan until a later date, the preferred dipped about one point. Despite this, the issue sported a fracor longer.
tional gain as was the case of the
The new high for the year and for common for the week. The latter
more than three years was hung up managed to hold to its highest price
by the Amusement Group at 48%, at the close.
this figure topping the previous high
General Theatre Equipment went
of 47%, registered early last month. higher on increased activity, coming
As in the week that this old' peak within a fraction of its former peak.
was reached, the spurt into new high At its high price for the week, 27%,
territory last week was made with this stock showed a gain of 1% points.
volume exceeding 300,000 shares for It closed substantially higher at 26%.
the group. Actual transactions for Technicolor was another good perthe
4% days comprising stock mar- former, advancing to 27%, for an adhas sufket activity last week totalled 345,800 vance of nearly a point at the fin-

CONSOL. FILMS

!

March

leaner.

^

tast of the Mohlcani (Reliance). Randolph Scott. 91 mlns.
Sept.

was ruled a

It

Market

Stock

Pitch-Out
Hollywood, Oct.

J>0ds.worth.
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Col. Broadcast A
Pnthn V. pfd. (7)

(2).

Paid thin ymr.
Xeu- 1030 high.

of the Plains (Colony). Western. Rex Bell, Joan Barclay. Sir. RobL Hill.
65 mlns. Rev. Sept. 30.
Prison Shadows^Puritan). Prize ring story. Eddie Nugent, Lucille Lund. Dir.
Bob Hill. 67 mins. Rev. Sept. 2.
Put on the Spot (Victory). G-man western. Eddie Nugent, Maxlne Doyle.
Dir. Bob Hill. 60 mlns. Rel, March 11. Rev. Sept. 16.
Zombie Idea moved to Indo-Chlna. DorRevolt of the Zombies (Academy)
othy Stone, Dean Jaggers. Dir. Douglas Btgges. 82 mlns. Rev. June 10
Western. Hoot Gibson, Ruth Mix. Dir. Harry
Riding Avenger (Division)
Fraser. 60 mins. Rev. July 15.
Rogue's Tavern, The (Puritan). Murder mystery. Wallace Ford, Barbara Pepper. Dir Bob Hill. 65 mlns. Rel. March 1. Rev. July 15.
Roarln* Guns (Puritan). Western. Tim McCoy. Dir. Sam Newfield. 71 mlns
Rel. Jan. 27. Rev. July 8,
Swifty (Diversion). Western. Hoot Gibson. Dir. Alan James. 62 mins. Rev
Jan. 29.
Thunderbolt (Principal). Western. Kane Richmond, Lobo (dog). 55 mins. Rel.
s
'
Jan. 2. ReV. Sept. 9.
Toll of the Desert (Commodore). Western. Fred Kohler, Jr., Betty Mack. Dir.
Lester Williams, 59 mlns. Rev. Jan. 15.

Men

Shea's Buffalo Theatre
28TH WEEK
"Arim'M program** are of network
Itnffnlo Timet.
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NO SWEEPING CHANGES DUE
f
'

Washington, Oct

.

,

Hearings Cost $250,000?

C. E.

Washington, Oct.

13.

•Payne's Cross-Examining Rampage
George H. Payfce, Republican member of the Federal Communications
Commission (but .not of .the Broadcast' Division) created the first 'incident'
at the reallocation -hearings when he launched a series of prodding questions, unfriendly in tone,- at Powel Crosley, Jr. and Frank- M. Smith of
WLW, Cincinnati,.'. Payne was. making a point as early as the first day
of his 'right' to cross-examine but he singled out the Cincy broadcasters.
Latter held their '.ground',, flatly repudiating hints of censorship and other
station practices -alleged by Payne.
General reactiojtl' to Payne's one-man ganging up was unfavorable. Crosley was on the srand'-to. give his practical experiences as a super-power
operator and not as a petitioner.
Strained internal/relations within the Commish were revealed and underlined when three colleagues, openly apologized to Powel Crosley for

T
Outcome of Re-

Probable

Hearings

allocation

Be

«

Payne's rough-shod.f ootwork.

.

Few

More

mental 503
als

and

Some

May

Experi-

Kw—Region-

Locals.' to

Concessions'

Get

13.

At least $250,000 is the cost to broadcasters of attending and presenting testimony at the current reallocation hearings in the opinion
of shrewd guessers within the trade. It is said the clear channel and
regionals each' spent around $50,000 to prepare and marshal their cases.
Several references were made by various speakers to the cost of
constantly defending the broadcast franchise against any and all
rand frequently irresponsible-^petitioners.^. .

WOMAN TURNED DOWN

Regionals Sneer

Mrs. Ileaton's Fiscal Set-up Draws
F. C. C.

'

Frown

Washington, Oct.

'

13.

At

-

Popularity'

Smallie for. Las- Vegas, Nev., was
tut-tutted by Examiner Robert L. Irwin because the applicant, Mrs. C. A.
S:Heaton, was unable to lay dough
on the line for its construction. Mrs'.
Heaton, former manager of commercial and .program departments of
KGIX, Las Vegas, proposed to serve
Washington, Oct. 13.
Boulder City, site, of Boulder Dam,
Validity' of Federal Communicabroadcast divisionlte, v/as. the sole top-notcher to attend, although ex- establishment of more experimental and the surrounding mining country, tions
clear-channel
Commission's
but Irwin, while admitting there was
aminers and lawyers were out in force.
super-power transmitters will be the a need for local service in the area, sutvey was challenged today (Tuesprobable outcome of the Federal concluded the applicant was 'without day) by regional broadcasters. ArMemory-Jogging Memoranda
guing that F.C.C.'s questions were
Couple of broadcasters who professed to have forgotten exact figures Communications Commission hear- adequate capital' to put over the misleading and arithmetic was bad,
on reallocation and rule deal. Mrs. Heaton's assets included
about their operations haven't had the last laugh. At the very moment ings
changes.
170 shares of stock in a gold mining regional group declared the study*
they were pleading poor memories in order to avoid disclosing 1935 profits,
Convinced the Commish will hot company, valued at $43.75.
Fre- which commish interpreted as showthe commissioners quizzing them -were looking! at their confidential finanmake any sweeping alterations in quency sought for the 100 watt sta- ing cleared frequency stations reach
cial statements which contain all the info.
the greatest audience,', was nothing
its policies or the U. S. theories of tion was 1420 *kc.
more than a program popularity
broadcast operation, industry repre'Oar. Case Proved By the Other Side*
contest.
sentatives attending the oratorical
Bill Gillespie Of KTUL, Tulsa, developed an ironic comedy idea after
Paul Spearman, group spokesman,
free-for-all predicted at the end of
the clear channel bqys. had finished speaking their pieces. He urged that
said data should .not be taken at. face
the first week's discussions that no
the regionals forget their own testimony and tell the commission 'we rest
value, as it was incomplete, and
pur case on the evidence our opponents have submitted.'
poorly planned, "By asking listeners

TOO COMPLEX

A One-Man Quorum

For once the industry assembled without much partying. Realizing the
serious portent of the confab, most station managers and visiting subordinates stuck closely io- business. Lawyers' were the center of various
Washington, Oct 13.
cliques, which ciit dp.wn mingling* One of few, formally scheduled soirees
Reduction in the number of cleared
was tossed by Hqrry Butcher and Columbia's Washington crew which
cocktailed the qut-'of-tcfwners and local industry reps. F.C.C. members channels, qualitative power increases
were conspicuously absent Commissioner Thad H. Brown, no longer a for regional and local stations/ and

PoBofF.CC.

.

.

,

.

.

ED CRAIG

1

Bill

Paley of

CBS

in

May End

Not Saying a Word,- But
his spiel anticipated, some of the thunder the re

ILL,

Week

to state favorite

Looks like this
wash up the reallocation

.

DELAYED

ings.

Baldwin a Boon to Slumber
Daily running account of the testimony,, including full text of numerous
was served '.up .for members of National Association 'of Broadcasters.
Jim Baldwin's service had a noticeable effect on attendance after
the visitors found' out. they could slumber overtime without losing track
papers,

signals and dependability
of
of
transmission, he contended.
Incompleteness of poll was shown
by fact that replies came from less
-

hear-,

Present indications are
that many down on the agenda
to talk will waive the privilege.
Technical nature of much of
the testimony, the controversial
aspect making a drastic decision either way improbable,

:

than one per cent of radio homes,
and from failure to realize that in

Determined move

CBS

to bring

is

WSM

being

many

states, clear-channel stations
are most popular because they are
only web outlets, he averred. Questioning accuracy of calculations, regional rep said report lists 95 sta-

made by

'

into the fold.

Herbert Akerberg, CBS v.p. irt
and the need to get back to
charge of station relations, was due
work has diminished interest
to discuss terms with Ed Craig, head
in the proceedings.
of the Nashville 50,000-watter, while
the two were in Washington last
startling upsets will result from the week, but Ciaig became ill during
informal conference on engineering his appearance .oefore the Federal
problems. Most broadcasters think Communications Commission on the
the Commish will duck a basic de- reallocations issue, and Akerberg decision on the super-power proposi- ferred the conference.
Should the deal with Columbia toe*
tion but will throw out a few minor
concessions to each~6f the wrangling closed it will be on a five-year basis
and give-CBS exclusive call on WSM'sgroups.
network
affiliations. Latter arrangegiven
no.
While the Commish has
hints of its reactions and industry ment would break off WSM's present
members themselves are not in ac- alliance with Mutual.
WSM is now and.. has been for
cord, this seems to be the consensus
of opinion about what' will happen seven years .a part of NBC's south-

what went on.
Radio Goes Cinema

were spent in almost
doused for hours at
a stretch while clear-channel and regional groups used slides and films to
bolster, their conflicting super-power cases.

Two

of the first four and a half days of the sessions
Government auditorium lights were
total darkness.

Walter, a Sharp Knife
Frank Faulkner of WBBM, Chicago, was the victim of a hoax in a
Chinese restaurant.- Two of his 'pals' palmed a parrot off as squab. It
was that kind of a party. Thereafter other hoaxes sent Faulkner bird

seed and advice.

tions, as clear channel and slight attention was paid day-time transmitters airing, web programs on exclusive frequencies.
Detailed study

raids from Nebraska revealed only
46.2. percent of listeners gave, exclusive stations first place, against figure bf~65,4 percent reached by- commish researchers. These disclosures
cast doubt on validity of entire sur-

vey, Spearm*

responsibilities.

as a result of the hearings:
First, the Commish. will recognize
the situation which: finds many ol
the existing theoretically-exclusive

channels broken down. Rules will
(Continued on page 44)

WormM

Ignored, Says Hazeltme

Salt

KW.

Push 50,000-Watts
$310,000
Super-Power Category

j

|

!

Sudden, drastic .changes in the
broadcast picture would not benefit
advertisers or broadcasters, Federal

Communications Commission was
warned last week during reallocation hearings. Any quick upset, one
curtail
witness
would
testified,
rather than expand the potential
coverage.
Dr.
by
This viewpoint was taken
Alan Hazeltine, president of the Institute
of Radio Engineers, who
counseled the F.C.C. to make haste
slowly. This technical expert suggested that theoretical advantages of

and removing
power tops might be outweighed by
practical handicaps from the listen-

•

stations

ing public's situation.
Any arbitrary reallocation, particularly one involving the use of
new channels, would be oE little
value until the dial-twisting part of
the population has junked its be-

whiskered receivers, he said. Public
has an important investment in 25.000,000 sets which cannot be disre-

Lake

City, Oct. 13.

Latter-Day Saints Church (Mormon), principal owners and operator,
KSL-50,000-watt CBS affili•
ate here, state that $2,000,000 has
been set aside for station-, if, and
BUY
SCRIPPS-HOWARD
when proposed upnage in wattage to
500 kw. is granted.
KSL, through Earl ,T. Glade, genTwo Dailies, Two Stations in Memphis
eral manager and Eugene Pack,
Set-Up
Capital to
Costs
chief engineer, placed formal application before FCC in Washington,
Into
Memphis, Oct. 13.
D. C. last week.
Scripps-Howard has purchased the
If maximum power is approved.
Commercial Appeal and with it the
For existing 50 kw stations, the ten- oresent transmitter would have, to
Washington, Oct. 13.
two radio stations, WMC and WNBR.
jolt
would
run
about
fold
juice
$100.be moved about 30 miles from Salt
Cost of super-power will boost the
Latter's transfer requires the okay
000 less, making the outlay $363,000. Lake. It is now located on the salt
costs
of the F.C.C. before transfer is legal- industry's annual operating
Annual cost figures offered by va- beds of Great Salt Lake ten miles
ly accomplished.
from $3,000,000 to $5,000,000, while rious authorities differed materially.! aui, of town.
Acquisition of the stock of Col. added investment probably will run but Chambers and Paley were not;
Glade is skedded to return to Salt
James Hammond by Scripps-Howard to $10,000,000, according to consensus far apart in their estimates. CBS Lalco next week, with Pack staying
made the deal possible. John H. of engineering testimony given the prez told the super-power seekers on in Washington u»l.»l decision on
Sorrells succeeds Hammond as presi- Federal Communications Commis J they must be prepared for a rise application is pronounced.
dent
of $150,000 in technical, operating
s'ion during the past week.
Scripps-Howard now has both paAmbitious cleared channel trans- and depreciation expenses while the
Concert Fl'OJll CleVe.
pers (Press-Scimiter is other) and mitters with desire to become power former
expert placed the
two of the town's four radio sta- behemoths must be prepared to sink monthly increase at $10,000. The AutO SlM)W; AlSO 2 TeiiOrS
tions—Hoy t Wooten"s WREC and at least $310,000 initially and boost average 50 kilowatter costs $66,000
Cleveland, Oct. 13.
two.
WHBQ are the other
the yearly expense another $100,000, a year for maintenance and operaja mcs Melton and Donald Novis
Commish was told. Estimates of tion, Chambers said, while a 500 kw ai e S(;t for Cleveland annual Auto
Pat McSwain and J. Johnson back William S. Paley, registering opposi- plant would eat up
$200,000, an in- show in Public Hall Nov. 21-2B.
Mcto radio after theatrical fling.
tion on behalf of Columbia, and Joe crease of 200%,
.
General Motors plans to broadcast
Swain went with WSPA, Spartantechnical
A slight bit of encouragement was its regular Sunday evening concert
Chambers, former
burg, N. C, after managing houses
advocated
provided
by
supervisor,
who
the
wattChambers'
estimates, f, om Public Hall using tlie Cleveland
for North Carolina Theatres, Inc..
however.
on
behalf
of
clear
Pointing
tage
jump
chanout
that
much
Orchestra for the occasion.
while Johnson musicking and free
nel group, were in substantial har- regular power equipment can be
lancing after Wilby-Kincey job in
used for a 500 kw outlet, he said the
mony,
Morris Hicks, noontime street reSpartanburg.
Speaking from experience, Cham- life of the behemoth would be 12 porter of WIRE. Indianapolis, takes
Ia
garded, I.R.E. boss explained, and bers warned that complete cost of years against six for tfie average 50 a new. hop with his program.
kw
plant.
kw
transmitter
In
entirely
new
500
addition,
there would" fourth year under commercial sponthe reception conditions must be an
considered on a par with transmis- would be $410,000, while installation be better resale value for the higher- sorship, he now operates in front of
take another $53,000. power equipment.
j charges would
sion.
J the Lyric theatre.
enrollees.

'

13.

Mitfisa for

KSL'S 500 KW. Fatire

Gladys Plnney, KSL (Salt Lake)
dramatic staff, teaching radio script
technique at University of Utah; 50

.

Receivers Must Not Be

Church Ready

To Spend 2

central group.

12-Year Ikpreciatron en 580

Public's Investment in

shuffling

i insisted.

•

Broadcasters Flee the Microvolts
Attendance dwindled badly over Jhe weekend as dozens scrammed the
trams
horrors, of Saturday and Sunday in prim Washington. Many snagged
6thers went home leaving their engineers
for Manhattan excitement.
behind them. It looks like the hearings will go on and on. Monday (11)
—resumed with Greenleaf Whittier Pickard of the Regionals under crossexamination and the millivolts and microvolts buzzing in ear.
Adjournment at noon rather than four p. m. Friday (9) for the weekend
plenty
gave visiting broadcasters a longer holiday than anticipated. With
for a New York
of time on their hands, large part of the gang scooted off
the local social
outing, leaving only a corporal's guard to take care of

Washington, Oct.

Commish

'stations,

merely obtained idea of popularity
of programs, rather than adequacy

Oct 13.
week should

Washington,

had originally planned to use themselves. .Ot cpurse the regionals
were broad-minded but the strategists recalled that a CBS station man
ager had been present at the regionals confidential huddle two days before on Paul D. P. Spearman's office.
gionals

of
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LAFOUNT CALLS INDIE CREDIT IMPAIRED,

FCC's Washington Docket
Washington, O^t, 13,

Urges F. C. C. Establish Two-Year License-r-Monopoly Should Be Curbed and Small Stations Protected, Former Commissioner

Crosby's Candor

De^

Washington, Oct.; 13.
wholesale changes In allocations or regulation policies
resulting from current engineering
hearings
before Federal

-

Communications
Commission
will be decreed by the full Cominlsh and not by the three-man

.

.

The, division,
.

•

.

'

v

'

.

500

A

would jump
was used,

kw

admitted

'arbitrarily

20%

WLW

raised

because

his station
the- rates

we knew

Referred to Examiners
,
Following applications were referred to Communications Commission
examiners:
Lawrence K. Miller,. Pittsfleld, Mass.,- rievf station to operate on 930 kc
with. 250 watts days; Knoxville Journal Broadcasting Co., 'Khoxville, Tenn.-,
new -station 4o be' operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts
days; WMMN, Fairmont,. W. Va., boost power from 500 watts nights, 1 kw
days, to. l kw nights, 5 kw days; WGAR, Cleveland, O., power boost from
500 :watts nights, 1 kw days, to 5 kw unlimited (to be heard before the
Broadcast Division); .WHKC, Columbus; O., power Increase from 500 watts
unlimited to 1 kw days to 5 kw days (to be heard before the Broadcast
;

our

definite idea of its circulation,

Crosley brought frowns
of some station execsclaring card rates are
.much guesswork.'
.

faces

"to-

by de'pretty

.

..

Division).

...

WEEI, Bos'tpn, Mass., night juice-jumr/ from 1 kw to 5 kw (tp be heard
before the Broadcast Division); WIAM, Anderson, S. C., change hours of
operation front daytime to .unlimited; Julius Brunton & Sons Co., San Jose,
Calif., new station to. be operated on 970 kc with 250 watts days (contingent upon
application to move from San Jose to, Sacramento);
KQW, San Jose, Calif., day increase from l;to 5 kw and. move station to
Sacramento, Califs Staunton Broadcasting Co., Inc^ Staunton, Va., new
.station to be prorated on 1500 kc with 100 watts nights, .250 watts days;
William^Avera Wynne, Wilson, N. C^ new station to be operated on 1310
kc with."100 watts days; World Publishing Co., Tulsa, Okla., new 'station
'
to be operated on 940 kc with 1 kw nights, 5 kw days.

KQWs

•

,

-

-

would go up.'
Denying rates can be determined by atiy complicated formula or that - any station has
costs

'

casting.
Commissioner Brown,
for. Instance, was one 'of the old

,

:

'•

'

'

1

!

•

-

wholly, certain that their aidvice
will be followed placidly, because at least three of the Others
a decided opinion .on many
of the questions raised at the
hearings and a. deep. Interest In
all matters pertaining to broad-

'

13.

inclear-

area of

the' service

-channel transmitters- many times
and should not inflict- economic harm
on' the industry" as' a' whole, Powell
Crosley Jr., owner of WLW,' nation's
sole. 500 kw. plant, testified at last
week's .engineering hearings.
As the' spokesman for the only
group with actual "experience in' 600
kw. operation, Crosley sought to.
avoid making any recommendations
but eventually. lunder. questioning
subscribed to the views expressed
by the cTea'r-ch'ahnel group' Which
advocated ^empVal of present wattage restrictions. Tone of his prepared statement ^indicated, however,
that The. believes both the industry
and the diattwisting jpliblicl will
benefit if holders' of exclusive frequencies are allowed' to make tenfold power mcreases.r
progRelating the history of

four colleagues are expected to
go along in general. ,
Three divlslonites cannot be

'

when

Crosley

Washington, Oct.

.

;

seven

all

how much

Super-power -broadcasting will
crease

comChairman Frail, Judge
Sykes and Governor Case, will
make recommendations based on
the record, however, and their
prising

Day power jump for. KFRO, Lorigview, Tex., received the nod. Station,
operating on 1370 kc, will increase its day :power from 100 to 25Q"w{itts.
A boost from 10¥'^
for WQDM, SK Albans,
Vt., and the station also received, permission, to change frequency from
«"1370 to 1390 kc and operate specified hours night and day.
Commish' granted ^o.;extension of authority to
World Broadcasting
Co., New York City, to transmit programs to the Northern Electric -'Co.,
Ltd., of the Dominion of Canada.
Station KFGR, Portland, Ore., received the go-ahead sign on voluntary
assignment of 'its license from Ashley C, Dixon, KFJR, Inc., to KALE, Inc.
second' voluntary assignment of license was granted WJIM, Lansing,
Mich., with the Capital City Broadcasting Company relinquishing its Claims
to Harold F. Gross.

-

'

,

by

tor

rates

'

_

'

-.:

Helps Regional Stations

'

broadcast division.
Although, industry" people- believed the trio comprising the
broadcast
section .have .sole
responsibility, Commish authorities said today that any- basic
revision of rules of' principles
ratified

'

-W^sKinition, Ocfe 13.
. R.efreshing Jbit of frankness
by ;/Pbwel Crosley partially
eradicated the air of hypocrisy
which overhung/the T.C.C: reallocation hearings last. week.
Queried by- — Commissioner
Thad Brown for explanation
of methods used in deciding
'

Alarm From Super-Power;

.

.must be
v members.

No Cause

Crosley Sees

Any

Plea of «KGGM, Albuquerque, N. Mex., for jyice-jump friim 25% wais
nights, 500 watts days, to 1 kilowatt all-times, was okayed last vifeek
^y
the Broadcast Division of the Federal Communications Commission.
Commish also took care of several other requests for boosts in.' power
and attended to numerous routine matters.

•

Hopes Blasted
Hopes of three new-station applicants were blasted last week when
Federal Communications Commission examiners advised the commish to
toss their requests in the ash can. Turndowns involved transmitters for
Jackson/ Miss., -and Duluth, Minn., and 250-watt transmitter for Los

WLW

Radio Commission members and
served oh the F.C.C. broadcast
bench tor many months. Com-

ress from 50' to 500,000 watts, Cin
magnate- insisted super'
cinnati
'./ Washington, Oct. 13*
power'is the solution to the problem
mlssioners Payne .and .Stewart
Contending social and economic AngeleS, -Calif
of covering^radio's ho man's land
likewise have -.Injected them*
Examiners, at the same time, recommended power boosts for KUJ, Walla
and of rendering more satisfactory factors' are most important, regional
Selves into broadcast quarrels on
program service to rur al areas. Ex broadcasters Urged" Federal Com- Walla, Wash., and KSO/-Des Moines, la, and okayed the appeal of/WMFF,
many occasions; and sever have
]
request for auTuesday Plattsburg, N. Y., to operate nights as well as days.
.has shown, 'he munications. Commission
perience at'
hesitated to sp^ak their minds or,
said, that the audience has. v'been (13.) tb reject technical arguments in thority to transmit programs to- foreign stations from the Ogdensbu'rg
.fight with the broadcast, divisiongreatly increased, reception mark- favor of superpower- and .improve Advance Company, Ihc:, Ogdensburg, N. Y., was turned over to the Broad• •.,'ites,cast
Divisioa
the
recommendation
with
that
it
dismissed
be
with prejudice:
of
the
condition
of
popularity
the
industry
oy
edly improved, and
Skies looked black for the Metro Broadcasting Company of Los Angeles,"
strengthening the position of re'
Cry for long-term franchises was station boosted.
which drew its third unfavorable examiner's report in three years. Outfit;
heard again last week at -Federal- Fear that 500 kw. will blanket gional stations. With a lengthy state which has been angling for a station on
820 kilocycles with 250 watts,
.Communications Commission head- other transmitters' was' derided by ment in opposition to removal of limited -time
with WHAS, Louisville,' Ky., is on. shaky* ground regarding
Crosley., Relating, that tests show power. limits on clear channels, Paul
ing on. reallocation problems,
Cincinnati listeners can pick up Spearman; counsel for. National As- legal -and financial qualifications and, aW, is deeply involved with local
Begging for* policies' 'which Will
labor
unions.
WGN, .Chicago;-' and WOR, Newark, sociation of Regional- Broadcasters,
'Stabilize the industry, Harold A. La-"
which operate, oh jadpacent. frequent insisted that greatest, public benefit .Examiner P. W. Seward suggested to commissioners an outright denial
"Fount/ former Federal Ra'dio Comof 'the application, or the alternative of a dismissal with prejudice,' after
"cies, he said,
Principal reception and economic advantages will- re
Tnissiprier, /urged the F.C.C; to suptrouble'is" duetto sloppy installations suit from permitting regionals to Use wading through masses of garbled testimony left over from the two pre/piant present six-montlr tickets with
nights and move to exclusive vious hearings and receiving new testimony equally difficult to interpret.
in listeners' homes,- such as corroded, 5
"licenses'godd for two year's and conLegality
of the application itself was questioned, since the request was
unsoldered splices, poor frequencies.
tended that such, action would 'mate- connections,;
Claiming that regional outlets are made in the name of an individual proposed to assign the application 'in
contacts, arid other' condition's "of this
rially help the' morale of .broadwhich she does not have an assignable interest' to other persons, and since"
•'
"V--'
the' industry's backbone. Spearman
character.
"V-'
;•,.'''casters.'"
[
begged the commish to remove re- she was found to be not a citizen of the United States. Nametof the\'appliDenial that longer licenses would
cant appeared- as T. Torriek and witnesses referred to Mr. Tornek through'>
strictions, on group he represents for
Nayloif Borers in
'freeze the industry and prevent efgeneral good of the industry and the out a previous hearing, but it was later revealed that Tornek. was in
; Chlcagb, Oct.. 13.
fective regulation was entered by
reality a woman,
Anna Tornek, who formerly sold advertising..for broad*
.-listening .public. Principal points pi
'yesterday
towii
Rogers
Naylor.
in"
"LaFbunt; who' led the 'crusade bespokesman for organization mobi- cast stations^
tween 1927 and 1934 for extended (Monday;) for", a long 'confab with lized by Johri SHepaifd Were:
Original application was made out in the names of- A. Tornek and R.
"
permits. He took the view that In Burridge Butjer Of YTLS, the Prairie
Lille (also a woman), operating under the name of Metro -'Broadcasting'
First) power Increase for/ clear;'*>
six months, 'no broadcaster, partic- Fanner Istatiqn*:
Following the transfer of all rights and interest in the applichannel transmitters would not. ma- Company.
'Rogers- and -Butler, are proceeding
ularly ,ari independent operating- a
cation to Mrs. Tprnek it was revealed that a third individual, Abe Corenterially increase coverage .but, juice
low-power or part-time station/can with their .plari to takeover KO'Y.
so.n, was actively interested in the application.
jolt for regionals' wOuld 'finpWve
soon
going
as
will/get;
make much headway. 'Such individ- Phoenix,- and
Corehson, who now claims to be in partnership with .Mrs. Tornek.. propo""'<.:..
such service substantially;
uals find it hard to borrow funds or as the Federal Communication Comsitioned the'. Los Angeles Labor Union,, affiliate of the. A.. F. of L., in 1935,"
Second. establisrdn6ht.\Qf super
obtain credit, he noted, and con- mission giyes"it§ approyal of '.the'
apparently in 4he hopes- of enlisting the backing of the. labor group before
(Cbntmued on-page. 6.6).
.;•
,
sequently are handicapped in im- switch in_ ownership..
trying out for a second application.
corporation, the Voice of -^Dabor.'
.'proving their plants.
Stations^ Inc.;..was formed, with Corenson- grabbing off 3,000- out of 3,050'I believe the average .broadcaster
shares issued; and iV was!' planned to have Mrs. Tornek lateirtum over any.
in the United States" is a responsible
construction, permit .or license which the F. C. C. might issue to the new
•Individual who will .do a 'better job
organization. •
.,
if giyen a license for two years than
'These acts and conduct on" the part of Mr. Cbrenson,' Examiner Seward
he will do if licensed for six months,'
pointed' o'ut-, "might well support a conclusion that he is only attempting to
•LaFount advised his successors.
use the good, name and high-; standing of organized labor to. secure (license
r
Protection for independent broadfQr^'.a^cT^:-'rb>rdad^t .station .in'- which" he owns more than -99%- -of 'the
casters whose economic future is
issued- stock and of which he will be manager;'
,:>.
<
•threatened
by encroachment of
In addition to questioning the good intentions of Corensoh,- Seward cfiojmd
chains: wasialso.- asked'Jof -Federal
thai; 'serious and'objec;tional interference*, would result fpr stations K]®V,"
exclusive transmitters "was $37,506> Glendaie, Calif.; rtELW.'-Burbank, Calif., and KEHE, Los Angeles* and> that
Communications' Commission b'yTliaWa'shfhgtonf Oct; 13.
•
"•
\Fount.y
an. application for a new station for Riverside, Calif:, now pending-befoore
Supefr.P,C»wer-. .operation;^].yf^;;';bo6st•; Talent costs averaged' $7,307.. '.;',;
An- exammatidr/ b'f the: figures the commissibn-,' would be nullified if the" Metro application' were granted^.
,.
Few Make Good Profit
the industry's v'Operatijig * expenses; shows that the average monthly
The Riverside request, filed by J. C.
E.'W. Lee, is for the same aseignPointing out that more than half
of the indies lost money last yecr far riiorp 'fhan;-c)i|(r-- c^art iiej^gf;^; gross revenue ^ofv'cifefia'r..-channel sta- ment -asked -by- A.^ Tornek^820 kc with 250 watts but proposes daytime
sand only a few are making a good anticipates, regional .stations for ecast .tions-'ih cities of'BOO.OOO and over Is' operation only.
$C1,59.0,
,.or an. average annual gjfoss
Mrs.'
represented
Tornek
was
Charlton'
by
Ogburn at the hearing before
profit, he ui-^ed the F.C.C. to im- in opposing chahge in watfage limits.
rcvonue >of $739,188, Spearman sa<d. Examiner Seward, and Ben S. Fisher and Charles V.. Way land,' Washington
pose a ban on erection of more Regionals challenged 'figures' sufaVhit
:
If the cost of operating^ a 500 k.w. attorneys, appeared in behalf of J. C.
E. W. Lee and stations KGFJ,
transmitters, defer changes in power
:
ted by advocates pt juice .jump and sttatibn,- which we have'f otihd fo be -KF-V^ and KRKD, Protests, of XEHE, Los Angeles,
were 'aired by. two-'
limitations, and permit mergers, and
Si536',<75, is subtracted fr6m this aver- •bfher-Di.C. briefsters,'. John .M.
Littlepage and- William A. Porter, while'
•relocations
of
low -power
and complained that statistics have heen
limited-time stations.
These steps doctored to baek up' clear channel age gross,. annua^/revehUeV it. shpws the F.-C. C. was represented by James D. Cunningham,. The Americannow
that
stations,
in
citiesr
have
such
Federation of Musicians, interested in the matter because *>f a promise- by."
will prove of material aid in Im- claims that added "'outlay will not
an aver'^jre annual gross profit of Corenson-that a Musicians' Union band would have a prominent place onproving service, .forestalling lopexceed $150,000 per station. Declar- orily ; $202,313 more than the annual the program of the proposed transmitter, engaged Samuel T. Ahsell as
sided
progress,
providing firmer
ing revenues, are not ample at pres- cost * of mechanical Operation.
Tf counsel.
.>
foundation for industry expansion.
Slight legal skirmish over the. application of the Magnolia Broadcasting
and increasing ability of broc ol- ent rates to meet cost, Paul Spear- from -th is average, annua] talent exman, counsel for Shepard group, penditure is subtracted, it leaves only Company, Jackson, Miss!, for a srnallie on 1420 kc, led to a recommendation,
easters to render effective public
testified Tuesday (13) that' minimum $34,575 to coyer any -return on inby Examiner Seward. that the request be dismissed with prejudice for want.
service, he predated.
expense of operating full-time 500 vestment, in plant and studios.- to of prosecution. Represented by Attorney Hall Johnston, the applicant
Although the present status of the
kw. transmitter will be $536,875. or cover all sales expense, rental of presented a motion for continuance, predicated on the withdrawal of one
radio art and industry is 'satisfac"5322,125 more than minimum outlay studios and other expenses.
It has of the parties In the three-man partnership of William D. Davis, Dixon
tory in. most respects, the Comm'sh
for efficient 50 kw. plant
His fig- been stated time' and time again (hat Pyles and W. H. Johnson. Counsel for WJBO, Baton Rouge, La., and.
should take pains to Prevent cuture more than doubles estimate sub- a 500 kw. station would entail a WJDX, Jackson, Miss., opposed the motion and, when it was found that a
throat competition and development
mitted last week by' Joe. Chambers, minimum new investment of half a similar motion had been' turned down
by the commish because it was in
of monopolies by throwing safeformer technical supervisor at WLW. million dollars. In a business such conflict with F. C. C. regulations, Seward upheld the two protesting sta-^
guards around the indies, LaFount Sharp
rate boosts will bG. imperative as broadcasting, the remainihg $34,- tions.
The Baton Rouge- -transmitter was represented by Duke Patrick
testified. Admitting the government
if
superpower comes, Spearman 575 represents less and .certainly not and Karl Smith, of Washington. Paul D. P. Spearman,
a third D. C. at-,
is not obligated to insure. profits to
claimed.
more than a reasonable return oh the tdrriey; represented WJDXj, Commish counsel was Tyler Berry.
*
any licensees, he insisted that thorForecast was based on analysis of actual new investment in the station.
ough consideration of the economic financial statements submitted by. all It is found, therefore,
Failed
to
Show
Up
that if. good
side of the business is of utmost regular clear
Duluth Broadcasting -Company^ Duluth, Minn'., seeking a srnallie on 1200
channel stations' except business practices are followed, '500
importance.
those owned by two principal webs. kw. stations are economically un- kc, likewise was recommended for a dismissal with prejudice, by Examiner'
Trend toward concentration of 1 Study revealed average gross month- sound even in
s
cities of 500,u00 .or Seward, when the applicants failed to show up at the scheduled hearing.
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VARIETY

I

CONTRACT

-YR.

,«•)•
rw Ml

;s

Afternoon Hour

L

F

Flamm Calls on F. C. C. in Person to

On NBC Rd: Alerady Uses Heavy time
"

Chicago, Oct.

RADIO

13.

Deny WMCA, New York Is For Sale

SHOW FLOPS

Already rating one of the largest
users of radio time, with a full hour Only $700 Gross for

Holding Over

National Readying to Drop
One-Y e a r
Traditional
mission
spread on Columbia coast-to-coast
Cancellation Policy—See*
plus 15 minutes on NBC and ajjost
Minneapolis, Oct. 13.
Need to Stop Trends
One of biggest financial flops of
of spat stations throughout the counThreatening
Network
try, General Mills is now readying recent memory was annual radio and
Structure
appliance shqw promoted by a localto add a full hour on a coast-toite who had been successful with the

.Washington, Oct. 13.

Dona

.

Week at

40c Ad-

r

NBC red spread to the cover- same enterprise in three previous
years. In the 9,000-seat Auditorium
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency at .40c admission with Rio Rita and
her girls' orchestra plus Gus Van and
here has started negotiations to clear
coast

DRASTIC MOVE

age.

h^s minstrels as stage attractions, the
NBC has. adopted Columbia's
minutes of red cross-country show grossed only
$700 for the week. methods of doing business with aftime, which. is figured to start early
Promoter is said to have dropped filiated stations. Move which NBC
now has under way would put its
i© December at present plans. While $5,000.
associated stations under five-year
the period itself has not yet been
contracts, in place of the one-year
determined, it will be some time
agreements now prevailing, and bar
during the afternoon, but will- not insuch affiliates from carrying the
clude any portion of the traditional
programs of any other network.
'chUdreri's hours' from 4 to 5 p. m.
NBC's new policy on station relaAfternoon is preferred, due to fact
tions, as revealed last week, has had
that .the morning is pretty well taken
the effect of a bombshell on organicare of by the Columbia 60 minutes.
zations which were contemplating
Understood that the NBC hour will
network projects similar to that of
be broken up into 15-minute porMutual, which depends for most of
tions, also, with the B-S-H firm testits
local releases oh. stations afing and preparing at least three new
filiated with NBC.
programs to be inserted into the new
For NBC the five-year idea makes
period.
a radical, departure. Ever since its
inception NBC has proceeded on the
San Francisco; Oct. 13.
policy that the cry of monopoly
Reason for Wrigley's cancellation
FIFI
could have no basis in fact as long
$2,100
of its March of Time sponsorship
as] the network took the precaution
was the. magazine's manner of han- to allow its affiliates to withdraw at
this 60

:

.

.

Of Time Prompts

A Form

Letter

DORSAY'S

SUIT

ON RADIO DEAL

dling controversial subjects in its
reasonable notice.
After two or
broadcasts, according to a letter
more years of debate NBC officials
signed by the gum manufacturer's
have come to the conclusion that not
advertising manager and published
only is this theory of precaution obin a Salinas (Cal.) newspaper.
solete but that unless the entire
Letter was written in answer to
state of relations obtaining between
protests against alleged misrepreNBC and its affiliates is drastically
of the
Salinas lettuce revised the network might soon find
cellation, of a radio contract before sentation
expiration. 'Goldstein heads Supe- strike situation on a recent March itself fighting against disintegration.
rior, which is a booking adjunct of of Time program. Salinas squawks Principally responsible for NBC's
climaxed, a series of complaints, the resolve to tighten its hold on its afB-S-H.
Miss Dorsay was booked by the de- Wrigley letter stated.
filiates has been the rapid growth of
'Time' finds the Salinas incident the Mutual
fendants on the Dr. Lyons summer
Broadcasting System and
air show, starring Willie and Eugene unsurprising. Wrigley got the brunt the series of raids made by CBS on
Howard, on a 13-week and option of the one-sided, close-minded and NBC associated stations during the
deal.
After the 11th week, she bigoted persons who resented the past year.
and
impersonal
slants
charges, she was dropped when the candor
foot Cancellable
Howards went to Chicago with brought out in the radio programs.
New agreement which NBC is
switching Especially was this true in a presi'Scandals,'
necessitating
Alternately accused asking stations to signature will
dential year.
the broadcasts to that point.
serve to cancel any affiliate obligaTotal amount sued for is $2,100. of being pro-Republican, pro-Demotion now in effect.
The uniform
I.
Robert" Broder represents Miss crat, pro-Fascist and pro-Communcontract which NBC established althe gum company has since
ist
Dorsay.
two years ago gave either
most
adopted a hands-washing policy.
party
the
right
cancel
on a year's
to
Salinas letter is similar in vein to
It is NBC's plan to replace
notice.
EDITOR'S
others the sponsor has sent out.
this arrangement with a five-year
deal
containing
no cancellation
-Haferjs-frf Norfolk Sponsored Double
clauses. The provision banning the
Over
OSO.e V>
release of any other network's proLipton at
vm; i*)yi>
grams
has
been
adopted
by NBC for
vi .->'.»
Norfolk, Va., Oct 13.
a two-fold purpose: (1) to stymie
second commercial on
Dave Lipton has joined the CBS the further growth of Mutual and
has been signed for Winder R. Harpublicity department in New York prevent the cropping up of similar
ris/, .'managing editor of the Norfolk
for exploitation work under Jap network developments, and (2) to
^Virginian-Pilot. New show is *WomGude.
exercise control over an affiliate's
«*? ifeithe News' and Pender Grocery
Lipton for- years has been pub- penchant for joining regional pro•Co. is sposorihg.
licity and advertising man in the jects.
bnitftfrris continues his 'This Week's
picture and theatre field. Has been
WSw-i? f or the National Bank of Comwith Balaban & Katz and Sally Rand.

Dorsay is suing Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Superior Radio Artists
and Bob Goldstein in City Court,
New York, for two weeks' salary and
other money allegedly due in caniFifl

.

,

.

:

'

.

,

2ND

^MANAGING

WTAR

Dave

!

CBS

.

WTAR

A

.

on Sunday nights. John WilSDii^ew, ad mgr., closed latest Har-

ifterde

ms' Seal.
"
Pap"er
;i

owns

president

of

call upon th£ Federal Communications Commission last week for the

here

when he moves

A

to

WJSV
Wash-

in prospect.
Patricks running as a radio
wit and debunker, astonished
seasoned politicians when he
ran without a platform, without
professing to know anything
about complex economic problems and without promising
anybody anything,
ington.

deal

is

.

WMCA

'

WMCA

WARM-UP WEEK

AHEAD OF
B'BCAST

WMCA
.

PREVIEW FILM THAT

TELLS ABOUT. RADIO

.

:

network's Hollywood studios.
the
Auto company paid the production
Radio program debuts Satur-

KR0W

cost.

(17)

over a nation-wide
.

'

Lloyd

Quits Regional

NBC-

NBC

Yoder,

Oakland,. Cal., Oct. 13.

In

Norman

New York

KROW

Siegal, Cleveland Press.

'

•

.

„fte 'Blackett-Sample-Hummert

moves over

cy,

agen-

to the radio division

of the Republican National Committee here for the remainder of the

presidential campaign.

Though Hotz

has resigned from the B-S-H firm as
1, he joins the GOP forces at
the"request of Hill Blackett.
Hotz will -work with Ted Church
ftnd. will supervise the placing of special tajent and program ideas on the
GOP ether shows.
of Nov.

WINS'

.

'.

•

.

.

Hal Metzger Promoted
'

Cleveland, Oct.

13.

Hal Metzger has been designated
Program director of WTAM, CleveHe follows Tom Lewis in that
Metzger for seven years han39R
$$4. the publicity desk for the staland.
t

.

tion.

Rupert Daily, Toledo newspaperman, takes over p.a.^hore.

<

duced by John Swallow, manager of

-

Chicago, Oct. 13.
jRobert Hotz, program director of

-.

'

•

•

.

'-will
sever- its relations
press chief in San Francisco, will
take the film north to Portland and with the Northern California BroadSeattle.
Purpose of the picture is casting System on Dec. 1 and has
Glenn. Snyder, WLS, Chicago.
to interest Oldsmobile dealers in the so notified the latter organization.
the Coast to give spot stations in a
Split in the pact, which ..'was.,
Conklin Mann, WLS, Chicago.
program. Copies- are being distribdozen key places the o.o. Jaunt is
Townscnd Guernsey, WLBZ, Ban- uted throughout the country.
reached April 15 of this year, due
made primarily in the interests of gor.
to- negative coirimerc!al results of the
a
running
Roi Tan cigars, now
-regional
Four football
K. W. Pyle, KFBI. Abilene.
hook-up.
schedule.
Harry Trenner, WNBF, Bingham
games;' bankrolled by Associated Oil
Deutsch is also contemplating get- ton.
Anti-Red Series
Co., and four spot announcements
ting a slant on stations for several
Behrman, WBOW, Terre
was total amount of biz from incepBill
other spot jobs in prospect.
Haute.
WINS, Hearst outlet in New York, tion to Oct. 1. "
Don Searles, WIBW, Topeka.
NCBS will Have two stations left,
has assembled a roster of guest
M. M. (Pete) Elliott, CFCF, Mont- speakers who will spout on Com- KJBS, San Francisco, and KQW, San
V-Y Terpers Set in N. Y.
'
real (Canadian Marconi).
munism and their reasons for op- Jose.
Chicago, Oct. 13.
KFWB,
HollyMittendorf,
Chet
posing
it.
Stanzas,
half
of
hour
Veloz and Yolanda go into the
wood.
length, come Monday mornings at
Waldorf-Astoria, New York, Oct 27
Bill Ray, KFWB, Hollywood.
11:30.
Understood rating
fpr the winter.
Alex Griffins Series
In Chicago
First spieler was Mrs. Victoria
$3,500 weekly for themselves and
Arthur Church, KMBC, Kansas Booth Demarest, granddaughter of
orchestra.
City.
the
founders
of
the
Salvation
Army.
Philadelphia. Oct. 13.
Dance team now on a couple of.
Don Davis, WHB, Kansas City.
Dramatic series, "True Detective
-hotel dates in the midwest MuelCliff Samuelson, Gen. Mills, MinStories./ being readied for airing.
bach in Kansas City and the Gibson
TONES
HARE'S 15TH
neapolis.
Taken .from series of newspaper
Set through
hotel in Cincinnati.
Billy Jones and Ernie Hare cele- yarns by G.
R. Alexander. Author
Music Corp. of America.
brate their 15th birthday in radio on and Peter Stirling,. Philadelphia RecGuernsey's Aeroplane Ten
ord drama crick, doing adaptation,
Townsend Guernsey, general man- Oct. 18.
Bud Cherrlngton, director of conFirst airing was over WJZ, for two with Crowlcy-LaBrun agency
spend
seek*
tinuity for WIBM, Jackson, Mich., ager of WLBZ, Bangor (Me.),
hours in 1921.
prlc
Alexander ij* really
ing sponsors.
has resigned to do freelancing. Jes- ing a few days in Manhattan
Alex Griffin, associate .managing edV
sie Church, English and dramatic in- lng airplanes.
Station WNEW, New York, Is shop- itor of' Record'.
Stirling' it Tom
Says he needs one for biz as well
structor from Jackson high school,
ping for a program director.
Stern, son of publisher.
as pleasure.
takes over.

Lawrence Gumbirmer agency,
embarking on his annual swing to
the

Bob Hotz' Temporary Job

Flamm,

d

primary purpose of spiking a series
of rumors that he was on .the verge
of selling the station. Flamm told
the commission that he had in the
past months held conversations with
persons who represented themselves
as go-betweens for downtown money
interested in
but that In no
instance has a buy approach been
followed by actual talking of terms
with the principal.
Flarnm's call upon the commission
is without precedent in the history of
radio business. He also made it plain
was not
to the commish' that
for sale. He also apprised members
of the commission of a rumor circulating in the New York sector of the
broadcast trade that he had received
an ultimatum from the FCC that if
he did not sell the station he wduld
be deprived of his operating license.
During his informal chat with the
commish Flamm disclosed that he
was -oh the verge of closing for hew
studio quarters, principally because
has outgrown its present
'Preview' idea, among a flock of space. If there were a purchase deal
other tricks, has been uncorked by in the of fling, he would not, added
N. W. Ayer in connection with the Flamm, be busying himself in that
National Dairy show which! hits NBC direction.
Sponsor
Among thpse who contacted Flanim
next -Saturday eve (17).
and agency last Saturday (Id) put on a buy proposition recently was a
on the. opening stanza in NBC's big- broker who said he represented John
gest studio before an audience, but Shepard, 3d, prez of the Yankee Netwithout broadcasting. Idea is that work. .
this procedure allows for a week to
Nocorrect- flaw„s in the program.
tion is not new, but 'previews' genTransradio Organizes
erally are not staged as far as a
week in advance.
Election Night Set-Up
Another trick incorporated into
this stanza will be a series'of musical
games worked up by Leonard HolUsing 1,200 Reporters
incorton, game author. Twist was
porated on the theory that Saturday
Transradio News Service has arnight parties are meat for games,
and that this is one way to keep 'em ranged to have in operation the
No night of Nov. 3 the first reported
from shutting off the radio.
prizes to be awarded for the ether- set-up devoted on a nationwide scale
ized stuff, however. Milk laws don't to collecting and disseminating election returns by and for radio. Transallow premiums in several states.
radio figures on using the services
of 1,200 men and women' on a job
which will entail not only giving the
station client a continuous flow of
figures but a half-hourly commentator resume on the national results
and an hourly word summary of the
local state situation. This service
San Francisco, Oct, 13..
will start at 6 -p. riv election night
Film preview of the new. Oldsmo- and wind up at- 8 a; m. the next day*
bile NBC show, 'Irvin Cobb's PaduNBC and Columbia will again decah Plantation,' will be screened at pend for their returns on the Pressa local, exchange for San Francisco Radio Bureau, using staff and name
and Oakland radio editors Thursday political commentators for- talks beTwo-reeler, made in tween statistics. There will also be
night (J5).
color, introduces. Cobb and. his en- the usual
stunt and street-color
lire supporting cast and wasv pro- pickups.
broadcast' regularly for

Red web.
Next week

Herschel Deutsch, radio chief of

.

1

WMCA. New York, made an informal

Washington, Oct 13.
Luther Patrick, congressmandesignate from Alabama, may

day

Herschel Deutsch's Tour

station.
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Cecil B. De MIHe
'Curtain Rises'
60 Mins.

Magic Key's

Monday,

IPANA, SAL HEPATICA

task

.

.

;

.
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.

,

.

,

,
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•

.
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ROOM

.

the program.
WOR, New York
(Newell-Emmett)
Etna Sack, soprano, from Berlin,
Carpet 'and.- rug manufacturer is
and Eduardo's tango ensemble from
Post
Hhe Argentine offered samples of in- trying to set up some Emily
bedroom;
"fernational show biz. Other pick standards for parlor and
hammering home the notips offered mostly, samples of inter' the while
•

9 p.m.

LYSOL
M-W-F;

Schenectady

(Ruthrauff & Ryan)
A group of Holly wooders, with
Master Jackie Cooper as emcee,
work on this waxer, turntabled at
an hour when listeners- are supposed tq be in-a rnood to hear' about
Proper operation of furheating.
naces is stressed as strongly as is
brand of coal tp stoke them.
.

single performance she's had on the
Program creates an atmosphere
ether, and she conducted herself
with decorum in a role neither pert of informality, thanks to its youthnor comic, Benjamin Kaye's 'Cur- ful pilot and to emphasis on perSome of the
tain Rises' is straight drama with a sonalities of guests.
couple of pathetic notes divided be- latter dO not trot out a great deal
tween Miss Rogers and Warren of sock material, but they sell
William.
They shaped the some- themselves as likable humans; On
what mediocre opus up glibly be- names and entertainment this ranks
hind precise direction and timing. well up for a transcription.
First record aired talk and singMost of the play depends upon
voice riuances for effect, and. to that ing, by Fred Stone and daughter
extent it fits the ether very well. A (the veteran did a comedy number
be-spectacled wall-flower
(Ginger from 'The Wizard of Oz'—menDave Montgomery which
ROgers) becomes impatient of her tioned
backwardness and attempts to hire a probably awakened fond meniorjes
matinee, idol (Alan Mowbray) to among the old-timers. (Second had
give her dramatic lessons, mainly chat on directing by Lew Ayers,
so he'll kiss her. Instead he sends and the third of a characteristic
his understudy (Warren William) dialect bif by Leo Carrillo (prewho does such a good job of teach- ceded by a- slightly lengthy exThat juveing that the erstwhile dud of a charm- change with Cooper).
er actually emerges as a finished nile plays up to and~~"interviews
actress and is given a starring stage adult stars in winning style, h'is
role. She tosses it aside, however, to jemceeing being a combination of
chase after .the understudy with boyish earnestness and professional
whom she's fallen in love. Good maturity. Emphasized is the' fact
half of this to-do portrays the- un- that Cooper is radio's youngest
Victor Young's urtit
derstudy's dramatic, teaching, and conferencier.
Bates
Dorothy
smoothly,
requires strict inflection to
get plays
Rogers-William combO doing a pop with it on each platter.
across.
names will be
marquee
A string of
tackled the job with gusto.
Support by Alan Mowbray and heard on rubbers to follow*
Verree Teasdale matched up neatly.
Spiels about the D., L. & W.'s
Balance between starrers and sup- coal and local dealers' John Barport went a long way toward proper clay-trained heating service are frepolish.
quent. Station miker comes in for
DeMille's guest crew this time de- a sign-off on a cash-and-scholarshlp
livered some of the best punches prize contest, entry blanks- and deheard within the past couple of tails obtainable from Blue .Coal
weeks.
Lela .Rogers, .mother of man listed in classified section of
Joco.
Ginger Rogers and .director of RKO's telephone book.
'

'
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national announcing.
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During

,
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.

11:45

A.M.

WABC, New York

&

(Lennen

who

Doctor

Mitchell)

'.

rose to worldwide
in connection with nig handling of the Dionne Quintuplets may
be regarded as a sure-fire .Ejaoking
for Lysol. He has previously commercialized for Pet Milk.
In the
present job for the Lehn
Fink
disinfectant, the doctor sits down

fame

Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
and spiels on

in Callendar, Ontario,

babies in general and the quints inparticular.
He does not mention
Lysol, but the commercial announcement immeditely before and directly
following his talk make the association of ideas. -about as hai-d 'lo' miss
as traffic in Times- Square.
Time may be considered okay and
all -hi all there is every reason to
surmise that the program Is an .excellent buy for the agency-sjjbnsor
collaboration. Nobody save perhaps
an occasional crank or ethical perfectionist will quarrel with the- spectacle of a doctor peddling a- germ•
scorcher.
advertisers,
however,
Cigarette
may" not-fancy the doctor warning
expectant
and. nursing
mothers
nicotine
poisoning.
against,
(On the
other hand that's just one point
brought up one day and may not be
a major problem Of tobacco management). The spreading of ideas that
become legends is well known for
its ability to produce a sales re•

.

;

sistance barrier.

Lysol itself seems superficially an
Odd hook-up with Dafoe,. but this
angle is not what many will per-?
haps think—Lysol Is plugged as a
solution in which to wash nursery
v
.
linen and a bacteria foe.
Not a great deal of production is
needed or represented on the program. However, Lennen & Mitchell
has put it together nicely. A pattern of lilting music is woven in and
out of the show by Lindsay McPhail
Little Theatre, got, the floor at the
and strengthens the program by the
half and proceeded to make a public
fitness and pleasant tinkling quality
announcement for, S. J. Briskin. THE GUMPS'
of what McPhail dishes out.
Said that RKO, in the interests of With WHnier Walter, Agnes MooreFrazier- Hunt for comment Ruth
helping the legit stage, will lend its
head, Jackie Kelk
Carhart for a snatch of song fill out
tyrOs out free of charge to little Comic Serial
the quarter hour. Dafoe talks about
theatres. .RKO got a sweet piece of 15 Mins,
eight minutes in a kindly confidence"
publicity out of this maneuver, PEBECO
inspiring voice. Program—not Dawhile the announcement itself fitted Mon. through JEri., 12 noon EST
foe makes a point of complimentin as well with Mrs. Rogers* job as WABC, New York
ing the two Canadian politicians,
anything else she might have said.
who, With the medico, have the
(Lennen & Mitchell)
A Lux commercial, > of course, was Between changes in cast, direction, guardianship of the kids. -Dafoe on
bedded into the speech.
broadcast tossed a
serial the Friday (9)
Doris Kenyon drew the postlude. sponsorship and authors, this
bouquet at the 'clean sturdy stock'
Screen star is now making a con- has managed to weather five years of the Dionne parents—Ma and Pa
from
cert tour, and thus sang 'Thine on 'the ether' since emerging
equation in
missing
usually
the
are
Alone' (Victor Herbert). Voice and the comic pages of the Chicago Trib. all the numerous advertising deals
pretty good
rendition were a complete credit to Presently .it represents a
Land.
Pebeco that involve the Quints:
her.
Miss Kenyon's talking was writing and acting job.
marked with poise and a becoming toothpaste foots the bills.
dignity, except for an escaping gigHalf a decade has somewhat di- LOUISE MASSEY
Milt Mahie,
gle when she spied a line in the vorced the stanza from its parent With the Westerners,
Larry .Wellington, Cameron
script to the effect that she was tak- newspaper strip'. Characters of Andy,
"
Andrews, John Milton
ing a load of Lux along with her Min, Chester, etc., are vaguely like
30
Minsl
acin
but
forebears,
on her tour. But then Lux pays for thier wacky
:

•

•

,

:

'

—

tion that the floor is also part of the
house. Interesting on the whole,
its first year of broadcast- even if currently in need of minor
the RCA Magic Key program has" revisions. '
used 38 opera and concert personal!'
Stanza caught (1) attempted to get
ties, 'seven symphony orchestras, 13 away from routine spieling at the
choirs, five journalists, five scientists, start via dialog, which is an old but
three sports personalities, 17 dra- satisfactory trick. In this .case, howmatic play excerpts, 38 legit stage ever, Miss Miller's unnamed femm'e
players, 27 film players, 25 dance sparring partner waxed a little too
Land.
orchestras.
enthusiastic on the strength of her
script, which likewise was too hypo.
Info garnered from the exchange of
PATRICIA ANN: MANNERS
phoney verbiage should nonetheless the thing, so it should be allowed cordance
procedure
radio
with
Script Serial
outstrip the sentence structure and ita fun, so long as it's funny to they're currently involved in com15 Mins.
delivery.
everybody.
Edga.
plicated serial plots and situations.
ASSOCIATED LAUNDRIES
Miss Miller next gives, a room
Latter are screwy in the extreme
M-W-F; 9:15 a.m.
recipe .derived from a Hollywood pic FREDERICK
but within their lunacy, well conUONAGHEY
WBBM, Chicago
set. - Tie-in is good, and the recipe
ceived on the whole. Sample: Andy
'Tiie Reporter of Plays'
(Spector
Goodman)
and photo 'will be sent on request.
finds a box of gold in his back yard
''
Talk
Patricia Manners, who writes and
Conclusion has a contest offer, in
which a phoney newspaper man
plays the lead in this program, has which Bigelow Sanford will send 15 Mins.
steals from him when he explodes
something, in 'My Diary.' The title is some cutout models of rooms and Fridays; 9:15 pan.
a batch of tear gas that Andy thinks
.excellent showmanship on its own, furniture. The contestant is to paste WIND, Chicago
Talking about current plays and is flashlight' powder for a photo.
and is even more so; because of its these together along his own conSample cited—which is thoroughtopical virtue due to the. inspiration ceptions Of interior .decorating. It's their actors Donaghey reveals an
easy
style,
for
theme
enthusiasm
his
proceedof recent Hollywood court
ly typical of what goes on contina good idea, but this reviewer failed
ings. Idea itself is susceptible of to hear where the cutouts can be ob- and a trick of covering a show de- ually—can hardly be called femVhe
scriptively
in
wordage,
so
that
terse
It might get femme
endless elaboration with a continued tained. Serious boner to bury this
appeal stuff.
he takes in a wide variety- of items, listeners, but predominantly it's.iamsock, for audience attention, espe- intrinsic info so deeply..
giving to listeners a review in cap- ily fare. As used how, however, the
cially the romance-eager gals Of the
Tripartite splitting of the 15-minfculci of each play.
.after-breakfast club.
show goes to the ladies at a ladies'
ute .stretch makes for escape from
With his rep and unquestioned hour. No reason why this should
Program has a freshness of view^ the hackneyed and would withal be
point with an' occasional sly bit of nicely set up if those few finishing knowledge of his field, Donaghey be. Seems logical that a time „ spot
clowning that makes it a genuine touches were added. Show, origi- looks a cinch for class appeal. His later in the day would have more
voice
is fine over the loudspeaker,
standout its romance-appeal is a nally on
advantages.
alone, now is also with
clean and crisp enunciation.
cinch and the shift from, the diary going to
as a Mutual account.
Wilmer W-lt.er. with a highStudio info <is that he speaks withsoliloquy to 'the straight dialog of
Edga.
out script or notes at.d the result is pitched voice that cracks, every .so
the action itself is accomplished with
a breezy period. WIND is one of the often, gives a passable representaall the ease of a motion picture fadeto the ear of a character built
tion
22 stations on the Affiliated midin -arid fade-out Clever stuff from H. C. POWELL
Ditto
west, chain which carries Donaghey's primarily on" a visual base.
'KENTUCKY CLOCKER'
every angle*. ;
weekly look-see at the current Agnes Moorehead as Min, and Jackie
Show starts right off with a bang 15 Mins.'
Kelk as Chester. Himan Brown is
drnma.
and heart-to-heart gaff, the romance SHEVLIN'S, FALLS CITY BEER
Title 'The Reporter of Plays' has director.
m.
getting off on the right foot from Tiies.-to-Sat.; 6:30 p.
~ •
been used for years by Donaghey in
Pebeco commercials are about
the bell. Miss Maimers herself plays WSAL Cincinnati
what would be expected. Lennen &
Titled dopester Is H. C. Powe^l,- lectures on drama at universities.
the leading role smartly. Has gauged
'
Gold.
Mitchell, which dishes them up. apa neat set of pipes that are suited who follows the ponies at different
pears to be- getting a triple action'
exactly for the role. Timing and de- tracks the year around. Here for the
complex of late. They've got 'triple
livering smooth.
fall meeting at River Down's, oval ; ROB
action' Tydol (gasoline), on the. air,
Commercials are straight-forward adjoining Coney Island, he's doing 'Hollywood Portraits'"
.
and now it's 'triple action', Pebeco.
enough, and <~ a good, solid job of mike chores that have been 'his side- 15 Mins.
Steady listeners could hardly,', fail
.selling the laundry service of Cook line in .track towns for past couple Sustaining
Thnrs., 7:45 \t.m.
county against the do-your-washing- of years.
to note this repetition of claims for
at-home campaign of the soap and
totally dissimilar products/ even if
This stanza, co-sponsored by the •KFWB, Hollywood
^
washing-machine companies. Show burg's leading sea food and chop
Wagner's been kicking around in steady listeners aren't usuallv' "acEdga.
the
.looks a sure winner^
Gold.
biz
since
1912 and as the saying quainted' with agencies.
house and the Falls City Brewing
Co., whose beer the eatery dispenses, goes, you can't play around with
is aired nightly except Sundays and- paint without getting a little on you.
ALVIN BUSH ENOS
His style and delivery are not un- 'FACT-FINDER'
Mondays at 6:30, originating in
Safety Talks
mindful of _Alex Woollcott and make With. Benny Kyt'e's Ork, Rhythnieers
Shevlin's.
5 Mins.
His series will -con- Talk- and Music
Spieler, introduced, by staff an- easy listening.
TIDEWATER AUTO ASS'N.
cern full-length portraits of names in 15 Mins.
nouncer,
opens
with
results
and
'
Monday, 7:40 p.m.
the picture business and there are HI-SPEED GAS
prices of day's card at the local gee"17TAR, Norfolk
few he doesn't know intimately. He Mon-Fri.
gee.
course.
Has
that's
una
twang
Safety theme with new setting in
indicated in his radio bow that he'll WXYZ,. Detroit
program just started by Tidewater deniably feedbox. His rattling is go behind the private lives of his
This 15-minute show, which began
Automobile Association over WTAR. steady, yet quite okay for the folks subjects.
several months ago over
and
Alvin Bush Enos got idea to inter- who take their horse races seriously.
Signed in -as 'your Hollywood its state web, has grown into such
Works in a complete line of neighbor.' Wagner
view Norfolk's leading citizens on
explained his air favor that it's now fed to WSPD, Tosafety after his road talks got a bit thoroughbred lingo and, after nar- turn by saying he's a bit weary of ledo.
threadbare following the drop-off in rating the results, goes to town the drivel being written about the
Highlight is the 'fact-finder,' -who
answering queries pertaining to rac- colony. He also spoke of .'terrible recounts great industries, inventions
tourist trade at summer's end.
Interview of Col. Borland, who's ing facts and. oddities. Questions are tripe' and made it clear, that' he and unsung heroes of biz. Stuff is
chief of- Police and carries more fired by announcer, who invited lis- doesn't 'mess, around with scandal.'
cleverly written, and goes over well.
-Water locally than.'Jack and Jill com- teners to ask whatever they want
is out only the line charge Then there's Benny
Kyte and his
bined, the prog, gave dire warning about bangtails and their perform- for the remote, from Wagner's Script music, plus the Singing Rhy thmers,
,to the speedsters, reckless drivers ances.
office in Bevhills.
Scripter takes a who round out. a nice program; On
Headliner also clever in touting heavy helping 'of blurbs for his mag show caught (8) Oriel Howick, local
-and the drunks. Chief Borland gave
vivid replies to quizzes' as to how to auditors .to dine and drink at his in the exchange. Wagner signs off sax'ar'tist, came through- with a nifty
assure safety for young and old. sponsor's emporium.
with, the subscription rate of his solo;
Judging by initial broadcast should
Speedy and entertaining from tome, more or less facetiously, but
Advertising -is oke, and works in a
captute lots of local listeners.
barrier to the finish line.
it's there.
Koll.
Helm.
plug for safety.
Pete.
.

1

.

ALLAN DAFOE

With. Frailer Hunt, Ruth Carhart,
Lindsay McPhall Orchestra

•

'

.

WGY,

Von Lux got off a creditable concoction
Van on this occasion (12). For Ginger
Rogers it Was probably the longest

assigned RCA
Wednesday, 9 p.m. EST
^Communications was exceptionally WEAF, New York
pretentious. Some day this sort of
(Young & Rubicam)
but
commonplace
thing may -be
Same show, same cast (with exright now, and. probably for some ception 4f Jack Smart -exit), and
time to come, -split-second switch- same socko results as last year.
Which means that the amateurs, too;
overs between Radio City and are back again to fill up the last
points all over the globe rate re- half of the stanza. But Allen's amateurs are in a class by themselves,
spectful awe.
John B. Kennedy called the stunt and serve a useful purpose. By oc•rapid transit world Wide wander- cupying the- tail end of the doings,
ings.' Some six European capitals, they cut the chances of Allen's burn"plus Honolulu, Montreal; Buenos ing up his material too rapidly by
'Aires, Niishville, Java and Fiji- exactly one half. And there's no sobJack Knight aboard an aeroplane' sister harping on helping, these poor
high over Chicago—were brought in upstarts find a foothold on the stage.
with instantaneous timing, Indeed As much of the amateur stuff is adby Allen as tyro
..the only pause on the program was libbed comedy
not from distance but from Radio show-off.
Forepart of the show debuted (7),
City itself when a' 10-se'cohd silence
followed the half-hour station break. in smooth order. Nicely timed arid
finished imReception over the NBC blue net- rehearsed, "it gave a
Again' the tri-partite diviwork was. excellent in all instances pression.
prevails-*save Rome and the Fiji station. Fad- sion of this half hour
of
burlesques,
crossfire,
Allen-Hoffa
ing tendencies were present in both
Basle, newsreels, and burlesque drama.
London,
pick-ups.
these
by Allen
are
cued
Commercials
in
Vienna, Batavia, Buenos Aires, BerZell.
Von
and
by
read
•liri,
Honolulu, Montreal and the
section was. off .to fair results,
aeroplane were bell-like. Paris was
was
a' shade less on the nose, but very barring two slight mishaps. One
Which is a clipped, timing. Other was a hefty
satisfactory in. toto.
score of about 95% in working some blurb' for Pan Arrierican Airlines
11 casual miracles during the course and Roosevelt Hotel used in connection with a girl singer hailing from.
of an hour's program.
Latter smattered too much
John McCormack (who broadcast Mexico.
Edga.
of commercial connivance.
-for RCA as early as January, 1925)
to
top
personality
chosen
the
was
was
RECIPES'
the' anniversary broadcast. He
'HOLLYWOOD.
Ted
-picked up from Nashville with
With Gladys "illler
Snyder at the piano. Eddy Duchin's Talk
orchestra, John B. Kennedy, Ben 15 Mins.
Grauer and Milton Cross plus the BIGELOW SANFORDv
regular NBC^symphony filled out Tues, Thus., 9:45 ajn. EST
the

DR.

15 Mins.

Tues.-Thnrs., 0:45-7 pan,

EST.
WABC, New York
(J. Walter Thompson)
Between entree and side dishes,

'

birthday

*"»

First Birthday LUX SOAP

Suva, Fiji Islands, and Batavia, FRED ALLEN
With Portland Hoffa, Harold
Java, were added on Sunday (11) to
Zell, Town Hall quartet, Peter
the international circuit of RCA
Steeden's orchestra
"\
Magic Key showmanship. Because Variety
the program was observing its first 60 Mins.

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

WARREN JACKIE COOPER

With Victor Young, Guests
With Alan Mowbray, Verree Teas- Discs
dale, Lela Rogers, Doris Kenyon, BLUE COAL

on Radio's Biggest 'Route;

Fiji Java,

RCA

GINGER ROGERS,
WILLIAM

.
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LOG CABIN SYRUP
Tues., 8 p.m.

WJZ, New, York

.

WAGNER

.

.
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.
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WXZY

.

'

KFWB

'

'

-

'

.

Bowles)

'

:

Formula appears to be a .twist
on the Show Boat idea—music^singin*,'a plot that never takes too much
effort to follow, warm-hearted folksy

lusion.

sort of characters, a small needling
•
pf sentimentality.
Would, seem' okay for the older
and ' those addicted to
listeners
Larmd.
.
music.
mountain

'WHAT'S IN A NAME'
•'••

Disc
15 Mins.

.

GUNTHER BREWERY
Mondays-Friday?, 7:45 p.m.

WFBR,

4

•

&

(Benton

Dude Ranch' is the
of this session which seems
oddly out of place on a major network at the cream hour of eight p.m.
While an okay sample of what it
sets out to be, the strangeness is represented by the hillbilly formula. Its
a throw-back for big time radio.
Yet, rather nicely, put, together,
albeit some of the commercial .-stuff
woven into the script as a part of
the characters' dialog bruisesi.the \\-.
'Log Cabin

name

Baltimore;.
.

.

EST

WRC, Wash.

A. Goldman)

(I.

This sponsor,- -who has b.r.'d many
programs on Wash, and Balto broad-:
casters in -past- several year."; always
schemes to get a showmanly angle
oh periods to get .public buying the
.

brew, receiving a gift in return for
number of bottle tops. This program
has another neat angle.
- Each
disc analyzes .namt of a
notable (chiefly deceased ) figure in
U. S. history known to masses.
Names are traced to derivations from
original tongues and in that manner
-

the characteristics the famed folk
are said to have shown in life are
rather sketchlly, but fairly satisfactorily, brought into bright relief.
Program -caught -treated of U. S.
Grant, and several interesting- insights into occurrencea purported to
have happened to him in his youth,
'

with each event hinged on his name.
Grant proved excellent subiect since
he was christened Hiram U. Grant
and was only at his entry to West
Point that an error altered his tag
for rest of his life. Sketch was nicely
acted, written and produced.
Brewery gets in its licks nicely,
offering listeners individual-analysis,
of full names if sending in three
.

•

ctfps.

Program

is

handled in studio of

WRC, Washington, and p'mcd over
to Balto outlet.

ever, inserts

own

Each

station,

how-

plug copy. Bert.

RADIO REPO RT
BAttXHOBE

ETHEL'

Revived Pi*y«

With

Phillips Lord,
Oroh., Fred Utel

30 Mlns.

BAYER'S ASPIRIN
Wednesday, *a» pjn. EST
WJZ- N*w York

,'

Opening shot was

Sunday, 5 pan.

(JFordhdm-So. Methodist)

Ted Husing apparently had an off
day Saturday (9). Failed io mention

(Young

Rubicam)

dV

the score in his broadcast of

in the. cycle of novelty

Fordham-SMU game from

(

.'

—

.

1

1

,

s

.

"

.

'

—

i

Edga..

—

PERSONAL COLUMN OF THE AIR

4

Transcriptions

'i5 Mine.

PROCTER & GAMBLE

'

r '

(Chipso)

M0n.-Fi-i H 9 a-m.

WGY,

Schencctary
(Blackman)
.Program, heralded as new and
different, is another example of radio

•'
'

,-

•

'

borrowing from the press. It- is the
long-popular newspaper feature, the
personal column, adapted for broad-

.

casting. Acknowledgment of idea's
origin made by a deep-voiced' exposithe first of three statements.
tor
Is described as a 'unique humanitarian service', rendered by radio to
persons, trying' to get; in touch with
.fiends, relatives, and acquaintances
'out of the past', and present where-

m

'

abouts unknown.
From' messages running one-half to
one-minute in "length and without
or addresses given- (nicknames sometimes used), contact is to
be made with listeners. Latter are to
write not wire or phone-MJhe station, giving reasons why they think
a message (listing date heard) is intended for them. Sponsor may decide

•names

—

to forward reply, without, revealing
signer's name. -Reports of results are

promised during series.
Octavus Roy Cohen,- who conceived
the program, and Inez Lopez (Mrs.

•

Goheri in private life), who arranges
and edits the messages, have done a
good job. with the aid of a group of
capable actors. There are five or six
'personals' on each platter, with a
a
»kii
ide- variety of human-interest comi<>
inanimation's succinctly and expertly
*therized. New York was the city
t'.'vfi-ctm which many of the messages,
•^"bn^ shots heard, originated, with
•''^'Birmingham and Gadsden, Ala., (in
'

'

w

'

"'

!

Kansas City,
territory),
Trenton
Seattle, etc., mentioned.
Players have been well- selected as to
'C6hen's

'

(

although it is apparent some
of^them do more than one stint.
'Explanations of what the program
aims to accomplish and how listeners may use it are so detailed that
lour of the 15 minutes are consumed.
Organ music soaces the stanzas.
Procter #c. Gamble's advertising is
restrained for a daytime householdproduct shot, one minute at the signon and another- at the sigh-off being
v,r.-,used to tell how Chipso washes dirt
.'••voices,

Out

i

by

suction.

Jaco.

JUNIOR BROADCASTERS CLUB
'With Ray McConnell,
Georgle
""Music, drama
15 Mins.

Jean and

'•>

MALT-O-MEAL

'

\
•

'

Tues-Thurs-Sat.
WJR, Detroit

Maybe Ray McConnell has at last
found his right spot on the air. Successively, he's been a trumpeteer, arranger, composer and now 'Uncle
Russ' on this late afternoon kid program.
He handles his end quite well as
narrator and counselor of teen-age
boys and girls. He even gets off an
occasional song, and spills the' comrnercial stuff, which is unusually restrained for such shows.
Dramatic angle revolves around
Jean and Georgie (two clever per-

—

self is in glory).

Unusual angle has the announcer
state in advance the precise number
of minutes or seconds allotted to the

•

and

,

is

his

'

'

.

somewhat from the customary procedure in that various sections- of the
ork were spotlighted, the strings in
Hellmesberger's 'Ball Scene,' 1he
woodwinds, in Liadow's 'Music Box/
the brass ahd percussion in Tchaikovsky's- '1812 Overture.'
In addition, a string quartet consisting of the ofk's four first chairmen, Naoum Blinder .and Eugene
Heyes,' violinists, Nathan Firestonej
violtst,
cellist,

and Willem Van den Berg,
were presented in a selection
,

from Glazounov's- 'Novelettes.'

Pias-

played the brilliant' SaintSaens 'Rondo Capriccioso' for violin
and ork, with Van den Berg directing.
Program also included Berlioz'
'Roman CarnivU' overture an^ the
scherzo from Tschaikovsk? s Fcurth

tro himself

WEAF, New York

well.

stuff

orchestral

coast's leading

orchestras.

it

ever since the start of the concerts
in 1928. Only oh rare occasions have
there been exceptions, such as the
times when John MCCormack and
Gotthelf Pistor, tenors, and Mary
Lewis, soprano, were guest soloists.
In the spring of 1935 Mary Garden
filled" a brief engagement as commentator. Popularity of the all-orchestral concerts was indicated some
time ago in p. poll of listeners, who
voted overwhelmingly for the continuation of that type of program.
Anniversary broadcast deviated

.

struts

Subbing for George Holmes, regu
General Foods Dishes out info without bias.
"
Land-* as Commercial blurb is as constrained lar NBC spieler on Washington mat
possible, with Kellogg running a ters, Warren Francis revealed a nice
slogan contest, which involves a lot easy microphonic delivery plus syl
JERRY BELCHER
of explanation. Tyson hands it out lable-perfect diction. His radio voice
'Our Neighbors'
nicely, however, and it's confined to is distinctly pleasant, his tempo fast
Novelty
before game and between periods. enough, but not too fast. Handled the
30 Mlns.
Doc Holland, also of WWJ staff,' aids campaign situation as of the mo
Sustaining
Tyson with- statistics, etc., but doesn't ment. Clear and impartial.
Sunday, 3:30 p.m.
go on air.
He's Washington representative for
WJZ, New York
Initial broadcast, however, wasn't Los Angeles Times and Varietv.
Belcher- is the vox popper- from. up to snuff in the way of clarity, due
-••?*» - Land.
Houston formerly
teamed with to mechanical difficulties.
Wires
Parks Johnson. He is a .nimble* carrying stuff from Ann Arbor, 40
very commendable job-, gave, a comwitted,
smooth-talking ringmaster miles away, seemed to blurr. Pete.
prehensivc picture, and has a. good
for the type of thing he is now
radio voice.
doing. It's an offshoot of vox pop—
WHAS, LOUISVILLE
He handled the assignment in a
an invasion of average American
(Kentucky vs. Georgia Tech)
showmanly manner, interviewing
parlors for the purpose of interGrid go Saturday (10) between local football enthusiasts before the
viewing the whole family and the
University of Kentucky Wildcats game as they filed into the stadium
family's neighbors and iriends,
and Georgia Tech YelloWjackets was during the half and at the end of
For the inaugural Belcher had a aired quite acceptably
by remote the contest. He was assisted in this
pip family in the Clarks of London control from
Atlanta, through facili- by J. B. Lake, the station's regular
Terrace, New York- Mrs. Clark, the ties of WHAS
in Louisville. Game 'man on the street,'
mother, Dr. Clark, her son, and was bankrolled
by
Standard Oil of
Martin knows his football pretty
Mrs. Clark, the daughter-in-law, Kentucky, with headquarters
in the well and gives out such dope as
were interviewed -long with goo- Kentucky metropolis, but which
has yardage, substitutions and general
goos from the two small grand- distribution
in Georgia and other- atmosphere almost as fast as it hapchildren. Announced in advance as
strictly southern states.
pens. He laid off the ad plugs alwholly spontaneous and unrehearsed
Longest plug preceded the game, together, and let the stadfo handle
the adroit guidance of Belcher found
and was spieled over the WHAS this end. A break for the fans who,
the Claxks a family with', a sense of
home
studio mike. Announcer ex» hate to have a dish of blah-blah'
humor plus strong personal char- plained that Standard Oil had arhanded them in the middle of a
acteristics.
It made amusing listenranged .to give play-by-play account tense grid scene.
Barn.
ing throughout.
of all games played by U of Ky.
Incidentally a great free plug for whether at home or out-of-town. U
WFBC, GREENVILLE, S. C.
the real estate development which of Ky\ is located in Lexington, about
Furman-Citadcl)
(
got repeated mentions. One of the 30 miles from Louisville, putting all
No novice behind "a sport mike is
neighbors turned out to be the of- broadcasts of games by that college
Jimmie Thompson. Last week he
ficial interior decorator of London in
the remote pickuo category
successfully faked a telegraphic reTerrace and while not stated it apJoe Wheeler, WHAS' sports port of the Furmah-Georgla game ir>
peared that a woman psychologist spieler, handled the pre-game comhad something to do with the Lon- ments, and gave a clear account of WFEC's studios for Coca-Cola. Many
were fooled,
don- Terrace kindergarten.
Maybe' the standing of the two teams 'in the listeners
In etherizing the Furman-Citadel
it's an unconscious commercial, sans
Southern Conference. Sounded like fracas, the booming voice of Thomob.r.
the. lad was reading from ..script son
Came over in clear, resonant
Belcher has showmanship.
preliminary
palaver,
throughout the
tones, with just enough of the stacLand.
which rather took away from the cato quality to place the listener in
actual color and excitement just be- the spirit of the game. Thompson's
THAT'S MY" JOB'
fore the kickoff. Preliminary gab patter
reveals
his
thorou^.H faWith Helen Oviatt Griffin
ran from 1:45 until starting time, in- miliarity with the- game and is full
15 Mlns.
cluding a rwitch to pick up the of the slangy ga*b that goes With the
Sustaining
school bands, both rather off key, game.
Friday; 7:30 P.M.
but probably no different from many
Thompson was ably assisted by
WHAM, Rochester, N. Y.
another school band when trans- WFEC's h»ad mike man, Bill Bivens.
This program got off to a nice mitted over the ether.
who handles the numerous brirf
start and ha* plenty of possibilities.
Wheeler gave good account of plugs which arc dealt out only nt
Helen Oviatt Griffin, who also himself calling plays. He showed a times when inactivity oh the field
conducts the Society Secretary pro- nice change of pace, highlighting the
keeping at a 'minimum
gram, and who has had newspaper, standout plays, and slowing up for exists, thus
ca»"-sorc among air addicts.
as well as radio experience, has a
a bit of relaxation both to himself
Coca-Cola's opposish is V/BT'.i Atflair for bringing out the unique, and
the
periods
and to listeners during
lantic Refining football stlnfr aired
the humorous. A lot depends on the
when time was called,' and the action by Charles Crutchfield.
Gym.
subject interviewed, but the first
temporarily suspended.
program indicates'lhat with a bit of
Sports announcer turned mike
WJBK, DETROIT
coaching, waiters, salesgirls, night
to an unnamed local man at the
(Oklahoma vs'. Dettoit)
club entertainers and whatn.ot. will over,
for the' commercials. Plugs,
Sports is WJBK's forte: Some of
be good for some unexDected an- quarters,
brief, and stressed fact that University of Detroit's grid' advenswers, laughs and revealing philos- were
Standard Oil was interested in tures occur on Friday nights, makophy.

Calumet

topnotch

As a good will
has no peer here.
Current series of symphony concerts are being played by a 65-piece
ork recruited from the ranks of the
San Francisco Symphony and batoned by Mishel .Piastre All-orchestral programs have been the rule
builder

.

.

'

from, the

symphony

.

'

•

:

ers

music played by the

WWJ

-

>,;;

,

,

.

—

;, ;

.

:

.

football

sufficient.

is

the/

the begin-

,

touch of pathos and Mark Warnow's
always ducky music.
Net result stacks up as promising
Es- radio diversion.
Lord has' been
Burns
Allen
are
canny
and
in arranging his material. He
when
.,the competish on CBS, and the NBC offered on Sunday's (11) program a
blacksmith from Vermont who ad.Red link- is offering Wayne King.
Lux Theatre frequently runs into vised men to pick wives as he judges
weakie situations, too, but they have horses by their feet. There was a
De Mille and a flock of.guesters to gent from Ohio who got heavy re,, .camouflage the works. Miss'Barry- sults by subjecting his hens to radio
.,,,,,mare and a stock cast have to haul music and who got a laugh by saythemselves out of the literary mire ing, 'Farmers, if you want to lay
.j,
by their own bootstraps. It's not more eggs I mean if you want your
hens to lay more eggs.' There' was
, vgoing to be easy, hauling.
Acting itself is commendable all William Shakespeare, much pubaround, and the production was licized previously, who constantly
staged reasonably well. Engineers complains about his name getting
don't always do right by the. full- him into jams, but who really seems
throated- Barrymore voice, garbling, to enjoy the distinction.
it in spots. Slower reading of lines
Finally- for' the punch there was
would correct this, if the engineers Tad Jones, football coach of Yale,
can't.
who expatiated on fatherhood and
^
Possible that the plays will^im- then brought one of the State Aid's
prove as the schedule moves out of charges, an 11-year-old kid, up for
the early 1900 s into modern times. adoption.. Boy reads his lines very
There is better fare on the advance well. He was then sent out of room
and an appeal for his adoption
list. Would have been wiser to use
some of this first, to give the series a broadcast although no details or the
better sendbff. As is, the debut was boy's name were given.
marked by good acting, a mediocre _ Lord solicits candidates for his
'
play, and ditto reception.
program, to write- in. If acceptable
Blurbing, in- keeping with the their traveling expenses are. paid
calibre of the talent, is 'considerably (whether by train or bus not men'
the
case.
usually
than
is
wordy
"less
tioned presumably the payoff itthat

it

Mini.

STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA

at 58 seconds.

'.

{Joubtful
ip^cially

«ft

Tha**. feU JP* PST
KPO, San Francisco
(McCann, Erickson)
Standard Symphony Hour, starting
Program is not new. Osterman is. its 10th year on the coast NBC-Red
New to the program and to radio,, web, continues to set an example folbut an old hand as an m.c. and lowed by few other programs when
comedian. Osterman's long experi- it comes to advertising on the air.
ence in vaudeville and musicals This oldest of current commercial,
should carry him along in radio. networkers in the West has consistThat he also provides his own ma- ently limited itself to mention of the
terial is a further plus.
name of the sponsor, the Standard
Osterman possesses a style that is Oil Company of California, with no
different ioT radio. He is just a tri- plugging of gas, oil or other prodfle fresh, but that can be ah asset ucts to distract the attention of dial-

VIM STORES
Sunday, 5:30 n»m'.
WOR, New York

next speaker. This is done twice for
the commercial spiel which is tabbed

sonalities (notably his Gang Busters)
and has in this instance patched together ah odd quilt of entertainment
composed of Ripley esque oddities, a

'Capt. Jinks Of

Horse Marines,' written by Clyde
'Fitch in 1901. It was Miss Barry"more's first major opus; but today
;
','"'.lVs a .silly' weakie of a bygone era.
./,'Historjeal interest is about the only
\cparm that can be distilled, and it's
'

"

BUI With Mbhel -Piastre Oreb.

Orch,

ning of the third quarter until just
before- the last quarter started although there was a break for station
identification in between.
Perhaps the combination of numerous tough names to pronounce on
both elevens, a wet, rainy day, and
Southern' Methodist's tricky ahd fast
combination tied up his usual smooth rather than; other
wise subject to the
delivery.
that, he must remember
At any rate, Husing became so criticism
radio is not as broad-minded as
absorbed in relating the innumerable theatrical
In
other
audiences.
substitutions .that he failed to follow words, he must be fresh within the
the play closely. Typical of this per- taboos of the medium.
haps was the manner he left his lisMay or may not be important that
teners hanging in mid-air as SMU in reading the
name Kirschbaum as
tried td score from the one-yard line.
the winner of a prize Osterman
Eventually his air audience was ap- cracked '—a Spaniard!'
Probably
prised of the players' failure to make innocuous but as a principle of radio
the touchdown.
showmanship, racial allusions are
What made Husing's failure to always dubious and frequently danbreak down and tell the score the gerous.
more aggravating was that he read
Osterman's breeziness, his vigorseveral telegrams giving the scores ous style of working,' the clarity of
of out-of-town games.
Weir.*
his voice and diction
(he talks
rather loud but that, too, can be disand WJR, DETROIT
tinctive and is not a criticism), all
(Michigan vs. Indiana)
suggest that he may find a place for
Kellogg's has just about tied up himself. He has written better maeverything hereabouts for University terial than he had on .the opener.
of Michigan- grid contests. It's ship- With a greater familiarity with radio
ping, stuff out over two of Detroit's and hitting his former stride as* a
key stations ahd has Ty Tyson* top wit, Osterman, should bring plenty
sportscaster in these parts, handing of local listeners to this program- He
out the play-by-play as well as the has been well known to the. New
commercials.
York theatre public for year's. Vim
Missed a good bet opening week, might do well to give hi.m< a corner
with 'M* grappling with its ancient of space in their newspaper adverrival, Michigan State, but local chain tising.
outlets were- tied up with World
Stern's music ahd the two vocal
Series. Initial airing Saturday (10), soloists combine to c'reate 6a nice stahowever, covered opening Big Ten tion commercial. Advertising is not
contest with Indiana U, and clicked. too heavy despite price stressing.
Tyson needs no introduction to
Land.
local sport fans. He's been handling
everything, in the sport world for WARREN B: FRANCIS
many years and has things- nicely- Political Comment
under control. His chief forte for 10 Mlns.
many years was baseball, but past Sustaining
few seasons he's also been handling Friday, 11:05 p.m,

"•'.,'ihe

';

Stem's

30 Mlns.

WJZ, New York
One more

'

1

Harold

Smith, Eleanor Sherry

WABC, NEW YORK

programs that have been so numerous this season. Phillips Lord, once
the sanctified Seth Parker of sustaining eminence, has been active in
exploiting topical values and per-

'

With

Revue

CALUMET BAKING POWDER

logical order. In short, there'll be
'•••ra'HLbt of historical recapitulation,
"'
rriueh i)t which, it's €asy to guess in
V; advance, wfll be inferior radio ma-

STANDARD- SYMPHONY HOUR

JACK OSTERMAN

FOOTBALL

Mark Warnow

Novelty
3* Mtas.

(Btacfcett-Sample-Hummert)
Bayer's took, the easy way out by
giving the actress the signal to go
through, all her old works in chrono-

'

THE PEOPLE'

'WE,

!

of the

Symphony.

'

'

Titles of all selections Were announced twice, before and after each
performance. Brief .descriptive con-

'

tinuity, written

by John Ribbe, who

also produces the programs, was read
in a dignified but not pompous- man-

NBC announcer

ner by

<.-:.

Cliff

Engle.

The weekly broadcasts originate on
the stage of the "Cohimunity Playhouse, a 640-seater in the western
Women's Club building. Look-seers
are permitted, tickets being obtained
through application cards obtainable
at service stations and dealers.
Alfred Hertz returns as conductor
of the Standard Oil Company of
California's weekly symphonic' pro-

:

.

grams over the NBC-Red "network
on the coast October 22. Mishel
Piastre concert, master of the NewYork Philharmonic, who was sighed
to direct the airers for 15 weeks, has

'

•

*

<

been forced to curtail his coast stay
to go east for a meeting of Philharmonic execs. His contract had three
weeks more to rup. Piastro's final
bvoadcast here will be Thursday

.

(15).

Elbs.

.

_

.

YE MERRIE MEN OF OLDE
With Olc Focrch Ocehestra
Comedy, Son?, Music
'5 Mlns.

TIVOLI BEER
Tu,-Th.; 6:45 p.m.
WWJ, Detroit
Initial venture In

'

.

[

Unfortunate-

-

the

first

bringing football games to listeners.
Hold.

subject,

lets

down

KFAB, LINCOLN

hci» soul?'

Girl indicated intimate nature of
some of the confidences and' went on
to tell some of the foibles of her
customers, desires to look like a favorite film actress, even when not
the type, and described various attitudes toward her and unreasonable

(Nebraska

'

Minnesota)

Nebraska nuts the foot down on
broadcasts of home games, but okaved

.

formers), their school experiences
and the school bully. Principals 'go demands by some
"up their dance' without much ado.
Mrs. Griffin kept well in the back,
,.ahd move along swiftly. About half ground with lust enough prompting
,
of program is enlivened by accordion to bring out the girl's ideas and perf
and vocal solos.
sonality.
Other kids will get a chance to.
Program rates as human interest
-..appear on show by submitting the\ with canital letters and should go
tissual carton top.
Cord.
y>ver with' a bang.
Tele.

vs.

this

away-from-home

contest.

Min-

nesota nodded to the idea of going
etherward. but was against sponsorship.
KFAB here got around the
ruling by pulling the advertising just
before the game, between the halves
and at the close of the contest.^
""
^
""
"
the "broadcast was Re,t
Handling
Martin, station manager, who used
to be a sports announcer with WGN.
Martin, although away
Chicago.
from the mike a long time, did a
J

j

it almost impossible for chain
outlets to carry 'em, so
has
won a warm spot among thrc urban
university's alumni and followers.
of
First airing was
Oklahoma A.
and M. fracas. Friday nitfht (9). Although an alumnus of .U. of D., Al

ing

WJBK

Nagler spills the play-by-olay unbiasadly and docs a nifty job of it.
He's been handling sport broadcast*:
for station for past six years, and

knows

his football,

Voice register*

well.

Angus Pfaff contributes commerwhich is oke, George Gilbert assists both Nagler and Praff.
Out-of-town games are also aired.
Nagler reconstructing 'em at this end
from wire reports.'
Pete.
cial, spiel,

tight'

'-

prog'ram-sked

forccs'this show on at ,6:45 p.m., (not
'he best for visual audiences), and
run only 15 minutes. Pete.

|

'

as

.

Heart.' All roles are taken by, Detroit News Players. At show caught
(8) plenty of comedy was -supplied
by 'Lady Gwendolyn (who also has
some nifty contralto pipes).-.: 'Sir,
l oncelof and 'Sir Gavelhead,'.. 'Merrie Men* group did the vocalizing,.
Commercial, spiel, dressed in lah'
"guage of the olden days, is choice
end well pointed. Laugh-off at show
caught was the use of the Tivoli suds
to fcyive Sir Lancelot's qkl steed.

11

Hairdresser,

free

'

.

.

opened with the quip 'when a woman lets her hair down, she virtually

WWJ's new

radio theatre, and a nice starter. It's
costumed and written by Mel.Wissv
man.
With scene laid in days of King
Arthur's court, 15-minute show, has
music by Ol£
benefit
of swell
Foerch'3 ork, which turns in some
novel arrangements, of pop tunes
ur-Jer such titles as 'Take Ye My

.-

lets it'

CTiAStY- SETTEL
'The Old Observer*
Sports Comment
15 Mlns.

|

i

|ROI
!

j

\

i

i

I

;

TAN CIGARS

M-XV-F; e:30 p.ni.
ICF1', Los Angeles

'

(Lawrence C. Gumbinner)

A lotta smoke but no fire. Lacks
punch, drags and suffers from poor
delivery.
Strictly male fare but
won't sell many cheroots. Fan stuff
blotto.

Doc Crandall was called in for a
chat but the old Giant pitcher
couldn't lift the program out of the
slough. His biggest thrill was a foul
he once hit into the stands in a
worlds scries.
Lefty Grove was
brought on via wax for the com*
mercial,
Just .a foul ball— and not into thf
stands.

Hefon*

VARIETY

36

Most welcome addition to the

DESPERADO

GAY
bargain at any price. A

a

is

screen's

list—-THE

entertainment

current

lampoon that

witty, hilarious, tuneful

is

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

,

be, "The

Gay Desperado"

among the

is

lot

best

.

..

is

.

.

of everything.

>

WORLD-TELEGRAM

A

and

rich

stand by

as entertainment v

swift- paced production

and

can

hilarious burlesque that

itself

.

.

.

V;.

„ ,

.

a

.

Hilarious

is

•

*>''

Gay Desperado"

comedy, romance and melodrama with
some pretty grand sound . . . a charmingly frivolous satire.

.grand cast,

.

N,

'•

'

the most entertaining musical of the sea-

:

)

.

son and easily the most original of all tune

Gay

Des-

—Jimmy

when

come

you'll

diverting picture

to your

.

. ;

JOURNAL

liking

.

.

.

*

my

eat

.

Mark

.

there's no

across a

I'll

means,

jt

N. Y,

entertainment! Original,

»

" fight

clever

AMERICAN

"The

Gay

Desperado"

is

delightfully in-

credible stuff which defies description as
farce,

comedy, or

light opera,
all

but which

PU8

comedian

.

,*

;

and

direction

distinguished
thrilling

by

in-

songs by
-

—Bland 'Jbhaneso'nv
N. Y.- DAILY MIRROR
•

HOLLYWOOD

CITIZEN-NEWS

Nino Martini's glorious singing, a superlatively delightful romance, and a beauti-

comedy played

staged production make "The Gay.
Desperado" a picture not to be missed.
—Marie Canel,

MOVIENEWS.& PORTLAND OREGONIAN

hilariously

.

.

.

comedy. —Frank Nugent,

A

refreshingly original

.'.
.:

One of the gayest, most tuneful, and allaround delightful entertainments of the
.

fine music.

recommended to all
good laugh on top of
—Kate Cameron,

heartily

a

-

N. Y.

DAILY NEWS'

himself a

nomine*

award for

this one.

"The Gay. Desper
triumph of

cellulol

ini

to date.

This picture

great!

tasy. dish for

count

it

a privilege

to proclaim "The

t<>

will:

tm

The screen!

laughs than

this. Tl»

Mary

D. Spiro.

PiclcfiK

Gay

for "The

De$|j

INTERNA!

•

DETROIT.FREE.PRESS

A
I

be among. the

Gay Desperado"

as

first

one

rollicking

Martini's

.

lauglt

glorious

grand' entertainm

of the very funniest pictures ever turned

way!

out of Hollywood.
—Ralph Holmes,
DETROIT tVENIJvlG TIMES

play to* big boxvery top to; the h

We re so proiicf of these
to

and

—Jesse

the cinema menu;
•

•

other notable spe

plaud

N. Y. TIMES'

who appreciate

music and

fully

•

pure

in fun,

ping everything

Martini enters into picture's comic spirit

first-rate musical

This picture offers^

three.

—<James Francis Crow,

Martini has developed into sparkling

season

PHILADELPHIA

Rouben M.amouli

if

must by

'.

[artini.

i

hearted.

—

of the most delightful film entertain-

sp|ted

oj

delightful*

Edwin Schallert,
and popularly amusing!
LOS ANGELES. TIMES

ments the Music Hall has ever provided

•'•;>• «

addition to the

Distinctly a fascinating

has the ingredient! of

t

and

more

words

.-^Robert Garland',
'

One

Best blues chaser
tng

-^-Rose Pelswick,

Film gives rare enjoyment

it isn't

Stanr,

LOS ANGELES HERALD-EXPRESS

,

music and fast-moving

lilting

N. Y.

telling

atteni

mass audiences.

direct hit with any audience I Certainly

screen's

f

picture to the

SUN

Y.

~MC
A

Simply elegant comedy, a

action.

all

early as possible.!
office bet. Automaj

—Eileen Creelman,

films!

\'

It would be good
of exhibitors to wfo
to start telling tty

sheer fun mixing

is

Desperado"-*
of song, romai
-SHQi

POST

,y:

*

.

the word for /'The

perado". > v

"

tail"

—Archer Winsten.

a refreshing

.

^—Howard Barnes,
HfeRAtD^IBLINE

.*•.

'

V

has a

delightful screen operetta,

\

'

Gay

N. Y.

"The

offices can hit

one

this

William Bo'ehnel,

-

N. Y.

.

this picture

.

worth anybody's money at the box-office.
•

Box

Everything that a musical picture should

it

the kind

We 7/ send! a blow-up FRE*
for advance display in the lobby

reviews that

any theatre requesting

Is it

"C"

kigh

with "The

f$ a "Martini
er and action!

cock-

Put this on your must

list! Nino Martini
tops everything a singing star has done.

[...

and best comedy of the

original

Headed

for big grosses everywhere!

—HOLLYWOOD

REPORTER.

UNITED PRESS

.

.

year!

—Henry Sutherland,

TRADE REVIEW'

(MEN'S

The most

-J

on the part,

Kjiumship

njthe film is available

about

»trons
like

Its

it

as

a sure box-

recommend

A

picture which assuredly

finest

of the year

is

in artistry

one of the

and

entertainment values, and a smash
entry!

surefire

money

—VARIETY

Here
inal

is

box-office for any theatre! Orig^

—

and different

it

has inherent exploi-

tation, quality enabling

town.

showmen to go to

—MOTION

PICTURE DAILY

this

both class and

rof

PICTURE HERALD

i

charmyou away light-

lifetime! It's

fencfe

—Alice

Tildesley,

PLEDGER SYNDICATE

entertainment

i^g-up
*jj»ter!

—

;

Ella

H. McCormicIc,

DETROIT FREE PRESS

,

f

.

.

.

4ho
for
i

has

directed

likely jo find,

is

>s;

the

Academy's

NEWS

-^DETROIT

£

an

is

absolute

jfctertainment tophematic presentation

— Relman Morin,

:
!

ASSOCIATED PRESS
^America laugh!
Mftire

It's

more

w?never given

country will ap~

tfnd Jesse

L

Lasky

ado."

—Wallace X. Rawles,
pNAL NEWS SERVICE
i

Wed comedy,
pice,

which

plus

makes

every foot of the
f*

show that should
from the
—FILM DAILY

j« returns

OUBEN MAMOULIAN
P R

0,D

Released thru

UCTION-

UNITED ARTISTS

A 0 10

VARIETY
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NEW
skedded for last Sunday. (11), with
Ben Berate band will share the
General Electric Co.: 'Hour' of
possibility of more to follow for a
program on Oct. 27
Charm' with Phil Spltalny and girls, month or so. J. Hymes- doing the American Can
with Beatrice Lillie as guester and
Mondays, 4 to 4:30 p.m., starting ordering for
tha agency.
H. W. Phelps of the can firm. LUlie
Nov. 2; for 26 weeks. Basic Red,
PROGRAMS

NBC

Angry

Here and There

Network Chart

Public Hearing for Bulova Case;

Paulists, Jesuits

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

at

Alleged Political Run-Around

WSAI, WIRE.

Ford (Edgewater, N. J., branch)
Sherwin-Williams (paints): "Metropolitan Opera Auditions of the sponsored the loudspeaker system at
new Roosevelt Raceway, N. Y„
Air; Sundays, 3 to 3:30 p.m.,' start- the
during, the Columbus Day meet (12).
ing' Oct. 18; for 24 weeksv Basic Red,
Washington, Oct. 13.
WIRE, WCKY, NW. SC, Mt. Red, Also got some plugging in during
trial runs of the previous week.
the
Public airing of intricate backBasic Pacific Red, KTAR.
Stage negotiations over stations
Better Speech Institute of Amer- Actual etherization of the events,
and WLWL, New York, was decreed
B. C. Remedy (headache powders) ica (English study chart):. Undecid- however, was carried on sustaining.
last week by the Federal Communi- has signed thj University of North ed musical and dramatic show, Sun.Rayml Laboratories (Reslsta-Run
cations Commission after several Carolina
football
via days, 3 to 3:15 p.m., starting Oct 18;
schedule
sessions marked by passionate bick- WPTF, Raleigh. First game also to for 52 weeks.
Basic Blue, WSAI, treatment for hosiery) has named
ering and- blunt name-calling.
be fed to WROL, Knoxville. Tilts WOOD, KLO, Basic Pacific Blue. the. E. T, Howard agency, New York,
Resisting pressure for speedy acr include North Carolina vs. Tennes- SE, SW.
and will use radio.
tion, the broadcast division decided see, Maryland, N. C, State, and
CBS
PROGRAMS
to hold open hearing on the appli- Duke. Mike .;taff to include Graham
Republican State Committee: WilAcquln Products, St. Louis, has
cation of Arde Bulova to purchase Poyner, J. B. Clark, Carl Goerch and liam Bleakley spiels, 930 to 10 p.m. added radio to its media list Placing
WOV, which also is sought by the John Frazee.
s.
on Oct. 10 and 17; 8:30 to 9-p.m.-on being done by the Kelly-Stuhlman
.'
Paulist Fathers, owners of WLWL.
Oct 23; three times only. Via New agency,
At the/ same time the industry herdAlbany, Utlca, Rochester ?
J. Walter Thompson agency," Chi- York,.
ers ordered full discussion of plea cago,. Is readying to spread in spot Syracuse, Binghamton, Buffalo.
Dorothy Gray (cosmetics) moving
of St. Michael's Church, Brooklyn, business, and has hired Gene FromTime, Inc.:
'March of Time,' its account to J. Walter Thompson
for the 1130 kc assignment now held herz to handle that end of the ether Thursdays, 10:30 to 11 p.m., start- as of Jain. 1. To be handled out of
by WOV. Both cases will be taken grind. Fromherz formerly with the ing Oct. 15; for 52 weeks. Via 36 New York.
':
up Nov. 16.
stations, coast-to-coast
Affiliated Broadcasting system.
Decision to ventilate the WOVE. I. du Pont de Nemours (Zerone
Wm. S. Scull Co. (Boscul coffee
mess, which was opposed by
Skinner Mfe. (Raisin Bran) start- anti-freeze): Irene Beasley and Ze- and tea) readying, a spot campaign
strong influences from Democratic
ing its first radio promotional efforts rone Jesters, Tuesdays, 7:30 to 7:45 through F. Wallis Armstrong, Philquarters, means no action can be
in the* southeastern area via a tran- p.m., starting Oct. 13; for 13 weeks. adelphia.
taken to appease various Catholic
scription campaign over WSM, Nash- Via New York and Philadelphia only.
groups, Bulova and his Tammany
PROGRAMS
ville.
Placed by Buchanan, Thomas
J. Walter Thompson agency sends
backers, Italian groups, and ColumNew York State Democratic Party: Lynn
agency of Omaha. Discs run .tnriceBaker, Coast manager, east to
bia Broadcasting System before the
weekly under tag of 'Adventures of Political talks, half hours at various head the new business department,
order
year.
Hearing
theend of
times, beginning Oct. 15 and .conSonny
and
Buddy,'
are
accomand
and
Arthur Farlbw coming in from
blocks any hasty settlement before'
panied by dealer display dope plus cluding Oct. 31; 14 times only. Via St Louis tQ take over Baker's spot
the election.
50,000 samples of the product. .-WSM WOR, WSYR, WABY, WGR, WIBX, in Frisco.
-icitilatioh has., been?
handed out the samples for the client. WNBF, WMBO, WOCL.
Sam Meek, account executive with
complicated by deep-seated disputes;
the Thompson outfit arrived from
within the Commish over future opDes Moines Food Show at the (Note: new programs or renewals the east yesterday ,f or a periodical
eration of WWL, New Orleans,
more than 13 roeefcs.orc generalShrine
Auditorium
12-17, will for
Oct
survey
of the Coast offices.
which also is the property of a Cathhave Little Jackie Heller as radio ly cancellable in cycles of 13 weeks
olic order/ The broadcast division
on 30 days' notice.)
Bide Dudley -starts over WOR,
worked up' a heated temper over headline?, with Mrs. Pennyfeather,
the Vagabonds, Morin Sisters and
New York, on Oct. 18, giving legit
last Friday (9) when third
Pat Kennedy as m.c. Orville Foster, 6:45 to 7:00. First time in New York and film reviews. Program is on at
successive attempt was made to force
music director of Iowa Broadcasting area for Roxy. At present a running 12:15 p.m. EST.
a show-down on the Loyola "UniverSystem, will direct a band and 45 commentary on football with musical
Sponsored by Glame.
sity application for consent to conmannequins will participate in a fur background, will change with seatinue operating unlimited time on
-.
pageant
sonal public interest
850 kc. After much pro and con
R. L. WatClns (Mulsifled Cocoanut
There will be 60 booths this year
tongue-lashing, the divisldnites put
Shampoo) has renewed its
and a school of modern cookery.
the New Orleans headache over until
L J. Fox Far Trappers program Movie Club show over WHN, New
V,
this Jiff ek. v
'
Heavy- ad campaign directed at resumes over WEAF, New -York, on York, for 26- weeksj> Same line-up
Permit Empires Nov. 1
Oct. 16, Quarter hour with Bertrand with Radie Harris, news commencollege papers has been initiated by
With two members refusing to be William Esty agency for Camel Car- Hirgch.band and Hugh Conrad spiel- tator and interviewer, and George
swayed by their adamant colleague, avan. Copy goes overboard on .Benny ing. Peck account through Arthur Nobbs handling general production.
Sinsheimer.
.itie
division js set to withdraw
.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert agency.
Goodman's ^v/ing crew, a hot fav
WiWL's right to operate at night on with the ujwtergr ads. Ziggie= show
650. The temporary permit expires
Tom Fizdale, Chicago, has been ap- New Corn Products shpw prenot been doing so well in the
Nov 1, having been continued on a has
promotion
pointed
publicity
and
dimieres
Oct 19 on CBS. Hits Monratings and ad splurge is intended
month- to-month basis since last
rector for the Mineral Water System days, Wednesdays and Fridays, runto hop up campus dialers.
spring, while KWKH, Shreveport,
of Excelsior Springs, Mo.. This ap- ning. 15 minutes starting at l>p. m.
Jiikewise has been operating on 1,100
Tom Reverej radio .head for Ben- pointment was made by C. A. Brant- Ray Sinatra's orchestra, Morton
\Jnder a revokable permit
prexy
of
Brantingham, Bowe, Mary Belle and Bill Johnton
Bowles, -rotating around Holly- ingham,
It the division votes two to one to
Myerg
Co., Chicago, management stone, as film news reporter, make
wood.
curtail WWL's'tune,: as it expected,
engineers retained by the Water Sys- up the program.
Johnstone is on
to go
ijt probably will order
Edward Bernays in Washington tem. Besides maintaining publicity Modern Screen magazine.
back to 850 and get off 1100 by the last weekRoger White productions is writto oversee presentation of offices in Chicago and the' Springs,
same vote. This would' partially bust of Lord Kelvin to the Smith- the Fizdale office is sending Charles ing and staging the series. E. W.
Clear" up the New York mess, since
sonian Institute. Bernays is' public G. Hall to the Springs as resident Hellwig is the agency.
the fight of
for full time on relations cotihsel for Kelvinator elec- p. a.
1100 no longer would be complicated tric icebojeejj,'
United Drug (Rexall products),
t
by the Louisiana muddle. But the
Laros A Bros, return to radio through Spot Broadcasting, is placCommish will lay itself open to furProcter A, Gamble started* placing shortly to. plug Eidgeworth smoking ing five --'Magic Hour' stanzas on
ther attacks from Catholic groups,
it? spot announcement campaign on tobacco and Domino cigarettes. Rich- WMCA, New York, starting Nov. 3
in such an event, since the Paulists White
Naphtha last week through mond house is placing its radio ad- and ending Nov. 7. Run 15 minutes
and Jesuits have joined hands, in a the Blackmail' agency. Orders are vertising through Marschalk & Pratt. apiece, mornings.
drive to get ,1100 set aside as an ex- for two announcements a day, five Rest of budget goes B.B.D. 8z O.
clusive Catholic frequency.
days a week over a period of 10
Harris Soap C: (Oxygen Soap
Ne\v York situation remains in weeks. Indications are that the cam.
Dodge, through Ruthrauff & Ryan,
status quo, although more attempts paign will considerably exceed the is issuing 20 one-minute dramatized Flakes) is tinkering with a premium
offer that involves a tie-in with 100
have been made by Bulova to con- term of the original contract.
announcements. Started Sunday (11), gasoline dealers, in and around Bufvince the Paulists he should be
falo.
Company, on its 'Mrs. Ross'
permitted to buy WOV.
Another
Peck agency has placed Roxy
RCA, through Lord & Thomas, has
confab betWecn^-the clerics and the Clothes on* station WNEW, New ordered one-minute station breaks programs, offers a copper skillet.
watchman Was held last week, at York, for three quarter hours weekly, on the outlets carrying its 'Magic Hygrade Petroleum Co. undertakes
which time the Paulists were re- Thursday, Triday and Saturday, from Key* web stanza. First break was redemption of the offer at its filling
stations, advantage to Hygrade being
ini^ded. Bulova has been generous in
the extra traffic routed to its pump's.
disftjng out cash to the Democrats
.

SPONSORS-AGENCIES

WOV

NEW

'

WLWL

MUTUAL NEW

'

.

will entertain, /Jwbile Phelps will
customers and
the
short, spiel
listeners -in celebration- of the firm's

anniversary with the Bernie
Herman Bernie booked Miss

first

show.

Estelle Taylor also booked
for guest shot with American Can
show Oct. 20, followed by Beatrice
Lillie.

and

Lillie

Nov.

Mildred

then

Bailey

-

3.

Ponder, WFBC, Greenville,
S.
C, announcer, goes to
Nashville, Tenn., for the 'Grand Old
Opry' show oyer WSM.
Milton

Eddy Brown,

violinist for the past
as soloist and

WOR

eight years with
assistant musical

director, has resigned to take post of musical director with high, fidelity station

W2XR, New York.

WHO, Des Moines, started the fifth
year of its Iowa Barn Dance Frolic
with a gala opening at the Shrine
auditorium and over 3,500 customers
for the two-hour and 15-minute program.
Jlmmie Rich, head of WNEW'S
music bureau, is serving as relief organist for Dick Leibert, regularly at
the console at the Radio City Music
Hall.

.

WLWL-WOV

.

•

WWL

Norman
York

for a

Siegal and frau in

New

week

web

to o.o.

new

fall

programs. Siegal is radio editor of
the Cleveland Press (Scripps-Howard) and N.E.A. Syndicate.

Early Maxwell, sports commentaWednesday (7) inaugurated over

tor,

WNBR, Memphis, his fifth consecutive .year of football forecasting.

.'

MGM

-•

v..

Lee Bland, announcer, formerly of
Columbus, O., is new on staff of
Cincinnati, replacing Jack

WKRC,

.

i

'

'

.

who moved

Currant
N. Y.

Syracuse,

to

Chick Vincent resigned from Crosstaff, Cincinnati, as a program

ley

home

director, to return to his

in

NYC.

'

.

&

&

.

KWKH

.

WLWL

.

.

'

.

O'Leary, blues warbler, and
her hubby, Adrian O'Brien, tenor,
..Alice

with

WLW-WSAI,

cent months,
Boston.

Cincinnati, in rein. their native

back

Art GlUham, whispering pianist,
formerly with CBS, is a newcomer to

WLW,

Cincinnati.

Virginia Fallon, sec to Frank M.
Smith, biz manager of WLW-WSAI,
Cincinnati, a student of German in
University
of
Cincinnati
night
classes.

Katie Nelson, WCKY receptionist,
sponsored by Junior Chamber of
Commerce, Covington, Kyi, in contest of Greater Cincinnati Hallowe'en
Festival Queen.

'

.

arid; hits

Expansion of program and mer-

impressive political backing.

chandising contemplated

The' Jesuits in New Orleans, -however, threw their.suppbrt behind the
deal which would 'find. the. Paulists

borrowing cash from, Columbia
pfipchase

.WOV,

.,

which would

meiiged with their

own

•

Frequency Discounts on Broken Sked

be

Up Again: Benton

transmitter,

Atmosphere was further charged
the F.C.C. legal staff, continucharges
ing, to probe indecency
against WOV, asked the Paulists to
subjnit whatever evidence they have
about program offenses. of the .-Italian^owned station/The Paulists were
fold politely that the time., has arrived to either put up or. shut up;
•vS^ie entire nightmare is expected

& Bowles'

Query

when

to'-be submitted to President Roosevelt in the near future. When the
President returns to town from his
<iurrent campaign excursion, xi trek
16 the White House is looked for,
which may lead to a solution of the
problem even before the- Bulova-

W.QV purchase

is

aired.

...

Jack Benny's Writers

if

success-

Armand

S.

WICC, Bridgeport,

Eleanor Lane, former songstress
with Merry Madcaps at WTIC, Hartford,

now

spotted as soloist at

WBZ,

Boston.

to

WLWL.

'.

ful in the try-out spot
Weill, Buffalo, is agency.

Farrar
down from
Conni./home to speak at
for Landon.

Geraldine
Ridgefleld,

KING'S DANCING PARTNER'

Agency
type

interest in the newspaperfor spot radio time

contract

Out Mention buying is spreading since Blackman
and Ruthrauff & Ryan introduced the
©f.,,Mrs, Simpson
practice several months ago. Benton
WOR, Nety ,York deleted mention & Bowles is the latest considering
of the name<-of the Mrs. Simpson of this tactic. In connection With the
London froin the talk of- Allan Palmolive spot account, B & B have
Grigsby on' Sunday (11) out of def- written a letter to station reps queryerence to Britishers in New York ing on interrupted frequency disarea who squawked on a previous counts. Letter says:
occasion when King Edward's friend
'If we continue these (Palmolive)
was mentioned by name over the air. broadcasts without interruption for
Program is sponsored by National another 26 times, .will the 52-tlme
Safety Bank,
As edited by WOR rate apply and will it be retroactive
Mrs. Simpson, became 'the King's to the first 26 times?
dancing partner.'.
'If we cease broadcasting on Oct.
19 and resume on the 26th, what

WOR, New York

Edits

'

Zenith Radio dealers of Columbus
are bankrolling Lew Byrer, sports
ed of the Columbus. Citizen, and Jack
Trltsch, mikeman, on a twice-weekly
stint over WHKC.
Wednesday eve
chore
offers
pigskin
predictions,
while another jaunt on Saturday
night goes through postmortems.
Contest for picking ^football winners
is appended.
.

.

Joseph Lopez, station supervisor at
Bridgeport, awarded Purple
Heart for meritorious service with

WICC,

.

"

26th Division overseas.

Bruce Hen'don,

CKCK

Radio Chef,
Regina, Sask„ signed for five-a-week
series by Red
#Khlte Stores. Hendon also doubling as 'Capt Bruce' in
Sat. morning Junior' Safety Army

&

sponsored by Chevrolet

,

Central Illinois Electric and Gas
Co. is tying up a straw vote with a
Sheila Stewart, staff pianist at
radio program via WROIC, Rockford. CJRM, Regina, Sask., for several
Works goes under name of 'WROK years, has resigned. Jaunting to
Ballot Box,' and hits the air five- New York.
weekly, 7:15 to 7:30 p.m.
Utility company sends two ballotV. M. Chestnut, formerly assistant
takers out daily, covering about 100 manager of CFAC, Calgary, Alberta,
homes. Voters are asked to cross is new manager of CKCK, Regina,
off their local and national candi- Sask., with leasing of Leader-Post
dates on a mimeographed sheet and newspaper station by Taylor, Pearson
deposit in a sealed ballot box. Totals & Carson, Ltd.
W. J. Speers, forread over the air, with a request to merly of CHWC, Regina, named proeffect will this week's interruption listeners to keep an up-to-date tab- duction manager; Art Balfour, also
have on the 52-time rate for your ulation.
once of CHWC, new advertising
•

Noel Coward on WEAF
Jack Benny, now In Hollywood,
Noel Coward and Gertrude Law? station?'
has placed two writers under con- rence air on Royal Gelatin hour, Oct
Unlike Blackman and; Ruthrauff &
Best Ice Cream- buying 26 Sunday
tract for the 39-week period of his 2fc over WEAF.: They wili;db One of. Ryan, Benton ,& Bowles makes no afternoon programs
over WFBL,
1536-37 broadcasts for Jello.
Gag- the skits from Tonight at 8:30,' Cow- mention of protection against rate Syracuse. Talent is Thelma Jean
sters are Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin. ard's one-act repertory presentation. raising. Query is strictly confined to MacNeil, organist, .and guest perThey authored Benny's track-layer
Miss Lawrence arrived this week frequency discounts on interrupted former. Object is to sell parties arid
other affairs large ice cream orders.
schedules."
for Packard prior to his Jello return. from London.
'

.

.

manager.

.

••

of
Charlotte,

Mrs. Johnny McAllister, wife
'Philco

Phil,'

oi.

WBT,

N. C. has recovered from a recent
operation and is back at her post on
the secretarial staff at

WBT.
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The Magic Key

BLUE

is

VARIETY

only

ONE of the Great Shows on the NBC

typical of the kind of programs

. . •

tremendous audiences for

which have built

NBC advertisers
THE BLUE BOOK OF

*

y

In celebrating the

first

anniversary of the

Blue Network points to

its

in every

NBC

Blue

is

way

NBC

enthusiastic reception with pride. Its splendid

array of world-wide talent has

show

Magic Key program, the

made

it

one of the great shows of the air—

representative of the high

showman ship

which the

for

BLUE NETWORK ADVERTISERS

1936

AMERICAN CAN COMPANY
AMERICAN HOME PRODUCTS, INC.
AMERICAN ROLLING MILLS CO.
AMERICAN TOBACCO CO., INC
B. T. BABBITT CO.
BETTER SPEECH INST.
BOURJOIS SALES CO.

.

CAMPANA CORP.
THOMAS COOK & SONS

famous.

KNOX

It

is

entertainment of

this sort,

the National Broadcasting
diences for

all

As the most

backed by the great technical

Company, which

Blue Network programs— arid,
striking, tribute to the sales

up such

has built

facilities

of

notable au-

for all its advertisers.

power

of the Blue,

the companies which have used— and are using— the

NBC

we

are listing

Blue during the

F.

ANDREW JERGENS CO:
JERGENS-WOODBURY SALES CORP.
"
S.

first

eight

months of

1936.

New

names

are being

added constantly

1*.

GELATINE CO.
W. FITCH CO.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY DEALERS
GENERAL FOODS CORP.
GENERAL MILLS, INC.
,
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
GENERAL SHOE CORP.
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO.
HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.
HOUSEHOLD- FINANCE CORP.
HUMPHREY'S 'HOMEO. MED. CO.
C. JOHNSON & SON
THE KELLOGG CO.

LAMONT CORLISS & COMPANY
LARUS & BROS.

CO., INC.
LIFE-SAVERS, INC.

/

MILES LABORATORIES, INC.
MODERN FOOD PROCESS CO.

FREE!

A New

Book about the

"GREAT AND GROWING GREATER"
'

,'

ture of the

many important developments in

the

NBC Blue -Network
gives a swift, concise pic-

NBC

Blue Network and

the type of showmanship that has produced outstanding sales results for

leading national advertisers.

Ask

for

it— it's yours!

JOHN MORRELL & CO.
NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
PACIFIC COAST BORAX CO:
PILLSBURY JLOUR MILLS CO,
PINEXCO.
PRF.MIER-PABST SALES CO.
PRINCESS PAT, LTD-'
PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.
RADIO CORP. OF AMERICA

RADIO GUIDE, INC.
REAL SILK HOSIERY MILLS, INC.

HAROLD F. RITCHIE CO.
ROGER & GALLET
SINCLAIR REFINING CO.

SMITH TYPEWRITER CO.
SPRATTS PATENT, LTD.

L. C.

STANDARD BRANDS,

INC.

STERLING PRODUCTS, INC
SUN OIL CO.
TASTYEAST, INC.

UNION CENTRAL

LIFE INS. CO.
CO.

WANDER

NBC BLUE NETWORK
SERVING ALL PRINCIPAL MARKETS IN -THE UNITED STATES

.

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS CO.

WM. R. WARNER CO.
WASEY PRODUCTS, INC
G. WASHINGTON COFFEE CO.
WELCH GRAPE JUICE CO.

.

.

'

VARIETY
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The Magic

salutes the artists
to its program

TRANSMISSION POINTS
HEARD ON
MAGIC KEY PROGRAM
FROM ROUND THE WORLD
AFRICA

STUTTGART.

ADDIS ABABA,
ETHIOPIA

VIENNA, AUSTRIA

ASIA

PACIFIC
ISLANDS

GERMANY

BANGKOK, SIAM
TOKIO, JAPAN

MANILAi
PHILIPPINE ISLANDS.

BASLE,

SOUTH
AMERICA

SWITZERLAND

GERMANY

.

BLARNEY CASTLE;
IRELAND
'

BUDAPEST*

.

-

one year in its presentation of The Magic Key program.
This

MID-ATLANTIC

GENEVA,
SWITZERLAND

S. S.
V

U. S.

"

LONDON, ENGLAND
MADRID, SPAIN

'

Company.

NAVY

DEPOTS AT

'

GUANTANAMp; BAY,

SWITZERLAND
STOCKHOLM,
SWEDEN

PANAMA CANAL
SAMOA

-

are heard

CALIF.

NEWARK AIRPORT.
NEWARK,

N. J.
NEW ORLEANS, LA.
NEW YORK CITY,.

NEW YORK

Zm

U.S. Navy
Submarine In
Hucl««n. River
Sittru*p« Liberty.

NIAGARA FALLS, *}. Y.
OTTAWA, CANADA.

ItCA

lend distinction to

over the world.

An

The Magic Key program

amazing record of

be heard ... no matter

entertainers to

facilities

in

far distant pick-ups

RCA Communications, two

enable these widely scattered

what part of the globe they give

their performance.

Many of

I

.

public; artists

D.C.

NEW YORK

u.s.

whose Victor Records

artists

.

.

.

long favorites with the

daily bring pleasure to scores of thou-

'

WESTBURY.'L.t.J

'

them, too, are Victor recording

.

;

WASH NGTONj

sands of homes.

:

j

For thirty years and more Victor Records have brought the living presence of

navy Depots
at

great artists to thousands of music lovers.

Ana^oitlsFMi):
Washington, D. C.
Boston,

Min.

Charleston, S. C.

Great Lafcea
Training Station

Key West,

the Magic

'

Hampton Road*, Va.

Today

.

. .

RCA is proud to bring such

performances not only on Victor Records but also to millions each week on

'

Key

radio program.

'

In no small measure

rtaV

it is

the artistry of these entertainers

who have won

New York, N.Y.

wide popularity

Pensaoola^Flia.

Philadelphia, Pa.

for jtjhis program.

.

Therefore,

San Diego, Calif.
San Francisco* Calif'
Soattle, Wash.
•

A D IO
MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

on the
.

first

starts

on its second year.

edges

its

LISTEN

R

all

members of the Family of RCA. Their

SPENCER, IOWA.

,

MONTREAL^ CAN.ADA

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
PITTSBURGH, PA.

from

UTAH.

HOLLYWOOD* iCALIF.

Bpefti

great artists from every field of enter-

has been made by the Radiomarine Corporation and

SAN FRANCISCO,

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
MIAMI BEACH, FLAY'
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
MINNEAPOLIS, MtNN.

,

men and women who

These

V

PORTLAND, ME.
RICHMOND, VA.
SABETHA, KANSAS
SALT LAKE CITY,

detroit, mich.

\

week

ZONE;

FROM UNITED STATES
AND CANADA

•

Network of the National Broadcasting

tainment make their appearance.

i

.

GUAM

,

'

broadcast each Sunday afternoon, over

has been the privilege of the Radio Corporation to present a truly

astonishing array of talent. Each

ALASKA,

ST. BERNARD
MONASTERY PASS,

^

It

DUTCH HARBOR,

FRANCE

ROME, ITALY /

•

is

the nation-wide facilities of the Blue

MAJESTIC

'

GERMANY

alameda, calif.
boston, mass.
brooklyn, n. y.
camden, n- j.
chicago, ill
cincinnati, ohio
Cleveland, Ohio

hour of entertainment

full

1

DUBLIN, IRELAND.

PARIS,

RCA

Recently the Radio Corporation of America completed

BUENOS AIRES,
ARGENTINA
RIO DE JANEIRO,
BRAZIL'

HUNGARY
DRESDEN, GERMANY

LEIPZIG,

is the

HONOLULU,
HAWAII

EUROPE

BERLIN,

'"

This

Magic Key of

AMSTERDAM,
HOLLAND
:

:

.

.

anniversary of

.the

The Magic Key program

Radio Corporation of America

.

. .

and

as

it

gratefully acknowl-

indebtedness to the brilliant performers who have graced the program.

TO THE MAGIC KEY PROGRAM EVERY SUNDAY AT 2 TO 3 P.M, E. S.T, OVER NBC BLUE NETWORK

C
INC.

0 & P ORA HON
•

•

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY,

INC.

'

'
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ma
who appeared on

artists

OPERA STARS

PERSONALITIES PROMINENT IN PUBLIC LIFE

ROSE BAMPTON
LUCREZIA BORI

HONORABLE

MARIO CHAM LEE
DORIS DOE
SUZANNE FISHER
KIRSTEN FLAGSTAD

J.

D.

the

GARDNER

a touch of brimstone

Canadian Minister of Agriculture
G. HARBORD
Chairman of the Board of RCA
J.

DUSOLINA GIANNINI
HELEN J EPSON

boy meets girl
call it a day

MARIA JERITZA

Pan American Airway*

LOTTE LEHMANN
GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
LAURITZ MELCHIOR
PAUL ROBESON
TITO SCHIPA
Mme. ERNESTINE

ADMIRAL JOSEPH M. BEEVES
U. S. Navy
COLONEL HENRY L. ROOSEVELT
Assistant Secretary of the Navy

DAV D SARNOFF,
I

'President

Radio Corporation of America

.

.

COLONEL NORMAN U
SWARTZKOPF, formerly

SCHUMANN-HEINK
GLADYS SWARTHOUT_.
MARIAN TELVA
ARMAND TOKATYAN

•

Superintendent, of N. J. State Police
ADMIRAL JOSEPH K. TAUSSIG.
U. S. Navy, Assistant Chief of
Naval Operations

COMDR. WHEELER

LIEUT.

STARS OF THE
CONCERT STAGE

.MUTINY, ON THE BOUNTY

ONE RAINY AFTERNOON
OTHELLO
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE
QUEEN VICTORIA
SATURDAY'S CHILDREN
SCHOOL FOR SCANDAL
THE FARMER TAKES A WIFE
THE THREE MUSKETEERS
THINGS TO COME
THIRTEEN HOURS BY AIR

FROM:

PERSONALITIES PROMINENT IN JOURNALISM

MARIAN ANDERSON
HAROLD BAUER
RUDOLPH GANZ
PERCY GRAINGER
HERBERT ERNST GROH

THE MIKADO
PORGY. AND BESS
RED RHUMBA

EDWARD BEATTY
ALlSTAIR COOKE

(from Budapest)

JOHN McCORMACK
RUGGIERO RICCI
ERNA SACK (from Leipzig).
CARLOS SALZEDO
JOSEPH SCHMIDT
(from Amsterdam)
ANDRES SEGOVIA (from Madrid)

ALBERT SPALDING
HELEN TRAUBEL

PATIENCE, RICHARD AND
JOHN ABBE, authors
Producer

KATHLEEN NORRIS
Novelist

C.

and Playwright

ORCHESTRAS

M. TREMAINE, Secretary of

the National Music Week Committee
H. G.. WELLS, Novelist

PERSONALITIES PROMINENT IN SCIENCE

NBC SYMPHONY
PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA
VIENNA SYMPHONY
N. Y. PHILHARMONIC SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA (70 members)
THE PH LADELPH IANS

LEWIS M. CLEMfeNT.VIce-presldent

RCA Victor

DR. RAYMOND L. DITMARS
Curator of, N.Y. Zoological Gardens
WILLIS" Rl GREGG, -Chief of U.S.
Weather Bureau, Washington, D. C.

DR. C.'A.

and
'

CHORAL GROUPS
,

.

—

•

BINA MOSSMAN GLEE CLUB
'

PERSONALITIES PROMINENT IN SPORTS
LAWSON LITTLE
JOE LOUIS
HELEN WILLS MOODY

AROUND THE WORLD TOUR

(from Honolulu)

CINCINNATI, OPERA

.-.

,

COMPANY
'

DON COSSACK CHOIR
D'OYLY CARTE" OPERA* COMPANY
EVA JESSY E CHOIR
JOHN GOSS and the
LONDON SINGERS
RCA VICTOR GLEE CLUB
RUSSIAN SYMPHONIC CHOIR
UNIVERSITY OF STOCKHOLM

MALE CHORUS
(from Stockholm)

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA
Mask A Wig Club'
VIENNA CHOIR BOYS
VICTOR LIGHT OPERA COMPANY

"AMERICAN BROADCASTING HAS

YALE GLEE CLUB

NO

RAMONA

BY RADIO

EDWARD BEATTY
FROM ADDIS ABABA
BROADCAST FROM

.

from Rome,

Italy)

his

,

I

TAKE-OFF FROM HAWAII

OFFICE
DESCRIPTION OF RCA VICTOR
RESEARCH LABORATORIES
DESCRIPTION OF ST. BERNARD

WALT DISNEY

MONASTERY IN SWITZERLAND
FLOYD GIBBONS' FROM MADRID
J. EDGAR HOOVER
FROM WASHINGTON, D. C.
INTERNATIONAL LIVESTOCK
SHOW FROM CHICAGO
INTERVIEW WITH
CAPTAIN ALBERT W. STEVENS

"

1

WITH MICKEY MOUSE AND GANG
HENRY FONDA
RALPH FORBES
SIDNEY FOX
JAMES GLEASON
HUGH HERBERT

stratosphere Balloonist
B. KENNEDY from

JOHN

.

Bunker

4-H Club Encampment
Washington, D. C.
Milwaukee

FRANCIS LEDERER
IDA LUPINO

.

.

Niagara Fall*

FRED MacMURRAY
RAYMOND MASSEY
JEAN MUIR

Richmond, Va.
,
Salt Lake City
San Francisco
Spencer, Iowa (Clay County Fair)

HUGH O.'CONNELL
MARY PICKFORD

Harmonica Rascals

ABBIE HflTCHELL

Statue of Liberty
Mardl Gras Celebration
.

ELEANOR POWELL
GENE RAYMOND
BILL ROBINSON
FRANC HOT TONE
ROBERT WILDHACK
ROLAND YCUNG.'
.

MARY. PHILLIPS
WILLIAM POST
DOC ROCKWELL
RICHARD RODGERS
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
NAN SUNDERLAND
OLIVER WAKEFIELD
JUNE WALKER
FLORENCE WILLIAMS
FRANCES WILLIAMS
CORA WITHERSPOON

from New Orleans and
Rio de Jandlro

EDGAR ANSELL MOWRER
from PARIS and LONDON
NAVY DAY CELEBRATION
NEW YORK AUTOMOBILE SHOW
PAN AMERICAN DAY
CELEBRATION
SPANISH GYPSY FESTIVAL
from MADRID
STOOPNAGLE AND BUDD
FROM SOUND VJEW GOLF CLUB

.

DANCE ORCHESTRAS

"

XAVIER CUGAT

EDUARDO DONATO

-Great Neok, Long Island

(from Buoncs Aires)

RADIO STARS
Andy
CADETS QUARTET
MILTON CROSS
CAROL DEIS
MORTON DOWNEY
JESSICA DRAGON ETTE
RUTH ETTING

amos

'N'

•

OF AMERICA
•

Hill

Ebbets Field, Brooklyn
Fort Dearborn, Chicago

LESLIE HOWARD
WALTER HUSTON

SUMMER AND WINTER

TOMMY DORSEY

SPORTS BROADCAST

EDDY DUCHIN
SHEP FIELDS
JAN GARBER
BENNY GOODMAN
LENNIE HAYTCN
GEORGE HALL
RICHARD HIMEER
•
JACK HYLTON
JACK JACKSON (from London)

SWISS MOUNTAIN MUSIC
from the Alp*

UNITED STATES MAIL
CHRISTMAS BROADCAST
FROM NEW YORK, CHICAGO
AND SAN FRANCISCO

WEATHER BUREAU BROADCAST
FROM WASHINGTON, D. C.
AND THE BRONX ZOO

PEER IN ITS PRESENTATION OF THE WORLD'S FINEST ARTISTS"— DAVID SARNOFF,

RADIOMARINE CORPORATION OF AMERICA

BLARNEY CASTLE, IRELAND
BROADCAST FROM CHICAGO
AND NEWARK AIRPORTS
CHINA CLIPPER BROADCAST
FROM ALAMEDA, CALIF.
CHINESE NEW YEAR
CELEBRATION FROM
SAN FRANCISCO'S CHINATOWN
ALlSTAIR COOKE FROM LONDON
CHRISTMAS TREE CUTTING
IN THE MAINE WOODS
DESCRIPTION OF CHINA CLIPPER
DESCRIPTION OF RCA
COMMUNICATIONS OPERATIONS

HEATHER ANGEL
RICHARD BARTHELMESS
FREDDIE BARTHOLOMEW
JOAN BENNETT
HELEN BRODERICK
HELEN CHANDLER

OSGOOD PERKINS

CALIFORNIA VARSITY EIGHT.

FRANK BLACK
WALTER DAMROSCH

WALTER O'KEEFE

THE KING'S MEN
CONRAD THIBAULT

BO R RAH MiNNEVITCH

Television Engineer, RCA Victor
CAPTAIN ALBERT. W. STEVENS
Army Stratosphere Balloonist

TRA CONDUCTORS

CHARLES O'CONNELL
EUGENE ORMANDY
ARTUR RODZINSKY
LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI

ARMISTICE DAY TRIBUTE^

CASPAR REARDON
VIRGINIA REA
LANNY ROSS
JEAN SABLON (from Paris)
SIGNORINA LIZA SERGIO

1

MORTON

——

BROADCASTS

JAMES MELTON'
CORINA MURA
JAN PEERCE
PICKENS SISTERS

(The Virginia Judge)
BEATRICE LILLIE

U. S.

i

SPECIAL INTEREST

fi

JEANNE DANTE
TODD DUNCAN
REGINALD GARDINER
HILDEGARDE
ALLAN JOSLYN
KASANOVA AND HER TZIGANES
RYDER KEANE
WALTER C. KELLY

I

SYMPHONY ORCHES-

PAUL WH ITEM AN
MEREDITH WILLSON
.

SCREEN STARS

CHARLES COBURN
GEORGE M. COHAN
JEROME COWAN
FRANK CRAVEN

'

l

'

RUDY VALLEE
FATS WALLER

and the Westerners

'

In charge of engineering,

CLEVELAND SYMPHONY
MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY

PHIL SPITALNY

VERSE SPEAKING CHOIR.
FRANCIA WHITE
MIDGE WILLIAMS

INA .CLAIRE

EFRE.M ZIMBALIST

SYMPHONY

(from Honolulu)

/

STOOPNAGLE AND BUDD

PERSONALITIES PROMINENT IN THE ARTS

MAX GORDON,,Theatrical

RUBY NEWMAN
RAY NOBLE
ORIGINAL DIXIELAND BAND
ROYAL HAWAIIAN BAND

GRAHAM McNAMEE

(radio announcer,

BRIAN AHERNE
GLENN ANDERS
A. G. ANDREWS
JOYCE ARLING
ADELE ASTAIRE
SHIELA BARRETT
ROYAL BEALE
NIGEL BLAKE
LUCIENNE BOYER
ANNE BROWN
ROBERT BURTON

(from Buenos Aires)

,

FIBBER McGEE AND MOLLY

BROADWAY STARS

FLOYD GIBBONS
JOHN B. KENNEDY
EDGAR ANSELL'MOWRER

-

BRONISLAW HUBERMAN
JOSEPH KNITZER
Mme. HULDAH LASHANSKA
MISCHA LEVITZKI
JOSEF LHEVINNE
LE PETIT MIRSHA

BOB LAWRENCE
LUM AND ABNER
CHARLES MAGNANTE
LUCILLE MANNERS
LOUISE MASSEY

ye

ENRIQUE MADRIGUERA
RUSS MORGAN

PAULINE GILBERT

.

MADAME BUTTERFLY

its first

GUY LOMBARDO
FRANCISCO LOMUTO

ALOIS HAVRILLA

HONEYBOY AND SASSAFRAS
JOHN B. KENNEDY
HANNAH KLINE and

MUSICAL SEQUENCES

U. S. Navy

during

FRANK FAY
JANE FROMAN
FLOYD GIBBONS
GOULD AND SHEFTER
BEN GRAUER
NOEL HARTNETT (from Ireland)
DICK HARTMAN
and the Tennessee Ramblers

David copperfield
JUSTICE
/
LOVE ON A BET

EDGAR HOOVER

Chief of U.S. Department of Justice
CAPTAIN EDWIN C. MUSICK
Chief Pilot Pacific Division

RCA Magic Key program

DRAMATIC SCENES
FROM:

GENERAL JAMES

(from Berlin)

I

show

These are the

*

J

'

•

RCA COMMUNICATIONS,

Pres.

Radio Corporation of America

S^Vo'^
INC.

•

RCA

INSTITUTES,

INC

VARIETY
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Every once
restless sessions in which,

looms as an enviable

a while, he has an uneasy night

in

among

bliss.

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

like this;

other things, a vision of "Chessy," the

one of those

C&

O

kitten,

,

Each time, the nocturnal routine

is

about the same. He tosses through

t

trade publications^ racks

his brains,

hums snatches of errant

arias, exhausts several

large flocks of sheep, but misses the jump on sleep at every turn.
he's bothered

by an unnecessary case of the
If

NBC

you are d radio

Artists Service offers

new and

talent

all

because

T. TVs.*

buyer who gets occasional

you an "out,"

And

when you're

particularly

unusual programs with complete casts to

spells of the T.T.'s,*

fit

'em, or

a

in frantic

need of

single artist, of

type, from a barnyard imitator to world-famed stars of stage, screen, opera

and

any

radio.
—

*

TALENT TROUBLES: An

acute alphabetic disorder peculiar, at times, to

NBC ARTISTS SERVICE
NEW YORK
SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN

of the

BOSTON

•

radio talent buyers.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO

CHICAGO

•

all

SCHENECTADY

•

PITTSBURGH

•

•

CLEVELAND

SAN FRANCISCO
•

DETROIT

•

HOLLYWOOD

-

INC

—
AD

Wednesday, October 14, 1936
Broadcasts
music.

consist

.
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I
sermon and Columbia's

of

43
Paducah Plantation.

for Irvin Cobb's

Pacific Coast network.

Clinton Twlss drew NBC assignCharles Butterworth having his
week on behalf of Packard show monologs written by ment to broadcast migration of the
swallows from San Juan Capistrano.
Contract; handled through J. P. McEvoy.
,.
Blackett-Sample-Hummert, of Chicago, runs to June 25, 1937*
Frank Forest tossed a buffet feed
Jack Runyon, producer for Lord
Thomas, took his California's
for Camel Caravan crew at his Bev-'
Hour to Oakland for an airing.
Mark Smith and Chuck Benson hills home.
.

aired" five days a

Ovaltine,

Hollywood, Oct, i3.
retary to Bill Andrews, chief an
Gordon Brown, Night Owl of sta-l nouncer.
Her successor is Lois
tion KJBS, San Francisco, is ex- Lavers of the music rights
departpected back at the mike in about ment.
three weeks. Brown was injured in
an auto crash some weeks ago. PneuDr. William Van Wyck, CBS-Don
monia developed in the hospital and Lee
educational director in San
he was under an oxygen tent for
Francisco,: began his third year on
many days.
the. air as a commentator last Thursday (8),
Carlton E. Morse, author of 'One
•Man's Family,' NBC serial"; planed to
-NBC -department chiefs in San
•Hollywood from San "Francisco last
week for a. huddle with.. Paramount Francisco and -John Swallow, manexecs on 'a scenario for (the film -ver- ager of the' network's Holly wood stusion of the airer,-; :M;ike-:Itflffetto! dios, were called together for a
subbed as producer pf the. Wejfhes-! lengthy huddle- with Don E. Gilman,
viee-prexy, last Thursday (8). All.day and Sunday broadcasts, ,
day confab began at 11 a. m., with
"
Lane Truesdell, former Al Pearce' another short session Friday morn^canary and Holly wood radio singer, ing. Swallow returned south Monhas joined the NBC artist staff in San; day.
Francisco. Mis^ TrUes'dell previously'
After three months' recess, the
sang on the. Blue Monday .Jamboree
and other programs r t KFRC, San! Wander Company has resumed its
'Little Orphan Annie' disc sessions
Francisco.
i

•

•

•

&

•

added to
nouncing

KHJ

Angeles)

,(Los

an-

Salvatore Santaella ork now goWalter Johnson, former film, actor,
ing over
on remote from chop now on Hollywood production staff
of Young .& Rubicam.
(LR3),, Buenos house.
Aires, will pick up a special event
broadcast from the Argentinian Peter Lorre goes on the Rudy Joe Alvln added to publicity staff
training ship, Sarmiento," in Los An- Vallee show in 'November as guester. of NBC in -Hollywood.
geles, Cal, the end of this week.
staff.

KFWB

Radio

Belgrano

Rev. William

Anne -Jamison

set

show

spot on Packard

-

John Kennedy,

i

Angeles),(L. A.).

now

KGFJ (Los
KFAC

late of

barker at

staff

Ch'et Mtttendorff and Bill Ray of
(Hollywood) east on biz.
First time out of state for Mitzy.

Hofr (Goose Creek

for the vocal Parson) on the mend in L. A.
Oct. 13.
a major surgery.

:

KFWB

from
;

NBC

Hollywood
John Swallow,
Orsattl has broken with
in L. A. and now book* chief, drew a floral gift from Olds*
mobile for producing that one-reeler

Ernie

Howe

'Doc'

ing radio talent on his' own.

of; the Irv

;

1

Mae Began transferred from NBC's
San Francisco staff to the web's Hollywood offices' this week to work:

-

with
ists'

Dema

Harshbarger' of NBC ArtService,* She' was, formerly sec-;

1

Cobb show.

Doris Laurey, N. Y.,' radio and
Pons and Adolphe Menjou
do 'Conversation Piece' for Lux stage actress, now on. the Coast do-

Lily

Kathleen Jones, past five years Ofing air work.
fice ^manager,
KOL, Seattle, and
Thomas Harrison, county treasurer
Morse, author of 'One
Harold David back to Coast -office 0f San Juan County, Washington,
on KYA; San Francisco. Platters are Man's Family/ at Paramount to of Lord, & Thomas after three-month will be married on Nov. 15. '
script air serial for the screen.
radio survey through- the east.
Panlfst Fathers of Old St. Mary's
Fred Bass, CKWX, Vancouver
Church have renewed their half -hour
Arthur Kemp making a survey
Hal Bock, NBC Hollywood pub- program director, is having two
Sunday^ Morning, programs over through northwest before., taking up licist, hosted the first film preview songs published, 'Floating on Wings
KYA, San Francisco, to May 30, 1937. his post in N. Y. as rep. there of of an* air- program as advance -bally of Love' and 'Jubilee' March.'
will

Nov.

•

'

23.

.

.

'

Carlton

.

•

'

-

.

&
ARTISTS' REPRESENTATIVES

ANNOUNCE
THE OPENING OF TKJEiR OFFICE At

NEW YORK

501 MADISON AVENUE

CITY

AND THE PLACING

•

ELDORADO 5-1076

OF;

COL. ST00PNAGLE AND BUDD
•

-

'.

.

ON

;

WALTER O'KEEFE

.

"THE MINUTE TAPIOCA PROGRAM"
(SPONSORED BY GENERAL FOODS)

NORMAN CORDON

ON--

ON

"THE Sj^ALTEST
SATURDAY NIGHT PARTY','

'-.

'THE MAGIC KEY OF RCA"
Sunday, October 18

Presented Every Sunday

2:00

over

WJZ and The
5:30

•

3:00

WJZ and The

Blue Network

6:00 -P.M.,

-

'

Every Saturday

Blue Network

'

•
.

EST

8:00

WEAF

STARTING HIS FIRST SEASON

•

-

METROPOLITAN OPERA

*

DECEMBER

SEVENTH YEAR

'

and The Red Network

MARKING THE BEGINNING OF HIS

"

28

FOURTH SUCCESSIVE YEAR
ON THE AIR

ON THE AIR

THESE ARTISTS AND THE OTHERS

WHOM WE

REPRESENT JOIN US IN SALUTING

THE MAGIC KEY OF /RCA"
ON

Hail to

ITS FIRST

ANNIVERSARY

The Magic Key of

RCA
/

and
GEORGE HALLDAWN
Featuring

the STATE,

New

His Orchestra

and johnny McKEEVER

DOLLY

York, last week,

VARIETY

dishing out excellent music
Just completed shorts for

said:
.

.

Warner

.

"

an ace dance orchestra
is tops"

orchestra

Bros,

and Paramount.

SEVENTH CONSECUTIVE YEAR
Hotel Taft,

New York

'
:

Starting October t'7
"
P M.) EST

9:00

with the

,

At

:

over

MARKING THE BEGINNING OF THEIR

.

-

;

-

(SpQnaored by the National Dairy Products Corp.)

EST

P.M.,

.

.'

'

•

/.

Columbia Broadcasting System

VICTOR RECORDING ARTISTS

.

.

#

R4DI

VARIETY
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No Sweeping Changes
be issued to a select group of
50 kw. stations to supplement the

(Continued from page 31)

will

to earmark only '25 or
30 of the present 40 frequencies as
reserved for single stations during
dark' hours.
Second,
experimental authority

last

be 'amended

ADVERTISEMENT

WEB Stations
Happy Airing

WLW

research carried on at
the
three years on the- question of
greater wattage.
Favored transmitters will be picked from the
gang now seeking permits to jump to
500 kw. and will be sprinkled carefully in different sections, of the
country to provide actual data about
operating difficulties and advantages.
Third, regionals will get part of
their requests but the line of de-

marcation
nite.

Happy Hollow
Flock Welcome Rural
Top Mail Puller Natural

outlets will be more defiNumSer of frequencies set

aside for high-powered
regional
stations may- be increased slightly
and transmitters now functioning .on
broken-down exclusive ribbons may
be put in this category.

Fourth, all present low-power' regionals will get a horizontal juice

jump with

For Fall Biz

group.

dered

Fifth,

Before serving rural dish to
affiliates again this autumn
Arthur Church queried, "Will
you carry?" Flood of answers from station execs
:

indicated

HAPPY HOLLOW

one of the most popular features on coast-tor-coast Columbia, janes, would appear
on all fall listings. Popularity not new to Church; "Your
Home Town" show has been
a consistent top CBS sustaining mail puller several
seasons, nosed out only by

KMBC's Ted Malone, who
started raking coin in .name
of loveliness
for
Hind's

&

Honey

Almond- Cream

(Oct. 5). Show is natural
for food, home, kid product

—script and music great

home consumption,
family ears. Ought to

stuff for
all

head

on any merFed to
Kansas
ace program building

pull its
"~\

off

chandising' hook.
chain by KMBC,
City,

and testing

station.

kw

1

new minimum

Kansas City— In rush of
eyeing beaucoup donero
soaked in names by competish, advertisers snubbed
mportant package back on

CBS web, HAPPY HOLLOW.

between low and high

powered

probably being the
for all plants in this

power boosts may.be

-all

around for

locals,

placed on establishment of

or-

with ban

more

100-

watters.

Guesses

These guesses are based on the attitude of various commission members and executives in private conversations as well as the viewpoints
reflected by questions propounded
of . various witnesses. Virtually all
industry watchers are convinced the
F. C. C. has decided to adopt a. conservative stand, in view of the sharp
issues 'and lack of agreement between various groups, but will agree
upon a few renovations to duck
charges of being old fogeys.
Commish has been given an easy
out in the super-power controversy
by the dispute over economic consequences of wattage increases, it is
believed. _ Since there is disagreement even between advocates of
jiiice jumps over the economic ef.

fect on clear channel, regional and
local stations, the broadcast rulers
can logically declare further study
is

necessary.

Accordingly,

it is

gen-

erally expected th^ broadcast division will recommend that more ex-

perimentation

'

and

observation

is

necessary.

Chain Warnings
While .the broadcast divisionites
have not formally talked over the
evidence submitted during the first
week, at least a majority feels the
super-power question is too momen
tous to settle once and for all at this
time, trade hears.

Two

of the trio

were deeply impressed by warnings
that higher power may lead to abah
donment of regional and local outlets by
chains, rate, wars which
would result in greater commercialization and inevitable reduction of

Wednesday/ October

sponsored programs, and diversion of
revenue which might cause numerous fatalities.
While the cleared -channel group
probably will not obtain removal of
the present 50 kw wattage roof, one
aftermath of the sessions is expected
to be a boost in the minimum power
requirement. In some circles close
to the commish, it is believed a 50kw bottom will be fixed, although
other quarters believe the governoutfit may stop at 25 kw. At
present dominant stations are compelled only to use at least 5 kw. If the c.c. crowd gets such a concession, the regionals are likely to
be mollified by revision of present
rules to- permit 5 kw operation at
night by the high-powered category.
The low-powered group at the same
time probably would be boosted to 1
kw night power.
Horizontal increases for locals are
believed an integral part of this picture. To preserve present .relationships, the commish logically should
boost the night wattage figures for
small transmitters, although- further
study may be required before this is
worked out Hints from commish
sources are that an all-around raise
to 250 watts may eventuate, although
many experts believe the regulators
will reserve the right to pick and
choose the transmitters which are
given more juice.

Confounding the Critics

14,

Hearst Renews

Cleveland, Oct. 13.
After yapping about bad timI ng o n programs, engineers at
here were allotted a half
hour to produce their own
show burlesquing the foibles of
program
the
and production de»

.

Effort to Get

WHK

partment

Into Capital

.

Hecklers spent a solid

ment

rehearsing,

week

and then. ran. the

works four minutes overboard.

Washington, Oct.

complications in the
a local station in the National Capital developed last week
when Hearst Radio, renewing efforts
to obtain a ' District of Columbia
outlet applied for 1310. kc assignment due to be vacated by WOL.
While the
shift to 1230 has
been deferred- by mutual consent until after court disposition of a related
controversy
involving the
Monbcacy Broadcasting Co., the political headache of the Federal Communications Commission grew worse
with entry of Hearst into the picture

NIAGARA FALLS DISPUTE
Examiner Dalberg Adjusts Contending Parties

Washington, Oct. 13.
Scrap over a transmitter -for Niagara Falls, N. Y., was temporarily
settled last week by Examiner Melvin H. Dalberg. Two outfits, bidding
for the identical ^assignment,
closely tied' but the Power

WOL

were

City
Broadcasting Company, composed of
a group of leading business men, won
out over the Niagara Falls. Gazette in opposition to Scripps-Howard inPublishing Company, chiefly because terests and two Democratic- polithe tag was found to have 'its pres- ticians. There now are three applient sphere of usefulness in the com- cations pending for the facilities
munity, which it further seeks to WOL plans to abandon, aspirants inserve by means of a broadcasting cluding William Dolph, Democratic
station.'
radio personage, and former Senator
Whole story of cleared-channel
Both applicants sought the 630 kc Clarence Dill of Washington, as well
operators and most of the. case of.
as Hearst. Scripps-Howard, through
the regionals, as well as the stand frequency- with 250 watts power,
Continental Radio, its broadcasting
of Columbia Broadcasting System, days only. Both were amply qualiwas put into the record before the. fied financially to construct the sta- subsidiary, is after either the 1230
or the
week-end recess. This week opened tion,- though the Gazette proposed to assignment sought by
1130 post which the station holds at
build
station,
a
while
the
$19,350
with the National Association of
Regional Broadcasters bulwarking Power City group plans an expendi- present.
Fearing repercussions from the
engineering opposition to super- ture of from $13,000 to $14,000.
power with economic and social ob- Slight interference, during the late courts, the broadcast division has dejections which were related by Paul afternoon, is expected with CFCO, ferred action on WOL's application
an
Ontario,
Canada,
station
operating
for a power boost until decision is
D. P.. Spearman, counsel for the John
with 100 watts, but, according to Ex- reached in the fight of Monocacy
Shepard faction.
aminer Dalberg, the interference Broadcasting Co. for right to build a
After the exclusive franchise hold'would not be classed as objection- new 100 watter at Frederick, Md.
ers finished appealing for removal of
able/ Dalberg decided granting of Commish signed a stipulation that no
all power limitations 'and maintenthe Power City Company's applica- franchises would be handed out
ance of at least 30 cleared ribbons,
tion would 'best serve the public inwhich might adversely affect the
the regionals presented their arguterest, convenience and necessity.'
Monocacy interests.
ment in favor of duplication, with
Dr. Greenleaf Whittier Pickard inArthur E. Lewis, variously with
sisting simultaneous use of the select assignments by two' widely- WJAS, Pittsburgh; WTAX, Spring
Staff Functions
separated stations would inflict no field, 111., and WROK„ Rockford, is
Wichita, Kans~ Oct. 13.
injury under the right sort of regu- now on the sales staff of WMMN,
Latest radio station here is KANS,
lation.
Pickard claimed that addi- Fairmont", W. Va.
a 100-watter broadcasting on 1210
tional 5 lew stations amply separated
kc. Herb Hollister, one-time owner
could be put on the 40 cleared avely to answer opposition of CBS to of WLBF, Kansas City, is general
nues and render greater service
'
superpower. Joseph Maland of
if the
commish exercised care in did the answering back and pooh- manager.
passing on the applications. He preStaff includes Jack Todd, prepoohed the idea advanced by Wilsented an elaborate argument about
viously
with
and
KGGF, as
liam S. Paley that wattage boosts
the extension of service to great part
would compel chains to drop regional program director; Jack McEIroy, of
of the population and. also fired
and KGGF, as tenor soloist
and local outlets. Even if some sta->
forceful objections against superwere dumped by the. webs, no and mikeman, and Vic Rugh, forpower by citing, instances of poten- tions
major harm would result, Maland merly with the Wichita Eagle, as
tial international interference.'
contended, because the simultaneous sports and special events announcer.
Answering CBS
New outfit has started making a
raises in rates would divert certain
With National' Broadcasting. Co. amount of business to locals and re- play for sports, with the Wichita U.
witnesses due for second week, gionals since many small advertisers football games, and wrestling and
cleared channel group moved quick- could not stand the increased cost.
hockey matches, on tap.
'

WOL

.

KANS

WHO

WHB

•

WMBH
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AGENCY HAS
NEAR CORNER

Played at 6:30 A.M. Pots

on Air for Day

Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 13.
With Don Harris' f a.m. waker-up
program sold to Kellogg's Corn
Flakes,
has moved ahead its
opening to 6:30 a.m.
Purpose is
partly to-get more radios turned -on
signaturing
the
of
Ed
Wynn
With
before the first commercial.
for Spud cigarets on NBC's -blue
Station opens with the Star Span(WJZ) network starting Nov. 14, the gled Banner and Tom Murray hanYoung tc Rubicam agency rates as dles a half hour of combined music
controlling by far the largest num- and news flashes.
ber of first line comics in radio.
Kellogg's is using a slogan contest
Other comedians clearing through with an automobile, automatic rey & R at the present time are Jack frigerator and radio as top prizes
Benny, Fred Allen, Phil Baker, among 115 offered.
Stoopnagle and Budd and Charles
Butterworth, Burns and Allen comes
under the agency's supervision in 'HERE I
HARD'
April when that team starts plugging
Grapenuts (General Foods).
Head of
Tells Public Fred
will

ON COMICS

from

originate

WHAM

work with Wynn

.Band which

has yet to be set

New

Broadcast will
York.

CSdiHac's Style Slant

•

New wrinkle in stressing fancy
lines of higher-priced automobiles
probably will be used by Cadillac
'

its new program starts on
in ,the
next few weeks.
Planned to introduce fashion and
<style experts from this country and
Europe for quickie interview, with

when
•NBC

follow-up comment that 'they style
clothes; Cadillac styles cars.'
In addition to appealing to femme
listeners sponsors figure the idea has
novelty.
Feminine
announcers
being tested last week at
for.
official
spot
of
introducers
of
fashion authorities on program.

NBC

•

Eennie to Canada
Winnipeg, Oct

13.

Boys at the All-Canada Broadcasting System doing a little cross-country leap frogging. Bruce Pirie, for.

merly on the. Winnipeg home office
sales staff has been moved out to
Regina to take charge of affairs for
the agency in 'that territory.'
International touch has been added
by bringing in James A. Rennie from
KABR of Aberdeen, South Dakota,
for sales staff.

AM WORKING
WQAM

Miser Is Late for Work

Miami, Oct. 13.
Fred Borton, prez of WQAM, is
taking to the air with a morning
stanza answering letters sent to the
station,
discussing
technical
improvements, plugging programs, etc.
First .day of his broadcast he tossed
the script into the wastebasket, and
let the world know:
'Fred Mizer (another station exec)
isn't down to work yet this morning. He has a bad habit of sleeping
late.
I hope he hears this and arrives on time hereafter.'

Inside Stuff—Radio

Kapp-Conklln Move Their Businesses
Into

One

Office

Chicago, Oct.

13.

Paul Kapp and Neil Conklin have
in together and have opened
semi-partnership offices in the
Mather Tower for the personal representation and agency biz.
Conklin was formerly head of local Columbia Artists Bureau. Kapp
has been an independent artists' rep

moved

joint,

in radio for several years.

Reallocation of

KFRU, indie station in Columbia, Mo., is distributing a covelaj... booklet
among New York agencies which, among other things, makes cost comparisons between local radio and local newspapers. Latter dori"t get a
very flattering write-up. Amazing thing about this situation is that KFRU
lists itself as being owned and operated by a newspaper
the Star-Times
Publishing Co. of St. Louis. Booklet furthermore was apparently written
up by that paper's research department.
In re newspaper-radio costs, the booklet states that $159 will buy 15minutes, thrice weekly for two weeks over KFRU, and reach 69% of the
Columbia market. Same amount of coin, the diatribe goes on,, will buy
only one-quarter page in five dailies, reaching 22%% of trie market.Brochure is niftily bound in spiral binding and gives info on the following other topics:* primary market; coverage; families owning sets by rural
and urban breakdown; economic facts; retail markets; fan mail; and a rr'~

—

catd.

Naval Academy at Annapolis has notified Baltimore broadcasters that
it does not want stations to release publicity till day
of game On fact some
of the stations will carry play-by-play descriptions of the two tilts the
will engage in in Balto this season. On Sat. (17), Yale will be encountered in Balto. Indie station
will feed to Ihter-City regional
network, and as NBC has about decided to carry game,
will feed
to that network. Publicity can break with Academy's okay in areas outside Maryland.
Same setup for the Notre Dame battle in Balto next
month, with sane pair of networks carrying, and perhaps CBS to boot
The Hague, Oct. 2.
Incidentally, on Oct 31, Navy team will participate in a game that for
conference was held at The first time will be broadcast commercially. Meeting with Penn -oii that date
Hague of representatives of Great is at Franklin Field, and since is a Penn home game, Navy has no say in
Britain, Germany, France, Sweden, the broadcasting matter. Atlantic Refining will sponsor over two-station
Norway, Lithuania and Holland of hookup, WCAU, Philly, and Hearst-owned WBAL, Baltimore.
radio-experts connected with shipping. The trouble between Holland

Dutch-Roumanian

Navy

Radio

WCBM

Jam Nears

WFBR

A

and Roumania, which both are on

Pete Nelson, who is a regular member of the Mutual web's sales staff
of 1,875 metres, also afin Chicago, has moved his operations over to the Republican National
communication at sea.
Committee headquarters
the Railway Exchange for the remainder of
wave of the presidential campaign.in Officially
Nelson has a desk at the GOP head2,000 metres. This can not be done
quarters as a representative of the Mutual system and. to see that MBSwithout co-operation of England and
GOP radio negotiations go through smoothly.
this seems now assured.
However,
Nelson
is really handling the bulk of the details and followIf shipping goes on 2,000 metre,
wave it will be possible to give through on contracts for the GOP" spot radio campaigns throughout the
Sets Its Staff
country, and figures to be on a technical leave of absence from Mutual
Holland the 1,975 wave and to put
Roumania on a wave between 1,875 though it is understood he is remaining on the Mutual payroll.,
Nelson is the Blackett-Sample-Hummert contact for Mutual. Hill Blackett
Rochester, N. Y., Oct. 13.
and 2,000. Dutch station Radio KootWSAY, new 100-watter now on wyk is now making tests and if these is the public relations chieftain in the present GOP campaign, and has
trial basis and building programs for are successful it seems that a solu- been stressing the use of radio in the vote-garnering parade.
regular commercial broadcasts be- tion of the present tangle may lie in
ginning Oct. 25, ~ has raided nearby sight Meeting at The Hague was
stations for staff talent.
Within the past three weeks, Hildagarde, NBC sustainer, through her
also attended by a representative of
Ken Sparnon, WSYR, Syracuse, and the Union Internationale de Radio- unusual contract, has made herself $1,000 without doing her program for
former conductor of the
Pal- diffusion, which union deals with the net Comedienne-singer's ticket calls for $500 weekly, an unusual susace orchestra here, is program di- wave distribution of signatory states taining fee, and also stipulates that she be paid weekly, not per broadcast
rector. La Vere Full er,
as in most cases.
OKO, Al- regarding broadcasting stations.
bany, and lately with WHAM, is chief
Stint has been omitted from nets on two occasions due to interrupting
announcer. Bob Hubbard, of ColBlanche Haring bows in as a regu- politico talks.
gate, is doing a three-times-a-week lar announcer over WHN, New York,
sports review.
Others now on the Thursday night (15) from French Castaff are Mort Nusbaum, formerly of sino, N. Y.
Melody Treasure Hunt on WOR, New York, is a resumption after a sumFollowing break-in on
WHEC, and Herbert LeFrois, stud- nightly dance parade, girl will be mer interruption and was started before, riot after WMCA, New York'*
ent at the Eastman School of Music. spotted for various other shows.
amateur songwriters' series.
long
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'Star Spangled Banner'
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*
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Ruth Chatterton
KllBabeth Rethberg
Paul Taylor Chorus
Jimmy Doraey Oro

LADY ESTHER

WEEK OF

OCT.

14-20

A

&

I

Lee RelMir

TH

Village
Sketches'
Arthur Allen-

W

M

.

.

Erno Rapee,

We, the People'

•:30-F-WEAF

WEAF

Red

Dtm

'

ACME
.

'

5:30-8u-WEAF
'Home Harmonies'
Ed McCon-

Cecil.

Irnia Glenn
Palmer Clark: Oro

James
'

.

•H. H. McDonald

Comer

•

'.

(Anaclnl
7 p.m.-Tn-TV-Th-

p,m.-F-WEAF
Nlghter*

'First

WJZ

Ste'edah

CAMPANA
10

Don Ameche

Uasy Aces'Goodman Ac*

Barbara Luddy

,

•Aubrey, M.

Jane AC*
Mary Hunter

& W.

CABNATIOVMJI.lt
IO-M-WEAF

AMER. TOBACCO

l.ullnby

p.m.-W-VrEAF
Harry Sosnlk Oro
10

Ranch'
Louise Massey &
AVestemers
Dott Massey
Massey
Milt Mable
Larry Wellington

Wm

Cameron Andrew*
John Milton

Lady

-

'Beneath

Honey Dean

face'

-

Edith. Dlclc

Buddy Clark
Songsmlths 4

•Lord* Thorrtas
AAIER. RADIATOB
•J^Su-AVEAF

.

.

•Fireside Recitals'
Slenrd Nlliien
Willi* Morris

11 «.m.-M to F-

WJZ

'

•Blacltett

Wm

HOWEY'S

WEAF
the

City

Bleeps'

'•.Voiine.

'

FITCn
1:4S-Sn-WEAJ

* Rublcam

GENERAL MILLS

•Singing Lady*
[reens Wlclter

-

•

Pugh

&

B.

KELI/OGQ
Ex.

8a-

Mllton Rettcnberg,
N.

W.'Ayer

KRAFI'-l'IIKM.X
10-T|i.\VKAF

10-Sii-WEAF
Blng Crosby
Gen. Motor Symph Bob Burns

.

'

MORELL'S
p.m.-Tli-WKAF

'Tea Time'
Gale Page
Chan. Sears

Ore
McD.

Galllcchla's

&

•Henri. H.

MORROW

W.

3.

4i\V-WEAF
& H
NAT'L BISCUIT

•Baggoley, H.

WJZ

9:30-1"'Twin Stars'

Rosemarle Brancnto
Helen Claire
Jbseph Uonlne Ore
'M'-Cnnn-Erlckfon

W.

Waltz Time"
Abe Lyman Oro

Frank .Munn
(Dr. LyonB Tooth

(Ivory)

Clarence Muse
4 Blackbirds

•f.ori*

'Thatcher Colt MysSeries';

TlanleV 3( afford

Fred Astalre-

Johnny Green Ore

WMAL

on the

WRC

residents in the capital as well
.

as in the adjacent suburbs of

Maryland and Vir-'

They carry ah advertising campaign direct
the people— in a community that is rapidly

<

l>A«'H'IC IIOIt

AN

8:S0-1MV,IZ

Death Vnli'v lmv»
Hdwln W VV hi ci»>
Lonesome Cowboy
(i»nn King
John MacRry'rte
Jeff Drynnt
i

•

ginia*

Vlofann Erlck.

to

PFPSODICVI
Ei Sn-Su\y k a i
Amos 'n' Andy

growing in population and purchasing power.
.

7-Dnlly

1

Freeman Gosdfn
'"harles

Civrroll

* Thorns.

f^)rd

I'M II. II" :MOItlCI>

WRC
1000-500 WATTS

WMAL

"McCnnn-Erlohson

500-250 WATTS

NBC R*d N*twork

WASHINGTON,

•

NBC

Blu* Network

D. C.

Completely programmed by

NBC

i'lI.I.SItl' K Y
I'mluvs t'bthlifn
10:45-Dnlly-^VE.\I
lima fuilnpb
Waller WlcKer

Jonnaon

'Hollywood Hotel'
'The Devil Is a
Sissy'

(Knlynos)

CHARLOTTE, N.C,

Located in the heart of the Carolina* and' covering one of the
richest,

most responsive,

—

short one of the
kets in the- world.

in

and—

best mar-

Freddie Bartholo-

p.m.-Tu-WAIIC

'Haiumersiein
Hall'

Tell .'Ilnmmcrstcln

.

mew

An NBC

Mickey Rooney
Jackie Cooper
Dlek Towell

Affiliate

siiiii rilii.n

.l:4ri-M-TI(-F-WEA»
Hlllv aii'l Heltv
Jimmy McCalllon
Vlorpnee Stprll.rig
Wilfred T.vtell

Audrey Egan
Aver
VV

•N

'THE O'NEILLS'

Nlllll.l,
( I'etroleuin)
9:3II-Sn UF.Af

Sfnlth Bnllew
Kdwnrd E. Hortnn

Helen Broderlck
Heleno Mayer
Peggy Stnnton
.lack Gardiner
Victor Vi.img Ore
\^'"tlr

•J

By

NOW

I'lionipson

SltERWIN-

JANE WEST

RADIO'S

MOST POPULAR

FAMiLf BRINGS YOU

MORE

Met. Opera Audi-

Ore

•Blow

tions

Emm.'i Boldon
Dennis O'Neil
Wilfred Pellet ler

[aughter Tears

*nd

[-jeart-throbs
i

•

Presented by Ivory Soap

Edwnrd Johnson
"C. W. Cecil

99 "

100

0
c

pure

SINCLAIR
U-M-WJZ
Vim
Red Grange
Malcolm Claire
cinr

Ireene Wicker
..ucy Glllmaii

Sinclair

Von Ainon
<cun McGregor
'Hutchinson

Filtz Clarlc
loe Parsotia
Ilnrry Koupp

.''red

(Soup)

B-F-WAIIO

-Su-WEAF

Rton Boyc
Charles Martin

liess

CAMPBELL

Lennox
Victor Anion's Orr

wsoc

TI.

Vnrletlea'

Kll-znlielh

WILLIAMS

Clemens

ItHlMinan'*

It.

'

-

Sweet hen
en

Jonchlm
Harry Salter's Ore
•Frank- Law

M.

Oscnr Shaw

.Music

tlORP.

5-Su-WAllC
'Your
Unneon
Friend'

rnrnirla Ponselle

K

Hus-

(Personal loans)'

8-F-WAHC
B'way

'

11KNKFICIAL

MANAGE

(Blandnl)

ADV
ItEC.ION'AI
11:30 n.m.-Tu-Su-

Duey

I.orotta
3
•i.

WABC

Sportcast, Ted
Ing
•N. W. Ayer

Oro

AMERICAN
HOME PRODUCTS

'

Slt.K
10-Su-IV.IZ
'.Bshlnii the Lead-

H-Tn-WEAf
Phil

.

WF/AV

•Youne & Rublcniri

ATLANTIC
REFINING

..

Van Horn
* Penri

•r'aiis

Mystery rhef
.

Edith Dick
Songsmlths 4
•Lord & Thomas

ICathryn

Thomns

PKM,

Miller's

Inrl;

Tod Collins

•TlurneU

Chas. iButt-cnvorto
Trudy Woodii
Frank Sullivan

Hiiddy Clark

7:15-Tu-Th-Sa-

Wagon

TTnrrv Rosnlk Ore

9:30-Tu->VEAF

Hit Parade
and Sweepetn Ices-

Bob Harlng's Oro

-

* ft P
8-Th- WA IIC
Knte Smith's Band

ItCA

r<d\vln C. Hill

PACKARD

influences

of.

line!"'.

,

Slack-Goble

Choose your Washington representatives for
popularity.
and
are vital sales

X>

David Gothard
J o c u r. Klssproof,
Outdoor Girl, Delica-Brow Cosmetics)
l»:4n-M fa F-WABC
'Rich Man's Darling'
(

•BlacUelt
.

John B. Kennedy
Frank Blactt, Conrtuetor

(Tar Soap)

2:S0-Su-WEAF

10-Sn-WAHC
•Your

T'oggy Allenby

Cross

Milton

AMERICAN

TOBACCO CO.
(LUcky Strike Clge)

Trent'
Virginia Clark
Marie -Nelson

Ed Jerome
On a Munson

Ernest Hutcheson
Jeanne Dante
Burgess Meredith

,
.

Jerry Mantt
•Blackett

-'Romance of Helen

2 p.m.-9u-W,lZ

PACKER'S

,tery

Kocen Ore

& Thomas

A

Lucy Laughlln

PROD.

.

(Edna" Wallace

Hopper Cosmetics)
12:30-M-F-WABC

Fuglt

Merrill
.Harry

•MhCIp K'ev

•D. P. Brother
.

AFFILIATED

Jean Sublon

Harry Jackxnn Ore

WABC

dorcnrt.en"

.

Norman- Cordon

Field
M^arlon Talley

Tno.

COLUMBIA

CO.

5:30-8a-WF.AF
nruce Kamman
Marlon Jnrdnn
Jim Jordan
Johnny Wolf
Thor Erlcson

R. C.

tion'

nurella Alexander
Judy. Annie & Zeke
Rnh Ln.wrence
TMxIe Deha
•T.onnen ft Mitchell.

Tim Healy

'Kaltenmeyer'a Kin-

'Padurah PlantaIrviri S. Cobb
Dordthy. Page
John Mather

W.IZ
'Singln' Sam'
Harry Frankel

»:46-M-Tli-F-W.IZ
Oapt.

QUAKER OATS

10-F-W4Z

Norman

wasey.

Rsmona
Klnc's Men

Bernlce Clair*

RADIO flllDE

l(h3a»8o-.WE.V.K

C

ence'

W-F-WEAB

Su-WJZ

Shep Fields Ore
liana Dornn
Bon GrnUer
Fred L'ttnt

'Ore

Ayer-

ft

8:15-F"l-in-Mon-

Mag)

(Phillip*

•fJardnpr

OLDSMOBILE

W

n.m.-M-W-F-

WELCH

Edward MacITugh

Stuart Churchill

Ferd& Grofe

Dir.

-

Ryan

fRv KrlsnV
B-|{:30-gu-WEAF
Marlon Talley
Josef Koestner's Or

Walter O'Keefe
Jane Pickens
Walter Cassels

Cavalcade, of Am.'
Arthur Pryor, Jr.,

(Continued on page 48)

•Wasey

•Blaclcman

ft

James VanDyk
Howard Smith

Tii-TIi-7:15 p.m.
Bxperl
•Voice
of

8:30-Wad-W.lZ

'Gospel Singer*

•Lord

Lab)

8 7 Sa-WEAF
'Saturdny Night
Party'

•N.

Wragga

Ex Sa

Adv. Corp.

IVASE?
11:45.

•

•Blackman

(Mor-O-OIH.

(Sealtest

:Cer11.

'

E I DU PONT DB
NEMOURS ft CO.
8-W-WABO

Matt Crowley(Super Suds)

Forrest Lawla

(Ivory Sonpi
11:45 a.m. Dally

•StalU-Goble

NAT'L DAIRY

BOTH YOUR HOUSES

'Pepper Young*
Arnall

•Pedlar. &.

'

U.S.

(drana Jiilc*)
9:30-Bu-\VEAF
iwnf Rich
.'American Album'
Frank Miinn
trOODBTntT'8
Lucy. Monro*
9:1KrSn-WJZ
Arden ft Arden
Paul Whtteman
<3us Haensoben Orr
Roy Bnrgy
F3ert Hlrach

to F-10:30-TVJZ

Curtis
Betty

.

'

Grler'a Ore

ft Ryan
Dem. Natl Comm.
10:45-Tu-WABC

KMV'WAnO

A'

Henry Saxe

Ethel Barrymore
•Blackett
(Bayer's)

Marlon Bnrner
Jack Rosolplgli

Henry Busse Ore

pianist.

Gilbert Douglas

(Calumet)

.

Sn-WJZ

Jane Mallcanus

.

.4

L,

8:30- Dally

•Blackett-S.-H.
L. W, Rhmsey
UENRRAL FOODS GEN'R.% MOTOR'S

Vivian Frldell

•Need ham.

Jim Ameche
John Gannon
Wm. Myers

James Goss

Morln Slater*.

Ranch Boya

ft

Warlon * J Jordan
Charles La veer

5:30-M to F-WEAF
Armstrong,
•Jack
All- American Boy'

the .Pen

pie'

McGee

Ted Wecms

0 p.ro ,-Tu-W E A F
P.trks Johnson.
ButterWallace
worth

Jlmmle

Rittrene

WEAF

WJZ

MOLLE

9;S0-W-WAHO

Phillips Tjord
Alice Relnhart

Forrest Lewis
Vic Smith

ing'

(Camay)

M

Orphan

McGIIlen
•Blackett

-

(Cocoiralt)

6-Su-WAHC

'Happy Days'

tattle

LISTEN

QU

IN

mil Chllds

Met.,

• •
Iil>

3:45-4:00 P.M.,

EST

-

WEAF

NBC NETWORK — COAST-TO-COAST
Evwy tfion., Tut*., Wed, T/iurt., Fri.
WOLF — RKO UI.DC, NEW YORK CITI

Dir..

IILACKMAN ADVEUTISINO.

r

INC.

The
GORDON
Radio— ROGER WHITE

BUNNY

DAVE
LOEW'S STATE,

ft

Cunnyngham
H-. DAVIS CO.

K.

(Palmollve Soap)

(Shave Cream)'
'Gang Buster*'

CO.

Henrlettn Tedro

Beatrice DeSylvera
•Blackett-S.-H.
.(Bnyer'a Aspirin)

RlMv Halop'
•Blaclcman

.

Olan Soule
•Roche, Williams

•Ruthrauff

'How-to Be Charm-

WJZ

G. Smith
Harriett McGlbboo

Hugh-Studebaker

Joe Penner

Art. Van Slyk*.

.

S.

'Bach elor's Children'
Patricia Dunlap
Marjory. Hannan

Homer Rndeheaver
Tiny RulTher

.Tick ITather

•Bl«ckett-S.-H.
11:30 a.m.-M-W-F-

Thlpso>

o,

ft

'Palmollve Come On.
Lot's Sing'

Alice Patton

1!:in a.m. Dally
Ei<vpt Nnt & etun-

n.

WABC

'

Graham

B

•R.

(Old Dutch Cleanser)
6:45 a.m.-M to F-

,

Pngeant. of .Youth

Norman Gottschalk

•Blnckfttt

:

(Ovaltlne).
«:4fl-nnlly-W.1Z

WEAF

Ken Grlmn-'

'

Pinky Mitchell
Johnny Johnson Ore

WANDER

•rthek Stage Wife'
Vivian Frldell
Ken Griffon

Rutler Mnndevlll*

CUDAHT PACK. CO

Olerijent*

(Dr. Lyons)
11:15 n.m.-M-Xh-F-

Hilda

6:30-8u-WABC

OLIVF.-PEI5T

12-Hu-WJZ
<

PROD

q'EllMNO

'

'Home Sweet Home'

Nora Cunneen

'Voice of

p.m.-M-WEAF

'Fibber
Melly'

EZRA

Pat Barrett
Carle ton Guy

•Clements

Wax)

(Floor

.

Hairy Swan

&
JOHNSON « NUN
8

Phil Harris Oro

8:30-M-JVEAF
Margaret Speaks
Daly's Ore
Vocal ghsemble
•Sweeny-James

liSO-Sn-5 p.m.-Th-

Finney Brlggs
Forest Lewis

(JellOl

7-Su-WEAF
Mary Livingston
Kenny Baker
Don Wilson

Barn Dance

MODERN. FOODS

Mltcnp.n

Sn-tVEAF

ft

Charner Bntson
John Mathewa
Corlne Dearth

Lulu Belle
Maple City 4
7:15 M-W-F-WFiA*
'Uncle Er.r«.* Radtf

4:S0-Tu-TVJZ
'Dog Heroes'

9:00-Sa-W.)Z
Walter WInchell
•Lenneii

.

•Wad*

Landt 3 & White
Col Jim Healey

Jack Benny

FIRESTONE

.'David- Haruro,'

Wllmer Walter
Pe£gy Allenby
Paul Stewart
John MacBryde-

* Thome*

Sur-

JKKGKN

Goodman Oro
"Benton & Bowlei

F*l-0:00-WJZ
Fred Warlng's
Pennsylvanlans
•N, W. Ayer

the

•Laigh ton-Nelson

"

Al

FORD

CO.

Jan'y'

'n*

Pat Padgett
Pick Malone
Ross Graham

Jessica Dragonette
Rosarlo Bourdon Oi
Revelers

•Lord

Leger

•Blatter Advt.

BABBITT

Sam Hearn
'Molasses

.

2-Su-WEAF

Helen Jepson

Alk*-Seltjwl
9:00-Sn-W.1Z

Station.

HUDSON COAL

So

Ma

Marjorle Han nan
Chns Egetson
Hilda Graham

.

& Thomas

'Lord

Lanny Ross

-

.'

Norrla Gnff

(Maxwell)

9-Tli*WEAF
Show Boat'.

'

.

.

Unci* Ezra

F-7t30,WJZ

to

(O»vrtol>
3:18 Dally Except

Parkin*'
Virginia Payne

Nat'l

(Malted Mllld

l.iin A. Abner
Chester Lauck

7:30.Su-W.IZ
Royal Gelatinet
.

•Blacliman

•Peck

-

HORI.ICK'S

TA.STTEAST

I

•wife Saver^
Allen Preacott

(

Rudy Vallee hnd
.Ills Conn' Tank*

Robert L.' Ripley
Shirley Lloyd
Ozzle. Nelson Oro
Walt Thomp.
•J

Janice Gilbert

DR. MILES l,AU>

.

Sn-Sn-WJZ
Thomas

Lowell

Dr. Rockwell

Jimmy Tansey

1VEAF

'»:S0-To>tV.JZ

Donelly

Jack RUbln

•

SUN' OIL

Rnrne- William*

Chester Stratton

Mnnhnttan Bonn
& Th-

Edgar a; uuest
Bernardlri* Flynr"
Sidney Ellntrom
Qalllccnlos Oro
*C. D Frev

M

Jimmy

11:30 a.m.-Tn

FINANCE

Ore

8 p.m.-To-WJZ
Cabin Dude

Log

Maud Muller
M. L Eastman
Ruth Lyon
/Hrwln. Wasey
CITIES 8F.BVIC*
•VF-.WEAF

.

Dunn

Violet

-

?Kudrier, Inc.

.Warnow
•Young & Rublcam
.

'

Digest

HovaKiroi.D

Mark

Rita Johnson
Helen Spring
Vera Allen
Fred Felkel, Org
r.ucllle Wall
Allyn Joslyn
•Arthur Kudner

Roche- William*

Thomitson. Dir.

G.

Joan Baker
Hanley Stafford

Campbejl-Ewald
CHRYSLER CORP.
0-Th->VAHC
Major Bowes Amateur Hour
•Rutlirauff & Ryan
COI.G AT E-PA LM-

o:45-Dnll.r Except

8-Th-WEAF

0'N*1IIb'

House Jameson
Chester- Stratton

O.

Virginia- Rea

Lanny Ross
.

ft

ft

CHEVROLET
MOTORS

Rublnoff
Jan Pceree

0:3«-M-WE'AF

Brtrton

Kate McComb
Jnne West

Alice Relnhenrt

:PoJl'

John B. Kennedy

The

STUDEBAKEB
Studeb'k'r Champ**
Richard Himber Or

Michael Ttafetto
Walter Patterson
Varborouiih
Bnrnlce Berwln
(Royal Gelat'.n)

Idelson.

•B. B. D.

Blnokott

Morse;-

B.

'CnrborundUmBand'

.

author
Bmyth*
I.. Anthony
Mlnetta Ellen
Kathleen Wilson

Van Harvey

Billy

Hemu*

Percy

Carleton

Rn-

.

Uernnrdlne Flynn
(Ivory Soap*
3M0-A1 to F-IVEAV

Ned Wever
Wllmer Walker

.'7:lB-M-.WOr-WJ/
'Literary

Vera Adams
Laura Bowman

,-

Bla'clcett-S-H

JesB'

Vnn

Peter

10:30-Tu-WJZ
'Portraits, of. Har.~mo^iy'
Ted "Flo Rlto-Ore
C. J.'. 'Clark, Inc.

'GOODYEAR TIRE

,.

(Syrup).

Fred Allen V.
Portland Hoffft"

GENERAL SHOE

Wllmer Walter

,

AMERICAN
f IODIC
PRODUCT*

'

Bambl'
Helen Hayes

.lames Melghan

(Ipana)

'

While

;

9-W-ITKAF

.

Ben BeTnle ~$ Lads
•Fuller-Smith -Ross

.'

•

'

(Sa'nlca)

''

.'

11

Hepatic*)

(Sal

Estelle Taylor

St.

—

Ss '-Rublcajm-

8 p.m.-M-WaZ

:.->'.'

Gosa-'

IIRISTOL-MYFltS

AAIKHICAN CAN
S-Tu-WJZ

Frank

Roy

Marie Nelson--*.
Pauline Hopkins

."
•

•

•Vooriiees 'Ore

•Young-

Clara Baum
Charles EgglealOD'

Smiling
nell

6:30-Su-W,IZ
(Tapioca)
Stoophagle -& Budd
•

Blue—WJZ

•

& Rublcam

'

Huni»i
'Court
of
Relations'

•

.

•Young

Sad*'.

Su-WABO

Ed. d.Anna, Cond.
Francis Bowman

8 p.mr-W-WJZ
'Revue de Pari**

=

(Wonder Bread)
'Renfrew
of
th»
Mounted'
Laurie York Er»klne, Au.

7:30-Sa-WAHC

••

Finnic nrlte
Victor Arden Oro

»-»V-»VBAF
On* Man'*- Famllr

CONTINENTAL
BAKING

8:45 Dally ex. Sa

Co.

•
(Dr. LyonaPnirder)

•Blackett

Sara Hopkins
•Ben) on 4 Bowles

CARBORUNDUM

Oliver- Smith..
Bernlce. Clair*

Golatln*)

(Ktiyal

.

AUman

Elvla

Dan Davles

Ken NIlea
Henry King's Oro
F vv Armstrong

1
.

Mary Michael

ft' Allen-

Jimmy Newell

Mag)
8:80-M-WJZ

Melodlana'

-eon'

(Tomato Juice)

Aba Lyman Oro

-M-W-F-WABO

'Gooa* Creek Par-

Joslah- Hopkins

'8:30-W-WABC
B6rn«

•

-

•

7 :10

France* Langtord
Igor Gorlo

(Phillips

Sing

'

rt-Nit-WKA*
•Good Will' Court"
A.
L. Alexander.
Cond.

a.m.-WJZ
Jl

In

.

STAND, BRANDS

Su-\VEAF-ll:30
Vlo
Art

(Tru. Ptory)

Dir.

Lotte Lehman
Lord
Mark Marrnow Ore •C'mpbell-Bwnld
Phillips

(Crlsco)
Daily Ex.

3:30

Parker Fennolly

•NewellrEmmctt

B1ACFADDEN

NATIONAL

King'

Frank Pascelll
(Babel Randolph
McJunkln
P't'T'R »' G'MBI.f

9-Sa-WEAF

•Blackett

Warden Lawes

-

LOOSE WII.ES

Years

'20.000

•Cecll-W-C.

mum

.

'Snow

All time is P. M. unless otherwise noted.
(Monday); TU (Tuesday);
Abbreviations: SU (Sunday);
(Thursday); F (Friday); S (Saturday)..
(Wednesday);

SLOAN'S

9-M-WEAF

Blaine

loan.

0-Sn-WEAT.

Go-Round'
Pierre Le Kreun
Rachel Carlay
Men About Town
Andy Sannell* Ore

(Liniment)

*>A'l

Harvey Hay*

•Preahry-

more than one network program they are

listed consecutively.

Thompson

TV.

Anna Jamison.
Louolla Pamons
Raymond Paige Orr*

•

'Manhattan' Merry

WEAF.

(curette Flllbrandl'
Wlllard Fa
Robert Griffin
Horrlette Wldmer

Ralph Klrbery

'

dling program.
Where sponsor has

'

INC.
a.m.-Th-

fVEAf

Commercial programs are listed alphabetically under the adverAsterisk indicates advertising agency hantiser's corporate name.

Harold 'Red' Grang*
Federal
(Chase ft Sanborn)

6-30-Su-WEAF
A Tale of. Today'

UPTON,
10:30

10:30-Frl 7 p.m.-Sat

9:aO-Tu-W-!Z
& Wives'
Sedley Brown
AUIe L"we Miles

PRINCESS

Stack-Glob*

(ALL TIME EST)

(Cold Cream)

J.

8:30-To-W.WEAP
Wayne King Oro

paste)

•Federal

Husbands

Walt. Thoirip.

'J.
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POND'S

.

Madlgan

Slip

NETWO RK SPO NSORS
:

;

'

.

NEW YORK,

THIS

WEEK

(OCT.

9)

Stage— NORTH and

FLAUM

4DIO
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RADIO SHOWMANSHIP

4 STATIONS,

1

VARIETY

47

IDEA

All Balto Outlets Have Kiddie Clubs
at Identical Moment

Stunts, Novelties, Tie-Ups
Baltimore,

Each

Outstanding Stunts:

WHN

ADDS 9 HRS. WEEKLY

MULTI-SPONSOR SAFETY

SHOW
KQW, SAN JOSE
Multi-Sponsor Safety

San

Show

Jose, Cal.

,Brake, headlight, tire and insur-

ance companies here are sponsoring
jointly a weekly aircast entitled
'Safety Lane,' in which four voices
and sound effects are utilized to present news of traffic accidents and
other highway and traffic safety

propaganda. Program has been given
the nod by the National Safety Council and various civic' bigwigs and
bodies.
.',

Idea

per,

was

KQW

originated

by

C. S. Har-

manager.

sales

Clark

writes and produces
James £. Doyle narrates.

Oct

13.

four Balto broadhas a kiddle klub to

the

of

now

casters

IN BIZ SPURT;

from a loop theatre on Saturday
mornings. And all of 'em air shows
from stages at same time, 10 a.m. So
no matter what way listener dials
on Saturday a.m.'s, the same thing
pours out
WBAL for long has carried group
from the vaudfilm Hipp, likewise
WCBM from Keith's. Now, for winter season, two hew entries have
popped up, one WFBR is sponsoring
at the New, other from Loew's Valencia, over WCAO.
WFBR and
WCBM programs span an hour eyeair

Biz signed by WHN, New York,
within the past two weeks from
both local and national sources is
adding nearly nine hours per week
of commercial sponsorship, excluding spot contracts.
New signees include Billy Taub,
men's clothing
(three
15-minute
sportcasts per week); Midwest Radio (three newscasts per week, 15 to-eye; WBAL's go three-quarters
minutes apiece); Putnam Bookstore that time;
for just 30 mins.
(renewal of 15-minute talks); Gen- All, however, answer the gun at ten

WCAO

eral Mills (football flashes), Palmolive soap (eight announcements per
week)'; Lea
Perrins (four disc an-

o'clock.

&
Gene
and nouncements per week); Maryland

Pharmaceutical (one daily weather
announcement); Long Island OutDramatize Kids' Experience
fitting
(six announcements daily);
Rochester, N. Y.
WHEC has tied in with the Tie Watkins Shampoo (movie club, one
Eaters Club' of the National Clothing hour weekly); Turns (five announceCompany for a weekly program, ments daily); Consolidated Drug
Tim Edits the News.' Comprises in- (one hour daily except Saturday).
cidents happening to the children

SALES MGRS.
CHI MEETING

themselves, practically all of them
Under 15 years old. Bobby Blum, 12,
as Tim, is m.c.

.Usually

three
stories
in
the
15-minute program. The child starts
to tell the incident, then it is dramatized by a cast of youngsters.
Stories are like that of the boy

Sales

FREE SPEECH

managers'

division

the

of

NAB

is staging a meeting in Chicago tomorrow (15) which all members of the exec committee and

chairmen of the sectional groups
and his mother in their home when
have beep notified to attend. Cona tornado strikes and the boy's dog
fab is to be held in the Hotel SherUnable to get him in durman.
ing the storm, they go out and find
Purpose, as outlined by chairman
him dead. Told in a manner to em•Washington; Oct 13.
Buryl Lottridge (KOIL-KFAB), is
phasize the. heart interest. Another
Revocation
of licenses of all NBC 'to definitely
decide on matters of
was that of a girl walking on the ice
red
network
stations
was
demanded
with her dog. Dog breaks through,
policy and routing that—in my
girl tries to save him and falls in, of Federal Communications Comopinion are essential to the proper
then the dog rescues the girt. All mission Tuesday as aftermath of conduct of this division.'
stories supposed to
be authenti- broadcasts by Communist candidates
Because of the get-together in the
cated.'
for President and Vice-President.
Windy City, the Northeastern group
National Clothing Company
is
In lengthy petition reciting various has postponed a meeting skedded
sponsoring the program for 26 weeks.
laws, National Civic Federation asked for New York. New. date for the
for speedy public hearing on charge NE regional meeting is Nov. 10 at
'Psychology Court'
that NBC engaged In .conspiracy to the Hotel Lexington^JLJiPr—Eastern
New York City,
A 'Psychology Court/ which, is violate laws prohibiting sedition and boys Irave been steaming up on the
claimed to be different from other anarchy.
question of local vs. national rates,
good-will courts^ will be inaugurated
and spot frequency discounts as
soon by WNEW. Lawrence Gould
Salt
Lake Telegram (evening) good topics for hashing.,
will sit in as consulting psychologist:

VS.

ANARCHY

is outside.

—

-

Prpgrafn* also will employ a femme skeds 12 quarter-hour broadcasts
announcer,, who
will
interview over KDYL to stage political sideclients at the 'Court,'
with the shows. Stint written arid produced
answers supplied py Gould.
by. newspaper's staff.
Tsychology Court* *»ill handle individual problems such as those of a
personal, psychological and social
peseret News (evening) is printnature. No legal problems will be ing full
page of radio news. Other
handled. Probably will appear, as a
Salt Lake papers ordinarily print
sponsored broadcast by the first of
daily
programs in six point.
next month.

THIS

SHARED SPONSORSHIP

IS

OCCURRING

OKAYED BY ATLASS

.

Chicago,

Oct

RAPIDLY TO OUR FEW

13.

Les Atlass, v.p. in charge of Columbia in Chicago, has decided to
Josef Cherniavsky moving from
KDYL (Salt Lake) extends Satur- permit double sponsorship on
Dallas to New York to take over the day night all-request program from
WBBM, the local Columbia outlet
new International Silver show.
I a.m. to 2 a.m. (MST).
for the dual plugging of General
Mills and Socony Vacuum products
on the baseball play-by-play next
summer.
This comes as a reversal of this
.

AVAILABLE PERIODS

WBBM

SEVEN YEARS STRAIGHT
P.

-

T»

1

ON WGY

refused
year's stand when
the double sponsorship request. General Mills has a contract for
baseball until 1938.
Cliff Samuelson advertising manager of General Mills, was in town
to join the conference. Basic of the
deal is the fact that General Mills
would like to get on a number of
play-by-play stations now controlled
by Socony-Vacuum, with the flour
company giving up half of its Chicago-WBBM time in return for half
portion of the oil company's time in
other markets.

WBBM

<

Detroit Talent Displays

WCAU

Detroit, Oct. 13.

Local ether talent has had plenty

week to
wares before public.
was the Detroit News Radio

of opportunities during past

show

their

First

Show,

A chain of furniture stores
its

is

now

entering

seventh year of uninterrupted use of

WGY broadcast
only one of

who

advertising.

many local and

have found

out sales

medium

WGY

And

that's

spot advertisers
to

be a stand-

in the Great Northeast.

at

the

first in

Detroit since 1929, held

Naval

Armory Wednesday

j

through Sunday (11); the second'
chance, the Lions Club big baby contest in Olympia tonight (13).
Taking part were Three Aces, Silhouettes, Samuel Benavie and his
ork, Marion Roberts Sanborn, the
Bavarians. Mary Lou Harrington,
John McKenzie. Harold Kean and
Olive Ryan, all of WJR; Virginia
Hooper, Russell Neff, Salvatore Cucchiara, Cyril Wezemael, the Girl

PHI LADE LP

H

I

A'S

50,000 WATT STATION
j

Benny
Quartet,
Escorts
Friends,
Kyte's ork and the Rhythm Singers,

WGY

50,000 WATTS
NBC Red Network

SCHENECTADY

Completely programmed by

NBC

of WXYZ;
Heidt, C.

Thelma Bow, Winifred

Herbert Peterson, the
Smoothies and Val Coffey's ork, of
Joe Gentile, Trudy Little,
Rick Roberts and ork, Wally Townsend, Gordon Fleming, Bill Lewis.
'Myrtle Labitt and Toby David, of
CKLW; the Baker Twins and ork, of
WMBC; George Dorn, Gernert Case,
Peggy and Shirlann Kauffman and

WWJ;

John Layman, of WJBK.

ROBERT A. STREET, Com. Mgr.

'

.

-

RADIO
MUTUAL

Network Sponsors
(Continued rrom page 46)
Kenneth Webb, Au George Macdonald

Von

Ore

Voorheea'
(Zerone AntlFreeze

Irene BeaBely
Zerone Jesters

fori*

.,'

BUD&O

Fred WarlnR's Ore

CO.

-

8:30-Sa-WABC

Vera Brodsky
Harold Triers

Elgin Football
Revue*

Guy Lombardo and
His Orchestra
•B.B.D. & O,

-

WABO

O-Su-WABC

Boy*'

ventures ot JackMasters'

a.m.-M to F-

10

Alice Frost

Mark Smith

.

'Betty and Bob'
Elizabeth Reller
Lester Tremayne

n.m.-M

10:10

Charles Cantor

NASH MOTORS
0-Sn-\YABO

WABC

Floyd Gibbons
Giovanni Martinet:!
Vincent Lopez Ore

SAM
HEARN
"HORACE NIMBLE"

SHOW

BOAT
P.M.

Thurs., 9-10

Radio Ren.:

GILLETTE

Conductor

'News Through a
"Woman's Eyes'

MT.ton Berln
Wendell Hnll
Billy Jones
Rrnie Hare
Sannella's Ore

Kathryn Cravens
•McMamis, Jolen &

'

.

Adams

Tnlly Gillette

JOB. CO.
(Camel Plenrettes)
0:30-Tu-\VABC
'Camel Caravan'
Rupert Hughes
Ben Goodman's Bfl
.

frrouns)

10V30-M-Tn-W-F-

WABC

'Roosevelt Progress'

& Hall
Gn.F

,

1«1B Broadway.

New York

William Hard
•Lord & Thomas

.

'

•Toune*& Rublcnm
SEARS.
lUCr-KKU ll-O
("Force)

6:ir>-M-W-E

WABC

vTe&h .Soufhern

Bert Parks

H.

"

WABC

Bernle Mnttlson

King

,

Grand

'Jerry

Duchess

Blsle Mne.'flor.don

0-M-W-F-WABC
'Junior Nurse Corps'

Lucy GlllinnnSunda Love

CnvJoton Younff
Rita' Allyn

Dorothy Lowell
Gretchen Davidson
Ted Reld
Lelth Stevens Ore
•Wnxnn, Inc.
•

•

•

KNOX GELATINE
n.mj-Tu-Th-

WABC

tll-M-WABO
Ore

(vine's

'

•Sto.>l( .r.nlile

w

LEHN&

E

C

I L

K

[ [ F t

INC.

FINK

(Pebeco)

Noon-M

19

WABC

to F-

'The Gumps'

Agno9 Moorehead
Wllnier "Walter
Jackie Kelk

Hlman Brown,

*

•Leniien
(Hind's

V>\f.

Honey and
Almond Cream)to

WABC

•

Ted Ma one
Fred Felbel
•William E^ty Co.
I

(Lysol)
11:411

THE
GREAT
AMERICAN

Ruth Cnrhart

EDITOR

Lennen &
I.KVKK

'**

•

•

SUNDAYS
7t30-8 P.M.,

WABC

n.m.-M-W-F-

WATiC

Dr. Allan -Roy Dafoc

• GULFCOnllPANV
REFINING A
OMPAN Y
EST

Mitchell
ItltMS,.

.

(t.MX .SOQ'P)

J.

Walter Thompson

Rve Ardpn
Tony 'Oswald' La-hrlola

Snssnfrns

Russ Morgan's ore

AMERICAN CAM PROGRAM

OCTOBER 20
•
Placed by

Broadway

n.m.-V to

Tli-

WAl»c

'Dig Sister'

.

.

.

Alice Frost
Junior O'Dnv

New York

•

MYERS

WARD BAKING
An.l-Tii-Th-SnWAHC
of

Alfred.

Youth*
Sen man

CBS: Open between

Ml LIS Su-M-Tu-W-F-WOR
Red:.
lecob Tarshlsh

p.m.-M-to-F-

'The Lamnllghter*

WGN

•Erwln Wnsey

Ciga)

Every Sunday Night,

FEEN-A-MINT
MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

RAY

6:35

and

7-7:15,

"

6:45.

PERKINS

9:30-10,

A

Blue niche between 7:45
and 8 has a local commercial in New
York only and Wasey products on

London— Oct.

•

New York— Nov.

;

TUESDAY
CBS:

staBlue: 7:15-7:30, 7:45-

tion); 10:45-11.
10-10:30.

8,

CBS:

6:35-6:45,

the East only).

10:45-11 (open in
Red: Solid. Blue:

7:45-8, 9-11.

THURSDAY
CBS: 6-6:15. Red:
7:15-7:30, 7:45-1 1:

Blue:

6-6:15.

FRIDAY
CBS

6:35-6:45.
Red: e-e^JZtfO.-S,
10:45-11.
Blue: 7-7:15," 7:45-8 (commercial using only one station here);
10:30-11.

SATURDAY

STABILE
-AND HIS ORCHESTRA
Lincoln, New York

Motel

CBS COAST TO COAST
Dir.:

Peaceful

•Kletohor

*

Rills

7:I(J-M-W-F-WABC

'Popeye, the Sailor'

Floyd
Thomas
Buckley
-

Olive La Moy
Charles Lawrence
Jimmy (Donnelly
Ernie Watson, ar
.ranger
Victor A'rtor Erwln's Ore;
Kelvin Kecch, An

&

T:30-Tli-W.\BC
Vee Lawnhurst
Paul Douglas
Charioteers 4
•B. B. D. & O.

MCA

HERMAN BERNIE

using only one station); 7:45-8. Blue:
6::15-6:30, 6:35-7, 8-9, 10-11.
•In the tabulations,
time

CBS
withheld from sale for policy or promise
reasons is subtracted-. - NBC's comparable spots are simply indicated as
Despite open.

S. K.

KUSHNER

Presents

•

'

•

.

:

'Slisrhts'

»

13.

Don

Virginia Blachley, secretary to G.

Almost unnoticed by general pub- H. Mills, NBC studio tours and. relawith .result no howl from cities tions chief, oft to West Indies on ex-

WHEATKNA CORP

City.

NETWORK

1619 B'way, N. Y. C.

.

FORGET TO SQUAWK

Western 'Canada

Mgt„

Per.

CBS: 6:50-7; Red: 6^6:15,' 6:45-7,
7:15-7:30, 7:30-7:45- (commercial here

lic,

Plr

3

Red: 7:30-8

6-6:15,' 6:35-6:45.

(commercialnere uses only one

New York

Regina, Sask., Oct.

Mimnn Brown.

10-17

Paris— Oct. 18-26

•

r

K'elk

Itnnley Stafford

EST

WEDNESDAY.

Corn

Wnlph

Glbron

.

Blue:

Solid."

10:15-11.

WLW.

Seen as Tearer-Downer
For WFAB,

WEEK

21ST

RUBIN

CBS: Solid. Red: Solid (except
for a half-hour sustaiher kept for
Blue: Open bepolicy 'reasons).
spot
tween 7-7:30, 8-9,. 10:30rll.
on the *Blue between 6. and 7 has a

-

12:45

THE

N. Y.

BENNY

Rlimie

Lester .lay

Joy i-e

WII.IMtOOT CO

* Ryan

LIGGFTT A
(Chesterfield

Ray Jones
Henrietta. Tedroe

WPAB

nounoer

Author
nulhroiifT

Movies'

3 h,m.-7:30 n.m.-

Wallace

GENERAL

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ROXY THEATRE,

For

A
Way' Catherine Campbell
Jeanne .Tuveller
Bob Trendler Orb
Klrby Ffawlte
Gtna-Vanna
commercial using only one station.
Gene Byron
Wayne Van Dynn
B'noltoft
s
P
The Grenadiers
MONDAY
WASEY PROD.
Aubrey, Moore,

CO.

•Rohrohnugh

Hella Stoddnrd
^Inrtln Gnbcl
Lilian
Lauferly,

HERMAN BERNIE
161.0

<BlnsM
11:80

F-WGN

d

Jnrl;le

(RIpro
l.irphnovi
H:3»-TlllVAIM'
'Laugh Wlih Ken
Murray'
Ken~ Mnrrnv
Harry Rlrlunan

GUEST APPEARANCE

to
of

I

E

SUNDAY.

CO.
JOvnlMnoi

3-M
'Molly

D
D

6 P.M.,
Latest web .tabulations of open
time between 6. arid 11 p.m. give the
NBC Red and CBS virtually nothing
to sell, while the NBC Blue has
around 11 hours devoid of sponsorship.
Blank spots' occur as follows:

WANDER

l?S0-Sn-WLW

Jewish Morning Journal ' airing
nightly over WFAB,
New York,
broadcasts news-flashes in Yiddish
at
9 p.m.
EST, but instead of
TIME. INC.
employing
10:30-Th-WABO
a
regular
editorial
'March of Time'
commentator ior the actual spieling,
William Geer,
a salesman from the ad department
Editor
B. B. D. & O.
is sent Over.
V. S. TOBACCO
Idea is that salesman's monicker
< Pill's
Best)
will get around, so when he contacts
8:R0-M-WABO
Pipe Smoking Time' the merchants
for space, they will
Pick & Pat
be aware, of him pronto. Bad delivLnndt S
White
Benny Kruger's Oi ery, though, o£ late has Joseph
•Arthur TTii^ne*Lang,
head,
squirming. He's
VICK CHUM. CO.
asking for a salesman with more
8-Sn-WABC
'Vlck's Onen House' microphone
personality.
Nelson Eddy
Frsncln .White
J.' Pnstemnck's Qrc
•Morse

Ethel

DeMllle.

B.

alendar Melody'

Eddie Cantor
Harry Einstein
"Bobby Brce'n
Jimmy Walllnglon
Jacques Rennrd's Or
•Hanff-Metzper

Laddie

Rndlo Theatre'
'Applejack'
Cecil
.Dlr

Allen

Young & RuHcam Leonard Jov Ore
•Geycr, C. & N.
FENDR1CH

Salesman's Build-up

Jess Pugh
•William Amsdell

News

fl-M-WARO
Frank Morgan

CBS

WOK

"

Mitchell

12:1B-M

NAPTHA

1:4B-M-W-F-WGN

8:30-Su-WABO

I.AOV KSTIIF.lt

n

Ellis Frakes
Harold Carr
Nina Paisley ^
V Maruccl Oro
• Jolmsnn -Pa Hta
sqi'i ni
(Tooth Powder)
10:30 n.m.-M-W-I'.

'Texaco Fire Chief

»

Dick Bnllou's
Oro
"
•Federal

,

Helena Ray
Donald Weeks
Fran Carlon
Parker Wilson
Jack JJrlnkly
Robert Romalne

TEXAS

Ed East
Ralph Dumke
Gene Ramey

C

'The Muslo Bos'

•Stack-Goble

'Quallty Twine'

R

8:30-W-WLW

.

'Stars of Milky

(Sunbrlte)
(Starts Oct. 1!)

Macy
Reed Kennedy
Ray Collins
Jerry

Wawne

Bowne

Alvlno Rey
•Hays MacFarland
SWIFT & CO.

.

•

'Smoke Dreams'
•RuthrnufT-Ryan
FRESH VILH IND.
ff:30-7-Su-WGN

Dorothy Russell

Delmar Edmundson,
Ann Elstnef

11:15

Ore

CnarlpH Gn.mlrnnn

Marie-

>

H,etdt

Sisters

NEAR 100%

(SSh Tonic)

McCammon.

Louis Levy
Bob Morrison
Bill , StoesB Ore
JoneH

(Denby Cigar)

Radio Ramblers

Go.orge Rector
Clyde Bnrrlo

CO.

diss

Rae Glersdorf.

Horace

Gretta Palmer
Marjorle. "HIUIs

•Kicawetter

Florence Golden

't

Rnhl>| Stephen S,
•

McCammon

Harry Lang
Richard Keith'

Durward Klrby.

Ed

Art ThnrKpn

Wlso

Bess

Sydney Mason

RFELS
H

CBS AND RED

ChaB Dohenty

/. Ir'

Carl" Hoefle

Bob McCoy

'Hefnz Magazine of
Iho .Air"

•

ySflWBecordt^tf

Louis Levy

p.m.-F-WLW

Vlckl Chase
Herb'rt Splckerman

Bess

WAAF

Don 'Morrison

ESTATE STOVE
'Magazine of

Palmer

Eileen

Sidney Slon
Lulse Squire
Rikel Kent
Franklin Bingman

fAfemlte>

l.ysbem it'i«ne»

n.m.-"-W-F'

Harold Carr

Tom, Dick &-Harr\
Gordon Vnn clover
Bud Vandover
Marlln Hurt

8-M-WABO'

HEIN7 TO

»I.

11

DETROIT
«
A

Trials-

WARNER

STEWART-

'
•

'

Wiiw

•Jilrwlri-

CADHLAC

V —

Robaon, Producer
Bess Johnson. Dir.
•Stack-Goble

O'Mnlley

Melll

'

Bill

Cralpr McDonnell
John Shea

Opening
October

—

.

&

'Tlobby Benson
Rlllv Hnlup

,

ROEBUCK

10-Tli-WABC.
'Sears
Then and
Now'
Carlton Kelsey's Or
.

'Famous Jury
•

WGES

Abe Lyman

WGES

MENNEN

10-5I-WOR

Crusaders'

0:80

Mitchell

'True
Detective
Mysteries'

CRnSAIIERS

•Marschalk & Pratt

'Football Roundup'
Eddie Dooley
Hanff-Metz^ger

•

G's

7

Joe Lugar Oro
•H. "W. Kastor

WOR
.-

&

E

•

has the
against
case of
here, in a similar action asking for
accountinr;
and
plus
injunction
suit is filed in the
damages.
case is
local courts while the
judge,
Federal
to
being handed
which is figured to give a complete
exposition of,the questions involved
both from a local and federal viewpoint and jurisdiction.

Attorney Kopstein also

"

0:30-Tu-WLW

10-Tlinr-S:15-Sn-

0:30-Th-Sn-WABC

"

injunction.

p.m.-Tn-WOR

10

,

ROYAL
TYPEWRITER

'

ranger

Maxlne Gray
Hnl Kemp's Oro

.

PtJBS.

Berharr Macfadden

•Lennen

Grerivtlle

'Horse. Sense Phllosopher,' A. F. Kelly

COMMITTEE
F-WABC

7-M to

Agnes Moorehead
Artie Auerbach
Harry Von Zell
Ed Smalle. Ar-

LUTHERAN
l-4:30-8n-WLW
•Kelly Stahlman

McFADDEN

Fred G. Clnrli

•Wm, C. Eaty Co.
KEPCB. NAT'L

Beetle

Attorney Max Kopstein for Connie
Boswell of the National .Association
of Performing Artists has given
WAAF one month in 'which to file
a reply to Miss Boswell's suit for

•Dorland

'

will also join hands in fighting

this case.

James Hall

Davore Sis
William Greene
Claire

NAB

Theodore Newton

Frolic'

Georgle Stoll Oro

1:80-Hu-\VABC
'The Gasette*
Phil Baker

.

7:45 p.in.-Th-WLW
'Pleasant Valley

Charles Seel
Dan Caraon
Chas. Dameron
Betty L Arnold
Florence Golden
Charles Wayne

WAAF

.

WOR

LOCAL DEPARTMENT STORE
0 a.m. TU-WOB
'Morning Matinee'
Kemp
Hal
OVERALL
CROWN
Lnngdon Post

The

Normsn Sper

Harry MeNauehtOn

OPENING IN - . OBER
New Broadway Production
"THE SHOW IS ON"
Excl. MKt. HERMAN BERNIE,

CO.
».m.-M-W-F-

'Music from Texas'
Jack Amlung Ore
Mary Hagman
•Luckey Bowman

To-7:45.WOR

Ward

Helen

:

HOTEL

1-1:15

Frank Forrest

'Loomls

the

REYNOLDS

R. Ji

•Ituthrauft & Ryan
GOOD NEIGHBOR
LEAGUE ET AL

In

O.

PONTIAC MOTORS
2-M-W-F-WABC

Sine'

Andy

(Political

&

•B. B. D.

Blades)

10-Su-WABO
'Community

NORMAN

B.

.

(Safety Razors and

EST

LEO MORRISON

FRED

a.m.-F-WABt

.

Palmer
Christie Oro

2-Sn-WABC

'Th4
Muslo
Tou
Love'
Pittsburgh Symphony Ore.
Grete Stueckgold
Antonio Modarelll,

Retty Crocker
Blaekett-'Samrile

.•

CRAZY WATER

•Hntchln*

riTTSBCRGH
PLATE GLASS CO.

'Hymns of All
Churched
Joe Emerson

GRDEN
Chicago, Oct. .13.
8-F-WOB
Possible showdown on the matter
'Time Flies'
Nancy Noland
of station broadcasting of -phono=
Com. Frank Hawks graph recordings is due in town ne^ct
Allan Joslyn
Milt. Rlttenberg Or month when the case of Connie BosHEALTH
well against , WAAF, the Drovers
PRODUCTS
Journal station ',comes' .up in federal
-0 p.m.-Sn-WOR
court.
So important is this case
Amateur Night'
considered that last week the ChiBenny Rubin
cago Broadcasters Association voted
Arnold Johnson Oi
to get behind
"in the matter
•Wm. Esty
and to aid in the employment of
LEnN & FINK
1 p.m.-M to Fexpert counsel for the defense of
WGN
the station's side of the question.
Mary
•Life
of
Understood also that plea has been
Sothern'
Minabelle Abbott v sent to the National Association of
• Lennen & Mitchell
Broadcasters and that it's, likely the

Bob Moody
B.B.D. & O.

Su-WABC
oake Carter

'News'

Sehl

BlllPrlngle
Florence Holop
Effle

Ranger*

'Lone

Sn-0 p.m.-WON
'The Wonder Show"

Ken

IMPORTANT

GORDON

BAKERIES
7 :S0-M-F-W- XVXY7

CONTINENTAL
BAKING

Scrappy Lambert
Tubby "Weyout
Len Stokes

I'llll.CO

7:40 (totly ex. 8a-

John K. Wathlne
Betty Crocker
10;48 n.m.-M to Th-

10:4ft

W. Thompson

•J.

W ABC

Fred-Jacky. Dlr

MAXWELL HOUSE
BlanttffemfeDt:

Rosemary Dillon
Eddie Dean
Ben- Gage
10:30 a.m.-M to F-

Phyllss Duganne
•B. -S.-Hummert

Pierre Andre
Ted Weems Ore

Ned Wever
Dwlght Welst
Frank Readlch

M. Mathes

•J.

to F-

TEST SEEN AS

Grace Lockwood
Ray J, Largay

.

Orson Welles
Lee Patrick
Rita Johnson
Adele Ronsoh

tiall

'Modern Cinderella.

WEAF,

•Sedlers

Walter Tetley
Gordon

Softasllk)

Flour.

U'ABC

Feme Buckner

Charles Newman
Gene Conklln
Swing Octet

Naptha Soap)
11 n.m.-Ta-Th-

Andre Kostelanetz
Oro
•Neiv»-ll Emniett
MA I.TEX CO.

Medal

Gold

qulclt.

Johnny Dnvls

(Pels.

Elmo Tanner
C'try Wasbburne
Red Ingle

GENERAL MILL!- 5:S0-M-W-F-WABO
'The Treasure Ad-

McCHmock

Poley

'
'

Kay Thompson and
Rhythm Singers
Ray Heatherton

(Wheat lea, Bis-

Rosemary tune
Prlacllla Lane

Ed Thorgersen
Kay Kyaer's Ore
•J. W. Thompson
PELS & CO.

The Rhythm

Waring

l'om

6:30-Sii-WAOC

motor

0-Tn-WABO

ELGIN NATIONAL

CJBV BAKING

Como

Perry

•"

only)

'Kid Sis
Betty Jeffrie*
Billy Trusk.

12:30-Sn-WGN

Nino Martini (Wed.

Cond.

.

ARMIN VARADY

8:80-F»WAB0

W. Ayer

•N.

Ray Kulz
•Young & Rublcan>

7:30-Su-WABC

WATCH

Dary

A.I

Ice Swltzler

.

wok

0-W-WABO

Eve.
Sun,
Hour"
Gladys Swarthout
Ii'rltz Reiner
'Ford

of 'discrimination' is new program
set-up of Canadian Radio Commission in western Canada.
No .programs are being fed to national network from any prairie or west coast

tended vacation.

-

•

.

*

.-

•

Having; w*orked off $500 union fine,
Eddie Bonnelly is rehearsing new
except Winnipeg and Vancou- band and will return to WIP (Philly)
mikes
next week.
ver. Others put oui shows only to
midwest and western hook-ups.
In previous years each western city
SiA Chatton,
announcer
howled if it did not get at least one an impersonator, of voices
of screen
15-minute national spot," no matter
radio .players, has joined Don
how bad .the program or the talent it Slid
ee network.
.

Cities

•

:

OFFICES

CKMX

Facing Radio City
At Rookbottom Rentals

.

offered.

•

.

'

•

48
.

Gordon Grant, Standard Oil. Co.
Geneva Calangls of CKCD and
worker, leading band over CRC network, has left for Los
WHAT, Philly, in his off moments.
Angeles.
.

office

'

•

.

WEST 48th

ST.

Small find Xargre Units

Albert M. Greenfield
521" Filth

Aient

Avo.

•

&

MUrray

Co., Inc.
Hill

2-6000

Prtmlsu, Bftyant 9-6231

MUSIC
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VARIETY

Most Played on Air

Plenty Pianos Being Sold, Says Paine,

Song

49

Pilfering in Japan's Just

an

To

But They Can't Get Music

in

John G. Paine, chairman of the pectation and are
Publishers Protective Assolast weeft called on the
sheet music trade to take drastic
steps which would lead to the developing of sufficient outlets to meet
"the needs of thousands of -new. piano
owners. As a case in point, Paine
cited the fact that while carloads
of pianos are being sold in North
and South Dakota, there are at present but 10 sheet music retailers in
Situation will be
the. two states.
aired at the next MPPA meeting..
JVIusic

ciation,

,

familiarize the trade with
the tunes most on the air
around New York, the follow-,

Daketas

Old Nipponese Custom; Law's Cold

ing songs were most played on
the networks last week. Com'
hined plugs on WEAF, WJZ
and
are computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday night (Oct. 4-10).

of at least 175,000 pianos.
If the sheet music industry is to
take advantage of this development,

Tokyo, Sept.

.

Sing, Baby, Sine

Way Yon Look

Tonight

Until Real Thing

Comes Along

Bye, Bye, Baby

When Lady Meets

a Gentleman

Me

Close to

Cowhand
Who Loves You?
Did I Bememher?

I'm an Old

the syndicate counters the discount
which comes with quantity buys.
Paine stated that while visiting It is Paine's opinion that the proof
the
Robinson-Patman
Chicago last week he met a piano vision
chain store bill will not serve as a
dealer who told him that he had
barrier to such move, as the measfor months been disposing of one
ure distinguishes -between discounts
carload of pianos after another in
haphazardly conceived and those
the Dakotas and that the thing worrying him most was how he could which derive from the economy
continue to ride on the crest of this actually effected by a manufacturer
or
distributor in selling and shipping
boom unless something was done
a particular large quantity of goods
to get sheet music to his customers.
Nothing, added this dealer, could to a single customer.
stop his piano sales faster than the
non-use of the purchased instru-

Me

the Tables on

Me

Star Fell Oat of Heaven
I Can't Escape From You
South Sea Island Magic

Sing 1,000 Love Songs
Until
It

Today

Can Happen to You
Kingdom, for a Kiss

My

Organ Grinder's Swing

Dream Awhile
You're Not the Kind
Let's Grow Old Together
A Fine Romance

VENUTI-TEAGARDEN

ments.
Piano
manufacturers,
Paine
pointed out, have up to Sept. 1 of
IN
FISTICUFFS
this year disposed of 90,000 instruments and look forward to making
Fort Worth, Oct. 13.
it a 100,000-piano year.
The indusJoe Venuti, who heads the other
try had been scheduled to produce
band at the Casa Manana, and Jack
150,000 for 1937, but the manufacTeagarden, trombonist with Paul
turers have already revised this ex-

the harmonica. Therefore, sheet
published In. this country
usually contains an inserted page,
harmonica notation,
giving
the
which appears" in "numbers. And,'
since the reed harps are played
mostly by the kids, who haven't
much money to spend, the 6heet
is

music

•

music market is limited. Recorded
songs outsell the sheets by about

10 to one. But there Is little pirating of such tunes, because the composers of Japanese ditties generally
make their publication deals before
the record is released and their publy by the rich, who want their
young hopefuls to get foreign cul- Ushers get head starts, which keep
others from horning in.
ture and concentrate on .standard
tunes. No jazz in the family parlor.
With foreign tunes;, especially
Only Beethoven, Brahms, Chopin those plugged in imported musical
and the classics.
films, the situation is different. PicThe only musical instrument tures may come to this country
which iff generally played In this months after being released abroad
country, outside of the old Japanese
(Continued on page 50)

and the Moon

You Turned

and bamboo flutes and fifes,
which can't carry a foreign scale,
strings

16.

Every once in so often some optimist gets the Idea that something
ought to be done to stop the Japanese practice of pirating foreign
popular songs. Something ought to,
perhaps, but probably never will be
where sheet music Is concerned.
Records are different.
Pirating of sheet music is general,
but stopping it wouldn't be worth
the bother. There are mighty few
pianos in the country, owned large-

When Did Yon Leave Heaven?

must, averred Paine, get its
house in order and proceed immediately to do something about
opening up more outlets.
Paine
contends that the only path open in
this direction is to co-operate with
the chain stores and establish a central shipping outlet which will give
it

CRANE

By BURTON

WABC

figuring on a de-

mand

.

Fancy Meeting You

DALLAS

ASCAP MELON

'

Whiteman, crashed, the police court
news last week, following an exchange of fisticuffs. Teagarden spent

THE BEST !N MUSIC

the night in the hoosegow.

who
The next novelty

admits he hung one

DROPS OFF 10%

Venuti,
on the

trombonist's jaw, remained non-committal about the cause of the fight.
Only versions forthcoming were
from the combatants' wives.
Said Mrs. Venuti: 'Teagarden was
looking for a sock, and Joe gave

hit of

the country

him -one.'
Mrs. Teagarden's rejoinder to this
was; 'Venuti said, 'I'll fix you so that
you won't be able to play a trombone again,.' and with that struck
my husband.'

Cliff

Webster Joins
Con. Radio on Coast
Hollywood, Oct. 13.
rep of Musicians-

Writer members of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and
got their third-quarter

Publishers

royalty checks over the past week-

By press time yesterday (Tuesday) the publishers had not received
divvies.
In the case of the
writers the amounts received this
time were 10% less than they were
for the second period of 1936. Drop
is a seasonal one.
Double AA writers under the latest
For
division received $3,650 «ach.
the previous quarter it was $4,100,
while the first three months of 1935
brought the writers of this top clasend.

their

sification $3,200 each.

Cliff "Webster, biz

The tune every leader
want to play

American Federation

of
Musicians, has been named associate
manager of the local bureau of Consolidated Radio Artists, Inc., by
Charles E. Green, now here. He'll
Phil Jacks,
handle Coast bands.
formerly of Pittsburgh, will be oflocal

will

fice

47,

manager.

Webster conducted vaude for sevseTal years in San Diego and later
for Alexander Pantages here. Green
plans to remain here for some time
before returning to New York.

"Did You

Mean It?"

Lay Quits

Illinois

HARRY

LINK C P

mq-tTH

ave.

WPA

director of the
Joel Lay,
Federal Music Project in Illinois, has
Currently seeking radio
resigned.
and concert singing connections in

*f

n-v-c

New

York.

Albert L. Goldberg, previously
Lay's assistant, succeeds him with
the FMP.

JjJ^Of MUSICAL Movtltlf

5*

PLACED BEFORE PAINE
Chicago, Oct.

13.

Data showing that the local branch
New York publishing house is
paying for plugs has been submitted for action to John G. Paine,
chairman of the Music Publishers
Protective Association. Complaint of
this firm's methods was made to
Paine while he was visiting here last
week, and he suggested that the evidence be sent on to his office in New
York.
Before returning to N. Y., Paine
said that, with this one exception,
the music men were complying implicitly with the pledge against plug
payoffs and free special arrangements. Also that the orchestra leadshowing a
ers themselves were
of a

state

IRVING BERLIN "

CHI BRIBERY EVIDENCE

MERLE CLAUK BACK IN

DET. strong disposition to co-operate with
Dallas, Oct. 13.
the industry in eliminating such
Clark, organist from the practices.
Michigan, Detroit, who has been at
the console of the Hammond electric organ in the Chrysler Salon of
Mirrors at the Texas expo has reAlbany, Oct. 13.
sumed his post at the console of the
Lester W. Herzog, state adminisMichigan theatre organ.
of the Works Progress AdminDwight Brown, nine years organ- trator
George
appointed
has
istration,
ist at the Palace here, occupies the
Crandall state director of the FedChrysler post Clark vacated.
Merle

A

Great Big

"SOUTH
SEA
ISLAND

MAGIC"

New

WPA

Music Head

/ Got Some
Just Flew

With

Norman Doyle

in SydneySydney, Sept. 17.
who at one time
was connected with Music Corporation of America, has been on a quick

Norman K.

visit

Doyle,

here.

Has been
officials

of

connection

in consultation

with the

Cinesound Studios in
with musical interests

and may make a

deal.

Music project.

By

''WHEN

in

A Bag Of HITS

.

.

...

Cliff

Friend and Dave Franklin

A LADY MEETS A GENTLEMAN

DOWN

SOUTH"

By Dave Oppenheim, Michael Cleary and Jacques Krakeur

"BETTER GET OFF
By

From

Cliff

If;

YOUR HIGH. HORSE"

Friend *nd Dav» Franklin

"HIDEAWAY GIRL"
LOVE?"

Paramount Picture

the

"WHAT

IS

By Ralph Rainger, Leo Robin and Victor Young

"DANCING INTO MY HEART"

"TWO

UP

A

BIRDIES
TREE','
By Ralph Freed and Burton Lane

Crandall form-

director of the Federal MuPresic Project in New York City.
viously he directed a radio station
His headquarters will be
in Utica.

Frc>m Jaloppy

"NEVER SHOULD HAVE TOLD YOU"

.

eral
erly

You—

Neivs\ for
In

was

Albany.

The Albany Orchestra, a unit of
the Federal Music Project, will give
its first concert Oct. 18, in the Albany Institute of History and Art.
John Ingram, of Buffalo, will be the
conductor.

now

I'm

Professional

Manager

for

POPULAR MELODIES
in
P. S.

New

—Get

in

York at

1619 Broadway

(NO LlEC)
me and make Tubby happy.

touch with

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
NOW

IN

THEIR NEW QUARTERS

- RKO

& CO.,

(Radio City Music Hall)

BLDG.

-

InC. LOUIS BERNSTEIN,

Pres.

1270 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK

.

MUSIC

VARIETY
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on WRITS

IIT

Theme Songs

Inside Stuff-Music

Baltimore, Oct.

The Marks Hit
Parade
RUNNING A
TEMPERATURE

first

well established.

is

Both companies, as heretofore, are Metro-financed and. controlled.
holds a commensurate position at Feist's, as does Bregman
with the Robbins concern. There is also an Olman Music Corp. in the
background, which has been temporarily dormant. This is now about due
for rehabilitation, idea being to build up that catalog.
Phil Kornheiser, veteran music man,, whose music trade affinity with
the old Leo Feist firm, during its palmiest days, is now tin pan alley his-

Abe Olman

SAY

sr

'SI

Me

(Para Vigo

Voy)

.

AND THEY SAID IT
WOULDN'T LAST!

AFTERGLOW

RADIO CITY,

World -Publishing Corp. (Harms' subsid), which previously publikewise
lished 'Strike Up the Band' and other Gershwin compositions, is
profesissuing 'Strike Up. the Band for the XL C. L. A.,' which is being
Angeles. The
sionally pubbed for. the University of California of Los
former song is radio-restricted; as" a production number, but the UCLA
number isn't. It's si; ted ior ,a generous air plug by the sundry bands and
show tune, with Ira Gershwin s
is George Gershwin's adaptation of his
new lyrics. Maxson F. Jude'il promoted the UCLA tieup. The Gershwins
otherwise have .their own Gershwin Publishing Corp., a new unit, under

Tables on

My,

"Sing;

Sing"

From the 20th .Century- Fox
Picture "Sing, Baby, Sing"
"

Escape from You/ to Sec. of the
Treasury Morgenthau.
To Father Coughlin was dedicated *A Star Fell Out of

—

MOVIETONE
MUSIC CORPORATION
0AM

FOX PUBll c.»'Nf CC

i.-li-V-i,

AVENUE
YORK

1250 SIXTH

N E1W

New

N Y.

Me"

and

Heaven.'

.

Orchestrations 50c

"You Turned the

My

;

KKQUKtiXKD" SONGS

.".MOSTC

'Can't Pull the Wool Over
Eyes,' to Jim Farley; 'I Can't

Kornheiser was
tory, is being discussed for a return to his old outfit.
general professional manager of' Feist's and a stockholder during the
founder-music publisher's life, but -since then has been out of the concern.
The trade looks upon the reunion as a natural. It awaits Jack'Robbins'
arrival in N. Y.'for formal approval.

AMONG THK

JiOtV

-

making speech

•

POlNCIANA

13.

Father Coughlin pa.id- Balto
visit last Saturday (10),.
at Armory before 8,000 who paid 40c a head.'
After the spiel a dance was
held,, at. which many of the pop
songs played for tootsle-tossers
were dedicated via announcement over p.a. system.
Among the dedications were:
1
'Bye, Bye, Baby, to Landon;
'It's a Sin to Tell, a Lie/ to Prez
Roosevelt; 'The One Rose,* to
Bishop Michael Gallagher; 'You

Jack Robbins heads Robbins Music Corp. and Feist's, but will headquarter at the latter firm when he arrives from Hollywood the end ol this
week. This is part of friendly rivalry with Jack Bregman, his general
manager at Robbins Music, which is causing the trade to wonder if it won't
become Bregman Music Corp., and Feist-Robbins might be the new label
for the other outfit. This is a kidding trade commentary, of course, but
Robbins is intent on putting over the Feist firm, now that Robbins Music

DURIUM BKR'PT;

;

Chappell Co. release.
It's it Big Hit—
Vhe- Kequekt Sons!

.

Campbell, Connelly & Co., Ltd., Editions Campbell ConInc.. and .Avon Music Corp., Inc., nil subsids.
Music
In turn, Reg Connelly has surrendered- his interest in Cinephonic
of which Campbell
Co., Ltd.; the Gaumont-British song publishing subsid,

Beautiful
Hnwo.ll

becomes

Latter is now in
due:ov.er shortly.

America on GB-Cine-

Durium- Products, Inc> which in
1930 introduced the 15c. phonograph
record: by way of . the newsstand,
went into bankruptcy last week. Pe-

My Mind

You. on
•

t

'San

;

brief and, as far as .the publishing

business' was concerned, the career
Record buyers only buy the 'stylists' on the wax,
the;:recording execu- of the Durium outfit' was marked by
finding, and certain others can't be .given away, say
The real .sellers charge's of discrimination, and law'
tives. Some' are frankly retained for .prestige purposes.
can suits. The squabble with Tin Pan
few
Vocally,
tempo.
or
style
in.
'different'
are
who
are the artists

according to sales

C

mean

ta

sell'

Inc

N V

is

-

"OVER A BOWL OF
BROADWAY

THRU THE COURTESY
OF LOVE
My Kingdom

a Kiss

for;

Papa Tree fop Jail
Bermuda Buggyride

.

make

Novelty

SUKI-YAKl"
SANTLY BROS JOY.

director.

^Presents
From "Hern Com'en Carter"

.'

(YOU STOI.K MY HEART")

1619

DISKS

FedFrancisco' tition, which was .filed with the
Frisco grid fans will hear the title song from Metro's .'San
games. Al- eral Court in New York,- placed the
throughout the season at all the University of San Francisco
liabilities
at $394,434 and assets,
v
though the picture was razzed by some natives here for over-emphasizing $7;914..
through with its; plans to
the. earthquake angle, the university, has gone
Vogue for thre6-jit record was
Francisco* its official college, song.

—FrQ»h-*Appealln'ir
Rhythm. Novelty
"OH, YOU ROGUE
Cute

The 'Swlngy' Japan

managing

sole

phonic business and Connelly

"TO YOU SWEETHEART, ALOHA"
.

15c

Camp-

Campbell Connelly,

nelly,

Now Ready—The
of.

'

gives the latter all of

bell's interests in

MOON "

Theme

-

The Jimmy Campbell-Reg Connelly schism

"ME AND' THE
'

bldmtvtk

INTRODUCED

..-»..-

anything.

-at the
In a measure the G-B and Cinephonic. Music bunch are pleased
because
delay of the next Jessie Matthews ftlmusical, 'Head Over Heels,'
of Love.' Same titled number is in
it holds a song, 'Through the- Courtesy
run
have
will
one
that
expected
it's
but
ftlmusical,
Bros.*
a current Warner
picture comes oyer.
its course by the time the British
.

Alley was settled three years ago,'
when Durium paid off all' royalty
claim's' through John G. Paine, chair
man of the Music Publishers Pro
tectiye Association. The peak of the
controversy was f eached' Wheii Don'

&

Gumble .refused
aldson, Douglas
to permit Durium to record one of
the publishing -firm's hits and the

Waltzing with an Angel

Hprs b'Oeuvre
Tia Juaria 5
•

WITMARK & 80NS

M.
.

118150

rca

Avenue
mag., n. s.

Sixth.

Horns

-

MORE FOrUJL&B EVERY »AT
Victor

with the new pressing process
proceeded to use the song anyway,
In the final settlement, D. D. & G,
collected a 6c royalty on each record, while the other pubs got oneoutfit

Song Pilfering In Japan

}

,

Sohertr.lnger'fl

from the French talker of the same
(Continued from page 49)
name, came out in five- editions
In that interval the publishers
'Oucaracha,' 'J'ai
'Carloca,'
have .ample opportunity to get their here.
"Love
hands on the music. The.n the deux Amours,' Tailing .In
d'Amour.' "Dl
process in simple.; They simply Again,* 'Parlez-mol
more have been
write in Japanese lyrics on the nab' and dozens
two
or
by
simultaneously
published
printed copy, or paste
original
houses
Japanese lyrics over the. .foreign more fly-by-night music

"Magnolias in the

and

Moonlight"
.

•

find

•

Tollow Your Heart'
Fflntored MongN In
rivtnre.

tlie

.

words, paint out the name of the
foreign publishers and have cute

-Republic

"follow Your. Heiirt"

SAM FOX
COMPANY

Figures:
\

AVtMUt
RAOlOClTf
NEW YORK

1350 SIXTH

RCA euiLO'^G

Answer

to

Thousands

of

Inquiries

When My
Dream Boat
Comes Home

Nagoya

is

the only other

market worth any trouble

— no

need

to bother "ahout it unless there happens to be a friend or relative. there.

Thus, anybody who can write Japanese lyrics and -they're, exceedingly easy, since no rhymes are re:<l.uircrt and n diphthong can bo pro-

—

riJBLlt'A'MON

—

13K0 Sixth Ave.
Utile., >'• V,

RCA

in

indications, will

an array of song hits that, from present
For instance:

sweep the nation.

"WHEN DID YOU LEAVE HEAVEN?"
trfim

the Itorryl Ziinnrk 20th Century-Fox

"WHEN

I'M

Announcing

A

prwliilrilitn,

"Sins,

Itiihy,

HIiik"

WITH YOU" — "DREAM AWHILE"
tlii>

"SWEETHEART

relicnlnfr Honjt

lilt

In

Knirluinl

loriny.

GROW OLD TOGETHER"

LET'S

new' tongue- twister novelty mi»k

"PETER PIPER"
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

assets,

damage

suits

"MIDNIGHT BLUE"
Uljr Nonjc M\ of the new
"Zlfgfelcl Follies of 1»30"

The

•

799

7th AVE. •

:

NEW YORK

record business, because
there are only 12 manufacturers and
they are easier to catch and hold
accountable. Still, it would be interesting to know how many of the
foreign, tunes
recorded here or

pressed from matrices made abroad
are actually paying royalties to
their authors and composers. Precious few, perhaps, for -the BIEM in
Europe demands 14c for a double
record made of
couple of its tunes,
and that works out at 50 sen, almost double mechanical cost of production, which -is 26 sen In some
plants. Records are commonly sold
to retailers at 1.05 yen.
In other
wordsv.lt. doesn't pay to record- European-' numbers
unless one can
dodge the royalties;

Blue Eyes
White Horse Inn
Cannot Live Without
Your Love
I

half cent a pressing.

At 'the height of its efforts in the
record field, Durium was turning
'em out at the rate of 1,500,000 copies
per master. Within a year the out
put was 150,000 a master, which
figure allowed little room for profit
Durium project was eventually taken
over by the Erwin, Wasey agency
for
general exploitation of
the
.

From "Guns at the Pecos"
Prairie Is My Home

The

From

"Stajte Struck"

•'

Fancy Meeting You
In Your Own Quiet Way

process.

Among

the creditors

named .in

the

Half of

Me
HARMS,

bankruptcy schedule are the holders of 6-% five-year gold notes due
July 1, 1936, with the interest unpaid
since" Jan. 1, 1932.
Assets include

Inc.
•12U0 8UII1 Avr.
RCA Uldc;.. N. Y.

interests in nine patents of doubtful
value, besides bank deposits amounting to $7,914, most of which is tied
up in the defunct Bank of United
State's.

Tresents

DREYFUS BACK;

WB

Strand,

DEAL AGAIN ON FIRE

pell Co.

New

—

Opens
York, Oct. 17

From "Cnln ami -Mattel"

With the arrival of Louis Dreyfus,
from Europe Monday (12)7 the deal
any more,' and force the culprit to which
would
merge
Chappell,'
turn over the \msold copies, worth Harms, Inc., and T. B. Harms in a
perhaps $3.
Then the publisher stock and operating alliance is again
could go out and steal something hot.
else.
If he were told to desist from
Under the proposed stock -ex-:
all such practices, he would merely
change, Max Dreyfus would take
change his name or start another over the operations of Harms, Inc.,
company and everyone save the and T, B. Harms Co. from Warner
plaintiff would, feci that justice had Bros.
The Dreyfuses would get a
been done.
5C% interest, in the latter two publishing Arms and they in turn would
Less Disc Lifting
There is less pirating in. the pho- give WB a half interest in the Chap-

nounced as either one. or two syllables can go into, the sheet music
publishing business with almost no
capital, wearing his ofllce in his hat.
'Sous los Toits 'de -Paris,' a hit nograph

WITMARK

The new season ushers

-

any

•

in Kyoto.

M.

list is interminable.
Since hardly any Japanese pub-

would be wastes of time in any
But even If assets were
eveiit
there, suits would be useless. Damage actions arc almost unknown in
Japan. Japanese law provides for
them, but the courts have pretty
well eliminated them by the manner in which they have administered

Variety has obtained quotations
from a. couple of printers, and
therefore, is able to state authoritatively that 1,000 copies of- any popular song which can be printed on
six pages, including tworcolor cover,
can be turned out In .Japan "for less
Justice doesn't mean
than $7. Slick in a sheet carr.ying the laws.
the harmonica notation on one side much. Peace does. If one man has an
and extra lyrics on the .other and incontrovertible right and another
the cost oC printing won't pass ?10. Infringes It, the courts will work to
Each extra thousand turned out will ofTect a compromise, with the result,
that what was once a sole right is
"cost less than $2.
were brought
suit
If
In Tokyo one can cover all the divided.
music shops here and In Yokohama against one of the publishers of
A relative or 'Merry Widow "Waltz,* for example,
In three or four days.
associate working on commission the court would probably wag a
'naughty,
finger,
say
can do the same lor Osaka and Kobe reproving
in .oven less time, and spend, a "day naughty! Don't publish that song

PUBLISHING

In

The

lisher has

nra'de;

'Presents

From "White Horse Inn"

.

YOU A THOUSAND LOVE SONGS

I'LL SING

Coney Island
•
Who

13

V

My Baby Gonna

Lovt All Winter

Now That Summer

Is

Gone

Sing a Song of Nonsense

Me Good Night
REMICK MUSIC CORP.

Don't Kiss
12150

RCA

Sixth Avenue
ICIdK.. N. Y.

Tried and proven songs of the season. All included in a catalog
that comprises one of the most "sure-fire" song galaxies of all
time.

For 'example:

"I'M

AN OLD COWHAND (From the Rio Grande)"
"TO MARY—WITH LOVE"
"IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU"
"PICTURE ME WITHOUT YOU"
(From

"DID

I

REMEMBER?"

the picture, "Dimples," etai-rlng Shirley Temple)

LEO

FEIST,

Inc.

•

1629

BROADWAY

•

NEW YORK

. .
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SHEETS SLUMP,

N

E
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0 PHONOGRAPH RECORDS GATHERED FROM THE REPORTS
^OF^SALES^MADlf
BV THE
THP LEADING
l FAmiJr ^ji?*?^^
DURING SEPTEMBER BY
OF SALES MADE DURING^SEPTEMBE^
MUSIC JOBBERS AND DISC DISTRIBUTORS IN THE TERRITORIES

RECORDS

6 Best Sellers in Sheet Music as Reported by Leading Jobbers

NEW YORK
Son*—No.
Song;—No.
Sod*—No.
"Song—No.
"Song*—No.
Sons—No.

CHICAGO

1

'•Bid I

z
3

Beat Thin; Comes Along'
'A Star Fell Out of Heaven'
'When I'm With You'
'Empty Saddles'
'Rendezvous With a Dream*

Remember?'

«

5
•

LOS ANGELES

Out of Heaven'
Remember?'
'When Did You Leave Heaven?'
'Until Real Thing: Comes Along;*
'Did I

1

major

sales only

is

Where

reported.

is

it

Sheet, music business slowed up
badly in the east with the second

week

an Old Cowhand*
'Rendezvous WHh a Dream'
Can't Escape From You'

From You'

Can't Escape

Rendezvous With a Dream'

5 Leading Phonograph Labels Report 6 Best
Side responsible for the

'Did I Remember?'
'A Star Fell Out of Heaven'
'Until Real Thins: Comes Alone*

'Star Fell

'Until

way
the

until the end of the
third consecutive

list

was Without

Sellers

impossible to determine the side responsible for

RECORDS RETAILING AT
No.

1

BRUNSWICK—No.

2

a.

•

month. For
month the
smash hit to

serve as a strong incentive for visiting the music counter. Turnover
on phonograph records showed a
substantial improvement over the
sales which. ..prevailed for the same

month

the sales, both sides are mentioned;

BRUNSWICK

in September and Stayed that

'I'm

'I

*

in 1935",

.

Screen' songs almost had, a monopoly of the six oest-selier setup
for .September. Only tune of this
blue-ribbon group that did bot come
'Melancholy Baby/ 'I Cried for You' out of a picture was Chappell's
'Until the. Real Thing. Comes Along.!.
(Teddy Wilson Orch.)

7$c

. *i
Vina Romance'
—_ J #
*ine
(Fred
Astaire, Johnny 'Star Fell Out of Heaven' (Hal Kamp
Green Orch.); 'Waltz In Swing Time'
Orch.)
(Johnnv Green Orrh V
The spurt in sheet sales which
'Way You Look Tonight,' 'Pick Yourself 'Wedding of Mr. and Mrs. Swing' (Cab 'A Fine Romance/ 'Waltz in. Swing marked the first week of October
Up' (Fred Astaire, Johnny Green
Time' (Fred Astaire, Johnny Green disclosed; the latter number topping;
Calloway Orch.)
Orcn.)
Orch.)
the demand along with 'Whe*n Did
'Never Gonna' Dance,' 'Bojangles of •I Cried for You' (Teddy Wilson Orch.) 'Sing, Baby, Sing/ 'You Turned, the You Leave Heaven' (Robbins) and
Harlem' (Fred Astaire, Johnny Green
Tables' (Teddy Wilson Orch.)
The Way You Look Tonight' (ChapOrch.)
pell). .Last song is. from' RKQ's
'Melancholy Baby,' 1- Cried for Yon* 'A
Fine
Romance'
(Fred
Astaire, 'Pick Yourself Up/ 'Way You Look To- 'Swing Time.'
(Teddy Wilson Orch.)
night' (Fred Astaire, Johnny Green
Johnny Green Orch.)
Sheet ,*runners-'up for September
Orch.)
'Sing, -Baby, Sing,' 'You Turned the 'Organ Grinder's Swing' (Hudson-De- 'When Lady Meets Gentleman/ To You were 'I ..Can't' Escape fr-om You'
'Me and the Moon'
Tables* (Teddy Wilson Orch.).
Lange Orch.)
Sweetheart, Alone'
(Russ Morgan (Famous).,
(Santly)/
'When Did You Leave
Orch.)
(Sherman
'Organ Grinder's Swing,' 'You're Not 'Let's Grow Old Together'. (Russ Mor- 'Never Gonna' Dance/ 'Bojangles of Heaven/ "No Regrets'
the Kind' (Hudson-DeLangs Orch.)
gan Orch.)
Harlem' (Fred Astaire, Johnny Green Clay), 'Sing, Baby, .Sing* (F6x) and
'

aA

1D>

1

a-

a

.I

.

.

BRUNSWICK—No.

8

BBUNSWICK-^No.

4

BRUNSWICK—No.

5

BRUNSWICK—No.

6

'On the ;Beach at Ball Bali' (Morris).
Giving Indications of being on the
upbeat around the counters are 'Bye,
Bye, Bafty' (Berlin); 'Sing You' l.OOO
Love Sdngs'. (Remick) and 'Picture
Me Without You' (Fox).

Orch.)

COLUMBIA—No.

1

COLUMBIA—No.

2

COLUMBIA—No.

3

COLUMBIA—No.

'Ride,
Red, Ride,' 'Conga Caravan'
(Mills Blue Rhythm Orch.)

'Organ Grinder's Swing' (Frank Froesa 'South Sea Island Magic/ fPalm Trees
Orch.)
Sing Aloha' (Andy Iona Orch,)
'Chasing
Shadows,'
'Footloose
and •Until Real Thing Comes Along' (Mills 'My Tani/ 'Na.Pua' (Andy Iona Orch.)
Fancyfree' (Henry King Orch.)
Blue Rhythm Or.ch.)
Tell Me You Love Me,* The Marti- 'Swing Mr. Charlie' (Herbie Kay Orch.) In Sentimental Mood/ 'Carry. Me Back
nique' (Henry King Orch.)
to Green Pastures' (Mills Blue Rhythm Orch.)
To. Call You My Own,' 'Muchacha' These Foolish Things Remind Me' 'Hawaiian One to 10/ 'Hawaiian
(Phil Regan, Mahlon Merrich Orch.)
(Carroll Gibbons Orch.)
.Memories' (Andy Iona Orch.)
•Yip,
Neddy,' 'Roll Along Covered In a Sentimental Mood' (Mills Blue 'Until Real Things Comes Along/ 'Merry
Wagonl. Deroy Sorriers Orch'.)
Rhythm Orch.)
.Go Round' (Mills Blue Rhythm Orch.)
'Swing Mr. Charlie/ 'Chopsticks' (Her- 'Begins and Ends With You' (Frank 'Pretty Red Hibiscus'
(Andy Iona
bie Kay Orch.)
Froeba Orch.)
Orch.)

.

4

'

Fred 'Astaire

!

tember fo'be the Koi! A "demand; on.the Brunswick, list while -Benny.
Goodman did the same honors for
Victor. In the Decca camp Bing
Crosby proved the white-haired boy,
-

•

COLUMBIA—NO.

5

COLUMBIA—No.

9

.continued, jn /Sep-

'

.

VICTOR—No.

Quart.)

Victor—No.

2

Victor—No.

3

VICTOR—No.

4

VICTOR—No.

5

Victor—No.

6

ler Orch.)

.

My

•Bye, Bye, Baby,' 'There Goes
traction' (Fats Waller Orch.)

.

At-

I Remember' (Tommy Dorsey
Orch.)
'Star Fell-Out Of .Heaven' (Eddie Du>
chin Orch.)
'When I'm With You' (Ray Noble
Orch.)
'I Can't Escape From You' (Eddie Duchi Orch.)
'Until Real Thing Comes' (Fats Waller
Orch.)
'Sing,
Baby, Sing' (Ruby Newman
Orch.)

,-

'You Turned the Tables on Me' (Benny

•

'In

Cosuti'-

L6s"Angeies, Oct.

'13,

•

Although music biz here has been
zipping along' at a fast clip, usuaL
September boom came along as

•

Goodman Orch.)
Sentimental Mood,' These Foolish 'Bye, Bye, Baby' (Fat Waller Orch.)
Things' (Benny Goodman Orch.)
'Star Fell Out of Heaven,' 'Dream 'Organ Grinder's Swing' (Jolly Coburn
Awhile' (Eddie Duchin Orch.)
*
Orch.)
'Sing, Baby, Sing/ 'Make Believe Ball 'Until Real Thing Come* Along' (Fats
Room' (Ruby Newman Orch.)
Waller Orch.)
Can't
Escape
From
You,'
T
I'm an Old 'Star Fell Out of Heaven' (Eddie DuCowhand' (Eddie "Duchin Orch.)
chin Orch.)
"

..,

Sheets Spurt on

(Benny Goodman 'Curse of an Aching Heart' (Fats ^Wal- 'Did

'Moonglow,' Dinah'

1

This was ^particularly
scheduled.
true in sheet music, which experienced exceptionally heavy month.
Records continued to rise steadily.
Teddy Wilson nibbed top spot
from Fred Astaire-Johhny Green

Brunswick

which fell off
remaining Jn lists.

discs,

three

slightly,

Due to method in which Jerome
Kern numbers usually grow, how1

RECORDS RETAILING AT 35c
BLUE BIRD—No.

1

BLUE BIRD—No.

2

Harlem/ 'Organ Grinder's 'Me and the Moon' (Shep Fields Orch.) 'Did I Remember' (Shep
Swing' (Tempo King Orch.)
'Way You Look Tonight/ 'Never Gonna' 'Organ Grinder's Swing' (Tempo King 'Me and the Moon' (Shep

ever, 'Swing Tfme' tunes are expected to remain in top ranks for
long period.

Fields Orch.)

'Bojangles of
.

BLUE BIRD—No.

:

Dance' .(Shep Fields Orch.)
'Did I Remember/ 'Sitltn' in the Sand
a Sunnln' (Shep Fields Orch.)
'Star Fell Out of Heaven/ 'When Did
You Leave Heaven' (Charlie Barnet
Orch.)
'Sing You 1,000 Love Songs/ 'Papa
Tree-Toiy Tall' (Tempo King Orch.)
'It's the Gypsy in Me/ They Said It

3

BLUE BIRD—No.

4

BLUE BIRD—No.

6

BLUE BIRD—No.

6

Wouldn't

Mannone

(Wingy

Last*

Mills Blue Rhythm Band climbed into Columbia shelves to .oust some,
of that Hawaiian spirit However, ;•
Andy Iona remains t a favorite .heee.;
as does Hawaiian music. " Bing'!
Crosby's second ranker for Decca;
'South Sea Island Magic,' proved
good aim at Hawaiian market.

Fields Orch.)
Orch.)
'Never Gonna' Dance' (Shep Fields 'Star Fell Out of Heaven' (Charles Barnett Orch.)
Orch.)
'South Sea Island Magic' (Georgie Hall 'When Did You Leave Heaven' (Charles
Barnett Orch.)
Orch.)
.

'

:

Bye, Baby' (Charles Barnett
'Sing You 1,000 Love Songs' (Tempo 'Bye,
Orch.)
Kin* Orch.)
'When Did You Leave Heaven' (Charlie The Way You Look Tonight' (Shep

Sheets, Discs

Fields Orch.)

Barnett Orch.)

DECCA—No.

1

'I'm

DECCA—No.

2

'Star Fell

DECCA— No.

3

'Until Real

an Old Cowhand/ 'I. Can't Escape
From You' (Bing Crosby Orch.)

You
.

Out of Heaven/ 'When Did
Leave Heaven' (Ben Bernie

Orch.)

•I'm

an Old Cowhand' (Bing Crosby)

'Star'

Fell

Out

'I'm

of Heaven* (Ben Bernie

an Old Cowhand' (Bing Crosby)

'South Sea Island Magic' (Bing Crosby)

Orch.)

'

.

DECCA—No.

4

DECCA—No.

5

DECCA— No.

6

'Empty

Mood

SMOKE RINGS

-

-

Keep a spot

Tor this one. You'll lovo to play:

Mr. Ghost Goes to

Town

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS

(CBS), has
Chesterfield program
been put under contract by Warner
Bros, and assigned to the Hollywood

Sisson

is

now

No.

1

arranger

Al Goodman,

New York"

and

still

Moon'

(Victor

managing to keep close to t'le
and the Moon,' which
fast, and the songs out

leaders; 'Me

-

the

Young

i6

Orch.)

coming up

of the 'Swing Time' (RKO) picture,
particularly 'Way You. Lflpfc. -.To-

night/

;

Richmond Opens Up
To Traveling Bands

Franz

Wax man

will score
a Gun' at Metro.

Gave Him

George Sterney into.
Y., in November.

'They

the. St. Moritz,

N.

For the past year a restricted territory, Richmond, Va., has now been
Lou Weiss directing dance band opened for traveling bands. First
and dinner ensemble in new Rose outfit set is Carlos Molina's orchesroom at Hotel Stratfield, Bridgeport. tra, which went into Tantllla Gardens last week.
District had been closed to all but
Sam Slept, Ted Koehler, Ned
Washington and Clifl Friend collab- local musicians until order .was reorated on three songs for Republic's vcrsed.'Molina stays for eight weeks,
'Happy Go Lucky.' Numbers are. after which he moves' to Roney'Right or Wrong,' 'Call on the Ma- Plaza, Miami, Dec. 18, to be followed
by the Miami-Biltmore six weeks
rines' and 'Treat for the Eyes.'

Cincinnati, Oct.

son at' Radissori hotel, Minneapolis*,

(Definitely

the Next Big Waltz Hit)

LOVE— WHAT ARE YOU
DOING TO MY HEART
(European Hit)

:

"'

'

John- E. Roberts has quit job

13,

from Henry W. Lange,'
Minn.
*«.
band leader.- and songwriter, on
Howard Lalie'y will complete the grotjnd of neglect, was granted Hazel
season at the Fifth Avenue, hotel, Kiggins Lange last week by -Judge
Charier- W/. Hoffman in Court of
New 'York:'
a •
Domestic Relations.
They were married in 1917 and
'Carol Huxley, formerly arranger
with Andre Kostelanetz on the separated two years ago.
Divorce

-

CLOSE TO ME

LARGES DIVORCED

Dick Gardner booked for the sea.

Presents
I

later.

-

Broadway,

Out of Heaven' (Ben Bernie

Orch.)

'Me

Real Thing Comes Along' (Andy 'You Turned the Tables' (Jan Garber
Orch.)
Kirk Orch.)

into Chez, Maurice, Dallas, for three
weeks starting Oct. 19.
.

•

I6t9"

'Star Fell

'Until

Larry Funk follows Britton band

SOLITUDE

Remember' (Jan Garber Orch.)

studios.

Ken
for

a Sentimental

Lullaby'

Music Notes

Organ Grinder's Swing

Ready Oct. 16

:

;

HITS! HITS! HITS!

In

'Did I

Lady Meets Gentleman' (Ted Weems
Saddles/ 'Roundup
(Bing Crosby Orch.)

Cbl

In

Business on the climb getieratty,
Sheet >and disc sales picking up,
though: nothing startling- in the
build rise, as .it is the expected, sear
sohal upping. Ditto biz is good, s
Outside of the six best sellers,
there Was good action with such
songs as 'Sin to Tell a Lie/ which is

.

Thing Comes/ 'Walkln' and 'Bye, Bye, Baby' (Ted Weems Orch.)
Swinln' (Andy Kirk Orch.)
'Me and the Moon/ 'When the Moon 'Did I Remember' (Jan Garber Orch.)
Hangs High' (Victor Young Orch.)
'Knock, Knock, Who's There/ 'When •Sing, Baby Sing' (Bob Howard Orch.)
Orch.)

U»

Chicago, Oct. 13.

Orch.)

•
t

as,

manager of Balto office of the Wcster>n Newspaper Union -and joined
sales staff of Hearst-owned WBALv

:

'•

'

Don Kerr' of WMt*X will emcee at
the Hotel Comtngdore, „New -Yoric-;,
Oct. 23, for the Metropolitan Post
:

.

annual shindig.

1

GOING HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS'
W|£:«; HARMS C(fc.
•

I'M

'

1«IW

filxlli.

A»;e..,-

.

VARIETY

52

A

None

Page Out of Old Vaudeville
By Joe

Laurie, Jr.

Night Club Reviews

to Fill

Billy Glason. says times are
so tough that he can't even get
booked for a benefit
Glason called on the committee for the' 'Night of Stars'
benefit to be given at Madison
Square Garden and offered his
services. Reply was that committee wag sorry, but the bill
'

THE MAN AND WOMAN ACT
STREET SCENE IN ONE. ENTER
at opposite sides and as man approaches woman, he TIPS HIS
and sort of flirts with woman.

HAT

Woman; (angrily) what do you
mean by tipping your hat to me?
You don't know me!
Man:; This

HE knows

is

my BROTHER'S

you.

M:

I

Yes, and after he's asleep-^
she helps herself. (To gallery)
(Wait for applause.)
I right" boys?

Am

W.: The very idea. Why woman
(To audi?
is the SOUL of honor.
(Wait lor
I right girls?
hat. ence)

you know

Say,

(To audience) Am
(Wait for applause.)

to help him.
right, girls?

I

like you?-

Am

applause.)
M.: Yes,

and

she's

was already

man being
Come on,

filled.

PENTHOUSE, BALTO
Baltimore, Oct.

10.

There are at present in Balto only
two nite spots that by any stretch of
standards can be categoried as
'swank' or 'classy.' Penthouse is one
of the two.

Atop Warner's Stanley, Penthouse
reached by elevator from its. own
side entrance.
Generally speaking
for niteries, location is good. Room
is about 10 years old; it was gold
mine for the .first .five when operated
is

replaced by machinery.

marry me.

no' kidding,

Don't you think you can marry a
like, me?-

ASCAP

by Edwin Sherwood, now

rep through this area, but somehow
started to. skid just after repeal.
W.: (Hesitatingly) Why—yes.
Corporation that now operates has
M.: (To audience) Oh. boy, I've been in two years to just mild returns, but setup is better' this season
won her at last.
and it. looks as if biz might end up
W-: That is if he wasn't TOO better also;,

made many a man

HEEL

out of a guy. (To gallery)
I right boys?
W.: Why, my boy, woman i3 a
gold mine you never know her true
I right
W.: Have you had it lung?' xN
(To audience)
value.
Any(Laughs.)
like you.
And I feel I will iris? (Wait for applause.)
M.: Qh, yes.
Room, seating about 425 when
way I couldn't marry a man unless packed,
liver' troubled life "without you.
as it was Saturday (10), is
M.: Yeh, and there's many a
a baby carW.fThen you baff better 'asthma/ sucker went broke PROSPECTING. he was able to wheel a baby car- decoratively treated -in pale yellow
you wheel
and black for sightly effect.
A
right boys? riage. Can
I
M.: Say,, you're a pretty smart (To gallery)
riage?
minimum
of $1.50 per, with drinks
girl. What's your name?
(Wait for applause!.)
M.: I ought to. I spent two years priced about double the rates at a
W.: Helen Summer.
W.: A woman will stick to you
barroom.
Virginia.
M.: What is it in Winter?
through thick and thin. (To audi- in Wheeling, West
Frank Britton band is in for first
(Wait for
W.: Oh, a pretty smart fellow, eh? ence)
I right girls?
W.: That's great.
14 weeks. The band (New. Acts) Is
M.: How old are you?
applause.)
M.: We're all great in our family. the one Frank put together when
the
splitting with' his brother Milt after
W.: Sixteen.
M.i Yeh. the longer she sticks,
My old man was a great man.
26 years.
M.: Howdd?
(To gallery)
thinner. yoV get.
,
W.. What did your father ever do
Show consists of two acts, booked
(Wait for applause.)
W.: I've told you twice sixteen.
I right boys?
by National Agency here. Current
that was great?
M.:_ Oh, TWICE sixteen; that's
W.: You're positively insulting. I
like a model layout is a crackerjack one, comaround
(Turning
man.
M.:
more like it.
a
me
wish God made
prising Marrone and Galla, dance
look
kid,
over
me
Look
clothes)
W.: Oh, a pretty smart fellow, eh?
M.: Maybe he did and you haven't for
team, and Sybil Kaye, swell salesme over.
Where were you going just now, found him yet.
woman of a hotcha song, who overW.: What do you do for a living? comes handicap of a not-too-terrif
'Tom?
W.:. Enough of this. (Turns away
pair of pipes.
M.: I'm a director for a railroad.
'.JMU..HOW did you know my name in disgust.)
dia
you're
Orchestra helps out in show, havSo
so?
that
Is
looks
boys
W.:
Well,
-was Tom?
gallery)
M.: (To
ing its vocalists, Georgie Silver and
W.: Oh, I just .guessed it. .
(Wait if there's more rector for a railroad?
like we won.
Rosemond Dawson, do numbers.
and
M.: Yeh, I stand at the depot
M.: Then guess where I'm going.
applause on this.)
Britton m.c's nicely and band
By the
W.: Oh, a pretty smart fellow, eh?
W.: Come to think of it, didn't I direct people where to gd.
plays show o.k., though not flawM- I'm very smart. You can ask see you come out- of a barroom yes- way did you know the cars are going lessly when caught. Dance music is
trans- chiefly swing, under
of
instead
clothespins,
issue
to
me any question about the sea.
orders from
terday?
spot's boss.
On all-around music,
W.: Is that so? Well, why don't
M.: Well, I had to come out some- fers?
band is best in Balto at present.
W.: What's the idea?
fish have a good time?
time.
Bert
M. You're wrong. Fish have a
M.: Because clothespins ate good
W.: Don't you know every tiihe
.very good timei
you go into a barroom the devil goes on any line. Aw, come on and
WiTes? How do you make that in with you?
marry me.
1523
know
even
don't
...:out?;
W.: Why, you
M.: Well, if he does he will have
(PHILADELPHIA)
M,: Didn't you ever.hear-of FISH to buy his own drink.
how to propose.
BALLS?
M.: Is that so? Why I know how
Philadelphia, Oct. 9.
W.: How did you. get so drunk?
-.'
W. Pretty smart. Now tell me
Veteran among the town's growM. I didn't know what. I was do- anybody in any line would propose.
What
you.
I'll
try
ing
"where you were really going?
Alright,
list
of smaller spots, this one
W.:
ing.
he
violates
when
a
long-standing
say
rule of this
M.: I was going down .to" the depot
W.: Why didn't you know whrt would ah undertaker
Sleepy Village, to effect that intiproposes?
to meet a friend of mine's mother- you were doing?
mate niteries have short lives. Start
in-law. He promised to give me a
M.: He'd say 'I'm DEAD in love,
M.: You see, I was under the ining before repeal, place has steadily
dollar if I meet. her.
fluence of liquor when I started, with you.'
grown and gained popularity.
W.: That's very good. And how
W.: Supposing she doesn't come?
Say, you know there is something I
Answer lies in management's keen
M.: Then he promised to give me like about you?
would a jeweler propose?
sizing up of spot's particular probdollars.
M.: Why, he'd say .'Darling, you lems and needs and in refusing to
W.: (Coyly) Yes? What is it?
compete with bigger, and splashier
W;: You' talk like you are against
arm around lier are my PEARL of creation.'
M,: (Placing
on their own grounds.
marriage.
My ARM. Will you marry W.: Now here's a hard one. How places
waist.)
Whole idea of nitery carries out
i
M.: .No, I'm up against it. ( Some- me?would a sailor propose?
intimate, informal motif. Ike Bejfel
Marry
one applauds in the audience.)
M.: That is a tough one. (Thinks and Teddy Lachman, partners, make
W.: (Lauohina heartily)
There's another poor fellow in the you? Why you're a joke.
a minute.) I got it. He'd say 'Let point of knowing everyone who
same boat.
M.: (Mimieinjjr woman's laughter) me be the captain of your ship and visits place and never fail to mix
W.: The way you talk you'd think Can't you take a joke? Come on be we can brave all the STORMS of around, tables for greeting and oc
casionally setting one up on house.
everybody .out Were is against mar- a sport, give us a kiss.
life.'
.
.Entertainment also follows inti
riage..
W.: Well, you- are pretty smart. I
W.: (Indignantly) Why I don't
mate theory. Music is of quieter
- M.: Well, most of them are.
think you must have had a lot Of kind, consisting of three lads plunkeven know you.
W.: . Oh, that's preposterous..
M. Well, I'm taking as many experience. Difln't I see you buying ing string instruments.
It
keeps
M.: I'll prove it to you. You take chances as you are. Come on .give a cradle the other day? What made things lively but doesn't drown conversation; Acts are all musical,. genone side, of the house and I'll take us a kiss.
you do .that?
.
brand
of
erally
running
to
softer
the other. M.: Oh, I Just did that for a kid.
W.: Don't you know' some terrible
Girls at 1523 Locust are
torchers.
W.: Alright. I'll take these lovely things can be caught from kissing? Come on give us a'^kiss.
usually good for lengthy stays six
ladies arid gentlement down here.
W.: You know I'm a good girl.
M.: Sure. You should see the poor
.'months or more not. being rare.
(Points to "orchestra'.,)/
fish my sister caught.
M.: Do you know where all theCome on
Of current turns, Bubbles Shelby,
M.: Alright, 111 take. the boys up marry me.
good little girls go to when they die? peppy comedienne with swift ad lib
on the shelf. (Points, to' gallery.)
knack and a way with humorous
W.: The man I marry must be
W.: Why they go to Heaven.
Those are my boys. I used to be a straight, upright arid grand.
And do you ditties, is m.c. Grace Manners, look
M,: That's right.
newsboy in this neighborhood.
M.: Say, you don't want' a man, know where all the bad little girls er with dulcet contralto pipes, is
"
standout. Florence Hall, accompanW.: Don't you know that a good you want a piano.
go?
W.; Is that so?
M.: I sort of have a Tieart' affection for you.

.
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This is the 'Original Maisonnette
Russe of Paris,' to give it the full
billing—two n's in Maisonnette, presumably' for tactical reasons to distinguish, it from 'the M. R. in the
Hotel St. Regis, now in its second
season. Anna Tokaroff is presiding
over this Russian boite on the site
of th'e defunct House of Morgan. The
•original' part is derived from Mme.
Tokaroff 's past asociation with La
Petite Maisonette des Comediens
Russe, .which was the full "billing of
the Franco-Russian -nitery in Paris in
former years, and now no more.
Mme. Tokaroff last season was identified with the St. Regis, venture and
this season is on her own.
The Mme. is - proceeding on a
frankly snobbish premise that the
same swank customers who visited
her Parisian joint the worldling of
the metropolises—will turn out for
this spot.
Everything is in French
flavor with caviar trimmings.

—

.

[

'

—

Show is headed by Hachem Khan,
who suggests Mesopotamian antecedents, and, looks interestingly east
European, singing in multiple
languages. Chopura Teplo'va, gypsy
singer, a versatile Russo string combo that also plays in swing, and
other specialists round out the floor

show, such as it is.
Idea is a cocktail-through-supper
grind.
Room is inexpensive but
The costly and- rich decor of
the old House of Morgan looks like
it was removed by the vendors in
lieu of the 77b economic readjust-

flashy.

ments

necessary"

when

that

spot

folded.

Current venture is undertaking
something when bucking the smartly
established Maisonette in the St.
Regis and the Russian Eagle in the
Sherry-Netherland. Its sole advaritage can be Mme. Tokaroff's personal
equation,' just as Gen. Lodijeiisky
must likewise be the fulcrum of his
Russian Eagle room in competing
with the better established St. Regis

vodka playground.

Abel,

LOCUST

:

-r

Maisonnette Russe, N. Y»

-

MAYFAIR CASINO

•

(CLEVELAND)
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.
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wife is the most unselfish creature
in the world?' Why every minute
that her husband's awake she tries.

I

W.: I don't think I'll ever marry.
W.: Why, no. Where do all the
love my automobile too much.
bad little girls go?
M.: (To audience) Another case of
M.: They go down to the depot
to

The

THEATRE

of the

STARS

meet

the. traveling

salesmen when

they come in.
W.: Pretty smart, eh?

.and incidental solo pianist, is responsible for much of spot's atmos
phere, and Farrar Sisters, vocal duo,
contribute suave comedy numbers
with neat arrangements. Others in
elude Grace Briscomb and Ann
Rush, torchers, arid Little Erny4 acist

with

talent, will

Cleveland, Oct. 10.
Bernie, here for his first local
nitery appearance, for two weeks at
$6,500 per week, is proving one of
the ,Mayfair's smartest investments.
Bernie and other top names skedded for this season are giving the
casino more stability and permanent
prestige, besides settling a lot of
harmful talk. Last year's policy of
sensational nude shows, though it
made profits, didn't win .over the
good burghers. Talk about inner
differences between previous co-

Ben

'

owners who have been bought out
by Max Marmorstein gave impression that spot would turn out to be
a fla^h-in-the-pan. That is being
scotched by name attractions and
hard work of Harry Propper, g.m.,
to get the class trade.

While natives are too used to seeing him in vaude, Bernie's intimate
patter has a refreshing tang in the
sophisticated dining room. Wisecracking is cued in a faster tempo
for the ringsiders, who eat up his
ribs.
He doesn't put on a very long
show, nor try out much new stuff
in "way of gags, but there's the old
variety socko in all. of his by-play.
Good showmanship is shown in
staging acts on the big stage above
^Seegar-puffing
heads of diners.
maestro brings out a couple of new
ones for this nitery engagement, including an Ohio kid who .uncorks a
novelty. He's Joe Rardin, practically a one-man band with his vocal
tricks that range from a sax to. trumpet effects. Boy earns a big hand.
Another combo of newcomers are
tagged Eenie, Meenie, Minie and Mo,
harmonizing over a small piano.
They have some of the Mills Bros,
technique, but are swingier and

Latter,
meet me tonight cordionist.
subtler
delivery.
improve
with
offered whenever suit
Shows are
''.'•
able,
Layout is' on two floors. Entire softer.
M.: If I get there first I'll make a interior is paneled just as it was
Prager okay as usual with
when place was swank residence hisManny.
chalk mack.
singing, although he should dig
inside the entrance is
uo some newer ditties. Billy Wilson
W.i But supposing I get there Wood fire

M.: Say will you

'

.

at the post office and I'll take you
out to see a movie..
W.: What time shall I meet you^
•

'

.

.

•

,

always going, .and lends coziness. also agreeable, despite crooning of
/'
first?
Main room, with bar, is on second the old school.
M.: Then you RUB IT OUT.
floor rear. Place seats about 150.
Bernie himself holds the spot. He
(Finish with song and dance.)
Hohc.
should sandwich in another one of
his radio skits or do more ad-libbing, but he believes in leaving
crowd hungry. Puts on two shows,
first about 8:45, second around 1 a.m.
Band carries on. in dance sessions
between.
Minimum of $1 week-days and
$2.50 week-ends seems rather low,
Gil -Nor. Baltimore nitery, has in its floor show Beverly Lee,' songstress, considering hi?h caliber of enterbilled as 'Major Bowes' Leap Year Girl.'
tainment. Following Bernie, PropLast winter Miss Lee, who for years sang in small nite clubs here, went per is bringing in N.T.G. Oct. 16 for
to New York and appeared on a Bowes 'amateur'' program, and during two weeks, with extra large show to
her turn on- period proposed to her 'boy. friend' in Balto because he 'was celebrate Mayfair's first anniversary.
unit
feeling blue/ It was a stunt engineered by the vaudfilm Balto Hippodrome, Tagged 'Broadway After Dark.'
Jack and
which had a Bowes unit dated for the following week, and Miss Lee was includes Faith Bacon, Earl.
Betty: Worth, Wyle and Howe: Fay
bought right off the period (first time this gag was pulled by Bowes) for Carroll; Frances Willers, a line of
resultant publicity.
cirls. and Leo Reichman's orchestra.
/The gent Miss Lee 'proposed' to, incidentally, had been her husband That's bigger than some of the shows
,

'

Inside

for

two years.

Sluff-Vaude

x

offered

by

RKO

of town's vaude.

New
whose
grabs

shown

promotion twist is being worked in Philly by Frank Palumbo,
Italian hitery-restaurant is center of South Philly night life and
Prospective banquet customers are'
plenty of banquet business.
films of previous' shindigs as sales persuasion.

"

Palace, stronghold
•

•

Pull.

Lucy Monroe's Opera
Lucy Monroe

sings in 'La

Boheme

While ostensibly idea is to' prove how much fun banqueters have, at Eastman theatre, Rochester, on
casually that all parties of sort are filmed and Oct. 23-24. -Suzanne Fisher and Arcustomers can subsequently see themselves in pix: Banquet business has mand Tokatyn are the other leads
jumped since innovation. Palumbo uses 16 mm. film, entire equipment engaged for the opera.
having cost him $94. Each banquet filming costs $3.60 for negative, plus
Last season. Miss Monroe sang ia
opera at St. Louis.
$6 for bulbs.

Palumbo always mentions

-

'

Wednesday, October

14,

VAUDE -NITE CLUB*

193d

Label

Billy Jackson's

new

A

4.

WITH 1,252 SPOTS OF ALL GRADES

night of Kurt Robitschek's
show, talking to a friend.
American "vaude per-

w.k.

former

1

him

passed

'seeing' him.

RKO

Billy Jackson, vet
agenVis
--on a talent exchange for
the nite chlb; field along the" lines of
vaudeville
booking
the
offices, on a
national scale. While iiiteries now
exceed .theatres in amount of playing time, the cafe booking biz has
yet to be placed on an organized

booking

be the

Jackson's aim
in the field.

basis.

first

is

with Jackson in the

Associated

'

•

New York end with Jackson are
Barney Gillman, "who books* the
Wivel, American Music .Hall and
.

other spots in the east, and Sanford
Dickenson, club man.
Firm will be called the Royal
Circuit.
.

Jackson's' aim is_ to start with a
route of 10 weeks' and build from
there.

MISS AMERICA '36 PLUS

6 OTHER 'MISSES' AS ACT
Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.
Backed by- six 'Misses' from key
cities in east, Rose Veronica Cbyle,
'Miss America of 1936' pulled out
over week-end after dual engagement here at Alviri and Liberty for
shot at night club work in Chi's Chez
Paree. Among those set lor her act
is Bonnie Boyle, who represented
Pittsburgh last month in Atlantic
City beauty pageant. '
Act framed by Ruth Miller and
George Tyson, to whom prize-winning beauty' is under personal contract. He directed Showman's Jubilee this summer at seashore on leave
of absence from his managerial
duties at Alvin.

IN FRISCO

San Francisco, Oct.

13.

'

Professional Kids Air

Oriental's Units
•

.

Chicago,

Oct

Lipstone, booking manager of
Balaban & Katz, has set a series of
three units for the Oriental, starting
Oct. 23. with the. Sinclair Minstrels
show from NBC. On Oct. 30 comes
the Marcus unit,, folio wed Nov. 6^by
the Leon- Errol unit.
Dave Apollon unit plays the
30.

McCaffrey's 'Leave'
Cleveland, Oct. 13.
Strife in the local stage hands
union resulted in ousting of Manus
W. McCaffrey as business agent, a
berth he has held for 11 years.
He is being given a three months'
'leave of absence' while staying on
'

.

payroll.

ANOTHER FOR AUSTRALIA
Augmenting the

now

week over

WNEW. An-

to use only pro-

is

between

children,

three

who have been

in pictures,
radio, in vaudeville or in stage re15.

views or other professional shows.
Gladys Spence. former program
director of WAAT, and Eddie Downing (not of stage fame), are staging
the program which airs three times
weekly .at 7:15 p. m. "They are the
Sally and Sam of the broadcast.

13.

Lou

Chicago, Oct.

Show

Professional youngsters will be the
only entertainers used on the 'Sally
and Sam's. Gang' program, which

and

of Americans
Australia, Harry
list

playing in
Carlton
and Pauline

Chappelle,
dancers, sailed from San Francisco
Oct. 13.
and
Sydney
They're booked in

San Francisco, Oct.

^

^«

'

Dancer on Trial for
Murder in Michigan
Detroit,' Oct. 13.

dancer, goes on

31,

trial late this month for the murder
of a boarder, Clarence E. Schneider,

Ann

Arbor, I<Jich.
Miss Baker
pleaded not guilty at arraignment
this week.
Schneider was shot to death during an auto ride with Miss Baker.
Attorneys plan to enter plea of inin

sanity..-

WATCH OUT

ARMSTRONG'S

Baltimore, Oct. 13.
Before leaving Balto after completing a week at the Negro vaudfilmer, Royal, Louis Armstrong notigold wrist .watch

fied police that his

was taken from his -dressing room
whjle he was on stage doing final
performance of engagement Thursday night (80.
Time-piece, band leader said, is
worth

Henriques

Milwaukee, Oct. 13.
and Adrienne v dance

team, were arrested and" jailed here
on charges made by William P. Hen-

Most of the ciubs are going in for
more expensive floor shows, in cone
trast

to

the cheapness and nudity

which were the rage for

a while.

Mark Hopkins' High
Books at the Mark Hopkins show

the current year to be the best -at
the Nob Hill hostelry since 1029,
with 1936 comparing with some of
the top years before the depresh.
spots selling hard liquor. Rex Gliss
The Mark also has been fortunate in
is the new operator of the Kalua,
which folded, about seven months having three bands which were exceptional draws. Peacock Court had
ago. It was formerly managed by a
Henry King for a greater part of the
knitting mill.
summer. Xavier Cugat's. proved to
Nite spots here are enjoying their be ohe of the most popular ever to
are
Checks
best year since 1929.
play at this hotel.. At first the Mark
running larger in practically all qf was afraid that Cugat*s group would
the dine and danceries, only a few be considered strictly a" tango and
of which have had to fold on ac- rumba band, but the natives discount of poor biz. Majority of Ihese covered otherwise. Griff Williams,
places are using some kind of live a local boy who has always brought
entertainment, ranging from single good biz to the hotel, is in for five
instrumentalists in the beer joints to months.
elaborate floor shows in the swankDuring the past few months the

(

ier spots.
Peacock Court has had two highPolice booked
A great tourist city at all times, priced dance teams in Veloz and Yothem on a morals charge and they Frisco has set a new high this year landa and Georges and.Jalna. The
were held for several nights until for conventions and tourist trade^ hotel prefers four outstanding acts
but the niteries were coming right? a year, with nothing between, to
released on bond.
out-bf-towners filling in with- mediocre acts. The
along before the
Mrs. Henriques, who lives in New started flocking in. Many of the
Mark's big problem is to get these
York, recently got a job as a chorus sightseers have been coming to take acts, most of' which stay in New
girl and danced her way to Chicago, a squint at the bridges, consider- York,
Occasionally some of them
a short jump from the .Beer City. A able interest in the spans having are picked up when they go to Holconference with the Milwaukee dis- been aroused through the efforts of lywood for pictures.
of
trict attorney resulted in a surprise Californians,
Percentage
Inc.
Hotels are having stronger comvisit to the team's living quarters in rooms rented in hotels, of which
petish than ever before with the
a downtown hotel.
there is a record number for a city opening of the ritzy new $250,000
'

$100.

•

•

.

Adrienne told police her real name

is

Mary Conkle.

this size, also is the best since the

are
district there
close to 50 nite spots. In another
section, in North Beach, there, are

the

Indict

On

Benny Greenberg
Registration Charge
St. Louis,

Oct. 13:

Benny Greenberg, proprietor of
West End, nitery, under indictment
for making a false affidavit in connection

'with

Persian

Room

at

the " Sir Francis

stock market crash.
Drake.
The Palace, St. Francis,
Within a radius of four blocks in Mark Hopkins and Sir Francis Drake

recent

registration,

pleaded not guilty to charge last
•week and case was set for trial Wednesday (28). He is in $2,500 bail.
Since indictment Greenberg has
withdrawn from local boxing promotion field.

Rio Nitery Biz Okay
Rio de Janeiro, Oct. 1:
Casino da Urea nitery is still
packing them in, in spite of the fact
that the winter season for the Argentines is about over and many are
folding up the umbrellas on* Copacabana beach and passaging homeward.
Copacabana Grill Room and Atlantico Casino are not doing so well.
Floor shows thei-o are not so good,
which is the answer.
Urea standard is much higher, al;
though all three niteries depend
mainly on Broadway talent.

downtown

now

give the city four
hotel dance rooms.

is

>

whole year Jane Rogers provided
the only entertainment in it. When
she went east, the Fairmont brought
in the Avalons, who left for Hollywood several weeks ago to make a
picture for Hal Roach.

The Palace is spending plenty of
dough in dolling up the Rose Room,
which will open in a few weeks
with Bernie Cummins' ork. Sterling
Young's musicians had their .engagement extended several times during
the summer months, which saw
swell trade at this Market street

Young left the first of October for the Beverly- Wilshire in Hollywood,
spot.

DIAMOND BOOKS DET.
UPTOWN OUT OF CHI

Nitery Doings

which Robbins

class

.

Teri Josefovitz's "hunt breakfasts'
at the Hotel Lombardy, N.Y., Sundays, noon to 4 p.m.. hsvc resumed.
this
at
Composer - entertainer
'brunch' spot has a new piano work,
•Bagatelle,'

first

The Fairmont's Circus Lounge has
become 'one of the most successf ul
cocktail ropms on the Coast. For a

16 establishments peddling liquor
and food within one block.
Frank Martinelli, who with Tom
Gerun operates the Bal Tabarin, one
of the top nite clubs, points to the
fact that customers are demanding
a better grade of liquor as an ind>
cation of the. upward trend. For a
long time it was just scotch and soda
or bourbon, but now the trade wants
only standard brands arid is willing to pay fancy prices for them.
Liquor is considerably cheaper than
most of the
it was a year ago, but
spots are serving a better quality of
giggle water. Even after prohibition
went out of existence, many nite
club patrons brought their own
This practice is a thing of
liquor.
the past now, says Martinelli.

,

Chicago, Oct. 13.
Billy Diamond office will bookThe
Downtown, Detroit, which returns'
to indie vaude operation Friday <16).
It will be handled on Dick Hoffman's

pub-

lishing.

book.
Joe Cavanaugh, trustee for
Clem Pope, manNew York nite club advertising tfce receivers,
and press men -will be interested in ager, were in town to set the bookthe influence of their ad slyjes on ing arrangement.
:

Melbourne.

,

Saranac Lake
By

13.

.

Pre-Prohibition

.

DANCE TEAM PINCHED
ON MORALS CHARGE

•

Betty Baker,

Heavy—Town Had

Trade

With the reopening of the Kalua
Club, one of the swankiest of the
smaller joy spots here, "San Francisco has 1,252 niteries, which is believed, to be more than any other
city in the world per ctpita. HollyWood and Los Angeles together have
769 nite spots. Even before prohibition, this town had less than 500

.

Christ-

.

™

—Tourist

Than 500 Cabarets

riques' wife, Blanche.

'

nounced intention

last

mas, will help celebrate first anniversary of this type of stage show
at the house, with a repeat. Band
goes in for the Xmas-New Year's
week. When it started the policy
the Casa Loma crew stayed at the
house for four weeks.
Rudy Vai lee's band goes into the
Par following
lo "™ing Clyde
y u«- Lucas' aggre
gat,on which opens Wednesday (21)
and may stay for two weeks.
•

Cunningham and

Tint Witch, George
James Madison.

starts this

Since 1929

Less

of Policy It Inaugurated

New York Paramount

More than 40 former vaudeville
actors and actresses, the majority
over 70 years old, and all of whom
appeared on Orpheum bills here,
were guests of honor during the
Golden Jubilee celebration of vaudeville at the Columbia last week.
Among those present were Cho
Cho, vaudeville and circus clown,
now 84; Aturo and Elvira Espinosa,
George Webster of Grady, and Webster; Basco of Basco and Roberts,
George
Harrison,
clog
dancer;
George Morimer, manager o£ Sutton's 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' company
in the early 80's; Walter Belasco,
brother of David; Eva Devine of the
Devines,
aerialists
and acrobats;

fessional

Anni

at B'way. Par for

Casa Loma orchestra, which inaugurated the pit band policy at the

VAUDE'S OLD TIMERS

HONORED

Loma Back

Casa

*

junior.

to

proposition,- as Los Angeles and
Coast rep, i'g Jack Saurin, who" has
opened offices out there. On the

Majority Using Entertainment and Doing Best Biz

ONE YEAR LATER

without

.

bet that guy owes our office some commission,' cracked
'.'.

working

53

FRISCO TOP NTTERY CITY PER CAPITA

London, Oct.

William Morris, Jr., stood in
the lobby ol the Victoria Palace during intermission of the
first

VARIETY

Ilappy

Both Sides Stand Firm

in Pfeilly

Benway

Dr. George Wilson, NVA medico,
back from the world series.
Garry Sidgreaves, Brooklyn manager, back to the lodge after a second-degree siege of the 'rib' op.

James Haegney, ex-legit field man.
has been up hcrp for so many
headman for the Saranac Sports Ass'n. His frau was NVA

who

years, now.

sec'y for years.
Saranac's 15 nite clubs have dwindled down to three. Summer tourists leaving caused the big floppo.
Indoor circus put on here by local
lodge is laugh of seasdn, over 50
locals taking part, all doing clown

feic Strife; Picketing WB Houses

In other

frankly patterned after the typography of the N.Y. ad copy.

Erroll Unit East
Erroll's
new unit starts
its way cast with a date at

Zcprl, Chilean journalentrepreneur, opened his

Armando
ist-nitery

Greenmeeting some time next week at new. enlarged Ctifc Latino in
Philadelphia. Oct. 13.
Village last week.
No progress in sight in struggle Academy of Music or Broad wood wich
between' local musicians' union and hotel to enlist -public sympathy for
Babs Li Val, dancer, sailed for
Warner Bros, over house bands in union oause. Trying to have LeoDespite inter- pold Stokowski baton symph or- London under contract' to Erich
vaudeville theatres.
Clifford
of
partner
Wollhcim,
vention of Frank Felt, WB's New chestra for the affair.
Stokowski was scheduled to do Fischer,
York jnb.or man, no discussions have
.

Leon

working
h

j

^Icnta, Chicago, week of Nov.

6.

!

Fanchon
is

&

Marco produced and

agenting.

.

been held between opposing groups
since last week's powwow flopped.
Union declares it will not negotiate
until Warner exect give 'some indirecede from
bits.
But medico's won't let them cation' of .willingness to
their demands.
do a thing "but sit down.
Warners, on other hand, says its
The 'Angel' of Saranac, Mrs. William (Mother) Morris, is getting picture commitments don t permit
packed up to leave and winter in making any more liberal terms for
music. Union, meanwhile, is readythe Big Town.
houses in PhilaJacob Eskin, steward of the NVA ing to picket all
Expect to start
lodge, went ~and done it he's mar- delphia territory.
today or tomorrow (14), as soon as
ried.
T

WB

—

Uptown will start with straight
keys where the nite- life is impor- vaude show; five acts at approximate
tant, the local papers* ad copy seems $2,000 budget,
the hinterland newspapers.

Guido's Cote D'Azur

personal appearance Friday (9) sxt
the Stanley for opening of Par's 'Big

Rex Evans is new emcee at the
which he's fea- Bali cafe, Hollywood.
tured- Union nixed that and a' prosAlf Balles, formerly with Topsy's
pective preview party planned by
L. A,, haf
the conductor for men of Philadcl- Inn and the Gay 90s in
Union would not switched' to Pumpkin Inn as m.c.
phia Orchestra.
allow men to appear in any Warner
Broadcast of

Guido, who last season operated
Monmouth Country Ciub on thc'New
Jersey shore, is opening a new t-lufo

1937,' in

house.
Union's troubles with niteries and
radio stations also remain in stalemate, Tomei said last night (12) he
expected deal with WFIL to be set

S. L.'s

Lake

-

on the site formerly occupied by the
Place
the
Embassy
Club
and
D'Opera, on East 57Ki street, N.Y.
Will open Oct. 30, as Cote D'Azur.

One and Only

Salt
Salt

j

Lake
City's

City. Oct. 13.
only nitery,
.

Tosser Turns Crooner
Baltimore, Oct.

13.

Louvrc t premiered Friday (.9). with
Bobby Vernon, formerly of the
claim 25c. cover charge. Music by Wood- Stone and y 'ernon adagio act that
Marya Blake,'s sister shoots back signs arrive from printers. Presi- this week, but station execs
was standard for years In vaude, has
That station, and bury's -band.
to the big street after bed-siding dent A. A. Tomfi and Secretary Rex 'not a chance.'
Spot" is located in basement of New discarded tossing for singing.
Riccardi of union say they'll be in WCAU are holding out. Peace pacts
her sister.
Vernon joined cast of 'The Great
have been set with KYW, WIP, Semioh hotel in heart of town. It
Are you writing to those who are picket line at the Earle.
Waltz,' current here, and i» singing.
seats 400.
Also planned by union is a mass WDAS and others.
«ick in' Saranac and elsewhere?

;

r

:

'

VAWE-NITE CLUBS

VARIETY
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Fed. Taxes

(Continued from page 153

1 Over 1

Washington, Oct. 13.
50
Continued pick-up in dine-anddance business, boosted by repeal
(From Clipper)
-and general economic advancement,
lifted the Federal government's revGen. Lew Wallace; who wrote
enues from amusement tax 'on nitery 'Ben Hur,' on the
lecture platform
checks by 25% during the fiscal year
with 'The Turk,. Turkey and
1936.
Glimpses of. the Harem.' Had been
Revealing stronger demand for
Minister to Turkey* Doing weL.
music -and giggle-water, Treasury Department Friday <9) announced govPlaying at regular prices, Edwin
ernment's share of patrons' outlay
for food and entertainment was Booth did $25,000 on seven perform$1,338,935. This Was a jump of $385,- ances in Chicago. On top of that
136 over .the year ended June 30, ticket specs took in plenty; too.
1935, and 'a boost of $744^)26 over
19*34; first year reflecting economic
John T; Sullivan broke a rib on
effect of liquor's .return..
the stage in Chicago. .Fell into an
With collections from tax on roof armchair too heavily and cracked
garden, cabarets and nite clubs gain- the bone. Went right on playing.
ing .in 40 of the nation's 65, revenue
districts, figures showed- substantial
Chicago chorus girl was suing the
increase in business in imost metro- Casino
because she had been fired
politan 'areas. Nfcw York and Los
for not wearing tights.
Angeles showed sensational rises, al»
Had been promised when engaged
though declining Chicago patronage she would not have to, but the manwas suggested by the Illinois report. agement changed. Compromised on
ICax collections in the third New
York district, covering the Times $25.
Square sector, jumped' $165,702,. to a
Janauschek was making a faretiew p§ak of $444,270, while the sixth
California district, embracing. Los well appearance. That was 20 years
Angeles and' Hollywood, registered a before she scored her hit in The
rise of $71,173 to a total of $156,<J75. Great Diamond Robbery.' Farewells
The first Illinois district, in which were just a gag;
Chicago is sifoated," showed a' drop
of $23,462 to $150,340.
English musical 'The CommOrJOre'

YEARS AGO

'

.

Man Who

.

'

'

'

at the. Casino, Voted the world's
worst. Violet Cameron got t6p bill-

Minor .Decreases

.,.

Were of minor

Declines

'

"

ing,

aigrilfl-

"being cbnfined mbstly to agricultural states. Stiffest drop was in
Idah{>, where 1936 collections' aggre- gated
80c against' $141 the previous
year. Four state's which kicke'd'in
less than $150 in 1935 dropped. Out of
the paying class altogether. They
were New Mexico, North Carolina,
North Dakota and South Carolina.
This was more than' offset by reentry of Kansas, Mississippi and New
Hampshire, contributing $158 to the

but no

star.

tiattce,

Business on the road was getting
but the list of closing companies was usually long for so early
in the season.
Viola "Allen was
among the homeward bound.
better,

-

Actors! Fund to ask all members
to give a small percentage of their
salaries on a day to be named. To

l

BULLDOG EDITION
'

'.

...Evalyn
'.ReglB

Biyie

Tony

Knapp
Toomey

.Cy Kendall
Newell

(...Billy

Kvans

„

Oertlh

Judge

,

........... ...George Lloyd
..........Frank- Fuglla
.Ruth Gillette
.Ed, Le' Saint

'Bulldog Edition', is a rugged mixture of the Fourth Estate and old
type gangsterism. It will prove exciting
entertainment fbr
double bills,' Despite at least three
natural bits of strong, acting and
some neat megging, film' does not
possess enough marquee strength' to

:

of

oh

-

'

"

other than Guitry himself. When he
admits he was the liftman she proposes they fOrjh a company pf two to
fob small hotels. But he- ends that
talk by revealing he has been connected with the French police and
writes finis to his story.

'

.

CHEZ AMI

':

Address:

3.

GKOOD,

and

Film starts at fast clip but- bogs
and the house had badly' whe^. a a.
radio program sequence is inserted. It's .supposed to
engender the big laugh moments but
Georgia Cayvan shifted from 'The it is so broadly burlesqued, that it's
Wall Street Bandit' to A Daughter largely unfunny. Resumes its. speedy
tempo when racketeering boss cuts
of Ireland.' Wanted to stay in town
himself in with the managing editor
all season. Later on was the main
of the' rival paper, gang henchman
literary purposes,'
to pay duty.

.Mgr.

•

4

TACK 1HTT.TON
Booking In England
TUI April, J03J

Xlinnks to

For

,

SoTId
:

JOHNNY

HOWARD
1:

N8tf lork

Lyceum

stay of the

Stephenson and

»dp,-LKW WMS8

its

Cellier,

by

was given

London premiere,

sang the

title

Lillian Russell
role for Duff on this

side later, on, but

CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS

stock co.

comic opera

.'Dorothy,'

no knockout.

Second night of a flop in Sandusky
had 33 people in the house. That in
eluded the troupe and" the house

V&Srgre ^rbnts easily barned Celling
,cew 21 -Folder i Assortment. Sells on

1

flight far |1»00. -Wrlfe.Xor. particulars.
.

staff.''

DOROTHEA ANTE*,
S3d- West

"Knd

St.,

'

'
•

Yorkj n >r.' T.

jfctf

Ft.

Wayne

papers

objected
'

to

costumes

THEIR

|

Norwood-Kelly Split

SIDNEY
FISHER!TAILOR
(formerly at
80, VTnrilour

is-

Now McHtad'

.

'75/77, Shaftesb.ury.
•

StrooO

:

at -More Comnloilloua
Premises at
.

Avenue

riCCAOIlJ.Y. LONDON.

Agency partnership of Harry Norwood and Matt Kelly has been
abrogated.

Norwood has teamed with Irma

ICNfl.

•

Minutes

('90

Stop')

(GERMAN MADE
Berlin, Oct.

,

Marwick.

2.

.

GERMANY

SPIKE

(BU.T.T HARBISON)
Sensation. This Year in

Comedy

-

that radio lapse, indicates a nice ning time 90 mips.
conceDtion of- what it is all about. Hurry Winkler
Jack Marta, does a creditable bit of tlonny Steven
Slebeck
camera work,, though failing to flat- Use
Madeleine. Rlball

Harry

.

Mine! Clermont
Alberto Basto

Plel

Alexander Golllng
von MoellendorK

Wear,

Texas Centennial
at

GAY

90'S,

New York

filse

Jillsabeth Hygk
Cienla Nlkolajewa
'

Claus Pohl

Lillian

K. von

AVlntcrsteln
son, as his sweetie, appears briefly
twice and makes the most of a drunk
bit.
Robert Warwick, in the role' of
(In German)
newspaper owner, has a couple of
Typical Harry Plel adventure thrilopportunities to act effectively. Os- ler and compact sensational
stuff
car Aofel, Matty Fain and Billy that appeals to
the lowbrows. As
Newell surpass in a big supoorting usual, Harry Piel
is the. great hero

cast.

South America
Los- Angeles

Now

Hans Zesch-Ballot

His Secretrtry
Inspector Winkler

Now

HAMBURG,

90 Minuten Aufenthalt

oft and made to look like a
Tobls-Rota release of Anei 'pt'oauccmn.
double suicide.
Hiars Marry Plel. Directed by Plel. Book,
Dialog contains some punchy lines. Haralil Bratt; music Kr"n«t' T^een'en: production chief,- T'UdwJg Behrends. At Ufa
Direction by. Charles Lamont, after Kurfuerstendamni,
week Sept. 25, '3fi.' Run-

Knapp.
Cy Kendall makes a realistic,
heavyweight racketeer. Betty ComD-

Show Prollle All the World Over Will
Hf Interested to Know Tlint

Paramount, had to up .valuation.

'

bumped

ter 'Miss'

.

lower

tiring.

'

scantiness of 'Evangeline'
and business fell off.

4.

ridipg rough-shod over the circulation boys, news-dealers and paper
peddlers. This drags in an unnecessary shooting but enables the director to have the heroine spirited
away to gang headquarters for the
final blow-off.
This is a fetching
bit of business, with the girl and
her Sweetheart ordered to get drunk
on"
chamnagne so they can be
.

a-

court decision- in their favor. Kickers
were A. h- Erlanger, estate of S. F.
Nixon-Nirdlinger and estate of William Harris.
Seneca Qo., meaning

Acting is on a general high level,
with Guitry permeating everything,
the others seemingly being there as
props only. Jacqueline Delubac is
not as convincing as she might be.
Rosine Derean carries her light role
well. Serge Grave turns in a better
performance as the young Guitry
than Pierre Assy does as the. young
man.
Hugo.

1

Own Agent

Yoor

Court of Appeals upheld

Photography is good throughout
Smith and Dale being sued by the
with some excellent views of Monte Shuberts for allege* contract breach.
Carlo,, but the method, used (camera Had jumped to the Keith office.
catching quick shifts' of scenes') althoueh effective, is hard on the eyes

,

.

Direct or Through

still

She appears' at the cafe
terrace as an aging Countess and
Minority stockholders '.'in the New
Unpleasant York theatre protested the- sale to
gives
Guitry
some
moments when she talks: of a former, the Seneca Co. as .undervalued.
elevator boy lover who. was: none

.

BOOKER

Is

to speak.

.

AGENT

well.

brought up to reality at
Keith Bpoking Office handing out
phases by switching the
sitting on the two-year contracts to plenty of acts.
writing and talking. Called for 35 weeks annually, of
Amusing, light sarcasm in his com- which 20 to be at full salary.
ments on his own actions help.
Shuberts cancelled 43 road shows
'Marguerite Moreno is' the only
person besides Guitry who is allowed on the one-night stands. Had 18 left.
Pic

terrace,

•.

•

them

view back, to Guitry

•and
Miss Knapp makes the more favorvlisfc of tax-paying states.
able impression. Ray Walker chips
Juast year the government collected
The Earl of Lonsdale, who was in with the third worthwhile
troupmore than $100,000 from each- of manager for Violet Cameron, sued ing contribution. He is the circulathree states on night club ^rade. New in N. Y. by Miss Cameron's husband tion manager who is always pitted
York payments were $570,814; Illi- who wanted a divorce on .statutory against the .managing editor (Regis
Toomey) for the glory or failure >of
nois, $150,524; California, $202,650.
grounds.
keeping- the
paper's
subscribers.
Though Walker wins the girl, the
Wilson Barrett Opened at the Slar, battle for acting laurels Is /a lot
"
N. Y., in 'Claudian.' English actor closer.'
Phil Antigone's
had not- suffered from the usual
Conventional formula of two leadoverbooming and was 'well received. ing newspapers fighting for circulation supremacy and the injection
.
of the usual, racketeer chief's threat
Buffalo, N. Y.
N. Y. manager asked the Treasury of dire consequences
form the story's
Department to admit duty free some structure.
tfAS NO AUTHORIZED
Rivalry, between
the
electrical apparatus .to be used in a m.e. and the rough-and-ready circuor
play. Treasury refused to regard the lation-boss on the same paper, and
theatre as coming within the classifi- their pursuit of the steno-cartoonist,
is stressed, with the gang manipulaOPEN FOR OUTSTANDING
cation of -.'an institution incorpo
'
tions figuring in the background.
CLASS TALENT
rated for philosophical, scientific or
•

opened.

different

favorites—Evalyn Knapp
Regis Toomey.
Of the two,

'old

:

Dramatic show losses had been
more than a million since season

friend and lose his fortune..

Picture offers the means of bringing back, under favorable set-up,

swell the funds.

losing- his

an arm

own.

its

.

William Fox put $500,000 into the
His encountering the man who lost
to save Guitry's life -during Shubert
vaudeville
venture and
the war causes him to.' reform, play merged with-' his circuit.
Gave 21
honestly, ih company with his old weeks.

•

two

after

.

many

attract

Equity.

"

Ivan Miller'
Matty Fain

'.:

George M, Cohan planning to go
England and produce there. He
was off. home shows on .account of
to

.

...Oscar Apfel
.Betty Oompaoti
.Robert- Warwick

Johnson
Maxio
Manilla

Vice- campaigning against immoral
Shows and threatening to-put someone in jaih

.

'

Hunter

home.

N. Y. Society for Suppression of

Mortons, Sam,
Pierre Assy then takes Sacha Kitty, Martha and Joe.
through his military service and the
war and Monte Carlo, where he finds
Brendel
El
and. Flo Burt were
a job as an elevator operator. Guitry
himself takes over .then to have one heading an 11-person revue on the
Mostly then old act
little fling with Roaine Dereah as his Shubert time.
mistress but leaves her to become a with girl line.
croupier at Monte Carlo when he
'^1 jewel thief.
learns she is a
Baby Marie Osborne, the Shirley
He then .mo.
Jacqueline Delu- Temple of her day, did a personal
bac because she
a~ constant- winner
at the Rialto. A nosedive.
at his table, but divorces her because
she loses constantly after, their
Peerless Booking Office, picking
.honeymoon.
He deserts real Work then to be- films for Keith, Proctor and Moss,
come a card, sharp and crooked discussing a broadened scope to give
gambler' at casinos throughout the it 800 playing days and virtual dicB. S. Moss, though in,
country. Guitry adds interest to this tatorship.
phase by effectively appearing in didn't think much of the idea. He
seven different disguises, acting each was right

.

TaRgart

actors

Predicted box office would
father,
-mother, brothers and sisters at an have to cut to get 'em in.
early age because they ate poisonous
John Steele headlining at the N. Y.
mushrooms, of which he is deprived
because he took six sous from the Palace, with Jerry Jarnigan as his
family delicatessen cashbox. He goes pianist'; Variety thought he held the
to live with relatives but runs away stage too long.
Sang eight songs.
to become a bellboy.
Bill included the Four

boyhood

Republic release of Nat L«vlne production.
Features Ray Walker. Evalyn Knnpp
and Regis Toomey. Directed by Charles
Lamont.
Adapted by Richard English
from 'Back In Circulation,' by Danny
Ahearn; camera, Jack Mnrta. At Strand,
Brooklyn, vreqk Oct. 8, '80. on double bill.
Running time, 87 mini.
Ken Dwyer.
Ray Walker

Charlie

every walk of life,
Ever since Douglas Fairbanks Sr.
invaded Germany, Harry Piel contended that this type of 'film is what
Ihe public wants. In consequence, he
has gone the limit in producing
'thrillers.' This time he gives 'em
plenty excitement by way of a long
drawn-out wrestling match with a
panther and, in addition, throws in
a head-on collision of two cars.

BERNARD

and Flo

HENRIE

The Female Van
8tli

and. Schenck
Consecutive Month In One' Itlork

Now CLUB ALABAM,

Chicago

INDKllMl'KI.y

in

.

FERRIER and MONA
THE DISTINCTIVE DANCERS
Direct From tke Casino Copacakana
Rio de Janeiro

Le Roman D'un Tricheur

1

•

('The Story of a Trickster')

(FRENCH MADE)
Paris, Oct. 2.
Tobls rrle.isc of Clnens production. Written arid (llreiUcd by Siu-ha U ill try. Music,
Adolph Hoclninl; camera, M;ircet Biirdoux.
At Marlgan ThcHtre, I'aris. Running time.
»i>

The only tenm honored

to dunce licforo
l'renldent o( Brazil

Ills

Excellency the

ADDRESS:

1333

PACIFIC

ST.,

New York Hotels
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK

Xnclm Oullry,

Dclubnc.
Serge Grnve, llo.slne Defeuii, MurgucrlteSforeno,
lOlinlro
Vautler,
Pierre
Assy.
U:iBton
Pfolfpr,

Available for engagements

Headlined at

CASINO DE PARIS, PARIS
Exclusive

Direction:

Music .Corporation bf

5

Amenca

.Tacqiiollnc

Dulu-ay,
Pierre
I.nbry,
Pauline Carton, Vrehcl.

(In French)
Topped by the most popular male
actor in. .France and produced with
an entirely different angle from the
ordinary film, this picture is headed
,

.

MEET

YOl'R FAVOltlTK

STAR OF STAGE AND SCltHUN

AT MIKE FRITZEL'S

Henri

in

l'iione— STerllnsr 3-1974

Marque and Marquette

iiiIiis.

(''list:

in

Working' crew went to Ed

Boston.

Wynn show and a new crew could
not be brought in until the old crew
had been paid. No money with
which fo pay them, which was why
they had quit, so show folded.
Equity and Actors' Fund helped the

.

i

Altogether, three different persons
take the paft of Guitry to carry the
story of his life from childhood to-a
grey headed man. But by allowinghimself to do almost .all the talking
Guitry saturates throughout
As the grey-headed man he sits
down on a. cafe terrace in a small
provincial town to write the atory of
his life. From that moment on silent
actors on the screen' enact the incidents of his life as his voice relates
them to the audience.
Serge Grave takes Guitry through

'

1

I:

illustrations,

Ned Wayburn show hung up

.

created something here that can be
called neither a silent nor a speaking
Aim. It appears to be a combination
of theatre, cinema and newsreel. It
might be called a- story illustrated by
moving pictures, with Guitry as the
teller .of the tale of his life, as well
as the principal character in the

son. He gives, a fine performance all
the- way^ aided by a good cast ..including Marian Marslr, the- girl he lands
for the fade; Thurston Hall, the surgeon; Isabel Jewell, criminal: Ward
Bond, another criminal. and'Wlllard
Robertson, detective. Henry Kolker,
as Blake's defense attorney,, is very
Char.
impressive.

Randy

15 YEARS AGO
(.From Variety dnd Clipper)

more Sacha Guitry. throughout—has

Lived Twice

Havrty
KhrlRht

should

-

overhearing this, calls upon the doctor and induces such an operation on
Suffering a total 'rp'.-e of
himself.
memory as to his past, the murderer
rechristened James Blake and
is
grows up to become a famous doctor.
Ralph Bellamy ploys Slick Rawley
and James Blake. As the former he
is a wicked-looking enemy of society;
with some facial surgery to hide his
criminal identity, performed when
the brain operation was undertaken,
Bellamy looks like a different per-

.

-

it

a native
speaking voice can be found to replace that of Sacha Guitry's.
Guitry, and it Is Sacha Guitry and

Show 25% Increase in

Nite Club Checks for

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

for success in France. And
go well aWoad al d, if

CHEZ PARES!
America's Hinnrto.tt Itestuumnt and Sunpor Clul»

Oil Fairbanks
*

CHICAGO

jJnl :

»wm>
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VARIETY
->Sf=

jEdna Mne
Jay Freeman Ore

Variety Bills
NEXT WEEK
Numerals

_

Joe

ft Winona
Don Cummlng9

Gomez,

& Norman
Wayne Kennon
Ruskln

Sydney Ross
Bvalyn Tyner
N'uno Rodrlgo Bd

Carver Co

i£eb

Vogue

Klvleru

&

Fields

Rossini

RKO
CLEVELAND
I'Hluce

(15)

El Romana's Co
Nicol &/ Martin

Mexano's ltd
Bennelt ft .MacN
Llpions Debs

.

Van Dock

(1«)

Virginia Bacon Co
Lucky Boys

Pu poets

Snllcl

COLUMBUS
PHluve

Jansleys

NEW YORK

(0)

Polio Parislentie

& Durnnt
CHICAGO

-Mitchell

KCHENECTADY

Fracture

(115-17)

Gt Cent'nnlnl Follies

(16)

TROY
FWtor h (16-10)

Ann Sothern
Johnny. Perkins

•

Luoky Boys
Salad Puppets
'

Shubert (16)

Larry

.leunnlne

Cappy
Burns

Folle Faristenne'

Bd Furmen
Blhel Gilbert

Frank .Russell
Bob Blgelow

(16)

Bam

'

Ens

-l.ee

M & D

C

ft

Fay Banks

Loew
NEW YORK

"Moore & M
WASHINGTON

CITY DeMay

State (in)

Lucky Mllllnder Bd
Pops ft- Louie
Edith Wilson
Chuck Richards

Grand

(16-18)

.

Pablo
Sid Marlon
Funnyboners

Capitol (16)
Hilda Ballet
Al Xrahan
Tito Gulxer

&

& May*

Poll (16)
Patterson's Co

DR. JULIAN SIEGEL

Gaucbos

DENTIST
Bids;.. 1501 Bway.. Suite 203
Telephone CHIckerlng '4-B0B7

Hotel Park Central
Tic Toe Girls
Dick Meeuner Ore
Hotel Pennsylvania
'

Coq Rouge
Irwin Gilbert Ore
Tlsdale 3

Helen

NEW YORK

Ray

ft

Trent

Chicago i(16)
Horace Heldt Ore

J

ft

MONTREAL

.

Mogul

I/oew'H (16)

BOSTON
Samuels Bros

TKXAS

Pari* (21 only)

Weaver Bros

ft Jan'arv
ft West'ners
ft Delimit

B

ft

TORONTO

Molasses
Vanessl

filiea'H

Eddy Duchln Oro
De Marcos
Hotel Roosevelt

T.es

Guy l.ombardo Ore

Bill

Hl»»

ABC

(16)

Fats Waller Ore

'.

Los ojedas

Guldo

French Casino
'Folles D' Amour*

R

Ina

F & P Trado
Margie Palm

& P Trado
Margie Palm

Frank

WASHINGTON

Hutton Ore

(9)
'Red' Nichols

Ore

Paris Inn
The Debutantes
Margarita ft Del Rio

Henry Monnet

Hugo Marchcttl
Thora Maltha Ison
Dominic Colombo
Klml Fugl
Yvonne St. Clulre
Roslta & J Moreno
Pete Contrelll Ore
l'lrrnne'H

Murray Peck
Bonnie Llnd
Wylle Welih Ore
Seven Seas
Lily Gibson
Charlta Alden
Lonnle Mclntlre Of
Topsy's
Pat O'Shea
Bernlce Tarrlngton
Betty- Case
Emily Wlnsette
Arnold Sis
Leone. Rice
Agnes Johnson
Bob Llghtner Ore
Trocadero

Ohman Oro

Georgie TappsC-Gene's

Barbara Back
Tony Yanls

Coco
Riley

CHICAGO
Ray Campbell
ft Gene
Dick Jurgens Ore
Hotel Edgewnler

Blncklmwb

Gower

Roma Vincent
B ft R Ambrose

Louis Prima Ore
Chez Puree

y.Hiitite

Elly Ardelty
Ballet Bodenwlser
Olga Vadlna
Harry ft Br-ntrlce
o Charlie
Ibolyka Zllzer
•Boris Beloslozky
Drena
George Orils
Gibson Co
Tasha Nazarenko
Cen.la Glenn

Jane Jones
Gladys Bagwell
Helen Warner
Jeanne KellerMelody Grill
Charles Bourne

Phil

llnnr

t'av

ft

Tommy

Charlie Wright
Ron Perrv Ore
Hotel St. Keel*
(Mulsonette Kuhbc)

Anne Llse

READING

Famous
Frances

Candy

Hotel St. aiorlli
Marin nne
Joyce Coles

Don Gllberto Ore

Astor (16)
R Hutton Ore

Debutantes Ore
Sylvester Scott

Nicholas Zorln
Serge Sergey
Catherine Grey
Alex Bunchuk Ore

Trio

El Morocco
Oro

Ernie- Hoist

Knlglil

Mary .Tuplon
G Kennle ft P Riat

netherlHiul

Havaneros
Don Alberto Oro

Ur'ught'n
ft

Jack Gardner
Esquire Club

Gen Lodljcnsky
Lubov Doublago

r^>s

ft

J Cappr

Hotel Shelton
Bert Darcy Oro
Hotel Slierry-

El Chlco

.

Tiny Hogan

t I

Delflna Vera

Kent added, 'When

Helen Benton
George ClIITocd

Luke Inn

Muffa ft GrayEthel 'Allis
Barbara -Heltniore
Beth Cbaltls
Mickey Famllant Or
l'il4 Spruce
Freddie Parelss Ore
Bai-kei Cheers
Jimmy Blake
Jean Dell
Lee Barlell

.

Marlon Bergeron
Fuller Sis

I

know more

shall be in a position to discuss
fully with my corporation and

(Cleinvnton)

Hope

Embassy Club

Pore
Roberta

Gagnnn

Hotel Suvoy-l'liixo

Dolores & Candldo
Roslta Rios

Sliver

Dot Sperling

Jerry Blanchard

.|onc«*
Little- Club

El .Mlrndnr

Owlght Fiske
Emlle Pel
Oro
Habaneras Oro

Jack Denipsey's
Eddie Elklna Oro

McKay

passed.

.

Lorene Rhoda
SiniNom House
Irwin Leonard Ore

Jane

Evelyn Beryl

Arman Vecsey Oro

Arthur Davy- Ore.
Cab Calloway Oro

3

LOS ANGELES

(lounge)

Hotel Kllz-t'ttrllon

El Toreador

Ina

Dolores

Burc-aw
Jocks

Bill

Virginia Lee

-t

Pplvy

Whyte's Maniacs
Broadway Jones

Moha Montes

Blnckstone

Metropolitan <16)
Hal Kemp Ore

MaSBey

DETROIT
(16)
Bd
E Torrence

Michigan
Ted Weems

Rook

Dotly Molllnson
Octaves
Colony Club
Don Nichols

.roan

Anne Lewis
Dynamite Hooker

Wen Talbert's Choir
Bahama -Dancers

CHICAGO

CITY

'Paramount (14)
Madrlguera Co.
John Steele
Maxlne Gray
Jerry Coe

notei riuzo

Tramp Bd

Paramount

Ward

Hotel I'lerre

Shep Fields Ore
Paul Draper

Kalo.ah

Henri Wessels
Katherlne Perry

Isiibplle

Sally Winston
Lila Gaines

.

Benny Goodman Bd
Bernhard ft. Grah'm

BUI Robinson
Avis Andrews
Berry Bros

Red Mckenzie Bd
Nan Blackstone

Hal 'Chanslor Ore
Cafe de I'Hree
Marion Jackson
Carolyn Dyne
Harvey ft Warner
Jack Clawson Oro
Cafe Iji Maze
Park Ave Boys
Stan Clair tiro
Clover Club
Eddie Garr
.Max! ne Lewis
Bob Grant .Oro
Cocoiiniit Grove
.Tan Garber Ore
Sanchle ft Buckley

Steele

Bill

A

-

E

-

Manya

Cotton Club'

Paramount

& D Rogers
Rhythm Gents
Randall Sis
Drlgo
ft

4
3

JutTe Oro
Benny the Bum's
Joe Tobln

.

I
all

it

with
counsel and then decide whether our
rights have been infringed and what
our course will be.'
Maxwell says he has no fear (hat
the transaction can be stopped by
legal proceedings and that, in en-

,

Warwick Sis
Ann .Stephens

tering into this agreement, both he
legal
'

•

and the Ostrers have had high

:i

-

'

Dick

Mengol

Gloria Alvog
Ramon Carrosco

WATEHBURY

R

Virgil

Montez

Nanette Vallon
Lite

Wayne

Charles Pk;iI
Hal Hope Ore
notel New Yorker
Will Hollander Ore
Frank Besslnger
Will Osborne Ore

Marguerlta-Cueto

'

Roye

&

Dlmltrl
Carlotta.

Moo

Kitx-Curltoii
(Crystal Kount)
Van Levis Qrc
Roof Pierre
Pat Shevlln Oro

,

Happy Powers

Dark Angels Ens
Lonny Simmons Ore
Club Gaucho

Room)

trers,

I

.

Clay Bryson

Billy. Daniels

(Planet

the Osand has asked for a copy of it,
but thus far has hot received, it. He
added that he has' been assured saleof the Ostrer shares is dependent on
the sale of not less than onu-lialf of
the voting- shares held by 20th-Fox
and that, thus far, control has not

made between Maxwell and

.

Al Green-

Spencer

llellevue-Slratford

Meyer Davis Ore

Ben Franklin Hotel
(Georgian Room)

(Continued on page 5)

Adele Lake
Mirror Room Dolls
Open Door Cute
George Scott
'Dolly Parker
George ft Ulolsn
Victor Hugo Ore

.

Ann Courlney

Maxle Armstrong

Amy

-

Hotel Monlclulr
Coral Inlanders
Iris

Amanda Randolph
Jimmy Thomas

I'assHndra
Anthony Geonettl S

Maxwelt-G~B

Olive AVhlte
Elaine & Barry
Alice Robevta
M'u ten. ft Dressel
BluburiX Roberts

opinion that the deal does not in any
way infringe on the rights of 20thHot Peppers
Ruth Robin
Fox. Suggestion was made to an im3 Ambassadors
Lurrv l.ee oro
Melba Beaudraux
portant official involved that the sale
lAi3 Locust
Kill more Howl
20tli Ceitt'rj Tavern
S Kings
of the non-voting shares of G-B
Moore ft Revel
Bubbles -Shelby
Bobby Bernard
Omnr'n Home
might not infringe on 20th-Fox holdr
Prosper & Ala ret
Florence flallmao
Ozzle Wells
Judy Lane
Ruth Durrell
Grace Manners
Bill Bailey
ings, which would permit Maxwell
Kathleen Miller
Bliss, Lewis & Ash
Karrar Sis
Troy ft Grelchen
and the Ostrers to form their alGalante ft Leonardo Grace Bi-lscomb
Hurry, foster
Ozzle Wells
Kearney Walton nr Ann Rush
Red Harper
Ellnore Sten Ore
without ever consummating a
liance
Pacific Sunset Club Little Erny
Trudy' Wood
3 Esquires
sale for. the voting -shares.- This
6 Rhythm Rascals'
Gypsy Glenn
Cbangl Club
4 Horsemen Club
Jlmniv Ciler Oro
Carmen FeJt
Barney Zeemau Ore Frankle Fairfax Oi would let 20th-Fox out, it was
Millie
Gray
Blue Room
Nlla Q'aylor
thought, because it did away with
.Toimny Uudglns
Tommle Jones
Naomi Warner
Frank Paluiobo'i
Donne Lyons
the legal' interpretation of the 20'hWayne Wise Ore
LaFayette ft LaV
Jesse Altmlller
McLtine & Rosa
Claude ft C Stroud
Pnlumar
Fox deal with Gaumont-Brjtish. by
Ben 1'erry
Ida James
Htith Petty
Judy Janls
Valdez & Peggy
Mack
ft Mack
which, the latter cannot sell without
Jimmy Blltlck Ore Esther Pressman
Mltzl GrolT
Son la
consulting the American company.
Cafe fowl nova
Bruno Weiss 2
3 Drifters
Manny ft Day
Hudson Metzger Gls Barbleri ft Carina
Alberta Pryme
Opinion of TWcntieth-Fox execs
Cross ft Dunn
Phil Harris Ore
Charlie Wilson
Milton Murdnck
Jack Williams
on this point, however, is that 'the

Enoch Light Ore
Beth Wilson
A Gonzales Enn

.

Monson

Florla Vestoft

Charles .Morris
lleverly Wllshlre

Hotel McAlpIn

Black Cat

Juggling Jewels
Foley & Leture

CINCINNATI.

While

Jerry

CITY

Lincoln
/.dele Glrnnl
uick SLainle Ore,

Joseph E. Howard
Arthur Bel) Mil
mil Lorraine

Yacht Club

Bull
Bruz Fletcher

Hold

UO't

Lyric
Rio Bros
.

H'wood Hotel Rev

Guy

Major Bowes Co

lMHANAI'OLIS

(9)

Bill's

•

.Mildred

Henry Young-man
Johnny & George

Johnny Perkins

(8)
Follies

Tilng Oro"

Betty Kean
Vurnons

Ralph Walklns Ore
Stork flub
Max Uerger Ore
Tony's

Dawn

Alive

Wayne

Int'l

3

II

(9)

Ken Maynard
Hudson Wonders
Frank- Gaby
Reynolds & White

l'nlace

Kdllh Roark
Caidlnl
Wiles
Val Ernie Ore

Major Bwves Co

Frontier Follies

Cuban

'

Kit/.

Palace
Turner Layton

Gordon Davis
Mary Roan
Jlmmle Lee
Kearns & Reed

I

SLOUGH

PLYMOUTH

BOSTON
RKO, Boston

rene Beaaley
Maurice & Cordova
Barlo ft Mann

Aberdonlans
Campbell ft wise
3

Bd

'

Serrannos
Helene' Mlller-

Al Bowlly
.

Archie Juvenile

Arcudla

Betty Lee

Gall Gall

Rav Noble Ore

of:

&

Meadowbronk Hoys
Clemen to Bd
Village Barn
Larry Mc.Mahon
Milt Mann Ore

Kimm

Sheila Barrett

connection with bills below indicate opening day
show, whether full or split week

in

.

Anchorage Inn
Mllion Kellem Ore

Versailles

Benny Fields

Johnny Hamp Ore
Jaynp Whitney
Itiiloliow

PHILADELPHIA

Gladys Bentlcv Re\
Kaiser Wllllam.-i Or

Pla«-e Elegit nte
Internationalists Oi
Hill Fnirell
L'e.> Davsaro Ore
.-Rainbow tJrlll

(OCT. 16)
(OCT. 9)

WEEK

THIS

UbuiiKl

Heiich

(Marine Room)

Jim rule Savo
Roth

Geo Olsen Ore

Lillian

Edith Caldwell
Lelghton Noble
Rodrlgo & Franclne
Chns Carrer
Harriett Smith's Glc

Frazee Sis
Headinger 2
Betty Bruce
Henry. Busse Ore
Club Alalia in

.

Hotel Adelphla

(t'nfo

Violet

Weber's Holbrna

(Cumden)

Marxuery)

Vlncept Rlzzn ore
Harold Knight Ore
Oapert'n ft Col'mb'e

Love

Ann Slginan
Stanley Fields
Ross McLean

Agnes Tolle

Dmitri Karel ft A
Jean McCauley
Radio Ramblers
Evan B Fontaine
Hotel Philadelphia

Tenuis

Chalkin Ore

R'thskeller Eldord's

Sidney Golden
3 Flying Whlrle
Felicia

intent/ in such a Case, would form
a strong basis for litigation and, besides, 20th-Fox owns no non-voting

shares,

Shaw

Meantime,

Rose Kirk
Marino ft Mona
Bob Allen
Gregory Qulnn

Carmen d'Anlonld

shrewd

-

professional

agitators are buying small blocks- of
stock in the open market with the
intention of creating disturbances at'

the forthcoming annual GaumontBritish meeting, already overdue.
Meeting Is to be held today (13) to
elect Maxwell to the board and a
Bob Oakley
Bill Bllger Oro
number of strong objections to' such
an action are expected.
Close observers of the situation
Studio Placements
here are of the opinion that, despite
all the shouting- and threatening,'
peace will result by way of Maxwell
(Continued from page 25)
also buying the 20th-Fo'x holdings,
nelli, Erik Rhodes, Frank M. Thomas, Aileen Pringle. Wilfred Incas, but this may take some time and
Francis MacDonald. Lita Chevret, may Involve some preliminary court
action.
'Criminal Lawyer,' RKO.
Known in the trade that
Herbert Ashley, Lillian Kemble 20th-Fox would be satisfied, to sell
Cooper. Lionel Pape, 'Ready, Willing for $8,500,000.
and Able,' WB.
Maxwell about a month ago, ofRalph Dunn, 'Penrod and Sam/ fered to' buy hot only the Ostrers*
WB.
shares in GB, but also those of 20th
Dick Wessel, Wedgewood Nowell, Century-Fox. Maxwell's aggregate
Pat Flahertv Joseph Sawyer, Frank price of the two was around $16,000,Faylern. Marc Lawrence, 'San Quen- 000, of which around
$0,250,000 was
tin.' WB.
offered the Ostrers.
Eric Blore, Diana Gibson. Ray
20mYs
Necessary
Mayer. Harry Jans. Frank M. ThomThat the Ostrers could not dispose
as, Alan Curtis, 'They. Wanted to
of their holdings without consent of
Marry,' RKO.
Sherwood Bailey. ClifforQ Severn, 20th Century-Fox, without "facing a
Ann Howard. Helen Westcott, 'Qual- possible law suit, was known before
the Maxwell negotlatipns were unity Street.' RKO.
(Mirror Room)
Joe Frasetto Oro

John Rothang
Elsa Hart
Joe

Romono

-

-

Yorktown Tavern

.

OK

der way.
It had been known also that any
disposal of control must comply with
Gertrude
Purcell
scripting
'SereMlllk-enl
C'Codolban Ore
Maria Tamara'
the provisions of the articles of Asnade of the Seine,' RKO.
Art WllllaniH tiro
Hotel "llorrlson
Tanlel
(Iridium Room)
sociation ot .GB, conditionipg--4tae'~
t'loli
Minuet
P.
J. Wolfson, screen play, 'MothKlaccomla
(Terrace
llooin)
Emll Colemnn Or
J ft E Torrence
'Pyber
continued British direction of -the
Delores
er Carey's Chickens,' RKO,
Mrs A C Forbes
Ted Flo-Rlto
Art Shaw Oro
Huddy Lesler
Hold T.i ft
William J. Llppman, screen play. company.
Janls Williams
Hobbie Mathls
Week of Oct. 12
hickory House
•This condition was the biggest obJackio Green
Solly Joyce
Take It Easy,* RKO.
Geo. Hall Ore
PARK
HY
FINS1H
Muzzy Marcelllno
Trocadero
Adellna Dossena
Mike Riley
Dolly Dnwn
stacle in the Metro-Gaumont-20th:
Frank
Wead,
John
AstoriaTwist,
screenOre
Stanley
Hickman
Glldden
Jerry
Farley
ISd
Hotel Viiiulcrl.llt
Western Bros
Century deal; sponsored by Joseph
Billy Cotton Bd
3 'Debutantes
play, 'Coast Patrol,' RKO.
Eddie L-ini) i)vi
Colony t'lilb
Llnga Singh
STREATHAM
H'lyw'd Reslnnrmil
Titan 3
Hotel WuldorlElsteth
Dudgeon, Lionel Pape.- M. Schenck. The jScheBc.k deal wa«
Gaston Palmer
Ann* Seymour
Afitorln
Harry Rlchman
Hotel Palmer lloiihc
Astorla
Esme
Helvu Whlto
Olaf Hytten, Harry Stubbs, 'Camille,' cold before he landed in America,
Hnrry Freyer Hd
Jack Waldron
Empire Itmiiii
Sis
Maurlco
Hyder
TOTTENHAM
Oic
Zni'in
Michael
MG.
on his return trip from abroad. It
Ms Adrian
Little Jack Llttln
FraiikiH Byprs
COIRT ROAD
Hugo AlnrlHiii Ore
BRIXTON
Nina Olivette
Raoul ft Eva Kovn
Clarence Kolb, Charles Arnt, John is -said that the Ostrers cabled
Pnulelie Liil'icrre
Purn mount
.Murray & King
Hotel Weyllu
Astoria
Jack ,KlscJiman Ore Ruth Anrons
Anton ,Bd
T. Murray, Norman Willis, AW run- Schenck to this effect while. Schenck
Edna Sedgewlck
Charlie Wright
Sandor Glancz
Hnrry Fryer Bd
2 LilldlierR
CoNmliun'.
Houseman, John Kelly. Bob Muiphy, was en route from London to New
Joan Merrill
Lester Cole
Xretclinm
Tollefsen
Bob Howard
Rocky Ell.sworlh
Lydo Sue
Paul Rosin
Guy Usher, Jim Blain, Marion Shel- York.
Simeon Knr;:vneft
xi Young
Jean Landls
Dale Wlnthrop
ton, Jimmy Blair, Joe Caltes, Joe
!)orla Bl|-s'.<
Stedmo ft Sornna
tMarlon Martin
The Ostrer shares so far purchased
Abbott .Dancers
Phillips,
Vliena Gohrlclle
Muggsie Taylor. Jimmy
Kohn
Del Casino
Hotel Hlternmn
Michael Mlchuii
Doris Strickland
Archie Bleyer. Oro
Brewster, Lew Harvey, Edith King- by Maxwell are non-voting .shares in
(College Inn
Alice Denvlt
Bradford Trust, holdArthur Warren Oro Nad l.t
don,
Lucile Ward, Jim Farlye, 'After Metropolis
Gertrude
Hoffman
A Sl<»yiinnv>l>y
Hose Ann
Calgary
company of 66% percenf-of jGB
Bros
ing
the
Thin
Man,*
MG.
llolrl AmlmSHiiiliir
.Mlxrha
Dixon
Ruy
*''
The Nagyfyn
Traubmnn & Ad>er 5 Hurl novsky
llprlilo-. iicdell
Lester Allen. Eadie Adams, 'Love owned jointly by the Ostrers and
Harriett DeGotT
Week of Oct
Ramon Ranos Ore Xlcholns Mallley Or
Congress Hotel
20th Century-Fox.
Roger Pryor Ore
an the Run,' MG.
(Cnslno)
Iai .MIruce
Kute Davla
ABERDEEN
GLOI'r ESTER
notel Astor
Maxwell's purchase of control of
Joseph Calleia, 'Man of the Peoalorla Gi-iiltnii
Connie Huswcll
\ Rhythm Girls
Tlvoll
H« T.IIXf
Vincent Lopez Ore
iHarry I!os nilinl Or Enrico ft .Novpllo
Gcumcnt-Brltish is said to have been
ple.' MG.
Speck ft Spick
'Eve* Hyson ft H
Mnmlli: Selkirk
Heauvcl & ToVa
CaMi I.oiiki Ore
Albert Randier 3.
Holmes * Ed words Fred Lowery
La Idle
Hotel Steveim
Guy Bates Post, Dermott Quinn, actuated through certain banking inAlf.Thomas
Sereno ft Jon*
tiny IHI's
(Continental Knoin;
fospnli %'iionr OreGloria Whlrnpy
Byron Russell. Montague Love, Neil terests in London. The National Pro"Walter Jackson
Hi-nrl Ken's Ore
JIAir^MERE
Gary Leon
Stanley Worth
Bet y Bryant
Fitzgerald,
vincial Bank, bankers for Maxwell
Clark
J<um
'Parnell,' MG..
Serge Plcnr
ALDERfiHOT
Sid Ti'soher
Robert Lytcll
Skl|i|iy ft .Marie
Farrar £• sonriv Rjs
Marcla Mace
Hlnpqdrome
Hugo I'edullo
Donald Briggs, Henry if inna, as well as the Ostrers, is said to have
'olSeen
Jl 'STINGS
Hotel Kilt more
Xavler Cugat
Billy Bennett
Eddii; Mavl.v Ore
Francis X. Bushman, Jr., 'Captains been desirous of having Maxwell
Ceo Do Cohla
l»e Luxe
Keith Bcccher Ore
2 Leslies
1
Dandies
Rush Morgno Oro
Ttnllo t- Foster
Lew King
J &
Courageous,' MG.
join the Gaumont situation for some
Ormonde
l'nrody Club
I. rou
At reddle'*
lll!unn
Racoucllc Dome
Lynch ft Payne
<'ranil 'l>rrH«"«Jerry Bergen; Joe Sherman direct- time.
Fred Lewis
Eddie Ijdtn
Phil Knyc
Hotel Commodore
Togo
l-'ll-IC-'r Urnd'sml Oi
ing, untitled short, MG.
Yinoy
Ken-Kea
Molly Manors
When William Fox bought conMai Hallelt Ore
ASHTON-DNDER- Harrisiin
llH'rry'H
X.
Y.
Michael
Fessier, Lawrence KimKINGSTON
-Li- Hi
Marsha
Beniiell
Emily Van LoeKCii
trol of Gaumont for the old Fox
CnliarW
LYNE
Eninlrr
Keith ('lurk
Hobble Clark
ball,
screen play, 'Bring on the
Haul Duke
Empire
Tex Morr'scey
K'lnn KrrlCH
Film some years ago. he paid ap.Western Hrop
Henry Simmons
World.'
I'aul Gordon
MG.
StetTanl Co
the
Mulo'
-Hunk
l<'rfil<llo.
BJIly UnnveiH
Joyce
Kreddy Janlii (lie
Marlnl ft Andy
VvcllH
Barlowe Barland, Alexander Cross. proximately $10,000,000 for it.
Delia Carriill
Stanley Tr.nl & M ( Maurlno & Nova
The Arconan
Vanity Pun
Hold KiIImid
Kdillf I'rpy
WllThe Maxwell deal is the biggest of
S C) eve res
Ituliliwi,
-Pis.Harold Webster, Jed Prouty, Charles
OShea ft Joan
Wiinilu Kny
Eleanor l.eoniinl
Ted Rny
II.'IIIIM
Arnt. John Spacey, 'College Holiday, its kind since the Bill Fox transact
Robby Hayes Oro
Dorolliy JiLinslon
Jerry O Doll
Win Imm-iiii-i-'k Ore
CASTLEKORD
Hal Sunken
Gypsy Lee
Par.
»jrli»
Si n Icy
tion.
Maxwell, through control of
Danny / Ivln Ore
SophKllcalcM I're
ilope ft Itnv
Roynl
Ralph Torres
Hilly
Alejors
Clarence
Kolb, John Power. James GB, would become the operating
Via l.ug<i
Chester's Dogs
Reco f- Vav
Mon 1':iiIh
.In no Dover
Al Wagner
Delvalne's Co "
LEEDS
Marcus, Jack Deery, Clive Morgan, head of a chain of more than 600
Arluro ft Evelyn
l.ou Valera
Chick Knil-.r
Art Hucklcy
Peter Fannan
Paramount
Hudily Ralph
Stanley
Fields,
Priscilla
Moran, theatres
CDlll'lliK: in
Austin Muck Ore
Semon & Simla
'Radio Hovcliillonji'
of the United Kingdom,
Hotel Eknci IIiiiiop
Stan
Carler
'Maid of Salem/ Par.
Vim-s-.'i
lie
Frank Groves
iii-:fni
Ann Pen
Associated
N lirandewvnne <)i Ceiic Fn'.ilu-k Ore
his
aggregately
Yacht ( lull
Bud Cordell
Aileen Pringle, Sidney Blackmcr. and
'mm Al'bell
Cnrlyle Cousins
Maxlnn Tappln
Mailton SIh
'I'unncr !• .\ bbolt
Keller Sin ft L
J'eler Bernard.
Oni x i lull
Ecrt Roach; Richard Wallace direct- British cinemas, including British
Dick Stone
Johnny
WcIIm
Willie
Shore
Jones
GLASGOW
ft Thomas
lid
Gausmri >
International Pictures, and
in". 'A Man and a Woman/ Par.
Clalro Eujonlo
liornlliy -N.ity
June
St. Clair
Gordon Rny Gin
Paramount
PiirmliMi
Billy Lee, Charlene Wyatt, 'Ari- mont-British, would represent upAlfredo Ore
Mickey Bra-ilz
Terrv's .Tuvno
Hotel Fifth Ave
Hotel ItixitiHrcb
l"ioliiii:in
llert
Paul Olsen
zona Mahoney/ Par.
NEWCASTLE
Pavilion
ward of $120,000,000- in combined as(Wulniil Koiini)
P. Hnndelinan Ore
Virginia
Nino Rlnnldo Ore
foster Swing Ore
Paramount
Charles Vidpr directing 'A Doc- sets.
Tul ft A'mrv Ton
Jcnni
r
Julln
Jloiel Governor
Hpischel Henlere
'Dark Doing*'
88i Club
McNiillii: Sis
tor's Diary/ Par.
Kvtcllp Ai I.' fi"V
Mayer ft -Kltson
Clinton
Vp Is dn
The combined organization would!
CiPlc'en Lee'
Carroll ft Gorman
Jay Gorney, Henry Myers, wreen
.rimniv Hlc'iiinls
««*ll Bros ft Carmen
S'kcliliis .Tolms'n Bd
If McDanlel's Ore
r.eVimt Ore
I'll 11
monopoly in 4h*
Marie Alvarez
ft Nora Di ll
Henshaw ft Ai-llss
play, 'It Hqppend
S Khonlto.Paradite,' Par. comprise a virtual
Hotel llrubn
Belva White.
ilotel Lexington
Marie lloili'-Victor & O'Connor
British production and exhibition
oxroitu
(Silver
Lawrence
Forest!
Pohle
scripting
'A
LoveSusann.
Canlu
.lojcc Duskln
Ozzle Nolson Ore
HIU
J? * ran.'lsco ft Lady
field.
Like That/ RKO.
Ramon Arias Ore
1'n I 0 .Malley
J ills Andre
campb'l & RogerBOB Plcrrotyu
5J)Ji ley Lloyd
Shea

Earle (16)

& Raymond

Agnes Roy

Koubek_

.

Hotel Lanalle
(Blue Fountuln

Virginia .lumeo.

•

Hurton
Hernurd ft Henry

IClhe

Sultan MesKiiko
Peter Llachenko

.MenorcaS
•Rona- ltlocnrdo

Room)
Bob McGrcw Ore

DeWItt

.

Joseph Santley directing, 'Convention in Cuba,' RKO".
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MUSIC HALL, N

harmony jfnd swing numbers

Y.

.

"

.

Leaves.' based on a libretto

.

to

good

returns. Their best is a swing version of 'O' Man River' that registered solidly.

Pickford-Lasky's The Gay Desperado' (UA), current Radio City
^ Music Hall feature, was .the occasion for another of those W< G. Van
Schmus shindigs after the premiere,
in* the penthouse apartment atop the
.HalJ,!
With the flock of Holly woodians in town, plus the distinguished
fanfare of a Martini filmusical, the
.Hall's managing -director staged one
6t his. periodic galas.
Stage portion, Russell- Markert's
production of 'October,' is a fittingly
seasonal presentation that's a bit too
symbolic in the forepart but combines enough variety/ in toto, to
please. 'October First (moving day)
is thematically set .by a special song
by Joseph Linz and Pern Davenport.
The horizontal bar gymnasts, Gilbert
Bros.,- highlight this first portion.
The glee club and the Rockettes surround the Gilberts.
Florence. Rogge's
choreography
gets In its innings with 'Autumn
••

•

VARlflY HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY
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White follows, doing a bit of good
gagging and eccentric stepping., He
has a suspender bit -that

is

plenty
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PARAMOUNT,
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gab and hokc

Oliver's line of

goes over well, motheaten as

it

is.

L. A.

real

.

punch anywhere
.

Oct.- 8.
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Embassy

house's gallery yof hoptables. Universal contributes some footage on

MINNESOTA, MPLS.
Minneapolis, Oct.

10.

John Boles in person is delivering
the box-office punch at this big Publix house currently.
Bolstering the

unit, 'Swing High,' -the- screen star
also.
had 'em standing at the early SunSwedish Baroness who got left be- day afternoon show caught by this
hind on a Transatlantic flight has reporter and his presence seemed to
her chance, to tell her regrets. .News- more than compensate for the balreels, never tip off, but this story ance of the stage entertainment's
fairly reeks, with the stuff that curi- shortcomings.
Near the close of the show. Boles
osity feeds on. It leaves the spectacomes on to sing three numbers. If
tor interested but uninformed.
Pathe'6 'How will you vote*' is a re- anything were needed to demon-

Spain

.

he was -the magnet responsible for the capacity house, the

peat on an idea of 1932. At least.
a quick succession of flashes
It's

strate that

jumping from Landon to Roosevelt
Well photographed and
edited and scrupulously impartial.
But. in 50 odd faces at least one
might have expressed a preference
for a minority party, of which at
least three are also on the ballot.
Universal and Paramount divided
the case of Betty Jane Schultz, 15-

reception accorded him and his efforts clearly provided the convincing evidence. It is a straight singing turn before a mike, but, mainly
due to his extremely pleasant personality, and the wise selection of
numbers, it's a surefire. Numbers
are from three of his pictures 'One
Alone' from the- 'Desert Song,' 'If IShould Love' from 'Rose of the
Rancho' and 'Waiting at the Gate for
Katie' from 'Bottoms Up,' No em-

.

.voters.

.

-

—

year-old singer signed by the Chicago Opera.
Good publicity for
Betty Jane and for Paul Longone's
bellishments, except Some comedic
Frank.
Result is that while the West Madison St. yodelers.
Ford's theories on what the soybean trimmings for the last named song.
shows here are done on the pit floor
Rest of 'Swing High' impresses as
in front of the stage and proscenium Will do for, the farmer's future, a
drop, which is utilized for effect Russo-Turkish soccer game in Mos- an extremely economical layout,
backgrounds, they are beginning to cow, Royal Mounties training in Ot- with nothing in the way of outstanding
talent or production.
It's
a
show,
tawa
for
the
Y.
.-Jiorse
N.
assume unit proportions, There is
hodge-podge of fair vaudeville acts
almost as much to this week's hand- measurement rigamarole in the
supplemented by a line of 16 girls.
out in the flesh as may be found Yosemite on the glacial ice wall,
Line
very
works
well
in
three
prosome
Shirley
Temple
klbbitzing
with
in the average stage show put on behind the foot trough. The talent is Boy- Scouts, the wholesale system of duction numbers, the toe dancing in
particular being above par, and rates
there at least, even if the scenery handling' bambinos in Italian hospitals a la Mussolini's 'raise-more- tops in the show. Stanisles, a Rusisn't, although the house provides
sian dancer, offers a brief terpsicolor in the way it dresses the pit babies-and-be^quick-about-itV These
chorean contribution and also scores,
and the sides, plus the effects, are some of the items, Danbury while
Pryor, specialty toethrown from the booth, onto the Fair is also well exploited. Jean dancer,Ruth
is fair.
pros drop. The view is anything but Paul King spiels for Hearst and
Mills, Kirk and Howard are rather
later Lew Lehr is photographed on
Lehr's funny with their impersonations of
Steel, tenor of many Ziegfeld 'Fol- the midway for Movietone.
hat is funnier than his script, as Hitler, Mussolini and Selassie singlies' and other musicals, comes back
ing The Music Goes Round.* Gene
to the songlovers in exceptionally usual.
Fitzpatrick's 'Cherry Blossom Time Sheldon, a one-time m. c. at this
good voice, singing 'A Stat Fell Out
house, also cops applause .with his
of Heaven' and a medley of numbers In Japan' and ITs 'Stranger Than
comic pantomime bit and banjo
program.
Fiction'
fill
out
the
he did on the legit stage. His vocal
Marquee braggs about 48 items.' playing. Loretta Fischer, a dancer
chords have lost none of their power,
whose specialty is high kicking,
You
count
'em.
Land.
nor Steel any of his technique. He
works with him. Doris Rhodes sings
has a sales ability that contrasts
a couple of pop numbers well enough
noticeably with the newer crop of
and the Oehman Twins, a boy and
singers, who come from radio and
ST.
ST. L.
a girl, dance along conventional
depend on the mike.
lines.
There's
also
an unproSt. Louis, Oct. 10.
Miss Gray is one such, but she has
grammed
Negro lad who does a song
variety
program
well balanced
more merchandising sense than most with a second-run film, *My Man number.
who have gone places on the ozone Godfrey' (U), is being offered at
Feature is 'Cain and Mabel' (WB).
channels.
She's a blues singer of the St. Louis currently at 40c top. Paramount News with extra shots of
appealing personality and pretty Show is opened by Freddy Mack, the Minnesota' -Nebraska football
good voice. 'Until Today' is notable m.cing in addition to directing toot- game, rounds out the bill.
Rees.
for good diction, while 'Gotta Dance ers, and 16 precision Roxyettes doMy Way to Heaven' suffers a bit in ing a swell jingle bell routine that
that direction.
clicked with payees;
Neither Steel nor Miss Gray are
Tommy Trent, from behind screen,
Lincoln, Oct. 11.
the audience hits that Ray and does an excellent puppet routine.
Customers get a cheating here this
Frank are. They went to the biggest For ah encore, Trent shows customhand,, when, caught Friday night, ers how. he manipulates'. a puppet week and the business took it on the
with their* excellent acrobatic work doing a trucking dance. Novak and chin after the opening day. Weekand had to encore, at that perform- Fay, comedy acrobats and dancers,' end crowd took it on the lam for
ance. The. boys have a smart hand- do a lot of foolishness that enter- Minneapolis, anyway,, to see the
to-hand routine which is decidedly tains sittees and .polish off act with Cornhusker football clash Saturday
(10) and hadp't returned' yet. With
different- in many respects.
Acro- some fine hand balancing stuff.
the rest' of the town's' marquees
batics are prefaced by a novel dance
Sohdra and Winters, ballroom sporting strictly femme attractions,
bit and .some business, which gets, dancers do a turn with the Roxymanagement here' figured that an alla few laughs.
Jerry Cole is up ettes in a production number and
ahead, on, top of the opening, with team later returns for a couple of girl unit would solve the problem,
but it's a very, sick dos&
his snakehips routine.
He's got a more bits. Mack, who finds it pretSole outside act is the Hollywood
wicked little number.
ty difficult to get night customers
The best number of the Madri- in full voice for his community Debs, a .girl band, while the rest of
guera crew, a smooth-running, com- sings, is having .success currently the show s a fill from close to home.
Line
came via B^e Ru.th, girl show
petent organization of 16. men, is the 'when he invites patrons to sing The
stager in Omaha..' Show is weak,
finale built around the college-fla- Man On the Flying Trapeze' for one
filled with, long waits while the stage
vored song, The Color of Your of the three numbers..
Benny Ross, who plays the piano hands play tag oh the platform, and
Eyes'.
Effects- of college pennants
jumbled further by the mistress of
are thrown on the screen to fit the and sings equally well, and Maxine ceremonies, Pat. Watkiris,
who lacks
Stone, the lazy* blonde, won four
lyrics, sung well by Parrish.- Latter
plenty in handling her .assignment,
also steps to the mike for an ar- curtain, calls for their act. Roxyettes,
First.pn are. the Rockettes, the line
rangement of pops of yesterday and in a dude ranch and merry-go-round who kick about, making way for
today, displaying good showmanship routine, bring 60 min. show to close. Madame Fifi, equilibrist
and barrel
Sdhu.
and faultless diction;' Madriguera
act.
Act lacks' polish. Two of the
himself clicks strong with' his fiddle
line girls, Pplly and Kitty, do a rope
solo of 'Star Dust.' of which he
hop, which with the help of good
made a unique arrangement. An aclighting is. okay. Then the band for
cordion is featured in the opening
'Clouds,' with Pat Watkin? singing,
Baltimore, Oct. -9,
number.
The last remaining citadel of vaude and a novelty follows featuring
The stage show 1s preceded by in downtown Balto is this week gar- Helen Lewis, the. drummer moderDon Baker's organ stint, the Par risoned with a four-act bill that ate. '
newsreel- and a cartoon comedy, proved satisfying to a lower-levelful
Dorothy, and Doris Heintze, twins,
'Play Safe' (Par).
of patrons Friday a.m.
Headlining toting a dummy, go through a comic
Business good Friday evening at and next-to-closing act is Conrad dance, which got the only strong
the first show.
Omr.
The band does ^Moonglow
Thibault, who this week is doing a hand.
renegade - from r radio that is to and then the line again in a 'Lenox
vaude's distinct gain. Crowd knew Avenue' routine. M. c. Wafkins mikes
Bill,'
artd
the windup act is the
N. Y.
him, giving a nice palm-pat to baritone. Has been some time since Thi- Mitchell Trio, ball balancers. Two
(NEWS^EELS)
bault last faced the foots and jie kids are Ane, but. the old lady clutIn between hissing for and' against
seemed slightly, stage-slowed when ters the stage.
Roosevelt and Landon, the boys at
Running' time is 45 minutes. Pic
caught Hasn't exactly a socko perthe Embassy are informed this week
sonality, but , when warbling holds is 'Women Are Trouble' (MG).
by Uhiversal's male announcer that! 'em
securely. Opens with three curBarri.
the inserts in the new tea rose dance
rently reigning pops, thenj'Under
sets are of alencon.lace. This shows
Spell,' 'Man River* and 'You,
how educational the- newsreels are. Your
Night and Music.' Whatever hand
Speaking of fashions^-and sooner you count 'em on, it was
one too
or' later the Embassy is always much, singing.
Detroit, Oct. 9.
bringing up the. subject—what the.
Radio stuff everywhere at this spot
.Opener is. Six Skating Marvels,
well-rushed sorority queen will sextet of maids on the rollers',
who, currently. NBC revue on stage is
wear this fall is reported with illus- working in .twos, threes arid fours,
backed up by 'Big Broadcast of 1937'
trations by Pathe. This, at least, is run through a constant
succession of (Par) on screen.' BiO. was oke early
v
a. hety
slant on fashions:^ Movie- skate stunts, that built to beaut
of a Friday evettihg (9).
tone's Louise- Vance- follows with' climax— two of the lassies doing
Although minus big marquee lure,
a
dope on milady's dins, and then U one-ankle breakaway.. Finale finds lineup picked by Howard Pierce for
takes up -the lingerie and the guy all.six circling on the mat.
the second NBC unit here in. two
talks as if he knew,Worth, Wyle and Howe, deucing, months is sbek entertainment. It's
As. visual, the Embassy presents a snag sufficient score of laffs with well-staged, too.; Comprises five acts,
bewildering assortment of important act that runs chiefly to knockabout plus pit band on stage; running
happenings of worldwide conse- comedy of the pistachio sort. Some about 50 minutes.
quence side by. js'idel with claptrap legit aero and tap dancing is leavTom Howard and George Shelton,
stunts important only to the' press ened in for added measure.
who've regained a lot of followers
y
TJ^ents' who arranged them.
And.
One. from way back. Withers Op'ry, lately, on Rudy Valliee s hour, -have
this being October, there's a lot of closes, but strong.
Must be aU of no trouble holding the feature spot
football.
Yale-Cornell. dhio-N.Y. five years since this old-fashioned on bill.' Audience went for comeU.. Princeton- Williams, Notre Dame- comedy turn last appeared in Balto, dians' interrupted monolog, tonped
Carnegie.
washes iip the" baseball arid the more-or-less 'discriminating off with a- nifty-exit while c6p halts
season with the final game^in con- patrons (lured by"Craig's Wife' (Col) Howard's traveling-salesman story.
siderable
footage—of the World on screen) doubled up with laffs at Turn precedes finale, with entire
Series.
the slapstick and broad-beamed hu- company -participating.
Spanish' unpleasantness .'is'' just as mor bits. That sprawling set replete -' Besides' -furnishing -COUple df- nice
grim and bloodthirsty as' jh previous with multitude of gadgets and Milt tenor solos. More ton 'Bbwe. late of
'weeks,
fascist 'reitffo'rfcemerits',' Ar- Gross devices, helps along the click. 'Irene and Tom" broadcasts, steps out
riving at the Alcazar tfeVear.'T.oledo 'Charles Withers, if. 'spry- as ever- and of character lb m.c. show and is" a
as a shambles and the' 'sllryivOrs his several" comics give him good pleansant -relief from usual stuff. His
unforcef ul manner leaves patrons on
scarred from suffering. 'Paramount support. •'.'"
unspools some excellent' stuff.' Its -'Program" Is 'rounded' out by" Pathe their own- to select their- favorites,
boast of escaping censorship seems clips, a- short and trailers.
(Continued on page 57)
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Not one

the show, nearest approach being in
As- soon as a few delettops have the Don. Redman orchestra act, which
;been. made in. Sammy White's rou- has a good singer in Louise McCarroll and a .very hot song-daoce trio
-.tlue,
current week's Eanchon
Marco stew show should stack un in Ford,. Marshall and Jones. Red..as 'worthwhile- fare.
White, who i« man, turn is. 6'n„ much .too long, begiven too billine. cot away to a<enod coming, a bit' tiresome, especially
•start 'at today's initialer. but couldn't when it .gets so noisy the ears be^in
resist the -t^-nntation to inject »n off- to hurt. Edna iVTae Walers in a torcher
color gae. then went into a deeide^iv .with the Redman, outfit who. has a lot
vulgar dance that delighted onlv t>«c of life, while the Lang Sisters round
moronic portion of the near-capacity out the specialty talent Langs are
'
rather, good'. tap, .dancers.
audience.
Barbette, "from, .the French Casino
Asi'de' ffbnn *he Sammy WWfp- in-.
Wibf retions, bill' rates as one of best, and formerjy in vaudeville, appears
*
'FfcW ha« offered in 'counle- of third in his female impersonation
JHohths.'- "All 'concerned,
in^ludm** wire and ring '.routine.'. This
Ro'he W«if.
band, the Fanchn- is a good act and always was, fooling
neites. tVo Rhythm "Redhead"?' anrf 'em all the way u.itil the wig comes
,'
Count Cutelli a«d White, ey^t »<« off.
Funnyboners 'take care of No. 2
noted, five f.md accounts of th'emrequirements. While okay for the
'selyfes fbr.pudl^nce, enjoyment.
.""'Opening haft band concealed. htycV. average vaude audience, turn has
nothing in its present routine to sug'of. sctim with Vanjlibnettes on. f ^r'a
gest graduation to next to closing.
„i*ieat routine in front of a Rplnb
Stafford .and." Louise, ,five-pcople
•."Otfoaacre .j»ttlh« that drew round. «<
^jSblaii^e. Wohd "then .b.roii(»ht on fo>- dance flash, opens.. This is ,'just an
average act. acrobatics o'£ one of the
'a medley pf impressions that clicked
:.boys doubling at 'a piahb being its
.
"torSv. r
- ttfythm' R<>dheacts are
*ls- best recommendation.
Business good Friday night. Char.
ters, new to the Coast, who offer hot

Los Angeles.
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on theevfdence.

audience roundly hissed General
Franco, adding his mugg to the

,

KEITH'S

•

N.Y.

This -week's stage show is a little
longer than average. The pit band
displays runs 44 minutes, but it
holds its own that distance. The
part of the show that's 'alive,
headed by the EnriC Madriguera orchestra, furnishes sturdy support for
the feature, 'Valiant Is the Word for
Carrie' (Par), itself very long, 109
minutes.
Even as it is, the pit portion could
be running closer to ah hour without probable difficulty. This would
permit more than the two numbers
to which Maxine Gray is held and
the. pop, plus a medley of musical
comedy hits, which represents John

good ,and then marred his otherwise
good act by an alleged studio story
and his interpretation of a fan dance.
The off-color stuff has., no place with
family audiences, such as Paramount
matinee shows, frequently are.
Count Cutelli, a master of sound
effects, uncorked some novel and decidedly interesting sounds that Went
over with a. bang. For finale, Fanenough in
chonettes emerge from back drop Steel's stint. Both have
atdp a prone bullj cutout for a Span- reserve to do one or two more
numbers.
ish routine.
Madriguera, his orchestra, and
Screen feature is Par's 'Big Broadcast of 1937/ with Par Newsreel, Frankie Parrish, vocalist with the
color cartoon and fire prevention band, figure prominently, doing a
short to fill. House near capacity at full job, and for good measure, there
initial nerformance today, with heat are two other acts for the strip of
oak out in front of the orchestra.
probably preventing a holdout.
These aTe Jerry Cole, a novelty
Edxya.
by Anna
dancer, and the team of Ray and
the

Pavlova, where Nicholas Daks is
terpsichorean poet; Nina Whitney,
brilliantly teroing as Chrysanthemum; Hilda Eckler and Daphne Vane
Boston, Oct. 8.
as the Fall Winds, whose chilling
Mitchell and Durant, plus the Jansblasts lay low the Verdant foliage;.
Alma Lee, as Fiancee; plus the ballet leys, added to what remains now of
corps, for which Miss. Rogge is also the 'Cubana Follies" unit, combines
generally responsible. This classy but to make a swell' vaude show that
somewhat lethargic interlude slows opens With a flash and closes with a
the presentation at this point, but sock, with a rapid-fire pace main-,
Hallowe'en is a faster finale with tained all the way.
Backbone, and an excellent one, of
Jan Peerce vocally setting the Harvest Serenade; against the usual bu- the show is the Rirhac rhumba band,
colic fol-de-roV wherein Monroe and and their musical contribution is
Grant wham 'em with their trampo- supplemented by the Keith pit band
line 'stuff. [Monroe and Grant were here and there to good effect.
Opener is a line flash working In
last seen by this reviewers at the
American Roof, N. Y. which gives front of the Rimac band, heightened
an idea—but a decade or more later, by bright and colorful costuming and
featuring
dazzling solo terp by Carin the ultra surroundings, of Mr.
Rockefeller's auditorium they're a ita and Charley Boy. Pace set by
stronger click than ever.] The gen- these two is swell, and Carita's torso
wiggling
is
hot. Both have whizz bits
eral Barn Dance' motif, of the flnp'.e
portion -of Hallowe'en was aptly later in the show and their heated
staged by Markert, combining the tempo never lags.
Jansleys deuce with their rapid
corns de ballet,: Rockettes and the
risley turn and sock with startling
choir.
.Erne Rapee maestros the second double tosses from the feet of the
and. fourth movements of Tsch»ikow- groundmen, somersaults and- foot-tosky's Fourth Symphony; Richard foot catches. Charley Boy solos with
Xeibert .at the console; the us»a1 another red-hot specialty and then
newsreel '.and a Pathe clin on the Tito Coral provides the needed
Harvafd Tercentenary round out the breathing spell with- soothing crooning of 'Siboney' and "Play Gyrosy.'
Show.
Girl and costume flash, *E1 Reli.-Again the stage show, ner se. evidences anew that the hits of the cario,' by the line 'is heightened by
Music Hall presentations invarinbV solo and duo numbers from gals of
are dumb acts reiving, on their si"ht the line.
Zelaya. patter-pianist, Is spotted
qualities for best effect: Just to mak"
sure, the Hall has two such du^b next and whams with his familiar
turns on th* current stanza—«i» fUl- line of ultra-informal chatter. It's
..bepts and. Monroe-Grant, in the first mostly his standard material, but
and third sectors, and both bolster- Still clicks heavily with the addition
of a few new quirks and quips.
ing their respective pprtions.
Riniac outfit next, has a big inning
Abel.
of South American .rhythm, brightened by Rimac's- dancing; with Carita
and her anatomical twitching in &•
N. Y.
'Congo' specialty. -.It *had the boys
On the screen it's Shirlev Tenrole rushing to the -front., rows,
.Mitchell and Durant in next-toIn 'Dimples' (20th), and the stage
bill this week is pretty much im to shut earn themselves a flock- oi bowsthe same, kindergarten level. Piece with a rough-house .mess of mayhem
-de resistance is" an ice-skating scene. and gags that register- with the mob.
"
billed as a sensational novelty from Opening impersonations of Clark
the- San Diegd' Fair; Gae' Foster Gable and Herb.- Marshall by Durant
.Girls glide around in military, de-- are welI-.done. but give, no inkling of
4ighs. a couple! of souths hop over the struggle that. is to follow.
Rimac band closer with 'Cucaracha'
Vparrels, a mixed couple tear from
Waltzes to foxtrot acrobatics and- a and 'Tiger Rag' with eye-filling cosfeftinle foursome goes over oractical- tume number by the line in a fan)
;ly .the sf»me ground.
For the Roxy dango routine.
On screen, '36:Hours to Kill' (20thregulars the setting and the proceed.-• Fox..
FoxV
..<.. ....
ings rate- m-eat stuff.
Other fun stage item' com** at t.h/»
opening, with' a fast T>irouettiT*«t Tad
tobpinc th" efforts of the Gae Foster
N. Y.
..iJfne.
In' 'between the bi« "s>*s are
It's a- long and tiresome vaudeville
Tpbokie BAwets and MaH» Govern
mid a male niano duo. Woodall'anf* bill that goes with this- week's, fea'Paul.
Bowers doei pantomimes or ture, "Texas Rangers' (Par). Only
sub'iects t»«»t aren't as #en*™\ as draw from the stage end, if any more
thev are furtnv, whi]« Mis«r Severn than normal, will come from the apmakes passable melody out of pop pearance of Sarah Churchill, daughs
ter, of the English statesman, who is
"
ditties.
it's: all
In line with the' Roxv'- here with ,Vjc Oliver. See New- Acts.
"' V
She has been in. the prints of late
policy of imoersoPal entertainment
"
.Only reference made to names of +hr> and that may shelp, although it didn't
^'erftfirny^s involved' comes'\ dorm™. at .the Met ; Boston, where the English
friend of Oliver's appeared last
*
"''Hte! slin't-^v +fc<»' ne'wi' cpm'w rt^*', *'1,
week. Miss Churchill. breaks. Oliver's
Hfr'hiur»<blps lh»«t off so r>«y^iv
' it
'might- 'as.' Well be' 'omitted s^to- act, same as it's, been for years, by
aojng.a
.dance with a male partner
Aether. As for th«» news biilM'rvo
in f ullstage. _ It's ,pr,etty amateurish.
the- 'idea is ^wrentlv nredir^ted
Last time' .Oliver., played the State
"';>the' D^U^'f t***t the customers h'avpv*
seen their afternoon papers; n~ r*h*t- he got $5S0. This', week, with the aid
of the- Churchill name, he'-s getting
"read.
Q\*>c
.
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UNIT REVIEWS
FRISCO FOLLIES
(CAPITOL, ATLANTA)"

t«
New York,' leads to a production number, show girls parading

as San Francisco; Chicago, -Atlanta,
Atlanta, Oct. 12.
Hollywood, New Orleans and WashCap has another pleasing flesh of- ington.
fering this week, Harrison Kimball's.
Bridgeport- being passionate about
'Frisco Follies,' which offers an as- hoke;comfedy, Hyde and Burrill

sortment of girls, standard vaude

:

acts'

cash

with

in

skillfully routined act employing Herman's' trick guitar, fiddle,
clarinet, cello-and brass effects. Act

and good music, as expounded 'by the
California Vagabonds, augmented' by
theatre's standby footers.
is superbly timed. and.
doesrtt-wasteUnit gets off to a last start'with a an opportunity:
snappy routine by the Palmer Girls;
Finale is. colorful Miami Beach
a pleasing line of good lookers, whose number, Patterson's fine hand again
-

-

precision

evidences

the

fact

they apparent in the girls' beach
attire.
Closing- sequehce is climaxed by
'Walking the Ball' number/recent hit
at Roxy N. Y.
Girls' maneuvers
are plenty difficult and are some-

have been working together for some
With Ginger Stover, young
tinie.
and pretty personality gal, waggling
the baton, band next, swings, into
music that introduces- Joe Sidney,
clever unicyclist. Ordinarily Sidney
works in clown getup, but his t>eep
South garb consists here of satin
blouse and britches because someone
toot a walk with his wardrobe.

Lou

Henri, darkhaired damsel,
holds the next spot with an aero
Ljlance turn that is just different
enough to tot better-than-average
reception from Cap patrons, who
don't go much for this sort of 'stuff.
The band then- goes to town under
La Stover's direction, with 'Mama
Don^t Allow.' Band leader has worked
out an arrangement whereby all major instrumentalists get a solo part
And acquit themselves well.
Golworg and Brown, hand balancers,, are on next and go through their
paces in workmanlike .manner. Cap
patrons are suckers for this type of
act and performers were forced back
several times by continued applause.
Next OH tap is a hotcha girl numbers—ordinary routines and dances
with the precision taking it out of
the mediocre class. Meyers and No.

-

thing for the attenders to

ber

lan, who have appeared behind Cap
footlights so often their faces are be-

ginning to get as familiar as mugs
of standby musicians, hold spot next
to finale. Act consists of gags and
songs, with woman doing the ivory
pounding.' Her voice is weakening
perceptibly, but she" can still manage to hit those high notes and hold
,

,

.

'em.

...

remem-

.

goes from here to Poli's, Waand Keith's. Boston. Understood 15 weeks are already set.
a
£H Partington and Arthur Knorr,

/
of

F&M,

produced unit; Bonnie
Cashin of the Roxy helped Patterson
with the designing, and Gae Foster
trained the dancers. Jimmy Orr is
.company manager and Leo Pillot p.
av
J? S Mprdecai. musical director,
leading
local pit band in Bridgeport.
Film feature is 'Old Hutch' (MG).
Elem.
-

•

•

Added

feature to show is the reFRANK BRITTON ORCH. (12)
turn of Merle Clarke, organist at SARAH CHURCHILL (1)
With Rosemond Dawson and Georgia
the Texas Centennial, Dallas, past Dancing
Silver
months.
five
under 4 Mins.; Full (Special)
Overture,
"
Penthouse, Baltimore
Eduard Werner's baton, is a medley State, N. T.
*
After severing professional relaPete.
of Phillip Sousa's marches.
Sarah Churchill, daughter of Winston Churchill, British statesman, is tionship with brother Milt several
appearing in vaudeville with the tct months ago, Frank Brittoh picked up
f "
Vic Oliver, comedian, who has a very promising band in Union-'
been, standard for years. She is do- town, Pa., which had been working
Toronto, Oct. 10.
James under direction and name of Georgie
For the first time in the history of in,* a dance routine with. ama-; Silver:- After such long tenure with
-Struthers as- partner* a pretty
-thepit
Boys
Shea'sr
-and- the custhe outfit that smashed- fiddles over
tomers on the aisles are drinking teurish effort Being in the public each other's .crown's and' indulged in
Miss
late,
of
prints
considerably
free beer this week, this marking
Oliver similar mayhemistic impulses, Frank
the highlight in Blackstbne's act as Churchill's appi irance with
last Britton is now batoning a straight
the
Getting
office.
$550
ad
is
box
he draws the brew from a seemingly
musical aggregation: Group looks
inexhaustible bottle. Back here for tine Oliver played the State, he is
ticketed to jgd places.'
the first time in three years, the payrolled at $1,500 on this engageIndividually, -the musikers seem all
prestidigitateur has currently the ment
of top order and- when they groove
reports
notice
in
First
to
coming
most lavish production of his. career.
in together- for the fine-webbed
Some of his illusions are admittedly that she was engaged .'to.' Oliver, Miss
they seetrj. so, capable of,
teamwork
to
came
subsequently
elaborations of effects he has been Churchill
they should reach the top* They
successfully using for years, but the America to meet Oliver, ostensibly to
swing excellently, but real
hokum has been dressed up with ob- carry out their proposed marriage. can
itself as being hotsuggests
metier
viously new and luxuriant drapes Her brother followed in an effort to
and costuming. His conversational influence her return to England. sweet' vocals in the scat manner,
Silver
showmanship is just as strong a Miss Churchill's addition to Oliver's and
v.g. Rosemond Dawson has nice
factor as the mystery angle of many act followed, bn.e date, the Met Bospair of pipes, sounds swell on blues
tori, for Par having preceded this
of his novelties.
or swing songs, but might try to do
Flash opening has the whole com- State date.
Miss ChurchiU has personality and less grimacing when at the bat Britpany on' stage in a Mexican setting
Bert.
ton looks swell 'at the helm.
and- colorful costumes for backjng makes a striking appearance but as
to Blackstone's production of rab- a dancer she is miles behind the rebits, ducks and' geese.
When he's quirements of a 'first rank meat- 3. her voice, okay for- the type of ditnot on stage,' he's, up and down "the She and Struthers appear in the
Repertoire, is
ties
she presents.
aisles giving the customers a chance middle of Oliver^ act, using the full
smooth, starting with 'Trans-Lux
to figure Out the tricks, particularly stage for their number. It is a flir^
News-Reel' and ending with 'On .a
his suspended electric-light bulb or tation type of .dance, that leans toward
Dinge,' the latter .a
the disappearing caged canary. His ballroom technique. While- Struth* Binge with a
Ave.
dancing handeker chief, ribbon work ers holds up his end of the job well. near high for Harlemese-Park
and card manipulations are all car- Miss Churchill anoears unsure of repartee. In between, she plays the
finish.
ried out with speed, and entertain- herself and, in addition to. some awk- keyboard with nonchalant
formality,
ing talk, but\it is his levitation work wardness, doesn't know how to, use Singer never strives for
Bral.and full-stage effects that are the her hands." She is smoking a eigaret wearing semi-hostess garb.
smashes. Chief spectacle and new at the opening of the number and
.here is his sawing a woman in two goes off with a fresh light on. the CHARLIE WRIGHT
what
Songs, Accordion
with a screeching buzz-saw in
finish.
billed the Torture Chamber.'
is
After the dance is' over Oliver 15 Mins.
Others of his bevy of damsels are makes a crack that he has heard they Hotel Weylin, N. Y.
Charlie Wright is not new to this:
used in the many cabinet illusions.
were getting married but he hasn't
Ranks of the magicians are thin- read the evening papers yet; Maybe eastside hostelry,, but his best engageChar.
ning and the one-hour productions that's funny.
merits have been in this cocktailery.
are becoming as rare as the circus.
His riiain accomplishment is nimble
Current lay-out is tops on' flash, and SPIVT
handling of the accordion. Coupled
Blackstone should do a good week Soups, Piano
with nifty delivery of snappy lyrics,
here,- judging from opening night's 15 Mins.
he's- a draw which the management
attendance and the inevitable word- Tony's, N. Y.
has been wise in holding.
of -mouth reaction. Only b.o. drawMost of his songs are from BroadHefty chanteuse sings slightly
back will be the kid repeaters who risque songs in backroom of Tony's, way musicals, presented in distincare jamming those front rows in West 52d street hot spot. Diva has tive style and generally switched
order to get in on the rabbit give- been appearing nightly at this cafe- around to garner laughs throughout
aways.
rendezvous for several weeks and His specialties, like 'Countess' Du_
.
Screen, 'My American Wife' (Par) looks set for the fall and winter run. binsky of Minsky
is sure-fire and
McBtay.
Brat,'
Delivery carries a husky note in a hold-over from last season,
'

'

•

"

:

'
•
Chicago, Oct. 10.
One of the finer, more pretentious presentations by -the independent side of the unit business. Harry

•

-

Howard has

evidently spent considerable money, -time and effort on
this show, and it looks like a genuine winner. Unquestionably okay
on the talent and entertainment end,
and the box office returns here the
first couple of days indicate a not inconsiderable power at the front
gate. With a program picture, 'Two
in a Crowd' (U) as its screen partner,- the unit managed to have a
well-filled lower floor in attendance
at the last show on Friday..

Howard went to town on scenery
finale is the usual cut and
and production, with fountains,
affair, with, all acts trundling
Quick count reveals 18 perfDrink- staircases and plenty of hanging
pieces
filling up the stage with lots
ers, about- average for units that
of- good, solid vaude. flash.
Has a
wander this fat south.
half-dozen show girls, who could
Pic is 'Crash. Donovan' (U).
almost qualify as a beef trust, to
strut
some costumes aping the
.'Great Ziegfeld' show-girl number.
•But it's just an ape. And a line of
(MAJESTIC, BRIDGEPORT)
12' girls, who are put through some
... Bridgeport, Oct.. 9.
mediocre routines by Boots Mcr
There is abundant name value, in JCenna. It's certainly not the line
the new unifFarichon &• Marco "is that's 'going to put
this show over
; breaking art thig week at the MajesShow :must depend on its. productid (Loew-Poli) in Bridgeport,, a city tion and its
solid vaude talent.
i that has- all but- forgotten- what flesh
And on that end the show's top
looks like on the boards of a film de honors, go unquestionably'
to Sybil
luxer.
Bowan, who tied this show into
Obvious lure of the Russell Pat- knots and had to speech herself
terson tag in the billing of the unit, away to let the program continue.
the, artist-designer coming up here Miss Bowan has plenty on
the ball.
to set the show; is further enhanced .Has- a swell personality and
of
by the top-billing presence of Lo- showmanship to begin with, sense
so that
*
retta Lee, CBS songstress; Walter she has
the audience with her from
Dare Wahl; the comedy duo of Her- the start because, of her simple, diman Hyde and Sally Burr ill; dancing rect manner of presentation.- Her
-'Al- White, Jr., and Midgie Fately,
impersonations and impressions are
plus a line of 12 and six show girls done with a smattering of
satire -and
The

dried
on.-

'
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who

will discredit -neither the Pat- class' comedy that sells. '
No West,
terson nor 'Living Models' labels.
Pitts and Hepburn for. her.
She
Miss Lee is- easily the No.' 1 comeLillie. Swanson, Mrs. Rooseon in such a province as ConriecV.cut. does.
velt and Garbo, but makes enterrLo'ng a vocalist with George Hall's
tainment in themselves', instead of
orchestra, she is now on her own.'
In cities where there are radio sta- depending solely on the likeness of
the, impression. Solid turn that detions, promotional possibilities of
livery plenty of entertainment in this
. songstress'
guesting are immediately
1

'

'

apparent.

:

WICC,

Bridgeport-New'

Haven ^Yankee, w.e.bbel:,, interviewed
and presented^ Miss Lee on eve of

,

unit's- opening.-

-

•

•

Production, running an- even 60
minutes} starts slowly and much too
quietly for an audience that" prefers

-

action- nix,

but once

'.sockful show..

it

lifts

it

is

a

.
.

.

.

t

.

mercial advertising background and
display of half-dozen models, all
looker and excellently costumed.
Chorus takes full stage for a" wellconceived Gae- Foster routine, with
illusion of costume change, in and
out of wings. AI White. Jr.r~and
Midgie Fately (formerly of Nash and
Fately) furnish first specialty with
effective bellboy-maid tap number.

Beaut

unit.'

In the deuce are the Stanley Bros,
with some " tumbling and knockHave two* t)£ three .excellent
but need better material to
hold those three tricks together. In
the. finale, Pat Stanley is back with
a drunk tumbling sequence that fits.
Clark and Eaton are an adagio,
acrobatic, pair, with- the femme doing some acrobatic, twists while being tossed by the male understander.
*
Eddie Rio"attd two stooges work
through 'the show- with the regular
Rio routines. Rio and Al Norman
should' get together in a disarmament conference to decide what bits
Strangely
each .act will keep.
"enough; Norman is-currently playing
the Oriental up the street. Stooges
are not so hot on the talk here, but
get by on the dance and hobbyhorse routines.
Richard Stutz is the m. c. early
•in the -show and leads' a couple of
production numbers .With. a display
about'.

stunts,

-

-

-

-.

Introduced by Patterson marionettes in miniature studios in. front of
'.the .wings, unit, opens against com-

sextette,

showing something

.

,

in feathery white muffs, brings on
Wahl and unbilled stooge. Wahl had
.to earn his bouquets, "but his diverting' allez-oopihg eventually got 'em of pop pipes.- At the -close .of the
and'.the crowd asked for more, which show, Herbert Ertel is in for some
was given: It was understood after crooning which .'got '.over, "big with
opening performance that Wahl this mob.
would be given a livelier- entrance.
All in all, a well-produced unit
Noveltv that easily smacks of the full of gobd material arid plenty of
Patterson influence is ensuing full- production flash that will make j'ood
Gold.
stage item. Al White, as an artist, anywhere.
'exits, leaving large painting of practically bare pastoral scene:
Entire
line ente~rs, faces painting" and does
a backward strip, fastening .clothes
(Continued from page 66)
on picture. When it's done the girls
take the applause and go into a and they prove they can differentiate
dance. White and Fately close se- between sure-fire and dud.
quence with an 'I Saw the Sea' sailor
Opening spot is filled by Abbot
routine.
and Tanner, male and femme hoofLoretta Lee takes spot in front and ers who score with duet tapping and
finds the .going easy. 'Basin Street solos.
Follow Bowe, who won an
Blues' is a right choice as first num- encore with his warbling.
ber, and 'When I'm with You,' ballad,
Making one of his few p.a.s,
.proves the songstress can be differ- Shando'r is socko with his violin
ent. By the time 'Tiger Rag' is out playing.
His personal appearance
of the way, it is Loretta's house. doesn't provoke the femme, heart'Her closing tune, a special inspired throbs, but his modesty plus smash
by the 1039 World's Fair, 'All Roads playing, brightens the bilL Three
,'
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'Hollywood Hotel Revue'
... (PALACE, CHICAGO)

.
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NEW ACTS

occupy the next-to-closing
cog and click with some nifty harmony tunes and novelties. Their
'Sound-effects Man' bit is a honey.

Lead
•

VARIETY

Sisters

•

MICHIGAN, DETROIT

,

'

:

X

K. C.

Kansas City, Oct. 9.
The urge to give these shows a
unit slant dipped out of sight this
week and it was all for the best.
House budget doesn't allow for fancy
trappings, so proceedings have simmered down to straight vaude. Using
four visiting acts, a tyro arid a line
of 10, the bill is smooth and moves
with an alacrity seldom seen in this
house.
The line works hard during their

Exploitation
(Continued from page 23)

solemnly presented with a single
bean, while an- n<Ter of hot dogs to

telling the students why he those -Who eat them on the' spot remakes the changes, expatiating on vealed a prop oven with chiffon
strong and weak colors, color har- flames and two .forlorn looking termonies, flowing lines and the like. riers. Idiotic, but the crowd loves it.
Not only giving the students an inNovelty Signs
timate lowdown on the technique,
practically illustrated, but he makes
Newest sandwich man iri Nejw,
three appearances and scores, which his own work easier.
York walks along .shouldering a cutThey
School has not been in session out figure about six' feet tan.J PairifiSd
is' also something new here.
<lo a Siva number in black and vvnite long, but already some of the boys front and back. Slung to the
The four boys and girls have launched out for ders so that the figure rises shoulthat is very nice.
three
that have been used for the past themselves, painting window sign6 feet above the head of the bearer
month with the ensemble have been for local merchants. Some of them and the effect, particularly Jn .a
dropped. Boys were okay, but two, work in picture stars or titles to give crowd of pedestrians, is striking.
gals are cheaper than four boys, and attraction to their ads and this, is all Signs -in use are for a commercial,
the house is plenty conscientious profit to the theatre.
but would be .even better if figures
Biggest idea, however, seems to were blown
with its b. r.
uo from photos, of .stars.
Bud and His Buddies (man. femme be that it pleases the ,parents to feel Nj reason why. the arms or head
and two dogs) are on early with that the theatre takes an interest in cannot be animated and Worked by
some hoofing and a series of balanc- their youngsters.
a cord held by the motive power'.
Turn
ing routines with the pups.
A good vari?'-'- to this would be (o
doesn't have anythips outstanding to
have a shorter figure working in a
Making Talk
offer, but it bristles with salesmanIn a town of around 15,000 one grooved frame, being pulled up and
ship.
let
down to gain attention through--*'
-Larry Collins puts a trombone theatre gets a lobby build several, movement. Sight of Jim Cagney or.
through- some breakdown paces. He times a week with pure kidding. Clark Gable suddenly towering head
winds up his turn by tearing the People know it is going to be kid- and shoulders above the throng
horn apart and playing on the nieces. ding, but they come 1n important would rivet glances.
'
going
He does the m. c.'ing, and with the numbers to see just what is figures
Now that the weather is getting
Manager'
stage strewn with trombone mech- to b6 pulled off.
that plenty of them will remain to cold a man apparently walking backanism he can't make a decent exit.
ward will command attention. False
Ferrv Corwey. who is billed as the see the show and that it pays better head is used, with the back :halr
'Master Musical Clown,' has the rame than the more conventional forms of resting against the face of the
turn he used last spring when he advertising. Argues that if he can
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appeared at the Mainstreet with the tet a chuckle out of his prospect,
He he is more likely to sell him a ticket.
'Laugh, Clown, Laugh.' unit.
One outstanding stunt, recently
works in pantomime and plays an
Assortment of weifd. instruments: he nulled, was building of a platform
between the lobby d«ors. Five arm
scores.
were provided and an anchairs
Bill's sock comprises Ward and
8:30
Milford, who close. Boy does, s^me nouncement card stated that at
novelty piano work and sings. Gal on a certain evening .five snappy
Act has a lot brunettes would be available to sit
is cute but baggage.
show with the first five
of speed and fades while they are through the
single men to purchase tickets. On
still in high gear.
the evening in question the lobby
The amateur is a' boy rcna:-y.
Pic is 'Don't Turn 'Em Loose' and mos^ of the sir'ewalk in front
(RKO). with cartoon and ncv-. Biz of the house held a mob waiting to
see what would happen. Promptly
Hoyt.
over average.
on the minute the manager mounted
the platform, repeated his offer and
«xplaincd that the- first five rhen
buying tickets would be given partMontreal, Oct. 11.
ners. If any of them passed up the
all
person
cops
in
Morton Downey
opportunity, later coiners could pick
currenthere
honors in vaude show
up the discarded damsels. Then 'he
ly, with a miniriium of three encores each show, totaling over 15 girls entered from the theatre. They
over weekend. Downey is a smash were very decided brunettes, having been picked from the Negro colfrom the minute he comes on.
Eddie Sanborn and band arc on ony. The girls got a dollar aniece
stage for the opening. Five girls are and a chance to see the show. The
grouped as nuns on balustrade when house drew about $25 above the preDowney sings 'Rosary.' Red Skel- vious night's take with the same featon, again m. c, works hardest of tvre.
On another occasion free coffee
all, practically continuously on stage
for the whole 70 minutes of show. was offered, with each ticket buyer
An extra turn is furnished by the
Fashion Parade, with line stepping port, with. Downey following a line
routine. Show closes with The Five
out as models in latest styles.
Jean Hazlett, flip dancer, tosses Maxellos in speedy tumbling act
herself around for good applause. with plenty .of clever tossing. Biz
Elaine Arden stooges for Skelton not hot first night, Friday (9) but
and they rib each other to end up standees over the weekend.
'Lady Be Careful' (Par) on
in freak dance. Jean* Hazlett comes
Lane.
baek*for a fast tap with line in sup- screen.
.

•

LOEWS, MONTREAL

wearer,

who

peers through a black

scrim, over which the crepe hair is
lightly pasted. A' false face for the
back of the head completes the. effeet.
For such." a figure r. domino
made in reverse is better than an
effort to reverse a suit of clothes.
'

A

man

should be used with -a
stomach pad to round out bis figure
in the rear. In the towns an animal
costume can generally be rented, and
if there is an assortment of masks
the changes can be rung very efthin

.

fectively.

The ordinary sandwich man has
become too familiar to gain notice,
but the pedestrian ad can be tricked
to collect on the novelty of appearance.
One of the outstanding prams was
a couple ih formal evening clothes
leading a blanketed calf.

up

Partying 'Models'
Bridgeport.'

Morris
Majestic
Rosenthal
of
(Loew-Poli) went Bohemian on eve
of opening of Russell Pntt;*?Ton*s

'Living Models,' Fanchon & Marco
stage unit, and gave press a tea at

Hotel Stratfield.
Patterson,

James

Montgomery

Flapg and Ham Fisher, creator of
Joe Palooka, were visiting art celebs.
Others who washed the sandwiches
down were Louis Shayon and Tom

Kearns of F. & M. home office; Harry
Shaw, regional g.m. for Loew; Erie
Wright, regional

p.a.;

Manager Matt

Saunders of Bridgeport Poll's .find
Managers Sam Badamo of Glob*.'.

..

..

'

HAMLET

inform against me' soliloquy) and
these are allowed to dodder along.
But when the big action scenes
(JOHN GIELGUD)
Tragedy liy William Shakespeare, pre- occur, McCIintlc manages to invest
sented by Guthrie McCllntlc. Stars John them with an amazing amount ol
<)leli;uri. Judith Anderson; features Arthur
speed and illusion of speed. Thus he

makes even that stupid finale
binding and attention-holding.

man and Mark

M-ircellus

Ghost

i

Claudius

J

.

,

Jamnt Dinun
.'Uohn Kmery

I/\ertes

Hamlet

..

.

..t.. .Arthur Byron
John Gielgud'

.'

.'

Gortrurie

Anderson

Judith

-.

'.Ophelia

Lillian Glsli

Riwoncrantz

John Cromwell
William Roehrtck
.Harry Mestayer
Ivan Tiiesiult

..,

Gutldensleru
Vlayar. King

.,
.

Prolog-

Tlayer Queen..,
lAicianuH

•.

Fortlnbras
Captain
Srtilor

„
Iveen

,

,

•••••••••••••••••'Malcolm

Voltlmund
Polonius.

,.

:

,

Grave-Digger

.,

.1.,,.^.:.

ladles,

N«sh

......George.

Osric
rtan-ds;

'.'.Hull) March
hi trier BlBsell

W

Heed -Herring
.George Vincent
.William Stanley

. . .

,.

'soldiers,

..Morgan Farley
meesenKOrt and

attendants: Evelyn: Abbott,. Neat Borry.
Jntnes Dlnan, John Gnlland, Stanley Gould.
Poter Gray. Henry Hull, Jr.. Mary Lee
>

Logan.

Kurt

Donaldson

Murphy.

Sydna

Scott,

Frances Wayne.

Stplhbart,

..:.'..

The Show

ST.

HELENA

'.

Carpenter.
Cipriani
Bailor

,

,

Napoleon..

'.
'.

Tristan Montholon.
Napoleon Rertrand
Hortense Bertrftnd..

.Joelt'

Kdward

•

.

,,

.

Kelly

nyan,

Ji

Jr.

-.Joyce Walsh
.ltosaninnd' Plnchot

iPaul

.

.

'

•

.

[

.

.
.
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better one.
And that

is saying 'a good
because Arthur Hopkins and
Barrymore had themselves a.
good time with- the melancholy

deal,

.

.Also,

^paradoxically,, .-there

John refusing
-con-

"

'

>

.

:

,

I

tionally intelligent, job of casting.. He
names' for the b.o.; he has, at
ibe same time.- actors for the roles.
'Gielgud is a young man of just
about the right size and build for
the role. He has a magnificent voice.
He knows every acting trick in the
books, and uses all of them. He has

f

..lias

.

'

a

-habit of frightening his auditors:

the role, is. 50 full of dangerous
loopholes-and opportunities for ranting and che wins scenery: he always
seems headed for a prime bit of
hamming, but he never arrives there.
Always, -somehow, her mana^s- it
achieve , his effects by just barely
falling to reach- ior the hokum,
Judith Anderson, cb*starrerL does
an exceptionally fine job with the
assignment of the Queen. She. makes
.

the', queen more womanly and intelligent than hast been customary.

She

is not just a wanton or brazen
she's, rather, a weak woman
caught in the indecision of love, and

hussy;

its vagaries.

Arthur Byron

is

another excellent

of Polonius, eetiihg a great deal out of it. Lillian
Gish does as well as she can by
It's -a thankless task.
It's
worst written character
Shakespeare ever stuck into one of
his plays.
Malcolm Keer. as the 'King. Is
a mite too stuffy and John Emery as
Laertes just a mite too emotiortp?. b"t
both are. good. George Nash is
splendid as the grave-digger, a iuicy
assignment: Morgan Farley gr»*" a
surprising amount of good, out of the
Osric bit: Harry Mestayer as )h?
choice, for the role
.

-Ophelia.
.about the

.

Player King and Harry Andrews as
Horatio are effective.

One

thin<» McClintic.

as director,

rates credit fof Is his use of the
big scenes.
There are quite an
unnecessarily large number of slow
short scenes (a good deal of text is
used which generally does not show
-

up

in stage
Instance, the

to .be followed about; by. a

When he >-first reaches the
island,. Napoleon is hopeful of returning to Paris shortly.
As the
years pass he loses hope and the ailment from which he died becomes
mere acute-; out there is no death
scene. His hatred for the command'

royal redcoat.

Dane.

is

siderable fault- to- be found with: the
Cfclgfa d 'Hamlef from a production
"standpoint, It is lavish arid 'costly
and splendid; in the same manner as
wasiheMcCrintic version of Borneo'
a couple of seasons ago, but Jo
Mielziner, who did-the sets .'and costumes for. both- shows,' has almost
muffed this- one. The -dun, obvious
*ets he prepared are Just about the
only unfortunate note of the evening.
As for McCllntic's -end, -as director,
he allowed things to' go their own
way pretty much; as a producer, he
insured his investment by- an exeep-

i

Emperor becomes.- an. old. man at
50, abstaining from exercise because

Hamlets such as, for
'how all occasions do

'

ant, who acts under strict rules from
London, increases at. each jn^etuig.

Ruthless -soldier that was -Napoleon has no part in 'St 'Helena-,' nor
even a- mention. Thirst-tfor books,

*

version of

'St.

Helena.'

Russell Crouse, p.a.

Hot and

of 'Red,

Theatre Guild,. N. Y, and one of the authors
Vinton Freedley musical now being tried in Bos-

for' .the

Blue,'

ton, had his hands full Monday (12) with opening of 'And Stars Remain,'
Guild'-s first this season, and rewrite chores awaiting him in the hub.

Howard.

is heavy, with more songs required for Ethel Merman and a
general reshif ting of story material. Two jobs had him ragged.
So far 40 minutes have been snipped from the musical. Cole Porter is
working
some
on
additional numbers for Miss Merman, A '.title song is
presented at
by Ihe The- one- of the last minute additions.

AND STARS REMAIN

Alan AVfeeatley

:

—

—Leslie

'

'St. Helena' was backed in toto by Metro under an arrangement entered
into last season before the film firm declared out on legit production. Total
investment was estimated around $50,000. Not the least expense itejrn
was etectrical equipment, a horde of lamps being used.
Evans, hasn't got the rating' of
resident alien but Equity made an
exception in his case. Ordinaril> he would have had to lay off for six
months, having appeared last spring in 'St. Joan' (Katharine Cornell).
Stated at the time, that Evans had no desire to go Hollywood. Metro has
him under contract, .however,' and will probably use 'him in the screen

Rewrite job

...... ..Barry Sullivan
...... Maurice Evans

.'....Edward Fielding

.

Marchand.
Marc Loebell
Countess Monlholon.
.Kay Strozzl
Dr. 0"Meara
...... .WhltTord Knnc
Sir Hudson Lowe... ........ Percy Waram
.Captain Nlcholla.... .•..Stephen' Coiirtlelgh

-

Kingsley.
'Hamlet'

Reginald Mason
Joseph Matfaulay
.Stephen Ker Appleby
.
Robert Anstcth

Count Las Cases....

Mor-

'Plumes in the Dust'-r-Arthur
Hopkins.
'Sweet River' George Abbott..
Iron Men' Norman Geddes.
Ten Million Ghosts'—Sidney

—

Porter
Kpallly

.Charles F, O'Connor

. .

Count Bert rand
Baron Gout-gaud...
Count Monlholon.
Novarrez
St. Denis

A dmlral Cockt^jrp

...... .Haul
."..Jules

.'.

.

: ,

;

Lewis Dayton

.'

'.

— Juliana

'

(op.

Murine

'

.

On'---Shuberts.

Is/

Maurice Evans is now being starred jn 'St, Helena,' Lyceum, N. Y. English player's' name went Into lights! the second night, Max -Gordon recognizing the. wealth of praise accorded Evans by the critics, who rated him
above the play.
^
._
'

—

Editions

'All

Drama In three nets.- presented at Lyceum.- "N. Y.'.-.Oct. (I. '30, by 'Max Gordon:
written by II. C. SherrlfT -and Jeanne Up
Casalls; staged by Robert B. Sinclair; $3.30

Countess Bertrand...
Orderly Officer. .'.

.

Hellinger.

'Johnny Johnson'
Theatre
Group.
.'Black Limelight'—Bushar and
Tuerk.
'

'

/

.. .........
Adama
^there Was considerable' pre-open- Sentry....;..
Samuel Danzig
irig interest in this production of Abbe Buonovlta.
..Francis Plerlot
........Harry Bellaver
.'Hamlef and, prior to' opening, .Abbe Vlgnflll
Dr. Antommarchl ........ .Joseph De Santls
there-was close to $19,000 in the b.o.
Performance was met with a riot*
A distinguished cast, preponderously provocative reception by firstantly male, headed by Maurice
" nighters.. and is a cinch to impress.
It is- a costly show and carries an Evans, one of the most intelligent
extra heavy nut; nevertheless, it
actors ever to come from London,
should get good business for a while.
What will happen- wheji the; next gives an 'unforgettable impression of
projected " 'Hamlet,*
with Leslie Napoleon, yet it is a question
Howard, starring,*, comes in to buck whether the play will interest the
it in a month from now is probaverage playgoer. Indications are
lematic.
.' John Gielgud, imported star for for limited appeal, principally lower
the title, role,- is a Britisher .who, floor.
while- w.k. in London, never really
'St. Helena,' like several recent ar
became a sock' attraction until rivals on Broadway, is too long, and
clicking in this same play Solidly there are too many quiet interludes.
last' year. It is understandable why. Persons who have gorged themselves
His" is undoubtedly one of the finest in the lore 'of the French emperor
Hamlets yet seen; it is scholarly, in- will probably absorb the speeches' qf
telligent and stirring: It is a dif- the dominant, and. domineering- charferent kind of Hamlet from the one acter. Authors have used the literal
in- which John .Barrymore starred wordage to be found in the legion of
some years ago. That, production books on the subject; as those in the
probably remains, the top perform- know quickly recognize.
They have taken their Napoleon in
ance in the minds .of many presantday theatre-goers'. Gielgud is more- his- decadent days, the six years of
restrained in the role- and less mel- his exile on the volcanic St. Helena,
a
thousand miles off the coast of
ancholy. His business is entirely
Constantly scrutinized by
varied; Somehow he, himself; doesn't Africa.
'consistently ".give the role as. much the British garrison,, life becomes
fir* as did Barrymore, but the pro- tedious to his loyal ^retainers, nearly
duction in toto is without doubt a all of- whom eventually leave him.
.

.:

1

spell-

Kent/.

•

•

.Harry Andrews
..Barry Kelly

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

fialle*— Theatre

'Green "Waters'—Shuberts.
'Double Dummy'—James Ull-

-

Horatio

'

MAY C

I

to

.'Prelude
Guild.

Byron, Lillian Glsh; in two acts oC 10
scenes; staged by McCllntlr; seta and costumes. Jo Allelzlner; at Empire, N. "V..
Opt, 8, '3tf;
top-(»l)ehJn* Mlfilit $B,rn;
t<. P ).
Francisco
......... .Murvyn vyc

.

Shows in Rehearsal

On Broadway

Plays

H

LE G

VARIETY

58

.

Comedy-drama, in three acta
the Guild. N. Y.j Oct. 12, '.'JO,
atre Guild; written by Julius J; and Philip
G. Epstein; Clifton Webb and Helen <lnhngnn co-starred; staged by Pblllp Mueller;
$3.80 top.
Lucy. Trenehnrd.
.Claudia Morgan
Overton Morrell
Clifton' Webh
Kalth Pelble
Mai-v Sargent
Perry Pelble....
ltlchnrd Uarhee
Grandfather Trenchard.. . .Charles. Richman
Mrs. Trenchard:
:s*uznnne Jackson
Cynthia Hope..
;...,lTclen Gfthapnn

Sam. H. Harris' production of 'Stage Door,' current at the Maryland,
Baltimore, is using 27 stage hands, which number, considering the fact that
the show has only one setting and one insert-set is considerably larger
than usual,
When 'Door' premiered in Philfe on Sept. 26, Harris had the insert-set
cleared and that arrangement is still maintained on the road. However,
Fredrick Holden
Ben Smith
Nichols
.Edgar Kent when the show comes into N. Y. for its run, the insert will be flown. Had
that flying arrangement been used originally, it is estimated that Harris
might have saved salary on around ten deckhand?. However, once the
Theatre Guild' opens, its 19th sea
'yellow card! called for 27 backstagemen, the number cannot be cut for as
son with a. promising play by authors long as the production lives.
new to Broadway. But it will proShow carries -10 property men, 10 carpenters and seven electricians.
voke a" difference of opinion, so is
doubtful if going past the subscript
John Gielgiid's 'Hamlet,' opening at the Empire,
last week, in'.

;

1

-

N. Y.,
on a strict 8 p.m. curtain, refusing to seat anyone- after-that Audience was mostly on hand in time, there being only a few stragglers. That
8 o'clock thing was especially insisted on here because of the. length of
the performance, several scenes being played which usually are left out.
Curtain,' however, fell at 11:14. When. John Barrymore debuted in 'Hampropaganda proved a handicap. When let' in 1922 there was also an 8 o'clock curtain, but that final curtain
the script was pruned and the play didn't fall until 11:25, indicating it was a longer version. Barrymore's
moved to Washington, audiences 'Hamlet! "Was in three acts, while. Gielgud's is in two acts.
liked it
...
Authors were too serious in their
Two plays on the current week's .Broadway premiere card were set
work, but ..they contrived many hu
morous lines, and it is these pas- back for last minute changes. 'White Man' is now due- -at the National
sages which give the olay its best Saturday (7), Samson Raphaelson making revisions of his script, especially
chance. Not enough cutting has been in the third act section. Drama- was originally, written, five years ago. Sam
accomplished, however, particularly Byrd is producing and plays the -title role.
in act two.
•Swing Your Lady,' which was -to have opened Sunday (11), is now
Plot thread has to do with politics dated by Milton Shubert for next Friday (16) at the. Booth.
and. that topic -becomes rather tiretioh'period:

Two

sisted

Julius and Philip
the Coast as
scenarists, collaborated In writing
'Arid Stars Remain.'
It opened in
Pittsburgh, where ah. overdose' of
brothers,

known on

Epstein,

..

.

.

.

,

,

-

.

some at

-times,- despite

the fact that

the presidential and gubernatorial
campaigns are. reaching the climax
Story opens with a, dash of tragedy
Cynthia Hope, wife of a- young
banker who suicided after he was
exposed as having misused depositors' money, has just be^n- released
»>fter spending five "months' in jaiL
She had .been, sent there as an accomplice, but was proven innocent
.So drab has been her. «xpariences
that Cynthia was immune to pain.
For months she finds no interest in
mythiW. Then alon* com»s Frederick Holden: prosecutor who sent
ber uo the river. He arrives to -warn
her Tandfather that his r«*actu>f»»rv
. .

.

.

,

politic"? will

l^d .to

The Tyroleans, 12 in number, brought

to

NewYork-for

Horse

'White-

Inn,' .are listed as yodele'rs by. Chorus Equity; which they were required
to join before the show" opened;' Men's specialty, however, is a slap dance;
'
they also participate in a slapping contest.
Initiation fee to the chorus branch is $15, yearly dues' being $12; but
pro-rated up to. Nov. 1. To join 'Equity an ihitiation fee'ot $50 is required,
dues, being $18 annually.
'

.

-

'

•

i

Piccadilly hotel's new bar, which adjoins the -Music Box, N. Y, has
installed an -electric announcer for the convenience of theatregoers who
visit the spot between the show and between acts. While- the idea is not
new, device used is novel.
Mirror-like, the- box lights up with lettering imparting the number of
minutes before the curtain will rise in the various theatres oh' the block.
'

retpliatorv itetr

especially history., never wanes, and in- which
Noel Coward has nixed joining the army of contributors working on
Cv.nthia would again be on
he becomes a philosopher, instead of lh<» front pages.
Vincent Minnelli's 'Show Is Oh' revue. Beatrice- Lillie,- show's star, wanted
a warrior. His love for Marie Louis
Holden is a progressive. star>din»* him to do a sketch' for her, hut he bowed outand his son, the King of. Rome,, seem »>r the 'average pian who h9s he-?n
Heavy list already has Howard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz, Lorenz Hartwntrine -and, in drawing up. bis will, the victim of the times. .As fir CvnRichard Rodgers>and the Gershwins down for credits.
he -hopes the lad will- read, history thip. she was rnerely *»vh. bit
A in th^
for, in that way, does a man become
court nmr:e Mlins. Holden it like a
a philosopher.
Bill-Eields, press agent for 'White. Horse Inn,'. avers that Robert Garland,
breath of fresh air ti a firl who
Napoleon ruminates: when he closes w.t? rroint nowhere.. ?nd
is' »r>- former drama critic for the World-Telegram, N. Y^ and now film reviewer
his eyes 'all my mistakes parade be"vitsb 1 " th-^t they frill in I^vp. Bnt for the American, did not solicit the management in the matter of quoting
fore me.' He realizes that Waterloo thero
-is a laroe when grandpa Ticnhis opinion of the show for ad purposes.
was his major error. He defends his rhsrd's p"rtv defeats
+he votingrr
P.a. says the reverse is true, but that the quote has not been .used.
.acts: 'Call me a despot, well a die
"rouo.
At th« end '•'rpochird jtator was necessary, to eliminate an
con"in"«d tint hi*: attiri^" affirm
archy.'
It is such passages as im
continu'nj* the state's -nuhli" w~rlr>
Oh opening night of 'And Stsrrs Remain,' boxes on either side of the
part more spirit to the play than the •>ro«?ram
vii Iiis infl'^^c in thf! 'erf- Guild, N. Y„ were occupied by patrons for the first time, there being five
bickerings between his retainers. ".slatur«. it
Th'^ is *->"n.af»j*<'.
They come in the second and third by a bit wrc".
oh either side. Boxes were not designed for such use but rather for
of thr^at^ned h'^cVmail
which
.

1

!

'

:

<

ij.

'

*

1

are more' appealing than ovf»r the old
bov's financia) trnns.first.
nctiops. It is a victory for the proIn selecting Evans for the lead! gressive.
.Pvnthia and Holden exita wise. choice. He ip ,T Fmiliri^ly.
had to convince Eauity that Evans
Bh*. forrur-ielv. doI^'is isn't th^
was the only available actor for the on 1 " thin"
in th rt nl*»v. Fnip' 1 '" .""-ruin
Dart, there being some question of ir"iiirics
Ov«e Morrell. r< dilettante
Evans' standing under the alien .T'dicto*1 to
humoro'"; si Hi
fer n vacts,

'

decoration.

'

•

'

the

Max Gordon made

ALTE MOID

romps

(IN

YIDDISH)

Esther's

'-

He is on stage virtually
throughout, which makes his brilliant Napoleon something, of a feat
Yet, from an audience standpoint,
there may be too much of him. It
is vaguely indicated that he was psycopathic, touched with the same mental strain attributed to other great
'
men. past and present.
Unanimous praise resulted in
Evans' name being placed in lights
on the second night. In the retinue
of the Corsican in exile are such
good players as Reginald Mason. Joseph Macaulay. Jules Epailly. Marc
actor rules.

.

ally rcTninf o» a "divan. His is the
n^rsor^Jity of the -njw an*1 as enaitcl by Clifton Webb, offers lb*
"hifif li'v of^tbo oe v fo;'mi>nr'(;. Webh
is a good choice for the part but
•pot aP his linot f^n be h*.?^. JB'ther
t is his enuwjption or the house
acoustics. Webb it r> versatile fellow,

'•'iTo-has *" - «4»» >t'id. fr/>"i .rcrvu^s h"t
ir is pot his first stiai<»ht nqrL
r>i a y-"l
with Mary Boland in ,'Meet
tr*" W!f<»'- "^"le ssa^^ip ato
fl

.

H*

While W«bb. is real'y soT) ft thin«» in
the show, the^e is a solendid ''-'St al'
^roun--1
Hek-n Gahapran. haol^ss
Loebell, Whitford Kane, Stephen
Cynthia at the start, turps in a corkKerr Appleby. Samuel Danzig (a bit log nerformance. esDeci»lly wb«*n
but very good), and Harry Bellaver. she fmr\s th» new love, Ben Smith
Percy Waram and Edward FieldHolden. Claud >? Morgan.
ing are the British officers,- while °'.', h'"',
n. Richarrl pnrh*"» r-:in" Vary
the (wo feminine parts are'played by Sargent also count in the nin»» perKay Slrozzi.and Rosamond Pinchot. son one-set show.
Ibce,
Metro is the backer of 'St. Helena'
and if the stage venture does not
.

-

the

investment should be
gained back in film form. Settings
are colorful, changes being made on
rolling platforms, while the lighting
is unusual, there beinf? tons of equipment to secure effects. Robert Sinclair staged smartly. Production does handsomely by
'St. Helena,' but it's a question for
click,

boxoffice.

llicg.

Balanchine on 'Babes*
George Balanchine gets the staging chore for 'Babes in Arms,' forthcoming Bodgers-Hart musical. He's
reading the script now to see where

Melodrama -with' muslf! in three acts (14
Staivi Max Wllner. Gertie Bulman;
features
Nellie
C«sman,
Jacob
Suuanof.
Written
by
Sam Steinberg:
niUKlc, S. Crlclitman; lyrk-s, D. Meyerowltz; slatted by Y. Rosentlial, at Hopklnson, Brooklyn. $I.U."> top.
sura Braine Stepanitzer
Hebeccti Welntrnub
Rather
.Nollle Casman
A-nnle
Gertie Bulman
S'.-enes).

.

Nuchlm

P.Hbbl

AVromel
IjtpidC3

.

.

.

Kam

M. Zeldman

.Hyman
...

Ilubln

..

Mrf. T.os
Dave Of trow
Mrs. Sails:
,

Mrs

.

Sunn not
PrlRant
..<Mara (jold

..Ja(n)l)

.-.

......

Tzlpk*
.

,

....Max Wllner
Sara Filler
Kennle Adler

Fefer

J-'ervnnt Olrl

Helper
Itubbl

'

Mrs. Stein
Mrs. Adler
N. N.

M. I>aul
Tasha Kosenthnl

Cheap, tawdry and lurid. Problems
.of

sex, religion,

politics

Esther but she doesnt love
So she nixes him and he
off to the Soviets. Meanwhile
husband has become a Hollywood idol and Annie, who. is mad
about him, commits suicide. Then
Annie's husband, Sam, follows suit.
That brings a happy ending.
As Annie's husband and. Esther's
loves
him.

('Old Maid')

and busi-

first
sweetie, Max Willner's olio
comedy and his subsequent lapse
into tragedy reflect nothing much to
talk
as
about..
Gertie- Bulman,
Annie, is attractive. Rebecca Weintraub, as mother of the two girls,
takes the histrionic honors, among
.

the cast.
is no better than the casting and the amazing indifference to
obvious, physical truths of the cast
and dialectic enunciations are inex-

Staging

Shan.

plicable.

Puppet Tour of South
San Francisco

13.
ness are mixed up into an indiscriminate stage hash. This 'Old Maid' ~ Ralph Chesse's Marionettes will go
has nothing to do with the Pulitzer the road for the WPA on Oct 24,
prizewinner of two years ago, simil- opening that day at FarragUt Hall,

arly titled.

Annie is a naive miss just arrived
from Europe to live with her old
maid sister. She cops her sister's
beau and later repeats the trick
he can utilize ballet stretches.
when the old maid, Esther, manages
He did the same for. 'On "Hour to connect with a second sweetie.
Toes,' current at ihe Imperial, Jtt. Y. There is an honest carpenter who

Vallejo,

California.

"Fourteen

manipulators and technicians in the

company

will tour the south.

Chesse will remain here' to produce 'The Mikado* with his puppeti
at the Federal theatre,
starting
Nov. 2.

LEGITIMATE

Broadway's Battle of 'Hamlets'

EQUITY MULLING

Earl Carroll,

bankrupt, another

is

Equity Unconvinced

show
Arthur Hammerstein

realty .operations rSthfer than

.

;

business itself."
went lor $1,8Q0,000 in building the

Hammerstein

new

"

A. H.

Earl Carroll, -iii filing a voluntary petition' in bankruptcy
week in New- York, included as a liability about $500
owed actors in 'Vanities' on
tour last season. Although the
legal proceedings may wipe out
last

now

theatre,

'called the Manhattan.

Actors Organization Reported Listening Favorably to
Managerial' DemandsWould Continue for One

Year at $40 Base

-

that debt, as well as others,
doesn't go as. far as Equity

•

money owed was secured

"

.

association

Actors'

Carroll

for'

the

skirts

law by pointing out
members do not have

that
to

its

work

they don't want

if

he puts on another
show, he will have to file bonds
guaranteeing salaries, having
lost his exempt status by not
paying off.

that

in

is

Hollywood to re-enter legit, no
matter what the court says.

.

.

'

Also,

to.

Largest item, and one
manner.
which surprised Broadway, is a loan
of $400,000 from the Chemical Bank
& Trust Co., N. Y., on an un-

if

.

.

•

,

•

-

'

perjury.

a

$983,802 of
liabilities arid the schedule stipulates
assets' of $410,'646/.
That the latter
items are uncollectible is evident
from that fact that Carroll claims
'most of it. is for salaries owed him
from various .'shows he produced.
One ite'm' is $22i,300 which he. says
is owed him in unpaid 'salary; from.
Vanities Producing Corp.", from 1926
"to 1932.; He also- sets forth- as' coin
due him money -loaned to Dorothy.
Knapp, a J Vanities' show' girl,
amounts varying from' $35 -to $111.25.
He also considers as assets his per
ceniages in a.k. shows such as 'White
/Cargo,' 'What -Ann Brought Home,*
'So Long Letty,'> 'Mary's Other-. Hus' bahd/j 'Canary Cottage,' 'Lady 'of the

Listed

is.

One was

1

.

'.

1

:

'

:

'

.

.

.

.

.

,

'.

,

now are there will be
companies of Sinclair Lewis' 'It which have but one appearance
Can't Happen Here* under the spon-^ during a performance and' speak,
a few lines. Figured by the -man-*
sorsh'ip of the Works Progress Adagers that such jobs are worth small
.

w

theatre project. change.. Equity's. Council will conproposed to put sider the. several plans, and may put'
the whole thing up to a genera) or
referendum vote, after consideration
parts oi'the country simultaneously'
at the next .quarterly meeting in

Originally

and

it

relief

,

casts of the play in various

on 28

it is

'understood that Lewis

was December.

so advised by the.WPA. Author's
royalty would be $1,400 weekly under that, schedule, with the adaptor
getting' a share, however.

.

-Weekly

'Fibretta,'

:

,

•

-

'

:

'

;

•

'

,

'

:

portarjce.

'

'

,

'.

agency $12,000, money advanced on
;

the. eighth edition of 'Vanities,' and
.other brokers are on the red end of
the same -show. Included, also, is an
item of $7,500 given him as a loan by
the.

per

i

:

.

'

.

;

.

•

;

•

•

.

•

"

;

i

.

!

.

-

'

'

must
amusements -being- maintained by revivals,, same number, of men:
hirpd if the show be pijt on-withr
the -News- and [Journal, both' having be
five"- year? o'f .the last previous
a fate of $1.50* per "line. There are in
-

•

.

>

showing^
:
/{.-'J';; ^
'^owarct is cbunlting,jpn rf?cl'ajrniiT|g
a gob^Jy part of uie produciibn'lout^
lay. 'iii "Boston,", where, his .'Hanilet'
will opeh at the' Op^ra House. Man.4ay;iifi>m$M EhiJadelphia^t:the .;
Foire^t/ before entrenching on Broadw'a^'. I'Giel^'d rshpV'dld' riot, have
:

several dailies with $1 -p'er. line rate,
-while -the lowest is 83c. -per lifle;

'

'

'

;

,

19 PIECE ORCH.

.,

FOR

'

that indicated; a^dyanff^e.: It 'played
Toronto-'; for (ifly'e ^.performances' and
'

-'TbnigHt

at

'8:30,':

Noel" Gow|ard-

Gertrude Lawrence group

:

-vof pla^-.

-

r

•

Whether either 'or', both 'Hamlets'
break th;e reibr^here is a mat;
of guessing.:;' John -liatiycnopi ee~

will
-ter

^

of'

'M i niusij6iani;,,^h1gh-j^ie
-

-

VU

&i$ljc "cVldt '.consecutive

fabl'ishecf

p^onnancef jtbi;
'

Arthur. Hppkins

in-

GliSteud
,

,

155•;.tiines..

.

.

'

-

;

,

'•

..

:

.

13.

Is

.

.

Guild's

•

ProLlem op Play About
Richard Wagner

was
Theatre Gu'la's second production
this

.

"

j

"

[

|

!

secs^n.

'Prelude

BLUE'

after 'Tonight.'

two factions.
John Mc-Manus, who has been conIdea of making the minimum $40 ducting 'the orchestra for the. 'Folfor a year was figured to establish lies' at the Winter Garden, wijl .have
that figure in the minds of such the baton in 'Tonight.' After that
managers 2s might attempt to adopt engagement he will conduct the new
the lower salary if minimums arc Ed Wynn musical, due iri the winter.
dropped.
Charles Drury will.-, succeed McManus at the Winter Garden.
tract bcl\.ccn the

the liabilities is approximately $500
owed to actors who toured with

held also by scvc vl realty, awarded
which he
concerns, and. even some baggage protested. He also claims $250 extransfer people.
emption for personal clothing, and
valued
limousine
But Carroll claims that Ben Mar- lists a second-hand
Aden's Riviera outfit owes him $11,000 at $100.
salary for staging the floor show at
An- $111 item against Miss Knapp
'the nitery in Englewood, N. J., last is listed as a judgment against her.
winter,, and there is a claim of $35 probably because of her suit for
against Fay Palmer.
Law firm of $500,000 damages against him when
House, Grossman & Hemley filed he dismissed her from 'Fiorelta,' at
the voluntary petition in bankruptcy, the suggestion of a wealthy widow
giving. Carroll's address as the Essex who backed the show. There are tax
House, Central'.Park South, but he is claims against him, too, the federal
presently in Hollywood under con- government having a bill of $51,142
tract to 20th Century-Fox as a di- for income tax on the year 1930 and
rector.
the state's claim being $462 for the
An item not generally noticed hi previous year.
is

.

'.

'

'

.

;

,

Coin

•>•.

^

-

TO SING OR NOT TO SING

last season.
by arbitration,'

i

:

been engaged as the femme lead of
the Bridgeport production of Sinclair
Lewis' 'It Can't Happen Here,'
opening Oct. 27 at the Park theatre
under direction of Ann Grosvenor
Ayres.
Miss Andra is the wife of Ian
Keith, film actor.

.

-

'

;

Fern Andra, Chicago-born girl who
became an Ufa star in Germany, has

'Vanities'

figured

.

-

Superior and Library agencies

show he staged at Palm
Island, Miami Beach, last winter, suit
for which is pending. Bouncing pa-

for the' floor

is

'

-

.

-

'.

'

;

'•;

.

unknown amount tb his wife, Maricelle -H. Carroll, of Whitestone, L. I.
He also owes I. Miller more than
$1,000, and he gave 16 notes to John
Wanamaker's amounting to $64,500
'
for. upholstery items in the theatre.
He owes the Leo Newman ticket

.

,

•

plays—'St. Helena'

lets'

.;.

:-

.

Bridgeport, Oct.

•••

•

-

was adopted -was the $40"jand $25 puifn

'

'

straight

.

;

^lay^it. in Ldndori
Henry -Ir^ng, however,
arrangement- established, iyhelrft tlfljb' .ynlpn is seeding, There- cre^owgs- in. has
the-- reco^d^ripver; there with 200
code was scrapped. Equity adpp'tf.^ several of ihe: Cowafd^rittcn'play-: consecutive" performances. At that
the minimum to protect. menders'
!
time ho matinees were played.' -Part
against the smaller' managerial ;iry.
; 'tionighv .i* limited to;ie, w&te.oh
1S one* 'of the J^rioist 'exacting in' oil;
Managers were not consulted afc "the; tllis side, -first, fojir .weejts. tb be drama 'and; on- matinee, days," the
time because there is n#.' working placed outside of 'NeW. Yorkj mg- leads wilt undergo a tough physical
agreement between Equity and the lish. Starrs 12-week total tqt: Pro«id- test,
Theatre League; which represents way will probably, not be ,e;tj"epded.
the showmen. It was one' of several He similarly, limited -bin Anierlcan
changes in policy which had the appearances on previous" visits and
managers worrying about a yecr has plans for other, productions- here:
ago, but there still is no basic con-

'

-

Hamiie£>';

;

by^e

NR A

r

.

-

>••
,»
lets,' due oh "Broadwra'^. ii» -NeAfcittber,
salaries for legiterg ;was will- have' -^n .orchestra;' of, ljjj/men.
a moot- problem in Equity's ranks, Pit'bandof that size was olrdtfred'ih
the
years.
-Not'iu'Htit
and' council -for
actor?man^erj
came efong- arid -the': ligtit'tciSStej interested in- the ne,w, pr.bposed: mijrjf-

'

'

IN

.Minimum

.

<

rtibs't

have .cost $50,000 or more,
Notable that, although both, 'Hamare played by London; stars,
supporting casts are claimed to be
90,% or more American, Gielgu^ is-,,
surrounded by a group of names
here,- while the principal supporting.
Trend towards extra space .ads leads to Howard are 'British,'; six iri
for Broadway legit shows was indinumber.. There are 20 sneaking
cated by the. displays used for sev parts, balance of the ..players 'being
era! new productions In the .past' 'extras,
with Howard 'using more, of
'
couple weeks. For years the man them than Gielg\id.
v
agers appeared satisfied with' the
.Costs
directory form of listing shows, with
There are 50 persons,, Including the
moderate, extra space in the dailies
']'
crew,' in McClintic's. 'outfit,' wh.ile
used occasionally.
',85/. because of the
After, the opening of 'White Horie .Howard. Jwill ihave
added. 'extras; Stfige .hands', .union
Inn' at the Center, space comparable
rates .'Hanilet? ajj a revival and there".
to splash film copy. was. used. Cost
Jtorjfe a 'road crgwr of .tl>ree'ld?partof the insertions! was. around .$6,tiOQ.:
hsis
Extra space also was ; given [ :'$t.' ;ment heads is required! Ruling
been. protested
:tte" ittiion"' jUs'ual
Helena' after '.'it'" opened at the
Lyceum last- week,- cost of these ads tute is that abroad. Crev'mu.^'.be' r*ir.
tanned 'throughout .the .New\ Vijrk. 'enapproximating". .$4i50,0. ..''..';': •'?
shpMj' plays six >
Line rate -in New York papers gagement' :ii' the
more but'of; tqwn.. -As for
for' w^eks'or
top;;;li«'eage "charges
.varifes,

Squawk

Matter of the double minimum
was raised by seniors, who declared]
they were being, shouldered out jpf
engagements by juniors because, of
the $15 weekly saving "to managers."
On the whole it was recognized that
only short .bankroll managers' and
shoe-stringers resort to such tactics,
yet in- some of .the poputous ..casts,
the item mounts' up. Equity, leadei*'
have not-, regarded the 'complaint as.
having a sound, basis but, with the
new managerial ideas what they' are,
the matter' has taken on iresh.im-'
.

royalty under the present schedule
From will be only $750.'
'Aunt
'Ypsilanti,'
'The. Rat,' 'How's the
Lewis had no yen to turn the play
King,-* 'Uptown West,' and 'Florida over to the Federal Theatre Project.
Girl.'
He said that no Broadway producer
His Want Ad
appeared interested in his book's'
Some of [these, shows he prej stage possibilities, however, and is'j
7
seated, while several- .were produced credited with*- adding. ith'at, had a
^by Oliver Morosco; It was during! recognized manager shown any in-:
~the engagement of 'Lady of the terest, it could, have been- arranged;
Lamp', that Carroll- inserted an ad •even after, the 'WPA started nego•'
in the dailies captioned 'My -Last tiations.
-Thousand. Dollars.' It attraced the
It is planned to open all 15 com;
attention' o'f William R. Edrington of parties on Oct. 27, but. it is not cer'Ft. Worth', 'now deceased/ who b>-j -tt»in yet-: that this 'can be accom'.came 'Carroll's" angel 'and who also
plished. Four companies will show
'backed hifti'; in' the. building 'of 'the in Greater New York. Three in
first. !.Carr.pjl.LtheaJtre... ..It was
the. English -are slated for the Adelphi,
building of the second theatre that, Majestic (Brooklyn) and a suit-case:
brought* oh 'most of his" financial; outfit touring Staten Island, giving',
troubles and- ended by - the house .free-performances. There will alsbi
going into, the hands of the bank' be a Yiddish company. Bensoh Ingei
which had the mortgages.
of -the N. Y.,:World-Telegrah> staff,;
Other questionable assets include adapted the play into Yiddish.
<
-Carroll's share in the lyric- rights»to
.16 songs. He admits a liability of

Lamp/

'

Seniors'

Heretofore-,

have been played mostly with drapes
and props, but there are settings :fpr
the opposed melancholy Danes. .Pro.ductions, therefore, with" costumes
one of the larger expense items, are.
Comparable to top outlays ior. new

AGAIN

up a general min-

15

.ministration

'

to

1

Indications

;

.

FOR LEGIT

.

'CANT HAPPEN'

.

-

of $40 for all legit actors, to
apply for one year, .after, which
there would be no minimum. This
idea cropped up during discussion,!
when the Equity committee' said
that some producers might adopt
the lower figure if the minimum s
were eliminated at once.
Other plan was to establish a
minimum for player's in small parts.
Some plays require characters'

.total, of

:

to set

-

'

—

—

-

•

SPLASH ADS

;

Production costs of both shows
will be. around $90|000. McClintic's.
presentation approximated $43,000,
while Howard's is -estimated at- over,
$4"»,d007

imum

.

.

'

..'.'':"'.'.

$19,000/

may

salaries for actors

and $25
for juniors has been mulled over
by an actors' committee and the latter conferred with the managers,
who made two substitute sugges-

ONLY 15 COS. OF

line at the box .office was consistent
and, at. curtain time for the premiere, takings were approximately

aren't

.foreign plays of merit
available these days to make
the job mean anything, what
with European writers mostly
under wraps because of political conditions.

tions.

which was climaxed by his
sentence to a year and a day in the
federal pen at Atlanta, convicted of

there

feels

enough

'vyeekly fdr senior Equityites

'partyj

.'

many
for
of foreign

organization
as reader

Guild

First,

be dropped by Equity within a year.
That i? a 'suggestion made by managers, with Equity inclined to listen.;
Proposal to establish one minimum instead of two it is $40

-

Casino. It was at this theatre that
Carroll tossed the notorious bathtub

years,
'plays.

"

•

,

the

BE REFERENDUM

Minimum

.

;

Theatre Guild has dropped
Anita Block, associated with

'.

However

MAY

secured note. Money was apparently
borrowed during the building of the
•
new Carroll theatre, now the French
•

.-

it

concerned.
Equity says Carroll will have
to pay off if returning from

'

•

-

Broadway's battle .of 'Hamlets* is,
dated to start Nov.. 10, .when- Leslie
Howard's presentation will open at
the Imperial.*. Guthrie McCflinticV'Hamlet,' with John Gielgud starred,
got oft" to a brilliant start at the Empire last Thursday (8). Advance' sale.
-

.

.

Woods

dropped his ace in the hole when
"losing the Adelphi, Chicago, which
cost him $750,000. Joe Leblang involved his estate heavily after buying the Lbngacre Building at Broadway and 42d street, N.Y. The Shuberts
went into receivership saddled with
too many theatres, but they still
have plenty, And now Carroll.
Carroll was a prolific borrower on
promissory notes arid most of the

"

Damper

Politico

showman who! iweht broke through

•

Near; Both Heavy Productions

Real Estate Nicked Him

Liabilities;

to

by

Exile'

William McNclly, bessd on the life
Warner, cjmpaser, dips into
of
grand opera on a lieavy scale. Guild
Is debating whether to use live singers or wox recordings for the onstage chanting. Directorate is not so
hot on the disk idea but, if real divas
are used, they have to be very good
as Wagnerian repertoire is not easy.
There's also some concertizing in
the grand manner on the piano in
the play.
Wilfred Lawson plays the lead.
Philip Moeller directs, with rehearsals slated to start next week.
•

OUT

ANEffiAM
Hot and

'Red,

Blue'/ Vinton Freed-

4ey-nHislcal -playing its second week
in Boston, has postponed its Broadr
way debut at, the Alviri> where it is
how da^d for Oct. 29. Show, with
Fees
Jirtmy "Durante: Ethel Merman and
Financial bars have been lowered
Bob Hope topping, will play New
effort to
by the Lambs Club in
Haven next week. Was set back in
build up a more active r,ici-.i':ci"Eliip.
order to insert a new song for Miss
Present line-up of fee= for one Merman and fix up the book. .
runs
r-lvding
ir. <'a+'*r.
yerr,
Paramount supplied the backing
"round *°P as compared with $250 for the show almost in toto. with
to $300 in peak years of the organi- Freedley investing a comparatively

Lambs Gut

:

!

!

zation.

'ZIGGY' Hf

CHI

Chicago, Oct.
'Call

Me

Ziggy,'

JLS-

comedy by Dan

m

u g g, and
Goldberg, VAniEiY
Michael Todd, gets its first production Oct. 21 by the Playwrights' Theatre, Jocal legit group.
Alice: Gernstenberg is directing.

small amount, Show is expected to
open with a production nut of not
more than $75,000 and maybe less.
Cost is surprisingly low for a major
musical which will have a $5.50
nightly top. Operation cost is rather
high, what with the three leads getting
ary.

more than $7,000 combined salDurante and Miss Merm«n""'iff«.

down for $3,000 each, wttli
getting $1,250.

reported

Hope

.

LEGITIMATE

VARIETY

60

Plays Out of

(WEEK OCT.

MOT And blue
8.

Musical comedy In two acta (10 scenes)
produced by Vinton Freedley; words and
music. Cole Porter; book, Howard Lindsay and Russell Crouse; dances and ensembles, George Hale; sets, Donald 'Oenalager; costumes, Constance Ripley; first
performance, Oct,' 7, '311, at Colonial theatre,

Boston.

Deputy 'Warden Mulligan

.Lew Parker

Warden
Forrest On"Nails" O'Reilly;......
Ethel Merman
"Policy'* Pinkie. ..........Jimmy Durante
"Vivian
Vivian Vance
Anne Westcott. ........ ...Dorothy Vernon
Grace
Grace- Hartman
Lucille
..Lucille Johnson
Cecils
Ceclle Carey
Kay
.....Kay Picture
Irene

.....Ethelyne Holt
....Betty Allen

Betty
••Fingers"

Paul Hartman

.

Bob Hale

Bob Hope

Sonny Hadley.

..Thurston Crane
Peaches. La Fleur...........Pplly Walters
"Rntfh.ee" Dugan...;.........BIll Benner
"Sure-Tlblng" . Simpson..., Prentiss Davis
"Flap-liars" Metelll.
Leo Schlppers
"Louie the Louse''
Bernard- Jannsen
Mrs. Peabody. .......
May Abbey

Tiny

tiny Sinclair

Louella
Jeanette Owens
Senator Muslloyltcfa. .'.
-...Lew Parker
Senator Malvtnsky
Robert Leonard
Senator O'Shaughnessy
..Forrest Orr
Senatoc Del Grasso. ... .Houston Richards
.

. .

Sergeant-At-Arms
Norman Llnd
First Expressman....... ..Geoffrey Errett
Second Expressman.,...
Karl Kohrs
Girl ...•»•...,.,• .., ,
First .Marine.........
Second- Marine....*,

.Gloria Clare
Frank. Archer
Bruce Covert
-Decorator
........Houston Richards
Reporters: Geoffrey Errett, Karl. Honrs,
Bill Houston, Norman Llnd, Eleanor Wallace, Aralta Wallace.

Freedley*s

new musical

low comedy.

Is

a

riot of

not only- very low
but is almost the bottom. And; as
far as hokum- plots are concerned,
the story is about a nation-wide
search for a young woman whose
only identification, is an imprint left
in childhood when she sat on a redhot waffle, iron and branded herIt is

self.
'
.

Jimmy Durante

believes she will

found using maple syrup as a
skin lotion. In one scene he tricks
a girl into sitting on a sizzling elecbe'

She fails to regisany emotion and Durante re-

tric waffle- iron.

ter

marks to Bob Hope: "We'll have to
•be patient with her.
first wife

My

was the same way.' Such is the
general run of the comedy.
Show premiered in smooth, mechanical running condition but at
least an hour too long. Apparently
all material was tossed into the production opening night in anticipation of drastic revamping. There is
so much which must come out that
new material and numbers may
have to be added. Cole Porter, who
turned out all the lyrics and the
complete score is planning to stand
"by until the show is ready and then
head back to Hollywood, ostensibly
to produce a score for. a production
for Eleanor Powejl-and Ray Bolger.
In view of the" facf that Paramount
bankrolled 'Red, Hot and- Blue,' Porter's -proposed quick return to the
Coast is believed; to be partly in the
nature of a report on' the possibilities for a film version.
Porter's score and lyrics will do
Jig they now stand, although he has
done better in the past by way of
popular clicks. He has given Durante only one number, a bawdy
sea-chanty which Jimmy should
hang on to for life. It. is a simple
thing called 'A Little Skipper From
Heaven' and concerns a cabin boy
jvh(rk4uens "out to be- a girl announcing that she expects a gift from
Heaven. It is nearly tops in poten-

.

tialities as

Jackson Heights, N. V.

pardoned and wants Durante particularly, as she wants to run a lot-

delphia.

tery in behalf of the Association for
the Prevention of Cruelty to ExConvicts and he is doing a stretch
for selling numbers.
Widow is in love with her attor-

Boston.

'BlMsom Time/

Ethel

Merman

is

ballad^

.

"Red, Hot and Blue!'
Little Dream, Good Bye,' although
•Delightful. Delirious, De-Lovely* in

duet with Bob Hope
ing, .vocal
'

of

is the outstandthe score.
Durante.

Miss Merman and Hope are all set
in fat parts which cannot help _hut
build steadily.
Production carries 20 dancers "and
10 showgirls.
Costumes, sets and
ensembles are far from lavish or
startling,- and there is little -flash.
Dancing is somewhat weak, and
specialties are so scarce that, when
-

.

Kay

show

Picture comes on late in the.
for the first tap novelty, she
show and the Hartmans,
.

stops the

in their adagio and acrobatic burlesque, have the same experience.
'Red, Hot and Blue!' is not a repeat on 'Anything Goes.* It Is a
wild book and it will go places

mainly on its low comedy. It is
even screwier than *Of Thee I Sing'
it? satire, ..travesty and burlesque,
and incidentally, there were some
old men in the audience howling
with octogenarian delight at stray
bits from the old Columbia wheel.
In one scene, for example, a rifle
is fired by a rrisoh guard at a flock
of geese flying over the hoosegow
and, for the next 20 minutes, a
dead goose drops from the flies
every few minutes.
When Pat
White did the same bit in 1902 the
last thing to. drop from the clouds
was a dead cat. But at $5 a seat
opening night (tax exempt for a
charity) .the cat did not drop. So
Sossibly the comedy in 'Red Hot and
lue' is not quite as low as it could
in

have been.
Story opens with a vitriolic satire
soft prison life.
Durante is on
the prison polo team, and a wealthy
widow (once a hotel manicure doll)
played by Ethel Merman, wants to
give a coming-rout party. Coming
•

on

.

*Boy Meets Girl/ Plymouth,

Hoar/ Shubert,
Haven, 15-17.
'Come Home to Roost/ Copley,

New

Boston.

•Dead End/ Studebaker, Chi'End of Summer* (Ina Claire),
National, Washington.
•First Lady* (Jane Cowl), Shubert, Boston.

•Forbidden Melody/ Erlanger,
Philadelphia.

•Great Walt*/ Ford's, Baltimore.
•Lady Precious Stream/ Cox,

hoke rolls on and On "until suddenly the plot is forgotten and any-

thing goes.

Cincinnati.

Durante has two classics, one
when he plays a dual role as attorney and- defendant, one of the high
spots of his stage career, and the
other when an interior decorator of

•Lave on the Dole/ Brighton,
Brighton Beach, N. Y.
'Sight of Jan. 16/ Selwyn, Chicago.
•Mulatto/

the lavender variety tries to redecorate his cell with chiffons and

•Mulatto,'

silk drapes.

.

.

Sergei Soudelklne; SUstumes, Ten
Eyck; dialog directed by Joaa, Ruben;
mu8 cal director, Robert Dolan; staging,
Macklln Megley; $3.30 top.
Thertc-r
;
.Bela Lublov
.

;
Boris Marshalov
.......Daniel A. Harris

G««a

.V.

Mm£-, Qe5»

Nicholas Conslantlne
RQ7.sa. ....

:

,

,

Elena Constant ne
I

Ml Wi

John Griggs
v......... J una iVvoc
Ruby Mercer

Philly's

...

.Nitza Vernllle
Charles Bryant

1

.

duet

either of the sort

"Another asset of the piece is 'its
scenic Investiture.
First act hes
nine scenes; second has five. Three
or four of the numbers are beautiful,
in Roumania.
Political references especially a street scene in Budapest
dot .the first part and again at the and the interior of a theatre. -Latf
end, when the hero is supposed to ter has the advantage of fine lightCostuming is striking and in
fly Carol to his throne in Bucharest. ing.
Main- plot, however, is a' hackneyed the best of .taste.
They'll take three-quarters of an
.one .concerning a rich young philanderer who is mixed up in an hour, out of 'Forbidden Melody' but
amour with the wife of an army of- that won't be enough. Book screams
ficer.
Political enemies frame him for the best play-doctor in the house,
in a hotel and make a tell-tale either to throw all the comedy oversnapshot of him on an upper, bal- board and present the whole* in roto
else
seriousness,
or
cony. Lady in question Shields her mantic
face but hot her figure and, as a brighten it up and give some real
result, a young actress in a theatrical tang: to the' lighter moments, now
painful.
urctty
Romberg
score
and
company in Budapest, encouraged
by her press agent-bn*ther, takes fine production are too good to
oyer the part of the mysterious lady waste, but that's what's /*oins to
on the balcony. She's a pure young happen unless something tenuous
Waters.
thing and the gay young blade fplls is used.
honestly and sincerely in love with
her.
Naturally, his former firl
friend objects: tatter's husband is
also embroiled, as are the heroine's
Comettv
three nets, dlvpctefl n.nd pre'

ABIE'S IRISH

father, brother

and

Tiger-

Cow
T^unb

ROSE

In

sister-in-law. It's

Printed flt
sented by Anne Nichols.
Jioilev.rd. Jp'-kFOn Heights, N.. Y., week
Oct. 12.
*1 top.'
BevrpWI Goreey
Isauc Cohen......
IJer ha Wnlden
Mm. Inane Cohen
.Tne'c Bertln
Rabbi Jncob Samuels...\
Solnrion Lew..
Alfred K. "White
f'rnnt Gordon
Abrpbam I.'evy (his son)

very old-fashioned.

On the other hand, Romberg has
turned out a splendid score for 'Forbidden Melody.'
'Just Hello' is a
corking light number: 'Lady in the
Window* is catchy and provocative:
'No Use Pretending' and 'Moonlight Ronemnrv Murphy
Patrick Murohy
and Violins' are both" haunting and Fntltor
Wb.ilcn
persuasive. There are several others Ml»l«l or T'onnr
that stand out, even above the Brld.— UPlda— Mnrlon

.

,

Dlune Mnnor

.

Hilly
.Jfihn

Fay

Carmnrty
Mcllln
Charlotte

Kvel.vn

Morrow.
Laura Windsor,
Ruth Corwin, May Owen.
Pnr'-cr. Claire Hazel..

banality of the book, starting rifht
at the berfinninff with a neat Gynsy

and continuing on through the
Revival of- Anne Nichols' long-run
act with its light and fairly
is /river a good producamusing 'When a Girl Forgets to moneymaker
tion. wi + h extort casting a significant
Scream.'
asset.
General staging in the present
Asset No. 2 of the new musical
frame
rVtects
adroit .handling jn the
is its cast of principals.
Carl Brisson, making his American stage de- part of Miss Nichols, who directed.
Bernard Gorcey, Jack Bertin and
but, impresses more firmly than he
White are present from the
did in pix. He's a combination of Alfred
Chevalier and Jack Buchanan—an "original cast, which helps. Idea of
easy and ingratiating personality, a them coming back in the current ofnice sense of comedy, an ability to fering adds a certain sentimental
(Continued on~page 62)
dance (too seldoni- employed) and a
air,

last

H

(

.William Dunn
Weslcott Clarke

Riney Bailey Kidney Foot.....
Jim Treager

Thotriis' Dixon,

•'..»«

.Adolph "Henderson

Tortoise.

Hare
Skunk

...IA-wrence Gillespie
......Lemuel Bullock
Raven.:
.Hilda French
Sells.. .... .v. ...a........... .'. .Lulu R. King
Norma. ....... i .......... . .Miriam Drugger
Ada... ..,
. .......Elisabeth Dixon

Taking his theme from the negro
working song, Frank B. Wells has
penned the life of John Henry, Negro

by the bug

slave,' bitten

Negro Theatre's newest WPA offering is a production of Andre
Obey's 'Noah,' which appeared on
Broadway two seasons ago with
Pierre. Fresnay' in the title role. Thin
texture of biblical fable depends on
deft" interpretation, with the Harlem
version stilted and slow. Music frame
is overdone throughout, as in most
WPA shows, making the play much

of freedom.

While the work presents an interesting kaleidoscopic picture of pro- and
post-Civil War Negro life, the au-

thor's construction allows him little
else.
Wells has built the- play in
seven scenes, each a distinct unit.
Action is not sustained, but-rises
as suddenly as it drops. Effect of
the final climax, is lost because it is
not built up to and other climaxes
tend to level it.
'
too long.
i
Prolog opens with the singing of
Only once does this production get 'John Henry.' When noon rest comes
going, and that is when the animals Big
of
descendant
John
Boy,
begin filing up the gangplank before Henry, sits down to tell the story
the deluge, with the music striking of his illustrious relative. Play propa slow blues tempo and a catchy er begins, by John Henry discussing
rhythm seeping in. Otherwise the his chances of freedom while he
show sticks too much to the original sets up a little chapel. That night
script and disappoints, those expect- John tells the brethren they. all have
ing something different from Harlem. a right to liberty, if they'll fight for

>.

.

Dunham

Bad.

His preachment

it.

is

overheard by

the plantation overseers, who steps
break up the session.
Pulling out his horsewhip, the
overseer threatens to give it to John,
but John makes an issue out of it
and the overseer sends for his shotInstead of that, he gets old
gun.
Judge Hughey Dabney, kindly and
venerable plantation owner. Judge
dismisses the incident and promises
in. to.

John work

to let

off

his slavery.

After doing double labor for seven
yearsj John is about to get his freedom. By this time the judge has

gone where all good white Van
Dyked southern plantation owners
and Lem Vestal, scourge of
Dixie, is in charge. Not only does
Lem refuse to grant John Henry's
liberty, but he has a child by John's
;

'X>

musical offering of
the W36-'3y season came along last
night at the Shubort theatre. It isn't
as happy as the new year's first dramatic offerings. 'Forbidden Melody'
is the name. It was treated either
apathetically or lukewarmly by the
.first night audience.
Production has plenty of good -features but, even added together and
multiplied by a dozen, they can't
Nitza Vernille, looking particuonset the dismal' influence Of- a
dreary and confused book which larly stunning. has one outstanding
starts nowhere and gets nowhere. dance: June Hayoc makes the most
Otto Harbach, a veteran librettist, of a good light number: Lillion Clark
needed some co-operation here, and Daniel Harris have a neat gypsy

all

. ,

Myrtle

Callie

t

, . . . .Evelyn .Norton
Elephant..... Clarence Redd and Bruce Ites

.

first

Desmond

George Com tort
Le^ Speaks Long-Eye.
.Boy. ............... .Charles Ha wlclns
...Lottie Kyer
Big Mln
Sbeeter* ................. .Richard — Abrams
JaonUa J. Baker The Dealer.
Larry Harrison
.GabrJel Brown Ll'l Bill
."Webb King

Lion. ..,.....«......,..«,..»...

Monkey.

'

c.irl B«.sson
.Arthur Vlffton

Cleo
.

Door/ Maryland, Balti-

•

Ruth Weston

Alexander Florescu..r

Granny" Lou

Pa'soc Jones....
Tnaddeus Jones
Rev'un Qasper DInkens.. .Heory Thomas
George Davis
.Walter Marshall
Judge Hughey Dabney. ......William Carr
A Slave Trader. ........ ..Clinton. Murdock
Lent Vestal....... ....... ....Edgar Murray
Daisy,
..*..«-. Josephine Burke
Boocaroo... .............
.Amos Reese

'

.Lilllon Clark
Man:irt KJp_p«sn

. ...

Joseph Greemvald

Gregor Florescu,

John Henry..,.'. ...... ..Daniel Leo Haynes

40c. top.

.

flair.

•Stage

settings,

Doma

7, '80;'

Noah. .......... ......... ...Thomas Moaeley
Charles Ta ylor
Japhet
,
Shem. . ,
Joseph Blocmn
Ham
.Fritz Weller
»„ %
Mrs. Noah.......; *«-•*•••*•* • • •Su§lffv Sutton
Sella,,.
•.••»•••<•*•*, tltoa* Polndexter
.Pearl Gaines
Ada..,.. ....... a «««f«*«.ChrIstola, William*
P. Jay Sidney
Village Elder
.Clarence Yates
Bear.

more.

Philadelphia, Oct. 13.

„;,.

JOHN HENRY

Play Is mounted with a certain
Wide folds of blue cellophane
are crumped across the stage to create an oceanic aura, and it works,
Gay polka-dotted robes are worn by
•Tobacco Road/ Orpheum,
the leads mostly, and a fairly good
Reading, Pa^ 13; Lyric, -Allenset is moved around three times to
town, Pa, 14; Playhouse, Wildepict various angles of the famous
mington, De^i, 15-17.
houseboat during its 40-day siege,
Lighting by Feder is good.
It is the type of play where severe
pleasing, if not notable, voice. Pro- stylized handling is necessary, as the
ducers of 'Forbidden Melody' ought sparse dialog means nothing by itself.
to build him up*
Couple tons of, Staging is the most important item.
'book' thrown- awffijr in exchange foir
Credit list-is long. Jean Stor tornmore material lor ".Brisson will help posed the music and also conducted
considerably.
the opening night. That blues stanza
Ruby Mercer, announced as a Met in
Act I was welcome and -could have
opera singer, displays a fine voice
been reworked to speed things up.
(despite a couple of '{off-key lapses)
family, which
and an attractive personality. Her Noah's immediate the
boat, works
role is a pretty trying one-^no mat- seeks shelter on
ter who the actress. More sympa-' steadily.
Thomas Moseley in the leading
thetic is the. femme heavy, superSusie
latively well played by Ruth Weston role plays it competently.
Sutton as. Mrs. Noah adds a certain
from the dramatic stage.
Another non-musical comedy gusto to the performance. Charles
player who hasn't got much to do Taylor, Joseph Slocum, Fritz Weller,
Gaines,
Pearl
Poindexter,
but does his little very well is Ar- Rose
thur Vinton as the jealous husband. Christbla Williams and P. Jay Sidney
Less happy is Joseph Greenwald, All the other speaking assignments.
who struggles but can't do much Action all takes place on the boat
with an alleged comedy role as just before safflne time, during and
'-Brat.
the hero's friend and bodyguard. after the clou^T lift,
Equally unhappy are Manart Kippen as the father who wanders
mournfully -through the action, and
Try, Try Again
John Griggs as the heroine's brother.
cisco.

FORBIDDEN MELODY

,

Nixon

Marietta,'

s

Pittsburgh,
"Pride and Prejudice/ Harris,
Chicago.
•Old Maid/ Imperial, Montreal
•Bed, Hot and Bine/ Colonial,
Boston.
'San Carlo Opera/ Auditorium,
Chicago.
•Scandals/ Curran, San Fran-

Musical In two acts presented by Jack
Klrkland and Sam H, Grleman nt Erlanger,
Philadelphia, Oct. 12, ««, Book and lyrics.
Otto Harbach; music, Slgmund Romberg;

Cot.

Newark, N. J.
Hanna, Cleveland.

'Nanghty

Hope's comedy is all double entendre and wise cracks, most .-of it
clicking and much of the bluest material funny enough to give no offense this side of Hollywood.
Show, as it now stands, is a hilarious brawl r with almost too many
laughs.
Comedy should carry it a
long Way, although it is hard to
imagine it will be ready for New
York in 10 days. At this writing
it looks too funny to do anything
but click.
Libbey.

NOAH

Play In three- acts (four scenes)' by Andre
Los Angeles, Oct. 9.
Presented by Negro- Theatre Unit,
Saga In prolog, seven scenes and epllrs.
Works Progress Administration. Adapta- by Frank B. Welts. Presented at Mayan
tion, Carlten Moas;- music, Jean Stor; direc- theatre, by Works Progress Administration,
tion, George Zorn; costumes. Manual EssDirected by Lorln Raker.
man: lighting-,' Feder; animal costumes, Heavy
;..Rpy Glenn
....Daniel Leo Haynes
Ralph Weidhass. At Lafayette, N. V., Oct. Big Boy
Obey.

Wolf

cago.

-

Alexis Constantino....

16;

delphia.
'Children's

Lottery tickets are
with half the proceeds to be
given to the person who finds, the
branded girl. Lottery reaches, the
billion dollar mark, and Congress at
the same time finds the United
States Treasury to contain $4.75.
So a Congressional committee
muscles in on the lottery. Army is
called out to help find the girl with
the branded cheeks, although Durante favors using the navy. Durante tries to brand one by hiding
a waffle iron in an easy chair and
sold

Tpsk.
•Kuzdu..,..

13;

Ar-

Gladmer, Lansing, Mich,' 17.
'Call it a Day/ Chestnut Phila-

hot waffle iron.

Katcha.

"

O., 12; Mansfield, O,
Lima, O., 14; Michigan, Ann
bor, 15; Michigan, Jackson,

ron,

ney (Bob Hope) and when she finds
he has a complex to find his childhood sweetheart she- agrees to help.
Childhood sweetheart's name is not
known but she once sat on that red-

the

Forrest, Phila-

•

•Boy Meets Girl/ Colonial, Ak-

he had in 'Roberta,'
where there was a clever story to
start with, or the kind he received
at her best in from Kern as a collaborator.
Yarn is modern (1930) with locales
and 'Good Bye,

a bar-room

12)

IrUk Jlose/ Boulevard,

out of prison sounds logical to her,
so she asks to have five prisoners
.

Boston, Oct.
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Current Road Shows

Town

'Abie's

RED,

«

.

£o,

,

wife.
'

finds Lem whipping
her because their child has died, he

When John

Lem. John then goes through
the Civil War, .half- kills two colmen for cheating him, lands in

kills

ored

and is let out on one condition,
he .must beat a steam drill in
cracking
rocks over a 12-hour
John wins, but the strain
stretch.
jail

that

kills

him.

Throughout are fine sketches of
Negro life, particularly a scene in a

bawdy

colored

house.

Daniel Leo "Haynes plays the title
He is outstanding in a part
which doesn't allow him off stage
Birmingham, Oct. 13.
for more than,10 minutes. CharacFederal Theatre Project of the terization is naturally drawn with
violence, humor and self-gentleness.
WPA will reopen the Jefferson Oct. Remainder
of the-ca!st is in for short
13.
How long the unit plans to op^
are done competheatre remains to be seen. bits, all of which.

.

•

.

role.

'

.

.

•

erate the

tently.

'

Last year the house was used by
Piece is nicely scored by a* Negro
the same unit. Very limited attend- choral group borrowed from the
ance and place finally -went dark for music project.' These -75 colored
-people also sing during intermission.
the summer.
.

ENGAGEMENTS
Evelyn Varden, 'Prelude to Exile.'
G. P. Huntley, Jr., 'Othello.'
John Hoysradt, 'Honor Bright.'
Russell Collins, Phoebe Brand,
William Challee, Mprris Carnovsky,
Elia Kazan, Art Smith, Jules Gar-

Sanford Meisner, Albert Van
Dekker, 'Johnny Johnson.'
Eleanor Goodrich, Charles Kennedy, Don Shelton, Gertrude Coghlsn. Juliet. Fremont, Edward Cushman, Palmer Ward, Bernard Kisner.
Iris Whitney,. Ruth Yorke, Dorothea

field,

Petgen,

Ada

Potter..

Laura Bowman,

Fredrika Slemons, Mary Morris, Earl
Fleischman, Barbara Fulton, Ajnelia
Romano, Pnrtin Marrow, William C.
Jackson, Hedwig Schoch, Maurice
Lavi<ma, tArt.fcballe McGinty, Donald Willson. 'Plumes' in the Dust.'

Ruth

Altman,

Robert

Vernon,

'Great WMtr.' (road co).
Pr.ul

Haakon.

Gil'

L A. Legit

Hollywood, Oct. 13.
Legit reopened in Hollywood (9)
with the Federal Theatre Project re-,
Playhouse,
Hollywood
opening the
with a limited run of 'The Warrior's
Husband.' Henry Duffy will decide
within the next few days on his next
attraction for the El Capitan, now in
its fourth week of darkness.
Downtown, the legit situation remains virtually unchanged, with
attracnothing current except
tions at the Mason, Mayan and
Figueroa.
Mason has the only
change of bill, 'Three Wise Fools,
debuting last Tuesday (6).
Biltmore remains dark until Oct.
28, when George White's 'Scandals

WPA

comes in for an 11 day. stay.

LamK' Vera

Allen, Lilian Ellis. Bunny Berlgan,
Evelyn Thr'wl,
Gordon Jenkins,
'Show is On.'

^

No

Mildred O'Keefe Suicides

.

Charles
Brown. Terry .Bergman,
McGovem. Hanley Stafford,
Sanford Bickert. Carrie Weller. Adelaide KWn, Martha Sleeper, 'Double

John

Dummy.'
Lewis Hector,

'Inner Silence.'
Leslie Bi"«ham, 'Hedda Gabler.'
Barbara Towne", 'New Faces.'
Percy Kilbride, 'House In the
Country.'
Harold Moffet. Richard Taber,
Kathleen Fitz. Clark Twelvetrees,
Gloria BlondelL Prank Jaquet, John
F. Hamilton.

Minneapolis, Oct.

13.

Mildred O'Keefe, 32, who has appeared as a dancer in several Ziegfeld 'Follies'

and

'Rio Rita,' etc.,

com-

mitted suicide by drinking poison in
her hotel room here, her home. A
nervous breakdown and despondency
over her illness believed to be the
cause.

She was credited with being one

Yale Okun. John Quar- of the

first

dancers to introduce the

Mayer Berenson, Harry Horner, Black
Bottom dance
William B. Morris, Jean
tell.

in Paris. DurMarion Stephenson. Johnne Barrie,- ing the past year she has been workMnry Perry, 'Iron Men.' {Complete ing as a saleswoman in a depart.

Mprlowe,

cast.)

ment

store.

_

_
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Stream' Fine

'Dead End' Fair

'Stage' |7,500, N.

New
Season's

$8,m

Jan.

'

16'

Oke $9.^1 Chieag<

Haven

Haven, Oct.

second healthiest

13.

We

was reaped by

'Stage Door' in four
performances last week. Here Oct
the play picked up an approximate $7,500 at the Shubert theatre..

Chicago, Oct. 13.
Plenty of legit action around town
with shows set in all
houses where plays are leaving, api
additional

END SUMMER,' $9,800,
FOUR SHOWS, BALT0

shows announced for ar-

near future. In general, \
Baltimore, Oct. 13.
In the legit line it looks like Baltithe most promising legit start
more is back on the pre-'30 basis.
here in a good many-years..
Not only is. there plenty of activity Currently, a pair, of shows arc in
among the managers, but it is par- town and both are doing walloping
rival in the
it's

sale

new reduced $2.20 top.
Following 'Hour* are 'Red; Hot and
Oct 19-24, and .'Ethan Frome,'

.

by

humming.

fine box-office

There is a steady increase of customers throughout No show is doing
capacity business; but all shows are
running in high gear, with every one
of 'em turning in a profit.
•Lady Precious Stream' concluded
the most satisfactory gallop of the
season thus far, concluding two exceptionally strong weeks, and could
have held for ah additional fortnight
at least, but had to leave, due to preHowever, Mcrris
vious bookings.
Gest is seriously considering return" ing to the loop later in the season.
'Stream' was the first of the American Theatre Society's subscription
season, and gave way last night
(Monday) to 'Pride and Prejudice'
as the second in the series. Third
will be 'End of Summer,' with Ina
•

biz.

Between 'em

will take

legit

more out of Baltimore than it has in
any single week for at least six
years.

Blue,'

on Oct
on 'Call

26, for three days. Booking
It a Day* was cancelled.

Show is in at $3.33

top.

'Stage Door' at the indie

Maryland

$2.75 top also started its week with
fine advance sale of approximately
Margaret Sullavan, stock
$5,400.
fave here before she went into pix,
is the lure.
it

.

Last week the only show in was
'End of Summer,' which opened a
road tour at Ford's with" four performances. At $2.75 top the only
seats unsold were a handful in the
Claire and Osgood Perkins, arriving rear of the 1,988-seater at each perat the Erlanger on Oct. 26.
formance. Grossed a socko $9,800 on
'Blossom Time,' in for two Weeks the four times.
originally, held for three and then
Incidentally, for possibly the first
hit the road. Grand stays dark Only time the picture houses here are givone week and then relights with an- ing out very voluble grief over way
other Tevival, 'Naughty Marietta,' legit is denting 'em. Ford's gallery
.

which comes
two weeks.

on Sunday

of 500 seats is scaled at 55c, likewise
the 400 gallery-grooves in the Maryland. That is also the admish top in
evenings at first-run fllmeries. Back
in the days when legit flourished
pic spots never complained of legit
strength, though 'End' is up and draining their biz. In those times
down. ..'
legit had its steady goers, and films
Over at the Auditorium the San never counted on 'em. In past few
Carlo is starting the season off for years, with legit limping, pix snagged
the house with capacity trade at $1 the slice of public that formerly was
top;
Low-priced opera has made claimed by the .stage.
good here for the past numper of
Estimate for Last Week
years and there appears to be no
End of Summer,' Ford's (1,988;
slackening.
in

(18) for

'Dead End'. and 'Night of Jan. 16V
are the other two shows of the last
week's list, and both are continuing
their runs with considerably upped

WPA

finally

is

closing

'Broken

Dishes' at the Blackstone after re-

markable audience' run; though

little

WPA

Illinois

WPA

chief,

refused to let it open on moral
grounds. George Kondolf, however,
is reported planning to open it, any-

DAT $14,
PHILLY
Philadelphia, Oct. 13.
Philly's legit houses are off to the
best start they've known in quite a
few seasons. Town is hot. Whether
this is indicative of a big season is
something else again. October and

November have always been known
as the big months here.

This

week,

'Forbidden Melody,'

bows

first musical of the year,
in and
its reception is being watched with
interest If it hits

more than usual

in proportion to the non-musical
tryouts in so far, a fancy gross is in
order. Since it's at the big Erlanger
and has a $3 top, there is plenty of
chance. Advance was fairly good
and first night biz strong.
Last week, Tovarich,*- while not
equalling the previous week's remarkable high of $18,250 for 'Stage
Door,' nevertheless tickled all hands
concerned with a juicy $13,000. Show
picked up steadily all week at the
Forrest and was near capacity class
at the end.
At the Chestnut, 'Call It a Day,'
first ATS subscription show, cantered in to a robust $14,000, of which
about $8,500 was subscription coin.
Second week will be just as good, if
riot better.

In addition to "Forbidden Melody/
this week saw 'Blossom Time' come
Opened road tour here with back to town, this time at the Fora stay of lour performances, salting rest for a two weeks' stay at .-$2 top.
Next Monday finds only 'The Chilaway a sockeroo $9,800; just barely
under capacity on lower floor at each dren's Hour' opening. This one's at
$2.75).

actual cashY Now' rehearsing 'Can'tHappen Here.'
Negro unit at performance; upstairs bad gone clean
the Princess has a jam with 'Hymn before play opened.
to Rising Sun,' Paul Green playlet

Robert Dunham,

TOVMfl'nG,

'Great Waltz' at the UBO Ford's
opened last night (Monday) -with approximately $16,600 in the till before
the curtain lifted; balcony and gallery went clean before the week end.

a

a Sock Dramatic Show

Waiting for

the

,

alleled

.

Horse Inn' Gets Big $47,700

On First Full Week; Broadway Still

on "Children's Hour
indicates a heavy gallery trade.
Opens Oct 15 for three days under

Advance

61

gross

5-7,

at present,

VARIETY

the Street NO scheduled closings this
Box-office
after
reaction
world's series crowd exited dropped week.
Due next week: 'Iron Men,' Longgrosses on Broadway last week, as
expected, but 'White Horse Inn' built acre; 'Stage Door,* Music Box and
up to a great ifross at the Centre. 'Ten Million Ghosts,' St. James
First full
week's takings were (postponed from this week).
$47,700, which tops the starting pace
Estimates for Last Week
of 'The Great Waltz' in the same
'And Stars Remain,' Guild (1st
spot more than 20%.
Saturday week) (C-9l4-$3.30). Presented by
night the 3,381 seater was capacity Theatre Guild; written by. Julius J.
and Monday (12) afternoon (Colum- and Philip G. Epstein; opened Mon—
bus Day) another excellent house day.
was in. Half a dozen shows went
•Boy Meets Girl.* Cort (47th week)
for the extra afternoon to profit
(C-l,059-$3.30). Holding to improved
Broadway still awaits a new sock pace and should last well into the
drama arid the current week's six winter or longer; topped $10,000 last
entrants may turn the trick. Last week.
Thursday (8) the first of the 'Ham'Bright Honor,' 48th St. Withdrawn
lets' opened brilliantly at the Empire Saturday; played two weeks.
and, in four performances, got
'Daughters of Atreus/ 44th St. (1st
Show can play to around week) (CD-l,323-$330). Presented by
$11,300.
$16,500 but there was some weak- Delos Chappell; written by Robert
ness anticipated earjy this week. Turney; opening cold tonight.
'Dead End,' Belasco (51st week)
'St Helena' at the Lyceum drew a
moderate press, and its chances ap- (D-l,000-$3.30). Holdover drama inpear doubtful.
Third premiere, definite and slated through the fall;
'Lend Me .Your Ears,' was with- paced over $9,000 and making money.
'Follies,' Winter Garden, (resumed
drawn Saturday from the Mansfield.
Meantime
the
straight
show eng.) <2Qth week) (R-l,4e3-$3;B5).
smashes, 'Idiofs 'Delight' and 'Vic- General reaction last week from big
toria Regina,' which resumed re- trade during world's series but, at
cently, -are
undisputed dramatic $28,000, turned in another profitable
leaders, while 'Reflected Glory' and session.
'Hamlet/ Empire (2d week) CD'Night Must Fall' are the best of the
newcomers, neither being rated an 1,096-$3.30X. Opened to big promise,
outstander. Musically, the 'Follies' with press going to town in favor of
holds to excellent business at $28,000, strong cast; capacity premiere Thursshoved into second place by 'Inn,' day until Saturday.
Idiot's Delight,' Shubert (resumed
while the D'Oyly Cartes and 'On
(22d week) (C-l,387-$3.30).
Your.' Toes' again got $20,000 or eng.)
Still getting top. money among the
more.
With' six arrivals this week, there straight shows and date indefinite;
will be 25 shows on the boards by estimated nearly $23,000.
'Lena Me Yanr Ears,' Mansfield.
Saturday night Two withdrawals
'

last

week-end,

'Lend

Me Your Yanked

Ears' leaving the Mansfield, and
'Bright Honor' stopping at the 48th

'ROAD' GROSSES $10,000

ON NEWARK REPEAT

'Love

Saturday; played one week.

From a. Stranger,' Fulton

(3d

week) (D-913-$3.30). No improvement on second week; some script
changes and cuts have speeded per*
formance; $6,500.
•Mimie Scheller/ Ritz (3d -week)
(D-918-$3.30). Improved and claimed
near capacity Saturday; quoted at
$4,200 last week.
'New Faces,' Vanderbilt (22d

week)
(R-.804-$3.30). Perked up with Duncan Sisters in cast; quoted around
Newark, Oct 13.
the Chestnut for three weeks, first
Against all predictions, Tobacco $6,000 and betteryadvance sale.
Wight Must Fall,' Barrymore (3d
two on subscription. On Oct. 26, Road' cleaned up to the tune of
Leslie Howard's 'Hamlet' comes to $10,000 here last week, doing the week) (D-l,000-$3.30). Pegged around;
the Forrest (two weeks) with the best business of the season so far. $11,000, at which pace imported
Erlanger possibly getting a booking, Show played two weeks at the meiler is profitable; should last
although 'Melody' may stay a third Shubert last spring to splendid busi through fall/period.
'On Your Toes,' Imperial (271h
week. On Nov. 2, that house has ness with Charles (Slim) Timblin
'Bury the Dead,' with the Chestnut starring. This engagement features week) (M-l,463-$3.85). Eased off wiih
announcing Nazimova in *Hedda Taylor .Holmes, who plays Jeeter field last week but closed strong and
Gabler" on Nov. 9. Nov. 16 will have Lester a la Walter Hampden, stress- got $20,500; expected to run until
two tryouts opening, 'Babes in ing the dramatic and slighting the Washington's Birthday.
"Pre - Honeymoon,'
(25th
Little
Arms,' Rodgers-Hart musical at the lush roguery of the character. Local
Erlanger, and 'You Can't Take It censor practically ignored the en- week) (C - 532 - $3.30). Almost six
With You,' Kaufman-Hart comedy at gagement as 'Tobacco' is a sore sub- months now for Anne Nichols' latest
Last-named .house ject in that quarter, an injunction laugh show and indefinite; estimated
the Chestnut
gets "Lady Precious Stream' on Nov. against the play still pending since around $6,000.
'Reflected Glory,' Morosco
(4th
30 as the third subscription piece. last April.
week) (D-fl61-$3.30), Holds to very
Estimates for Last Week
Current attraction is 'Mulatto,'
Fine press billed as with the original company. good money and should make a run
'Tovarich' (Forrest).
of
it; estimated nearly $14,500.
Built
and strong word-of-mouth.
Estimate for Last Week
'St. Helena,' Lyceum
(2d week)
steadily all* week and was smash at
Tobacco Road' (Shubert) (1,97.0; (D-957-$3.30). Drew fair prsss but
the end, $13,000. 'Blossom Time' this
business: mostly lower
50-$1.50). Return engagement, show moderate
week for a fortnight's stay.
floor;
first
seven
performances
around
"Call It a Day' (Chestnut, 1st having played same house seven
$7,500.
week). Just missed $14,000, of which months .ago for a two-week stay.
'Seen But Not Heard,* Miller's (5th
88.500 or so was subscription money. Cleaned up a bit, with Taylor Holmes
week)
(D-944-$3.30), Will move to
in lead. Splendid at $10,000.
Will do as well this week.
48th Street next Week; no change;
$3,000; Miller may be dark until late
.

PRIDE'

GOOD

way.

.

Estimates for Last

Week

mm,

Blossom Time,' Grand (1,200; $2.20).
Out after three weeks. Finished to
.$9,000,

*

good.

wit.

'Dead End,' Studebaker (1,200;
$2.75) (5th week). Having an erratic
time, but profit at $8,500.

-

Pittsburgh, Oct. 13.
Despite the absence of any names
(1,Out after two weeks un- in the cast 'Pride and Prejudice'
auspices and off for addi- came through with a corking gross
tional dates. May be back later; finat the Nixon last' week. Last seaished to better than $13,000, swell,
'Night of Jan. 16,' Selwyn (1,000; son's Broadway hit was praised enthusiastically, with the touring com$2.75) (4th week). Picking up again
pany compared favorably to the origand running to $9,500, good.
hit close to $13,000 on
'Pride and Prejudice,' Harris (1,000; inal cast and
Would have done even
In last night (Monday) as the session.
$2.75).
better, but a couple of stormy nights
second ATS show, and assured of near curtain time cut in severely and
profitable fortnight under subscripresulted in cancellations.
tion auspices, which means at least
Show was presented here under
$12,000 on the fortnight from sub- ATS auspices but got around $8,000
scribers alone.
on window sale above season subOther Attractions
scriptions.
Proved a big femme
Auditorium.
San Carlo Opera,
draw, as expected.
Three weeks make up the fall season
Nixon has 'Naughty Marietta' curfor $1 top operatics and doing near- rent at $2 top with Use Marvenga,
capacity trade. Will be back in the who topped the cast in a Shubert respring for another week's stand.
vival of the same show five yearc
ago. House offers its third subscrip'Broken Dishes,' Blackstone. Harry tion offering, 'End of Summer,' next
Minturn unit closes here Saturday Monday and follows this on Oct 26
C17) after a long run. Drew plenty with 'First Lady.'
.of audience and comment.
'Can't
Estimate for Last Week
Happen Here' follows.
$14,000,
'Pride and Prejudice' (Nixon; 2,100;
'Hymn to Rising Sun' and 'God's $2.85). Broadway rep and critical
Acres,' Princess. Negro unit of
raves overcame a nameless cast and
Washington, Oct 13.
due to try again tomorrow (Wednes- show came through strong with close
Heavy subscription to the ATS
day).
Original opening on Friday to $13,000. Matinee trade heavy and
season, plus nice" notices, sent 'And
(9) was cancelled when head of big gallery call at night
Remain,'
first Theatre Guild
Stars
in Illinois refused permission,
show of the year, over to aDpro:u-?
squawking at 'moral character of
mately $14,000 last week at the Na'Sun!'
Fillmore in New York looking for a tional.

'Lady Precious Stream,' Harris

000; $2.75).

der

ATS

.

next month

Tirst Lady' $15,500, 'Boy-Girl'

.

$13,i

Red. Blue' Starts Well in Boston

WPA

'Swing

week)

.

when

'Country Wife'

is

due.

Your Lady/ Booth

(C-704-$3.30).

(1st

Presented by

Milton Shubert; written by Kenyon
Nicholson' and Charles Robinson;
postponed; due to open Friday (16).
'The Laughing Woman.' Golden (1st
week) (C-1.156-$3.30). Presented by
James R. Ullman and the Shuberts;

written by Gordon Daviot; opened
Tuesday.
Oct 13.
Three Men on a Horse,' Playhouse
new musical
(COth v/eek) (C-86fl-$2.20). Had anGirl'
'Boy
Meets
at the Colonial, and
at the Plymouth, are the new entries other big Saturday; at pop scale
holdover
may span winter; over
here and doiiig all right. Jane Cowl
estimated last week.
in 'First Lady,' originally announced $7,003
Tobacco ,Road,' Forrest (150th
for two weeks at the Shubert, has
week)
(D-l,017-$1.65).
Estimated
been extended two more because of
over
$C,500;
road
company at
okay biz.
Leslie Howard unfolds his 'Ham Bri"hton Beach last week got around
$8,000.
let' at the Opera House Monday (19);
'Tovarich,' Plymouth (1st week)
same night at the Colonial, Nazim<
ova will bow in 'Hedda Gabler'; Noel (CD-1.036-$8.30). Presented by GilCoward's series of one act plays, bert Miller; adapted by Robert E.
Current attraction is Ina Claire's 'Tonight at 8:30,' opens at the Colon- Sherwood from Jacques Duval's Original: opens Thursday (15).
'End of Summer,' giving the Guild ial Oct. 26, and Beatrice Lillie.
'Victoria Be?lna/ BrOadhurst (resubscribars two shows in succession. starred in 'Snow Is On,' opens at the
sumed eng.) (33d week) (CD-1,110Next on tan is Jane Cowl's 'First Shubert Nov. 2.
'Come Home to Roost' which $3.30). Eased off slightly but grossed
Lady,' which, because of its White
$20,600 last week; none of the newer
House angle, threatens to be a sell- opened Oct. 8, is coasting along with shows has approached
pace.
fair biz at the Copley, and 'Class of
out.""
'White Horse Inn,' Center (3d
Scheduling of the premiere of '29' (WPA) stays one more week at week)
(M-3,381-$3.85).
full
First
Henry Hull in 'Plumes in the Dust' the Repertory.
week's gross was $47,700; big house
Estimates for Last Week
on Oct. 26 at the Capital's only legit
drew actual capacity Saturday night
spot will give the local season three
'Bed, Hot and Blue' (Colonial, $3.30, and show looks to be in for a run.
pre-Broadway shows to two road at- five shows). Received enthusiastic
•White Man,' National (D-1,164tractions in the first five goes.
notices
with
reservations,
and $3.30). Presented by Sam Byrd; writshowed strength on the first four ten by Samson Raphaelson; post*

'STARS REMAIN' GETS

Boston,

'Red,

Hot and

Blue,'

WASHINGTON

WPA

WPA

'MEET

MY

FLOP,

SISTER'

BAD

SAN FRANCISCO
San Francisco,

Oct. 13.

'Meet My Sister', departed from
the Alcazar theatre here on Sunday

two bad weeks at this
house, operated by Henry Duffy.
(11),

after

Although Duffy brought in the
musical comedy's original Broadway
trio, Walter Slezak, Harry Welsh and
Olive Olsen, he couldn't get the

new play.
George White's 'Scandals' opens
here Sunday night (11), to the biggest advance sale for a musical attraction in the history of the Curran
theatre. House was sold out for the
firstjhree days before the company
arrived. Prices range from $1.10 to
$3.30 at nights and from 55c. to $2.75
at matinees.
Fifth and last week of
vaudeville at the Columbia theatre
closed with a Golden Jubilee celebration of Orpheum vaude.
Estimates for Last '/Peek

WPA

My

Aliazar (2nd
'Mulatto' $7,000, Cincy
week) (1,269; 1.50)—Couldn't get the.
public interested.
Cincinnati, Oct 13.
Theatre doubled its ads, put out message over; second week went unof
plenty
der
meant
which
$5,000,
traffic
This town's legit activities started
billboards
and sent out
10,000 extra notices, but nothing red.
last week with the opening of 'Muhelped. Originally set for at least
Got a
latto' at the Cox theatre.
six weeks, 'Meet My Sister's' sudden
'Old Time Vaudeville,* Columbia pretty good approximate $7,000 on
fold leaves the Alcazar and the Jiii (5th week) (1,700; 50cJ)—Matinees the week.
Capitan in Hollywood without any^" -terrible, but evenings fine. About
Current attraction, and also set for
thing, booked.
one week, is 'Lady Precious Stream.'
Duffy has Russell $4,000 on final week.

•Meet

Sister,'

WPA

-

days, $15; 500. One more week be
fore shifting to Broadway,
'First Lady' (Shubert, $2.75, 2d
week). Holding up nicely to about
$15,00P,

'Boy Meets Girl' (Plymouth; $2.75,
week).
Satisfactory
opening

1st

frame, $13,000, does not indicate it
will last the 14 weeks hoped for by
the management Some dissatisfaction with the company.
'

poned

until Saturday (17) night.
'

Revivals
D'Oyly Carte Opera Co.; Beck;
popularity of English G. & S. troupe
undiminished; over $20,000 for 'Patience' last

week,

WPA

"Help Yourself,' Adelphi.
Injunction Granted,' Biltmore.
'Horse Eat* Hat,' Elliott
'Path of Flowers,' Daly's 63d Street.
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TWO
.... FLOPS OUT

Town

Plays Out of

-

-

i

Wednesday, October 14, 1936

Plays Abroad

...

TW}> "new plays .dropped out of
BroadwayViist Saturday (10), 'Lend
•

Come Home

ROSE

ABIE'S IRISH

to Roost

ence :was restless, Several fainted,
Transatlantic
£arsr was ^Withdrawn; from
and, despite an intelligent production
London, Oct. 2.
and a goodly percentage of acting,
Revue in two parts presented by
Press was. weak and so was Jaiucs Donahue; conceived,' produced and first night presentation was most unlighted by Felix Ferry; sketches and lyrics, satisfactory.
.Eva Condon business after the premiere.
Nor are the remainder of the perIrvine Caesar; muelc, Ray Henderson;
...... .Perclval Iisnnon
scenery and. costumes, Marvel Vertos. I'ea- formances, which will probably be
Herbert Tost
. . ;
tures Lou Holtz, IiUpe Velep, Ruth lv'tting,
few, likely to please the customers,
.Mary Young
Carl Randall, Hilda Knight, Buck and

... Boston, Oct.

(Continued from page 60)
edge. Others are true to type and,
in their speaking assignments, alert
in standard -fashion for the down-toearth homespunnery of mixed creeds.'
Audiences anticipate the lr.ughs
and get them. Those who ha'v* never
seen .it know beforehand that Ihey
are supposed tor laugh, and do so. It
is that kind of "curiosa revivel.'
Mention of the World- War is the
only reminder of the play's real- age..
Gorcey plays Isaac Cohen with a
comic flair. It still ; holds. Bertha
Wadin .is the wife whose pet topic
concerns her appendicitis operation.
Bertin is the rabbi, and While' is

Solomon Levy.
Boles of the young lovers are
played by Grant Gordon and Diane
Manor. No attempt is made to refurbish the piece with fancy- trimmings.
Dressing is still genuine
Bronx and the laughi still. smack of
that borough. First act moves slowly
at times; with -the- second scene
.

i

flashiest, due to the wedding procession. This js presented in taste and
the whole act lives up to its tradition

W.MO top.
Nancy.

Mortlmere
ProC" "Henry

,.

Rhythm

Me Your

8.

the Mansfield after playing only one

Comedy In three apte by Fred Herendeen,
nresented by -Richard Herndon at Copley,
Boston, Oct. 8, '80. Directed by Herndon;
"

.

-

.

Tlbbs';

. ,

Mary Tlbbs....!

'LEND

.-

Jane Tlbbs
Jed Prout

,.

.

.Greta Granstedt
» . B. J. Blunkall

Opened

.

.

.'.
.Philip Truex
nob Hatch;
; . .'.
Dr. Thomas Lorett. ...... .Wallace Ersklne
Kathleen Moran
Florence Tlbbs Benson
Henry Wadsworth Benson...;.........
;

Richard "Van Patten
Marie Antoinette Benson. .'...Gloria Mann
1

,

.

;

home-

If this simple, transparent,

spun hokus-pocus

box

is

office,

then

some

of -the old favorites of the late
'20's arc red hot for revivals. -Roost'
is .definitely of that vintage.
Originally tested in a Greenwich,
'

.

strawhat last: summer' under the tag'
of 'Home, Sweet Hdme',' this' drab,
ineffectual piece concerns the fam-

Henry

ily troubles of

a math-

Tibbs."

EARS'

5, ,*36.

Bubbles, Dorothy. Dare, Charles Walters,
Ian McLean, Kenneth Duncan, Margaret
Rralthwalte. At Adelphl, .London, Oct. 1,

Critics

•UO.

'

sal- at

;

-

.

Sept. 26, '36. Andersaid; It seems,
pretty dull and pallid and pointless/ and none of the other
first-stringers dissented with his
opinion.
Variety (K>uf) said: 'Not
likely to be successful/

international acts do their stuff as
only variety performers can. There
are tons of elaborate and tasteful
scenery, welU drilled girls Who do
excellent. dancing routines, and' kindred accessories such as tuneful
music, .to augment the specialties.
Only suggestion of a story is the
opening scene, showing the princiarriving from
pals
ancL chorus
America by airplane. This is the only
attempt at an excuse to introduce

Hargrove's Cal, Bebut

them.
.Lou Holtz runs through the show
and keeps it .going in -typical wise-

'BRIGHT HONOR'

.

Opened

son (Journal)

'

THE GREY ZONE

heap obstacles in their-way. Youngest
daughter breaks off her. engagement
and the wedding is off; and the two
older married girls simultaneously
tiff with their, husbands and come

Hollywood, Oct 10.
Play by. Martin Mooney. produced and directed by Ben Bard; production manager,
Glover; settings, Rosa, B. 'Kann;
presented Oct,- 0, .'80, at Ben Bard Playhouse. Hollywood. Opening night cat*: Alan

home 'to mama.
postpone

parents

loving

Loyal;

their trip indefinitely under 'this
heap o' trouble, but within two days
comes the silver lining. It is quite
Ljdd, ..Cejest* de Bellls, Eva McVeagh,
Wallace Gregory, "Wallace Plndell, Carl possible" that some of the audience
Thomas, James Jefferson, Bill Moss, .Ben foresaw the outcome early in the
'

,

Simmers. Dick Paxton, Julian Madison,
Emily Williams, Edward Qualen, Tom
Betterton. Betty' Brownlee, George Travell,
Greta. Phillips, Claire Montenle, Virginia
Bell, Cbrlstain Colby. Cast changes nightly.

Martin Mooney wrote 'Bullets and
Ballots' for. the screen and served a
jail sentence in New York because
he wouldn't squeal on "a newspaper
story.
With this background, he
seems capable of turning out a
smash prison play, but "in 'The Grey
Zone' lie fails to click.
Story ihay have film- possibilities
hut, -When presented on the stage,
it is too disconnected and complex.
It is, generally; dull.. Screen play
would have much greater latitude,
and because of this, might click.
Were it to be continued as a stage
•

.

.

^
evening.
•For shocks, there are a couple of
cuss words,, and a little girl cutting

up cruise tickets..
In its present state

'
.

'Roost' is a
natural for small-town amateur theatricals, and its sale, through those
channels' may eventually amount to
something. "
Herbert Yost plays the prof, as a
Caspar Milquetoast, and hbld3 his
own with the part. Mary Young
coaxes audience approval, of her
tame role as the professor's wife
Greta Grahstedt is okay as the
youngest daughter. Eva Condon is
very good as the maid, and Richard
Van Patten and Gloria Mann appear
to be theatrical tots with native
trouoing ability. Philip Truex, son
of Ernest, gets by as a juve.
Allegedly 'Roost' is penciled in for
the Playhouse, N." Y. If so it won't
stay there long—sunless considerably
Fox.
rewritten.
,

.

presentation,
The Grey .Zone*
would require at least a revolving
stage because ot its seven scenes
Within- three- acts, and on top of this
It would call for a very strong cast.
Story concerns a young lady, who
marries a prison guard, although a
newspaper reporter is in love with
'Bedtime of All Bapa,' comedy by
her. She -moves vja the. prison reservation and takes utt her} abode. Kennedy Kane, announced for ar9
Her husband; * ranking" guard, in rival in. New York -week* of
line' for the captain's Jon, is thor- for Philip Dimnlng. Melville Burke
.''"' "
oughly honest. "..
directing.".
'Two prisoners arfe sent to fix a
•There Was i' farc6 adapted; frorn
.

•

:

FUTURE PLAYS

.

,

"

.

,

Now

V"

'

'

.

plumbing leakv Before they
the husband leaves word to

leave,
shoot'
in ther.legs if th^y-.try to -es-

French oi Louis Verheull -by Grace
George and .James -Forbes, stated fyr
them
cape. They break and several con- William Brady to star Miss' George.
victs join the escape, but only one Was tested in .Westport, Conn.,'' this
survives. He has shot his colleagues summer under title 'Difficulty of
and is captured by the husband.
Getting Married.' Jose Ruben will
.

:

.

:

,

,

.

.

Prison captain, tries to pin a murder on the guard and thereby hangs
the -suspense- of the play. He plants
a con in the guard's., house as house
bay,' supposed to spy! However, the
con takes a liking to the wife .and
the honest guard..
There is a running situation of
prison, guards' wives engaging in
.

-

.

...

stage.

'House in the Country,' comedy
,.

sals to start last

week

and

jealousies

off-side

of October.

'

.

I.

Curtis.

.

,

L

.

arm

in arm.
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And no
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1552 Broadway -Open

every night
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9
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Peter

A

Laurler Lister
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,

'

plot that cannot, possibly
interest an audience.
.Temperamental actress, suspecting
her: doctor is not telling her the
whole truth, disguises herself as her
mother, and asks him what is the
physical condition of the daughter.
Learning from the physician that she
must abstain from all undue excitement (she is a full-blooded, passionate little devil) she decides to
give up her. hectic life on the stage,
and goes to a little hotel in the Tyrol
with a grey wig and pretends to be
an aged, widow.
.
For a time she enjoys this placid
existence, until she sees two lovers
spooning in the moonlight, and gets
an overwhelming yen, telephones
her sweetie and dies in his arms in
her dressing room.
silly

'

.

Mary
stunts,

Welch

.

Ellis
does-' some protean
reminding of the late Ben
following a quick-change
.

.

vaudeville years ago, who
announced to the audience he played
artist in

parts—all 'of them

11

alike.

OVER SHE GOES
London, Sept. 24.
Musical comedy -written and produced by
Stanley -Luptno; lyrics, Desmond Cartere,
Frank- Eytom;- music, Billy Mayerl; danca
and ensembles. Laddie Cliff. Presented by
Laddie Cliff- at Savllle, London, Sept, 23,

:

-

'9.0.

Johnny
...John FIztroy
Pimela
Adele Dixon
Lord Harry Dreweden...... ...Eric Fawcett
Kitty Deardon
Sally Gray
BHIjr Bowler
Laddie C11K
Tommy Ta-her
Stanley Luplno
Dolly Jordan...
.-..Teddle St. Denis
Alice Mayhlll. ........... .-.Barbara. Francis
SUar,

Morner

Lady

EJrlce

.

.

Barry O'Neill
Doris Rogers

,-

Drewsden....

Inspector Gtffnoclc.
Sergt. Oliver

..Syd Walker

Murdock
Fred Hearne

.-.Richard

The Body
^

•

;

.

•

•

•

GENTLE RAIN

'

,

Nlterles
-

Niteries received

and Eye Swann,.

Timmy Dobbins
socialite

singers;

Eleanor Etheridge, specialty hoofer,
and her sister Helen, a warbler. Into
vaude Went Melbourne Christopher,
currently member of Fred Sanborn's
act. Francis Swann, after an acting
try, now stages 'Junior League Folr
lies' in a flock of towns around the
country, considered a pro .career.
Writing talent developed has been
negligible, with only two qualify-

Elmer Grensfelder, 'who wrote
'Broomsticks, Amen,' produced lo-

cally and on
flopped,

it

Warren

Broadway
and

in

'34,

where

Charles Warren.
'No Sun, No

penned

Moon,' which the Vagabonds "first
produced. Play was optioned by a
Broadway producer but dropped. On

Tommy

Glfiln

...Viola Keats tote.
Somrriers
Lyrics are. cleverly and incisively
Frederick BradshawDavid Wlncott
'....... ,. .Patricia Leonard pointed; music reminiscently original,
Joan A'ldlne
.Rosalie CorneUle and the entire
Marlon Dallas,
cast completely sePamela Bundle
ElHa Lanhajn....'.'...
.Hilda Davles lected and provided with suitable
Mire'
.Ferellth Gray material.
Jolo.
Nurse* Brlslow
Barbara Basil
Sister Leonnrd
~.
Fleming
Doctor Lambert.... .......... Ian
....Julian Royce
•Sir Fi-nncls Reed
Detective-Sergeant Gorme. .Charles Barrett
PAti-Ictrr

.

-.

.Geoffrey-

Hrnoeglrdle

Rlsdon

Sir

Arthur.

,.

.Peter Osborn
Richard Newton

..'

',

.-.

Thomas

.'.,....

Bullctt

Caibult
Mrs. Johnston
Flsa Mnrllnenu..'
Mi s. BeresCord

Usher

King

..Franklyn. Bellamy

:

Pi-eedy
Kbprhni-t

.Wedgwood

...

'.

American Academy

Denis. Val-Nortoii
.Frederick. Culley

eft

..John Dodsyoryi
...Philip Holies
.Alec Johpstone
Anita Colmpn
Louise Rnlslon
Ann Farrer

THI3

Douglas -Thompson

'The right to kill' is the thesis of
'Gentle Rain.' Plays on the subject
of whether one has the right to administer an overdose of a sleeping
potion, to a suffering; hopeless loved
one have often been' presented, but

Gilmor Brown Promoted

Los Angeles, Oct. 13.
Gilmor Brown, recently deposed as
Incidentally not considered on the state director of Federal Theatre
list of 'successes,' are Don Klrkley
Project activities, is being held on
and Lou Azrael, .who tramped the the payroll in an advisory capacity
to. Mrs. Hallie Flanagan, .U. S. direclittle., theatre boards here and wound
up as drama crix. Unanimous esti- tor of the projects, and J. Howard
mate of their trouping is that as ac- Miller, western regional director fpr
tors they're good newspapermen. 11 states.
Kirkley is on the morning Sun; -AzGeorge Gerwing continues as state
rael, no longer doing criticism, -does director,
with local activities in
a daily column in the News-Post.
charge of Ole Ness.
.

pricel

'

;

•

Torii Beck, under contract to 20thFox, has had half a dozen small parts
in pix in the last year and a half.
Started here, made the grade on the
N. Y.- stage and was plucked.

swanky boot-Hke

leather heel..

•"

Branmer. .................. .A. Tarver Penna
Mrs. Palmul
Margaret Rutherford
AntoJne
.........Dennis Shand
Lilian '.....;
Elizabeth Adair

WPA

Hal Roach.

A

.

,

strength of his script, Warren went never satisfactorily.
This one suffers from a surefeit of
to the Coast .and spent year- there
.dialog and is harrowing to an unscribbling oh two indie lots and for believable degree. Premiere .audi-

silhouette,

.

•

.

Regulation musical, comedy plot,
unfolded humorously by a competent,
set of comedians, and well broken in
provincially .before being presented'
in the West End.
There are some
exceptionally attractive chorus routines and the star has the fattest of
parts, with the entire cast- feeding
him.
First of the two acts runs so fast
that when it is over therie is no
question in the minds of the audi-ence.. about the show's being a_sure
.Musical comedy had Virginia Fox,
winner.
London, Sept. 16.
While the second act is"*
now ill; Boda Barry, who wed and
Play by Denlson Clift and Frank Gregory, equally good when inAaction, it isquit; Esther Case also appeared in In two acts (eight scenes) presented by slowed up by giving
each of the prinVnudevllle theatre. Lonmusical' shorts, but a. few years ago Andre- Chnvlot tUMichael
cipals
an
opportunity
to present his,
Hlllman.
don, Staged by
married, a hotel owner's son and re- Grav Blackett..
Alnii Nnpior or her, respective, specialty;
These
Haldee "Wright are all pleasing enough, but bore in
tired.One lad, Mack McCallister, Martha- Blackett.
.Thorley Walters

ing:

OYUL£h

18.

Mrs. Mandy..
Ethel Coleridge
Capt. "Michael Torday. .v,;.. Griffiths Jones'
Tina Gerllng
Mary Ellis
Dr. Kndtt...'.
.....Frederick Leister
;"..
Mr. Buni
.Walter Piers
Porter
Ralph Roberts
,
Hanna Gruber
«...:... Mary Gaskell
Col. JD'lIeu.'.
;.o.. B. Clarence .
Mr. PJclc
..-.Douslns Stewart

Actors From Stix

;-

•

off'stage,"

.

cracking fashion. Ruth Etting's numPasadena, Cal. Oct; 13.
bers are distributed throughout the
Edward Hargrove, New York stage performance as is also the case with
Lupe
player,
gets
the lead in 'The Carl Randall's dancing, and
Velez does intermittent numbers and
Sorcerer's Apprentice,' next produc- scenes in different sections.
Buck and Bubbles appear for a
tion at .the Community Playhouse.
moment in- the finale of the first part
Marks Hargrove's first appearance and
are next to closing in the "second
in California.
half, just prior to the last number,
which serves to reintroduce the entire company. Their surefire act, despite the generous applause accorded
to alt the other principals, was the
outstanding hit 'of the opening high,t
show.
/
(Continued from page 1)
Contrary to general -expectation, a
NBC production dept., N. Y.; Mary very smooth performance was given,
Baum, member of the trio 'Three wlnjch apparently pleased the cusLittle Words' with the Phil Spitalny tomers to such an extent that,, if the
pre; Melva Forsyth, singing on a show is not split up by its financial
set
pair of NBC chain commercials; Sid dissensions, it can definitely be
very considerable
Walton, sports describer on WHN, down as a hit of
•proportions. First night seats were
N. Y'.; Stanley Shaw, .with another
scaled at $7.50 each, and future perN. Y. station; Katherine Dierken, formances will be listed at half that
Garry Morfit, Carl Barron and Shel- price.
Jolo.
ton Young in local broadcasting.
Holtz's crack about a vacation in
Straight legit has. Edmonia Nolley
general backstage
the
to
refers
Spain
('Children's Hour'), Judith Myers,
attendant to the London
King Calder, Louise Piatt, Mildred hecticism
debut of Transatlantic .Rhythm.
Natwick CLove from" a. Stranger/). Ruth Ettmg bowed- out of -the mu.Tpnpaso - Totani. . ('Idiot's Delight'), sical .after the- Wfest End. premiere
Gibbs Penrose,- Eleanor Phelpsl. Barry. and sailed for- America' pronto.
Mahool as active, and is understood Buck and. Bubbles' manager insisted
A
current in
ill N..Y.
Some girls" on a nightly pro rata payoff.
cast became
who carved a brief niche, on Broad- 25%* -salary cut for thethe.,
overhead
bring
way, but' married in the last several necessary to of a chance for 'a profit
within range
years and relinquished their stage Notice Went- up on the board Mon?
yens, are Wilma Lanyon 'and Helen day (12) nevertheless.
Gambrill; latter also had a few bit
parts in pix.

into stage" managership after
learning something of it here.

.

Francis

i

,

:

Top Floor Gent,' comedy by
Henry Allan Vaux announced by got

"

.

London, Sept.

'30.

10.

•

by

Melvin Levy, posted- as Murray J.
Queen's .entry this season. Rehear-

^pnt Them Altogether/ farce by
love, affairs. It is unconvincing and James Reach and Tom Taggart,- anuninteresting. •>
nounced by Lew Brown. Now cast
Villain is the guard captain, but he ing.
Is snot by the 'house boy' and, just
The Ragged Individualist/ by
as the wife begs.' the guard to leave
it all, he realizes he will get. the Walter Philb and A, E. Thomas,
dead captain's job and they walk listed as Nornian 'Bel Geddes' second
gossip and

.

;

.

E3mund

.

Play- by John L. BalUeraton from Hungarlan of Lajos Zllahy. -Produced ^by<Irene
Hentschel at Lyric Theatre, \London', Sept.

-

-.'

.Brak

Jolo.

•

.

Farewell Performance

.

Without benefit of a single: rehearthe Adelphi, with the -company, orchestra and others, due to
financial disputes, Felix Ferry's show
opened' 25 minutes after the .anvorable.
nounced time and, to everybody's
Variety (Char) said: 'Slight
surprise, gave a highly creditable
prospect that the play can go
performance without an apparent
anywhere/
technical hitch. A. few minuted after
the rise of the curtain, Lou Holtz
made the felicitious -remarks that,
'Bright "Honor* was taken off at
after two weeks with the show in
the 48th Street after playing two. Manchester; he was. going to Spain'
weeks.
Notices were mild, with for a vacation.
slim chance indicated. - Play was first
'Entertainment can be classified as
called 'As You Were/
a gilded vaudeville show. Standard

-

~

Oct.
,

Ruth Tlbbs Brown.,, v.,- .I.elghton Carey
.Leon Leonard
Thaddeus T. Bums
.George Taylor
Doc Mac
;
William Brown
Clarence Nordatrom
-

ME TOUR

loaned the ears, but what they
heard wasn't to their liking.
Atkinson (Times) declared 'authors contrived to write a comedy without a sense of humor/
Other reviews Were also unfa-

.

.

ematics professor of the University
of Wisconsin.' Just as the Prof, and
for a potpourri of pathos and gufhis mate are about to step out on
'*
"
".
.'
faws.
their life-planned trip to Capri, and
-Taking everything into consideraare" in the very act of pulling up
tion, play looks more Tike a novelty
their stakes, their three daughters

than ever.

.

-

week.

'

Dramatic Arts

resndtd <M« tn rrankiln' H. aarf*ai
first and foremost In-

stitution for

.

Dramatio and

ExpresslOnal Training. The Instruction furnishes the essential preparation for Directing
and Teaching as well aa for

'

Actlnfe.

Fall Te.rm
Csttlii tf

Room

til

Begins October 26
CeuriM Utm Uii iMtttif

247-J, Carnegie -Hall, N. Y.

\
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Mogador, Eighth Paris Straight
;

r Vaude House, Opens; 8 U

Paris, Oct. 4.
Still another music-hall will open
to a Paris already crowded with this
geiider of entertainment during the
coining weekend. This time it is the
Mogador, which will offer a straight

100% music-hall program.
Mogador makes the eighth house

now

operating here on a straight
program.
variety
or
music-hall
These are joined by two circuses and
three houses with revues.
Under the new management of
Teddy Ehrenthal, this 2,000-seater is
eight
Americans
with
opening
topped by Lucile Page at prices
slightly below competitive figures in
the same field. Sixteen acts make
lip the strong- opener.
Unlike, most oi his- competitors,
Ehrenthal is not going to raise his
prices on weekends and is advertising that a certain number of cars
will be placed at the disposal of the
customers to take them home free of
charge after the show. This will be
worked like a lottery or raffle, each
customer being given a number,
with the lucky ones getting the free

Acts

S.

'GOING PLACES'

.

Savoy, opened Thursday

and

Knight

June

(8)

13.

with

starred.

got a sock reception, and

is in.

At

the conclusion of the perform-

ance,

stepped forward to
a speech and was promptly
Riscoe

make

booed by the gallery, with shouted
demands of 'We want June Knight.'
Riscoe attempted to quiet the crowd,
but couldn't get his thanks "out

'Charles

Jack Janis, Lillian
Friday (9). It is a well-acted
N w an, Wheeler and Lyric
and produced historical play by
Yvonne, Gloria Mausier and Indus Maurice Colburne, starring Barry
Hollingsworth, latter two coming
received by

m

.

Carrol's Monte Carlo Girls,
who stayed over in Paris when the
remainder of the troupe went home.
Remainder of the bill is made up.
of:
An3re Burdine, of the Opera
Comique, appearing on a music-hall
bill for the first time; Durvalles in

comedy

a

with

sketch

Jones. Was impressively
the first-nighters. Will be heavily
attended by the intelligentsia, and
has an even chance of grabbing some
trade from the general public. Gwen
Frangcori-Davies is In the support
lead.

Armand

Lurville; Pauline Carton; Bosses and
Epstein;
Nati
Morales,
Spanish
dancer, in a South American sketch

M

OVER LAST YEAR
Rome,

Oct. 2.

the Alhambra, has been engaged to
Bigger -and better efforts continue
swing the baton.
here to get the Italian theatre indusFrank J. Oould is believed to be

financing the venture. It is known try, as well as the new Italian inthat Gould was financially interested fant film industry, to stand on its
when the Mogador opened earlier in feet without foreign 'help.- This year
the year as a. cinema and closed
prizes will be given, at the end of
after a shor4 try.
the theatrical .season to the companies who have given the largest
number of Italian plays, or rather
—who have, included the largest percentage of Italian plays in their rep.

•

ertoires.

To cheer the industry on, following statistics have been released: in
the 1934-'35 season, 2,507 performances of Italian plays were seen on
Italian stages, and 2,130 by foreign
But in the last theatrical
writers.
season, 1935-'36 there were 3,232 performances of Italian pieces and only
1,479 foreign ones.
Another proof that the Italian theatre is on the up-grade is furnished
by the fact that while from 1926 to
1933 annual earnings of Italian theatres decreased from $4,155,000 to
$1,630,000, the figures for the 1934-'35
season and 1935-'36 show an increase
of' 10% in the earnings of the latter
season over the former.
'

•

4.

Berlin's largest pop vaude house,
the Plaza, came under the hammer.
House, a 3,000 seater, opened in 1927
under Jules Marx of the Scala and
was considered a gold mine, with
two shows daily except Saturdays
and Sundays, when an early matinee
was thrown in. Biz always capacity,
due to good shows, cheap admish
and no opposition.
.

_

Trouble- started in 1930 when Jules
Marx got in a jam through one of
Ms other houses, the Drei Linden.
Leipzig, and ready cash was needed
badly. He rented the house to the
Rotter Brothers, who then controlled
eight legit theatres in town and advanced Marx the, rent for two years.
Policy was changed by the Rotters
to operetta ancf remained so ever
f

'

Barcelona, Oct.

2.

:

was taken over by

way

is

Co.,

with

owned by

poor

results.

the State Rail-

claiming enormous debts

taxes and rent

in.

TOUGH DECISION
Melbourne, Sept.
.

17.

Sir Ben Fuller can't make up his
mind what to do with his Bijou site.

gram

of social plays. First production

opened at the Apollo theatre Sept.
a play treating on syphilis called
'Baiser Mortel' ('Deathly Kiss') from
the French of Loic de Gouriader.
Government is working hard on it,
figuring it important propaganda
from a social standpoint.
Play stars Eniiqueta Torres, and
was directed by Salvador Sierra.

26,

He

has offers to turn the premises
into a drygoods store, a pic theatre,
a legit theatre, and a telephone exchange.

Set

New

'Crazy Show*

London, Oct. 13.
George Black is already at work
bourne and was formerly the home framing his next Palladium 'Crazy
of Fuller vaudeville, way back in Show,' due in September.
the dim and almost forgotten past
Will Mahoney will head the .cast
Site is one

of the best in

Mel-

(96th

..

BUT SEVERAL CUTRATES

.

.

•

,

•

.

.

.

'

.

•

.

.

.

'.

-

-

.

,

.

JACK HYLTON PRESENTS

BAND ACT

.

Play on Social Disease

and Public
Syndicate
Unique
Economic
With the exit of the Rotters from Amusements, Theatre's
announced a proBerlin, house
the Committee, has
Building

'Call

THE MRS.

Catalonian Gov't Backs

since.

municipality,

$13,000,

a Day' $10,000, 'Careless
Rapture'
$25,000,
'Okay for Sound' $25,000,
'Over She Goes' $17,500,
'Swing Along' $15,000,
'Whistle' $15,000

.

ITALIAN LEGIT BIZ UP

with Trio Brito and Hermanos Williams; Henry Bry; Elina Alto and
Partner, and the Chimpanze Club.
Fred Mele, former pit conductor at

Berlin, Oct.

Up

.Closed Oct 12, with new
Barcelona, Oct 2.
in active rehearsal.
Official report of the first five
'Lady Precious Stream/ Savoy weeks of Barcelona's socialized theweek).
Has made pots of atre points out an increased rate of
money, as the expense is coffee and.
cakes. Even if it does around $2,500 employment among performers and
With
per week, it can still profit Com- steadily improving grosses.
plimentary tickets are going around the upped take, wages also underin batches, with the condition that went a corresponding lift since all
holders must dress.
theatres here are co-operative.
•Laughter in Court,' Shaftesbury
Statement of the Theatre's Eco(4th week). Opened fairly, but not nomic Committee of the Syndicate
a smash; building into a fair-sized of Public Amusements tabulates the
hit Around $8,000, which is profit. gross intake of Barcelona's 12 the•Mademoiselle/
Wyndham's (3d atres in chronological order..
week). Various reports around as to
Week of Aug. 15-21, approximately
the intake. Management claims very
with a base wage of about
big business, but is exaggerating, al- $22,735,
though no flop. Doing near $7,000 $15 per actor, from star to stagehand; week Aug. 22, $31,088 and
weekly, which is out of danger.
London, Oct. 4.
$20.40; week Aug. 29, $78,812 and
'Harder
in
Account/
Winter GarDespite newcomers to the- autumn
legit field in the West End having den (2d week). Not likely to stay $21.40; week Sept 5, $42,922 and
proved a goodly percentage of fail- much longer, despite very small $30.60; week Sept 12, $47,550 and
Doing very little, .with $29.60.
ures, general conditions in the West overhead.
End show field are very healthy. conservative estimate of $2,000 per
Sharp climb of grosses' for the last
Biggest surprise flop was the new week.
two weeks tabulated is explained by
Jack Waller-Moss Empires musical
'Okay for Sound/ Palladium (5th the inauguration of night shows in
at the London Hippodrome, 'Cer- week).
Capacity at all 12 night all Barcelona's theatres. It is npted,
tainly, Sir.'
This was tried out in shows, with near capacity at the however,
that out of the 12 houses
the provinces, but Londoners failed two matinees. Easily topping $25,in operation only four are showing
to see it, and it now folds after a 000, Which is profit of nearly $10,000
Others are .just limping
fornight, setting Moss Empires and per week. At this rate it won*t take a profit
Waller back to the tune of ap- long "before the production cost of along.
proximately $75,000. It is unusual $90,000 will be wiped out.
for Waller to have such a flop.
'Over She Goes/ Saville
(2d
Another surprise is a couple of week).
Practically
capacity.
No
flops v experienced by the new .pro- doubt Laddie Cliff, presenter, has a
ducing corporation recently formed smash hit, as there is a fair library
by H. M. Tennent. These are 'The deal, and almost a sell-out at every
Ante-Room,' starring Diana Wyn- performance. Overhead is not too
yard, and 'Farewell Performance,' big and, at $17,500, there is plenty
for which Mary Ellis was especially of sugar for all.
Should run six
brought back from America. Which months, or longer.
.
proves that here as elsewhere, first
'Pride and Prejudice/ St. James's
and foremost the show is what (32nd week). Still in the real money.
counts.
Minor flop was 'Girl Un- Dropped slightly a few weeks ago,
Sydney, Sept. 15.
known,'
starring
the
German but has recovered. Doing a steady
actress Lucy Mannheim, Here again $8,000, which is very profitable.
This city is crying for another
the cast was found adequate, but the Looks good for several more months. legit theater.
WiHiamson-Tait op'Spread It Abroad/ Comedy (27th erate the only legit house to
show mediocre.
a popuweek). Move from the -Saville the- lation of around
Estimated Grosses
1,246,000.
And for
atre to here has not done show any
(At $5 to the £)
some time now city has witnessed
good, as this is not a revue house.
'After October/ Aldwych (25th But with expenses not too big, is only
revivals of pre-historic
week). Making money on a two- still in the black.- even if intake does musicals.
for-one basis. Doing- around $4,000, not exceed $4,000;
Last New York show booked in
which still shows a profit.
'Spring Time/ Duchess (12th week). was 'Anything Goes' and it went
'Anthony and Anna/ Whitehall Has been a moderate success since
after a few weeks, probably because
(47th week). About the longest run
opening, never having fallen below of poor casting. Present
attraction
in the West End, and the only show
the $5,000 mark, good for small caplaying on a co-operative basis. Has pacity house. Has taken a spurt and is 'Yes, Madam/, which has already
made, money, and still yielding nice looks like touching $6,000 this week. been seen in Melbourne and Brisreturns at $4,250.
'Storm in a Teacup/ Garrick (35th bane.
'Aren't Men "Beasts?' Strand (21st week).
Sir Ben Fuller has been trying
Still makes a slight profit
week). In the money and showing on two-for-ones.
Grossing around to get a break in the legit field for
excellent profit,, with grosses
a $3,500. with little overhead.
months, but so far has been unable
steady $9,000 per week. Looks good
'Swing Alone/ Gaiety (5th week). to come to terms with the city
till early next year and maybe even
Practically capacity at every show;
fathers on a site. If Sir Ben can
longer.
has good library deal, which helps.
'Blackbirds of 1936/ Lyceum (13th Doing steady $lfv000, and looks like get a spot hell come into the field
week). Compelled to move from the another Leslie Henson hit. Should in A big way, he says.
Gaiety, as Leslie Henson had the stay for months.
Unconfirmed report has It that
house contracted for his new show,
'The Amazing Dr. CHtterhouse,' Stuart* F; Doyle is dickering with
but change has not affected it any; Haymarket (9th week).
Going at the idea of a legit try, outside his
]
in fact, show how doing better, due steady pace of near $7,000. which is
various pic interests.
Doyle has
to Lyceum having more cheaper $2,000 above overhead. Theatre has
been rather keen on the stage end
seats and bigger capacity.
Still clientele of its own', and not likely
for
some time and, following his regrossing $13,000, but more profitable to be exhausted for some months.
as overhead has been chopped.
"The Composite Man/ Daly (4th turn from a trip abroad, he may delve
'Call It a Day/ Globe (49th week). week).
Never got started, despite further. At present, however, Doyle
making enough to warrant favorable notices. Lingering alons is too busy in connection with his
Still
staying till the end of the year, and at close to $3,000. which' means a loss. Greater Union chain and Cinesound.
Always around
maybe longer.
The Desert Sonc/ Coliseum (1st
Trade here is of the opinion that
$10,000, which is near capacity.
week) (revival). From all appear- Sydney can easily support, at JeSst
'Careless Rapture/ Drury Lane ances looks like a fair sized click.
One of the biggest Will likely better S12.000 this week, one .more le'glt theater and that,
(3rd week).
things housed at this theatre since and looks good till middle Decem- with good shows, good artists and
Noel Coward's 'Cavalcade.' Whole ber, when Oswp'Jd Stoll gets going good staging, big money can be .
show was financed by Ivor Novello with his Pantomime.
gotten.
after being refused part backing by
The Froe/ Princes (25th week).
the management. Doing capacity at Still in the money, and looks good
and
performance
easily for months, ps overhead not very big
every
topping $25,000 on eight shows slid doing $8,000 per week, which is
weak,
is
biggest far above the overhead. Libraries
per
which
Libraries have iust concluded new deal, which
take in the West End.
IN
bought in hcflily. Looks good for should help keep show in till Christthe best part of next^year.
mas.
'Certainly Sir/ Hippodrome (2nd
(39th
Apollo
Fugitives/
'The
London, Oct 13,
week). Flopped from the opening week). Has not proved as big as
Jack Hylton presents Mrs. Jack
night.
Coming off this week, with Walter Hackett's predecessors, but
Moss Empires and Jack Waaler los- despite that has mado some money. Hyllon and her band, at the ParaH"
ing a clear $75,000 between them. Now doing close to $4,500, a slight mount theatre here this week, plus
a vaudeville unit ;The Hyltons are
House has nothing ready to follow loss.
and tried hard to get 'Going Places.'
'The Insect Play.' Little (2d week) reported maritally estranged.
Whitley-Riscoe- Ritchie
(revival). Presented under aegis of
• Hits
were scored by Caryll and
which has proven a hit on its Man- the People's Natimal Theatre, which Munday, Johnny Howard and Fredchester tryout, but latter had al- means ve*y small overhead. Doing
ready been committed to the Savoy. nround $1,250 anc*. even at that low die Schweitzer. Swingtette, American harmony singers, are disappointf9th figrre, is not losin".
White/ Royalty
'Chinese
week). Lingering at around $2,000;
The Lady of La Pa*/ Criterion ing, however.
At the Holborn Empire, Bubbles
even at that low figure may not be (14th week). Do'n" quite well. Ha<*
and
losing, as running cost is negligible. never dropped
rHov/ $4,000,
Stewart is making her first appear'Do Yon Remember.?' Vaudeville go^d profit at th?t fi"ure.
ance for General Theatres as a sinWith little overhead,
(2nd week).
'The Two Bwrvtts,' Ambassadors gle and unimpressive due to a medias cast is unknown, and theatre un- (8th week). Definitely in the money.ocre vehicle.' Three Nonchalants, on
der low percentage, Andre Chariot Doing- $7,500 ar^. at <V>at rate, can
can get out very cheaply, and make go on for month*. Sidney Carroll, a auick return, over nicely.
Yacht Club Boys opened at the
money even on the low intake of producer, is talking of taking the
Cafe de Paris and clicked big as
$2,500.
show to Amenc".
'Follow Your Saint/ Queens (2nd
'This'll Mak<* Yfii Whistle/ Palace usual.
Booked for a month, and
week). Hasn't a chance. Doing a (3d week). Good at over $15,000 will surely, be extended.
pretzel trade, and will fold any min- weeklv, which means a heftv profit
ute.
to Jack Buchanan. ?«< Production cost
Little overhead, little in'Heroes Don't Care/ St. Martin's was paid off on jits 22d -week provin- week).
Has made, a bit of cial tour. Buchanan has the Palace take, and nobody bothers. Probably
(17th week).
money, but not much. Now doing on an eMght-month lease with option. doing about $1,000 per week, and
around $3,000, which is an even
'White oak s/ Playhouse (26th that's all it need*;

Blackbirds'
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'Going Places,'; new Clifford Whitley-Arthur Riscoe revue at the
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Salaries

show already
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Wbitley-Itiscoe Revne Lands
tlon for June Knight

Riscoe

12 Barcelona Legits

ONLY 7 FLOPS

without bringing the American girl
out first She saved the delicate situation by thanking the audience and
saying that were it not for Riscoe
and Whitley she would never have
been there, thereupon publicly kissing Riscoe and making the gallery
birds happy.
rides. He is starting with six cars.
Olga Baclanova also scored pleasAmericans appearing on the open- antly.
Page,
JackJoe
ing bill are: Lucile
the King' opened at the

son, Dave Seed,
e
"White,
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Fiction

162,43Q Te»t Subs,

Time,

Inc.,

bought the 53-year-old

humorous weekly Life lost
the. purpose of using that

week
name

new picture mag, due out in November. Sub'caption will probably
be 'Show Book of the World.' None
its

.

Best Sellers

for
for

of the humorous features of Life will
be retained.
Time has been soliciting subscriptions by direct mail from both its
subscription lists and Fortune's having sent out 435,000 letters asking
First refor charter subscribers.
plies to a proposal declaring 'we'll
publish if and when you subscribe'
has brought a phenomenal return of
Let162,450 subs, or nearly 40%.
ters were tested in three western
states before the final draft was sent
out from Chicago, for the. best response,
Mag has also been tested for
format,- content, etc., and three 'rehearsal' dummies have been issued
so far. Size of the book is tentatively 14x10% inches, and contains about
82 pages, all coated stock. It is definitely a picture mag- in contrast to
the revamped Mid-Week Pictorial
which has gone in more for illusMag will
trated editorial content.
undoubtedly rely frequently on Fic.tures, Inc., Titne and Fortune's own
subsid for its pictures. Picture edi•

American News

,

and The Knickerbocker Press, died N. Y. Times Book Review and mag
suddenly Oct. 7. in the home where sections. At a dime a throw it's a
he was born. Haskell had written lot for the money.
his review of 'West Meets East,' with
Runyon Stalls Pie Offer
George Arliss, long a close friend of
With Harry Hershfleld set for Holthe critic, had turned it in to the
Knickerbocker Press copy desk, 'and lywood, a Coastward migration of
Hearst
feature men was indicated,
had gone home to dinner. He was
•

stricken A few minutes later, dying but Damon Runyon has decided to
remain in New York. Runyon Was
before a doctor arrived.
Haskell broke into the newspaper made a flattering offer by Paramount,
business nearly 30 years ago by but postponed the deal indefinitely.
writing reviews qf plays and sub- He has been commissioned to write
mitting them to Mrs. Mary A. Wors- six stories for magazines, and that
nick, then critic of the Albany Ar- work will take precedence over the
picture assignment.
giis. When Mrs. Worsnick left Albany

established in J.921.
Beside his music, •drama- and picture reviews, -Haskell wrote the
'Melting' Pot,' daily, editorial page
colunin in. the Knickerbocker Press,
'radio vgojjufoir^itl the
aiifi- a. 'diafl
Evening News under the' title of
-

,

"

-

"

y

'

'

'The Listener.'
*

Cinema

;

Arts? Gratis

Preview

spectacular prohis /brother, D. W.

.Continuing the

,

duction, style '.of
Griffith, for whom'- he was gen'l
mgr.i A. Griffith Grey brought out a
preview of. his de luxe fan mag.
Cinema Arts, last week. Edition of
3,000 "was distributed gratis to the
picture .trade -aiyl advertising executiyes. . It cost approximately $1 .10
to. print each issue.
Entirely devoted to films and the
film ."industry, it is. a lavish job. It
with spiral wire and
is. Abound
printed Ton limp stock. Publication
will appear in January and sell

.

•

,

,

-

ioy.pQc.
Gratis' issue is date-lined September; 'although just distributed.. .It's
of an -odd size, 17. inches wide, by 14
deep, reminding of a film -press book
/format. E. A* Tropp. is editor.
•

,

:

.

,

.

,Alinost

every major film company

receives a builder-upper, including
executive personnel's photographs.
W. Griffith, also '"comes 'in for -a
fair share of 'printer's ink.
-

its

,D,

."

S-H Bays Memphis Daily

t

as reported by the

Much Moralizing
'Kingdom in the Cactus' (Doubleed (and generally accepted) high po- day, Doran, $2) classifies as a western
tentate of current drama criticism, because of its locale, but it is not
Charles
gets off another book-full of sane if the Usual bronk drama.
showy chatter in 'The Theatre of the Alden Seltzer tells the story of a
Moment' (Knopf; $2.50). Long ago world war hero who come at last to
his
ranch
Texas
after a
settle
on
in
Nathan found out that a good way
of making himself the top guy vain search for the man who sent
among the guys who know is to say to his death the hero's brother. It
He's turns out that his belief is wrong
'No* constantly and loudly.
and the boy not only volunteered,
been saying 'No' ever since.
Nathan's getting softer with the but demanded to be appointed to a
years.
There are actually, now, a forlorn hope. .
Meantime the hero has softened
few things he approves of and fosters a few such things, that is, as under .the influence of a girl and
his fellow connoisseurs (if that is has given up his plan of vengeance.
Story
is so patterned it telegraphs
are
the word) approve of. But they
not many. And he is easy to read. its punches and there is never much
Space-rate Arrangement
Harry Haller, drama and pix ed And easy to smile with. And dis- suspense. And it is overloaded with
moralizing about the deadening afof the Baltimore Sunday Sun, cur- agree with. And, always, his is good,
ter-effects of war.
Won't make a
rently spending a month prowling clear, incisive writing.^
Nathan Softening?
George Jean Nathan, self-appoint-

the Coast film factories,

.

.

John

executive editor of
the--' Scripps-Howard
newspapers,
did not reveal the terms of the sale
/The Commercial Appeal, with a
daily morning circulation of approximately 123,000 and a Sunday
"H. Sorrells,

'

'

circulation of approximately 138,000.
is an outgrowth of the old Appeal,
established in 1840.

Esquire's 'Coronet'
Esquire will launch an unusual
new little mag on Oct.-' 23, called
Coronet. Its subtitle, 'a magazine of
infinite riches in a little room.'
It
will be a pocket size monthly containing 200 pages, 36 of which will
be in color. Arnold Gingrich will
be editor of- this, as well as Esquire.
-Will
include
general
stories,
humor, pictures and an art connoisseur's section; 35c per copy.
"..

.

.

'

,

—

t

;

'

spring.

...

Sam Dashiell, former U. P. man,
writing his memoirs.
Marion. Neville appointed literary
critic for Inland Topics.
Harper's eighth . biennial prize
novel contest closes Feb. 1.
Buck Jones Western Stories is a
new pulp added to the Dell list.
..Lombard Jones at Scribner'sMag
on a switch from Reader's Digest
'Beam Men,' novel by Errol Flynn
picture actor, will be published by
Longmans-Green next spring. Flynn's
autobiog travel yarn, a short, appears in next month's Cosmopolitan.
Ruth Geri is on the Coast to open
headquarters for Radio Mirror and
Picture Play, Macfadden mags.
Major R. V. C. Bodley engaged by
Charles Chaplin to adapt D. L. Murray's 'Regency' for Paulette Goddard
.

Court .Bars Anti-Hearst Stickers
U. S. District Court ia Washington
upheld the Postoffice Department on
its -refusal to handle in the mails
letters bearing stickers smeared with
the legend 'I Don't Read Hearst/ On
"the grounds Jhat the stickers violated
postal regulations by intending to
reflect injuriously on conduct or
character of another, P.O.'s ruling
was supported in the court.
One D. N. Shoemaker, of Washington, had- evidently started a one-roan
campaign against the publisher, and
when postal authorities kept returning his mail upon which he had
been clamping his stickers, Shoe- pic.
maker took the matter to the court.
.Theatrical press unit of N. Y.
Newspaper Guild is throwing a party
Biz Digest, New Monthly
at
the Fifth
Avenue playhouse
New monthly, the Business Di- Nov.- 7.
gest, is slated for November start.
Muriel Babcock, from the theatriTraffic Service Corp. is the publish- cal depar.tmet of the L. A'. Examiner,
er, which for almost 30 years' has is ?n New York to Ogle stage plays
published the Traffic World and air for Louella O. Parsons.
lied periodicals.
Steve McDonald, florist' at the
Hehry a Palmer will edit the Metro studio, has had his second
new Business Digest as he has the novel accepted for publication by
other Traffic, periodicals for the past Crowell Publishing. Titled 'Hit and
'

•

.

Hearing in the other ear
destroyed by his wife. He joins a
motion picture venture and

trenches.
is

silent

when

talk

comes in his foster-father

and mentor, with incessant drill,
keeps his voice normal. Later, Mallard quits the stage and .finds his
mate.
Characters are well drawn
and the story commands intelligent
interest.
Probably not a picture.
'

From Phoenix
Best bet from the Phoenix "Press'
mpnthlly contribution of five books
(at $2 each) is 'Together,' by Jeanne
Bowman. It's a combination story

,

-
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-
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but

a lot

it

fine

ing.
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dog.
In
bites
the
'Red
Pavilion,' (Doubleday, Doran; $2),
Stiles keeps out of the
merely using a star as her
hero and telling a sane love story.
Roger Mallard lost the hearing in
one ear during service in the

Pauline

•

'

•

who

studios,

of radio and big business, carefully
plotted, kept well in hand, and with
constantly mounting interest. Considerably above the Phoenix average. Could make a picture.
This month's Western is 'Bitter
$2). Satire, it tells the story of what River Ranch,' by Stanley McShane,
happens to college heroes when they .built on' the 'Romeo and Juliet'
leave college. Allegedly* they head theme of a young ranchman who
loves the ward of another- ranchdirectly into oblivion.
man, who is suspected of having
It's the first college football story
told from the reverse view in a long killed the hero's father. Plenty of
narration.
and
fair
time, and has a lot of- good writing movement
in it:
But, -in toto, it is cold and Doubtful picture value.
The other clean book, is 'The Hight
never completely convinces. Author
Heart,'
Pollyahnaish
of
a
sort
didn't spend enough time—or gives
that impression, at least—with his youngster who gets her man. Pretty
characters and scenes. He jabs and sappy.' No pix.
The two toughies aren't so good.
ducks, rather .than socking' and folOne is 'Cruise Hostess,' by Charles
lowing through. Not for films.
Strong, who used the same plan employed in his 'Beauty, Racket' of exGangster Story
posing the dirt and filling in with a
Based on the story and legend of thread of plot. Crude. The other
'Pretty Boy' Floyd, William Cun
is 'Divorce -Bait,' by Richard Kent.
ningham'has taken a lot of trouble Country girl who comes to the city
with his book, 'Pretty Boy.' It is es- and progresses from
a manicure to
sentially, of course, just a gangster,
being the unknown blonde in framed
writcarries
of
yarn,

'

i

Novelty

Fine material and a good subject
are muffed in To the Victor,' by
(Doubleday-Dqran;
Herbert Byer

Unfortunately, no matter what you
do with a story, of' this .kind it is still
just a gangster story. ^Als'o, Cunningham is inclined to "sentimentalize his boy, using a Robin Hood
basis for the character.- Thus he
builds up to a fast and furious sequence in which the cops hunt the
'
boy out and shoot him. down (as he
22 years. Robert J. Bayer will be Run.'
associate 'editor.
!No advertising
Richard Powell, assistant' drama deserves to be .shot), only to have
matter in the- B. D.
and films critic of the Evening Led- his funeral become a great event in
ger and special interviewer, has sold the neighborhood, with thousands of
'
N.- Y.'s New Graphic
a story to Collier's to appear in No- visitors, etc.
Mr. Hays wouldn't even think
New "York has another tabloid vember.
,./ ...~,
s
called the New York Graphic,' forHerman Wise, music and art crick Of it.
mer Berriarr Macfadden daily tab of Detroit Free Press since 1929, has
having had the title of Evening resiitned to take 'over publicity diOmnibus of Crime ..
Graphic.
Something ^really new by way of
It is a weekly given to rectorship for, Detroit Symphony ork.
crime reading is 'File on Bolithd
exposure stories and circulated in No successor named- as yet.
Brooklyn for its first four editions.
Linton Wells and his wife, Fay Gil- Blane' (Morrow; $1.95). It is called
Sheet will be' offered around Man- lis, are in Hollywood for three the 'first' erimefile,'- indicating there
hattan starting this week. Plans are months.
Wells will continue his will be morer-ahd a gppd idea,, .too.
for turning the new Graphic into a N. Y. Herald .Trib yarns while the Written by Dennis Wheatle^y and
planned by J, G~. Links, it consists
daily, probably after the first of .the missus will do mag features.
year..
Morton Thompson, who's been of an allegedly complete dossier on
reports, 'photorunning a column in the Hollywood a crime.
Clue's,
Vanderbllt's Bonus
Citizen News, where panning W. R. graphs, etc., are presented one .after
Fulton Oursler, editor of Liberty, Hearst is a career, has joined the the other in facsimile! Final .chaphas upped and agreed upon $35,000 N. Y. Journal's feature writers.
ter, sealed, is. the answer*. In this
figure for a serial by Cornelius VanHarry Haller, drama ed on Balti- particular book,' the answer's much
derbilt, Jr., providing it's delivered more Sunday Sun, off for a month's too easy' and* obvious from the 'first
to him by Xrnas.
rubbernecking in Hollywood.
Gil few minutes. But it's a good stunt,
When Vanderbilt got back from Kanour, of the Eve:. Sun in Balto, and. -fun, just the same, Story, incihis year's round-the-world jaunt, he. has returned from a month on Coast. dentally, has film possibilities.
Had a number of writing assignFrederick Hazlett Brennan was
'Grubstake Gold,' by James B.
ments to complete, hence the bonus the only sucker to fall for the for- Hendryx
(Doubleday-Doran;
$2),
idea from Liberty mag if the serial's mal' billing at John Hammell's St. probably Isn't really a whodunit, but
delnered In time.
Patrick's Day party in L. A. which more properly a western. In either
didn't get started till last of Sep- catagOry it's not much of a book. All
Chi Times Ups Rates
tember.
about the poor gent who gets framed
Due to substantially increased cirO. O. Mclntyre and Will Rogers, by the roughnecks in the Yukon, hits
culation the Chicago Daily Times tab both handled by McNaught, were, the. 'trail, finds the guilty gent and
has put through a rate uppipg during Rogers' lifetime, the most sees that justice is done, - Not. for
throughout its advertising setup.
widely syndicated.
Firm would pix.
General increase figures at an av- never state which was ahead. Mc
There have been many characters
erage of 5c a line.
In tyre is tops now.
in the fiction annals who are sort of
•

A

A story with a Hollywood background and without the usual local
color is as much' news as the man

After the Rah-Rah Days

CHATTER

Ben Bernie and Walter Winchell

are scheduled for appearance in a
•Darryl Zanuck feature, shooting being dated around the first of the
year.

picture!

out there

is

on an unusual .arrangement with his
.Promising First Novel
Getting no expenses, and
sheet.
George Milburn, known hitherto
salary only first two weeks; paying primarily- for his short stories, wanown during final fortnight.
ders into the novel field with 'CataThe Sunday Sun agreed that when logue' (Harcourt-Braee; $2). It is a
he returned the sheet would buy successful excursion and much may
whatever stuff he offered that the be expected of it in the future. Rechiefs thought worth carrying, and minding
'Winesburg,
strongly
of
would buy at rates proportionate Ohio,' Milburn .tells another story
with those it would pay for same of one of those American mid-west
stuff from source outside rag's own small towns;. It is. sharp' writing,
staff.
Haller also got paper to okay keen observation and intelligent porany effort on his part to peddle traiture poured' into a convincing
pieces to any other periodical in mold.
which he might .find a market.
Milburn makes one serious mistake by dragging in. an unnecessary
Ernst Toller In N. T.
lynching, and handling it in too obErnst Toller, noted German play vious a manner, but outside of that
wright in exile, arrived in N. Y. his tale flows smoothly. Using the
Oct 12 from England for his first catalogues of -big stories for tieup
visit in 10 years.
He will speak at purposes t he tells the stories of variMecca temple, N. Y., Oct. 30 on Hit- ous citizens in the small town back
ler,
of the various small purchases. And,
His most recent play, titled 'No fortunately, he doesrt*t strain that
More Peace,' was produced in Lon too much. Milburn's next book is
don last spring. A collection of seven the one to watch. It should defl
of his plays, including 'Man and the nitely establish him in the front
Masses,' produced in 1923 by the ranks of writers—or as an also ran
Theatre Guild,- was published last
Not for films.

.

ScrippsrHoward
acquired
has
ownership and control of the Memphis, Tenn., Commercial Appeal, one
of the South's leading newspapers.
Statements by James Hammond, retiring president and publisher, and

.

.

The New Pictorial
Revamped Mid-Week Pictorial,
sold by the N. Y. Times to Monte

'

newspaper,
she recommended Haskell as her
successor. 'He we'nt with the
Knickerbocker Press when' it 'absorbed the Argus, and did criticisms
for both' papers when the News was

10,

Co., Inc.

Fiction

•

New York

Oct

.......By Margaret Mitchell
'Gone With the Wind' ($3.00)
By W. D. Edmonds
'Drums Along the Mohawk' ($2.50)'.......'..
By Kathleen Norris
-..»
'American Flaggs' ($2.00)
...By. Mazo de la Roche
•Whiteoak Harvest' ($2.50) .,;
By Robert Nathan
•
.
'Enchanted Voyage' ($2.00)
...By John Dos Passos
'Big Money' ($2.50)
*
Non-Fiction
.......By Marjorle Hillis
'Live Alone and Like If ($1.50); .......
'Around the World in 11 Years' ($2.00)
By Patience, Richard & John Abbe
..By Alexis Carrell
•Man the Unknown' ($3.50)
By Dorothea Brande
'Wake Up and Live' ($1.75)
'An American Doctor's Odyssey' ($3.50) By Doctor Victor G. Heiser
By Malvina Hoffman
'Heads and Tales* ($5.00)

.

to go with a

By EPES "W. SARGENT

By WOLFE KAUFMAN
Best Sellers lor the week endinr

Bourjaily, former general manager
of United Features, made its first
appearance last week. Publication
aims to be. a hews weekly picture
mag as compared with former strictly roto treatment of pics. First issue
has 66 largersize pages With fourContents incolor process cover.
tor 'is Daniel Longwelh 'Rehearsal,' clude more- 'han 30 stories, featuring
as the dummy- Is titled, promises a number of name writers: Heywood
great things and at 10c a copy should Broun, Deems Taylor, Louis Adamic,
lead, the news picture mag field once Stuart' Chase and Bernard Simon.
it swings' into action.
Latter is a Broadway p.a. and on
the staff. Articles are well written,
makeup is good, but pics, while well
-'William H.- Haskell Dead
William H, Haskell; 57, theatre chosen, suffer from type 61 paper,
critic of the Albany Evening News finished newsprint, the same as the

•

and Films

divorce

ticularly

cases.
Hot,
interesting.

but not parNeither will

do for pictures.

Robin Hoods in modern

dress.

New-

addition to the clan is ,a gent
known" as The Falcon, and he bows
in via 'The Falcon's Prey,' by Drexel
Drake (Lippincott; $2). There's a
lot of shooting, a lot of excitement,
a lot of action, but it's all pretty
brainless. For such readers as don't
worry too much about logic, it's fine.
Not for films.
S. S. Van Dine writes" an introduction to Richard 'M. Baker's 'Death
est

Stops the Manuscript'- (Scribners;
recommending it highly. After
leading only a few pages, the reason
obvious, Baker, a new writer, introduces as his chief sleuth a gent
named Russell Franklin, who is almost as big a pain in the neck as
He
Van. Dine's own Philo Vance.
talks a lot about all sorts of things,
poses a lot, prances a lot, but gets
his man. Okay for those who' don't
mind the phoney char acters*nNot for
$2),
is

films.
is a
spinner who may be
His first, 'There Was a
Crooked Man' (Morrow; $2), goes

George Worthington Yates

new whodunit
heard from.

It's actiony, fast and smart.
Spotted in a building suspiciously
Radio City and its theatre, some
very curious happenings occur, with
the trail well hidden. Could be

places.
like

.

filmed.

First two meetings of the tentatively named Professional Newspa-

per Ass'n of America were held- in
N. Y; Oct. 7 with O. B. Donaldson,
of the N. Y. Times, presiding, and
Oliver Holden of the same sheet acting as provisional sec'y.
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Comparative Crosses for September

Hoofing

Pons'

Lily
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Will

Musical

No

Be

GuMs Organizhig Drive

Strain

Will Include Chicago, Frisco, L. A.

Whatever dancing Lily Pons does
Coq D'Or' at the Metropolitan
Opera, N. Y., will be very little, according to F. C. Schang, her mandiva cannot hit a high C
ager.
and gallop at the same time, neither
can one indulge in much other exercise when on the boards and keep
(Continued from page 2)
in top singing form.
Word received from the Coast this
week has it that petite singer will National expects to have four in
Douglas
also dance in a mild routine in her work by the weekend.
MacLean's 'Great Guy,' starrer for
new RKO production, still untitled.
George Balanchine will supervise James Caghey, with John G. Blystone
directing,
starts
week
at
this
terpen
her Met. debut as a
Pathe studio.
Second to go is
'Headm' for the Rio Grande,' _T«x

(Continue from page 13)

in 'Le

BUFFALO
Sept 10

Sept 3

BUFFALO

Mary

Dawn

$12,500

$14,000

CENTURY

Chan, at Race

(3,400; 25-35)

Track
and

Low.

Sept

Gen. Died at

of

Scotland

80-10-50)

(3,000 ;

A

Sept 24
Anthony

17

Piccadilly

Jim

Biekford-CN

Adverse

'

High. $42,000

$12,000

$16,000

My 'American

36 Hours

Satan Met

Wife
and
Son Comes

to Kill

Lady

Home

and
Border
Patrolman

and
Easy Money

$7,900
Yours for

$7,000
Girls'

Brother'-s

Asking
and

Dormitory

Wife

$8,600

$5,600

.

8,300

.

High.

$21,000

Low..

Little

3,200'

Miss

Nobody

mpp

Stand

I

Condemned

(2,400 ; 2.1-40)

and

High. $22,000

Low..

'

$6,500..

_

.

Ritter pic, to

SYMPH ON HOOF;
WILL TO UR 3 TIMES

ST. L.

$7,400

$6,000

month,

this

when Leo

Fischer, sec-

swings westward for. a fivelook-see. Stop-overs will be in
Chicago, San Francisco and Los Anretary,'

week

geles.

Coast music conditions in particuL. A. and
Frisco music people are not organ-

lar are to be surveyed.
ized.

Following a visit, in Chicago,.
to be on.
Robert North Brad- Fischer goes then to Frisco
there
bury will direct at International hand during the opera season
which ooens Oct. 30-Nov, 22. Lawstudio.
the
of
^president
Tibbett>
rence
Two now in work are Boris
with
appearr-ces
makes
four
Petroff's 'Hats Off,' producing at G -ild,
ad wil}.' also be active
St Louis, Oct 13.
Sept 10
Sept 17
Sept 24
Talisman, and 'Killers of the Sea,' the opera,
Swing Time Road to Glory Give Me Your
Three tours by St. Louis Sym- shooting off Florida coast, under in instituting whatever plans the
organization begins.
$25,000
$13,000
Heart
phony ork during coming season direction of Raymond Friedgen.
Board meeting was. held yester$11,000
MacLean has set Emile de Ruelle
will take 87 members and Vladimir
outas unit production manager and day (13) at which time .Fischer
Texas
My Man
Stage Struck Golschmann, conductor, to 25 cities Johnny Sherwood as assistant to lined, his trip to the members. He
Rangers
Godfrey
$11,000
Itinerary Blystone,
Jack McKertzie gets plans to leave by Oct. 31.
in midwest' and south.
$13,000
$13,000
Auditorium camera with Fred Bentley his aide.
of. first tour includes:
Players cast for Cagney's picture
Yours for
Walking on Road to Glory Theatre, Chicago, Jan. 18; South include Berriadene Hayes, James
lily Pons, Mortgage-Lifter,
Asking
Air
$4,000
Bend, Ihd., Jan. 19; Toledo, O., Jan. Burke and Henry Kolker.
$5,000
$4,000
Phil Gersdorf, recently publicity
20; Indianapolis, Ind, Jan. 21 and
Squares Unused Ducats;
director
foe
Sol
Lesser
productions,
23.
Columbus, O., Jan.
My Man
My American Two in Crowd
has joined the MacLean outfit ProGodfrey
Wife
$4,000
Second toui' opens at Purdue U, ducer also has Ben Carre as art
Dance to Follow C<K»cert
$6,500
$4,500
Lafayette, Ind. Feb. 15; University
director for his GN series of picof Illinois, Urbana, 111, Feb. 16;
tures.
Peoria, m, Feb. 17; Davenport, la.,
Stl Loujis.Oct. 13.
Feb. 18; University of Iowa, Iowa
Lily Pons, soprapo of concert
City, la, Feb. 19;. Iowa State' College,
Sept. 14
Sept. 24
Sept. 10
stage, opera and films, will be heard
la,
Moines,
Des
Feb.
Ames,
la,
20;
NIGHT
SERIES
Piccadilly
Gen. Died
Gen. Died at
in an operatic engagement at MuniFeb. 21 and University of Missouri,
Dawn
and
Jim
Columbia, Mo, Feb. 22.
and
Lady
$16,000
cipal Auditorium Dec. 2, accomLady Be
$10,000
Third tour starts after close of orpanied by an orchestra, and receipts
" Careful
(2d week)
chestra's regular season and' will be
f roiri concert will be used to pay
$18,000
its second annual trip into south.
Series of 13' Sunday night recitals
Swing Time
Swing
Mary of
Memphis, Tenn, March 29 will be and 17 Wednesday night film reviv- deficit caused by cancellation of
Scotland
$18,000
$26,500
first stop.
three performances of St, Louis
als are listed for Theresa L. Kauf(2d week)
$21,500
Ork then moves to Birmingham,
Grand Opera Co. last May. ManageAla, March 30; Atlanta, Ga, March mann Auditorium, N. Y, tinder, au- ment reports that 97% of holders of
spices of the Young Men's Hebrew
31; Savannah, Ga, April 1; Montunused tickets for 'Giocohda,' TraMy Man
Godfrey
They Met in
April 2; Columbia, Association. Series is offered at $5.50 viata' and opera ball last spring
Ala,
gomery,
Godfrey
and
Taxi
Miss, April 3; New Orleans, La, to members, and $7.50 to non-mem- have accepted opera co's. -proposition
Yellowstone
and
and
bers.
Opener
Walter
on
is
Hampden
April
6;
April 5; Houston, Texas,
Yellowstone
$12,000.
TworFIsted
of opera tickets in exchange.
Gentleman
(2d week)
San Antonio, Texas, April 7; Waco, Oct. 13.
$18,000
Miss Pons' program will consist of
Other dates follow: Yale Puppe$6,000
Texas, April 8; Dallas, Texas, April
several arias with usual' encores.
(6 days)
Albert teers, Oct. 25; Ballet Caravan, Nov.
9; Denton, Texas, April 10.
Ork will be batoned by Gennaro
Stage Struck China Clipper Spalding, American violinist, will 1; Esther Junger, Nov. 15; Cornelia Papl and will present selections of
Texas
and
Rangers
and
appear as soloist with orchestra at Otis Skinner, Nov. 29; Harold Bauer, its own. A dance, will" follow.- proJan. 3; Martha Graham, Jan; 10;
Back to
Straight,
and
Atlanta and Savannah,
Nature
Star for Night from Shoulder
Victor Chenkin, Jan.
Benno gram.
17;
$13,000
$11,500
$18,000
Rabinof, Jan. 24; Anna Sokolow, Feb,
7; Negro Dancing, March 7; Benjamin Zemaech, April 11, and Doris
Grand Opera Broadcast
70
Humphrey-Charles "Weidman, April

Bunker Bean

Educating
Father

3,600

$7,600

Cross-country drive for members

by American Guild. of Musical Artists, Inc. gets, underway the end of

be produced by Ed-

ward Finney.

-

.

CINCINNATI
Sept. 3

ALBEE
Low.

$35,500
5,809

.

High,

Last of

.

-

Mohicans

35-42)

$28,000

$10,000

4,500

.

LYRIC

Baby,
Sing

Sing,

(1,400; 35-42)

High.

.

$22,000

PALACE
(8, 600 ;

Low.

•

Gorgeous
Hussy

(8,300; 30-42)

High.

$28,900

$5\500

Low.
1,800
(2d run)
KEITH'S
China Clipper
.

(1,500; 30-40)

$6,500

High. $22,100

Low..

'

3,000

SAN FRANCISCO
Sept. 3

My

PARA-

MOUNT
(2,740;

30-85-40)

HigJif.

$37,500
5,000

Low..

American
Wife
and

Satan Met

Lady
$15,000

GOLDEN
GATE

$23,000

30-35-40)

(2,860;

.

Second Wife

.

(Stage

5,400

.

ORPHEUM

Always

Tomorrow

30-35-40)

(2,440;

and

High. $27,000

Low..

$5,700
(2d week)

WARFIELD

Yours for
Asking
and
Love Begins

85-40-55)

(2,670 ;

High. $57,400

Low. .

8,200

at 20
$13,000

TOWN HALL HAS

MONTREAL
Sept 10
Sept 3
PALACE
San Francisco His Brother's
(2,700
60)
Wife
$7,000
and
High. $18,000
(7th week)
Grand Jury
Low..
4,500
;

Sept 17
Piccadilly

Jim
and
Son Comes

$25,000 Loss

Sept 24
Gen. Died

at

Dawn
$7,000

$7,800

To Mary

(2,700; 50)

High.

Low.

$30,000
5,100

.

Girls.'

With Love
and
Crime Dr,

Half Angel

Forbes

$7,000

Dormitory'

Poor Little
Rich Girl

Sing, Baby,

and

and

and

PRINCESS

$7,500

America

Little

$7,000

•

-

$6,000

America
$8,500

LOEWS

Devil Doll

(3.200 ; 50)

$15,000
(Duke Elling-

High. $20,000

Low. .

My Man

Mary
and

of

Scotland
and'

Lady

3,500

.

Mary

China Clipper
and
Satan Met

50)

(2,800;

High. $25,000

Low.

My

Yours for
Asking

.

.

Godfrey
and
Give My

BOOKINGS FOR NOV.

Film revivals include several foreign pix as well as Hollywood product.
They start Oct. 28. The audi
Town Hall, N. Y, has 70 events
SODRE, official radio station, torium seats 860.
booked for November. Midtown spot
signed contract with Teatro Colon.
has bookings for morning, matinee
Buenos Aires' official opera house, to
and evenings practically throughout.
present here the 'grand opera' com- Frisco
Lectures Morning lectures by League for
pany of B. A, conducted by Fritz
Political Education are not comSan Francisco, Oct 13..
Busch, Emilio Cooper, Giovanni
pleted.
Ripley's
collecBelieve It or Not
Panizza and Bruno Mari. Admish
November schedule follows:
tion of oddities will be. the first of
of $6 was too prohibitive.
•
I—J-oonora Cortes, afternoon.'
The bulk of the public instead of a series to be presented here by
Jfi. Robert ScbmlUs, Eddy Brown, «ve«
which Peter Conley, local impresario.
in
performances,
Dins',
visiting
Muaklonaky.
Paul
4—
Series/
il'Adventure
Billed
as
an
opera
12
one
for
they have to pay
B-Town Meeting of the Air.
O—Paul Snyder.
times the price of the first run films, lustrated lectures will be given in
7—Hobo Raymond, afternoon.
preferred to hear it by radio, as all the 'War Memorial Opera House
5.

.

.

I'd

(New

Franc In Moore, evening.
8- Phlt Puey. afternoon.
Gordon String Quartet,

I/e-

MubIc.
10-Ireno Rupperl, afternoon.
John Carroll, evening.
II-Dorothy Mlnty. afternoon.
Jascha Helfetz.' evening.
lit -Kanuiel Carmen,
J-t— Lucy Lowe.-

Ri'chard E. Byrd.

pesos ($25,000 U. S. currency).

record

_.'

Mlscna

vUzkl. evening.

6— Philharmonic Chamber

high.*

(Vaude)

,

.

$20,000

$13,000

$10,000

•

25.

Life
performances in the official theatre starting on Monday, Dec. 7. The
$6,000
The loss of Ripley, aggregation will be followed
must be broadcast.
Public
American
SODRE in this contract of grand on Jan. 7 by Martin and Osa JohnEnemy's Wife opera is estimated in about 50,000 son and on Feb. 1 bjt Rear Admiral
Wife

ton Orch.)

3,000

at Race

Track

$7,000

$7,000

Uruguay

Adventure

Sing

Human Cargo Chan

to

Montevideo, Uruguay, Oct.

and
Pepper

Home

$8,000

CAPITOL

.

•

Postal
Inspector

2,100

.

'

Show)

High. $26,000

Low.

.

SUNDAY
FOR HEBREW GROUP

,

(John Boles)

15— Lanny Rosa, afternoon;
Budapeut String Quartet,- nupper hpur,
•

We re on Our Own and So Are Yon

DETROIT
Sept

Sept. 3

MICHIGAN
80-40-05)

(4,000;

High.

Low.

.

'

-

(Eleanor

6,600-

Holm

Jarrett)
(Stage Show)

FOX
(5,000 ;

30-40-flB)

High,

$50,000
4,000

Low..

Sept 17
Yours for
Asking

(Femme

(Major Bowes

Folies Unit)

Orch)

Ams)

*
Girls'

My Man

Dormitory

Godfrey

$29,000

$31,000

$20,000

(Shooting
High Unit)
(Stage Show)

(George
Olsen-Elhel

(Three

(Fred Stone,

Stooges)

Connie
Boswel) )-

Shutta)

Anthony

Anthony

ARTISTS

Adverse

Adverse

$11,800
(2d week)

(3d week)

Low.

.

$27,000
2,600

Wife

Glory

to

—

Hussy
(2d week)

Cleveland, Oct.

Lanny
well

concert appearand
appears in Cleveland's
Music Hall either March 1 or March
7 as guest soloist with t*"* O-oheus
Male Choir directed by Charles D.

-

Sept 10

Sept. 17

Texas
Rangers

Gen. Died at

(2,348; 35-50)

$6,800

Three
Married Men

Gen. Died
and
Married Men

High.

Low..

$21,000
2,500

$1,800

$7,600

his

first

he

Dawc.

Sept. 3

MOUNT

Dawn and

(4

days 2d

Sept. 24

H'Wood

Blvd.

and

Ross rates $2,000 for the appearance.

Careful

Philly

$5,300

Road

(3,040; 3o-50)

High.

Low.

.

$20,000
4,200

•

Great

to Glory
and Kelly the

Zlegfcld

Second

$13,000

Ziegfeid

Eymph

China Clipper Stage Struck
(2,200; 25-50)
and
and
&igh. $16,000
Earthworm Seven Sinners
'Low.,
$5,000
Tractors
1,500

$6,300
(2d week)

.

$5,200

Adverse
$8,000

$12,500

Ann Arbor

$4,800

week

Symphony ork

.

..has

with symph's new conductor,
Eugene Ormandy, in charge.

Adverse
(2d

a statement oyer the house amplifier system pointing out that while
there is Wagner and Wagner the
Hipp pays its own way and does the
pest it can. Mrs. Lahdedah does not
use her gold fountain pen for the
benefit of Maestro Salmaggi, so let
the pretzels fall where they may.
'Lohengrin' broke the tape at 2:15
and came cantering home at 6:30 allowing just time enough, to air out
the house for 'Rigoletto' at 8 p. m.
Some of the opera addicts had
scarcely time enough between performances to wash their spaghetti
down with a little chianti.
Week-end of five performances,

-

,

Ti— Anla Dorfmann,
Jan Smctorlin, afternoon.
.

Alice Tully, evening.
20~Wf!hnt«>r Altken, afternoon.
KollKch. Quartet, Eniunuel Fcuermann,
sunpor hour.
MoriK lloHenthat, evening.
30 --"Will IM Mllla, nflemoon.
Don CoHHack Choir, evening.

Toscanini to U. S. A.

.

Berlin, Oct.
In order to collect funds for a

4.

new

Wagner and winding up and modern Salzburg Festival House,
been booked to again play at the an- with a Monday matinee for the Toscanini has decided to change his
nual Ann Arbor May festival next Italian Dressmaker's union, Local No. plans and go to .America for a num-

)

including

58, reported grossing $14,000 at 99c. ber of benefit concerts.top.
Lotte Lehmann, famous Viennese
Wagner's Tannhauser' will be opera singer, will co-operate Willi
Jose Iturbi will act as guest director of one concert, and will also ap- given at a later date as item two in Toscanini oh her forthcoming Amer*
SaltnaggFs cycle.
ica and Australia tour.
pear as a soloist.

j-pring,

Anthony

for

Detroit, Oct. 33.

Philadelphia.

Gorgeous
Hussy

$8,500

SHERMAN

1

-

"•

i'l-Gcrald Tracy, afternoon.
T'ovJa FrlJ«b, evening.
22-Kurtenla Buxton, afternoon.
Budapest Hiring Quartet, Floicnco
Eaxton, flupper hour.
David Brynley, 2}ewman Nolley, evening;
,
?3--Dmiglari Beattle.
IM'-Klara Kwartio.
vrt— Rva Lynno Booth.
Un -Town Meeting of the Air,

'

Lady be

week)

POLI

13.

tenor star of MaxBoat, has been signed to

Ross,

Shsw

make
when

NEW HAVEN
PARA-

Management of pop opera at New
York Hippodrome preceded its Sunday matinee (11) of 'Lohengrin' by

1

Lanny Ross Concert

$9,(500

afternoon..
Inabello French;
Buldrlnl, afternoon.
Town Meeting of the Air, evening.

10— Frederick

26— Wlllard MacQregor.

Last of

$18,000

Totenberg, cveDlng.

18— AlU'O Mock,-

Speech Precedes Lohengrin' at Hipp

Mohicans

Gorgeous
Husey
.

$8,700

Homan

American
$27,000

$18,000
(Phil Spitalny

(2,000;. 30-40-05)

High.

Sept. 24

My

$25,000

Road

UNITED

M

Stage
Struck
$29,000

$27,000

$58,100.
.

Texas
Rangers

Clyde Xeutzer, evening.

M-Cbariotte Symoha, afternoon.
Beethoven Aimoc., evening*
17— Mnrla Cnrreras, afternoon.

—

.
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when Yetta

News From

Goldstein' fell out of the
balcony of the Strand, N. Y., and
Sol Duchowitz dragged after her

the Dailies

when he attempted

hospital, where they' are all irer
ported as doing, welL One of the
understanders "was Irving Zusoman,

.

Broadway

p.a.

v
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..
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'

'

.
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RKO

.

•
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(Continued from page 32)

Day juice-jump from-l to. 2% kw was recommended for KSO, Des
Moines, la., by ExaminerlMelvin H. Dalberg, Boost would bring improved
service to 90,000 khob-twisters, Dalberg pointed out, and would result in
no objectionable interference with other transmitters. Station plans an
ambitious program of hews broadcasts and farm items. Paul M. Segal and
George S. Smith appeared in KSO's behalf, with Tyler Berry representing
the commish.
Desire of WMFF, Plattsburg, N. Y„ to operate nights as well as days
was" approved by Exaftiiner R." H. Hyde, who submitted a favorable report
to the commish.. Station, now' operating on- 1310 kc with 250 watts, requested permission to use 100 watts nights. Lack of dependable night time
service was found in the area, Hyde concluding that there was need for
additional service. Present interference with WLNH, LacohiarN.' H., would
not be materially changed? he pointed put. Attorney H. H. Shinnick appeared for WMFF, with Horace L. Lohnes and E. D. Johnston representing
WLNH. The commish was represented by Tyler Berry.
Switch from the 1370 kc ribbon to 1250 kc was approved by Examiner
Robert L. Irwin for KUJ, Walla Walla, Wash., despite expectations of interference with another station which has an application pending for the
1250 kc frequency. Irwin also okayed a boost in power from 100 to 250
watts, requested in the interests of improved service to the farming community. Possible interference with stations KFOX, Long Beach, Calif., and
KWSC, Pullman, Wash., was discounted through engineering testimony
which showed that it was unlikely that the change in assignment would
interfere with their reception.
pending application, filed by KIT, Yakima, Wash., for the same frequency with 500 watts days and 250 watts nights, would be adversely affected by granting of KUJ's application.
KUJ was represented by, Clarence C. Dill and James W. Gum, KIT, by
Ben S. Fisher, C. V. Wayland and J. W. Kendall, and the commish by
James D. Cunningham.
Defers to Canada Efforts of the.Ogdensbyrg Advance Company, Inc., of .Ogdensburg, N. Y^
to obtain commish authority to transmit programs to foreign countries .was
temporarily abandoned when applicant withdrew' the request in view, of a
protest filed by the Canadian Radio Commission. Planning to construct'
a studio at Ogdensburg, at which programs would'be produced and piped
to CFLC, Prescott, Ontario, the Advance Company had attempted ^to- get
an okay from Canadian radio 'authorities for its project. Appearanee of
a respondent, the Ogdensburg Publishing Company, in opposition to the
application, made it necessary for Examiner George H. Hill- to recommend
a dismissal with prejudice to the Broadcast Division.
-Applicant was represented- by Noel S. Symons, respondent by Karl A.
Smith, John" W. Guider and Lester Cohen, and commish -by Tyler Berry.
.

Only seven Broadway, shows gave
the first eight 'Vanities,' now gen.
Columbus Day mats.
stage manager of 'New Faces.'
Mustard gas bomb emptied the
Winter bathers at Coney Island
told they d£ so at their own risk, Times Sq. (N. Y. theatre) Saturday,
put" "House is in the Brandt string.
Cyril W. Tolley and George Moore, since the city cannot afford to put
Brooklyn church staged a biblical
both non-pros, in a row over Ethel on a life guard for a handful of
drama last week and filled in with a
Atwell, former wife of the actor. dunkers.
To. speed up'crosstown traffic, 5th Mickey Mouse short. Both -in the
Both landed in a Westport, Conn.,
jail last week charged with intoxica- ave. lights are cut from two minutes newspaper ads.
Former wife of Roy Atwell spliced
90
If
other
to
seconds.
it
works,
An
tion and breach of the peace.
in Harrison, N; Y., Saturday.
Had
additional charge of attempted sui- lights will take same pacing.
cide against Moore, who slashed his
Peggy Lawtoh Rich Royce held in to hunt for a Justice of Peace -who
would
let her be married in shorts,
wrists slightly.
$1,000 bail in Atlantic City as a mabut
they
found
one.
Renewal of subscriptions to Met. terial witness against Michael Owens,
Frances Dawn Hope, 17-year-old
up about 40% above last year, Ed- of the House of Morgan, who assert- daughter of the late Adele Blood
edly gave her two bad checks for
ward Johnson announces.
Hope, sole: legatee of her mother's
$75 and $50. That got her in a bad
Jerome A. Jacobs, lawyer, and check cl.ar^e from a dress shop, estate of approximately $50,000.
Raymond Derringer, picture projec- which she squared by returning the
Nino Martini in Jefferson Market
court Saturday as a visitor. Paid a
tionist, get prison sentences in the
dresses.
fine for a vagrant and sang a duet
Bannister extortion case. Third man
Mayor LaGuardia and members of with the judge in chambers.
has sentence postponed because of
his official family made surprise vis'Tovarich' starts with a six weeks
illness.
its to 150 theatres Friday to see how
1
Bossy Gillis, erstwhile mayor of the hew child admittance law "was 'buy.' About half the lower floor to
Newburyport, refereed a battle royal being enforced. He visited four in the brokers.
Statue of Liberty to celebrate
last
week.
between four wrestlers
the' Williamsburg section and found
birthday Oct. 28. Naval parade,
The quartet ganged up on him and. three okay. At the Marcy there was 50th
a dinner and various programs.
he came out a poor fifth.
no matron and the manager was
Girls' Club in Newark raided MonBen Bernie's sister, Mrs.. Ethel Mul- handed a summons. Another house day. Disclosed
some 809 members
hauser, suing for divorce.. Judge in the Bronx also tabbed. -Both were
paid- $2 monthly to ensure against
withholds decision, deeming evidence closed yesterday (Tuesday) for One illegitimate
'children.
*
•problematical.'
day. .•'.':
Ursula -Parrott sold the_home_in
John' Gross, 40, of Brooklyn, in Wilton,- Conn. Ends her feud with
Elsie Janis and her husband quit
Tarrytown last week -to go to Cal- $500 bail to- answer charges of sim- Warwick G. Boxall, her neighbor,
fprnia. She owns a house in' Beverly ple and felonious assault brought by who- objected' to what he called a pig
two women. Gross .was in the ,Roxy sty. She explained it. was a kerunel.
Hills; Philipse Manor for sale.
he was annoyed by
International Barmen's Assn. in
Andrew McMahon, who pulled a theatre, when trying
to wheedle a drive to oust barmaids..
boy
guri" on -King Edward, -suing Gau- a young
out- of his mother.
Plagiarism suit filed -In L. A.
mont-British for libel alleged to be nickel for candy
He complained to the woman, who, against
by Dorothy Eamum
contained- in a newsreel caption.
that he change and Margaretta Cort,.who claim they
Johnr W. Gassner, of Theatre he says, suggested
then struck submitted' 'One Life to Live' and.
Guild, giving courses in play writlrig ;his seat "She" tells "he"
her -three times and knocked her 'Built on Music,' from which' 'I
at Hunter College. Dream Too Much' was allegedly
'.Police destroyed 1,300 slot ma- niece unconscious.
Scotch radio man plans a seal .taken after their' stories were rechines 'last week," " dumping * the
wreckage in Long Island sound. Also bro:dcast from the Hebrides. Says jected.
Counter suit filed in L. A. against
music.
soft
croon
to
jettisoned about a ton of slugs,
they
Esther ^ Pressman, former screen
Westchester Little Opera Co. did
Three men slugged and robbed

East

-.

FCC's Docket

to prevent her

drop. Falls broken' by two in the
orchestra and all four to Polyclinic

This department contains rewritten theatrical nexcs items as published during the week in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Francisco, Hollywood and London. Variety takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily paper.

A

1

.

'

by Harry Packer. Actress
Carmen at White .Plains last week. .Dr. James. Burlie. in .the. rest rooms
is asking divorce from Packer. ..
Four, more .productions
planned of the Ziegfeid -theatre,* N. Y., SunHorse
kicked
Mary Cassidy,
through the season.'
actress,

Indie 's Credit

.

-

.

-

day, night... Got' no money, but. took

*W6rld' of Tomorrow', .the tag for
N. Y. world's fair of. '39.
Park Commissioner Moses has resigned, from the World's Fair Commission'.' Feels he cannot serve on
:

.

(.

both

sides.

'

-

a case of felonious assault and
toils.
Charge dates
back to '34, when it was charged he
beat up Gertrude Hardell in a hotel
in.

S

-

room.- Identification

made through

more recent publicity.
James W. Cody, who was stager

.

his
.

,

•

-

:

'

taken into the

-.
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CAPITOL

HELD OYER

"VALIANT

IS

THE WORD'

FOR CARRIE"
with

GLADYS GEORGE

Oil tlie S-iiffe:

JOHN

KNRIC MADB1GCER.V

ST1CKL und

MAXIMS GREV

MUSIC
HALL
HELD OVER
"THE GAY
DESPERADO"

SfrT

50th

fltrtel

with

ana

Hth

NINO MARTINI

Hltrviuvulnr Stupe

7th

A<r. ft

Avtnui

SOth St.

ROXY
ALL OC» T
1O
M.

Productions

SHIRLEY

TEMPLE
in "DIMPLES"
—On the Stn*e

"ICE CARNIVAL"

WALTER HUSTON

In

"DODSWORTH"
with.
UNITED
ARTIST*

MARY ASTOR

RIVOLI r»v

1

be expanded,- Spearman argued.

'
.

'

.

:

:

Jaflies Leftwlch, who charged, the
French. .Casino with gypping him.
recognized by the police as 'wanted'
.

screen actress, hi" back -when she
Men dismounted
(Continued from page 32).
in Glendale bridle path.
not located.
,
Her injuries -not critical. ;
business is reflected in the dispro^
1
Jack Kirkland. and Sam Grisman
leathering MacDoriald, silent screen portionate allocation- of facilities,
figuring on 'Tobacco Road' at .'New star, bequeathed $100,000 by her the former FJELC. member declared.
York fair in '39. Hint it may be- mother.
Transmitters owned or leased by
come an operetta by them.
Emil> W.' Kruschke,: film director,
webs or affiliated 'with the three'
Sam Gumpertz told Houston news- filed suit for divorce in L. A.
Claiming she was jilted, Mrs. principal chains now have the lidn's
paper men the Ringling show had- its
Grace M; Devlin, former stage share of power and time used by
best season In seven years.
actress; filed suit in L. A. for $15,000 the American industry, he pointed
Newest C. B. & Q: streamlined against Robert
R. Brooks.
out, while indies are getting o:'Jy
train to park in Penn station tomor—
the crumbs.
,
row (Thursday) and Grand Central
Emphasizing his contention that
on Friday. For the Chi-Denver run
•indies need more protection, Lawhen it's through barnstorming."
Coast
Four persons injured Sunday
unaffiliated
Fount declared that 209
full-time stations have only 58,300
According to Hollywood police, watts power between them, the
Cate Paul confessed holding up group includes 153 local outlets with
Apollo theatre in L. A: last week and
only 100 watts, apiece, and the night
Uptown theatre in Pasadena, Oct. 4.
Cate waived preliminary examina- juice .of 250 part-time transmittets
51
is only 328,900 watts.
tion.
'Of the total power allocated these
Mrs. Al Rogell, divorced wife, of
screen director, filed suit in L. A. part-time stations, 279,450 watts day
against him asking $225 which in- power and 268,800 night power are
surance company allegedly paid him used by stations affiliated with nawhen her clothes were stolen, and tional chains, leaving 181,250 watts
$210 in income taxes which she day power and only 63,100 watts
claims she was forced to' pay when night power for use by 232 partgovernment is actually supposed to
time, independent stations,' stated
collect from him.
La Fount.
Final- divorce decree granted Clara
Unequal allocation further is
Ates from Roscoe Ates in L. A.
Out of court settlement reached in shown by distribution of part-time
Eddie Tierney's S50.000 damage suit- facilities, F.R.C. veteran said. Eleven
against Marlow T. Lowell, driver of stations, including New Jersey, New
auto which allegedly caused crash York and Pennsylvania, have more
in which Marjorie White, stage and part-time than full-time transmitscreen actress, was killed two years ters while nine states, mostly small,
ago.
Tierney, vaudevillian. is rehave no part-time outlets.
ported to have received 030.000.
One of the reasons for this conDivorce granted Betty Hickman
dition, LaFount claimed, is the anfrom Ted Healy in L. A.
government engineering
Dixie Dunbar announced that she tiquated
plans to marry William Davis, Bev- rules. He condemned the mileage
erly Hills auto dealer, soon.
separation requirements and said
5r°tSKi
L. A. police held Michael Khariton. they have outlived their usefulnessRussian concert pianist,- on charge of Abolition or revision of these tables
illeeal entry into U. S;
r«mlii£— "The Devil In n 8lnsy"
Marion LaFollette. former screen will prove helpful to indies, he aractress and cousin of the Wisconsin gued, by permitting relocation of
LaFollettes, announced intention to transmitters which are having hard
wed E. Clark Gardner, department sledding.
«IM TaiCT
stTe exec, in L. A.
Warning that independent broad• iiMi«n
Husband of Marjorie White, stage casters arc faced with extinction,
•'nd screen actress, ODened suit in the
government official
former
L. A. against driver of car involved
"Texas Rangers"
called for measures' to prevent more
in crash which killed actress.
' VAtJDEVIIXK
Suit for divprce filed in L. A. by intensive competition for business.
SARAH CHURCHILL
"""airie
Astaire.
actress,
against Unless the Commish puts a definite
ban on more outlets, the industry
VIC OLIVER '
Thomas Newbauer.
In her .divdrce suit against Ted will be confronted with need for
DON REDMAN ORC'H.
Hcaly. Betty Hickman asserted come- greater commercialization to the exdian had no sense of humor where clusion of public service programs,
his stooges were not concerned.
he cautioned, and advertising rates
Blanche MacDonald. former screen
must be cut in order to sell more
actress and one time Miss California,
was granted divorce in L.A. from time.
William Herman and granted custody of foiir-month-old son.
2:30. K:5(».
Uumlai
Wedding four months ago of
8TH WEEK! Dally
1-0-8:50.
4
Shows tjnt. Juanita
A. Pierce, Metro executive
2:,1fl.
0:00. ff:r,0.
Mldnlto
Mnta. GOr to $1. KreiilnRK secretary, and Jackson Neal,. firm's
fiOc to -$2.
Sat. una Sun.
Central America manager, was re(Continued from page 32)
Mat.. Sut. Mlrinlle. Sut.
nnd Sun: 8 P.M., 50c to vealed in Holly wood last week.
B'WAY *nd 45th St. $1.50 (plus tu).
Purse snatcher stole $28 from
Patsy Bellamy, screen actress, in power would bring ruin of many regionals by diverting business and
A
Hollywood.
NIGHT'S
Dolores Costello's divorce decree would burden the entire industry
from John Barrymore becomes final with heavy expenditures.
Flrgt
Time at Populnr Prices
ceo M Oct. 24:
Third, duplication on cleared ribMtirlliiB time* at 10:15 A.M.. 12:30 noon
»n.
2:45, 5:00. 7:1.1, 0:10 P.M.. 12 nildulsht
Suit for divorce filed in L. A. by bons will involve no technical- probDrusllla
Dunn Cabellini, screen lems if carried out cautiously but
actress, .against Mario Enzo Gabeldevice..
a mechanical hearing
.

.flier

regionals, greatest group of stations
will be aided in obtaining business
because their signal strength will be
increased 2.2 times and coverage will

"The Great

Z IEGFELD "

'Since regional stations constitute close to half of all the stations
in the country, do half the combined business of the industry,
serve the social and economic
needs of , local trade areas, -and
cater to the cultural and business
needs of these communities, and
since the local advertiser pays
taxes, in the community served by
regional stations', contributes to
and supports the welfare organiza,

adds, to its social life and
cultural influence and depends almost entirely on the area served
tions,

by regional stations for existence;
and since the listeners within such
areas in return receive concessions

from local business men and look to
and depend upon them for economic leadership, the Association
regional
stations
submits
that
should be permitted to increase
the intensity of their signals so
them
rendered
by
that the service
to their respective regional areas

may

—

satis-

Claim National Coverage
Contrasting relative service and
importance of cleared channel. and
regional transmitters, Spearman told
the Commish that 500. kw for exclusive frequency operators would not
bring significant improvement in
broadcast service. He pointed out
that both Columbia and National
claim almost complete coverage of
the nation with their present 50 kw
transmitters and regional affiliates.
At present Mutual, Columbia and
NBC serve 99.81 percent of the population and 99.78 percent of radio,

equipped homes.'

STATE
—

be improved and made

factory.'

Racing Helped
Spokane, Wash., Oct.

13.

A

total of $998,264 passed through
the pari-rriutuel windows during 24
days of racing ended this week at
Playfair. Over 155,000 fans paid 40
cents admission. It was the track's
second season.

Theatre managers counted before
they yelled and discovered their receipts were over average for the
racing season.

99% Coverage

ASTOR

MIDSUMMER
DREAM

.

'

•

-"A

NiW

linl.

B*way »n«V 4fth

•..?...

-

wili

better

program

service

Gold Star. Mothers adopted Shir- coverage by regionals.
By raising night power
Temple as Child of Peace.
J

Q»eu»»:39rA.U. ley

limit

and

CATCH CARNIVAL MAN
St. John, N. B., Oct. 13.
After searching for. 15 weeks, police finally caught up with Chester
Kingston, 29, on the lot '.of the* Williams Shows, at St. Stephens, N. Bv
fair midway. Kingston is a carnival

and "fair concessionaire.
Charge against him was suspicion
of breaking into the St.. John branch
of- a sewing, machine firm and- steal"
ing an electric sewing machine and

on some

>

accessories.

.

'

,
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Fishell's

Football
By DICK FISH ELL
/V pigskin in midair is a danger- salary, and we'll wager that Mr.
ous proposition, but this column can Harlow would prefer less bread and
be 'awfully thankful that in three butter and some more manpower
instances the leather floated in the than he has. Monk Myer & Co. will
ozone.. just long enough to allow in-, trample their way -through Camterceptions.
bridge, Mass., with their slate still
In a ..weekend of a. midseason clean,
brand of football, this column is
Holly Cross-Manhattan
running way over its head In jaickr
Teams* have never been able to
ing. 14 winners out of 15 games'mentioned.
In the one instance where gain much ground from Chick Meeline,
han's
but once. that ball/ is in
we were, let down, one of the few
upsets of the day did the trick. And the air the Manhattan backs forget
Holy Cross bogged
of all schools to give us the kayo their lessons.
it .had to be the dear
old Alma down at Hanover last week, winning
out despite the fact that they were
Mammy up in Syracuse.
outplayed.
There's
so much material
There was little scoring in the
eastern sector due to the water- there that they're due for a great
game. Rex Kidd and Vin Daugherty
logged turf and the slippery ball.
Fordham and Holy Cross were two are two of the best backs of the east.
aggregations that played with the They'll outsmart the green shirts
angels Watching over them.
Long and win,
dashes after interceptions gave them
N.Y.U.-North Carolina
both wins which they did not deThe Violets are just about catchy
serve. But that's part of the game
ing their breath after their recent
when Fate takes a prominent part
sightseeing tour to Columbus, O; It
.

.

.

Colgate-Tulane

wasn't

much

of a tour, for all they

The green wave is perennially saw was the Ohio State backs gunfootball-minded and always turns up ning by them.
North Carolina is
with a fast-charging defense and a only a fair team this autumn, but
smooth offense. Undefeated to date, fair enough to defeat the New York-'
having taken Mississippi and played ers,
the strong Auburn team to a scoreDuke-Georgia Tech
less-tie.
Andy Kerr's Red Raiders
The entire. south is on Are, with
in their one major game went down
this game probably deciding the
to- defeat -at the hands of Duke.
southern champions. The nod is on
Colgate timing was off by a fraction
•Tech, with the info that they have
of -a second in that game and their
the
squad
.

best
since the Rose Bowl
swivel-hipped
halfback,:.
Whitey days
Stumpy Thomasori and
of
Jaeger, should have been loose, on
Father-. Lumpin.
Duke with that
several occasions—but they'll get
mentor, Wallace Wade, never
him out in the open and the north- stellar
can be sold short, but Tech looks, a
erners should .eke. this one out.
shade better.

Navy-Tale
Penn-Prlnceton

Here's the natural of the week.
Yale with .two major wins under
its
belt is moving, along like a
typhoon, but the sailors have been
just paddling around with the wind
getting ready for the gale that will
blow in from New Haven. Frank,
Hessberg, Ewart and Wilson are
dangerous from any point of the
field

Penn

failed to. live

up

BEHIND

Record

Dick Flshell, the WMCA sports
commentator, who's making the
football selections for Variety
this semester, Is sporting the
nifty batting average of .931. In
three weeks he has picked 27
winner* In 29 games, -with a pair
of ties bringing his total guesses
to 31.

Fishell

Is

so good, in fact, that

the Variety

menced going

muggs have comto him for advice

booker for

WB

Guard Academy. Just as the
muggs werR rinding out thai the
way to clean up each Saturday
was to read Sid's selections' and
,

then bet the other way, Silver-^
man was followed by Benny
Friedman,
Benny, pegged the
games for a couple of seasons, as
he' once pegged passes to Oosterbaan. He's -now football coach

a good, substan-

for C. C. (give
tial yell)

But
ent.

N. Y.

this

guy

Flshell is differ-

Those 27 out of

.29

make

him

so. However, that doesn't gO
Fishell muffs this week.

to the ad-

N. Y.

HIPP

BOWS

IN

AS PUNCHING PARLOR
,

By JACK PULASKI

nervous breakdown.

Galveston.

Ed
the

Will

The Botsford Bros,

Barnes, former city editor of Neb., sold the Royal
Houston Post, has joined the R. R. Bailey.
Horwitz theatre organization

Inc., at

Run-the-other-way Silverman
started off 100% wrong, and then
boosted his average to 110%, also
wrong, by misspelling the names
of the .teams, and finally he
brought on his own wliulup by
picking Vassar against the Coast

Neb., has been sick for sometime.
Hoffman's condition is serious and
he's spending time in the Clarkson
Camille
Also,
Omaha.
hospital,
Shire, daughter of Charlie Shire,
Lincoln Theatres Corp. treasurer
here, in the same hospital with a

UA

as director of publicity

This sheet's staff swore off
seeking such Info some years
when the. football prognostications were originated by the
chief mugg, Sid Silverman, who
also originated the lateral or
reverse guess, sans blindfold, for
newspaper purposes.

KEYS

the

here but more recently manager of Kenyon, on Northside, resigned to join
sales force
in Cleveland; replaced here by William Mahoney, on from St. Louis,
where he guided WB's Highpoint.

advice on football games.

ago,

the

and adverago Barnes

publicity staff of Loew's,

New York

headquarters.

1914 by Frank L. Newman sold to
Paramount in 1926 together with the

Newman.

Charlotte, N. C.

Fred M. Jack, of Dallas, T£x'^
Memphis..
manager
Warner
district
for
Orpheum, closed for over six Brothers in 17 southern states, vismonths, will be opened by the first ited Charlotte and the concern's in'

.

1

of November
Louis.

by new

lessees

from

St.

terests here.

M, A. Lightman and associates
Wheeling, W. Va.
have purchased three Jots, in West
B. D. Gordon, Cleveland, 0-, repreMemphis, Ark., as a site for $50,000
picture house. /This will be the first senting the bondholders, purchased'
the million dollar Capitol theatre
picture house in West Memphis,
for $240,000. from J, T.

By DICK FISHELL

WINNERS

GAMES

ODDS

Colgate
5/6
...Georgia Tech. .........
Even
5/7
Syracuse
.Northwestern
5/7
t ... .......

.Colgate-Tulane

Duke-Georgia Tech
Cornell-Syracuse.,...

'

Northwestern-Ohio State
SMU-Vaoderbilt
Notr« Dame- Wisconsin

SMTJ
Notre

7/5
2/1
2 '4/1
5/7
7/5
8/5
8/5

Dame

Army

Harvard-Army
Navy-Yale
Holy Cross-Manhattan
NX U- North Carolina

Navy

'.

Holy Cross
North Carolina

Penn-Princcton
Princeton
Nebraska-Indiana
Nebraska
Washington-Oregon State .......Washington
Auburn-Detroit ,.;...'
Auburn
.

.

.

. ;

6/5.

9/5

Even

(Predictions based on fair weather)

Copyright, 1936, by Variety, Inc.
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menson combined duties of assistant
to Kalmine and chief booker. Latter
end is now being looked after by

San Francisco.
Removal of mirrors and fixing up
Oscar Kirschner, formerly; exchange the lobby generally at the 'St. Franmanager for WB. in Indianapolis. cis theatre here is costing' the F-WO
Arvld
Kalmenson has been, upped to district circuit about five -grand.
Erickson; manager of the house, took'
sales manager for same outfit
William Barron resigned as man- advantage of the light patronage
the
'Midsummer Night's
ager of WB's Kenyon to join UA during
sales in Cleveland; replaced by Wil- Dream' tun by having a great, deal
liam J. Mahoney, late of WB's High- of the work done during the week's
run of the 'Warner Bros. ppus. '.
point theatre, St, Louis.
'

New Orleans.
L. M, Ash, brother-in-law of the
Saenger brothers, has taken over,
the operation of the Strand. Harry
McLeod, operating the house, has
stepped out, .his future plans un-

late

York's Hippodrome debut as known.
a fight club was a'socko success, for
Waterford, N. Y.
the boys were able to exit at 20
Edward Prouty, now doing time
minutes past 10 after seeing three
in Clinton Prison' after conviction;
kayos in a row. Top contest was on circumstantial evidence gathered
between Joe Louis and George by the State Police and its chemist,
Brescia, a young Argentine who was of burglary
connection with
in
sent against the Detroit Bomber blowing of the safe in the Casino
about a year too soon. The Gaucho theatre, has received permission
discovered that in the third round from the Appellate Division to present his appeal in typewritten inHe was counted out on his back.
printed form.
Hipp was not capacity at $11.50 stead of the usual
First petition was typed in Prouty's
top, but the show made money and
cell and offered by his attorney, who
sent the former home of spectacles stated the prisoner did not have
Mike Jacobs' funds for the printing.
oft to a strong start.
20th Century Club has the place and
Lynchburg.
Mike rather discovered Louis, so it
Several changes .'in. management
have
the colored
was only right to
here as result of Wafjier 'Dominion
wonder in the first card.
shakeup.
Odds were 8 to 1 on Louis and
E, A. Crowther, former -.Trenton
the "betting saps went to wagering
assistant, has resigned ftom the
on the. round the Argentine would Warner
Norman
Organization.
go horizontal. For instance, it was Roberson, newly promoted to be. as2 to 1 he wouldn't last more than sistant -at Trentpn under- Dominion
four rounds. Few minutes after the theatres, also has resigned. No sue-'
show they were dismantling the cessor appointed,
Ray Preas has been named asring to ready the house for the pop
sistant at the Isis./ L. H. 'Keene, foropera which is doing very well mer manager of* ther Trenton, still in
weekends.
•town awaiting transfer to some
Then Came the Dawn
other cog in the Warner wheel.
Third round had its- big exciteWheeling,
ment, for in the first minute Brescia
Sale of the Capitol theatre here,
Louis
with
furiously
mixed it up
of the largest in the upper Ohio
and the crowd jumped from the one
valley, erected at a cost pf $100,000,;
But the fans were to B. D. Gordon,: of .Cleveland,
chairs, yelling.
themselves.
Joe representing a bondholders' proteckidding
only
planted a right to George's kisser tive committee, has been announced
wobbling by J. T, McCamic and Carl Gv
Argentine
that had the
.around the ring and he went so Schmidt, the receivers. Price was
fast that Louis couldn't catch him. $240,000.
When he 'did, a left hook sent the
Canton. O.
.,

.

.

,

.

WILLARD'S RESTAURANT

PLANS IN

.

Navy mentor,

Nebraska-Indiana

'

Ithacans

Yale and the Orangemen subdued by
the unheralded Ohioans from Baldwin-Wallace. With that record as a
background, Cornell should be the
favorite, beaten by one of the Big 3.
The red team still consist of sophomores and we can't get away from
that fact, while Vic Hansen has a
group of veterans. With no sentiment attached, Syracuse will bag
the ball game.
Northwestern-Ohio State

The buckeyes' highly-touted passing attack flopped miserably against
the 'Panthers, and' their ground game
was almost as bad.
fellow by the
name of Lyn Waldorf teaches the
Northwestern students their football and he does it with a fare-theewell.
Hold your" breath arid
take
*
""
"
"i *
Northwestern."

A

.

;

'

•

'*
'

V.,"'..

'
-.

"Harvara-Army

/

-

teams on the Western coast. Blunt,. 22-year-old Negro, stopped
Oregon State has not an impressive Eduardo Primo, also from below the
record, but they'll always be a great Equator, in the 'ninth round. Primo
football team.
Washington should knocked out a guy in Philadelphia
continue to move through their Pa- recently on the same evening that
cific coast rivals.
and
Ettore
Al
kayoed
Louis
Auburn-Detroit
they figured Blunt would take it inA dash of inter-sectional flavor stead. Primo got a pasting all the
with both these teams unbeaten and way. They do say Brescia used to
Auburn having a tie against its flatten Primo for breakfast down in
record. We like Auburn.
the Argentine, if that means anybest

'

-

.

Jess Willard's vision of becoming
Jack Dempsey of Pittsburgh has dissolved.
Ex-heavyweight champion
for last couple of months has been

dickering for

Commodore

restaurant

here, with idea of converting

it

into

spot .similar to Dempsey's in Man-,
hattan, but deal fell through when
Willard's backers were unable to
raise necessary dough and stepped
out of picture.

over

Commodore will be taken
by couple of Veteran restaurant,

rrien,

George Seegan- and Jerry Fos-

-

'Instead;

ter,

who have abandoned plan

of in-

a supper club on second
Seegan had been.' previously
slated to operate Show Boat night
club for ' George JaiTev - but • he
dropped -that when Corrimbdore
stalling

.

flpor.

'

.

.

came

Now

understood' that
Jane won't sink his own coin into the
Show Boat ana has placed the spot'
"
on the rental block.
up.

"

.

.•

MARRIAGES
in

Matilda Vogel io Ben Goldman,
New York, Oct. 11. Groom is in

Warner Bros. h.o.
Fred Weber, station relations chief
for Mutual network, and Ruth Betz
of CBS press
New York.

department, Oct 10 in

'

land.

Ruth Betz to Fred Weber, in New
The Price-Critchfield Company
has been formed at London to build York, Oct 10. Bride was on CBS
a now house, .the site for which has publicity start In New York; groom
is general manager of the Mutual
already been acquired.
The Liberty Amusement Co. of Broadcasting System.
Wellsville has resumed work on the
construction of a house at Saline-

BIRTHS

ville.

Rex

Theatre

Steubenvjllc,

Co.,

headed by W. B. Urling, is converting the Kohler building into a 600"
seat theatre.

'

"*

.:

COLD

Juanita Pierce to Jackson Neal at
Tiajuana, Mex., Aug. 7. Bride is secretary to Fred Pelton, Metro studio
Brea. Berea, has' been opened by. exec, and groom is Central American
P. E. Essick and associates, of Cleve- manager for Metro.

Columbia, Alliance, reopened after
being dark for several weeks.
thing.
Grove, Lorain, formerly known as
SMU-Vanderbilt
saw,
an-,
Fina} short encounter
the Standard, has been, reopened by
Vanderbilt lost in one of the upkiss the .canvas. B. S. Curtis after having been dan:
sets last Saturday.
The Mustangs other touted heavy
of Texas, was the for several years.
looked good against the Rams de- Sandy McDonald
Circle, Akron, has been ta'.^n over
sent to sleep by one
spite their loss.
There's too much- victim, being
and reopened by 'Dan Coleeh and
Barlund, who Jack Miley
talent in that aerial circus for Van- Gunnar
J. Reeves. It has been darJc smc-2
He A.
the evenl of sbund.
derbilt
Southern describes as a'rye'brefcd eater.
to
cope with.
All
is a tou^li guy from Finland,
Methodist gets the vote.
evening was quite an
in. all- the
Lincoln. *
Notre Dame- Wisconsin
.The Fairmont, Fauanont, Neb.«
elimination contest.
As' for.-v Bresola,-he- thought- he sold laet-week by E* W, Tfcuerna&le?
Harry Stuhldreyer has riot ,yet set
to
McCarthy;
Jack
who
also
Tfas'tha*
the "foundation for ffl/st-cl'ass", foot- needed another match tinder his belt
G.retna, Gretna,. Webjand the Louis*.
atftt Blunt
ball. This is his nrst year "there and before 'meeting Louis,
V
*"fc"rville, Louisville, Nab?
another' member of the Four Horse- went to Speculator, N. Y. to accomThe Rainbow, Wilsonville, has
men, Elmer Laden, of the Ramblers, modate the fellow, pasting him been opened by Joe
Lloyd.
:
will win as he pleases,
around quite some.
J. J. Hoffman, exhlb at Plalnview,
.

•

'

PITT.

Pittsbuhgh, Oct. 13.

.

had .some grand material last Fall.
The Corn Huskers were bottled up
So much of it that he couldn't as- by the very powerful Minnesota
similate it into one smooth running eleven, but they're due to uncork
machine.
However, he's patched some real scoring one of these
them together into one of the most weeks. Indiana, undefeated, will be
formidable, teams in the east, so we'll the sacrifice for Cardwcll and his
South American down on his map.
go out on a limb and ride with the gang with Nebraska on top.
At nine he rolled over on his back
middies.
Washington-Oregon State
and that was that.
Cornell-Syracuse
The Huskies are one of the two
Just before the main event Eddie
The
were drubbed by

'

'

•

Lieut. Hamilton, the

McCamic and

Carl O. Schmidt, trustees. In turn
control of the theatre, the largest in
Wheeling, has been transferred to
Wheeling Theatrfes, Iric .under contract .with, the bondholders and K.
continue with district managership
D. DipSon, of Batavia* N. Y.
at same time. Previously Ben Kal-'

.Pittsburgh.
C. J. Latta, district manager for
here, named assistant to Harry
Kalmine, circuit's zone chief. He will

WB-

,

October 17

in Ainsworth,
last week to

New York.
Imperial Distributing Corp., indie,
has settled on Seattle and Detroit exchanges, with new company having
six productions ready for the vaults.
Kansas City.
Harry Jallen has been appointed
First deluxe pic house here, Royal, manager of the Seattle branch, while
which has been a-second run for F. Raoul Cleaver has. been appointed
some years will be razed. Built in to man the Detroit exchange.
Several years

tising.

was on the

New

Probable Football Winners and
Proper Odds

67

(Continued from page 23)

affairs of the heart, bankroll,
etc. If he maintains his average
they may even start asking for

on

if

vance notices against the Yale BullThis is the third year of a
dogs.
veteran team.
If
they haven't
started- -by now, they never will
It's the initial big one for the Tigers
and Jack White will share the passing duties with' Ken Sanback, to grab
and will undoubtedly score. this one by a couple of scores.

VARIETY

'

.

1

'

'

Mr, and Mrs. Bruce Kamman,

son,

Oct. 15 in Chicago. Father

'Kaltenmeyer's
gram.

is lead of
Kindergarten' pro*

Mr.' and Mrs: John Giilin, Jr., son.
Sept. '27 in Omaha. Father is manager of

WOW.

Mr, arid Mrs. Jud McMichael,
daughter, last week .in New York.
Father: /is" with Glen Gray's Casa

Loma. orchestra.
;Mr. and Mrs. Harry D. Davies, twin
boys;- Oct- -a,; in- N. Y,"« 'Fattier is theatrical and nitery p. a.

,

^Dfck Harlow's, a" swell fellow.' He
had' great teams in* "Western" Maryland which gave hint His Harvard
job.
Nothing seems to have gone
with that Harvard job except the
,

-

1

Mr.- 'and Mrs."! Edwin ft. (Buddy)
Morris," "daughter? Oct. 13, iVNe'*-.
York. It'fr their third baby, all girls.
,

:

the 'Warner Bros, music
publishing exec.

Father

is

;

t

FINES SQUARE
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Broadway

'Wednesday, October 14, JL 9.36

London

CHiktTE

Gertrude Lawrence here.
Willard Keefe. washing up his new

William Firth, David

Theodor Szarvas

host

is

now

Oscar

Sid Silvers gets in from Hollywood
next week.

theatre in Uruguay. With 1,300 seats,
it's the biggest house in the country,

Paris

Harry Killry

Platoff 's Don Cossacks Orchestra In
Teatro Solis. In one of the performances, 24 members on the stage before an audience of 23.
Charlo Argentine,
tango-singer,
whose popularity can be compared
only with that of the late Carlos
Gardel, held a series of concerts with
enormous success. Chavlo sails for
New York, from there to Hollywood,
for possible work in Spanish lan-

ings.

guage pictures.

John

Murdock and Pat

J.

Csysey

first-nighting.

Marcel Sablon in town.
Clifford Fischer in town.
Bagdad reopened Oct 2.
N. Girard in from vacash.
Major F, Goldsmith in town.
Reine Paulet at the Bosphore.
Bradley Martin off to Germany.
Maurice Colleano off to Hamburg,
Mills Brothers back to the United

.

Lou Deke business manager for
Leslie Howard's 'Hamlet.'
Larry Puck is quitting as an agent
on his own to join Lou Irwin's office.
The San Francisco Joseph threatens to invade Manhattan next month.
William Shilling associated with

States.
in hotel- vatide bookHelena Greasley planning a trip to
New York.
Victor Perosini buying a farm
Windsor French. Cleveland drama
crik, in town but nobody can And hear Paris.
Max Weldy costumes for the new
him.
Folies show.
David Wallace "back with Arthur
Brick Top at the Knickerbocker,
Hopkins agenting 'Plumes in the Monte Carlo.
Ballet Jooss off for** America en
Dust;
Noel Coward exited to John C. route to Japan.
Mitty Goldin saying the A.B.C. Is
Wilson's Connecticut retreat this
not a music hall.
week.
Guy Berry and The Fockers at the
Number One -Elks giving tonight's
(Wed.) session in honor of Jimmy Taverne Olympia.
Annabella and husband, Jean
Walker.
-

Jimmy Fox,' who has been taking
shorts in" the east, going to Coast to
try his luck.
That Sol De Vries 'treasurers* dinner was a phoney, just one of Joe
Flynn's gags.-

The Harry D. Davies were rooting
for a. girl so the stork compromised
on twins; boys.
Jack Connolly, of Pathe News, gets
back: from Europe Oct 19 after about
four, weeks abroad.
Monroe. Hellinger leaves directly
..on that world jaunt, to be gone
around six months.
Celebrating his 27th year in show
biz, Joe Vogel; of Loew's, drew a
party from his friends.'
Painting of Henri Wessels, currently at the Cotton Club, in new
.

—

•

"

Town & Country

issue.

Gene Moore, decathlon winner at
the last Olympics, is looking for pro
booking via Harry Norwood;
Max Fuchs headed for Montreal
last Friday (9). Has the Mrs. along
though he insists it's a pleasure tnip.
Most attractively painted house
boards on Broadway ate at the
Booth, where .'Swing Your Lady' is
due.
Harry Silvey kidded around Lambs
because of a shirt and tie combo.
They asked him where the lion cage

.

.was.

Kenneth Clark, of eastern headof Hays office, probably
will not return from the Coast until
.
Oct. 21.
quarters

,

Murat,

off for

Egypt

President' Lebrun opening the annual automobile show.
Ray -Ventura and orchestra billed
on the next Alhambra show.
Ambassador Bullitt in to take over
the- ambassadorial post here.
First stone ot the Algerian -pavillion for the 1937 expo placed.
Geraldine and Jo and Midnight
Steppers on the new Empire bill.
Gloria Mausier and Indus Hollingsworth .booked at the Mogador.
Serjje Glykson band to the Alhambra pit; Fred Mele to the Mogador

local

authors

Monday perform-

15c.

admission fees.

Cesar Lenzi, Uruguayan playwright, author of many successful
plays presented last year in South

American

back from Eu-

theatres,

rope. Lenzi, after a round trip in
Europe, passed to San Sebastian to
finish qui.tly a play to be presented
next- year in a Buenos Aires theatre.
Surprised by the Spanish revolution,
rushed to Fr.,nce and after a few
days in Paris, now in Montevideo.

Rome

Angelo Musco having great sucbassadeurs.
cess with
Anselmi in comedy
Andre Maurois becoming dramatic Mi voglio Rosina
maritare' CI Want to Get
critic on Marianne, replacing EdMarried') at the Eliseo.
ouard Bourdet.
'Una Sera al Luna Park' ('An
Joan Warner at the Pathe Palace, Evening at Luna
Park') is name of
Marseilles, after winding up at the new
review by Nelly and Mangini at
Casino de Paris.
the Principe starring Tecla Scarano
Robert Fassorier, mayor of Deau- and Agostino
Salvietti.
ville, marrying Mary Morgan of the'
Review company Macaria at the
Comedie Francaise.
Quirino with 'H doppio neo* ('The
Gaby. Morlay starring in Louis Double Spot')
featuring Macario,
Verneuil's 'Mademoiselle, Ma Mere' Dely Brever,
Baby Donal and Isa
«

.

at the Theatre Antoine.
Lisette.
Nordstrom Sisters on opener at
Birth certificate, certificate of good
Harry Pilcer's new nightie,
Don health and physical
fitness
and
Juan, in the rue FrOmentin.
school record are required of girls
Because of a recent accident Yves enrolling in. ballet school" of
Rome's
Mirande having to postpone work on Royal opera.
two films he was going to make.
RigO's 'II Mpttvo

Au

in

Arthur Rees and Anne PIchon

get-

.

Emanu-el Sisterhood, of Yonkers,
gets the preview of George Abbott's
'Sweet River* Oct 14.
Ed Hart

Mclntyre homestead.
Jack Robbins, with Sammy .Fain
for company, due in end oi this week
from Hollywood by way of a Texas
stop-off to Visit with Paul Whiteman.

Fay

Templeton removed from
Fund Home at Englewood,
week to Englewood HosAilment reported not serious.
I. Roljert Broder -and other pals
tossed a bachelor dinner .for Joe

Actors'

N.

J.,

last

pital.

Lefkowitz in Albany. Si Fabian's
cousin-manager marries next week.
.Frances Langford takes leave of
her Hollywood hotel chores and Paramount the end of this month for a
rest at her father's ranch in Nevada.
Abe Lastfogel, on the Coast for the
William Morris .office, and Johnny
Hyde, in New York, will change
positions temporarily the end of the
month.
Leon A. Fischel, running for state
senator oh the Democratic ticket in
the 17th District, embracing the theatre sector, was an actor before taking .up law.
Two companies, 20th-Fox and RKO.
closed down for the whole day Columbus day .(Monday), while all
others shut at noon with the excep.

tion of

Paramount

Nominating Committee's selections
the-new Friars Club
Jay C. Flinoen. abbolt; Bobby

for, officers of

are:

Clark, dean: Eddie Miller, treasurer;
Lester Hammel, secretary.
Jock Whitney, of Pioneer Pictures,
following the polo matches between
the Greentvee team and the Argentines in N. Y., purchased about
$35,000 worth of the best Argentine
polo ponies.
Georgie Price to
•

of

month

to

sell

the Coast

end

some Hollywood

property and possibly talk over a
-

film deal.

Thence to Florida, from

whjere he conducts
business all winter.

his
'

brokerage

'

studios.

'

Melato-Betrone-Carini, directed by
Luigi Carini (24);
Merlini-Cialiente, directed by Renato
Cialiente
Compagnia
(25);
Ricci-Adani,
directed
by • Renzo

Compagnia

Capitol

Dancing

reopened

after

Ricci

Compagnia Tofano Mal-

(25);

.

.

'

',

•

•

.

1

.

role.

chester, in .the role of Peter.

As a counter measure to Ufa almonopolizing the first-run
Kurfuerstendamm,
along
houses
Tobis has taken over the Tauentzien
and Alhambra, opening both with
its new Carl Froelich film. 'Wenn
Wir Alle Engel Waeren' ('Were We

Adrienne Allen, Raymond Massey,
Vera Pearce and Jack Hylton among

.

most

night 'jury' called for 'The Night
of January 16' at the Phoenix.
Alexei Tolstoi's dramatization of
'Peter the First' now being adapted
by Mrs. Cecil Chesterton for pro-

first

in- England and America.
Nova Pilbeam to be featured in
Gaumont-British film version of

duction

:

.

.

Raimund

.

.

Scotland')

from RKO.

atre.

'Shooting Stars,'

.

.

theatre.

French

Cor RUys, Dutch

in

'

Vienna on

his

.

way

Auditorio, official theatre.
Spanish op-retta directed

by Man- Alameda.

olo Casas finished representations
here. As. return to Spain is impos-

Establishment of a workers' theais being arranged by the
Writers

tre here

company sighed new. contract League of Revolutionary
with Teatro Corrientes of Buenos and Artists.

sible,

'

Aires, leaving Montevideo."

Robert Quigley, Canadian screen
National Symphony Orchestra, di- writer who worked in Hollywood,
rected by Lamberto Baldi, included has
directed
his
first
made-inSymphony No. 1 of Dimitry Sostak- Mexico .pic.
owich on its program. Music of the
'Moon's Ouv Home* <Par) at the
Soviet Russian author was plf.ye:l Cine Olimpia and ..'Mutiny on the
first time in South America.
Bounty' (MG) at the Cine Iris best
Francisco Ruiz, nefsonal manager

.

liked current pics, here,

Metro opened Cine Metro, first Own

enticing publicity drive.

'The Film
a por-

Diana Napier, in Hungarian
•

•

.censor.

New Ben Travers show, V/hich has
been under consideration by Yvonne
Printemps for- London production,
have been rewritten several times to
suit the French star, is now fixed.
Likely to go to the Lyric theatre.

to

operetta playing in the

Orient.

Magda Schenider and Albach Retty
in auto accident at Salzburg. Both
sliThtly hurt.
Manager Beer of the Scala preparing Ladislaus Bekeffi's newest operetta, 'English Valse.'
Flagstadt,
NorwegianKirsten
American singer from the Metropolitan, sang 'Isolde' at the State opera
here.
Pirandello in Vienna to be present
at the staging of 'Questa sera se
recita a soggetto' in the Josefstadt

South Africa
By

H. Hanson

Box office winner here is 'Fury'
(MGM), at the Plaza, Cape Town.
(20th-Fox)

'Metropolitan'

pulled

business at the Alhambra, Cape
Town.
I. W. Schlesinger is now back in

South Africa.

Lady Watson, wlOow of Sir William Watson, poet, and her two
South
daughters, have come -to
:

Africa.

to Hollywood.
Robert Florey vacationing here.

•Teatro Fabregas, name "house of
Virginia Fabregas, slightly damaged
by a fire.
'Paris Follies,' Andre Lasky production, in second week at the Cine

'

•

Paul Abraham writing the music
to 'Ja Sa,'

title is

Lady Queehsber'ry painting
trait of

.

expert,
Paris.

play by Wal-

Hero.'

Wancais
.Comedie
Vienna, playing 'Le Pele'rin.'
John Rairiey' of Hollywood, style film
•

new

ter Ellis, a -smash click at the Central .Theatre, Amsterdam, starring

Ramon Navarro

After a concert tour through Eu.rOpe, Brazilian violinist Raul Larranaga, who finished his studies with
a stipendium granted by. the Braziliw\ Stats, held concert in the studio
'

of La Pez,' in which she
appearing, at the Criterion the-

peasant costume' she -wears in the
Richard Tauber film, 'Land Without
Music'
Mr.- and- Mrs. Israel Davis celebrating golden wedding. Mrs. Davis
in was. the first woman to run a picture
house, in. London, 'and was a pioneer

-

the

is

•

•

.

The Lady

.

'

got in finally.

•

renovation under management of E. tagliati-Cervi, directed ' by Sergio
Tofano
(25);
Ruggero Ruggeri's
Lenzberg.
Republic Picts opened Montevideo company: Dina Galli's company;
office, which alsO represents Ccreeno Kiki Palmer's company; Compagnia
Italiana di Arte Scenica, directed by
Amusement Co. of Chicago.
After two successful performances Febo Mari (22).
at Teatro Solis, Jacob Ben-Ami, Jewish actor, left for New York.
theatre.
French soprano, Ninon Vallin, gave
.
Erna Sack, German soprano, workMexico City
one concert with great success here.
ing on a picture, 'Flowers from Nice.'
Biggest hit of the week, "Maria de
By D. L. Grahame
together with Friedl Czepa, Jane
Estuardo Reina de Escocia' ('Mary
Filden and Hans Homma.
of

•

He

-

.

.

Montevideo

John Masefield's son, Lewis, publishing his first, novel.

violinist, at the
Sidney Jay's mother seriously ill,
Beethovehsaal. and not expected -to recover.
Louis Graveure dickering with- AlMarie Dainton back on the ether
exander Korda.
after several years' absence.
Adolph* Wohlbrueck to Hollywood'
Andre. Chariot visiting Sunday
under RKO contract.
night shows seeking legit plays.
Rose Bampton over from London
'Miss Smith' closed at the -Duke of
for a German, concert tour.
Yorks Sept. 26, after 16 weeks.
'Q' theatre planning production of
'The Moon's Our Home' (par)' premiered at the Marmorhaus..
German play, "The Four Partners.'
Truman' Talley, 20th-Fox rjewsreel
Dolinoff and Raya Sisters off to
general director over from London. Paris after five months' work here. '
Sol Krim back to N. Y. .after a
Henry' Sherek off to Paris to line
study of the German film business. up any novelties available for his
Maurice Colleano family in from four cabarets.
France for a month at the Hansa,
British International makinp overHamburg.
tures to Monty Banks to return as
Lisa Perli arrived from London its unit producer.
for a guest play at the Berlin State
Max Catto, author of 'Green
Opera House. '•'.Waters,* completed a new thriller,
'
Tobis finishing sits first news- 'The Frigate Birds.'
paper film, entitled 'Der Spiegel auf
Choice seats along the line of
Papier' '('Mirror on Paper').
march of the Coronation route are
'Maedchenpensionat' (Girl's Dormi- selling for as high as $250.
tory' (Bavaria), new Geza von BolRauwicz and Laudauer, Viennese
Vary film, premiered at the Atrium. pianists, added to cast of C. B.
New Henri Garat film 'La Souris Cochran's forthcoming reVue.
Bleue' (The.Blue Smile*) premiered
David Henley. former assistant
in the original French version at secretary to British Equity, joining
the Kufbel.
casting agency of Myron Selznick,
Eberhard Wolfgang Moeller's his- Ltd.
toric
drama The Frankenburger
Kurt Robitschek moving from
Dice' Game' played in the open at Stratford Court to the Savoy hotel,
Naumburg.
now that his show at Victoria Palace
Jobless vaUde actors and mu- is a hit.
sikkers, 500 of them, getting a break
Marcel Varnel to direct next Will
at the Annual Restaurant Expo, run- Hay picture for Gaumont-Britishr
ning until Oct. 18.
Gainsborough, with Val Guest doing
Three" Codonas in from Copen- the script.
hagen for a month at the WiriterHenry Sherek's Dorchester hotel
garten, with Alfredo cabling congrats cabaret is grossing approximately
from the: Tom Mix Show.
$15,000,. whieh means a profit of $6,-.
Russian lingo plentiful around the 000 weekly.
Scala, with vaude given a holiday
Performance of Noel Coward'3
of two weeks for the first time in play,
'Fumed Oak,' banned by
the 'history of the house.
Bournemouth authorities as unfit for
Nothing new in magic is the ver- local consumption.
dict of the abracadabra boys watchPicture rights to 'Murder on Acing the 24th. W.orld Congress of Am- count,' thriller now current at the
ateur Magicians in Munich.
Garden, - London, sold to
News- Winter
('The
Nachrichter'
'Die
British film company .
opening
at
ensemble,
boys'), cabaret
Joan Barry, English stage and
the Kabaret der Komiker in a revue screen actress, married secretly Oct.
'So Leben Wir' ('This is the Life'). 3 at Bordeaux to Henry F. Tiarks,
Renate Mueller's new film is son of an. English banker.
called 'Die Geliebte von Paris' ('The
Charles Laughton to play Captain
Sweetheart of Paris') (Tobis), with Hook in Christmas production of
Werner Krauss in the principal male 'Peter Pan,' with his wife, Elsa Lan-

—

The Henry Kolkers -were? -east- of the violinist, Roman Totenberg.
Government has haired Robert A.
bound on a holiday when the Aim n->d the pianist, Arthur Rubinstein, Turnbull, vet cameraman with
player was recalled to the. studio on South American tour, to prendre Hollywood-experience, to make-films
from New Orleans, hence -Manjavet for next season the presentation- of and stills in the six most picturesque
Kolkcr awaited the advent of her t' flse two artists in South America.
states for a new foreign touristspouse.'

Berlin

.

Manen, Spanish

.

Gertrude Martin, Cecilfe Mink and
Dorothy Welch in from London and
taking a quick look at the town before returning home.
Rene Bru, Pathe cameraman,
breaking into newsreels
himself on
his~TetUrn: from Seville, whereT he
.was imprisoned by the rebels.
Jo Alex given the role of Batala
in 'Le Chant des Tropics' ('Song of Giulio Stivai.
the Tropics'), operetta' by Moises. SiMajor Italian dramatic companies
mons opening soon at the Theatre for the coming season will be the
de Paris.
following: Armando Falconi's comCharles Tutelier, Leo Lelievre and pany (23 actors); Compagnia Comica
Marc Cab, with Henri Varna, re- Italiana, Antonio Gandusio, Laura
sponsible for writing .of the new Carli (20); Compagnia GramaticaCasino de Paris revue, 'Tout Paris Benassi, directed by Emma GraChante* ('All Paris Sings*). matica with 20 actors; Compagnia

plays.

'

Sacha Guitry busy screening 'Mon
Pere Avait'Raison'CMy Father Was
Right'), from his play, at the Epinay

'

ting married.

per cui" ('The
Motive for-Which') to be shown for All Angels').
the- first time in Italy at the Galleria.
Erszi Paal and Nino Taranto starred.
Emma Gramatica's and Kiki PalmVienna
er's campanies will start off the
Rome theatrical, season Kiki
By Emil W. Maass
Palmer with 'Duo Dame' ('Two
Ladies') by Paolo Ferrari at the
Erwin Weiss.' ntm producer, died;
Argentina on Oct. 10 and Emma ' 'Rose Marie'" (MO' "drawing full
Gramatica with a play that has not houses.
C
yet been announced at the Quirino
George Kamen' of -United Artists,
on Oct. 15.
in' Vienna.Largest theatrical company in
full
'Petrined- Forest'- drawing
Italy this., ye.au will be. .Dina Galli's, houses daily»with 28 actors. Among them will be
Gustav -Mueller, 62, V i e n n a
Rina Franchetti, Enzo Gainotti, comedian., died.
Guido Morisi, Giorgio Piambnti and
'Rose Marie', .to be produced at

Broadway

-

'

Literarios,

popular

Guitry.

handling, the tickets.
Local boy makes good; the Gallipolis, O.-, official tourist postcards now
are adorned by. a still of the O. O.

.

Luhes
guild's

ances, were stopped years ago. Now,
after reorganization of guild, attempt
to start again has failed, as theatres,
concert. auditoriums, etc., refused cooperation and state^owned theatre
asks such an elevated rental as to
make impossible the maintaining of

at her country spot in
Westchester.
Matt Allen, manager of the EL
Capitan,.Hollywopdi returns to Coast
Monday (12) after b.o.'ing * the
-

•

about Shakespeare.

Adelaide Hall back from Holland
and a Belgian tour, packing for
Rome.
'Show Boat' (U) going into its
third month at the Theatre des Am-

.

•

Under auspices of Lady Effle Millington Brake, wife of -British Minister, 'The English Players,' directed
by Edward Sterling, held three
Shakespeare performances. On the
wire of CX6 (Official Broadcasting),
Sir E. Millihgton Drake dissertated

pit.

President Lebrun personally beGypsy Rose Lee hosting on -lavish stowing the Cravate de Commandeur
Y. scribes, painters, au- de la Legion d'Honneur on Sacha

scale.
N.
thors,, etc.,

Homolka

holidaying

.

Switzerland.

at

Le Mirage.

Bliss' paiLiuM-,

collapsed.

play.

'-'

Ray Marsh, Hollywood make-up
expert, here, stating He has quit the
business to do missionary work in
South Africa.
Big crowds from overseas and
throughout South Africa expected
for the Johannesburg Empire Exhi-

Rio de Janeiro
Sy Edna Butr
Arthur W. -Kelly, vice prez in
charge foreign distribution for UA,
and wife, expected to arrive here
Oct,

bition.

Hetty King, English variety star,
Her
arrived
South Africa.
in
departure from England and intended visit here was kept a secret

16.

Walter Gould. UA-Latin provisional
mgr., made a flying visit here from
BA:, looking busy, saw. the thirddimension exhibition, said nothing.
Ben Commack, gen. mgr. of RKORadio in S.' A.," here alter an extensive trip throughout S. A. Expects
to mako his yearly visit to N. Y.
about Nov. 10.
Enrique Baez, UA manager for

She may make her home

t

arid

head-

quarters in this country now. leaving her sister in charge while carrying out her tours,
African Consolidated Theatres
bringing a panto troupe in next November to stage 'Cinderella at
Christmas,' opening in Johannesburg.
Brazil, jovially points at error in Principals are Georgie Wood, Mary
talk that,the -new
Cine-Metro Houri. Avril Angers, Fred -Walmsley.
is the. sole theatre air-conditioned in
Mitchell and Peru. Alf Thomas and
Rib. His 15-capacity projection room Billy Matchett will play the 'Ugly
has a- Carrier system,' too.
Sisters.'
•

j

.

.

MGM

I

•
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Hollywood

Chicago

Gil Pratt back from England.
Larry Crabbe is erecting a home in
Bel, Aire.
\ <:
:
Lew Pollock had nine" teeth yanked
in one day.
Three Stooges back on Coast

Bruce Kamman is a pappy.
Bill -Hampton writing special Pat

1

.

.

.

.

O'Malley material.

-'

Horenstein

Quebec

Leona Maricle back from N. Y. for
more work at Col.
Rex Beach back from Alaskan trek

the locals will fare when they
into Sydney in a bunch.
'Flying
Doctor' (National) got a. great week's
Tony Trow in from Three Rivers. run in Brisbane, but will have to do
Allen McMahon in from New York. better in. Sydney ahd elsewhere to
Forbes Rhude in from Vancouver. rake iri the high overhead produc-

Arthur Hirsch

Toronto.
L. Rosenfeld here from Toronto.

Fred Stone.

Charles Creed, Paris designer, here

Helen Taylor.
Cold floored Andy Hervey of MG's
publicity department.
Howard Liang east on talent hunt
and to see some shows.
"John Weismuller has left for Europe to joinvLupe Velez.
Louise Dresser moved from Glendale to a manse in Beyhills.
Chic Sale guested at last Seidel
Night given by the Masquers:
Kay Mulvey, Metro's fan rriag convisiting

Jim O'Loghlin through from To-

Gazette here.

Harvey Higgins
from London.

.

•

New York for confabs.
Mabel Thomas, Variety muggess

tact, to

'

.

.

Barney

Sarecky,

U

producer,

bought a manse which overlooks the
"

U lot.

•

—

.

Mae

West,

ill

from- cold, continued

to script her next yarn for Major
Pictures in bed.
Bill- Oviatt, vet road show mgr.,
has moved from N. Y. to L. A. to
make his home.
.

George Wurts, author and screen
Vegas to re-

Writer, has gone to Las
side on his ranch.

.

-

MG

"

dent.

Adolph Wohlbruck, Viennese stage
and screen star, here for first American job
radios

in

'Michael

Strogoff'

at

Clarence Brown, received notification that he has reservations at Claridge's in London for King Edward's
coronation.

-

•

Maxine Marx, daughter of Chico.
has gone back to New York to study
dramatics under Mme. Maria Quspenskaya.
Jesse Lasky. Jr., has pulled out for
England after completing a hew
novel. 'Laughter in the Sun.'
Has
.

«.,

15

pounds ahd looks like a banker.
Jessie Kaye back east atfer a looksee around St. Louis and Chicago.
Sam Weller ahead and Rube Bern'Children's Hour" as
the stein back of 'Pride and Prejudice.'
Hofstadtooneel and 'These Three*
Dale Parrills last week celebrated
(UA) as a film in City Cinema.

At Amsterdam, simultaneous Holland premiere of 'The Country Doc(20th-Fox) in three cinemas.

tor'

Simultaneous

run

*

Hague
a play by
at

of

their..

Critics favored the film.

20th 'Lohengrin' anniversary".
.

Clarence Warsaw
Sam Tishman now advertising his
Haarlem wjll soon go dark as reThursday (8).
gards all cinemas. As legit com- Wheaton pictures in the local dailies..
Alec Adelman and Bill Lester back
Henry Shapiro on a quick flip to
before Prime Minister Lyons, fol- panies play regularly in cinemas
from New York. ."
threatens Baltimore to see his frau and youngLeo Leduc and Jimmy Oastler both lowing on a chatter session- with the there, the Bioscoopbond
»«w
ster.
also to close cinemas for legit.
British film men in London.
married this week.
Songwriter Ted White returning to
Pierre Monteux who, after leaving
Herb Allen, of Allen theatres, ToAmsterdam,' signed for five years to New.;York after three months on the
ronto, looking around.
conduct San Francisco Symphony Coast.
Morris Krushen, former Variety
Tex Sherman p.a. for the Rodeo,
Orchestra, will do some outside
Pittsburgh
mug, back in Montreal.
work as well. In November he will which opens next week at the StaMontreal Repertory theatre reachBy Hal Cohen
conduct a performance in Amsterr dium.
ing 1,000 mark in membership.
Lou
Epstein ahead of new French:
for
the
WagBizet's-'Carmen'
dam
of
Jimmy C. Adams, formerly manCasino show, with Warren O'Hare
ager of Loew's Montreal, died in
It's a girl at the Ben Steelmans, ner Association.
Regina of heart failure Monday (5). their first child.
Dutch Board of Censors banned back.
O
Hanna
San (Countess L" Argent)
N. N. Lawand, president of ConfedClub des Femmes,' French film, readying her autobiog,
It's a boy at "the George Currys;
'Variety
erated Theatres, under injunction not labeled George, Jr.
produced .by Jacques Deval. Reel Street.
to use name of Snowden theatre,
had been banned some time ago.
under, way
Playhouse
season
gets
Irving
.Yates
around collecting
which is proposed as name of new
Distributors then had it changed
10 with 'Russet Mantle.'
Nov.
for
dates
his
Negro
flicker, 'The
United Amusement Corp.. house to
over, some scenes deleted and others
May Beegle concert season opens altered, but the hew version was Vicious Circle.'.
open Jan.'l.
Sidney Morse now handling WilOct. 16 with Kirsten Flagstead:
also frowned upon- by the censor.
liam Morris club department along
Regis Toomey coming on for Pittwith other duties."
Notre Dame clash next weekend.
Steve. Trilling ogled some of the
Charlie Barron around getting the
Sydney
WPA shows around here for- possible
Shanghai
burg hyped on 'The Gay Desperado.'
Warner Bros, talent
By Eric Gorrick
John Maloney named chief, barker
Louis Gordon has taken over liBy Cal S. llirsh
of Variety club here for next year.
bretto concession for this season's
iCharlie JMunro gave a party to
Dorothy Cook on the- mend after
Josef von Sternberg expected here. Chicago City Opera;
Stuart F. "Doyle.
an operation at the West Penn hosp.
Louis Pinto back in Chi territory
Cathay Hotel ballroom reopened
Fox giving a party to welcome
to pick up some midwest vaude after
Anne Ford around again beating its winter season.
Walter Hutchinson.
the drums for Guild's 'End of SumHal Dunn, Warner Far East man- playing southern time.
Ann Sothem's presence aiding, and
Summer came in with a big heat mer.'
ager; back from Hollywood.
wave and made
abetting' Roger' Pryor opening puball
matinees
look
v
Mike Kovinci, film operator,- and
Jefferson. Andico's orchestra doing
sick.
licity at the College Inn.
Anna Kavonik, of Art Cinema, well at the Casanova, night club.
Schmeling-Louis fight pic copped a eloped.
Tom
Kettering has opened his own
fight
promoter, indie publicity offices and handling
Jerry Morgan,
very nice gross on one week's _r-un
E. W. Hickman back at the Tech holding cards in outdoor Albeit Gar- a number of local cafes.
in Sydney.
dens.
drama
school
after
year's
leave
of
a
Gene Morgan handling, and Glen
George -Appelgate, W. E. boss, reTeddy and Ferry Les Guzzas re Rhode assisting, direction of 'Call Me
turned to Australia after an extend- absence.
Carleton (Cam) Young, Carnegie newed contract at the Jessfiel'd, night, Ziggy,' for, the Playwrights Theatre.
ed look over the American field.
club.
Capt. Jack Reilly again in charge
Fuller-Carroll legit try in Mel- Tech drama grad, signed for pix by
Young
and
Cathleene'
Dave
Harvey
of 'Mayor Edward Kelly's annual
bourne is making out nicely. Cur- Republic.
The Art Levys he's Col exchange touring Hongkong, Manila and Sing Christmas box shows for poor chilrent attraction is 'Lady Be Good,'
manager—expect the stork during apore.
dren.
with Charles Norman.
troupe
and
Hawaiian
Irene
West
a
Sen Kaney acting head, of Chicago,
Williamson-Tait will revive' 'Maid the winter.
playing North China and inland
Pitt Cap and Gown Club celeb rat
NBC office, with Niles Trammel P..
of the "Mountains' and 'Chocolate Sol
cities.
G. Parker and Sid Strotz out of the
dier' in Melbourne.
Gladys Mon ing 30th birthday with a masquerade
Cirb's, Shanghai's newest and most
ball Oct. 30.
burg.
crieff will be. featured.
Dorothy Bushey (Mrs. Bernie modern ballroom, opened with a -$5
Galen Boag back with 'Night of
Alanson Tyrell, RCA chief, recover charge.
turned here after spending ten Armstrong) back in action at BachAt the Park Hotel, Bob and Eula Jan. 18/ while Fred Jordan doubles
ahead on both this show and 'Biosmonths in the Far East Tyrell spent elors' Club.
Magidson,
remaining
half of are strong favorites, with the Itkis som Time.'
Syd
a great deal of time .in India.
Magidson Twins, studying drama at Fidlon ensemble.
John Elwood east and Ted Church
Elisabeth Rethberg and Ezio Pinza
Canidrome Gardens headlining Paul
Carnegie Tech.
now key man in Republican National'.
leave for America this week after a
Harry Reiners still hanging around and Yola; others are Dixie Sisters,
season in Sydney and Melbourne for waiting for 'Follow Your Heart' to Reynolds and Topsy and Sadao Iwai Committee ether situation at local
Australian Broadcasting Commission get into Fulton.
Del Monte, tourist spot,', featuring headquarters.
Mabel Rogers Dewey, formerly of
Meeting of the Film Board of
Helen Donnelly named publicity Rogotta, Maggie Calloway, Lidla
Trade is due this week in Sydney director for the Pittsburgh Play and Flo Brown; Fockler's orchestra Dewey and Rogers, and' Irene Shea<
of Donovan and Lee, have opened
covering each branch of the indus- house this season.
the Dew-Shea costume shop.
try. Dan Carroll, chairman, still conJoe Cappo and Frances' Knight
Newspaper boys wining and diningfined to. hospital, but recovering.
heading back from Coast for another
Philadelphia
in style these days, as every nitery.
Trade boys are wondering, how run at Plaza cafe.
and hotel losses cocktail suppers to
they can get time off to go over to
Harold Lund back after two
By Arthur B. Waters
start the new season.
New Zealand to see Mae West in months in England and France with
Ed Foreman" has the most com-""
•Klondike Annie' (Par). Australian Harry Ross, his boss.
Colleen Moore in town with her plete set. of pictures of early 19th
censor said no to a local showing.
Sam Stern, WB artist, opens an Doll House (at Gimbel's.) .•
century Chicago, and turned down
Hoyts and Western Electric are re- exhibition of his paintings at WunCarl Duffus called to New York offer from Illinois Historical Society,
ported to be at loggerheads again derley's Monday (19).
by Metro for work with Hays of- for 'em.
Dave Rubinoff making big plans fice.
over service charges. Hoyts has
Craig Dennison new CAPA prexy;
stopped payment, but it is expected for his parents' golden wedding anAl Zimbalist engaged to do special Jimmy Luntzel. v, p.; Harry Smythe,
that the fight will be a short-lived niversary here in January;
exploitation work in the Stanleycollector of revenues; Irving Mack,
one.
Masquers open season tonight Warner office here.
scribe; Carl Hermer, doorman, and.
Babs Lupe has been engaged for a (Wednesday) with Robert E. SherPlenty of show .people attending, Ted Morris,
p. a.
season in -'Laugh, Town, Laugh,' for wood's 'Queen's Husband.'
at least as spectators .auction sale of
Frank Neil, in Melbourne.
Alcen Westein. Press columnist, Garrick theatre effects.
Other
acts spotted include Jack Goldic. going to Coast and will do her stuff
Dave Lodge, bill-poster, In on deal
Carlos Ames, Gardner, and Kane, and from there for few months.
by which Jules Leverithal took over
Minneapolis
Broadway's 'Mimi S c h e 1 e r.' Locust for pop-priced house.
Roy Rene.
By Les Bees
Metro will hold its annual con- authored t<y Pittsburgher Al Golden,
H. T. < Jimmy) Craven, former
vention jn Sydney Sept. 27 under the has a local boy, Ed Blaine, in the drama
speeching
cameric,
jn
cast.
Yurka here for lecture at
Blanche
leadership of Bernie Freeman. Other
paign for new-fangled zoo here.
executives will include Dake Lake.
Four, vet legit agents in town last U. of Minnesota.
Hal Carleton, William Tinkler and
week; George Lederer. Forrest CrosPolice department enforcing night
Myron J. Lustig.
man. Tom Kane and Frank Perley. clubs' midnight curfew.
Detroit
Kenn Hall, Cinesound. is moving
Gilbert Miller making his first apLew Pressler, Minnesota assistant
swiftly to keep pix on the floor at
pearance in years in the city where manager, handball' expert.
the. studio.
With .'.Orphan of the
'Tovarich' the
Charles Penman back from Eng- he used to live.
Wally Eddy, Universal booker, carreason.
Wilderness' almost ready to pre- land.
miere, Hall will go ahead on 'SomePhilly downtown hotels jammed rying infected arm in-sling.
Tess Sheehan off for 'Town Hall
A. Selby Carr, of Paramount,
conventions,
and show peothing in Common.'
up
with
England.
Scries' in New
called to Omaha by relative's death.
trouble
making
ple
are
having
reserWilliam Harrop has been appointMichimaking
State to draft code
'
vations.
ed a member of the Film Board of gan A tourist's 'paradise.'
Variety club has resumed weekly
Trade in Sydney. Harrop takes care
luncheon
meetings' with guest speakBook - Cadillac hotel's Mayfair
ers.
of the interests covering exhibitors Room redubbed Esquire Room.
Mrs. Osborne McCrae Taylor, loof- New South Wales and is their
Joe Freedman and Max Silk reHaven
calite, has under consideration film
special representative.
open Ten-Forty nitery; Par Four spot
contract offered by WB.
With the quick return of summer folds.
-By Harold M. Bone
Harry Lund, Paramount salesman,
tie outdoor men are taking the winClare Tree Major's Children's the.
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When

Greta Garbo took ill last
weekend. Robert Taylor entertained

members of the 'Camille* cast at the
UCLA-Washington football game.
.

Janet Gaynor. movexl into the Msr-

lenc Dietrich,
International,

bungalow at Selznickwhere she'll co-star

with Fredric March in 'A Star

Is

Born.'
"
Carol Hughes tnnoled out of a taxi
in a scene for WB's 'Ready. Willing
and Able.' and skinned her knees.
Abrasions held up pic for three

hours.

After waxing two Gladvs Swarthout songs for Par's 'Champagne
Waltz/ William M. Daily planed back
to New York.
Songs are title tune
and 'Merry-Ga-Round.'Al Gree*< directing 'Safari In Paradise' at Columbia,, found two erstn
while L.A.. city, councilmen arid an
ex-suDeriox court judge- of Illinois,
1

>

•

(

•working as extras in the film.

Mervyn LeRoy and Rex Beach

in

huddle over 'Son of the Gods,'
which. nroducer will, make for Warners. FN did it in 1931 with Connie
Bennett and Dick Barthelmess.
Max Shane has resigned as prexy
of the f, Hillman-Shane Advertising
Agency to. devote his time to -Paramount stories. Mel Riddle and MolMe> Lewin, formerly of Script mag,
have ioined Hillman-Shane staff.
•

Without the complications which
harassed the Wampas, group of publicity men here, are organizing Veterans of Motion, Picture Wars and an
affiliate Veterans of Future Motion
Picture Wars. 'Tom-Baily" is chair'

~
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.

'

•

,

.
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,

"

—

•

'

"

'

.

'

1

'

'

som*> British film offers.

man.

Young has added some

Bill

•

Aben and Judith Kandel back from
writing stint in London. Former at
Col and latter at WB.
Maxine* Smith, Chi-Amer crik,
back to shores of Lake Michigan
after three-jnonth o.o.'
Eddie Cantor will address mass
meeting of the Hollywood League
Against Naziism Oct. 20.
Lionel Barrymore's cold caused
him to leave job on 'Captains Courageous' at
for short time.
Dickie Moore has made seven consecutive pix for WB, although he's
not under contract to studio.
Frederic Dannay and Manfred Lee,
writers under cognomen of Ellery
Queen, here to script at Par.
Tom Sorierio. manager of the UA
theatre in L. A., underwent throat
op in the Good Samaritan hosp.
Paul Kelly has sold his Long Island property and is putting coiii into
improvements on his Coast estate.
Russell Birdwell, pub director for
S-T; has installed a foreign bureau,
to handle every tongue in the world.
Lee Kohlmar has been appointed
Hollywood rep of the Jewish Theatrical Guild by Eddie Cantor, presi-

«

New legit co. founded here, especially for musical comedies.

.

Fritz Lang has ducked his monocle
for a pair of specs crossing up his
buddies.
Edwin Knopf. MG's scenario head,
.
has gone to New York.......
to lobksee
some plays.
Priscilla Moran, child star, of the
silents. goes under contract to Par.
She's 18 now.

a

.

.

foran.

.

in-

an-

Llpschutz

'

in

Honolulu, sailed from L.A. Oct, 9.
Peggy Doyle, of the Boston EveAmer, scrammed for New England.
Otto Kruger to New York to
discuss part of 'Parnell' on Broadway.
William Le Baron's filly, Brown
Jade- won the opening race at Tan-

.

tion cost.
'Uncivilized*
(Chauvel)
will premiere in Sydney.
Windsor to the.
Still strong talk here that the Brit?
ish will apply to the Federal governand wife back ment for introduction of an Imperial
Quota. Premier Stevens of N. S.
died in Windsor Wales will return to Australia next
month and may place several facts

recouping

readying

dividual sculpture exhibition.
Joe Kelly resigned as staff
nouncer on WLS to free lance.

Florence

Etty-Lfcal

.

.

.

Ken Wright from

.

'

By M. W.

off to

ronto.

.

The Hague

how
come

to. see'

ma

Virginia Dalton's
after serious illness.

and Henri Morin, are

coming in for the tour.
Film mob is Waiting

after p. a. tour.

to visit

i')

•

.

.

.

.

New

r.

ter cl'o'thes off their various outfits
iji preparation for an' early season.
Luna Park, Sydney. Will reopen
.'again under Phillip Brothers' man;

agemeqt

atre of N. Y. to play fourth successive season here.
Hiram B. Cornell, stage carpenter
for leading stock companies for
quarter, century, died here.
Harry Remington, ex-drama crick
.

Nite spot trade, stepping up.
Eddie Dolan's father died
(2).

..

escaped injury

here

Day.'

'Call

It

a

Goodman, local musician,
Hal Welles back at Yale Drama
composed the score for 'White on Minneapolis Tribune, now han- School.
Death,'- Zane Gray opus filmed at 'the dling newspaper stuff fqr Fox theatre
Ben Cohen deserted shore home
!

Isidor

Great Barrier Reef.

Pic opens at
the" Mayfair. "Sydney, next month for
Snider-Dean.
Jack Percival will
handle special exploitation.
Mdftin C. Brennan is recovering
•

from' an illness that forced him to
give up. the. managing editorship of
Film Weekly, local trade mag. Eric
Solomon is now in control of 1he
mag and, besides handling the editorial side, finds time to be a member of .Parliament.
Twenty rfour ballets will be presented in Australia during the scanon
oE .the Monte Carlo Ballet under, Williamson-Tait management. After the
Australian ran, Ballet will tour New
'Zealand.
Two conductors, Jascha
;

for city dwelling.

here.

cow and went

Sam

when his auto bit a
into ditch.

Mirvis, local boy

known on

screen as Michael Lo'rtng, had his
contract renewed by Universal;
Those taking advantage of hunt-,
ing season's opening included Rud
Lohrenz. Art Anderson and Gene
r
Mereditb.
For flr«;t time -in its history, Or^»>'
"
'

.

Shubert has pencilled

•

of
Offices
Theatrical
Affiliated
New York Civic Opera due here pheum here, is to be leased 'to outAmerica opens local agency with Oct. 18 for one-niter.
side attraction, San Carlo Grand
John Daley and Harry Goodman in
Inn
reopens
Under Opera Co., Nov.. 2-4:
Rainbow
charge."
guidance of A. J. Carroll.
Hotel Radisson's new Flame Room
Merle Clark, organist at Texan
Harry Berman starts sixth year night club opens this week, featur.

•

'

-

r

.

-

.

Centennial, Dallas, past five months, heading Junior Symph orch
ing Josephine Larkin with Richard
returns* this week to. old job at
Yale stude disturbers given bum's Gardner's swing band.
Michigan theatre.
rush out of Shubert balcony.
Cash income of farmers in Twin
Indie Michigan exhibitors readying
Waller Prichard Eaton sporting a City trade teritory for first eight
bills for State Legislature to separ- cane since summer hospital treat- months of 1936 was
$254,538,000, koxgr.
ate production and distribution end ment.
est , amount in any similar period,
of film industry-.from exhibiting.
With those 19 ingenues in the cast, since 11)31.
Widespread showing of Russian pix Yale boys gave 'Stage Door', stage
City' 'cohhcll 'special liquor tfom^
expected, to follow ruling of Michi- <ioor ja, heavy play.
mittee has recommended amendment''
George Kaufman and .Margarot „
gan Supreme Court reversing ban
ordinance
forbidding
to
Ifquor
gave
local
boulevards .women to be served at barn, either: •»
by police chief' Heihrieh Pickert on Sullavan
B'way-H'wood touch.
'Youth of Maxim."
1 sitting or standing.
)

'

|
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Burlesque Reviews
GOTHAM,

(GAYETY, BUFFALO)

are rare in burlesque
these .days, but the Gotham has managed within the past month to im-

Changes

prove

its offering

new

considerably.

New

and a better grade of
production has done much in Jthe- way
of general elevation, but the same
cannot be said of comedy methods or
stripping, which: remain unaltered.
Show stands a good chance of being,
entertainment with the application of
a little soap and water. But who's
an idealist in burlesque?
House lacks.' a 'name' stripper, but
current crew acquit themselves well.
All good-looking girls, they are
Helen Colby, Ann Valentine, Annette, Gladys Fox and Gail La Verne.
Misses Colby and Annette, are the
faces,

sets

Buffalo, Oct 9,
This is the new Independent Wheel
'Glorified Burlesque'— but the candy
butcher Is still head man with the
show. In fact, it is nip and tuck between the spielers and the show,
with the lads in front having the
edge by a slight margin. Burlesque
still awaits the master mind who will
realise that competition in entertainment being what it is, it can't
stick the paying guests for a dollar
and at the same time sock them over
the head with the premium lingo and
expect them to -like it. Anyhow, not
with deluxers at 55c. around the
corner.

'Stepping
Stars'
reopened the
with studied methods. Gayety and the local burlesque sea-,
Miss La Verne furnishes the dyna- son. The production is credited to
Paul
Morokoff,
which
leaves him in
strip.
mite delivery with a quick
Gladys Fox and Aline Valentine do the red on the liability side. The performance follows the. familiar routine
their, stuff at-fast tempo also.
and raises the annual question as to
House is one- of few still, using the when burlesque producers will wake
old system of breaking up the tease up. Someone is due to scrap the outwith a chorus, number between line which has decidedly outlived its
pieces peeled to add to the torture.
usefulness and go in for an original
Production number parade of vari- setup Burlesque needs ideas more
ous types of gals to 'You're the Kind than anything else. There is plenty
of a Girl,' with Jack Shaw vocalizing,' of talent available,, as this show evidone- very well, considering.
dences. And there still must be
Comedy pretty much oh the raw thousands left from among the old
beef side. Variations of the money, burlesque fans who would give up to
electric box and see something for their money.
jail, Testaurant,
Jenny' bits, with nothing missing and
Plenty of talent here. Harry Jake\
something added. Bert Marx, Harry Fields still knows how to handle the
Stanford and Claude Matthias are lines. Sam Raynor works with vet's
Stanford, -while class and Murray Briscoe makes an
the exponents.
naughtier than his confreres, is a imposing straight. The trio are alreally good comic. Latter clacks in most material proof. They have to.be
Wot Vet, Henry/ played in the nut- with the gags so flat. Limericks and
house.
knock-knocks, all on -the shady side,
Chorus work, has also been bet- predominate. The entire brand, of
tered up here. Last time caught the comedy has progressed from the bedline was notable for its lack of looks, room to the bathroom and locked
but that's been partially corrected by the door. Some of the lines are droolnew recruits.
ing and the ice cream vendor bit
Second half of the two and a half- is the ultimate in scatology. It is too
hour show lasts only a half hour. bad, because the boys appear to have
House is fun by Abe Minsky, who, what it takes for comic delivery, and
.with I. H. Herk, also has the Gaiety, they deserve a better break from
downtown*.
the- book.
As a not very welcome surprise for
the customers, there is little undressing in the -show. The chorus is disK. C.
tinguished by the absence of good
Kansas City, Oct. 9.
lookers and is under wraps or inSince this house opened early in visibles throughout most of the proSeptember with Independent Wheel, ceedings. Emphasis is on decorous
shows, biz has been pretty terrible. posing. Bubbles Yvonne, tall, deadCurrently the gloom is in layers. pan brunet, does two strip numbers,
House opened with a 75c. top at two- the only ones-in the show. Very tame,,
This 'week finds a policy the final tear-off being confined to
a-day,
change with three shows daily at above-the-waist revelations, and that
60c. top. Spot is operated by Harry under dimmers. So lukewarm that
D. Hirsch and .managed by Fred the boys didn't even bother for an
Spear.
encore. Bubbles seemed surprised at
Quality of the shows, 'Ha-Cha.' in the blah reception.
this week, doesn't seem to have
Gladys McCormack- does straight
much, to do with take. Jt never skits. Rose Heatherly's acrobatic
does here. 'Ha-Cha' company uses dances, Mae Moore's warbling and
a line of 14. three strippers, the com- Allene Dale's general solo work help
edy team of Mike Sachs and Cop-Coo >the ensemble effect. Joe Altee is in
Morrissey, Billy and Maise Dm.
for some very good tap work and also
Latter's helps In the skits.
hoofers, and Sam Gould.
sineing gets over nicely.
A. H. Moelle'r replaces Charles
Show is overboard on pointless Lauck as house manager. Gayety is
blackouts.
Only ,thing at all out- operating on a policy- of continuous
-standing- fs '^h e f=4^ahc!e:_oi-_Death
maimecs-fr-onv J2.to-5 r with one..eye r
number, with St*. Glair and Yvonne: ning show reserved at
8:30. The afGal gets; splashed all over the stage, ternoon looks like a mistake and
but as usual with burly audiences, probably will be supplanted. Show
the turn doesn't get better than a' got off to a capacity start, but busiripple. The flashes are; torso affairs
ness showed signs of drooping before
and strangely chough get applause the end of the week.
comparable to- that doled out to the
The question still is open whether

outstanders

.

1

.

Worcester, Oct. 13.
FREDERIC POOLE
There'll
be no burlesque in
The Rev. Dr. Frederic Poole, .73,
Worcester for a year, at least. Vigor- for six years executive secretary of
ous opposition by the Worcester
the Philadelphia Board of. Theatre
Ministers' Association, police, variControl,. died Wednesday, October 7,
ous women's organizations and pri at his home, 120 Simpson road, Ardyate citizens caused-the- local, license more, after an illness of two years.
board last week to deny a permit to
Dr. Poole was appointed %6 the
the "Worcester theatre,
censor board in 1925 by Mayor KenBenjamin Levine, the -petitioner, drlck and served until 1931. During
had advertised opening for a week, that time he was involved in several
but the board turned thumbs down controversies concerning allegedly
after a hearing.
immoral plays. He was instrumental
Chief of Police, who also is a in keeping The Shanghai Gesture'
member of the license board, said out of Philadelphia and he once enthe cops are opposed to burlesque gaged In a spirited battle with Earl
because it 'damages the city.' Shows Carroll on the subject of nudity in
were summarily closed last-' season one of the 'Vanities.' Dr. Poole also
after bluecoats had been detailed served as adviser to the Mayor oh
to attend performances every day. tong disputes- occurring here.
He is survived by his second wife,
Levine argued resumption of
Arnold
shows would furnish employment to. the former Mrs. S. Elizabeth
sister, Miss Eleanor. Poole, of
60 persons, and that road shows and and a
Future England.
vaudeville would follow.
,

.

policy

now up

is

in air, as result.

House was sold

'

Ban Upheld by
U. S. Sup. Court
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—
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there are enough fans who want this
Kurley. Kelly, Lillian Dixon and
type of entertainment at the price;
Ina .Thomas do the work .with the Past performances hereabouts indi.snap fasteners. And that is the an- cate the' answer as negative.
swer to the poor grosses. Average
Burton.
burly customer here can't soell
'

.

'subtle.' find
doesn't like.

what he

can't spell

he

a*. Sad as it is. the fact is here and
.'may as well be faced; burlesaue under the too watchful eye of cHv dads
Hoytr
will never click.

.

MODELS

ARTISTS'

(ATLANTA, ATLANTA)
Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 9,
...Calibre of Eastern Burlesque Ass'ri

wheel shows picks up notably with
presentation, which offers
variety, better performers and

current

5th Ave. Theatre, N. Y.
is '.no

shot

MILDRED O'KEEFE
Mildred O'Keefe, 32, who had
danced in the Ziegfeld 'Follies,' 'Ani-

mal

Crackers,'" '50,009,000

French-.

men' and 'Face the Music,' committed suicide by poison in a Minneapolis hotel last week. Suffering
from a nervous breakdown.
Following her chorus work, she
had toured Europe as a specialty
dancer.

ABRAHAM
Abraham
of the

REISEROFF

S.
S. Reiseroff, 68, president

Royal Amusement Co. and
of
the Royal .theatre,

manager

'

home

Worcester, Mass., died in his
57,

Sunday

(11).

Mr. Reiseroff was a native of Rus-*
sia, coming, to Boston 50 years ago.
He spent most of his life there and
in Providence, coming to -Worcester
16 years ago.

CATHERINE CANSINO
Catherine Cansino,
the dance
tonio,
pital,

31,'

member

of

team of Cataliha and An-

died Oct. 9 at the Bronx hosN. Y., after a prolonged ill-

ness.

'

Survived by husband and partner,
mother, daughter Antonio; son Antonio, Jr., and mothsurvive. Burial was at er and brother.

and a

sister

Nevada, O.

TOM MANNING

which the .Federal Trade Commission ordered the Bob Hofeller Candy
Co. to cease supplying products to
various amusement enterprises.
Effect of the "highest court's action
was to uphold an order by the

Tom Manning; 56, died in Hollywood, Oct. 10, while at work in the

FOND MEMORY OF

IN

MY FRIEND

Warner
After

M.

L.

MALEVINSKY

went

to

Studio.

many

years of trouping

he

Hollywood eight months ago

dov character work in films.

to

Who Died- Oct. 17, 1032
Jerry Vogel

WILLIAM TOOKER

ARTHUR

E. H. ELIOT
Capt.- Arthur E. H. Eliot, 62, coauthor of 'The Better 'Ole' died in

Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals London Oct. 7. He was for some
time manager of the Opera Comique
enforcing the original F.T.C. order,
which in turn was based on decision and the Globe theatres in London.
It was his boast that he had, durthat distribution of prize packages

William Tooker, 72, died in Holly-,
wood, Oct. 12.
He had been playing in films for
the past 12 years, following a long
eareee'r on the stage.
'

.

FINLAY

F.

FERGUSON

Finlay F. Ferguson, 60, designer

of the recently opened New Colonial
straight ing his life, filled 80 positions indied of heart k.o.
'Commish barred the cluding that of street car conductor theatre in Norfolk,
at his home there Oct. 7.
Hofeller products in interstate com- in New York. He achieved his CapHe was founder and long-time
merce more than a. year ago, claim- taincy in the Boer war, with the
president of the Little Theatre, deing the company operated in viola- British forces, and also served "with
He signing its York street playhouse.
tion of anti-trust and anti-monopoly distinction in the World War.
was an actor in the Charles Wyndlaws.
WILLIAM SHERRICK
ham company and had written sevIn its attempt to have the lower
William Sherrick, for many years
eral music hall sketches and a revue.
reviewed, the
court-*- proceedings
stage mechanic in number- of thethe
argued
that
Hofeller company
atres, died at Norfolk Oct. 6.
JIMMY ADAMS
F.T.C. went beyond its powers in
Norfolk Stage Mechanics' Union 72
J. C. 'Jimmy" Adams, 52, manager
is

competition for

unfair

confections.

Hofeller
banning prize packages.
stitorneys contended that the F.T.C.
Act, if construed to cover unfair

competition unkown when the law
was. adopted, is unconstitutional and
in. violation
of
the due-process
clause. The concern also argued the
Commish ruling, was not supported
by the evidence and the only unfair
competition proved was possible
misbranding which is outside the authority of the F.T.C.
Admitting
that sale of prize packages might
violate
anti-gambling
ordinances;
confection-maker's
attorneys
said
the F.T.C. has no power to enforce
such laws.
Backing up the F.T;C, Government counsel , insisted that the
Hofeller concern depended on diswhich
are
tribution
methods
prejudicial and injurious to the public as well as unfair to competitors
who sell straight candy. Federal
lawyers denied the F.T.C. Act was
.

——

—

—

;

—

—

—
—

—
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A

Goodbread,

'

Her husband,

Washington, Oct. 13.
Sale of prize package candies at
carnivals,
and
burlesque
shows,
circuses was barred Monday (12)
when the U. S. Supreme Court refused to review proceedings under

a dressier appearance.
sadder spectacle than
Principals are Evelyn Cushway,
that of an empty theatre, unless the stripper, and Sam Micals, who gets
content of its snow is similarly af- his laughs without getting into the
flicted.
Both may be found here— dirt. The girls in* the line are well
restricted to practices condemned by
straggler's rest offering films and drilled and snappily costumed.
the statute
burley for 15c. before 1 p. m., and
Dancing end 'is well" taken care of commoh law at the time
two bits thereafter. That's still a lot by two teams, King and King, and was put on the books and insisted
of coin considering that there arc 'Rooney and Beauville. Gladys Beau- there was no unconstitutional delefree' parks but somehow the man- ville
scores heavily in her 'Study in gation of power by Congress.
agement gets it with the town's worst White' number.
burley and films.
Others who land are Joe Naylor,
,H"ow the house manages to keep a singer, and Mabel White, feature
company together is a bigger mys- woman.
Independent Burlesque
tery than the anonymity of the' entire
Show is a welcome relief, from
personnel.' Request for names meets
usual type' of burlesque troupes that
Week oToct. 18
with absent treatment Stagehand have hit Atlanta. Cast of shows on
'Scan-Tees'
Gayety, Minneapolis,
doubles as announcer; the line numthis circuit work under handicap at
MJn llyhon'.'
Rial to. Ch Icago.
bering eight are also the strippers.
'Wine, Women and Song'
Open.
performances in Atlanta
Due 'to lack of identity the manager opening
'JIl-Klyers' — Gayety.
HnfTalo.
they make the long jump from
'Hindu Belles' l.yrJc Allentown, Mop,,
mieht have been doubling as usher. since
Tues.
Majestic, Harrlsburg. Wed.';
The one hour of flesh comprises Cincinnati to here by bus and barely nnd
Capitol, Reading, Thnra, and Fil.; Ma&ven alleged peelings by strippers have time to unload, grab a sand- jestic, Wllllamsport, Sat.
mo must have learned the art wich and get ready for the 8:30
'Beauty Parade' True, Philadelphia.
'Too Hot for Parl»' Hudson, Union
watching a vegetable parer. Girls curtain.
City.
are as inexpert in their line as were
'Swing Girls' Jacques, Water-bury.
MARRIED
STAGE
ON
the comics. Latter feature the old
'Gayety Girls'— Howai'd, Boston.
barroom, love potion and money
'Red Hhytlim' Umpire, Newark.
Canton, O., Oct.' 13.
'Red Hot' Gayety, Washington.
changing bits. All delivered with
Virgil James Bologna, 30, local
'Speed- and
BaltiSparkle' Unyety,
the animation of a limp lettuce. leal musical director,
was married to more.
three-piece orchestra (piano,
Roxy, Cleveland.
'D\z7.y Dames'
cuuims and sax) furnishes the score. Andrea Starr Shannon, 25, at Cleve'Scan-DollH'
Cnpltol, Toledo.
'Garden of Girls'— Avenue, Petrolt.
Only one of the audience of 25 land, chorus girl, Oct. 6, on the stage
Royal,
and Models' Miles
'.Modes
(counted) apparently enjoying the of the Grand Opera .house here dur- Akron.
show was the {sax tooter who. pos- ing intermission of the Bob" Burch
'Ha-Cha' Garrlck, St. T.onls.
sibly coached, practically rolled on stock burlesque.
\Sleppln' Stars'
Empress, Kansas City.
'Vanlteasei-s' —-Conlno, Pittsburgh.
the floor during one unfunny barJus(ice of the Peace John? Smythe
'Vanlteasers' Princess, Xouugstown (S
'•
roonvbit, Comic hurled his coat* and
a days).
hat at musician when interrupted, performed the ceremony before
'KaboR
B'waiy* *— iWorcester,
of
",
capacity audience.
during the situation.
Worqestw.
..,.,.)_

There

'.

more

May

died Oct. 5 at her home in Columbus,
O., after a lingering illness.
Mrs. Goodbread, a professional accompanist, was president of the Ohio
Federation of Music clubs from 1925
to 1930; a member of the Women's
Music club of Columbus,' past president of "the Lecture-Recital club,
program manager 'for the Fortnightly Music club of Cleveland, and
former state chairman of the Atwater Kent radio program for five
years.

•

.

Mrs. Donna

]

part was in 'Mountain Justice* at
Warners.
^
Hazelton was. a program boy at
Ford's theatre the night Lincoln'Vas
shot, and was looking directly at
Lincoln,' seated in his box, when
John Wilkes .Booth fired the fatal

-

!

•

DONNA MAT GOODBREAD

week by the

last

Spencer Savings Bank to the D.A.L.
Co., Inc., for $50,000.

•

•

OBITUARIES

LEVINE IN WORCESTER

STEPPING STARS

N. Y.
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the Metropolitan theatre (FP).
Regina, Sask., died Oct. 5 of a heart
of

assisted in rites at the grave.

LOUIS

attack.

Born in the United States, he
served in the U. S. army medical
corps during the World War, afterward going to Canada, where he
managed playhouses at Victoria.
Vancouver, Calgary and was for 12
years at Loew's, Montreal. An ardent sports fan, he had just returned from a visit to a small town
college football
lopsed.

He

is

game when he

col-

survived 'by his widow.

HAMON

(CHIERO)

Count Louis Hamon. psychic to the
picture mob in Hollywood, died
there Oct. 8. He was known professionally as Chiero, arid had written a number of books.
Widow survives.

HARRY CASEY
Harry Casey, 38, violinist and arranger at Paramount Studios, died
Oct. 7 in Los Angeles.
jie had been at the studio since
1929.

E. SEVERANCE
Scott E. Severance, owner of the
Pastime theatre, Granville, N. Y., and
recent celebrant of a 50th wedding
anniversary, died suddenly of heart
disease at his home in that com-

SCOTT

WALLACE JONES

•

munity, Oct.
In
addition
to
the
theatre.
Severance conducted a restaurant
and a bakery in a business block
which he owiied. Born in Shore9.'

ham',

Vt.,

he had lived in North
moving to
'

Creek, N. Y., before
Granville in 1923.

A

Mrs. Matle Davis Humphrey, 52,
wife of Claude S, (Tink) Humphrey,
for several years manager of the
Keith-Albee offices in Chicago, and
later in N. Y. headquarters, died in
Los Angeles' Oct. 9. Husband and
two daughters, Audrey and Claudia,
-

.

survive.

Survived by his wife, three sons,
and a daughter.

TOM DARBY

Wallace Jones, 53; actor for 27
years, died in Los
n £eles Oct. 7.
He was born in London.

Mother of Mrs. Frank Whitbeck
died in Los Angeles Oct,- 5.
:

i

'

'

Tom Darby,' 49, head of construction at- Warner Bros. Brooklyn,' N.'
Y. studios, died at Mary immaculate
Hospital, Jamaica, L. I., N. Y., Oct'
7, after an operation for an intestinal obstruction.
Deceased had been at the studios
for 27 years, his .original position

Old Sod
(Continued from page
ter,

Max

Lasky,

)

1

Loon- Schachter,

Lido Belli, Ugo Neri, Ben D'Avella,
Joe Savalli, Paul Gaudio, Paul Pro-

dromidis, Nick Manousis. Evangelos
being with the Vitagraph Co. Ac- Vasilatos, Mateo Rodriguez, Jose
tivities there halted for five min- Menchaca,
Tebo Gathy; S. Chmilt
utes Oct. 9 in his memory.
Peter Zadoretskt.
Surviving are his widow and a
son, Tom, Jr., also employed at the
Df. Leandro Forno, Gaetan'o Ferri,
studio.
Frank Polomeni, Joseph Toffredo,
.

-

WOV

JOSEPH HAZLETON
Joseph Hazletqn, 83, picture and
stage actor,' died in a lolly wood Oct.
He had
8, following a short illness.
been in the profession C8.years, playing character, and bit roles, His last
,

James Capozucchi.

WEVD
Enzo Gugliptto, Michum Stutchkoff.

WHOM

Guilio Amanli, Eugene Bromenskl,
Otto .Feller.

,

TBOO RS
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Cole

Ringling Plaster

Show Has 'Em Guessing on Size

New

Of Next Years; May Go

Oct

to 60 Cars

71

Cleveland
13.

Writ of attachment against Ring-

Underwriting Already Subscribed

Brothers-Bamum & Bailey Circus on behalf of Mr. and Mrs. V. G.

ling

Slicho, this city, issued Saturday (10)
by Civil Judge William H. Byrnes.
The Slichos filed suit for $5,035
against the show for alleged injuries
*
wliile circus was here last year.
Petition pointed out that this was
first time since alleged accident that
circus has come within jurisdiction
of the court
Officials of the circus, posted $5,000
bond to permit lifting attachment so
that show could move on for next

MAN

•

Orleans,

VARIETY

which .outdrew all other shows, is
Cleveland, Oct 13.
By BILL RICE
BULL.
KILLED
Centennial's last week wound up to be double in size, with larger
Phoenix, Oct 13.
Oct 12 with a splurge of special fire- aquatic shows and more guest stars.
Elephant Groom on Ringling Show
Yesterday, Cole Bros, circus, folworks, a seven-hour marine parade Civic auditorium was found .so far
Trampled by One of His Charges
lowing the Barnes Show by only 12
and a city founders' memorial day out of the way as location for. 'Radiodays, put them on the straw in both
by descendants of early settlers. land' that it won't be used in future
Beaumont,
Tex., Oct 13.
ends at the afternoon show and
Events hypoed the attendance tre- plans. Underground Expo hall and
Lee Roberta, 20, of Springfield,
turned hundreds away at the night Mass., was crushed to death last
mendously, drawing 53,000 on banko civic stadium will get more largeshow. On account of the opposition Thursday in one of the elephant cars
night when an architect copped a scaled events. Theo. DeWitfs Showpaper.
plenty
of
out
had
both shows
$1,500 pot. Final official figures not boat had a tough time making the
of the Ringling Bros.-Barnum it
yet compiled, but the closing spurt grade, even though started by Don
The Gazette-Republic asked for and Bailey circus train.
engagement
may bring attendance up to its 4,- Bestor's ork and gate tax dropped,
received 350 long and 300 short oakRoberta approached Trilby, a one000,000 quota by a miracle. Follow- so it will be turned into a floating
leys.
eyed elephant, to place a collar
ing, the example of Chicago's fair, theatre.
Oh account of the Barnes night about her neck when the bull threw
Swank Admirality Club on
Cole
the
great
deal
of
it will be continued next summer for top deck to remain the same.
turn-away a
BIZ
him against the side of the car and
100 days.
paper was used in the afternoon and placed a foot on his head, crushing
Some bare ground behind stadium
Holdover was quickly okayed by is in for development for several
then again at night when they closed t
trustees of expo corporation, prothe ticket wagon (7:45) it was anindustrial exhibits. Amusement secOther of the elephant men ascribe
viding $500,000 could be dug up for
nounced 'that all passes could be the 'death to Roberta's failure to
tion will be extended over area now
running expenses. Four days taken up by U.
1937's
They
gobshow.
13.
Dallas, Oct.
used" at- the kid
speak when entering the car,, acS. Army camp and
shuttered
before
concessionaires
bled 1,127 and the result was: the cording to the. usual custom. Failed
A good week end beginning SaturGoodyear blimp grounds. Horticuldouble blow off had the biggest day to wake the elephant who acted in day (9) gave Texas Centennial show- their side shows, $438,000 of the tural Garden is slated as a permabeen underwrit- nent feature, but they are converting
of the season. Cole Bros, are better
moment of panic when roused men a brighter outlook. Attendance needed capital had for
ten, putting plans
a bigger and
than $600,000 winner on this, their from sleep.
Saturday was 75,998, running the
its two upper floors into an exclusive
more profitable fair in the bag.
second season to date, and 30 more
gross total to 4,661,470.
nitery on order of the Admiralty,
Backers haven't made a single
Texas-Oklahoma universities' footbesides making new pavilion for
days to show. Just to give you an
squawk; in fact, feel publicity and
ball game was the day's big draw.
flower shows. Other improvements
idea of what this 30-car outfit has
convention trade fc>oosted town, But
Y.
Food, drink and nitery concessions
include a pknic ground, an opendone lately: Sunday opening at Los
changes will be made to avoid misturned them away the entire day.
Angeles, over $9,000, with 3,400 litho
sided, auditorium for musical shows,
takes made, in the last 110-day peopening
National Dairy Show opened for its
as well as a shelter on rainy days.
passes out (marked 'good
total deficit of
riod
that
piled
up
a
10-day run.
day only'), only 357 showed at the
Holdover Concessions
$1,100,000. Loss equaled the amount
'Whirligigs,' expo's new variety
door. Holders, used to passes 'not
underwritten by 300 sponsors, but
Almon Schaeffer of. the midway'
San' Francisco, Oct. 13.
show,
opened
in
amphitheatre,
good Sat., Sun. or holidays.' Two
Leland W. Cutler, president of the Thursday (7) and had played to construction costs went about $600,- office is already dickering with
than
better
Beach
Long
at
days
000 over original figure. Gross also eleven new concessionaires for next
exposition, left for the east last week
about 1,000 at each of its two nightly
,$14,000 and San Diego gave them the
was $500,000 short, for up to last Fri-^ season's reopening.
Best current
for the purpose of urging New York
performances. Bunny Biggs is probiggest days' business in the history
day (9) the total paid attendance had money-makers that are staying over
fair men to delay their opening until
ducer. Special, event for Thursday
of the show. Almost 12 grand. Show
reached only .2,700,000 instead of are the Old Globe theatre with
1940. Local exposish was originally night opening
'
was circus program of 3,600,000.
has been purchasing plenty of new scheduled
Shakespearean plays, Cliff Wilson's
for 1938, but later it was
show stuff and animals; 29 bulls now found impossible to have fair ready aerialists, high divers, etc.
Turnstiles actually clicked in. 3,
snakeshow, Hix's Strange As It
owned. By no possible -chance can by that time.
700,000 heads but around a million Seems, Hollywood Cafe and Graall this equipment be used on a 30of them' got in on the free list, in- ham's midget circus. Ed. HungerWith the appointment of Roland
car show. It is said 'there will be Oliver, public events expert, to co>
cluding 800,000 passes used by em- ford's Tarade of Years,' which sufHanley for Frisco
another 30-car 'show in 1937' and operate with Fred Schmitt, chair
ployees', exhibs arid concessiorihaires, fered from bad weather, may be reothers say 'it will be a 60-car out- man of the Junior Chamber of
Some strong kicks about the number vamped or given a roof.
Comfit.' However, Adkins & Terrill deny
of passes, which means they will be
San Francisco, Oct 13.
merce fireworks committee,' anIndications are that a number of
•this.
To me it looks like the smoke nouncement was made that a numWilliam Hanley has just been ap- cut down next. year. General ad- the smaller nationality cafes in
screen they put out last winter, ber of unusual attractions will fea- pointed to
missions brought in $1,000,000, not
the post of program di'Streets of World' Will either change
when Barnes announced they would ture the San Francisco-Oakland Bay rector for the 1939 Golden Gate In- covering total construction costs of hands
or get a change of policy^
'On account of the great Bridge celebration, Nov. 12-14.
parade.
ternational Exposition. Hanley was $1,880,000.
.
Spots selling souvenirs only too soon"
expense and trouble getting parade
Many Shifts
Grandstands. are now being erected last seen on the stage here with his
found out that 1,750,000 out-of-townpermits, Cole Bros, will abandon the in the Civic Center here to seat wife, Madge Kennedy, in 'Paris
Lincoln Dickey, g.m., spent
ers were more interested in flesh, or
parade season of 1936.' The way 35,000 people. Over 130 floats are Bound.'
couple of hours trying to prove on novelty shows than in gimcracks.
they took it off was to make it twice being constructed and a series of
For five years he supervised and paper that from an operating standMike Speciale, owner of the for*
as big.. Another rumor is that Ken miniature bridges will span the main directed many programs for the Na point the centennial earned profit of
mer French Casino, largest on
Maynard will be the Clyde Beatty stem. Largest part of the U.S. fleets tional Broadcasting Company in New $827,000, but that excludes the nut grounds, not yet decided whether he
for the new show.
will anchor in the bay for a big York, Some of these were the RKO Nearly all the original exhibs willing will continue nude frolics in it in
harbor day celebration during the Theatre of the Air and the Al Jolson, to stay in another year, to get more 1937 or go more legit. 'Streets' was
Jack Benny, Fred Allen and Phil for' their investment, if Dickey car the biggest construction item, costFt Worth Frontier show taking a midst of the three-day fete.
Baker shows. He will assume his ries out a new set-up.
terrible beating. Billy Rose batting
ing $300,000, but space-buyers who
Main gates are to be shifted one were red-inked are confident that
new duties here at once.
average will now be about .250%
block closer to the lake front loca- another season will put them in the
Hagenbeck in S. A.
tion to prevent traffic jams. Sherwin
Jack Ruback and Boobie Oberdall
juicy black.
Underwriters- further
Williams shell for symphony con
Indians
put a new Rideeo in Dallas.- Could
point to Chicago's Century of Progcerts, which didn't draw at main en
Montevideo, Oct. 3.
not get the nut so yanked at end of
ress incurring a de'flit of $3,461,158
Spartanburg,
S. C, Oct 13.
trance,
will
moved
down
the
be
by
The German Circus Hagenbeck
week and put on their Western State
in first year of operation, yet showTo bring more cash customers midway.
new escalator is needed ing
will start a South American tour
shows.
a second year's profit of $688,165
early in November. To assure ap-" through turnstiles Cherokee Indians, from the top level down to the
whose autumn fair lasts a week and Bridge of Presidents, the main drag, after all note-holders had been paid
pearance
in
Montevideo
during
exploitation,
Best 1936 outdoor
draws south-wide crowds, went mod- also to be widened. Another large off. Fact it will be only summer
tourist
the
summer
season,
the
in. 1537 expected to
"that went around the world just be
exhibit hall will be constructed on expo in country
Municipality of Montevideo granted ern this year.
fore the Cleveland Great Lakes Ex
They went, in for colorful lettering order of the Automotive Bldg., help Cleveland's, which kept 11,000
considerable franchises arid will give
people employed and gave burg
position opened. Cliff Wilson's 'fight
free the necessary ground, in a most on tire covers, newspaper advertis- strengthening rumors that .Henry
publicity
than it ever
more
national
for life' with a 'new' boa constrictor
ing, gala handbills and signboards, Ford and several new major industwo old-time showmen, convenient location at one of the plus ether spiels and as result tries not represented now will buy got before.
Luckily
beaches.
E. G. Crawford, prez of fair's corDolly Lyons and Max Kimmer, 'hap
spring.
Hagenbeck
will only have to give week's take was reported more than space in
pened' to be passing by or Cliff
Frank Hi'nes' Marine Theatre, poration, resigned at its last meet5dQ free tickets weekly, to be placed double previous years.
ing.
Said duties as head of Clevemight not have been the top money
at the disposal of the city authoriland Electric Illuminating Co. would
show all summer at Cleveland. Wil- ties for distribution among orphans
keep him too busy to carry' on anson a few years ago "had a 25-foot
and poor children.
other year. Successor not yet apsnake pass out at Sandusky, so they
'37,
pointed.
todk him off shore to be found by
locals and this was the 'Great San
Carneys
dusky Sea Serpent* you may re
Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 13.
member reading about. When stuffed
Never Satisfied
Rubin & Cherry Shows which for
and put on exhibition, it sure looked
many years have done solo stands
the part.
over Dixie fair routes merged with
Charlotte, N. C, Oct 13.
Norman Y. Chambli«s, co-operator
LeRoy Printz, Paramount's ace Model Shows for all southern dates
Chicago, Oct 13.
ditions in the midwest and' far west
dance director in 1925, had a floor this season, following Canadian exIndications are increasing that the unknown to the eastern agents. Also of the N. C. State Fair, complains
show at Coral Gables, Fla., and was position date. Result midway great- Ringling office will not send the Al Barnes show is figured as being sad that times are too good.
Last year at this time Chambllss
drafted by them to run the street ly increased but no hike in tariff. G. Barnes circus out on the road died heavily by plenty of home of
Combine here week of Oct 12.
dances for the Fiesta of the Ameri
next year, and will work with only flee salaries who haven't the circus had received 86 applications by mail
Spartanburg county fair moguls the big Ringling Bros.-Barnum
can Tropics. Eddie Brown and my
or show biz background but who for jobs during fair week and was
frowned
on
South
Caroproposal
of
spending
half his time seeing jobself had sold them about everything
Bailey show in 1937. Which means hold big positions with the operating
hunters who applied in person.
they had and never paid for. Among lina Young Democratic clubs to spot a drop from three to one circus in company.
Until recently he had received
other things, we built all the dance campaign fund booths at fair for two years, the Ringling office this
President of the Prudential Investfloors for Printz, also all reviewing week. 'We have never permitted the past season failing to send out the ment Company of which the New only three requests for jobs by mail
stands, etc. We could get no money customers to be solicited directly or Hagenbeck-Wallace-Forepaugh Bros, York Investors Inc. is a subsidiary and not a single application in per-
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Barnes Show to Stay

Home

in

Merged

According to Insiders;

A

Stepchild

&

despite

to

indirectly,"

the

Gov. Olin D. Johnston is financial
secretary of the clubs and was among

pay the labor and as LeRoy had
only successful concession, he
turned over'ihis gross to carpenters
and laborers, which got a great
cheer from us and the working men
but plenty of hell frcm his million
;

said

they,

booth, however.-

Circus Car

Robbed

Hennies Bros, had
Houston, Oct. 13.
ride with Beackman
Somewhere between here and
Garfity. In 1934 they organized the Corpus
Christi
Sunday an
last
Hinnes Bros. Carnival on trucks. acrobatic thief who apparently clung
Three successful, seasons and they to the speeding circus train of the
are now building a 30-car show for Ringling-Barnum
& Bailey outfit
1937, which takes plenty of jack and cut his way into a wagon and took
puts them in the major carnival $1,900, the season's savings of 25 elecclass.
This is a real success story tricians on the show.
a

1933,

Dodgem

The unsponsored Los Angeles Ex
position in the old Selig Zoo at
Lincoln Park will open next month.
This is a most ambitious undertaking by three showmen with plenty
of proven ability and' we hope plenty
of cocoanuts.

show.
Barnes show

is

reported

down

for a salary of $50,-

son.

Fair employs about 250 persons as
000 while the treasurer of the above
is understood to have
ticket sellers, ticket takers, policehad a pretty brutal season finan- outfit is understood getting $25,000
leaders in proposal. S. C. state fair
men, laborers, etc. The. duration of
cially and has been pulled off, and annually.. Sam Gumpertz. manager
officials permitted a campaign funds
the job is only one week.

aire bosses.

Season of

fact

Circus Routes
Week of Oct. 19
Cole Bros, and Beaity
Pan Antnnlo, Tex.. 19: T.aiedo, 2f>:
Corpus Clirlstl, 21; McAllen, 22; Iltiillngcn, 23; Victoria. 14.

stowed away in winter quarters
about four weeks ahead of usual
closing date. Ringling show is still

of the Ringling interests, figured for
annual salary.

$35,000.

Reported that the New York Investors company has a note in the
Barnes show throughout season amount of $1,117,000 which matures
has been generally considered' a in 1938. Understood that the comstepchild and had to step aside and pany has taken no mortgage on the
keep out of towns to clear the road physical assets as a protection to
It
was this note and t" e circus still confor the Ringling circus.
In what is considered an unorthodox tinues under its individual Rineling
manner in order to keep out of the Bros.-Barnum & Bailey identity as
Ringling path. While the Barnes a going concern. Sam Gumpertz, beshow is figured to have wound up sides bcinr' activeJv connected with
in the red, the independent Cole the management of the circus, repBros, show, which is about the same resents the interests of the New
type, will finish the season a re- York Investors company. Control of
stock is,'reported held 30% each by
ported $250,000 winner.
John Rineling, Edith Rineling and
Mismanagement Asserted
Plenty of internal bickering under- Aubrey Ringing, the remaining 10%
stood, with the Barnes show being being owned by the N. Y. Investors
routed out of New York despite con Inc. .
out.

Cows and Nags
Kansas

in K. C.

.

Ctiy, Oct. 13.

The 38th annual American Royal
Live Stock and Horse Show gets under way Oct. 17. Show lasts eight
days. Railroads are co-operating with

reduced rates.
Twenty-five
are sending entries..

.

W.C.

states

CARNEYS

Charlotte, N. C, Oct.- 13.
Oarneys in the territory for fairs
now include Rubin & Cherry at
the Cleveland County Fair, Shelby,'
and Modern Shows of America at
the Cheraw Fair, Cheiaw,
'

'

.
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She never risks Cosmetic Skin

. .

ake up your mind to be dazzled
when you see Gladys George in her first

pores are choked. Lux Toilet Soap's

picture She has the eyes, the hair, the
exquisitely soft, smooth skin of a real

deep into the pores, thoroughly
removes stale cosmetics, dust and dirt.

!

beauty!

.

She's very careful how she protects
that gorgeous complexion. "I wouldn't
think of risking Cosmetic Skin," she
says. "I always remove rouge and powder with Lux Toilet Soap."

Cosmetic Skin— dullness, tiny blemenlarged pores
comes when

ishes,

ACTIVE

—

lather guards against this, goes

Keep your skin lovely
,

this simple

way! Use Lux Toilet Soap when you
renew make-up, ALWAYS before you
go to bed, Pat in the rich lather, rinse
with

warm

water, then with cool.

Do

a while— then you'll
know why 9 out of 10 famous Hollywood

this regularly for

stars use this soap!

r

.

RADIO

PuhllHlied

Weekly

at

K.4

West 4Cth

St..

New

COPVRMiHT.

—

t

NEW

No. 6

Vol. 124.

22,

Tork, N.
1906, at

11>3IJ.

Single copies; 15 ct}ti(s.
by Variety, inc. Annum subscription,
tbo Post Office at New- York, N. V.. under the act pi' March 3,*1H7!».'
:

I.,

BV VARIETT.

INC."

ALL

RIClHtfS

Was Just Another $540

Baltimore, Oct. 20.
AIL during this current presidencampaign it has appeared that a
new form of show biz entertainment
'
is the use of peformers to whip
up enthusiasm at political meetings.
Jim Farley had Lily Pons make a
gratis appearance at the Democratic
convention in Philly in June, where
she vocally rendered a patriotic anthem; and of late reports have been
sifting in of use of name swing bands
instead of the traditional brass bands,
or of singers of patriotic, rousing
songs to keep interest at a pitch during a political powwow.
Latest appears to be use a name
comedy act to hold audience interest
at a sectional stump spiel.
Last
night (Monday), at the Lyric concert
hall here, the Maryland Jeffersonian

10:30

to

Publishers
Protest to

howevei.
audience

Dealer Psychology

TELEVISION
As part of NBC's 10th birthday
splurge, the much-promised television demonstrations will be unOriginally a peep at the
corked.

TENORS
WITH LONDON SAVOY

14 YR.-OLD

Detroit, Oct. 20.

fare.

SANTA CLAUS,

is

NOT

their radio

pretty seriously in these parts are
apparently perturbed because the
suspicion has been planted in their
minds that the applause they hear
over various favorite programs isn't

Glimpses

INC.,

GOING

COMM'L—YET
Detroit,

fact.

20.

Us Americans

Santa Clans can't be trifled with.
local ad agency
So Bass & Lucko
which owns controlling interest in

produced by
sound effects.

the

Flouting

cameraman knocked over the
Dean of Westminster Abbey
while newsrcel units were discussing with him the possibililion

Pholog. casting an appraiscyj round the interior to
positions,
camera
out

gla.ss

f if deal, whereby kids would
their stores, get a coupon and

Co

i

u- or

i

is

Dec.

1.

ncxl

two

pricelesj

:;tair.ed-

which
are
jealously
most

among

guarded trea.-ui <:.;
the ancient pile.
"That's one thing we'll want,
Dean," he said. These two windows will have to come out for
the time being
The Dean, tho

it

I

Carnegie, oilVrs from newspaper chain, whercontinoed on page 70)
j

Enken

and

-

Eddie

„

be at No. 20, next
door to Jack White's and almost diL. 8c E.
rectly oppos
New for the hitery street will be
William Weber's Clover Club at 62
W. It opens Oct. 22 with Jackson.
Irving and Reeve- heading the show,
shifting over from the Yacht Club.
No. 62 is the former Bonita'n, hence

receiver for Interstate, and host
to Miss George during the theatre
engagement of 'Personal Appearance'
a year ago, headed the party of
greeters.
For -photographers
kissed the film star.'
Later at party for Dallas
Miss George scorched "her p. a. t
loud voice, claiming he: had not
picture, read

p

hook nor seen her

S

'Personal Appearance.'
Linz again raihrodded' party same
evening for dinner given in Streets Of
Paris Ceftenhial Club. Linz*ousted
Blair from Miss George's side to flank
her -with Harry Olmsted, expo head;
and Nathan Adams, ideal banker: IhS
(Continued on page 23)

"

r

Conraiersh Buys Ruin

I

will
1

not a

new

spot; just

new

billing.

1ST MALE SOCIALITE IN

CAFES—LARRY WHITE
First male socialite songster
essay the cycle of Blue Book boopa-doopers in the riiteri
ill
be
Lawrence White of the Rumsoh fam-

Colleges Prefer Cash
Spreading around of money among
colleges fpr the. broadcast rights
to football games by such commerials. as Kellogg and Atlahti
Refining has made it tough this sea-

son for NBC and Columbia to obtain
sustaining permission from -some of
the educational institutions.
Latter
have taken the attitude that there's
-

no

reason

why

these

privileges

Yale

and- the

they - shoti

'

I

away
others

'

bi

CBS

and

will, stick to their

that they
non-payoff policy,

even if it necessitates passing up all
ily.
He opens for Guido and Paul major .games. The two webs are coCarey at the new Blue Danube room operating, closely
in this direction.
on East 57th street, "New York, the Every time
college or university
site of the former. Enfibass
Club. tells one network that it will
Room has been known as a 'jinx' to be so much or else, there have
an
spot, and Guido, with Carey's' financ(Conti
59)
ing (he's of the J. P. Carey Grand
Central
station
shopping stores )

I

hi:

-

yet recovered.
I

,

-

knows

'

that "before opening,
was to have been called the
Coronet until a title conuictiori arose.
B. S. Bercovici supplied th
Danube tag. idea being Viennese, bh
the order of the St, Regis hotel roof's'
decor, which Bercovici exploited pre-

'

Baltimore.

11

viously

Barry Wintoh's band

will

offici-

DIVA'S $2,000

NITERY DATE

/Em Home

Drinking

jfteom

windows

vi.Mt

|

Whiteman's

full

ing

>cfk
spied

i

iul

Coronaceremony of King Edward.

ties of filming the

with a dime to Santa C'laus.
hid., in return for which they would
Audit- Kostelanctz may give
run- gel a toy or novel v. Bass & LuckofT
c
hi Carnegie Hall, N.Y.. this winaula's future
fell that it might spoil
'er
l.i
Whiteman. Kostcl:»net/. if innnev had lo l>e sent, and likeliU'-l concert iu Hollywood Bowl wise didn't like idea of salesmen in
Similar
-:i
Lily Pons sang there.
.-.lores approaching parents.
1'

tradition of

SI 0.000

-end

:i

the

all

20.

old England and ignoring its
historic heritage, a Paramount

;i

Mulling Carnegie Hall

Leon

of.

mer

'

London. Oct.

broadcasting
Indiana general store clerk, has
trade tricks have been provided by the
turned down two big offers for this
several recent films and it shocks
season.
the natives to think that radio en- Xmas
Bass &. LuckotT bought control ol
thusiasm
vomes wrapped, up in.
Cllios. whose rcji name was John
packages.
Cannon. 35. befoie legally changed
Sin no rabid fans have even sugtwo years ago. for $28,000 and owngested that the Federal CorrfimniicaHe's
ership extends over 40 years.
ti'Mi-; Commission should compel an
Santa
been insured for S50.000.
announcement — 'this
second-hand
is general
Onus
Intl.
where
CkuM.
applau <e.
pop. of 600 and
-tore clerk, hns
nnnuallv handles thousands of pieces
of mail :M Xmas time.
A furn:iii"o store chain offered
Another Dance Maestro
into

Albert Ziarko. 14. son of a local
has been signed as a tenor
by the London Savoy Opera Co.. is
the youngest tenor ever to be signatured by Savoy.
Boy has a five-year contract and
is in N. Y. preparing to sail for London. His father, the Rev. Albert A.
Ziarko. pastor of a Methodist Episcopal church in Hamtramck here,
said the boy's mother was the only
music tutor he ever had.
pastor,

Tacoma, Oct. 20.
true what the moving pictures

electrical transcription

Pop music industry last week took
to protect itself .against the
stymieing influence which it claims
the Lucky Strike- radio broadcast,
'.Your Hit Parade,' has come to have
on the merchandising of piano
copies.
In representations made to
the American Tobacco Co, the industry charged' that music distributors and dealers have got into' the
habit of using the program's hit ratings as a standard for ordering and
The 25th nite spot oil, West 52(1
canceling their sheet copies, with
street N. Y., will be Billy Reed's.
the result that the publishers are. enLa Rhumba, the only boite ith the
countering huge lossss in potential
Cuban motif. Reed is^currently m.c.
sales.
at Leon & Eddie's and;it'il be bankProtest, which was made through
rolled in part by Albert Hailparn,
John G. Paine, chairman of the Mu- advertising manager for
L. 8f E.'s,
sic Publishers Protective Asspciabut will .only vhave the moral sup(Conlinued on page 52)

—

radio?

in attendance.

Ruf lis Blair, Paramount publlciteer,
was sent along* .with Miss George.
The pair:,, arrived and coolness v al,

Rhumba

ing celebration.
Two sessions are on tap one for
NBC station execs and one for the
press.
Will be held some time during the week of Nov. 8-15. when the
station boys are to be invited to New
York for a banquet and other fan-

Pix Tip Trade Tricks

I

'1,3

1

port,

contraption was skedded for late
last month, but plans were changed
to rig the showings in with the com-

Worries Tacoma Fans;

always McCoy, but

Gladys George

Paul Muni,

called 'Hi,,.Mui\i.*

Davis. 3l

new

Second-Hand Applause

icn

'Valiant Is the Worct for Carrie,' with

-

•

who have taken

demon-

is

Warnfevs 'Hi, Nellie:'
Currently "at the Palladium;

steps

PREVIEW OF

for the one-niter.
When he arrived, buyers wanted
comic to work one hour. He was
willing to compromise on half that
Continued on page 31)

it

.

fll

ready lyas evident;: Clarence Linz,
v* p. of big Insurance company, for-

NBC BIRTHDAY

Democrats brought Walter
O'Keefe down from N. Y. to do a
monolog. Reported O'Keefe got $540

Is

rpm home

20.

and her manager-press ageilt
-written by
which might have:
Lawrence' BUey, but wasn't, occurred,
here prior to southern premiere o£

HURTS SHEET SALES.

sonian

Fans

title facr-f

Oct

personal appearance by

star

strated/in the local switch given

Is

really

say about

Johannesburg,- 6ct.
What- can happen to a

,the picture, starring

'Big 'Broadcast,' p.a. for Loew's
State puffed it up in lobby
poster.
First show brought a
dozen embarrassing kicks. Discovered that although in pix's
credit list, studio had chopped
all of local ite's scenes.

started for visual
at 8:30, and, to keep 'em interested and entertained, the Jeffer-

Dallas*

A

Friendly

Lucky Strike
Regarding Adverse Effect
of Broadcast Pickings oh

Cleveland, Oct. 20.
Since Paramount boosted
Eleanore Whitney, known to
home-towners here as Wittenberg, local theatres are topping
her name over others on marquees with one odd result.
Seeing her name in cast of

The powwow,

EST.

PAGES

4

Slight Switch

Make

(anti-New Deal group)
held a fest at which former Gov. Ely
of Mass. and Beinbridge Colby, Cabinet member under Prez Wilson, were
chief spielers.
Addresses of both
went out over NBC red ribbon from

j

1-Niter

Misprint

Democrats

72

1936

21,

Gladys George's P. A. in

tial

9:30

RESERVED

YORK, WEDNESDAY" OCTOBER

To Walter O Keefe His Ant r'New Deal
Spiel

STAG E

SCREEN

Entered as sei-uml-dasa mailer December

,

,

New

kind of '.straw vote' on the
is being -worked in the cocklounge of New Howard hotel.
Here, with Lou Swimmer
hi 'own tabulations on Lando
Roosevelt via the tfocktail route.,
ti,

election
il

,

the menu are Roosevelt- cocktails
club engagemant for (rye base) and Landon cocktails (gin
of the opera stage will, base).
Each time one is bought, itbe at the Versailles, New York, com
counts as a vote for
mencing Oct. 29.
Salar
$2,000. dida|e on the Scorcboar
Offstage iyuas-^a«44m_i's the:
ife of over by the bartenders..
.

First

nilc

Mary L?wis

'

magtial
Spot
irS ovtiv
WCBM several
Lewis replaces 'Behny Fl61ds tljpcs_ weekly and on. each broadcast
show, WitlK^thaJja.
the poll's current standing is angoing to Che/. Paiee, Chicago,
nounccd in mock seriousness.

Bob Jia^ue,

oil

IWivs

in the Versailles'

ter

mm
;'

t

.

,

'

.

.
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Payoff
Hollywood, Oct, 20.
Producer, clpwniof on a set,kissed Gail Patrick's hand with
continental decorum and.tojpped
'

it with 'Madame, you've been
kiued by Ivan Lebedeff.'
'Now give me the Franciff

Republic Tops with Seven First-time Meggers, and
One: tb Produce-^CoIumbia Upped Five to Dh

Lederer touch,' cracked. Miss

I

Patrick,

^

dollar for the

World

Peace Foundation.'
Philadelphia, Oct. 20.
Suit against;.
;«nd the Small-

and Tlffee^Were Made Producers

recti

RKO

Landau agency was

WB 'Gold Digger' BaHr
Hollywood, Oct. 20.
Jlegarded, as .pneTof the most si
*

iTO&nf

Joe E.Brown $ 'Birthday'

Air Troope
*

Hollywood, Oct

•When's Your Birthday?' will be
irectors Joe E. Brown's first starrer, for.
working David L, Loew productions (RKO);
W. Scott barling and Richard
forces' of the studios.
Macauley are scripting from an orig
Writers dominate in. both divisions, by Ered--Ballard.
With 16 elevated to. producerships
rst chance to
and. si

;

j

(

,

WB

feature-iength productions.
Seven from the .production offices
producerships,
wert: :proi*oted

In ih« .directors'

ctiyiision,

and an equal number of writers have been given their
chance to ireci* Four film
initi
irectors of short
editors and three
.

subjects conclude the

list*

:

producers and two directors;
•mbimi,Viwb' producers.
.Writerls 'elevateiat. to producerships
are: Ralph: Cphn, Howard J, Green,

NO GAG TO

Sam

managers

.!

l;

verbal;
Steele,

Low

;.

*.

Vial

„

Lusty,

upped

.

-

Warners

the

CENSORS

;

.

;

.

•

to

UA

Paul, Uni-

Joseph Henry

•'

Lee Marcus, RKO; Harold
UA
Wilson^ 2Qth-Fpx; Jack Cummjngs,
Metro; Gordon Hollinshead, WB.
From, the ranks of, .publicity and
advertising elevated to. producer-,
ships, are Robert F. Sisk end Hal
Robert' E; Sherwood, who adapted
Holly woodi Oct. 20.
Home, both RKO.
jplay
from Deval's French,
Geflrg^ :Hferrihian,: creator ''of the the
Writers made directors -are.' Arthur Kraiy
JKaf - comic -strip, has- been thought that ,a good pripe..:but ,he
-Lubin (U), Wells Root (Republic), brought from
-New York by. Warners outsmarted himself. Miller fpjected
Rober&Rjskijfc |CoJ.^ Sidney: Salkow to vadapt 'Music jh
the bid but settled with Sherwood
His. Feet.*;
andEfc Lewis *R>^:^»Bl;epS~(U^-. Joseph
Yarn, by Robert Leath and Fred- oh the basi's of the Par bid. Later
Shfermah;
V \
erick Collins, is soon to be serialized Par Went to $125,000, [then dropped
;
Assistant directors made irectors
put of the bidding.
ih Liberty.
Nate' Watt, Republic; C. C. ColeA recent purchase by' Warners is
man and /David Selman; Columbia;
'The r Great Crooner/ "Clarence Bucf-Edward Killj\ RKO; Enroll Taggart,
dington Kellahd's story which ran
N. Y. to L. A.
in the 'Saturday Evening Post.
Metro;- William McGann, WB.
.

'

.

;

:

,

:

WB

'

.

:

:

-

'

.

:

-

H

;

'

:

:

.

-

.

lorence. Eldridge.
Margaret Ettinger,
Harry Foster.
.Freddie Fralick.

Directors of shorts Who have been
to direct features are: Ralph
Republic; Del Lord, Col.;'
Leigh Jason, RKO..
Film editors' who have been promoted to directors are; Joseph Kane,
Hep;;; Gordon Wtife, Col.;' Milton
Carruth, U.; William Clemens, WB.

upped

Staub,

.

Jeanne Madden has been added
%

to

sing some numbers.
itinerary follows:. El paso; Ft.
Worth, Dallas, Memphis, St, Louis,
Chicago, Detroit, Cleveland/ Pittsburgh,
Washington,
Philadelphi
Boston, New York, Albany, Syracuse, Rochester,: Buffalo. Columbus,
Cincinnati, Louisville, Kansas City,
Denver, Salt Lake City, San FranCisco and Los Angeles.
.

.

Paramount

..production

producerships

;;

°

.

.Jones,:.

Cassidy,

publicity chief.

:

Engel,
Bogart Rogers, Gene Markey, 20th\
Fox ; Joseph 'Mankie wicz, Saiti Marx,
^.'Michael Fessier, James. IC McGuiriness, Metro* Earl Baldwin, Warner
Bros.; Howard Estabropk, Grover

.

mm

GANG PIX

Wallace MacDonald, Columbia? Mprtie Rysklnd, Joseph Pasternak, Robert PresnelW Universal;

wb paid

is stated To have bought
picture rights t6 'Tovarich/
which Gilbert Miller presented at
the Plymouth, N. Y., last Thurs?
day (15), but the film company
evaded, confirming the; deal: Purchase
was made in England months ago
0.
When the play was running there
and the reputed price was $150;60O.
In New York picture circles if
United ATtists is protesting action
of Ohio censors in declaring for cuts also is understood that Warners
in 'Gay Desperado,' taking exception made the purchase and the other
to some gangster and other scenes firms— have withheld bidding bethat are 'considered burlesqued by cause of that. An agent' Who -figured
UA. and should not be judged in any in the deal stated Toyarich' Was 'off
Original
the
market.'^
author,
other manner by « censor board.
.the
According- to. latest information, Jacques Deval, is currently
has refused, to- make the cuts doast in the 20th CentUry-Fox stusuggested by the Ohio board, with- did. Latter, however,' expressed no
result tne picture is being held lip in interest in Hhe play because of the
thaj; state.
.has had no censor- Warners! report. Price also includes
another foreign piay.
trouble elsewhere with 'Desp.'
During the London run several
'American companies bid for the
rights. Paramount offering $100,000.
From Krazy Eat to

;

.'

Bit That's

picture*

produce. Column
direct and one.
bia elevated five to directorships and
made three producers. Universal
score is three directors, and four producers; Radio,; five producers and
two, director?; 20th-Fo^ five ptpduc.r
ers and one director; Warners, two

...

^

Bench ruled that a large
group, such as the bar, couldn't be
libeled; and there could be no interference with freedom of expression.
Gifford charged the film Was .injurious tp his" profession, in its implications of dishonesty and trickery
among the legal craft.

.....

stuseven their first chance to

dios gave

;>

•

purvey shows that Republic

,

'

;

Holly wood,. Oct. 20.
William K. Howard is returning
from London Oct. 28, according to
Walter Wanger, who has engaged the
director to handle 'Summer Lightning/
Howard plans to return to England
in May to do another picture, for
Alexander Korda;

Myron

money

all

named; RKO Distributing Corp.,
which has offices in Philadelphia;
RKO Radio Pictures, Inci, and RKO
,

Studios, Inc. EdWard Small; v.p.
charge of production of Reliance
Pictures, is senior partner of Small*

Landau,
suit..

lsie

but

hot mentioned

*

_
_Finn

'

given

Wittels,

screen

credits
and publicity as
authors, charge RKO, after rejecting
stor'y as unsuitable^ iijstructed
Smallr Landau agency to purchase it
under false pretenses. Suit cla'ims
that after receiving rejection notice

RKO (which meantime
tained script), the authors were approached by Small-Landau, agency
pretended that, hearing of rejection,
it
was entering scene without

from

authorization to dig up possible
buyer. Asserts Arthur M. Landau, of
agency, told them buyer was Frank
Beetson, an 'independent producer
;

•

they

finally signed

contract after being
repeatedly urged by Landau
. his

NeW York

offices in Empire Theatre
Contract, already carried sigof Frank; Beetson. Within
Hollywood deal again cropped few days-,, they ciaim, they discovup this past week for Alfred Lunt ered through
publicity that
and Lynn Fontanne, co-starring in producers, were 'teal buyers, that,
Idiot's Delight'
at the. Shubert, further investigation revealed BeetN.Y., but there is nothing to it. soii was not a. producer, had no.
Lunts like; the idea okay of making means and no intention of producing
another picture, but
ir
stage picture, and that he was 'attached to
standing comes first Their last, and the Small-Landau >agency in Hollyonly picture chore' was "The. Guards- wood,
man' for. Metro.
Elsie Finn is. pic crick. of Philadel> Also they want something to say phia Record. Wittels is a feature
about story selection if they sign writer for same sheet Plaintiff's' atag;aiiv ..Time, element .also Jiasl to .be torney is Joseph Ctross,. of* Philadelconsidered. When ..the N.Y. engage- phia.
has previously been sued
ment closes; they Will tour for a by Sam Shipman, playwright; chargtime, taking along 'Taming of the ing 1 Dream Too Much' was plagiaShrew' for a' duo-repertory tour rized from an unproduced play- by
over the U.S. Then to London for him..
a production, .of 'Dielight,' though
with some -slight revisions. * Obviously there is little time fre'P for a Holt, Gibsohy Williams
Hollywood chore.

Bldg.

nature

A

RKO

•

.

.

:

-

,

RKO

4

-

.

.

Sydney, Sept. 29.
ric Bedford, Commonwealth Pictures, returned here during the week

Helli

Fernanda Valley* s Dig Boom— Both
Hideaways and Studios
By

FRANK SCULLY

for

from America with' the announcement that Jack Holt, Hoot Gibson,,,
and
ig Boy* Williams are coming
to Australia to make a pic ana play
'

;

polo.

Stated
Snowy
Holt's son would also

Baker

and

make up the
place which had a
little
stream and worked the rancho up party.
Hollywood, Oct. 20
tb; 4,000
acres.
Imported some
'GPi
Hollywood,' which the. picNavajo Indians and opened a tradture crowd hasn't done for 15 years,
ing post selling canned goods to the
not since they went Beverly Hills,
Nov. 4 (London to New York)
Bel Air, Malibu and. Palm Springs natives and-' Indian rugs to the tour- Clifford
Fischer (Normaridie).
ists.
anyway, now means
San
Oct. 21 (London to New York)
City,
came
along
and built a dam Kurt Robitschek
Fernando. Valley.
(lie de France).
Anything north of Cahuenga Pass behind him, gypping all his water.
Oct. 21 (New York to Lohdon)
and south of Santa Barbara is the Topped that With a dam-break which Merle Oberoh (Queen Mary
).
drowned
out
900
peasants
and rolledi
Valley.
Anything from
'com21 (London to New York)
mercial acre,' which is a chiseler's Carey for $300,000. When he dried JBelloc
Lowndes (AqUitania).
yardstick applied to Euclid, up to out he thought of putting a diamond
a

•

.

SAILINGS

:

:

Selznick.

'

R; C. Sherriff.

Paul Soskihi

'

,

Leo Spitz.
Arthur Ungar.
J. J.

of

judgment.
companies are

For Australian Pic

.

Thai Another for Korda

BXO

1

Dick Henry.
Miriam Hopkins.
Marti Jones.
Bert Kalmar.
George Kelly
Freddie Kohlmar.
Anita Louise.
Rpuberi- Mamoulian.
Fredric March.
William Mprris,
William I>ine.
Harry Ruby.

lightning' for Howard,

or showing of
final

working on a shoestring.':
Authors further' ch a rg- e

THE LUNTS IN PICTS
AGAIN LOOKS NO DICE

Franziska Qaal.

Monroe

claim frOm Wittels' actiPn.'
Complaint
demands
injunction

.1'

Rosalind Marquis, spotted in the against further sales
be singer for the group, film and accounting
with Fjred Lawrence m.c. jGiris in- jearned:by itjjending
clude Melba MarshalC'Lois Lindsay, Three affiliated

ERNO RAPEE
—

si

Small-Landau

film, will

Rose Tyrell, Helen
Lynn, Naida Reynolds^ Carolyn
No Reason to Inj. It
Newell, Beth Renner, Nelda Kihbaid,
General Motors Symphony Every Eleanor Bailey, Helen Seaman, Lor10 P.M. E.S.T.
Sunday Night
Hollywood, Oct. 20.
raih Grayed Sue GOrties. Gals get
NBC Goastrto-Coaist
While admitting '.Law
Her
three-week contracts while at studio
Hands' is in bad taste,- Federal Judge
prior to tri
Leon R. Yankwich dismissed, suit of
. Playdates " are L be in g- arranged
attorney Max Gifford tb enjoin
through chambers of commerce;
Warners from further showing of the
mayors, etc., by Ed Selzer, Warners

sistant directors

:

ballyhoo trek around the country,
Plane will hit 24

spots.

and

officials

conspired to defraud them by purchasing story through straw man at
far below its true value. Miss Finn
is not
ing and may sever her

starting Nov. 15.

Mary

advertising; ranks.

and

RKO

Oct'. 20.

Warners has set leads, and chorines
for the 'Gold Diggers of 1037' irline

;

Pic May^Slander

Lawyers a

whUe two were drawn from the publicity

Holly wood,

to the top

direct

-

RKO

Gang Nabs 24

duction supervisors

\

.

.-sr.:

20.

business Within the; last year, 2i pro-

have been added

Common

_

:

-.

^

filed in

Pleas Court here today (Tuesday)
by attorney for David G. Wittels,
Picked;
with
who,
Elsie. Finn,
alleges
authorship of an original story from
made Lily Pons' pic, 'I
Cities which
Dream Too Much.' Plaintiff charges

;

Wildberg.

.

.

L.

A. to N. Y.

John Blystonev
Kenneth Clark.
Hollywood; Oct! ;20.
Herbert Marshall, now in London!
on vacasli, has signed a five-year;
contract at Columbia to appear
two or three flickers, per annum.
Marshall still has one picture to
„
do under bis pact at RKO before
switching to Columbi

Maude Eburne.
Cliff

J^dWards.

Ed Finney.
Nedda Harrigan.
.

Jesse Lasky,

-Jr.

Nat Levine.
Jack Moss.
Warner Oland.

Rex O'Malley.

—

Oct. 17 (New York to London)
1,000 acres is a ranch. Ranches grow hitch into his flattened bankroll and
Gilbert Miller (Europa).
walnuts, oranges, alfalfa, cattle, rag- going back to town, but
second
Oct. 17 (New York to London)
.thojugh^;he;.J|juXed
dam couldn't H««pyrHeR4gson-<BFitaBn4«4/v-:
weed'-or-bucolic'-dialbg,Mammy-singers,
comics, break twice" -arid: sp 'Tio'7twS^''thV
Oct, 14 (New
London)

>

and even mar- soil.
quee cowhands now have ranches to
Soon he 'Was winning Bill Hart,.
get away frPm it all.
First break- Charley (Mpran and) Mack, Hopt
down is a installatiph of telephone. Gibson, Trem Carr and other sadNext is inviting friends to run out dle
to staking out ranchos.
just for the drive. "Next step is find- They formed the outer fringe, the
ing more weekend guests around last frbntier of Hollywood.
The
than a roadhouse. Final step is nack T more timid romantics spread their
ing
lot of chow on saddle mSrses tents just over the Cahuenga Pass at
and
ing into
hills Saturday Toluca Lake, half way between the
afternoon and staying there till Sun- Universal studio arid Warners' First
day morning to get away from the National lot.
producers',

irectors

;

Mary: Pickford.

Par's Ei E. Horton Trio
Hollywood, Oct.

22.

Paramount, has signed EdWard
Everett Horton ,to a three-picture
contracts
Harold Hurley produces
the series.
:

:

.

William Pierce.
Charles R. Rogers.
•Louise Stuart
Ethel Sykes.
Gregg Toland.

Raymond Walburn.
Lucille Watson.

.

'

weekend guests at the ranch.
Oldest living resident in the Valley
probably Harry Carey, the
;

Bronx cowboy. Carey homesteaded
out that way 20 years ago. —Picked

York

tp

Phillips Holmes (Nprmandie).
14 (New York to London)
\ Oct.
Vilma Banky (A^uitariia).

ARRIVALS

A.
Matthews, Lauritz Melchiori
Franziska Gaal, Vladimir Goloschriiahn, John F. Hayderi, Viola Keats,
Jacob Texiere, Katharine Cornell,
Charles Pettijohn, Claire Luce, Mrs.
Eni
Szantho, A. Trok, Guiomar
This oasis soon had. Jim Tully. Novaes, R. C. Sheriff, Carlos Morelli,
rederick Lonsdale, Collet te
Mary Astor, George
ick
D'Aryille,
Camilo Aldao, Sandi*
Powell, Hekn Twelvetrees, Claude
Rambeau; Jack Connolly,, Pesca K »(Continued on page 31)
gan.
,

.

,

!•

'

,

j

'
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-

.
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Now looms

Radio-Pix Situation
Dickson's Debut
to-

ick

Hollywood; Oct. 20.
i cks'o n,
Fox-West

.

:

Coast

;

Seems
booked

Landon crowd
iny into town before they
checked up on the availability "Of
halls for the night. Where to pitch
the platform was
rallying cry.
Vine auditorium suited them 3 ust
right, but it was rented for the night
the.

.

th'e'at're''' .',manager,-

gone

-He,': has':'

.

years- He„go t
imself a hdss, saddle with its
proper' accdutremehts, etc. ThenHarry Sherman, producer of the
Hopalong Cassidy
of
westerns, saw the guy.
He made it—-he's gdi
,

.

Eye

cial

,

radio-versus-films situation.
Something has to be done and the majors
are taking up the situation very
?,
cretely. A comriiittee of high mogul,
•.experts has -beeriVnamed to; study thesituatipri arid report back.' Nicholas
M. Scrienck, M. H; Aylesworth, and
Harry M. Warner constitute this

.•''

;

...

A

,

the GOP mob
idn't
how
that the local committee also
reads the daiiy papers. Day; before,
.the Hearst evening sheet carried a
dispatch in which some German societies
indorsed Landon's candidacy, ostensibly in response to a plea
from Hitler. That cooked the
goose in Hollywood,

Wha t

.

was

GOP

\

Committeemen started on the
prowl for another spot; but everything was booked solid. Pan Pacific
aud:
oke but an electrical show
was in progress. Nope, their can-

;

didate wouldn't care to share the
evening
ith/'
ing machines and
trick kitchen props.
Next they
turned to the Olympic The fights
.

"

k

itrato* position Should;. industry leaders consider the -situation
criticar enough to force the one-man

were on and he had one
so that was but.
last resort

own

of his

'

difficulty which has, produced so!
riiany squawks, from, exhibitor, or-

This plan would be for
each film producer to establish one'
gariizatipris..

;

man

.

•

•

';•.

'

to protect its

own

valuable property

(the stars) and prevent disruption of
the studio's production schedules^ At
the same tiriiei such an. alignment
wduld prevent friction that might
occur should ohP mari be named to
represent all film companies and certai
io interests.

'

.

"

)',

.

;

'•

'

.

.

.

.

No Haysian

_
"

;

ility

.

;

might

zatipri

Control

Hays

that the
set uf»

department, with one

.

•

code

;

.

;

:

;

•

CLIF.WEBB SAYS

NOT SORE AT H'WOOD

therefore privileged

is

with great
but

-responsibility, not only to films
to radio. and allied. arts.
.

The mere creating

of this, commitindicates .that the film people
are manifesting' serious intention to
acquire, the; fullest possible knowledge of the situation so that undertee

arid "films
can be had which will be helpful to
both, with the arrival of television.
ratdip

LAUGHT0N TO H'WOOD
AFTER HIS K0RDA PIC
London^'

20.

free
Charles Laughton
now..
He is here completing 'I,
for'
Claudi
Alexander Korda
(London Prod.) and, 'when that is
over, is understood going to Hollyr
"

..

agent.

I'uiillMhnl -«>>rkl.V l»f jiAfflKtV*.

'

wood

im in a
Marian Spitzer;
red Keating, H. Hollywood for riot. usi.
L. Kraft. Sigmund- Hertzi
and picture. Parts which were up for
consideration .did not meet his apLeightpn Brille,
-

\

en proval, or the execs thought otherwise
Former, dancer was under contract
idle
to. Metro for a- year,, but
throughout the- entire

Silver*

SI<1

.I'M

to negotiate several single-.
ture deals.
Laughton's deal with Metro was
on a personal Irving Thalberg basis
and he now deems that over and
does not carry over to M-G. Actor
prefers not to be tied down by contracts, liut make separate picture
deals as he goes along.

'

(Continued on page 31)

'
.

;

between,

staridirig

-

.

"

-

fraying

administration office (whichpasses on. pictures) or the advertising censorial division, was prpiriptly
disavowed -by- Haysians.. Only "chance
that such! might occur would b6 it
the member companies themselves

:

,

man

full authority, similar to the present,

-

''

brgani-.

an individual

•

•

'''

;crowd

West

.

IVeHl<len»

.

NVw VnrH

4fiih Str«el.

C-Uy

'

HX'KHC.RtVyiOH:.
Anmi.-iJ

.v:.

;

.>«

.

-YPitr^-n

''

'sin«I« i'opi!

,

.

...

;.

|7

r
l. »

rrnie

.

I2it

No. 0

voi: 124

INDEX

.

s $8,500 Idea
As result

Man

of his

irectiori

Godfrey' (U),

on 'My
Greg-

ory La Cava services
.been
placed at' $8,500. a week, which is
tops for a mggger. Myron Selznick
is offering him at that figure with
a 10-week minimum- on each job.
La Cava leaves for Hollywood end
of this week, after a thrce-mon1,h
European jaunt. He has been in
N.Y. in the interval.
..

•

.

'

20.
Hollywood,.
'The
'sexing
RKO : Radio
tars' while; John
Plough arid! the
Ford, the director, is in absentia;
Par Buys
Ford sailed on his yacht for Honolulu two weeks ago with his
is
For Claudette
Pat, and his daughter. Barbara.
wife followed by steamer..
pcesUnilea vi
he
had
Before
20;
Hollywood. Oct.
mount has bought 'Woman In- ably cut 'Stars' and it was ready for
yacht' disappeared
As
starrer for Clau- •release:
terne\ as. possi
mag .bcyoii -the horizon studio execs
dette Colbert.: .Faith VBaldwi
the love
yarn was acquired by "yVtlj iarn Le- wen t to" woris steppi
Stanwyck
scenes between Bai;
BaroH after! spirited; bidding by.'
Foster,
eh and
Preston
era! other studios.
.

,

,

:

'

:

::

•

\

'Interne' is, slated to follow adopt*.-,
tion :.of. I .Met- Him...' - E'ari.s,' scheduled as M.isV Colbert's next. 'Paris'
of .Salem,' .curis to follow 'Mai
rentl y in production;

Dec.. 15
three-year

to.

"777"

Lasky,

......

London, Suh

i

to

Hollywood. Oct.

20.

National..

,-Boorie.'

McCoy monicker
:Mal'-«ar'et

.an
is.

Iriside— Radi

A

<

'

{

B6oho»
•'

)'y.)

•

Literati

wife:.

!

;>.Vler:5,
j
'

to

i

Nito

.-.ho:';

on-h!i.v

Ruggles-Boland Opus
R?'

tome,

R-i:li-)— '.>;i>H'l
ladio'^-I'/ow

un.'

>.udio.-'.

BRADY AS 'BESNHARDT'

'[

,

:

Pictures,

only

Ou'.-l«:

;

,

{
:;

'!)')

.

IM'^i'l

hd

101;
,

'

.

iObilii/uVy

v

•Will a|so corifo'r

;'•

currently .in town.
..
Fest has /been arrancfc.'
""
ith Colonel facie
junct'i,
and present will be W. Ji.

tha-gro

.

-21

f|ifeiino.ti'oi)a.r.$h'o.w^;,Ne'i

aviittor/ J o's

.

ilm

.

mike- person al.s

to

Chtirchi

irisidar-Pieturos

rfie

an
-

hers:;
Jjis't

en

color

in

'•'

Kentucky C6lpn'el:i in fv)n^ Mi. n:o
have an ..informal; rejtiriiori,'.
General Cha-rlw I\'i.Ujohiv.

notice Monday C19) .in of Pathe
iiseles of intention to wad .F>edh»an,

Mann, non-pro,

:

i

release
iei
O'Brien's" starrer,
picture.
O^Bridrv is t;oi.n«
'"
piloted! 'aroupfl

scraeiv

:

.

''''

PETROFF-MANIT NUPTIAIS
Grand

London

ilm Revi

Insi

-ur.'.

^ondqn.

sored: by.

.

to

20/
F.9si

Even

.

oris Petroff,

Jr.,

'the

'

"'McCoi'rn.iclc.i'.Ly'dns.:'

to Bally Pic

.

.

.

start

Jan; 1
tenner:
;i
Minnelli will do art directioiv.-aiTnJI.
woiic'inlo production. Set by Lyons.

Chatter
Concert

Hollywood, Oct.
RKO Radio, having been, criticized
for not having .spent an additional
$100,000 oh 'The Last Outlaw' and.
v/estthereby ...stepping it up f rofn.
ern to an
e, lias decided to 1
\

,

and presenmust report at Para-

:

b.o.

:

:

-Vincent- Minrielli, legit

.

McCoy )

e

59

Dan Boone

.

'

Par Art and Prod.

Pilot

'Woman

'

tation stager,
mount on the

?3

,

.

,

-

.

maki
its study and i
iry.
Survey which the^hree major film
executives will /make will be as
exhaustive as possible on radio
versus pictures, but on the television,
day-and/Mae We.st, personali
phase their study will be limited by
date
icture, .'Go West,
ith her
headline; vaudeville monologist, au- the embryonic bpuhdari
of visual
Young Man- (Par opens .at the Chithor and actof-mahager.
brdadcasting, at this stage.
cago, Chicago, Nov. 6, with a book.The 'committee, represents leading'
Date for the first WPA- program,
ing at the N.Y. Paramount set for
.yirhich -will .be patterried after: the theatre circuits and producing comNOV.; 18.
amateur shows except that profes- panies.' in the trade: Aylesworth,
Harry; W. v Conn is writi
an act
sionals will be. Used, has not yet been additionally, is the. former head pf
her, 'though the: Paramount office
set.
NBC expects, however, to start National Broadcasting C6.,. hence for
not yet been apprised
i
N.Y,
the coast-to-coast full hour .susH specially .familiar with the'
id
how :mahy persons her act ''ill:
•These experts' findings
tainers early in November.. Audi- side.
tions of WPA performers have been' ddubtedly ought to prove of the contain.
She will play both the Chicago arid
highest importance to. the trade, at
going on for oyer a month.
N/Y. theatres at guarantees and perI
Niblo has been Inactive for the large.
figures, .her
centages 'over certai
Radio
versus
films,'
of
past "few years/ His son, Fred Niblo,
guarantees for both weeks underJr., is writi
for pictures on the teieyisipn," is perhaps today among
the' top- topics of immediate concern, stood to exceed $20,000.
Coast.
,
NBC 'will institute a stiff exploita- to the trade, and such a committee
'_'•'-'-•..

Picture

who

organization

its

would pass on provisions of player
contracts and see that every artist
lived up .tp the contract
all
spects.
New position would resemble that of an assistant general
manager at each' studio,
This would enable? each, company

'

Coliseum, plenty big' and iry. 'A
fervent prayer went up for warm
weather. Outdoor joint seats around
120,600, but it's been chilly heretion campaign before and after the
abouts of late.
program's, start to reacquaint the
Anti-Nazi League, how billing
public at large with Niblo and his
self as- the Hollywood Anti-Nazi
past efforts.7.
League for the Defense of American
Democracy, filled Shrine Auditorium- a 6,000-seater,' tonight with
Eddie Cantor, Fred Keating as' atHE'S
tractions, Lewis Browne, ex-rabbi
and author, of This Believing World/
as chairman, arid Rev. L'. M. Birkhead as. principal speaker.
Clifton: Webb, currently appearing
League issued .first edition of its.
at the Guild.
publication, Tacts,' edited by Oscar in 'And Stars Remai
Hammerstein, 2d, idney Buchman, NiY., says he. has, no peeve against

lasse.

withi

.

'

'

'

:

,

'.

they turned to the

is in,,

^

favor 61 each cofripany settling its
own problems' in the radio-picture,

."'

> :As

.

supervision through.
;.. Gr|eatest sentiment. thLs._week

vpublic "interest iri^all
three forms.

.

been signed by NBC to m.
its WPA
program, utilizing pros on the government, relief roles,
otherwise
unemployed. Prior to going into the
picture biz years ago Niblo was a

ividiialT

single

,

'

lead

plan now seems more li
win out, several individuals
been mentioned for the; industry's,

;;

committee.

may

'czar'

'

* This group will riot only study the
radio pix situation,' but also will inquire
television and
si iliti
of. that ;related art.
Gomrnittee was organized several
red Nibld, whose: forte as a silent weeks ago* but thus far there have
picture
wer
mammoth been- 'rid. official 'indications oh the
spectacles such
Hur,' has procedure which it would follow in

While-'

cators'..

'ienharriife-

•

film; artists

favor:

to

;

of

towar
on all air

•

With television

reckoned with, heforms
co-Operate

three

:

•

fc

coriyentiori

'

•

itr'atdr

appearances of
to abandont

Mdti
in

Rochester, N., Y., denied radio
is menacing the theatre and mp.:;tion-:pictures;. He- ass
that
each helps, the other. He' said
radio is now at its peak and
yet a larger percentage of population is attendi
motion pictures than ever

.

Several
"the T30P campaigners
stalked the picture committee to call
off their. anti T Na2i _ meeting;
that
Laftdon would like to speak in the
hall that night. No. dice, and that
was that. Better a half loaf than
no loaf at all, the ppliticds would
make
concession^-they
would
the evening with the pix mee ting.
good old double bill.

Aylesworth,

M.r H,
ing Soci

t6 Tele

isn't any doubt that the
major cdrhpames- are serious on the

the Hall?

lukewarm attitude

single

-

to a committee of film people, staging an anti-Nazi meeting^

How About

sent
in

GREAT IMPORTANCE

-

Stance

Aylesiirbrth's

•Engineer's

:

:

Industry's

Special Researchers —— To
Review the Radio Vs.
Films Situation With Spe-

:

-fox. the: things-fqr

up, among the old guard
wheri news of his coming, was reived nearly turned into a dirge;
.

district

loves a parade.

The hurrah

of jitters;'

Execs

se

ight (Tues.)' but he took no. studio
bows'^before he left town. Fact ig,
politically-iiiihded thesps gave, him
a wide berth and local GOP'ers a

nasty

3

The

Intra-Studio Regulation of

[U

Hollywood,
ct.
Candidate Landon spoke- here

e

t))'. itil)'.}i

>

of

Sarid

to

Of;
ors-il-..!

/iior^e

Arthur'

a scriVen play by
ai \<L V-j u

I

S.ch !i(ie Id

rom
u^ivty

ii'rtjj.
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Parlor Pugilists

BY FILM TALENT SCOUTS
Why

That's Main Reason

Much

Studios Muff So

THE EAST

IN

Sid Chaplin

faleiit Over the N. Y. 10%ers~If It's Not
ThatA It's Bum v testing/jii<> Direction, Makeshift
Fresh

^Hollywood, Oct. 20.
Congress of Western Writers were
penciled in to Parlor A pf Roosevelt
So was. the
hotel for a meeting.
Screen Playwrights, Inc., an .organization on the other side of fence.
Before shock could be transposed

May

.

fist fight, hotel officials apologized profusely to both groups and
herded the Westerif^rWriters. iir
Parlor D.

into

Return

To Films on G-B

Offer

Wall Street hears that Republib is
preparing to get an underwriting of

^

Whal Have You

Facilities^

Nice, Oct, 9.
Sid " Chaplin. Charlie's brother,
whose wife ..died here sjix. weeks ago,
.

Music

.

dickering with Gauhiont-British
to re-enter film work, breaking a 10ty ear retirement.
Friends are .advising Chaplin that
work is the best antidote for what,
ails him, but he hasn't decided.
is

In answer to Hollywood film stupid charges, and as clarification of;
the; subject rather than* a defense,
the eastern agents .who supply tal-

(Quickie "Co/$

ia^e thi§ only
position- to correct them.

tyre companies

in a
.:

ones

The

principal cause of misunderstanding
and' disputes between agents, and
studiQs,^the agents-iver> is ^ 7-basic
weakness in the ^stemVrlack of authority .on: the part of those who
represent the- film producers in the
.

east.

A

J

.

Chief means of contact between
eastern agents arid film producers
are the studio -talent scouts. The
key ;to the entire casting. prbhlem,
ithe-agehts -point but, -is that none
'

.

•'

Up

:

;

-

deal.:
volv*.'

t

,

•

.

;

Ifb.

.

em

gagements, tend to prove

"sec.

exception
Bros.; whicli does its festi
the'

at the

Brooklyn tshprts studio, hone of the
icture companies maintains a testing staff and equipment of the qual§llistudios;. on
ity 'thatfs common
:^e\Cpast^ ^e/4i^ A&te 'direction;
:

the

EAST

b^

Bergn^

4ha^

-V:-;.;.

-

.

Holly wood,

.Oct.

;

poser. Sidney Buchman, c>ratr&ct
Jesse L. Lasky will make^six picseasonal de^lr wiflS
this year.
writer, did the original, and is workThe HaU has! sthediiled: <As You tuires- for RICO at the head of his
ing on the "script Robert Itfskin
town unit, according to Sam J. BrisLike It' for the week of NpV. 12.
probably; will collaborate ori .final
v'Garden 6f AUah,* first ot the Selz- kin. Deal was closed by Briskiri
treatment when: he finishes his cc- nick-Internatiqnal pictures
for" dis- oyer the .telephone with Lasky when
directirig assignment bri the Grace
tribtition by" United Artistsj will; go the' producer was' in New York last
Moore picture, 'Interlude.' Francis on general release Thanksgiving Week.
Lederer will play the title role.'
week.
is awaiting, okay. irom the
Lasky has .'completed is associ
Capra, meanwhile, is pushing the Rivbii, N. Y., on a deal to give 'Allah' tion with Mary. Pickford in their
job of cutting and sound-dubbing to Radib 'City Music Hall, first run joint venture for Uriited Artists, havThe Lost Horizon;' .He has sent a in New York; If released by the ing turned in two films, 'One Rainy
call for Sam Jaffe^ who plays the Riv, which' Holds the
franchise, Afternoon/ with Francis Lederer,
lama role, to return for. some re- the S-I picture will gp into the Hall and 'The Gay Desperado,? 'starring
takes. Studio: has been unable, to lo- prior, to' Thanksgiving;
Nino Martini arid currently released.
cate; Jaffe, who is said to have left
The Hall is; als'o^ interested in get- RoUben MamoUlian, ,whp ; difebted
for New York.
ting 'Rembraridt,' Alexander Korda 'Desperado,' may move with Lasky
Columbia has signed Francis Led- prpductipn with Charles Laughton to Radio and meg the first^picture of
new contract.
erer to a four-year contract, Deal arid- Gertrude Lawrence.
Producer, holds a personal contract
calls tot three pictures; yearly, "With
with Martini, who will appear in two
actor allowed to do bnera-year oft
films, pne co-starring with Lily Pons,
the lot, Lead in .'Chopin' is his first,
Disappoints Callers next year, when singer's concert and
assignmerit.
'

2^'

1

UA

•

.

UA

;

'

-

20TH EXECS MUST FILE
INFO IN 'MILLION' SUIT

.

picture

Preliminary; tp the .
of the
$500,000 plagiarism suit involving the
'rThanks

A

Million,".

Mae

.

Lederer

film;

i

,

Warner

'

DEAL AT

^/iplaimed to hi-

^

!c'ori^omiiie~ -"over,

:

it.

.

With

sistant

v

'."
.

"

claim of 20th jtHai^jS
is obligated to ijt ori comWrribnis last year
to the extent of nearly $100,000 or

.

-."

^e" febbkirif^

"

In the, 'irieantime,- the special
stockholders'' vote on the recapitalization of Consolidated Film Laboratories has been postponed to Friday <23).
-„

;';.;'

'.'

\

Rub

:

.

bonus.

..

-

'

whether
self and the question
eastern .tests are .accurate and, fair.
The general impression is that they
are not, and casting statistics, which
show that no more than 10% of east-:
screen tests result in Coast en-

-.

ef Consolidated,: may draw a certai
nurnber pf__iyiie;lnew > shares

-

;

'.

Approximately $1,500,000 of the
new money, according to downtown
dope, will go to Consolidated (Yates)
in repayment of money advanced to
Republic by .that firm; Also< that
Herbert Yatest head of Republic and.
>'

omitted numerous pertinent
facts in application/for permit to sell
stock tb the public.
Without making known exact, nature of the errors, Commish cited
promoters to show, up Oct. ,29 and
Holly wbpfl, Oct. 20,
explain why inany ^'m^xiiiV^i^isFrank .Capra's next production at
were ri>issing"lrbm papers submitted
with the registration, form arid; to Columbia wilt be story based oh lifb
discuss: apparent misrepresentation* and work of Frederic Francois ChoV
of other vital', information.
Order pin, French-Polish pianist and^cpm.

;:

mission are under way.

offer to

and

;

:

IfeNo Truce

20th, But

',

,

possible association of. others. Understanding,
that a public issue
will be offered for. this amount and
that preparations to submit the matter to the Securities Exchange Com-

You Like If From

'As

,

lakes

last;

Washington,: Oct. 20.
Peddling of stock in Hollywood
Famous Pictures, Inc, r potential
manlifacturer bf quickies, was halted
temporarily Monday
when
(19)
'.U,' S. Securities arid Exchange Commissioni.ordered hearing on charges
promoters of the venture .misstated

pf thb several major studio talent
scouts or casting executives' in New
York possesses the power to close
" deal, or even bring it anywhere
said netessaiy dope was, missing
near a satisfactory, conclusion. The frbni thefi prospectus, facing sheet,
authority of the eastern studio rep- pne exhibit,
and 11 items of the
resehtatives does hot extend: beyond
registration application:
the recommendation stage;
Revealing plan to turn put films
r
costing
company m asked
Usual. Routine
$10,000,
..The customary routine for eastern franchise to sell stock in interstate
talent buying requires scouts to re- commerce last, jnprith.^ ..Plea report to studios oh possibilities. If vealed no business has been done
the description interest? the studio, and ho stock has -been sold. Char-*
the scout is tohKto make a test. terad last spring and" based at Lbs.
Once the test is made, the rest is Angeles, firm -lists John Charles as
all jn the hands of Hollywood .And president; Henry S. Orpzcp as viceprez, secretary, treasurer, and directhere* «ay the agents, is the iaib*
tor; .arid V/ Striauss Charles as as1
the eastern test it.

Hall

ificarice, of the booking by
Si
Empire, vaude house which opened Radio City Music, Hall, N. Y., of 'As
week in. Paris, wired' him an You Like It' from 20th Century-Fox
play a two-week stand there, is nphe, according tp all clairiis, exbut he won't accept for a while.
cept that neither side is trying to be
unfriendly This pibture was. offered
the Hall, in the usual course of sellingiprpjducti, the same^as-other 20thFox pictures, have been submitted to
this Ineatre though going elsewhere
when not.
wanted by the manage^
"' ''
ment.
tTnderstariding "is that the Music
Hali desired^As Yo£ iike It;* made
in England with Elisabeth Bergner
the-1i<a^;aiid"^

By SEC; Facts Missing

.

chiefly to' blame for any objectionable: features in the present booking:
and casting system; and that the pic-

Stock

Prospectus Held

ent for pictures assert that the picare.
themselves
ture, -companies

around $3,500,000 from one of the
newest firms, downtown; with the

.'j.

.

pn

riewal. of

a personal^contract,-;.
which, was. recently

-

"Hollywood; Oct.

-

Two

stationing
themselves ni garage pf exclusive Rayenswbod apartments, after gagging attendant, frisked a .dozen residents
and lined thbni up against the, wall
while layi
in. wait for -Mae,: West.'
They .fled
the actress drove

--

Federal lowed to lapse.

Judge Henry C. Goddard, N. Y., on
Monday (19). signed an order directing Williarii Michel; v.p. of 20th

;

expert makbun help," film technique Century-Fox, Franklin Underwood,
coaching and other helpful erihance- its N, Y. story editor; and Rufiis
tfiehta ?vbich arb 'given, -acting bandi- JLemaire, former casting exec,, now
iffifaMmpllywoQa, J8re npt "available: With Universal, to answer certain
;
ta~ the "iv^age New* York-tested queries' demanded by the plaintiffs,
actor. As: a result, pastern tests fre- Morgan Wallace and Lawrence Shuquently have done "players riiore bert Lawrence. At the same time,
20 rFox,. the defendant in the action,
harm than. good.
The records shpw that a large ma- was ordered to file with the clerk of
the court within 20 days the scenario
(Continued on page 27 )
of the filni.
Wallace and Lawrence claim the
disputed filiri was produced in 1934
after they had submitted the script,
of their play, 'On Missouri' Shores
and How,' to Michel, Underwood
Gets
and LeMaire and that 'Thanks a
Million' contains much of. the diaFirst Written Pact log arid sequences embodied iri
their play. Among the things they
want to know before trial is when
Holly wood, Oct. 20.
20th-Fbx received the play script
After 24 years with Universal stuh
and when they returned it to the
dips as serial producer and director
plainti
without a written contract, Henry
MacRae has been given a termer by
Charles R. Rogers.
Deal is a three-way ticket, giving
MacRae status of producer, director
and writer as well as carrying title
Holly wopd; Oct. 20;
of associate, producer in charge of U;
Jacques Thery has been assigned to
serials.

~B.

Metropolitan Opera House engagements are completed, Lasky also has
Joan Fontairie, sister of Olivia Oe
Havilland, on a termer.

pwes Jesse Lasky one

still

& A.V New Far

Deal

.

-bandits,

Jesse Lasky 's switchover .to spot
in RKO-Radio production setup Was
a blow to those who. hoped to bri
Lasky and Mary Pickford back to the
:

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
--UA fold.
Burns and Allen have been signed
Success of 'The Gay Desperado'
to a new two-year contract by ParaAmong those who shelled put were
mount.
B: V/ $turdevant, Fbx^West Coast indicated both parties had spoken too
Team is standing by fPr an assign- division manager, and Clemenits Ri - soon when they- arinouhced the fold\
ing of their unit after 'One Rainy
ley, studio scenarist.
ment.-

;

•

..

;

Afternoon's' failure to click had
chilled the Pickford b.r. to the bone.
•Miss. Pickford trains; east Thursday (22) on Uriited Artists biz and
'Desperado' releasing. She may proceed to Europe for a vacation.
While Par was. known to have
been receptive, to the idea of bringing Lasky back to that lot as an associate producer,
intercepted
that possibility. In addition to taking in the former Par v.p. as a proRKO's reorganization plan is about demands; at this time, might have ducer;
wanted Nino Martini,
ready. Creditor consultations are in an adverse "effect on the company's Lasky's
personally signed player.
progress on whether the plan shall production plans for the coming year, Company
will attempt to make Marthree! new is- In this wise the creditors stand to
provide for two
tini and Lily Pons a starring team,
sues of securities, debentures, pre- lose. also.
although latter already has
Trade opinion is. that, the need of
ferred and, common -shares;' Conpressed displeasure at the idea.
for
an early
reorganization cannot
vertibility bases ;and conditions
FoilOwinjg the coming Met season,
exchange of. the old for the new se- be over-emphasized arid views the Marti
will' go west to star -••'for.
curities which riiay be decided upon present motion of the trustee as der
Lasky in a musical to be done in the
laying
such;
determinable,
as
reorganization
are. not
yet.
chances
spring;
Indications are that a plan may indefinitely, and causing also addibe (fijbd at. an/early date, but perhaps tional litigation and adding additional
not- this week. There are obstacles. burdens for RKO,
the way of
Gladys
Divorced
That motion of the Irving Trust costs.'
script 'Perfect Harmony/ his. origin
trustee, now -pending in '- The trustee's motion contains f dsCo;,
-RKO
nal, for
production by Edward
Y., to compel
sibilities for -altering the entire credN.
Federal.
Court,
Oct. 20.
,
Kaufman.
Neville
has been
Breen's
Ginger Rogers and Charles Boyer to pay off the balance of $750,000 se- itor setup of RKO.- It involves a
the granted
divorce here against
probably; will top cast, with Mark cured (Chemical )/notes is among, the. question whether payirient
twists in the situation,. It involves- $750,000 secured (Chemical) notes Gladys
Cooper.. He cited Phili
Sandrich directing.
Hollywood
20.
the question, whether payment, of this washes up the lien which would ac- Meriyale -as co-respondent.
'Boy Blue,' an original by Lorlen
.sum at this time is good bu-iriess for crue to -thft .Company's. 6% debenr
.
..:'''
Brent, L; A< school teacher, has been
lures.
the company.
Miss Copper arid Merlvale are
»>
bought by Sol Lesser as a Bobby
Were this lien washed
faces the possibility
Radio currently, on toiir in the
,
S„ co.
Breen starrer.
ing. to set aside a large amount of Corp. of America might be out- $2,- starring in 'Call It a Day' for the
HollywoPd, Oct. 20.
Story is about singing shepherd
purposes of 000,000, the sum by which Atlas Theatre Guild.
Paramount has given
directing cash at a 'later date for
Trust
and
boy who cracks, the Met.
situation.
To
Lehman
Bros., could be
contract to J. Theodore Reed; For meeting the Orpheum
first assignment is 'Betting Fever/ meet both situations could put the privileged to reduce their purchase
Philadelphi
Oct." 20.
price of the RCA-RKO stock and
being scripted by Charles Lederer compariy at a disadyantage.irectoiy
Archie Mayo, Warner!
'
Hearing
the
Trust's
moIrving
debentures.
on
,
and Edwin Gelsey.
was here to catch performances of
Steiner Scores
tion
It becomes a question, therefore, 'Call It
is
scheduled for tomorrow
Benjamin. Glazer produces.
a Day. He is skedded to
Hollywood; Oct, 20.
(Thursday) before Federal Judge as
who, if anybody, ig actually direct "when
goes beforb
Warners has borrowed Max SteinBondy. Whether the hearing will go benefited by the trustee's action, in cameras this winter.
er from Selznick-Interriational to
on or will be postponed, so that this tangle;
Fatty
'Green
handle musical score
In the meantime, the trustee of
creditors can iron out this situation
BOLES
Hollywood, Oct. 2.0.
harmoniously among themselves, re- Orpheum has been granted leave to
This makes four unreleased pix he
Joe Cobb, now 19, who played the mains to be seen. Certainly the lat* sue on Stadiurii Theatres Corp^ orHollywood,: Oct. 20.
has worked since jbihing S*I, includ- fat boy in Hal Roach comedies for ter course looks to be the more log- ganized under the Irving -Trust Cb/s
John Boles has. returned from his
ing "The Garden of Allah,' 'Charge of several years, is returning to. the lot. ical.
reign in RKO,' and prior to the pres- eastern personal appearance trip
the Light Brigade/ 'Lost Horizon'
He'll play adult role in an 'Our
There is a danger that payment ef ent change of pwnershi interests in prepare for 'Riviera' at Universal,.
Gang' comedy*
such a sum as the trustee's riiptipa the company*
Doris Nolan gets femme lead.
.
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London, Oct; 20.
idney R. Kent did not go to Paris
weekend, as announced, but is
remaining in London under cover in
the event Gaumorit-British" and John
Maxwell attempt -to put -through an
amalgamation deal, as they threaten,
without 20th Century-Fox -permission. In that events Kent is all set. to
instituted injunction proceedings irrijnediatefcr and stymie the deal, if
possible, )at moment of its. inception/
If nothing new
important happens, Kent now expects to go to

No Maxwell

.

...

Otherwise,

Gaumont-

the

is,

with

the Better Does
Everybody Else Benefit—
The Department, Stores
and Midtown Shops Especially—All Part of a New

;

"press
is afternoon:
'Certai
statements bave appeared in
the press to the effect the control of Gaumont- ritish. Picture
Corp. has passed to Associated
British Picture Corp. of which
John Maxwell is chairman. The
chairman of the GaumontBritish Picture Corp. wishes to
make it perfectly clear that all
Vsuchi statements are incorrect,
as no change has taken place i
the voting position of the Metropolis & Bradford Trust Co.,

Offensive
Against the
N. Y. Dailies For More
Free Space

.

•

,'.

ritish

all sides

deadlocked.
It is still felt here that Maxwell
will make some sort of deal with
Kent by which he will take over the

FIRST SUCH TIE-UP

•

place.

'

•

.

LAEMMIE-UA

cause department 'stores are preparing to organize a committee to ask
newspaper executives for more liberal treatment of film hews.

holdings in Metropolis

The

stores' angle is that no other single
more influence, oh shopping than films.

factor has

his (Maxwell's), acquisition of
'

HUM PERVADES

that is believed to
have brought the matter to a head"
was that every daily apparently is
out to maintain the same amount Of
ad space. as used under the old and.
Cheaper contract rate. Many theatres:
- Hollywood;
20. have remained obdurate to these sugProduction is bddmi
on; the
gestions and have countered with the RKO-Pathe
lot. at Culver City with
idea that the dailies play ball in the various
producers haying leased
matter of publicity, cuts and. other space £b start shoot i
ithiri the
material that, bolster interest not only month.
for individual pictures but. the film
MacLean
is putting The
Douglas
business as a whole.
Great Guy,'-. Jaines Caghey starrer,
The present drive to open columns arid '23%' Hours Leave'.. before the
of Ni Y. daily papers promises to be
cameras immediately. John Blystone
more effective than in the past, be- will direct Cagney.
.-,

such situa-

Maxwell, during the Week, also ii$Ued a statement, saying that negotiations with Kent, have been going
•20th.

%

.

!

The one thing

cerned.'

the

•

'AH Scarlet/
Rebels' and "The" Plough and

Waitress/

:

.

JR.

.

ably the outstanding reason for reopening the fight is that a number of
the daily papers recently placed in
effect their new advertising 'contracts
which incorporate boosts; in lineage
^ates^of 5 to_W^._

that would place Maxwell
position to dictate fiim
prices here; and Americans are
•

,

was resumed
week with renewed vigor. Prob-

this

.}'":

-'antagonistic to any
tion at all. costs.

.

metropolitan 'dailies

remai

•

Statements Galore
r. At that time Kent stated, 'We intend, to make use of every resource
at our command to protect legally
|he position we occupy. We have no
intention of doi
anything just for.
the sake of causing trouble and' we
make this statement with a feeling
of friendliness towards all con-

&

-Bradford Trust, but that this is hot
-Probably the most enthusiastica necessary part of the arrangesupporter of this theory is John
Carl > Laemrhle,
according to Goodwilli, Macy's ad exec,
ments.
Explained that he. merely'
who has
regards it as desirable if he can get present indications, will close a deal store statisticians at- work collecting
them at a reasonable price. How- whereby he will produce pics and data to show the influence of picture
ever, he added, he had come to the release them under United Artists'* attendance on the merchandising
Conclusion that price and conditions banner for two years.. Has gone trade,
The campaign along these
are more than, he could reasonably through the. preliminaries on propo- lines was .conceived arid started movagree to, so discussions have been sition here several 'times with Dr. ing by; Ben Serkowich, advertisings
terminated for the time being, also A. H. Gianriini, uA prexy.
publicity chieftain at the Capitol;
faying that 'the agreement with the
inal papers
be drawn up and who has been successful in getting
Messrs. Ostrer for acquisition of the signed on. the Coast^for wfiich young newspapers' to be more liberal tocontrolling interest in Metropolis & Laemmle will leave early
No- wards the industry and theatres In
Bradford Trust remains in full force, vember.
other spots. Oscar Doob, Loew's pubin accordance with previous anlicity executive; Jack Pegler, of Lord
nouncements, and we are advised
& Thomas, and many others who are
London, Oct. 20.
can be .carried through completely
Carl Laemmle Jr. has appointed interested in the Times Square fiim
Without the acquisition of any other David A. Bader as his European situation are reported "backing the
interest.
Our discussion with Mr. representative for his new produc- current campaign.
Kent have been carried .on in the tion set-up, expected to begin active
information
collected
to
date
most friendly and reciprocative at- Working around
(Continued on page 27)
1.
mosphere and terminated with mu•

.

.

'

w

'

;

.

•It is mighty fine, of my "associates
to plan a world-wide Silver Jubilee
celebration in my honor/ says Zukor. 'It is mighty fine to know that
after a quarter-century of activity
in behalf pf the company I founded
that I am still able to carry on and'
to see this brainchild developed into
one of the soundest business institutions in the world.

'It wasn't always so easy.
There
were plenty of -djirk^ hptirj^^imtx;.
of days of despair. But there were
-pepple who were willing to lend -"a
hand. And I am happy to point out
that Paramount came through these
difficulties unsullied. The creditors
co-operated with us and enabled us
to fight our way through and their
confidence is rewarded in the realization that nobody lost a dollar and
that Paramount securities today are
as sound as any investment,

.

"

'Todays paramount studi
is
mighty happy community. There
isn't a worker oh the lot who hasn't
contributed to our stability arid:
progress* 'That goes from the top"
to the bottom. It means that with
David L. Loew, who- will release
(Continued on page 70)
through RKQ, has Richard Macaulay and W. Scott Darling working on
script of 'When's Your Birthday,',
expected to start Nov; 1 .with Joe E.
Brown topping cast. Jlobert Harris
has. been named associate producer,.
Selznick-lhternational

is

now

per-

manently located on the lot. S-I is
Born/ William.
Wellman directing a cast' which includes Janet Gaynor, Fredric March
and Adolphe Menjou. S.-I holds pic?
ture rights to 'Goiie With the Wind*

M-C PRODUCER

set to start 'A Star Is

.

the best-seller, andearly production.

contemplates

Sol Lesser's Principal Pictures has

Reported that
deal whereby
.
Pandro S, Berman becomes a Metro
.

^Rainbow on the River/ -featuring
Bobby Breen, in; work.. This will be
Untimely passi
of Irving Thai-:
followed by a Richard
Arlen picture,
"
berg has created a manpower void
.'VaUey Range.'
"

'

George Hirliman has space at the
plant,7 although

using quarters on
other lots. This is the case with
Jed Buell, who produces De Luxe
action and western. 'films
-Spec;

trum

.

release.

in production ranks at Metro, caus-..
ing a realignment of duties aU
around, AI Lewi
has since also
gone over to Par. Eddie Mannix iX
:

Metro has extended duties, now, but
more, of an administrative nature.
Hollywood, Oct,

Maxwell, meantime, was last week
formally elected to the G-B board,
Upon his buy of the G-B non-voting

.

DeMille Personals with
London, Oct!

20.

'

1

.

be

for last

been set for six key spots late
-

in

November.

Levine's Sales

DeMille is expected to attach his
new contract on his
hancock to
icket calls for andesk this week.
other year with Paramount.;

powwows

Nat Levine, Republic production
head, planed into N. Y. on Monday
.(1?) from the Coast for sales conferences on forthcoming product.
;

Will be. here for the" balance of the
week conferring with Jake Milstein,
sales head; Grover Parsons, western
and Max Roth, i
h r'ge
ry around Chicago
,

WE

Re-Signs Barsky

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
ud Barsky has been given a new
contract at Warner.
.He will continue
ducer.

as:. associate,

Irrespective of whether he -2mains with RKO, Berman says he
has his mind set on one thing only
Whether Paramount disposes of a being discussed, and may be still on for next spring, which j& to get
part of its interest in the American the griddle, although maybe not away. lot a goad vacation. He says
theatres in Eng- strongly now, for; lack of official no- it might be a trip to China.
firm's chain of
land to British parties' is deemed to tice at this' time, concerned the posbe problematical now. It is under- sibility of Paramount disposing to
stood that the situation is altered.con- certain strong .Briti?bv.»m'dep^dcn t
Sheehan-UA Still Huddle
siderably since Paramount arid the theatre circuits 50% of Par's interest
the 'deal in the Americah firm's own London
British people struck
properti
some weeks
Winfleld R. Sheehari is still workThe price was' said to be in the ing on a production deal with United
is will be the secIf called off;
ond major Anglo-American proposal neighborhood of $51000,000, which Artists. Matter is not entirely in
have
would
gone
to
Paramount
in
to be withdrawn, and. almost simulthe ice box.
;

New

Par Pact
a stater 'Plainsman';
pent, yesterday. .aS-K-showing profits
After:.arrahging- a-iseries of special,
for: the year
ing last March of previews ,f'.r.'
insman/ Which
over $3,500,000, which .is within
$20,000 of the previous year's prof- Will T>e augmented, by personal apits,;..
pearances ef Cecil B. DeMille, Wili rector's
aide, has
ing 7% the .previous. liam Pine,
shares; however,' flown back to Hollywood. Film has
. inary
..issued

to

have

'

G-B's $3,500,000 Net
Gaumont-

20.

RKO

Pandro Berman and

discussed, an extension of the pro-,
ducer's present 'contract
beyorifi
next March, according to Sam J.
Braskin, studio chief..

stock control.

.

...

unit producer next spring is ail setBerman, handling top pictures on
the RKO^Radio lot; has his contract
with that studioi expiring in* March.

tual assurances tof good-will.'

...

20.

be cele-

.

.

!

Meanwhile, Kent
,been
notified from America not to
selV 20th Century-Fox holdings
at any price, within reason,

fca.

Holly Wood, Oct.

-

the old battle of New York pic- the- Stars.':
ture theatres to obtain better representation in' the news columns of

fect.. This means the second
part of the agreement, the sale
"of the Ostrers' voting shares to
Maxwell, has hot yet taken

the other hand, Kent, during
the week, issued a statement that all
negotiations with Maxwell have been
broken off and that he has been advised by his associates to terminate
any chatter with either Maxwell or
the Ostrers and come back to Ame'r-

.

brating the silver jubilee of his association with Paramount.. The others who once sat in the seats of the
2Q^_ mighty^-J.
Stuart Blackton, William

;

Woman

will issue a simultaneous statement to same, ef-

On

MURPHY McHENRY

Adolph Zukor will

Hollywood,
Radio studio hit a new high last
week with 10 pictures in the cut- Fox, Carl Laemmle, Wi iam A.
Brady arid others of the early era
ting rooms. Previously, topper had
Of nickelodeon product—have either
been* six.
Those being clipped: 'We Who Are handed the sceptre to younger men or
About to Die,' 'Make -Way for a have failed to survive the competition. Zukor alone of the motion pic-,
Lady,' 'Wanted; Jane Turner/ 'The
ture early
irds carries the same
Smartest Girl
Town,' -Riddle of
standard and trademark that he
the
Dangling Pearl,' 'Wiriterset/
v
Started with.
•Night

Maxwell

repercussions.

By

RK0 SETS RECORD
WITH 10 BEING COT

in Pix Biz

'

controls Gaumont-

which

British, and the control
as heretofore;'

BOth holdings, in G-B. Understanding is that Maxwell will hot conclude
his deal with G-B for control in that
organization before .he does come to
some agreement with Kent, fearing

on for

Guy

town,

Control

London,
.20.
Gaumont-British issued the
following
statement to

Paris later this week and sail for the
U. S. the end of the week.
situation remains as

Industry Salute to 'The

The More People That a
'
Big Picture Pulls Down-

last

5

pro-

,

.

taneously. The- other, of course, be20th Century-^Fox negotiaing
tions oh John Maxwell's offer to buy
that, firm's Gaumont-British shares.
Thus for. a 'time: the world film
trade was on the spindle- of possibility that two, major American film
ownirig;. London; properties,
fir
might .withdraw from rtctive association or direct operations, as the
case of each might be, in -the London
film or theati-e firmament.
The Paramount deal which was

addition

^.

r

satisfactory

!

film

.

:

.

i

boolc-

arrangements:

Possible that the producer will
take a flyer to the Coast to, cast bis
vote, and return immediately after
to continue talk On the n-?
barth.
.

.

Hughes' 250G 'Quickies'
HpWard Itughes,, in N. Y.
the
Coast/ plans reentry into
icture
productions. Says he wants to make
two "cheap' pics this season^ Figures
budgeting them at $250,000.
Curre'rilly looking' around for re(

J.

D. Clark on Coast

.

lease.

Hollywood, Oct. 20;

John D. Clark, general sales ma
ager of 20th -Fox,

is here for
uct discussions at the studio,
Plans to stick around for a week.

.

!

,

PIC
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'

'
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PROS AND CONS ON DUALS STILL GO ON
Aylesworth's

Blast;

the

Warner

Bros,

Hot Cha

the

Poll*

RKO*Canada will surrender its charter and its existence as a corporate
equity Under an agreement entered into last June and approved last week
by Federal Judge William H. BOndy, N. Y. Under the agreement in which
attorneys ;for RKO-Canada, Famous-Players Canada Corp., prpheum Theatre Co.,: the Bank & Queens Street Realty, Ltd., and the Irving Trust Co.
had a part, five conditions arejstipulated, ThMj are:
FamousrPlayers, RKO and RKO-Cartada will, release and discharge each
other of all obligations; 'RKO-Canada turns over all leaseholds to the
lessors; RKO-Canada to pay promissory -notes amounting to $ieo',000,' payable in 15 years from last June and $220,000' now owned to RKO-Canada
will be wiped off the slate. The last stipulation is that at the .completion
of these acts, RKO-Canada will surrender' its charter.

Haysian -Moral' Support to the Contrary Notwithstanding -— Only the DowntpWn Deluxers Solo

Hollywood, Oct.
music, via a phonograph
being used by Greta Garbo
*
in 'Garni
at Metro. Actress
listens intently to' tunes up until
Director
George Cukor

Mood

is

Although something will eventually haye to be done to keep the coun r
try from goi
double hill entirely,
collective action by tile industry at
this time, spurred \by the M. H.'
Aylesworth's Rochester speech deLos Angeles, Oct. 20.
claring for a return to singles and
Argument on demurrer
the recent Warner Bros, poll, is not
looked upon as very likely. While dental $5,000,000 actor alienation suit;
industry leaders state that all com- instituted
by Paramount Producpanies are.a frame' of mind tions,"
Inc., against Samuel pojdwyn,
presently to end or drastically Inc.,
for allegedly influencing Gary
reduce dualing, no one. knows how it Cooper
not to renew his contract at
can be done.
Paramount was- he>rd by Federal
/ *The Motiort Picture ^Proaucers-:
Judge William P. James last. week.
Distributors- of America, recognizing
Judge took matter under' advisethe peculiarities of the problem, is
ment arid oh Monday overruled the
virtually unable to do anything exdemurrer..
cept lend moral support toward disPreliminary step pointing case tocouragement of twinning. Hays
sources point to the fact that it prob- ward trial- was based on technical
repably could riot guarantee a solid ities, with -Herman S. Selvi
front among its members if it should resenting: Gpldwyn> .asking complaint
undertake to inaugurate! measures tpl be set aside.' Pierce; Works appeared
wipe out duais. While some of the for Paramount, contending that com-,
larger companies might be willing plaint set forth sufficient cause for
to agree to. support any battle lines action. Denial' of demurrer means
laid by. the MPPDA, it is doubtf ul if 'Goldwyn must file ah answer.

GOLDWYN NOW MUST

•

She

PAR'S SUIT

vises

Recently disclosed that ill Bacher, producer of Hblly wood Hotel was
set to join Irving Thalberg's production staff at; Metro Oct:
With the
passing Of industry's ace picture maker, Bacher will probably stick to
radio. His would ;.have been a personal contract with Thalberg, the latter
having agreed' to a provisional concession which would have permitted
Bacher to continue in an Overseeing capacity in the radio production of
the Campbell souper. Likely that Warners will call in Bacher as adviser
on the filming .of Hollywood Hotel. Only members of radio cast set fbt
the
filmusicalizatioh of the air show are Dick Powell, Frances LangiOrd
and Louella Parsons, .although Bachbr is trying to land studio jobs for
other, players in the. ether show.

'

shouts 'camera.'

'

Negro

spirituals.

1'..;

'"

.

;

.

WB

L

•

all

would.

Majors Fall In Line
istributbrs owning theatres German Playwright Sues
are double-billing. To
strike at dualing, these majpr chain
houses would have to take the first
step by returning to singles, including --..a- large dumber of theatres :in
Claiming that -he had been deVthe Par, Lb^,^RIM and Fox-West frauded into signing away his rights
"-Coast chairis.i The. position the major i
his play, 'Wer Weini urn Jucketheatre- operators take in discussing hack,' upon which the Hecht-MacArthe. problem of. the duals, according thur film, 'The Scoundrel,' was based,
to Haysian sources, is that they don't Siegbert Cohni German author and
want to double but are: forced into playwright* has. filed IsUit for ah inthis policy in order to compete with junction, and an accounting in N. Y,
''"
independents. In many situations in-- supreme court.
dependent operators now have theDefendants named hr the action
atres of a grade comparable to those
are Ben Hecht, Charles MacArthujr
Of chain's.. If the indies would.: agree
Heoht-MacArthur, Inc.', Paramount
in given situations to go single bill,
Pictures and Paramount Distributing
the chains Would welcome the opCorp., and Brandt
Brandt Drat
portunity :to emerge frbin doubles
•.'
matic
:B5ajor

themselves

V*

.

,

.

-

.

'

;

.

•

:

.'

&

"

themselves,

it

is!

Pollak,

•

known

producer

in

Europe and around Hollywood and
Broadway, telegraphed his 0wn.SOS~
when he
-off a train, hopping
along at 75 miles an. hour between
Vienna and Budapest, though he.
;

,

didn't

',.

know

'

!.it

at:,the time.

Walking 5along~the corridor of a
'

;

.

.

.

succor and then went dead. Trouble-shooters went down the' Hrabk
looking - for the break -and found
Pollak lying across the broken wire
unconscious.
They took him to Budapest^ where
he's now convalescing nicely, repaired the telegraph
ire and. wired
the news to his. son* Jint Stein^eimer;
who's" with the National Screen
Travel service in Hollywood.
President of France once walked
through a wrong door of a txaih

With cost .of - remakes- running- around. $15,000 daily,. Frank -Lloyd, .pro-i
ducer.-directbr of 'Maid of Salem' for Paramount, had to re-do a series of^
Gallows Hill scenes because a minority, of the extras failed"tb' take' dlr«>
tion, etc. Many of the 1,000 used in the scenes failed to take off. darlc
glasses, wore white and high-rheeled shoes and otherwise flagrantly violated
orders -before Colonial, period shots were made. Lunch for extras oil
4
-busses were used, and expense reportedly
'Salem' location cost $1,000,
was not spared, even to permitting atmosphere players to' get- Oyertimt
;1
-

'

;

.

found, walking, the railroad ties in

•

the

chain.

.

."

.his

.

;

'•'

pajamas.

.'

With a view to eboriomy^ RKO Has: eliminated daily gross reports, from
There, are close, to 100 houses in the
theatres', making up its circuit.
In future, managers Will inform the home office of grosses for' the
or mailing this information. Right: along: RKO. has
week, either wi

;•

.

.

,,

'

few years ago and was

like that'

•

•

.

rather than be rushed.

:

,

been] getting daily wired repor

grosis business throughout the
countfy,
.The company follows Paramount, which has more than .1,000 houses,
'
the reporting of grosses once weekly instead of -every day.

In his complaint filed by his ^attorney, Saul E. Rogers, Cphn claims
Brandt, opened negowith a view to driving duals out of that Brandt
Jimes^Hathaway
that city. Such attempts are not new tiations .'with him in 1925 for the
to the business. In instances, such American stage rights to hfsv play/
5
Fiiiafe
was paid' $500 'on account on -a
as Cleveland, wh&etogreemehts w^re
Brandt per a
teached, they didn't la's? because- an time option. Brandt
exhibitor 'Would :^'»^c]fe;'byeTr';i;he mitted the optibtt to expire, but conHollywood, Oct.'
traces.
lso » there is flowing; to "guar-: tinued to negotiate for the 'film
Grover' Jones, writerj and- Henry
ahtee a local jgroup of theatre operr rights. In January, 1935; Cbhn
Hathaway, dirfect^, will do 'Soul at
cepted $1,500 for the picture ri
<CpntinUed on.page 29>
Sea, ? Garjr .Cooper's final
icture at
He now claims that he was never- Paramount.
informed that Hecht-MacArthur v or
William Le Baron has skeclded picParamount was .to subsequently ben- ture, to start Odt. 26,
AtwiO's

:

On Gary fti

;

&

.

-

A

;

;

^

;

.'

B'way Play,

through*: j;he ..contract he.* had
signed \vitH Brandt
Brandt. Had
he known- this* the plaintiff states,
he would 'not nave' relinquished his*
rights for such a low figure as $1,500.

efit

&

Baltimore; Oct.

Felix Swings to 20th

for London last week, accomHtjGH MILLS GOES METRO
panied by his .wife, local socialite.
Hugh Mi
British playwright, arBritish actor passed through en route
rived in New York, Monday (19) and
from Hollywood to make a film at the
left the same day by plane for HollyEaling studios, hear London, for the
Gordon Wellesley unit at Associated wood on a Metro deal. Set by Lyons,
Lyons.
Tatting Pictures, Ltd.' PicHtfill be McCprmick
;'
Mil
wrote 'Laughter i
tagged '^he General Goes Tod. Fat,'
.

&

.

\

go into production' shortly current. London
on other side.
has a deal with GaUmont-British for distribution df film Jn the
-/
U, S.
Atwill has for consideration a legit
play, owned by Lee Shubert and
Delos Chappell, called 'Close Quarters,' with which he niay return
to'
the Broadway stage. If he doesn't,
he
ill. trek back to the
Universal
lot in Hollywood.
will

legit.

:

Seymour Felix goes to 20th-Fox to
create dances fOr the Irving Berlin
musical, 'On The Avenue,' which
Roy Del Ruth will direct: Dick
Powell, Alice Faye and Madeleine
Carroll top cast.
Felix ishuddling with
associate
Gene Markey,
Berli

.

aftefc Atwill;., arrives

•

'

.

Paramount executives are .wondering what/to do with Frederic Dannay
and Manfred Lee, who'collab under the monicker of Ellery Queen, brought
out to the Coast to;;cphceritr'ate on a whodunit. Whieii' lads get down to
work they ahnost scrap fistically, as well as verbally, and rouse other
writers from -^heir lethargy.. ;Studio execs figuring how soundproof quarters
would wb'rk"- but. ;
'

'

.'

.

:

t

.

.

:

—

'

•

Academy of Motibri icture Arts. and Sciences is planning a non-profit
studio casting directory in order to curb several similar books, termed
fly-by-niters bythe Acad. Academy for last six months bias, been issuing
complete record- each month of writer,
series, of "credit bulletins, givi
director and producer credits ph all features released. It is planned, to
incorporate these, records in the proposed directory along- with' other 'dat0
,

concerning current work.

For 'Aveniie' Terping
Hollywood, Oct:

Lionel Atwill. sailed frbm ; Baltir

more

,

'

&

Me

1

..'

'-.

-

and

:

'

.

'

At present, in Akron, O., a movement locally has been inaugurated

'

Kaplan, French film istributor in the^U. S:; has bbught the releascf
rights to the French 'Les Miserables' (Pathe-Natan) from United Artists;.
He has a separate release deal with the French' film concern.
When Reliance Pictures (UA> made the film in Hollywood, it coincided
with the French version made by Pathe-Natan. PVN intended to bring
the film Over and release it here at about the same time as the UA veri
sion, with UA paying P-N $20,000 to keep the picture out of the market;
Now UA figures it is hb longer harmful to have the French film shown,
and; abcepted $1,000 from Kaplan :<to .clear the way.

train he mistook a compartment dbor
Attempt to inject national politics into the T. L. Tally-Cbbar Corp. (Lbs
for the w. c. and walked right but Angeles) appesii: to have the. Fox-West Coast bankruptcy reopened on
into the thin air. As he was Whirled frdUd allegations, is seen /by iiidustry observers in the widespread mailing
through space he bit a wire and to press anil bthefs of copies of the' appeal brief prepared and filed by
bounched three times; On it. .before Atty. William H. Neblett, law partner of William Gibbs McAdoo. Althou^U
*
it cracked and lei him down gently disclaiming 'pdlitical ti
.a frankly anU-Repubhcan propaganda mimeowith a fractured shoulder, and a con- graphed letter accompanies each brief, charging Republican Old Guards
cussion of. the brain.
with responsibility for" the bankruptcy and the refusal of U. S. District
T
Snap of wire registered at the JUdge Fee of Oregon to grant a reopening of the issues.
next station as i psychic signal for

•''

Dept., Inc.

promised.

':•

-

&

.

:

|

:

;v
.

"

l

^

known

cale where; sets built for a picture are' to 'be copyrighted^
protect his. scene creations
is Bob 'Erwin's' applWatipn. to
Erwin is desighing. the sets for this
for' 'Quality Street* in this mariner.
picture on: the RKO Tot' arid, is ^copyrighting them, so that they cannot be
homes
well,
in
privatb'.
as
by
other film set builders.
as
copied; .for. work
First

Twentieth-Fox has gone for several new restrictions aimed to curb horde
ild
from running
Latest yerbpten prevents anyone,
including employes, from .yisiting sets without .a pass secured directly
ing ducat
from W- E. Dover, exec assistant to Darryl Zanuck. Order'
must be signed, by. department, head.
of yokels

.

.

.pf North Carolina put the lid .this, .week on', filming U
okayed by the athletic' director arid U p^ez' Frank Graham.
rppor,ts of .commercial flicker phbtogs .recenti^ offering, pi
of entire footbail. gairi.es
sale.
:
/

ATP

Uniyersity

,

:

gairies unless

Ban caused .jby

v

-'

.'

'

'

'

.

'

Last show on' Broadway that
sported
two-character cast was
•Jealousy,' produced by Al H. Woods
in October. 1928, with Fay Bainter
and John Halliday trouping^ Play
.ran-'Jd-weekfe--Ther^^a3-^-play-*byIrving Kaye Davis,, 'Courtesan,! produced in 1929 with but a one-character cast. Elsa Shelley tried it but
piece folded after.^three perform"

-Four cameramen, two rehearsal halls and two sound stages were used
by Metro in testing candidates for 86 committeemen' for ;'ParhelL' tudi
id tests because of its anticipated. English trade, where all ar
made
familiar with such characters. Casting was done from photos arid cartoons.
.

.

ances.

ALEX HAIL COfS

'BARONS'

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
Alexander Hall oh loanout from
Paramount will dir ec t' 'Robber
Barons' at RKO. It's an Edward
Small production starring Edward
.

Airhold.

tory is based on Jubilee
jm
Fiske's stock and railway adventures,
,

pictures he has
.'.''has, retained
prints'
years, has bought, an insurancerpblicy''wnh. Llbyds'
housing 60 subjects'.

John ;BIystohe, director,

'

\

Atlantic City, Oct. 20.
Mrs., va Fbx, Wife
William
Fox, and their daughters* Mc-na and
Belle/ were ordered to show cause.
wM:.a.5sets:;.they ;rftcbived...feprn.. the;
former film tycoon before the latter
sought voluntary bankruptcy should
not be placed under receivershi
hearing on the rbply by Mrs! Fox and
her daughters was set for Nov. .10 by
Vice Chapceliprv William F. Soby.'
Fox filed; a. petition' Viri-- voluntary
bankruptcy last May, listi
debts
of $9,500,000. He coritehded that thb
$7,000,000 All-Continent Corp; created
f rom his assets after the 1929 stock
market crash had been transferred
to his wife, and daughters u
.

,

:.,

A

'

.

'irreybcable trust'
Counsel for creditors have been
attempting to show during the past
few months that thei'.All-Contihcnt is

and is being adapted by Tom Lennbn
and Dudley Nichols from Matthew

still

Josebhson's yarn.

tion

owned by Fox> The corporawas named defendant to the suit
-

started by Hirarii W- Steelman,
tee in bankruptcy, appointed by Federal Referee." Robert
Steedle.
C.
Steelmah's petition for receivership

handled during last

\h^,.FJix^ss.ts jp.bjargftd. ihat ;ihey.
w;ere transferred 'in fraud of credi-

Hutchison's

•

of;

ice Chancellor Sooy signed
injunction restrai ing All-Conti-

tors.'

an

of

London

Dance*

,

15.

;

is filni .library

insuri

-Gfr

.

Into

A

WB Suit Settled

im fides

HA

The $1,000,000 libel
brought
Salt Lake City,
nent and the members of the Fbx by Edward Hutchison, former night
Salt
M. Robert Guggenheim
family from disposing of
ssets club operator, in N.. Y. Supreme
Lake Monday (19) resigned from the
until, the suit is settled.
Court, against WB Pictures, Inc., and fam iiy -controlled American Smelting
....

,

Steelman asked the court of chanto: compel the Fox family, to
all the assets over to him. for

cery
turn

Vitagraph has been settled accordr
ing to.
stipulation signed by both

Refining Co. to accept a pbsitj
with United Artists on the production end in Hollywood.
Heir to a forturie of $200,000,000
setup graduated from Dartmouth three
via the Casi
de Paree in 1933, years ago, has .been, active in local
claihied the' deferidahts .dania
Little Theatre shows/ He has direc*
rep by portraying a character in the torial ambitions.
film, 'Go Into Your Dance," as a
sides; discontiriuirig the; a,ction.

among Fox's creditors.
Hutchison, who claims he
Fox testified last week that he gave nated the present night club
distribution

.

more than $1,000,000 in cash to
friends in 1930. This did not include
$200,000
to
his daughter,
Belle;
$140;000 to his daughter, Mona, and
the $250 000 Fox estate at Woodmere, L. Z., -/hich Fox gave his; wife.
Mrs. Fox
listed as president of
(Continued on- page 29)

8i

;

origi-

,

•

takeoff Of hiriiself.

As

manager, he claimed the unsavory
rep given to the film character
fleeted

upon himself.

HoUywopd;

a riight club

Guggenheim goes
tion

Oct. 20.
into the produc•

department of Selznick-Inter-

njatiorial to

learn the biz.

)

P
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Distribs Plan to

Cue Trade What

Be Made Exhibs

Concessions Will
Realization that New York city is
ripe for motiont^picture theatre ex-

both independ-

Connolly-Fralick Agencies
In B Vay-HVood Tie-Up Loew,

operators to inof moderniza?

ly,

'

pansion is prompting
ant and major circuit
augurate a program
tion and to consider

.

WB,

20th -Fox and
or j n .
Following .several conferences With
Astaire to Finance Own
creased Divvy*
- T w 6
Ed. L. Kuykendall, president of the
Examination in 25G Suit Motion Picture Theatre Owners pf
Othe rs with First-time
red Astaire need not make a America and inter-company discusments
special trip to New York for exami- sion on sales and legal, angles in-

Columbia—Extra

Freddie Fralick and Mike Connol-

—

Hollywood and Broadway agents,
comprehensive respectively, have bought into each
some sections other's off ices' for a reciprocal tie-up.
building programs
While, the need for supFralick, east for three weeks, rethis fall.
Hollywood * tomorrow
planting some antiquated houses has turns
to
He will ,make his
been apparent for spine time, only (Thursday).
the pick-up at the box office has con- jumps in egsy. stages, in. order to p.6;
.

.

,

-

vinced theatre executives of the. feaility of an improvement, program
in recent weeks.
,

With N. Y. generally is conceded
to be a top show town and the lead-

ing picture metropolis in comparative draw, this very factor has to a
certain extent held back plans for
.Improving houses/ Figured that
^patrons -would come in_anyway. But
^the increased grosses have not been
overlooked recently because of the
known influence that up-to-date theatres exert on patronage.
Bulk of new building and remodeling activity contemplated or actually

hinterland talent. He has signed a
number of Broadway people for film
representation also.
An English representation is now
behalf of .both
being worked on
the Fralick and Connolly agencies.
:

,

RKO

sition in the Bronx area.
It is not known whether

Loew's

will follow its usual policy of contake
structing its own theatres
over in toto in some localities. But

Loew and RKO

the bulk
activity probably will be con-

both with

of new
fined to modernizing and refurbishing many of its present spots.
•V The small threat of pverseating.
not particularly in evidence because
few new buildings are contemplated,
probably would be readily absorbed
by the increase in regular patronage.
Paradoxically, new theatres and improvements i many spots have re"
actual 30-50% increase in
suited i
«

i

Typical Manregular attendance'.
hattan example of this is the Music
• Hall,
which originally took patrons
from " other nearby theatres, but
^eventually pbtained ja .percentage of
people who. never before regularly
attended a picture show, or it stimulated, multiple patronage of pix, per
person, per week.

Paramoutit's picture end -is- now
reported as in the black
the
company's theatres are doing very
okay ..also, according to official' inside. Thus, Par's' third quarter may
show net earnings of around $1,300,000 and the fourth quarter, in the
neighborhood of $1,500,000.
?his

.-

.

.

means that Par is ambling for an
easy $4,500,000 on the year, and posmight do better;
Barney Balaban took

sibly

.

hi

first

manpower inventory When he sue

William Morris,
two months ago

.

.

..

Jr.,

who

here

left

for a European
talent scouting trip, is back on the
Coast after his foreign jaunt for production executive huddles in con-

with the new people the
Morris agericy has acquired. Morris
will confer with A.he Lastfpgel, g.m,
of the office, Murray Feil; and the
local Morris office management.
Harry _ Foster of the Morris
nection

'

.

'

"

.

agency's

London representation came

"back to America with him and is
due here later this week for purpose
.

*

'of signing local talent
.

1

pix.

for

British

"

name

deals for

the

20th and Warners

Twentieth-Fox, which pays out $1
all common shared Oct. 23, probably will show close to $3 per common share earnings. But the real
'

on

Warners Wins

Injunc.

Against Bette Davis;

On

strength
his direction on
...
'Don't Turn 'Em Loose,' Ben
has been, set
handle
Edward Smail's production, 'Coast
Patrol,' at the same studio.
Victor McLaglen, Preston Foster
.

i

of the 10-p6irit program may be
adopted but generally felt that; ahigher cancellation privilege for all
exhibitors- has a good chance, together with elimination pf score
.

Washington, Oct

by
mohthly

rise

the

.

over

20.
fifth
successive
last year, admis-

charges.
:

ber collections- Were $1,670,004, fattest

monthly

take. Since- last Decemiggest haul in 33

ber and third
months.
.

According to- information, "the
prefer.s that each distributor reach decisions as to what
they Will grant under the 10-polnt
program,. With the distribs to notify

MPTOA now

sion tax receipts for the first nine
months climbed to $12,855,940.
Treasury announced today. Septem-

the field rather than the

Kuykendall,

self.

much time

who

MPTOA

London, Oct.

.'

to,

.

is running $1,600,000 ahead
year. September jump pf $285,937
over August was biggest month-to-:
.

PATHE'S 39 WEEKS

MAY

since last November:
September total a}so was the bigslant on undistributed profits is ob- gest gain jthis year, over the same
tained in the Wall Street estimate, month of 1935.
that net income will be nearly
Of this total,
$6,000,000 this year.
Financial report .of path? Film,
nearly $2,000,000 goes to preferred
due. the end of this month,, is exHeavy,
stockholders in dividends, leaving South
pected to show .a profit ranging from
$2,000,000 i
"undistributed earnings
$20,000 upwards. fOr the 39 week's.
even though $1,228,000 is paid out
Last statement, which covered the
this month' to common stockholder.'
29-week period up 'to July 18;. reWarner Bros.- will show earnings
'Hurricane' vealed a loss of $l73?r hut, many
of 80c to 90c per common share, acitems which, rah. the expense list up
cording to latest estimates in the
either will be materially trimmed pr
street. -After making provision for
Hollywood, Oct. 20.
not' appear in the forthcoming report
payment of. part of divvy arrearages
have
idea
to
The'
readjustment, covering absorpSamuel Goldwyri's
on the preferred; now amounting to most of 'Hurricane' made in the tion of First Division and setting ui>
more than $17 per share, there prob- South Seas, has been changed uppnj of Grand Hational^ will; noi figuie in
ably will be a small amount avail- information .received from Charles this new statement, it is understood.'
able for payment of a common divi- Nordhoff and James Norman -Hall;
With Pathe figuring in general updend. However, most financial ob- authors of the story, now iif the trend of film business through, its lah
servers believe the bulk of the un- South Seas, that it Would be im- work, plus a healthy disbursement
distributed profit will go to preferred practical to film
icture in the expected frpm Du Pont Film Mfg.
stockholders.
Corp., via dividends from this comtropical storms.,
After meeting dividend requires
assigned pany in which it holds a substantial
Instead Goldwyn
ments on both the common and pref- James Basevi, who engineered the interest, income is expected to reveal
erence issue, Columbia Pictures is earthquake sequences in 'San Fran- a healthy spurt in this coming report.
counting on having an undistributed
Initial financial report from Grand
cisco,'- and -his aide, Bob Lay ton, tp:
profit at the halfway mark, Jan. 1,
start preparations for making film in National is not expected until tlie
since the current earning rate is figGoldwyn figures to end of the current year. ? Latter
Hollywood.
ured at about $5 per common share.
the N.Yv curb,
spend $250,000 on storm sequences. stock is listed
This .wbiiid .be available even^af ter
Richard Day. Goldwyn art direc- Which is. not so strict on requireproviding $2.75 for preferred
..divvy
on quarterly statements.
,
tor, and Percy Ikerd, unit business ments
The. company earned
payments.
manager, have gone to Pago-Pago to
$4.95 per common share in the fiscal
Febhire natives to come here i
year ended June 27, and present
ruary.
earnings are reported running in ex..Holly wood,» Oct, 20.-^Company figcess, of that arttount.
Arthur- - Rankin, member- of the
ures to have nearly $4 per common stock,
issue representing the
share in undistributed earnings at company now since reorganization Barry more family^ goes to 20th-Fox
the. close pf the year unless' tHe out- was effected^ may show actual earn-? studio under term. contract.
Actor appeared on the stage with
lay for studio improvements ruhfc ings.'. with a. diyvy declaration exhis uncles, Jdhn and Lionel Barryhigher than anticipated.
pected, to follow as. a natural develmore, and has been in. ictures bePar's Earnlnffs
opment. /
may report income suffici- fore.
While darnings for Paramount: are
show' undistributed
lot better than ently large
expected to
originally' estimated earlier, in the profits but-any "payment on the comBnby'i Costly Switch
Principal* reason
y ear, the'- best:- that is anticipated is mon is dubious.
Harry Ruby, accompanied by his
declarations, on the first, preferred is because preferred dividends on its
to
and possible the. second-preference subsidiary, Keith - Albce - Orpheuni, wife,. Eileen Percy, has
Trip east was for a
Thejre is about $9 due in stand in the wa>. There is $4;254,300 Hollywood.
stock.
back ividends on the first preferred worth of this 7% preferred outstandV gander at the series. The Bert Kalihg and $5.25 p »r share already has mars also came along.
and around 90c on the second.
Ruby,' down in the dumps over repayment of part of what, is' due on been paid on it this year. Indicative
report fusal of Yankees" owner to permi
of this situation is the
the first preferred- seems assured.
General Theatre Equipment, the for the first 26 weeks this year Which his. wearing uniform of that^ club
new stock listed on the stock ex- showed a net income of $743,492 be during games, was forced to swing to
the Giants, backing them up With
change, also may be in line -for a fore providing -foi' Jdividend pay
preferred.,
coi
This capital ments on the
itial payment.
small

month

rise

Seas

•

ros.

20.

yesterday {Monday

won

court battle to restrain
its
Bette. Davis from appearing in a
picture to be made here .for Toeplitz,
Justice Sir George Branson ruling
that the
star cannot appear in
England, either on the screen or
stage, during the unexpired term of
her contract, or for three years,
whichever is shorter. MisS Davis
was given 14- days -in which to appeal, if desiring to take that course.
In issuing an injunction to WB,
Justice Branson noted that Miss
..

WB

Davis broke her contract 'for hp
discoverable- reason except that she
wanted more money.' He held that
he could see no reason for holding
the contract- unlawful, pointing'out
in his decision that at the trial Miss
Davis withdrew her own allegation
that
has broken the contract on
their part.
Miss Davis is reported getting
week under her contract
$3,000
with the Warners. She was claimed
to have, been offered $50,000 to make
a picture in England for Toeplitz
Productions, Ltd. Miss Davis walked

WB

view of the Warner contract, Justice
Branson also made it clear that if
Miss Davis wants to work in England ;it would haverito be in some

t.

engagements

there,

.

"

.

riot

binding so far as other countries are
concerned.

SHOW OVER

$20,000 NET

Smith,

top

It's

Smith's

showman
house

.

H'wood

'

.

.

.

.

•

,

'

;

.

.

'

Another Barrymore

•

.

..

,

RKO

'

'

;

-

'

fifth;

Ming

So Goldwyn

RKO

Havana, Oct.
here, has just added anol
to his. string of de luxers.

!

A

CUBAN CHAIN

it-

has given

pressing for reforms
his 10-point program, will be
With September making the sev- under
in New York Oct. 2S to continue any
enth month this year when boxoffice
necessary contacting, with, distribs on
toll has been more than in same
,of the MPTOA trade pracmonth of 1935, Government rake-off features
tice reforms.
of last
"

:

Stolon*

and Donald Woods, borrowed from
Warners, have top spots.
Frank
Wead -and John Twist did the sci t.

,

'

Can't Gk^ Toeplite Pic

stage

RKO's

procedure being -followed by a majority of industrial firms, and such
Widespread distributions are purported to have been the primary
purpose of the new statute.
Loew's, Warner Biros., 20th Century-Fox and Columbia Pictures
stockholders are expected to receive
the major portion of the dividend
increases.
Loew probably will report earnings of more than' $6 per
common share for- the. fiscal: year.
Since only $2.50, including a 50 cash
extra, is thus far scheduled in divvy

.

other line of endeavor. - The British
injuncti
while preventing Miss
Davis from engaging in. picture or

Hollywood, Oct.

'

to consider additional dividend payments to escape this tax. ~ It is the'

:

.

film
si

Rather than inform the MPTOA
MPTOA in turn to
inform ite membetf exhi itpr, it has
been decided that it would be best
for each distributor to make whatever changes in policy it sees fit, and
thus let all' exhibitors know about
it.
While it is a hunch in MPTOA
quarters that probably two' distribs
will reach decisions prior to Kuykendall's return to New York, in two
weeks, it is not indicated which these
two companies may be.
It is. not indicated, either, how much

federal tax on undisthat is causing

:

.

Accompanied by Pick Henry of
the Morris office, Val Parnell and
Harry Foster of LdndPn, both
here on a booking trip, leave for th.j
west today (Tuesday )" by plane. Par- from the Warner Burbank plant' on
nell will stop off in Chicago to look June 19 last.
at. acts tor the Palladium,- while
In restrai ing Miss Davis from
Foster and Henry continue to Holly - screen or stage work" in England in
/.wood
other

.

of decisions, the

profits

ceeded John E. Ottersbn, ahd. at that
time is. understood to have assured
the employes through their divi- payments in 1936, more than. $3 is
sional and departmental chieftains available for further extra cash paythat working for Paramount :was ments or a hike in the regular rate;
premised on merit only.

Warner

20.

new

it is the
tributed

.

:

!

numerous executives and directorates

_

Hollywood, Oct.

-

,

,

'

Coast; Parnefl in Chi

_•

to the trade by major dis*
tributors just What concessions they
will make. .One pr two majors may
determine on what change in sales
policies will be made Withi a week
or 10 days and notify all exhibitors
of the decisions^

ed

.

>

Morris, Foster, Henry to

.

'•,

'

t

Extra melon cutting for at least
four and increased or. initial dividend payments for two other picture
companies are anticipated by Wall
Street before the close, of the present
Which is. one reason why
year.

been scoring such substantial "gains
Probably more
in recent weeks.
money will be .paid out in dividends
this year to film company issues than
in any: 12-month period" since 1929.
While business is better and earnings will be substantially better for
most picture- corporations this year,

Loew

Eighth avenue near 23rd street, and
Will strengthen its holdings and po-

BEST SINCE

.

under way probably will be concentrated to a great extent on the lower
east side, the Bronx and Queens.
is reported interested particularly in the east side situation, while
probably will. spot a house on

v.olvedrhext step in. connection with
Kuykendall's 10-point trade practices
program is expected to be announce-

nation before trial Pf his $25,000
mag, Esquire, and
the ad flip of Malcolm &r Engel.
N. Y. Supreme Court Judge Shientag
the request
has sighed ah order
Astaire's attorneys stipulating
of
that the dancer could be examined
on the Coast at his own expense.
Astaire is suing the 'defendants on
the ground that they used his photo
a jewelry
in. the advertisement
ad without his consent. The photo
Was taken from the film, 'Top Hat."
suit against the

'23

numerous amusement stocks have

.

7

i

KAQ

,

)

;

PIC

VARIETY

8

I

RE CROSSES

II

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

Desperado' SliOOO in Fast Phflly Start,

Runs

National 1st

.

'

UNIVERSAL
'Magnificent , Brute,'
Alvin,
22; Centre, Ottawa, 22;
Grand, Cplumb's, 23; Newman,

Pitt,

Los Angeles, Oct.

K. C, 23; Avon, Utica, 24;
American, Butte, 25; Jayhawk,
Topeka, Nov. 4; Fox, Det. 6;
Kimo, Albuquerque; 11.
'Sea Spoilers/ Garden, Davenport, 24; Orph, 'Spokane,
Granada, Sioux Falls, 30;

1

holdover week in town cur- 'B'dcast'
rently, with seven of the first rim
houses holding over quintet of
It's,

money-makers for the
solo
newcomers is
'Valiant Is
which, got

the

away

stanza.

Lady 126, Okay

Only

Parambunt's

Word

Carrie/

for

to smash, start at

the .Four Star.

Indianapolis, Oct. 20.

Rochester, 7; Lyric, Duluth, 11;
Family, Cincy, 16; Col, Erie,' 17.
Front Page,' Cap*
irl

.,

Plenty of competition among the
first-run houses this week

downtown

include 'Big Broad- with all of the film spots going to
cast of 1937' at the Paramount, single feature policy by coincidence
'Libeled Lady' at Loew's State and on account of pictures booked.
Chinese, 'Dodsworth' for a third 'Libeled Lady' is setting: the pace
week at_ Warners Hollywood and, at Loew's* while 4 ig Broadcast of
Downtown, and 'Romeo and Juliet' 1937' at the Circle is also in the big
for like stanza at the Carthay Circle, money class.
'Picadilly Jim' is also holding for
Estimates for This Week
second week at the United Artists,
but With. 'East Meets West' subApollo (Fourth Ave.) (1,100; 25-40)
stituted for 'Star for Tonight' as —'Ladies in Love' (20th)—Good at
bottom bracket film.
'Midsummer
Last week
$5,750.
Dream' (WB) only fair at $4,400;
Estimates for The Week
Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40 )^;<!artn*y Circle (Fox) (1,518; 55-83(Par).
Doing
swell
'Big
Broadcast'
1.10-1.65 >—'Romeo' (MG) (3d week.
at $10,600 and might holdover. Last
Trade for this Shakespearean opus week
dual of "Walking on Air'
holding pteady, with very few dol(RKO) and 'Hollywood Boulevard'
lars difference noted at wicket over
(Par) mild at $4,200.
second stanza. Student matinees on
25-40)—
JLoew's (Loew's)
Saturday mornings are helping, and 'Libeled Lady' (MG).(2,600;
Hit at $12,000,
word of mouth advertising aids for one of year's best figures
here. Last
oke.
Last week;, around
$9,600,

Holdover*pi

,

Det., 30; Riviera, Khoxville, 31; State, Trenton, Nov.
7; State, Charlotte, 7; Temple,

Adams,

" '

Wayne,

\-

65 )—'Libeled

Lady'-

(2,028; 30-40-

(MG ) a nd

'Back

(20th) dual (2d week).
Extra mob, attracted by a preview,
launched second week to satisfactory start with draw headed $10,300,
oke for a holdover. Last week wound
up with plenty good $13,800.

to Nature'

Downtown (WB)

i
~

^f

Erie, 20.

strong

-at

and 'Met in Taxi'

Tampa/ Tampa, .14.

Lyric

'Devil Is a- Sissy' (MG^
(Col) good at

(Olson)

very

$10,000,

and profitable.
(FoxK (900; 80-40-55)—
Backed by

LA.,.

22; Orfih, St; Paul, 23;
Cameo,
Lincoln,
23;
VanGap,
Bridgeport,
28;
Tampa, Tampa,
couver,
30;

Orph,

Nov.

Frisco

,000,

final eight days.

.

American Chomp/

'All

terest in this dual at $8,500;

.

,

Loew's, Akron, 23; Lib, Lincoln,
Nov. 1; Cap, Binghamton, 6.
'Devil is a Sissy/ Orph,
Omaha, 30; Globe, Bridgeport,
Nov. 1; Albany, Albany, 22.
'Old Hutch/ Cap, Sioux C,
lbany; Nov, 13;
27; Madison,
Globe, Bridgeport; 19.

.

'

,

"

;

1

DeLjasHOd

.

forte, $5,100.

.

.

.

....
Detroit, Oct. 20.
Downtown, "former RKO showcase,
arrived on the scehie Friday (16) as
a dual combo house, but got away
rather slowly. With only indie flick.

%

s

and no-name

available,

.

Talks by President Roosevelt and
Gov. Landon here late last week cut
big slice in general takes every where,
but week on the whole was good.
Michigan is leading the pack again
this week, with 'Cain and Mabel'
plus Ted Weems' ork.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 25-40)—
'Dimples' (20th) (2d week). Moved
here after big week at the Fox, Shirley Temple film isn't hitting as well
at $4,000. Last stanza terrific $7,000
On 'Seven Sinners' (GB) and 36
Hours', (20th), dual.
Downtown (Indie) (2,500; 25-40)—
'President's Mystery' (Rep) and 'Sitplus
ting on Moon' -(Republic ),
vaude. This former RKO house, now
run by receiver, got off to slow start
on a new policy. Indie flickers and
rtuide hasn't: any- names. Not over

(RKO). and Royal (UT)

500.

Okay

Warfleld

$5,000.

(F-WC)

;

(Shea)

(3,400;

(RKO) and

•Bengal Tiger'

25-35)-'Border

Flight' (Par )j dual. Maybe fair $6,500. Last week 'Pepper' (20th ) and
'King of Mounted' (20th), splendid,
$9,000.

Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
—Great
Slow start at
'Ramoha' (20th).

>

Hipp (Shea) (2,400; 25-40 )-r-'Devil
(MG). Good $9,000. Last
week -Texas Rangers' (WB) and
'Love Begins' (WB), best gross i

•Dimples' (20th) plus Horace Heidt months, $9,500.
Lafayette (Ihd) (3.400; 25-35)—
pulled in fine $24,000.
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000; 'Craig's Wife' (Col) and 'Shakedown*
30-40-65)— 'Swing Time' (RKO) (3d (Col). Around $10,000, okay. Last
week
'Nine Days Queen' (GB) and
Downtown there is a real battle week). Holding up oke at $7,000 curfor kopecs, what with Loew's offer- rently, after $9,000 last week. Pulls Two Fisted* (Col ), fair, $7,000.
ing 'Dodsworth' and a second fea r out Friday (23.) for 'Mary of ScotOct. 20.

is,

jure thrown in for good measure
and- 'General Died at Dawn' at the

.

land'

(RKO).

Michigan (United Detroit)

(4.000;

where Paul Ash Is 30-40-65 )r-Cain and Mabel' (WB)
directing pit band show. Fox is run- with Ted Weems band on stage.
ning third despite Shirley Temple, Zooming to big $29,000. Fine $26,600
lasi week on 'Big Broadcast' (Par),
who usually leads here.
Ambassador,

.

Estimates for This

Ambassador

plus NSC unit.
State (United Detroit) (3,000; 2540 )—'Don't Turn 'Em Loose' (RKO

Week

(F&M

T)Ttd*-

'^G:)r

;

--He4di

:

-for^--$17i00Oi

Last week

PAR'S $50,000 BUDGET

TUT FOR 'CHAMPAGNE'
Hollywood, Oct.

cided to boost budget $50,000 in order
to
incorporate another elaborate
production number, putti
icture
in the speci
classification.
"Number is being written and Edward Sutherland, director, probably
will start work on addition
is
.

week.

INTERSTATtl HUDDLES

.'.'

'

(2,680;

—

20.

Preview reception of Paramount's
'Champagne Waltz,' studio has de-

^00 -4oUol^&^-so--Ar^-''Beven--day^

Last week
iccadilly Jim' Of $11,000.
$7,- nice.
(MG) and 'Sworn Enemy' (MG), not
35-40)— disappointing with $13;700.
'Ladies in Love' (20th) and 'Murder
Missouri (F&M) (R.514: 25-35-55)
BIP's Octet
With Pictures' (Par) (2nd week),
Lady Be Careful' (Par) and
Johannesburg,.
Of the five current films here four Nice $10,000. Last week healthy 'Three Married Men' (Par). Average
London, Oct.
Last week 'Hollywood
at $9,700.
are Yanks. Metrotheatrc (MG) has $15,500.
International Pictures is
Boulevard'. (Par ) ..and 'My.. American
'San Francisco'; Palladium (ACT),
working
on
.a plan; of eight films; to
Wife'
(Par
average.
$10,600,
),
Zeidman
Primps Trio
'Hi, Nellie'
(WB);. Plaza, (ACT),
Orpheum (F&M) (1.950; 25-35-55) be shot before the New Year. 'Sen•Crusaders' (Par); Cblisseum' (ACT);
Holly wood, Oct. 20.
^—.'Ambassador Bill' (20th),. revival, sation' and 'The Dominant Sex- are
'It's
Love Again' tGB) and the
Ben
Zeidman has three .yarns and 'Private Secretary' (Jud). They starting, with. 'Aren't Men Beasts,.'
Prince's, (Indie), 'Ki
and Make almost ready for the cameras. They still like Will. -Rorers here and this fromi West End legit, following,.
Up' (Par).
are 'Sweetheart of the Navy,' 'St. one is gettintr $6;500. Last'week.'GirT
Bri
Desmond Hurst, director;
In Durban all pics are American. Elmo' and 'Five Little Peppers and of Ozarks' (RKO) and 'Second Wife'
started 'Sensation', this week,' \ ith
Playhouse (ACT)» has, 'Trail. of.' the, How They Grow/' all for Grand. Na- (Par). Limped in with $4,800, worst John Lodge starring.^
Herbert. Br'enon
in months.
Lonesome
Pine'
(Par);
King's tional release.
starts 'The Dominant Sex' next week;
St. Loiils (F&M) (4.000; 2R-40)—
(ACT), 'One Night of Love' (Col);
Nick Barrows and Paith Thomas
without waiting for Gertrude Mi'Ramonn'
run)
(20th)
(2d
and
stage
Prince's
(UT), 'Smilin'
rough,' are scripting 'Sweetheart,' Hi n ton
Paced for $7.?,00, fair. Last chael, who will come in later, after
(MG) and Cameo (Jnde), 'Case of Smith is. on 'Elmo,'. and Karl Brown show.
week 'Mv Man God<»-p"' <?A run) -recovering- from her illness in New
the Missing Man' (Col').
is doing 'Peppers."
York.
(U) and stage show, $7,600, fair.
week).

week 'Wives Never Know*
Bowes ams, fine $19,000.

Last week 'Swing. Time' (2d

'

(2nd

.

fine, $9,000.

,

"

Century

week),

-

'(UA)'-

.

Last
(Par) and

000:

Is Sissy'

.

'Dodsworth*

Estimates for This' Week
Buffalo (Shea) (3.600; 30-40-55)—
'Libeled Lady' (MG). Hitting $23,-

unit.
Matinees off, but nights
big; $26,000, neat. Presidential talks
here late' last stanza cut slice, but

.

—

behind.

$7,500.

) (8,018; 25r35Paramount (F-WC) (2.740: 80-8540)—'Gorgeous Hussy' (MGM) and 55)— 'General Died' (Par) and stage end 'M'Liss' (RKO ), dual. Above
leading town with $17,700. Last normal at nice $5,500. Last week fine
^lE&FELD' TOPS IN $. AFR. 'Married Men' (Par) (3d week). Was show
(20th ) stage $5,400 on revival of 'San Francisco'
week
in
Love'
'Ladies
on the verge Of being yanked, but
(MG) and 'Straight from Shoulder'
held for another week.
Not over show, $17,300, good.
Mostly
"S.. Films In
(Par), dual.
Capetown, $8,000. Last week okay at $12,000.
Fox (F&M) (5,038; 25-35-55
United Artists (United Detroit)
Johannesburg and Durban
(20th) and 'Star for a
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,470: 30-35- 'Dimples'
40)—'Cain atad Mabel' (WB) and Night' (20th). Reaching $16,500. Last- (2,000; 30-40-65) — 'Devil Is Sissy'.
Capetown, Sept. 25.
'Sworn Enemy' (MGM) (2d week); week 'Texas Rangers' (Par) and (MG). Disappointing at $8,000 and
will
probably move out Thursday
(Par),
Never
Know'
$13,500,
•Wives
Metro's 'Great Ziegfeld' continues Just another, week at $5,500. Last
(22) for 'Libeled Lady.' Pop 'Ziegto get this town's.^ .top -business at week 'DimDles' (20th) and 'Velvet satisfactory.
Loew's (Loew) (8,162; 25-35-55)— feld' (MG) not up to snuff, second
-the- Plaza (UT),. Alhambra (ACT) is Claws' (WB) only fair at $5,000.
United Artists (UArCohen) (1.200- 'Dodsworth' (MG) and 'Kelly Sec^ session last week getting under $7,-

25-40)

Buffalo, Oct. 20t
Takings are moving along in high
'Libeled Lady' at the
gear here.
Buffalo is close to record takings.
'Craig's Wife' at the Lafayette is
also doing topnotch business and
'Devil' at the Hipp is following close

$5,000 this week.
Fox (Indie) (5^000; 36-40^65)— 'Ladies in Ltove' (20th) and 'Cuban Follies'

$3,800.;

offering *Last Journey* (British;- Elstree Bio-Cafe, 'Right to Romance'

WW BUFFALO

acts,

hiit to erack, even oh
25-40C scale, which is 25c under top
of town's other two vaudfllmers.

house has hard

.

:

.'Exclusive

:

pretty fair, $2,800. ':...
Keith's (2,000; 30-40-50)—'Godfrey'
(U) (2d run). Fair $3,000. Last
week 'Stage Struck' (WB) (2d run)
n.Sig.. with $2,300 in six days. _
Stanley (3,700; 40-55)—'Big BroadSlipping to
cast* (Par) (2d week).
$12,000. Last week $17,000, good.
30-40-50 )^-'01d
Stanton
(1,700:
Last
Fair $5,300.
Hutch!. (MG).
week 'Isle of Fury' (WB) not so

,

.

Story' (MG).

.'Gay

.

ers

METRO

26..

:

Last for the Community Chest exhibition.
w«ek. third and final for 'Swing Chest agencies also had plenty of
brought .$5,400, free entertainment on other nights
Time'
(Radio),
during their three-day occupancy of
which kept house out of the red.
'Paramount (Partmar) (8,595; 80- the auditorium.
Good weather is still sending
40*55 )-r'Blg Broadcast' (Par) (2d
week) and stage show. Stays third plenty to the Jbeach for a look-see
week, precedent for house, under at the shipwreck. Largest whale
seen
in these parte is on exhibition
Fanchon
on
second
week's
Marco,
week near the at Fisherman's Wharf at 10c a throw.
1*8,000. HPiret
Estimates for This Week
$24,200 mark.
RKO (2,950; 30-40-55)—' Big Game
Embassy (RKO -Cohen) (1,812: 30^
(RKO) and 'Two in Crowd' (U), 35-40)—'President's Mystery' (Rep)
dual. 4 Profiting by absence of new, and' 'Susannah' (Rep).
Nice cam.arrivals this downtown house is paign, but will be pulled after one
streaking tor. $9,500, 7 plehty satis- week at $2,000.
Last week (5th)
factory. Last week, third and .final 'Swing Time* (RKO) okay at
$2,200,
of 'Swing Time' (Radio), finished
Fox (F-WC) (5,000; 25-35-40)—
oke at $6,600.
/Big Broadcast' (Par) and 'Maiden
State (Loew-Fox) (2,024; 80-40- Lane' (20th).
Socko
Last
65)—'Libeled Lady' (MG) and 'Back week "Cain and Mabel'$26,000.
(WB) and
to Nature' (20th), dual 2d week). 'Sworn Enemy' (MGM) disappointLooks good $12,000 for this one after ing at $M,000.
first week's take or $17,000, big.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850: 30-35.United Artists (Fox-UA) (2,100; 40)^' Walking on Air' (RKO) and
30-40-55)~'Piccadflly Jim? (MG) (2d vaude. Get $14:000, fair. Last week
week) and 'East Meets West' (G-B) put. Game1 (RKO) and vaude, not
(1st week), dual. Not. much change bad at $15,000.
in tempo at this continued first run
Otpheum (F&M) (2,440; 30-35-40)
house but with substitution of —'Craig's Wife* (Col) and Two in
tEast Meets West' (G-B) as bottom Crowd' (U).
AroUnd $9,000. Last
bracket filth, take holding steady week 'Godfrey' (U) and ^Yellowat $3,300.
week 'Piccadilly Jim' stone' (U) (5th week) slipped to
(MG) and ?Star for Tonight' (20th), $5,000.

10.

Libeled, lady/ Trent, Trenton, 23; Pal, Hartford, 23; Pal,
Cap, Davenport,
Dallas,
31;
Nov. 6; Sunshine, Albuquerque,
"

Bollywood (WB) (2,756; 30-40-55San Francisco, Oct,
6B)~'Dodsworth' (UA) and 'Velvet
etish very k&n this week,'
Claws' (FN) dual (3d week). Fiveday holdover $7,200. Second week several of the opposish attractions
not. calling for any admish.
Eddie
close to $13,000, excellent,
r Pantofes (Pan) (2,700; 36-40-55 )— Cantor* Parkyakarkua and Jimmy
Game* (RKO) and 'Two In Wellington put oh a big free show
Ceowd' (U), dual.. Not much In- at the Civie Auditorium one night

oke at

for

30;

chita,

.

&

campaign

advertising

Roxy, Tacoma, 30.
•Last of Mohicans/ Pal, Wi-

continuous for initial stanza anftfor
three days weekly thereafter. Last
week 'East Meets West* (GB), $1,800,

on

,

Oct. 20.

'

wood and Uptown,

Philadelphi
Oct. 20.
Biz downtown is not much above
average this week, with several
houses offering holdovers. Terrific

Desperado' at the Adelphi is helping it to a rich intake.
Nearest
Shirley Temple at the Orpheum rival is 'Ladies in Love' at the Boyd.
film row
is being outdistanced
Estimates for This Week
for the weeki 'Dimples' is dualled
Aldine (1,300; 40-55-65)—'Gay Deswith 'Border Flight.' In first, Tplace
perado' (UA).
Big campaign and
is the Omaha with 'Old Hutch and
good notices. Up close to $14,000 on
'Sworn Enemy' dualled.
first week.
Last week 'Dodsworth'
Estimates for This Week
Brandels (Singer-RKO) (1,250; 25- (UA) (3rd week); ine days, $12,000,
35-40)—'Big Game' (RKO) and 'Vel- very pretty.
Arcadia (600; 25-40-50)—'Gorgeous
vet Claws' (FN), dual. Fair enough
Hussy' (MG) (2d run). Good for
at $4,500. Last week 'Stage- Struck'
Last week Texas Rangers'
$2,600.
(FN) and 'Love Begins' (FN), $5^300, (Par) (2d run), okay, $2,700.
not bad.
Boyd (2,400; 40-55)—'Ladies, in
Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)— Love
1
Only one week at
Old Hutch' (MG) and 'Sworn Ene- $14,000. (20th).
Last week 'Godfrey' (U)
my' (MG), dual. Beery responsible (2d week), nice $13,000.
Last
for most of good $9,500,
Earle (2,000; 25-40-50 )WTwo in:
week, first single feature at house in Crowd'. (U). House feeling absence
two years with 'Anthony Adverse' of vaude. Not over $12,000. Last
(WB), $9,300, very good.
week 'Walking on Air' (RKO).
Orpheum (Blank) (2,976; 25-40 )— $11,500, light.
'Dimples' (20th) and 'Border Flight'
40-55>-65)—'Libeled
Fox
(3,000;
(Par) dual. Temple always plenty Lady' (MG) (2d week). Consistent
strong here and this one no excep- at $16,000. Last week, fine $22,000.
tion at $9,000. Last Week !Ramona'
Karlton (1,000; 25-35-40)—'Wives
(20th) and 'Women Are Trouble' Never Know' (Par). First run and
(MG), $11,000, excellent.
doesn't look any too big at $2,200.
Last week 'Ramoria' (20th) (2d run),

'

big.

a nifty exploitation campaign this,
neighborhood first: run is getting
$6,300. first? week, topping previous
house records. Policy switched to

oke,

Ift

Omaha,

'Gay Desperado/ Broad, Columbus, 22; Orph, N. O., 22;
Memorial, Bos, 23; Albee, Prov,
Loew's, Wilmington,
23;
B'way, Portland, 24; Embassy,
Reading, 30; New, B alto, 30;
Park, Tampa, Nov. 3; Holly-

'Girt on Front Page' (U) and vaude.
Par with $7,500. Last week 'Magnificent Brute' (U) and Ted Lewis
on stage,- with latter responsible for
$13,700,

TO BEERY

.

25-30-40)—

(2.000;

BOWS
OMAHA

SHIRLEY'S $9,000

1

$7,000.

IWord- for Carrie' (Par).
v

24;

UNITED ARTISTS

(1,800; 30*40-55-

close, to

Hi
N. Haven,
Cap, Que-

Godfrey,'

'Two in a 'Crowd,' Par, At-,
lanta, 23; MaJ, Bridgeport,
Lincoln, Lincoln, Nov. 2.

;

satisfactory,
Fotfr Star

Man

•My

Cleve, 23;
Pal, Memphis,
bec, Nov. 19.

65)—'Dodsworth1 (UA) and, 'Velvet
ClaWs' (FN) dual (3d week. FiveLast week (secfinal days $6,900.
-ond),

4;

Saenger, Mobile, 19; Lafayette,
Buff, 12; Fox, Spokane, 14; Bos,
Bos, 19; Ritz, Tulsa, 20; Col,

'Dodsworth,'
Warner, Milwaukee, 23; Fox, Phoenix, .23;
Rialto, Butte, "Nov. 1; 5th Ave,
Seattle, 5; Troy, Troy, 7; Met,
Winnipeg,. 13, Martini, Galveston, 13, Minn, Minneapolis, 13;

week dual of

"

'

Chinese (Grauman)

29;

23;
Ft.

Pal, Wichita, 6; Adams,/Det., 6;

-'•

"19,700.

Tower, K. C,,
L„ 28; Pal,
Lansing, Nov.

Quebec,
Orph,

Xa£es' $14,000; Town Mostly Holdover

•

.

.

;

Dallas,

Karl Hoblitzelle, president of Interstate circuit, had John Moroney,
his attorney, with him oh leaving
for Washington to talk tax matters.
New York also is on itinerary with
conversations scheduled at Paramount's. offices.

...

'

.

.

^

•

.

'

'

.

.

'

.

.

SOSKIN'S

H'WOOD

0. 0.

Paul Soski
Columbia producer
England, here on a' visit, left New
York yesterday (Tuesday) for Hollywood.
Producer will be gohe four weeks
Will
on talent hunt and studio 6.
return to England around Nov. 15.
in,

*IC

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

CROSSES

E

I

VARIETY

Runs on Broadway

1st

(Subject to Change).

Week

of Oct.

Astor—"Romeo

Juliet'

(MG)

(10th wk);
Capitol—'Devil Is
(MG) (2d wk).
Criterion
'Follow
Heart' (Rep) (21V

—

Your

Musle Hall—'Adventure
Manhattan' (Col) (22).
.

Chicago, Oct. 20.
settled session with only a
flickers above average.

Another
couple-

Chicago

of.
is

.

leading the parade with
'Ladies in Love.'
Rest of the town's real strength; is
in the holdovers, such as -Libeled
Lady/ at the United Artists, and
'Give Me Your Heart,' at the Garrick.

COMBO

.

_

(RKO).
BdToU.w 'Dodsworth' (UA)
(5th wk).

— "Magnificent
(U).
Strand — 'Cain .and
(WB)

Sissy'

—

;

(MG).

Your

Music HalI--'Woman Rebels'

okay.
Stage shows turned, up again with
CiUcago (B&K) (4,000;' 35-55-75)^•Xadies in Love' (20th) and Horace opening of Drury Lane (16) oh. a
Heidt band. ^Nearly $36,000, hotcha, straight vaude policy, sans pics. Four
Last week 'Your Heart' (WB), fine, shows dally, which makes for plenty
long intermissions, between stage
$.34,200.Garrick <B&K) (900; 35-45-65)— presentations. Prices scaled at 25-40,
•Your Heart' (WB) (2d run). Moved bills to be changed weekly.
.-,

.

(RKO)

•

(20).

—

Paramount

.

Rivoll r- 'Ladies
Love'
(20th) (28).
Boxy -!-' *Magniflcent
(U) (2d wk) f
Strand—'Charge of the Light
rigade' (WB) (3D.
;

here from Chicago and heading for
Estimates for This Week
highly- profitable $7,500. Last week
'Hussy' (MG) finished fourth week
Brown (4th Ave-Loew's)— (1,500;
in Loop to pleasant $6,200.
15-25-40)— 'Big Broadcast' (Par) (2d
lental (B&K) (3,200; 25-40)— run ). Moved over irom
Rialto. Good
«,r°^
'Hollywood Blvd.' (Par) and vaude. at, $2,500. -Last week 'Pepper'About the slackest session house has and; 'Star jfor Night' (20th); (20th
dual,
7
been m many weeks; around $15,000. $2,400, good.
Last week -Jailbreak' ( WB), good,
Drury Lane (Ind)— (1,050; 25-40 )-^

•"•

.Palace

(RKO)

(2,500:

a fair

(WB) Saturday

800 for

and
ly.

$2,300,.

r

Dormitory' (20th), dual; splitting
with 'Chan at .Track' feoth) arid
'Satan Met Lady' (WB), dual. Bringg ^satisfactory $2,100. : Last week
Cincinnati, Oct. 20*
JJ2
'To Mary' (20th) and 'Public Enemy's
Autumn tang and addition of
Wife' (WB), dual, splitting with stage fare at The Shubert are zesting
F*i r , ( 2° th ) ancf r. Forbes' combined take of downtown houses
dua !» made bi
noise at currently over last week by a comfy
iP/iV'
$2 400
margin.
Lpew-'s State (3,000; 15^25-40)—%i- ~ With 'Kelly the Second' on the
beled Lady' (MG).
Strong $8,000. screen arid 'Folie Parisienhe* unit
Last week 'Devil Is Sissy* (MG.) and holding down the boards, the Shu'Man Who Lived Twice' (Col), dual, bert is far in the lead in this week's
,

&&&

'

"

:

,

-

will hold above $20,000 currentSticking despite pressure of other
particularly
'Dodsworth' nice $8,000.

Pictures,

(UA).

'SWING TIME' BUILD-UP

GETS $4,500 IN LINCOLN

b. o. toll.

.

last stanza on 'Midsummer
Dream* (WB).
Ohio (Settos) (900; 15c)— 'Don't
Bet on Love' (U) and 'Women in

$3,500

'

Albee (RKO)
-

Broadcast' (Par) (2d run). Favor-?
able reception for $6,500. Last week
'Dodsworth' (UA) (2d run), $4,500.
fair^^,.-

(RKO), divided, $2,700, best
for. some weeks.
Grand (RKO) (1.200; 25-40)—
'Craig's Wife' (Col) (2d run).
All
right at $3,200.
Last week 'Old
Hutch* (MG). (2d run), $4,000, socko.
Keith's (Libson) 41,500; 30-40)—
'East Meets West' (GB).
At least
$5,500, good. Last Week 'Adventure
in Manhattan' (Col), $5,000, pleasing.
Lyric (RKO) (1,400;- 35-42)— 'Big
Game* (RKO). Maybe $5,000, fair.

Last week 'Son Comes Home' (Par),
jerked after, first day, and six days
of 'Devil Is Sissy' (MG) (2d run),

Palace

(RKO)

(2.60C;

35-42)-,

'Dimples' (Fox). Not up to former
Shirley Temple tempo at slow $10,500.
Last week 'Big
roadcast'
(Par) zoomed to $20,000.
.

Shnbcrt

St.

wood
action

20.

.

here from Holly-

{

$2,000, nice. -Ditto last week
.'Smiling
'State Fair* (20th).

runs.'

At

on
Tbrough* (MG), and

,

:

^

to press $21,875 district court

agai

Benjamin

A-.

Roust,

r

realtor, allegi
he cbllected ,and
ilcd to pony over proceeds of sale
of Canadian lands inherited from her

'J.luti

'

(MG),

...

..'

'

;

;

,.

v

S1S.500 IN PITT.
.

.

My

;

'

.

.

,

;

.

,

latter engagement having 'bean
at pop scales after a healthy $2

at the Astor.

Estimates for This

first,

run

Work

LOO'S 'JINN' ENTRIES
Louis entries
,

.

'Cpin and Mabel' (WB ). Headed .for
swell $15,500.
That makes two
socks in a row for WB's big-seater,.
coming, oh heels of last/ Week*
$14,650 with 'Your Heart' (WB).

Warner

(WB)

(2.000;

25-40)—

.

.

tionally at $22,000 on first week, but
tbok a slide to $13,000. currently on

,.'

,

.

)

i

•,'{,..

."

..

.

_

i

25-35-50)—

(3.600;

Closing 'Three Married Men' (Par) and
$12 500 prior (7tK) w^e'e.
date not as yet scheduled.
'Isle of Fury'
(WB).
In-between
Capitol (4,620: 25-35-5S-85-S1 .25 )— dual lucky to come out, with $4,000,
'Deval Is a^Sissy' (MG). .Competition just fair.
Last Week 'Mummy's
very' keen, this week, but no trouble Boys' (RKO) and 'Give My Life'
getting $32,000 or better, good, and (Par),, copped around $4,500, not
tarries a second. Final (5th) .week of bad.
'Ziegfeld' (MG) close to $28,000, excellent for that far down on the run.
.Criterion (1,662; 25-5?i-75-»?5-S1.10r
$1.25)—'Ramorfa'
(2d-final)
(20th)
'A.&M.'
week.-.--JDid well, though not .sensa-

nation-wide

i

.

(WB)

:

ST.

I

.

Stanley

SERLIN TO SUPE

revivals.:

.

.

was. entered in Miss Barclay's
true -name, Mary E.
reear. Though
only 22, she has been in "pix 11 yea rs,
mpstly Jin mystery flickers nd hoss
operas.
"ft-

:

'

holdover ending Jsst ri'mht ,(Tues.)»\'
'Follow -Your Heart' (Rep) opens today. (Wed: k.
contest to select two boys and a girl
-35-55)— 'Man
(1.700;
Palace
parts
'Huckleberry
for
in
Finn' havo Godfrey' (U ) (2d run and '15 Mo id.(Col), good $6,600.
Orpheum
(Hamriek-Evefgrcen) kjeen- chosen from, amon^f 2,500 from en Lane' (20th) (it>t run) f coupled.
(2,000; 30-40)— 'Ramona' (Fox):' ami this town and adjacent territdry :by Former holding up: latter: for good,
wetk of $10,500 or better/ Last week
'Back to Nature* (Fox ) (2d week). William
H- Wright, personal repre;'Adverse' (WB) alone; did $10,000.
Still going- strong at $5,000,
First!
senlatiye of David O. Sel^nick, pres^
Paramount (3,664; 25-35^55-85)—
week registered big $7,700.
j iderit. of Selznick International Pi
- i
'Valiant' (Par) and,' in pit, Enric
Paramount (Evergreen (3.000;
40)— 'Dimples' (Fox) arid 'Seven Sin- tures;'. Marshall Neilan, film direc- Maclrjguera orchestra. John Steel and
and Harry Maynar
scout Maxine Gray (2d Week )^__Hol dover
ners' (GB).
Big $8,000. La.st .week
week uD last eve. (Ttfes.)7 $27,000.
talent,
'Road to Glory- (Fox) and -WalLkm
on Air' (RKO), fair, $5,500,
Those who will have, a chance are Hood, after first seven days' share of
United Artists (Parker j d.O0.0;'3D- Val Philips, Kirkwood,-- ;M&, "for $30,000, excellent. 'Big Broadcast of
'37*
(Par), in on preview last riight
40)— Dodsworth* (UA ). Answer rig Tom Sawyer'; Tom O'Sullivan for
(Tues.). band attraction joining toto heavy exploitation with great- $7,*
4
'Huckleberry Finn,'- and Becky Lou day (Wed.) being Clyde
Last week Go.r*.Lucas pr>
500;. and. Will hold.
geous Hussy* (MG) concluded a good Watt; for 'Becky Thatcher.* Latter' chestra.
two live in St. Louis.
Radio City Music Hall (5,989; 40*
third week at $4,000.
:

and Mabel' (WB).

to. $10,500 or
"
oyer.
_
_
Scoring: a touchdown last week at
the Music Hall by '-gettirik ^$92,600.
'Gay Desperado' is: holding, ground,
admirably on its current (2d) stanza,
which should return $72,000 or betr
ter. This is the strongest of the holdovers.-; 'Dimples,' tenanting the.Rbxy,
and 'Valiant Is the Word for Carrie.'
at the Par, are close for second place.
The Shirley Temple picture went to
ittsburgh,
20.
town bri its first week* at $52,600,
Biz is showing little recession from
while 'Valiant' pushed, to $30,000.
last session's
high
grosses.
Bad
Second Week for 'Dimb'. at around weather gave
theatre
a
weekend
$30,000, while good, will be a bigger
break by keeping attendance down
drop than for 'Valiant,' latter ending at
college and pro football games.
its second lap^ast night (Tues.) at
Leader looks like 'Cain and
$27,000.
Both are highly profitable Mabel'
at Stanley,
Penn isn't far
to distributor and theatre on their
behind: with 'Devil Is a Sissy,' geti
fortnight's engagements.
ting swell send-off Friday (16) when
The Roxy opens 'Magnificent Briite' teachers' institute emptied schools
Friday (23), while Par today ushers and send kids flocking to see trio
'in 'Big Broadcast,' latter supported of starring juves. Also of
help here
by the Clyde Lucas, orchestra. The was house's return to early bird
Heart' also price of two bits' after six Weeks at
Crit brings in 'Follow
today (Wed.) after a second week on getaway scale of 35c.
'Ramona4 that adds up to a mil.dish
Estimates for Tills Week;
$13,000, 'Ramona's--. -first- week -was$22,000.
Alvln (Harris) (2,000; 25-35-40)—
While the' Hivoli was
irially
•Magnificent Brute' (U). Didn't- get
planning to order 'Ladies in Lovo' away so strong because of lastfor debut today (Wed.), 'Dodsworth'. minute booking, but building steadhas been holding up so well the ily and topping $6,500, fine. Last
management couldn't resist sending week 'Ladies in Love' (20th), 0ight
it into a fifth week. The fourth week
days,, $8,000; profitable but a .disup last evening (Tues.) ran the bank- appointment.
Saturday's business
roll up $22,000Fulton (Shea-Hyde) (1,750; 25-3540)—'Godfrey* (U) (7th week). Final
unusually big,
'Romeo' took only a very slicht week, but still going strong at $5,000.
drop last week (7th). grossing $12 t 'Follow Your, Heart' (Rep), billed to
200 against $12:500 the prior seven open month ago, finally gets under
days. It is still getting sufficient way Wednesday (22).
Last' week
business to shoW a nice profit, and 'Godfrey' $6,000.
the 'advance sale is reported cood.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 25-35Thus, no closing date is tentatively 50)— 'Devil Is Sissy' (MG). Turnbeing considered.
ing, in fine $12,500.
Last week, secThe State may pound its.wzy to a ond of 'Great Ziegfeld' (MG),
big $33,000 with 'Ziegfeld' on second $10,000.
'Libeled Lady' (MG)
run here after five weeks at the Cnp. Friday (23).

,

)

22.

$52,600,

booking at the Palace

>

.

10-20(Col).

JOAN BAECIATS 21G SUIT

^Dim-

'My Man Godfrey' is carrying '15
Maiden 'Lane' on letter's first run

55-$l.l0-$l.fip^$?,,20)
Astor-. (1,012;
(RKO) (2,200; 40-60)—
(MG) and 'Folie -^Romeo' -(MG) (.9th weak). Last
Week (8th) $12,200, comoarqd. with

Click beginning
unit.
Last
stage season at $17,000.
week, curtain dropper on straight
pi>c 'Midsummer Di-e?rn' (WB)i encorin? at pop scale. $3,500, low.
Strand (Ind ) (1,300; 15-25 )—'Girls'
Dormitory' (20th), 'To Mary* (20th).
and 'Miss Nobody' (20th ), subsequent
for

(FN), okay, $5,700.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen ) (1,400;
Last 30-40)—'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG) (2d
week. 'Everything Thunder' (GB), a run). Fair at $3,000. Last week (top
winner at $1,300.
55c.) 'Hollywood Follies of 1937' unit;
with Leon "Errol, and 'Met in Taxi'

Joan Barclay,

(20th) slated to bow Wednesday (28).
Roxy (5;836r 25»45-55-75
(20th) and stage show (2d
pies'
week). All signs point to around
30 000 this week (2d), good,, but a
considerable, drop from initial week's

-

Very okay.
'Magnificent
Brute' (U) opens Friday (23).
Strand (2,767; 40-44-65-99)—'Cain
Gable believed
accounting for majority of business;
may hit $30,000, good, and stops over
a. second week. Second lapufor 'Midter, in spite of poor- notices, may nose- Summer Night's Dreanrr (WB) _ was
up to $30,000 and also v languishes a $18,900/
second week. 'Charge of the Light
State
35-55-75)—'Zieggy'
(3.450;
Brigade' will succeed 'Cain' at the (MG) (2d run) and Lucky Millinder
believed orchestra heading vau<Se? Business
Strand.
Gable's draft:
saving 'Cain arid Mabel.'
steaming for possible $33,000, elegant.
'Longest Night,' though rated poor- Last, week Tex Rangers* (Par) (2d.
ly as a mystery item, is getting run) and vaude headed by the Vic
breaks at the drop-in Rialto, which Oliver-Sarah Churchill act, around
may mean $6,000 on the week, while $25,000.

Second'

'.Kelly

Parisiertne'

,

(1.100;

25-55-75-85-99)—

(2,092;,

'

$3,500, mild.

•-.

(Westland)

.

.

;

25)— Adventure in Manhattan'
Okay in this house at $1,600.

.

Jury*

.

Varsity

•.

(RKO) (1,000'r 15-25)—
'Bengal Tiger' (WB) and 'M'Liss'
(RKO), split. Good $2,200. Last
week 'Jail Break' (WB) and 'Grand

-

,

-

..

Family

Portland, Ore., Oct.

;

35-42)—'Cain

(3,300;

and Mabel' (WB).
Only $12,000,
disappointing.- 'Last week 'Ladies in
Love* (20th), $14,000, okay.
Capitol (RKO) (2,000; 35-42)—3'ig

20.
Hollywood' unit on
Now it's a problem of what to do
stage.
Last four days of the week
reserved -for 'Marihuana' (Indie). with strong pix that warrant' holding,
Bill having no trouble cutting up all dressed up at the b; o; with no
$3,100, nice; Last week 'Women Are place to. go. Good product and betTrouble* (MG) plus all-girl" stage ter biz all around makes it tough to
show featuring the Hollywood Debs, hold evert winning pix, but still some
split with 'Ambassador Bill' (20th); are so strong that they can't be let
Girl show end held up well, helped go;
by the Roosevelt visit to town and ..'Ramona is holding for a second
*•
week at the Evergreen Orpheum.
the heavy drag on yokel trade.
-Stuart (LTC) (1.900; 10-25-40)— Following three Weeks; at the UA,
'Swing Time* (RKO). Hitting very Gorgeous Hussy' has gone to the
good $4,500.
High pressure cam- Mayfair for a fourth, maybe more.
paigning for the past two weeks
£stiinates for This Week
came to a head with front page
stories in the newspapers during first
roadWay (Parker) (2,000; 30-40)-,
three days following opening. Last 'Old Hutch* /MG) irid Captain s: Kid*
week 'Your Heart' (WB) very sad at (FN). Great biz at $7,500. Last week
•'•--••
-$2,800.
'Mohicans'. (UA) and 'Love .Begins"

of

'

Estimates for This Season

.

Orpheum (LTC) (1,350; 10-15-2025)—'Kelly Second' (MG) with 'Com-

.

.gate.

;

Stars

-.

Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
Opposition this week included the
15-25-40)—'Cai
and. Mabel'. (WB). WLS Barn Dance, which did four
Going it on a single with this, mu- shows Sunday (18) at the Taft Audisical, but no better than $3,200. Fair
torium and grossed $2,300 at a 40c.

Red' (FN), dual, splitting With 'Vergie
Winters*
(RKO) and ^Lbve,
Lincoln, Oct. 20.
Bearing down on the ballyhoo, the Honor' (U), dual. Drop to $900 current stanza. Last week 'Lady Killer'
Stuart theatre is going to town this (WB)
and 'Night at Ritz' (WB), dual,
week on 'Swing Time;' Big help for splitting,
with 'Imitation of Life*
the .weekend was the Indiana(UX and '13 Women' (UA), dual,
Nebraska -game, hoosier and husker hght_$700.w:^;:,
.._
alike helping Jam. the houses.
Rialto (Fourth Ave) (3,000; 15-25-^
Estimates for This Week
40)— 'Dimples'. (20th) and 'Girl on
Liberty
(LTC) (1,200; 10-15)— Front. Page' (20th), dual. Shirley still
'Roamin' Wild' (Rel) and 'Dragon pulls 'em; $10,000 and sure to hold.
Murder Case* (WB), split with Last week 'Big Broadcast' (Par),
•Murder with Pictures' (Par) plus smash; $12,000, and moved to BroWn;
'White Zombies' (U). Fair " week at * Strand (Fourth Ave) (1,500; 15-25$900;
Last week. 'Aces and Eights' 40)— 'Ladies in Love' (20th) and
plus 'HrNelUe' (WB), split with 'Sea 'Jeeves' (20th), dual, (2d week).
Plus 'College' Coach* Knocking down $3,400. Last week
^l^'&if^P'
$4,200, big.
(WB), $950, not so bad.
Lincoln (LTC) (1,600; 10-20-25)—
'Old Hutch' (MG). Off with a bang
at $3,200. Last week 'Mary of Scotland' (RKO) helped by a bally ad 'Old Hutch/ 'Dodsworth'
campaign and by the lack of any
other good product went out front
$7,500 Apiece, Portland
for $3,000, nice.

edy

(MY

IN

,

(24).

its initial '-session ''last '-week

Tallying

e ntuck 5 (Switow) (900; 15-25)—
,«F
Rhythm on Range' (Par) and 'Girls'

State-Lake (Jones) (2,700; 20=2535-40)—*36 Hours' (20th) and vaude.
Good take again at $14,000, Last
week better than average at $14,200.

United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
35-55-75)—*LibeIed Lady' (MG) (2d
week). Turned In a walloping ~$28,-

trial.

okay

$7,000,

Rivolt

'Dodsworth' (UA) (4th week). This
one has good wind, getting $22,000 on
fourth week ending last night (Tues.)
and with that kind of staying power
goes a fifth week. Third week was
a bit over $30,000. 'Ladies in Love'

'

:

—

'Longest

:

OPENER

S17,000

Stage^show, five acts vaude, plus m.c.
35-55-75)— and flne- Opening biz pretty fair*
but will take at least two weeks to
give the straight stage policy/ sans

•Magnificent Brute' (U) and vaude;
Heading for $17,000, heat enough.
Last week 'Two in Crowd' (U)
only fair at $16;100.
Roosevelt (B&K) (1,500;, 35-45-65)
'Ramorta' (20th) (2d week). Around
$8,000, pretty flabby for h. o. First
week oke $13,200. 'Cain and Mabel'

—

:

,

;

$lo,800.

First week $92,600, big.
RIaito (750; 25-40-55^

The end;

-

Big Broadcast

of 1937' (Par) (2d wk).

,

'Cain and MabeL'

arid

other two. hew ones; are the routine,
50-minute murder mystery, .'Longest
Night,' at the faIMn Rialto, and 15
Maiden Lane,'" which, is half of a
twin bill at the Palace.
The holdovers this quartet went up
against number six, plus the secondrun of -Ziegfeld' at the State after five,
smashy weeks at the? Capitol; All
of the holdover houses and the State
offered real competition excepting
the Criterion, where 'Ramona' oh its
second (final) week, expiring last
night (Tues. ), proved rather light.
'Devil Is a Sissy'. is best of the four
hew pictures. It will rope a good
$32,000 or better for the cavernous
Cap and sticks around, as does 'Cain
and Mabel' at the Strand. The lat-

J ullet'

'

(11th wk). ,
Capitol—'Libeled Lady*
Criterion
'Follow.
Heart' (Rep) (2d wk).

•

.

.Mabel'

(MG)

.

finished
(Tues.),

.

:

Astor—•Romeo

-. Apollo
(BfcK) (1;200; 25-45-55)— making merry and spending freely,
'Craig's Wife' (Col).
Good session burg hast settled down to a slower
at $7,000. Last week 'Adverse' (WB) pace. Brown, State, and Mary Anderfinished three/weeks in Loop to oke son all showing singles and doing

$6,100.

their

—

'Desperado'
6O-85-90-$1.65)
(UA)
and stage show <2d week). Nino,
-Martini starrer maintaining 'fine
stamina as holdover, $72,000 or icer.

however, there were only four new, Night' (MG). Weak picture but getfeatures for the fresh crowds to shop ting good play: from Rialto regulars,
Last Week 'Lady Be
for. Only two of these are of major maybe $8,000.
first run importance, 'Devil. Is a Careful' (Par) petered toward the

(2d wk).
Week of Oct. 30

.

•

two of which
engagement last night

holdovers,

Brute'

ftoxy

20,

'Dimples' and 'Girl on Front Page'
'Heart' is a pinked flicker on its are doing good business at the Rialto,
•adult only' tag, and strong nfagnet as is Libeled Lady' at the State,
After quite a hectic week for this
for the dames.
town, with the delegates to the NaEstimates for This Week
tional Funeral Directors Association

;

With the way pictures have been,
,
holding over, it's a 'rare week in New
York, when half of the hamlet's first
runs have new ones. Against six

roadcast

.

IN LOUISVILLE
Louisville,.

.

,.

Paramount 'Big
of 1937' (Par? (21).
Rialto—*Big Game'

SHIRLEY-TAGE' $10,000

i

FOR PAR ON THE
Oscar, Serli
who prigi
produce 'A rti.sts and Mo
the east, will go to the coast, as executive producer of the Paramouttt
musical, Script has been given verbal
and Serlin is only awaitin
final word as to when, he is to start
ior Hollywood.:;
This move is taken to; mean definite confirmation of the report that
Par -has abandoned; its origlha! plan'
the
to do four to six features
Astoria studios: this year. Desire, to
concentrate all feature film-making
under Adolph Zukor's direct supervisi
n the cpast brought this de"
,

set to

.

,

^

'

'

'''

)

PIC

VARIETY

IQ

;

'

S

'..

Wednesday October

21, 1936

>

<

Dev3 Leads Boston unth

Know That—

Did You

'

OSSL

GR

E

I

.

.

Arthur," Brown's bride surprised .him with a, brand new
Packard and a birthday cocktail
party, Tuesday,'" at El Morocco
Ruggles was there
. ..Wesley
and Constance Talmadge, Dorothey Hall, Neal Andrews, Ronie; Simon and Gwen Heller
.

\

Minneapolis,
Pleasing put not potent., array of

WBPitt

pictures '"Is week and grosses
backsliding a bit. But at that takin most instances will not plumb
beneath respectable levels.
'Big Broadcast' has the Minnesota'
'Stage Struck'
off to a good lead.
and''••/Devil Is a Sissy/ at Orpheum
and State, respectively, are profiting
by favorable reviews and word-of-

are';

Theatre's Radio

JPitisburgh,. Oct.

Bucking Friday bank night in op-

position houses, Enrlght, WB, deluxer
''
with
in East Liberty! has tied'
radio program, sponsoted by jeweflry
firm here, with excellent results. It's
mouth.
a community singing, idea, with
Estimates, for This W«ek
prizes giyeh aiway to different mem.Aster (Pubiix) (900; 15^25 y^'Yours bers of .the audience by program
'••.,
Nero
'Meet
tar Asking' (Par) and
backers. '
Wolf' (Col),- second runs, and 'Three
All Warners provides is, the theatre
Cheers' (Par), first run, split. First but increased attendance during last
rate $800. Last week 'Pepper' (20th),
couple .of weeks has proved wisdom
first run, all week; $700, fair..
see full
/Audience
of. tieup,
Century (Publix) (1;600; 15-25)^ sjjiow^; t$ke part in the air songfest
'Green Pastures' (WB) arid: Piccar
free
r;lat.,:.the .s^ e time get
dilly Jini'- (MG); second loop-Tans?
split Pair $3,000. Last^«jelc 'Broth- chance of .snaring a giveaway,;
the closer
It's another step
er's Wife' (MG),- second-' ilt>oJ>
"'
show busi.;•;;. \\ association of radio and
$4,000, big.
io
(Puplix) , (1,300; 20-25)— ness for effective .results at both ends.
.with
'Wives Never -Know';. (Par). Weak Program goes out over
"
$1,200. Last week 'Murder with Pic- Walt iF>amet. handling the spiels' and
tures' (Pat);; $li80Q, okeh t
/'A
the, organ.
jonnny Mitchell
\
^flve mprn*
Minnesota;
Watnerp al$6 hits.
55)—'Big Broadcast' (Par). 'StretchV ingV Veekljr with oFranier ;ai jke mike
ing towatd Mood. $11*000. -Last week ret^ili Vfu^:: newsj^'a^d : $^ss|p'- and
?Cain and; Mabel'.' (WBfc and John plugging cutrenit atttacttons in. WB's
.

.

ing her stay here. . .Norrna Talmadge looked loVely at 21 on
three-quartet
Tuesday^ iri
length sable coat anoT hi
black hat...Katherine Carver
was in the party and Betty
Furness, Randolph Scott, Philip
Dorothy - MacKaill,
Holmes,
Gloria Spreckles, Ilka Chase,
Lois Wilson, John Ruriisey and
-

'

'

.

^d

:

<

;

When

WWSW

^

WWS W

|n. person and 'Shooting High'
uhtt on stag^b'ig ^23,d00v ^ ^

Boles

!

'

'

:

habev Houses.

':

•

Stoc^^^

names luring; 1s^nfe shekels;
Last week',
good $f,500;
fctaig's Wifef (Col), $7,000. fait., ; *
State (Publi^' (i300; .25-35-40)-4
;WelI-gold and
'Devil Is Sissy'
r
attraSyhg good $7#l0r; : Last week
.

;

.

;

,

''

'

--'

•'.

.

.

,

.

••

•

'

I

l

speecK''. crimped openings a bit, but
cooler, air. shot tip weekend figures.

w-toosr iiiG in

.

Denver; Oct. 20,
fLibeled Lady* arid 'Don't Turn *Em
Loose,' dual bill, packing Orpheum.
-with biz so big Sunday: night (18)
that house had to call' the police to
handle the crowds.' 'Bfev Broadcast/
at Dehham, also bigy and, holds oyer,
„
Estimates for This'-'.Week'.
Aladdin. ; (Huffman)^ ;(^50b; > 25-4050K-'Ladies in Lover v(20th), two
days following week at the^Deriver;
and *7 Sinhers' (GB), ;five flays. Fair
$2,000.
Last
week 'Midsummer

.

j

.

;

Dream'

(WB),

neat,

arid

$4,500,

'.

:

Topper of week is .State's 'Libeled
Lady,*" heading for highest brackets."
©iiriples' is" doing' nearly twice the
average arriount of trade for Hi

-^HEtP
.

-

most-talked^pf

.Maiderii
Lane*
$5,500. bkay;.. Last
;

.

house

,

in. class

Probably

first

ruris

ari

bills

than

week.

first bill last

Good

$14.-

•

:

.

:

'

'Bobbie Perki
authprlv agent.

ver'

$13,800,
25)—- good.:
':
'Girl on Front Paee', (U) and vaude.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,500: 15In lirie for finei$7,300. Last week 25-30-35-40.-55)—'Magnificent;
Turn 'Em Loose' " (RKO ), (U). Closing -but fine eight Briite'
'Dori't
days
okay. $7,000.Wednesday
with $5,000. ''Lady
Uptcwh (Fox) (2;030; 25^40 )-^'East Be Careful' (21)
(Par) follows..
Meets West' (GB) and 'Married
New (Mechanic) (1,400: 15-25-30Men' (Par). Fair $4,500. Last weak 35-40-55) ^-'Dimples' (20th)
Swell
'Wives Never Kriow' (Par) arid 'Two $6,800 and will go another week.
Against World' (FN)- weak at $3,500. Last week, 11 days of 'Ladies i
Love,' nice,- $8400.
Stanley (WB) (3;450; 15-25-35-jlO-

Tower (Rew.6t-FoX)

(2 V 200;

:

.

Si-

:

.

.

'

^

*

;

55)—'Midsummer
Dream'
(WB).
Very gbod at $7,000.. Last -week

$12,000, Montreal, for

^Njew Gulliver' (AmkiriO). Town's
only fpte'igri- house getting satisfacr'
Bit tory $1,500. Last week 'Dubrovsky*
5
•

-

(Cockrill) Ja^OO; \25^35

Broao^^^t);

$11,000. Last
.

v

'American'
Secorid stab at dual
be more successful

.

'

;

'

.

'

Denham

to

25-40)—

(4;060;.

(MG) and
.

.

lec-r

*
okay at $15,500.
Center (Allan) (l}5bd: 20-25 )-r>alace (RKO) 13,200; 30-60)— 'Big
Again'
(GB);' 'Guns arid Game' (RKO) and Bowes unit. Over
.Guitars' (Rep) and stage -show. Go6d $19,300.
Last week .'Your Hear?
at $3,500. Last week 'Sea Spoilers' (WB) with vaude,
$17,500,
<U), JAlways Tomoriow':; (U) and"
Penn Square: (Sbulman ) (600; 35)
"•'
stageshow, nice; $2,600/;
:.,

•

>

:

:

-

week /Wedding Present

'Dimples' is the week's outstahder,
with the Shirley Temple tug especially, packing 'em in for the matinees at'the New. Grind run bf 'Mid*
summer Dream' at the Stanley got
off to rather a stodgy start, but
pulled up strongly after opening and
pace is pressing faster each day.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-2535-40-55) ^'Libeled
Lady'
(MG)
(2d' week).
Fancy $9 500 after excellent $12,600 last week.
=
Hippodrome. (Rappaport) (2,300;

hattan* (Col), bad,,. $8,000.
;
Newman (Par)' (1,900; 25^40)— Big
Afteu
Broadcast' (Par) (2d ..run).
two' nice: weeks' oh its own with first
15 25 - 35 - 40 ^ 55 -66)— .'Big Game'
run. singles and! .with the flojppo dual
(RKO) and .vaude „With Don Bestor
policy squelched;' temporarily _ at band, Vic
Oliver, Sarah Churchill.:
least,, this house, is. :agairi' back at
Bestor band seems to be exerting
the seconiflddle desk. .Catching fair only draw;
Last week
$13,000; olf.
Love' 'Craig's • Wife' .(Col) and
$8.500.. Last week 'Ladies i
Ccnrad
(20th) gbbd at -$9, 200. ,
Thibault heading vaude,

Sally

Toye

-i-

Baltimore, Oct. 20.

currently. ,Last wei^k 'Craig's
Wife' (Col) and 'Adventure in Man-

.500

•

.

looks

Week

(3,200; 25.-40)—

'.

Chump*' (MG);

(

$2,000.

(MG)<

.

arid ..'Ariiericah.

Fair at $10,000.
Broadcast' (Par),

Midland. (Loew)

•Devil Is Sissy'

;

,

.

-'

(RKO)

,(20th).

nice, $13,500.
:'

in.

,

again,

25-35-40-50)

'

Last .week 'Big

'

'

(3,200;

'

Mainstreet
.'Dimples.'

e) back- to the:
?y after a N. Y.

With duo. lucky to get $3,500.
moved to the B^o^way.
Broadway ^Huffman) (1,500: 25-40)
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 30-40)—
—'Midsummer Dream'- (WB) (2d ^Dimples' (20th). Heavy afternoon
ruri,).
Fair at $t;50d
Last week business for a swell $21,000. 'Mid.'Stage Struck' (FN) (2d run)/ good, summer Dream* (WB) last week
"-

Sissy'

.

Estimates, for -This

Idle:-; Marches

.

a

Is

Chuirip.'

'Clark Getts

,

of

'Devil

.novel,

for the

week 'Magnificent
Brute' (U) earned a corking. $7,500.
Cirplo iMaWo'rsteirii (1,900; 15.-351!
—'Three Cheers' (Par X and 'Sophie
Lang'. (Par). Switch in policy puts
•

,

wrote a

(Loew).

State

'

.

.

.

.who-:

Last week 'Sing, Baby' (20th)

over week-end, but expected to pick
up plenty during the week.
.Midland is climbing back into the
lead, this; weefc- with dual, bill, of

lecture"

Park Ave. Swedish mai

iS^O^'fj?
'

.

.

•

:

d en

'n

$19,500.

-

'

.

(3^00;
(20th )i

m

.

.

(RKO)

. .

25-35-

week)

(UA) and 'Sworn Enemy'

ired
tour, J.,' J: iMtirdock. .
his actresis-niece Martha Sleeper
to dinner at the ~N. Y. Athletic
ight , that
Cluti the' other

Estimates: for This Week
(Martiri Printz ) (1,200;
20-30)—'Nine Days Queen' (GB).
House switches to first runs with; this
orie, doubled with a second run,
Two. in a Crowd.' Good at $3,000^

Alhambra

AUcpi,

woman

Walter " H a
leaves next week on a
,

smacko

double.

.

London

:

(2d

Kansas . ity,.,Qet. 20;
Bi activity in town 'this week is
to be found at* the American Royal
building where the 38th annual hoss
show'got undet way^Saturday (17),
Influx of but of town trade slow

in, Paul Whiteman's mgr;, is
baching it' for several weeks. ..
Lynn Farnol is forgetti'
wistful notion to have a. farm
in Pennsylvania .Radio Comic
;Ed- East \hbw -lives' iri Harri-v Nellie Revell is ,-jitalking
sponsor ... several radio stahaye b'anned mentiph "of

;

^racticaliy.' every
house is^ irt
clover, ,with the -Great Lakes Expo
out' of .'the \vay. Visit .of President
.Roosevelt Ftiday (16) fOr lakef rbrit

'•'

'••'•••

Cleveland,;

1

(1.800;

-4-'Devil--a-Sissy' (MG) and 'Met in
^Taxi' (Col), dual. Big $17,000. Last
week $13,800, okay, on 'DodsWorth'

'

' ;

.

(WB)

$8,200.

'

.,;

$15,-.

and 'Son Cbmes Home' <Par), duaL

Sixty

:

$3,500;

World (Steffes) (350; 25-^40-50)
.-rr'Gbdffey' (3d week,_2d tun). StattLast
mef; to slacken .pace; .$1,500.
week
$1,800, good.'"'*'

.

$6,000.

down Seventh

:

vaine-Ester* (3d week) and 'Parade'
<U), split, $1,300, with -first-named
getting most of it.
.':v
;

frairie

meticulously
more
Nick
ever;
than
Sehenck, ' Gregory La Cava,
Bobbie Perkiris (pretty with
her long bob), John HaUiday,
Herb Harris, Mary Lewis,
"George White, Billy Gaxton.
and Dorothy Burgess also
among the dancers. ..Jack Lav-

Time (Berger).; <29jDf- £^5-35)-^^Mummy's Boys'- (RKO )i Good $t
Last week 'Marihuana' (Di$1,200.

About

v Scollay (M&P) (2,700; 25-35-40-50)
—'Sitting on Moon' (Rep) .(1st ruri)
and 'Your Heart' (WB), dual. So-so

groomed

.'.;•

'

strolling
too... The

(20th).

000.

Paramount (M&P)

Gaxton,

^MGfc

Mohicans': viWAfr

35-50)—'Ramona*

50)—'Adverse'

Club
opening was a nice background
for Irene Dunne,' in her lovely
white fringe gown; Madeline

dell

,

s

holding up at $10,000 or better. First

oh STthrstreet-the
Regis
oTtKet'-v--d^-;;;..That.. was
Ave.,

.

.

.

the

to'

vet: fox. coat

Toomey

^

•LasWof

'Georgie Raft goes

35-50-65)—

'

:

Florence^Eldridge Jurichirtg 'at
the Coq Rouge Monday r .Paul*
ette Goddatd wote a divine, sil-

Orpheum (Sihg6r1/2390; 25^35^^

light;

. <

.

Week

(3,000;

Game' (RKO) and stage show.
Last week $21,200
$19,000.

for '36 Hours' (20th) arid vaude.
Fenway (M&P) (1,600; 25-35-4050 ^'Adverse'
(WB) (2d week).
About $5,500. First week big $8,500.
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 25-

,

:

pretty

the bar

.

'

-^'Stage

;

professional football games X.
That was F.reddie March and

.';'•

:

',:

iri^

'Big

Medium

"Last week 'Godfrey' XU) (2d
week), $15,000, okay.
Metropolitan (M&P) (4,200; 35-50ington to New York to scrutinize the 65)—'Dimples' (20th) and Hal Kemp
Also, band on stage. Looks okay at $28,complaint against Warners.
000;
Last week 'Broadcast' (Par)
that .his brother, Attorney Charles
arid vaude, siriash $39,000.
Franklin* has, been suirimoned to
. Orpheum (Loew). (3,000; 25 -35-40^disjcuss™ complaiftts 50)-^'Devil a Sissy' (MG) and 'Met
Washington ^
filed wi]th the' gbvernmerit by Frank- in Taxi' (Col), dual.
Doing big at
liri against Consolidated Theatres, his $20,000.
'Dodsworth'
(UA) arid
'Sworn Enemy' (MG), dual, last
opposition on 'the islands.
week, $16,200, okay.

.

'•.

.

;

:

:

"

"

;

Maria GanibarelU is doing the
> s^6w:-a>^etceralsd the -Ritz
iWrs. Ernst 'L^ibit^ch has been:
laid tip with a sore throat. ..
all his fahs keep yelling to him

';.

Estimates for This

Boston (RKO)

'

.

among

were

Crewe
Regiria
those luriching

•

:

hypoed over week-end by Army*
Harvard game.

-

,

.

-

Hollywood; Oct.^20,
Following confabs on theatre mari.agement with his partners, Adolph
Ramish. and LoU Rosen, and also iri
connection with Franklin Theatres'
suit against Warner. Bros., in which
the distrib is charged with failing to
abide by contract, J. J. Franklin has
returned to Honolulu;
franklin learned before his depattute that U. S. District Attorney
Williams had been sent/from Wash-

yet, bStjshe bought a ;beautjlful VvTOe^Beat rug for. it, dur-

26,

'Devil Is a Sissy* at. Orph and
State is leading the. town.
Other
spots doing moderate biz k Film trade
;

to Hawaii After Huddle

Lang .were., also among .the
guests. ..Jeannette MacDonald
has hot started her new home

Tienp to Offset Banko

.

.

Boston, .Oct.

j. j.

Blackstene Hocus-Pocus

'Your- Heart* (WB), $7,500.

'

(Amk)

(Par), pulled after five, days;: $3,500
in that time.

(

r

five* days, $1,100, fair.

.

ANZAC BIZ GOOD

,

State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-55 )—
^Libeled Lady' (Metro): Sensational
toenyet (Huffman ) (2,500;
50)-^'Dodsworth' i (UA), arid stage $24,600. IBig. Broadcast' (Par) last
week,
$20,50p, excellent.
band. Okay, $7,000. , Last weejt
Stiilman (Loew's) (1,872; 25-35)—
dies in Love,' fair, $6,000; 'Big Broadcast'
Orpheiim' (RKO ) ' (2^00; 25-35-40
(Par) (2d run).
.^-'Libeled Lady' (MG h arid 'Loose* Moved in from State; $11,000 Vfully
(RKO), Great $11,500.; viast- week warranting it. Last week 'Ziegfeld'
•Devd Is Sissy' (MG) -arid 'Walking (Metro ) on fourth, stanza good, $8,500.
on Air' (RKO ). nice $6i000; ,
'

••

.

'

..

'

at Palace:

-

Paramoont (Huffman) (2,000; 2540)^r'Girl on Front) Page' (tT) and

.20.

Montreal,

Washington, Oct.
Cooler weather with showers, at
j ust the proper moments accouriting
for nice total take this week. Two
disappoiritments but everybody else
x
comfortably above average.v
imples'
Biggest trouble is with

and Capitol

running

.

"

'

Locals Okay In. Sydney— 'Show
Boat? Into Fourth Month
.

Sydney, Sept. 29.'
is. pretty nice this week, espeMajesty 's repeats 'Nine Daya a ^ueen'
cially, for two lbcaliyrmades, .'Fiying
and., is again doirig .well.
Imperial legit, 'T*he Old Mai'
Doctor' (Natibrial) and 'UriciviiiZed*.
starved to death lest week.
XChauvel). ,'poctor' has .just cbm*
stimates for This Week
.pl.eted"..;its.-fi.tst-.week: ^6 a high -gross
His Majesty's (CT) ^1,600; 50)— and swings into a- second, still strong;
well arid
'Nine Days a. QUeeri' (Brit) arid 'Uncivilized' opened
'Twij's Company' (Brit) (2d week). should keep up.
Still going, well; $4,000, good, after
Boat' '(U) swings merrily
$5,000 last week.
along in its' fourth irionth and will
Palace (CT) (2,700: 50)
'Dods- remain. 'Td Mary, With Love' (Fc-x ),
worth'.
(UA) and 'Wives Never PP^ned fairly.Veil arid should meet
Know* (Pai ) . Holding Jip .for $8,500; .With 'success. '"'Sari Frariciscb^"^^^
very gbed. Last week 'Gorgeous
goes Put this Week after a. reat run
Hussy' (MG). $8;000; okay.
Capitol (CTV (2,700: 50)—'Dimples' and will be replaced by 'Great Zieg(20th) and
in Crowd' (U). feld* (M-G). 'Private Number' (Fox)
ith 'ExRealizing $8,000, very good. Last quits' after -four weeks,weak 'Cam. and :MabeF (WB) »>nd Mrs. Bradford'. (RKO) in .next:
'Down the Stretch' (WB),: '$7,500; •Rhythm pn the Range' (Par) is also
'"
good.'
.a
rieWcdmer .'arid may- meah biz;
Loew's (M. T. Co.) (3.200: 50)— .'WhipsaWV.t^
after (iv.
'^llir.w
Your Hearf CRer,) arid weeks, with 'Grriall Town Girl' (M-G)
Blpckstdne.
A.round $12 000. gopd. replacing.
'One Rainy Afternobn'
mostly for Blackstone. Last week
(UA ) goes into its second week and
•Ladies Be Careful' (Par) and Morton T>own*»v vMtTi vauf'e show, $10,000. may cop three.
Princess (CT) (2,300: 50)-^-'Stac;e
"Strnck*
(WB) and 'Second Wife' a good $2,000. VeTy. good $3,000 last-'
(WB). Okav at ,$7,000. Last week
^^OO;
'Craig's Wife'
St, JOenis
(France-Film)
(Col) arid 'Met jri
.

'

Last week 'Swing
Belasco (Radin) (l.lOO; 25-35-50).
ime'
—'Spring Shower' (DuWorld). Open'Yellowstone' (U). Gbod $3,*O06,Last (RKO) ..(2d week); $6,400, okay.
week ^Ertd of Trail'- iCCol ) and vMet in HLiberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-27-37 )^- ing tonight (Tuesday). Last, week
'.Cynafa''
(UA ) (revival ), oke,, $3,000.
Taxi' (Col),
'Gay Desperado' (UA>.. Bipr carh,
$l,50or
paign getting Strong $8,000 arid holds^.'
Gapitol. (Loew)^ i[3 '424; 25-35-60.)^
Last week, 'Alibi fbr Murder' (Col) 'Ramoria' (20th) arid Al Trahari and
Good
and 'Down the stretch* (FN
six Tito Guizat heading vaude.
days, $3,600, good;
$23,0007 Last week 'Brother's Wife'
'"Music'B'ox"" (HamrickT TSOb:^?'^^ (MG) took nice $24j000.42)—'Your Heart' (
Eaile (WB) (2,424; 25-35-40-60-70)
) and 'Sack to'
WB) and vaude
Nature' (20th); dual (2d run ). Fair .—'Stage Struck-'
$2,800.
Last week 'GftrgeoUs H-tssy' with Ina Ray Hutton topping, 'anniversary
revue.' Good $18,500. Last
(MGM) (3d week), okay, $3 €00.
Seattle, Oct.
.
weak 'CraiT's Wife' (Col), satisfacTown getting into full fall swing,,
Orpheum (Hamrick) ' (2.700; 27-37- tory>
$15,500.
takings; holdings nicely all around. 42)—'Ladies
LOve' "(20th)' and
Keith's (RKO) ( 1,830; 25-35-60)-'Married.: Men' (Par), dual.
Great
Estimates, for This Week
'Godfrcy' (RKO) (3d week ). Third
Blue House (Hamrick) (900; 27-37- $9,000/ Last week 'Stage Struck' stanza ending toriiRht (20) with big
42 )— 'Swirig Time' (RKO.) (2d run (FN) and 'Lady Be Careful' (Par), $8,500. Last week beautiful $13,000.
week).
Good $3,000. Last week, dual, $6,800, moderate.
Met (WB) (1.853: 25-40 )— 'Murdeir
Pafcmar (Sterling) (1.450; '16-27- With Pictures'
'General Died' (Par) .and 'Women
(Par).
Passable
are, Trouble' (MGM), dual, six days, 07-).^-JPj?psident's MysWty? ( ob) and $3,500.
Last week 'Texas Ranger.','
v?.ude. Fair $4,000. Lost week 'She
$3,200, good.
(WB). (2d riin ) took nice $5,500.
Coliseum (Evergreen) (L800; 21- Shall .Have Music' (Imp), $4,300,
25-35-60)—
Palace .(Loew )•• (2,363;
32)—'Piccadilly Jim' VMGM) and good.
'Dimples'. (20th ). Disappointing with
'Educating Father'
(20th),
dual.
Paramount (Evergreen)
(3,106- $14,000. Last week 'Dodsworth' (UA),
Slow at $3,500. Last week. 'Poor 27-37-42)—'Dimples'
<20th)
and oke $16,500, but' below expectations.
Little Rich Girl' (20th) and 'High 'East Meets West' (GB). dual. Good
Rialtb (Indie) (1,100; 25r30-40-50) Taxi' (Col), $7,000, good.
Tension* (20th), dual, $4,400, good.
$7,500. ; Last, week
'Your: Heart* —'Thin Man' (MG) (revival). Comes
Cinema de Paris (France-Film):
Fifth Ave. (Evergreen) 2,400:. 27- (WB) arid 'Back to Nature' (20th) out Thursday (22) with big $4,000 for (600; 50)— 'Le Golem' and 'Coup de
37-42)—'Road to Glory' (20th). Fair $7,000, big.
eight, days. Last week nice $3,000..
Bourse' (2d week). Continu^rig for
$7,206.
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stimates for This W«ek.

'

Palace

close on -Dbdsworth*:
imples'
for good business, while Loew's with
Blackstone as the whole vaude show
is. getting another
good gross. His
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34)— 'Veriige

d'un Soir* arid 'Jnspecteur Grey.'* Grossing $4,500. very
good. Last week 'Disque 41."' and
'Pattes de Mouche,' good, -$4,00

!

!
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OCTOBER

ANTHONY ADVERSE S

2

DREAM
Gable Man in

MABEL

m

At Popular Prices!

mm
MARION DAVIES
'CAIN.
'with

AND

CLARK GABLE

•

.

'A

•

Reinhardt's Production of

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM'

By William Shakespeare

Music by Mendelssohn

•

JOE E. BROWN • DICK POWELL
IAN HUNTER • ANITA LOUISE
ROSS ALEXANDER • Jean Muir • Victor. Jory.
Verree Teasdale • Hugh Herbert • Frank McHogh • Mickey Roortey
Starring

ROSCOE KARNS

David Carlyle

Max

mm

i

MABEL'

ALIEN JENKINS

Walter Callett

and

JAMES CAGNEY

.

OLIVIA de HAVILLAND

Hobart Cavanaugh

Songi by Harry Warren and Al Dubin
Cosmopolitan Production • Directed by Lloyd Bacon

A

Directed by

.

Max

Reinhardt and William Dieterle

ANTHONY ADVERSE S

FOR NOVEMBER

THE CHARGE of the

For Thanksgiving

2

'>

I

ERROL FLYNN
•THE
with

and OLIVIA de

HAVILLAND

si'

{<£

3 MEN ON A HORSE

in

'3

CHARGE OF THE LIGHT BRIGADE'
PATRIC

NIGEL BRUCE

KNOWLES
•

.

HENRY STEPHENSON

Donald Crisp

Directed by Michael Curti

•

David Niven

with

GUY

KIBBEE

.

MEN ON A

FRANK McHUGH

CAROl HUGHES

TEDDY HART

.

•

HORSE'

JOAN BLOND ELL

. ALLEN JENKINS . SAM LEVENE
A MERVYN LEROY PRODUCTION
A First National Picture

!

!!

VARIETY

ANTHONY ADVERSE S

2

13

DECEMBER

Top Show

For Christmas

GOLD DIGGERS
DICK POWELL and JOAN BLONDELL
•GOLD DIGGERS OF 1937'

POLO JOE

5

JOE

VICTOR MOORE.. GLENDA FARRELL . LEE DIXON
OSGOOD PERKINS • ROSALIND MARQUIS • Songs by Harry
Warren and Al Dtibin, Harold Arlen and L Y. Harburg
Directed by Uoyd Bacon • Dances by Busby Berkeley

E.

BROWN

in

'POLO JOE'

v/rth

A

First

with

CAROL HUGHES
Joseph King

•

.

RICHARD "SHEETS" GALLAGHER

Gordon

2

Elliott

•

George

Directed by William

National Picture

ANTHONY ADVERSE S

E.

Stone

McCann

FOR JANUARY

y-w-,; f j

In Technicolor

COUNTRY!
'GOD'S COUNTRY

Daring As Fugitive

BLACK LEGION

AND THE WOMAN'

•BLACK LEGION'

Based upon the novel by James Oliver Curwood

Photographed

entirely in

GEORGE BRENT
Barton MacL'ane
El

Brendel

•

•

•

with

HUMPHREY BOGART

gorgeous Tecnnicolor with
rien-Moore

BEVERLY ROBERTS

Robert Barrat

•

Alan Hale

Directed by William Keighley

•

Joseph King

ie

•

Dick Foran

Acuff • Helen

Flint

»

•

Ann Sheridan

Joseph Sawyer

Directed by Archie

Mayo

!

!
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v
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*

Greatest

i.

-'

Errol

STOLEN HOLIDAY

Flynn i> Famous

GREEN LIGHT
>
i:

ERROL FLYNN and ANITA LOUISE

KAY FRANCIS
with

in

CLAUDE RAINS

'STOLEN HOLIDAY'
•

GREEN

IAN HUNTER

in

LIGHT*

From the novel by Lloyd C. DougJof
with

ALISON SKIPWORTH

MARGARET LINDSAY • SIR CEDRIC HARDWICKE
. HENRY O'NEILL • A Frank Borzaae Production

WALTER ABEL

A

Directed by Michael Curtiz

Cosmopolitan Production

•

A

First

National Picture

liiiii

2

MARCH

ANTHONY ADVERSE S

And Then - READY

Year s News Scoop
i

'MOUNTAIN
with

JUSTICE'

JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON

Guy Kibbee

•

Fuzzy Knight

Robert Barrat «

Mona

Barrie

Directed by Michael Curtiz

with

ond

GEORGE BRENT

Hugh O'Connell

»

READY, WILLING AND ABLE'
RUBY KEELER and ROSS ALEXANDER
Louise

Fazenda

•

Allen Jenkins

•

Toddy Hart

Wini Shaw • Carol Hughe*
From the Saturday Evening Post Story by Richard Mocauley
Donees by Bobby Connolly

• Directed

by Ray Enright

J

,

.

:

,

,

-,

DEVIL

A

tw

i

IS

Frank Pavls produc-

of

release

.

Freddie
"Mickey

..Features-.

.

•Ruck'
•GIb'
"

.

. .

. .

.7

.

.Freddie Bartholomew
..
;Jackle Cooner

ufphy. ...
gtevens.v., ;;..*...-;. Mickey
. .

. .

. .

CAIN AND MABEL

. .

Roohey
Hunter

Jay. T*lerce','.-...,/....'.Y V ; ../....Ian
Rose-',, . .v.,-..'... . . .'
V. iBeff^y GoriJtHn

'v.

(MUSICAL)

.

'

'

"Extraneous

.

.

material

'SIS Toes'.-. ......^.;V..VV,;: Blister Slavln
Krump
OrAmf.- Mitchell

."Paul".

Willie

i.".

.

;;

. .

Joe
•©rnndm'
Molly *';.,..

i;.

.-.'..

.

....
,

.

:

>

.'.

.>

.

Huber

.Harold

.

.

.

.

!

.-

V.Frank Pujrlih Mabel. OlDare.
McDanlels Larry Cain,

.Etta

.

"Od.o
Rellly;

-

*The Devis Is a Sissy* is surefire
film 'entertainment for the family
trade. Plenty of pathos tor the sentimentalists among the- parents, and
strong -object-lesson -stuff for the
juves. with 4 dash pf gangsterism

.

.v.Mnrlnn .-Daytea'
.Clark -Gable
.-,
Allen Jenkins
.Roscoo K«rns.
,-,
i,..
.Waller Catlctt
.
David. Carlyle
. /. .Hobart
Cavanftueh'

; . .

;

.

.

;

.

;

.

.

.

.

.

'.

.

Aunt Ml
Toddy .;, .
Pop- Walters....-,..-.

.

.

11

1 1

;

.

.

.

^

;

.

.

.

,

.. ...

;

Charts Fendwic

and general roughneckery, which, Tom. Reed.
hovveyer, ,js well pointed up and Cafe Proprietor. .
Reed's Manager,
neatly .skirts the shoals of -pulpiteer-" Jfie
Old Maid.
v
:•

.

. , .

.

:

;

.
i

.

.

•

.

Robert Mlddlemaas
Josenb Cretan-.

.

; t

,i.;

. . ,-; ; .

".

; , . ,

.Elly

.

•

dition of University of Chicago.
Interesting !travelog-type feacominerciar value.
OldTrailln* UTest*
(WB).
fashioned hqss opry, trailin.' for
spotty biz in the duals;

Broadway, initiaW
the current

,

remind ot and

'jfU

down

script :drag 4t

to imediocre

Mf, 'Dead End.? Yet level; as;.ehtertaipment, which leaves
it's
issimilar and under Frank Da- everything up to Clark Gable to
y's* expert production, fortified by supply,
the business. It will do. modr
W- ..S. Van Dyke's sterling direction, erately.
it jells all the cross-sections into a
Marion Davies; .as an ingenue star
surefirefemeihatic entertainment of of 'musical shows, and -Clark Gable,
abr° v*
Proportions;
as a^rite fighter; are. woefully -,mis_ The almost tragic bravery of Ximey* <5ast,' Gable. being out of place is ah
Freddi Bartholomew to make his additional burden on a feeble plot,
roughneck ,V pals,, .Buck. (Jackie and Miss Davies* shortcomings in the
Cooper) arid lGfi£ (Mickey B>oney> song and dance line make it difficult
'
accept him into, the fold-as a iull- for the production numbers.
fledged little denizen, iof the MulThrough it all th£ rare, humor- of
berry street
overlooking" his the late H.- C. Witwer shows up now
polished Qxfordian diction and bis and then; but not with sufficient freFrench and English schooling—one quency, arid the treatment accorded
senses is perhaps almost autobio- the story by Laird Doyle fails' to
graphical in its grim determination. cover up its screen deficiencies..
Freddie takes the rap on sundry There are some good laugh lines.
escapades without 'Squirming, only Which may be either "Witwer's. or
to be rebuffed,' after having been Dbyle's. but . on the whole the regrudgingly accented. Unadulterated turns fall below
.for comedy
young, muggs, Jackie and 'Mickey, Plots.
finally perceive that .Claude (alias
The- incongruous parallel rise of
Limey ) has the makin's, even though Miss Davies and Gable to the posiit almost means the English lad's tions of super-star and heavyweieht
life -from pneumonia.
champ,- respectively, is so fantasticBackgrounded against this kid ally accomplished that it won't take
saga is the general harshness of the a lover of realism to doubt its probenvironment of at least two of the ability. Gable becomes; champ, withprincipal threesome. Contrasted to out having taken a punch or given
this is Freddie's blue-blood mother one in the: camera's eye, with kisser
who shares the lad -with her di- unblemished and ears 100% intact.
vorced husband—who refuses to Miss Davies is. ah ex- waitress who
share in her personal fortune—which seeks a chorus job. and gets the leadexplains Bartholomew's presence on ing, role when. the temperamental
the East Side, N. YM scene, after, his star walks put.' That's the usual road
periodic six-month with his mother; to success for screen chorus, girls,
whpy with, the seasons; travels the but this girl gets the star's job becircuit of the fashionable spas and fore" She- even gets into the- chorus.
"'
resorts.
The producer watches .her do a tirhe
An obtuse .angle, but most natural- step, and then gets a 'hunch.' At the
ly include^. is Peggy Cbnklih, deftly finish, when* an important star, she
cast as a Park avehue ^ penthmise jsGIlTdiiies',Vhiy:a itime'-steb.
keptive until jlaii; Hunter (father of
the .offorts of a
\ Story; concerns
Freddie) proves an Unconscious in- press '^e'n^vjfi^ht manager'' and shbw
fluenbe in her 'breaking away from producer to. give the..champ and the
an a'riohymous 'financial < adviser' star some b.p: 'color' via a steaniedand returning to a Greenwich Vil- up romance. From steamrup it turns
lage flat, on her oWtt, but more hon- real, and then oil, and oh several
or able, condition's;
on for good al
times before bei
Castihg is a corking job through- the finish.
out.
The three boys are ideal in
Near the finish. Gable gcies into
their assignments. Cooper is quite visual ring action', for the" first time
young giant now, qualifying hini to.- engage in a spirited punch fest,-.
as the natural gang-leader. Gene But Miss Davies never comes that
Lockhart as the East Side Babbitt close
justifying -her characterizalefiit

-
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background that is absolutely virgin
so far as Hollywood .is concerned •BLUE BLAZES'
should give, the picture an entree.
With Butter Keaton

.

,

.

-

.

-

-

.

,

'

:

.

.

,

direction.

.
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'

Stoll

Band Navetty
15 Mini.
Capitol, Ni t.

.

.

~T

-.Metro
Novelty band / short, presenting
GebrgievStbll.. Hollywood maestro,
and ope of Hing Crosby 's 'lave band
leaders <dr stiidid production work.
Reginald XeBorg authored and produced it for Metros and a sprightly
quarter of an hour it is.
PloV inch as it i% is bizarre but
wholly adequate' for the structural
framework which the Stoll' muslkers
further embellish. Most outstanding
is a blonde looker who warbles the
vocals. -She has a definite screen
gersbnality that promises a future,
-"

'

.

.-.

:

;

vocal fol-de-roling is furthor
by not a little /socko sa. in
swing-singing of / 'Sing, Sing,.
"My Blue Heaven.'
Shanghaiing a network- prez, arid
then later gumming up a commercial hour in order to force themselves into an audition,Ms the plot,
background, Stoll. evidences himself
as a pretty good line-reader as well
r
as band leader;
Abel.
[er

fortified

her

Sing' arid

job;:

many

heavy

turn";

in

a,

Wear,,-

•

ROBERT BENCHLET
'How

.

Metro
Perhaps the poorest short Bench?
ley has: ever scripted and appeared
in.
A burlesque on political palaver, its; audience effect ig .as wandering as ft %a^h'i^iW0ri^rJthe terr
.

•

.

rlbly;

:mud<Uea^po^w^v^^

ley must dispense when' itripresfed
into service as a stahd-id vote-get- ""•
•..?':•'•:.
ting spieler.
'
Actually, the nomenclature of fqis
short, 'How?' to Vote?- Is a misnotner.
Has noufftt ;to do wijth balloting; It's

merely lampoon on pre^November
hooey isms, but not as funny.
F?lix E. Feist credited for produc*
.

tior»,.

By

single spots.

-selling along the lines that
Franklin D. Roosevelt conceived the
original idea,, it -may grab some>good
opening days 'but after that 'its draw
is highly
doubtful, ^Added drawbacks are its length and lack of

to Vote'

Mins.
U
Capitol, N.

'

'

Abel.

Land Without; Music

.

(BRITISH MADE)

(OPERETTA)

'..
London', Oct.
Viim DI«lr«>iitor<j" release ot
FJJm vroductlon.
Sttrn Ulrbard
Tauber; features Jimmy Pvranlij; blnna
marquee -sparkle,
Napier. Juna. Clyde, Derrick
%ftirn*y«.
Explanation at opening states that Pirated by WAltcr -Foi-de. Music by* Oa-ar
the President, suggested an idea for .Straus. At Piccadilly theatre. Oct. 8. "M.
ftiinnlnK time.
a mystery tale to the editor Of Lib- .M.trlo Carllni; 80 mins.
,'.
Richard 1'aaber
,
erty mag. with the result that this •JniiAV 3, WWlatler..-^
jimmy Durante
Diana NapVr
array of authors collaborated in I'l-incess R<aci)t
WhWOer
; June Clyde
;, ;
building the basic plot as .outlined Sadie
nodolpho gtrczzl
crrlck de '-Maniiijr'.by the chief executive. That was Auatrlan AmbajiMdor.
..KMie "Percjr
the story of a man, who after attain^ <Witn stroll..,. .,.,/.».^«cor«a ?«><•»
ing ^reat wealth,, disappears completely i
an attempt to get-away
.

aene

\.

faplfol
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.
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Mystery
'

.

-

•'

Screen

'Slvlno'.'.-..

N.ilhsinaH
ni'y SciJeen;

mux lea

l.rater.. Cole
and.
»Ui>erv'islnir cdlioiv Mur.-

itlay,-.

'.est;

.

.

*»«

but .nothot
intrigu i„ s p.*
picture
.Considering, .the .Way the original
\
has -been- manhandled; -director Phil'
... .BettyKu'n»Ks Rosen has done a creditable job: He
JSIdofV Rla'-kmei' maneuvered his mob scenes; effect.'.
Kvelyn lii'^ol ively
*
to mount to .a climax that -was
1>A| I I'iir^iM
.;,.......:.
..'.Mel Kuli-k the highlight of the. film,
-Robert Slmtvon:

.fllin ./flit'or,

Hubo.

s,eU!i»K.v
r,
llier.
lirnest

•leiw'nfelrt;
catiHirii.
"At G.lol»e.: N.
Y.,
ft.' 17. "*;«;.
'Ruhhin^uime-,
nilhs.:
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in what airiourits
role, -turns in one of^fcis

Henry Wilcoxon.

HiitiHei

.AV.-iilV-

:
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'
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Raymond Kane

getting into

.

,

.

For overseas the value lies in the
habits of the "natives, such as eating
snakes, war dances, production of a
seductive plant, and so' forth. Also
in the magnificent scenery.
Big fault of the picture comes
towards the close when Mara- breaks
into a sprig in perfect English, and
then swings back into the lingo he
uses throughout, the picture. Lindley
Evarts has given the production *a from his old life arid environment;
Had this rnystery yarn been literbeautiful musical .score;
Rick.
ally translated into a screen drama,
it Would have clicked., particularly
with, the competent cast and dircc-:
PresicljenVs
tion so much in .evidence here.. But
apubtle release -;of" Nat. T,evino
to.lui-- there has been much re-wxiting. hew
tit)
Features Heiiry Wlk'wxon,. Brtlv situations, new elements and a touch
FiiriiesH,. Sidney. Blackmer,- Kvelyn B'l^tit.
.of' propaganda
added.
The, self-,
.Directed .by Phil Rosen.'. Story <-ori<-rlV<»tl.
by Jvi-«nU.lin TV.-. Roosevelt. Wrltt<>n- tor evident plug for cooperative plant
•Mb'e.rry m»K by
Kiipe.rt. Hufjheii.
Bamuel operations* 'and slap at high-handed
Hohklns A<iarhs, .Ahlhrtny ..Abbot.
Rita- capitalistic
interest are laboriously
WfciVnan.
S. Vnn .DJne and .John J-Ir.-:

'

:

ones.,

V

igin'als.

:

'

r

Australia to

of

interior

There is one beautiful shot in the
picture showing the- novelist swim-,
mirig in the nude,
ith Mara ;th row*
ing her a. gown from the top of a
cliff.; Nothing at all suggestive: just
a corking piece of camera .work and

,:

'

-

.

'

.

.

.

unknown

gather material for a book, and to snappy megging
secure information 'about a mysterious white ,man named, Mara,, who
lives \yith and leads a tribe of abbr-

;

:

.

.

.

.

.

'
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.

:
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SWING BANDITRT
With Georrle

,

.

;

,

:

Chariest Chauvel, director, spent Comedy
time' in America a'nd has 19 Mlhs:
turned his knowledge to good use; It Globe, N. T.
was ChaK el who gave Errol Flynn
Edaeatltoal-zoth
his first fh; t try in a pic titled 'In
Typical Buster Keaton comedy
the Wake dits the. Bounty.'. Thia one with Uncojmipohly good dialog arid
didn't mean Anything," except for the more, than the customary allotment
discovery of Flynri:
of ori i'nal situations..
Frozen-pan
In making \ 'Uncivilised,' Chauvel comic
cast as Elmer, the" dumb
has turned in' the picture of his ca- fireman who can't do anything right;
reer, and one that should place Aus- It la bply.j when be *gets lbst from
tralia on the map. -Dialog is some- his' crew ^hd hM to: biiild his oner
what 'mumbo-jMhibo,' but. should vbe man apparatus that he achieves any
easily imderstood. Acting: is passable, degree of succes&. This venture enwith. Hoey outstanding. Camera work ables him to rescue the. chief's wife
'"-:/'.'
perfect and- is a highlight. Probed from a: real blaze;
from., every angle/ 'Uncivilised' is
Keaton manipulates his comedy
the best local made to date.
liries better than in his- recent ef-Story tells pf a beautiful young forts,
It^ may be' because DaVid
woman ^novelist who:: is sent to the Freed man -provided SQme funnier,

some

-

'._.•':'
for de-- tion.
mocracy. broadens the role just a
There are several production numshade, to. put it over. Katharine bers, one of which cost plenty and
Alexander, is a natural for the looks it., But the latter, while lavish,
wealthy, divorcee'-lnother of Freddie. is: terribly slow and thus loses its
Jonathan- Hale's- bit as the judge effectiveness. This is
sustained
will probably, type him in this sort number to the theme of 'A Thousand
of assignment iridef. Dorothy Peter- Love Songs;' with other songs, interson is Kopriey's screen, mother, and polated, and three single singers
impressively draihSbc in her Moss of participating, along with an army of
her husband: (electrocuted for mur- girls and Miss Davies, There are
"
der).-.
;;
several complete changes of cosv
Peggy Coiiklin. Who did a couple tumes .and setting, including a fast
of films previously, came to new at- shift to a water scene in which it
tention", ^ith her Irish "perthess in: appears- the studio added- Lake Erie
'The Cp-Resppndenf on Broadway, to .the property list. .Miss .Davies
registers in' this hew screen ..effort. takes an active part once for a brief
She., might. be given, better camera waltz with a dahcing partner,., but
co-opefation, but she evidences, that otherwise she poses in; various cosshe has ,it for the piquant type of tumes to fit the scenery, arid her imroles.
One of th.e technical short- mobility, plus the fact that she's, the
comings was the too obvious faking center of all on view: is responsible
of 'Say Ah!', the sole vocal inter-: for the number's flatfooted Pace.
lUde. wherein ter pseudo-vocalizing,
In- another
production item, a
as well as :her pianoforte jaccom- .well-done Coney Island novelty idea.
paniment. were flagrantly obvious. Miss Davies essays a bit: of simple
General production^ is otherwise eccentric stepping alongside. Sammy
The Rosson-Schneidermahn "White, with the latter , very much
inernatography is
->
istinguished in under, wraos.
canturiag' the intihie sidewalks-ofWith light comedy, her forte. Miss
•N:Y: atmosphere as art-created by Davies' is of course okay, but: her
Cedric Gibbons. The Mahin-Schaver comedy takes the rap for her s. arid
scripting job is tops in developing d. deficiencies this time.
the Rowland Brown original.: (Latter
Of the supporting players Allen
is sai
to have also.: had an initial, Jenkins, Roscoe 'Karris. Walter Cathand, in the direction until-.-: Van l'et't, Pert Kelton. William Coll'er
Dyke, stepped
'but the: latter well and Ruth Donnelly are good selecrates the marquee distinction which tions.
Lloyd - Bacon's di rectibn ^ is
the Broadway Capitol js according nearly always faster than the: story/
the merger, above the title,
.rather arid Bobby Connelly's dance direchdsual exhib recognition).
tion and number staging once again
Anclor American flavor
the are corking examples of imaginative
artholomew - Copper - Roohey con- eye stuff.
trasts, furthermore distinguishes this
Harry Warren arid -Al, Dubi *s
nicker for the British market where sorigs are topped by. 'Thousand Love
J t. should give the English cousins a
Songs,' which will click. 'Coney Issympathetic understanding of U. S. land' and 'Here Comes Chiquita' are
juvenility- 'I ithout, in any wise, bor- riot so certain. Included in the 'Love
dering oh any propaganda
of Ameri- Songs' medley are 'Shadow Waltz,'
tan. honsterism.
'Who* and «A Rose in Her Hair,'
Devil Is a
issy* title may. be with David Carlyle, Dick Dennis and
changed; so far as the sissy Dart's Charles Teske doing the singing.
concerned, for the British trade, be-:
Bige.
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original idea feebly proLots of good I talent, some
new tunes, excellent camera work, a
flock of dancers and pretty girls, but
the. whole thing is. muffed through
hurried production arid carelessness.
Apparently thi.t notion wai to deTAsm'an Hljrglns. At Embassy theatre.
Sydney, Sept.- 25. *3<i. \ Runnlnf tinle. 82 pict the rhythm of the iubway. - At
least, the picture starts oui'that way.
•mlns.''
Hoey
.Denis
...
.. ... .
/
Mdra. ........
But soon it attempts, to develop' -a
Beatrice Lynn. ........... ..>Mar»tot Rhys 'story.'
......... iMarcelte Marnay
Sondra
.There's a full troupe of chorines
Aahton Jarry
.
Akbar Jhap. , . .
who dance smartly but are so manAt last there issues from an Aus-; handled, first with foggy ,backrtralian studio .'a picture fit to grace grounds aad lastly with an absurd
the screens of the world. Very nov- third-rait number, that their efforts
elty of the setting, should give 'Un- are mostly: wasted. Harland Dixon,
civilised' a spot on the .American who staged the dances, probably
screen. Not, however, as ah ace at- will be amazed at the way the
traction/ but on duals because, but- camera caught his efforts.
Jean Sargent and Johnny Hale do
side. Australia, the: marquee names
mean nothing.'
remarkably well all considered,, arid
Slowness of dialog- may cause, ah un tabbed colored instrumental
overseas', buyers to' nix the .produc- combo arid steppers deserved a bettion, but this is hardly likely be- ter break.
Wear.
cause novelty of presenting a scenic

-

:

Fairly

;',

is

'

.

.

VUaphone-WB.

{AUSTRALIAN MADE)

-

:

"

Strand, Brooklyn

Sydney, Sept, 20. /
Universal reteaae of Expeditionary Films,
fea Jut Si' prodUr.tfon. Stars Dennis Hoey
tures Matxot Rhya, Aahton Jarry. Marcelle
Ma may. Directed by Charlea.', Chauvel.:
Scenario Charles Chauvel, from, atory by
E. Tlmnis: music/ Wmlley Kvan*; camera,

-

.

sandwich, arid
written bretween.'
cup of coffee.:
Jules White;
credited as 'pjroduCei.
Chat.

Jeari~"Sarient, Johnny.

.'

,'

•:

KUSH-HOUR BHAPSODT*
WltH

Musical
17 Mins:

'

.

,

new.vcan
Del Lord directed frorii a story by
John. Grey which may have been
.
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fire captain's

Malyon

.
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"ture "of fair-'
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•,.
.-V '••.-' 'v.-This saga of the sidewalks of New
Lack-'fof. story substance between
must:
perforce,
resurrect numbers makes. 'Cain and Mabel', an
—Tfork
tnoughts of /StreeVScehe' and the .elQngated screen flash act, with its
Paul Street Boys/ and to the merit .confined to\ production. Casb

ing,

'

K, Cllve
-"Pomeroy

.C. .13.
A'Ueri
.

;

. . . . . .

Pert 7£elti?r.
a m^Ool ller; Sr.Sammv-. Whit*

. . . .

.

.

.

.

Ruth DrnnMly

;

.

Specialty
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.

.

;

:

:
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'The. Huipan A d y e ni u r e'
(Shields). Archeological expe-

.

.

ri

..

ers only.* ~'\

,

Jake. Shermnn.
. . .
Rortny Cauldwell . . ,
Mild. .-. .>
.i ..
;

.
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Columbia
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Fields

of

names will keep it
-'Hearts/ to Bondage' (Rep).
MerrimaC-Mpnitor episode of
Civil War, dramatized not too'
•effectively iqr the. screen; d'ual-

Warren.. Al Du.bln: musloal. fllrectlrin. 'I.eo
Forpsteln: arrnnsements.. :Rav HeUidorf;
fllm
editor,
AVllllam- .Holmes;
camera.
Ceoise Barnes:
At Strand, N. Y.. week
Ort..17. *a«.
Runnlnp time. SI) rhlhs.

.

,.

.

1

.-../,-.• .Stanley

>

scarcity
in duals.

mystifier;

..strong

<

N; ¥«•

:

mars what might have been a

,

....

Rlalto,

incent Lopez and his "drurnmer
Three Stooges may or may not be
turned out a song recently while- the funny, deperidirig; on- how audiences
'Knock, Knock' craze was having take to them.. Their slapstick is besome effect on sanity, It is calledV ginning to suffer frbni infirmity and
'Knock/ Knock, Who's There?' and in this case many comedy fans will
now forms the principal basis for a fail 'to. see fun in some of the aritics
short which includes as many of indulged. Curley tries hard to be
those Knock, Knocks' as anyone, funny^ but his gestures and biisi
would want te' hear in 10 minutes, lack the true, comic insbirattoh
if any*.:.
this time but' 'The other boys are
Including other numbers, however, known only as' Larry- and Mbe.
irigs
and Maxirie Tappen, who
Boys are firemen this. time. When
'Organ- Grinder's Swing;' it is fair they areii't sniacking .each other
entertainment. Lopez, at the piano around arid sticking fingers in eyes,
throughout,' does a composition of something that's: greatly overdone
his. own
on the ivories, Three. and not so- funny anymore anyhow,
Sisters*.*
There are: 'Knock Knocks' they are? -messing up the station,
here and there from the opening to house, missing fires or getting into
the close. Good production figures. trouble. -The best part of the short
-v.:.-, '-—
--v.-~-^,Char.
deals: with "their adventure Tin the

.

. . i ,

Comedy

IS Mini,
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^Paramount

'

(Rep).

;.
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V^Hlpv:

Music,, Singlnr, Novelty
It Mlris;
Kialto, N. T-

.

.

..

... . . . . . , .

.'; .
.

is

Vincent lopez and orchestra THBEE STOOGES
'Knack, Knock, Who's There?' .^:f 'False Alarm'

'

AVarner'
relense of CosmopnIUati
Katharine Alexander proauctlon. ros.
Stnrs Marlon Davlea, .Clark
;> • fiene Lookbart Gable;
features
A Hon ..Tonkins." Bosctie
Mi* .MUvpby,
».;.. ;Kathlseh Lockliart Karns.. Directed
hy Wovd Bacon. Story,
Judge- Holmes;/. . .» , ,v; V.. .-.Jonathan Hale H-...- O. Wltwer;.
adaptation,. I,n1rd 1")'oyle:
Principal-.. ..
... .. i
Girarilot dances.
. , nEttenne
Bobby .Connelly; songs. "Harry
•Ruffs' U
.i'.VVi . .^Sherwood; Bailey
Hilda- Plorce/..

Mr. Murphy <•

VARIETY

TALKING SHORTS

above par grosses.
'Cain and Mabel' (WB). Lavishly-produced musical with
second rate story, and moderate
chances. Marion Dayies-Clark
Gable starred.
TThe
President's
Mystery'

1

.

W*

1 fc

The Devil Is * Sissy* (MG).
Corking: entertainment for .all
types audiences, a cinch for

:

.

CV

Miniatore Reviews

Bartholomew,
Raoney, '.Ian
S. .Van Dyke.

:

;

Claude "

-

.

SISSY

cause of local idiomatic reasons. Incidentally, the title refers to the
premise that the reason deviltry is
weak-kneed is because it requires
Jaol;t'e
Vbflp.er;
strength to be forthright; that only
Huni-er: Dlwottd by W.
Original byVRowland Brotfn; screen blay, the cowards, resort to' underhahdJoint ./J.ee; Mahln arid Richard Sehayer; edness to
further- their ends.
This
score,- Herbert Stdtbart; one songy
'Say
A;h!\:by AHbtir. Freed-Naclo. Herb Brown; gospel is most casually and naturally
camera, JfcriM. Rossfen. George Schnelder- propelled by the jurist character
inanft^- iirt^.fledrlo'. Gibbons;:, editor, I'oni without, in any wise, becoming a
HeId; i>At :-CftiRltoft N";
week Oct,.
preachmeht
Abel.
'3U. Kunnlris" time; l?,t tnins.' V
.-.

,
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tion.

:

;.

;

.

'

VV ray

to a dual
su pe rior performances as the wealthy
attorney who wants to lead a new

t.'.siM'V

:

oiiians
.

.

.I/'iiku

Betty Furness makes a chaririing and sincere: heroine as his second
Chief 'rnystery about The Presi- choice, for matri mbny.' Sidney Blackdent's Mystery' is why the producers mer chips in with one of his better
attempted to. iriiprove on the Liberty villainy characterizations. .. Evelyn
magazine. yersiori that subsequently Brent, as' the attorney's wife, does
appeared as a novel. If the original well enough with- a disagreeable :.role
from the. pens of Rupert "Hughes. that's hardly more than
bit.
Samuel Hopkins. Adams,. Anthony Barnett Parker, cast as the ri idly
Abbot., Rita Weiman. S. S. Van Dine polite butler/: stands' out in this
He indicates nice
arid John Erskine had been: trans- minor character.
ferred to the screen as a mystery possibilities.: John Wray is wasted
yarn and nothing else. Republic as a crooked sleuth. Remainder of
might have had something. As it is, cast is uniformly strong and well
Wear,
ill
have a tough job chosen.
the featiir

Joe.Ree

.

..

Arthur

life.

AylKivb.ri.li

.

.

M| hint or, for

':^ Yl ^..

V'.ftiwip.

Minister.

Customs

'ufficei-/;

riobert Nnlnlty
Joe Moni<hou*<r

Qu.'nton 'McPhersuii

Operetta built around /^Richard"
Tauber. continental singer, and: one
,

cf the few real novelti
'British
pictures have turned out i
riiotlon
picture:. font).
Film is very, good
light musical;
ith a quaint plot, arid
plenty of tunes; and has Jimriiy Durante * playing comedy in a 19th
:

'

^ ^sia^^
.

produced. It looks good for general
appeal, .among -the. pops, ;.with -Taur-.
bcr'x voice and Schnozzlc'S humor
building up real entertalnntdnr.
Story idea, claimed to reflect a
historic fact, ' about a small Europan,
kingdom where the ruling
Princess bans; music because the
people .think only of song and
neglect their work. Carlini. farrious
singer, prompted by an American
newspaper correspondent, leads a
popular revolt against the edict, and
is cast: into jail; hewspa perma n th^n
rouses the populace to storm the
prison, free their hero arid win back
'

,

,

.

:

-

,

;

.

.

'

;

'

'

'

their, lost

Heavy

music.

romance

between

inger

adds lustre to the situawith a love issue between the
pressman's daughter and the police
chiefs son giving youth a- good

arid Princess
ti

bl

Takcs a lot of footage to establish
(Continued on page :17>
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COMES
With a screenful

and

of gags, gats

gals in a grand

new

laff

-

slant

an radio

With the reigning
rhythm favorites,
'Thru the Cour1
tesy of Love and
'You On My Mind'!

COMES
With the Surprise Performance that Makes a Million-Dollar Star Personality Out of

ROSS

ALEXAN

GLENDA FARRELL Anne
•

George
Directed

E.

Stone

•

•

Craig Reynolds

•

DE

R

Hobart Cavanaugh

John Sheehan • Joseph Crehan • Dennis Moore
• A First National Picture • Sengs by M. K. Jerome * Jack Schell

by William Clemens

With Another
Big October

Show

Nogel

fro

^

:
.

.

.

.

•

Land Without
f rpm

(Continued

dently gave the clue' to
is
one.
Willy Fritsch is portrayed as a hopeless lyric, writer bri a N. Y. daily.
Wito is. waiting months to see any of
his output in print. Almost desperate,
he gets new hope when the boys on
the paper tell hirii that the boss is
taking a personal interest in him

Music:

page 15)

he

music-imadness' of the peasant
/population, but; after that, the durioris plot moves smoothly against .a
series of light operatic backgrounds,
-permitting Tauber free rein to. indulge a- wide range of material in after perusal of his lyrics, and that
one. of Europe's/ finest and most he has been fayored to- cover night
powerful voices. /He has five or six Court. Actually it's only a fake and
songs, with chorus support, melodies an emergency job necessitated by the
being composed/; by Oscar Straus, fact that. ;the regular, reporter is too
whose tunes are all gay and
sal- spusy to attend and all the others
.

•

'

^

.

-

.

'•./'•

'

decline.

.

Tmmediate pop demands have Du-

..

.

At night court he

.

bails a pretty

as headline material, with girl' out who stands a good chance
"June Clyde , in support—if they of .being, convicted for loitering, by
haven't forgotten this girl, in the telling- the judge she is his fiancee:
States by now. Schnozzle puts typi- Pressing the matter the judge marcal /material across >in a grand way, ries' 'em on the spot 'and the two
spelling laughs *vith every line and shuffle to his horrie following a hastygesture,
Clyde Jgirl is okay in the wedding supper in a drug store, coriyoung, romance part, and Diana sistirig of herring arid potatoes.
Napier (Mrs.; Tauber) makes .a fair
Gil, the lyric-writer husband, is
shpwing as the Princess. Other fea- the same failure in loye as in busitured players fill their parts ade- ness. When, after a curiously bashful
jquately.
'I*'wedding: night, he sees the morning
Production 'standards are effective. papers; in the .street displaying a
^ithrWalter/jPbrde's direction work- front-page story of his adventurous
ing i»p ;a steady actioa and contriv- action iri night court, he hastens to
ing to t>reyent- the. Irequent sones his. editor
iri great delight to get a
from delaying- the. movement.. Sets warm welcome.
It turns out too
are musical' comedy style, but nicely warm,
because the boss gave him
designed and^executedvarid photog*hell lor neglecting
the
•"^^;iJWWlHfe^tin^ Will pass any. papery the bnly .daily i N.notify
Y. which
'wftiere^ "JSpiind
better than in hasn't got the
story. Getting the
average #fttisft ^r(Jductib'rts.
rante

.

(MEXICAN MADE)
Mexico
.

Stars

.

.

;

.

.

;

-•"

friends :try

his

vai

iri

telling the

to

"

ief

really their fault.
Elopement of the niece of Jackson,
'Oil ;kirig, is used in cbnnectiori with
Gil's newly wedded wife^ who looks
the part and possesses the same
mark, a beauty spot oh the shoulder;
ExJraordiria>y thmgsniapperi," iricludJrig
.fire alarm at the Met Opera
House, with, the happy end crowning
an intricate story.Xilian Harvey is charming as Arirr
Garden, Willy Fritsch convincing as
the hopeless lyric scribbler, Paul
JCetrip and Oscar. Sima funny as ever
it's

« SF^tMffir&i&f;
*nd .SamUet/'

ot imcle'n
are: production.
Irectcd by :lSrrol

..Hubbard.-

;l *nuves

r^obp rt Toiingr.

If-SBai t.:

^Uon;

i

From

-J

VThe. Whisf> firing

etory,

Rofrect.-.Anare\Vp; fllin

WJlbiv Robert'

:£*.n <»»*rftV*eB,tei- White. At -;KI alto;
weelj; -Oct, 16; ^O,? Running time,
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It is the
enterprise
headed by Fernando de Fuentes, who
has megged several Mexican picsj
and Alfonso Bustainante, of long experierice in. the aim biz down here.
It .is a Mexican^picture that has a
very definite appeal to Americans;
its simple story has the strength' of
the basics of drama, comedy, tragedy ;
it is the -McCoy" in -locale, costuming, characterization ; there is only a
dash of gun play, though it has, the
demanded amount of action; it treats
honestly and accurately of a not-sbyery-iriuch exploited theme, Mexican
ranch life; it has the best in Mexican
^rancherp' songs, as Well as a neat
presentation of the colorful natibnal
dance; photography and sound are
okay and; the. direction siriObth.
Pic was a^ decided hit with local
American residents and tourists,
those who" kriow Mexico and thpse
who want to know' it. Story isf
basically the triangle type: two fellows and a girl, and artfully depicts
Mexicari psychology..
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Bad casting, is, evident even l)r:
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Paul lilltlt woman's husband— a Mexican visitor break.
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:fH-cr,.'.
..... W'juller ./'Urf-nnin
Mr. "<:1iiM<s(»
rAUrert 'l-'l(n-:i|.h with .? nrbphelic turn of
if" id-T^pvev.before it is realized, that 'Jambs Dtmn
.. Carlos... Hi- -vn'di'/
'.'hi.H
iJlliln. Ilai;\i
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.'rfl eve
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Case of love-nt-first-sight
of his heart.
Charlotte Henry is
(In German)
neatly -.packed acti.bn onus-.. /f»'b
dignified to acceptable proportions \ again -'given a thankless, role fi.<i the!
Splen id comedy with sorigs which iin'lid ...the continual carnival farifare p«irl whose swcetheiirt is killed;] Tim McCoy given free rein for his
cannot go wrong at' the b.o. UFA's that makes utr .the background 6,-car Ap'fbU a- combcrent plaveK is 'two-fiVed"...talerrts; .; R*»cirlatioh blefirst serious atternpt to go Broadway;, r
Latter- is good: though "the-. producer riiiscast. as a crbminecring' naval 'cap-.j nipiiL:; from i.'a.ttte-rusUin.'» to a neck^
both, as regards book and production. wouldn't have hurt the ifil)
tic party. .--Rates better .IhaW average
li ving Pichel- '-i's "criiire'lv ImsI
to hav'
lai ;
Starring Lilian Harvey and.
iy ...built his 'sets larger. And.
\bct*r«r as "war, :':ja&€O^V;-.:'v-thrbui2h: '.faulty f.?a^H-USh,. -fferl
_Frllsch;. the. filni lijoks a smash, v
While McCoy is the sole, name for
> -camera ipb in- action, .elbseuris. would, hirsute adQrripieiitS more than an •'•'
Paul Martin has rounded- ilp' a cast have' been, a distinct adyahlag'5. ! -thing- 6jse.rSv;.
marquee, assisting cast- is abbve
that gets along beautifully. Comedy Music was concocted', with the sensiDavid-. Selm
-.'.hoi*
Trite diaiojK. is aribthek wchlcncss I'br westerns.
element is plentiful and deftly treat- ble idea ot.not wearing the famed that jrilght ^haVe beon i^mediod in loosened tip McCoy/ who, is less stiff
ed. With' the director maintaining- a, 'Barcarolle' to. shreds during the fi rst time. Roman tio cpi st»d<s either were in .this orie; ....AlderV .Chase" !.#«'• the
"
"
smooth pace throughout;
badlv written .<firji*areles.siy dir^clr-d heavy with- conviction. Sheila Mah;.
i-eol.
American films '('It Happened One
Supporting cast is nicely -nicked because Lhey f^TTto get over. Early liors,' Spanish allerup^; are /fn-^/jd
'•
Bni
Niy lit,' 'Broadway Melody,' ete'J evi- and perform.* up to .<inufl.
Edya.
'xtran'eous matter could have beeii somewhilt.
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the same
the rbmantiir lead,
begiris^'moving by plane ' into with Gina Malo,'^who rputs a-.lot of
Egypt. .The camera gets a: good deal life into her role, filling the opposite
bf footage from the air, including spot.
modern citi ' ]but. with ruins the
Story totters along from the West
principal object there is little mod- End to Spain and points east, with
ern life, or achievement covered in cabaret, London theatfe and cbitritry
the film.
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';.
residence interiors, krid is all about
Many ancient aiid interesting. ruins a hot-tenipei'-ed naint Icing whose son
are visited. Various excayatioliis of •s secretly wed to a Spanish' dancer.
ari ambitious .nature, 'together :with. involving a' ipasouerade
as the hobfer
discoveries arid the care taken to "by:, a' society* sweetie. Between 'em
preserve them, as well as the .'busi- they kid the bid* boy around, sing a
ness of recording finds, phbtbgrarih- few tuneful, melodies and so on.;
ing objects; riiaking drawings, ctc.V
Picture's on* -distinction is that of
provides the major portion of the ha v n k hercn the- first productrbn shTiir^
footage.
It
is
ancient history in ^t Kbrda's new Denham: perhaps
probably, its most enligbteni 'p aind that's why it. is so unfinished and:
engaging form;
There
little jacking; in purich.;
hurnor for reii
he narration is unusually well
done; his words bei
well chosen
and the voice nicely recorded. With
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hardly gets to firct
base for Unifed States release. Treatttient is slbppyL and -x epresentatlye pf
second-grade British pictures;.' with
plot a .niixture of 'farce arid' light
comedy and story too confused to

Frorri ,this address, the expe-.
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from many in this category. are rhain assets fbr native audiences.
Besides having educational appeal, i<
Robey's standing- in vaudeville and
should prove of fa Ir ; cbinmercial musical shows here is undisputed,'
value.
but he never got far in filjns (though
The expedition's program, cover- he did a gOQd sppt-iri .'Don Quixote'.)
ing: a' wide 'range of ground; Is pre- and he appears tbo set in the trafaced by a bf ief but very well dope ditions of the boards to.' adapt hut
talk by Dr. Jarries' Henry Breasted, technique- ip the camera; his; strong
under i*hose supervision the picture suit is an butsize^pair o£''«yeI*rpws
was made. ' .which he discusses and a facility for indueinRi hlirnpr
some .of the earliest endeavors of into -otherwise pointless dialog—but
mankind, at the same time exhibit- it is all very English.
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Archeological
expbdition of the Oriental Institute
icagb into
of the University, .of,.
reece and
Egypt, Syria, Jerusalem,
Persia, become absorbing screen fare,
despite the lack of story, love i terest and other elements of usual,
The. Human Advenimportance.
ture* is travelog iri nature but quite

,

Raynio'riJ

has satisfactorily coped with
the first hurdle.
GUstav Froehlich
and Lida Baarova give performances
that are hangup. But the Offenbach

Direction,
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t>lalrlbutora> Release.
picxluVtlon.
5l:irH (icrtrfei*

Hobey; feature* Nell -lift

CUIll KoUi;1iier* '\>''» Vfitnw, Pireirted by
FrederlO Jiejnlk. Story. RiidolC, Bp.rrwuerj

ils
by Errol Taggart,
Hu'cko
'/'irircr
iMf.hjivoi)')
p.o :angle.
'VI ni'.'keeper
develop the mUrder mystery and
..(.dffyd. inKt^aba-ii)
Placed in the pre-war r- era. th^
love story along; inspired ijines:
story has both the advantages and
of
a
'Hearts
hr
Bondage' contains s^me
From the start it isn't much
however the
capable artists, a plot that sometimes
gamble who's causing the murders disadyan pes
ehar^:. may be-^of the dual unities "of time intrigues, plenty of production and
and why.
and actioni. Whole, thing ha»Den«? in nurnerous actipnful moments.. And is a bit dull. the. photography of
a single night when a gambling bon yet it* never jells as a gripping; pic- Reel N, Haythorne isi ^cbrnmeridable.
yivant bets his. life that he can win turc except, possibly in its naval bat-:
.'Human Adventure' was^iven tWa
the wife of a club fellow. Actually tie episodes, A careless cutting job. showings' recently: at .Carrifii 'Hall.
he wi.
the bet, but? to protect;.his will .jeopardize its /possibilities- .of Its non>theatrical po'ssibiliti*»a are
('Children of Fortune')
he
conscience
the
wbrt^ian
good.
against
Cluir.
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grabbing a full share of ..double-fea^claims a loss and
killed as tli? ttu-e
(GERMAN MADE)
in.
While iits title militates
price' of his; bet.
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against it from the outset. Film- has
Berlin, Oct.
Froehlich as the gambler turns, in been;. a\ long, time gettiria to N.Y.
tT.V i>ioiluclIon-.ttnd' reierise. K.tai')». illlan,
ttjwe'jf.,
Willy rrltadh. .K.eniiir.e.H -.Paiil a concise portrayal that ist. ab.et.tfd sftei- being
viewed originally, on the 'Columbia'.
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Sole- drawbacks are that, anything
Jess .than A-l actiriig would turn the
whole thing into a sharilbles. and that
Offenbach's idea of a finish for the
piece might seem a bit macabre.
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.3a,; ,..-'AfbJ00 ,i.
... :
cbro. Directed by Charles Breasted. &t*iry Don Jtnid»».i>*. , . L ...
and narration. Dr. .Ta.meH. Henry Prensted; Mr/ Mountfor
'., ."Hal.
(Jiirdon
nliotography.'Reed N.*ftaytlmrne.. At I»l»*n-T Tarkcr ...... Xi s ....
.Gu9. MoNaUnbton
N, T.; week Oct. 17, '38. Running time,
TO -ml'n3i
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Fritz Leiber. contributes brie of the
asr Ericsson,, the- designer of the Monitor.
George Irving lends .realism to the
commander.
igh naval
role of a
The late Henry B. Walthall, as Butrue to. type. Frank Mc-r
chanan,

.

on
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most sincere perfoririances
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strenuously, Tarzari..

.
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s
trayal in an unsuitable, part David riding;stunts...
-Miss Marion
good enough
Manriers is. so-so as. her brother, an
navy. decoy as the heroine'. Walter Miller
officer in the Confederate
better
plays the familiar heavy, okavl
Charlotte Henry deserved

-

-

•.

.

The sceriics are the usual mesa
with his role, .and does remarkably
Weil considering the casting blunder. backgrounds arid Maynard remem-'
Mae Clarke gives a cbnvincing por- bers to, pull off a couple, of neat}
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'

'

;

•

,
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,
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;

of the Gallic presentation of the
cruelty of life to the little guy.
Pic is replete ( With real Mexican

.

actually th6 member .of a gang.
.purchasing merchandise his.' mob
steals. When the trail gets hot; guns
also begin to get warm J' There are
! /three murders, all brought about arid
•/carried' but in a routirie manner.
The usual threats, attacks and police
questioning figure. Young is in the
/
Without
store as its nbw owner.
4 much -reason, he immediately falls
for. a sales girl arid all but promises
her the world, himself and the store
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vessels,, it is okay. the double-uppers.
Mayriard's' heart' interest sis coy
Unhappily, this portion of the yarn
His allies,
is confined to a mi imum of foot- Beth Marion, in calico.
age, probably. the fault of both are- guitar-twanging and harmohy"
.
Singing cpWbbys. Maynard is elected
seripters arid director;
bandits'
candidate
cbnsidr
sheriff
the
byer
Nat Levine has gone
erable trouble to give the film the; but he getsjfrarijed.for a crime he did
requisite authenticity, of .detail. The not commit, Then, -after lots of horse,
letdown in several sequences ap- running, sbriievihobtirig arid copious
pears to be attributable to, the physical cbiribat stuffi Maynard .wins
V -vbut with the help 61 -his- fine horse,
megger.
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femme
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-When the production emerges the hero of law'ahd order in.
of the,,.. western outposts oi
finally,; gets down: to the historic one
naval engageriient between the two American civilization. Typical for
pprti

.

-is.

. •
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. .

Ken Maynard waddles in this pic-,
zas dbvetaijed t and ,:without the digressirig\ cross4interests, the. picture- ture. He's hefty but he 'still riianages
might well have reached epic pro- his two-vguri mai let with gusto and
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HUMAN ADVENTURE

'

Marion.

..

J<curioU;..>itiii-y

.

-

does Abraham Lincoln
Glvnn,
with rare perception. George Hayes
Minor roles
is smothered in a bit.
Esther Fernandez, a winsome lass aire done well by J,
Kerrigan.
with organic heart trouble, is rather Edward Gargan and Douglass Wpqd.
reluctantly taken in charge at her
Wear..
mother's death by Emma Roldari,
two-faced ranch laundress,
who
makes the expected Cinderella of
her. Story is treated with something

,

All of the action takes place in a •could

Ji--;.\)

bring the Civil War. period; story J .under r.ul'iia.'. ;..;.'. .... ....
.....
.
Roberts,-,
... ..
centers about the familiar dog fifiht Judge
Jnbu
between' the Souths Merrimac and Mrs. .Rpber.l*. .;:. Virginia.
the North's Monitor. Had the plot prospector i-i.ii'.

.

;

. .

/

.

-Slar

rvfcisc.

.'.\:id.

« nd ^aiu-.fcpnn'luy, -"'-K'ati* '.(jt:Lse¥t;
Brown; Jr. At Awna,' ,
dnjiios
lb-2», ^oVdoiible bill, UujxrI"
inl»s.
. P

,

department

i)i-oduu.i(M«-

Ken Mnrsball \
costume picture, and probably the June Roberts... »
weakest of the current Crop. Cbv-? 'Flunxcr -;«
i.

:

.
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OVITIf

Jlaynuvdr -features
Diivcted by h^r'ncW- Goi'dou
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FUGITIVE SHERIFF
.Columbia

.

made steel-armored

!

production of a
'

.

;

.

*

Mexico by Mexicans.

first

TJF*A.' prodw^lnn
and
release.
ta'm
Qustav Froehllchi JJtta. Baarova.' Directed

'

"

'.

'

"

mo

,

Ken

director, hurried; to, soriife. meaningless episode'; that nei ther speeded the
tempo -nor sustained interest.
This will be tabbed as a historical,

in The^ Lbngest. Night,' which in its by Kv-fcl): ''N*uaaer., Adapted troni Ottenrelease form has been shorn, to 50 .bacli'a romantic op^vli 'Talr« ot HnfTmah.' horsemanship and shows just enough
the Garden, N. :.Y.,.-0ct. iO-lK. Running' of a cockfight to give an 4dea about
minuses. They seldom come aS short At,
"
time, 8S.
Ins.
that game.
It features 'El Jarabe
as. this,7 especially frOhv the Metro Olaclntu V.;,
.i. .... .J, Ida Baarnva
studio! They .seldom come from that- Gftllniredo .;'.......«.'...-,;.. .•.Gu'slav.Froehlu-lv Tapatio;' an action dance which de....
... W|llv Blr(?el' mands pretty foot arid leg work and
or other major' studios with as little Xubaj-.an
..
;
.Elsn "WaBiier. lavish displays of snowy belaced petto otter, either. . Feature will take ElVHa!
M«jtt«
wjh Daivm- ficdat and other dainty lingerie,
4, ....
the hlace of two shorts, if preferred .'l-vupijchm .i.
per..
.Hubert, yon Meverinok
to shorts, .be act*: as"
weak No: 2 riddovj.sca.'.
.Hllde Hlldebrand formed by Falcon arid Fernandez.
De Fuentes has done a very good
Wlt'tln
.... ;EmlHa uiidu
feat.Ur«;on duals.
job:
Tito
Guizar,
one of the stars, isLargely because it is short on: footriot uriknown to American public via
(lit German)
age* "Longest Night" has the virtue of
UFA appears to be the first to U: S. radio apd Pix.
moving along with sortie speed, but it
Apart, from the mentioned qualidoesn't
ve over interesting .bring put a filmization of Offenbach's ties,
pic has the further advantage
ground. Story is" Hackneyed murder o^era, arid the job
thoroughly of. songs that have been widely
mystery, ftction which does not maf
itable, perhaps, played on radio: arid phonograph
tain, suspense arid; drags: .in its 10 ye creditable. .Too
Grah.
interest like, a 'little-' dbg' hauling a for "the ^euforiic circuit in the U; S; he re. *
bone into the parlor.
Pic would -da better with English
.'A pretty good cast goes to waste,
jbttt
for ./box",' office purposes 'the' titles irt the arty class of. house where
Inames Of 'the .performers do not rrep- ^he. _.-.''pah cins.
misif- pratfall
Reiiubiic release of .Nat Levlno .pfodiic
reserit 'lively, bait, ..Robert Young comedy and can stomach a .dolbrou*:
eatui '^
A°"; Manner.". James. DuWn, Mae Clarke;
Uavld
t,'hurlotte Henryheads- the "pothpany, .which -includes' fending.
Olivetti
Potentialitibs for
Holly-' by f.ew A>;rei* v Moreen :>lay. by UernarcJ
"Florence Rijce.'.Ted Healy. Julie Hay•Sclmbi-i t
and Olive Cooj>ei\-. adaptation.
-d'on arid; Sidney Tbletr ainohg others; wood: remake also .impress -as bbing- Kavr i-OH-n Trorii" orlgJnirl. by Wallace
"line.
.For en tertainrnent .'purposes, 'Healy good.
wealth of clej/er
arid Toler gain the most from the ''situation; material, a notably good
are
/assignments, allotted them. They
"
'"
background
of
music,
ihat
.//both' cops. ''.7
•

;

.

'

'Spanish)
easily .the tops in pics
(f»i

.

(GERMAN MADE)

•

.

'

been more carefully developed
with the romantic stanGulzar around this,

nilns/-

Jose

BARGAROLE

Hubbard arid Samuel
Marx;' \That was' hardly enough,
judging by what they have produced
out, Luciert

l '6i

(.•Am era..

. ,

producers id turn this

City, Qct. 12;

.t

'ers.

,.,Rldriey -.Toler
.v. .Paul Stanton,

.

'I'ICti

l *emai)(lez

DlrcftPd

.

sack,

,

readily etit. to the bone or at least
brightened by. smart passages. After
taking the trouble to develop a dyamatic cabinet 'mtetirig: oiv two occasions, bbth axe mangled while, the

pFoiluRlloh

.'Jcr,

Fiji>hLe».
lCst IVei-
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on the Great Ranch')
(With Songs)
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smooth matters by
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TOPS "THANKS A MILLION"

AND

"SING, BABY, SING"!
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WITH A CAST PICKED FOR ENTERTAINMENT

STUART ERWIN • JOHNNY
ARLINE JUDGE

DOWNS

BETTY GRABLE

JACK HALEY
PATSY KELLY
YACHT CLUB BOYS • DIXIE DUNBAR
ANTHONY MARTIN JUDY GARLAND
Directed by David Butler* Associate Producer Bogart Rogers
Screen play by Harry Tugend, Jack Yellen and William Cpnselman

on a
lyrics

DARRYL
in

ZANUCK

F.
Charge of Production

by Arthur Sheekman, Nat Perrin and Mark Kelly
by Lew Pollack and Sidney D. Mitchell
Music and
sung by Yacht Club Boys
by Themselves

story

—

•

Based

Music and
lyrics of

songs

INTERNATIONAL TITM NEWS

TABDSTY'S' LONDON OFFICE,
SB*. Mqrtta'B Place, Trafalgar Sqsar*
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T«l«pfcoM T«npl« B*r M41-5Q4S
VAfcPCTlf, LONDON

C»¥l<> Ad.lre*»t

CONTROL OF BIG
LOndon, Oct. 12.
red Sanborn held over for anwith money, studios, and developing other fortnight in Kurt Robitschek
Victoria Palace showi making six
personnel.
v
Evidence submitted by the Board weeks in all, with George Black alof Trade Advisory Committee urged lowing him to postpone his General
a quality clause for British pictures Theatres' dates.
to be eligible for quota, as well as
There is talk of Bebe Daniels playa minimum cost clause—not less, ing the title role in Prince Littler's
than $10 a foot.
Cinderella' pantomime at the CoG? R. Hall Cainei M.P., who sub- liseum. If it does, happen, it would
mitted the case, also urged that all be the first time an American has
N
laws relating to the picture industry, placed this role/
including the Board of Censors
Rose Perfect has signed for an
(which the distribs themselves con- African tour and opens in February.
trol); 'shouid be brought under one
Wyn Miller, of Wyn
Mother
government department.
and Hurwyn, here from Australia,
Mother arid daughter have not seen
each other in .10 years.
Dave Bader now represents Carl
Laemmle, Jr., here, as well as Bennie
Zeidman.
Talk of Jack Waller putting out

John Maxwell and Sam Eckman Explain Reasons
for-(^ickjie Productions—'Money Top Chefljs'r^-

Worry

Inside Dirt

Lbridony Oct 11.
Skeletons in the cupboard df. the
•^-British motion picture industry were
ruthlessly exposed in a second gov•••'

'

eniment report

just issued, detailing

•submitted:

Moyne Committee

Lord

to

currently probing
,

not wish to spend more oh quota
films than at present, with a reduced
percentage they could .make pictures
of a much better standard, spending
up to $250,000 a film. With such an
outlay, U. Si distribs would be concerned to make /product they could
sell
internationally, which 'would
boost British production quality.
Stinging criticism of foreigners
comi
into
England,
iring
finance in the city and flooding the
:

:

'

.

.

"'

.

.'

;

i

:

.

'

the Quota situation and wOrki
of
the Films Act,Under the searchlight ;.came John
market with product, came from
Maxwell (B. t P.), together, with
Maxwell, when asked if British pioSarii Eckman;; Jr. (M-G), and' J. C. duction is
working full stretch..

%?

.

r> ^GrahaiW^^^^

^Plethora of Money'
American distributors, latter getting
It is
full stretch now,' he
some roasting on suggestions they said, 'because, owing to the plethora
had been holding the law in con- Of money in the city, we have had
>
tempt and trying to bring British a great rush of people maki
tujes, mostly emigres from Germany
ictures into disrepute.
Committee is seeking to establish and Austria, who -are making pictures so rapidly that .1 have to mark
^ what machinery to put into operaLondon,
time. At the present rhbmeht I have
-y^^'tlpM. when the present quota regulaMajor distributors have effectively"
K tions expire in 1938, and has beeif shut my studio for three months betalking evidence f^rOm all parties in ca^/.'thtye" arie so .many pictures torpedoed the special committee esv
'<%e industry concerned with operant b^g^.inade that I, am not getting tablished by Cinematograph Exhibi-'I
k~m% the laws!' Recommendations have though p^rsoiviel.'
tors Association to tackle excessive
Result of producing in such
z goife ih too, front the Board of
r£ Trade, government department; with hurry, he added, was that pictures' theatre building, by stipulations
.

•

•

.

.

:

.

/

:

M

;

;
•;

a plan for co-ordinatmotion; pictures under one statecontrolled Organization covering een-<
sorship, ethical standards and ail
trade activities and developments.
iijLdica'ti6hs.'0l'

.f

;

"irig

:

,

,

'

intended, as features often came. Out which, while admitting co-operation
as quickies.
of the kinematograph Renters SoRe-examined On the question of
finance, Maxwell declared that for- ciety in discussions, precludes mem-any
eign producers coming oyer here bers of that body from maki
,

had boosted production costs all definite steps toward practica
Eifflity-p»re Do«oment
document discloses round by forcing up prices (i used sisting exhibs.
exammatioh of Maxwell, Eck- to pay a cameraman $60 a week; now
Main
C.E.A.i
plan has been to
mani; Graham arid D. E. Gri iths, I cannot get one under $20b-$250.'
duce K.R.S. members to withhold'
Kinematograph
the
representing
Insurance Bankrolls
C Renters Society (distribs), whose
These foreign producers who came product from situations declared to
evidence- was .preceded by- mem- here,
went .oni got millions, from be 'redundant,' thus effectively;, stop^'<^feda-frOjn. the K.B.S., as a body,.' insurance companies, to chuck about, ping up hew promotions. Without
arid they did chuck .it about, to use this any campaign to arrest' buildSociety pleaded that the 'present it while .it lastetji, before' the inevit-- ing tendencies will get no place at
..'

Eighty-page

meeting

fer Of the three-quarters of the
shares of Bavaria-Munich. Syndikat
holds about 250 concern-free icture
theatres.

Transaction is regarded of extraordinary significance^ both to filrii industry as well as a cultural force,
for the, changing over of stock "t>f
.

r

One of Gerriiany's leading film companies to the hands of concern-free
cinema proprietors" implies farthe
reaching structural change
••'

'

entire' industry here.

-

r
.

as.
the Syndi
owner of the association, Bayari
has also' now become a. self -supply'Three Men on a Horse* on an eight
ing organ of middle-class exhibitors.
weeks' provincial tour, with some' OffSince Bavaria also comprises prothe leads still in England to ; play

Besides

:

owriership, renting,
duction* studi
export, copying works, newsreel and
soUnd publishing, the exhibitors thus
possession
of. an allnemhis wife come into
.Southampton arid drove bracing \film business undertaking
for their own supply.
town,
'

ir

inal roles.

'

Rod la Rocque ha^
Edward G. Robinson met

)

;

,

Berlin, Oct il.
Syndikat
of
of the trans-

;

General

(NDLS) has approved

•

son

arid

.at

therh .up

,

Jerome here to
two" new" plays.^'Limelight'""
adaptation of 4Jane Eyre."
Helen

;

her

•

;
'.

'

;

an"

Three

new
before

;

.

offers from America for the
Whitley-Ritchie-Riscoe^ show,
.it opened, to produce ..it on

FOR EXPORT ONLY

PIC

;

;

BrOadway when

run

°

it -^finishes its

.

>
Savoy.
Douglas Fairbanks buying picture
rights of Gordon McDOnell's novel,
'Jump for Gjory;'
Yacht Club Boys* ©periling at the.
Cafe de Paris had a Brown Derby
'

at' the

'Sydney, Sept. 29.

:

;

'

Local censor has nixed two scenes
from Chauvel's 'Uncivilized.' One
shows a girl swiriiming in the nude,
and the other shows the strangling
of a native. Pic iriay; be Screened i
.

,•

Australia as

but the two- scenes

'
,

atmosphere.. Among those spotted must be deleted before the pic can
were Sally O'Neil, Jiiri.e Knight, be sent abroad.
June Clyde, Lupe Velez^ Lou Holtz,
Local censor has no power to ban.
Ricardo Cortez, a locally made once it has been
Farrell,
Charli
George E. Stone and Lew Leslie.
given an Okay by the Chief SecreJack Warner and Max. Miller be- tary's department, but he can swing
introduced to the audience at into action oh export. Curious situai
the Paramount durfrig the" run of tion means that Australian censors
'Educated Evans,' and former, in- can take eare of the morals of overformed audience .Miller is going, to seas' nations^ but not at horiie.
all.
Charles Chauvel has lodged an ap-.
Distrjibs are not anxious t6. check Hollywood next summer to make a
.
peal against the censor's decision.
the current trend toward bigger and picture for Warners.
Eric Maschwitz, head of vaudeville
better, theatres, with greater .box
office potentialities than many' of the department at the British Broadhouses they replace, wjiich are casting Corp., balling oh Sophie
mostly out-of-date stands built be- Tucker" .to prevail upon her to do a

:

;

'

•

.

.

.

.

.

l

.

,.

.

.

:

:

;

'.

:

.

obligatiOn^to produce 15 to-18 Brlt- able bankruptcy, Native producers
ish jplctures annually, above their yorked with tight belts because they
American, programs was too heavy to intended to continue' in busi
and
be ;workable and was responsible for' pay dividends; and suffered from
the deplorable quota quickies; allow sucti unreasonable ponroetition.
..'

•

:

.

.

.

.

.

th^

-

'

ON GERMAN-MADE

toCpr&luce on^}ftye; ^t!i-;
a
Groups oi underwriters' .are. notwould maite pictures lending money directly on. pictured,
they be explained,; but issuing guarantee fore Or immediately
•••••••r^B^twfej.; jcpuW.-\be-. ;P^V<?*;
aftet the world
:

year, arid they

.':

policies to banks who give over-,
\ Maxwell's statement" ithrew' an
drafts. Bank takes a mortgage charge
luminating light on the structure of on the picture arid collects its prothe :mdusfry as.it operates here, and ceeds.'
in
or two. the
'

;

:

supports the

V
,

OJSi

complaint

,

He

When,

loss is

year V
ascertained, the underwriters
a"

shows ^ubta comirtitments of major pay the shortage to the bank. :~It, -is
American distribs to- be:' Metro, 16; a regular thing for a man who wants
Warner-First Nat, 19; Columbia; 10; t^ make a picture, to form a $500"

[

Universal,
Parampufatf/ lGr Radio,
13; and 20th-F©x, 13 pictures a year.

.

>

Shortage of man-power and experienced personnel, makes it impossible
for big' British producers to make
films von >o extended 'a scale, he
-

"

,

t

,

;

C-E*A. committee will continue to
but unless the K.R.S] changes
altitude, which is unlikely, it. admits it might as well give
•

sit,

;

its

'

,

'

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
planning to cast the Ear]
in every type of role
except English. He's such an expert
.

Metro

of

is

Warwick

:

linguist that he's to

be cast

in for-

eign speaking, or foreign-accented,

;

.

.

.

-

,

,

ture qiXJ: A; is sd different from that
of the others that it can introduce
fresh product from anywhere; it >s
aot concerned with a heavy producr

Had

been .thrown,
into the early morning programs to
comply with the law, and. then
pitched out the
of the day?
On one or two occasions only.
Eckman pointed out that most
good British, films are controlled by
companies with their own- theatres:
he and other American distribs had
to meet the, law by showing what
British

films

Hollywood financed by iti *.C.
are 'other majors.
Eckman interpolated here that producers of good British product are
unwilling to release through firms
like Metro, fearing their films will
be overshadowed by first-class Am'sr- they could get.
"--':'' i
.-v;--WJ» -Wo^a--Berien^:"'
icariproductJE&kmari-alse confirmed
Asked who would benefit mostly if
Maxwell's views on shortage of manpower, and said that Metro is un- the percentage were reduced,
willing to <go into: prodductiori here man said, 'I think the entire indusuntil it can do so on scale equal to try would benefit. If a lesser number of better pictures were made,
its Hollywood activities.
v
Talent Reservoir
the public would have a greater reAmerica, Maxwell emphasized, has spect for British films. Exhibs would
a reservoir Of talent 10 times as big be obliged to show less; the p/oducer
as Britain. Difficult he suggested, would have a more economic situais illustrated in the experience of tion, with prices not forced to unrea" /
London Films which, through lack of sonable heights.'
Maxwell cdmitted that when the
mah-poweiV made only three films
and two the year before. Films Act was framed, its sponsors
last
His own group, British International, hover dreamed of quickies; it was a'
found it impossible to make more complete surprise. He did not think
than 14.
the quota was any longer needed,
J. C. Graham. supported Maxwell however.
British production was
la contending that» while distribs do well enough set to go right ahead,
lion In,
as

:

.

,

.

:

parts.

:

.

.

t

;

'.

an agreement among' them not -to
book or exhibit any films in French
or.' v other languages which are verfinanced by German filrii
sions
There have been a number .of such

especially in the French language, seeping into the U. S. of late,
with the German tags carefully removed. Operators of the three houses
Sydney, Sept. 29.
involved figure their custoriiers don't
Sir Ben Fuller has returned from
Melbourne and left at. once for New want to be kidded arid have agreed
to tip each other off on phoney tags
are
riot
matters
that
r
Zealand. Says
proceeding any toO swiftly finan- when and if they find out. Fiftyfifth St. Playhouse, N. Y„ only other
cially with Atlanta Film Productions,
house
using
language
films
(outside
.disappointment^
to
is
Ltd., much
of German and Spanish specialized)
Sir Ben mentioned that he went
is not in on the agreement
into the company on the understandfilrns^

:

.

confer with his associated on the sitIan Hunter planning, a visit to uation and; even until his last visit,
England next March arid hopes to it. Was., generally, -thought that the
remain for the Coronation.
His company would go to flotation,
brother,
Kenneth/ has. taken an
apartrii.ent in Beverly Hills, and will
EST
make his home there indef.
Harry M* Novak, general manager
Major Harris, working in 'Another
Dawn,' .is having a still
icture for Warners in .the Argentine, arwhich was taken of one of
sets rived in New York Oct. 15 from
;

•

;

Cinema de Paris, vFilmarte and.
theatres in New York, all
sure-seaters
to
foreign
catering
language .film trade, have come to

Cameo

'

.

;'

FRENCH TALKERS IN N.Y.

companies.

SIR FULLER'S PIC CO.

^ with
, Madeleine Carroll,
two physicians attending her one
day, showed^ up at 20th- Fox for work
in 'Lloyd's* the day following.
ing that the amount of capital
Errol Flynn will visit his copra quired for production would be unplantation in New Guinea on his tri
This apparently could
derwritten.
to the South Seas next month. The not be done and shares in the comtrees, Which are eight years old now, pany have been ori offer to the put>
v,
\vili
full>-bearing in two more lie.
'Unfortunate^,' he adds, 'the
years, and. he expects to settle down public
apparently riot over/
on the plantation at that time, never anxious to buy shares, and; the posr
to return to^ film making.
sibility now is that the whole thing
E. Olive was granted special will fail to cOme into operation bepermission; to: drive his own car to cause of insufficient capital.'
the 'Maid of Salem' location at Santa
Sir Ben's statement cornes as. a
Cruz, but was forbidden by the stu- surprise because it was anticipated
dio manager to drive home because that Atlanta would have no trouble
he had to pass through Salinas, in making the: grade. Sir Ben has
where ^rioting flared in the lettuce made several trips to Melbourne, to

stri

.

;

.

go on. the air for British Broadcasting Corp.
'Balalaika,' rewritten musical- by
Eric Maschwitz, formerly titled 'Gay
JHussar, will be revived, with Lou
Holtz and .Charlotte Greenwood .beickered for leads.:
i

•

:

1

.

MAY NOT EVEN START

.

.

;

Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon may

''

Hollywood

'

argued, and for' American distribs,
ihg~ indirectly into gambling on films'.
already; concerned: with; marketing
Worthless Celluloid
outputs' Of up to 50 pictures annually.
Examiners raised many questions
the, task is.impossible.
on the angle of the system causing,
',' '"';'
Reasons
distribs to produce films that, are
He;: would welcome alteration if
worthless. Direct accusatioris were
../the? Act-^;xeduce- the flood. .of British
flung at Eckman of having delibictures for two reasons. Abundance
cheap quickies was harmful to erately used quickies to discredit
good British product, he feels, and British production in favor Of Amerpn increased output would provide ican, but this the Metro chief flatly
a glut on the market which principal denied. It was the law which compelled such a large. "otage to be
producers would feel seriously.
.Early stages of cross-examinati n made, he said, and-, that made it' imtested: reasons why other American possible to acquire quality footage.
Had he shown British pictures in
distri
could not do as United
Artists/does, making: ritish pictures his theatre (Empire) at times calcuan Integral part/of their program, lated to throw discredit on them?but Maxwell explained that the stru;- Noi
.

'•'

Britons In

cririipany 'and' get a firm of insurance
brokers tb fix: up ,a loan for him
This plethora, 'of cheap money,
Maxwell felt, is having a bad effect
on. 'the picture indus&y,- even the
pennies Of the working main are go;

broadcast.

"'

wan

HABRY NOVAK

.

made

into ^ 'Christmas

cards,

which

send friends in England.
Charlie Austi
on a holiday trip
around the world, stopped off to
visit friends of the London stage,
and was persuaded to play a role in
he'll

,

Buenos Aires.
three years.
,

First

visit

here

;ri

A. manager will remain for three
weeks attending home office confabs.
'

S.

BARNSTYN WITH GN

Anzac Pix

Start Well

Sydney^ Sept.
Two local films, 'Flying Doctor*
(National) and 'Uncivilized' (Chauvel), got away, to a great b.o. start
i
Sydney last week with 'Doctor*
copping a gross of approximately
$11,000. 'Uncivilized' is doing equally
/

;'

well.

With the big success of
pix,

it is:

these' two
ariticipated that ittoney will

up somewhat /
further
production work' here. -Xt
there is rather a keen desire by
business men to take a flyer into the
loosen

pic gariiei /but" little cbi
majors will .continue to

for the

home market

Orily "the
ix

make

;.

When the public begins to regard
locally-mades on the same, plane as
product from overseas,, and not from
the curiosity angle, then the b.o. will
be the sole judge of the value of the
locals.
But, if the entertainment
value is jhere, it is a cinch that the
public will buy the locals just the
same as American or English
product.

Another Dawn/
Jack Barnstyn is resigning as
NEW PAR BRIT. SITE
Rex Evans* mother Is visiting hint president arid treasurer of British &
from England.
Contirierital
Trading Co. to join
London,, Oct.
Margot Grahame ah<t Eric Blore Grarid National iri charge of foreign
new
Pararriount has acquired
among those at Jan Garber's lunch- sales.
theatre site in Bradford.
eon partgr.
Switch becomes effective Nov. 1.
Planning oh a $1,500,000 cinema.

,

,

,

INTERNAYION4L FILM NEWS

LOSBON office,

•V/UttErY'S'

St

Mwitla'a Place, Trafalgar

gqurc

But Awaits H. 0.
Paris, Oct. 11.

Remember?

.

\

l

lona Cinema Syndicate; resulted in
the signing of a two-page agreement
concerning future distribution of
,

American

in Cataloni

films

little

;

production deal
with II Duce. in .Italy for version production down there,
Carlos
Roncoroni,
so-called
Italian film 'czar,' .came to Holr
lywood and talked much rbout

are to receive, for their pictures, to
be. shown in Catalonia during the

countries.

film

American filifiers
down by Mussolini

returned only a couple';
ago, with trouble start-.
almost immediately

private reports of the various U. S.
companies to London and Paris (ahd

20

CINEMAS

thence to home offices in New York)
the trouble was revealed.
Via the Hays office in New York a

that

strong

part, Espinar made prompayment, hut. for the matter
of money, he will have to appeal to

London, Oct.

.

1

Acquisition of a small ichajn of 20

Economic Committee of Catatheatres in Wales and the west of
which controls the economic:
,pf'the
entire: Mediterranean England materially strengthens the.
province. Too, there are many com- circuit "C. M. Wdplf is developing as
plicated laws there concerning hours an outlet for his Universal and Genof work, wages, etc.,. which might
eral Films product.
''•

,

.

conflict.

Figure of $2,500,000' is said to be
involved in the deal, which give;;
control to G.C.F.- Cor
parent com
pany of General Films, and offer has
,

been .approved' in principle by /the
istributiort, but efforts Will be made board of the operating company,
not to release these until it can be subject to approval by the auditors.
seen what results are obtained unTheatres involved are in Swander the new agreement With pic- sea, Bristol* Bath, Gloucester and
other
western .towns; 'including
tures now -runni '/..'""'
Although it does not mention the, Plaza, Swansea, 3,000 seater and' one'
political side of the question at all, of the finest hPuses in Wales.
it is realized that the success or com"

.

plete failure pf jfny 'agreement 'depends entirely on the outcome of the

Until

it ,is

'

*defini tely ter-

one way or another any
agreement entered into runs the risk
of being, made void by a~ change in

HUTCHINSON DENIES

rhi

ment

quietly

to

sent

Commerce

issuing a" strongly
termed protest, directly to the Duct;
of

Governmental decision in Italy is
that American film compani
may.

.

.

take out of Italy only 25% of their
own money* leaving 75%. there. This
75% must be left- completely
frozen or used only in such manner
as is okayed by the government.
Meaning that- before they can use
any of their own money for purchase of bonds or:, other materials,
which may be turned into cash .butSide the Italian borders, the U. S.
Aimers must get government permission on each dollar. It is figured that
this practically, amounts to forcing
U. Si filmers to go into production
herej which is what the Italians are
aiming at and which the Americans
are trying to avoid.
None, of the American companies
has managed to get accurate Teportii"
on the decisions, since there, has.
been nothing published, even by the
Italian government, and. details haye
.

.

20TH PROD. IN SYDNEY

made

never been

Espinar has returned t6 Barcelona,
'of the'

American representatives

who sat in on the talks,
William Morgan .(UA), is the only
American who has returned to his
post in Barcelona; Others prefer' to
sit around Paris for the time being,

planation.

As regards the ppssi
20th-Fox maki
Walter Hutchinson,

public.

.It

is

GOVT ENDS CZECH
STUDIO MONOPOLY

now

here on a

have been

built, to

make
to'

:

.

be bpened

'with-

East

-

;

.

Court Officials

Sit In

studios.

On

Sydney, Sept, 29.
Net profit of $19,735 was turned in
by Amalgamated Pictures, a unit <vf
Greater Union,., for the year; Dividends have been maintained at 10%
preference shares (less Federal
;

.

inari.es.

Ap-

propriations will require $16,265, with

sum brought forward amounting

to $148,7 , 0.'

.

'

agreeable*'

Italian

to
.

.

As far as the money remai ing In
the country is cbncerned.v the situation is exactly as in Nazi Germany,
.

Representatives of newsreel
the.
together with the President
Cinematograph Exhi itors Association, visited the royal residence at
Buckingham Palace to discuss with
court officials plans for filming the
coronation ceremony.
'•

.

but in Germany American concerns
Can use the money as they Wish witlfin the country.

Not

to

what

:.

At

first

Americans were allowed to

"

,

same purpose

as the American* in-

stitutions

weather and other particulars, has
proved another expensive item.

UFA, whose stock is down again
body, called the. British Inis standing the best
has to around 60,
Cinematography;
of
due to its big chain of houses
chance,
drawn up rules and regulations with
and its system of ' discovering hew
a view to making annual gold medal
.thereby being independawards for best British; efforts, with talent and
of names. UFA has closed longone for the best film, others for ent
run contracts with several hew
direction; acting, photographing, regoing places,

New

stitute,

.

.

cord!

art direction, editing; etc-

,

who promise
while other firms still hang on to
the 'celebs,' many or wnom disappoint badly at the b.o.
faces

,

Selectloh
favored candidates
Will be surrounded by all the familiar secrecy common to these events;
>

an annual banquet when
awards will be announced and con^
First\of these will happen
.'
next March*
Founder governors cover all maijor

•

with

ferred.

-

HAGUE NOT WORRIED

"'

'

British producer^, including Irving

Asher, Michael
field,
Paul Czi
Fairbanks;

Junior

John CorBasil Dean.
Julius
Hagen,

,

The Hague, Oct. 9.
Devaluation of Dutch currency is
to adversely affect theatres here., Distribs, however,
liable to puffer some losses because
of unpaid' drafts payable in dbHarsi
pounds or marks.
Presehi"seasoh's;liheup of films ha^
been " cphtracted, whicli
already
means paymeht- in guilders, mjafcin'

Bob Kane; Alex- not expected

Howard,

Leslie

ander Korda, Walter
Pommer, Joe Rock,

My croft;

Erich

Savjlle;

Victor.

Max; SchacJv" Sam Smith, Paul Sos-.
kin, Herbert.. Wilcox and Ludpvi'cb
.

Toeplitz.

'

'

'

;

-

'

Meiniker's Farewell
Rio de
Oct.
gen. mgrs. of American
film companies, and. two S. A., gen.
mgrs« John Day (Par) and Ben

AH; Brazil

the.theatt6'safe^ Same interests also
state that failure of the distribs t v
lower rentals when the U. S. ahr'

England went

off

the gold standard

makes it impPssible for them to raisthem now, when they are on th*
short end. Admish would have to b
*
raised if rentals were lipped, ah
ihi
to
Dutch exhibs are pointing
.

.

Cammack (RKO)*

are giving a farewell luncheon today (8) for Wiliriter^
liam .Melniker, new
national theatre mgr. at Rio's swanky
Jockey Club.

MGM

J

noor result of that policy tried i >
England and Belgium, when thos J
.

countries devaluated.
New contracts will not. be necerr
who is a sary until March, 1937, for the nev
songstress,
leave season, so exhibs ale secure unt;»
Brazilian
many warm friends here. Melniker then: After that they Will fight an ,r
was local
boss for a number of increases by pointing out the Icssoib
years.
learned outside.
Outcome will be that dLstrjbs y/i M
receive less money for their films
the
present rate of exchange exists i
take 25% Pf the money earned in
Amounts payable in guilde;
Italy out of the country, remainder 1937.
exhibs,
to be put into Italian picture pro- Will remain unaltered for
though
the coin of the Netherlanr*
duction. This was agreeable to some
c
companies, but not to all. Now, Italy has been lessened ih yaliie by iO

Mr. and Mrs; Melni

.

,

w.k.

''

MG

:.

'

'

;

is
practically 'commandeering' the
money, which has caused the Amer-

Doyle Studying

icans tc cease sending films 'into the
country, for none of them are Willing to. sign away their receipts for

be

killed.

Up

Sydney, Sept.

a. !vjsa,.^.i!t.uatioh .w.^so Jiadv.thai it-.ls.
feared the entire winter season will

Stuart F;" iD6iyle' is "workihg' iiai
on the pic situation hesince his recent trip abroad.
Board meetings have taken v
most of his time covering the flna
cial Setup ready to back Great
Union Theatres from abroad and J
tally.. Doyle is anxious to secure
bigger grip on the nabe centres a;
is devoting a lot of time to the po:
tipn as. it stahds at present. It wpv
not cpme as a surprise were G.U
to plunge into theatre erection,
the nabe and country centres at
'

1

^^

to get a gri

..

?

European managers have advised
the:
home offices of the desperate
situation and asked for advice, but,
until some new ruling can be obtained, no new pictures will.be sent

.

to Italy.

filma has

i

.

•

foreign

been shown for some time.

Exhibitors

Italy are forced to
show I tali
films on good play
dates, such as holidays, etc. In some
cases it is known that foreign films
'

have been held up so Italian, films.
couid be run ahead of them, thereby
:

the better fcjhib. conditions.,
Also hp films can b<* shown in apy^
language outside of Italian^

.^etti

.

/

-

.

c.rimi

"

Yanks

.

.

so: in Italy.

Despite repeated requests son the
part. Pf importing compariies .and exhibitors, no written lav/ to this effect
has eyer been published. the decision:
being;
arbitrary ruling of the
board in control of film imports. This
stalemates the
the
:

As

full

'

.

Besides the, marked
(nation
which already exists
against
American films by a new
itrary
ruling now. being enforced, the share
of the receipts collected by the Yanks
must not only be left .in the country
but must be expended in ways dietated by the government.
Under the present, regulations, the
Fascist Federation
iitrolli
the
import of films
ill
rant' no visas:
unless .the company wishing to distribute films in Italy first signs an
agreement saying no money received
theretrom-^tli- be'titkeft but and that'
it will ;b.e deposited, and used "in a

:

Oct.

result;; newsreels anticipate
from officials and
co-operati
Repprted that no dividend was re- all authorities cohd»rned. permitting
ceived by this tin it. from i
interest the event to be recorded on a scale
of $811,670 in Greater Union, coyer-' never before .'.'known in motion picIhg the financial year just completed. tuie history.

the

Fascist"Italy.

Pic Coronation Plans government.

Amalgamated^ 10%

and

in

regulations.

maimer

.

tax),

a dead one for
future, unless
the existing

She

made

,

AB; Films is expected to lower its
prevent: independent
producers from running to the new
rental rates,

is

films in

changes, are

.

month;

in ;,the next

American

and England without' breaking into'
This is the information gained
the Australian field, even pn the from an excellent Paris source in ,a
quota angle.
position: to knoW and understand the
./Perhaps at some later date 20th almost
unsurmountable handicaps
the'Jdea, he says, but and difficulties faci
may consi
Americans
only when a' man Is found who can who have been doing business in

:

,

market

Italian

.

visit, 'states

definitely that his company has quite
enough to take care of in Hollywood

.

•..

:

,

Paris, Oct. 11.

*

..

1

a

Too

Paris Hears of It,

.

'•'

A'
Effort to cope with American .pictures has forced, the German indusSalaries to
try to spend money;
star actors are tremendous and, innumerous cases, are ridiculous when
it comes to the allegedly drawing
power of artificially bred 'names,*
Moreover, an increase of 80% in use
the period
of studios coihpared
before 1933 stands as a fact, due to
the Gerin
producers
new
many
the
11.
London, Oct.
different
^British producers have: gotten to- man film market and, their:
shootgether to form an organization here methods of shooting. Outdoor
thing
problematical
always
a
ing,
Holly
wood
like the: Academy in
of
and which looks to have much the here, waiting for the right kind

'-'

ign

profit
pix locally to return
the producers. -At the present
In, the last
all Czecho?
' is :considere<i, too cost'time the i
slovakian pictures have been proly, and Fox is interested mainly in
duced in the Bari'aridpw-:StudiQS
Australi
with the distribution of
near
which have the facilipix.
ties for making three films simiilr
^Hutchinson has been here- two
taheously. Now thieV 'government has
ended the monopoly of AB Films, weeks and' is delving at the present
owners of these studios, and, with tim£ into the Hoy ts. activities after,
federal subsi.
two more studios, a session with- Fox. Following comHost-studios
Hostivar and Foia- pletion of his Australian trip, Hutchill return home via: the Far
studios in Radlice, both 'near Prague, inson

rague, Oct. 20.

$180,000 to $200,000 per. Worst feature»/ of course, ;is ,thp ,stiji dwindle
export trade, ahd it is now asserted
by authorities that, with the addi-;
tlonal 25% renting expenses, production cost is so high as to make it
almost impossible for both ends to/

Of the
Australia,

p

chief; ,

•

meet.

'

in Spain

the-iact-that^mericah

pictures are characterized., by
youth; vitality, optimism and
exuberance,~all of which, it
seems, are virtues that Fascism
sets on a pedestal.
.•

.

ynderstopd. of Italy
matter,
turning tight the screws without; ex-

••

conditions in Spain.

was

plea

Washington with the U. S, Depart-

]

war.

regards

laid
film

on the
matter, come what may.
Very little talk has seeped from
Italy directly oh the matter, because,
of strict censorship,, and it is from

For his

-

new laws

to their all-for-one attitude

ises of

:

to-

U. S. dis->
distribution in Italy;
tribs working in unison on the matter and all insisting; they will stick

,

lines.

civil-

.stresses,

of

:

.

-

'

No American pix are now going
and none will go .there in
the near future. This;' is the answer,

weeks
.

Production cost is rising steadily.
Against . an approximate $150,000
three years ago, pictures, now cost

'

into Italy

two

He

•

blues.

'

:

between

Oct.

infant film industry, according
to\ ah article written- by Vittorio Mussoli i, the Duce's. soh.
.Jr.,.
In the article Mussoli

'

friendship

,

American film industry should
form .a model for Italy's new

OFFICIAL U.S. PROTEST

;

.

Until more definite: word can be
received from America no more pictures are to be sent ;i^to Catalonia.
Some companies are known to have
ictur.es:.- in the country ready for

Is

'

coming season. This, is said to be
a blanket fixed su'mrwith the amount
which each company is to receive
resting with the Syndical Committee
of Cataloni
in charge of cinema.
Minimum which can be paid is
stated, to be well below that which
.Americans were reaping before the
Commencement of hostilities.
'•'"'
Americans here are now consulting their home offices, and producers
In the United States to see if business can be conti
along these,

'

Country

Rome,

."

made

.

Berli
Oct.
ig fanfare
spite
all the
about' the ever-increasing number
of picture house visitors, the German film industry is crying the

Jr.

Revenue

Back of New Ruling -—•
Americans Only Permitted to Take Out 25%

"

Immediately
after
Walter
Wanger, a few months ago,,

:

,

Says puce

75%

'Fjreezing* of

Within the

Italy's sudden toughness versus American films
a bit
strange to film biz'' in view of
recent Italian attempts to get
a break-in and via: Hollywood.

change in the status quo of present
the
inactivity
be expected
hear future.
agreement
Details
signed will not be made public, but
Variety learns that one of its most
important clauses covers the amount
of percentages which distributors
.

21

Participation

Roncoroni

meetings held here:
Although
between .representatives.
v the
American film industry and JoseNaria Espinar, delegate of the Barce-

Telephone Temple Har (HMI-G048
Cable AddreHR: VABIBTV, LONDON

,
'. ;

•

,

;

Right now the GvU.T. board -is qo
sidering the best way to, ovdrcor
the strong position Pf Hoyts out
town.

many

Doyle

is

keen

,:

to,

theatres as possible.

secure

-

22
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^

PARAMOUNT HAS TURNED

/W.V.VAV

OUT A MONEY- MAKER
THAT TOPS 'EM ALL
. .

Look At The Figures!!!

8

W'>

mi
Michigan Theatre, Detroit Doubles
record "Rhythm on the Range"
. ...

business.
pE.'--iS

Paramount Theatre, Los Angeles..*
Doubles house average.
Paramount Theatre, Toledo
Two
arid a hall times "Trail of the Lonesome Pine" business.
.

fey

.

.

tstv-*

Paramount Theatre, Boston.,.Doubles
house average.
>•.

N

-

Paramount Theatre, Springfield
Triples house average.

«

• •

W.W.V.'.-."

Paramount Theatre, New Haven
Doubles house average.

.

Doubles
Allyn Theatre, Hartford
week's average in four days.
. . .

Florida Theatre, Jacksonville . . Beats
.

record grossers.
Majestic Theatre, Houston

. . .

Doubles

house average.
i',

Mainslreet Theatre, Kansas City •
Doubles "Big Broadcast of 1936"

. •

Malco Theatre, Memphis Doubles
week's average in two days.
. . .

Stanley Theatre, Philadelphia . In
four days beats week's run "Big
.

.

.-.swS.

Broadcast of '36".
State Theatre, Cleveland ... Fifty per

cent above "Big Broadcast of 1936".
Sixty per
Palace Theatre, Akron
cent over house average.
.

.

.

Sixty
Palace Theatre, Youhgsiown
per cent over house average.
. . .

Palace Theatre, Cincinnati . Three
days' business equals seven days'
.

business "Big Broadcast of 1936".

PAYS TO PLAY A
PARAMOUNT PICTURE
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WEST

gent trimming, this might have gone
TRAILIN'
beyond the dualers.
(Continued from page 17)
'Trouble Ahead'
Tailing In
Coldeway contributed,,. The eventual Love,' as it .was originally titled
windup is very apparent from the in England, shows Farrell as a pop. beginning but carries sufficient sock
ular U. S.. screen fave, making his
to satiate the cowboy fans.
debut in an English film production.

i , ...

Gustav Mattson

The Judge.

Amklno
Features

.Krlk Gilstafaon
.Carl -Browallliis

...

.V.

. i .

Ccderlund

...

sic;

At Cameo. N: Y.,
U, '30.
Running time, 84 mlns.
„'. .M. M. Blumenthnl-Tamailna

•week Oct;
.".
Dvolra.
.

.

:

.

Plnyai.

: ... .

Rosa,

,

.

:

.

. . . . . .

.

....

... . .

.-, .

V. L. Zuskin
,L. A, Schmidt
.

.

Basya . ..; . , . .
.. . .. .,. .C M. Tails
Xeyay...
.............
K. Valya-no
Natan. . . ... ............ .. .A. .M. Kar'ex
Kornel ,.,>;. . .. ... ,;,v. ..... ;S:-K. Yarov
Kernel's. Father.
Zhukovsky
Shlema.
.i ,.;.,,,....;.,
-Bi-Bi'cidsiky
.

,',

.

. .

.

. .

.

. .

.

;

.

.

.

.
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with English ^Titles)

province, - is artistically meritorious,
but cold emotionally. It is a propaganda film which makes a deliberate
appeal to race and to class, and Jews,
whom this film would indicate the
Soviet is befriending, may object to
:

,; "

'
.;.
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studielTin his- wort
Good cast as a whole.

.
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.Carla. Spletter

. .

.Crete

Welser.

.jAna Haustein
.... ..

.

.

.. .. .. ..

.

.Paul Rchkopf

.

ences.

It's

slow; the -music in the
is

hardly inspiring, and
,

i
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;

Operetta,

"

Wallace Luplno.
and Lea

My

Lost.

Heart

i
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1
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on

the whole seem doubtful;
Heidelberg, as the British envision
it, is a place where the buildings are
cut off half-way and the students
laugh at stale jokes. Lopped-off as*
pect of; the- university', casttes, etc, is
due to filming, in- the*- studios and not
iit Heidelberg, -Stale jokes and steref
otyoe'-comics -derive from the operresults
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Ein Liebcsroman Im

Story is cut though old. with the
Queen of England's favorite lady-in-

Hause Habsburg

.

.

('Romance in M)U.ie of Hapsburff')

(WITH SONGS)
(GEitMAN MADE)

-.

.

. .

.'.

;

,

;

.

.

;

'

(BRITISH MADE)

.</'

London; Oct

.

•British;

,j

release.
pro'ductioh
arid
.Hldjfs;; features
Marie.

lilon

'

Seymour
Stars
Lohr, HuKh Wakefield. Directed by Ralpb
Ince
Aidaptea irpm. piay by Maurice
Braddelli carneja,'" George Stretton, Harry

^

Bos* V At PlceaUHJyr. y»eo.tre, Oct. .7, ; '30..
Rutittin^ time; 7a mfns; .
}
Victor Delancy/ . .y.-. . .... .-.SeymowP Hick*
Constance Gilbert > ^v., /. ^, . ;. Marie -f^ohr
Otto -Gilbert. ;......;.".-.;, ;HukH Wakefield
......

.-

:

.

1

:

weii'sande
Aiiho.iVetnoh-

.

.>'.'.'»'.;.
.

s

jBralfle fs.^.-.'/.V.

Kritwhlstle'v.'.

Watlk '
Maureen

.':

:•',

'.

.

;

\

. .

..j Jane

Curjr

Lesley / Warelnir

.r.;:v,H.! o. stAker
Gerfttd Barry

.

Major
'.Tlmmy
L^dy...

,'.'.

.

-.

..Ranald Waters
Dorothy : Hammond
.

i

.

,

.

^finn. Film. rrl«'as>r (Vf Dr. Willi Wolff
Features Ivor! Ludwlg Dlehl.
production;
oetMttor.*.'. Di(ircll Tlieimer and.. Paul .
Wol " Aluslc, ' Johnnn
rected - by
X:
?30.
StniuAfli,
At
Sept.
Running time,
-

; .Paul Otlo
Franz .To3eph -I.-:
.
.vPSul 'Rlohtcr
Krohprlnj! Rudolf .
Johuiiri Sal vh tor, (Jonann Orth), r
Karl Lmlwlg Dlehl
.

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.
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;

ired Blair and passage of words led
to Blair calling Linz names.

Line land.H on the button and left
immediately to tell Karl Hoblitzelle.
Interstate prexy, of whole affair.
Three expo guards were necessary
eject the raging Blair of Fariaclub. Later, on way to
is
look at 'Cavalcade,- the party
to

mdunt from
tagged by

lair wanting - again -'to
handsliake with Miss George. This
later led to a .second socko from
Lieut. Charles Rader, hefty police
escort for all visiting celebs at fair.
Practically everybody, including
Blair, called Hollywood and talked
When
to everybody up to yZukor.
Blair talked to C. J. Dunphy at the
studio he was called back, to Coast.
Linz
Insurance man
acted as hi.
Palace Wednesday
at premiere i
night according to schedule. Blair
planed toward Coast shortly after
Cliff Lewis arrived to supplant him
Lewis had in tow. Leonard Penn,
Miss George's husband.-. The three
!

.

;

•

•

.....Fritz Albert!

Zrir AicTaniicr ir..;.r.

KucrtH jtoStowksy ;
(•J'rai-

Marisfcld

Graf Ncuborn.

.".

.

;

.

....

,1'iiul.

.

.

,

Fucrstlri Olgu Rost'dwsky.-.

;

;

i

Wegpncr

Kllcn ttlohter

.
Harry Hirdt
.Anton Po|nther
.

. . ... . .

.-.4

Thclmor
. . .. ,Grct|
Milly Stub? 1. .1 ... .. .
........ .....Sf-nta IHocnnJand.
4>*rau ZJcsp
Hoerbiger
Lnrilk. ...-.v.
. .
. il^oul
.Oily. Gebauer^
a::'.
.Leila V..
. . Hugo
KUnk
Dfr dtti'r Fra'ns!...,'.
f)rr I'lkkolo. .... .Guwll Rtat-k :GstPtt«)bauei
.

'.

.

i

.

.

.

.

.
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(In German)
a moderately good DeUtch
production.- It's another of those
accountings
of ah historical
celluloid
.

This

..

is

.

ptb more than a well-photographed
version of a stage play which was a
London hit with Seymour ,Hicks re r
pcating his debonair, success. Hicks
commands a big following! here and
in the colonies, chiefly in risciue domestic farces^ and this is- just another
of them. Well, put together, it is
bound lo satisfy its own public, but
is to^> 'English for American audir
ehces. There should be a market for
it in. Canada, however.
Hicks bears the whole weight of
the "picture, as a 50-year-old ladies'
man who gets Involved in all night
comnlications in -a flat where. -husbands, wives and girl friends get hectically mixed up. Major, humor anf>
gles
develop from compromising
situations, with a wealth of delicate
gags put over by the star.:
Hugh Wakefield;, a sort> of lesser
Roland Young. in type>>hacks up
Hicks excellently with fatuous comedy,, and; Marie' Lohr,- a> seasoned
trouper, is -good for laughs as a midjdle-agcd. but. ardent wife. Other
!

(Continued from page 1)

.

waiting falling: in love with a peaOscar" Maries.
...... ...
sant after she had been promised to
Cuni I'm
;H< F." Mailby a lord. It's pepped up by the strange
"Winnie..
............. .'.".Diana Napier
.'.<-. ;;....».., -Catherine
Mother
Neabitt Wish of. the queen to emancipate the
D'lck :.Xurner. .'.-,...v. ....
peasants (a very strange desire for
;'.Pat. Aheanie.
June Pesniond. .....
.Margot Graliame a ruler) and make them landowners.
Gertie.:.
.Sally Stewart
....
When this law finally goes into effect,: it paves the way for the future
This light romantic comedy will happiness of the court favorite and
not heighten Charles Farrell's popu- her
menial sweetheart.
larity.
Story has'too many CinderMusic in the picture is almost, enella trimmings at the outset to hold
The featured
tirely mass singing.
interest, Hollywood producers tried players,
(lady-inCarla Spletter
doing the same sugary type of yarn waiting), Helge Rosenwaenge (peaswith Farrell not long ago with sad ant). Grete Weiser (Miss Spletter's
results. This English effort is equally maid) and Fritz Kambers (maid's
flat in attempting to show Farrell sweetheart)
opporlittle
getti
the comeback paths.
tunity for solos.
Despite the sl»»7», easily recognized
Histrionically the picture is okay,
story, Mont* .Tfc:<lks has done a com- arid so is the camera work, but, as
mendable job knitting together unin- in most German-made films, the
teresting developments. He is aided direction has that heavy Teutonic
by severw topflight performances, pace.. Too much attention is paid to
both by American and English play- detail arid little to speed.. Result is
With a little more care on a^tiresome film after the first 40
Scho.
the dialog and -more intelli- minutes.

t
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A

Mary Lawson
..Gregory Ha tort
.

E&ga.

I
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.

.
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grad squirm with anguish.

. ...

at all.
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Globe,

the
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.
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era,
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Pic might have, amounted- to sorhe-^
..Cecil Ramage thing big had Orton set his story to
Prince.
.Kmlilo .Carghfr
Reotif ....
.........
......... ...
.Leonard: Sachs cover the epic work that is beingArlf
done in the Great Outback by the
Wainwrights are old-time, experi- Flying Medical Association. As it
enced dealers in films, dating back to stands now the pic just rambles from
point
to point without: very .much:
.production
the early silent days<
sponsored by them is, therefore, meaning, and the real interest- does
relied uoon to possess, at least, sound not begin until the: pic reaches its
commercial value, and this one final climax. Mander's direction is
jumpy and leaves much. to be' -de-;5
comes in. that category;
No. fancy money has been spent on sired. Best work turned 'in: by the
Wilcast, but every member of the acting G-B crew comes from Derick
organization is thoroughly seasoned; Hams,- whose camera work is splendid.
Added to this are a competent- dK Charles Farrell is c?ist -as a Sunrector and Richard Wainwrjght as* downer (hoboK but appears; somewhat bewildered when asked to use
producer..
Story, based on a novel, "The ther Australiaa lingo: otherwise, his:
Eunuch of StamBoul,' furnishes work is very good. Femraes ln;the
of the pic are": very weak, especially. Marample opportunity for..
princiDals in the cast to -get their garet Vyhcr. Mary Magulre, under
teeth into their respective roles. Bulk Hollywood grooming, should develop
In Ihk,- one she
Of .the scenes are laid in Stemboul, into a performer.
with a touch, of international diplo- lacks, experience. Joe Valw as" Far*
matic complication, and. an attempt, rell's palp turns, in a: corking perRaglan doe's
and
James
formance,
at revolt on the part of an.or^anizar
Doctor:.\' Eric' Coltion formed t/» restore old Tu^keV: very well as the
Colman's brothe 1*. nlays
a Machiavellian eunuch; leerin*»ly man. Ronald
Rick*
Frank Vosperj a produc- a small part.
played.i

i

Gregory RatofT.- Directed by Monty, Banks;
Story; by E. Balrd. -Lce Loeb. and. A. H.
Y.urm;'. screen' play by .Fred Thompson';
lyrics- and music' by Carroll Gibbons: cam-

. . .

, .-.

Heidelberg,'
presented filmization
problems, that obViodsly- weren't
hurdled. Original opus had one good
song, a lot of cplorful costumes and
some boy-girl combos, that subse?
quently^ seem pretty amateurish. On
the screen the good song- isn't too
well recorded, while the camera and
scenic departments muffed the colorfill end.
Pic ftuihermore is dragg^
thrbugbout. Doubtful seller for the
general route.
Some houses, with
class trade as a specialty, might make
the grade after;, a heavy haul, but-

.

. ;

..-...':

,

Atlantic' 'release' <of- Pathe produedon.
Features. Charles Farrell. Alarpbt flrahnme;

.

,

.

,

.

•

.

.
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.

(WITH SONGS)
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. . . . .* .

.'

(BRITISH MADE)

.

.
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. . • •

its action is hard to follow by
of the lack of tion that creates tb* reduisite atmosphere: Si beairtiful Russian girl, who
English- titles.
Picture, incongruously enough, is is engaged to spy ori the heroic
laid in England; with Lloyd's cos- young Englishman, but- falls in love
tuming department heightening the with him and saves him from
ludicroUsness of this with 'peasant nurnerable deaths.
tfsftfiii bookin»? ahy where here', and
affairs that are totally- foreign to
England. Fact that all the dialog is worth flttinc into double featu'-i proJolo.
also in '•the' German; tongue makes grams in America.
one wonder why the English locale

.

. . . .

.

non-Germans because

(Tallin* in Love')

. .

. . ;

,

last,

TROUBLE AHEAD
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adaptation

.
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a.nd Otto ............. Haver

. .

.

.-.

.

.

.

:

Moltov

M, M. Blu*
and
Shan.

.

';•

(In German)
German-made operetta, based on
Voh Flotdw's popular opera, 'Marcommendable, performance. tha,' holds little for American audi-
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Ashley.Steve Gerajr
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natural

is
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dignified in her role as Rosa's mother;
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Karl's TJncle; . .
Wi<e.-V. . . . v , . . .

Sportsman

.
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.
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. .

.Hugh Dempster
:
I van Samson
...Robert Natnby
i . i'. .\ NOFma Varden

:
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Grand Duke

.

v

Hkrrict /.

10,
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.

an 'honorary artist of the Nancy.
Republic,' and dates that honor for Kitty.
Whatifmay mean. He .is careful and Der

'..'.

Btruno".

.

.

is

.

Mickey:.

.

.

.

.

help.'-

Bren(.

.-. ;
5

,
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Howard PDIpt.

Deslre'e.

•

. ;-.

stavtln'g ,Sept.
mlrtH,

Knowlos

.

;

.ptt.

Ann

.

.

.

-

Grete Natzler

. .

... ( Patric

.

. . .

.

.

-

.

>At

...^
.;

.

H. Berry
v.. W.
.<'. . ,'.
.Carol Goodlier
Voronlka.
. >
K«rl. ... ......... ..... .V. .. Mackenzie Ward

'

ROSE

Faithful.

time, -73 jnlns.
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.

.
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Running
.

Pcdcll. ......

etta, where they didn't matter much,
Only incumbrance is Mr. Rutherford.......... .Andrew Beresford anyhow. Stage :i>iece should haVe
Katie Towers been rewritten more fluently for the
... .. ...
O 'Toole
the Woman's young son, who is Mrs.
... .Phil Smith
Barman. Joe. ..
screen. Right now it moves along
Salamph. At Decsl, Atrium and Kamara readily taken into the family by the Pop Schnitzel .... ...
Jack-Clarke
Hlieatres.
Himself like molasses in January, and the
.....
honest merchant oh their marriage. Don""Br'adman .....
director couldn't do much with it
That's all there is, except the reAll the old wheezes were left in(In Hungarian)
This one was delayed somewhat in
appearance of the deserter husband
without brushing up—the goodNothing very, hew or original in with ,a few absurd .complications coming to the screen. Its -director, tact
for-nothing but romantic .pals; the.
this bright comedy, but it is full of that mean only added footage and an adaptor, and: stars are now scattered
princess
who married' one Of 'err); the
Reported
do
a
world,
parts
the
in
other
of
Person'
to
for
amusing situations, clever lines, ,and Opportunity
femme.
innkeeper who married the
^
that production costs mounted very
excellently cast, particularly as far driihk' routine.
may garner a few high—far more than was anticipated^ other; the dumb cops; the hick uncle,
Picture
as the males are concerned. Antal
Pager, more than anyone else, is chuckles from those who understand Pic, was given a gala premiere and et cetera. Grete Natzler, ierstwhile
responsible for the quite exceptional the language. Otherwise, it> repre- drew tremendous biz, but how long Germain actress, portrays the: prin*
depends on cess and; dishes, out a cut-and-dried
box-office success of this all-Hun- sents little, other than a slick S wedish big_J*«z will remai
whether word-of -mouth will cause performance. Her heavy accent amid
Wear.
garian production locally.
He has photography job.
the limey prattle stands out like a
any damage.
a certain easy gamiherie that is
With experts sept down by Gau- sore thumb. Singing is so-so.
reminiscent of Chevalier and which
mont-British to assist in production,
accounts for. his growing local
Carol Goodner as innkeeper does
Secret of Stambpul
job thfe pertest work of the lot. Patric
it was expected that a good
popularity..
(BRITISH MADE)
would be done. And with such a Knowles and MacKenzie; Ward carry,
Plot revolves around an engaged
looked
as
7.
Charles
Farrell
it
Oct.
star
as
London.
couple that can?t get married before
the male leads. Knowles has a good
Distributors relapse of Unl- though
ah Australian production tenor voice, but doesn't g£t all the
General Fli
the boy gets a job. Accidentally, he
versal-Walnwxlght prodaction. Stars Valerie
happens to insult the very man who Hobsbn, Frank Vosper; features Kdy Wftlsh; could break into the American field. smging chores it wduld-stand.
is about to give him. bne-^so he can't Peter Haddon, -James :MaBon. Directed l»y But. take Farrell but and the whole
I Ldst My. Heart en Heidelberg^
pic,, wit* the exception of Joe. Valli,.
keep his -appointment with the Andrew Mnrton. Story, 'DfApis W.heatley,
gets -plenty of. repetition but no
George. A. Hill.", At riccadllly vtheatre, ,Oct, would go floppo insofar 'as cast is
serious
great executive, who wouldn't give
standout musicaV scenes—
Running; time, Oa &lns,.
break
pic
dqes
concerned..
If
this
him the job anyway. Instead, he Tania
.Valerie Hobson
.........
fault .Hot does /the student Kfe,
.Frank Vosper into the American market the best !which 'could, have been used, to ad»
........
sends a substitute to interview the Kazdlm
...
..... James Mason that can- be hoped for it. is. on the
....
boss, while he does the work in the Larry
story,
greaky
up;
to
buck
a
Vantage
Peter Haddon double-decker time, and chances are
>
Peter
office. Complications resulting from Diana -v .,
fare any bettert Duelling scenes that
.... .Kay Wftlsh
this substitution, concern the bride Sir George............ .."..a Robert English: that American buyers will nix the embellish; the forepart,' 6f the fllni
for
that.
film,
even
^
Cpwie
.Laura
Baroness.
i.
also.. Laughs are frequent. Jdcobi;
would make a .bona fide Heidelberg

Alexander. Rozenvat.
Cast: Erzsl Barsbny, Magda Fiilop, Theodore Ufay,.:Paul Javor. Antal Pager. Bela

in this film* although bits
countryside are cameraed well
Scenics which are shown,
('Last/Rose');
enoiigh.
are okay. >The method of cO-opera(GERMAN MADE)
tive operations are not shown. Noth(WITH SONGS)
ing of the undeveloped side of BiroLloyd-Film production. Features Helge
bidjian is. shown which could tip .ptt
ROBevsaenge. Carla Spletter, Fritz Hamphow tough the spot it.
ers, Grete WelBsr.
Directed by. Karr ^Anofspeaks,
V. L. Zuskin as J»inya
ton.
From the opera 'Martha' by Vov
fensive lines which should stir re- Frledrich-. voh Flotpw; music by- Clemens,
sentment from many. This is where .Schmalsltoh.; At the 80Mi St: .Casino,
Y„ week Oct. 0, '30." Ruining time,
Pinya imagines himself an. influen- N, minuses.
•:'.
tial dignitary, .upon discovering gpld. koenlslrj von. England.
;Ha»na" Ralph
.Georg' Alexander
The picture, double-talks, con- Ix)rd Tristan. ...
Lyonel.
....
.Helge
'Roswaerige..
...
demning those whom it pretends to PUimkett.-.
.Fritz Kampern
.. . ;

is'a

• >

.'.'.

:

'.

of

Hers

. .

. . .

.

,

inuslo

be viewed

menthal-Tamarina

; '.

. . .'.

A

'30.

Helen ......

Max.

,

picture weaves a double, rochilled sentimentality, arid
its dash of tragedy is adulterated by
the hail of propaganda which surrounds the plot.
The characters are identified by
title as 'foreign Jews,' which means
probably that this film is directing
its Soviet appeal to Jews outside of
Russia;
Birobidjian is virgin land along
the banks of the Amur, bordering on
Manchouko. The Soviet TJnion has
proposed, to establish an autonomous
Jewish republic in Birobidjian, comprising a series of co-operatives in
farming, mi ing and the trades. This,
film presumably argues for that purpose.
Obviously the film, on behalf of the
Soviet, is inviting. Jews outside of
Russia to settle and develop the wild.
Birobidjian country, Which in case of
war with Japan could .become among
Russia's first lines of defense.
Scant parts of Birobidjian are to
.in

Zuskin

THE FLYING DOCTOR

'

HAVI

My

by Clifford. Grey; Rlchnrd Hutter, /Norman.
Watson.
Music nnd -lyrics,' Hans May,
rd. Grey. Camera, Bryan Langley. At.
the Soth St. Playhoiisie, X. V., tVeck' Oct. 10,

Cllff<

'

This picture; which deals with the
development of Birobidjian, a Soviet

it.

.

.

..

(Tn~ tCuasiditi

When

Salvator
-wife, Ellen. Richter.falls for a singer, Gretl Theimer, it
spells curtains for his plot, caused by
the vindictive cast-off.

^

..

release of BelgoaWho prediction.
L. ^uskln, JH.~ M. BlumerithuK
Director, V. Korsh-SabHh ; mu-

Duriaievsky.

I.

surreptitiously as-

is

by the Russian ambassador's

sisted

(In- Swedish)
This lengthy Swedish-made film
Music Is furnished in court dance
follows the general pattern of pic- scenes., and Miss Theimer's yodeling,
tures made in that country, except- Plenty of comic capers in Paul Hoering that it is more tedious, more biger, Salvator's valet
Language
talkative and less active. than its pre- differences matter little with his pandecessors. Supposed to star Edvard tomihuc style.
Performances are
Person, it offers him the unopposed^ worthy -throughout, especially those
center
spotlight
he' of v the featured artists. Rolling Tyrol
of the
as
wanders through what is virtually countryside neatly cameraed.
a monolog. At least 'part of the auFilm is devoid Of English titles,
character of the girl who is set on
dience thought, either he or his
slight interest for
being Farreirs leadi
lady oh the word-gargling funny, a .commend- therefore holding
other than nationals.
screen. Marion Harris plays herself
monotonous
propoint
a
able
in such
asja cafe singer in a brief scene hear
duction.
the close. Others are well chosen
.'Our Boy' proves more ,than any
for type even down to most minor
other recent feature from "Sweden
(AUSTRALIAN MADE)
bi ts. Banks, who did the okay megthat the Scandinavian producers are
Sydney, Sept, 25:
ging job, appears in the film as the
stilt engrossed in making their playGaumont-Britlsh- release of National Prpa.ce studio director.
ducllons,
Ltd: >'tars Charles Farrell; feaers on the screen talk. They tail to
Probably will do on double-feature realize that some action or indicated tures Mary Magulre, James Raglan, ..Toe
VaUk Margaret Vyner.. Directed by Miles
Ptetups, though the. length is against
activity helps, no matter how good Mahder. Adapted by J. O. Orton. front, story
it.
Wear.
the dialog. Result in this film is that by Robert Waldron; music, Alfred LawWilly Redstone; camera, D,erlck WIN
the so-called star ^d: his stooges rence,
Hams. At Lyceum theatre,/ Sydney, Sept.
will stand at arm' lengths and spout 18. '30. Running time, 87 mlns.
rCharles FarrelJ
:
.
200
at each other for two to five min- Sandy Nelson; :. 4
,.*Mary MAS«lre
.Tenhy Rutherford. .
utes at a time..
('Two^ Hundred
Month')
Dr.;.Tphn Vaughn....... ...:. James Raglan
Plot is simplicity itself, and it Dodger. Green.
.Joe -VaUl
.
....
. .
(HUNGARIAN MADE)
looks like that on the screen.
Bettv. Webb. „-;,v„;,»(i. .Margaret Vyner
combination florist-fruit merchant GeofTrey Webb. ......... ........EcIo.,ColrnHn
•_ Bu&apest, Oct.
Lurlch
.*:Tom
BBrns.^..-..-^.v..w.v.
BlotchMbzgokeplparl production.
treated by accidentally falls in lqve with a Phyllis.'. ;«>
.Maudlft Bdwards
..
Bela Balogb.
Scenario I>aszlo Vadnay; young married blonde, whose hubby Dr. Rutherf oi-d ... ...... , . Phylllp Ly tton.
'

"V.

Tamarlnn.

,

.

He

Ekstam same seat.

.;'.Nlls

;

. . . ;

.OUc Grannerg

.

........ Gosta

SV-cris'son

Clini'Uc'

,

(RUSSIAN MADE)
(WITH SONGS)

(WITH SONGS)

.

.

...........
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(BRITISH MADE)

.

Konrad Vallander

'

.-'

.

Ville

.

»
British International production and
lease
Stars Grcte Natzler. Features Pa trio
Kpowles;' -Carol Goodner. •••Mackenzie Ward.'
Directed by.Ot'o Jvantur.ok... Adapted (corn
Heart In .Heidelberg/
operf tta, 't Losi.

.

'

,

STUDENT ROMANCE

;

'

;

VARIETY

event., in: Austrian politics," with
plenty of military uniforms, German
waltzes motivated by Johann Strauss'
(SWEDISH MADE)
music, arid the intrigue familiar to
(WITH SONGS)
the Balkans, v Last item furnishes
Scandinavian Talking Pictures production niost of the action.
and release; Features Edvnrd Persop. DiHero^bf the. story is Karl L. Diehl.
rected;, by Arne Bornebusch. MuslcL Erik
Johann Salvator, he is.
Knowri^|s;
Baumann and Kvert Taubei At Cinema, de
Paris, N. Y.. Oct; ft. '«(». Running /tlrnr, ringleader.of a military plot to place
1)3 mlns.
Crown Prince Rudolph of AustriaLars Blomqulst ........... .F.dvard Person
f
Hungary on the throne of Bulgaria
Artoif Holmberg
.\ ,N lls Wahlbom
Evellh
^ . . ... .
.Tollie Xellirinn against the immediate plans of the
Lisa Bergi
............. . Ka rlri Kkehmd Emperor and Russia's designs, on. the

Usual arguments as to contract, the
looks nice, is gaining poise before the oontest to pick a leading lady, and
camera, and appears on the build-uo. the obstreperous manager of the
Dick Foran carries off his featured male star—all from the well-known
role nicely, doing especially well recipe. Plot takes
a different slant
with two songs, neither of which is when Farrell falls inwove
outstanding, though.
For a, secret .little, .forlorn nobody and with a
stomps
service man turned cowboy, how- around like
a spoiled child until he
ever, he: has too many .-changes of is
permitted to marry her.
elaborate, costumes.
Farrell makes only 'a routine him
Gordon Elliott, Addison Richards idol, and what
chances he had of
and Henry Otho handle the heavy developing
a likeable character are
roles capably, while Eddie Shubert
does an okay job as Foran's stooge. swept aside by the stupid romance
Robert Bavrat is seen briefly as an with the country lass: Gregory Ratfine fettle as the screen
almost believable copy of Abraham off .is i
star s manager, making a subordinate
Lincoln.
General production job by Bryan role stand out. Mary Lawson indiFoy adequate, .with the same going cates some promise as the petite
for Noel Smith's direction and: the' femme the herb falls for. Margot
camera iAg by Sid Hickrx and Ted Grahame, gorgeous blonde, does
splendidly in the unsympathetic
McCord.
Scho.

('The Greater Promise')

;

(•Our Boy')

girl

BIROBIDJIAN

V

'

.

El L M R E VIEW S
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Paula Stone as the dancehall

.

.

.

-

t

'

.

women are

colorless;,

.

i

Ralph Ince's direction is practically a faithful replica of the stage
play, but production is smooth and
effectively mounted to overcomeliiriitations of settings, confined almost
entirely to-.the- hero's London flat.

.

Landau to Coast
London; Oct.

11.
;

Leslie Landau, producer here for
Fox-British, is on his way west to

connect with Bill Goctz at the 20th
Century-Fox studios in Hollywood.
Effie Atherton, is string*
Thursday morning for Memphis
His wi
continue her .personal appearance ing along, and has a 13-week radio

left

to
tour.

,

contract to

fulfill in

the States.

:
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go see the Mae West picker tonight 99
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MAE WEST
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a Block Front

Co-op Drive

Lets
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VARIETY

It

Winnipeg.
Salt Lake City.
Exhibitor in a medium-sized town
J
Willis of the MetIntermountain Theatres, Inc., own- got plenty of headaches listening to
ropolitan shifted into high and Went ers and operators of 23 houses in
out lor 'Swingtime' on the exploita- Utah, Idaho arid Montana, Tuesday various women's clubs tell him what
tion stunts.
U3) announced opening of "Great- he should show. He knows that his
Outstanding is the tie-up he has est Show Season."
regular clientele will not buy enough
effected .with the large departmental
Harry David, general manager of
store ot the Hudson's Bay Company. chain at Salt Lake, got out an eight- tickets to make the big films pay. He
Some ^are still wondering how he page, slip-in, distributed by Deseret can make mote com with a G-man
managed to talk the usually very News, evening sheet. Slip-in con- filin than with 'Anthony Adverse/
conservative company, officials into tained schedule of
new fall .and win-, rentals being considered, and he is
devoting every window. on the main ter pictures for each of
the houses. not sufficiently interested in the upstein; to a joint plug, for the picture
Ads, solicited by paper's business
'and their various goods, dresses, et staff, were in color, lendine
addition- lift idea to soak the house' with a
aL Store covers one city block and al brillance to neatly-gotteri-up
8- loss.
comprises six large and.. smartly bj -10 show news.
News
has
a circuLast spring he put it. squarely up
dressed windows facing onto the lation
in Utah of about 45,000; in
street, area covered being over 300
to the conuriittee women. He would
Idaho, 18,000, and 6,000 in Montana.
feet;
the film if they would supply
To
supply
suoplement
newspa^-- publicAll that Willis supplied was the ity,
4,1)00 placards and numerous 24- the audience.
If they would sell a
usual colored stills and black and
sheets plastered over Salt Lake.
sufficient number, of tickets to cover
white, added to which was a colored
Separate page was devoted to legit the rental, he would bring the. piccutout for the backing in. each winproductions
slated
for
fall, showing.
ture
in arid give them 10% of the
dow,- these- last standing about four These
include. 'Boy Meets Girl/ take for the club treasuries after
exfeet high. Plugs are for men's evening clothes, ladies' ditto and ladies' •First Lady,' The Great Waltz,' The penses. He would take a chance on
to be getting the rest of the money in.
and men's evening footwear.- These Ziegfeld Follies,* and others either
will play
They took him up on one- picture,
windows are hi for: four days previ- booked. Legitorshows
Paramount in'.'-Salt. filled the house and. netted a few dolous to the opening. Added- to all at Capitol
this is the four announcements over Lake. Capitol, 2,100-seater, is largest lars for each of the clubs. It worked
the store's p.a. system, worded: of chain.
so well that they are going to repeat
David, plans elaborate splash of this year on
'Swingtime week at the 'Bay' and
a number of the big
'Swingtime' at the Met . . ' This exploitation for, 'Valiant Is the Word films. ;' ;
goes to all six business floors of the for ..Carrie,' -tarring Gladys George.
Tickets "are printed to cover the
George /formerly, appeared full,
building., To top it all off. 'Swing- Miss
cost of the rental, arid these are
being here in legit plays for. several: years. turned over to the .club members for
newspaper- copy
time*
planted in the 'Bay* newspaper adr Has been a great local favorite and sale. One of the clubs maintains a
vertisements, which adds another; Paramount is planning Ty Barnett to women's exchange, and this is made
supervise premiere at Capitol.
helping hand.
the. headquarters for the ticket sales
Salt Lake Telegram (evening) wi'-l
Later, tie-iips are: With a large ajnd
to the public, no tickets being sold at
exclusive ladies' clothiers. This in- print special Gladys George edition the theatre until the day of performpart
of
Qc-:
show
opens
when
latter
joint
cludes a window devoted to the
ance. The women bring their united
plugging of both picture and ladies' tober.
influence to bear not only on the lodresses. Supplied here were the colcal papers but in some of the smaller
ored' stills and black and whites;
Store Hook
feeder towns, with tickets being sold
with one large colored cutout at the
Gag that " is. working to the ad- in these towns. They drive on their
back. Company's 4By Appointment'
own members, on the schools, the
and, royal shield, over the front vantage of both a theatre and a store
churches and the busiriess clubs; such
doors rates it as a top establishment. is founded upon the old idea of arbi- as
Rotary.
week before the showOther tie-up is with a music store, trary awards of ticket prizes. One
ing all tickets are. accounted for,
close to the. theatre.: Plug here is, of the most advantageous windows
of course, on the music angle, with in town is that of a tobacconist, who three or four of the more affluent
the store breaking a window op the it situated ori. one of the local four members, standing ready to undermusic from the picture, along with corners. He gives, half the wiridow write> any small deficit and being
the opening day of the film. Usual to" whatever displays the theatre de- given a break by having these tick..
sires to make and devotes the re- ets first sold by the box office.
stuff supplied by Willis.
Campaigns will be spaced at least
Usual double twenty-four sheet mainder, to advertising for his owri
cart is out oh the street arid has been wares. Deal has passed the original six weeks apart" and\ in view of the
for the past few days to help things three' months trial -and promises to first sale, it looks as though the house
stands to get a break ori general sales
along. All in all it. looks like plenty Be permanent.
of work that will be rewarded..
Kicker is the fact that the cigar sufficient to cover the cost of the
man issues numbered coupons for shorts and the-house'expenses. ManTraveling News
every two-bit sale. If buy exceeds ager-figures that if he breaks even
he's ahead on good, will and, addiTaking advantage of .the preva- 50c. two coupons are. issued, and so tionally; figures
that: if. they spend
lence of newscasters, a small town on.. Record is made of the- first and their energy putting
over the bijg
house is sending out a sound, truck last, number for each week, and the films they'll spend
less time yelling
wired for conversation as well as theatre posts five, numbers in the about the run. of riiill
product
phonograph records. Truck makes lobby each Monday, selected from the
important previous week's numbers.. Winners
at
pitches
10-minute
dbwntowri points, with a spieler to are riot drawn, but arbitrarily selectbroadcast late news in between com- ed to escape the lottery angle. Holdments on the current, pictures, with ers of those coupons may obtain
a phonograph record of a hit song if pair, of tickets, on presentation: of the
the attraction is musical. Only about slips.
Necessary to go to the theatre to
25% of the 'cast relates to the picture, arid the newspaper credited see the listing and plenty. of sale arLos Angeles;..
Mike Rosenberg, prez of Principal
with the cooperation makes an effort gument, put into the lobby display to
to keep the bulletin: right up to date. influence those who do riot win. Win- Theatres of Arizona, has signed new
and
elsewhere
displayed
are
not
break,
a
ners
10-year
lease
Lyric
special
the
at Yuma:
on
In the event of a
Gaiety, Santa Maria,, operated by
messenger is sent to the car, which no telephone calls.: for information!
are answered. The manager wants Principal, being remodeled at cost
works over a definite route.
Breaks' are largely local news, and to bring people directly to his the- of- $12,000, to reopen after being dark
in one instance gave: a listener-in the atre, which is riot advantageously lo- six years.
Cabart Theatres, holding corporafirst intimation that his home was on cated..
Marco, Mil; on
fire; sotnething the newspaper played
For only 10- adrriissions the -house tion for.. Fanchon
gets the best window in town and and Harry A. Arthur,. has taken over
up to the: limit.
Truck is held around the busiest also draws several hundred possible Studio theatre, Sari Bernardino;
Cabart has opened the. Cabart, new
downtown section during the lunch ticket buyers to the house. The store
hour, but in the morning arid mid T gets a window display that helps sell Long Beach house, William Glea<on;
afternoon runs through the more goods, and also feels the issue of formerly of San. Jose, as manager.
J. E. Poynton has been promoted
residential section, givirig frequent coupons influences: some, trade; so
by B. V. Sturdivant, Fox-West Coast
Comes back everybody's happy.
five-minute pitches.
district manager; from assistant to
downtown for sporting results arid,
Dave
Fred at the Egyptian, to house
(locally
important
in the event of an
Sold the P-T-A
manager at 'the Rivbli, Van Nuys.
football or other game, it parks at
Greenville,
He replaces Ray Dean, resigned.
the newspaper office arid works from
Fox-West Coast has' bought the
ick Lashley, Ci^y Mgr., Greenan extension phone to the news
room. During the recent world series ville Enterprises, Inc., started one Redwood, Redwood City;, from the
the street was packed and the scores for the. promotional book here when estate of Phil Frease and Charles

Manager Frank

:

'

'

:

A

In a town with, six grade schools.,
theatre has found .an amateur attraction that is packing them iri better than would a Bowes unit.. Schools
have the somewhat outmoded gag 61
Friday afternoon 'speaking,', supyoungsters' addition to Shirley Tem- posed to give the budding youth, a,
stage presence. Theatre has arranged
ple frocks; curls and dolls.
In advance of Bobby Breeds .first: for the: best act from each session to
bow to Brazil in 'Let's Sing Agairi.' go into a brojadcast the following
scheduled for Oct 26 at the Odeon, Wednesday evening, between showRKO hopes to make customers ings of the iriain feature^ the second
Breen-conscibus with a Brazilian title on the dual being: dropped, with
nickname. Contest wac launched this nobody kicking.
Audience applause determines the
week in collaboration with O Jornal
and Diario Da Note, two of Rio's winner at each event with ho attenleading newspapers,: and Radio Tupi, tion paid the mail votes, though the
calling- for a Portuguese nickname event is broadcast by the local onehis per- lunger. Winner gets $3 and runner
for Bobby best suited
up $2, with the. winners on .each show;
sonality,
.i
Prize, is one. cOnto (about $50), eligible for a run-off each sixth SatOpening week young customers will urday night and the winners of each
airand
balloons
give-away
of six Saturday; events fighting it of*
receive
planes and those under age 16 at the end of the season for the final,

•

:

,

.

.

.

whose birthday: falls on the same
date as Bobby's, adiriission-free.-

.

.

.

hasn't any takers .as yet. However,,
house is getting gobs of publicity—
for nothing.
Theatre is offeririg to show a new
flicker; with whole house reserved
for just two people, provided one
of the two donates $500 to Community Chest Besides the donor
and his guest only theatre employees, will be admitted.
^
Arrangement would be a honey
for most young fellows to have an
entire theatre all themselves—with
one guest-^but they don't have the
500 smackers, By the time they get
that much to. spend, it won't matter.
.

.

•

&

.

,

1

,

.

."'.

.

came through more quickly than they he pulled an exploitation,
could be marked on the score board. on 'Midsummer Night's
Manager has had a number of of- which played his Carolina

pipe-puff
-Dream,'
to rafter

Week.
Lashley asked to be allowed- to"
are from both parties, and he does appear before the Parent-Teachers
meeting to present something, of an
not crave their ill will.
Figured the truck gets at least educational nature tc them. Given
double the attention, of one merely this opportunity he sold them on the
using records, arid, the gag stays idea of letting all 'school children
through high school out- at noon on
fresh.
the days\ picture was playing his
theatre with .the provision the; kid-

fers for the truck for campaign purr
poses, but that's out.
His patrons

receipts: last

,

-,

:

-•'•'

•

For Old Timers

,

dies attend Carolina.
The promotional bull's-eye. did not
.

.

stop here^— teachers agreed to give
Sweethearts' party: was;
as a bally here for the open- each: pupil attending credits for paring .of ''Swing'- "Time' at the Stuart -aUel reading. arid "to.: top it all off
Stunt crashed front pages on a Lashley even h'ad mothers of -school
Co-op working with the newspapers children selling the ducats. Managearid lasted for three days, a great ment also featured special lobby
break in this town. Stunt allows all Jslowup and many 'give a ways', such
the old couples in town who have as bookmarks and the like.
celebrated their golden wedding or
are /eligible to celebrate it, to come
Day Off for Taylor
to the show free.
Move is made
C.
Spartanburg,;
with co-oping all around between a
motor car agency for transportation
Carolina clicks again with a clever
^Packard: in this case), the Lincoln hvail broadcast to several thousand
hotel for lunch .and refreshments, biz femmes anent 'Gorgeous Hussy.';
and the theatre for the show. Local
Stunt is an appeal to 'the boss' dePhotogs broke in' on it this year, tak- scribing film and to be signed by
ing pictures of all the did people stenogs, filing clerks,, etc., receiving
who attended.
same before presentation to employ t
;
Pact that it made the front sheets ers. Ferrime signatures made it an
of both. Papers, seldoTrf done one day appeal for the afternoon off to see
here, for three straight proved its Taylor in film. 1-Col. cut of Taylor
value, both as a promotion and for is added to copy, printed on heavy
the theatres and a benevolent move cardboard arid a neat example of
on part of the papers.
typographical art
.-'

:

.

.

'

'..

winner;

finals

.

Interest

.

strong

surprisingly

is

with each school rooting for

its

.

own

entrants arid even urging outside
frierids to come down and help vote.,
and the newspaper has been generous with mention, knowing that th"
matter has household' interest witii
It ha-;
half the families iri town.
proven the best side bet the house
has ever developed.
.

.

,

Trick Signs
Recent adaptation of a trans parency sign had. plenty of peopt
:

.

window i'i
had been installed, and th
was all centered upon th i
.Milwaukee.
title of the, picture. Sign was paintec .
Amusements,, through with a translucent strip, where th s
staring

which

Tree for All

into

the store

•

it

interest

Wisconsin

Hank

in charge of riabes,

Toilette

pulled nifty tie

up with

bak-

local

title
Titlfe

of the. feature should appear.
was formed of -cutout letter.;
.

.

houses Satur- back of the sign, working on a trac
so that, it could be advanced close t /
the transparericy or removed abou
Bakery advertised free > tickets
either of the five houses by merely two feet a wheel with a. pivoted ro
asking man on. route for same. Np supplying the propulsion. A strbn
Shows tear '.ight was placed at the rear and th
strings were attached.
tured major full -length picture and whole masked in. When the lettei
selected shorts and. was paid for by were closest to -the light and farthet
bakery.
Bakery got' advertising est from the screen they were lar*. ?

ery which filled:
day morning.

five

.

/

•

,

but

galore from stunt.

When

shadowy.

screeri

'

J£

tinct

th

..riearest

;

they were clean cut arid dis The slow travel brought ther
,

•

sharp focus. ''It's simple, but
:
is very effective the first time it it
worked. Same thing can be dor
with good silhouettes of the player.-.
into-

-a'.'

:

School supplying the weekly win

A

.

'

award..

:ner is given 10 credits toward tho
final score, with the second taking
That Billy Bose Gag
five marks. To be added up at the
end of thefVy-dson arid a plaque given
Detroi
the school 'having the highest score.;
Grand: Rapids, Mich., theatre No credits for the Saturday broadhas used the 'Jumbo' gag to aid that casts, but a 50-credit mark .for thu'
town's Community Chest drive, but

.

.

.

.

.

-
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-

:

.
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An effective lobby, display wr
made with. a sign having cutout le
tors, the spaces being covered wi'
St.
cellophane.. Directly back of tY
Strand, Ridgeway, 111,
sign were bands of black .cloth thic)
opened for 1936-37 season.
New houses in Operation in North X covered with spangles, thour
pair of cbggr
Central Illinois are the Ritz at flitter can be used.
Chenoa, 111., and the Liberty at rollers at the top turried in opposi'
" -' '.
directions and the-strips-were alte:
Depue, 111.
Joe Goldfarb, who has new Up- nately banded to the. roller with s

\

'

*

•

.

.

A

.

;

'

upward movement and the ; oth'
downward direction. The e'
feet was picked up with a spotligl
arid showed the moving flecks of co*ored light moving in opposite "dire*
tion<;; far from effective, than a sing'
band with the travel in only one d'
John R. Wood recently disposed rection. Not difficult to make ar
of the Princess Theatre, Leroy, 111., light enough to be placed on a lobb
to John Frieburg.
easel.

111., also has taken over
Gem Theatre, formerly owned by
Joseph Desberger. Goldfarb also has
obtained Desberger's interest in the
Ritz Theatre, East Alton, 111., and
owns it jointly with A. Bo'emter.

town,: Alton,

.

with a

.

-

i

•

Central Theatre Circuit recently
added Garden Theatre, Canton, 111.,

Contest for Typists

to its ^cirduit

Ed Austerlade is the new/ owner
Era, Harvey, 111., /formerly
operated by Harvey Theatre Corp.

Rome.

of the

Watson.

Detroit.

Clark Gable, Jeari Harlow, ar

v

Myrna Loy have new.

jobs in Ital.
they arc selling Italian typewriter,

firrn Mentil 1 When Italian typewriter
shuttered
nabe.
Center;
saw whv
Seat- makes Olivetti machines
ThankjjRiving for rebuilding.
good job Jean Harlow: did in 'Wi'.
ing .capacity will be doubled, and
Secretary' as the typist :"
new sound arid air-conditioning units Versus
nnounced a contest to locate tl
will be installed.
best
;t"-- -t In each of the five Italir
venna, is vacationing.
Due to reopening of the Broad"pictUv
New managerial, changes by Fox- way-Capitol arid opening of the cities in; which the
West Coast include the naming of Ed Madison as a first-runner, United which is called 'Jealousy' iri: Italir
Beck to Lorig Beach, in Long Beach, Detroit has. made another; shift in version,, is beint released.
and Waiter Smith at the Orpheiim. managerial- positions. Morgan Cree- helping 40 sponsi? the contest
All the little' stenographers.
San Diego. Lester Solberg has been don; formerly at the Fisher, has been
shifted frorh the Sunkist Pomona; named manager of the Madison, with Rome, Milan, Turin, -Naples a\
Cree- Bologna who. have ambitions to t
J. W. Frarik G. Perry as assistant.
to the Rubidoux, Riverside.
Houck, of the Capitol, Glendale, goes dori succeeds Henry P. ZanD. who is come like Jean Harlow, are invit
to enroll their names at the theati
to Pomona.
now film: booker for circuit.
Clyde K. Tanner is mariaeer of the or at the local Olivetti dealer's. Th
contest
Capitol; with Everett Thompson as there- will be a typewriting
particulars, of which have not ;
ireas
and Arthur Oliver as
James D; Kennedy-how manager assistant
Rufcis Sheppard ~has-v ..beeri been divulged.
urer.
of Windemere here.. From Apollo,
the ce *
Alffne^galis-iakih^part'made assistant to Bob Corbin at the
Indianapolis.
United Artists; Frank Upton is sec- test will be given free adniish to t
ond assistant and Hubert Windsor; •Jealousy' show.. And the winnc
in the .five cities will each be giv
Winchester, Massv.
treasurer."'
At the Varsity, nabe, Vincent Sul- a brand new: Olivetti' machine..
License to build a theatre, i this
assistant
town granted to Winchester, theatre livan has been appointed Deardorff
Claude
To Dealers
E. M. Loew, while at the Annex
co. by the selectmen.
to rnanager.
operator of -a chain of pop-price has been promoted
Chevrolet, just before, the resuh
suburban houses in the Greater BosRochester.
tion of. the Rubinoff broadcasts
ton area, is treasurer of the hew the-,
Charles S. Howard, Cameo, to but. ari exceptionally good press b(.
atre company.
Playhouse, Perry; Ed Sigel moves directed at the dealers. Instead
the usual dots to indicate placem
iri from the Granada, Buffalo, to the
.Charlotte, ,;N,
of "the stations, a silhouette: violinCameo, with WiUett McGrath. as
effectively used.
Daily News here is couponini? sistant manager.
Idea is that selling 'the broad'
again for the Carolina Theatre;—this
to the dealers, will impel them
time with a ccunon that rnay be
; Indianapolis.
George Settos: has taken over the sell to the listener's in for the g.
clipped and used as a grandfathergranddaughter ticket to see Shirley Forrest theatre in BoonviUe. Indiana, of dear old Chev,' arid, incident?"
Rubinoff. It's a swell printing j.
changing its name to the" Ritz..
Terriple in 'Dimples;*

Fox-West Coast has Shifted C. P.
Spaeth from 4he Melrose to the Ravenna and A. L. Hayriie from the
Belmont to the Melrose. George
Barber, erstwhile mariager of the Ra-
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Home Grown

Bobby

Bio de Janeiro.
Nat Ljebeskind, RKO geri. mgr.
for /Brazil, campaigning to popularize new child star, Bobby Breen.
Shirley: Temple has been tops here,
as evidenced, by
for sometime,
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Pa. Ban on Anti-New Deal
Pic Creates Politico Ire

Back Fix

Stores

Natl Screens

>
- .;'

(Continued from- page 5)

Philadelphia, Oct. 20.
Sizzling political scrap here has
State film censors into squabble with Crusaders* anti-New. Deal
propaganda group.
Issue is over
censor board's disapproval of Crusaders'
short,
'Don't
lahie
the
Butcher,' film aiming at New. Deal
taxation. Crusaders have raised cry
of 'political censorship' in barring pf
pic, while board claims its action results frpm film's lack of proper label.
According to censors, all pix shown
for admission charge must carry seal
at^4>eginning, showing manufacturer
-'•"//'
or sponsor.
.....
In explaining action; Of board, P. A.
of its members, declared
Duffy,
one Crusader anti-New Deal pic
carrying proper label had been
passed, but that seven others, minus
label, had been tabooed, Asserts that
all seven witt be passed as soon as
label is affixed. Crusaders, he added,
are merely trying to make political
capital of iricident. Anti-New Dealers had taken full page ads in dailies,
claimi
over signature of Fred G.
Clarke national commander, that
censors show New Deal favoritism.
•

shows that big box

drawn

office features

mean a couple of million people on
Broadway
the daytime during a
i

week's time.

A. feeble picture is rebiz at the stores.
Attitude of theatre men interested in
the present drive is that the larger
the attendance at filmipalaces, the
better the receipts in big N. Y; stores
such
Sterns; Macy's, Saks, Gimbels arid every
the Times

by weak

flected

Several contracts already having

been closed

"with large national

the Magnalite Sales

yertisers,-

ad

Corp':;

a ; new wholly gowned subsidiary of Square sector.
the National Screen Service; headed ; When
advertising
rates
\vere
by Herman Robbins,
planning a trimmed by the Nl Y. daily papers
in
New York manufacturing plant and 1930 and. 1931 there
was a compara'preparations for -the marketing of ble-reduction in -the amount
of newsthe Magnalite process of electric paper publicity of news pertai ihg to
sighs for the picture business, re- the film industry. Exhibitors
claim
cently, invented on the Coast, where that in numerous instances
the newsplant is now in operation, the papers have never returned to the
world rights to the new type »ani- pre-depresh basis on news space for
mated sign are held entirely by Na- pictures. Which is the basis of curtional Screen.
rent-squawks - with the higher rates
Bobbins is president of the Magi in effect.
Exhibitors mention the
Times;,
Herald-Trib, Worldnalite company while Sam Dembow> Sun,
*
Jr„ " " v.-p: and general ^manager. Telegram and Daily
News in thi
"
.

;

•.

.

;;,

'

,-

.

Toby

Grueri, a
.-pf of National, is
\*p. and treasurer of the new subsidiary, second to be established by
National Screen during the past year
in moves of e^pansiph- into fields

..

'

other than trailers; National formed
Rational Screen Accessories earlier
in the year for the handling of special accessories throughout the country.. Dembow was active in the organization, of this branch of activity,
but now is giving his entire time to
the Magnalite concern.
Contracts have been signed with.
Frankfort pistiUeries, Ford Motor
Co.,. Westclox,
Chevrolet*
Pabst
B r e we.r y and TranscontinentalWestern Air. Negotiations are on
with various other national advertisers, plans of Magnalite being ,to
introduce the new signs in commercial fields before tackling .pictures.
;The signs Will be pointed toward
lobbies arid -for other film theatre
uses at first. Later on, it is planned
to develop the signs so that they can
.'bVVjised for lettering on marquees
arid for any other use' in connection'
,

.

:

'

,

;

:

'

spect.

Another talking point for the thea-

men

that the dailies are Overlooking their reading public, which
has a direct relation to the newspaper circulation. They claim that the
enormous sale of film. fan magazines
in the N. Y. territory best indicates,

NW

where

«lectric- lights

ANTI-TRUST ACTION

Tangle

the studio which; rhade the seating capacity
1,100 to clost
the actOr to
rival dawn for an entire day.
The hearing was the result of a
cursory, inspection made by Maybi
Other Angles
Another angle involves familiarity LaGuardia arid Commissioner Moss,
with an actor's work as a means, of followed by a: visit of regular inspecjiidging his or her picture potentials tors of the department. Previously
ities.
An eastern talertt scout,- famil- and shortly after the new city ordiiar' with a! certain actor's work, may narice. welnt. .into effect, each operasee in him some quality that un- tor had been .sent" a copy of the law.
The majority of those who were
favorable eastern test fails to bring
out;
The Hollywood end can't see summoned had failed to properly
what the test camera missed, and the display sign's designati
separate
eastern scout's -personal, opinion sel- sections: for children. These were let
dom coUnts. That actOr, therefore, pf^'with a warning that repetition pi
is lost as far as that studio is con- any of the stipulations Of the
cerned, juntil another studio sees in would result In revocation of their
him that Which the first one muffed. licenses.'
MUrray Scholn, owner of the ComThere have also, been instances
where, the HollyWood end actually munity Theatre, 215-32 Jam ica aye'
resented the activity of and any. hue, Queens Village, L.
was the
credit that might go to the. eastern one whose place, was ordered closed
office,; and for that
petty reason throughput JMonday (19) as a pen-r
killed possible deals.
That doesn't alty for violating several Of the rehappen often enough to be a general strictions coritairied in the new ordir
condition, but it has happened, and nance. Judge Moss warned Scholn
that's something else that the east that a repetition of his offense would
mean the permanent .revocation ot
must contend with.
That' there have been cases of his license.
"
warit to inform you people.'
agents, playing .One studio against
another, oh talent deals, the agents Coirirnissipner Moss said, at the open
do riot deny. But they contend that irig of the hearing, "that the mayor
that
doesn't happen
every day, and I intend to .enforce this law. Thieither, nor with any more frequency children of the city »• who cpmpristin New YOrk than in Holly wood. the real -movie theatregoer, must ano
The biggest obstacle and cause of all will be protected and those of yoi»
trouble, they maintai , is. the pres- who neglect to follow the rules lai
ent film, scouting arid casting system, down by the law will find yourselves
by, which th^ studios mi^ more tal-: out of business as far as "New York
ent than they 'Bnd. They can't see is concerned/':
arty solution except the investiture
In the Community theatre, case, it
by the Hollywood producers of more was found that the matron, a womauthority in their eastern talent rep- an Of over 60, had permitted, the
resentatives.
mothers or fathers of children to ocstalling,

test will lose
studio..

-

:

•

of

Inc.,

Ybor

Fla.,

Hy,.

suburb of Tampa, has brought the
the' theatre
complai
in- which
Minneapolis; .Oct; 20. ~. management charged it was mv
Northwest Allied States and Metro able to rent pictures on a parity with
here are at loggerheads again as re- other distributors " " the. Alligator
sult^of a letter sent oyt by the former State.
to- its independent exhibitor mem-:
Atlanta
The suit was
'"''-'

bers urging them not to' be 'a sucker
five times in a year'; by acceding to
the distributor's request to relieve
it of delivering nine pictures on its
1935-36 contract. The letter, signed
by „S: D; Kane, executive secretary,
brands the request as -an attempt to
ride a y/illing horse to death.'.
Kane"" points put that the group
which MGM^now desires the exhibitors to cancel contain 'the very pictures' which- MGM. gave you iri its
famous rider, or swap, of last February; when you were asked to sign
away the rights to still, another grPup
of, pictures which you had purchased
the preceding summer,'
_

because this "
headquarters ^for

is

all

cinema
Augustine

large,

agencies.

distributing

southern

the

.

'

.

.

-

:

,

,

.

•

.

.

.

Broadway

:

^

cupy seats

F&M EXECS IN FOR

BLUE

.

LAW

AMUSEMENT AUCTION

cent., 'years'.-.:'

interests.

WASH. PREEM

'.

last Friday
local. Loew vaudfilm
fendants are favoring.
Pic
'The Virgin Islands,'
(16).
Barrister Sams declared
crimination is shown in the price of onc-reeler produced by^' pepartment
of
Interi
.pictures,' the number of pictures alStraight travelog, designed to i -•
lowed'and the fact that most pictures

'

dule.
Nelson Cu'nliff, Federal trustee for- Amusement Co;, will handle

Determined
free. themselve"
from what is ^regarded as Unconsti-

hammer and

tutional taxation in- being fprced t->
collect a New York City sales tax on
film rental frpnV. .exhibitors; major
distributors will shortly argue their

unless some unexpected
and unanticipated hitch .develops
sale will go through;
Under terms pf settlement with
Warner Bros. last, winter;
obtained 42% of stock in the -amuse?
ment company and has been operating propertied since deal was closed.
As F&M: has a large equity in enterprise it is believed that Cunliff's
r
lmeridati
U. S. District

F&M

Judge Charles

_

.

...

'

,

WB

;

.•

^

It'

battle Up. ''_'-, the Xf. S. supreriie
court. .'It Is estimated by at.torriey tt
that argument pii the, appeal from
ithip
the lower courts will occur
25 days.

The Motion Picture Producer.
in behalf of its memhas retained the law firm of
Cravath, de Gersdor < iSfwaine VWood to represent it oh the appea^t Albany.
Frederick H. Wood,
that firm, will argue the case for
Hays office, while Ed O'Brien. Drisridll &) Raftpry- wilt argue the' cas<?
in behalf of United Artists, agains'
which, a test case* was ..originallv
brourtht by
Y. City .for; failure ~+*
levy the tax oh film against exhibit

r

bers,

if

pr-sy

The .Vappeal

UA
MPPDA

to

Albany

frorn'

'is

now

that th^
the
picture,
actively.:
from the sidelines, ail major prpducer-d|str|b,utpr>.
are directly represented.

the-

but

case,

'

;

,

'

~

Bally for 'Get

case before the Court of Appeals a*.
Albany, and. if necesfiary. carry .th*'.^

^Distributor's,

.

.

60G

'

Davis will be ap-

B.

proved.
.

.

''

UA on

Backs Up

;

Now
Piekefe

B'way Bow-In

trol.

Louis, Oct. 20,
With Marco Wolff, Harry Arthur
and Jack Partington, Fanchpn &
Marco big wigs in town it appears
that public auction of 52% pf St.
Loiiis Amusement Co., operator of
22 money rmakingnabes,
ill
be
pulled off Thursday (22). per sche,

i

GN's

-..

:

.

present program. .New schedule calls
for 52 features.
It also was announced that a saving of about' $150,000 already had
been effected in the allowance for
unused time of players which had
been running at a Jarge figure in re-

SHORT

.

women smoking
•

for the. 1937-38 production season,
ich calls for a', .sub'-,
stantial increase
that of the

ich asks U.S.-MADE 'VIRGIN IS.'
Hearing of the suit,'
for an injunction, and is supplementary to two damage suits already
IN
filed, has been set for Oct, 24 before
Underwood.
U.. S. Jtidge E. Marvi
Washington, Oct.
Vitagfaph;
Defendants named
important Federal film ven21th Century-Fox, Paramount; Metro.
Columbia, Universal,,. RKO and E.' J. ture s|nce 'Plow That Broke the
which was barred by .chain
Sparks and Frank Rogers,, owners of Plai
a .Florida chain of picture theatres, houses as New Deal propaganda,
ict debut at the Capitol,
which, the suit charges, other de- made a

port to a- drive for enforcement, of
getting used to
-one' sort
ickets.:
the statewide Sunday blue law, upo'f another.
day (15) thai
held in an earlier opinion by John
mUsic?Uni6n Vegan picketing Warner
^-Daniel, state attorney general^
oyer
Bros, fill
houses iri^stri
Falkenburg was arrested after he
bands for yaudfiimers' Bill Posters
sold one ticket.
Thereafter, doors
and. indie
at .' Warner
of theatre were opened gratis to 400 appeared
houses; WiJ. settled Bill Poster .strike
Customers in line.
Falkenburg toto
day by: acceedi
day had posted $50 bond and was after
li
Indies holding out.
/'demands'.
at liberty.
"
Was; over distil ution
ief
wi
which union
of
cards,
wanted its members to handle, but
1st
whi
has been ,deiegatihg ;to;
The initial, first-run booki
in house staffs.
WB. and indies gave
New York for Grand National is 'In in on that, only problem left
His Steps,* bought by B. S. Moss be settled is rates for work,
and Harry Charnas for "their- .Crite- wants $10 per man for 8^hour
"
rion.
$5' for half day, with $1.25. for. each
Picture comes i
ri?
Both sides
'Follow hour over tha
Your Heart* (Rep); set to follow the huddling over that.
John FitzIncumbent
attracti
'RamonV patriclc, iini li business agent", pie(20th).
his;
roup.
dieting early victor

the children's section
found young, rneri and.
in the seats reserved
for the children and that the chii
;drien themselves were beyond*
iri

that, inspectors

ST.L

Film row has heard,
irjg; of
announcement made several months
ago that BalabatlSfc Katz would be
totirists. in visiting islands ac- on scene tPVbe.an active bidder for
S. C.
TEST rented to Broadway .theatre have terest
been shown several 'times, in Florida quired by U. S, in 1917, arid a drain nabes .with which they expected to
before this theatre is allowed to have on taxpayers over since, is much like make a big start in St. Louis. ReSpartanburg, S. C,
Fitzpatrick stuff which house regu- ma irig 0%. of outstanding: stock is
them.'
larly uses; When approached by In- owned by. individuals and rumor is
Arrest of F. S. Falkenburg, theatre
terior officials, local LoeW office that if F&M's bid
manager, and
the successful
declaration
of
icker and eventually one it may purchase balance of stock
scfeened
'Unanimous Opposition' on part of Bill Posters
Join
show it, althouph it is to have 100% control.
agreed
chupches were latest developments
purely a local deal not implicating
tpday in the move to laUheh Sunday
rest of Loevv houses.
ic is in blackshows in Columbia, SI C, State Cap-,
iladelphia, Oct. 20;
ite, with descriptive dialog.
aridr
ital icjty.
Showmen's Pitt Influx
Eleven Baptist churches
Bill Posters Union is latest group
with 6,000 members threw their supto picket local pic houses;
ich are

MANAGER'S ARREST IN

.

:

,

new budgets

Sams, Atlanta attorney, and/; Whit-aker Brothers, of Tampa, represent
the

.

.

.

Universal Corp.
its subsidiaries will write Off more, than $500,>
000 worth of questionable assets arid
contracts with personnel, rated as
being unwise, in the thorough rer
vamping Of U's financial and operating methods^
J. Cheever Gowdin
announced this following a meeting
of directors last Friday (,16). The
write-off will be reflected In the
company's financial y report for the
fiscal year that ends.Nov. 1, and was
made following an intensive survey
Of all domestic: and foreign units by
the new management during the past
six months.
It will place Universal in a healthy

financial condition -to start its new
fiscal, year next rrionth and in a posLtipn to capitalize fully on the strides
now being made in the film industry.
ight Atlanta picture distributing Operations of Uriiversar-currehtly are
agencies are charged with violations on a satisfactory .basis, according to
of the Sherman arid anti-trust laws Cowdin.
roadway
in Federal District Court.
The. board of directors okayed the

Theater,

;

/

;

.

Cancellation Right

'

;

.

Atlanta,

AlUed and Metro
s ain

YBOR, FLA., INDIE IN

,

-

.

.'

provide much revenue, are given full
coverage, the present offensive is to
be confined almost exclusively to
playing up the necessity of playing
fair with, the reading public.

tests get speedy 'attention, one Way be strictly enforced Was shown by
another, from the Hollywood end, Commissioner Moss when he ordered
and that very often, due to Coast one pf the largest theatres with n
or.

•

;

'

;

D WRITES OFF

.

.

ictures
.With
:i
apply.
"'v."

-

is

this tendency, readers being forced
to-piirchase these periodicals for colorful picture news because of scarci ty of material in newspapers.
There is no intention on the part
of exhibitors to even attempt to tell
the' editors how to run. their, dailies;
Approach is on, the angle of strictly
news value and. reader interest.
While there may be .some reference
to the mariner in which sports news,
finance and other fields, that, fail to.

:

:

'

tre

(Continued from page 4)

:

.

irty-four managers 6r opera toiv
of picture theatres scattered over..tb>,:
five boroughs of New York city appeared last Friday. (16 ) as defendants
at the first hearing held by Commis-

jprity of' actors tested by one studio sioner of Licenses Paul Moss since
in the east, arid if eventually obtain- the new ordinance relating to the
- adrnissipb
Of
ildren to theatres,
ing picture jobs, wind up with
other studio. Also that few eastern went into effect. That the law Will-

'

"•

'

.

','

.

:

•

.

'

.

ittsburgh.
Sam Gqldwyn has appTpved the.
lock of important showmen,
expenditur
of. $6Q,000
in 'a daily cludi'n'
-Harry M. Warnci% Ned
newspaper, campaign
'Come and- Depi
Jules Levy, William Rpdgt
Get it,- Edward Arnold-Frances ers, com ing on this, week-end to take
Farmer, feature which will probably in the Pitt-Nptre' Dame grid clash
be rel eased; in Decern beir. The spe- Saturday and annual Variety ClUb
cial, campiaign by Goldw'yn calls. for bait uet, following
day. Affair is
t'Wo-Co^'prXv 'ady«rtisi '
displays in: burg's biggest get-tOgether ,of year
dailies of- 10 leading key .cities in for big shots in industry
has aladvance of release. Goldwyri has ready spid put to the doors.
already beeq in the mags n 'Come
Ed Sullivan, Regis Toorhey and
George McManus also comi
and Get It.'
on
Monroe
rcenthal wilt supsrviie. with all-star show now.. being lined
Lip. in New York l>y John H. fiai'iris.
the campaign,.^^ich wi|i be~
died through* Donahue & Coe. ad Banquet will honor outgoing chief
agency for United Artists. Lynn: barker Art .Levy, manager of 'ColumFarnol of the D-C agency,
ill go
bia Exchange, as well as His succesinto the 10 keys' personally in con- sor^ John. J. Malohey, head of Metro
i

H. Y. and Chi Look

AH

:

.

Set for 2,000-Ft Reel
Changes in New York's or inaiic^

'

,

.

.

.

.

.

-

,

';'

.

1

'

necli

ith the advertising splurge;

office here.

covering the size of reels ih prpjec.
tion booths probably will be arterc
'

this week so- as to make the use o
The indus2,000-foot spools legal.
try's committee on. 2,000>fpbt reel
will present their arguments to th
city fathers with passage on revise t
provisions apparently assured.
-

.

.

.

.

Revised Ordinance. In Chi
which would give reel cioarance
!

i

,

».

icientl^
magazine
the /booth
smalt to permit tise of the 'presently,

adopted
foot

14',4-inch

spool ),

proved

standar.d

(2,000

probably will be apend of this irioatti<

before- the

.
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AND A SUPERB SUPPORTING

CAST

.

.

.

IN

A DRAMA CARVED

FROM THE THROBBING HEART
OF A WOMAN WHO DARED AS
DESPERATELY AS SHE LOVED!

A WOMAN REBELS
with

i
i

Directed by

Mark Sandrich

Pandro S. Berman Production

DONALD CRISP

RKO -RADIO PICTURE

Doris Dudley

David Manners

P IX Tl IE $

OVER

BIZ

a tors that

1

Chicago, Oct.

ho t come

.

'

the announcement on
Kept copy word;ng
a minimum, with no exorbitant "ballyhoo.
Took additional
for

double features.
to

single: bill 'for
three years.
it is back to pairs,
led by induction "of this policy by

Now

•

Balaban. & Katz.. <Par),
Philadelphia is probably: the most important
key with the least amount of .twinning, this being due largely to the
Warner dislike of the policy.- New
York is almost solidly dual, only exception being the leading downtown
.

runs,
best figures of the
indicate thai 40% of the country's theatres are dualing all the time
and that an additional 20% play
double bills a part of the time. The
20% includes a lot of houses which
toward the -tail-end of seasons start
first

MPPDA

The
would

space in the dailies, but used plenty doubling up weaker product
which
of blank space around the! double has been held back, With a
view to
feature announcements.
disposing Of product that has been
bought,
Such houses possibly will,
play single, bills nine months of the
year, duals three months.
INDPLS.
Unless the pUblic^itself so definitely
spurns duais in. time that it would
UP; $6,000 IS
be unprofitable for anyone to con?
tinue in such policies, industry leadr
ers see only one alternative, albeit a
Indianapolis, Oct. 20.
-This
alternative
Ted Nicholas, manager of the fllm- dangerous
ills for all major,
vaude Lyric, was held up last Mon- would be. si
day by a: lone bandit who escaped houses and an immediate reversal of
with an amount estimated to be sales policy under which distributors
about $6,000, partially covered by hv. would not sell pictures when two
suraixce.
As Nicholas stepped from aria going on a program. Such an
ah office into a corridor, the bandit alternative would be useless, how-:
confronted him with an automatic ever, unless all distributors, major
pistol, forced him to return to the and. independent, undertook the plan;
office* open the safe, and then lie
Legal .$tymle on Tabu
face downward on the floor While,
'Contracts Which: would not permit
the bandit scooped, the money in an exhibitor to play two pictures
bills from the safe and fled through concurrently may ultimately
come
the stage spill, which occurred at but at present legal and other fears
an opportune time to cover, his, re- greatly preclude such a step, Among
treat.
other things, distributors
inNicholas is now commuting be- terested in settlement of the legal
tween, theatre and police headquar- question involved in the double billters attempting to identify suspects. ing case in Philadelphi
which is
now pending before
Circuit
Court of Appeals. In
key an
Hazza's Large FP-Caiu
exhibitor, in the lower
,
cessfully won his contention that
Division
Co. Shift distribs could not ask an exhibitorToronto, Oct. 20.
to agree not to play his pictures on
Sequel to
series of repfent di- bills with others.
visional meetings, changes in Famous
The case was appealed by the disPlayers-Canadian setup will place tributors to the Circuit. Court, which
Wi ipeg,
Saskatoon,
randon, upheld the' lower court's findings; A
Shaunavon, Weyburn, North Battle- rehearing •'of-' the case: .was/ granted
ford and all other FP-Can. houses in 'and .argument on the reheari
was
Manitoba under the direct super? held a week ago. Decision is now
vision of John Hazza, who. will also being awaited,
have charge of the Alberta division,
-\
In the Philadelphi
it was announced by J. J.
itzgib- hi itor did not sue on the ground
bons, director of theatres.
that the distributor refused to sell
Port Arthur and Fort WillianC him unless he single-billed, The
formerly operated out of Winnipeg, point was that an agreement by an
are now to be operated from the To- exhibitor not to dual was in itself
ronto office under direction of Morris illegal and not binding. This is conStein, supervisor of the northern and sidered very different from, any
easter ^ Ontario divisions.
T. Ray policy of a distrib under which, he
Taubmart, present city manager at would refuse to sell an exhi itor if
Winnipeg, will be transferred to Ot- he planned doubling up pictures.
tawa to- supervise the expanding There' the legal point may be even
links of the FPchain there and niOre 'dangerous. The Philadelphia
in Quebec.
suit was brought by Hairy Perlman^
Howard Knevels, rJlanager of the exhibitor. In istributor circles it
Capitol, Ottawa, /
replacing Len was believed, he might be acting for
Bishop, present manager of the Capi- the local Allied organization which
tol. Halifax, who has been transnow is out of existence..
ferred: to the Capitol, London, replacAylesworth, in his speech before
ing,. Bob Roddick, promoted to disicture Engineers' at
the Motion
trict manager of southwestern OnRochester during the past Week,
tario under Clarence Robsoh, ivision cited that admissions" are lower and
director of eastern Canada.
there, are .many cases where dualing
,
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ists,;

ith the price to the public

how

for two films than it was
good picture eight years
Denver,He termed the double, feature
The opening day of three of the gram a child of the degression.
less

Grid's Influence on Pix

for a

1

-

>;

Harry. Iiuffman first-run theatres has
changed from Saturday to
Thursday, because
the football
games at the University of Denver
stadium. In the change are the Den -

been

No

:

Looks that B&K Will
Not Ask for that Additional. Seven Days' Clear?

Now

""""

Between

the

1

the. proposed anti- theAction
ordinances and amendments

atre

Houses at 30c and First
Week of General Release
at 25c

.

DUALS* NEXT?

:

1

Several weeks ago, after/ Mrs. Fox
Chicago, Oct. 20. V
testified that her attorneys handled
For
second consecutive year ail the concemVaffairs, she pleaded
Balaban
Katz has Withdrawn its illness and asked to be excused from
demands for J an additional seven the witness stand. Referee Steedle
days of clearance between the- '& said he wasn't- impres^d and
houses at- 30c. and the first week pf dered her to return the next day
general release houses at '25c.
It with
a Refreshed memory.'/ She
marks the second year of victory for never did return and Federal Judge
the independent neighborhood thea- John Boyd Av^ is now considering
tres which have fought the B;
K. Whether she should be held in
demands tooth-and-nail. With the tempt of court' Fox, himself,
withdrawal of these demands by sWered routine , questions through
B. & K., the indie Allied exhibs have two'; hearings last week*
also killed their pending suit for
Trnstee?* Petition
injunction against, the distributors
,Steeiman,
his petition before
and the chief Chicago circuit.
While B. & K., in withdrawing its the Vice Chancellor, charged that
demands, stated that: Unexpected to the All-Cohtihent Corp. 'was formed
get this additional week of protec- by William Fox Jot the express pu>V
tion on the 1937-38 contracts, it is pose of defrauding . creditor)! theii.
generally admitted throughout local existing as well as ihose ^io .^whplp
film business that the B. & K. abdi- Fox thereafter became indebted,.::
cation of its " demands means that
'From the time of its formatipn,'
the question is settled for years- now, the ~peTitTon read, .'the* corporationand that B. & K. probably will not dealt in securities of various kinds
enter another plea
additional for. the purpose of investment only,
clearance.
it at ho time dealt in .securities! orBalaban & Katz sought this addi- other investments for or on account
tional protection last buying season of any person other than itself, or
and backed, away from the campaign William Fox, individually or "acting
in the end, stating that it would i - in its guise as a corporate, identity.
Sist oh- the -full week of clearance ,
William Fox and the AU-Coniiand the
thjs year (1936-1937).
Last season nent Corporation
the circijit had the •backing Of Only same.". .
two major distributors, while
is
be atThe real object sought
year the circuit had the agreement tained by William Fox V
v Was to
of all the major exchanges in okay- thwart his creditors and retain for
ing the additional
With himself and his family, in fraud of
Allied goi
the front, with active his creditors, the full and unmolested
campaigning agai
the move and ehjoyment of all his assets. •
finally winning out in the final
^William Fox's wife and daughters
coiiht, doubtful that B. & K. will were, in full knowledge at all times
attempt: to put through its demands, of the things being done
and
in the future.
sat by and permitted said
they
.
Duals Still Stand
things to be done, or assisted in the'
K. has lost its fight doing thereof/ aU-,in fraud ahd to
While B.
for extra protection, it has ap- damage of creditors of Wijliam Fox.'
parently won its fight for i double
Steelman charged the $340,000 in
features, starting the twin bills last cash Fox allegedly gave his daughFriday (16) i
all of its 'A' nabe ters shortly after formation of the
houses,. Marbro,
Uptown, Tivoli, All-Continent Corp, in 1930 was 'not
South town and Granada. Rest of made then, but at much later times,
the
will come into the twin- and was not in fact completely made
flicker
fold
on regular release and fully consummated,'"
schedule.
Ail-Continent Corp. filed a claim
are still
the of $417,258 against Fox after he filed
Allied exhi
opinion that they Will be
to his bankruptcy petition, but Steelkeep doubles out also,
the man charged he was not indebted
majority: of the .exhibitors have to the company 'in any amount.
Steelman said that Fox's $1,600,-'
started to buy on the basis, of twi
billing. Just what action, if any, the 000 assets included $1,400,000 of Cali :
individual 'Allied exhi iiprs, "will fornia real estate and $190,000 of
take' on, the-doubles should they de- hotes signed by -C. H. Huston, forto fight twin bills as actively mer 'chairman of the Republican
ci
they have fought the extra National Committee, all of which he
as
clearance, has hot been deci
said were of doubtful value.
With their Victory, iri the clearance
Much litigation in California: courts
fight as artSmpetus, however,; there would be necessary to establish the
is much talk about the indie exhibs value of the real estate, Steelniari
will go into' the pit against the B. &. redited, and as to the Huston notes,
K. twin-bills campaign, with a pds- he added:
'The notes are long overdue.
si ility of another threat of court
,.•>
ing.
Huston is without property or means
action in the
Should it become a question of by which indbtedness might be rethe exhibs covered and we are also unable to
legal pyrotechnics agai
Will: have Joe Rosenberg, of Rosen- learn of Huston's whereabouts.'
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Jack SmoT,noff, known also as Jack
Small, business manager of the. Mod*
ern Theatres, 246 West
street,
filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy in U. S. District Court, N. Y.,
listed at $10,-

-Chief creditor is Popsicle Service,
which is owed $2,768.
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of NiY, City to this effect.
"was expected this week;

.

Answer

'.;

Decision, on the matters have been
hanging fire lor the past two months.
Most* of the agitation being created
by. the association^ To date the affair has been purely personal betw^an the opposers and individual
prospective theatre builders with no
assistance from film or theatre organizations;
.

.

.

''

Association

endeavoring

is

to. pass

an ordinance that

will permanently
prohibit erection of theatres of. any

nature ort Fifth, Park iwd Madison
^ 34th and 57th:
avenues as well
streets." Opposition has always been
speedy when: plans for theatre construction ift the yerbpten zones Was
announced; Alni now is to eliminate
future trouble |md .suits by outlaw;

ing sueh;ioc?tl0n8,
Fear^il "of ^iitical reaction, few
officials/^j^tured opinions pro or
eon on tt^ ;lhatter until last week.
M£yor -Idl "Giiardia and Borough.
President {Levy have gone on records
as:' favoring 'the measure.
License
Commissioner Moss and the Corporation Counsel have bitterly opposed
;tbe invasion of all theatrical enter1

'

prises in this sector.

^VAlso on tap but set for a later
daie> after the first bill has been
ushered into, the city laws, is an
amendment to the existing zoning
law that will prohibit the erection
of a theatre: in any neighborhood
without: an 80% favorable vote' of
surrounding landlords and retail
storekeepers.
Primary purpose of
the association ls to keep the shopping avenues 'clean,', which accounts
for' the concentration on the first
1

;•'

:

'";•'

'

bill.
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.
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Stei
who handled
berg. Toomin
the injunction setup >h the.; exhib's
K. clearance
battle against the B.
plans, representing them agai

&

ATLANTA SHOWMEN-PILOTS
Atlanta, Ga„
business was well reprethe recent first annual
Georgia Products Aerial Treasure

Show

No

Minn. Tax Assured

Minneapolis,
of the interests of Mike
that
NoW virtually a certai
Barbvic and Pete Constanti, comprising the Riyieri
and Beverly with Minnesota exhibitors will be spared
threatened state admission
the Blue Mouse and Temple theatres. from
With Hamrick also, directing, the tax: the ensuing year. Following a
Roxy and Music Box, this gives him fight against any additional theatre
Martin Nelson, •Republican
six downtown houses out of a total taxes,
candidate for governor, has come out
of eight
the against a sales tax of any kind.
Barovic will be in charge
His opponent, U. S, Senator Elmer
purchasing and booking for the Blue
Mouse, Temple; Rivieria and Beverly Benson, already was on record in
opposition to the proposed sales tax.
theatres.
solidation

.

i
November. Word /has;
been given the association by the
president df the Board of Aldermen

elections^

All-Continent and a score. Of
iary corporatiohs. Witnesses testified
she received more than $40,000 in
salary last year. She and her two
daughters are listed as sole directors
of the corporation. Mrs. Fox and
her daughters" have testified, that
they knew little or nothing about
the cOncefn.

•

Smolnoff's Bkptcy.

proposed by the Fifth Avenue Association: will be delayed 'uiitil after

from page 6)

(Continued,

'C

'

,

Inc.,

Then

Madison Ave. Ass'h?' Squawks

-

Tacoma, Oct.
Aladdin and" Broadway.
The John Hamrick interests are
three' opening games of the
full control of all
season were played on Friday nights, now nearly
but the games are switched to Sat- downtown picture houses. Ned Ed
urday afternoons with the coming ri local manager of this large thehas announced the conatre chai
of copier weather.

The

;

Decisions Till

,

Hamnck's Tacoma Sew-Up

ver.

Wed. (14).
labilities
263; no assets.

— Park, Fifth and

•

•

key was dominantly.

20.

Double features, brought back to
Chicago last Friday (16) by Balaban
into its five keys nabe houses,
got away with considerable strength,
such houses as the Marbro, Granada,
Tivoli, Uptown and Marbro running
nearly 110% ahead of the week previous. However, expected that there
will be somewhat of a drop-off from
this high within the next' few weeks
when- the rest of the houses in town
switch back to twin bills.
Balaban & Kate used a simple ad.

down

outsider Will

and, not being a. part of any
agreement, immediately open with
doubles.
Chicago, where interests
got together to wash up duals, the
i

& Kate

form

an

VARIETY

sented

in

Hunt, sponsored by the Georgia
Aeronautic Ass'n and the Atlanta
C. of C. William K. Jenkins.<of Lucas & Jenkins theatres, and Harry
-

.

Ballance, 20th Century-Fox district
mgr.;, piloted their .own planes on
the three-day 800-mile.. aerial jaunt

Over

.the state.

£. E. Whitaker, city manager .for
L. 8c J> and William Dunn, film row
;

commei'cial photographer, were pasr
senger"

Another.- factor

the
the decision Of the Court of Appeals in the
restrai ing

hand of the association

'

is

matter of Thomas Lamb's; proposed
plans for theatre , construction "
Madisbh avemifc,. Association does
not want to rush the matter because
of possible confliction with the de-..
cision of the court >nd thereby incur
.

1

,

.

disfavor.:
1

In the past year .there: have been
nine applications for. theatre.,
struction in these territories. Names
of applicants and their prospective
sites are Henry Mandel, 79th street;
and Madisch; Frianlc Lord,, between
75th. and 76th streets on Madison;
;

.

Henry Phippsj 62d and Madison;
Robert Walton Goelet, ,53d and 54th
Park; Benjamin Knobel made apr
1

bit

plications for tv/o at 48th and 49th
on Madisort:' and at 55 East 34th
street. Others Were Nivelle Corp. at
12th;street and Fifth, and Gramercy
Realty Corp, at 52d and .53d street
on. Fifth.
.

.

Enfan tas Realty Corp
y
.

)ias

.made

application; for a variation of the.
existing zoning laW that will extend
the retail business district of 85th
street and. Madison to permit erec-'
tion of
theatre.
Latter being
heard now by Board Of Standards
arid. Appeals,:'
,

.

Midnite Shows in W-S
Cater to 'Baccy Harvest
Winston -Salem, N.
Qct
With the opening of the tobacco
season and the Winston-Salem mar-*
ket paying out an average of $200;000 a day to: farmers, the Colonial,
second run. house, which, caters to the
farmer, has inaugurated its midnight
shows.
here
Farmers begin treking
early at night with tobacco and by
the: time they, have placed the weed
on the warehouse, floors they are
it.
The
ready to make a night
only thing open is the Colonial and
it is
catching the shekels rattling
in the farmers' pockets. House has.
had the midnight policy during tobacco season, which, runs .from Oct
...

'

1

,

1 to

March

1,

for several yeara.

The

scene represented by this cartoon is being duplicated everywhere!
At press time "LIBELED LADY" was ahead of the phenomenal "San
Francisco" in 13 engagements: Albany, Bridgeport, Cleveland, Hartford,

New

Haven, Providence, Rochester,

Springfield, Syracuse,

Waterbury,

Worcester, Indianapolis, Chicago. Among other spots where engagements have been extended are: Baltimore, Albany, Columbus, Philadelphia,
Los Angeles, Wilmington, Worcester, Chicago, Denver and many more
as we approach publication deadline. It's going to happen in your town; too!
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ON SCHEDULE
Budapest,
roducing activities at Budapest's
lull swing
ith
space fully occupied until the hew

two studios are in
'

year..

'.

At Hunnia,. 'Learn

to

Love,'

a

Mozgokepipari, Ltd., production, has
just been completed, under the direction of Bela Balogh. At present
Istvan Gybrgy is shooti
'Storm on
Kemenes Farm.'
This will be
finished in a few days, and the pro-;
during firm of Hirsch and Tsuk
enters into possession of the studio
Man,' adapted- from a

lor 'Gold
Jokai

Same producers had

.

last season's great success with their
version of the same author's novel,
'The New Squire.'
'Gold Man' is
directed by Bela Gaal and super-.
.vised by Istvan Falus.

Next on the schedule

Hunnia is
'Lumpazius Vaat

icture,
a German
gabundus,' a Styria production, to be
shot partly here and partly in
Vienna. This will be followed by
Berna Cb.'s German-language pro:

.

duction,

'Eine Insel wird entdeckt'
Is Discovered' ), directed

('An Island

by Karl Lamac.
.

:

Pallas, Ltd.,' has leased Hunnia for
November, producing 'Sister MarjaL
in German and Hungarian versions.
Next comes another Berna production, 'Ein Strauss Bosen' '('A Bou.

quet of Roses'), with: Sybille Schmitz
in the lead. Another German-Hungarian production is that of Attila
Co., 'Regenbogen' ('Rainbow'). 'Poganyok' ('Pagans'), a Hungarian picture based on Ferenc Herezeg's his-,
torical novel,, with outdoor .'.shots
completed ^during the summer, will
have indoor; scenes made at Hunnia;
a Muvesztfllm picture, Tomy,' comletes the program.
At Filmiroda studio, /Rendezvous
by the Danube,' a Phoebus product
tion, is about finished; it is the 25th
;

:

picture directed by Istvan Szekely.
Next' comes a picture' in French and
Hungarian versions, 'En Derive*
Members of the
('In the Storm').
Comedie Francaise, together with
.

Limure, French director, his camraman, J. Bauer, and his technical
come to Budapest for the oc-

O'Keefe's 1-Niter

The Hague, Oct. 9.
modern cinema thea-

(Continued from page 3)

.

VARIETY

(Continued from page 1)
Last word iri
being built here. Metropole
time,
so another politico was given
Palace, how under construction, will
taken.'
be Holland's ace film house when a whack at mob. Latter rambled on
The Motion Picture Theatre Own- completed, What with special acous- and on, and when he. did not heed
ers of America 'czar' suggestion,
two- messages sent out from wings to
tics; for sound, elaborate concealed
which incorporated a tentative ar- lighting arid special seats.
him on stage, managers of affair are
rangement whereby all radio appearOne of the unusual features will be reported to have told O'Keefe that,
ances of film players would be con- extra- large seats.- If
in view .of fact, only 21 mi.njutes redQnstruciexl oh
sidered on their merits, type of pro- usual, norm the;
house^vould seat mained for him to work before
gram, the staging of such (including 1,600, but due to the fancy, pews, broadcast commenced,? there would
be some cutting in coin
have
material, rehearsal/ direction, musical 1,250 will be its capacity.
setting, supporting cast, arid pubFire department is having plenty promised the mpnolbgist. That sent
O'Keefe in person put. on stage,
licity ) and possible interference with to say regarding
construction. Berelease date of. star's picture, was cause of proximity of the Carnegie Where he went into consultation with
rated too drastic in some industry Peace Palace, the new theatre is built Spieler, resulting in comic taking
circles.
There was the further han- to permit fire-fighters to work from over the stage. He got paid in full,
dicap, that -all picture companies the theatre in case, of a fire iri the however.
Humped over the lectern, with its
would be unable to agree on any- opposite building.
battery of mikes, O'Keefe instantly
single man to handle the job.
demonstrated he knew he was playWhat is more likely is that the
ing before an anti -administration. auMPTOA alternative proposal, which
dience, and after the dull, drear
IN
would have each company designate
straight speech that preceded him, he
its own arbiter, will, be civen the
put listeners in. jolly spirits by ribN.
W.,
strongest backing;
bing the Roosevelt regime through
-The fact that M. H. Aylesworth, In
?Whole first half of his 20-mih. stint,
his talk before the Society of Mo'Severai samples of the' old and new
Minneapolis, Oct..
tion Picture Engineers convention at
There are how approximately 900 wit:
Rochester, N. Y., last week/ touched theatres in operation in this terriThe
on the,
io-picture situation was tory, according to figures compiled
O'Keefe said he had heard that
taken by some to mean that he was by Mrs. Mabel Mi Dietz, secretary
Laridon would carry s. Maine and
being considered for the single arbi- for- the local film 'exchanges. This is
Roosevelt the Dixie States, but what
trator post.
Others described it as a record number.
hie. wanted to know was who would
being merely a coincidence that he
Because of the improved economic carry, the taxpayer^
Also 'crocked
should mention the topic in his. conditions, practically the only dark that he had always
heard the wi speech;
theatres in the territory are some 17 ning candidate was
Aylesworth Is hjghly
often the one
garded; both in radio and film cir- 'which have riot beeri equipped yet who looked the
flrnie^t family man;
cles,:
the -former- because of -his lor sound, according to Mrs.
ietz. Said he had seen in -public prints
long connection with NBC. Howmany pictures of Lahdon and whole
ever, the current drive to have each
family group sitting around the Tdstudio handle the -radio appearances
S. E. C. FIGURES
peka hearth, but didn't seem. Press
individually apparently has swept
Roosevelt could get his family toaside/this possibility for the time be- On Grand National and International gether long enough for one snapshot.,
ing,
Cinema
Holdings
In same vein was the gag about 'my
y
brbthier.can't get a iob. with the WPA
Suggestion that 9II icture player
Washington, Oct. 20.
air appearances be spotted oh one
because' he can't sleep standi
up
flurry
speculation
in
Grand- against' a shovel^* "
r""
night has been discarded in indusWith other gags likewise more or
try circles as being highly imprac- National stock by a corporation dU
ticable. Some exhibitors would make rector: last July was repealed by less lightly taking some licks but of
this gala picture night
and
the air Federal Securities & Exchange Com- administration
tactics,
its
every Monday, which is an off night mission today (Tuesday), Commish O'Keefe wowed 'em. Concluded by
for them.
It also is generally die'-; simultaneously disclosed, one of orig- getting in some lengthy plugs fof his
inal
founders
of
International
Cinnew radio coihmercial for. $ealtest,
scribed as a poor night for. radio,
which handicaps: the plan from the; ema has tinloaded large share of his Which debuted last Sat' (17), and 9I.S0
holdings.
worked in some of his old-time rbii*
outset.
Starting and
irig the month ti ;s that had' no political flavoring.
without any securities, Robert W. He was decidedly the hit of the show.
Atkins of New York in two days last
After the act O'Keefe denied apsummer bought and sold 2,000 pearance had any personal political
shares of G, N. common, S. E. C. re- motive; but was straight cbminerelal
port shows. Tickets were bought and job for him; Would like to work
London, Oct.
in lots of 100,
500 and 1,000 on anther' date with pro-administraBritish National Films, of Which July 30-31.
,
tion crowd, since used
for the
Lady Yule and John Corfleld are.
Slicing his investment to 200,006
IMItlttHHHIWII
the heads, is to do its next, big shares, Regan Day, Inc., of Los An- (KrmiiwMWNiii
^illlHMIUHHtHH
.

tres, is

requested or demanded such steps be

.
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RECORD NUMBER
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famous Meranb Derby;
icked by
Ethel Maggi has been
part of
Luis Treriker to play
Catherine de Medici in ^Condpttieri*
'

.('Robber Barons').
At the: $afa studio,

\

'
,

new

iberi

.

Film "E Tomato Cranevale'

(The
Has Returned') has been

,

.Carnival

Matarazzb Raffaellp

started.
director.

Armando

the

is

Vfho

Falconi,

made

the Guido Canti
play, from.,
which the film is taken; a stage success, will also play the lead; in. the.
filiiri;
Hilda Springher, just back:
•frbm ..the revue stage, where she
led her .own company arid Clara
Tabody, young Hungarian actress
'

"

:

.

who made

hit in the. Italian verr
sibri of 'White -*f<> r se Inn,' will be
starred Utith Falconi;

34tk Si» N.

A

T., Trausliixer
TTans-Lidx newsreel theatre- to

and Lexington av)>hue,- vriiliv be the first of. three r
more; ^'all-seaters to be added to.
'""
New York, for
the T-L chain
tfe

built at 3^th street

of

total

fljjfe/

gags of other
Balto date flock
kind, and has a bag of pro-New Deal
:

nifties ready;-

The O'Keefe

a ranee

was an-

id ads in papers*.
2,500 attended;. Lyric has
capacity.
At conclusion of

nounced: via

Around
2;700

O'Keefe's strietch about 125 walked
two: featured addresses'

but: before

commenced, Which would probably
as:' to what the walkers had

attest

come

.

Admish was

to hear.

free;

I

iiMiniiiiiiiMMmiUiiiiHiiM"uUiMiiMliminwiiHHnOU(MuitHti(*i^}
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geles,

transferred 40,000 shares of
International Cinema, common to the
corporation on July 27.
Delayed reports published at the
:

Music is to be written by Rawicz
and Landauer, two Austri "
pian- same time by the, Commish show
ists who have made a name in Lon- four film company directors had ho
don hiteries , and on the
Team cash at stake' in their respective
will also be featured in the R\ m -.'-With firms at the end of 1935. Non-owners
stars
being
Arthur Tracy arid are M. J. Siegel, N. Y., office-director
of Consolidated Filrri Industries; PeFrances Dee..'
ter J. Maloney .of New York, direcShooting- starts Nov.
tor of Keith-Albee-Orpheum: and
Frank F, Kolbe and T. P. Loach,
?
both -N.
officers of Pathe ExPar s Shrinkage of Its
.

Binyon, Mary Brian. W. C, Fields,
Al Jolson, Bing Crosby. Billy Faw•cett, Scoop Corilin, Helen Morgan,
Irene Franklin and a mob of others
studying their reflections i its commercial acre of spri

IIHHIirHWIIIt«HIIMIIIIHHHI
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musical, which is to cost $500,000,
for 20th Century-Fox at the Pine
Wood Studios.

2)'

Maneritu. At the same time 'Scipio,
the African' is- being worked on
i
Tito Schipa
the Cines theatre;
are being filmed
and Bdratto Ri
in 'Tbrna Piccina,' parts of which,
taken at Merario, will depict the

.'

.

(Continued from page

:

'

;

itancho H'wood

Rome, Oct.
Italy's infant film industry is
ting started with great stri
'Albero di Adamo'' (Adam's Family Tree') is being taken at the
Farnesina studi , directed by Giuli

jg'

...
in it(fii(MHmtiin'Hniut?
iiliMMdiMitiinniiHiiinin iiiHMHiiiiMiiiiMhtHMKiiitMMiMii
liiirtfUiniUllliUHtlOllMrHMUIIIIMtmiWIIIIHUHHIIiUIIMIf
IflMtlUM IIHI'iHiMlHimilllftiMli?
•'"

..

j

.

>

.,

Then somebody discovered -Encmo;
about 15 miles, further; out in the
Valley; and Fields, Jolson, 'Hortori,
and half a dozen others went; that
way to get away from it all. Jolson
even became mayor of the sub-divimile away
Crosby moved
from; the lake; and built himself a
26-room manor.
Others like Winnie Sheehan went
much further out and staked out
something on the old Carey order in
Hidden' Valley.
By now there's
hardly a mile of the old Indian playground but what houses a picture
name.
San Fernando itself is a town of
several thousand laid out north and
east of an old mission., the Spanish
sion.

.

,

.

padres built for the Indians. Place
about the hottest stretch in summer along the Coast; but the land is
fertile, so fertile in fact that guys
like Francis Lederer; Rowland Lee
and; Jim iTiilly claim they get eight
crops a year off their rahchos. Some
let real dirt, farmers raise the alfalfa
on a 50.-50 basis, the farmer to. pay
is

Many

On

Corps. Going

change;,

In addition to siihplifying the complex corporate ..structure, of Paramount by merging subsidiaries, the
functions of which can be controlled
through one rather than, two com-

rations

;

panies, Par will dissolve any incorAl
'Mm *orm Operii t In
Corp., Man ha I t h a
porated, units that it can. get along
theatrical business; oaplvp.l .Ktoclf. 1(10
without; There are numerous sub- fiharra, no pur Vsili'e.
J n corpora tors:
sidiari
ich are either Sally Jarobs, Gersoh If. Werneiv DotoHiv.
Par
Wclhberxer, nil ot 236 West 44th Htreef,
minor in character or more or less New
York City.
inactive.
Some were set up for
€lurt( W. <<etU;. Inc., Mflnhaftan; ra»Hrv
specific purposes arid have outlived r.ecprillinir business; capital "nUyekr 100
Hhares,- no
par ralur>.
InoorporalorH.
their greatest usefulness.
Clark: -Bv Oetl.",' ,.T. iTbwarrt
AnrtrpwH.
Fraricoa J. Kelly... all of Waklort Astoria
Par is going right down the .line HAtol.
,N>\v. York Clity.
.JHnbArt Thriitre Corp.,
through, all its subsidiary companies
Ins?*: theatrical'
buRlness: capital stock, .J 01) -shares* $11)0
tb determi
.be piir.
which ones
"
ivalue.
"Incor'pora.lorH:
Tlet'fv
merged and Which ones can be dis- SohneUle'r, Wllllatn Pet'inlfop. Harry
solved. The largest number of Sep- Optn'Nky,"' all of jfi. Court street, Brooklyn.
ownrd AniiiHeni.eiit Co.. Inc.-, Queenx:
arate corporations are
the theatre
.

.

ios are moving but .that
Va.!|ey, .way..iX:olijmbia, has. -bought,

a flock of acres there and. Warners
presently
ildi
the largest

The Big Broadcast

;

'

'

,

.

.

in

IHentrlcal

business;

rapl.tal -sloek;
200
v;ilue.
Ineorp'orators:
.

KAIMO
CITY

division, covering Par's more than .sharps, no par
P.. P.. Appleton. 708 West TU'Jnrl str6(!l,
1,000 theatres; and many ownerships Ne.>v York City
B'erim rd; 2242 Newas \y ell as operati
groups.. Some briM .avenue,. Mronx? it. -Canlor,'- !)4 Uai(t.

MUSIC HALL

..

:

"ADVENTURE

.

;

cannot be merged or dissolved because of outside interests.

.40th' slraet..

Dcioicitr

mollon'

s'ehp)-;(l.

Ma nliaHiri.:

Torii..

tlieatrleni

iiilc'tui'e,'.

nnd

n'niijsement'. business; eh pita
stock. 1 00'
shares." no. par
value.
J'ncornoraf oi'h:
IjoIh. .Tohnston.
West
O'JIh
«tr.->et.
Now York CHy; .lane Carrett. 1«4fi Kriir.ttti
avrrn uei V, ro'n'S
Ka (lye Werilierj.. 1 1 J
Kast lath (.Icei-l,
n>okl>n.: X. Y.
:

I

A

Film Library's Sunday
ShowingsJn. Radio CUy
Museum
brary

is

of Modern. Art Film Liafter the CerttefrN;,Y.. to

:

'

'.-

•

'

• Cln«f<»i.'wiii;~>{ii«-/.:

i

v/ -'.Yoi'lc-r.'-Wft

i

motion picture JlUnif

all 'tools, machlnery- and.' Hppllnnce.M. for llie business,
of producing and (llslrlhullrii: such-.-fljihs;capital stock, 30(1 shares, .*J.OO par value;
Inroroorat.ori*.;:
1\. <\ "KaufiiiOri,, .1501
.

<1

sound stage in the world. U has present its new list of films
been therei for ages. At the far end ing in January on Sunday
'^ht Urnadway; New York ('My,
Arm\
of the Valley, Trent Carr has a
72D Se'ventii a venue.
Vor.k'
showings, so as not to interfere v ^h kh'onff.
<'lty: R. C. nichler, 1501 Uro
Neiv
studio of western, exteriors and so 'White
York, City.
Horse Irin' production. Rock
has Par. Most of the exteriors of
Olriiiplr It|txinic riiil», frie,. fiyracuse;
fellers are in on both.'
j>roin6te. oiit>lo<»ir.' ahd- 'Indoor athlelh:
'The Good Earth' were shot
the
possi
which
makes
the
idea
.of
all
Oris
klnda
and
Kenei-al
amuse-.
"
Valley not far from Enci
'.tapltfil. stock; 100 shares, jlo(i |>«.r'
Last year regular viewings were Vrtentii;
vivlue. '
Incrirporatnrx:
Jamc .Smith,
So it looks as if the studios.
held at the Dalton School, but was Alirhaei i.Valenllno, Tau!l Knapp, alJ of
}ng found their- talent trying to get riot large enough.
Syracuse, :.N. Y,
away from it all, have decided to
itlons just reNew foreign
.TEXAS
move in on the fleeing: troupers and ceived include Rene Clair's first. film,
Oalvestofr.
so begi
the escapological cycle all 'Crazy, Ray'; 'Starfish,' with Kikl,
iPoln
Ton.'fiyHrt Kei»tty i'lrcon, Inc.;
over again; with the next stop Death
Indiana, ca.pJtAl »»toek, $i.i)()!0.
'J'exas
Parisian wodel; 'MacBeth? (1909) a^ent: '..T, ;.T. lilndaey..
Valley.
'Juve
With
Corned!
Francaise:
Siwiedw«.y ReVrentlwi nml Aman^inent
Austin aports;capll^l V»tock, $1,500.
In the
in Against
Fantomas,' French serial Club,
Incorporalora: Kex Kllc)>en, M. A. l>al<s
New York.
thriller, and others/
and' Oeorge Gainings.
'

.
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Marion Davies • Clark Gable
"CAIN AND MABEL"

:

•

WALTER HUSTON

"DODSWORTH"
with

MARY ASTOR

D'.wny.-ahA- 47tt»
Opeiiii !>:3(» A.-.M,

'

;

-

:
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song hit
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You d Thouvaiid Love
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THE FAN TOPIC

Miss Nolan's build-up has not been

New

Universal has set a high

with "The

Man I Marry \"

Miss Nolan, brings a
personality

to.

in vain.

mark

in

The

comedy
Variety

new and

refreshing

the screen!

Los Angeles Times

A

SHEETS GALLAGHER

*

promising and personable newcomer!

Hollywood Reporter

A

CHARLES "CHIC" SALE

credit to

New

Universal

CLIFF

EDWARDS

Directed H|

NIGEL BRUCE

MARJORIE GATESON

GERALD OLIVER SMITH

RALPH MURPHY

Associate Producer

VAl PAUL

I

Showmen's Trade Review

R
EXECUTIVE PRODUCER

YOUR new MARQUEE NAMES WILL
COME FROM THE new UNIVERSAL!

'

.
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Thompson, and Swen^on

Dozen Adagio Dancers

Pihch-Hit for McCarthy

Hop

.

.

:

:

•

4

,

*

-

:
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•

.

-

-

'

.

Thomas

To

'

'

•
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Steiner Scores 'Horizon'

WB.

briand, Vernon Steele, George Renvant; Jean De Briac, Winifred Har-

Gary Oweri, Ernie Adams, James
20.
Hollywood,
Robbins. 'San Quentin/ WB.
Max Steiner has bebn-bbfrowed by
ris, William Edritt, Eric Lonsdale,
Stanley Fields, George Opperman,
•Lloyds of London/ 20-F.
from* Seiznick-internaCblumbi
Jr.. John Sheehan. Gordon Elliott,
Andre Cheron, Frederick
ierWilliam Davidson; Charles Foy, Lee tional to score 'Lost Horizon/.., ,
mahn, 'One in a Million/ 20-F.
Hall Johnson choir, loaned Col. by
John Butler, 'Justice After
Kam Long,~ Luke Chan, 'Stowa- Shumway.
RKO, ill do background, . Diniitri
Dark/ WB..
way/ 20-F.
William Crowelle, "Mouritai Jus- Tiomkin wrote the music..
Joan Davis, 'Holy Terror/ 20-F
tice/ WB.
Oscar Apfel, PaulStanton, Howard
"
E. E. Clive, Lillian Kemble Cooper^
Hickman, 'Crack Up/ 20-F.
'Ready. Willing and Able/. WB.
Niven Busch,. Richard Collins
Stymie Beard, 'Penrod and Sam,'
te

.

,

'

.

:

.

script!
20-F.

Burned. Away/.

'Barriers

.

'
'

Un-

der the new arrangement, 'check cati
be made on the ground floor, probably at a saving to producers. Press
sheets, posters and other ad material
will, pass through the eastern office
as in the past.

Various forms of' lotteri
giveaways, the bane among exhibitors in' the last two years,
pear to be headed- on the
:

now ap«
way out.

Industry

leaders in the last
months hay e sensed a. dwindling
public, interest, in' these gambli
.

nights."

Chicago promises to be the battleground where the i first sweeping;
may be dealt out. The?
manner in which the Illinois metropolis has been running wild oh alBranch of Acad 5th Time leged .lottery and giveaway stunts
has been, the talk of the industry for
months. Installation of double feaHollywood, Oct.
Maj. Nathan Leyinson of Warners ture policy throughout Chicago how
been elected chairman of the looms as an instrumentality, in easing''
htechnicians branch of the Academy out the games of chance. Some trade
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences observers visualize the dual set-up
as one Way of abolishing.' the stunt
for the fifth consecutive time.
Within past year, branch member- nights..
There's no question but the glamour,
ship has jumped by 102 technici
,
has worn off in many spots. Tha:
niaki
total 327.. Branch
.

death/ blow/

tevinson Heads Tech

.

-

.

eludes 83 art directors, 23
mertt division/ 36 film editors,
photographers and 94 soundmen.
Exec committee has "approved, additional list of 49 men tp be asked to
join outfit sobn.

build-up of letting a patron in on a
$2Q0 cash award by paying only 25c
no longer holds the old appeal; The
20rmihute. clowning by a house manager, .who often is no' vaudevillianv
no longer is funny.
.

-

'

Donald Crisp: William Keighley
directing. 'The Prince '.and the Pau-

WB.

per/

_,„Casey^—Robinson^
-4--play,
'Panama Canal/ WB.
George Cheesbro, Tommy Bunps.
Mary Russell, Harry Tehbrook, Mewt
Kirky, George Pluse. Eskell Perryy

CbL

'In I ;lude/

office.

WB.

Bob St. Angelo, Art Dupuis,
Goerge Hickman, Hon Wilson, Lester
^Dprry Dick Scbttj Jack Gardner^
trim Short, Robert -Keats, Babe
Green; Mike Lally, Bud Geary, Frank
Loyva, Raoul Lechuga, Gene Morgan,
Don Rowan, Billy Gilbert, Gerald
J
Oliver Smith,

Hays

for approval at the'
.

.Hutchinson directing,- 'The Man titled original.
Without a Country,' Chadwick. ..^ward T,. Lowe, screen play, un- Hoot Gibson-Dave
Leo Carrillo; Gene>Towne, Grahaht titled original, Par.
Francis- Martin; Walter De Leon
Produce 8 Mesquiters
Baker Scripting, 'History Is Made at
scripting. 'Professional Lady/ Par.
Night/ Wanger.
Hollywood, Oct. 20.
F; H. Brennan scripting, 'Caviar
Lionel Houser, added dialog,
reat
Hoot
ibson and David Thomas
for
His
Excellency/
Guy,' GN.
Par.
Marguerite Roberts, screen play, have organized Occidental Pictures,
Horace Murphy, 'Lawless Land,'
Inc., to produce eight gallopers feauntitled original. Par;
Supreme.
Sherwood BaUey, 'Quality Street/ turing Gibson: Pictures will be reRochelle Hudson, Michael Whalen,
leased after Jan. .1.
Douglas Fowley, Thomas Beck, Alan RKO.
Joan
Diriehart, Virginia Fields,' 'Peach Edinier
'The Dude Ranchers/ will be the
"'.
scripting,
jght/ first, Arthur Rosson directing from
tion,' 20-F.
v
t
Davidson Clark, Salty Holmes, Ed- RKO,.
his orig.
Three Stooges (Howard,
Anne Morrison Chapin, screeti
die Waller, Herbert Ashley, Tom
Fine and Howard) wilt carry the
Mahohey: Hilda Baughn, Otto Fries. play, 'Vivacious Lady/ RKO.
Margaret Irving, Victor Varconi, comedy. Space will be leased at
Victor Kilian, 'Banjo on My Knee/
June Travis, Carlos de Valdez, Dick Talisman with." outdoor 'stuff being
20-F.
Gertrude Astor, Evelyn Mulhall, Purcell, Olih Howland, Alan Baxter, snapped at Gibson's ranch v
Sars Edwards, Maude Eburne, Frank John Alexander. 'Men in Exile/ WB.
Lai Charid Mehra, Reginald ShefYaconelli, 'Reunion,' 20-F.
Charles Crocker-King, Barlowe field, Will Stanton, 'Another Dawn/

\

STARTING TO

.,

,

.

.

,

.

;

-

up,'

**»..

UY'Top Town'

Lester Thompson and Joel Swenson are carrying on the advertising
advisory. department work at the
Hollywood, Oct, 20.
Hays 'office; in the East while J; J.
Universal has sigged 12 adagio McCarthy,
head of this division, is .oh'
dancers for 'Top of the Town/
the Coast,
Terpies are Marguerite' Perry.
.While in Hollywood, McCarthy wiU
.David Rochelle," June 'Ball, Geprge' obtain a closer .and more eco'nojmical
Ball ( Doripa Lee, Bebe Banick, Har- check on stills used by member .comvey Karels, Robert -Perry," Dolores panies in advertising and. publipity
Lam'a'r, Lez Demaroff, Irma Jean work;
Heretofore, the stills were
Sofar ah'd Herman Lester.
made up in full and shipped to N^ Y-.

Hollywood,
^Uiams^fc Rhodes, Harry WilJohn Mertpn^ 'Wild .Horse Round- *P&»£ tto ? ak Phri, Brooks Benedict,
Gladdin James; Fay Holderness,
Ambassador.
Francis MacDonald, Hooper Atehley,
Jenns,
Elizabeth
May Robsoh, Claire
.McDowell, Bob Freeman
Andy Devine, 'A Star Is Born,' S-I.
Jerry Fletcher, Walter Downing,
,'
Peter Hobbes, Xove Under
Herrick Herrick, 'Criminal Lawyer/
^
Goktwyn.
Roy CArcy, Ernest Piedra, Donald
Three Stooges,, untitled sh
Col.
Reed; Ralph Forbes, .HalR Lirfda,
Marcus* Goodrich,
~
unPaul Hurst, James Aubrey, Ben titled original/Bar.
Alexander, George Regis; Charles
.William Saroyan, screen play, up-?
.

in

Yakima

Canutt.

Maplel

Christine

Jack Carlyle, Eddie Cobb, Bob
Joe Rickson, Dick. Rush,
'Dodge City Trail/ Col.
Ruth G wen, Myra Marsh,

Theodore and Katharine Frye. Bev-N
erly Luff. Tamava Kauf, Hoooer
Atehley, Mitchell Jngraham. Forbes
Murray.. Burr
Carruth,
'Roarin'

Ing, 'Safari in Paradise;' Col.

Lead,' Rep,

Burns,

•

.

Bud Geary, Sam Lufki /Bill Lally,
•Counterfeit Lady,'.Col.
Don Rowan, 'The Depths Below,
Col.

'

/Jonathan Hale, Jed Prouty, H6ward Brooks. Lee Ford, Bob King,
Sam Long. Stanley Andrews, 'Happy
Go Lucky/ Rep.
Lab Carrillo,
Martin Fause, Monte Vandergrif t,
romise to
Col.
Richard Beach. Wade BoteTer, AnHarry Harvey, 'Lady of New York,' thony: Merrill.
William
Newell,
Col.
George Irving, race Durkin. Edear
Vivi
untitled short, Allan,
Mary
Russell,
Carleton
Young* Franklin pant»born;- Ralph
Col.
Dbrothy Bennett, screen" play, 'Life Staub - directing, 'Chinese- Orange
,-'
Mystery.' Rep.
egins with Love/ Coll.
^ ^v:..;
Zeni -Vatpria, Ray -Mayer,
K^efp^.Max
ruce v.vLew. Kelly,.. Cnrinelius:
Burroughs, Four Esquire Boys, Top Hoffman. Lbn s Chane y. Jr... iMifrrill
McCorm.ick. Abe Leftbn. Marc Krair
of the Town/ U.
Jonathan Hale. Libbey Taylor. Al mer, .Frankiei Maiivin, Tinrn.'.S^encer.
Duval)," Ji :Farfell'MacDbnald, Clar- Bob Nolan^ Ned Slv^'l .Huiih :Farr.
ence Muse,: 'Murder on, the Missis- Carl Farr; Charles,- Sul(iV?i^ Bu4dy
Roosevelt. Lynton -Brent, jOld Cbfr'
•:
sippi/ U. ":.
"" v; ,,.
.'
Cesar Romero, Tala Birell: Lewis ral/ Rep:
Play^
Sam Flint, ^Twb- Mi
R. Foster; Milton; Carruth directing;
-.
\
Victory,;
s
'Blonde Dynamite/ U.
Al?qe
Lake,
'Nobody'. ,;B^by/
Jane Wyatt,. Service De Luxe,' U.
'.'
John' Francis Larkin, screen play, Roach,
..'Ni^htKey/;^;^,:'.
Frank Otto,. George Zucco. Sam
McDanieis, Chet'Gah, Richard ,LeeJack Adair, Sue Moore, Tom RickHollywood. Oct. 2Q;etts., Edith Kirigdoh, Dorothy Vaughn,
Tess Slesisihger: .tabbed', 'tb f terna'
Thomas Pogue, Harlan Br(ggs; Wil- writing ticket
GoldwyhV 1
liam 'Burgess, Maude, Turner' Gordon.
Universal signed Zeni Vatori for
Janies Stewart, 'After the Thin. Man/ stretch.'*;.
\V
'•
mg. r
"New contract handed James Stewr
~
Elsbeth Dudgeon, Jpe Plcorri,
art at Metro; 'A.-'
mille/ MG/ •'"'.'
./"
Dopald Crisp sea)ed |o v termer at
Lionel Barrymroe. Janet Beecher, WB.'
••5
k
'-f
Florence Rice; Kay Van Riper script- - Metro signed
George Sayre to,
ing. 'Skidding/ MG.
"
; "
writing pkct.
Richard Powell, George
Harry;. Sherman sealed
tephen
'Love on the Run/ MG.
Morris t'd termer.
George Zwcco^'Parhell,' MG.
20th-Foxr lifted William, Consel*
Billy Lee, James Cbnlin^ 'Arizona maq's.
op#biv. ok. wrifing pact,...,,
Mahoney/ Par,
Option on Philip Houston's cove" Harry
Hayden; ftarold Mirtjir, 'Col- nant at.
picked: up;
lege Holiday/ Par,
New, termers handed out at Metro
^ Stanley Fields) Elsie Prescott, Dave to George Seaijbn and Robert'.'Pirosh'..
Dunbar,. 'Maid Qt Salem/ Par.
V/riters; Joseph Newton, 'assistant
Frances ' Farmer, !Waikikt Wed- director; Natalie Garsoh *ahd Lb|j:

1
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Box-oj^e

^omis^uV-

t^^0fci^fe4Kat il^^s^^^sM^.ihp' last

are ^dvitij^ ^kh^cfei^

dolltiirs

MiKR^ftM«tl

00:^^
^MiArO^^

installatidii,

imonth ago:

,
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.
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>
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MIRROPHONIt

And

boX'Ciffic& dollars

IS:

quickly ^ay* for .-a

.

RKQ

...

Backed by

l
t

•

E.

are proving that

creased receipts fronv only ^

;

;

.

Go6rdloatetl'.S»rvtc»

Scientifically Inttallod to
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'
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Jean Dixon; Mitchell Leisep

recting, 'Morning,

Par-

Noon

arid

di-

raine Bridges, ^players.'
'George Ha'ssell "termed

.

Modification.

'•
Night/ F6x.
:
'
/
Contracts with Wallv Westmorfe.
Own chief Of jtnakeup; Colin Tapley, actor.and Terry Ray, junior actress, re:

•

*

••

;

<

Maddy

Correll,

'

Major.
Robert Florey,
ferred/Major.
.

.

Your

Adventur

/

hewed

'

,

:

at Pat."

Mady

'

Pre- Major;

'Happiness

\\,

Correll sealed to termer by
v

.

Waldemar Young, screen

play,

titled original,

Guy

Major,
William Stark. Ken
John Marsten, William

Usher,

Thompson,

STORY BUYS

.

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
George OfBrien bought .'Life of
General Kosciusko' from Richard
O'Brien will produce
Boleslawski.
with George Hirliman.
'Life
Begins with Love'' purchased by Cbl from Dorothy Bennett.
Mervyn LeRoy bought 'The Great
Crooner/ and Douglas MacLean acquired .'Face the Facts/ both nenned
by Clarence Budington Kclland.
••

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Oct.

Shears Buffalo Theatre
59TH WEEK

"A
out.

on a convenient Step.by-^tap

,

r

at? 20th-

'

'

,

Charles Locher, 'Mi
Business/ Major,

r

ilabls

.

J*t* irimtoiUh

It *Wirl(llnily

differ-

Four btwi rfemindei."— Buffalo Courier.

20.

retagijed
Delivery'
'General
/
'Wanted: Jane Turner' at RKO.
.'Between Two Loves' will hit release sheet as 'Beware of Ladies' at
Rep.
'Beloved Eneir-y new handle for
'Love Under Fire' at Goldwyri.

.

^^I^V-n^'^

standfatd>f reproduction excellehce!

your

.

.

mg/Par.

iii*

^W: pictures

jtottttifCltefrk CemiM/ry

..

^t»«ar »/y ir,i<iiw.vomfc
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EVERYTHING

IN

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

ENTERTAINMENT!

FRED KEATING

DEL CAMPO
GEORGE A. HIRLIMAN

JEAN CHATBURN

IN

/>,.,. n<td by
DiV.cKd by CRANE

PRODUCTION
FULL NATURAL COLOR

•

TIFFANY THAYER

EDWARD
WILBUR

L.

ALPERSON

Sam Pit, by CRANE WILBUR
r In H/Sl/COlO*

Pkols jnplfil <>lli<l
ARTHUR

DREIFUSS, D«k«

BACKED BY NATIONAL

D/r.ctor

TIE-UPS!

0

Lux Soap Day and Date Co-op Plan
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.

Richard Hudnut Class

Campaign
."DIABLERO" (South American Devil Dance)
Dance Campaign Put on by Thomas E. Parson, "Radio's
Dancing Master", who put on the Astaire-Rogers "Piccolino"—
.

.

AND 100 OTHER NATURAL TIE-UPS!
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ARREST BERGER

85

VARIETY

vauce
Hollywood* Oct. 20.
, .......
during the week, which sets a new low level for any one week of preview*
Production climbed back to normal Uut meek with 45 features before iiig new pictures.
the cameras, leaving 79 in the cutting rooms and 80 in final stages
Continued activity is assured for the next month by the promise of more
of
preparation. Seven new features were started, with only two previewed than 40 new pictures to swing into production.

The

taken under advisement the case of
Bennie/ Berger, Independent chain
operator, charged with showing an
indecent film. 'Marihuana/ sex-dope
icture, at his Tine, loop first-run
cure-seater here. If tound guilty,

Berger la subject to a fine of $100,
30 day* in the woskhouse, or both,
and hi* theatre .license may be revoked.
The complaint against Berger was
sworn out by Mrs. Blanche Jones,
police matron. Prior to this Mayor
Tom LaUimer had refused to accede to. the request of a women's
group to stop the picture,, Berger
pleaded not guilty and was defended
by S. P. Halpern. Mrs. Jones and
other witnesses lor Che prosecution
Cited various alleged objectionable
scenes in the film. Halpern also had
witnesses Who testified that the picture contained a valuable lesson*
and is not indecent He argued thai
it must be Judged as a whole, instead of having particular scenes at';.

;

tacked.

Six In work, it editing, nine preparing-. In work:
«J22?f
??Fj;?jLPELOW'' reported VAanrry Sept. 16; 'SAFARI IN PABAm-ani'DOnBI
CITY TRAIL,' reported Oct 7; 'INTERLUDE,' reported
Oct 14, and started last week:
>',*!OMi5N, OF GLAMOUR,' produced by Everett Risldh, directed by
boram Wiles from original and screen play by Lynn, Starling and MaryX.
Mcqall, Jr. Cast: Melyyn Douglas^ Virginia Bruce, Leona Maricle, Reginald
Denny, Pert Kelton, Mike Morita, Maurice Cass.
Sinrj concerns painter who, seeking the unusual type, picks up girl from
the street and treats her as any other model untU preachment of his
philosophy on life changes the girl's whole aspect on fife and eventually
becomes part of a romance with the artist's best friend. This evolves into
a
8W returning to the artist.
fJTISKa?^^^?'
COUNTERFEIT LADY/ produced by Ralph Conn, directed by D. Ross
Led^rman, original by Harold Shumate, screen, play, Thomas Van Dycke;
Cast: Joan Perry, Ralph Bellamy, Douglas Dumbrille, George McKay, Gene
Morgan, Henry Mc41isoh; John Tyrell, John Piccori, Max Hoffman, Jr.,
Wade Boteler. Pillip Ann, Richard* Terry, Joe Twerp, George Pearce,
Edward LeSaint. Kerrrun Cripps, Don Brody, John Harrington, Frank
Afariow.',

Four

work, 12

In work:

editing* eight preparing.

Sept.

30;

_
EQUALITY

reported Oct. 14, and
'RAINBOW ON THE RIVER' which' started last week, Sol Lesser producing, Kurt Neuman directing, original by Mrs. Q. V. Jamison, screen
play by Earl Shell and William ,Hurlbut dialog, by Clarence Marks. Cast:
Bobby Breen, May Robson, Charles Butterworth, Louise Beaver, Bemta

Hume, Alan Mowbray, Henry

Knowldep,

O'Neill, Marilyn

Lillian Yarbo,

Steimie Beard, Hall Johnson choir.
Story shows Bobby Breen a? foundling in care of Louise Beaver, colored
mammy in locale of New Orleans during the '70s. Breen provides his own
keep by peddling flowers until he is discovered by his grandmother. May
Robson, who tikes him back to New York. The kid longs to return to New
Orleans and finally persuades his grandmother to take him back. The
three are reunited and as the boy gains fame for his singing, they become
'".
inseparable, in a tour of the country.
;
To start this week are 'COAST PATROL' featuring Victor McLagten
'

•

.

8*e»f centers around daughter of jeweler who sets out to find stolen with Edward Small producing and Ben Stoloff directing; THEY WANTED.
t
jewel that belongs to her lather. She. traces it to a jewelry house Which TO MARRY/ Zion Myers- listed as the producer and Lew Landers direct*
later develops to be a high class fence. She manages to steal the stone and ing. Readied to follow are: 'OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT/ 'MOTHER
is pemg searched by private detective who, with the aid of the underworld, CAREY'S CHICKENS/ f CONVENTION IN CUBA/ "ROBBER BARONS
captures her and^is held captive until she can produce the stone. While in and THE SECOND MAN:'
custody of private operative, romance starts he refuses to surrender her.
Owners of the fence, sensing a double-cross, turns loose the gang only
:

toj>e trapped by, the operative who turns straight to claim the girt
Readied to start next lists *A SLUG FOR CLEOPATRA/ Ralph Conn
producing and David Selmiui directi ;. 'GRAND OLD WOMAN:' Ralph
C«*n producing; 'COLLEGE HERO' with Edward Chodorov producing;
.

PROMISE TO FAT' and 'LOVERS ON PAROLE.*

Two in >work, 141 edHtnr, it preparing. In work:
THE. BIG SHOW/ reported Variety Oct ?; and 'HAPPY GO LUCKY/
14.' No new pictures started last week.
start this week are 'ROARIN' LEAD/ Sol Siegel producing, and Sam
Newfield directing} 'OLD CORRAL/ Armand Schaefer producing- andJosejlh Kane directing, and THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY/ Victor
Zobel producing and Ralph Staub directing.. To follow Within inohth-are:
'SPECIAL ORDERS/ with Herman Schlom producing; 'MICHAEL
O'HALLORAN/ Victor Zobel producing, and TWO YEARS BEFORE THE
MAST' and 'STEAMBOAT: -MARY' with Al Levoy producing.

'

*

reported Oct,

To

SI* In work, seven editing, If preparing. In work:

jury 22; *CAMILLE/ reported
^°£N 0JS^CE J«P<>*rtedSe^Variety
t 2 <A DAY AT THE RACES,* reported
'&£^.%$£!25&LH££
Sept. 16; 'AFTER THE THIN MAN.' and 'CAPTAINS COURAGEOUS/
re,

^

N/Y. FUm Critics Circle
Admits Second-Stringers
New York

film critics reconvened
for their Film Critics Circle Monday
(19) and elected William Boehnel of
the N. Y. World-Telegram as - chair*

''

.

t

''

'

ported Oct 7. No new pictures started last week.
Only. Picture .set to start next is 'PARNELL' this week, John M. Stahl
producing and directing. Cast thus far: Joan Crawford, Clark Gable, Edna
May^Obver, Bilhe Burke, Edmund Gwenn, Montagu Love. Donald Crisp,
Al Marshall, Berton Churchill. Brandon Tynan, Neil Fitzgerald, Phyllis

20thrFox
Eight in work, fonr editing, IS preparing. In work:
'REUNION.' and 'LLOYDS OF LONDON/ reported Variety Aug. 19:
'CAREER
and 'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OPERA/ reported
MILLION' and 'STOWAWAY/ reported Sept. 30;
Sept 23; 'ONE IN
CRANIO ON MY* KNEE/ reported Oct 7; TRACK-UP' reported Oct. 14.
No new pictures started. last. week..

Coghlm, Pat Moriarity, Byran Russell.

WOMAN/
A

•

man. Led Mishkin of the Telegraph
was renamed secretary. Boehnel r/e-

In

'UNTITLED LILT PONS/ reported Variety
STREET/ reported Oct 7; 'CRIMINAL LAWYER/

.

•I

^Marihuana' did big business for
two and a half weeks at the Time.
It was yanked in the middle of the
third week after the Berger arrests
and when the squawks -were getting
too numerous.
U.

NOON AND NIGHT/

'OUR MISS KEANE/ 'MORNING,
and 'BETTING FEVER.'

MANCE/

Columbia

Minneapolis, Oct. 20.
court here has

municipal

Paramount

:

•

:

^^ W

t

JSJS^^^S
WUS,'

.

.

^

WOMAN/

°

.

;

Readied to. start next are: -THE HOLY TERROR/ to be produced by
John Stone, directed by James Tittling; 'PEACH EDITION/ Sil M. Wurtzel
producing and Allan Dwah directing; 'LIVING DANGEROUSLY/ Keiuieth
Macgowan producing and George Marshall directing; 'ON THE AVENUE/
Gene Markey ptoducing and Roy del Ruth directing.. All to start around
Oct. 26. Pictures to follow in the early part of November are THE LAST
SLAVER' to be produced by Nunnally Johnston and directed by Tay
Garnett, and remake of 'SEVENTH HEAVEN.'

places Thornton Delehanty, resigned
k'^l h
ltl,,i
critic of the" Post.
......
f' e, * ht preparing. In work:.
^£
J.5?
MA1? J°
PA SJ^fdEM
reported Variety Sept. 2; 'COLLEGE HOLIDAY.'
>
Group decided to admit secondARIZONA. MAHONEY,' reported Sept. 30; 'ONE MAN'S
string critics to membership, John T.
reported Oct 14. Started last week:
MacManiis ot the Times, Robert
A
by B P, Schulberg. directed by
B4^J5^ Wallace, no writing produced
Garland of the American, Margaret Richard
credits.
Cast: Edward Arnold, Francine
Talezaar_ bf the- Herald Tribune,
a,,C^O^t,
ail Patrick sid
Blackmer; Jonathan
*
Wanda Hale of the ifews and Irene H^Se^^een^?gle^
Thirer of the Post being admitted i S'j'r centered around recent drought in Kansas, Edward Arnold bit*
lumber
baron
accused
of
.bringing
about this condition by removing timber
in that category. New first-string
n
ve hwjace with his many friends, he. returns, and atfilm critics admitted are Howard %2£*Z *J*
i F°
to reclaim
the
plantmg it with wheat only to lose the
Barnes of the Herald Tribune and fortune, he has garneredland^by
and the love for the woman who tried to keep
Archer Winsten of the Post Eileen
1 becoming a martyr to conditions of nature.
Creelman of the Sun remains the "iff-JIS"
BUjS,NF SS ', Produced by Emanuel Cohen and
t
the group having directed by Norman McLeod,
only critic out
^original by John Frahcis La»rkin. screen plav
by
Dore
Schary. Cast: .Charles Ruggles, Alice Brady, Lyle Talbot Jack
quit in a huff last year, due to what
she called the group's 'lack of dig- LaRue, Benme Baker. Frankie Darro. Robert Baldwin, Lloyd Crane,
Horace Stewart Bill Demarest Gene Lockhart, Charlie Wilson, WiUiam
V.
nity.*
Davidson, Paul Harvey, Duke York, Theodore Von Eltz, David Sharp.
Organization decided to continue
Story is Charles Ruggles opus,? cast as a nature columnist for metropolinaming 'best picture of the year/ but tan newspaper, and
with it he takes great pride in becoming honorary
to; advance: the award, decision to be
officer of the Boy Scouts. Everything goes along nicely until he is called
given out at a banquet the first week in by the editor to liven .his ^cdlumn up. This goes against his feelings and
of January. .Richard Watts, Jr., who he leaves on a vacation leaving his wife to fill in. She, proceeds to pen up
quit the film critics ranks this sum- the column and does nicely but inadvertently tips off gang slaying. Gang
mer by taking over the drama as- goes after Ruggles who is held captive in an isolated mountain retreat
signment: on the Herald Tribune, where troop of Boy Scouts happen to pass. Ruggles puts the Scout wigwag system of distress into motion and is saved.
was asked to preside at the award.
Readied for early production are: INTERNES
TAKE MONEY/

™y

United Artists

»

ZX*

Two in work, two edUing, five preparing^ In work:
'BELOVED MARY/ formerly 'LOVE UNDER, FIRE' reported
Sept 9 ahd< 'WE LIVE ONLY ONCE/ reported Oct 7. No new

mJSEX^W*- OWN

stsrtcd ldst \v€clc»

Readied are 'ADVENTURES OF TOM
Selznick-rnterhational and 'HISTORY IS
duced by Walter Wanger.

SAWYER'

MADE AT

to

Variety,
pictures

be produced by

NIGHT*
'

to be pro-

-'

'

••

Waimers
Elfht in work, 13 editing. It preparing. In work:.
•MOUNTAIN JUSTICE/ reported Variety Sept 16;

CANT

Doublet with
turning, director^
He'll meg his

House/

Meg

Hollywood, Oct 20.
Hirliman, producer,

George

Which

own
goes

'Flop

into

work

shortly.

(Shows number

of pictures promised by the various major producing companies for
tures yet to be produced for the 1L93S-36 program.)

Hirliman contemplates making a
quota picture for GN in Great BritLouis Rant* and Charles Hunt,
production assistants, are planning
trip to London to start the baU roll-

No. ofpix

.

promised

ai

Prodaeersand.

ing,

'•••v..

for
1936-3?

contrlbutlnr
companies.

:

:

season.

COLUMBIA
Larry' Darmour. .. ,.
METRO
Hal Roach
PARAMOUNT ..........
. .

.

YanlfV Star at Tarzan?
Hollywood, Oct

20.

If the deal is closed and tests, are
Okay, Gehrig will: swing from the

.

• t

. .

David Loew. ,.
rGeo: HfrHnian.

• • •

ft.

• •

•

•

t

'

Of
•

. .

......

t

•

'•

o o

•.

*

•'* • o

•>'••'

'

•

t

«. 4

•

., ..

4

for
1935-30

program.

Total
to be
delivered
.

by

Auff.
1, 1937.

Number
completed:
for new
season.

Pictures
now in

work.

50
8
48
4
48
8

pictures:
now in

cutting

rooms.
It

Balance yet
to go before
.

cameras;
35
6
34

Total plz
in preparation.

8
I
8

8.

6
1
39
2

• • •

»

• t

.

1936-37 program and huniber of pic-

...:2

• • » o
;

Balance

tlie

.':

. . .

Sol Lesser.

REPUBLIC

......

A. W« HackeL
2STH-FOX
:

, , ; , ,

,
.

,

.Sol Lesser.-; v.-

• • • • •
•

i

UNITED ARTISTS
Sam Goldwyn.
XABSptfS SWEDISH PIC OK

•

•

• •
•'

#••'••<
• •

RKO-RADIO

trees for the. next flye years.

Spokane, Oct. 20.
When Einar Larson, local newspaper man,, brought 'Walpurgis Night,'
Swedish talker, here for showing, he
revealed that the film had a birthcontrol theme. Censor board heard
about it and wanted to rule on. it.
But they didn't have
who
could talk Swedish.
Larson persuaded them to let him
censor it He passed it

t

•

• •

. .

:

pic.

.

Harry Sherman. ..
Frank Lloyd. .......

•

Tarzan

;

B. P. Schalberr.
Enuinael Cohen>
R. A. Rowland.

Sol Lesser is trying to sign Larrupin' Lou Gehrig, first-baseman for

the Yankees, whom the producer has
pegged as the 'perfect jungle man.'
Negotiations are on with Christy
^Walsh^ who;
handles;''.the -biz.; end for
"'
'Gehrig.' ''Xessi'r'" wariW him for ~ a

TABL E

P R O D UC T I ON

Is

story,

'READY, WILLING

and 'PENROD AND SAM/ reported
Sept 30; 'SAN QUENTlN' and 'BAD MAN'S TERRITORY/ reported Oct
7* Bnd stflrtftd ldst week*
''JUSTICE AFTER DARK*', being produced by Bryan Foy and directed
(Continued on page 70)

AND ABLE/ 'ANOTHER DAWN'

.......

»
Reliance
Elisabeth Bergner
Criterion Films. ...
.

UNIVERSAL

. .

i

. . .

• * • •

I

• t I t

»

• • •

V'

I

'

>

•

o •

\ •''

• *

»•'•'!

»

'.

*

* ». *

»•

o

'•'

•

*

• •

• •

*

*

• • *

•

• •

'If

•

!••••*'
I.

.^..;. .v...
;

Buck Jones..*..;....

WARNERS

'

i

.

I

t

J

I

.

Korda London.

*

'<

^

.Selznlck International

.

« •

>••••••

Walter Wanger^
Pickford-Lasky

* •

»

* •

;'

•,

>*

• •

*.

• » •

7
1

• • • •

10

...

516

12

6$

45'

339
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EDNA

Wfe<Jneedtty*

October £1, 1936

FERBER'S BEST-SELLING

NOI

BECOMES THE MOST
THE excitement and
the sweep of

life

and love

in the timberlands of the
north, a passionate chroni-

on
the screen ... as tenderly

ro-

manticasbn

could

tell it

. , .

truly

grand

scale entertainment in the

n

M

tradition.

U EL

presents

Mady

Christians

Directed

by

• Vj

HOW/

WedB€6<k^ Oeteber 21v 1936

VARIETY

XCITING FILM OF RECENT YEARS!

FRANCES

FARMER
A

Iter

Brennan

•

Frank Shields « Andrea Leeds

W HAWKS and WILLIAM WYLER

•

•

and a cast of thousands

Released thru UNITED ARTISTS

All

VARIETY
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Chan Income frot. Tine Sales
F.C. C. LIKES INDIVIDUAL

MERIT POLICY

NBC
1938

Q

Shaking of Established Set-Up Deplored by Indus- CURB NETWORKS,
VE
try
Even Super-Power Advocates Prefer TakeOiUES BREAK-5UnQK
It-Easy Tempo on Reallocation

—

Washington, Oct
Washington,
No general realignment of the industry, such as occurred after the
1928
is expected to resuit from current Federal Communications Commission hearings on

/

Vision of basic theories and existing
regulations.

Commish

,

will follow

practice

of considering every individual case

on

own merits, instead of handout new power
frequency

its

ing

.

franchises to large groups of stations,

the industry

how

Weeks

predicts.

even months of proceedings
probably will be required, before any
'

:

concrete effects of the two-week discussions are seen.

every spokesman before;
the Commish during the past fortnight has advocated the government,
move
slowly before modernagency
.Virtually

Lehr's five Points
Washington, Oct. 20.
Lenox- R. Lohr, NBC prez,
recommendations to the F.C.C.
are:
(1)

'

"

Extend license period to
three-year maximum for sake
of economic stability.
(2) Prevent further breaking
down of cleared channels and
impose

which

restrictions

will prevent; exclusive franchise holders to render better
and more extensive service.
(3> Eliminate any maximum
power regulations on clear
channels, but do hot make
wholesale boosts to 500 k,w.
(4) Raise night nower of reionals to 5 kw.
(3) Increase:, poorer of local
stations whenever technical and
economic factors warrant
'

izing the present rule book. Even
the advocates of super-power have
^voiced a belief that the F.C.C. should
/•take it easy i
authorizing- present
clear-channel transmitters to .up.thfeir
wattage to 500 kw, and the regional
group, although uncompromisingly

opposed to juice raises., for exclusive
transmitters, has subscribed .to- the
idea that advantages and disadvantages, in each instance should be
thoroughly weighed before boosts are
authorized.

.

.

Obsolete Tables

There .has been a similar, attitude
on the question of changes in technical regulations. While a number
;Of engineers have suggested the-mile-

.

;:

'age separation tables are obsolete
and others have said there is no need
kc separation of transmitters
•in the same locality, practically feyery
exponent of these changes has qualified his recommendations with recommendation that more research be
:

-;i6r.50

' -

conducted and no general overhaul-

..

• • . •

March
April

2,729378
2,585,920

June

2345,843
2,429383

July ..............
August ,
September
Total

.

.

.

:

available for regionals

and

locals to

relieve present congestion and improve reception.
Urging flexibility in Federal regulations, Sutton scored the present

2,758,319
3,025,308
2,682,143

Washington, Oct. 20.
icatiohs late today (Tuesday) promised that the 1936

,

reallocation hearings before the
Federal" Communicatidns' Com-

mission would wind up jfcomor-row. noon'' (Wednesday).'
Commish today heard the
testimony of various little stations with grievances or points
of view they waited, three
.

.'

.

.

.

weeks to present.
.ing

be allowed without particular

heari

'

Viewpoint of most of
.

the! industry

Was expressed concisely last week
by Lenox R; Lohr, president of NBC,
who'said the idea of an entirely new
deal is intriguing.

Remarking

that,

with only 100 channels available, the

Commish might

:

;

divide and subdivide
shuffle and reshuffle as long as it
pleases, but the result inevitably
must be the improvement 61 some
stations and the injury of others. He

summed

;

it all

up with the remark

that 'we perceive no ^ substantial
benefit to the public, as. a whole or to
the industry which could be accomplished by any such reallocation.'
From the questions asked by Com.

'

mish members and Chief Engineer
T. A. M. Craven, it has been taken
for granted that a. conservative approach to the possible solutions .of
Outstanding problems is to be expected. Craven has been energetic
in asking whether 500 kw operation
on a- broad; scale might not result in
international complications, whether,
"the listening public is ready for rad'-.

1,735355
1,860,166

•$23,805306

822326,783

:

1,370,993
1,407,843
1,555,606

$14,719,777

1935
$1,766349

,<

1934

1933

$1,405,948

$941,465

884377

1387,823,
1,524304
1371,601
1355,867

May"

1,740.517

June

13023*8

1,854,481
1,829,553
1,615,389
1,287,455
1,086;729

July

1,282.775

010,470

August
September

1,840,052

1,086300

700,491

547303

.$15,555,190

$12,099,925

$9,706,198

_$6367,599

Total

1338388

,i, . ...

. .

. .

.

1,016,102

775,487

624356

925338
620390
513315

870319

553,056
445,414
489,639

MUTUAL
1936

phases of broadcasting but applied
limited knowledge to the industry on
a permanent basis. Former F.R.C,
employee scored the quota system
and said listener requirements have
been too long overlooked.
Undue prominence has been given
to c.c. transmitters, Sutton maintained, with result that balance is
lacking and unreasonable congestion has both limited service and
prevented growth. No consideration
has been given; he pointed out to

January
February
^^IkWChL

$168366
162,358

•'• • •

•••••••

-.lftlij^SSS

•

-.

'.

June •••«...*»...•. 4 . ..»•..,.•.. 104310
100361
July"
August
122^065
*• • # •,
• 9 9 •
September
169,920
•.

Totfli-

• • •

•

•• •

••

• • •

NBC and CBS
.

*

.

...

.

Ji^e

'Em

He

.

t

&

• •

.

•

."

.

<Jif2IJ4|J904

Into High Gear

^ NBC's red (WEAF) link continued
September to hold its lead over'
Columbia, although the latter network registered a boost of 69.3%
over the sales total for September '35.
Gross for the two NSC networks last
month was $2,886,637, or 33.4% better

in

thanyear.

it

was in September

of last

CBS' time revenue for last
month came to $1,840,052, while the
red trail figured $1,993,371. The blue
(WJZ) link accounted for $693,266<
For both NBC and Columbia
was the biggest September in
Each expects to establish another record level for the current
month, but what rates, particularly
in the case of NBC, as the most
significant angle about the-Septem-,
ber take is the strides made in daytime facilities sales. NBC took in
$767,028 from bookings of weekday
daytime programs during the past
month of September, as compared to
the $313,653 which was derived from
such placements in September '35.
two
these
between
Difference
amounts represents 144.5%.
NBC's tally for September '35 was
$2,163317, with the previous year accounting for $1360,166 and September, 1933, for $1,550,606. Columbia
did $1,088,900 last September, $700,
491, the year before, and $547,203 for
history.

September, 1933.
1

«

STEWART ON MONOPOLY
Queries I**hr on Matter of Multiple
Station Ownership

Washington, Oct.

:

British Empire.

putting

Desirability

Canada has also burned up at limit on
Judge Rutherford for similar rea- broadcasti
sons.

.'

139,834
129,897

May

WCAU MAKES OWN

—

#.• •

April

Puts

20.

arbitrary

ownership of
stations was debated

multiple

briefly at reallocation hearin'gs last
Whether Parliament will take any
week as Dr. Irvin Stewart, chairman
action remains to be seen because
the lectures have . been on the air of F.C.C. telegraph
here for some considerable time. It anti-monopoly crusade.
Throwing out the idea of checking
is presumed that any alleged disexpansion by chains and large firms,
loyal-statements by Judge
.

.

Washington, Oct.

abreast

technical

..

developments

End
time-sharing was sought which may revolutionize the busiweek from Federal Communica- ness, William
Way, representing
•

&

last

tions Commission by limited-time
economic data is at hand.
Because of the diversity of opinion stations which claim the custom of
on many leading issues and the in- dividing up the clock is a costly, unterest of the. Commish in social and economic practice:
Urging further latitude in simuleconomic phases, it would hot be surprisi
if few immediate changes re- taneous and synchronous operation,
sult and if a whole series of new spokesmen for' three stations which
have restricted assignments—KVOO
studies were ordered before
rule revisions occur. More research Tulsa: WTIC, Hartford, and KRLD,
appears to be one of the inevitable Dajlas-rsaid some solution must be
outcomes of the confab, not .merely found unless economic burdens are
because it offers an easy out for the to force limited-time transmitters
regulators but because' even the in- out of business.
With complaint that the present
dustry people have stressed the need
for more complete dope on a wide' allocation of radio frequencies is i adequate to serve public or. to keep
variety of topics.
.

1312,139

CBS
1938

January .. ; . . . . . . . $1301,022
February .......... 1309.146
March
2472382
April
1350399

set-up- as too rigid and said the 1928
allocation not only gave no consideration to social and economic

:

and whether ample

1,662,887

.

'

ical innovations,-

1,690477

2,472,594
2,177.857
1,864,420

2,021,368

.

;

2379,890

2.681313
2380,845
2308,885

2,163317

the different size of service areas,
while mileage separation tables
often have been disregarded and the
time-sharing, principle has proved
generally unsatisfactory.
.Duplication of local stations on
cleared channels' would end conWashington, Oct
gestion and open up a; way for
Allocation of broadcasting
needed power raises which will enties pn a basis of audience coverage able
local transmitters to reach
DISCS
rather than distribution according to greater proportion- of their natural
audiences,
he said. Horizontal power
population or geographical areaTwas
Repeats When Time Free Programs
boosts
wili
hot
eliminate
crowding
recommended to the Federal ComPicked Off Network
munications Commission last week or solye present interference problems, Sutton said.
by Hearst Radio spokesmen.:
Philadelphia, Oct.
Contending that Commish must
Prevented by local commitments
give most thorough consideration to
from taking four of William Hard's
economic phases of broadcasting,
five weekly programs at regular 7
Emil J. Gough, Hearst vice-prez,
picks 'em up in
p> m. airing,
pointed- out that advertisers are pricontrol room, makes disks of 'em on
marily concerned about the size of
own recording; equipment, and ethers,
the audience which can be reached
'em
later
Three go over
same
night
with their appeals. Since the future
mike at 10.45, one at 10:30 and reof the business depends, on ability to
maining
session
runs
at regular 7
transmit sponsored programs to poo-'clock slot
Washington, Oct 20.
tential
customers,
the
Commish
ittoing same
Station has been
Titanic power jof 5,080,000 watts
should recognize the fact that stations, must be distributed according within five to 10 years was forecast procedure on Pontiac show for two
commercials
to the number of receiver-equipped last week by Arthur Van Dyck, en- weeks, but with local
homes and general trading areas/ gineer in charge of R.C.A. license cleared next week icks up that
laboratory, during highly technical series straight.
Gough argued.
"The advertiser is first and basic- discussion before F.C?C.
Noting, that broadcasting began
ally interested in the intensive coverage of his primary markets those with 50-watt transmitters and single Ansbrafiui Clnrcb Irked
markets in which the greatest num- circuit receivers, he traced advance
ber of people with the most buying of the art until 50 and 500 kw transRiiAerford of
power either reside or buy,' Hearst mission is practical and eight-circuit
exec explained; 'Only following this receivers are in widespread use; It
is he interested in the wider cover- is reasonable to expect that 5,090 kw
B^klp;
Insuks^
age of extensive areas. This is even, plants, with correspondingly better
the case with regard to national net- receivers, will be perfected in the
Sydney,
Sept 29.
work advertising, the greatest eco- immediate future, he said.
Northern Rivers' Diocesan Synod
nomic value of which is that of makis incensed and will ask the Federal
ing possible the simultaneous covergovernment to ban the broadcasting
Joe
age of primary markets.
Brown's Postum of
'heretical lectures.' Ban is mainly
"The advertiser finds a broadcast
against lectures broadcast through
ing station of value if it Is located in
Hollywood, Oct 20.
waxings
commercial
by
Judge
a market which is economically im- •Joe E.
rown is being auditioned Rutherford of Brooklyn, N. Y.
portant to him, and if the station is at NBC studios by Young
Bubi^ Strong, exception has been taken to
able to cover that market in a satis- cam.
certain statements made ih these lec r
factory manner.'
It's for Postum.
tures, especially in regard to attacks upon the orthodox clergy and
remarks called disloyal to the
.

1933
$1,869,885
1,742,784
1,807,463

2,422,431

WCAU

Reallocation Ends

1934
$2,391,667
2,211,637
2,507,898

2JB86£37

plan.

Speaking for a score of low-power
stations, George O. Sutton, former
Federal Radio Commission engineer;
called for. major changes to curb
dominance of chains and insure econemic use of airfacilitks, Sutton said
more frequencies should be made

1935
$2,895337

$2,661,815
2,707,148
7,038,353

• •

May

•

'

,

20.

.General, power, increases for rev.
gional and local stations and duplication of transmitters on clear channels was advocated Monday (19) as
means of correcting inequalities and
inadequacies of the 1928 allocation

.

January
February

.

,

KVOO,

called

for reallocation of
enough transmitters to relieve congestion in the center of the country,
.horizontal power rises for regional

and

Rutherford would be quickly nixed by ofconnected with the station running the broadcast.
Rutherford
preaches the religion of Pastor

fjcals

Russell.

and, utmost use of
clear channels without restrictions
on technical advances.
Immediate steps should be taken
to wipe out the need for time-sharlocal, outlets,

Commissioner Stewart sought from
Lenox R. Lohr, N.B.C. prez, expression oh theTKivisability^ofTrregula-:
tion which would limit the number
of new super-power stations which
might be Owned by a single individual. .The web exec refused to

make a

categorical answer^ but said
the matter ought, to be considered -in

individual cases.

Lohr indicated a feeling-that limits
Frances Lederer has been spotted
a one-time broadcast on the might be applied to prevent too
Contended in appealing, for east-west Sears-Roebuck program, emanating much program duplicati
duplication. Under the present set- from the CBS studios. in Chicago the
up, these limited transmitters are night of October 22. William Morris
Mallory Chamberlln, advertising
given an economic handicap which office se*. the deal.
director
of
WMQ. and WNBR,
denies a fair opportunity to recover
Lederer's salary for the one-timer Memphis, is spending two weeks la
(Continued on page 49)
will be $3,500.
New York and. Chicago.
ing

on exclusive frequencies, Way

for
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NBC Day Time
Five station sales reps last week got together in New York
and formed a group for the exchange of ideas and business
leads arid the formation of methods to improve the prestige, and.
enlarge the client list of spot broadcasting. It is too soon to
know what the dollars and cents outcome of such a move may
ultimately be but it is not too soon to applaud this small group
for being the first in their line to do something.

NBC is establishing
sold to sponsors.

Ram beau
Regular

Daytime

station hours
•••••»•
Night time station hoars'.
• p > r • •
f « • •
.Total No. station hours .. . . . .... .......
Average stations hookaped per account
.

.

.

r

i

Contemplate
Informal Ex-

*«

<

.

By

held

1st meeting

F.C.C. for Engineering

Washington,
Claiming that WISN, Milwaukee,
owned by Hearst Radio,
Inc., is 'not making use of the facilities now allotted to it,' the Federal
Two mentholated! cigaret-$ponsored
Coinmunications Commission last
week turned xtaarito down on a comedy shows take to the NBC blue
po^er boost for the station and per- web in November. Jack Pearl is slated

ON BLUE

..

.

transmitter

26-week romp, starting Nov,
its location locally, for
Complaints of the station manager 9, under Kool sponsorship. Batten,
that listeners are squawking and ad- Barton, Durstine & Osborn is the
vertisers cancelling their contracts agency. Will hit 45 stations at $;3(£
because of interference coming from 10 Mondays.
nearby stations, were countered by
Eugene Conrad instead of
the Broadcast Division's charge that K. Wells will write for Pearl, Who
WISN is at least partly responsible brings back 'Baron Munchhausen'
for the trouble through its failure to in a comedy script' show along
improve its present equipment.
somewhat different lines. Tommy
Pointings out that the antenna now Dorsey orchestra and a singer will
in use at the station lacks 80 feet augment.
of the recommended vertical height
VFbr the Ed Wynn stanza, sta^j&Bg
of 185 feet,; the Commish labeled it Nov. 14 at *:» to •. Spuds will, augas not complying with good engi ment the comic with a guest star |>olneering practice;.
icy and will have Don Vorhees and
'Commission must necessarily look Graham McNaroee. Young Sc Rubito each licensee to make efficient cam is the agency for Spuds. Wynn
use of the facilities assigned to it will have several writers, among
and has denied applications for them Herman .Timberg of vaudeville.
power increases when stations might
Both comedians were represented
Lyons.
provide better broadcast service by Lyons,. McConhick
with the power already assigned by They were signed without the cussimply using radiating equipment tomary audi
which complies with good engi
ing practice,' the Broadcast Division

misAotl to change

I

dissemination of 'helps' and 'educationaT material.
(2) Working closely with stations
on such matters as better rate cards,,

local vs. national quotations, sale of
locally-built programs, etc.
(3) Gathering suggestions and info,
.

from agencies on how spot jobs can
mutually be conducted with fewer
headaches.

•

&

In the group are Hibbard Ayer,
of the Weed & Co. (represented by Jerry
Lyons), Ferguson & Aston (represtatheir
with
on,
bows
business some of the larger reps take
sented by Pete Wasser and Jimmy
and fighting salesman- Wade), Virginia Broadcasting Sys- chided, in its decision.
tions, originate^because of the enterprise
Interference
from which a tern, (represented by Horace Hageship of lesser reps who plant the seed of the tree
Boosting WISN's power from 250
of the do-nothing reps. dorn ), and Rambeau (represented by
lot of apples ultimately fall into the lops
Earl Bacnman, who was unable to watts nights, 1 kilowatt days, to 1

up again the question of how much

kilowatt all times would increase obWJJD,
jectionable interference
Des Plaines, 111., and also mess up
reception of programs, from
at Zion, 111., Commish found. Night
interference would result for CKX.
Canadian transmitter located at
Brandon, Manitoba, and an app) teahouses have client stations in the tion for changed frequency now
same cities (obviating hard feelings pending for WGCM, Mississippi City,
An- Miss.; wOuld be crippled by granting
over competitive situations).
other tangent is that the group will of the Hearst application, Division-

attend the

first

'

,

...

..

.

.

.

.

.

WCBD

.

SUIT CHARGES

MARXES

:

UFTED

'DIBBLE-DABBLE'
brothris,

lifted his mateIn their broadcast of "Mr. Dibble
and Mr. Dabble' on Camel Caravan,
suit was filed last Friday (16) in

meetings pro tern, but there are no
other titles. No monetary dues are
being assessed, which is, a third sore
point that heretofore has claimed its

Charging

that

Marx

Groucho and Chico,
rial

AND TIME

federal court by Garrett Graham,
playwright. Named in the action are
Marxes, Don Lee Broadcasting
System,
the
Columbi
Broadcasting Sys-Rand and 'March of System,, Columbia
Remi
tem
and R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co.
made defendants in. a Damages of $26,000 are asked,
ime'V
instituted
$100,000 slander
Allegation is made that Marxes,
used the
last week by Don Jackson, now a after rejecting his script,
material' verbatim on the air.

roadcasting

.

senior studehjt.^ai ;the 'Univevsiiy. of

•'

;

North Carolina. Plaintiff brought
Attorney Gebrge E.
Quigley and Raymond Norris, forAttorneymerly assistant U.

Spitalny's

Augmented

Orchestra of 40 Girls

increase
ill
Spitalny
General, of Washington.
'Hour of Charm* orchestra from 30
Petition charges that 'March of
to 40 femme musicians when he
Time' episode broadcast over CBS, sjarts his new commercial for General Electric Nov. 2 on NBC.; Spitalny
with Remington-Rand
had.- an girls for the Zotos pr ogram
,'

'.

—last Febrtary^coyer^

North Caro*
and that Jackson was repre-

his last air show.

in examinations at
lina

U

GE
is

deal with the

for 39

weeks and

day afternoon

sented as bei

Attorneys

spotting

more or

less cooperatively,
whereby haggling over officers/ etc.,
is to be avoided. Hibbard Ayer calls

function

Los Angeles, Oct.

as

the

exam women;

of mistaken
identity and disavow that he was
affair.
connected with the cheati
Suit was brought in the supreme
Court of New York county.

cheaters

ities.

$50.C00 GROSS BIZ

NEW

HIGH FOR

WWJ

Detroit, Oct. 20.
ending Oct., 10 set a new
.

Week

sales record for WWJ, with orders
for new biz, exclusive of NBC, going
over the $50,000 mark. Previous
.

weekly high mark was

New

biz

$35,000.

week ending

Oct. 3 hit

$25,000, making the total twoweek sales near the $80,000 mark,
exclusive of network sales.
recently opened elaborate new studios, plus free radio theatre, and
this has been a big factor, according
to. Harry Bannister,; sales maifafer.
Biz has been pretty well distributed among the Detroit sales staff,
station's own N. Y. rep, Harry Bet-

above

WWJ

Porter and
Attorneys William
Thomas P. Littlepage represented
Hearst outfit, with Tyler Berry appearing on behalf of the Commish
John W. Guider, D. M. Patrick, Karl
A. Smith and Lester Cohen repre- teridge, and its Chicago rep, George
sented WJBO, Baton Rouge, La., an- Hollingberry.
other interested transmitter.
.

I

toll.

according to the
Membershi
was not chosen with any par1

group,

eye to the. long-list vs. shortquestion; Nor was station wattage taken into account. Client stations of the group are of all sizes.
Primary consideration was ' that no
the
stations were overlapping i
same areas.
outlined, shoot more at
Aims,
promotion of spot biz in general
than settling of internal trade diffl-

James McVicker's Son

ticular

WOR

list

culti

.

'

Maxon agency
be a Mon- remedy should

will

EST. frolic,'
the General

Peddles MoIKsod's
Trans-Atlantic Fight

immy Molii3on,\
who is attempting a
I

English

aviator

west-east ocean
weekend, is being peddled
commercially for WOR, New^ York,

flight this

Latter are jie^i^)MJbe\in. -airing;

;

a" better state than a year, ago,: andles's in need of fixing than the liaison
situation between agencies, reps and
stations. Figured, that procedure betweeh reps arid agencies has never
been standardized enough to keep
suffering, diffithe spot biz froi
culties, and that this point is where

Stunt of •sefthig "an adyeritise'r'
news reports, cuihourly break-i
minating with an actual broadcast by
the flyer on arrival, is in. process of.
believes
being worked put.
the technical obstacles can be sur-.
mounted!
Clark Getts manages Mbllison.

,

.

sales

was at the bedside of his 15year-old son in a Concord, Mass^
hospital yesterday (Tuesday ), awaiting the Outcome of an Operation
which had been performed on the
boy's, brain. His condition was reported as very ~seif lous/ The boy, who is a student at the
Concord Preparatory School, had
been injured in a football scrimmage.

'

Wngley's Decision
Chicago, Oct. 20.

Joy's KFWB Signoff

was a case

Seriously HI at School
James McVicker, of the CBS
staff,

WOR

begin.

4-4:30 p.m.

to exploit
Electric household appliances lo the

designed

ites ruled./

Expo Man Joins NBC
Charles Thurman, who worked unArlene Francis, who m.c.!d Zotos, der Lenox Lohr
Chicago
and is now with a WP A legit group, World's Fair, has been named assistwill again m.c. for Spitalny's
ant manager bf the /Guest Relations
gram..
division of NBC's general service department.
CBS' answer, filed Monday (19),
Gordon K. Mills remains as head
Bill Thomas, of NBC's New York
disclaimed responsibility contending
which spot he has
in child- of division, i
wife
his
lost
staff,
publicity
the company merely rented its facilbeen for three years.
birth two weeks ago.

Don Jackson

'

meeting).

to kid stations
benefit from the other fellow's effort and
Avoid Pi
only appeal to the city
that it's not the other fellow at all will
Current attempt at lorming an orthe stations themselves
Slicker type of mentality. In- the end
ganization has several novel angles
, „
to eliminate stumbling blocks that
will smarten up.
previously Wrecked such efforts.
Most important is that none of the
._

29

35
75

.

Backwardness on Tower

I

broadcastmg wherever possible, with

.

l,98iy4

WISN, Pwaukee, Chided

A

1

510

1,152%

• *

Institutionally

servicing
Certain station reps have pretended to be 'amused' in a rather
ive station sales
and regal mariner ,at the criticisms of trade practices heard some 35 stations, staged a meeting
in recent months. They are bad actors. Their play-acting of last Friday (16) to push plans for
disdain was neither convincing as a performance or a credit to what is intended as the first successthe quality of the 'service* they were interested in performing. ful trade group to meet criticism
studied pose of indifference to criticism might well cause realistically in thisafield. Meeting,
station managers and owners to cogitate the implications of held over a luncheon table, broke up
such slow response to challenge that the reps were asleep at after two hours without any insults
the switch.
or arrogance, which Is the biggest
improvement to date on all previous
Legitimate division of opinion may arid does exist with re
Another
trials along similar lines.
gard to any single item of controversy in the sales rep puzzle. meeting is to be held within a week,
But a lordly waving aside of all station fault-finding with following which further confabs are
methods arid results of their reps seems hard to explain except skedded for regular Intervals.
fly-by-night
pri the basis that some reps evidently still liave a
Proponents of the organizational
promoter attitude and don't think of their business as anything idea are outlining a platform of acthe tivities that includes:
commissions
collect
to
but a temporary golden opportunity
(1) Promoting the use of spot
easiest way. They are selling the future of statiori operation

To

2WM.

825%

.

changes and Joint Effort

lofty

also bring

•

..No accounts

to Sell Spot Broadcasting

'

may

f

.

casting.

It

of daytime hours

NBC
BED

Weed, Ferguson it
Aston, Hagedorn and

to the news. Sneers at constructive action will particularly ill
become individuals who have heretofore blocked or refused to
the common cause of spot broadco-operate with, others

That the initiative has been taken by the group whose plans
a
are reported in the news columns of this issue may suggest
number of things to the broadcast trade at large. It may sugnoodles
gest first of all that some station reps are using their
broadtrying to think up new and better ways to improve spot
posture in
casting while other reps adhere to their traditional
swivel chairs.

number

the

er.

Meanwhile the condescending attitude of certain station reps
which wrecked or paralyzed at inception every previous attempt
to organize station sales reps has no place in this hew attempt
and should have no place in the broadcasting business reaction

short.

new

reakdown.pf network business on the two cross-country webs for
the second week of October shows the followi

Wrigley ex-sponsor, of Myrt and
Marge, and 'March! of - rie' finally
decided.
It will have two shows.
First four days of the week program Will consist of Franklyn Mac-

Hollywood, Oct. 20.
seven years as production Cormack reading poetry, vocals, by
and musical director, at Jack Fulton and some band music,
KFWB, Jack Joy has resigned. Leon likely by Billy Mills staff orchestra.
On Friday the show will become a
Leonardi takes over the batoning
with the. production spot not yet scripter tagged 'Mortimer Gpoch/
which is about a chewing gum salesfilled by Manager Harry Maizlish.
Joy has a deal cooking with a net- man.
Quarter hours across the boa*i»
work.

manager

.

•
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YOGI YORGENSEN
Comedy
ROYAL GELATINE

SMITH AND DALE
Comedy

&

A*

P.

..

TM. EST
WABG, yew Y»rk

(J. Walter Thompson)
Waiter Thompson office must be
pretty hard put lor comedy acts for
the leading weekly variety program
(Vallee). Or else, the agency is lookJ.

edy Four and later on their own, ing in the wrong places, for it could
have been a standard vaudeville have bettered this small time offercombination for many years, being. ing by picking blindfolded among the
'of the same school that produced layoffs in front of the Palace.
'Cantor, Benny and the Aliens.
Yogi .Yorgensen was described as
On the Kate Smith shbw they coming from the Coast radio. His
.

:

.

MONTICELLO FA^TY LINE
With Peggy- Wall, Dan

.

i

Sutter, Ceclle

Boy, Mor* Martfn, Vie Smith, Ken

Banm

Grlffm', Claire

IS Mjns.

SONOTONE

WEAF, New York

&

(Paris
Peart)
the comedy acts that radio
has overlooked or not developed is
that of Joe Smith and Charlie Dale,
who, as members of the Avon Comt

Among

.

.
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CHARLES K. MELD (CHEEBIO)
With Jekn Winter.. Arthur Gutow
Readlnrs and MmIo

Follow4Ip Comment

EST

Thursday, 8 p.m.

8

'

i

.

-,

Disc Script Serial

Dick Flshell not only does a good Tat«-Th«r., 4 p. m. CDT
job picking the football winners (for WMAQ, Chlo*f •
Variety), but he can also call, the
(Topping & .Lloyd)
plays. Former Syracuse* grid, player'sField has been- on a regular NBC
announcing job for WMCA, New
each morning for sevhook-up
red
York, on the; Yale-Navy tussle? in
uplift readings, and,
Baltimore Saturday (17) was a comi eral years with
music: full of the inspirational talk
mendable one.
]
kindness and homey
Fishell has the happy faculty of of goodness,
sustain^
keeping his 'head,: no- maltfer' how cheerfulness, It. ha& been .a.
these
high the gridiron battle may send ing early morning show all "
.
He is always years.
the blood pressure.
understandable, never hysterical (a
Oh Tuesday and Thursday, it's an
common fault with some sports an- afternoon 15-minute shot arid it's a
nouncers).
commercial for Soribtone, a hard-ofhighly suitable
The Blue having won,
hearing aid. It's
plugged a wait by playing. 'Bobla, product fpr ; a program of the.
It was. an
Bbola,' after the game.
'Cheerio' type, and Field fits in. excelorchestral-chorus transcription, be- lently with the scheme. In this protween the end of the football broad- gram the. hearing aid is. sold hot only
cast and a studio program; arid in- directly to those who are deafened,
cidentally, it's a good idea, this plav- but to those who are friends of relaing of the .winning' tearii's alma, tives of deafened people, on the plea
mater theme song after a play-by- that the Spnotone brings joy to those
play account of a game.
saddened by ear deficiencies.
'."'

•

:

'•

Mum.:
DR. CAjtiDWELL'S SYRUP

19:

M^to-Fj If s.m.
WLS, Chlcaro
{Cramer- Krasselt)
-

:

*'^turri to the air for this;; show,
heading back to. the ether with a
greatly enlarged coverage area after
a summer lay-off.. It's a disc spot
ob on Columbia pressings. So much
for the technical details.

.

For the more important items:

'

'.

'

,

this

boiled down their accident, scene to character is a 'Swedish Hindu,' in
s orie of the neatest, most listenable
radio running time proportions, and dialect, with the dialect neither faithdaily scripts around.
Understood
with only; .the. m«*t retained* it held ful' rior funny and the material very,
written by Sandra Anne Michelsori,
;more laughs ' per minute than the weak..;-'
t rates as one of those most true-to«
average -comedy show produces in an
In the course of his mbnolog,
ife episodic, portrayals on the ether.
hour;
Yorgensen,' in reference to Jimrriy
It figures as a blessed relief from
Within the vaudeville business, Durante; declared that 'long noses
Other programs which appeal to the
and by their own trade, Smith arid run in Durante|s family.' That alone
femme, earis in the morning which
Dale for years have been regarded should have been enough to disqualare full of. the same Old tripe of
as perfection in the coriiedy- line; ify the act for big time air considerasirerisi criminals and puerile meloBookers arid theatre managers, have tion..
7
drama. ^All the bid-time hoke that's
heen known to play the act time and
.Vallee show bookers probably. cari't
unbelievable.
'Moriticello' has no
again for their own amusement, with click all the time with comedy, no
villains, no shots in the dark, no
this trade judgment always justified jmatter how hard they try, but this
While program is homey and lis- sirens, no heart-broken wives and
by public reception. Another thing makes it appear that they aren't even
Several, changes have been made tenable enough on its own;; it is par- faithless husbands; It's strictly homey
in their favor is their remarkable trying.-.
Bi
in Molle rS 'Vox Pop' WBG. program, ticularly .effective for those whg fig- stuff,, full of the simplicities end real-,
record for material cleanliness; Offwith the advancement of Wallacd ure .as potential custoiriers for Sono- ness of small' time life; simple humor,
color jokes have never been their
announcer to torie, since jt practically, drips with full of depth and quiet understandButterworth. from
sv
JUVENILE
specialty^
•"
quizzing partner of Parks Johnson:
that would sell such a prod- ing;
With Smith and Dale, as with all With Ray Erlenborn, Bob Warren, The pair now. .give, at the erid of the the stuff
It is written with great, radio skill
Betty Cox, Harry McCabe, Bernice broadcast, the. correct answers to a uct. It appeals to the stay-at-homes,'
comedians on the air, much will deShirley,
Peggy series of questions which have been the aged arid others who would be and produced: and acted with like
Rarien^ Benlah
pend on their material. But any
more likely to be afflicted with deaf- excellence;. Misses Wall, Roy and
Ryap, Leonard Sues
sponsor would ofthd it worth ; his
asked; They also build up for the ness than those who are out bustling Mar tin. are outstanding in their de,while to get material/for them. Variety
following week's, salvo by outlining for: a living on the streets. For these lineations, particularly Peggy Wall,
There seems no reason why the team 30 Mins.>
to listeners a knotty problem,; usureasons a nifty prograni for the com-, who plays, the leading role of 'Lorie
DOG F JQD
cannot attain on the radio the same
ally arithmetical; put to a person
Ellis,' the telephone Operator of the
Gold.
mercial purpose.
dependable status^ they've main- Prl., 7:30 p.ni..
interviewed. ^ Neither of these angles
Miss Wall- exhibits a
party line.
J, Los Angr-les
tained
the stage for so many
was included on the setup- followed
finesse; deftness and character grasp
(Iw.
F. Wallin)
FRANK
years.
While Jerry Belcher teamed with
radio; where a
There's pro; -.bly more youngsters
"'•.
With Nancy Noland, Allyn Jo9lyn, seldom heard 'Oa the
Johnson,
i$ the rule.
mediocrity
general
in Hollywood with a theatric' yen,
.Qffer' of. 10. Bulova wrist .watches, < Milt. RUtenbere Orchestra, Arthur
ROMANCES
Commercials are- handled wlth
than any other 'town- ini the. world.
Hale
yVitk R>rl Swerison, Ethel Blume^ Ed Theref6re it isn't much of a task to for' the best questions or "problem?:
'cleverness,- arid are inserted in the
Jerome, Adelaide Klein, Hanley roundjup a different troupe, of juves submitted: still stands; Ben .Grauer Variety
middle of the script by the use of
30. Mitis.
Stafford,
Hlraan Browri, Edith for a weekly oharige. And. very cheap has taken Biitterworth's place as GRVEN
the druggist who 'i$ bne of the. char-:
spieler.
~t
Spencer, Charles Cantor, Allen or cuffb.:
acters..' He is either sellirig or 'reFriday* .8 p.m., EST
Bunce
-Lineup caught was. okay for enterceiving a call for Dt. Caldwell's.
WOR, New York
Dramatized
tainment. Offered a wide diversity GRIDIRON .SMOKER
Neat plu^.tha^t tops the straight comGdr7Tio-Kiibor»i)
(De
:
Saohders,
Kofoed,
-Uay
30 Mins,
With
Jack
of talent with. several of the kids
mercial like a tent.
proIrving
Commanders.
considering
the
Aarbnson's
MODERN. ROMANCES MAGAZINE showing promise.. True Boardman
...'Time Ft!
i'
In all, a bang-up program from
gram's star and the Grueri Watch every angle and ..looks a cihchv f or
Wednesday, 2 p. m. EST,produced the piece in- fthowmanly Football, Music
Company as commercial sponsor, is listener and sales response; It will
•WJZ; New York'' "•:
stride; -Audience -likely to go for the 30 Mlns.
Sustaining
very appropriate title for this take "programs like-. this to make the
a
youngsters,
.especially
emphar
when
(Lennen
Jfiitcheliy.
Gruen .djac show as welcome as the iti-perthe
only
broadcast—if
sis- goes on
the. tender age of a Friday, 7:30 p.m.,
Modern Romances is
ispense^ torcher who; pours out the torrid WHN, New York
Watches Weren't:' mentioned so often son period.
Gold;
across dirne store Counters and be-, 'notes. ."
and in so many inappropriate spots
One. of the" earliest football
longs to the confession-agony cult. * Weekly fixture, is Bob
Warren,
to get started— this review ThaVs the program's chief fault, the BOB NEWHALL
Program of the same name, intended mimicking the- Joe Penner manner- grams
being of the eighth broadcast—but inept spotting of the commercials, Sports
to portray cross-sections of the mag's isms.. ..WelV. <ione hut long. has.
r
beefi still needs lightening and smoother f or' othejwise formula' suits its^pur- 15 Miris.
contents, addresses - itself solidly tb the 'list of imitators. Leonard Sues, presentation. < Supposedly; a
com pOse. admirably.
AMERICAN TOBACCO, KELLOGG
the-, gum-chewing masses.
AH ; the corriet prodigy, knows his licks" but mentary bri. coining .gri iron tus
Commander Hawks, who holds in Daily, 5:30 p. m.
he's been seen on too many stages sles. it includes too ..much' hoclge> numerable flying records, re-enacts
WLW, Ci
hereabouts to: rate notice as a kid podge.>•;'
; "V
each week a different thrilling inci(Quihbinner and .N.. W. Ayer)
wonder;. Bernice Rarien, Peggy Ryan
how- dent in his flying career. On this
One. thing this program di
bell.
Newhall is. somewhat of a fixture
and Beulah Shirley do well for ever, 'Friday: ight .(Iff) > was tb- un- broadcast, with Mrs. Hawks, Arthur
^• Putting agony on a scientific basis, youngsters in the early
teens. Others cover an excellent tenor from an Hale and Allyn Joslyh in the, cast with male athletic 'fans of the Crosr the stanza opens with a confab be>
perform adequately.
unexpected -source; he's' .Les- Bor-". of "the dramatization, a- blind-flyin'* ley -super. Before gping in for
:tWeen a judge, a; psychologist, and a
Ray Erlenborn, Iff, is the ring- den, former Fordham U- gridiron iricideht^' when instruments to sur broadcasting six years ago he was
social worker.
They're allegedly master and keeps the- show, moving player .'arid now a pro with the mount this had riot yet been per- sports e'd for -a now defunct Ciricy
paging manuscripts sent to the
a g at a fast clip. He has them on and N. Y.. Yankee team... Borden was fected, -was brought back to life. An morning, sheet for. 17 years.- On the
straight Atom, the pep' of some unfor- off like a veteran and does'- it with brought in' as a 'guest, star' to com- outstanding pilot, Hawks apparently air, .he always has vhad , the -5:30 to
tunate. Trio finally picks one which a^ crispness. JCid shows rawly, miss ^ment. on. the- diff between college is: also an- okay actor, the fe-eriact
5:45'p.'m..-spot,- daily, except Sunday,
With, the femmes / and they're the arid football .playing, and. for a meht flowing, smoothly arid realistic
is dramatized.;
. '.\. V
* v
on this station, save for an eightSample caught ^(14)1 portrayed in ones who buy the dog- bjiscuit. It university graduate, his diction and ally.'
month vacash that ended recently.
;
'•.
•
to>
click. v- ^
rv
language are auite ordinary,.. but * Ih other portions 'of
seven sections' the vindication of a 6ught
..-Huh
the' 30-mlnute With ..a', college -background and a
stepmother. Seems -that the -"stepall was forgiven. when, he .broke
the- m.c.' ir'ole hand anjd.' interest 4n 'general sports,
into song ''with
remarkable pair, show „ Joslyn handles
,., mother-left rher
hubby because his
nicely,. "Nancy -Noland-' sings- 'well, he knows-, the answers', bri games
of" tenor' tonsils. '
brat by ah, earlier-marriage was uri- EVELYN: SCHMIDT:
T >
Arthur Hale does -the commercials, all sorts about as good- as tbe jnejtt;
by Irving: I Aaronson \s while Milt -Rit^enberg's .^orchestra
; Waxings "
cOhtroUaple; Pay-off came ini the With Wtllianv Daze, Frederick Stark
At preserit his stanzas are sponOrch.
Commanders provide the 'music for dpjets.yery well. with the music, end/
final chapter when theerstwhile bra,t
sored, on Mondays, Wednesdays arid
the broadcast, ^mainly college; tunes;
herself becomes a stepmother, and Mq9leal Revue
Fridays by Kellogg's ' Corn Flakes
It's an entertaining, show, holding^
with. transcriptions of college Glee
the vicious circle' starts, repeating, 30 Mins.
v
and.
on " .Tuesdays,-.: -Thursdays and--2'"JLVeKS'mtGMM
suspense as -well- as- goocK.singing-and
HAIR" TONIC
itself. ^itors'japi^rtdeU a m^oral: all
"-'^ ~~'~"y- Clubs singing ,1^e;i.r.v^alm'a'.-'-iin'atalrSaturdays for Roi Tan cigars. Blurbs
Friday^ rftms~:;:themes 'supplementing the ~ band; music, but those announcements all done 'by attending announcer.
stepmothers are not-proverbially bad.
KHJ, Los Anreles
is WHN's sports should be\spotted in better fashion—
Jack
Kofped,
who
Writing.' and "acting rattle along at
v In his- reviyaJ,. Newhall has; cor(Midlai^-Adv. Agency)'
editor, does i\ie general announcing kept Out' of the a^ua4<-seriBt as much
* g<K>d; pace, Skfllfu|<iir their tilasS.
rected his former major, fault ;'of
as possible.
Scho.
Pjrbgraih. unveils litfty ybUng 'cblo- arfd' football forecasting of Satur.Scenes 'leading, tovthe fade-outs' axe.
-chatting; .tob> rapidly. Present pace
Ray ^ Saunders
itara
in
20»-year^old
Evelyn day's -gamesv wiiile^ Aexeiting»
cari still be slowed 'down to- further
incp-. iUSBKl
M&S7.S.'
no. irrelevant materia)' of any
idt:'tfhd'l!ttti^6Be»^ItVMQs1e^ VfeHntactst thb>mo*i
advantage. Now introduced as -the
dents of a couple of games of the. With Thompson Bartlett
kind., Su^ftprt from the cast espe-' all the .way with little: to distinguish'
'nation's favorite sports commenta->.
ciaU^ jsraU' that o&pldVbe asked;;fofr it 'from the mine: ruh :6f such offerr previous week. Coming a week late; Question^' arid Answers
tor,' which is; an immodest claim
excitement,
riiiich
Saunder4
puts
too
Mtas..'...
.15
..
:
•
•:...'..
',....;:.•
•/>
Contest -is; tacked .on, while the. ings:
?
that may be modified to advantage
KITCHEN KLENZER
Looked bad for the Schmidt gal todvmuch of the^'my gosh stuff into
blurring is airiplb but pot overboard;
.
for him arid his barikrollers.
di- M«to-S; 3 pjn. CDT.
could
these
re-enactments.
He
Stations Used* ori the hookup include wljen the anhbuAcer r gave her a
£elf-references of .'the old trapper*
gest/the plays' a little more., espe- WBBM, ChlcagO
~WJZ, New,: York.; WB2. Boston; build that seemed oeyond the stature cially, that last-minute Minnesota
are okay. r Has "a- clever way - of in*
(Neisser-Meyerhotf)
~ot
^.newcomer.
Butsheliyei
'uji
to
WBJSA; Springfield,' and
Chidicating. intimacy with sports nottou^dbwn^gainst-Nebraskal- Dailies'
cago.
Yarns for etherization afe, it arid rang' the bell, With the tech- football reporters -saw this , touch"Bpysj ,thts -has > gone far enougp; ables by referring to 'em as 'my
takieh ^the
similar- to those in the mag,' but are nique b< a Pons.' Her high niotes down, coining out of a, lateral pass They've
interviewing^ friend' .'so-and-so.. Supplies' Occahave a clarity^ ^bid <iuality tthat'sugthe-pUblic gag arid have' wrung: the sional chuckles of his .own in good
a^ft lUte4 fI'om. th? latter, j Edfla^
after
ta-. kick, as- caref ullv planned.
"
gest a suecessful'care^r.; in store for
Saunders re-enacted it as something last drop of juice Out of it. But taste.
her; ' Daughter of a-Hanover, Karii,
evidently y this, sponsor ^'didn't know
^
of an accident;
Enlivens interest right along by
blacksmith, sheiwbn't need a horse>Wltk Josepn liOpeh, Ken Rapieff
Program- could be more effective that,< because they'jre stilt.-trying to .interviews of famous sports person.'
shoe;
.
...
..
'trimmed down to .15 minutes, wring seme entertainment-put of the. ages visiting Cincy and for. long has
^; Theatre Btoadcast
Other watblbr; is 'AVilliahi' Daze; a if
And it can't be 4one. This done a swell, -job of dramatizing
with
football and less of the turnip.
more
v
tenor.,
Stark is a bit but Of his
.entertainment
And' 'has ,o'ne :is about stero
production.-, trimmings..
BREAD
sphere
;.fttte^ali&w^,a»:vi^^toW WTfN forgotten that it hps Albie i Instead- of interviewing anybody, flashbacks Of historic baseball and
Frldayv 8-»mi -v.
has. been used exclusively for the Booth on its staff? He sounds like a this prograni ;qu[estiOiis the femmes football games; boxing bouts. 'Traces
WICC, Brldfeport , .. s
and other events,-- enlisting services
classics:''
However; Avith improved natural fbr
broadcast such as draped: Oyer club, bridge tables; etc. of rich Crosley. dramatic sUff. Koll.
New ariglechere, if any, is the oirchestratibris he 'should give; the
"
Schp. : hv the midafterrioon'. -This', is bait;
.;'
.this;-'"
"V7 blending: of the community sing ideto
piece a better, axis for the show to
enough asMt. is, because' it's a tasteI
w^th the fast-stalmgfiamateur rou-; revolve aroupd.. « c
less -rehash of the same old idea BILLY ROSE
JUNIOR MATINEE
tiriei
Majestic theatre - (Lpew-Pou)
.Twb\b£ricers'. are used- on the. coihwithout ,ariy. attempt 'to dresa- it. up.' Songs
setting makes'' song device a natural, mercials, which are plied with a Music, Songs
But they make it .worse by handling 15 Miris.
and probability is that audience will heavy liandi-i.Wayhe Griffin; pro- 15 MinsT
SAVE-THE-BABY
thjjjir,
ihter.vi.ewing ihi.such a ^man
BUNTE BROS. CANDYenjoy mass chorusing as much as duces;
:.
Helm.
ner that all the femme does is re Tu.-Fri.-,Sat.; 7:45 a.m.
v; .-M /:;;..
WXYZ,, Detroit
stage tyros.
Sponsor ought to be
WGY. S>heneetady
cite.. -her.' name '-and tpen answer- -ves
8leased with reactions both in* the
Designed to give ;the i5 to 20ryear- Or;
.(Leightoh
Uilson)
noVto; the. Question. v Rarely does
ouse and oh the air.
OF THE MOVIES
bld --i^afeui!' :^iip^a'--.-h'e^fing';' this
Rose, .'one-time. ..ahnbuncer and
Tie-up of Majestic, WICC and an With Dorothy Drew,; Kay iCantreil, new;: 15-minute ^prograin should hit she; speak a ,general -reply of any singer on WGY- commercials, is back
interest':; '•':•;;;'
f
outside pay roller was effected last
Shirley Cytrolrii, Erpsstliie l^ArnOie; responsive chord:. Although of the
" the "announcer' -on -a •spohsored--brealefasVfhour-i slot:b-FT0r- ^twb--mint»tes
-anTateuT^tew^typ^-'it^mtts-afr
after recOvefmg frOm' &n' extended
"
'
"^Tfed Claire was brought in frOlri lyew,:
hullabaloo and- 'whatta great giiy unwipds a long question, usually of illness. > He broadcasts the last three,
Co'r'rea - -'"
.great import and intelligence- as 'do
York to m.c., and grand prize win- Sustainingr
i .am'; stuff,*
days of the week .for the Lee CqniV
think
the"
speed
of
that
;autos
you.
ner was given shot on Colonel Jay is Min^.
(13)
program
At initial, show
areas should be cut pany, which airs Bradley Kincaid,
C. Plippen\s
program. Outlet. Monday, 6:30 p; m.
moved along swiftly and contained, a in crowded
1
another- vocalist on same block .the
Clothing Co. financed. Now,
itli
nice variety of acts. Included were down? Arid- then the girl answers' first half
KFAC,
Los
'Angeles
"^ariiby Bread underwriting, cornetwo girl .warblers, an impersonator, yes or rib.. And- then into the- next
Originally an orchestra chanter.
Not much hope for this "amateurish an accordion playing-sirtging male, question, of such remarkable brilals honTihal cash awards, with $100
Rose has developed into a standard
waiting to the first-placer of the effort unless it picks up far beyond plus the 'Tango Trio.' AH under 20 liance as 'Would you like, to travel?'
the quality of the openeV. It's .sup- years, but commendable: performers; Tsk. tsk. This is scintillating stuff, pop soloist, with a flair for ballads.
series:
To his own piano accompaniment/ he
^I..JosSph Lopez, station supervisor of posed to be about a kid whose nia Majority are billed as 'graduates',
Slbbpily handled; the show
riot tenors.: smoothly and 'expressively.
Only even timed properly. In the middle Rose,
WICC. interviews the amateurs and wants her to be a picture star against of WXYZ's 'kiddie class.'
extracts, more from the .lyrics
does, on the whole, a better job than her oWri Wishes; You wouldn't know doubtful part of shbw. is -the iuve of
question, the home studio cuts than.'
curdoes average warbler
predecessor. Claire. Lopez is famf 'ar it from. the. first .episode, which has m:c;, who tries hard but doesn't seem in 'at the end and winds, up with rents.
He uses a iario sequence to
to all. Yankee tvebbefr's parishioners, ,to do with the^h iririg Of a Swedish to have the voice.
its
awn spiel,: Meaving "' the: an- the number
announcing and the
and his ,p,a.'irig may help the b.b. maid;: Cyeh", man; her name< is Olga),
Commercial spiel, handled by John nouncer arid the: femmes trailihsf off spieling;' creating an atmosphere, of
Ken Rapieff. staff announcer at against the wishes of the old man. Slagle. is' tasty and centers on. into a whisper arid then into inaudi- chatty informality.- Also- fingers
Pete.
"''
bility.
WICC, handles commerci
pre- Here and there mention is made of Buhte's 'Tango' -.-bar*
solo snatches.
miere copy was digestible enough the gal arid the pearly gates of Holly
Commercial management .is' even
Rose ' turns in a good job here on
wood, but that dialect bit was all
arid Rapieff 's delivery right.
rson Welles of Wonder Bread worsei Get this. Question: 'Do you both .entertairiirig and advertising
almost
from over the script. Very forced arid' unTalent,
wholly
if ybu Use pure' cream- you' assignments.
find
that
arid
Delivers two plugs
shbw, will do a .repeat of his 'Ham
Bridgeport/ was adequate, if not natural, too.
don't need so much .in your coffee?'. after a third mention of product staTwo winners, picked
Celeste Rush penned and produces let' for Columbia v Workshop's -Sat
.scintillating,
Answer: 'Yes.' Announcer: And tion man drums with price tabbing.
by audience^applause, are announced It's a struggle for the cast alt the urday night, program. Encore in that's the way with Automatic Soap Time-checks by Rose at five-minute
about two weeks.
following Friday.
way.
Elcrn.
Jacov
Flakes; a little goes farther. Gold,intervals.
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Wednesday, October 21, 1936
:

IRV1N COBB'S

TATION

,

PADUC AH PLAN- 'SATURDAY NIGHT PARTI*

TOM MIX

f^de Grofe,

Clarence Muse, Hall Johnson Choir,

Walter Cassels, Stuart

Ranch

Churchill.
Four Blackbirds, Nor mail Field, Talk. Songs, Orchestra.
60 Mins.
John Mather, Harry Jackson
Orchestra
SEALTEST
Talk,
LAIS
Songs,
Sat,, 8 p.m.
30 Mins..
•

.

.

Serial
15 Mins.

•'

.

WEAF

oldsmobile

.

Brother)

..Introductory, stanza

&

'

,

be having some difficulty in getting
the audience to work up an enthusiasm for the parlor antics. Even the
plants he had down among them
°

'

proved of little help;
Perhaps .O'Keefe in, his hew role
is a little before his time. Radio
has
them now coming to the studios to

:-,

.

-

,

"

.

'

-

;

show

FANCHON & MARCO

.

.

KMOX

.

.

:

.

.

-

„•

;

.

.

:

v

-

.

FRANK CARROLL'S ORCHESTRA
30 Mins.
Sustaining

WHAZ, Troy
.

A

small unit Which plays smoothly
but Without much variety. On first
program it went 30 minutes sans a;
vocal chorus; and that is too long an
uninterrupted ether period for' ah
orchestra of Carroll's size and type.
Second broadcast carried two. brief
choruses by Valerie Magill, a soprano,
whose voice sounded too light against
the ensemble background.
Addition- of a male vocalist, pi
..

Wolter Thomvs.onY.

>

.

.

ance
only

;

the

legit

week, old at

a.

But he

Helena*

'St.

this bfpadcast.
ir
a splendid, actor for

is

.

purposes; and On the entertainment
side the Vallee
rogram obtained
full value. ;
•|Sti .Helena'
excerpts used by
Evans" for the. r.adio stjht gave him
plenty of elbow rooni for his talents,,
with the attitude ranging from light
comedy to- tragedy and Evans
;

:

'

.

demonstrating that he is a scriptproof actor at all times. Some capable players -were in suppbrt.
:

.

Evans made a nice impression,
Max Goritself a very fine, na-

;

his first ether trip and' the

don show got
tional plug.

Bi

'

'YOUR UNSEEN FRIEND*
With M. H, H. Joachim,
ter's Orcb.
Dramatlted- Advice

30 Mins.

PERSONAL FINANCE
Sunday, 5 p.m„ EST
WABC, New York.
...
:

-

(Albert Frank-Guenther L/iu'i
Another candidate for the" rapidly
increasing agony category.
lit the
twist here is that the toil and troubles
are; dramatized instead of being offered personally
letter.
In
conclusion there's a second variation
oh the theme-^no advice is directly
offered beyond- the dictum to 'let
your conscience be your guide.' Representing, something of a cross between- the tenets of Walter Pitkiit
and Dorothea -Brande, it opens the
hatch fOr a little mystic hoke. And
the title; -Yojir' Uhseep* Friend,' js a
nice .Springboard for one of the sponsor's plugs anent the loan of a few
shekels during the lean season.
M. H. H; Joachim Renters, in as the
.

V

'

;

.

=

-

,

.

suave background' influence;
television .comes',- they^l -be.
wearing turbans; and wheh the wireless technique, gets beyond that,
they'll transmit a few whiffs of incense. Joachim previously has broadcast as Omar.the Mysti?, apd.-ima'spy
series. Jffow he's -a Hindu psychologist, and- the handouts additionally
identify ^im with Oxford. U. of Cal«
cutta. and.tbe lecture platform.
..As programming, the job withal
has |ts merits. For one thing, Salter's music is nicely conceived, although the constant refrain of "Smili
in'
Through' begins to weary.
Dramatizations themselves hit a~ripe
emotional note (jealousy in. the first'
One), and build smoothly, to' a .climax.- Cast- is not billed, but their
Voices keep a wide enough spread,
and, they read; clearly. Initial opus
concerned ;a wife Who didn't .want
hubby to return to the stage because
she was jealous" of a femme Smoothie
strictly

When

'

*

•

:

•

;-

.

/
<•

behind the footlights. Windup had
the
wife repent her unfounded "
jealousies and practically dump her
mate onto the boards. -Idea was that
she suddenly saw the. light, and. that
.

the light came from within.
Plugs ride in on the crest of the
material, and generally,.-./
:

program

;

..

.

.

without bffense,
Opener <4) im*..
pressed as having had plehty ofjSehearsal. and functioned .glibly. £dyu/
'.

•

SLEEPY HOLLOW GANG
Hillbilly

>

30 Minn,

KOLOR-BAK, PERUNA

;

MALE CHORUS PARADE
Pacific Coast
15 Mins.
..

Male Glee Clubs
.

SPERRY FLOUR

:

..

WEAF, New York

'

•

:

:

'

'

Bert

A

'

HARLOW WILCOX

'

•same sponsor .has another and different type of musical program.
\

'

.

.:

Popular.

KMOX

-

-

-

aren't 13 (number (of airings series
will go) qualified choirs from- as
many, different foreign backgrounds
in Balto. Only thing sponsor is offering is silver plate loving, cup to
group listeners finally voted most

.

.

.•

been promoted to

.

:

.

have

.

.

•

Groups

;

.

.

,

give services without payment of any
sort. Listeners .are asked- to .vote via
majVfor groups they -wraht to repeat,'
which will be necessary since there

.

;

.

on. .this program, Junee'r Maen(Young Men's Choir), directed by JOhann Eltermann, is One
of most representative practicing at
present. In the true tradition that
dates all the way back to dawn of
Plai t Chant, no instrumental accom
was used at all, and the score of male
pipes sounded well.

.

'

"

nerchbr

Ranch Boys wind
and yodel off some

up.
Pace keyed itself so highly that
so- after a half hour of it, it began to
harmony.-. Kids aren't pall; Ordinarily this doesn't happen
called .cowboy
""""
Gold.
that dumb.
because of the insertion of comedy
or novelty, relief.
Barlpw's music continues to be at
•The
world* .
Morey- least vesry .important to the stanza.
With: Don Phillips; Paul
Transitions
and partial selections fit
Armida
Amsterdam,
like a glove and completely .erase
>:'.
potential- draggy sections. Stock cast
15 Mins.
generally, is up to. old standard§1_.exp.m. CST.
Tues.-Thufs.-Sat.,.
cept for; Roseyelt's ghost.
KMOX, St, Louis.
• (Kutzvvan
Agency)
"Plugging currently is for Time. itself;
and the
'The
Show
also for Fortune
of
Undpr the. title
World,' •Fanchon 8$ Marco theatres 'March of Time* newsreel. Later the
presents- a -15-mmu.te program over new pic rag will be .included. • Cus(CBS) three nights -a «weeH- tomary cQnciusipnW'Time Marches
Show is handled by the newly or- On'—is appended, with enough vehemence to threaten both mike and
ganized Kurtzman Agency.
litstaff; com- loudspeaker with destruction:
Don Phillips,
mentator;., started script with dra- tle more zip; and it'll pass over: the
Edoa..
.and be burlesque.
matic description, of *A Trip to ther li
Show World,* pausing for transcribed rendition of 'Great Day/
Then the introduction of- Paul' Ash,
Amateurs'
r
current at. Ambassador, who m.c. s 60 MinS.
remairfder 'Of show with Phillips MORRIS B. SACHS
cutting in- for two commercials on Sunday; 4 p.m. CDT
programs running at straight pix WENR, Chicago.
houses.
(Schiuimmer & Scoti)
Next program included, Armida,
Morris. B. Sachs has- a cut-rate
who did a three-minute routine in men's clothing- store at Halsted and;
broken English with Ash. battle for 63d streets. Though it's only, a nabe
Next Armida warbled 'La store, Sachs: cfrohi time .to time
laughs.
Cucaraucha' with accompaniment of has had as many as six programs on
Cappa- Barra's harm^niica ensemble. as many .stations at. the. same" time.
Latter came on for their own turn Sometimes he has only one. or two.
shortly after." In between Armida: But he's always in there pitching' on
and Barra boys Was the first com- the air. He is. completely sold oh
mercial, a straight plug for 'Mid- radio as
biz builder, and he should
summer Night's- Dream' at Missouri be since ait: has permitted him to enFollowirig ensemble, Ash large his store, many times in order
theatre;
returned with -some introductory ma- to keep pace with increased 'patronterial for Morey Amsterdam, who
age. In short, he rates, as; the most
chirped with Ash for two minutes of ambitious; of local .radio advertisers;
hoke. Announcer on again for Fox
This amateur show figures as
and Orpheum. theatres and then into about
the smartest of. all the moves
get away of group and final plug by,
in radio advertising .yet made, by
commentator against background of
It's a full hour show, late
'Great Day,' with urge for folks at Sachs.
It's home and
afternoon.
Sunday
home to wash dishes, park the. mother .stufiLfor
the _ty pe J>f._buyc;r_s.
babies and Tiurfy' Off to: one of yourthat frequent, his store.
theatres,, the Ambassador;
leadi
The local angle- makes, it a cinch
Fox, Missouri or Or-,
St.
is;
for Sachs,; since many Of the audipheum.'
amateurs as neighMaterial written by Charlie Kurtz- ence know the
Sachs is in a position
man and Jack Brashear is a hew. bors. Besides,
these amateurs down to his
twist. for local shows and has good to bring
get votes in the
eye for entertainment as well as the store, and even to
store, also. At present he's'qonteht
SahiL
theatres it is plugging.
to take votes o ver thfe telephone.

.

-

I

-

trouble the
their guitars

.

.

.

:

•

bare their tonsils in community vocalizing, and there's no reason why
they can't be warmed up in time to
centrated*arid leisurely listening.
Plantation idea is nothing new to play kiss-the^pillow and '
-thebottie.
is
concerned.
Cobb as far as radio,
O'Keefe fared muck better in his
Some years ago he did a series for
Blackstone cigar which had a to- usual role of comedian as long as he
bacco plantation as the background. remained at the master mike, exFrom the programming angle his changing, banter with the announcers
present show is a huge improvement. and his stooges and kidding the other
Originated from NBC's Hollywood acts; Outside of these on-stage innstudios, the half hour is deftly and ings by Q'Keefe- the program's major
The" skein of plot runs showmanship points are the singing
patly. built.*
unobtrusively through a. welter of of Jane Pickens and Walter Cassels
choice singing, highlighted .by the and the orchestral interludes conof Clarence Muse ducted by Ferde Grofe;
'baritone
sturdy
and the 'choral- interludes Of .the Hall
Miss
ickens
roved
soothing
Johnson ensemble; Another ingrati- treatment for_the ears with every
ating item in the- vocal department number assigned her, while Cassels
The
itial. pro- did a rousing interpretation
is Dorothy Page:
of 'Glory
gram (17) gave, her little opportunity Road.' Stuart Churchill blended his
to unfold, but the sample Was enough tenor acceptably with the mixed
to reveal a'. throaty style that should chorus. One number that registered
in a ;big Way ,was the orchestra's
go places.;
: Guestee
the , premiere was handling, of Grofe's own 'Going To
Marion Talley. Her two numbers Press,' originally labeled Tabloid.'
were in .keeping with the corhjr tone Bits of dramatic speech studded the
of the occasion. Cobb: routined as musical narrative and the effect was
the. master of -the: Kentucky planta- all; to the producer's credit:
tion, introduced her as our 'little girl
Meaning, and intent of Sealte'st Lafriend "who's, come back home to boratories, a subsid of
National
It. was a Dairy, was
greet the old neighbors.
projected in several ways.
case of Kansas doing a far stretch The Sealtest system of laboratories,
over into -Kentucky.
it /was explained by the announcer,
Cobb took time out from his 7m. assured better milk, .ice cream and
e.'ing to unlimber ah anecdote which dairy products because of
the: close
he credited to- the,late Bert Williams. and detailed inspection maintained;
Anecdote did not pack much humor. Dialog passages occasionally reTrite little plot which links one sorted tp for deaf but' terse illustraprogram, to .another deals with the" tion as to how this works out. Tofrustrated
romance, between the ward the end of the hour local andaughter .of a neighboring plantar nouncers cut in to plug a particular'
tion' owner and an impoverished product or firm which is affiliated
young fellow. Maxwell. House Show- With the Sealtest group.
Odec.
boat had made use .of a similar story
device over a long period and there's
no reason why it shouldn't stand rep- LEE EVERETT
With Nancy B'radfor
etition on this program.
.Sales conv runs to -moderate, nrb- Poetry; Philosophy
.portions.
The initial outlav told of 15 Mins.
doughnut
corp: of America
Oldsmobile
.the two new .cars that
was about to unveil, urged the lis- Tues.-Fri., 9:15 a.m.
teners to watch for them, and WFBR, Baltimore stressed" the brand's reputation for
{Joseph Kaiz)
OcCec,
style and luxiiriousriess. ;
Not much ioif a program, but nerhaps okay for : product (baking
preparation)
and for 9:15 a.m.
'SONGS OF ALL NATIONS'
housewife; listening.
Choral Singing
Lee Everett has soft, sly. drawl-:
15 Mins
ing
voice
that
rather effectively
TRUE-FIT CLOTHES
lends much honey to the platitudes
Wednesdays. 7:45 p.m.
and,- good -cheer :paiaver. No: matter
WFBR, Baltimore
how much he rambles off. sum-total
(Katherine Mahool)
is that if' a person
smiles, world
Setup fOr this one. slick all around. smiles, with him.
When caught,
Balto abounds with singing clubs bright, thought was that house with
quite accomplished in chanting songs marble floors' was hot necessarily a
of their native .countries, and though .'home/- and .that -a wee. worn 'cotV
many, of 'em have hit the' local ether tage could be. and usually was.
heretofore, this, is the first time anyNancy Bradford midway, lauds
one has ever thought to put 'em to the product at about right length,
commercial advantage. Each Week otherwise it's jiist the' homely- phildifferent nation gets the nod. When osophy with Everett reading off.
-caught the Deutsch were at bat and three or four poems from outside
did excellently. German choral so- sources to help point- up his patcieties- have been prominent music- ter.
Some wax music opens and
ally here for over 50 years, and the signs -off.
.

^

"'

.

Thursday, 8 P.M., EST.
(J.

'

..'
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}

Chicago
aegis,, the .'March' has returned its'
(Gardner)
tempo to a once-weekly basis. (16).
With a dozen or more 15-mi ute This is where it started ;flve years
script shows all trying. to crowd into ago on its prestige climb, and this
the radio ('children's hour'- between is the standard which it can get back
5 and 6 p.m. it begins to look like to. Year's trial On a mass production,
SRO strictly, 4nd the kids are how basis may have been okay as a .cbmforced to start listenihg at 4 p.m. arid mercial proposition for. RemingtonRand or Wrigley, but it put some
are still" panting around- the. loud^
'
flyspe'cks on; the editors' self-coronaspeaker at hiidnight.
This Torn, Mix* show, has been tion as the- ablest historians of the
around for several years and there- day.
Opening' job. of hew series A-^l in
fore must' have been doing a satisfactory job for' its. advertiser; despite some respects and a hodge-podge 'in'
fact it's difficult to see .'much appeal others. Pres. Roosevelt's voice was
to the program at present from any put in amidst
slew of historical
angle. It rates as about, the weakest panorama material dating back: to
kid show heard in many a day. Only 1931. Time-, used to simulate the
seems the reflected F.D.R. pipes regularly^ hut- stopped
justification
glory of the Tom Mix tag. Still' is after a request' from the WhUe
a name of great adoration among the House. Resumption' of the 'practice,
With apparently was for this prbgram
kids throughout the world.
permission .to use Mix name, this only,' and with a footnote about the
show could have been a world- White House layoff request appended.
beater, hut they take a great opporr Job of simulation this time didn't
tunity and kick it around for a turn out up to par, and was a long
fumbled
way from sounding, like the real
Story is meaningless, inane, and McCoy,.. Imitation of Landon was
every time the homestead gets in. considerably better.-

gave the

.,;

(Maurice Evans is not yet preOwh; cisely a 'name' for radio, since he
recently become known
has. but
on Broadway, with his perfonn-

(.BBD&O)
i
again under Time's

Back

WMAQ,

(17)'

-

.

j

WABC, New York

—

MAURICE EVANS
'St. Helena* (excerpt)
ROYAL GELATINE

MARCH OF TIME

M-to-F.; 5:15 p.m., EST.

York.
(N. W..-Ayer)

impression -that National 'Dairy had
bought ah hour of NBC's time for
e Primary purpose of having
;E ,«
Walter
O'Keefe do an Elsa Maxwell
with the studio audience. It turned
a, freakish sort of occasion,
p Keefe seemed most of the time to

ldsmobile can't go wrong with
this one, if it's the corn and the cane?
breaks that it's- after for an audience. Also the older folks who take
In the
jt easy in their armchairs;
urban spots the program will likely
late as dull entertainment for a
Hostesses
usually at
Saturday night
this point of the evehirig want something with more zip to compete
against the clink of glass and the
bedlam of conversation,
One thing that Irvih Cobb and
.his retinue of white and colored performers can't do is compete with
noise. What they have demands con-

one

VARIETY

Jane Webb, Charles 30 Mins,
TIME, INC.
Thursday, 10:30 p.m.

RALSTON CEREAL

New

(NBC),

m.

WEAF, New- York

.

T&

(Ghosted)

Boys,;

MacDougal.

.

(p.

.

With Walter O'Keefe; Jane Pickens, With Jack Holden, Percy Hemus, With Howard Barlow's Orchestra

:

With Marton Tatley, Dorothy Page,

Sat,, 10:30 p.

REP

©

I

.

Harlow Wilcox does a. smooth job Su-MO-Th, 8i30 p'. m.
with the amateurs. Plenty of cross- WOR,. New York
Dull)
(Benson
talk, so there's evidently plehty of
A typical hoke session. As corny
Standard line up. Of
preparation.
amateur hoofers, singers, operatic as the scenery on the Burlington,
wOuld-bes, bOnes-players, guitar and Crude, backwoodsy, off«key, the sort
of a program that makes a metrobanio plunkers. etc.
Throughout, it's smartly handled politan listener ibok twice at the dial
siiles- and wonder if the receiver needs
and: far above the average
manship and showmanship for a hew tubes:
But in the language of Ripley
Gold.
local program.
here's the proof; It's on WOR Inree
times a week. And WOR hasn't been,;
SPLIT SECONDS IN- HISTORY
moved
.to. the fading area of UncJe;
With Lionel Belmore, Eric Snowden, Ezra's Rosedale station^ For at '.east
Tom Lawrence, Lai 'Chand .Mehra,. half an hour three, times a wefek or
Lewis
Jack
90 minutes every seven days, those
15 Mins.
hillbillies
must do something to.
TAVANNES WATCH CO,

&

Thursdays, 7:45 p.m., PST.
Programs originate in Washington KFRC, San Francisco
(Westcb)
and are piped to Balto! The listenSecond series" of 'Male Chorus
ers in latter city no doubt think it
comDJete-chain
broadcast,
-'nee Parade' programs, in which Sperry
WFBR- has arranged to cut out all Floui* brings to Don Lee-CBS mikes
mentions of other station, till final the pick of the .male glee clubs on
•This -is the; National- Broadcasting the Coast, is an effort to sell waffle
Company.' .conclusive: signature to and pancake flour to the male radio
all
periods
from WRC (NBC- audience. Off. the air for the suma'
Owned station). This is good angle mer,' 'Parade' was .resumed withfor WFBR. since most Baltimoreans different choral group each week.
automatically believe a program is Portland (Ore:) Ad Club Glee Men,
much 'superior to local one of any one of the- best units of / kind Out,
Sun. 7:45 P-M.
description if! it comes from chain. west, sang Thursday (1).
WFBR attitude is ithat what 1 step r Lacking in femme appeal, 'Parade' RHJ, Los Angeles
•

'

•

'

i

especially those who
Each,
sing in choral organizations.
chorus is judged by a group of San
~D. GRIGSBY
bay
region voice experts.
Francisco
'Family Counselor'
No audience votes or comments are
15 Mins.,
considered. The group judged tops
SAFETY -BANK
"i'rTihe 15-w*ekr series -wilt be iaWard.r.
Sun., I J :45 a. m. EST
a gold plaque, with ah identical
ed
New York
prize going to the. station on which,
.(Kfiyion-Spiero)
the winning chorus appeared! Sec'The Family' Counselor* -is
ond, and third awards will be silver
izing
marital snag- discussions. and bronze plaques.
,

among men,

.

ALLAN

NATIONAL
WOR,

Its boy meets girl for the most part
although ;openihg program; carried
some splashy material about King
Edward. V jM. -This .reference was
outside Giigsby's scope but nothing
.

offensive,
Idea of tangled lives
.

rehashed

.

.Versions.

-js

riage,

of the

clinic.''

(Milton Weinberv)
Ticker outfit bas hit oh a hew
tack to tie in with its product
in the- amateur cycle,
swing
after a
It's heavy dramatics but expertly
done. Script by Hec Chevighy arid
production of Gary Breckner lifts
-this One out of the average class. As
an jriterest-holder for those who, dote
oh this kind of air fare it can't miss.
Opening episode; 'The Arm of
Mukarrab KHan,' was enacted against
!

,

-

.

'

-

:

:

.

:

i:

I'

'

',

-

simo accompaniment' for. the femme
Bank stresses its one dollar check:
singer, or. both, would improve the ing accounts. Publicity Associates,
settled
effect. Also the insertion of instru- which is building the sho'
mental solqs, especially by the on Grigsby after some tests made in
pianist, and a wider range of tempo the east several months ago* De>n the orchestral numbers.
liver
uieU
^fJaco.

>

!

.

.

,

of:.

1

•

'

presented

Some

repartee is between the announcer
and Grigsby. Speaker hails fifVom
Toledo where, he conducted a course
of study along the lines of a. mar-

being 'one

tor.

:

.

.

in;

•

reputation

the nation's great, stations.'
Of course*. there'!s a-: definite phi*
losophv .and a. realistic policy behind
Drug Trade Products and its agency,
Benson & Dall. They're peddling
nostrums and radio is effective for
their purposes only when the talent
cost is cheap. Exnerience has even
verified that hillbilly Muff js the ideal
entertainment- formula to reach the
nromisihg" prosDects. It can't be too"
bad.
So- the Sleepy Hollow bunch
may even be- a good and. a standard
booking for Drug Trade Products.
a British-India war background and Company may be surmised to know,
:
neatly pitched in sound effect and their busiriess.
CHARLES
production detail/ Cast did ,-it up
No.bbdy should be surprised at
Yarn Spinner
Brown with .'eyery characterizatibh what hillbillies do or. howTbnd.ly
30 Min«,.
well rounded. New roster of playr thev do it. Its finding' them on this
":
Tues.',: Tliurts.,
Hillers will be rounded up each week stati
that's, the surprise^;
KFOR, Lincolh
with. rugged outdborsmen rehearsing billies are not required to be in tune.
KFOR brought this program on for next week's ipiece, 'The Timely And for. those that delifht in this
the kids, Charles Blooah is an Afri- Strategy of Billy the Kid.' Idea of strange form of merriment, thi<5 parcan prince here studying at the Uni- scripts is to .drive: home the im- ticular group is ho worse probably
versity of Nebraska. Blooah came to portance Of owning a chronometer than the average.
Asked why th
thisAC.ouhtry when 14. years Old and that, plays ball 'With Greenwich.
banks are closed oh Columbus Day.
speaks- very good English.
Goes Out to 11 coast spots and an imbecilic character; speakinii as
His job for KFOR is to tell stories breaks just ahead of the.' Cahtor if having spent eight years in the
from .-the '.folklore- ".of; his native land, show.
Contest tags off with 30 second grade and still inarticulate,
those especially appealing to chil- seconds allowed, at* finish for local opines "that probably folks thought
dren. Program oh first this weok in- stations to cut, in with dealer blurb. Columbus was a eriminali ,Askcd for
dicated it- will not only interest juv Don Forbes handles the commercials, further elucidation, he snaps 'because
trade, but will please n certain per- without laying it on too thick.
Columbus double-crossed the ocean!" <*
centage of the elder listeners. Barn*:
Hehn.
Lund,

can -probably claim a good audience

ers don't know won't hurt 'em. -and
Bert.
Will help station's cause.

,

'

WOR's

.

1

:
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New

Srogram, ,'CHB HOuse Party/ Tues
ays at 7i 45 pjn. PST, starting Nov.
17.
Small ork and dramatic skit
Through Emll Brisacher & Staff.

Business

KPO.

CINCINNATI

flour),

weeks weekly.

pracfcett Chemical Co., 13
;

thrice-weekly

renewal,

312
;

Through Karl G. Be
.

WOOD-WASH.

15-minUte

Mid-States Steel and Wire. Co.
Chevrolet Motor Car Co., 15-mm- (Midwest fence), 57 spot- .announceute 'Musical Moments' transcribed ments, three weekly. Through Mace
and agency. WOOD-WASH.
programs, thrice-weekly.
National Carbon Co. (Prestone) 26
WSAI.
Ndson Auto Sales Co., thrice- spot announcements, six weekly.
weekly night periods, five minutes, Through J* M..Mathes, Inc. WOOD-

Selix Clothing Store quarter-hour
program, 'Ernie Smith's Sport Highlights,' Saturdays at 7: 00 p.m. PST.

,

through Dec.

KYA,
ball

minute

e. t.

dialect.

WSAI.

Gamble Co., 52
programs, starting

Blackman

26.

•

-

Advertising,

.,

NYC. WCKY.
.

Dodge

Holmes, Inc. WOOD-WASH.
Chamberlain Laboratories, lotions;
151
one-minute
transcribed
announcements, six weekly: Through
Coolidge Adv. Co. WOOD-WASH.

.

•'•

.

trans.

KSO.

Direct.

•

Globe Department Store, 6% hours
per Week remote from the store.

Bros., 20

KSO.
Saunders Motors Co. (Dodge &
Plymouth dealers) 6 %-hour programs per week, 13 weeks. Through
Lessing Advertising agency, Des

Motor

Jtfanbecfc

Co.
6

hours per

WINNIPEG

week, 52 weeks, KSO.
Derby Oil Co., 2 1 -minute trans,

Through

daily.

Potts

Tumbull

-

KSO.

agency.
"l-Up*
ly,

(beverage)

hour weekWMT and

Vz

,

KRNT,

'Cupids Court,'

three V* hours

.

weekly* KSO.

Zinsmaster Bread,

Parkhill
tions, 'Roll

which

•

'

,

weekly,

.

120,000

through

strips

in

milk

its

Charles Hotel, 15-minute chats
on-, 'Bright Spots in the News,' each
Monday at 9:30 for 15 weeks. Placed
through All-Canada group. CJRC.
Capitol Coal Co., nve-minute sport
flashes last thing at night. Daily for
Placed through All13 weeks.
Canada group. CJRC.
,
Chipso Soap Flakes, 15-minute
'Personal Problem of the Air.' Monday through Friday. Placed through
All-Canada, ,.on long term basis.

p.m. daily.

:

KSO

and WMT,
Wm, Penn Cigars,

hour weekly,'

5 1 mill, trans.'
Through. Kastor agency.

weekly.

KSO.

St.

%

.

.

:

.

'

%

.

.

,.

.

-

.

,

,

,

.

;

is

10
National
Co.,
minutes of news broadcast, 6:45-6: 55
a.m„ six days- Weekly.. Deal spotted
by Ruthrauff & Ryan, InC;, N. Y.
"

*

%

WIBU.

&

football

KFOR'.
Bellas
Hess

son, Ine, Chicago.

Chevrolet Motor Co. 'Musical Moments' program, 3
"hours per
week, renewal. Through Campbelltruck drivers. John Bunker agency,
SAN FRANCISCO
Ewald agency. KRNT.
local. WSAL
Colgate-Palmoiive-Peet, 26 oneMalto^Meal,. 26 weeks, participa100
oneGamble Co,,
Procter
minute announcements, Benton & tion
'Magic
Kitchen*
program.
minute e, t announcements on Bowles, KGO,
Through Mitchell - Faust agency.
Crisco, twice daily, Mondays,- WedSwift &> Co. (Sun-Brite), quarter-" KRNT.
CJRC
nesdays and Fridays. Radio Sales. hour children's program, 'Sun-Brite
15,-minute
Ironized Yeast, 2 5-min. trans,
Pills,
Dr. ' Wiilidms*
WKRC,
Junior Nurse Corps.' Three;, days weekly. ThToUgh
Ruthrauff & Ryan. transcription, three times a week.
Auto Dealers* Association of Cin- weekly. Stack-Goble. KGO.
KRNT.
CJRC.
ancinnati,
13 50-word service
Campbell Cereal', quarter-hour
Public
Steet
Corp.,
2
hours
nouncements on forthcoming annual children's program, 'Junior ^Broad- weekly, 13
weeks. Through MelSALT LAKE CITY
Cincy Auto Show. WKRC.
casters Club,' with Charles Gerrard, drum
& Fewsmith agency, KRNT.
Granite: Furniture Co., 52 half
Richard Dwan, Margaret George,
Skelly Oil Co.^3 weather forecasts hours. Direct. KDYL.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
Paul Carson, Monday, Wednesday, daily. Through
Ferry-Hanley. agenhours.
Htbbs Clothing, 26
Hi-Speed Gas, •Jimmy Allen Ad- Friday. Mitchell-Faust KGO.
cy. KRNT.
Direct KDYL.
ventures' 15-minute ..discVflve times
American To b a cc o (Roi^Tan
General
('Huskies') sponAlbers Milling Co., 26 quarter
weekly for 20 weeks. Placed direct. cigars) , 65. one-minute a nnounce- sorship of Foods
all U. of Iowa; football hours, 'Albers Melody Mill.' Erwi WOOD-WASH.
ments, e. t Lawrence C. Gumbinrier. games.
Through—Benton & Bowles Wasey, Seattle. KDYL.
.Ironized Yeast Co,, five-minute KGO.
agency. KRNT.
Boyle Furniture Co., 52 quarter
discs,
twice weekly, 13 weeks,
Pacific Gas ,& Electric, quarterhours. Direct. KDYL.
WOODRyan.
Through Ruthrauff &
hour dramatic, sketches, by Samuel
PITTSBURGH
Tracy Loan A^Trust, 26 quarter
B. Dickson, Tales of California,'
WASH.
William
Penn
Hotel,
five one-min- hours, 'Road to Contentment' ,e. t.
Retd, Murdoch
Co. (Monarch Thursday nights. Direct. \KGO.
ute announcements.
Foods) , 156 spot announcements, 12
Star Outfitting Co., 60-rninutfe Sun- K. Smith. WCAE. ^Placed by Sam Direct. KDYL.
Walker Bank & Trust. 13 quarter
Through day morning program, 'Ftihhy Paper
Weekly sfor, 13 weeks.
CrouJell Publishing Co.,
Rogers and Smith. WOOD-WASH. Mart,' with A. Dwight Newton, for hour program with Jean quarter- hours, 'Lives of-- the Great' e. t
'Abbey Gillham Agency, Salt Lake. KDYL.
Kosto C6.,, desserts; 78 spot an- 52 weeks.
Through Allied Adv. once weekly fbr year: Placed
by
124 night time signals;
Pabst,
nouncements, three weekly. Through Agency, Los Angeles. KYA.
Geyer, Cornell & Newell. WCAE.
Morris, Schenker & Ross, Chicago.
Perrin-Paus Co. WOOD-WASH.
California Conserving Company
Ironized Yeast Co., nine ftve-mihCommercial Mitiing Co. (HenRel (CHB food products) quarter-hour ute spots. Placed by Ruthrauff & KDYL.
Hunter-Thompson. Inc.. (shoes) , 52
Ryan. WCAE.
night signals. Direct. KDYL.
Lever Brothers; 39 30rword staFurmbuili of New York (men's
"
tion- breaks.
WCAE.
suits),, 3,000 daytime, announcements
.
.Frank' '& Seder Depi. .STore, spon- and 52 night signals. Direct KDYL.
sorship of Morning Matinee, once
Buckle Electric, 300 day time anweekly for 26 weeks. Placed by nouncements,
irect. KDYL.
• •
Dorland International, v Five one-,
minute announcements. Placed by
N. Y;
distribute

to

college

Placed through
daily for month.
All-Canada Broadcasting System.
CJRC and CJRM (Moose Jaw).
Globe Bedding Co.; 15-minute shot
of slumber music at 11 p.m., for 13
weeks. Placed through All-Canada
'

'

.,£S ther C6ughlin,;

.

sor

time

Bedding Co., transcrip- diagnosed. Time-is 6:45-7 p.m. ProOut of Bed. With a Smile,' gram was set by McCann & Erick-

6 %-h0iir midKFAB.
day news programs Weekly. Through
Gooch A Co. " iggest milling
Oh CJRG. CJRM, CJGX
Blackman agency. KSO, WRNT.
group.
Procter & Gamble (Crisco) 1 min. (Yorktbn); CFQC (5askato0n); establishment in this section is spontrans. Through Blackman agency.' CFCN (Calgary), and CERN (Cal- soring 'Crossroads of the Nation,'
interview gag. Time
4: 30-4:45
•KSO, KRNT. -

;

homes

•

(Chrysler,

%

Plymouth dealers)

Myers and H. K. Carpenter

vertising names. James Baldwin, Charles
are slated for; appearances at the meet

KSO.

Moines.

'

M

Dare Beverages, 30-min.
weekly for. 13 weeks,

through Lessing Advertising agency,
Des Moines. KSO.
Royal Order, of Moose,
-min.

.

'

WLS

Si

DES MOINES

.

;

Through Lord

.Virginia?

'.

:

Inc.

KYA,

program

one-minute transcribed announcements. Ruthrauff &
POYNETTE, WIS.
Ryan, Inc> NYC. WCKY.
Ben H. Anderson Mfg. Co. (milk^Standard Oil of Ohio, 61 75-word ing machines), 15-minute transcri
announcements, Nov. 10 to 24. tion program weekly,- one year,
iMcCanri, Erickson. Co., Cleveland. rect. WIBU.
WCKY.
Olo Soap Co. (soap powder), 15Piso,
cold remedy, twice-daily minute .transcription program Weekspot^announcemehts, 17 weeks. Lake- ly, six. months. Direct. WIBU.
Spiro-Cohh, Inc. Memphis, Tenn.
Blum's Jewelry Store, Madison,
>wcpb.
Wis., 30 minutes weekly, amateur
Juclojuiy remedy, 100 spot ah
show, one year. Direct. WIBU.
daily.
Key
twice
nouncements,
Pyramid Motor Sales, Madison,
v
agency, locaL WCPO.
Wis;,, complete schedule of University
Chesapeake dr- Ohio Railway, 312 of Wisconsin football games. Direct.
usical CbcktaU five-minute wrou.
C..4 O.
programs, daily except SaturBeaver
ZuJecfc-Wolfenburfii
Co.,,
day, starting Nov. 23* Lewis Edwin Dam,. Wis., 52 spot announcements.
WCKY. Direct. WIBU.
RyaVi, Washington, D. C.
Parker Bros., .52 one-minute spot
Motor Sates: Co., Madison; Wis.,
announcements,' daily except Sun- spot announcements, Direct.; WIBU.
day/ blurbing Rook game. John W.
.Atkins Sales & Service, Middleton,
Queen, Boston. WCKY.
Wis., 52 spot announcements^ Direct.
French, Bauer, Inc., series of Sat- WIBU.
urday forenoon 30-niinute programs
Newton Went Department Store,
dramatizing Krim-Kb choc o late Beaver Dam, Wis, 15-minute tranmilk, drink, starting Oct. 17; Spon- scription, weekly, one year. Direct.
.

Through Kay,

12.

•

broadcasts.

Thomas.

.

Procter dr

°

Associated Oil, play-by-play foot-

WASH.:
BeDdiiei'iv-^VSAl.
Willard Batteries, 84" spot anHamilton; Tailoring Co., local, 26
weeks of Tues. and Fri. evening 15- nouncements, 14 weekly. Through
Meldrim
& Fewsmith, Inc. WOODminute programs, of man-on-thestreet variety, originating in spon- WASH.
Roman Cleanser, 104 spot ansor's downtown shop in. the Hotel
Gibson, with Harry Lang as rn. c, nouncements,, two weekly. Through
Hollywood

ala German

.

KYA.

Elliott

.

'

Convention

—

Chicago, pet. 20.
\
Commercial Managers Division of the National Broadcasters' Associations will hold its first annual convention at the Sherman hotel
here on Jan. 18. This was decided' last week in a special?meetin.g of
divisional heads, chlefed by Buryl Lottridge of KOIL.
Attending were Ed Flanagan Of WSPD, Mallory Chamberlai
WMC, Les Fox of KMBC, Hale Bondurarit of WHO, Lew Avery of
and Lottridge.;.
WGR, Bill Kline of
Convention in January is figured as the most important meet in the
future in the Station Managers, laying the keystone of, the organization which has developed into an important position in the ether
industry in the few short months of its existence. Convention will
discuss the major problems of the station managers and the industry,
especially for the purpose of eliminating the conflictlons which, exist
because of the many different systems of operation among the stations. Convention will seek to establish a standardized rate system;
ith agenamong otlier angles, so as to smooth, business relationshi
cies and advertisers.
Meeting, which Will he closed to the outsiders entirely, will be
addressed by several, keym'eh in the. advertising and agency business.
Roscoe (Bob) Barrett, radio buyer for the Blackett-Sample-Humm.ert
agency here, will njake a .talk scheduled for the meet Also Paul
West of the American Newspaper Association, and several other ad;

8

Harry

WLW

Own

Sales Mgrs.

•

William
(Fords),
L.
Hughson
quarter-hour program* 'Ernie Smith's
Sports Highlights,' Fridays at 7 p.m.
PST through Dec. 11, Through

spot-:: announcements,

WLW.

stanzas.
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KFAB.

Republic Steel,
7: 15.-7: 30

days,

:

for

...

15-minutes,
aim. Tuesdays attd Thursthree months. Agency
'

t;,

.

handling is Meldrum & Fewsmith,
Inc., Cleveland. KFAB.

BOSTON
United Drug,, five 15-minute electranscriptions five times week-

trical'
ly,

am*

Street

Oct

starting

&

13-27.

Through

WNAC,

Finney, Inc^ N; Y.

Moorehouse Baking

Co., Lawrence,
Mass., 104 15-minute electrical transcriptions, twice weekly^ Fri. and Sat
.

a.m^ started Oct. 2 and ends Sept.
25, 1937. -Through Bennett fc Snow,

WNAC;

Providence.
Gentles:.

30-word

WNAC.

Baking Co., Boston, .1003
Direct'
announcements.

&

Maine Railroad and
.(Continued on page. 6,4)

Boston

New

::

,

'

"'

"(

:

'

'
-

-

-

:

.

.

.

&

!

.

•

.

:

:

.

,

.v

:

.

'

'

•

-

Larger than any other
station

produced

Elsie Lichtenstul.

ROCHESTER*

WCAE.

H. L. Hunter Fur Storfi, 15-minLutheran: Church,, half -hour proof the
gram weSkly for 26 weeks. Placed ute transcriptions 'Romance Direct.
Air,' weekly for 13 weeks.
by Kelly & Stuhlman. WCAE.
WHEC.
Chevrolet Motor .Co., 84 30-word
15-minute
transcripStore,
Home
station breaks and 100- word an*nouncements. Placed by Carripbell- tion 'Life of the Parkers.' weekly for
Direct.

Ewald. WCAE.
Fort Pitt Hotel, Ave one-minute
announcements. Placed by Sarin K.
Smith. WCAE.
College Inn Food Products Co., 30
50-wbrd announcements. Placed by
Biackett-Sample-Hummert. WCAE.
Crusaders,
Inc.
'Horse
Sense
Philosopher' /.-15
minutes
twice
weekly for 13 weeks. Placed by
Marschalk & "Pratt. WCAE.
Dodge Brothers, 18 100-word c.nnouncemerits. Placed by Ruthrauff
& Ryan. WCAE.
,
General Mills (Wheaties) 10-minlite sports review once weekly for
nine weeks.
Placed by Simons:

.

'

.

WHEC.

13 weeks.

Studebaker, ^lSTfhinute' transcripHimber's orchestra,
week for .16 weeks.
Through Roche. Williams. & Cunof Dick
three times a
tion

nyngham.

WHEC.

Herman

Jules

minute
rieties.'

Clothing Store, 15-

transcription, 'Musical Vaweekly for 26 .weeks. Direct

WHEC.
H. B. Graves Furniture Store, flveminute transcriptions of furniture
26
-weekly, for
weeks/
,

.

episodes,

Through

WHEC.

Ei C. Rogers.

Health Spot Shoes, ..five-minute
dramatic transcriptions, three times
week for 52 weeks. Direct. WHEC.

a

WCAE.

Michelson.

NEW YORK CITY
Maryland- /Pharmaceutical
Co;,
Gude's Pepto Mangari, spot anweather announcement for
One year.-. ^Placed by Joseph Katz. nouncements, indefinite.
PIaced
through
Brook,- Smith
French.
WCAE.
Procter & Gamble, three cut-in WNEW.
Frederick Fuel Co.,
announcements oh The O'Neills.
Placed by Blackman agency. WCAE. merits." 13 weeks..
irect.

America's Oldest

Radio Station

daily

Established

.

August

2,0,

1920

,

FIRST

.

i-'D^gues'ne Brewing CO., 26 quarterhours and .130 five^minute spots.

Walker & Downing. KDKA.
Drums; Inc., .130 five-mihute
.

.

spots.'

KDKA;

C. C. Winnirigham.

Dr. Miles Laboratories, 156 quar-

ter hours.

Wade Agency. KDKA.

Campbell Cereal Co., '75 quarterhour spots. Mitchell-Faust. KDKA.

.

United Drug Co., 15 five-minute
spots. Street & Finney. KDKA.
Utica Knitting Co., 26 one-minute
announcements. J6hn Thomas Miller.

50,000 WATTS
NIC R«4

N*tw*rfc

CLEVELAND

KDKA.

'

'

"
:

\

:

John Mdrreil
announcements.
Donald. KDKA.

Co., 78
Heriri,

fry

NBC

Gtmbel Bros; Of , Pittsburgh, 39
three-minute announcements. Elsie
Lichtenstul; KDKA.
,Cline Johnston, Inc., 27 fourminute announcements. Advertisers,
'

KDKA.

inc.
Little

Crow

quarter hours.

Milling

KDKA.

Rogers

Clothes..

Inc.,

programs,' four times .weekly, 13
weeks.
Schillin Advertising Corp.

WNEW.

'*~

in Listener Interest

15-minute
-•

America's 4th Market

;

.

Drug" Trade Products four 15 -min
ute periods daily, indefinite. Placed
:

,

direct.

WNEW.

LINCOLN
Ford Motor Co., 15-mihute e. t,
each; Thursday,
ill
run for 13
weeks. Set by N. W. Ayer it Son,
N. Y. KFAB.
W. T. Grant & Co., Sundays, 1:151:30 p.m. prgan program for 26
weeks. KFOR.
Barnsdall, 15-minute e.
Thursdays. Through Cooperative Agency,
Tulsa, Okla;.. Contract to run six
months. KFAB.
Standard Oil Co. Sponsoring Link
Lyman, line coach of the Nebraska
football squad, this oil Outfit is aired
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday, at

H. BETTERIDGE,
247 West 4Jd Street

.

four-minute
Hurst & Mc-

•

Completely programmed

WNEW.

156

GEO.

HOLLINGBERRY
North Michi
Ultra High Frequency
tatipn

^JXW"J

31600

XC

AD
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I

'OWN
Albert E." Hausman, Otto* F.
John W. VanAllen, John.
Ray!
Spencer Gordon, Isaac Levy, Louis
Levinson, Pierre
Goodrich, John
Rabb EmisOri, Henry Nbe, H. Arthur
Dunn and rla St. Clair.
J. L.. Milligan, John H. Wharton,
Percy H. Russell, Jr., Gustave
Augustus Gerber, Alexander -Kahn,
Joseph F. Krizeky- Hot C; Lovett, E.

Radio Dementia

.

ison

WKBW

Hanson, Carl. F. Arnold; Chester H.

C. P
Randall, Alvin A.
Communications Wiggi
Kurtz, -John M. Davis, J. Bruce
Bar Association Will Hold Kremer, Raymond F. McCa'uley,
Mariheim
Rosenswei
George B.
General Meeting Nov. 18
Whissel, S. Whitney Landoh, SeyActive mour O'Brien, E; F. Coladay, T.
in Washington

F e d era 1

, .

iagara

.

Group' Swelled
by OutHBf^Tbvmers
Practice

'

MONTHS OLD

4

..Washington;

20.

;

Batten Heads

.

N/W. Ayer

Growth pi the Federal ComnVuniCommission Bar Association,
Harry Batten is the new prexy of
composed' of radio attorneys from all the N, W. Ayer agency; filling the
parts ot the Country, Was reported place of :the Jate ;Wilfred Fry;
laSty week to have reached/the 129Heretofore Batten
been an
membership mark^all members hav- Ayer v.
cations

.

.';

.

icked

ing

with

the

WGR-

—

Means
$550,000 for 50,006-Watter
Hearst-NBC Will Get Together

.

Hudson

sai

San
v. operates at 5,000 watts days arid 1,000
yesterday (Tuesday ) closed a waits hi
"
New? Statps
contract for the purchase of WOAI,
As things will stand ih Texas after
io 50,000-watter, from :.the
San
the WOAI takeover, CBS will have
r
Station is
Southland Industries
two. .50,000-.watt channels and
currently
1 .000- waiter, - while NBC will have a
.

in effect;

Schwegler, in turn, sent. them

Busch at

WGR-WKBW

with

gat ion

the notation, 'This is great stuff.
Why don't
ever write annouhcemehts like this for US?'

either,

to

,

Everett Mather, Jr.
New Bar Association will hold a
general meeting on Nov.

Buffalo, Oct. 20.
Busch of

/These are the nuts!' and rushed
them over to Schwegler Bros.

Brooke Price, Richard N. Stevens,
B. G. Bechhoefer,, Fyederic- Sammoncl, John A. Senneff
., Howard
L. Kern,. William H. Lamb and E.

F.

wrote a series of anSchwegler
for
nouncements
ros.
on electric appliances,
stressing low cost of- electricity,
eic. They went on the air.
BBD & O thought they were
pretty good,; had them'recopied
on BBD & O stationery and sent
them over to Niagara Hudson.

NBC

,

-

if

Kay V 26

:

.

.'

.

..;

high-powered

as local release for single'

the red or blue link, and even
the Federal Communications Commission approved the. buy, it will be
necessary for Columbia .to give the'
opposition a year's notice. Purchase
PickJUps
price is reported to be '$550,000.
Des Moines; Oct; ,
Acquisition of WOAI by Columbia
Iowa Network has booked Herbie will cause a general realignment: of
Kay orchestra for .the Auto Show station affiliations in this section ttf
on' Nov. -21.Texas. NBC faces no alternative but
Iowa web will program some 26 to ally itself with Hearst, hereabouts!
air shots from' the Coliseum, where through the .substitution* particularly^
the uto show will be in session.
outlet
of KTSA. Latter Antonio

YOU

:

"

•

:

and KTRC, Houston.
Columbia figures

'

Proposed barely four months ago
lor

clear-channel stations, the T-C.G,B.A,
now boasts
roll-call which i eludes the tops in the field of
jo
laW.
Most of the membership is
made up of attorneys who find
Washington a good spot in which to
practice because of proximity to the
Commish, and of New York briefsters
who visit the Capital often—but
many individuals representing stations in far-off states have joined up.
.List of those whe^were present at
the organization meeting and who
are charter members of ,the associ -.
:

.',

'

.

.

tid'n follows:

Louis G. Caldwell, Frank RoberGeorge S. Law, H.
Lohnes,

son,

i

:

Wi iam

Frank W. Wozen-

P. Smith,

croft,. John E;

Wing, Alan B. David,
John B. Brady, Phili J. Hennessey*

Only

NBC's September Time

Woman Lawyer
Wa^hi

woman member
'

-

top best previous

of the

new''
Communications
Commission Bar Association is

Mabels-Walker Wiilebrandit, fbr^
:

_nier

assistant

General,

S;

.

over

:At£or.ney.__

'•'.
'

o

Competing: with
males
wrio ipini all. but one, unit of
the new group of briefsters spe-

wofs

cializing in ironing out the

broadcasters, Mabel
only gal lawyer practiei
fore the Commish.
Jr.;

the

is

Donald C. Beelar; Arthur E.

September 1936,

Cook; A;

Ilea-- Williams, Richard C.
Jr., Ralph L. Walker, George
Smith. Paul M. Segal, George F.
Hurd, Paul D. P. Spearman, Ralph
H. Kimball, F. R. Elsasser, MelVin
H. Dalberg. Harvey Hoshour, Job.
W. Kendall, Karl A.
and
George O. Sutton.
L. Alton Denslow,
Johnston,
Fred W. Albertson, Stuart Spi-ague,

gross network

ti ijie

Home,

made

S;

.

.

hi story

,

'

V. Wayland,- rank D.
Scott, Arthur W. Scharfeld, Ben S.
Fisher and Herbert M. Peck,
•

Mabel Walker Willebrandt, oward
W. Vesey, Ralph A. VanOrsdel, Reed
T. Rollo, Frank Quigley, Swagar
L. Ashby, E> G. Prime/
I. L. Grimshaw,. Henry Ladneiv R. P.
Myers, Jr A. McDonald, T.
axlev
Milne,
Elmer Pratt, J. Warren
t:-:p: xrttiepage, :sf: t:
;
Littlepage, Jr., John M.
ittlepage,

mvgmr

This
1936,
in

sa

me

and the

NBC's

September' s total
figure has

The

dollars
total

more

the 5th

is

% above

that of August,

foxir

other

months

entire history !

These gratifying
that

as 19. 2

\\

been topped by only

NBC

v

increases are

Blue arid Red

due to one thing

"net works best deliver

{

William A. Porter; Sy d ney M: Kaye,

her oi th e most popular progra

m

s.

o?ily:

the fact

the greajesLnum-r

I'hey will Continue to

do

so.

L. Proffitt.

Out-of-Towners
Out-of-towners: who, rushed, .applications for membership and jnnve
become full-fledged F;C.C:B;A. dram-

Broadcasting Gompani;

"";'

atis persoriae

were as follows;
James Robert Curtis, C. R. Dean,

^e,

a rnillion

Company.

Sherley,

Howard

tli

Largest Mo?ithiy Total ever grossed by the National Broadcasti ng

Gum, Charles

Manlon Davis, James

— wi

revenue than any other network or system.

sales

NBC

.

.

Edwi
Boyd,- Ralph F. Coli
D. M. Patrick, Joseph H. Ream,
James H. Hanley, Herbert M. Bihgham, G; S. Jameson, John W. Quider,
Byron G. Carson, Frank Stollenwefck, William M. Smith, James !W.

•

the biggest Septernber in

it

S, Lerdy, Edward
Frank E. Randall,

W.

Beat-

Tracy

•

J.

Peycke, Willson Hurt, Fontaine C,
Bradley, Clarence C. Dill, Philip G,
Loucks, Frederick Leuschner, John
G.
Kendall,. William
Leahy,
E.
•pethuel M, Webster, William A. Han".on, Carl M. Jacobs. Paul L. Martin,
Frankland Bri s, Henry B. Walker,

A

Radio Corporation

RADIO

CITY,

of

America Service

NEW YORK

KRLD,

Pallas,

will be
able to take over the operation, andaffiliation of WQAI within a short
It expects Hearst, and NBC
time.
to get together soon enough to make
the, shift operative,- as happened recently iri the case of WEEI, Boston,
NBC, and John Shepard, the 3rd.
"

necessary

by Louis G. Caldwell, spokesman

Columbia's other

KTRC, Houston.

releasing spots will be

fee.
.

alliance

(WFAA-WBAPi DaUas-Fort Worth)
1,000-watters, .KTSA arid.

and two

RADIO

VARIETY
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Here and' There

mon

Col. Roscoe Turner will headline
the *FlyJng,-, Time' sustaining serial
out of Chicago, starting his
on
stint in November.
,

NBC

Broadcast industry'
.

to the Senator'

'

reaction

Vandenberg

50-Word> Audition

WJAY,

inci-

dent is tinned wl^h equal par.
of anger at being: put on the spot
and of philosophical resignation
that the Presidential campaign
has. now entered the •anything
goes' phase..
Hill Blackett, John
,
Ben Pratt and Others connected
with the Republican radio: dtrec'fully familiar with
;
roles of network broadcastthere Is a disposition to
regard the; Incident as no accident,: but result fully anticipated.
•

.

.

Philadelphia,
sweating three

.

burned i the row over refusal of
Columbia Broadcasting system to
allow Senator Arthur H. Vanden-

After
solid
hours, WIP salesman yesterday
staggered, into station with, contract for three spot announcements a week. Couple minutes
after arrival, prospective sponsor phoned to request an audi.

.

What's more, he got it-^the
.

;

entire

words of

50.

bally.

TALENT HUNT IN CUBA
Havana,

20.

Emilio Azcarraga,- owner of Mex-

'

'

'

•

.

,

to Roosevelt.:

into thinking President Roosevelt
actually was on the air and expressed, hope Hhere will be action.'
Incident Is Closed'
\ Doubt that Commish will be
obliged to handle this hot potato was
expressed after Senator Vandenberg
wired Payne -the incident is closed
and- defended his action.
Asking

Petition

Cleveland.

Doris Poole will be Mrs. Ray.
ton on Nov. 15, according to present

plans.

Qulsenberry of the Affiliated

.

Washington.-'bct. 20.

Ambitions of militant International
Typographical Union to get into the
Lentherie (perfume) has ordered radio picture were iced, temporarily
13 quarter-hour periods over WKAQ, at least, last week, when petition for
San Juan; for live talent shows. Or^ permit to construct new station opder placed direct through Conquest erating oh 560 kc at Indianapolis
was suddenly withdrawn. Recall reAlliance.

midwest web back from European

moves

.

tion.

.

^Denouncing Varidenberg's stunt as
T«abuse of " radio/ Strassburger filed
protest against 'chicanery and deception bordering On fraud.' Wired
/ Commissioner George Henry Payne
that the Republican orator deliberately sought to dupe dial-twisters

Gary, Ended as Labor

From

.

berg to dress up a political address ico's XEW and the Alameda Theup talent
With
ings of President Roose- atre, visiting here
velt's 1932 campaign speeches was for his airer and also make a tiedisplayed iii Federal Communica- up with some local station to
tions Commission circles Monday broadcast programs from a
watt shortwaver Azcarraga expects
(19).
^
.Seeking to duck responsibility of to have ready in .two months.
Trio Gracia and Mrs. Brion, latter
ruling On legality of CBS action,
broadcast division let it be known a soprano, have so iar been signed
no inquiry will be launched unless for Mexican broadcasts. Azcarraga
formal complaint is received. Divi- how looking for novelty acts.
sionites have no intention of digging
into the incident on their, own responsibility, but. promised that if any for 'fair play,' Michigan soton conparties interested in the program tended there was nothing unethical
'
or disrespectful about his use of resquawk a study will result.
hand cordings: of Roosevelt speeches and
With no* official bleats
-holed a. argued manner of presentation was
Commish members., pi
few squawks front listeners and per- hot misleading.
-Further defense of CBS action
sons not directly involved, although
strong demand for action to penalize came from Harry Butcher, local web
Vandenberg was made by Ralph v.p., who reported the rule Which,
Strassburger^ Norristown, Pa., pub- was invoked against Vandenberg
lisher who recently jumped from also was applied to Chairman Ann-

Xahdon

WIND,

to

Group Withdraws
Foreign Contacts

20.

MEX. BROADCASTER'S
Washington, Oct. 20.
" avoid getting,

Strong

Menace

WADC,

Leonard Lake, hew.
Akron, announcing

ing S. Prall of the FCC, within the
past two Weeks. Butcher announced
that CBS refused to waive its regulations to permit
recording of
Prall's remarkis to go put over a" network hook-up" celebrating power increase for KTSA, San Antonio.
'Facts that Columbia barred a recording by the Democratic chairman
of
the
Federal
Communications
Commission would hardly seem to
support published inferences that
our- action in the case of Senator
Vandenberg was dictated by fear- of
either the Democratic administration
or the Federal -Communications
Commission,' Butcher remarked,

Max Rainey, forRoy O'Dell
merly, With Doc Schneider's Texans,
4
have teamed as the Hi Boys' for a

serious threat to future exist-

ence of WIND; Gary, Ind.v Which now
Standard Oil, which originally had has. this spot in the spectrum.
skedded 27 full hour periods over
'Withdrawal of Typo plea was hot
vocal-mstrumental act over WGY, CMX, Havana; has upped its con- entirely unexpected, but apparent
Schenectady.
tract to >52,
Program is a straight shelving of plans to gain another air
musical with live talent.
Through outlet for labor organizations provided a general surprise, No indicaill McCullough, of WMBC, DeMcCann-Erickson.
ions yet whether unioriites will come
troit^ has been added to announcing
forward with another proposition,
staff of WJR, Detroit.
Carter's (liver pills) has renewed
although some hints are given that
its one-minute announcements for
I.T.U. will apply for right to broadJimmy Hlgglns, ex^ork leader at six
months on WNEL. San Juan; cast on 600 kc, which now has
J, Detroit; now playing in Sam
five
CB114, CBl2Q and CC64, Chile; occupants—
-WREC, Memphis; KFSD,
Benavie's band at WJR, Detroit.
TIEP and TIGHP, Costa Rica; HIZ, San Diego; WCAO, Baltimore; WMT,
Domi
ican Republic; KGMB, Ha- Cedar
Rapids, and, WICC. Bridgeport.
Leon Fowler, ex of WMBG, RichAtlass' Ultimatum
mond, comes to WGH's Norfolk of- waii; OAX4G and OAX4J,
YV1RC and YV7RMO, Venezuela,
Abandonment of plans to demand
fice as member ot sales force.
arid HP5B, Panama.
WIND'S berth came after Ralph Att
Campaign handled by National lass, owner of the Gary station, had
George Duffy out as manager of
Agency and' placed with Cbnr demanded the newcomers either reWATR, Waterbury, Conn. Jimmy Export
quest Alliance.
cAnt or justify their charge that AtParker succeeds.
lass originally obtained his franchise
Vera- Cruse* songstress at WELI,
Borden (Klim) signing for 13.half- by fraud and misrepresentation.
New Haven, vocalizing iwith"~Eddie hours on HJ1ABB and HJ5ABD, Co- Nasty fight has been averted as a rer
Weaver's band at Hotel Taft.
lombia, lor .musical transcriptions. suit, since WIND was prepared to.
carry the case to the Supreme Court
Frank Fotl Thursday (22) opens
rocter A Gamble (Ivory) is or- in event of anticipated unfavorable
season of Bridgeport WPA dering 33 weeks of one-minute daily ruling.
fall
Factional differences within union
symph on WICC.
announcements via KGMB, Hawaii.
W9XBY, Kansas City, staff now Through Blackman agency and Con- ranks are regarded as part of the ex^
planation for the backdown. Aland quest Alliance.
Malvania Whi
includes
though last convention authorized
Richard Scheidker.
I.T.U. execs to press plan, there has
Curtis
A Allen: arranged the Prophylaetle (toothbrushes) re- been much ill feeling over the. project, particularly in view of the fact
newing
.its
amateur,
(half
program
personalities
for
recordings of four
the Edgeworth program, Captain Bob hour) for 13 weeks over KGMB, that the Typos in the past have led
Bartlett,
Arctic explorer; Doctor Hawaii. Brings the. stanza up to a the fight for nationalization of the
Raymond* Ditmars, zoologist; Lou full year. Through National Ex- broadcasting industry and curtail1

-
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WW

;

,

'

'

••

.

,

.

-

•

•

>*

'.

.

.

ment of air advertising.
Original setup was for IXU.
lease the proposed station to Nation-

*

Columbia UV football coach,
and Com. Charles E. Rosendahl of

Little,

port.

'

Lakehurst.

.

Clyde

Baker,

,

chi

of

WMC-WNBR, Memphis, is in Boston
visiting S hep hard Broadcasting

Lucky Strike has ordered 13 more
versions of its CBS 'Your Hit Parade
and Sweepstakes' for KGMB, Hawaii. .Third renewal.

al Broadcasting Co., which now is
affiliated with
in Indianapolis.

WIRE

KU

Jensen's Sew
J Title
Walla Walla. Wash., Oct. 20.
System to study its new feeding
M. F, (Jerry) Jensen, heretofore
system of using two transmitters on
LIstcrlne half-hour amateur shot
one antenna and using an ultra high oyer KZRM, Manila, has been re- commercial manager of KUJ here,
frequency atop the regular broad- newed for 13 times. Through Na- has been upped to director of the
station. Same time a staff augmentacasting antennae.
tional Export
.

and Conquest

WNBR, Memphis; went

Alliance!

the

network

.part-time,

Tuesday

tion is going on.

;••

Bolet (hygienic preparation)
announcements over
(13) and, will carry a few sustaining buying spot
HJ1ABB, Colombia, on a schedule
programs hereafter.
expansion,

NBC

..

Norvel Armes added

Gordon Kelly,
(Idaho),
Tifield,
is a
.

to sales staff;

KRLC, Lewiston

joins
engineering.
Bill
lately with KIRO, Seattle,

new mikeman.

Athlyn Deshais/ dramatic and pubdirector

licity

for

WHBY-WTAQ.

Green Bay (Wis.), has resigned
Milwaukee Se.nti

to

join the

.Steven Hannegan is whooping it.
up for a gadget that tves- 'silent'
radio reception for hospital pati
hotel guests,'

'ORJGJNAtlTY, IDEAS

AND SALESMANSHIP
NBC NEW PROGRAMS.
Wash!

Machine

.:

Magazine of the Air,'
Tuesdays, 3:45 to 4 p.m., PST, start1*3 week
ing Oct. 6;
Basic Pacific Red.
'Woman's

CBS

dirt" has

served by

KGO.

plenty of

money

never run ou( in the area

This rich community has
to spend

— and

NEW PROGRAMS

Laco Products (Castile :Soap, Laco
shampoo, Laco sterilized powder,
Laco olive oil, Pompejan olive Oil)'}'
Maybelle' Jennings 'What's On Your
Mind- interviews, Tuesdays ^hd
Thursdays, 1:}6 to 1:30 p.m., EST,
starting Oct. zO; for 52 weeks. Via
Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia,
New York, Boston, Hartford. Provi.

The "pay

'

.

dence, Worcester, Springfield, Bridgeit

actually

port, Manchester, Bangor.

Democratic National Committee:
Undecided show," Saturday, Oct. 31,
9:30 to 10:30 p.m., EST, and Monday.
Nov. 2, 11 to midnight, EST; twice
only. Via Basic 21 stations, 61 supplementaries, and Florida and Pa-

;."

spends more per capita than any other in the
country/l«txis show you how

KGO delivers pay-

ing customers in this really prosperous market.

;

cific

groups' (83 stations).

MUTUAL NEW PROGRAMS
Numismatic

Co.:

'Money and Mu-

sic,' Tuesdays, 7:45 to 8 p.m., EST.
beginning Oct. 20. Via WLW,

WGN, CKLWi
/Note: New programs

WOR

A cereal company's agency writes to KDKA:
"We have had this offer on about twenty ,sta^
tions

and

I

think that your scripts

show more

and salesmanship than those
we have received from any other station.* Programs plus audience preference for KDKA
have resulted in great sales for this client.
originality, ideas

;

..

KGO

WATTS
7,500
NBC
SAN FRANCISCO
Pacific

Completely programmed by

Coast Blut.Natwork

NBC

v

or renewal*

for more than 13 weelcs are generally cancellable in cycles of 13 weeks
on 30 days', notice.)

'Mary and Her

new KJR,

Vis

Seattle, program, sponsored by Carnation Fresh Milk, getting aired 30 minutes daily except
Sat. and Sun.
'Garden' refers to
thoughts, hot soiL

KDKA

50,000 WATTS
NBC Mu» Network

PITTSBURGH

Completely programmed by

NBC

I

A II
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F CC. OKAYS SHIFT
OF WOL TO 1230 KC.

SHOW

IN BIZ

•

Washington, Oct. 20.
Deciding there is no farther reason for stalling, " majority of the
F.C.C. broadcast division' last week
yielded to political pressure and
.

'
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BLACKMAN DEMANDS 300-TJME DISCOUNT
UNIFORMITY FOR AUDITING

'•

,

gave go-ahead sign for

WOL, Cap-

STATION COMMENT

only lOOrwatter, to grow up
and become the city's second most
the powerful transmitter..
ital's

mechanism

Acousticon,

fpr

hard of hearing, is putting Tony
Mutual "Thursday afterWohs
starting tomorrow
,

read- poetry

(22)

and

philoso-

A

competitive mechanism,
Sbnotone, has been on NBC for several Weeks, using Cheerio (Charles
K.'." Field) .to do the same sbrt of
routine; Cheerio clear", for the account. Tuesday afternoons;
Bitter competition between these
two devices reflected itself when
Cheerio launched
.;fo r
Sbnotone; The Acousticon
took
radio pages"
ads
newssame day pluggi
s
phize.

•

v

mechanism.

SEEK SOB SISTER STUFF

FOR PROGRAM AT WMCA
WMCA, New

York, is Installing a
roving reporters who are
•bust into regular programs with snatches of feature news.
Due is Frankie Basch, newspaper
gal, and Marti
Starr, who pre.

viously had a program called 'Razzing tilt News.'
Team has been instructed to get
much sob-sister stuff as possible.

Group Becomes 'System'

—

Inter-City
Group nine stations
along the Atlantic seaboard formed
into a regional under WMCA, New
York— is changing its name to Inter-

City System.

it's

MARTIN CAMPBELL

form,

previous

WOL

to shift

jump

WFAA,.
'Whole questHgfVf discounts may
be summed up at WFAA. as a rate
guarantee for one year from the date
of the first broadcast, but announcements arid programs <5f five minutes
or longer may not be combined to
can
earn larger discounts.
iscount requirements,
sefi from the
with the agencies
•we are cpoperati
set up uniform
in an attempt
:

r.eversed

Examiner. Melvin D. Dalberg,
said evidence show's
rieed

who

.

for

•frequency shift or juice jolt. Commissioner Norman S. Case, holding
with Dalberg that there is nd. justification for the grant,
issented.frpm
the majority opi
Action, was surprising because of
.previous
icatioris; no
decision
would .'
reached until after the
Federal courts have washed up a
related legal esse involving permit
of MoMocacy
roadcasting Co. to
build a^new station in. nearby Mary/

;

'

'

'

.

'

There have been, however, several
requests which we have. had to de-

we know more. what Blackman proposes we
can not .say just what our attitude

cline, arid until

actly

.

will

CARPENTER
WHK,

K.
land. :. Although Commish stipulated
Cleveland
no action would be taken which
might adversely affect Mpnocacy
lackman agency wants any
interests, the
plea was granted- uniform change in rate structure
after, the Commish attorneys submit- policy believe agency should comted a fequesled recommendation to municate direct with James Baldwin
the effect that the
grant would of NiA:B., -who will present matter
not irij ure the Moriocacy. Co.
to proper authorities in that organBy authorizi
the "WOL shift, ization.'
which will become effective Dec.
the Commish hot only
iyes the
WFBR, Baltimore

WOL

WOL

••...

PURNELL GOULD

,

Capital

two

times and,

if

to get
institute a. the industry to adopt the 300-time
sta- discount as a general commercial
.will in the practice,
encountered
have
but

riecessary,

campaign showing recalcitrant

tions that this policy
long run be the best for all con- strong opposition from withi
the
Account which this ar- ranks, of the National Association of
cerned.
rangement will affect particularly is Broadcasters. Individual members of
Gamble.
Procter
the NAB have sought to prevail upon
Agency anticipates some strong ob- the association's commercial commitjection to the idea* especially from tee to evolve
standard 'discbunt
maj° r transmitters which have their system but majority opinion in the
schedules pretty well sold out, but latter group has always held to the
is prepared to overcome such bar- view that this was not an industry
riers by pointing out that these sta- problem and that it would be best
of the to let each station deal with the
t ons are dealing With
industry's biggest customers and that discount angle iri jts own way.
by accepting the .300 or .more disWith all stations contracted, oh the
count set-up they will be assuring same basisj Blackman would be. able
themselves of long-term income.
to do its. paying-off according tp a
What is actually behind the Black- set discount allowed by each outlet
man proposition is an attempt nbt for the 300 times. Under such unionly to simplify its own bookkeeping form arrangement it would be unsystem but make the .300 time dis- necessary for the'agency's bookkeepcount
iform thing among all ing department to entangle itself
'

&

practices.
.

decided to the stations with, which
Blackman agency
hand out its spot broadcasting 'busi- busi
ness on a frequency basis of ,300
Other agencies have tried

.

.

,

.

individual computations every tiirie
ince networks a new level of frequency rates was
was not general.
have now adopted a similar plan and reached*
use is therefore more or less, gen-,
.Line of argument that, the objeceral we have again, adopted a simi- tors to the ; 300-or-more-times dislar plan -as. per our. new rate cards count set-up usually advance is as
issued in' September.
follows: If the privilege is extended
We are in favor of as much uni- to one agency it should- be allowed
iscpurits and structure all other agencies; and it such beschedule plan would
an asset to, formity
every station. Believe it should be. of rates as possible, but if said uni- comes the case what protection will
based; on either maximum frequency formity is to call for maximum dis- the station have in the event an account without 52 weeks of consecu- count steps out .and leaves agency
or periodic dollar volume.'
\
tive
broadcasting,
then We are holding the bag on a contract which,
JOHN SHEPARD 3d
Feel had run far short of the 300-time
against the recommendation.
Yankee Network
that it would be beneficialthe obligation. The station would find
'For years we have believed that industry if all stations charged the it tough to collect the short rate?
ho client should be able to earn same percentage of hour rate for from either the agency or the «ptra»

regional
but
'We have 300 times, frequency of
waves the flag, for a .fourrcornered
25% discount arid we know no rearace for the facilities vacated by
son why We shouldn't'
the local 100-watter.
Contestants,
all. with a raft .of political /backing,
BURYL LOTTRkOGE
are Hearst' Radio', Scripps-Howard,
KOIL, Omaha
former Senator Clarence. Dill, and
'1
iscount
believe
uniform

;

.

'

Wiiliam Dolph. Democrat. Each has
asked for the 1310 assignment, while
Scripps-Howard also has begged for
the frequency to
WOL will
move.
''•

'

.

.

'

,

Estelle Caen, sister of Herb Caen,
radio editor of the
Francisco
Chronicle, 'and Juill.i
chopl of
Music grad. pianos
solos, oh- maximum discount without staying
Meredith Willson's coast-to-coaster on the air. 52 consecutive weeks. We
Wednesday (21) from NBC's San tried out this plan several years|ago,
Francisco studios.
but abandoned it because practice
.

•

.

:

.

Reason for the monicker alteration
that 'system' is supposed to sound
more mature than 'group.* Outfit
Is

claims

unexpected reversal
divisionites reaffirmed
ffrarit of authority for
from 1310 to 1230 kc.
power to 1 kw. Action

Larger Stations Expected to Oppose Agency's Idea
as Against Best Interests of Broadcasts— No Protection If Account Wallas Out

grown

up.

W
6 0

60

P

H

half-hour, quarter-hour, one-minute
:

announcements,

etc;,

that progress

bei

is

direction.'

and we

made

feel

in this

spr,

since

the

latter
.

EC AND 9590 EC
I

LADELPHIA
'*•
:

Announces

Its

Increase In

10,000

WATTS

WCAU
COMPANY

BROADCASTING
P

H

I

L

A

*

'

Power from lOOO to

Owned and Operated by

DELPHIA

particularly

would regard any making of such
adjustment as tantamount to paying
for a dead horse...

.
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STOP ME

SPONSORS-AGENCIES
Advertising Agency,
67
years old and one of the country's
oldest, now controlled by Francis
Philadelphia, new. transmitter site, changes Marquis.
.,
in equipment,
install
directional antenna system,
change frequency from 1310 to 1220 kc, increase 'power
Consolidated Cigar, through Erfrom 100 watts to 1 kw and. change time of operation win-Wasey, still mulling an ether
from sharing with WTEL, Philadelphi
to unlimited; campaign composed of either spot
Sharon Herald Broadcasting Co., Sharon, new station announcements or newscasts. Nothto be operated on 780 kc with 250 watts days only.
ing definite as yet, though one plan
Washington: Vancouver Broadcasting Co., Vancouver, would be to use stations; in upper.
new statioh to be. operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts, Newr York state and on the Coast.
Sheldon Millikan is handling for the
days o n lyagency.
Wisconsin: Walter
McGenty, Rice
tion to be operated on 1210 kc with 250

IF

Hicks
.,

GRANTS AND DECISIONS
Washington, Oct. 20.
Alaska: Edwin A. Kraft, Fairbanks, denied new. transmitter to be operated on 950 kc with 250 watts, cornmish sustai ing Examiner George H. Hill; John A.
Stump, Fairbanks,>denied new transmitter to be operated on 1210 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days,
Hill's recommendation reversed.
,

District of Columbia: WOL, American Broadcasti
Company, Washington, received the nod, on changes
equipment/ location shift for transmitter and studio,
change of frequency from 1310 kc to. 1230 kc and power
boost from 100 watts to 1 kw, cornmish reversing Examiner M. H. Dalberg.
Illinois: WTMV, Mississippi Valley Broadcasting Co.,
E. St. Louis, day juice-jump to 250 watts, from 100,

.

WFBM,

NEW

KRMD, KRMD,

Shreveport. changes
in equipment, install vertical .radiator and boost day
power from 100 watts, to 250 watts.
Maine: WBDO, WRDO, Inc., Augusta, temporary li1937.
cense renewal for period ending January
Inc.,

.

,

Herbst, Moorhead.new station
Minnesota: Robert
be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts days (share
nights with Roberts MacNab Co., Jamestown/ ;N> Dak.,
see next paragraph), "cornmish sustai ing. Examiner
P. W. Seward in part; Duluth Broadcasting Co., Duluth,
ing operation on 1200 kc
new station application,
with 100 watts, dismissed with prejudice,
to

Examiner Seward..
North Dakota: Roberts MacNab Co., Jamestown,
new station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts
,

,

(share nights with Robert K. Herbst):

New

:
:

Tucumcari,
Laurence Marti
nied new station to be operated on 1200 kc with
watts, cornmish reversing Examiner Seward.
Pennsylvania:
J AC, WJAC, Inc., Johnstown, day
power boost from 100 to 250 watts, share with WFBG,
Altoona, Pa., cpmrnish upholding Examiner Dalberg.
Mexico:

J.

,

,

W

Tennessee:

WMC, Memphis Commercial Appeal; Inc.,
2W kw to 5 kw' and change

Memphis, day, boost from
•

transmission site locally.

Washington:

KMO,

TacOma,

install vertical

boost power from 250 watts to 1 kw.

REFERRED TO EXAMINERS
Connecticut:

WNBC,

State Broadcasting Corp.,

tenna for day, and night operati
increase power
from 250 watts days .to 250 watts nights, 1 kw days,
and increase hours of operation fromi days to un:

;

limited;.

Maryland: WTBO, Associ
roadcasting Corp.,
Cumberland, increase time and power from 250 watts
days only to 250 watts unlimited (to be heard before
the Broad* p \ Division).
Minnesota: Daily News Corp., Sh Paul, new statioh
be operated oh 5^0 kc with 1 kw days only.
Ohio: WRBC, Inc., Cleveland,' new station to be oper-:
ated on 950
with 1 kw, using directional antenna
for day and night time operation; WBNS, Inc., Columkw days, to
bus, boost power from 500

to

1

kw

nights,

5'kw

days.

Oregon: KOOS, Pacific
Corp., Marshfield,
change equipment and time of operation from 250
watts days to 250 watts unli
Pennsylvania:

PETITIONS

Arkansas:

KARK,

transmitter and

new equipment, move

Little Rock,

power boost from 500 watts

to

kw,

nights.

WHAT,

John Karol, CBS research director,
had to do some fast ad libbing to
get himself but of an embarrassing
spot when he appeared for a second
stand within a few days of the other

Worcester, Mass. Tight fix derived from the fact that the second
audience consisted largely of the
persons who had listened to him at
another luncheon and the talk that
Norrls West,
announcer, Karol had equipped himself with for
will handle Philadelphia Orchestra both occasions was the same, 'Measconcerts over CBS network this fall. uring Radio Circulation Results.'
Karol had read his paper before
Bowman Dairy,
icago,
has a gathering of the Worcester Ad
signatured for a: 30-minute shot on Club and returned a few days later
Thursdays over WMAQ, red NBC for his second date with the Woroutlet in Chicago.
Set through J. cester Lions Club and it wasn't long
Walter Thompson agency.
after he arrived at the luncheon spot
that. Karol
noticed that it was
Borden- Wleland Co., Chicago dairy pretty much the same mob. All
firm, has renewed the Quin Ryan Karol had with him was that
'Marriage. License Bureau' show on paper, but as he went along he drew
WGN, Chicago Tribune station, on his memory for other factual
through the Hanff-Metzger agency, odds and ends and anecdotal illusChi.
trations,
ith the result that there
were few. walkouts.
"W.. Kastor & Sons agency, has
named; Albert G. Degan account
exec.. Was formerly on the sales Vets Protest Free Speech
staff of True Story mag for seven
Privilege to
in

commercial.

WCAU

.

.

Coloradd: KFEL, Denver, change hours Of operation
ith KVOD,. Denver, to unlimfrom sharing equally
ited (contingent upon granting KVOD's application for
change in frequency and hours of operation); KVOD,
Denver, chaiige frequency from 920 to 630 kc, change
hours of operation from sharing with KFEL.. Denver,,
to unlimited •(contingent on granting of KFEL's aopli-.
for unlimited time); Mile High Radio Corp.,
Denver, new station to be operated on 1210 kc with
100 watts nights, 250 watts days.
Florida: Metropolis Co.; Jacksonville, new" station to
be operated on 1290 kc with 250 watts.
Illinois:
L.
Peoria, new station to be
ill,
operated on
with 250 watts, days only; WCAZ.
Carthage, change- equipment and bobstv pbwer from 103
to 250 watts; WTA'PV CJuincy, install; new transmitter
and ante:
/move transmitter and increase power
from 500 watts to 1 kw.
Iowa: Frank Mi Dunham, Fort Dodge, new station
to be operated on 1500 kc with 100' watts, days only;
KFNF, Carthage, changes ih equipment and increase
power from1 1 kw days to 1 kw nights and 5 kw days.
Louisiana: WBNO, New
rleans, change frequency
from 1200 to 1500 kc, omit request lor facilities of
WJBW, New Orleans.
Massachus'ettsr WBZA. Springfield, requests facilities
WDEV, Waterbury, Vt., now operating on 550 kc
with 500 watts (suggests
be assigned to 560 kc,
with present power).
Maine: James_ D. Scannell, Lewiston, new station to
be operated oh 1420 kc with .100 -Watts.
New Mexico: Earle Yates, Las Cruces. new station
be operated on 1500 kc with 100 watts nights and
watts days.
York: Troy
roadcesting Co., Inc.. Troy, new
station to be operated on. 950 kc with 1 kw; WABY,
Albany, day juice-jump from 100 to 250 watts; 'WSAY.
Rochester, change hours of .operation from daytime to
unlimited, request night time faciliti
of WOCL,
Jamestown; Paul Golhof er. Brooklyn,
station to
be operated on 1390 kc with 1 kw.
'North Carolina: WSOC, Charlotte, install new transmitter, erect directional antenna for night use- change
frequency from 1210 to 600 kc, increase power from
100 watts nights, 250 watts days, to 250 watts nights,
and 1 kw days and move transmitter.
Ohio: Valley Broadcasting Co., Yoyngstown, new
station to be operated on- 1370 kc with 100 watts nights,
250 watts days.
.

1

,

WDEV

New

Britain, changes in equipment, install directional an-

[.

Indianapolis, grooming Len
Riley, sports reporter, at 7:25-7:30
a. m., daily/ except Sunday, for a

Arizona: KOY, Phoenix, voluntary assignment of license from Nielson Radio & Sporting Goods Co., to Salt
Valley
roadcasting Company.

watts.
isiana:

,

.

,

.

.

.

-

/

"

years,

'Dr. Kate' new, serial by Hal Burdick, was auditioned by
last
(16) for General Foods, a
half-hour show being
iped east
from the San Francisco studios.
;

NBC

Friday

Carefree

four-year>old

Carnival,

Communists

7

Detroit^ Oct. 20.
Detroit war veteran organ izati
have, filed a stiff protest with

,

.

Communications

Federal

Cornmish

against its ruling that Communists
have free speech rights along with

everybody

else

and must be permit-

network variety prograni, once spon- ted the use of broadcasting stations.
those protesting are the
sored by Crazy Water Crystals,. wilRv Among 7""
be auditioned for another eastern TAmencan Legion, Wayne County
Council of Disabled American Vetclient, this week.
erans of the World War, Allied VetDodge dealers of Minneapolis and erans Council and Wayne County
Council of Veterans of Foreign
St. Paul decided. Minnesota's polden
Gophers, undefeated si
1932 and Wars.
twice awarded the national football
crown, would repeat for i936. So
.

'

D

Carolina
Bans Ad?.
they kicked into a kitty, approached
the main office in Detroit to kick in
Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 20.
with an equal amount. Home office
Executive comnnittee of University
o.k/d the matching of funds.
Opens the way for a 'champion- of North Carolina Board of Trustees
(Tuesday) banned all comip* line; of copy. Schedule includes today
eight games, three out of town, five mercially sponsored broadcasts
at home. With exception of the Oct. athletic events including complete
3 open date, sked is continuous each seasonal football schedule.
At the
University " bah
at
also
Saturday through Nov/. 21.'
N. C. State College.
only
University
Ban leaves Duke
Mary,
Nolan
(cosmetics)
has
named the Wortman, Barton agency, Carolina school open to broadcasts..
WBTj Charlotte, has contract for
New York, Will use radio.
Refini
broadcasts with.
California Canning Peach Industry Co.

No.

.

.

.

.

,

.

:

^.

You May Reach The Big Michigan
Market With a High Powered
Station But You Definitely "PENETRATE"
It With the Home Town Stations which

Comprise

S

he

DLvAYU^L

Is

Heard Loudest and

Clearest —and

Preferences^ Knows the Character
of the Community St Serves-, and Interprets Civic Pride and SentJ/rieni
These are Advantages Exclusive to the Home Town
and are important Factors in Reaching Buyers.

Stations

P

i,;:; '' lv

J

-'!DK
l

i

300 MAD/ SON
lr! lATRE BLDG

STI

ORPORAT

NBC
NETWORK

BLLiE

DETROIT
MICH.

j

k /w
v v

vv
A

Matchabelli

llnce

naming the.'H; W.

New

York,

(perfumes)

irfax agency,
Vest is account

J.

exec.

ingerbread part of
Doughnut Corp. of America account
is now controlled by the Jos, Katz,
agency, Baltimore:

KEY STATION

really a switch in

(through McManus,

Pontiac

Adams)
its

Railway Express Ayency, throw
New York, mulling

the Caples Co.,

some soot work. Nothing

n.

'

.

definite to

May

be one-minute announcer
shows, but no
decision, on any score.

fhe.t-ts

r possibly local

-Roi-Tan
reinie

Law-

cigar,

Gumbinner, has

hatch of 15 second

has, added six stations to
'News Through a Woman's Eyes'
CBS. Sextet is Charlotte,

series

fdr

chiVi

one-minute discs to be
Schedules run in neighbor
times for each class of broadcast
^

•

Rockj Topeka, Tulsa, Birmingand Great Falls (.Mont.). Brings

•Little

ham
the

1

list to 63.

and
(Edgewotth
tobacco,' Do mi
ciggies) begins a
test disc campaign over
ine stations, within the next two weeks.
Is
a half-hour show, entitled 'Moments
You Never Forget,' with John B.
Kennedy as m.c. and guest performers, first of whi
is to he Capt. Bob
Bartlett; Seri
will run 13 times.

schalk

&

Ihe Advcrtisifia

/es'i

Station

In ihe ArJverii.siny Text City''

M a x m u m Cow m q
i

of

the Major

Cojwectiast Markers

.

;

WBZ-A,

Pratt

1

Boston;

WRVA,

is

agency.

3 a s ic C B

Chilean
Urate (fertilizer)
templating a spot job through the

S S f a tic 1

Hartford, Conn.
National

Representative

Free, Johns

j

rodtict

Testing.

'

Richmond (owned by Larus); W.IR,
Detroit, and KOA, Denver.
Mar-

DETROIT

is

Julep Clgrarettes, through O'Dea,
Sheldon, have bought- 15 minutes of
the 'Musical Clock' on Y/BZ, Boston.

date.

Flxt

Cleveland;

i

throUgh

on a Palmolive schedule.

includes WOR, New
Fhiladelphi
WGN,
Chicago; KNX, Los Angeles; WHK,

L.

Sups

.jritihg.

Station list
Yoik:- KYW.

;

KIN6-T-R€NDL£

"

paign

manager.

tising

%

Each
Member Station Caters to Local

'!\''

Concentrated

Bowles, buying two anMcKesson & Robbins has handed Benton
entire account to the Gardner nouncements per day on Mondays,
Fridays,
agency. Meantime, H. W. StansbuVy Tuesdays, Thursday
from Oct. 26 through Nov. 16; Camlias been named as^McK. & R. adverits

Atlas
rewind
Henri, Hurst & McDonald as agency.
Robert M. McFarland is hew adv.
mgr.. for the suds coni

9_

dSIATIONSl

papers.

Co.

MICHIGANRADIONETWORK
DC/* Sk I IOC Each Member Station

2 TG

Board starting a campaign through
McCann-Ericksori,
San Francisco; O'D'ea, Sheldon agency,. New York.
with an appropriation said to
i May be for Southern markets only,
•"245,000.
Media list sa far contai 5 but nothing definite befqre 10 mor
daysr J. F. Quick is han
dealer and trade help?

&

Field, Inc.

New York— Chicago— Detroit
San Francisco

— Los

Angeles.

•

RAD

I

O
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uence
Conflicting Products or Contradictory
vertising Follow Each Other

Ad-

KWSC New Tower Build

icago, Oct, 20..

radio.time becomes more and

By

scarce the policy of many staState College Studes
tions regarding the: juxtaposition of
Pullman, Wash., Os
programs plugging rival products
Washington State College station
tends to fade away. In a few cases KWSC goes from 2,000 watts to 5,000
the sponsors putting up a squawk in daytime next week when the new
art able' to get the stations ;fo .do 224-foot single tower is inaugurated.

more

something about

many

but in

Tower, constructed, by college
gineering students directed by Dean
H. V. Carpenter, is a shunt excited
vertical radiator one
few in the
United States.
Several miles of
copper wire buried underground
and extending radially> from the
Such a jam-up now is, wracking tower compose the ground system.
'em over at -NBC where on the red Range of the station will be tripled.
network Ralston hits the. air with"
Mix' show plugging, a hot.
its
cereal just ahead of the 'Jack Armstrong*' show .which raves over the
General Mills cold cereal Wheaties.
General Mills had its time bought
it;

,

other cases the squawks don't help;
with. the. stations taking the attitude;
that nothing can be done about it. So
that the only alternative the sponsor
has is to get off the transmitter en?
.

.

Tom

.

first

NBC

and put up a yowl when

sold the period ahead of it to Ral.ston. / But despite the yelps the
deal went, through as is:
,
-

WBBMi

Over On
the. eolumbia star
,
tion, as similar conflictipn of sponsors

was remedied

Jjy_ separating

the

programs, following yelps. Procter
& Gamble firm did the howling because its Truman Bradley, commen'wash your
tator program pluggi
Present indications are. that spon-r
clothes in your' own home' was im- sored baseball next season will be
mediately- preceded by tHe. Patricia accompanied by a battle of cereals.
Ann Manners *My Diary' program Three of the roughage outfits alfor the -Laundries ;bf Cook/ County, ready: are making: inquiries' about
advocating the 'send the wash to 1937» Trioi is comprised of General
•the professional laundry* procedure. Mills (Wheaties), which bankrolled
Following P. & ,.G. squawk
a vast set-up of b.b. this year,, phis
induced the laundries to move back General Foods ('Huskies)
Kel-.
.15 minutes to permit a quarter- logg..
hour interval between the programs.
Benton &
owles, agency for
Huskies, has already contacted stations twice, asking for next year's
info.
General Mills meantime is
Telegraphists Assn. Is
contest designed to
wi ing up
show the baseball moguls that playReadying Drive in N.YX, by-play broadcasts boost the',: gate'
-•
and are thus advisable for conti
'

.

.

.

:

WBBM

.

'

..

.

.

'

To Organize Panelmen
Although, officially .unconfirmed by
Local 802 of the American Federa'

stated by the
American Radio Telegraphists* Association that its. recently formed
New York local is 'assured* of the
musician union's, support in its membership drive among broadcast engi'-"
neers.
Co-operation between musicians'
question
brings
local and
rotherhood* of
International
of
an American
Electrical Workers,
Federation of Labor affiliate.
is not connected with' the AFL, having had its application /for membership rejected over a year ago. There
is, however, a- slight relation to the
AFL through ARTA's ties with the
West Coast Maritime Federation.
Any aid from Musicians' Local 802
given
would be opposition to
IBEW y^hich is also active jn the
field of organizing broadcast techni-

tion of Musicians,

it

i)s

ARTA

.

ARTA

,

ARTA

ARTA

reapplied last month
for admission to AFL ranks but thus
f ar has had no jreply.
cians.

-

'

.

:

m

la

Washington, Oct.

20.

With deal for sale of his New York
transmitter \ currently hanging fire;

tiori...

Presently info from stations, is
-meager because broadcasters don't
know what tHe leagues' attitude will
be next year, and also because, they
want to see how many bidders: there
are before they quote prices. Feeling in some cricles is that before
all's ;said and done the oil companies
will also., be in the running, which
means that there are chances of
Majority of
price boosts in sight.
stations want to be sure of how big
the auction attendance, is. going to be
before dabbling with figures.

"ive

but that

hoped

to get i odd replies

WOR show goes mid

.

,

>

pulls ioq,ooo"

'

Another outcome of the early b.b.
that some stations
year-around sports

interest may
will set' up

.

,

In

1

92

1

there wasn't any

WOR.

pattern, expressing their likes

and

In 1935 listeners reversed the
dislikes to the

tune of 97 h$P5

:

schedule for package, peddling. Football was a big number this fall, and
with the early Queries about base-

letters.

And now,

for the.

first

nine months of r£3<$

tV;OR

nice wad of coin is in sight with a
12 months' continual sport set-up.

pulled 1,491,5 3

TRENTON TIMES ASKS
3 BOOSTER STATIONS
Washington, Oct. 20.
Application of the Trenton Times
be; lofor three booster station
cated near Trenton, Burlington and.
Princeton, N. J:., respectively, was re-

Iraci,
owner of. WOV, last ferred to: Federal .Communications
week!
week asked Federal Communications Commission exami

John

Trio, described as .'synchronized
Commission for permit to acquire
stations,' will operWPEN and WRAX, both in Philadel^ special broadcast
250 watts
phi
and merge into a single new ate on 1570 kilocycles with
.

.

3

letters—with the greatest mail cycle

While the following comparison
alight

with the flush of a

still

;

new and re0rd - breaking

97»7 00

January

353.543

February

334» 2 ^^

March

185,53*

Ajpril

182,^81,

95>822

132,468

192*698

,

WRAX

'

i

-

unlimited, if the rag

is.

successful in

permission from the Commish.
situ-,
•Main transmitter would
ated at Trenton.. Exact site for. all
three stations •will be determined
later, subject to Commish approval;

.

,

June

"W57

:

jujy

Santa Claus' Early Start

70^132

'

Commish -has ordered a
month oh Iiaci's plan

next,

WOV

foi: $360,000 to

owner of

sell

.Arde Bulova,

W^W> ^Jiich;jhyolyeS- ah

option for Iraci 6ri eon trolling inter
est in
parent, corporation as
protection against deletion of

WNEW

"'

hearing
to

WOV

'

'

,

Oct. 20.

'

ily Santa Claus series, through
'Iw.hich'O.ro'wteyrMilnOriiD'etJroit'SvSe'c--

ohd

largest,

department

a strong bid for the
starts this .week over
Program will' ru

store,

,

'

'

ust

54?^75v

September

,

22,086

*&74°

78,77?

make

Xmas toy
WJBK.

biz,

.

,hour 'daily
through holiday season, and will be
built around a dialecticiari as Santa;
Liz
Crawford's
Ruth Loveland, soloist; the Story
1
assortment of ToyBook. Lady;
Hollywood,'
Joan Crawford and Fiahchot Tone land props, .iriclu. ing a toy train
ill transport juvenile listenwill eta a sequence from
lizabeth which
the Queen' on' Camel Caravan Oct. ers to land in which daily episode
feature one toy
Planned
is set.
27.
Ruth Chattertort signed for- guest- daily, thus affording store chance towher
emphasis
selling
place,
Spot on Irvin Cobb's Oldsmobile
cificaily needed,
show next Saturday (24).

Queen

;83,83l

ge'tti

WPEN

TOTAL

MAIL:

to come.

sort of sends us reeling arotiirf,

'

,

station operating without time
strictions on 920 kc.
Asking consent for transfer of 60
Broadcastshares of stock in
ing Co. and 450 shares of Wm. Penn
/Broadcasting ''
stock, Iraci 'filed
Of
application
modification
for
to permit unlimited
, license
'operation, .In accordance with Com
mish gag policies, "neither contract
was made public.

tias'

ball; it's felt by- these, stations that a

1,491,533

566,196

responseV

n4o o

VARIETY
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Mrs. Si
Philadelphia, Oct. 20;

Mention, even indirectly, of Mrs.
Simpson, is taboo at
on orders from Doc Levy, prez. Public
discussion of such topics, says Doc,

WGAU

Midnight Commercial Tried Valiantly and
Flopped Completely

is

'not

good

Origin Points;

Particularly to large' local listening public of English sympathizers.

Baltimore, Oct.

By absorbing
line charge of
commercial programs originating
from Hollywood NBC has put Columbia in the position where it has
no alternative but to do the same

wouldn't believe a period aired that

That Balto * definitely stamped
as an early-to-bed burg in books and
charts kept by radio time-buyers
seems rather clear now. First program ever regularly skedded to run
past the midnight deadline on any.
of the four local broadcasters has
been, removed because advertisers

late

would have much of an audi-

ence awake to

listen.

Three months ago

WFBR

.

inaug-

And

became

effective

Monday

(19) and the problem of
following suit is now in the hands of
William S. Paley. Elimination of the
charge of advertisers will mean
around $300,000. in the case of NBC,
while <or CBS it will figure about
two-thirds that amount.
;NBC has been; considering' the
proposition of making Los Angeles
and San Francisco a free originating

were slung considerably lower
than for any o ther periods, day or
night on WFBR's rate card,. Nevertheless prospective advertisers poohpooh'd WFBR's figuring that audience that late in evening consisted
of any sizable number. Midnight
was deemed the curfew.

—INDJEFIKWELT—

MAR-O-OIL
NBC-Ktoaot
to Const
8-3:30 P.M. EST

•

.

,

Management: M.C;A.

iflht,

P.M.,

FEEN-A-MINT

WFBR

MUTUAL BROADCASTING

A

,

E

London, Oct.

evening programs and two daytime
shOWs,, Rollie Johnson, sports commentator, on all of them.
For
Huskies; General Foods' presents
'Score Time' at ,$ p.m. Saturdays with
Byrum Saarn, WCCO sports announcer, officiating. Royal Ziemer/
'The Crystal Gazer,' is heard over
WCCO each Fri
night at 10 :35
oh a sponsored spot for Nor* Way
'

I
N.

.

Luxembourg some

.

accordi

current plans.

to

Com-

Possibility that Mutual may also
dispose of further returns from 11 to
2 a. m. Now dickering for sale to
some' commercial sponsor. If the

Lpndori-r-Oct,

SPONSOR MAKES TEST
INCOG BUT PAYS

and

troit,

WLW,

home

away

arid

THJYS 3

,

matter and comment from

Service, with Jerry Danzig arid
G. W. (Johnny Johnson) of WOR's
helping edit the returns and

.: M C A
HERMAN BERNIE

staff

Ci,

Gabriel Heater and Raymond Gram
Swing doing the comment.

—— OFFICES

WNBlt's

Faclngr-Rndlo-Cltr
Bockbottom Rentals

"

,

bPSt.*
Fl«h

M

-

A

Greenfield

Ave.

MUrrty

Co., Inc.
Hill

Memphisf~Oet7~20:
will do its first

out-of-town football broadcasting of
the season .when it "broadcasts the
Ole MissrCatholic University game,
from the fiel
at Oxford; Miss.,
Saturday (24).

and Xtirge Cults

521

^~

WNBR, Memphis,

WEST 48th ST.
I 48 'Smnll
'

Remote Pigskinner

1st

[

2-6000'

Agent mi Premlsej, BByant 9-6299

VOX POPS

Detroit, Oct. 20.
Ty Tyson, vet sportcaster at
f
goes out into the street starting Nov.
2 for a daily 15-minute Tyson In-

WWJ

:

statistical

CBS

TOLEDO BISCUIT FIRM

Cincinnati.

the. offices of the Transradio Press

WABC

additional vocalist

'

AND HIS ORCHESTRA'
Hotel Lincoln, New York City
CBS COAST TO COAST NETWORK

A
W

Q.

EST

•

:WOR

has sold 10 fiye-miivute peof the .election returns to
Chevrolet, starting ? p.m. and ending 11. p.m. Similar .plug' arrange-*
ment has been disposed of -to Modern industrial Savings Bank between
the hours of 11 and. 2 a.m. It's a
package idea; Station wi
ir the

P.M..

,

;

riods,

I

'

7.-S0-8

t

,

.

JE

:

pans out, WHN, New York, will- games, sponsored by Good Housebe substituted for W6R whose elec- keeping Shop, preceded by a fivetion news is already sold to Chev- minute sports, resume by .Nagler
rolet.
under sponsorship of Wheati
a 15Democratic National Committee minute' program prior to all Lion
will have the last, word over -Mutual (James, bought by. Annis Furs; arid
election eve.- (Nov. 2)^ It has bought 'Today's Winners,' 15-minute review
the 11 to-midnight stretch oh: WOR/ of
sports,
backed by Franklin
Newark; WGN, Chicago; CKLW, De- Clothes Co.

New York—Nov.

Mst.,

THE

GREAT
AMERICAN
D 1 T O K
GUL' f R E F I N N
C OMPANY
SCNDATS

•

...

sale,

Paris—Oct. 18-25

1619 B**ay, N.

ago.

.

mentators are Quin Ryan, Arthur
Sears Henning, Linus Trayers, Steve
Douglass, Joe Gentile, Dave Driscoll
anid Jerry Danzig.

.

tiriie

two weeks over WBEN, and remai ing anonymous.
Detroit, Oct. 20.
Phoenix Brewery deci
to
ive
Addition ,of pro champion Detroit
Three Stars, vocal trio (Don and
Lions grid games, both home and
Dick Gartrelle and Shine Miller of
abroad, gives WJBK five football
Des Moines), a six broadcast tryout
programs this fall. Lions' contests to test
public response before tying
are backed by Standard Oil of Inup Phoenix name with them.
diana, with Al Nagler and Harry
Tests satisfied and trio now doing
Wismer, of WJR, handl ihg.
Mon-Wed-Fri, 6;45 p.m., 15-minuter,
Other football airings are Univer- with Joan
Hutton as accompanist and
sity
of Detroit

WGN, WOR, WLWi WFIL,
WAAB, CKLW, and possibly KWK

by

•

Understood the .Ostrers of Gaumont-British are- negotiating for
control of Radio-Lyons to establish
commercial broadcasting there.
G-B lost control of it for the
British territory when selling out in

Ariti-Freeze,
ienier predicts exact
Mutual, web has a 'Ballot Box' scores.
stanza c% the fire to
it the ether
Finally, Northwest Zone Chevrolet
Buffalo, Oct, 20.
between 10:15 and 11 p. m. on elec- dealers .present a preview and reUnique in Buffalo radio history is
tion ni
comment and early view before and after broadcasts of the
, with
case of a sponsor . buy irig time,
returns as compiled by affiliated the .Minnesota football game over
three nights
week for the past
stations. Program will be carried WCCO.

MUSICAL DIRECTOR

ROXY THEATRE,

'

.20.

•

D
D

-

THE 22NO WEEK

R UBI

,

-

CHICAGO

.

1

-

CHEZ PAR EE

point for some time. The decision
was in some measure influenced by
reports which NBC received about
Columbia, passing up the charge in
the case of major customers. This
has always been denied by CBS.
Cost to advertisers of releasing a
program from the Coast was $200 for
a single "broadcast arid $350 in the
event the show had
rebroadcast.

]

Oct. 20.
Frantically; Herson began literally
Some:
broadcasts devoted, to
beggitig for persons to phone in re- football are heard each week over
quests during the 'Owl' watch. Re- WCCO, in the -heaviest sked of grid
sponse was /growing increasingly programs *
the station's history.
Weaker, until through, last fortnight Five sponsors support the programs.
periods were aired, announcer was
Bernie Bierman, Minnesota Gopher
demoting nearly a quarter of bis coach, is heard each. Sunday night
spieling, time to repeating station's at 9:45 for General Mills when he
phone number. And With advertisers outlines his choice of the 'outstanding
stoutly refusing *to tumble to sta- play of the week.' Dramatization of
tion's sales talics,
has finally this chosen bit of pigskin strategy is
yanked programs to save expense.
heard with Babe LeVoir, 1935 AllBut not many' Baltimoreans seem American halfback, as. narrator;.
aware programs have ceased;! they University of Minnesota choral group
still switch off their, sets at stroke hands out musical interludes.
of the witching hour.
Gluek Brewing Co. sponsors six

His Orchestra

NBC move

thing.

urated- thrice weekly (Thurs, through
Sat.) series of recbrded-music shows
to run from midnight to 1 a. m. Phil
Herson did the spieling. Rates for
spot plugs on these .'night owl' affairs

BUSSE

CBS Expected to Ditto

taste.'

Wrigiey Pick Stirs Chi

terviews' program, sponsored for 52
weeks by the Lakeside Biscuit Co. of
Chicago, Oct.. 20.
Toledo.
Proposed Wrigiey show, which
Interviews, similar to the 'Vox
will start on Nov. 4 (the day after Pops', will originate, from
in front
the election so as to insure complete Of .the big Fox. theatre
Woodfreedom from possible conflictions ward Avenue.
During -inclement
with, political campaign speeches), weather, will, come froiri lobby
of
remains, the chief source Of excite- theatre. Will run from 1:15 to
1:30
ment oyer at the Columbia-WBBM p.m. daily, during usual rush: for
"
studios and offices.
admish to theatre prior to price
No selection;. yet been made for change. When Tyson is out of town
the show with the field still Open rs or on other assignments, C.
C. Bradto agencies and program idea.
ner,
station's newscaster, will handle.
Latest entry is a
Setup here is one of several to
setup of An^
^piinTer-Franklin^Mace^rrriack-read- be_backedJby_Lakeside._others.heing.
ing poetry: tq the accompaniirient bf i Chicagb with Bob Elson
handling,
Billy Mills orchestra.
and in Milwaukee. Those interHowever, despite these added viewed will be given order 6n grocer
starters, it looks like a neck-and- for box of biscuits. Deal set
through
neck finish between two scripts. Neiser, Meyerhoff for Chicago.
'Peggy arid Joe* and 'Scattergood
Bains,' for the wi
ing money.

Openlnr
October 21

w

BOOK.
CADILLAC
DETROIT

I
FX'!'

'.J

C-v.

'..

K[ L'

I

INC.

WBBM

,

Exclusive Spielers Scarce ?

WATR's Vacancy

Seeks

1

Waterbury, Conn., Oct.. 20:
Application for a 250- watt station
to be located, in Bridgeport has been
filed With the F.C.C. by Charles
:

By JAiM£

"OW
•

RADIO'S

WEST

MOST POPULAR
you aa M

'AMbLY brings

DAUGHTER

jKARS ano

.'.•t.-.sorif-Ki

by Ivory Soap

i>

j-|

EAR7"THflO: ».>
;

99 V
4

100

'"j

pu -y

Ai ,

:

...

Atlantic

Buffalo, Oct. 20.

.

Refining

auditioned anbroadcast

nouncers for a football
..

Roger Baker of

WGR won—theri

was

disqualified because he does a nightly sports comment broadcast
for

Kendall.

Greenblatt, local chain store exec.
So Atlantic decided to take the
Station would be on 1190-kilocycle second choice, Lowell MacMillan
of
channel, now occupied by WATR, WHAM, Rochester, only to discover
Waterbuiy.
that he also does nightly sports stint
Latter broadcaster has been grant- for Kendall.
ed full-time by the commission and
wilt change frequency, but new opChanges in Waterbury
eration plan is not yet in effect.
Waterbury, Conn., Oct. 20.
Several studio changes made at
Glass Transmitter
WATft following resignation of
Olean. N.. ., Oct. 20.
George Duffy, program manager.
is building the only all- Jimmy Parker is
iemporarily serving
glass transmitter house in the world in Duffy's post.
in connection with a power boost
Gilbert. Bayek new staff addition
from 100 to 250 watts, arid a change as announcer; Two: more
tnnouncers
in kilocycles from 1420 to 1400.
to be added. RUssell Brooks, staffer,
Tests on the new setup are skedded has left to become
studio manager at
for Nov. L
WNLC, New

House

OPENING IN OCTOBER
New Broadway..
SHOW IS ON"
xcl. Mgt. HERMAN BERNIE.
101ft

ttroNdway.

New V«rh

SAM
HEARN
"HORACE NIMBLE"

.

LISTEN
IM •
IN

3:45-4:00 P.M.,

EST

-

WEAF

NBC NETW ORK - COAST TO COAST
WtA, Ihun.; Fri.

• Eifry Mon., Tu9$. t

M«t., Kit W'OI.K
Dir..

—

KMXi., NKIV VORu
UI-ACKMAN AUVKItllSINO. INC. CITI
Kl(|»

.

WHDL

.

London.

MAXWELL HOUSE
SHOW BOAT
WEAF,

.,

iWHcrment:
.:

9-10

P.M.

EST

LEO MORRISON

FRED

U.

ADI•
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Washington, Oct.
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Oratorical ambitions of various witnesses last week made permanent
adjournment of the reallocation hearings impossible of achievement by
Friday (16). Prospect is. that presentation of evidence should end by
Tuesday night (20) and, final arguments—with each group entitled to 30
minutes should wind iip Wednesday (21).

—

Sutton. Denounces Sutton?
In his capacity as spokesman for group of local and low-power regional
transmitters; George O. Sutton, Washington attorney, was placed in spot
Voicing complaints about
of denouncing some of his own handiwork.
existing distribution of facilities, Sutton had to condemn many features of
the 1928 reallocation plan which he, as a member of the Federal Radio
Commission engineering staff, had a hand in. drafting.

ranscriptions Spin for F.
gadgets this week
Hearings went in even more strongly for scieriti
clear-channel group used transcriptions to back up rebuttal testimony. First to use projector for purpose of presenting complicated maps
arid graphs, cleaf-channelites trotted out several recordings of actual
program reception to bulwark its claim that higher power is a major need
of the industry.

when

Only 51 Faithful Left
dwin
v From an estimated 300 the initial day, attendance at the sessions
died away steadily until the opening of 'the third week found only 50 per
sons present. Most of them were local attorneys, with only an occasional
-—
out-of-towner still on hand.
•

-

Unexpected Reticence
witnesses
Commish had to adjourn early Monday (19 ) when dearth
thwarted efforts to. hurry the sessions to a speedy finish. Four groups had
been granted postponements until Tuesday (20) on theory there would be
others to take their places. But Judge Sykes found in the after-lunch
stanza there was, for once, nobody who wanted to talk.
.

.

X -A i'M

:

Slap at Laxity •MtCElonaU
Slowness of regional and local transmitters to comply with commish
antenna specifications may militate against this class of broadcasters in
their fight for higher power. Lethargic attitude of the low-power operators w,as stressed Monday (19) by Commish Engineer Craven who pointec
out that, only 41% of the locals and 32% of the regionals have complied
With F. C. C. antenna efficiency regulations. Craven inferenf ially took the
View that these broadcasters should try to -get the most out of their plants
before yammering about more wattage.
.

Pays Dues to Both Sides
Conflicting, interests of Fowel Cfosley were noted last week, when regional broadcasters, registering die-hard opposition to super-power, made
their arguments. Commish was reminded that WSAl,v sister of
Crosley's 500 kw transmitter, is member of National Association of Be
gional Broadcasters and has helped pay the bill for engineering research
to bulwark protests against wattage jumps for cleared-chanriel transmitwas one of the cleared-chanriel stations
At the same time,
ters.
contributing to an estimated $50,000 fund to finance presentation of case
in favor of juice jbrt

v*-; S

' ' '

'Sty

I

/

r

WLW

WLW

.w.-.v.v.vy....

SpearmaB-Craven Joshlhp Tilt
Solemn tone of sessions was relieved momentarily during cross-examination of Paul Spearman, regional's attorney, by Comdr. T. A: M. Craven,
Commish engineering chief. Laughs came when Craven asked Spearman
if he believed engineers were 'the tail that wags the dog.'
end, and
'When anybody's driving something, he's usually at the
the engineers certainly have been driving broadcasting,' Spearman retorted.
'You think the economists and lawyers, would change places with us?'
^

inquired Commish technician.
think you folks who have been at the rear end should give us a crack

^

at it once,' said Spearman.

Lenox Lehr Unperturbed
Unembarrassed about questions concerning his previous business experience and limited acquaintance with broadcasting, Lenox Lohr, N.B.C. prez.
last week: frequently admitted he was not qualified to render opinions
about numerous technical and policy matters. Contended, however, he
had been with the web long enough ta get a good general understanding
and said he hoped he brought a fresh point of view to industry ranks.

The

Secret Is

Out

interest in the welfare of dial-twisters is not pure altruism, Lohr
Commish. Like Crosley, but unlike most of the other speakers,
conceded the web is in business to make money, not for fun.

NBCTs

RUBinOFF

told the

he

JTeUe Level Goei

rdd his

Up

Growing popufarity of midget receivers was offered as excuse for power
urban
levels
increases by regional triansmiUers Pointing out that noise
Raymond M.
areas require either more selective sets or stronger signals,
stationsgjaid
Wilmottee, British tedmical expert and engineer for §40 ke
power increase will be
that because of trend toward cheap, small sets,

m

VIRGinil REM

inevitable.

Limited-Hours

it oil in

quency-swap with KTHS and began
with
simultaneously
operating

TaOiT^Through^eairs-isair^lS^rjr-l
while operating on a limited-time
WTIC
basis,
and synchronous
dropped $1,509,1M, Read testified,
but since shifting to -1040 kc losses
ani
depreciation,
offset
investment;
have declined and 1936 up to Oct
make a profit, he said.
1 shows a profit of $17,577. first in.
As specific examples of di iculty. 12-year history.
sta/that
Conimish
Way told the
Simultaneous operation: of adetions which are forced to ^ease, op- quately-separated transmitters will
eration at arbitrarily-fixed hojufs en- benefit both the public and the ad(Continued from page 38)

E

U E r y

su nil 9

.

counter difficulty in holding audi- vertiser, as well as the station,

WTIC

ences. There is a natural resent- rep said. Reception has been imment when a program is interrupted proved, audience has been expanded,
because of darkness, he pointed put, and appeal of station has grown, he
result' advertisers are not
enthusiastic about using such out-

and as a

lets.

The same point, of view was- taken
by D. A. Read, representative of
WTIC, wh«r also voiced views of

KRLD.

He- indorsed the idea of sioperation by. widelyseparated stations arid hinted the
Commish should rearrange all

multaneous

time-Sharing, transmitters to increase
operati
time of as many as posible.

WTIC

Lest $1,509,191
Relating unsuccessful attempts: at
synchronization with
AF; Read
said the insurance company transmitter was
under an economic
handicap until it worked out fre-

WE

Joint, operation with
remarked.
has permitted a well-rounded,
uninterrupted service to a large and
thickly-settled area and has wiped
out losses for the first time since the
plant went on the air in 1924.
Agreement was. registered by
KRLD, which said simultaneous operation with WTIC has been most
satisfactory. Since it began full-time

KRLD

the Dallas transniitter has
enjoyed an increase in audience and
growth in revenues, Commish was
service,

told.

Myron J. Bennett, announcer at
KFJM, Grand Forks, is conducting a
course iri radio administration at the
University of North Dakota.
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Irene Rich turned down, several are &ired Mondays to Fridays by
film offers because her contract With KPO, San Francisco; KOMO, Seattle;
Welch's grapejuice -won't let her play KFI, Los Angeles.

largely, dependent on stmts,
with established holidays
events, Variety herewith presents a calendar for
ISlenddr is published
This
November,
the month of
monthly irony material copyrighted \by the) National
Retail Dry Goods- Assn.)

(Showmanship :: bevng

tie-ups, etc., in connection

and

WEEKS DURING NOVEMBER

New mother

City); sponsored by the Board of Education of
York City, 500 Park Ave., New York City.
Children's Book Week, Nov. 15 to 21; sponsored by
the National Assn. of Book Publishers, 347 Fifth Ave.,

roles.

Staff party by KOL, Seattle, at
KFl-KECA Mercer Island and oh boat, to and
Holllway,
Harrison
(Los Angeles), tops back from Wash- fro, in honor of Kathleen Jones, who
New. York Cityington hearing abuzz with technical marries early in November.
Christmas Seal Campaign, begins Nov- 26; sponsored data which hacl the press gang
by the New York Tuberculosis and Health Assn., 386 groggy.
KFPY, launching Spokane Sings,
Fourth Ave., New York City.
every Saturday from ft to 8;30 pjn.
Fred Graham barking at KHJ (LOs Service organizations are invited to
National Prosperity Week, Noy. 30 to Dec. 7; sponis
Clubs, 341 Madison. Ave., New Angeles) after changing his residence 'sponsor' each broadcast. Ki
sored by Christmas
"
York City.
from Denver.
Club led off:
Giark, musical director,
Jimmi
SPECIAL DAYS DURING NOVEMBER
Thomas Lee, head of Don Lee leads the sing. Mtisic is furnished by
(1) National Author's Day, sponsored by the Gen- chain, heading east to hobnob with
Carol Babcock, studio organist. KHQ,
eral Federation of Women's Clubs; All Saints' Day, Mutual gang.
Spokane, will have community, sing
(2) North and South Dakota joined the Union, 1889.
with Evergreen theatre but
tieOwens Dresden, KHJ (Los Ange- awaits a sponsor.
-(3) Election day.
open
Montana admitted to the les) manager, threw the* lines
(8) Red Cross'
to indies who Wanted to carry the
Ken Carpenter and Clinton Twiss
Union, 1889.
President's speech from Chicago.
hobnobbing. With the admirals at
(10) Martin Luther born, 1483;
Cal., during Navy Day
Wilmington,
the
(11) Armistice day ; Washington
Jimmy Frits has taken his film gab broadcast.
Union, 1889.
period off KEHE (Los Angeles).
(13 ) Robert Louis Stevenson born,
NBC tenor,
George
Mike Fitimaurlce got the radio an,
(15) NBC'S 10TH BIRTHDAY.
Francisco, sings 'Rhadames' hi
nouncer part in Universal's 'Top of San
(16) Oklahoma admitted to the: Union, 1907.
Company's proOpera
Chamber
the
the Town.'
(18) Congress adopted Standard Time, 1883.
'Aida' at the Oakland
duction
(19) Lincoln's Gettysburg Address, 1863.
Auditorium theatre Saturday (24).
Elza Schallert going it alone over
(21) North Carolina admitted to the Union, 1789.
NBC until after election. Guest star
(26) THANKSGIVING DAY.
with politicos horning
biz too
holiday.
'

v

National Art Week, Nov. 2 to li; sponsored by the
W, 57th
American Artists' Professional League,
St,

New York

City,

National Horse Show, Nov. 4 to 10 (i New York
by the Horse Show Assn., 90 Broad

City); sponsored
St.,

New York
lclal

City.
10; sponsored

Speeeh Week, Nov.

the National Assn.

New York

/for'

American 'Speech,

174-

W>

76th

City.

,

.

^•National Fur Week, -Nov. 9. to 14; sponsored: by the
Advertising Agency, 128 W. 31st St;) New York

Weekr Nov. 9

Father

the National Council of

YMCA,

by
Ave New

to 14;; "sponsored,

347 Madison

,

•'

York

City.

15; sponsored*
American Education Week, Nov.
by the National Education Assn. of the U. S., the U.
Office of Education, and the American Legion. Under

direct supervision of the, National Education A$sn.

U.

^ 126lrl6th. St.,

N.W:; Washington, D. C.

?

Bed Cross Week, Nov. 11 io 26; sponsored
the American Red Cross, Vashington, D. C.

National
by.

Auto Show, Nov. 11 to 18 (in New York City); spon*
by the Automobile Manufacturers Assn., 366

sored

'

Madison Aye.,

New

York; City.

6pen School Week, Nov.

(in

New York

;

;

^

(27) School,
(29) First Sunday

in

Advent.

on 30 mi

in

'

notice.

Danny Danker, chief talent buyer
Walter Thompson in Holly
for
.

Sales promotion note: by Volume November accounts
for 8.9% of the year't total In department stores; best
: sellers being women's coats and/suits, men's clothing
draperies, woolens, blankets, art needlework,' furs;
November
gloves, lamps, gift shops, and pictures.
Is a month of special retail activity because of the
football season, beginning of winter- sports, beginning
of the opera-concert-formal season, opening of toy
land, and beginning of the winter cruise season.

wood, attended Coast meet of agency
toppers in Frisco.

Rush Hughes hops back

San

to

Francisco from Hollywood for two
Langendorf Pictorial broadcasts Oct
26 and 27. His quarter-hour stanzas

Stunts, Novetties, Ticllps
from Hampton Roads. Va., with Dave
Driscoll on hand., Two will meet
off Sandy Hook on Friday (23). and

Outstanding Stunts

stage a battle especially for radio.
to broadcast it from 3:30 to

Mutual

THEATRE COOKERY
WHN, NEW YORK
WHN's Show

li

On Navy Day itself (27) a second
broadcast will be sent froin the Iri%
dianapolis, this one to depict the
Navy at peace.

Twist

New York

Presents

4 p.m.

City.

KUSHNER

S. K.

Presents

SplUx Broadcast Mystery

Closest fusion to date of radio and
-Kansas. City.
theatre methods in the staging of
has a new series of myscommercial broadcast: is being, at-, tery dramas- sponsored 'by the Fohtempted-, by WHN, New York, with tenell Brewing Co. in which they let
the Ida Bailey Allen morning show the audience stew- for three hours,
On the stage of the Ziegfeld, Loew's before. Coming on with the paypOff.
straight picture house at 54th street Program hits the air at 7:30 with the
and Sixth avenue. The staging is who-dun-it and fades at the pay-off.
being handled personally, by Louis
Audience has three hours in which
general manager to put the finger on the culprit.
K, Sydney,
and production executive for all First persOn wiring correct solution
stage shows in the Loew theatres.gets $50; other' prijzes are- cases of
Show is a one-hour affair of cook-, brew... Station then comes, back- at
ing school classification and goes' 10:30 with, a quarter, hour dr'amatiz-.
;6ver
from the Ziegfeld on ing the solution.
Wednesday mornings at 10 to 11;
Theatre opens- two hours earlier than
Celebrating; 15» Years
usual that day to provide for the
Lynchburg, Va.
;
broadcast, and the regular a. m. adThis town is emerging from a onemission scale, 25c, prevails. Followweek Sesqui-Centennial celebration,"
ing the broadcast the house reverts
filled with, Quaker weddings tit's
to' its regular double feature pica Quaker city ), costume' balls, marker
ture policy .wad the broadcast audidedications, parades and pageants.
ence .stays Over for no further fee.v

W9XBY
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:

'

WHN

ippodrome,
r

.

WHN
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Week)
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:

the
Co-operative sponsorship *
eventual aim fOr the program; but
for the first week- the only backer is
Seamon Bros., grocery - wholesaler
.

cahrier. Under the commercial
arrangement, the snonsor buys 300

EVERY WE DNESDAY

—

iOVII

P;

.

and

—

E.S.T.

__weAf_

tickets at the

box

office price for its

use and distribution.
—own
Program—is— routined— in—picture:

house presentation style- for visual
entertainment, as well as r broadcast
nurposes. Special scenery, costuming, makeup and all other standard
show paraphernalia are /included.
Entertainment staff comprises the
Don Albert orchestra, olaying stage
band fashion: Helen York, Joseph

COAST-TO-COAST

.

ICBS honored -.the show by

putting,-

part of the Virginia Day program on
a national web through non-member
WLVA. Jack Lenny's orchestra ;was
in. for two performances, the colonial
ball and the semi-formal dance.' Mob
attended .the .latter.
Pageant, 'Lynchburg^ City of
and H ia I nternationalt
_Sej^n JHills^ was^ the_biggesl_piece.
LTON,- N EW~~
Of dramatics the town ever Wit- IftlTZTCA R
October 29
nessed. It had > a cast of 1,029, and o
Pern. Rei».i PAUt C. WIMBISH
was produced on a 200-foot stage.
a
leitt Mroadway, -New ¥ofk
f
End of the celebration found 50,000
»
V
citizens glad it only comes once in
150 years.
t
i
»
t
» f
Plenty of compliments to
on the way it handled the Sesqui.
Station sent its mobile short-wave
unit to every event of importance,
night and day, and kept Newscaster
'

-

.

.

;

*

<

T

M

»

WLVA

»

KNOX! KNOX!

Martin and Emil Renan. singers, and
Charles
T.loyd Wilson, announcer.
Premac. who assists Miss Allen in
doubles Tuck' Young, and Announcers Dorian
routines,
.culinary
the
.

vo"*lly.

••

WILLIAM MORRIS
IS

AGENCY

MY EXCLUSIVE

REP-

RESENTATIVE FOR RADIO

'

BALLOU

George and Jimmy Moore busy.

St.

,

.

There are no encores or .extra
bows, as; in regular theatre presen-

CBS

.picked

up

the exercises at
-

which Senator Carter Glass was pretations, and no after-the-broadcast sented with a Sesqu^half-dollar bearimpromptu stuff; as at regular audi- ing his profile; He is. the only living
ever to be so honored by. the
citizen
curtain
closes
ence broadcast. The
at the end of the hour and the pic- government. Halves are selling curtures go on immediately. Some re- rently to collectors at five bucks

And

>

construction was -reauired at the
Ziegfeld in order to fly the picture
sound horns for the broadcasts. In
theatres, the sound
straight: film
horns are stationary.

WOR's Navy Day

Stunts

New York City.

-

>

.

broadcasts,

first

of

which

30 Seconds
Detroit.
.

,

Correct time announcements over
daily from 6 to 7:30 a.m. have
b'seri increased from every minute
to every 30 seconds. No music or
other form of entertainment is in-

WJBK

|
J

;

tying up with' the cluded.government for a. couple of Navy
Sponsored

Day

in-

by Regal

Mgt.j Paul

161? Broadway,
» » » > f* » i * >
.

,

» »

» »

» > < >

Fi

..

'

,

;

,

»

Mk«.:
1619

i

» »»>•

»

* » «;

Boulanger

—

.

.

New York *
> » » > » « »>

» »

New York

CBS

-

.

A.^-— EST-

(^WLmbwh

~

i Charley
Corp.
And Hi

volves a sham battle between a sub
Fred Weber, general manager 'of
and the cruiser Indianapolis. Sub
Mutual network, honeymooned at
is >t0 be. specially sent from New*
London, Conn„ with Jerry Danzig, the Cavalier hotel, Virginia Beach, f
commentator,
aboard.
Cruiser with his Wife, the former Ruth Betz X
meantime will head for New York of CBS publicity
y
.

Gelatine

11:15-11230

Time Every

.

WORiMutual

Knox

-

each.

His Orchestra
on

Are- There

CBS-^Tuet'Thurs;,

-

PAUTi C. W1MBIS
BROADWAY, NEW" YORK

> » t »» »

<

» t

^
^
X

AD I O
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Renewal of race, for, broadcast facilities in upper
York statesame competish which led to a Justice Department investigation of the
"Federal Communications Commission following bribery charges last year
—is in the offing.
Hoping for; better breaks after the election, Democratic group which
formed the Knox Broadcasting Co. of Schenectady, has put out feelers
to decide what future prospects may be for getting permit to erect a hew
station using 1240 kc. If sighs are favorable, Knox group will petition for
reconsideration of decision last spring which resulted in squelching
i

••

Hollywood, Oct.
irst

spadeful of

soil

fbr

Attention Caller for

20.

Colum-

here will be turned
first of next month, when al' tenants
on the site will have vacated the
Actual construction will
premises.

new

bia's

,

For the

first time since the existence of the survey- Columbia splits the
first 10 ratings with NBC in the Crossley Reports.
indirigs for the week
ending Oct 15 iyes CBS the first, third,, fourth, ighth and ninth: spots.
Standing of the programs for that week were, in numerical border; Major
Goodwill
Court,
Bowes,
Eddie Cantor, Lux Theatre, Vallee-Fleischmann,
Kraft Music. Hall, Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, Hollywood Hotel and
Fred Alien.
Runner-up 10 were Fred Astalre, Phil Baker, Maxwell House Showboat,
First Nighter, One Man's Family,. Ben Bei hie, -Hit Parade^ (NBG), Hit
Parade (CBS), Kate Smith (A&P), and Ford Sunday Night Concert.

Levy's Shortwaver Again

start until first of. the year, it
was said by Donald W. Thqrnburgh.
CBS vice-prez in charge of Coast
riot

•

Move-over

from

KNX

tentatively set. for next. fall.

department,

:

under

&

-

cordially
stanza, with
tai irig
Charles filler, phrased statement, .something to. the
effect that lit hoped that the listeners had enjoyed the preceding half
hour and that they would, again
listen in Sunday at such-and-such
time when the: Lombardo band
Would broadcast for Bond bread.
J. Before making the approach to the
stations involved; B. B. p. & O. .discussed the matter with Co.lumbi
and found; that the network had

;chie£ engineer.: Equipment is capable of transmitting frequencies from
30 to 8000 cycles. Has two antenna
fbr double frequency etheri
:

;

.

.

BUYS WGY TIME TO

7

RAP GEN'L ELECTRIC

'

'

:

.

;

..

.

.

.

i

His

staff;,

however, doesn

?

WAYX

t take'

,

Schenectady, Oct, 20.
United Electrical and Radio Workers Union, states it will purchase, time
:

WGY,

owned by
Statiort
attack
Electric,, in order
labor policies.
on

General
G. E:'s

Workers
Council a company- union and is
campaigning, to have a secret ballot
of worker preference conducted by
the Federal Labor Relations Board.

Union

calling a -G. E.

is

.,

WAYX

:

.

.

.

.

-

tion here.

ft

*

.

WJAY Move* Transmitter
.

FCC

Staff Set

.

I'-

;,

,

Ingrim Tops KFRC Sales
Waycross,
Oct.
San Francisco, Oct, 20.
tation
is. on the air with
Ward .Ingrim succeeds Henry W.
More than 52Q;8p0J people will go through NBC's New York studios in daily Schedule of 12 hours of broadJackson as sales manager of KFRC
Radio City duririg 1936. by present calculation. Up to now approximately
cast
ivided
froni»7. a.nv to .2 p.m.. after more than a year on. the Don
55,000. more; people have made the studio tour than in: 1935..
then. 4. p.m. Until 9 p.m.
Lee station's sales force.. Ingrim
Admission is 40c;
. F.
Sapp is. manager; Jack Mur- previously was with KJ1BS as conWhile in New York recently on business, Seymour Turner, vice presi- ray, commercial manager; John T6- tinuity /writer,- salesman and andent iri charge Of sales -for Farnsworth Television Corp, of Philadelphia, bola« Chief engineer; F. M. Fortier, nouncer.;
Jackson resigned to head the
his firm is concerned television is chief anrioiincer, and L. B. Poole,
inade the statement that as far.
ne wly 'organized CBS sales orgariiza'^
Jr., and. Sam Meeks;
ready for marketing to the public.
.

objection.
The individual stations*
the agency was told, would: have
CBS set
use' their Own discretion.:
a precederit on the station break
thing at the time of the. recent World
Series;' when J. Walter Thompson
obtained the network's ..approval f or
a between programs plug for Lux's
version of 'Elmer' the .Great.'
.

:

'

.

.

;

:

.

Leitch, WCAU. technical
built by WCAU's engineering

and

WMCA

not to remember them in his will
the will very seriously.

.

'

With the accounts that it recently signatured included, WMCA, New
York, estimates that its billings for* -1936 will go over the. $1,000,000 mark;
Louisville^ Opt. 20;
Brewery management,
Station has not come near that figure in. any brie year, of its existence.
Oertel's
Among the accounts that have recently joined the
schedule are sponsors of the only see-hear broad General Mills; Hoffman Beverage, Conti Products, C, G. Mueller* Colgate- cast locally (from the 2,406-seat Na-:
.Palmolive-Peet, Projcter
Gamble ( rene Shampoo, Crisco), Arrriin tiorial ) has a. sense of humor. 'Local
Varadyj Inc., Webster-Efsenlohr, Gude's Pepto-Mangan, Dryden
Palmer attention perked up considerably
when the following advertisement'
(Gravy Master )> Chase
Sanborn and. Father Jphnk Medicines;,
appeared Wednesday 1 (14) in the loBoake Carter is_ still ducking the state, of; New
:Goy; Hoffman cal dailies.
'Warning! Here's' to you! Tonight,
bounty for his Scalp.
is still offering,
warrant for Carter's
"
arrest in N, J.
10 to 10:30, WHAS. Everybody's talk-T
Radio commentator came to- New York from
iladeiphia liast week ing about it. (We don't blame' them.
to transact biz. Had to;, take an aeroplane, as the trains are being watched We think it's pretty terrible, ourselves.) The music may not. be, so
for. hi
good, but it's loud. And the cast" is
Name of Robert Berger is increasingly mentioned for the secretaryship bright and cheerful. Well, anyway,
Be present in person at;
6t the Federal Communications. ;> Appointment is reported as deemed the cheerful.
prize for the. job Berger has been doing as radio director of the Democratic next Thursday night'sV broadcast at
the new OerteV Radio' theatrei.. It'sNational. Committee, if' in the case is, of, course, Roosevelt reeleCti
even worse when yOu see it!'
That elderly gentleman who has made so, much, moriey^ in. radio during
the last :y ear. chides his employes/ when they are not up to snuff, by threateriirig

which

,

;

1

break

',.

.'

&

'

station

'

,

&

Agency would

use the
follows the
only local Short; wayer,:.has band's broadcast Friday imidnight to
resumed etheririg from new 10,000- call attention to the same umt's; comfor Bond Bread Sunwatt tr a rism itter at Newtown Square, niercial show,:
some 20 miles from here. Station, day afternoons. The stunt as framed
without
which is owned arid operated by Doc by B. B. D. & O. would be
network-, commercial
and Ike Levy's -WCAU- will air pro-, precedent
grams from those studios and from broadcasting.
Lombardb's sustaining event starts
9590
ily
CBS. WilL broadcast
ishes: at 12:30
at midnight and
kcl. from noon to 8 p.m. and 6060
thought
a.m.
It is B. B. D. &
kc. ii'om 8. o'clock until 11 p.m..
which restations
CBS
to
have
the
New station was designed arid conimprograms jcome
structed under direction, of John C. lease both
of the sussupervisor,, mediately after the; close
silence.

W3XAU,

..

architect.

contacting the

is

i

stations which carry the Guy Lombardo sustaining; programs over CBS
with' a novel spot announcement
idea.

months'

operations. ..'...
Plant, will be designed along modr
erri
American lines from plans
William Lesqaze, Swiss
drawn

.

'

Lombardo Show

studio,

.

Whether whole controversy will be reopened has hot been indicated.
No visible moves being made yet by WNBF, Bingham tori station which
sought the same assignment and which was ixed: at the same time the
Knox plan was given the frost.
.
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BREAK GROUND FOR
CBS COAST PLANT

ide Stuff—Radi

ambitions.

VARitiTY

Cleveland, Oct. 20;

has granted WJAY's applica-

move its transmitter from
downtown site to current site of
tiori

to

WHK'S

transmitter, in. Seven. Hills,
nine and one^half miles south' of
Cleveland. Move; is. expected to be
made witWin two\weeks.
new' 300-foot tbw6r and specially constructed 'wagon Wheel' antenna
will serve WJAY dialers. Some 20
acres of additional land have been
purchased to accommodate the towers^
WJAYj
Of both

A

WHK

1

Music Notes
Tm

'-

When

and 'Rhythm

Out of Heaven
A Fine Romance
Me and the Moon
(Stufr Smith at Onyx Club,N.Y.)
I'se> Mugtfn'
Stompln' at the Savoy
Baby, Please Come Home?.
There's a Small Hotel
The Man. With the Jive
You're Not the Kind
Christopher Columbus
I Got. Rhythm
It All Begins and Ends
Basin Street Blues

.

arid Love.'

organizing pit
After 30 months at the Plaza hotel,
El Capitan (Holly-'
N.Y., George terney moves into 'the
wood) run «Sf 'Meet My Sister.'
new Restaurant de la Paix in the
Ina Ray Hutton will do two weeks; St. Moritz hotel, KY., when it opens
of one-niters after the Earle theatre, the latter part of this month.
for

.

i

Washington* date this week.

Larry Funk follows
into

Chei 'Maurice,

BriitOri

Milton
Berle
collabbed
with
Charles arid Henry Tobias on new
Shapiro-Bernstein tune, 'Here Comes
the Girl." Comic lyriced the num-

band

Dallas, Tex., Oct,

lor four weeks.

27*

(Reported by Johnny Green
Heaven?;
Body, and Soul .
Bye; Bye, Baby
A Fine Romance
The Waltz In Swing Time
Pick Yourself Up
You Turned the Tables on Me
Until Real Thing Comes Along
.

When Did You Leave

ber."

Paul Kane's orchestra broadcasting
two evenings weekly over WGY,
Schenectady, from the De Witt Clinton Hotel. Albany.

*Slumbertime Along the Swanee,'
Tony Sacco, taken by Santly-Joy.
Sacco will enter Hollywood hospital;
Hollywood,
is week for a tonsillec'\
tomy.
by.

\

,

jerry Johnson's orchestra returns
from the Rainbow Room 0t<New/'fte^bre''Hotelt
Albany; Oci. 28.

;,

v

''

WGY

to the air via

Yours Forever. /

Harry Tobias and Jack Stern, set
'Tonight, Lover, Tonight' in
Radio's 'Criminal' Lawyer.'
Irving
Berlin will publish. Pair also landed
'Wide Open Spaces' and Trail Dust'
in next Hopalong '"Jassidy picture at

Llmehouse Blues

their

Ernest Pledro
Fib Browne
have placed their song, 'You Brought
My Heart Romance,' with 'The Man
Without a Country/ at Supreme.

(Reported by
Roosevelt

!

Did

A

Star Fell Out of

Heaven

A

,.

'Captains Courageous,'
'Love on the Run.'

Xb6- Meyer will supervise music and
They aire now set .to score' 'A Day
I; E, Chadwick's 'The Man With-out a Country.' Arthur Kaye will di- at' the Races..' All pix are at Metro.

Fine Romance
Until Real Thing Comes Along
Sing, Baby, Sing
You're Npt the Kind

Three

Little

Words

Tommy
'

Sammy Stept and Ted Koehler
have spotted four ditties;
Grand
National's '23% Hours Leave.'. Tunes
are 'Good-Night.
Lucky Day,' 'It
Must Be Love,' ;We \Happened to Be
in' the Army,' and 'Now Yoii're Talk-

Dorsey's. band into MayCleveland, Oct. 30.
,

Casi

My

.

My

i

FLASHES-

NEW t6rR

CITY

HEART"

.

HEART''

Ki

FOX
S'XVM

.

&

.

;

.

..

&

These- pubs had told him count
years.
Agericy
that .what. they, had expected to

men suggested that the
serve the industry as a potent e^ deterniihation: of the popularity rat^id had instead boom- ings might be left to a committee
'influence on selected by- the music industry, but
eranged into a stifii
Paine declined to commit himself
the sale of -piano copies.
on the advisability of such a deWhat especially disturbed the mu- vice.
Paine said that he preferred
sic industry, Paine informed the
that McAvity and Welch take up
agency men,; .was the program's
the situation with American Tobacco
practice of announcing the rise arid
officials arid find out what they
fall of the popularity of the various
think can be done to eliminate from
tunes. The mentioning of a song's
the prograrn the features which are
inth
dropping! say,, from third;
mimical to the. interests of the sheet:
V
buridle
ploitatiori

;

>

:

tended to kill off the sale of a turie
even before it could get started. The
agency duo. denied that the program
specifically' or pointedly noted the
rise

riuriierical

popularity.

'

'

,

of

fall

a

ANNOUNCING

turie's

The

..

Paine declared that the implications of Lucky's air stunt would not
be so bad if the account's hit survey
Amended coniplalnt in the $240,000 -were based on the truth; The proner hours, Stuff Smith holds forth damage
suit against ERPI was filed
gram, he said, had educated the pubafter hours..
last week, with the U. S. District
lic to believe that the data has been
Court in New York by Francis Gilthrough every
Tobias and Jack Stern have bert, counsel for the publishers con- amassed and checked
authentic source, with mention fretuned a second song for the new cerned; John G. Pai
as trustee,
Hopalong Cassidy picture, 'Trail had instigated the litigation, chargDust,', which Harry Sherman is pro- ing that this sum was
due from
ducing for Paramount. 'Beneath a ERPI on a foreign synchronization
Western Sky' is title and it will be contract which expired four years 'Music Goes Round'
published by Famous.
ago. Federal Judge Knox had sevlitigants Assembling
eral weeks ago held that there was
Mack Gordon and ;Harry
no cause of action in Paine's cornhave turned out five numbers for plaint, but permitted hirn .to submit
In N. Y. for Parleys
'Stowaway,' Shirley Temple pic at more. details .on, the charges.
J20th-Fox. Melodies are 'Good; Night.
Exhibits which Gilbert
claims
My Love,' 'One Never Kriows-^Does tached to the: amended complaint Litigarits' in the authorship
One?' I Want to Go to the Zoo/ weigh over 10 pounds and go into on song 'Music Goes Round and
'S-M-I-L-E' and 'A Choo-Choo to the minutest detail about every Around' will assemble in >New York
their 'attorneys in an
Lullaby Town,'
song which Paine alleges ERPI re- this "week with
corded on this side and shipped attempt to iroiv out .the matters
without recourse to the courts.
abroad, as Part of the original agreeErnie Palmd.uist and. his attorney,
ment;
•

.

.'.

'

COMPANY
AV £ M U

fc

MIK Y03K

First Screen Score

HOWARD

A

20tli

ERPI contends that it doesn't
have to pay for these foreign uses
because in many instances the American publishers did not own the for-

AS ITS MUSICAL HEAD

ei

Hollywood,

Herman

Heller,

who/ resigned

as

musical director, has
been succeeded by Charles Previ .

Uriiversal's

-^TLou-jForbesTiam^edT.busines^maiiriger jof the music' department; Preyih'S tag is general musical. director.
:

WHITE'S DEFT, STOKE DATE
Lew White arid his electric organ
opened at A, J. Spear department
store,
ittsburgh, Oct. 17, for a week.
It's * new kind of 'time', for
'

S

sole. act.'

^TTeTtmi^ic publications

^

.

White: just;'coricluded at the Electricat Sho^s in New. York and Phiily
after 20 weeks with the Cleveland

rights.

Gilbert's retort to this
,

is that the.; Question of
copyright
ownership has nothing to do with
the.
What ERPI had agreed to
do
pay for all such foreign
_uses_as Jpng_as -the_.copy.right^-own-ers..'.ib- .this country perrnitted the
comppsitions to be recorded by artists on this side and shipped abroad.
.

Gilbert takes the positipn that his
under the burden of
;ariithihg about European
rights, since the individual prices
agreed to for domestic use implied
that these, same American pub's
would be remunerated for the use of
the recordings in other countries.
clients .are not

provi

•

Morton

.

Jacobsori,

will arrive

With These New Hits—

"UNDER YOUR SPELL"
"AMIG0 (My Friend)"
Little Mule Wagon"

"My
JT

MOVIETONE

MUSIC CORPORATSON
A .,.'..n
SAW FOX
I.SHINC CO
1250 SIXTH AVE.NUF.

.Newman ler joins the Feist professional staff, appointed by Chester
Cohriy this week.- Likelihood of any
reaffiliatipn by Phil Kornheiser as a
member of Cohn's staff at Feist now
appears cold, with arrival In town of
Jack Robbi
head of both the Feist
and Robbiris music firms. Music exec

.'...!.

I

NEW

YO!A.K

IT

OR WRITE

from

Chicago.- Red Hodson, toting his
lawyer, David P.' Siegal, is' already
in N. Y. and Waiting. Henry A. Kalcheihi, Chicago: attorney, and Beir
nard Miller;, are defending actions
against /Mike' Farley arid .Bill Riley
' Palrnquist is sui
in Chicago district .court, charging Hudson and
Fariey=Riley "With inff'ijrigelh~ent^blf
'Music Goes Roundi'
Hodson's
tion- in N. Y. 'southern district court
is similar, namirig Paimquist and
Farleyr iley, as defendants. Latter
twain are in- the Aiddle and defending themselves ori both counts as
'
authors of last season's hit tune;
.

-

'

'.

•

-

:

lOTTMAIT'S COAST OFFICE
*

'

Hollywood, Get.

George D. Lottman, roadway p.
has gpened a .local branch. Maury
Fpladare, "ex-HBC publicist here, is
,

Kornheteer-Feist Deal
Cold; Fier Recruited

Century-Fox Vlotnre

tAWREXCE TJBBETT

Starring

.

PREVIN VICE HELLER

by

DIETZ and

ARTHU R SCHWARTZ
"UNptR YOUR SPELL"

,

VIotor Schertslnrer SonfcA

SA

&

.

"MAGNOLIAS IN THE
MOONLIGHT" and
"FOLLOW YOUR

PiUBSLISHSNG

Meeting,
which was held in
Paine's office, had the agency represented by Thomag .McAyity, head of
the\I<.
T,' radio department, and
Jesse Welch, who acts as contact
man on radio between the agency
arid the cig account.
The L.
T.
execs expressed a willingness to cooperate with the rnusic industry- in down i popularity..'
No Decision
working out some solution of the
dilemma and "a hope that it could
Paine told McAvity
Welch
be done without impairing the value that the publishers had no objecof the. program's contest which paid tion of Lucky iising. the music busi*
<
to
carton's of tfigarets as prizes
ness to plug its v ares, but when
those who guessed the first three such advertising resulted in obvious
song hits of the week;.
damage to .the piano sheet industry
Move
Publishers
the situatiori called for irnmediate
conference protective measles. Paine also' adIn: arranging for
T. men that the
Pai
had acted on the urging of vised: the L.
decided as to what
major publishers, who described the MPPA had
hit rating angle of the Lucky shows actipri it would take, but; he added,
as having developed the most seri- the associatiori would prefer to. settle
l series,
of
ous headache which the sheet music the: matter through
business has had to contend with in friendly discussions with the. ac-

;

Starring Marlon Taller
and Michael Bartlett
,
Featuring- *h 0l
£.>
.

.

:

'•

"FOLLOW YOUR

.

a song isn't up on Lucky's list he
won't buy the orchestration, or in-elude it iri his cur rent repertoire.
Availability of the must
ihe
counter and the boosting, talk: of the
dealer have always served as major
factors in the merchandising of sheet
copies. As things now stand the
tailer, complain the. publishers,
only quotes the Lucky findings
the night before; to his custdiriers
but frequently cancels orders' for
nuiribers which the previous
broadcast revealed to be- on the way

•

Theatre

.

account, Lord &, Thomas, pointed out
that the musics industry had, been,
loath to do ariything about discounting the validity of these ratings until
it found that- they -were seriously
harming the sheet busi

Onyx

the rJeW
..

.

Spirits of. Rhythm, who first came
into prominence while playing in th'e
Club, N. Y.. before its fire a
year, arid a half ago, have returned
to" that spot for the cocktail and din-

NOW SHOWING

•

•.

the

place, prompted retailers to
music busi
up copies tipt this number and ship
them back ,to the publisher or jobSuch reactions in most cases
ber..

'

Language.'

(Continued^ from page 1)
quehtly made of certified 6ubrc>
also raised the question as to cpuntants. -This wh oi<s" -alf; of
authenticity of the data upon thenticity has succeeded nM'oriJy in
which Lucky based its twice weekly affecting corisumer.purchaj^s but in
rankings.
Paine " in a preliminary molding the practices of .-(he music
discussion of the situation with, rep- retailer and the smaller orchestra
resentatives from the agency on the leader. In the case of the latter if
tiori,

'

rect score.

fair

9

.

.

'Show Boat Medley

...

'

N. Y.)

Grill,

Remember?

Bye, Bye, Br by

Franz Waxman and Gus Kahn
have spotted two numbers^ 'Don?t
Cry, Little Fish,' and 'Portuguese
Lyrics,'

I

Pan Alley sA ir Peevfe

'

Guy Lombard©;

When Did You Leave Heaven?

'

Paramount.

rnesto Pledra has been assigned
to words and music for *E1. Caballero
Audz,' Hispano Films first produc-

Tin

:

Did Ion Leave Heaven?

Star Fell

rank, Steinirifcer is

orchestra

On Me

Slnfi Baby, Sing

Until Today

Exclusive has .taken Carlos Molina's 'A Moment
the Dark,' Hudsort-De Lange's 'Mr. Ghost Goes
West* and Jan Rubi
'Serenade'

Dick Fpran will record his songs
Warners ''Bad Man's Territory*

Wednesday; October 21; 1936

an Old Cowhand

Did I Remember
You Turned the Tables

ichard Whiting and Johnny Mercer, teamed for first time, have set
'Too Marvelous for Words' in 'Ready,
Willing and Able' at Warners.

Leo Refsman- band set for Cleveland Auto Show Nov. 21-28.

X

(As reported by Emit Coleman,
St. Regis Hotel, W. YJ)
The Way You Look Tonight

Donald McGrane and band into the Picker on to bring Paul Whiteman
into Cleveland's Trianon shortly.
raysbn band at -Brown Pal, lor., f pur weeks.

I

Most Requested

Cleveland hotel, Cleve.

Decca.

S

hi II

VARIETY
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Orchestrations 50c

.

iri

charge.

*

RADIO

C IT Y, N.Y.

.

Offici

it

Headquarters" again leads the field with
ive group of outstanding songs.

thi

"WHEN DID YOU LEAVE HEAVEN?'
1

front the

Conti

ing the most amazing hit record of all time,
ing array of outstandi
songs of the

"DID

,

.

>

.

Announcing the reigning son*

"SWEETHEART

LET'S

In

lilt

GROW

Knglniiil loduy.

OLD*

TOGETHER"

"DEAM AWHILE'*
"MIDNIGHT BLUE"

Xlie

Big song. Mi of the new

"Zlegfcltl lollies or 103G"

"PETER PIPER"—"WHEN
ROBBINS MUSIC CORP;

I'M

WITH YOU"
NEW YORK

799 7th AVE,

is east'

from Holly wood on a periodic

business

o.b.

Johnny White was a week-erid tin
nan alley casualty; leavirig SantlyJoy as professional contact. Freddie
Steele succeeds him.

"I'M

I

E.

Man

has placed his
Legion/ with

,the

Chadwick as themer for 'The
Without a Country.*

offer^his

REMEMBER?"

AN OLD COWHAND (Frotn the Rio Grande)"
"TO MARY—WITH LOVE'»
"IT CAN HAPPEN TO YOU"
"PICTURE ME WITHOUT YOU"
(From the
VDImples/'
picture,

Richard Gri'irip
number. 'Song of
I.

we

LEO FEIST,

Inc.

stftrrlns Shirley

1629

BROADWAY

Temple)

NEW YORK

MUSI C

Wednesday, October 21, 1936
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WBWB

utes

Asks

-So

Ork Leaders Favor Film-Owned Pubs
In a circular letter addressed to
members of the Music Publishers
Protective. Association,
John G.
Paine: last week scouted the argument that producer-owned publish-

Most Played oh Air

-

:

ing houses held an advantage over
indie firms when it came, to getting
plugs from band, leaders: Paine also
asserted that a survey which- he had
made: showed that the indie publishers were given all the breaks in film
shorts produced by companies which
had music catalog affiliations.
Letter from' Paine stated that he.

doubted whether a check made ty
indie music men would disclose that
the fact that a' band: leader had obtained a film short or theatre date

from a company controlling a' publishing house would serve to .'influence the future repertoire of that
leader. Indie pubs had complained that this alleged angle had
created a situation which made it

band

tough for them to compete with:
producer r owned music companies
and that this purported advantage
should in some way be taken into
account in administering the pres.

ent

code,

of

fair

trade

practices.

These indie pubs have contended
that as long as this advantage was
held by the film-controlled firms,
they v^thild not be abJLe to gain
:

table
recognition from band
leaders.
Paine's letter stated that his survey involved 34 single reel .subjects.
He found that 221 different musical
compositions had been included in
these reels and of these only 34 had
i

To

the trade with
on the ait
YotUi the following songs were most played on
the networks last week. Combined plugs on WEAF, WJZ
farriitiarize

New

WABC

and
the

are computed for

week from Sunday through

Saturday
I'll

;

tunesr most

the

around

ight

(Oct.

Sing 1,000 Love Songs
Tonight

Sing, Baby, Sing
.

Close to Me
Star Fell Ont of Heaven
Me and the Moon

From Ton

Who Loves Yon
If, We Never Meet
My Kingdom for a

Agai
Kiss

under his authority. Reorg will be
marked by a realignment of personnel, but this* won't be put into
effect for at least another week.
'

What caused the

1

.

negotiations to

blow up was the Dreyfuses' insistence on paying half the balancing
price which the film producer had
.

With the reconciliation between
the two less- than three months old,
,

asked.

Warner Bros, publishing group

the

On

Discussions

and. the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers have
become entangled in a controversy
oyer royalty allocations. In a stinging letter of protest, Warners this
week charged the Society's publisher
availability .committee of going hayr
wire in determining the value, of the
Harms, Inc., T. B. Harms Co., WitLeslie Boosey will meet, with E. C.
mark and Remick catalogs.
mgr. of the American
The letter demanded that the com- Mills,
mittee exercise more care and fair- Society of Composers, Authors and
ness in rating the availability status Publishers, and a representative of
of each of these catalogs. It was said
the Will Hays
ice some day this
by the Warner organization that the
fight on the issue would be carried,' week to discuss the Canadian licensif necessary, to the courts, with fraud ing situation.
Boosey, leading Lonand conspiracy used as grounds for don publisher, is also head of the
the. litigation.

Warner holds that one of the conditions of its return to ASCAP was

•55-

British

He*

Performi

ights
is

Warner was

to get

50%

of

Chappell Co. and the Dreyfuses 50%
of Harms, Inc., with Max Dreyfus
taking charge of an operation pool
which, in addition to Harms, Inc.

and Chappell, would include' T. B.
Dreyfuses, WB and
Co.
Jerome Kern each own a third in-

Harms

terest in the last firm.

WB

wanted $3Q0,00a in addition to
the half interest in the Chappell.
Co. The Dreyfuses, at a meeting
held last week,, countered with an
offer of $150,000. Warner decided to
call all bets off last Saturday (17).

McKEE

,

year.

ranking and performance credits
were concerned. It now charges that
in the case of every one of its firms
the availability points, assigned are
too low. Particularly burning
is the fact that three other firms
have been put on ah equal availability level with Harms. These firms
are Irving Berli
Inc., Carl Fischer^

much

WB

,

and G. Schirmer, Inc. Before
Warner's walkout from the Society,
the Harms catalog held No. 1 position as. to value and was in a class
Inc.,

by

itself.

To back
availability

up. its claim

recognition,

better

Warner

is

submitti
to the availability committee an analysis of the four firms'
catalogs as used by radio in 1935.
The data will consist of 'a list of the
songs which received more than
1,000 performances credits each from
last year, and a comparison
of the accumulative uses of the four
catalogs with those of other. catalogs
which stand high on the Society's
availability ranking.
Warner got its first royalty check

.

New Bands for Dallas^
Under Several Changes
Dallas, Oct* 20>

Changes

at

.

several

local

spots

brought new bands into Dallas, this
organizations are concerned
week. Duke Ellingtbh came.% Sunover the future of the Canadian day. £18) forvthree- days at GehtenPerforming Rights Society, in which nial; including two nighfr^fc
ASCAP and the BPRS each hold a of Paris." Carol Lofner fbhowed> Jay
Whidden at Baker hotel, Chic Scog50% interest.
past year gins
succeeded Ken Moyer Friday
ASCAP has been considering with (16) at El Tivoll.
drawing from Canada because of
/Jimmy Joy goes jntb General
Jegislation that restricts the amount Motors exhibit at expo after Tommy
Tucker today (Tuesday^) and Gus
of license fee that the Canadian So
Arnheim follows Carl Ravazza at
ciety. may
As
protest Adolphus hotel Friday (23). Henri
against this measure the Canadian Geridron is current at Bouche's thewith
Society
no immediate
issuing licenses
a atre-casi
change in prospect; Larry Furik to
monthly basis. ASCAP is
iving slated
to succeed Milt Britton at
thought to havi
its mem- Chez Maurice.
.

ASCAP

Agreement with the MPPA provides that McKee will hot represent
Cinedirectly or indirectly any music pubphonic Music of London, starts out
litigation or as counsel
on a two- weeks' aviation tour of the lisher in
from ASCAP last week. The amount
without obtaining the consent of the
Gaumont-rBritish exchanges in Amerboard of directors. The as- was $42,000 and represented the
MPPA's
ica to set the musical and other expublishing group's share for the
have
will
understood,
it
is
sociation,
of

Society.

country Monday

wpuid:: be given equitable (19).
treatment as far as its availability'
that' it

MP P A AS

Jimmy Campbell, head

reorganization of the various firms

Crawford Music -Co. *wi
lish.

,

Organ Grinder's Swing

Pic Promotion one

Fred Astaire, Dave
and Paul; Webster.
Astaire's third effort,

Deal between Max and Louis
Dreyfus and Warner Bros! has fallen
through, and Edwin H. Morris, v.p.
and gen. mgr. Of the WB publishing
group, is now working on a general

.

been published by the houses controlled: by the reels' makers.
In
many of the reels the songs were
entirely from indie owned catalogs,
all of which proved to him that the
..advantage which the- indie complained about was merely
theoretic one and in no way founded
upon actual conditions. He wrote
that he doubted whether the alleged advantage could be regarded
as having any legal basis, and the
McKee, former mayor
Joseph
letter suggested that if they wanted
New York
and president
to, the indie pubs could conduct
Aldermen,
last week went
of
Board
.their own check of the recent air
performances .'of band leaders who on the payroll of the Music Publishhave withi recent months played ers Protective Associ
He will
ipicture houses or performed in short
serve as general counsel as well as
subjects.
independent arbiter of the music industry code on fair trade practices.
For this he has been, guaranteed a
Campbell Taking to Air
minimum income from the MPPA of
$10,000 a year. The contract is for

On G-B

:'

'

South Sea Island Magic
Midnight Bines
High Hat Piccolo and Cane
Dream Awhile
You Came to My Rescue

.

20.

One More

ThisWk.mN.

Fine Romance

,

ten by
Dreyer

This

'

Thing Comes Along
When Lady Meets Gentleman
Bye, Bye, Baby

A

'Just

PLUM

$42,000

Leave Heaven?
Did I Remember?
You Turned the Tables
I'm an Old Cowhand
Until Real.

tune,

Dance, Madame,' has been writ-

11^17).

Way Tou Look
When Did You

I Can't Escape
Until Today

Hollywood, Oct.

w

CoM

bers take^ back their Canadian rights
and let them appoint their' own
trustee for the Dominion.

3d Ditty

Astaire's

Film Co; - Accuses Society's
Availability Committee of
JJnfairness—Th r e a tens
Court Action—-Submitting
Own Analysis on Radio
Usage of Subsids' Catalogs

Pool of Pubs Is

.

DEFINITELY

WB

ploitation tieups. on the' forthcoming
Jessie Matthews picture, 'Head Over
Heels.'
When last here, Campbell
:

had

everything set, including a.
round-the-world BBC-NBC broadcast, but the English comedienne's
illness has caused stoppage on all

production.
This calls for new ballyhoo plans,
with date yet indef as Miss Matthews
is still, convalescing. .Overwork and

something of a nervous breakdown

is

the cause of the enforced hiatus.

Ever since Campbell and his wife,
the former Betty Balfour, came to
America a fortnight ago they've' been
.

with
over it.

ill

the

flu,

but

now

getting

months of August and September.
his services in all
call' on
The deduction of WB's share cut
matters pertai ing to music publishdown appreciably the payoff to the
ing.
Impression prevalent among the publisher contingent of the Society
publishers who favored McKee's re- for the third quarter of 1936. The
plum for
is period was about 10%
tention is that he will be able to ob: tain^-sywchronization-cpntract-froml less than it had been for the second
such film companies as Paramount, quarter, but the divvy, to individual
RKO, Metro and 20th Century-Fox. publishers was about 20% less than
McKee will. be presented to the pub- it had been for the same three
months.
lishing: industry as a whole at a
in
luncheon, which is to be held
the forthcoming week.
McKee's assignment as general fed-,
ordinator of the music industry will
also involve his aid in establishing
better relations between the MPPA
who deal with it for
and
various rights. Another angle that
Federal
authorities
week
the indushis job entails is getting
raided the printing plant
C.
,
i
iu^j^
t2 Divry in lower Manhattan and conJ5i&J merchandising. He will also
product
fiscated an order of 30,000 bootleg
serve as a general intra-trade medi- songsheets. On information
obtained
ator on music publishing executive
from George Divry, head of the
first

SONG BOOTLEGGER

PINCHED 3D TIME

:

ASCAFs

Meeting

American Society
Authors and Publishers

Composers,
will hold its

^^^^^
.

second
membership
semi-annual
meeting at the Astor hotel next matters.
Thursday (29).
Reading of reports and the speechmaki
will be preceded by a
luncheon.

Spencer's Coast Job
Los Angeles, Oct. 20.
Jack Spencer has been appointed
business manager of Musicians Local
47, American Federation of Musician*, to succeed Cliff Webster, re-

signed.

Webster quit recently to become
manager for Consoli-

associate office

dated Radio Artists, In&

.

.

.

plant,

Hot

Wax

ridgeport, Oct. 20.

Theodore Aaronson was

rested and held in $2,000 bail. Aaronson was charged with having placed
the order for the contraband.
ivry toJd the
S. District At-

U

America 's New Waltz Hit!

ME
ALSO A EUROPEAN SENSATION
FAST BECOMING AN AMERICAN

Hit!

.

Recordings' of 'Sweet Violets,' 'She torney's office in Manhattan
that
Swims Like a* Feather' and other Aaronson had since July taken away
were 100,000 songsheets. It
platters
obscene
allegedly
was Aaron
privately played last week for City son's third arrest for distributing
Court Judge Hugh Lavery in case contraband folios, his previous enof Edward Navickas, 27, charged tanglement
bringing
him seven
with possession of obscene articles. months in jail. When arrested, he
Case continued to this week.
was out on probation for two years.

Love-What Are You Doing To My Heart

'

Eddie Seja, guitarist, signed
Brunswick series*

for a

Arthur Hoffman, of the Music Publishers Protective Association, aided
the authorities on the case.

HARMS CO.
SIXTH AVE.
RCA BLDG, N. Y.

T. B.
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Armstrong does on Decca 949, aecomped by the Dorseyites again,
coupled with 'The 'Skeleton in the
Closet,- out of 'Pennies from Heaven.'
Armstrong is featured vocally in

Disc Reviews

M

Sax Player's Revenge

PLUM

36 DISK

.

By Abel Green

Dick Stabile, former saxo»
phone player with Ben Bernie;
now leader of his pwn band at
the Lexington hotel, Nv Y., took
,

and oh the horn,

his unique' Style,,

but the Dojrsey orchestra, not his

Ken Murray both hope
arid Oswald may become another Moran 'n' Mack on the
disks. That's been the hope of many
ictoi* atid

thaijt

s

.

Murray

company ever since the
memorable click

a disker and
Two Black:

'

.

Emanuel Cohen (Major Pictures)
produced for Columbia release. The
waxings are-a consistently ultra' job
and they should^sell well.
Victor 25,431 pairs -Pennies' and
'So Do I' uhder the Eddy Duchin
agies, which means a sqaver orchestral, treatment of jthese two Crosby
excerpts.
The Duchin Steinwaying
and that sweei-hot brass of his are

on the. wax years ago, But nothing*
like that has happened .since,' With
perhaps 'Ukelele Ike' .Cliff Edwards,
on the .old Perfect releases, to rival the .instrumental stand-outs. Lew
Sherwood vocalizes. Victor 25.429
it. .Anyway, 'Mama, That-Mao's Here
'Again,' sub-captiohed 'O-oh Ye^ a-h! features Jerry Cooper with Duchin's
after the Murray-Oswald radio rou- versions, of "To Mary, With Love,'*
which
Gordon-Revel wrote up from
tine (Rinso).* It's a two-part waxing
on Victor 25418. Murray scripted that film, title,, although. not actually
both, but did a better job on the a picture excerpt. <.:,'Tye. Got Somefirst .'.50'%,-.' However,' fheir delivery thing In My Eye' (Newman-Monaco)
companion' piece. Cooperj iri>
is very okay and with stronger ma- is. the
terial they may carve a wax niche cidentally, is Very a la Crosby in his•

-

•

"

.

4

.

.

'..

-

.

vocal style.
Conies swing:. Fats Waller's own
sort of
'Lounging at the 'Waldorf,'
ritzy version of 'Stompin* at the
Savoy:' Xa-Db-De: La-De-Da* (Sani
Lejvi's-Peter deOR.ose) is the A-side.
again under' the good-humored and
'cheerfully stylized manner of the
-

for themselves!

.

Decca's gone the whole hog on
Bing' Crosby' and. the* 'Pennies from
Heaven 5 •(Col.) songs by Arthur
Johnston and Johnny Burke. Crosby,
.with' Georgia Stoll's ore, vocalizes
the title song and -Let's. Call a Heart
a Heart' on Decca 947; 'One, Two,
Button Your Shoe' With 'So Dp I'
on No. 948. Jimmy Dorsey's dance
versions, of -Pennies'^ and 'One, Two':
are oh No. 951, Bob* Eberle. vocalizjng; Dorseyites Again with 'So Do V
and 'Heart.' No. 950, and to top it
all; Decca 15,027 is a 12-incher medleying the entire? '.'Pennies f rom
Heaven', score. ..This is truly an allstar disk cast, with Jimmy -Dorsey's
orchestra* Crosby, Frances Langf or
arid Louis Armstrong soloing and
dueting the sundry tunes. Considering the importance of Crosby to
Decca, it's a nice reciprocal build-up
by -the- disk for the crooner, who
happens to be quite heavily finan.

'

•

cially, in to

Guaranteed

fM/

.

the quickest hit this year

'

'

<

'8

pation.-

.Art

..

".

r

Shaw has a

on Brunswick 7,741 with
•You're Giving Me a Song and
Dance' .?nd~ 'Darling, Not Without
You,' Per LaCentra vocaWnterludihg. -No, 7>750: 'Let's Call a Heart a
Heart' and .'One, Two,' more out of
•Pennies from Heaven,'. Miss taCentra and Tony Pastor (sic!) sDlite
ting the vocalizing- honors.
Nice
r

.

'Springtime in the. RoCki

'.

brass and reed,

McKlnney's

'One

7751.

Shadow'

Step

and

*I

permit him
No. 7747
to do
couples
'Now or Never' With
'Through, the Courtesy of -Lpve.'
Pollack, Jim Hardy, Carol Mackay
and Lois Still split the vocals on all

BRVINC
7

<7

9

1

T

m

BCHHK
AV
NYC
M

n

.

.

four.,

,

Cotton

^^mest iHome_
Fro

__

"Here Comes Carter"

.

thru the Courtesy of Love
You on My Mind

My Kingdom

for

•

a Kiss

Papa Tree Top Tall
Bermuda Buggyride

On Decca

..'

.

'

•

J

NOW

m

to

his

aVIalll

THEIR NEW QUARTERS

-

RKO

tot.

PU&LICATI ON5

INC

,

our'

industry

believe,

state that the
way put.

en-

saxophone

is

to

Organ Grinder's Swing

not on the

Mood

In a Sentimental

Ride, Red, Ride

.

in 1932, this low. point
being, obviously, a result of general
economic conditions and not to any
lessening popularity of the saxophone as a musical instrument.
As a matter of fact, it has been
receiving 'steadily increasing recognition by finer musicians.
Leaders
of the finer school
college bands
have been increasing the number of
Havana,.
saxophones in their organizations so
Exodus of Cuban artis
is again as
to
have complete saxophone
the talk among the profession here. choirs, rather than quartets, sextets

FOR

AND

U.S.

S.A.

'•

Armando

Roirieu,

.

Jr.,

and

or octets.

13-

his

You'll love to play our newest

Mr. Ghost Goes to Town
EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS
New York

roadway;

1619

EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS
•>.

/

lii'.O/1

!

.\AY

M".V

YI^IIK

Arid although saxophon-

ists, in the country's finest and most
Sunday popular dance, bands have been
of called upon to do more, doubling on
clarinet; flute and oboe. than, in forPeru.

piece orchestra will sail on
(25) for
months'

South America, starting at

mer years, this does riot indicate
•Bros, orchestra
iling
any lessening of the popularity of
early next ihbnth for Hollywood un* the saxophone.
On the other hand>
der contract to Warners lor some the leading organizations are using
shor
Now awaiting a permit of the four or- five saxophpnists instead of
the three-men sax teams so long in
Labor Dept.
rooklyn Musicians'
,

.

;

vogue.

Union oked the

deal,

which was

The saxophone has been the

set

here by Pietro Colli, traveling rep
for Warners.
Trio Garcia, colored miked trio of
troubadours, has signed a two-month
contract with Emilio -Azcarraga,

Court Holds Decision

erroneous

victim

and of the application of

of misuse,

ideas..

'Presents.

* rom "Cnln and

YOU A THOUSAND LOVE S0N6S

I'LL SING

Coney Island

The

'lead ^ tenor'
idea, for instance, is al\ right' now
.

and then and on certain numbers,
but it is absolutely wrong, to elimir
nate entirely the. rich soprano voice
of the Eb alto saxophone as a. lead
instrunierit, and I think more of the
prominent arrangers will agree, with
this statement than might disagree
with it.
American manufacturers, have been
working overtimet not only to turn
out fenough saxophones to take care
of orders but to develop and m>

Whi

It

My Baby Gonna

Lava All Wlntar

Now That Summer

Is

Sing a Sbnsi of Nonsense
Don't

KikMe Good

Night

»

.

.

pr.bve their products,' so. that, players could, with the minimum of effort, do full justice to themselves
and ,to their positions. The saxophone is here to stay and, riot only
•

.

On

Universal's Plea

For Injunction Vs. P. 0.

that,,:tb occupy a more and more
important place in the art of music.
-Washington— Oct- 20- - 'MrTTDavisT crltiliishvls" noT only unApplication of Universal Song fair to the instrument,
but unfair
Service of Hollywood for
perma- to the many fine artists who have
nent injunction: preventing enforce- helped the instrument
live down
ment of a postal fraud order was reputation acquired during the the
days,
taken under
dvisement by local 10 years or more ago, when every
Federal court last Thursday (15).
youngster either had or wanted a
With mass of evidence before him C-Melody and we were guilty of selland bulky hearing record to
ing the instruments
'easy to
Justice Oscar Luhring
jplay* basis. It's not easy td play a
tional time to make up
mind saxophone properly any more lhan
whether the Post Office Department it is to,; play any other instrument
ruling barring the Hollywood out (It properly, and if good men are placed
from the mails was justified.. Deciany organization, by Mr.; Davis
sion is expected late this, week.
or anybody else; they'll not be lackEnforcement of the postal fraud ing i Titt' speed, precision or anyor
has been blocked for nearly a thing else required of them.
month under a temporary restr
Fred A. Holtz,
granted as soon as the P.O. decision
resident, National As's'n

W

It'H

a,

Itlfr

-The- Kpdue

_Hit—
SofiB

'!

"ME AND THE
-, .MOON"
'

-

;

Theme

.o

"TO YOU SWEET-'
HEART, ALOHA"
Ciitf>— Frexli —
IChvilmv Nov^Uv
ApiiiKiilinir

"OH, YOU

ROGUE

(YOt STOMO MY HK<\KT"

i

:

WtTMARK & SONS
Avenue

titled

Oct.
.

X

1

'

Sixth

Mr. Davis;,

7 issue,

iven

.

Hors D'Oeuvre
Tia Juana
.

^

low point

939r40 Frances Lan*ford
Dorsey's ore accompanydoes four excerpts from the
same picture. 'Easy to Love' paired
with 'Swingin' the Jinx AwaV; and
'Under My Skin' with 'Rap Tap oh
Wood.' Miss Langford's vocal style
and screen -radio rep should sell
these although it's axiomatic that
only thi big names sell vocally on
wax; some of the -others you- can't
give away.
Dorsey swings it sweetly with
'Parade of the Milk Bottle Caps."
novelty by the maestro and Pal
McCarthy. paired with 'Don't Look
Now' (Cahn-Chaplm).' Decca 941;
Another
by' Cahn-ChaDli
is
'Hurdy Gtu'dy "Man' which Lauis was handed down.

(Jimmy

ing)

•

Waltzing with an Angel

I'viiO

,

the statement: '.by' Meyer Davis,
front page promi

,

From

fllmusical) comes Tve Got You Under,
Skin' and 'Easy to Lcve,'
Ennis^and--Bob—Allen-splittiiTg^tHe
vocals.
Former is one of those
'Night and Day1 style songs.

My

._

.

"

XEW

Cole Porter's 'Born to Dance* (forthcoming
Eleanor
Powell
Metro

Xite SeoNntioanl Ball:

arold Leonard, Chi maestro, has
with Meyer Davis' orchestra
booking office in N. Y.
Editor Variety:
Leonard will book and play on
ink you wpuld be inten- jobs, heading his own combo.
tionally- unfair to anybody or any i dustry, hence must protest,irist

.

Pickers

their, innings: in in this one.
.

When My Dream Boat

Leonard Joins Davis
allied

American manufacturers of saxophones are working full force and
full time with orders in excess of
production and sales. -have been
steadily increasing ever si
our

...

work throughout.

from Heaven' on Brunswick 7749,
Maxine Grey arid Skinny Ennis on
the vocals; The tremolo sax and
trumpet style of the Kempites get

'Presents

'

.

:

On the GoldM Gate

sociation had .received .$185,000 from
transcription manufacturers to' ba
transmitted to the owner's of the
musical rights. MPPA's distribution
for last month was $25,000. This rated
as pretty, low when compared to the
$40,000 and $50,000 divvies that the
association had made
reviogs
months of this year.

at You'
orchestral tricks.

owner of
in Mexico for radio
are
filing That Stuff arid 'Beedle-Um programs over the Mexican 50,000Bum,' a couple of ad lib hotcha ar- watter.
Daiquiri orchestra is still in South
rangements on Bluebird 6.595. while
Bluebird
6,605
splits
Mannone's America, arid the female band of
/Floatin' Down to Cotton Town' with Anacaona' Girls has left for Buenos
Charlie Barnet's jam version of 'Did Aires.
Ycu.Meari^It?'} the maestro vocalizing.
Hal. Kemp recourses to Crosby
again with 'So Do I* and 'Pennies

Thare'saSilvtrMaoa.

all orchestrations.

•

different orches-

tral set-up-

Birthday Party

'

familiar.

..-

The Mickey Mouse Novelty

He has instructed his. arrangers to feature the Saxtette

Be Mad

lend

;

Night Is Ending

My

of

.

'..

Another Perfect

Brunswick

on

Couldn't

.was estimated -last

G, Paine* who acts as trustee' for the
copyright owners. Income from this
source last year was $115,0.00.
By the end of September; the, as-

'

'

consistently

it

Pollack, renowned in the
trade as a pioneer in swingo, concededly a bit ahead of his times in
former years, is finally achieving his
rightful niche with his. aggregation

Ahead

As-

from transcriptidnsior 19'iS,
week by John

royal ties

ing himself.

iri

Music Publishers'

sociation will collect oyer $250,000 in

Ben

.

v

'

immediately made some
changes in his orchestra so that;
he now features the Saxtette
six saxophone players includhe.

spades,'

•

orchestrations

the recent threat of some of the
band leaders to obliterate the
saxes in orchestras to heart, and

brass, in

'

-

^Goodnight

Very

7752.

(

.

Mean It?

on Brunswick

.

.

Did You

this time.
From the new Cotton Club show.
Cab Calloway, who introduced the
entire J,' Fred Coots-Benny Davis
score, fittingly, dittoes 'em on the
wax for Brunswick 7748; 'Copper
Colored. Gar and 'Wedding of Mr.
and Mrs., Swing' (the finale number
of the cabaret's floor, show). Very
hi-de-ho -in the' usual Cab manner.
Duke Ellington's ultra versions, of
his newest compositions, 'Yearning
for Love' and .'Trumpet in Spades'

Waller pianologistic vocalizing, emGuy Lombardo on Victor 25421
bellished, by ;a heated. swing style. with 'You Do the Darndest Things.
That's the reason for '-'.Waller's con- Baby' and 'It's Love > I'm After,'
sistent best-selling—he's different.
both out of 'Pigskin Parade' (20th),
Decca 953 has another novelty in wherein Carmen Lorhbardo arid a
Joe Daniels and his Hot Shots in male trio assist on. the Vocal,
Drumsticks, wherein the traps' get choruses; Per usual, the saxes arid
the swingo featuring, as they give the sweet-hot style highlight these
out 'St. Louis Blues' arid 'Sweet Sue:' waxings.
Joe Sanders, (the late Carlton A.
But also plenty-strong on the .jamNot-. sWing* but ori? the/ subject of Coon's, vet dance partner) dispenses
being different and having individ- .expert dansapation, 'There Goes My
Said
uality, that's the answer to Shep Attraction'
it
and 'They
His 'Rippling Wouldn't Last!' on
Decca 955.
Fields* Quick click.
Rhythm' Orchestra, now so-billed, 'r Brisk and very foxtrptty.. Sander's
handles the vocals himsel f
ari unique orchestral set-up, and r
Arid the hiore familiar, the more,
outstanding" is the Fields style. Bluebird 6,604-r-which is Victor's 35c. adjuncts-pairs' 'So. Do I' and 'One,
Two,' again the Crosby excerpts,
With •'- Charles Chester vocalizing.
Fields' is a big league band but prefers the Bluebird' labe'l—rather than
Victor's 75c*. black-label releases—
because it affords him the choice or
selections .arid,, what, with the 35c.
disks outselling the six-bitsers. it's
thus more circulation arid wider 'Opportunity, for popularity.
Winery Mannone on Bluebird 6,606
swings 'I Can't Pretend' and 'A Fine
Romance' in inimitabie.s"tyle, with a
vocal, interlude by the one-handed
trumpeting maestro that's rich with
native New -Orleans humor.
'Romance' .reminds of Mannone's
'Capri'
7
technique.
From /London, Harry Roy and his
orchestra give but 'The Roy Rag,' r
pne-step,
paired with 'GoOmbay
Drum,' a rhumba fox. trot on Decca
942^ Okay for sound, if not dans$-

MUSIC

IN

.

which nuance -to any .pop,, new or

'Pennies,'

THE BEST

.

,

own, support him

'

Band Instrument

Mfrs.

win

"OVER A BOWL OF
SUKI-YAKI"
SANTLY BROS. JOY, Inc
1619 BROADWAY
N Y•

MUSIC PUBLISHERS
ktalll W*4

(Radio City Music Hall)
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San Francisco, Oct.
Hit in Face by Ladies'
some enterprising circuit proYears—Also
Door, Sues for 10G Biggest Biz
mpter had the
ing,
variety
Milwaukee, Oft. 20.
Biggest Talent Budgets—
fleld could be revitalized" and vaude-'
Ruth Paull,
who sai she
$35,000 a Week for Chi'a
yille brought back
the once warbled
Whiteman's
Dozen Top Floor. Shows
method of presentation were mod- band, told a Milwaukee Civil judge

Maris Chaney White House
Guest of Mrs, Roosevelt

ernized, in the
Alvin and a jury that, her face was perLaughlin, supervising director of the manently
isflgured when ^someone
Northern California district of the suddenly opened the door to the
Federal Theatre Project, of the ladies' room at a downtown hotel
WPA.
tavern, striking her in the face.
Laughlin bases his opinion on the
She claims to 'have suffered a
five -weeks' run which
straight' fractured nose and cuts on her face^
vaudeville had at the Columbia here for which she is asking $10,000 dam-

Hyde Park, N.

Room

If

.

.

ficiently

^

ages.

Francisco
project's
persdhner was not. {sufAd furnish weekly

'''Thie;..

vaudevi

.

t

large

•

changes 'of program for the five
weeks'
so acts were called in
from the Oakland and Los Angeles
,'

'

.

of that nite clubs' money as possible.

;ents

Rubber bands are off the bankrolls
and at present a show budget of $3,-

divisions,* said Laughlin.
'In this
way.
idea was obtained of
the C]ass ofHalent available.' There
were old Orpheum and Pantages
headliners, also some that Were
never meant: for headli
.new

500-$4,500 is pretty common hereabouts. Up to this year that kind of

money was spent by only one

-

of

.

thie

licensing BiD

or two

big spots.

15G for Shows

,

bill
ing of artist representatives in

Ky., across the river from
Cincy, intends to play the highest
priced floor show in .the country.
He's negotiating through the William Morris office for names.
Smithy budget will run up to
His spot will
$15,000 for shows.

.

WPA

.

.

in sufficient

there

If

numbers

make

to

it-pay.

seat 1,500.

WM. SEABURY INDICTED
IN N. Y. FOR FORGERY
William
Seabury,.
the
former
vaudeville dancer, was indicted yesterday (Tuesday ) by the New. York
County Grand JMry
a forgery
charge.
He has been put on bail
since his arrest early last summer.
Seabury .is charged with forging
and cashing a $150 soldiers' -bonus
check made out to another person.
'

Bhie-Book Torcher

St.

John

Audience

Symington,

who

,

,

A

riot

N.

was averted

House here

at.

B., Oct. 30.

in the

.

Weekly

Getting $1,250

People;

Demands Money Back

socialite

goes into the Sert

Room

singer
of the

Waldorf r Astoria ''Oct 27, will get $1,250 weekly for the entire season.
,

Salary sets a

ppera minded

? midnight -shoyf last

new

high for theatrical-

Mrs. Symington, wife of W. Stuart

dren,, is the daughter of

many

years, up to

two years

ago.

However, only four people appeared on the stage. The audience
found the. performance uhsatisfacand most of the customers der

'.

'.

. .

.;

.

.

.

.

hotel (College Inn).
Stevens hotel (Continental R.)
.

.

, . .

Sherman

.

;

.

'

'

One

two

of

chil-

a Congress-

'

'

Ask

'

,

'

'•

,

...

.

.

.

YORK AND

TOP

ROMM'SJSWING' UNIT

!

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

.-.

'

.. :

;

.

..'

.

her third season in show biz, having
started at the Piace Pigualle in 1934;
Opens week of Oct, 30 on a split RKO and Loew,
Sherman hotel ...... .$18,000-$20,000
for which stint she received $500
lmon office
It was stated at the
Troy and Schenectady,
.$6,000-$8,000 between
Stevens hotel .'.'. .....
weekly,, with
an. evening
gown Yacht Club T.
yesterday (Tuesday) that the busi.... $4,000-$5,000 both 'spots booked by RKO.
thrown in weekly as a bonus.
without
ness will be continued
change by the present staff. The of*
comprises Phil Bloom, ' Phil
fice
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

. .

More N. Y. Par Bands

John Dugan, Tom Kennedy,
Ben Shainln and Fefde Simon's per-

Offin,

N. Y. Nitery Biz Slumps After

,

manded their, money back. After
looking at the irate crowd, the management kicked back.

roadway Paramount opens with
Clyde Lucas', orchestra today (Wed.)
in conjunction with
ig Broadcast';
and follows with Rudy Vallee' who
provides the whole pit show,;

Cutting 'Marietta'

ing specialty entertainers,
ported £9,500 on the week. \
Negotiations are virtually com-:
pleted to play the Glen Gray Casa
Loma orchestra Christmas and New
Year weeks. This will be the second repeat band for the Par N. Y,
pit,
Shep Fields having recently
played a return. The; Casa Lpma
band inaugurated the present pit
show policy last Christmas.

'Naughty Marietta,' currently in

its

Grand Opera
House, Chicago, will be condensed
by the Shuberta for picture house
use. Paramount is dickering for the

full legit version at the

unit.

Operetta goes to the Cass, Detroit,
for a legit date, following Chicago;
before the cutting job;

Fields for

•

,

•

own

.

•

.

.

•'

Chez Paree

Benny
currently at the
Versailles in N.Y., goes to the Chez
Paree, Chicago, Nov. 6. Bb'oki
is
for four, weeks.
William Morris office agentedi

they be*aihe*tfte outstanding vaudeville ageiits in. the middle west with

a weekly income from commissions

•

.

management.
—-A-show-titled-Bachelor-Boys-Glubman,-James^_^_Wjidswjorj^
Revue' had been advertised as opening at the midnight show for. a
week's booking. Actors were billed
as former members of the TJumbells'
troupe which toured Canada for

2,750
^
within the next 10 days.
3,500
Licensing measure wa9 approved;
3,500
early in the year by the License D.e
4,250
partment and the agents as a group'
2,250
after it had been studied by I, Rob
5,000
ert Broder, their counsel.
2,700
As a result of the new bill, the
1,750 District Attorney's dffice last week

of $3,000 to $4,000. A partnership
deal made with Harry Weber mf!928
brought them tor; New; York. - The
Weber-Simon agency was: one of the
Yacht Club v.
bhjgerf for a time,
.
Competition
Depression Boom ...
requested still another postponement.
This is an .approximate total of
in. Speciat l $9$i'jfti$y-yPB$ Jtoee:y.ttTS, d«pit?
of the Bill .Shilling trial •••
m
~~
$35,000 .as. the weekly expenditure
Sessions till Nov. 20. Shilling; N. Y.f the geheral decline of.-vaudeville and.
-among: 12. nite spots for entertainbusiness., for mos.t^ibther
i
ie agent, is charged with operatn' the drop in
ment talent alone, including acts and ing an unlicensed
employment!; agents and agencies, the SimVm ofbands. As business increases geher-.
agency. His was regarded as "a test fice through Ferde's efforts managed
ally, nite clubs continue to expand
to expand*.. For. the past, three#ears
case for all the agents.
their budgets, particularly as comits gross bookings have been, ifar in
petition for names and talent grows
excess of, those of any other ^ttictly
keener.
variety agency: The office specialized
This same competition is evidently Ritz Bros., After
in bpoking and ^representing^ .JJriits,
proving a box office help, since most
among them the'high priced F|ench
of the 12 nite. clubs
are turn i
in
Casino
shows/ and its activity in the
"
Picture,
$2,200
•..
profits.
unit line established it as the. lading
College Inn is a big winner with
dealer in units of the anency ibusiits present average gross of an apness. Another source of revenue for
proximate. $20,000, figuring as the
the Simon office was through its
best general take this room has
Ritz Bros., following their first pic- booking of theatres in Louisville, and
joyed in a long time. Palmer- House's ture for 20th-rFox, ^Sing, Baby, Sing/ Indianapolis in conjunction wi^h its
Empire Room -is feeling the pressure are now asking $4,200 .a week loir, agency business.
of the new competition and its vaude appearances.
Ferde was recognised by alli who
former takes of last year and 1934,
Their last vaude salary was $2,00O>. knew him ass the hardest v/ojking
which .used: to run .to. nearly $25,000
agent of all time. Ha was no\|d by
weekly during, the runs of Veloz and
bookers^ for^ his. perseverance and his
Yolanda, has dropped off
abjlfty, to 'wait out' a talentf buyer on
in to
any deal' fie set his mind o»it clinchthe $12,Q00-$14,000 mark.
KING,
ing.
He was ah inexhaustible black
Qurrent estimated weekly grosses
book'toter and, while, he handled
of the 12 leadi
>nite spots in town:
some of the highest' priced attracBismarck
.. .$3,000-$5,000
tions on the books, he never specialBlackhawk
.$13,000-$15,000
.
'Of Thee I Swing,' with York and ized and continued tp devote his efChez Paree .... . , . .$19;000-$22,000
forts to all typ^. acts, .from $125 dp.
it
.... $14,000-$17,000 King as the top act, is a new
Congress Hotel
Simon was the first agent, except
put <ihto: production this, week 'in
Drake, hotel
, .$10,000-$13,000
$9,000-$11,000 New York by Harry Romrh. Other the William Morris office, to break
Edgewater Beach
Morrison
i:
.... ,$10,000-$13,000 acts include Frank Conville,' Olive down the franchise barriers of the
Nash,- Jack StarnsJti^Co^, and a line two principal variety jbooking offices P*lmer^hoiise~w.^.^
a~nd~obtain~ flooirprivileges-f rem both
Royale Frolics .... . , $5,000-$7,500 of 16 girls.

Palmer house (Empire R.).
.".
Royale Frolics
.. .

.

socialites.

week when the raudjence's demand Symington
and mother
money refund W'ds granted by

for
the

.

. .

,

1

4

MbrrisonTlotel (Terrace R>)i

.

enough acts, vaudeville can .undoubtedly- and probably will be returned.'

'Revue With

. .

.

business In Chicago.

tered the

.

entertainment,

is sufficient

...

Drake hotel (Silver Forest). .
Edgewater Beach hotel ...

New

agency,
York was approved by the Corpora-' on nisi own. A year later his brother
tion Counsel this week and went into
Irving joined him, and in 1914 they
committee .of the Board of Aldermen,,
sent for Fetal*. As the,: Simon Bros,
It's expected that a vote will be taken

.

. .

portj

through his Iriendlthip. with Dolph
Meyers,' a' Chicago, agent, Johnny,
for the special licens:
quit his liquor selling job an# en-

Revised

;

'Regardless of local critics whose
reviews picked the shows apart, but
on the whole were favorable, the
crowds came to the- Columbia: and
seemed to feel that the good acts
were worth the money. They .were
enthusiastic throughout and the hope
was often expressed the members of
the house personnel at the Columbia
that vaudeville was back to stay.
In San Francisco this form of enter*
tainment has.
warm spot in the
hearts of the people.'
The vaude try outgrossed all of the
"WPA's local drama productions.
According to Bert Levy, the San
Francisco vaude booker, the
'rendered" a real service to
vaudeville by its five week vaudeville season.
It has shown conclusively that the theatre-going public
can be drawn into a vaudeville house

;

,

Budgets
talent that has developed since
Present approximate
at
1929 when vaudeville went into its
the dozen key nite spots in town are:
V,
final tailspi
and much of the new
Bismarck hotel (Walnut R.)'. .$1,500
that is headline material for the
Blackhawk Cafe
2,250
v Peter Smith, Cincinnati cafe man,
futures.,.
Chez Paree .> ... ... ; ...... . 7,500
opening a new nitery Dec. 1 at NewCongress hotel (Casino)
4,250
..

A

She

is

Chicago, Oct. 20.
Biggest business boom in the hisr
tory of local nite clubs is now in
Order, with the dozen key niteries in,
town currently running better than
$150,000 total weekly take. It has the
hotels searching for bigger box
office angles in order to cop as much

WPA

•'

'recently;
v

trips.

a close friend of Mrs. Roosevelt.
Miss Chaney flew to Chicago from
Simon, whose right name was Arthe Deauville Club. San Franciso,
last week, to join Mrs. Roosevelt on thur F. Mayer, was born in Louisville, Ky.
He adopted the name of
the president's train.
half-brothers, Johnny and irvhi
ing Simon, when joining their vaudeville agency in Chicago at the age of
19. Of the family, Ferde headed and
carried on the business alone
the death of Johnny Simon
years ago, and the retirement
Irving a year later. Irving, now in»
active, resides on the Coast
In Louisville, prior to their entering the., vaudeville field, and while
Ferde was still a youngster, Irving
operated a nickelodeon and Johnny
was a liquor salesman. in 1910,

GOMPETISH HELPS

.

between

Y.,

55

Ferde Simon, 41, probably the outstanding individual in the vaudeville
business for the past several years,
died yesterday (Tuesday) in his
sleep at his home in New York. He
had Complained of indigestion before
retiring Monday night, but did not
heart condiappear seriously ill.
tion which bothered him for some
time, bulk did hot interfere with his
business activities, was the cause.:

•Maris Chaney (Chaney and Fox ),
dancer, has been a member of President Roosevelt's campaign party for
the past week, staying at the White
House or at the President's home in

;

.

BUDDY DOYLE'S DATES
Buddy Doyle, Who played

the

Can

in Metro's 'Ziegfeld,' is
coming east for vaude dates.
Opens Oct. 23 at the .Michigan,
tor

part

.

Detroi

The new Cotton Club

in.

midtown waving

their wallets at the captains,

sonal secretary. (Miss) Leslie Gross.
Surviving, besides Irving Simon,
are the widow and two children,
aged four, and one.

Par Takes Marcus Sho^

had to -make room by
For Toronto ah4 Montreal
location, is doing the busir putting more and more tables on the
A. B. Marcus* *La Vie Parisienne*
floors,
ith extra floor shows to help has been booked by Charles J. Freeness of the town among: the niteri
man of Paramount for the Famous
Revue is headed by Bill Robinson along the turnover;
ight
Players-Canadian theatres In Monand Cab Calloway.
saw the reaction.
Opens Nov. 13
treal and Toronto.
General nitery biz is. spotty, after
in Montreal, with Toronto following,
Marcus show has been playing in.
ichman
the baseball feveK
the west as both a full-sized legit
Sullivan's 1-Day Stand
at the Hollywood is only doing -fair
revue and a» a unit in picture houses.
and ditto the Paradise, which has a
ists
are

N.
Ti

Y.,

'

its first

season at the

new and they

just

.

.

•'.

:

better

throu

iled

budget.
of
visitors reminded the headwaiters of
The. outthe. good ole 1928-29 days.
landers, would come to the door,
series,

the

influx

-day. stands now.
Sullivan played the Shubert>

playi
ark,

Sunday

Ed
-

(18).
N. Y. Daily. News columnist also
plays a full week repeat at Lpew's
State on Broadway week of Oct. 30.

Bernie at State
Ben Bernie goes into Loew's
N. Y., week of Nov. 13.

State*

:•

Bernie

currently at the Arcadia^
Philadelphia.
is

V

VAUDE-NITE CLUBS

VARIETY

56

goes in for the customary swish and
show is rounded out by a production number
called 'Reminiscing
_With the Duke.'
It's a collection of Ellington melofavor dies strung together by a series of

Night Club Reviews
RAINBOW

reading whenever possible i.it
of the card stuiV, all at the table, although he probably has enoxigh for

GFtILL, N. Y.

Johnny Hamp's

orchestra holds
forth as the new bahct attraction at
the. Rainbow Grill, the informal
half-brother of Mr. Rockefeller's
swankier salooh, the Rainbow Room,
both atop the 65th floor of the RCA
bldg.
Hamp used tp call 'em the
Kentucky Serenaders, but that was in
the early post-Wh jteman era of suave
Today
arid siken symphbnapatibri.
it's swing, so the Ky. Serenaders is
the nomeclature-for the vocal choir,
combo
whereas the backbone .of this
is more heated and youthful. Jayne
Whitney, featured Vocaliste, likewise
is in the newer. 1936 idiom.
fiiamp has revamped his orchestra
considerably since last caught. New
kids, younger :Wood, and the new
scheme of things distinguish his organization, which is .otherwise quite
versatile in its fol-de-rol much more
so than the average bahd organization, even in, these days when every
orchestra .is more or less
.,traveling
of a mini atiu'e: roadshow. .They also
manifest, a swell sense of humor inr

-

floor show specially.
He'j; tops in
Four
mytisfyinpt.
xrader-your-nos
Deauville Boys—Clyde Waters... Kai
Hansen, George- Hunter and Lewis
Carroll—round but the show, specializing chiefly in... the' cocktail
lounges, of both mlericsi
Unlike the ftborii's $1.50 and $2.50
cpuvert, the Grill's fee after 10 p.m.
is 50c and $1:
Table d'hote dinner
at $2 is likewise a great buy and the
heavy trade reflects it. The Room
alsb does strong dinner 'trade, but the.
suppler biz in both, spots 'in somehow
not all it should be cohsideririg the
dignified environment,' the authentic
.
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.
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Harlem
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'
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oser

1st

.

who mastered

a
150

1

at

"

.

•

;
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River

street,

Bill

-

Harry

and

Mulligan

Liv-i

ingston (Capitpl theatre), were Camp
Intermission'ed by Mother Morris.
Harry Livingston does plenty for the
welfare of ali the showfolks up here.
/Hotel. Saranac, first 'band bookedfor zero months, is Bryce Layigne's,

Chance's, the only opposition spot,
has Eddie Toparr's band.
Bill Robertson, goes to N. Y. for
that third Stage of the, rib pp. He's
holding up oke.
Tommy Vicks arid Russ Kelly, two
downtpWn ozoriers ^who are doing
at any time. Acoustics are partic- extra well, matched for spelling bee,
ularly good for such a long room.
with Vicks, out-spelling Kelly five to

HOTEL NEW YORKER

.

(NEW 'TORR)
Good salesmanship and showman..

Bral,

ship on the part of the Hotel New
Yorker is putting over Will Osborne's, 'slide music' darisapation.
The slide part -deriyes from his sliphorn, the ex-crobner. arid challenger
Of Vallee as a pioneer megaphonewarbler having; thrown away the

one.

15 YEARS
(From VARnrrv ond

AGO
,

lipper)

Harry Lauder ppehed a tour

rah-rah prop and concentrated oh
his trombone. Surrounding the' Osborne dance- band is a -variety duiritet which impresses on quantity and
is not without quality;
It's, another step in the transmutation of small time vaudeville into
the hotel and cafe flborSi' wherein a
few good acts, plus a crack dance
band, are thrown in along with; the
.

Margaret

.

at the
included
Roxy's

'Mickey')/ Harry Mobrej paper tearer;
Clintons, acrobats; Cleo Gascoi

and Kharum,

,:

pianist.

Show

carried a drop showing Main
street in Saran§c Lake. Wm. Morris
belonged to Saranac Lake Rotary.

...

.

Company
McKee (later

Lexington, N. Y.

.

come-on $2 table

-

was Musso-

Kelly's first flop

lini.

.

d'hotes. ^ Actually,

management couldn't
ight acts made a three-houf-andget off the nut if the average, check a-half show at the Palace. Record
didn't reach $3 per person or more, holders were Eddie
Buzzell, 34 mihr
at least, and invariably it does with
utes; Irene Bordoni and Karyl Northe inevitable cocktail, the little
Paul Whitemah, 2«;
extras, etc.
And Ralph >Hitz* Na- man, 25
tional Hotels- Corp. knows its show- Bert Fitzgibbons, 23, and Bjjlly Glamanship in that respect. Which is sbh, 21.
one reason why the Hitz chain- has
been constantly expanding, taking
Joe Boganhy troupe oyer for a
on new links and resurrecting others hew tour with a bricklayer, act i put of 77b and other complications.
stead of the bakers. Team still curPresentation of the Four Gentle;
men of Rhythm is one manifesta- rent in England.
tion.
They're spotted, above the
ictor Moore and Emma Littlefleld
major- band; with a sliding panel
rostrum—very "Hollywood in its were at the Colonial, N. Y., with
decora-disclosing the quartet ..as it 'Change Your Act,' their old standby.
blends into the big. band. Eventually it serves as the relief string
Ernesti
Myers, at the Shubert
quartet while .the Osborneites take
Crescent;, rooklyn; made 'em gasp
a; siesta.
at: what. there was of her costumes,
.It used. to be Hawaiian or rhumba
quartets ior the relief, but. now the but hurley troupe now in stock there
string
threesomes
or foursomes would laugh, at her modesty.
serve the same purpose and in more
modern fashion. Bass fiddle, accorCharles King, was teamed with
dion, guitar and an- electrical steel
Lila Rhodes, in a skit at the Riverguitarist (doubling vibraphone) is a side. Got over well enough, but skit
N
good enough: combo for the
ihgo-

Dr. Albert CprrieUY NY A hiedicp,
winning over the patients by adding
bridge between 'cure' peribds;
Herman LaVine here for. monthly
t;
lookover.
Frank Currari. and .Frank Kaiser
leaving for Miami for .the freezing

months.

When

the

NVA

Sanatorium

named and dedicated

is reWill Rogers'

Meriiprlal Hospital in the near future, town will make it, a holiday.
Write to those that you know that
:,
are sick h| Saranac and
.

:

:

of course, the

Coronation Pknces

.

:

-

,

.

Renee and Tony De Marco, dancers
at the Plaza Hotel, N. Y., have received word that, an original. balU
room number, which they submitted
to the committee hert for- the Coronation ceremonies in London, has
The De Marcos*
been- accepted.
dance is to be performedi privately
before the big wigs as a social event*

Subsequently it will be shown i
newsreel shots during festivities ia
England.

.

•

double: cost of last season's .shows
ai\d looks it, with a higher standard all the way around. Mercur
,has as his producer Larry Steele,
who also doubles as m.c, and builds
new shows .-with .new headlihers
around permanent chorus of eight
every .two weeks. Line gals can all
do specialties and they're likewise pation.
worked into production. numbers,
Dick and Dorothy Rogers do the
,'
Casino.
puts on
three';'' shows vocals with, the band, Bill Steele
nightly, the last coming -around 3:30 dittoes as another mike singing spe
a.m. and presented with an eye to cialist who is. given to 'Night and
the late mob. Spot gets a lot of biz Day' and 'Boots and Saddles' type
after the 2 a.m. closings in the re- of barytoneing.
gular, downtown niteries' >and will
Manya and Drigo are a nice lookkeep banging away until daylight if ing terp team who do the conventhere's
anybody around.
Other tional waltz, tango and foxtrot se-.
revues are at 11:30 and 1:3C and each quences. Apropos of this combo, the
different.
more spots that open with floor diIt's Mefcur's idea, to keep the same vertissement, the faster, will became
billing, -'Harlem oh Parade', ali sea- familiar the
Orthodox: exhibition
son, off eiring a new edition every dancing.
The progressive acts
fortnight. Tirst^how caught tonight should give that a thought, and plan
lasted 45 minutes and, aside from a a bit ahead, in. order not to err on.
bit too much emphasis on the vocal the familiar si
end, shaped up as considerably betThree Randall
moire vocal-,
ter than average nitery stuff.
izing. into the mi
round out the'
Headliner is a bird who calls him- specialists.
self Lpn Cheney, a contortion hoofer
ick Rogers sets the band act's
who Works! first alone and then in motif
with a thematic. 'Listen tp the
front of the chorus with good reGlisten of the Slide Trombone/ same
sults both times. Wears a black suit
as featured by the Osborne act when
barely
White, neatly out.

Saranac Lake

(NEW YORK)

Hostelry in Grand Central area,
long synonymous with New York's
Elaine •Brick.riell,
red plush era at its palmiest, bows in
with informal entertainment in its seripus pp,

:

reasonable' tariffs."
Still,

HOTEL MURRAY HILL

Fountain room. Room itself reflects
a past era with dull red Walls, gold
columns, a trio of founts, lots of
fernery and plenty of oak panelling.
There's a dignity to the place and
the food is of the best.
Mishel Corner's 12-piece orchestra
presents popular fare for the most
without
conversation
be some table*
part.
Light opera numbers also fit
yelling.
in with the overhanging, aura. Pres•"Harlem Casino can accommodate ent policy of opening up the dining
around 350 comfortably, and around room is more, or less of an' experiment to see if customers will go for
Cohen.
50 more by. crowding..
the new note of gayety,
Rooim is open for luncheon also
with no cover or minimum in effept

goo4 food and -generally

vintages,"

both niteries are a perennial
thrill for the tourists from all oyer
the world. As the Italian auto racer
who won the Roosevelt Raceway
competition Columbus Day put it (he
Was present in the Room on this
night), the nearest thing to. dining
in a 65th story restaurant, would be
what th'oy do.
eating in a nite club atop one of the
Take-offs on contemporary bands Alps and looking down.
Abel.
are not without piquancy in some
spots, but in toto it's good humored,
although that tremolo tenor travesty
Casino
of Carmen Lombardo may not quite
(PITTSBURGH),
click With the vocalizing f rere of the
Lonibardos,
Pittsburgh; Oct. 16.
:Thc boys cut up with travesties^ |. Although; Pittsburgh's Hill district
Bowes;, hillbilly, singers and the like, is literally dotted with colored hot
and; generally -cut ah' interesting spots. Harlem Cajsino is the only
swath in dispensing their dansapa- one to get a nod from the smart
tion which has always had that eclat crowd. That's because the lid's off
for. the tcrpers. |famp is at the helm in all the others; Casino, however,
and likewise essays a vocal interlude goes in for legitimate nite club rewith and Without Miss. Whitney.
spectability and' -vetoes the cusr
Otherwise the Rainbow Grill borr tomary off-color stuff so common in
rows Evalyn fynet^' relief pianist, the other hangouts.
and Dr. Sydney Ross, amazing tableSite was remodeled from an old
worker with his card$ and sleigh t- theatre last year by Browar indie inoil-hand, iVbiri tthe snddtier Rainbow terests* but. this
.'season has for its
Room. Dr. Ross (that Ph.D;, Eng- active manager Lew Mercur, who
land, is .on the level) ducks the mitt- has been, connected
with multiple
nitery undertakings in tri-state area
for more than 10 years.. Mercur has
revived the cover charge, 50c week
nights and 75c on Saturdays, but is
putting it back in shows, convinced
that cafe patrons still prefer entertainment to atmosphere arid will.pay
well lwhen both happen to be present.
Talent at present is budgeted at
,

by both, principals and
chorus, with Steele, starting it off
singing 'Sophisticated Lady' to a gal.
spotlighted in corner of the room.
She's Helen Wiels, who sings and
also leads LeRoy Bradley's band.
Musical outfit has what it takes for
a spot of this sort if it would only
soft-pedal the brass so there could
specialties
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AFTER 26 WEEKS AT
RAINBOW ROOM

.

was

'

'•"

'

HOTEL LOMBAftDY,

N. Y.

i

37TH WEfeK

i

light.

EUROPEAN
TOUR

•:

:

-'

'

'.'

;

Drive on

'6

get

.

.

all theatres

using

Local, 306 projectionists to show a
to that effect. To offset the new

sigri

Lillian

Empire union.

•

'

-

and Marquette

JHeadllneid

at

CASINO DE PARIS, PARIS
.Exclusive

of.

America

.

IKDWINITEI.X

Thank* to ,1ACK HYT.TON
For -Solid Kooklnr In Knulaii
Till April. Itt37

Tough times had the Shuberts

;

I.

edged

in

ting"

do Wn on house

staffs

cut-

and juice

New York Rep.—I.KW WEISS

for the signs.

Harry Re ichenbach had a contract
night ago.
which gave him a percentage on all
twists..
over
$7,000 the show he was proCouvert
75c
and
$1.50
after
10.
'Others who stand but are >Sam
Theard, composer of Til Be Glad weekdays: and holidays respec. and mpting Look in.
effiWhen Yoli re Dead; You Rascal You.' Max. per usual.' is a suave and
Abel.
concentrating oh the comedy end: cient, maitre at- the portals.
Threat of a general railroad strike
Jean "Brady, a husky-voiced blueshad managers figuring on how tp get
shouter,
and Ozzie. Dial, swing
about by truck.
backbreaki

his

turns and

at the

Broadway Paramount

a fort-

Show I'«h>|»Ib All the World Over Wll?
Be I|it<>r«(<tr(l to- Know That
.

THEIR
TAILOR

•

J

....

:

JOHNNY

,

lining

.

Chicago

'

DOROTHEA
St.,

.

Now CLUB ALABAM,

Kansas City picture
men
had to obtain a special permit for
any interpolation, siriger; dancer, etc;.
Explained it was to control display
of vicious acts. But a headache.

.

Largft profits easily earned Belling
w 2JUi?qlder Assortment.' Sells on
•r.
sight, for
Write for particulars.

The Female Van arid Schenck
8th Conuecatlve J\Iontli In bn« Block

taneously' in most theatres.

;

CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS

226 Went 72nd

.

lin's new. 'Idle Class' failed to draw
because it was being shown simul-

.

.

Direction:

Music Corporation

theatre biz around N. Y. was
the worst in .five years. Even ChapFilnii

.

BERNARD

and Flo HENRIE

•

|ue

HARBISON.

Comedy

Sensation Thl» Yenr In
South America^ £09 Anfceles
Texria Centennial

HOTEL LINCOLN

.•

torche.r. -

A

trio .of

•

boys does the

(formerly nt S». Wardour Street
la" Now Located at More Comniortloue

:

-Prenilses at

75/77, Shaftesbury

."

tap

Avenue

riCCADifJ.Y. M)NI»ON. K.NO.

(NEW YORK)
challenge arid precision
.SellsrFJoto.-xircus—took^
-the
"Stuff; r ^fema^l'e^mpers6nator,--who ^ATrTiTfbTmal'":tliniri£
wild west show.
calls himself the 'colored Clara Bpw', Square sector,' with Dick Stabile's Buffalo Bill
orchestra the mai draWr. Stabile is
Musicians
Local
802
set
the
$52
as
hot new to- the "place, having opened
there last' ieasori. and going through pay for vaude orchs. Marked down
Usual

;

the

summer

'

stretch.

from

,

'

$56..

Orchestra- is' preseriting much the
as Used several weeks ago
:

NOW PRODUCING STAGE SHOWS
AT STATE LAKE THEATRE, CHICAGO
Few

of the

Shows ^Produced

'

Cl'HKATKKS)
'

—
—Hollywood, Cal.
Cal.
—XOKlOf JArAX mul

.

:rard also debiitS: at this

:

.<?,.

.

'

IN CAMIORSIA)
.

^iluvatlonul.

or HroN.

'

ANw

MluillO»

Acts).
Stabile

;

ow

.

is

out

to

batbri chores.

expand

He

FAVOKITK

time (New

.:

Otliers

Cjiih Crtntlnenlnl
'«el»aHtl«n'8 Totton
Clnfi''',€lul» Uullylio
LoHotieuio anil Geo.
Ikcu's Club

(STUDIOS*

CHICAGO

.

Holly\vo(»il,

—

Shuberfe regretti
ir, policy of
on its initial stage fling.. forming revues by injecting girl lines'
There's the mild swing, impromptu
into standard acts.
acts could
chanting and featured saxophone
sextet.
Last is the most popular be better by themselves.
item of the group, getti
most rec-r
ogrii lion from patronage.
Adele Gi?
at the State
•

'

.—-Vant ouver, -J|;
tKiiiIniih 'Clt.v

ROYAIJi FROLICS

same fare

pri

sings,

a,,

sta<;

AXI>

Ml

-

his
bit,

clowns arid even steps but into the
ringside, diners for the glad-hand
stuff.
He's progressed iri this line.
-

Most of the
a neat sax.

time,,

though, he plays
Bral.

Aiiierle

^martettt ReVtaurant anil' Supper CluU

CHIC

A

GO

Detiiwure

COOKIE BOWERS
THE STRAIGHT LACED CLOWN
SECOND WEEK (OCT. 16) ROXY, NEW YORK
DIRECTION.

Phil Offin,

Simon Agency

.

,

.

V

;

.
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Al Donahue Opening
Book's Second Room

By Joe

.

,

YET

IN PHItLY STRIFE

With Al Donahue's band, BpokCadillac. hotel opens its new nitery,
the Bopk Casino, Friday (23).

;

ON GERBER'S

Philadelphi

Musicians* Local 7,7 is meeting late
dat a fact?
formerly.; known as the
Spot,
Did you ever hear of Venetian Room, will give hotel two today (Tuesday) to decide whether,
'Music plays 'Nobody* as both enter;
ros.
roth'ers? I was. de head niteries^ the other being, the May- to. resume picketing of Warner
wearily. .one tall, lanky
igger' de Ringli
redubbed Esquire theatres si
ires today. If
type,- and, the other small, dumpy man of dat;
recently
fair,
CX* Sure enough?
'nigger' type.,, .who acts as comedian
.Room'.
icketing will be against
resumi
""
S: Yes,
Ever hear of Adam
straight man.
While other acts
Statler .hotel > uhde'rslood to be Warner nabe houses especially those
Straight man enters ahead of cbme- and Eve?
readying; new nitery on Washinglon near
.theatresC: Yeh, but you Weren't- HEAD
ian.
boulevard;
Musicians started picketing downOF DAT.
S: Come on, .Come on. .
town Warner; houses Thursday (15 v ,
S: Listen, Nigger; don't coniradidt
Hdw.much further we. got to me. When I
with particularly heavy forces outsay I'm' right; I'm right,
side the Earle and Fox, two houses
an' don't forget it.
which formerly had bands and stage
Sr Ten miles.
Cr AIL right, Black Cloud' but I
shows. Picketing Continued better
.C: Ten miles?
wants to tell ybu dis .if,ybu.\yas.as
part of the day, and then came Mayor
S: Man,
vhothin'.
only short as me' and I was as tall as you,
Wilson's; request to the. twb sides,
•you'd be wrong as hell.
five, miles apiece..
that they form a five-day truce
You know dat argument wit dat
S: Listen, baboon.
Don't
ify
during which further meetings and
wid me. 'Cause 1-2-3-4 I'll hop right
man tired me all put.
conferences should be held..
S:. You shouldn't have sed dat, No, on you.
Reports pf- settlement have been
C: Yeh?
Well,
...You'll
rife, but none of them proved bfr
hop Tight off
C: I didn't sed nothin?.

DOUBLE BLACKFACE ACT

57

TRUCE BUT NO DEAL

Detroit* Oct: 20.

Laurie,, Jr.

VARIETY

Is

:••

.

S:

Yes,.

'

.

;

"

:

.

.

.

.

>

.

.

.

Loss on

'

Troy, N. Y.,

-Police censorship was. clamped on
stage -production jn_ Trpy by Mayor
Atkinson, following" cbmplaints from
pupils of the Catholic Central High
School that .Alex Gerber's 'Centennial Revue,' .tab shpw at Proctor's,
was immoral. Mayor Atkinson ordered a representative' of the per
partment of Public Safety to be
present at all show bperilngs and if
there is a repetition of certain immoral acts, the license of the offending' theatre will be sumnvarily
revoked.
individually
ficial; ,with Musicians
itorial
started With
It
claiming the pickets will start again
blast: in the official newspaper of
as soon as truce period is oyer.
the Albany Catholic Dibcese,

MAN

..

•

-

;

,

S: Yes, you did.
When dat man "';$»,. Yeh? See dat .fist, Midnight?
asked you what your nationality was, When I hit the side of yo' face wid it
ypu'r.e going, to see down your back
what did you say?
widpUt turnin* yo* haid.
*C: What did I sed?
C: Is dat so? See dat foot? Once
5: You said you- were. Republican.
I kicks you "wid dat, every time you
C: Well, I
Republican.
S: I knows .dat, but he didn't want sit down you'll leave- a footprint.
S: Boy, if you; does dat I'll hit you
to know. ybur RELIGION;
''
so hard oh yo' haid I'll break, both
> T. didn't know
C:, Well, r felt
.

AM

It cbsi Harry Kaijnen, known on
Broadway', arid owner of a chain of

lowed by complaint to Mayor At-

.

'

gas

See Politico ^ngle in

over $100,000 to

filling stations,

Helen Morgan up in the luxurious
House of Morgan. Kannen (or as he
your ankles.
what he, was talkin' about
also
known, "Cannon ) testified beC: Last man' tried dat on me ran is
S: Sick from what?.
G: From eating top much water- so fast his. cbattails". were standin* fore Referee Oscar W. Ehrhorn in
straight, but and his vest pocket N. Y. supreme
Connection
melon.
5: Man, there ain't no sech thing as dipped 'sand.
ight club
with
TOO much' watermelon, .Nigger, S: Now, listen, boy; we shouldn't which
filed a baiRkruptcy petition in
argify
like dis.
mustn't forget
you ai
got enough stomach, dat's
than five
open
less
after
being
Match
••
we is old war buddies.
all.
'..'..
mbnthsl The voluntary petition
C: .You was"
but
I was
old
,
ith my gal.
tered by Hark, Inc., "under which
windjammer
in
yo'
outfit.
S: You mean. Sadie?
name, the club operated, listed its
S: Is dat so?
Say, Bi Mouth. I
C: Yeh^-Sadie.
liabilities at $79,485, 'and assets at
w.uz a better bugler, dan. you wuzl
S: That, black gal.
$12,000. Of the latter ampun^l,2p0
C:
How
do
you
make
dat
"out?
She is blabk, ain't she?
'tabs.*'
'Cause when I blew' RieVeilie the is due the cliib,
I'll say she's black,
by, when
Following the filing of the petition,
she stands beside you_,. ypu look like dead started puttin* oh their shoes.'
for reorganwas
made
C:
Boy,
application
dat's
Hothin'!
I
When
stuck
\
a bottle'bf .'milk.
(C: She's a swell gal
She calls me my horn: to my face and blowed ization under Section 77b pf the
SOIH?Y; de cooks had to cover de bankruptcy act, but when no plan
her chocalate,
strawberries to keep dem from was submitted, judge Alfred C. Coxe;
Say', if you're chocalatej
I
kicki ' de, whipped cream butta .de appointed David
Schwartz, 261
must be licorice.
dishes;,
Broadway, as trustee. The latter is
'C: She sent' me a. letter. .ne're it
set

Ud Bei^ On

.

;

The
and

..

over,

,'

':<

.

:

.

but letter and reads

What ybu
What

".

:

doi

to me.
C) Well, I -can't read
.
dat's
typewritten.'.
/
"
S:
iWhy, dat's '-.the easiest kind..
What kind ob writin' kin you read?
it

;

Man

now

playing

by.

Comic.)

C:

only read lead pencil
only went 'to lead pencil
'

.

.

v

..

.'

SHOW BIZ LEGION POST
STARTED IN CLEVELAND

S: 1*11 see if you ki
(Looks
at paper.) What letter is dat?
'C: Why, dat's a capital 7.

that's

an L.

.

.

You're hold-

upside down.
Is dat a fact?

it

,

'[

Who sez I kaih't spell?
I sez you. kain't spell;

primaries
dembcratic

no one knbws exactly

editorial'

'\iri';/' the''"'

Evangelist

GENE DENNIS, V'HERBERG

WED

SECRETLY

IN PARIS

^Lps Angeles, Oct.

..

.

Mother

Gene

;of

'

Petinis,

spell

i

.

WHO's

.

Earner

pes Mpinesy Oct. 20;
WHO, 'Barn Dance Frolic* goes on
the road Oct. 27 under management
of Emmett Lockard with Piiblix and
Opens at the
Tri-States theatres.
Roxy, Bethany, Mo., and has book'

'

Units' Click

,

ings;

Vaude

through December;

ringn

in

Unit policy

Burt's

Booking Job
icagp, Oct.

is

to

field,- .Mass.,

clicking, in Spring-an extent that
steady
institute'

such

Paramount .may

'

stage show policy in the town.
Next show booked for the town
Norman Carroll's 'Mardi Gras
is
vaude department.
Besides. Kannen ..sinking a"~pile in
Burt is setting up a general vaude Rev Ue/ week pf Oct, 22. It's a fullexchange here, and John Himmel- the venture, Mut'ray Geller, theat- booking office to service vaude. the- week stand. V.
Last season the house played stage
stein. its branch manager.
rical shoe dealer, also
for atres in the middle west.
shows five arid six weeks apart, with
Both are Variety Club members about $25,000.
double features at other times.
who; or} inated idea while hosting
Kannen testified that Lee Shubert,
former, .war buddies during recent: Joe Moss, and himself had formed a
Kramer, Jeannie Teani
American Legion: convention. Stage- corporation, Mpcan, Inc.,"
had
CABDINI IR BET.
hands' and musicians who served in leased the Winter' Garden, where
Dave. Kramer, partner of the late
Big Push also to be eligible.
ini ppetis at the Detroit' AthMiss Morgan, was to be installed, but Jack Boyle; has teamed up .with
With 25 charter members signed, later •Shubert reneged on. the. plan Jeannie in a new
.---^
letic Club, Detroit, Dec. 3, lopping;
Himmelstei
is
calling the post's to convert the Winter Garden into s
Jeanpie is a femine midget, also the floor show there.
initial, banquet-meeting on Oct 30 to cabaret-restaurant
William Morris office agented.
and bought put standard in vaude.
elect, officers;
Chances, are Col.- Moss and Cannon for $5,000, Calling
Harry Lprigj
vision manager of pit the deal.
Loew's locally, whb was
ith the
Samuel Newfleld. attorney for the
of the
32d Division over there,
ill
be trustee, expects /to have Miss Tucker
elected commander.
and others as witnesses when the
Only thing holding up the new the- hearing is resumed on
Oct. 30. The

Glenn Burt Joins the Sligh &
Tyrrell agency here as head, of the

-

tf

,

'

.

.

...

'

How/do

io?

C: Dat's easy.

.

•S: Well,- if it's so'

easy;

come on and

it.
;Spell Ohio.
C: Q-H^6--Ohio.

where you

Sa'y v

'S:

ing most

'

of ybur time?

'

C: Eh?
S:

ime?

Where you spend most of your
Where do you hang around?
mean where I'm gener-

C: Do you
ally at?
S: Yes.

The

C;,

;

•

spell

i

The

s

.

jail.

S: Ybu ought to be. i
,C:
come?
S: I saw ybu knock that

Club

atrical

How

;

man down;

_and_M»en Je-^as-down

ybu_.black•ened both his eyes; "The devil must
haye put dat in yo' head;
f
C: The devil migHthave put it in
my head to knock -him down,', but
dose black eyes were my own ideas..
You keep' dpi \. dat stuff and
:.S:
ypu'll end by being electrocutibned.
What'?: dat?
Don't ypu know what eleCtrocuion is?
'specs it's better dan
.

;

delay

in

getting attorney- also intends to reveal the
names of those who are claimed tp.
in debt to the club, via the tabs.
-to^twb Legion Pbsts^Hhe-same^timer J>e
Among the- ] atter-] ist" aTe-said'tbmembers
ill have to resign from
names of people prominent on
one to join the new brganizatibn.
Broadway and Park avenue. fMiss
Tucker is currently at the Grosvenor
House, London, and is booked there
until the first, of the year.]
Speciale Adding
charter;

Since

and

.

members'

transfers;

not permissible to belong

it's

^

.

..

•

Ads

ALL-VAUDE LAYOUT

•;

,

".eyeland, Oct.

,

.20.

anghV;
Mi
/Speciale's road unit.
his
S: .Yeh, dat's 'cause ybu isJgorant. 'Folies de Nuit' revue from the Gre it
When dey electrocution you, dey puts Lakes Expo had first try-out at Madiir of pants oh you,
a. bran' new
son in itfansfieldr O., but .is bolstden dey cuts a slit up one leg right ing the' cast for fbllbwi
vaude.
up to the knee; den dey sets you up dates.
a barber's chair and ties
wet
June Carr is, leplaciiiig dance te
sponge on yo' wrists. Deri dey puts of Efrnard Bros, and Duval Sisters,
a. crown oh your hai
den a fellow who were in brigirial show for throe
puts his hand on a button on the months. Andrine Bros.
added^
.

FOR CHICAGO NITERY

.

•

;

,

wall—and BLEWY.

Uhitv

C: What's daf button do?

DO? Why,

S:

C:

it jests

RUINS

Talkin' 'bbut dbi
*

now?
I'sfe

in

show

business.

now

consists

of

Tom

Flynn'.s

Paul Sy dell's dbg act, four
other acts and line of 20.
Aftjpr lumping to Portsmouth,
for three days. 'Folies': opens- torpor-:
row (22) at Fairbanks in Springfield, O., for a nother three days. New

'band,

you.

(what you

Royal
show, open i

new

floor

will be an allcomprising standard acts'
exclusively/ William; Morris office

vaudc
set

.

,

bill

it.

Acts will include Dolly Kaye. Sid
Toniac, Reese Bros. Woods and Bray

and Helen Shaw.

^

;

MIIXS'

TEXAS BRANCH

Irving Mill? opened a branch ofDallas this week. He stopped
'
off in Texas on
Way to HolJyfice in

What you do?
acts joi ing it at Fort Wayne, Ind;,
is the head man.
wbod.
on Nov. 1 for first' full week's in
The head man?,
Office being handled by C.
c
Sure. Did you ever hear, of Ihe Fci.Te Simon of New York ahd Kil
and Larry
ieJd's Minstrels?
trip to Ports- Biickner, J. M.
I was the head Morse pf Chicago to
Azarki/
mouth Ip give it 2 once-over,
noan of dat.
Is dat a fact?

I

.

:

20.

stage,

psych
for past 13 years, gave out
statement "that her daughter was
married in Paris more than a year
agp to; Johh ypn :Herberg, Seattle
theatre "operator: She explained that
^rriage was kept secret because of
her daughter's professional, career.
Civil ceremony; was: ..later per*
formed in Portland. Miss Dennis,
will retire f rom stage and make her
home' i Seattle.

.

you

,

election

and

An

Started the. crusadp that closed buryear ago. Polesque in Albany
lice raided the Capitol, managed by
William Rowland;: and herded, the
girls: to' the pplice statipn/

.

Cleveland,
Variety Post
the American
.
Legi
the. first club of its kind organized exclusively for show people,
Well, all I kin
gets under way next month; Prinis numbers on dice.
forces behind the project are
You is jes plai
You cipal
Howard Rpth, booker of Paramount
cain't spell or nbthi V

Why,

S:

.the

.

the
No schedule
it is alleged,
of those
owe. the night club, money has as yet
Sophie Tucker was
been filed.
brought into, the hearing as .having
run up a. food", bill of $72 during: the
brief time, she was entertai ing at
the place at $2,500 a week.
Soph
had followed Miss Morgan as entertainer after the latter had left to
do a
icture in Holly wood;
Miss
Morgan's weekly stipend was $1,500
in the place named for- her.
Miss
Tucker was followed by Lillian Roth,
at $1,000 a week, and the latter in
turn was replaced by June Knight,
at the same salary.:

.

kin.

I

school,

untangle

to

-

names

.

'writin';... jl

^endeavoring

finances^ot^tlie night club and to
liquidate what assets remain.

can't.

ybu' talkin'

sure I can read.
S: Then read

(.Finish ibith Straight

it).

harmonica arid Comic, dancing, in
which Straight Man joins in last
(NOTE: A 'single
man; eighf bars.)
number* of Bert Williams': POKER
GAME can be used in middle of act

You

'?

with

first

,

.'(Takes

Galyestpni Oct:
U). be on in Texas,

seems

At any rate, Galveston, for the
time in years and without any
spectacular raids or actionals tight
Slot and marble maas a drum.
operating un:
chines, however,
molested;

:

.

•tis.

*

•thumbs .down.'

.

.;

:

'

why, Ohe thepry is that quite a bit
of gainnbling house mpney was used
against the incumbent state administration in the primairyy arid that no.
quarter will' be' given, br taken from
The state public safety
now
which the .iambus
commissioh,
Texas Rangers are now a "part, it is
generally understood, has ordered

..

.

'

ticket assured,

;

*

Texas

•

.

,

in

kinson. 'Centennial Revue' advertised
"dancers direct from the
dari
Texas Centennial;' Complaints Were
and
the: nudies- were too' much'.
that certain lines were dirty;
.

'

:'

;

.

,

THEATRE

STARS

,

:

:

VABIE IV HOUSE REVIEWS

VARIETY

50

STATE;

.'

Wednesday, October 2fc 1936'

most applause of the
first for some. rhy»um
with Al d'einQnstrating
good Bill Robinson stuff oh a midget
stairs. Pair then go into some hoke
adagio prancing, and top off with
a cleVer Apache dance, with each
dishing Out the rough and ready
and
brand of hair pulling, choki
general mayhemistic behavior.
Closer brings oh Hong .Kong boys,
who
come
Ilomay
Bailey,,
and
and three Chinese Who play guitar,
through with their standard piano the same expo's, wild west show
and bull fiddle. The boys
Good chough. the annual turkey clip, pretty much banjo,
and vocal turn.
turn out some fast rhythm tunes,
Punchy and full of genuine variety the same, as last year, Landon Is while one lad essays a song in Chientertainment is Ross Wysse, Jr., shown at Detroit by Pathe
two nese. Later one of the boys gives
and his femme partner. After, years clips arid
ives a Bing Crosby imitation in pidgin
the same company
in vaude, Wysse has the feel of
English. Fair/
variety's needs and gives -the -cus- oiie shot at Roosevelt in. Denver. At ~ Policy - is rfour -shows daily, first
tomers his. best. His knockabout is show caught only tWo Landon. sup- going oh at 1:30, Show runs full
paced in great tempo, plus some dia- porters liiade themselves. heard, .and hour, with no pictures. Problematical
log comedy that has more than its the F.D.R. contingent wasn't hot just how this, policy will work out,
tube and

N; Y.

finally'

the theremin.

Out

bill.

.

a

.

,

'

than four .acts would look
skimpy."
V Uhit is- the all-colored Lucky MilHnder Blue Rhythm band show, and
it's doubtful that the booking office
could- have made -a- better -selection.
It's 25 minutes of zip.
To keep within the running time:
Friday, there were no encores or
bows, and with so many clicks on the quota of laUghS.
either,'
w
Dorothy Hild ballet contributes
bill,
practically' every number
More shots of the Aihambra .from
stepped into applause sti 11 ringing for three routines, of which one' was an Fox, and Paramount shows a demonthe preceding one.: Millinder unit eye-filler. ""
,
stration for Spain in Moscow, Fascishas played around long enough to
Picture is 'Hollywood BoulevardV tist riot in London (Par ), turning oh
v
Gold.
know its stuff, particularly its best (Par).
the power from Boulder Dam in Los
items, which were "about the Only:
Angeles (Par ), some distant, but inthings left in on this date.
teresting, views of the. Roosevelt
Millinder's 15 musicians are a fast
Auto
race.. (Par), the tossing overWintergarten, Berlin
and furious, swing crew, with the'
board of a' lot of slot, machines conv
leader a pleasant, clean-cut and
demned by N. Y; City and the arBerlin,; del; 9.
showman-like fellow; The' specialFlying trapeze acts are always a. rival' of Cardinal Pacelli and the
ties are by Dick Richards, bariAmgarteri; espe- new Ambassador from Italy.
tone, with a .splendid voice; Edith sensation at the Winter
there is no more per- bassador mikes a few words,, but the.
Wilson, who sings 'em hot, and Pops cially now that
manent circus :ih Berlin, Curious Cardinal shuns the ribbon.:
and Loui
blessing
the
crowd
is
shown
Pope
Wintergarten makes it
.Latter are growing tip and losing shape of the
the rigging along- on his return to the Vatican and the
their cuteness, but their hoofing possible to put up
right over new U. S. Ambassador to France,
should carry them from this, point side of the audience,
Scala, Which Bullitt^ speaks with brevity and
the
while
heads,
their
on.
However, their staging isn't
suit with a reported without benefit of backgrounding.
what it used to. be, due to lack of is following The
Flying Concellos, Universal .puts John D., Rockefeller
booking of
the age element, as
less

.,

:

.

:

'

;

:

.

.

';..,'.

..

;

.'•

:•'.'

.

.

'

,

•:'

:,

quality and
illusthe orchestra
trated by the fact that they no longer' must fix the act
get the old quota of laughs with; it, pit. -V:
Codonas here, in big type, are one
The two successive songs at the
of the type
acts
popular
most
Of
the
-.opening -'are. therefore unnecessary,
and one would be enough now, 'with in shOw biz. It's a: pleasure to hear
and
the dancing, the dependable clincher. the yokels taking, a live interest
discuss triples, two-and-a-halfs and
Bige.
twists. With Alfredo no longer in the
•

'

;

'

'

thesis hardly a Wintergarten
customer: who is hot familiar with
the name of his -successor, Clayton
Beehee. Boy makes a fine appear-

act,

ALHAMBRA, PARIS

ance and does the; triple in excellent
shape, never missing to return to his
trap with a twist.' Girl in place Of
Vera is 'blonde Rose Sullivan, arid
she is likewise a brilliant performer;
Lalb remains a '.splendid catcher.
There, are 10 other acts oh the bill,
at least half o&'em small time.
"
best hand.
Smoll and Coney open, 'boy and
Aihambra Beauties Open, to give girl,
With the boy a good contortionway .to Iris Silburn, blqnde and sup- ist :who
should develop the comedy,
Ele contortionist, who collects the angle.; ^
^
est of mednini returns from an exFiers plays three .different-sized
ercise done" witiVa ring. Most of her,
accordeons, first being so large that
difficult? routine is done. On a small
he hides completely '.behind- it,.' A
table* - SealUel, a card^lming pick^
nice musical act, though a bit boring
pocket, who follows; calls oh memby too" much playing of straight
bers of the audience to help him;
tunes.
Spectators warmed a little to the
Tat and Lex, acrobatic tap dancers,
Four Artons, English three-man, boy
and- girl, just fair, poor comedy
one- woman wire- walking comedy
attempts of the man not helping any;
act. Fun is furnished by one-member
Deluca .Sisters,! two blondes, offer
with a trained .duck and pig, white juggling,
and- heavy weight stuff of
the. other three catch fair forT a routhe style of the late. Paul Conchas.
tine that includes one member jumpGirls
are
shapely and
smartly
ing through a, paper-covered ring dressed; their' stage: props looking
and remaining Oh the Wire after the well. Catching of large, iron balls arid
..jump:-.
a huge torpedo by the femmes is
Gipsy "Nina follows. Her accor- unusual -and results in a great hand.
iOn playing caught well-on the show
Marita Gruciidgens, known; from
reviewed, her singing better and; she radio, is a revelation in impersbriar
was liked; the more because she sang •tions. Girl is a rare artiste and one
,in clearly, understandable French. Of the few' soubrettes who can hold
With her repertoire she: should go ah audience here.
well most: anywhere in Europe..
Maysy and Brach, boy and girl; do
That the French don't take to tan clevejr .stunts on. high wheels; girl is
dancing is Tproveh again ' by Cook tops' in personality and punch.
and Brown, Though badly matched,
Joan and Steve, man and Woman,
these Negroes present a well-ex- adagio and control dancers in glit^.
ecuted routine; but glean only fair tering silver costumes that 'Spell re''
returns;'
vue; experience, Pretty .enough act to
Short as it vls; Billy Branch and. satisfy for an. earlier spot.
..'-,.
...
Co.'
Apache tumbling and .knifeFour Palms, perch, 3 boys,' 1 girl,
throwing act -does well to close the' yery good performers and over big.
.'-'•'
first half.
Carl Bernhardt, old-time.., comic,
Three Biltmorette.* are slow, with seems to please the crowd iuvmenser
their opening." soft shoe, number, but ly, though a bit too. blue.
finish well with a routine they do
Pepino closes with his animals
With a 'jumping rope.
(pony,, dogs and a monkey), a good
Bordas. a French .femme singer act but hardly strong enough for- a
••-

:

\'.

:"••'.'

.

.

-"-!Patls, .Oct.,

.

(

Albambra's Offering this trip is the
weakest yet seen this season;, despite
some excellent acts topped by Ray
Ventura and his pop French orchestra. Americans are as prominent as
ever, 'with., Gipsy Nina catching the
*

'

,

. :

,

*-.'.

v.

...

-

.

.

•

...

.

!

.

-

.

'

'

•

:

-

'

.'

1

on the train, at Lakewood and Pathe
as greeter. in Florida, The
Hearst' reel plays tip its girl reporter
on her globe circling jaunt but
ignores the others. It also shows the.
departure of the Hindenberg for its
last trip of the season,.
Old time picture stars face the
camera again, this time in. a wellstaged "bit by Universal showing
them peeping Into the Mutoscbpe.
Mrs. RObsevelt visits a kid art exhibit and one of the kid exhibitors
has Lew Lehr licked to a frazzle for
comedy. Pathe has the usual Navy
acts,

.-,

Day digrup from the files and there
are shots -of Colorado, cattle being
rhoved to" new pastures, a German
tandem bike with the seats side by
each, the 200th anniversary of the
Philadelphia fife, department, an
aviator -before and after making an
altitude record, motor bike enthusiasts indulge in a 50-mile obstacle race, a baby—gorilla, fur
fashions* Chinese, aviation students;
Italian naval cadets swarming up the
rigging of a square rigged ship, German babies, Bavarian quads, Holland
youngsters and .in sports one tennis,
match and. three football sessions.
Lew Lehr enters a walking match,
but forgets to make the proper turning.
For fillers there are 'Going
Places,' a Lowell ThOmas travelogue
on Los Angeles and Canyon Lake, a
Warner, travelogue Oh Hawaii in
color and a photographic essay on
'

'

;

how

-

March

Louisville,

Vaudeville makes

it's advent into
burg again, this time at the
Drury Lane (formerly Walnut theHouse seats 1,050 and has
atre);
been the. scene of a Saturday "night
broadcast for a local brewery during
the past summer.
Backing the Venture is Fred Hurley, who purveyed stock burley at
the Gayety until that house- burned

this

.'

;

;

.

'

,

.

,

HIPP,

.

is

next

st.

.

*
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Serge Glykson.

new

placing Fred Mele.

even, rapid readers..

pit leader, re-

Hugo.

ORIENTAL, CHI
icago, Oct.

.

..received.

that click.

17..

Sock of the:: show is Frankie
-Rather weak vaude line-up here
currently, adding up to .nothing in Brown, a 5-year-old boy who is due
roadparticular, /It's old-fashioned, and to jOin 'Babes in Arms' on;
way Sunday (25 ). Tot, toting., a
thief empty pews during the last show
Friday- indicated; that the public was trumpet half as big as himself, wows
hep to the pitchin' and decided to customers with bugle calls, rendition
wait until some real entertainment of 'Hinkey Dinkey Parley Vous' and
a couple of pops. His handling of
rolls 'into the house.
Perry Twins got the show started the cornet is remarkable,
ing his age!
off On the right foot with an excelRoxyettes come on for a precision
lent dancing: and tumbling turn,
routine in tails and silk hats and
mixed " .with' some? knockabout score..
They retire for the Randalls,
hoOfiilfg
Boys make a ballroom dancers, who also return
comedy.
bang-up appearance and. then pro- later for a fast<-stepping rhumba.
ceed to" come through with, some
Slim Timblin, here for one Week
genuine precision work on their tap- on way to Coast, follows the compers, winding up with a comedy munity sing.
Does swell blackface
boxing 'and hoofing sequence that is pulpit spouting job.
Roxyettes.
a great blow-off, Gregory and Ray- working, nicely with. Randalls in
mond, dancers, are standard but ho rhumba routine,; bri
show to satsock with their novelty musical isfactory close.
tricks of ..getting: melodies out Of
Screen offers 'Ramona* (20th-Fox)
-

:

cleaners,

balloons,

inner

I

(2d run).

Sohit.

line then,
'

the mothballs 'Waif for the Lights to
Outi' announced as a favorite of
show days. Burns got

Go

'

k

.

oh for some taps,
many of the faces familiar from the
former burley ensemble. Gals are
decorous in their manner, and not a
bump or grind was noticed while
they were oh. Line is followed by
m.c, Gurljr Burns,- who digs but from

House
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"

vacuum

;

;

.

.

;

;.
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.
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'
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lampoon on radi

arid

his minstrel

over

.

but seemed to*
which cramped his
Lad has an inand fairly strong

satisfactorily,,

feel a repression

former burley

style.

fectious smile,
pipes.- Can also hoof when called
upon..
Al Pitts then out for his contortionists Work; and first on the bill
to register.- Ties himself in knots,
and winds up with his hands, in reverse prayer- position, a stunt which
he said had, merited notice in Robert
Ripley's cartoons.
Al and Margie Calvin, hoofers, regf
.

.

corrimercial

a.

.

riot .of

i"blicking

action

.

.

which

Then Bestor gets in his inning catches well. Yvonne's artistry and
with his vibraharp. Lighting; is no showmanship help 'to overshadow
what the two husk'ns with her lack
help during latter bit.
On screen, 'Big Game' (RKO ), also in dancing grace. She is a bit heavy
scenic short and Pathe. clips. About for this type of dancing but,
three-quarters of lbwr~ level first whole, 'the act is liked.
Seven Pustzas. two men,' five girl
performance.
Bert.
Polish dancers/ ip. cartwheel, pyramid, do head somersaults and' baGk

plugs.

.

1

:

;

to close.
Lasalle, Miss

flips,

K. C.

Lyne

announces the

City,

the

troud Twins, male; are headlining
week's bill and fall somewhat

acts.

it.

':'

France of 1936,
Fred Mele i
Hugo.

.

is

..

"

.

.

"

.

this
acts,

Band

Show opens with Roxyettes in a
smart .and colorful Dutch routine
that gets some applause and 'then
some of the line help bring on ac- color, gags, and femme, in contrast,
coutrement*;; for Wolford's pets., a .wholesome in appearance and clever
collection of performing dachshunds in a tap routine. They Were mildly

.

-

assistant.
Monkeys
ride -bicycles, catch a ball and dance
in routihe, but catch best laughs

an. short of the
honor by failing to put
local out with the verve this
act used to
spotted upstage, pack. But then it is only natural
to
five

10,-girl line.N

1

Plenty of variety and ho dull spots

— the. part, of different

action';

Gaudsmith Brothers with

and

:

in current stage show here.
Community sing,^ engineered by Freddy
Mack; mvc/, could "be impro ved; ho w^
two ever, as lyrics thrown against Venedogs close; Billed in a tcueh spot tian blind which covers back
Of stage
after the band;..they are welMiked. are 'pretty hard. Mack sets
pretty
Undoubtedly' helped: by' the marked fast pace for his community song
contrast they present to the. .orchesfest and it's pretty tough going for
tra:

edy

^Members.-,:-^

falling

-

redecorating;

seven-piece combo,
arid opens the shoW with an overture
batoned by Curly Burns, former
featured comic in the burley company. Burns introes Zeller and -Wilburn, male and femme. who: juggle
and -toss-hats. --Pair-evidenced- a-lack
of smoothness^ missing several of
.their' attempts to manipulate the; sky
pieces. Male gets some laughs: with
the' help of patrons in the front rows*
as he invites them to toss the lids
up to the stage./ Weak opener..
Next Lydell arid Gallagher, male
doing an elderly hick with exaggerated make-up, and, several off-

'

.garnered."

.

.

.

ST. LOUIS, ST. L.

'

some

tease headquarters.
Present bill boasts
m.c..

Brass' is exceptionally. good,.l and, is .helped, by .a
gbod: singer, and: some enjoyable comit

by

.

Kansas

..

;

hand

act

<

TOWER,

closer.

of

songs.

"

Ends

feet.

When they try to climb the drop cur*
Baltimore, Oct 16.
Suth total impression of this week's '.tains.
Three separate acts are worked
stage show at conclusion of its 50: into' the South. American Sketch then
mi
last Friday afternoon wasn't, offered.
SpanishNatl
Morales.
precisely devastating. .Layout is dancer, and her two guitar players
does
very poor; routining is rough and glean the best of this.- Morales
two Spanish numbers for good ..rethe bad features, retard, if not defeat, turns but the guitarists get a cold
response
when
they
offer
a
number
the good ones.;
Don Bestor's band (122^ was set alone. Could be eliminated without,
harming the bill. Le Trio Britev
sometime
also a dance team, male singer, and two. women; dancMauri
ahd Nprva. Then Sarah ers, take the stage with the HerLatter
Churchill: and Vib Oliver were spot- manos Williams; two men^
play gUitars while the man sings,'
ted. Thought was! that this act would
followed by a rhumba- number by.,
rocket biz at the theatre. Reverse the femmes.
Joe* Jackson still gets tangled in.
seemed true Oh opening day, how'"
the curtains to enter 'and. just as well
ever.'
liked as ever.
His is the kind bf
makes for rather lopsided comedy that is Understood and .liked
show, and. another, act could have in all languages. His bicycle antics
been used. Bestor band starts /off are. the same as ever, but. they Still, "
':..•"
working before best set Hipp has go well.
French sketch, a farcical court comshown in some tiih'e. Orchestra, With edy, with Duvalles, Armand "Durits stylized sweet music, has always ville, Pauline Carton and Patau and
been liked here. Gets sturdy sup- Ebstein, opens the second bracket'/
port from baritone Neil Buckley; Simple plot .revolves around Dti>
novelty warbler Ducky Yontz and valles getting into the wrong courtguitarist Russell: Moss, who wallop room as a witness and ending ^up by
their specialty bits.
being sentenced himself.- LigntTeasyOn twice, for hoofing routines of to-tiake entertainment;
the ballroom sort
Lucile .Page' follows with a fu?
the' team of
Maurihe and Norva; man isn't very: turistic blues number to execute the'
graceful;
and routines certainly first of her two dances for the: best
returns of the day.. She has lost,
aren't pristine.
" When Vic
Oliver's" .whirl comes' nothing of her suppleness, grace and"
.
slightly: after first half of show has precision.-.
Andre Burdion, tenbr. of the Opera
been spun off, curtains shut but the
band and comic works solo for good Comique, appears to please with two
effect, though still doing more or less selections While Dave Seed, Jack
same old act. About two-thirds Janis and Lillian White complete the
though he introes as hi 'guest artist' two offerings between Miss Page's
Miss Churchill. Curtains whip back, numbers. Latter of the two grabs
revealing band again, and lass glides fair: results with a slick; typical
on with dancing: pard* James Struth- American comedy, some of which is
ers, It's a fundamental routine out of, missed by the French audience bea primer on ballrobmatics, having cause it. is. too American and some of
to do wit"-> +')e cigarette and the blase which is furnished because their
manrierV Pretty feeble, even in com- French carries such a heavy Engparison to the n.s.g. work of Ma urine lish accent.
Classical acrobatic dance executed
and Norva.
After Miss, Churchill bows off, 011- by Neumann, Wheeler arid Yvonne
yer winds up with his hbke fiddling follows Miss Pace's second number,

staffed

;

.offering.,

hands and

and a woman,

BALTIMORE

House has underand is

last spring.

gone

.

..

Alto and Partner, a balancing act,
opens. Alto; a man, works with
chairs, a small ladder and a stool at
the top of a platform some 12. feet
in the air, balancing himself on his

.

with practically the same
personnel that served at. the strip

down

'

Montana voice,

side of the diversity.
Offering is
made up of 14 acts furnishing a sufficiency of variety to please most.

,

Dniry Lane^ Lbuisyille

•

Gives way., to: Ray Ventura.
Customers kept recalling this jazz
orchestra, which, deserved Jhe good

,

;

,

:a .slow:

Chic.

the hour.

.;:

and \ well-liked^. tor- her

make golf balls. Not to mena lengthy trailer t>lug. for The
of Time. Program just makes

to

tion

,;

With

.

,

caliber and audience interest, this
opening bill of the Mogador as a
music hall under the direction Of
Teddy Ehrerithal is one of the best
seen in Paris this season. And to
the Americans goes the credit for
furnishing a good amount of this,
with Lucile. Page billed as top-liner
and Joe Jackson furnishing the other

,

'

.-'

From

as patrons in this town are accus- backwards while sitting in a chair
tomed to pictures along with their balanced on its. hind legs and somervaude fare,, and rather like the idea saults, to drop on his feet. Weir reof dropping in at any time, and leay-. ceived.
Henrjr Bry, French singer^ doles
ing the same way. Bills change Friday afternoon and Will run for full out imitations of Portuguese and.
week.
Acts booked through Gus Italians singing in French.
Le Club des Chiriipanzes 1936,
Sun's Detroit office. Scale is 25-40c.
Biz fair at first show Friday. Hold. three monkeys and- one dogr put
through some paces by Charles Judge

.

.

Paris,- 0ct.
the angles of diversity, high-

stepping,

;

act vaudeyille' bill, a four or fiveact bill couldn't cut far enough, and

MOGADOR, PARIS

istered for the

EMBASSY

What

they have is okay, but lacks that
(NEWSBEEtS)
Ziegfeld' (Metro) here necessary wallop,
iqr its second pop price Broadway
Stevens .Brosv with their trained
Paramount leads with 11 clips this
daite, and running just five minutes bear, are small-timey in every reshort, of three hours, the problem spect. Their's is a sloppy act that is week, Universal pushing Over 10,
was to hold the stage show down to okay for kids out in the nabes, or Fox 9, Pathe'< 7 and Hearst 5. Three
one. verse and two .nip-ups,
The for one-ring circuses, but not down* of the Hearst contributions are toxiproblem was solved by booking in town.'
cals; a champ cow at the Dallas
and shaving down a band unit, for
Heading the show are Lee ims livestock, show, a rodeo parade of
the time couldn't hold four or five-

With 'Great

Downtown, Detroit

suppose that even the performers
Oct,
themselves 'get tired of the, same
Ostensibly. bidding..for the. farriily
r
material
.in
arid
year but trade, this former RKO showcase
There is
ipk about their style reopened': Friday
after
five
( 16 )
being: the same, it's go od stuff Lads months' d arkness on a dual pixare"billed~CrarerilceTStroud ana"Co~ vaude policy,- something .new here
gag being to bring on second brother and one that should prove an interfrom audience after announcing a esting experiment. Spot got off to
visiting celebrity.
The two look- rather
lean -start; but not :much
alikes then go into their familiar under expectations of backers, who
routine.
hope to build by wbrd-of -mouth and
.'
Clarence Stroud handles the m.c; education..
assignment.
He takes time out to
With' nothing but indie pix availintro the line (10) individually to able. house faces a. tough nut to
ther—during this., interlude—hand- crack and Will have to sell natives
setters.
There is the usual gally- on the flesh, at the 25-40c. scale,,
wbg about telephone numbers.
which is 25. pennies under the top'
Clyde* Hager has a genuinely at town's two other vaudfilmers. the
funny turn and. .scores well with his: Fox and Michigan; With the budpitchman patter. Another, exarriple get also pretty low for five acts of
of. dog-eared material,', but he does vaude, there can't be any marquee'
it with plenty of steam.
names, so it's going to demand a lot.
A soprano, of all things in is of plugging all the way around.
house; rated the top applause at
is Town, usually goes for some; sort of
viewing. Gal is Muriel Parker arid a revue, arid this! may be the last
she .high pipes soma light opera dit- hope if straight acts fail. Bona fide
ties in French, Russian and Italian.
units obviously will be too expensive
Liazeed Arabs, six men: and three for. this spot, but present, flesh could
girls, are acrobats with soihe stand- be dubbed anything and probably
ard stuff.
Standard' evert to the snag the customers.
point where one of the:? members has
Far more of an obstable is the apa yen to be a. comedian/ Smooth and parent jinx which has plagued house
heavy on the acceleration.
for many years.
Although situated
only
The amateurs; a male trio of ina few feet off the loop's flicker,
strumentalists, stay on too long. One hub, spot is just far.: enough off. the.
of the boys, a thrifty soul,
idn't beaten: path to miss the transient
park his chewing, gum before going trade. Even with RKO films and
a crop of. stage attractions, house
on.
The chorus makes three appear- couldn't beat, the rap last season-, so
ances, but girls don't distinguish outlook's not rqsy for Receiver Joe
Cavanaugh, whu brought in Clem
themselves.
Pic is. 'Girl on Front Paj»*»' <U). Pope, former manager here- for RKO,
(Continued on page 70)
Biz okay.
HoyU
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Bills

3

Fred Burdonl
Angela-. Gornadl
2 'Xamnays
Mms Piuapsyche
Theo Kiehle

Marl f ah
Morland

(OCT. 23)

WEEK

(OCT. 16)

ILFORD

•

.

-

Rogges

'

Leposas
Red Mephlslo
.

Vine. Moore

Pavilion
Troise Mand oilers

.

N

Fetch

&

Lime

H

CLEVELAND

Deauvllle

,

.-(23)

•'•

MINNEAPOLIS

.

Pnppy Zed.'E

CHICAGO
(23)
Fotle Parlsterinp'
-7
(16)

Keith's

NEW

(22-24)

Major Bowes Bd

:

•

Keith's

•

Ann Sothern
Johnny, Perkins
Puppets

Heyde

Arl Va.tor

Gillette

ft

Je\yell''.&: W'arrlss
El-nest Shannon.:

;

K.R

KASSEL

i

State (23)

Allen

& Kent

-

Lee Wiley

Nlion-Grand

.

.4

Bed Donohue

Bd

Tommy/ Dorsey Oirc
Capitol (23)
'Grand (23-26).
Eilda Ballet
Palermo's Co
La'Mar

Catr Bros,

AKHON

Elm

Loulsfi

B"

ft

Du-Roy

Sis

Mona

-

PR. JULIAN SIEGEL
[DENTIST

.

Paramount

Bide;.. IffOl

293:

iiltef

Capitol

.

•

CASTLEFORD

Kaye

.

.&'

Lyntdn

Capitol

Sdn'Ja

2

Dwyer
-

Spade

.

ivadex 4
-

*

2NKW YPRK CITY Hudson Wonders
Paramount

-

(£1 )

I*ew'e.'(23)'
.Fats Waller Ore

D

3:

Biirnham. Harris

Speeds

Washington

Al.

CHICAGO

Chicago (23)
Dave ApoJIon' Co

.DALLAS

ft

DKTROIT

Michigan

Spade :& Diamond
Royal

(24)

Bd

Rut H

Babes
Holmes ft- Edwards.

•Bea'nis

'

Vfctor

O'Connor

ft

GLASGOW

Suss n

:

Paramount
'Radio Revelations'

;

'3

.

Ames & Arno
Ben Tost

Karle

Norman .Evans
Stanleys

•

(23)

Oo

'J'n

:

2.

Month

;

of October

BERLIN

Wllhelinsliallciri

.

Halnz Esser
Rita Schoeh
Max Moll

CHICAGO

INDIANAPOLIS

Sis

.

Cry?reTHaRer
T
Calla & Ranells

Lyric. (S3) 'Shooting High*
*
Slate Bros

„

Ruth Pryor

DETROIT

FM

.

Angus &

.

Searle

John Broa

.

&

J-.

—

T«w*r

.

Marga

MO

(23)

Voe.lkef

Joan

.

Hroadway Jones

Giosstelll ft Ptnr
Annabel! ft; Ja;ok -.-

^Marlla. (rr.ijendg'enf".

.Bahama Dancers
Arthur Davy Ore

1

,

:

:

:

'

ft Mathles
Femlna.
Jack -ft Jill
Fortuna Dsllct
"Missi- d'Elwo

Mueller

Peplno
Tat.

Oftp Stengel

C.H Ewers

pcifina Vera-

ltltzA.lirchs- Sis'

Sloria.- Alftrilest

MR ESI

Piihii'e

Cantelll ft
'

ft

:

CLVI'TON

Dorothy

.

"Rink

Andy Apdrewu

"

Mn^.

Ksine

:

.

.rfiriTujon' Olark,.
S)pr«>rtn &, June

EDMONTON

Empire
'Easie'rn Brow
Fred I'hyllls ">
..

.

BHIXTON
Antorla
Mrs. J llyllon

CHADWETX

janet

Joyft

.

HAMMERSMITH

rt

H'TIl

TrolsV>

Mandollrre

HOLIX)W A Y

Falare
irgiijianf<
ft Yuri

tmu

.

-

Si

".

Itulands.

L

-

ft:

..

School*
'

Walter W) rig Ore
KMquire Club-

Ozzle
Shirley

G

;'

J'upton
Rerinle ft P Rlat

DebUl.anteK pre
miia ,l^»nr
SylvAatyr Scott
l'"ra nce.s. -Fa v V"
''

uick

Stiitil'l

.

He ve i'iy
Warner

<'iV'nd'y

;

ft

.

<;oc'o

K.ec he

•

Murlhoroukli
Ing Scholai

ft

Sch'wa'iw-

Hn'llet Riuisp;
.2d half (IC-sn)

EreiH'li

*'<>

t

f

TTngri <t

S vc n hi

Safann

:.j'!)jil»'t'

t

il

Agnes

..

!:

Edition

.

'

Haiwal

.

Triudf IleJ'lprlifr

Vuterlaml

-

I

Tfecailerri'

Si.olt ft

Navy

Bnrhe'f ria" H;i
Alary ft Will.
' Allisoh Sis
l

;

Aohillts
I!

I

l.'ntv.t

*"*•'

ft Nt'i'in

Vji

"•

COTTIII S
.

'iiiniilerl^rill

.1 11

.

%
.

Co
Glenn

Georgia

Tm riltfl
Kin <•<•(>
T.v.Wr
1

1

'•

Iris.

Islander*

-.

l.<mii-

-Wayne'

Hal

1:1
{'

|
t

Frank 'Bessthgfr.
Will Osb'irne 'He
Diek ft I) Ro ers
4 nhjllim Genis

Weber's Hofbrau
-

Geprge Moore
Rose Kirk'
Marino ft Mona

Bob

Allen

Gregory Quirip
-Johnr-Roth rrngr
Sidney /Golden
Elsa Hart

Carmen, dJoe Rorhorio

.

Julia

\

Ruth

Yorktown! fa vera

pro

Bill Bllger

Want Cask

exchange of conversation. belweeri
Out of this
the two major webs*
that
talk corhes the understand
.

;

both webs Will lay off that particular gridiron aggregation.
-

Barbara
Tony Va

Situation which nettled dolumbi
cspeci al ly- developed the week before
CBS wanted to pick up the
Ohio State-Nebraska clash and it.
wasn't until the night before the
game" that Ohi State's: authorities;
advised the network that the fee for

'last.

Art Wmia/ii*

V

'
1

(Ji:'c

.bel.oreS'V

,

Buddy. Lester.
Bobble Mat his

Hope Ore

Hotel -New -Yorker
Hollander.' Ore

I'lliiia

'

Splly Joyce.
A<lellna Dos'scna
Jerry Glldden O.i.c.

Jiihtrii

Charl'jM-. TftiVl '

\VI)i

Heekm

Waltonettcs

.

.

Roma' Vine
11 ft" II
A iji rose

Al Green'
A nn '".Court n';.
• "lay .Br.vHon
•Hapjiy Jlowi-rs

''

•

Ray Parker
Gaby Leslie.

j

Tap pa

U-Gen'e's'

Mlllicerif

.

.'Oorol
'

lllccardo
Tnnia'ra

(ircus-

M:irla

.

Willi 'Kcldiriarin

i •

,\lf

Hllilea.-ird^

llet.

r.

'

KoiibVk
..!(> ria

-2

2

H'pna

(lilison

LoVf-nz

.Tol^dofi

\Ar«U'Ky

3 Bltn Rhythm
Ida Janies
Helen' Dorsey

;

Phil Ohfiian (>ro

:

Knl.y

Rrlc ft Hcln
'Bfltons

Willie Lille
M' ft'.B ''Lorn n't

ini.-

UaUl^t' Uodeh.WKiftr..
Uti t ry ft M#>Hlrle(j
Miirfy.ku iSilzer

Rclth
Fischer ft K"«i'P
r.lsl Sterna rd

V:rctl

(icsfiiw

WIlKiiil

Gonzales Eni'

Use

1

M

:

Vi apiieitlio

'Mag-

hlflcpnt World'
Joe "Jflcl'soh
S'ter.her Sis
.Geoi-g Alexa ndcr'v

A

.'.

irom jpage 1)

-Sis'

Jpirnson"'

Bob: LI gh ner Ore

CHICAGO

'KolleH. IV.

:

•

.

New

M<jfh

•

*.'.-.'

Jack ley. RoMtfi

.

Enoch' Light

Ktropb;

-

Johnny Hudgina
Lyons
McLarie ft Roes

Dorinle

Leoha.-Rlce

:l

Ka ta

.

.

'Be rW Ice", Tk rr In g t o n

,

/iicle Glrard

.Alvarado

Hugo Ore

-

Richard Bach-.
TJbahgl Clnb
Frankle Faftfax Op<
Mllton Alurdock
Bessie Smith

Pat O'Shea

Mlrador

}|

12

K
F Rsv

.

Mary

,

-HenltiPrs
61 tin

Lily. Gibson
Charlta Alderi.
Lonnle >Mc'Intlre Or

Robe.rfs

Victor

Mary Lee

.(Camilcn)

•

Open Door Cafe

.

:

Louis Chafkln Ore

Eddlfi White.
Gladys: Harvey
ft

LaMnr

Dorothy. Alii
NUa Taylor

R'thskeller Eldord'e
Dupont ft Clark'

-Dolls

Suez ft Melri
Mile. Hulearia.

4

Sally

Jackie

Little RnthNkeller

Jack PrlHlh Ore

Dorothy. R«ii
Seven Seat

Club

.

Joe. Fiasettft Oro
Mickey: A Ipert
Kathryn Rand
R ft.R Lyte
OUve White

Giggle

Bonnie Llnd
Wylle \VH>»>

-

Buckley

G'agnon ft^Br'ughf n'
J Capjio ft "K high
Tiny M ogan v

•

Ttosslnis
fJlton ft P'nrKfr

•

...

Yuri

Carroll-' Levi's'

'.

Majjrlce.

&

El)G«'A:tK
:Ur:i»<f

Miller

Frpkson

HalYntes
Marex Liven

V.t^\y\WT

,

Anpy-Mertliiy..

:t

3- 'Virginians •
::

Walter Gruehl
Ernst Drnst

•

Tola Ivirjam
Erlka, Walfiue
• Scala
1st' half
CploncJ de Hajsira'

EASTy.

Masti

New

Paul
Fred

';

Gilb'erto.

Lally- tiro

fi

A Be Trio

LiClticli

Krueger,

Wilhclm Bendow
Henry '"Loreh^en

I'Ore

Cub

-

Havatiei'os
AJIierlo Ore

l.os

linn

AC

ft

Ross McLean
Evan B Fontaine

Selbys
Mirror

•

Walton Root
Leo Zollo Orc

Agnes Tolle
Karri- LaBaron 3
Hotel Philadelphia!!
(Mirror Room)-

Maud O'Malley

.

Ellloti.H

7

Pomlnhui
Murray -Stewart
Bobhy Howell Bd
Victoria
Billy Cotton B)l
rocadpro Reut.

•••

Bobby H<»v^ll Hd

Torke

2d halt (22-24)

P«sflo

'Hfillmiith

M.ii v rav 'Si-c'w »"rt

;

;

St. Clulre

Helen Levyis

Ad.rlnhna'
Kstelllia

.

ft Candl.do
R|os

R/iKlia

:WaltC'i'"Alhfink'v

.

1st half (la-si)

BnJ ii.res

Hnnley

f'h

Yvonne

Roslta ft J Moreno
Pete ContrelH
--.'.
- i'lrrorie's—

.-

'Hotel Governor
Cllntp

.

Emmy

re.-

Nachriclvter Ens
Gretl TlieJrhPir"
Ursula. .Horklhg

.

Alurtay Peck
rc

Garbe'r

Hot el. Fifth Air

.

•

Hugo Marchettl.
Thora MolthalHOri
Dominic Colombo

(lounge)

i.es
•Bill

.

-

Howard

riili-b

lE.I

ENaei. Hnii«e

Alaxlne Tappin
Dlckv Stone
Claire Eujeri.re

:

.

"

•

V -Hrandewynrie'.. Or

'

'

Skneh ie

Col'mb't

5 la nicy Fields

Henry Mon net

CoronniH
,lnr>

ft

Ja'rils:-'

Phi! Harris: Ore
Par In Inn
The Debutariles
Margarita. ft Del Rio

'

:

.

...

Judy

Dyne

'

otel' Elynre-

Cab' Cailrtway OrC
•iiii'k Dfiiip
Eddie El kins ;Orc •'

Victoria.

.

Ma reel i:

Ti<u'«:f,ri,

B>a'ch<TI
T.ex

a'Ne^hrlngH
Han's Linden

Paul Dorn

CHKfSKA

ft'

L'RAf/NSCllWEiG

.

Love

Radio Ramblers
Ann. Slgm'a'n

Douglatr Wright Co
Hudson Metzger GIs

Chic Farmer
Moss Ore
Hotel

Violet

Pitlomnr:

Hal Halg«

-Joe

\Ven TalberCs Choir

Mavsy 'ft
.

'.

Kalmrett d.Kiimlker

of Oct. 19

CHtit«rlti|ry

,

Whyte's' .Maniacs

fapert'n

''

.

Jane Dover
Loo Valers

TrartipHd'.'

Steve.

ft

Smoll '-ft. Co'nnyDelUca Sis

Troschlrisky

AVa'lly

Pialnis

4

Monlo

'Mar»J»it .&

Valen.c la-

Week

'

.

:

Dnwi.i;

s.

;

'

..

.

\y9)C :^ :;v KaufiTiari.

•

—

..
'

:

Jfiniw Kv;inH Co

.

.

St

:

:

KANSAS, <!1TY;

Ray & Harrison
i.

;

B»»bby Hayes Ore
Gy psy_ T.ee'ttiTpli. "Torres

'

Tommlo .lories
Wayne Wise Ore

Cross ft'Dunri-

•

Mote) EdlN«

I

'2

Vincent. Rlzzq Ore.

-

Paul Gdtdon
Maurlne ft Nova

-

Paul White
Bebe Barrl Co

(23)

Leon Co
Gordon

J^Uiian St

.ClIIToi ils ...

Vlck'ey 'Faye

Jack Williams
Hal' Cbanslor
rc
Cafe de I'aree
Marlon. Jackson
(larolyii

Duke

."

..

Room

tfiirv.ey ft Warner.
Jack ClawsOn Ore
Cafe I41 Mure
Park A ve'' -Boya aian Clair .Ore
Clover Club
Eddie Garc
-^tas+ne— t>cwls-^—
Bob Grant Oro

.

Asflc) Krueger
Rita '.Mcriell
Rill RobinsonRolf Herblg
Thaler Ballet
A.vis "Andrews.
Oscar .Paul g
2 Harrux
Berry .Bros..:'
Weriter ft Georgette Hans Schmidt
Ka.loab..'
Faun Fuhg'.Snh
Aunt T^erie
- ;
^Pprla-Darink a— : lntergart«ir7^— -M^rr i-t-iVesRel 87K'itherl ne Perry
3
Codonas
Atlantis
Anne,
Lew's '
Beinli
Carl
"E Stammer
Dynamite Hooker
Fle'rt
Gus. ft Lll
-'-..
;

Oehmat'i 2
Stan »o ft,:

I^imb'ertL

HoWhtown

•3
,

'
:

..

Mal HaUelt Ore
Emily Vaii" .J^oeten.
Paul

Ash

UiFayette ft LaV'
Huth Petty
Jimmy. Blttlck Ore
tiiife Cueanovo

Hotel Coniniodore
v

Irwin Gilbert.
TI&dHle 3"

.'•

.

:

'

.GenevSTieldon-.
-Dorljj—R4»«Wb-t'

'

-

Geschw Braun
.

.

B ntera ldx

E'ccarlUs

Coq Rouge

V

Frlt*i Servos
4 Sotindys

:

:

Ann Rush
Mary Hubbard ':•

.

Swansea

.

Gall Lee"
nislO; GHbert.
ioriey .& .WeldOri V
ladys Delmar
3 Baqulres.
21 Club

..

.

-Blue'

Russ' .Mbr
Illlana

,/}

.

Ambassadors
3

.

ft

Gala Gala Girls
2j»th. iCept^jr^itii
BUnore Steri Ore
Bobby Bernard "

Jfiry ;B)anchLftrd_

Mary Knel
Grace Alannera
rank PahimhV*
OmuV'a ilnnie
Jesse AH Jller' Ore
Ben- Perry
Ann Darrar
VaTilez ft Peggy
liter
KathleCn
Mariny
ft Day
Galante ft I'.eonn'rdn
Kearney Wall on. Or Lindsay Girls
Pacific Sunset Club
Hotel Adelphla
(Cafe.
Alargqery)
Judy La ne
Harold .Krifirbt Ore
Carmen- Felt'

ler .'t>ro
Charlie v dart? f
•

'

Variety Boys
1523 Locust
.3
Kings. •.
Bubbles She!
Farrar Sis.

ley

;

1214 Spraco
Freddie Parelss Ore
3 Racket Cheers
Jimmy Blake'
Melba: Beaudrai

.

Ui

ihiriny

U6bert Lytell

Gauclios

-—
J

-''

.

•

Rhythm Rascal*

C

George

'

;

.

Byrnes

Charles Bourne..

HodgCs

'foy

Chen Mlcband
Jon ny GrafC Ore
'..
Colony Clnb

Helen Benton
j.iian Hope.
George CU
Embassy Club
Janet Read'

McKay

Helen W'ai'ner

Revel

Harry. Foster

'

Carl 'Knrlburc.
Will Glahe Oir

Alt Baycrn'
A chlnr Warden Co

State. J ake (24)
'
8 Gyrals ,

M

Nanette Vallon'
Kite ft Mehgol
Maiguerlta-Coeto
Gloria Alvog
liainon Chrro

»

Aliir^le Pal

r

Club Gaat'lm
I

I'o.wera'

otel Astnr
Vincent Lopez Ore
Baron ft Blair
Fred Lowery
Gloria Whitney
Stanley Worth

Dl in
l
ft. Virgil
(7arl.ot.ta M.ontez

.

:R Hutton Ore

'i

..

(ClemeBtoa) ....
Mickey Familunt Or
Beth Challla
Ethel Allfs •"'..

-Nichols A
Sally Winston
Dot Sperling

Jeanne -Keller
Melody Grill

Hed Harper

Tiaubman ft Ad'tff.
Ramon- Ranps' Ore

.

Dark' Angels Ens
Lonny Simmons Ovc

.

oo)

.:

Crane

Hotel Anthniffildor

Billy Daniels

'

Lazy Dan

« DeCardpa..

•

Sis

ft

.

Spencer

Fay Banks

ft

<-.

Grey

Hcrit;

Ton,
Rill

Palsy Kan°

ft

Dorothy. Crno

Sinker's

WASHINGTON
'

Amy

Moore

Rp'tft DurirellBliss. I^\vla,&

.

Armstrong

:M axle

ft

lit

Gypsy Pre
Saawmi House
Irwin Leonard OrO
Silver i^ake lriM

.

Jane Jones
Gladys Bagwell.

',

•

Bow)

Bill riiore

.

.Tlmniy-Tlipmas

'

4 A.ciiea

Ruth Robin

.

...

Amanda Randolph

...
Rcg4«l
Clifton- ft. Velette

Cousins
Ann' Penn.
Peter B«:nard
Jones & .Thomas

HEADING

Pnf

ft

Wllsiiire

lleverly

Russian
.

pctavert

3

jranC JoneH*
Xltile Club

...

LHi-ry. liee'.Orc

'

Larry Leelack Cat

YARMOUTH

'

(lariyie:

Astor (Jl»)
Donatella Bios & C
Brooks & Phllson

.

Frank Russell
Boh Blgelow

letch

Charles Morris'

Nina Olivet!
Murray ft King
Edna Sedgewlck
Joan Merrill
Lydo Sue
Jean Land's
Marlon MartinDel Casino.Archie Bleyer. Ore
Arthur Warren Ore

Lorraine

Bill'

Blliet Gilbert

REDDISH

Brtiz

.

Adrian

Iris

Ed Furihah

as' booked

Thomas

Alf

U'lyw^l-Resiaiir^Mi

Behlm

Aiihiir.

Hutch

Co

Johnny
Dolores

LOS ANGELES
Tommy

Harry Rich man
Jack Waldron

Joseph E. Howard
.

Max 'ft 'Gang

Don Francisco

.

.

Ringer

Rite

Mayer ft-Kltaon

Jrwop.I Jfolel

ft"

OXFORD

:

Albert Sahdlcir 3
Mardl Qrari Bell
Bros .ft Carmen

Hipp

Shea'*

(23)

Neuman rw

BBC

Jlltz-Carlteh
(Crystal Room)
Van. Levis Ore'.'

Room)

Dotty Molllnabn

Red McKonzte Bd
Fayc

Davia

•Eddie

-

-

Helen Davli?
Mildred King

Isabel le Rook..

Fran'ces

&

l.eon

Ickor.f

Alike Riley
Ed Farley-

Lou Rand
till i> Gay
Jerry White
.

pegleg Bates
Mystery

:

Teddy:. Foster

)

Palace'

:

Lee Don

-

TORONTO

Juggling Jewels

MANCHESTER

.

.

'uriimonnt (23)
Car'rolls

E

Ball
.Belly Bryant
(«odoy Bd.

.

.

.

•1st half Hfl-21)
Jahssen ft Edge
2d half (22-24)

i

SPRINGFIELD

Majestic (23V

Weaver Bros

Rossini

'ft

.

Burcaw
Alma ft Rowland

Bill

Jerry Allen

Florla Vestnff'
Henry YoUngniiln

'..>.

Pierre'*---.

.

Pat- flhevlln Ore

',

•

Don

Eddie Davis Ore
4 Dandies

CITY

Playboys

Jade Oro
Benny the. flum'e

,.

•

Hugo Pedullo

NEW YORK

:

Florence ft Alvarez
Mildred Monson "
Bellevue-Stratford
(Planet Room)

Zat.our

-

Dolly
George;

Carmel

Aloe.

Zeb Carver Co
Vogue
Gordon .Davis
Mary. Roan'
Jimmie Lee
Kearhs ft Reed

Sid Tuscher

'

'

Regent

Ancliomge Inn,
Milton Kellem Oro.
.Arcadia Int'I

.

Hortobagyi 'i'r
Savo v Jn nior- Bd

EDINBURGH

Norman

Rutlkl.n ft

Gorman

Ramon A riae

Marcelllno.

(Georgian

•Wayne'-Kennon..

Or

ft

•

Serrannos
Helena Miller

..

Carroll

Marie Alvarez
'Belva White
Susana. Cantu

Meyer Da vIb Qro
Ben Franklin Hotel

Mc Ma h on
Mann Oro

Milt

"I*:,...

Pearc«
Taylor

p

ft

:

,

-,

PmiADELPHIA

4

'-

Larry"
.

Le Mirage

''Toseplr

Rosemary Derlnc

I>eslie

Gall Gall

:

Nino Rlnnldo Oro'
.'.'•"VIMI& Club

Ben Bernle Oro

:

Clemen te Bd
Village Barn

Fleurette
Ray O'B-ara Oro

Co

Taylor's..

Frank RandJe.

V

-

Joyner ft Williams
:H aid Time' Burton

-.'...

Jack

.

Meadow brook Boys

Nicholas! Mattley

."-Paramount

Luxor
Ardane Sis

.

ft' f?

Txiuis

LIVERPOOL

'.

Debs

Sonny Farrar Bd

''

Morton BPwe

.

:
Ml sclia
.S'.Ba.rtn.o.vsky

V

Frahkllns

3

'.VerenillM:''
Field's

..-

May
•

Emmy &

Kaiser Williams Of

:

Edge

ft

Monr Greiy
EASTBOtrRNE

Fields

Myra Johnson
Emmett Matthews

Harriet Ho?lor
Daltiy

.

.

-

ft

'•

MONTREAL

Janssen.

-

.

Llptori's

4 Polls

.

Walkings
Dakota

Muzzy
.

.

1

Margaret Adams

.

Dorla JBIrf.0.
Yllena Gabrlelle
Michael Mlchon'NadlaA Stf yaiioyKlcy

.

Bennett:M 7A.cN
Maurice Lyttleton

!

Hoffman

:.Llpra

BOSTON

Metropolitan (23)

Dick Don

& Mann

Barto

Florfa Vestpff
Frank.Tudnlck
9 .Graces.

Buster" 'Shavet "Co

"'"

Buddy Doyle

Clyde Lucas Ore
Helen' Charleston'

Grand

.

•'

Karras"

Grltav-Gellin

2

Diamond:

ft

Roll winds

'2

Holly.

Benny

Xretcli
Sliheon Karavaeff

CetotralliHllen.

:

"2--I

Maurice

-Poposls
Baretty.

.

Charlie': Wright

Fredy Rolf4 Weltons

'

,

:

Aqua

Bregen & Ha'smann
Kalserbof

2d half (22-24)

CLAPHAM

\'-

.

Pool

ft

Edna

L.

ft

-..

Hotel MTorrlson
(Terrace Room)

Avon L^ng
Evelyn Robinson

.

Jackie Green

G

ft

Room)

:

Jariis '.Williams''

Cbangl
Gladys Bent lev Re>
'

Broomfield

<

J 'ft E Torrence
Ted Flo-Rlto

Splvy

Michael SCarlri Ore
Hugo Marlanl Ore
Hotel Weylln

STETTIN

.

1st half .(l«j-21)

Su wodnB

"4

Leslie

A it aril
Maffram

LEITH

"

&

Dwy.er

Pool

-

Iwaiiows
Heinz Luerbcke
4

Burghof

G

ft

.

Jo'hhy.'Co

Lllo
Steffems.

Ertjia

ft

,

Sands

How

.2

Alec Pleon

Royal
Carrrio

-

Bartlett ft Ross
Hat'toh ft Manners

Valalda

;

Stefflen

KOELN

Albert laube

C

Stetson;,

Johnson Bd

S'k.ehlps

Telephone CHIckerlng 4-5007

..-

Harry

.

CARDIFF

.

Bwa.y..

:

'

Wadsworth

Bonos
Coll ft MayJoe Jackson
3

Schumann

•Tilly

Empire
Max. Miller
Oweil.- McGivohev
Sower ft RuLherf'rd

'.

OIJv;e

''

Margarets

.

'.

.Grey

•

Co

Ballet

'

Tony's

..'.'

Forbes
Hotel tart
A: C;

Geo. Hall Ore
Dolly Dawn
Hotel VjtiMlerMIt
Eddie Lane -Ore
Hotel WnWOrt.-'
Astoria

Albatesos
Athana Ildnka

Re

Hermann Held:

KINGSTON

.

Rocco

ft

.

ft'

Mrs

•

Bob McGi'ew. Ore

-

Coleman Or

Elull

.

Keller Sis

lue Fountain

Ralph Wat kins Ore
Stork Clnb
Max BergeV Oro

-

:

Johnny Wells,
Jerry ft' Turk
June St. Clalf
Paul Olseh

Lflsal

iitel

-

r

Stab Porter
Yacht Club:

HH.i-i'iett'Smlth's.GlB

Vil Ernie Ore

.'

Dcntscliee

-.':

Fldetty Cp
Jupp Flohr

HOIINSLOW

,

Dominion
Upton's Debs

tlRADFORD
New Victoria
NltO 3
'3 Edmund Hoys

Contra

Capitol

.

Hersohbl Henlere

El Granadan

St. (23)

Patterson's Co

Dogs

ft

HORSHAM

Deveen

Klngsley

WORCESTER

Loew's (23)
Glorified. Follies

Conch Ita

MaitPll

Clilt

.'

4

Sanders
NY Blondes
& Foide

.Scptt

-..

Marty May'

Diaz

ft

Elgin*

5

Stone ft Lea
Harry. Rose ~

H

ft

Grellys

4

Terese Petzko
Gracle Schenck
Bert Oswald"

.

Stanley Tonl -Mae

Ethel' Sheppai'

Barnes

1.111 lan

Hippodrome
Murray ft Mooney

:

Miller.
Alfred Kessle'r

Margultte

'

l.nKO

•\Vla

Buddy Ralph

.

Cafdlril
3 Wiles

'

Sultan Mcssak.oPeler Lluchenko
C Codplban Ore(Irldjmn Room)

Georg

:

ALDERSHOT

'

Central

'

2

&

Tlvoll
Allen Bros & June

WASHINGTON

•

Ballet

Punkt

"

Deggendorffs
" Annelle Helder
Terry's Juveniles
Artur Watter
Gordon Ray Girls
Kre.itto
Karllnd
HASTINGS
Ernst Reiss Ore
-''.He; Luxe'
.Stadtpark
Plerrotys
Alvarez Bros

of Oct. 19

ABERDEEN

(«3)

.Lucky Mllllnder
"Pops & Louie ".

Co.

-..

Ftanlc Llbuse-

Little

Week

.

Agnes Roy

Elsav

Arturo ,& Evelyn

helghton Noble
Rodrigo ft Franclhe
CIuih Carrer

Edith Roark
"''

••

Heinz Vigor.

'

Edith. Caldwell

Maurice- ft Cordova
Barto' ft Mann

.

George O.rda
r"
'i'asha Naz'arenVp

.

Duo Quicks

Ore

ls.en

Rlchar

ft

Vanity Fair
Edith Murray

.

Room)

(Marine
Geo-:

Irene fBehsley/.

Charlie
Boris. Belostozky

Turd Marlu
"

•

.'-.

Isabella Lotty.

.

Vadlna

O.lga

>

'.

Polter

Ru.Nwe)

(Mil Inn

Edge water
Ileueh

Marlowe
ft Farney

Henri Lisbon Ore'
Chas Engels Ore

.

.

ft

Fetfgy

'Marley'

-

otel

Adair

Byrnes

.<

.

Reels

llolel;

.

Ben*
Jenny Fey
.

;Bo'Jano,wslty

Rodemund

.

'.

MUNICH

Witt;,

H

Artur Walter

PHILADELPHIA

Slgrld SaUe.nSymphonel tas
3 Orfatis

-2

.

CM

Ray-. Camp.be II
Cower - Gene. .
1 >tck J u.rge'ns pre

Al Bowlly
Sydney. Ross
Evalyn Tyner.
Narto :RodrlK«
Riviera

WrlKht
Ron Percy Ore

Cliarlie

Royale Frolics

Dolly Kay
Sid Tomack

Hotel Drake
(Silver Forest)
Pat
a Hey

Gomez ft. Winona
Don Oummlrigs

.

-

'

Trlckson

Glorletfe- ft Matleh
Miss Randez;

Provinicial
CITY

Dora

-'

.-

,

-

r

Sis

Levant Qro

l'hi.l

Sheila Barrett.

.Marianne ..-.''
Joy ce, Colea
UU'lirlo Zanelte

SclvellenbeVg'
Wltteiii>erg

Ciiirt

:

Eddie Pola Co

Poh l

Gerti

MeNallle

Kaye

Phil

Molly Manors
Marsha, Bennett
Bobble Clai'k
Henry Slni one
Freddy. Janls Ore

(Ji'elehen Lee-:

;

MorHi

!<l,

Xavlcr Cugat
Purody CI11

I

.

;•'

'.'

.

Maee

larcla

'Hotel Bismarck
;

'

.

Llbelle

>

.

J;

MEW IORK

MANNHEIM

.

Sea la
Hermnnn' M.estrum
W: F Kal '' .
\~
T^bltz
Schuster
HeHa.' Be'rlo>'

';

Serge Sergey

..

Room)

Gary Leon'
ferge Picar.

(Walnut Room)
Ted & .Mary: Taft

;

:.

Girls

(Contlnentiil

at.

III-

Rhythm

ft Spick
Hotel Stevens.

Joan Abbott
Willie Shpre
Robinson '2';
Nik Nlcoll

.

Catherltie Grey-'
A lex Bunch uk Ore.

;.

4

Austin Alack Ore

Rnlnhnw Grill
Johnny Hainp Ofc
Evalyn Tyner
4 DeauV.llle Boy
Dr Sydney -Ross
Rainbow Room
Ray Noble Ore

Nlel.viilasZtir.ln

T

ft

Speck

.

.Al Wagner
Art, Buckley-..'"

Le<) .Dazarp

.

Jocco Jocco.

Kaethb Tesslh
.

GOERLITZ

I»V)1h Alinaer-

'...Palace''

..

Cord

George McKenzie

Harvard Boys

'

Bissi ft Ella
Frltehle ",

••'.

Rufe Davla

.

BUI Far rail

jietherlund
Gen *Lodl.iehsky
DtVpbiago
Ijii hctv

'

The Nagyfys

Harriett- DeGo
Rogoi' J?ryor

Stanley QKle.
Billy ^Meyers

Edna Mae'

Sherry-~

Hotel

l)i» iieers.

Hotel Sherman
(College Inn)

Dorothy Johnston

Janls Ar'idre

•'

-Bert-

!

Abhoi.t

Gertrude Holtm
Calgary Bros

Wanda- Kiiy

-..

.

Dale AVInthrop

.'

Frey

E'lldfe

GI|incx'

Lesl.pr Cola
Faiil P.uSlhl

Cabaret

Jay- Freeman' Ore.
Place :Elegn ni e
mternatt<inallsts Oi

Slieltop
Darcy bro.

:

Snhdpr

Tex. Morrlssey
'Hank the Mule*
Yvette

Marie HolllsJoyce Duskln

Habaneras Oro

.

•

Cailse Ballet

Granada

-

G E Schmidt
Trux ft Mackie
Manuel Vega

'.•
.

V

Hickman

IJttl* JTack Little
ltaoal ft Eva Reyes

1

•

Arrnan Vec$ey pro
llolel Su vay • Placa
I j wight Flslie:.
Ei.iille Peitl Ore

V

'ft

.

•.

;Teb«s

,3

WAXtHAMSTOW

CROSS

Ernest .Yvonne

Sawadas'

4.

Cb'rtltit

Landaii'er.

rft

Pulace

rECKHAM

(23-261

Leia Moor

.

Hutli Aavivn^.

Grand. XeVrace
Fletc'l .Hehd'soh "Or
.'. Harry
N.. S.

Paniillse

.

Anncllcse-.Oert.h
Jack Hill Ballet:

Amelia' -HelmhoHa'
Erich Campen'.'

Elliotts

7.

.

Merry Qo Bound
Art Frank
\

Sallci

.

Granadu

Klnemii
Harvard 'Boys-

TROY

Virginia Bacon. Co

.

.

-

Geo De Costa
Lew- King

Julie'

RltB-Carilun

llo'tel

-

.

May

ft

'.Veronas'

:i

TOOTING

G^ddes Bros ;',.
Harry Hensley

SCHENECTADY

.

Lucky, Boys

Co

Lottie ..Miyer.

.

•

.

Debutantes
Titan.
Uotcl Palmer Haute
(Empire Rootni

Colleen.

•

KrlstaHpnlHttt
Berliner '.I

Gus Erpap

TOTTENHAM

Rlalto
Fred Phyllis Anne
,.'•

:

Coll

Astbrhi

Rawfo^'

LEYTON STONE

ft..E

Harris & Suaw:
Steve .Evans

!

.

Stanley

Oro.

:

Bert Fi-ohman
Virginia Verrlll
Jen ner -.
Estelle ft L'eRoy
jfmrtiy Richards
J:& "Nora Bell

Ore

Gu.v- 'l,oiiibardp

Yuklto
Joseph Harlarid

,.

Palace
Rawlcz & lia'ndauej'

Palace
Musette Ore

Keith's (23)

•

;

Stewart & Martin
Reynolds & White..

3

..

ay OO's
Henri Keats Ore
Joan Clai'k
Kklivny .ft Murle

Ony« Club

.

Hotel Roosevelt

Plqiiard.l

:

Suppcck'

Ei'rtst

Scliumunn
Oswald.

'

fc'ereno

.06

.

(t'ublno)

Casa Loma

6 SpiVlts ot Rhythmscutt Smith Bd

'

Heal Tternard

Aift-ed

.

& June
LEWlSHAM

(1«.)

Smittio

FRAN KF'ifr-MAIN

'ft

-

Marianne

'

'

.

Elly -'Neubeck. ''Polly Pfelffer

Willy Rentmelster
Uelh.it' Schrodere

Tollefsen
'."'

'

Shep Fields Ore
Paul Draper.
Hatei finca
Eddy- Duchln
De -Ma reps

4

Vlyvy*

ft

Flnhio.. Josee.

SerolT
Joiiny Wfljker'.

'.'

'

.

.Tohnson Clark

Bowes

Ma.lor

Grange

.

CubartvFbtlies

Hudson Wonders,
Frank Baby

'•J;

Palace

-. .'..

'>-;;

(15)i

.

Frontier -Follies
Ken Mfcynafd

.

Connie- Boswell
Enrico, ft Novollo

.

;

Lo.' Berriett"
2 Elnns.

•

.

Wore
^,
-STREATHAM

Vine,

& Yorke
HfLUURN

Castelll

Annette

H&V

Rroudway
Anna Rogers

•

•

.

.

Pong

STRATFORD

2d half (22-24)
Dore.en

(ic).
t
Folle FarlNlerimy

.:
"

'

Andy Andrews

Major Bowes Co
:

•

Anita Spada

Sin Ing -Siiholars.'"

half (ia-21)
& Dorothy.

..1st

Pasco

Palace: (2»>

eltli'r (22)

Morton Downey
Frank Convllle Co

.

Hotel

oiigrefiK

Keith Clark

:

'

Slreib

Eden

Blaaw

Pierre

Regent,

Blue Hall

CINCINNATI

'

STAMFORD

ISLINGTON

Bpbby

Fred vom Hot
Kurt Stolzenfels.
' Casanova
Roslta Alcarez
''

SHEPH'RD'S BISII

.r

&'.

-'

v

Albert Short

."

v

Ernesto

2

':

Zee-Zee
Jal-Leta-

ft

'

Trade Kiirtze
Safano Ballet

'

2
2

:'.'.

Central

;

-

•

Llane Eggerth
Baraenls
'I

Soper

Anna Rogers

B06TON

,

.

Edna Errlca :"
Holcl Park. Central Joyce & Freddie
Delia Carroll
Tic Toe Glrja
Rubber Legs.
Dick Alessher.Grc
Hams
Hotel Pack Lane
',.
Win Fhrmer'a Ore
Par.eho'Orc
Ore
Sophlstlcoles
Hotel PennsylvnnlM
•Mon Purls
B.chiiy G'oodhian Bd
Bernliard ft Grah'm Chick Endor'
Fa'rrell
Charlie'
U^len Ward
Versatile :i.
Hotel. Pierre
Gjen«'.FosUlck

'LEIPZIG
.

Lcsmona
Anne vom Hot

Famn'

RKO

.

:

•

Celly

connection with bills below indicate openi
'whether -full " split week

in'

'

'

Randall

,

Munya

BUI Steele

Bat tons
Blpndln ft Ftnr

A lea tar v
Ninons'.

3

3

Strahal
Ton! Fliiss

ESSEN-'

'

NEXT WEEK

Wllleys

A

Hoehmann

Will

.Numerals

l

-

VARIETY
Claudia Alba
-

THIS

..

.

.

1 1

Is

n

Krazee

.

..

-R(»n< linger
.

CIn
I

Colony. Cfu

Ki-tly iiriie
Heiii y-' Husse

Ore

A la barn.

Virginia -James
Ktlie .Hu.f ton
.

liei n.'.rd

ft

Henry

Ann Seymour
Beiva White
Ryder Sis
Frankle .llyei-s
Patiletie l.iil'lerre
Fiiichiiian'.orc

Jack

CBS,
the privilege would be $500.
argued that it had never paid any-body for such rights before and that
it wasn't going to establish a prece-:
dent in this. case. When" Ohio State
refused io budge from its demand,
the network dropped the event from
iis ".'schedule and instead broadcast
...
~„i.4.
the Fortlham-SMU meeti
.

LEGIIIMAIE

VARIETY

60
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New

season has witnessed more plays written by actors than heretofore
Some have not been so good, two having already opened and
One was 'Stork Mad,' a collaboratibh by iLyhn Boot, who was
the cast, the other having been 'Lend Me Your Ears,' by Phil Wood, who
now
rehearsing
is
in 'Sweet River.*
'Ten Million Ghosts,' which opens at the St, James Friday (23), is by
Sidney Kihgsley, formerly on the. stage. Two current actor-authored plays
from England; are 'Night Must Fall,' by" Emlyn Williams, and 'Love From
a Strahger,' by Frank Vosperpeach topping their respective casts. Holding over from last, season is 'Three Men On a Horse' by Cecil Holm, also
of the stage. Coining is a new play by Clifford bdets for the Group Theatre. He is of the acting group and occasionally, makes appearances. Also^
Tonight' at 8;30,* by and with Noel Coward. And 'Stage Door' is due this
week by George S. Kaufman, who thinks he acted professionally a couple
of times.
noticed.
closed.

Almost Withdrew Play After StenogMa
IS Companies* Maybe 26

Sinclair Lewis

rapher'* Ertor Tipped Xross*

Presentation ;of It Can't

Heavy Advance

Happen

l

ifere* ji^'Ttiesday' ^(iji^in-aU sec-,

''

tip^:p^
effort: of

^ ;^e major
the Works Progress' Admin.

.WPA

ctfutttrjr

has been selling large
blocks of< tickets in advance for
the Adelphi company, N. Y., of
'It Can't Happen Here' to va-

theatre project.
Etery
regional director is concentrating on
the play, showing of which is designed, it is understood, to aid the
federal administration's presidential
istration's

:

—

rious organizations and tickets
will b« « difficult to - obtain for
'

the first several weeks. 4t
believed that some of these
tickets will reach the hands Of
speculators and criticism
.

'•.
campaign.
>;
At one time during the dramatization of the Sinclair. liewis book, the
author was* on the verge: of withr
;

5

drawing

after interference

story is figured to attract the
'"
general public.
Block or party sales
the rate of 35c per ticket,
ular price being.] 55c ' Even,
the bargain rat^ the advaince
topped $6,000 early this Week.

:

.

-the

story,

v

dated

murder. V,/

'

-

'

.

/.to

"r

Long's

•

2

....

•

John
(Jack) Moffitt, who worked
oh the adaptation with Lewis, came
front Hollywood oh a leave, of absence .from Paramount for the collaboration. First draft bf.the script
was .written by them at Lewis' elaborate swnmer place in Vermont;

to place the story in dramatic form,
later quartering, in
New York
././;.

m

'

.

written by Moffttt in Lewis' script Several suggestions ,by the managers,
by error; Lewis, upon finding but to whom the contract was recently
what it was all about, threatened to tendered for suggestions, were ac-

withdraw the play completely.
Lewis sought to discover how the
'cross* came about, and interrogated
his agents, Ann Watkins and Pat
Duggan,. of the Watkins office. Author was advised that the fault was
riot there, but emanated- from the

WPA;

cepted in part. ^ .."
New contract may or may not be
permanent, Equity reservi
the
right to- insert, (changes from time to
time,
but there are no
ical
changes contemplated, such as dis?
turbed
managers for the past

Up

Coin Used

Miller, regional

:

:

;

,

t

'

.

'

of the relief show projis stated that 15 companies
be tops. Another announces 26
presentations in 20 ci '"" , with 500
actors, stagers, scenic artists and
stagehands working on the four companies slated for New York.
Not unusual for the
to
change plans, but 'Can Jt Happen' is
supposed to open at the same time in
the metropolis and outside; in points
L staled, , beVX!hicagbr Los^ Angeles,
Seattle, San Bernardi
Cleveland,
it

WPA

WPA

informed Mayor Maybank

presentation since

that the allotment will receive his
approval and that of Marvin Porter,
engineer.
regional
Douglas b. Ellington, architect
is being carried out, went
over details of the work with PorProject already has cost $250,ter.

project

WPA
to

have

week,-

Unit,
ferson

.leased
it

the

Jet-

had

last

sale.

.

,

:

*

New Lambs

State

branch of London's Gilbert and Sullivan Society has been
has nb_connection with other G. it S. groups but membership
composed of enthusiasts having withdrawn from the several Savoyard

New York

formed.
is

Robert L. Hague, is chairman of
Lambs Gambol, to be held a,t the
He has
Waldorf-Astoria Dec. 5.
scheduled a number of luncheon gettogethers with the committee of ar-

,

It

organizations.

/

'

-

the

.

rangements.-.

William Gaxton was elected Shepherd of the club last week, other
Cuppia, treasofficers being J.
urer; Fred Waring, boy; Dr. M. S.
secretary;
corresponding
Taylor,
:

Raymond

Peck, recording secretary
Earl Benham, librarian.
Added to the. board were: A. O.
Brown, Pat O'Brien, J. C. Powell,
Hiram Bloomingdale; James E.

theatre

abuses

Puts

Leonard

Ochs

Al

Meighah,

m

Equity Actors

menaces
is

to the

further

ti

stamp out evasions and violations of

Liebli
ittsburgh, Oct.-

its

thi

the

Pittsburgh
four
roadway
Brassier, Peter Joray,

signed

Bacon Coming Back

Currently Bacon is campaign manager for Frederick E. ..Greenman,
Republican candidate if or Congress,
.of New York.
17th district,'

falL

going to write the next series "out -there.
Dramatist has been in Georgia, but is putting his retreat up for
of his .past plays were written down there.

Many

last
Officials of the N. Y. Edison Goi have partly lifted the title of
Originally, it was to have in- season legit hit for speedy reference to an event in that, outfit's business*
cluded restoration of the^ Planters5 Since date of the accident at the main plant, which occurred last winter,
abah
been
Hotel, but this phase has
leaving half of the town and plenty of theatres dark for hours, employees,
doned.
for brevity, refer to it as 'The night of January 15.'

,

which,

try-out, early last winter.

000.

irmirigham, Oct. 20.
Gerald Bacon will again produce
Theatre, scheduled, on Broadway, after being out of 'the.
its fail, season last managerial field for the past six
'
the opening until .years;

Oct. 21,

its

Eugene O'Neill Was in town Monday (19) for a brief stay before going
to the northwest, where he will reside for an extended stay. Locale of
his octology is laid in the Idahos and surrounding hill country, and he's

under whose general supervision the

.

.

Hi's finally completed script two seasons.
but, alThere is. nb indicptijim 'that Equity
though accredited: with supervising is ready to enter into a term agreethe casting of the, company which ment with,, managers.. Showmen
Play 'Can't Happen* at the Adel- sought such ah agreement last sea-,
Phi, N. Y., he retired, to' his Vermont son, b_ut haye apparently; forgotten
home, .not caring ttf be bored by r'e-' the matter. " rt »
hearsal details.
years
New contract has been
in the making. Policy changes of
V Royalties
Royalties will be halved between Equity, such as rehearsal pay, hours
salaries
Lewis and Mofflt, regardless of the of rehearsal and minimum
script mixup, at the. rate of $50 for seniors and juniors, accounted
weekly per show. Slumber of- 'Can't for; frequent revisions.
Happen' shows, .will probably not be
certain until after they open. In one
irmihgham Delayed
department

•

.,

Miriam

ments.

.

,

Latest order to the
-

where most
be'

ray

and Neil Harrison, as the nucleus of
company fbr
a permanent
1936-'37. Quartet, already on hand is

such

ing

rules

of the trouble appears to

calls for checking; all

players in

little

names

of

theatre shows.

Appears that a number of Equityites have changed their names for
,

little,

theatre,

appearances,

made

without compensation on the chance
they will be caught by a studio scout.
Mantle,' which opens Nov: 10."
ther;
Such players insist they must be
actors -Will, be. recruited .from local
semi-pro—r-anks^with--- - vof—them- ^.en^^herjia^lEq^
paid ($40
paid to play, as against merely ex- minimum salaries must be
''
weekly)..
pense coin last year.
Practice which Equity also has
Playhouse plans to do five or six
shows, at the same time lifting the turned thumbs down bin is the selltwo- week run limit in effect last ing of parts by little 'theatre people
It was exposed by the
season. This season plays will run to actors.
as long as they- can, with each def- Screen Actors' Guild, when bhe
Coast company's contract stipulated
initely 'set for at least one month.
Herbert V. Gellendre is back agai n that the player must pay $35 for the
'privilege' of appearing in a part,
as director, with \W.illiarjri
irse as
business manager. Playhouse is go- Contract calling for the coin sets up
ing academic i .all departments this the claim that it is a loan and that
year, also, with" courses
every the $35 represents 8% of the production cost.. Money is- supposed to be
branch of the theatre
all
repaid the actor, contingent oh the
comers/ Helen Donnelly,
it
rehearsi

'Russet

,'

:

Denver, Birmingham, New
Haven, Manchester, N.v H., New Or-

'

~

Boston, Tampa, West

'

:

Current r'oad tour of. .'The Great W.altz' routes the operetta into many
one and two-day stands and, consequently, the. show carries one sleepi'
car to enable the mechbnical crew. to. get some sleep during jumps.
Takes ^veiiohours to ismantle the show and haul, it oyer to the baggage cars (seven 72-foot^rs), and as long again to set it up at the next
Charlotte; N; C, Oct. 20.
town. This means the 13 men carried by 'Waltz' to afiend to mechanics
Work on the Dock Street Theatre of the. operetta- get no chance to sleep save when aboard the train during
project at Charleston has been halted periods when the" bne-niters come in a successive string.
temporarily, pending the securing of
more funds for completion of .the
Alexahder, who caught the eye of the critics with his enactment
Maybank of the Greek wrestler in 'Swing Your Lady;* which opened at the; Booth,
work. Mayor Burnet
said that he had received assurance N. Y H Sunday (18), is no newcomer. He; is a Shakespearean actor and
from WPA officials in Columbia that most of his appearances were On the road. .Alexander is married.-.to Genespeedy action will be taken to se- vieve. Hamper, widow bit Robert B. Mantel.
cure additional funds.
Alexander was in the original 'Lady' cast and has been Waiting for its-

WPA

*

was placed hv rehearsal*

leans, Raleigh, Indianapolis,

Unusual setting i 'Iron Men,' presented at the Longacre, N. Y., Monday
by Norman Bel Geddes, is a skyscraper under construction. Derrick
girders into position, one of the most unusual effects in seasons.
Some of the beams are stenciled 'Bethlehem' bnd it is understood the steel
works are paying the manager for the Jad. First time for an industry such
as that to.be concerned with plays or show business^ A Kreuger beer
tieup also figures in one of the sets, but that's a cuffb arranged by George
Brown of the Biow agency
(for Krueger) with Nick Holde, g.m. for Bel
'"'
Geddes.
There are many lights to obtain effects. Geddes
using both front
upper boxes, for tamps, mounted on uprights. Something like 30 lights in
the boxes alohe.
(19)

lifts steel

WPA

:

Detroit,

:

Restoration

Malcolm C.

Equity's hew contract has been
have told Moffitt to do the rewriting Oh his, own;- At the time he and finally and definitely adopted and
Lewis, were not.speaking. Lewis also Willi be issued: to -managers In about
two weeks, along with a booklet of
was revising ffr script. " ,""
rules. New forms will be simplified
.Separately, both sent their revised
and contingent On the rules.;
tforfe to the WPAi; for typewriting
New contract ,is hot •retroactive:
and a stenographer placed a scene

,

his idea after
:

director,

..'•:.

to

ect
Will

Endrey will fashion

Nagy Endre cabaret in Budapest.
liferent meaning
Cabaret has
there, being a one-act theatre with
c. or song between each play.
an
the

,v

.:.

BeVlsions

Reported that Hallie Flanagan, national director' of the Federal Theatre Project, disliked the first act as
originally: submitted anid she is said

..

.

i

where temperamental outbreaks were
interruptions^ but the duo continued
hotel.

a Broadway try
.Eugene Endrey, Hungarian, actor
'Forbidi
the cast of fbrthcomi
den Melody," wants to bring a oneact theatre on the^tyle of several in
Europe to Broadway.. Cornel Wilde,
actor-linguist With the 'Daughters of
Atreus* company, has already translated seven one-acters and one Magyar song into English forv the proposed theatre,

probably inevitable. General interest .ih 'the Sinclair Lewis,

from
the WPA. Book and play aim to
show what might happen if a dictator ruled America.
Lewis had
Huey\;iibng in mind when he wrote
it»

ONE-ACT THEATRE
Actor ' Proposes- European Idea for

'

Newark,

Palm Beach,

San Antonio and Yonkers.

*

askizing its friends around
Chicago, Oct. 20..
send wires of protest
federal theatre group ing- them
it
is in a' jam on the Negro production, to Dunham and ask him to per
v Springfield, p.,
of 'Hymn to the Sun,' which was the play to go ahead.
-.So successful was the presentation killed a few minutes before its openDeletions?
*ot ^ame^^flCfckwbod' ih .'Mhlatto' at ing by Robert Dunham, chief of the
ility. that now seems
Obly
the Fairbanks theatre last week, Illinois WPA.
likely for the play is thbt Kondolf
90%, of the house being sold out,
When Dunham forbade the open- will have- portions ;bf the dialog and
that George Bauer, manager, lias ing, George Kondolf, local
fed- situations toned down. Story deals
booked, in. the following shows: To- eral director, stated, that
show with the southern Negroes and the
bacco Bbad,! 'Boy Meets Girl' and would open a few days later, in spite chain gang system.
George White's 'Scandals.'
Kondolf
the.
Another interesting angle
of Dunham's objectioiis.
Bauer announces also that he is reversed himself, however, and it Federal Theatre activities here conbooking several big units.
Happen Here,' Sinnow appears that the show will hot cerns 'It
go on, despite several Weeks of re- clair Lewis yarn which is in rehearsals.
it
hearsal- by the Harry Minturn
Fred Ziemer Injured
Paul Green play has been labeled at the Blackstone. There are growBuffalo,
'vile* and 'treasonable,' and it was the
ing reports around town that Mayor
Fred Ziemer, Erianger treasurer proposal to produce this play that Edward. Kelly, who last year yanked
and local box-office man for over allegedly caused the. resignation of Tobacco Road off the boards in the
25 years* is at the General Hospital Fritz Blocki as. press chief for the middle of its highly successful, run
Federal Theatre here.
with fractures of both legs.
at the SelWytt and who prohibited
Meanwhile, the local Council for even the entry of 'Children's Hour/
Sustained the inquiries when he
fell down a flight of stairs at the Freedom from Censorship has enis antagonistic to 'Happen Here* and
Erlanger theatre,
tered the lists and has been circular- may bah it.'

Springfield

Rewarded

:

'

,

;

.

:

f

.

p.a.

,

is

handling.- publicity.

.

WPA

.

.

'

.

,

.

sale of tickets, actor, not to receive

more than the amount paid.
money is
from the
'

COLLEGE PLAY

.

sale, it is to

Charlotte,
C., Oct 20^
'Every Guildfordi ,' play written
by Philip W. Furnas, professor of
English at Guilford college, was presented at the college as a special feature of the celebration marking the
102d anniversary of Guilford's char.

J

Professor, Furnas directed.
Based on observations, 'Every
Guilfordian' presents a portrayal of
two typical students going through'
various experiences in college life.
Comedy scenes of college life alternate with serious drama.
ter.

.

If

the

ticket

remain on deposit as a

guarantee of the actor's faithful
pearance at all rehearsals and performances (seven nights). If walking put the actor gets no
turn.

Selling of parts is not confined to
the Coast.
Recently an aspiring
actress called at the Equity offices
asking advice.
She explained that
for $200 she Would be permitted, to
appear in a little theatre stock for
four or five weeks. She
id she

wanted,

to

act,'

but was told she

would be better off
proposition.

if

forgetting the.

v

.
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An

Brown

theatre
swing
being closely watched
roadway, where; half the

upward:

realty

the

Winnah
Actors Must Have 50 Weeks'
Experience Now Before
Admitted to Senior Stand-

is

along

That

legit theatres are bank-owned and
operated. Batiks secured the properties through foreclosures and are
figured willing to sell for the price
of the mortgages. To date-the bidhas been under
ding,, such as it
those levels.
One bid for the Selwyn for $450,000 was rejected less than two years
ago; but recently the .property?? price
was. fixed at. $700,000. Drydock Savings Bank, which owns the Selwyn,
New Amsterdam and National, de'
lease
Offers
clined to unload.
several bank-owned houses were
rent
only
to
for
with
proposals
met
limited periods, banking people apparently wanting to be in the posi-:
tion to sell if and when the bidding

Mason

.

rown

has the bj
head
among N. Y. drama critics, was
revealed last
following
the presentation of a new style
gun-metal opera hat -to a' dozen
(Post)

,

;

='-.

*

agency.

-

'

t

;

with .7%.

.

.

-

.

:

is acceptable;,

Recently the: Biltmore theatre was

^

sold under foreclosure, deal' being
between the Chanin interests and
One of the most unusual playArthur Hershkbwitz, representing wi ight-pi^ducer-V\'<^n^ctk°. is that
'

'

'

i

the Continental Trust Co. Latter
represented the bondholders, while
the Chanins operated the theatre for
them. It has been occupied for the
past. year, by the WPA.
Law firm of Hershkowitz, Kaufman and Magidson declined to dis
close for whom they were acting,
first named stating the Biltmore purchase" was a personal deal. ' It is
again reported, 'however, that WarChanins
..ners are the new- owners.
.

merely

disposed'

their

of

equity.

Foreclosure is understood to have
been forced under, the rule that
when 66 1-3 per cent of the bondholders are agreed on disposal of
properties the others cannot hold up
the sale. -''.'"
.

for the production- of 'Daughters of
Atreus,' Current at. the 44th St. the
atre,

New

York.
Robert Turney,

.

...

;

fact

ite .the

:

22-year-old
that
writer, has~.V^eyerV%efoW'hVd^ a\ p^ay
produced, he insisted, and: got, terms
such as few maj or "play wrights are
accorded.
One of -the terms calls for a mini
mum*' three-week- production. Alsor
according to various inserts, he was
:

.

permitted final word" on casting, >{•
pervision, direction, etc. Several of
;hese provisos lire contained in the
new producer-playwright contract,
)ut the Turney pact was negotiated
by Sanford Greenburgher, agent,
prior to. its passage last year,
Delos Chappell, producer, is a for

mer Denver moneyed man and went
heavily on the hut for the show
He paid Turney a weekly stipend for
.

Treasurers Club Will

the past year or so, rather than a
advance (usually only. $500 ) anc
ordered massive sets. Understood he
imself. Prevalent
put up the coi
roadway that Eleonora
story on
Mendelssohn, featured in the cast,
also put up some coin, is denied.
Miss Mendelssohn makes her debu
She is a daughter of
in the play.
Berlin bankers and has played over
there but is not exactly a refugee;
despite, the fact she has hot appearcc
in Germany, since the /entry of the
Hitler regime. Mendelssohn family,
While Jewish, is understood to have
continued in the Berlin banking busi
flat

Have New Prez,

First

in
For the

time

years, the
Treasurers Club, composed of New
York legit box-office men, may have
a new president.
Allen Schnebbe,
treasurer of the Lyceum, has been
nominated for the post, which Harry
first

:

i

-

'

Nelmes held continuously over the
Election will be held

long stretch..
next month;

:

Schnebbe at

first

.

-

last

week.

Forv the past year or so Nelmes has
been on the staff of Father Charles
E. Coughlin and lately was assigned
to the circulation end of the radio
priest's weekly.
He withdrew as a
-election as
the
candidate for
club's' headr~ Upon learning~thatTthe
paper will probably suspend after
election, Nelmes is said to have
the club.
changed his mind
an
Some talk of him
opposition ticket.

way Sunday
slated in

to

Broad
performance

number

of

night legit
but the Actors'

its benefit,

Latter
Noel Coward's Dinner Club has disbanded.
some with mu- operated for about three years, profor needy profesthe National, viding free meals
It

sionals..

!

and other
the

WPA,

was a depression

activity

in?
relief agencies,.
made the club's continu-

ance a doubtful necessity.
which Sani Byrd presented Saturday
Cash: oh hand was distributed,
night (17), arrangement being that
$1,550 to the Stage Rfclief, $1,000. to
the latter could move to another
the Actors Fund ahd\ $100 to the
theatre any. time he so elected.
ilar prganiza-^
Troupers Club,
Understood that Coward shows tioh,
which has been serving meals
will have-a $4.40 top admission scale,
to needy stage-hands.
'

.

setti

stop limit
ight will

-

gether under the title of the Actors
hut apparently 'isbanded
season when several resolutions
sponsored by it were voted down by
undeniable majpriti
It was; thf?

Buffalo,

Oct.

Robert. Stevenson succeeds Charles
Otto as manager of the Erlanger.
Stevenson recently was at the
Goldman and before that the MajesHe
tic and Mansfield, New York.
handled the, ,,Kpndolf-Fbimer stock
at Rochester and summer stock ;.at-

'Under Red Lights' is a new play
which Jack Curtis will do. It's by

;

Beth Brown and Sam Shipman
Dorothy Hall Will probably do the
lead anid Louis Calhern is another
.

.

Those suspended in addition tp
Barrympre: Alice Brady, Eric Li

last

Johnson's

conteritiPn of this younger element
that some managers favored engaging junior players because the minisalary 'is $25 as against $40 for
seniors^

Show May Be

mum

Laemmle's Legit Debut

den, Elizabeth Allen.- Jack Oakie,
Ian Keith, Robert Warwick. Cecil
Cunningham. Rosalind Russell, Dorothy Lee. Nat Pertdleton. Arthur
Aylesworth. Roy D'Arcy, DeWitt C.
Tenni
Edwin Maxwell, James
,

Al Hill, Harvey Clarke,
James MacDonald, Lucien Littlefield,
Marion Shilling, William V. Mong,
Harry Worth and Frank Sully.

Burtis,

Limited in
Although Equity leaders
,

:.

1

m

—

'

New

amended

but up to last
.

week

to

in hecvily;

there

was

lont;

argument at the council meeting' as
to whether the referendum required
two-thirds majority for adoption or
a simple majority was ade-

whether

Lawyers were brought
was their opinion that the
was correct, according, to the

quate.
it

i

.

Jennings joined the
.

GuMd imme-

ditely after learning of the' Equity
councirs suspension order.

Alice Brady's. View

Hollywood, Oct,

20.

Alice Brady, one of .24. screen
players ordered suspended by Actors
Eq uity for failure to heed the warh:
ing to join the Screen Actors Guild,
declares she will defy cny attempt to
forced her to join any organization of
which, she disapproves.
bow in; late this season; It will reMiss- Brady has not yet indicated
of:
scope—
ir/lretrTer"PrTntjf s^^^^
quire "a^laTge^castr~andto fipht the Equity suspension. Only
story involved rneans unusual
Londo other local actor coming under the
Anderson, how 'i
ing.
t' .l'ns
;w.orkih'g;.fo r^.'C,'B.;/'C>chr;ani
Equity sUspehsion to comment on
around the holidays to begin work th.ft- ruling is Nat Pendleton, who
"f-'i
on the show.
he knew of ,n6 cohhectipn be-:
,

.

• •

;

:

.

Arguments
order was Voted,

•

,

-

ing into the senior classification. II
was not > much the difference
salary .rnirtimums lis the vote which
seniors have, but which
not permitted
juniors.
Association's current leaders Contend that players .should have experience before being: allowed the
san:
tahdi
as. seasoned members..
They came around to the notion las',
season when one
ger (Earl.
Carroll) demanded .an interpretation
of the rule what constituted two
years df membership. Did thbt mean
two years of actual playing,, or
what? Manager., raised the issue f.Pr
cnother reason, the matter of the $25
.weekly salary being involved. He
eot .nowhere, yet Eouityy upon further consideration, decided that the
constitution' should
clear the issue'.

Johnson, scenic designer,
has left the production staff of Radio
Y„ to concenCity Music Hall,
trate on his forthcoming musica!,
tentatively titled 'Panorama,' which
he will do in conjunction with John
Murray Anderson. Production will
be a book-show covering U. S. history for a. span of 150 years. Ca. 1
Laemrnle, Jr. may bow in as legit
producer for this.
Idea is Johnson's which he has
sketched out in detail form, arid
now needs, working over by .authoi s
ill
and song-writers. Popular
be" paramount.
S'-'OW is planned as a spectacle- 'o
Ibert

and
latter

rules

Two-thirds rule applies only to gena Lucky Red Bank, Asbury Park and Brigh(Contlnued on page 64)
ton Beach, all in N. J...
I

orchestras.

Forum,

Stevenson in Buffalo

Brown-Shipman Play

cast possibility.
Play is said to have
Luciana trial angle.

...

•

,

continues

,

;

"

..

Reli

ight at
set of playlets,
tri
sic, will be spotted at
N. Y., after preliminary dates out: of
town. Booking was made prior, to
'White Man,'
the. opening there

actor-manager

,

-

'

•

group would mater-'ally be stren.«jt
^ed^byjapiuadditiph-pMunio'^

Stage

at National

of $18,000 weekly:
be scaled at $11 top.

-

-

-Disbands on B-way;

.

.

.

.

function; having a

8:30,'

.

.

,

Coward

.

,

.

not
subscribe to that belief, the group
won out part 'ally, a rule being
adopted limiting casts in the matta'.
of juniors," managers being permitted
hess "to date.
Theatre Guild optioned the play to engage not more than two lower
twice, paying Turney both times, but bracket, people *or every 10 players
gave it up after a year because of in any one. show. Exceptions r.re
made for plays in' which kids arc
di iculty of casting, Chappell pick
used.
ing it up prdnto, Turney was an
However, the. matter goes further
his
office boy for Greenburgher,
than this and the amendment wris
play.
the
wrote
agent, while he
backed heartily by the admi fctration.
Latter figured that, as the so-,
called radical element is comp^cod
of comparatively young players, the
Actors Dinner Club

declined the nom
ination but was drafted by the com
mittee. For vice-president it named
Saul Abraham to succeed Lep Solomon, formerly of the Music Box
He resigned; from the Hippodrome
.

"

VAST IMPLICATIONS

columnist are tied for second
place.,

Cohan's Reason

Tougher

It

.

an ad
Brpwh; wears a 7^b.
John Chapman (News) and a
:

.;fir£t .\'';nij^nters''t^f'dugh.

'

•'AXl the Barry nipres are careless
about their correspondence'; was the
explanation giveji to Lionel BarryGeorge M. Cohan, is cpntemmore's statement cin the Coast last
trip to the Orient,
plating
for Youngsters
week that he .was not aware of havSays he wants to look
ing been suspended along with 23
acts
because
some juggli
others by Equity for failure to join
vaudeville may come back.
the Screen Actors Guild. An EqUityih
derwill
be,
And dumb acts
ite added he had seen one of the
mand.
Barry mores dump' a whole batch of
letters into the wastebasket without
"U nusua 1 proceedings for
glanciilg at the envelopes.
Equity's, council marked its sesUnder an agreement between ihe
sion Tuesday (20) ; Decided a
two organizations, legit players in
special meeting of that body
the picture field are required to jpin
would be held next Monday
the Guild, same going for film play(26) to- discuss plans; for beneers appearing on the legit stage.
fiting the legit stage: Particular
Guild, claiming a membership of 5>
emphasis will be placed, on road
about .85% vi Hollywood's
000,
conditions.
film population, failed to bring into
Result of the huddle will be
its organization two dozen former
transmitted to the managers'
No rtew contract agreement be- legit players. Some of that group are
and dramatists, with / idea of
tween managers and musicians in said to have figured vthey probably
Steaming up a three-way
New York has been reached. Local would not appear on the stage again
ference.
That attitude is assumed
802 of the Federation of Musicians artyway.
to have been taken by John and
rom now on all newcomers to the demands that musical shows shall Lionel Barrymore; althqugh the -forin the pit,
egit stage, regardless of age, will be have not less than 16 men
mer is not on the suspension list.
required to have 50 weeks of play- managers refusing to enter into such
Ethel Bancymore, who announced
ing experience before, becoming- ac-. a contract.
So far all musicals have orches- retirement from the stage last spring,
cep table to senior standing in Equity.
is slated to teach i
a New York
miniunion's
than
the
larger
tras
This was. voted in Monday (19),
when an Equity constitutional mum. Situation will be allowed to drama school.
No penalty^jKas. attached to the
amendment was adopted by refers stay as-.is but, if any musical :opens
with less than 16 in. the pit, there suspensions and those pn the list can^
endum."
be reinstated by jbi ing the Guild,
Two year junior membership rule,- is" sure to be a contest.
Theatre. League, which; re-elected but they will not he permitted to
required h$£&tafbre .for senior Tat?
for the appear on the legit staged until com-:
stated
week,
officers,
last
i
ing, is automatically out. It may take
lying* Complaint to Equity by the
double that time; if hot more, to. at- managers that the lesser number of
the Guild was made some months ago.
tain senior standing nowj- depending musical show productions within
on engagements secured, although past several seasons was" traceable to Each player named' was communito cated with and asked to explain why
rehearsals are included in splaying high production costs. To ..add
such costs or discourage production he did not join -the Guild. Several
time.'
Amendment .was' controversial is not in line with managerial ideas, were sent personal letters by Frank.
within Equity and was ppposei" by which is the reason for insisting that Gillmbre. Equity prez, who received
the younger group! which banded to- no limit be placed on the size of ho reply.

ing—Makes

°

'

:

.

Music

Before .exiting from
Johnson completed a presenthe.;

i-Iall ,

.

tation, 'Wheels;' which will be givan
Was with this theatre
directly.

tween Equity and -the Guild and was
not, aware he had
been
•

vited to join the latter group.

R

for

oyer
second

Minnelli

being

tween Johnson
Chester Erski

is

./to

incente
In be-

from

branch,

designing sets

"for

Reg Tocme; as Charlie
Washburn's Alter Eco?

'Satyr.'

CRITICS CIRCLE

ADDS

egis
.Juliana

Hoilywood, Oct
Tporhey draws the lc?
Morgan's comedy f.pr

way,
U Editions.^
Play- is about a circus stunt rider
Avho turns press aVent, said to.be the.
biography
Charles .Washburn,
Critics Circle, composed, of drama Broadway p.
who authored.
reviewers, in New York, has elected
to membership Richard Watts. Jr.,
Kath. Hepburn Due
who; succeeded the late Percy HamKatharine Hepburn reports to the
mond on the N. Y. Herald Tribune,
to
and Douglas Gilbert, Who followed Theatre Guild, N. Y., on Nov.
'Jane Eyre**
Rpbert Garland oh the World-Tele- start rehearsals
Casting is still being done for. -this
gram.
Latter resi
/later being spotted p6riod piece;
M
SixVweek tryout session out off
on the N, .Y.
as a film
town before the Broadway premier*,
American.

WATIS AND GILBERT

,

-

U CI II MA If

VARIETY
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more girders placed and bolted

Even

position.

in Colleges

.

,

ha« much to do
ceiling barroom
For the. skyscraper
is first scene.
skeleton the lower setting is screened
off ahd the bare girders shown. Iron

Two-way

petting

Low

with the play*

TOVARICH
.Comedy

two. acta

Daughters of Atreus
from Greek legend
Robert Turney, arranged In three acts

Drama, taken

at the
Jymouth, N.
Oct. 15, .'30, by Gilbert
(Her; written by Jacques DeVnl; adopted
by Ttob'ert'E; -Sherwood; -staged, by pco•'•
dueer; $B.SO top.
Prince MUtall Alexandrovitch.John Hhlllday
.in.

.

presented,

.

by .-Deloa- .Chappell' at
Oct. 14. 'Sq; -features
Kleohora MendelsBbhn, .Maria Ou'ttpen&knya,
Joa'nn.na: Rosa; •„ staged- by Frederic MeCohnell* sets, .Jo
MlelzCner;
costu|ive.s,
Jartieti Reynolds
top (Sf.-lU oitenlrig

.

, .... ,

Martelleau ....

nlplit);

,

,

, , .

.

. . .

.i ;;',.».

.

...

;

. , .

.:. ;

.'.Leni Stengel

,'i

.

..

...

. ,

.

i:

.

Ghenr-a.

. ...

Achilles.
I^alchas:

.;"

v

..

;

.

.,.

rhaiin.

Play was London's 'for quite, a
with Eugenie Leontovich one

Hero';

of the leads. Some misunderstariding abowt her coming over so Gilbert
Miller' selected Marta Abba, auburn'haired 7 Italian actress, to be the

-'-.

...

.'iHiirry .Ir\-Jne'
... .JoP'nna .':noo3-

.

, . .

i..

.;. . .

;v.

. . ;

.

.

.

. .',1'onV
'N.eril
.'Carpel, Wilde-.

. .

;

. .

.v.

;

;
.

.

'.

.'

'

-

Cooke

Thprnati Ciiffjn

ard

Biirdette; -Sidney •Bry'son;. Joifh.-'ni-fms.Hh w, Arthur:. Sachs, .'Carl R6df;erK, T'.duls
Michael'- VSage,
-Me'lvln. 'Parka..
Vai-'ea,
Goixlon .'Peters,
obert Steivart, iViacent
;

From there on; it all dies down and
goes to pieces. Story has something
to do with that, of course, dealing as
it does with a constant ^stream Of
murdefs for revenge; but. the thing
director
that
the producer and

Drama

"

charming couple;

*

.

'-.Is

in

haps

management that

unfair

to

'script

Melodrama in three
LOntfarre. N. Y., Oct.
K.tH^ed ;by nroducer;

CooN-le

dents in the lives of the ancient
Greeks. He has written it beautifully and managed to ~keep a clean
"
simple
go. into :service,' he as butler, and and .straight line| which
she' as maid, in the' home/of the enough for anyone to follow, despite
spelling the
Tb'anker, Dupont. For romance there' his r captioustiess in
is the-, love between the prince .and names of the. characters differently
his duchess, while .her fidelity ,tb from most other people. It's a subthe late, ruler is admired even by the ject which has. fascinated writers
emissary of the current Russian for ages, of course: there are at least
four operas oh various tangents of
-regime.'it.
and half a dozen or so plaVs.
... There are introduced some, of the
pretty customs ;.that "were native to This is the only one (at least, it's the
the- White. Russians' kiss of friend* only one. ofV the accented plays on
-which tried, to use all
'iship bit the forehead, touching the. this subject
lips to the shoulder, and drinking three tragedies as one, bringing, to
vodka' with arms intertwined, none the fOre once, again: the and or
of which is new to the stage. But 'Hamlet' notion.
it -is. -the- way it is done that makes'
Just under $50;000 was spent
Tovarich'. diverting: Comedy con- bririgihg this show in, and; it- has
tent' not. heavy, "but the prince and such exceptional sets and lighting
his mate give the performance as to .make it distinctive on. that
gaiety, even in their guise as ser- score, alone.
There are a number
vants. \."
of theories rampant as to Where the.
Comes the: time when the Duponts blame belongs for the: shortcomings,
have a banker for dinner and the with the most prevalent orie that

.
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-
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Hoscoo Horn.

.
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.

Waldo On vl«.
oiiie
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^^jafl
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•

;

'

nedflpia'
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;

-
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:

:

»

...Koftene .Keith

. ,

Hey

Loprlon.nniro
lieplorinnlve

.

.

.

Mort .-laxtctn .....
Jtoterea:, Sinlth.

JPeanut Man;
, .

BUHq

;

'niter Baldwin
a.. F .i2ddi* HodKtf

Shtritt

.-,

.

,

. .

1

Girl

,

.

aicr^n....-,
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..

j

.

. .

.

,

,

.

Voung Man..,..
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... ..fnclt liolrtu
... . . . . ... ; Frnnlc Harvey
...
.Charles
iemever
.•;-*;..V..
. ..Tnck
Jlyriio
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rnrker

.

i

. .
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i.i.i.;

.

.

.GIoHh

;

.

,

-bo'r'ny'

.-.A I -Bart'olot

At least 'Swing Your Lady': has a
topic rifew to the stage, though quite
-to those who go for wrest-

familiar

.

stroyer because they, are broke. He
comes across Sadie Horn, Amazonian
blacksmith who has three youngsters
but; was never" married.
Sadie; .wants a

bedroom

,

tired

,

.

.

Beverly Sltfjreavea

Greek.

Hatch quickly gets another idea;,
that of. Joe wrassling Noah, the winner to get Sadie; Latter has been
soured on Joe, Hatch: having told her
that his man is married and has
four kids. So Joe is instructed to
lose the match to Noah and one of

Seaferani
llaabeth- Valentine-

Baxter
.Marga Ann Deigbton
:

; .

.Tjbra

.v.

'

;

.

.

, .-. . . ;

.

. .

. .

.

.

... .

Lk>Is

Hall

.

funnier lines comes when the
referee asks who is supposed to win
fhat night. Fihnl scene is a. limited
size ring with the men finally coming to grips. Joe gets, excited on
seeing^Jiis big mamma and tosses
Noah.' Sadie won't. take the winner
until Hatch, admits trying to doublecross. It is agreed that the mammoth
lovers be. married, she to tour With
him and in that; way Hatch
serves his. meal ticket.
Casting was no easy problem, but
Milton Shubert .finally, assembled
several of rthe biggest players in
legit. Hope. Emerson, who attracted
M
the.

This play has been in the wind lor
some time and was generally considered the most likely of last summer's
straw
hat; trybuts for; a Broadway
#
click- chance. On view in New York,
however, it turns but to be a pretend
tibus and -gabby item Which ish't.
likely to linger long.; If this is the
best the summer tryouts could muster, ft was a mighty poor season for
plays of that ilk, indeed, as, for that
matter, has already been indicated.
Originally done in England, Gror-.
dbn Dav jot, author, had a lot of hope
in the ptece. It didn't last there, got
about' eight weeks, but the writer
and agent thought it had sufficient
for them to turn down a $25,000 film,
offer,
Probably; won't get that noW.
James R. Ullman, most prolific product-r of the season thus far; (this is
his third), did all he could for the
play
Cast is a strong one and production effective. What he couldh't
do was to imbue the proceedings'
with Jif e—-no One could With the' sort
of language the characters are asked

(Continued on'.pase.
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Norman Bel Geddes,
.

specialist

•

i

HURTS
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-

Quartell

.'..Idhn

n

scenic designing, came, to attention
'
?s a producer last season With 'Dead
End.' In this new work he a^aini dis-..
v
lays hiitl 'skill'-' in" no.yel stage ap-;
purtenances. but. the story is ..riot ?s
women guests- immediately recognize author Turney himself insisted on' powerful. Even so, it should get by.
the maid 'as Her Royal Highness. supervising casting and direction.;,
'Iron Men* Is.. ;to'u<?h-: drama, not as
With the-. Duponts how aware of thereby ruinihg... his. .<iwn property. much
so as 'Dead .End/ st ill th sre
"their, identity, the couple figure they It is difficult to believe that any
..:''
probably will hot be any plav to to uttsr..
will be dismissed, but, instead...they author no matter how inexperiEased' on the life of Henri Gaudier,
nose out 'Men* this season.
Steel
are. invited
and are enced, could have committed or workers are'
to remain
aumaster ,worl;»v>etv in nky- sculptor, and:. Sophie Brzesk
quite happy about it.
permitted the blatant errors here..
scrapei:
cbristviiction.
They take thoress, the play is a hew variation.,
Affection of the younger Duponts.
Eleonora Mendelssohn makes, her chancjes and -they:,--blay hard, mostly of 'La Vie Bohenie,'- with 'serious'
Georges -arid Helehe,: for the exiles, American; debut as Klytainhnestra in downing their booze straight: undcxli ing. Names of the characimparts several amusing scenes. ^to use Turney ls spelling). s*hd gives 'Men' is a man's play and the .char- ters are changed, and Helen Menken
Kitchen scene which, firiales the play •the impression she may :do pome- acter's seem* genuine, -'-with good ac^-. and Tonio Selwart have the two
is too long, but it is there, that a thing ^sometime.
She is an ex-G'eiy. tors walking the steel beams sure- parts. Selwart is a pleasant and en-^
check man- actress (not quite a fefuaee: foote
Russian commissar obtai
paging
juvenile,
but. .one
feels,
for th£ czar's hcjrde' and, in return, her^ people are still in. the 'b.mVinF!
throughout that he is a juvenile
Theie is one surprLsin^ exceotioti making believe he's a sculptor. Miss
kisses the hand of the Duchess arid business in. Berlin)' who -hasn't had
It is William Haade,
promises to restore the monarch's as much exnerierice abroad as hef in the
Menken, too, is 'way off. but here the
room, now an. exhibit in Peteograd. promoters claim, although, she did who is or was a steel wb.rkei% cr'ed* blarhe
directly traceable.
She
ig girders high
He even gives the. city its former perform jriVa couple of Reirihardf ited with connecti
soeaks .with
Swedish
a
accent
.name, St. Petersburg, out of respect shows. She has a fine figure and ,'iiv.the air fb^ a number of Nev/" throughout arid, goes: through a lot of
York's',
tall
buildings.
vGeddes
Has
for her.
difficult rigmarole, clearly traceable
-face vand an iritelli<?ept approach
madp aii actor out of hi
and nri to direction.. Alexander Dean,
Cast names 'include well-knowns She also has a heavy. Teuton ifi
Yale
such as Ernest Lawford and Frederic cent -which, in this case", added to a excellent one. Haade plays the lead;, prof ort: a sabbatical to Broadway,
Keadinst a .gan's of i '•on men who are once more
Worlock Who haye small _paHs. LBeariMeyash-i^makfeup, J_hur.t&^couir
proves, -through Miss
-tops-Th-the^/ler^T-^iere^re^evev
"^"CeciFHumphreys as, the commTssaf. siderabiy.
Menicen;s work; an oia fault orTus^T
additional rfteel workers who amble he
Margaret Dale and Jay Fassett as
hasn't any control* to speak of,
Maria Our oenskaya,
with svlonK the 'oaarnS; bolt them, into place over
the Duponts, James E. ".True'x and
women. although his male" charthe Moscow Art trouoe, is a thor- shd also have a line or two.
It is
Amanda Duff, as their maturing oughly
acters generally come through beaUr
schooled and experienced the producer's idea of suoDlyinsf furOffspring; and Barbara Gott.as the.
'
tifully.
actress.
She. ..makes'
S3me
of ther authenticity to his highly atV
cook, all help* make 'Tovarich' worth
It's a tender little story that th^
Polymnia's soeeches stand out in mos'pheric production.
;••
while.
play tells; and if it weren't for an
Spite, of her heavy Moscow accent;
jtaade.' enacts ;th'e part of Andy, uhhecesearily difficult finale might
Miss Abba and Halliday deserve
k
the featuring in the billing.
Most When those two get together io a of the- crack gang which includes. conceivably have femme appeal. Boy
with Hal Cbnklin (AegysthosX tfi)s, Scratch and Kid.
Andy and
I of her appearances have been .in scene
whose Irish brogue, .is heavy ish. Nils have, bean close friends but and girl fall in love and* being artItaly.
She
is hot. regal in appearists, live
together as brother and
f
there is. something to ^hear.
the Swede marries and ;hc seldom sister for comfort, and
ance., but has a certain chic that
economy.
Only one of the featured nipycrs Ibins 'the gan£ in the gin-Tnill; Nils There's gossip and trouble, of course.
fits the part.
Halliday.- has the skill
to
satisfy is Joanna Rosa as Elektra. announces it is his last job.
to make, his characterization posiTh^t But it's real; love, and. they brave the
And she is permitted by the direc- starts the break"? against -Andy. Kid- world successfully. Boy is Just
tive, never letti
it down.
Ibee.
about
tor to chew scenery a bit too ob- fails to his death., men knock off for to gam world recognition
when the
viously in a couple of spots. With' the day and proceed to get drunk. war starts.
His native patriotism
just a tiny.'-bit of playing dowih
rs Nils is along and argue, with Andy gets the best of him; he joins up
could be an A-.l job.
^bout quitting, the work, tha .Swede pronto and is killed in action. Epilog
in Rehear$al
This js a play
which scenery havihrt promised his young wife they; shows the girl sitting ih front Of one
has a lot of import and JO Mielziher woiild cb into the country and set up of his statues in a museum while,
in
took it quite, seriously. It's a lush a aas station.
'Tonight at 8.30'—Noel Coward.
the background, the; guard explains
job he's turned
ith sky blue ; Andy
The Show is On'—Shuberts.
to. someone that she sits there day
Nils' disarTecti
is
and
gold
as.
the.
predominating
color
tho wi
•Don't Look Now'— Gustav Blum.
He does the wrong after day.
motifs; but he makes it. really im- thin^ in sehdinitl a punk on the make
There's not quite enough meat
Tortr to Go'—Joe Byron Totten.
press Without crossing the border- to, .Nils' flat, telling the youth: it; is (there to grasp. It makes for a lot of
'Green Waters*— Shuberts.
line.; of ;bad
taste..
Lights are .ex- okay. Nils.- in a rage, kilisi his wife, chatter. and a number of clearly unfPreltide to Exile*— Theatre Guild,
cellent.- in connection; adding conr though she is. innocent
•necessaiy
and languorous scenes..
any
wrong,
of
*BIaok Limelight'
Budhat; and siderably to the whole picture..
then .'hoots himself. Those incidents
Sets by Watson Barratt are quite
Tuerk.
Edward McCpnriell. who diretted. are 'off stage but, in the saloon. Andy good, although the lighting, on bpen'Double
'^r-Ulfman and Hel- has been the stage director of the kayoes the pusher, who is the over- ning night, was not all it should
Cleveland Play House; little theatre peer, of the steel Workers.
er.-.
Then have; been,
... V,
group, for about 15 years. His or- Scratch bitterlv curses' Andy for" the.
Besides Miss Menken and Selwart
'PJiiittes In the Dust'—Arthur
ganization is. considered about tops, Nils tragedy. It is the finish of Andy the cast includes Wilfred Seagram in
in the country, ranking with. Hedge- as a steel worker. Last part of the a nice characterization; Lora Baxter
'9weei *lver*—George Abbott.
rOw, etc., and his work out, there show, with the other men: working a out of kilter as •*» sort of social vamp
*Ail Editions'—Juliana Morgan.
,/
has frequently been, praised. But in night shift, could, be shortened, for
clear matt'. | of miscasting: and
*j;*luiny J«bnson'—-Group Theatre; an important assignment like this the play is over, except' for seeing
Mary Howes in a nice bit Kauf.
,
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.Gerald Corbet
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Laura Gadd.

...FrahK' Jaquet
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by I'-rancisr Gallagher;
$3.1{0 top.-
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VBdna Ranrisey=
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... .. .... .v .Ruth Kranlc
.Fred Ijeellc
. Neville
Percy
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GrUiiiler.,..

O'PHen,

.presented:

facts''

.

Taking the Kly taimhestra-ElelctraOrestes .cycle from Homer's Iliad as
as a base, Turney has fashioned a
healthy series of unhealthy inci-

,

.Henry. Korell
.Matt McHjieli
.John Alexander

.

.

Hu'th

.

.

Mme/
Siiiith.

IRON MEN

is per-.:

it

judge
...'';'

w

. . .

.

. .

way—he likes 'em; very big. Along
ambles another large person. Noah
Hooneyxnoon. .:.
Gulliver from .the hills, whiskers
Mrs; Honey moon
Patricia Morgan and all. He was the
pappy of Sadie's
llejva Latouf ^. . .;. i.> .. »> .\X6nlo Se.lwart
lhgrld Rydnian. .....i ....... .Helen Menken. youngest and he Is jealous pf the

,

thereby...

.

.....

. . . .

... ..

M r.

.

of the

fact,

.

.

:.

•

.

Han.

;

the play's chief lure;
has heen used plenty but the
-author; Jacques Deval, currently
engaged on the Coast in pictures,
.has tossed- aside the usual plot ideas.
Mikail' and Tatania 'are broke but
/happy, tie. had deposited 4,000,000
francs in- the bank for the czar, and
will not touch a, sou of it. So they.
.

It.

bMist Chit. '., . . .
Second Chit, i . . .

-.

.charm

.

..»..,'..

'

-

Theme

.

, . .

.

•

.are

..

r
Helen' Menken, featur«H: Tonlo Sel^wart; -.staged toy Alexander Pea n; sets 'i|>ys of sleeping on corn husks; and she
agrees to wrestle the Greek Joe to
WatKo'n Eanatt; $3.3K ttfp.- - .-..;.
Young' Man. -. ',,
;-T....
.Richard Donnelly that end.; But the idea turns sour
Attendant; •'•'*.
.i.'. .
,. .'.William' Origin
when. Joe falls for Sadie in a big

'

<;

.

.

atui-s

••

..

in

prblojr

James

.

now

.

.

manager of a Greek wrestler, makes
an unusual match for his food de:

(six scenes), Jepllog
t wo. acta
by Gordon; Dav lot 1. .Presenr.e.d .by
Ullnian in' association with -'.(l)«i
Shubert? at' the Golden, -N. y.. Oct'. 13,. '30;

and

.

:

-

Woman

The Laughing

muffed was realization that, it is
hard enough to engage an audience,
Robert Turney,. a young- man bare- of today' in the story of ancient
ly in his twenties, is responsible 'for Greek legend without handing that
the- ^writing of. this play..
It is hot. audience hurdles. And poor casting
going to-be a success^ being still, an- and direction are those hurdles.
other expensive flop, of the early Theatre Guild optioned the play
'36-37 season, but Tumey's is a name twice and. dropped it because it. feltthat will be remembered because it couldn't find, the right actors.
his. writing sounds very much like, And that is Vhat Delos Chappell
he should be very good eventually. should have done if he "couldn't comlywood.
It
the sort of production that plete his job any better than n* did.
'Tovarich,' Russe name for comgives the feeling of reading better,
Kauf,
rade, is the .story of a.: once royal,
than it plays. Also the production
-pair attached to the court of the
,czar,
They suffers from such, obvious, mistakes
exiles in Paris.
,

.

'

Ourdner;

.

Ward

•

•

-

-

.

:

.

mostly

,

93,90 top.

Shiner

Popeyo Brons.in, .
Joe Skopapoul63,
,',
Mabel
Cooklo McGinn

ling.
Authors, who pulled a
prise hit with 'Sailor Beware'
couple of seasons back, have been^
There is a bawdy stoi-y told at the toying With the idea for sometime.
bar and there is cursing, as is to be Questionable if -they struck oil'
expected from men of the type, but again. However a moderate engage*
'Iron Men' is a Vivid, performance ment is likely.
heightened by varied sound effects.
Play is ih two acts, localled in the
Ibee.
Ozarks, There Ed Hatch, diminutive

to allegedly marry the daughter, but
actually' to .offer her; in sacrifice, is
ictorially and effectively;
a peach,

;

.

.

.

.are

inhabit dives, and

Earoa In two nets presented -at; Booth,
T. t Oct. 18, .'30, by. Milton Shubert;
written "by Kenyon Nleholaon and CHarlea
Kotirhaon; staged t>y Bertram Hurriaon:
21.

well."''

First act, where Agememnon sends
for his -.wife and daughter in order,

:

who

persons'

poorer neighborhoods. But Kathleen
Fitz as Nils! young wife does very

"

«ien- Walpole
learior Powers
F.rlo AVollencfltt
..Fduioiifl O'-Brlet^:
.'

. . .....j

bawdy

lost; the total effect is
little theatreish, in fact.
action- scenes,., especially.,

are bad.

Robert Stewart
I. .Hal Conklln

.

is

Somewhat
The mass

:

.HOwavrt' Khoraitin
i

he

one,

.'iVevbr

Soldiers— James I^r'njore.'.Franklyn-.Webb.

•

;

Feminine assignments

dale" Gordon

war*

l

;

;

i

.

return to college,

8tehl|.

V.detnr

the male lead failed to

.teslla florall.
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Willinm 7 Vn>i Gundy. Beh Edwards, /.Rich-

Petrovria,

-while opposite her is John Halliday
as Prince Mikail Alexahdrovitch
Ouratiff, that part-having been handled by ;Sir Cedric Hardwicke in
London. Whether the current duo at
the Plymouth excels the London set-,
up is a matter of opinion, but this, is
a corking: performance;
Cast is the important factor in
making the play stand put and Miller is one manager, who has no complaint that all the actors are in Hol-

i-.
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.Py.tades. '.:»'-.;.

.

Grand Dutchess Tatania

.

Falk had Andre Obey 's *Noah'
in rehearsal with a skeleton cast
during August but dropped it

when

.
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O'Neil script, are being eyed.

Burns

...Clara ..Mnhr
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Spell,
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Klektf.i.
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Orestes..
Orestes'
Aeglstho8.-. .... .-.
Hlp'polytos
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vogue. V

.

iS«iutintSiety :.
-.'A°8AJnelnnon-;.< .'; i>

brokers have been -waiting
It
'Tovarich' to come: along.
looks like a cinch for class patronage
and the balcony should draw well,
too, for the play will probably be a

.
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A

'

;

and 'American Dream.' George

Adn'mH-
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Yount;
Ogle

.Carln

«Ell«ej>
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.Gllda Onkl«y
.Olive .Oeevlng
lCleonora -Mendetsaohn.
i,,-, . . ..;> . John: ITlorUlt.
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Philip Barry 'sVSpring Dance*
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.Bavlinra
.'.
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icket;

Ann Fresohmnhji

.
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,

Mme; Chauffourler-PubieiT.Adora Andrews Klytalmhestrn
Coflinilssar Gorotcbenko. .Cecil Humphrey* „V»tJeern. ; j..

for.

.EHaab*tH
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,.'-.V.

Klektra. aa ohltd,
Iphepeneia. .
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. ;CoU*lllo '.T)unn-
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Sliaradlia.
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tion;

Oiisn'eriskaya

arta'^

derrick that frequently hauls girders
aloft is one of the most effective of
props. Beams are less so, being of
wood, painted the usual reddish
brown; Lighting js elaborate and
some striking effects, are attained. ;
Cast standouts in addition to Haadc
are Harold Moffet as Nils, Richard
Taber as the smallish. .but tough.
Scratch, Clark Twelyetrees as Kid.
Josef Draper as Pusher, Edward V.
Bracken as the. fresh punk, a young
plumber. Yale Okun, former professional fighter,, is listed as a taxi
driver, but the bit may have been
eliminated, John F. Hamilton as a
bar fly and Frank Jaquet as the bar"
keep are okay.
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Syracuse, Oct. 20..
Broadway isn't alone
a
lack of maile leads, Faced with
ah apparent lack of male talent,
PrOf. Sawyer Falk, Syracuse
University drama head, -has
been looking for an all-femme
nearly all-femnie play for
the first Boar's Head produc-

SWING YOUR LADY
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.ittsbufgh, Oct.

Playing to $2 top last week at the
Nixon;
the
Shubert
revival
of
'Naughty Marietta' got around $9,500,
just so-so arid "considerably under
.

:

exnectations.

Generally believed that recent reissue of the
film of the same
name cut in severely. Although the
production. Was fresh-lbokiri
and

MGM

colorful—Pittsburgh was its first
Week-—obvious comparisons with the
motion
picture
version
worked,
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against
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Nixon has its third ATS subscri
play currently, 'End of Summer,'
with the house certain to have absorbed the. entire series of six by the
end of the year;
'Lady Precious
Stream' week of Nov. 2 will be the
fourth; -Children's Hour.' a fortnight
later, the fifth, and 'Call It a Day,'
end of December, last. Next, week
'First Lady' is due in. and .orii Nbv>
9 another engagement, for the per-,
erinial 'Blossom Time.'Estimate for Last Week
T^'Naiirghty -MBrie.tta' (Nixon 2,100:$2.28); Interest; only lukewarm, ?vith
tori

:

.

.

.

gross around $9,500, ordiriary.
cent film version- believed to
hurt considerably.
:
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"END OF SUMMER' FINE

WOO IN WASHINGTON
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Stows

Washington. Oct. 20.
Aided .by. heavy ATS subscription
and local popularity of Ina Claire,
'End of Summer' chalked: up approx...

imately $16,000

C

.

week.'-..
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the National last:
.

Town's only
ing 'em

in

legit spot is now.

with Jane

Next on tap

CowFs

pack.'First

'Plumes in the
Dust' with Henry Hull, Opening here

Lady.*

is

next Monday.
Plenty Of. interest in the debut to-

morrow

(22) of the new Washington
Theater, first amateur group
here to. have paid directors and a
business manager, Newspapers are.
heavily behind; the unit as the. first
attempt: at a. representative little
theater here and outfit ..shows it
means business by two-col ads In all
sheets;
Open ing show, Shaw's^
'Caesar
rid Cleopatra/ bows in. at
the renovated Wardman Park Hotel
Theater, scheduled to play four
nights and a Sat mat

Civi

.

.

.

:

.

.
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Hot

MAI

I I I

t

VARIETY

lolatto' $7,500, Newark

Blue

Newark; Oct.

20.

63

Horse Inn Seek

ite

:

Independent production Of 'Mulatto' played the Shubert last, week
.

.

to

increasing, business.

Fair start

dropped on account of mixed reviews,
;'•

Boston,' Oct.

:

'Red, Hot and Blue' left town with
plenty of blemishes but a swell b.o.

Every performance was
record.
practically a sell-out during the 10day stay here. Wofd-of -mouth indicates the stars drew 'em—but they
didn't get their money 's, worth.
'Boy Meets Girl' remains at the
Plymouth for a third stanza; Leslie
,

Howard opened Monday, night (19)
with his version Of Hamlet/ and
'Call It a Day' unshuttered at the
Shubert the same, night for two
weeks. 'Hamlet' is here for one week
?

,

.

only.

but wordrofTmouth-: concerning the
usual theme brought business back
and the week ended strong, with
$7,500: Shubert is progressing steadily. With the public and many benefit
nights are being .planned for' the
Detroit, Oct. 20.
winter season.
Detroit's; belated legit season got
Current attraction is 'Love oh the
under way Sunday night (18) with Dole.' "'
James Kirk wood's 'Mulatto' at the.
Estimate .for Last Week.
Cass. Seven performances are carded,
Mulatto,' Shubert (1,970; 50-$1.5Q).
plus two rriati
at $2.20 top —Strong drama got to its own pubnights.
lic and b. o.' spurted up to $7,500.
Lady precious Stream' begins, a
seven-day stand next Sunday (25) at
the Cass, at $2.75 top, to be followed
by 'First Lady,' Katharine Cornell
will bring her new' show, 'Wingless
Victory' in for a week starting Dec.
14, just prior to Broadway opening
on Dec. 22.;
Local
theatre, dark for the
past six weeks, returns next Mon
day (26) at the Lafayette with 'It
Can't Happen Here,' which will .be
shOwri". simultaneously
several
other key 'cities.

7

Nazirhova opens tonight in -Hedda
Gabler' at the Colonial for only five
days. Much interest in the coming
of Noel Coward's series of one-act
plays tinder the. general title 'Tonight
at 8:30.' Series opens at the Colonial
next Monday (26). Three plays are
to be presented Monday night, repeated Tuesday; next three -Wednesday arid' Thursday, and. the 'final
three Friday and Saturday. Plays
will be rescrambled for: the second
.

Although there has been no rush opening .accorded! a mild press,
Broadway is grad- indicated chances not so good.,
ually acquiring niew. money shows.
Dead End/ Belasco (52d week)
At least four such attractions appear (D-l,000-$3.30). 'Celebrates a year'3
the success class/ last run this week and may last this seadefinitely i
week peeing brie addition and the son; up "more last week and topped
of socks sO far j

V

•

1

current premiere card probably uncovering another.

.

:

.

.

'

.

'Red,
$3.30 )

Week

Hot and

— Although
:

Blue'.

largely negative, the b.o; told a
vastly different story in the last week
of a 10-day shaping up here; $21,000,
.

•big.

'Boy Meets? Girl' (Plymouth, $2.75)
<2d week). Fair trade on week-ends,
but skidding: in mid-week, around
:

icago,.bct.

ial,

customer comment

was

:

$9,500.
'First

Single ehtry last, week, -'Pride arid
Pre j udice,' at the Harris, second ,play big house, and biz built to standee
on. the American. -Theatre Society performances the last two days.
'Stage Door,' with Margaret Sullaseaspn, zoomed far into the forefront
van a big lure, took, an estimated
of legit' grosses, and indicates that it $11,000 at the Maryland, at $2.75 top.
will, stay; several weeks beyond its Opened- strong; sagged a bit midweek, but built towards the end.
two-week subscription. gallop.
Play got great, notices from the Authors 'Kaufman and Berber worked
dailies and. received best word-of- over the play all week for its N, Y.
;

.

-

'

well out of town and

:

.

riy

Thurs. (22).

grosses have been
bigger and prospects brighter- thus
far this season than in the last three
or so, bookings are pretty slim for
the coming weeks. Leonard B. McLaughlin, Operator of the-ihdie Auditorium and Maryland, hasn't a show
definitely slated, at either site; is
now iri-N/Y. digging up a few pieces
more.
Sunday night the Shuberts. brought Ford's is dark this .week, as is the
another 'Naughty Marietta'- revival towri t with -Blbssoih Time' due in
into the Grand.
Booked for two Monday (26) for a session at $2.22
weeks, but, like its predecessor, top. Following week. Arthur Hop
'Blossom Time,' it may stay three or kins' production of 'Plumes in the
more. Next Monday (26) -the Er- Dust/ Henry HUH vehicle, comes in
langer inaugurates its current legit for a- half -week of four performances,
Estimates, for Last Week
season, with 'End of Summer' as its
'Great Waltz/ Ford's (L988; $3.33)
first legit play and third on the
American Theatre Society, season. In Smackb' $25;Q00. Only empty; chairs
November 'Call It a Day' will arrive during the we.ek's engagement were
at the Grand as the fourth ATS play* a scattering in, the rear Of the spawhich will make it something of a cious lower floor during the first two
Standees last, half of
record for the Society in quick pac- performances,
••."'
'
ing and booking; it has used three run.
Door,
'Stage
Maryland (1.700
houses to. present four plays in. thecl
$2.75). Estimated $11,000, very
space of two months. /
has gotten itself jammed up
on a proposed Negro show, 'Hymn to
the Sun,' when that, show was
banned by the higher-ups;
Now

.

enough

legit

••

.,

"

'-.

.

.

"SCANDALS' BIG

,

1

,

better.

(4th. week)
(D-913-$3.30K
Final
and disappointing;
-$6,000
'Three Men; on a Horse' mentioned
moving over from, the Playhouse.
'Mimie Scheller/ Ritz (4th. week)
(D-918-$3.30).
Prison play again

$2,7.5 ). (6fh week X. Settling down -for.
a run, and making profits every week
at $9,000 pace.
'NangWy Marietta,' Grand, (1.200;
$2.20) (1st week), Opened here Sunday (18) and hopes to. repeat fine
profits of 'Blossom Time,' which did
three money -making. weeks earlier
this season.
'Night of Jan. 16/ Selwyn (1,000;
$2.75 )• (5th week ). Matinees climbing and mean real coin, with the allfemme jury gag. Better than $9,500

dozen years, ago.
Estimates for Last Week
'George . White's Scandals'
-

week )

(1,700; $3),

(1st

Howard .brothers

and Helen Morgan are attracting
,

plenty;' Of attention::

Show, only plays

one.jriatinee a week; $25-000 during
first stanza.

WPA

:

.

....

(1st -.week) (J. 700; 50c i.
isappointing at $2,700..
'

week,

last

fine.

,
-

Cleveland,

Oct

Melodv'

lot

,

week) (R-804-$3.30). Approaching
commands an end of ^engagement; business somewhat irhpfoved, with takings around

V

.

'

20;

(formerly Warner's Holly- profitable:
Can't Happen Here/ Adel- . 'On Yoor
7

Street

wood);

.

.

'

'.

.

-

now

subscriptions.

"

-.

>

week) (D-961-$3;30)i First indications for' clicking moderately still-,
go; takings better than that rating,
with $14,500 last week.
'

i

est

.

•

^

.

'

•'

i

..''

.

.

.

.

week)

;

Midwee t

(CD-l,323-$3.30).

'Staee

.

.

Door/ Music Box

week)

(1st

:

Presented by Sam
H. Harris; written by George B;
Kaufman and Edna Ferber; fine
business out of town; opens Thurs,(C-1013-$3.30>::

-

.

.

,

day. (22).

;

•'

.

.-V-v

-

.-;

•

'Swfnp 'Tflnr Lady/ Booth (1st
.weekXJtC-704±$3^
postpone'rients and previews comedy.-,
opened Sunday: (18) arid, laid off

.

•.

.

week)

when

base after the

Another
.

*

.

;

I

.

j

-

•

'

;

.

:

.

\

—

ni^ht,
th' re <v'5 real money in the
Plenty of papering: late in
first

.

:

.

got to

(t>-l,52O-$3.30).

postponed play; written by Sidney
bookings after 'Hamlet' are no-t set; Kingsley and-, presented by same;
Beatrice Lillie-Bert Lahr musical is opens Fridav (23).
'TJic Ln4i/irjiin<T' Woman.'- Golden (2d
mentioned,, but. unlikely.
week ) (C- 1.) 56-$3.30 ). Ojperied mildEstiiuates! for! Last Week
ly; dj*ew "tepid press and chances not
'CaH It a Day' (Chestnut, 2d week
ubder .'$5t000 .for first seven
definite;
—Fortnight's /engagement very -nice
here for. Guild show on ATS sub- perform>W*es.
'Three Meh on' a ftijrse.' Playhouse
scription.'
Last week's $14,000 was
better than first week.
'Children's (91st week) (C-889-$2.20). Long run
Taueh show, holding to nrofltableHour'- in now. Stays thrco weeks.
'Forbidden Melody' (Erlanger, 1st pace, ..with pop scale a factor; $6,000
^
week) New musical tookVa panning or better.
(151st
Roai*/ Forrest
T"t>acPo
— - _~
: Has7 beeffi7
was way off. Scant $14,000 at $3 week ) YPvl70T7"-«i:65i;
top.
Stays this week, then house getting around $6,500 and better arid
,!
goes Vlaik a week before 'Eury the irit '"at;nn*. are for. another season,
tovarich.' Plymouth <2d. we?k
Dead/
'Blossom Time' (Forrest, 1st week) (CD-i 630i.$3.3O). Looks like a> class
at
—Old favorite not so forts this time; rtandout: drew 'excellent nress in
f 8,-S0P af-'$2 top had manr^ment try- Thursday premiere;: got $12,300
ing various stunts, to bolster second four berformances; can top $21,000
weekly.
week's biz.
'Hamlet' with Leslie
Retina/ roadhu^st (re r
*Vici
Howard due in next. week.
(CO-l410i

Philadelphia; Qct. 20.
With, three houses open for business instead of two, Philly' legit
trade was decidedly- swt4y4ast week.
Dramatic offering. "Call It a. Day/
olaving the second and final week of
its subscription ent;a';cment at the
Chestnut, was rstjsfied with a robust
$14,000, up over the first week.
Two. musicals; however,. didn't fare
so /'well.-: Big try-out, 'Forbidden
Melody;' at the Erlanger, took it On
first

.

'

.'

'

4

.

'

;

.

-;'.

.

(

,

:

..

1

-.

<

:

sumcd

;

closed Saturday (17). and loop is now
Picked on William F. clear of WPA. shows:
McDermbtt of the Plain Dealer as his
chief .target,
rapping him a. la
K. C SKED
R'Cbard Bennett.
Got an answer
in that .paper's columns one day but
kansa.s City, Oct.. 20.
the. show didn't profit even from that.
.Legjt season at the brnHeum gets
Morris Gest is here for. the opening
today (20) of 'Lady Precious Stream,* under way Nov. 22 with. 'Boy Mp^ts
'.ales,
penciled in for five days. '.Tobacco Girl,' set for' a- week.
Road' with Taylor Holmes is set for are: .'First Lady,' three, days, start*Oct. 26; Nazimova in 'Hedda Gabler' ing Dec 14,
'Can It a Day/
Nov. 2 for three days; 'Call It a Day' Dec. 28.
Nov. Si; Jane Cowl in 'First Lady'Dependent oh Chicago closings
Nov, 16; 'Children's Hour'. Nov. 23; these plays will also 'be', set; 'Idiot's
End of Summer' Dec. 17.
Prejudice;'
'Pride
nd
Delight/
Estimate for Last Week
ight of Jan. 16/
'Mulatto' (Hanna) (1,435; 50.-$2 ). 'Ethan Frome' and
Too heavy and tawdry for conven- House will be,.m naged this season
tional natives. Mild $7,500. 1 by Senn Lawler.

:

.

,

(1st

.

av/ay at. the reviewers after, every

break..-

'Boy Meets Girl/ Cort (48th week)
'Seen, But Not Heard/ 48th St.
smash (6th iveek) (D»r969r$3^0)v Moved
Holdover
(C-l,059-$3.30).
going alorig to substantial business" here from Miller's, which gets The.
weekly "profit; more Country. Wife' from London late: next
and netting
'.'••;•"
than $10,000.
month; .around $3;000; cut-rate deal
:'
'Daughters of Atreus/ 44th ;St (2d on jemoval.
/,
:

Off

- ;

performance.

Helena/. Lyceum ^.(3d week)
Prohlematieal; buslabout: the same, with better
than; $7,000, but needs more for evert
'St;

(D*957>-$3.30);

'riess

-

.

WPA
roken Dishes. Blackstohe, Longrun of the WPA attempts here

'

:

at the Playhouse.

Estimates for Last Week
'And Stars Remain/ Guild (2d
week) ;(C-914-$3.30). Press was not
friendly, arid chances beyond sub
scrip tiort period (five ; weeks ) not
definite; around $13,000, mostly from

.

'

.

'

"

jestic soori.

the Ma-

to.

Tuesday; as required; fair press.:
'ten Million Ghosts/ St> James

-

'/

move

$20,000; slated to

f

'.'

Of higher-priced seats.
Sensational ballyhoo didn't help.
James Kirkwood, star, blasted

(28th

Irriperial

week) (M-l,463-$3.85). Holding to
good money, with pace quoted over

ter,^ in.,^jt and other compa nies, * 'Pre
Honeymoon/ ^Little (26th
due to open ih New York "and" else- Week) <C-532-$3.30). Seems to be
',
where simultaneously.
spotted right now" and date indefiOne slated closing this week is nite; paced around • $6,000/ which x is
'Love from a Stranger/ Fulton.which profitable both 'Ways,
will get 'Three Men on a Horse/
(5th
'Reflected Glory," Morosco

•'

away buyers

Toes/

'It

Latter ' Sinclair Lewis' best
phi.
seller novel, and, although it comes
sponsored by the\WPA at 55c top,
there appears to be considerable in-

.-

mously panned 'Mulatto,' calling it
third-rate. Low-priced balcony seats
and matinees: filled but pans kept

'

'

,

of hpt

.

nearly.

:

.

up

week;

*

smash beinjr indefinite.
week ) (D-l,000-$3jo ). Agency buy
Next week is- carded for- 'Red. Hot fOr eight weeltt. helping thrill pjay
and Blue/ Alvih; 'Sweet River,' 51st from London; approximating $11,000;

winner garnered better than $12,000 hous
for opening sessioh^best start of the the week-,, even Saturday, Show is
year. Building steadily and should holds over this week, while strenutop mark considerably as the cheap ous reoair work is 'o.c;n? done., With
subscription seats wind up.
a $3 fop. S14.000 waS a long, long
Other Attractions
way from csnacity.
.Forrest,
San Carlo Opera, Auditorium. Dol- '.'' lossom. Tim?'
lar opera still packing 'em, 'and it also li nod. badly, \vii.b the marimakes a great getaway on the season, a'gemerif.-'dscM'iri'r- cn s.re^ialexnloitfl-:
for Fred Crow arid the mammoth tioh late in ,tH» w-— !-... Fevivrl, at a
• ;":
house'..
S2 tODiX'OuJdn't ret, over $8,500.
\'*Call
Me , igrgy,', Playwrights:
This wes!*^^find;- .only, .one rino irig;.
Opens next Tuesday (27).
'Children's Wovr.' rt the Chestnut..

controversies here but still left the
b.o. rather cold.
Instead, of hitting
about- $12,000, as management hoped,
drama drew Only $7,500 in six days.
Critics. On the three dailies unani-

last

moves, to Ambassador- next
r
Monday,"'New Faces/ Vanderbilt (23d
$4,500;

'

:

000; $2.75) (2d week ). Honey of the
legit season thus far.
Box-office

okay

finished

'

P'rWe7-and-Prejudice/- Harris-Q.-^

PANS HOLD 1KULATT0'
TO OFF $7,500, CLEVE.
'Mulatto' stirred

Wa y

.

.

.-.

.

-

'

;.-

week;

•

,

.

.

.

'The Fool' opened fairly strong at
the Columbia theatre, only to end
the week with a very: poor take of working on 'O Say Can You Sing?
around $2,700. FTP is using the Oak- musical, and 'It Can't Happen Here.'
Playwrights theatres brings in a
land, company for this engagement.
Publicity dated the play by focusing new play, 'Call Me Ziggy,' on Tuesattention on the fact that 'The Fool' day (27).
Estimates for Last Week
is playing in the same house' where
•Dead End,' Studebaker
(1,300;
it had such a remarkable run over a

.-

:'

WPA

'

•..';,.;:..•-.'-..

,

Idiot's Delight/ Shubert (resumed
eng.)
(C-l,307-$3.30).
(23 d week)
Front runner of .'the straight plays
and. probably will keep that pace
throughout, the winter;, nearly $23,000 agai
this week.
.'Iron Men/ Longacre (1st week)
(D-l,019-$3.30).
Presented by Nor-,
man Bel Geddes;. written by. Francis
Gallaigher;' opened Monday night;
/Love from-'-a Strangrer/ Fulton.

'

.

San .Francisco, Oct, 20.
Twelfth edition of George White's
'Scandals* did $25,000 at the Curran
theatre here during its first stanza,
which, is nice going. Good word-.ofrriouth is -helping advance sale.
If
the present pace keeps up., the second., and final week- should be even

:

;

unusual advance sale.
This week marks the completion of $6,000; probably better than even
"
a year's run of 'Dead End' at the break
Belasco, last season's first dramatic
'Nigfht Must Fall/ Barry more (4th

'

..'

,

Lady* (Shubert; $2.75) (3d
Closed, Saturday (17) after a mouth oomment thus far this season.'
satisfactory stay, Final week about Showing build-up power, as indi$13,000.
cated by steadily climbing advance
'Come Home to 'Roost' (Copley, sales.- "
$2.20) .(three days). Folded. WednesOther two shows in town, 'Dead
day. .(14JL.af.fer /a disappointing, week's End? and 'Night of J»n. 16,' have settryout here. About" ;$1,200. for three tled down, to a steady grind, hoverdays..'"'
ing around the $10,000 mark, and
look to be here for several weeks

week).

good.

.

'.

Estimates for Last

.

doubtful.'
Balfirhore,
I/ast week legit took riiore money
'White Horse Inn' went to a new
out. Of Baltimore. than in any single high, gros.ing $53,500 in nine perweek; in seven years, with two at- formances and leads the list by a
biz.
tractions doing excellent
wide margi ; 'Hamlet' got $15,800 at
"Great Waltz* snagged a sockO $25,- the Empire on its -first full week,
000 in eight times at Ford's at $3:33 not capacity, but; real money: 'Re*
top.
Gallery and balcony had gone fleeted Glory' again around $14,500,
clean before, the show opened; some while 'Tovarich' is the 'fourth of the
lower, floor seats, were vacant on the new Coin getters. This week's touted;
first two evening performances; but arrival'
'Stage Door' at the Music
from then on' it was capacity in the Box, Thursday (22) which; did very

'It

.

•

attend.'Exeellenf
(D-l,096-$3.30)..
ance, but .'under capacity; first full
week quoted at $15,800; upper floors
.virtually capacity;. lower floor fairly,

,

Can't Happen Here'
Oct. 27 at the Repertory. Theatre, is
How dark. Copley is also dark until
.the regular Copley Players' season
opens, probably in November.
'The Show Is Oh,' new Lillie-Lahr
musical, Will Open Nov. 5 at the Shu-;
~'\
'••''
bert.

opens

,

,

:

WPA

.

-

;

.

'

week.

.

:

which,
were; 'And Stars. Rerriai
was trounced by the critics; it got
$13,000 at the Guild, mostly subnot
and
chances
are
coin,
scription
definite; 'Swing Your Lady,' Booth,
got fair press and may do moderately
(opened Sunday ); 'Daughters of
Atreus,' 44th Street; "The Laughing
Woman/ GOlden; 'White; Man/ National, all unfavorable press 'and. all

.-•

\

Business strong, but not capacity
should stick until first, of year and
maybe longer $27^000 last week.
'Hamlet/
Empire
(2d
week.):

.

-

-

$9,0Q0,
•Follies/ Winter Garden (resurhpd
(R-l,493-$3.85).
eng.)
(21st week)

,

Newest incomer /with/click-- rating
is 'Tovarich/ which got $12,300 in
four performances at the; Plymouth,
It is a possible contender for straight
show moriey honors, since it can
gross better than $21,000. Imported
comedy drew the strongest press of
the new season.
week
Five other entrants

•"'

WPA

.

;

en*»;y (34th - wee'?)

Wonder draw from last season's crop continues, to clean: lip; last
wfte v was im at $21,500.
'White Hor>e Inn/ Center (4th
week) (M-3.381-$3;85). Built steadily
and sold
diirin'i th .second; full
$3^0).-

;

Duffy Moves 'Sigter'
Down Go?st to h. A.

ATS

:

.

.

.

sub-.
-tv^-'-v^'-h-.hf,
tb!vd oft- its
scriptibp, rnd-- sir*.
HollywoocI- O'-:! 20,
'ght: with an extra
ouf Sntv'^ry
T T r"t
P.r^ r n ^,.
own'..
, M^ndav
two- week matinee (Columbus Day) gross went
Ur>c);.tinted bv its bri
;
brin.Psi LcpM." H'V-wrd.-s 'Hnrnlet ,to •ruu-'lii:'Lari---i''i.'anciscb,.V/hc'uo-it 'pla'yed
to 5553.500/
,. v
two- tj very- J3vv- {ir6'ss^s, Hc:: -v-'Cufty:
the Fbi r.r-t J*" the c'-^'t ot
White M'"-' National (Irt week)
'f^rt 'dnte- the fb-«week run; /
of (D-1.1F4-&M0).
rh*-'
Cbps't' '.ttrortn^j
Onened Saturday
fie N^.W; Lo- 'Meet
I;ooust; n?\y. '-'"-'W
S»sler" into- the. '£i Ca'pitan night; drew weak- press arid in doubt;
nlicv ;
cist, ODenv.
hia Sij
(18;, feudr t'.'i piece
It's .in

on

^ck

-

"

;

[

:•'

:•

i

;

.

:

'

'

My

i

Ms

.

,

'

,

oop-oriferl
A'o-^e^pn-e?/.
"i-ntelv the srm.c ^st jf;s
ih?! show at the Garri
One dollar top.

is

.

.sona-1':-

Nov

:

,

2

bnnns

A

pnr-pv

P.c*'-

Vvill

ac*

stop-Crn

he

until

readies a new play,
irt.
3iltmoie:relightS (28) with George
'.y/hife's- 'Scandals/- -cur'reritiy. at the
Curran, San Francisco.
i

:

,:

WPA

i

ro-.j

1

Auction of v'Burv
a
EiianV'er...for a two-wepk

f

aoproxj-

'

./-Revivals..

'

r

...

D'byty. Garte Oporiv €.>.. Beck;
'Prin^^ss Ida' last week; one of the
G7 & S. oncrettas riot so Well known,
but excellent attendance.
.

'

"

.-the.

'Vai»3cville Frolic' is openinr; 1of 20 > at ^the Mason, replacing the
sioek-revival policy iri effect.for scvera! rnontb&

WPA

'injunction Granted/ closed at the
Biltmore.
•Help Yourself/
'Warrior's
Husband/ Hollywood Adciphi.
musical, 'Babes in Arms/ is skeddcr'
.
•No.^h/ Lafayette; little money.
for the Erlanger on Nov. 16, and Playhouse, stays on until Oct. .23.
Eats Hat/ Elliott; light,
^Horse
Fed-:
Both: the Mayan arid MusarU
'YOu Canlt Take It. With You/, new
Daly's' C3d
Flowers/
of
•The Path
Kaufman-Hart comedyi is set for the eral Theatre Projects, are currently
Street; very little.
Chestnut on the same date; Forrest's dark.
t

Na- day

ximova comes to- the Chestnut on
Nov.- 9 for one y/eek; Ro^^ers-Hart

t
.

:

^

.

.

,

.

.

..

.
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(WEEK OF OCT.

HOWARD)

(LESLIE

Boston, Oct. 20.
Howard's production 'of William
Shakespeare drama as prepared by Schuyler Watts. Directed, by Howard and John
Houseman. Special innate/ Virgil Thomaoh choreography, Agnea de Mllle ;• settings
and costumes, .Stewart Chaney. At Boston
Opera House, Boston, Mass,, Oct, 19, .'30.
King -Claudius .... « ...... Wilfrid Walter
Mary. Servoss,
Queen Gertrude
Barclay
. . .......... John
v
Ghost
Prince Humlet : . . . ... , * Leslie Howard
Lord Polonius ............ .Aubrey Mather
.... ............ Clifford Evans
Laertes
...... Pamela Stanley
Ophelia
Leslie

;

.

.

!

. . i

i

.

<

. . .

i

.

.

. . . . .

.................. .Joseph Holland

Horatio
Marcellus
'Barnardb
Francisco

Addy

i.. Wesley

•
. . John; Parrlsh.... -i . . ». . . v. . ;
....,,..«.....P«Mil Genge
R<>senorantz ;..;'',wV.-.i>...i.>. Denis Green
Oulldensterh ..... . i . . . .Winston ,.0'Keefe
Plajier . . . . . ... : . . • ..... .', .Herbert .Jlanson
Player King ........./...Alexander Scourby
'Player'' Quean" ...,..>.....;. ..Mary Meyer
'.

of Oct. 19, '30; SI top.
Judith Farrell ..............Florence

Hoy Meets Girl/ Plymouth,
Boston*
'Boy Meets Girl/ Temple, Saginaw, Mich, 19; Palace, Flint, 20;
State,
Post, Battle Creek,
;
.

Reed

. .LaWrence -O'Brien
: ....
.
.. .Phyllis Welch
Donald Hammond ......Ivy Troutman
.Murlal Williams:
Peggy Kirk Dare
.-;
Larry Haney
...JOrlb Dressier
.....
Policeman ................... Robert Lowe
Swede
roderlck Crawford

Father Curran
Stacla Farrell

, .

,

.

.

Rapids, 23; Shrine, Ft. Wayne,

. . . .

;

'Call

Champion
. . ...

Camera

......

...

.

.......

.

.

-

•'

,"

:

.

'.

'

ton,. Perry.

.

,:

SOLDIERS: Messrs, Blood,. NoacK,
ham,, Volk, Leonard, Randall.
,

Leslie Howard's magnificent pro-;
du:tioh of 'Hamlet' premiered here
tonight and will stand comparison
with the best of them. It will hot
only; delight Leslie Howard; fans and
fully satisfy the most critical, seasoned' Shakespearean followers, but
will doubtless win many new recruits to each of these legions.
Howard's Hamlet is a sane, clever
one, only feigning madness to further nis ultimate reyenge. He does
not 'saw the air too much with his
hands/ but, rather, Holds the mirror
up to nature.' While other Danish
-princes may have tingled -more
spines with their raucous rantings,
or shone midst second-rate support-.
ting players, Howard's version will
go down in theatrical annals as one
of the better all-round productions,
effective and sustaining because of
•

Arthur Hughes
.Malcolm Langi

>

New

John Golden offering

is

com-

edy again With Madison Square Garden hovering in the background.
Ringside is never seen, but it is there.
Champs who go for dinner jackets
on the way up, society girls and
personal appearances are' enacted
out front. Also a stern Irish dowager who hates leather -pushers,
especially Where her daughter is
concerned.
Play has two roles which need
fattening, They .are played by Flor*
ence Reed arid; Brbdefick Crawford.
Picture possibilities appear favorable.

.

.

Instead of setting a stage for the
declamation of the welL-known soliloquies, Howard simply takes these
in his stride, without undue emphasis
(which may be criticized by. some as
a weakness), and projects their
thoughts in a way easily understood
by the beginner. Howard and Houseman had their eyes ion the box office,!
and possibly Hollywood.
Novelties are the 11th century cos
turning, said to be Danish rather

than English, and a wharf scene, at
Hamlet's, departure for England, in
which a galley ship is featured. This
set is the ace of the evening. Lighting is exceptionally good throughout.
Mary Servoss, understudying Gertrude Elliott, stepped into the role of
the Queen Sunday, day before opening, when Miss Elliott was forced to
Withdraw because of eye trouble.
She is adequate.
Pamela Stanley as Ophelia is be
Uevable; Aubrey Mather makes much
of Polonius through , deft comedy,
handling; Clifford Evans pleases as
Laertes; John Barclay registers solidly as the Ghost; Wilfrid Walter is
a" fair King, and Stanley LathbUry's
Gravedigger is a high spot.
Howard's most dramatic scene was
his opening-night curtain speech before a Worshiping audience. His object, he said, was to present the
tragedy as Shakespeare would have,
given modern stage appurtenances'.
Fox.
"•

:

V.
well chosen; Phyliss

Syracuse, Oct. 20.
(WEAN).
Syracuse University; tenanting the
Cosmos Chemical,: New York (SanCivic University theatre here, and ovan), 13 participations in the Gretonce
leasing it to the
Federal Play- chen McMullen Broadcast,
ers on a split- week basis, is running weekly, a.m. Through B.B.D. & O.,
into difficulties with publicity for Inc., New York, WNAC.
Kosmet Laboratories, lnc„ N. Y„
its
first
road show, Nazimova's 26
twice
programs,
15-minute
'Hedda Gabler,' booked for Oct. 30. weekly. Through Brooke, Smith &
Because of the double tenancy, French, Inc.. N.T. WAAB.
many Syracusans believe the Ibsen
Wander Company (Ovaltine), 260
times
show is a.
unit To further 15-minute programs, five
Program Listing:
compucate matters, the University is weekly, p.m.
offering
foreign film program •Molly of the' Movies.' Through Mu-

WPA

Masonic Aude,

Colonial, Boston, 20-24.

"Lady Precious Stream/ Benton Hall, Oxford,
, 19; Hanna,
Cleveland, 20-24.
liove on the Dole/ Shubert,

Newark.

WPA

26 15-minute programs, once weekly,

Rah, Rah, in Lincoln

'Mulatto,' Cass, Detroit.

Marietta/

Grand,

'

Chicagd.
'Night
Jam
Selwyn,
Chicago,
'Personal Appearance/ Engle-

,,.

Entire cast is
Welch is the girl in the, affair who
nearly marries the boxing king out
Of spite. She figures in the entire
action. Eric Dressier also works in
dialect, role being a sympathetic one
which has him continually hesitant
until practically pushed in the. face.
He is th e pr omoter who discovers
the flghteFwid grooms him for the?
big: tussle; Carlyle Blackwell Puts in
.a trim appearance in a minor rple.Lawrence Cfirien as the priest, and
Muriel Williams as the society girl
hot for the muscle exhibitionists, are
others prominently spotted.
Actual pactihg of the fight of the
century has some punch material
but not enough at present. It is a
round-table huddle with quips giving the lowdown on the dotted-line

.

wood, N, j.
'Plumes in the Dost,' (Heriry
Hull), McCarter, Princeton, N. J,
"

'

24,

;

Trlde and Prejudice/ Harris,
Chicago.

'Punches and Judy/ (Florence

'

Reed);

Boulevard,,
Jackson
Heights; L. I, N. Y.
'Red, Hot and Blue/ Shubert,

New. Haven.
San Carlo Opera, Auditorium,
v

'

Chicago.
'Scandals/ Curran,

Lincbln, Oct. 22.
Extreme unlikeliness of
legit
roadshow season here has the. press
giving unusual backing to the two
college player groups here this year;
University Players (University of
Nebraska) has a
play schedule
including
'Personal
Appearance,'
'Three Men on a Horse/ 'First Lady,'
'Lost Horizon,' 'Call It a Day/ and
'Night, of Ja.n. 16.' • Wesleyan Players (Nebraska Wesleyan. University)
are doing four, including 'ThreeCornered Mooh,' 'Twelfth Night,'
'Mary Rose,'
'Bill
ivorce
ment,'
•;

.

*

Program
p.m., ending March 30.
Listing:
'Meadows Beauty Forum/
Through L. W. Ramsey Co., Daven-

port, Iowa. WAAB.
William Little, Inc., Waltham,
Mass. (Dodge-Plymouth) , 365 wear
ther reports daily including Sundays,
Through Julian Gross, Harta.m;
ford, Conn. WAAB.
Gibbs & Co., Chicago (Gabrieleen
Permanent Wave) 26 15-minute programs, once weekly, ending March
Through Bertram & Reibel Ad31.
vert. Co., Chicago.
WAAB.
-

.

.

,

.

.(Continued from page 6t)
Florence Gardner, legit promotress
stuff, tpld the newspapers era! meetings. At last spring's sesthat there didn't seem to be anything sion the amendment was given
aiming this way.
slight edge, score; being 222 for and

on road

Cisco.

Tobacco Road/ Hartrhan, Columbus,

tual Broadcasting System. WAAB. F. W. Fitch Company (hair tonic),

twice monthly.

*Meet My Sister/ El Capitan,
Hollywood.

'Naughty

192 against and therefore failed
adoption.

O., 20-24.

St. Louis Sked
Golden has dressed his production
With quiet taste. First vista is mid- pensities of Luciano Albanarl, have
: Louis, Oct.
the
of
smatterings
Victorian with
Legit seasori here gets under way
been purchased by Warner Bros.
old country, and the last two acts While the stage play is confined to Sunday (25) at the' American The.
one set there is little doubt that the atre with the first St. Louis showing
are modern put not modernistic;
rol. „• film makers will find opportunity for
of 'Mulatto,', with James Kii;kwood
numerous scenes, for the betterment i the star
role. 'Mulatto' will be
of the play.
Plot is laid in Philadelphia where followed for the week- of Nov. 1 by
Albanari, associated in business with Tobacco Road,' which played here
^
,
St. Louis, Oct. 14.
John and Larry Parmenteer is run- three weeks last winter to sock biz,
Comedy in three acts by Robert Hanna, ning riot in his flirtations with Lila Taylor Holmes will head the 'Topresented, by The players; directed by
Howard Cammack and. Maty Jane Deering, still in her ^teehs, and Alice bacco' cast.
Mj,\
LelmUuehler;
cbs^
Knight, a sophisticated willowly
Roach; scenery, F. Ray
'Boy Meets Girl' is booked for the
tumcsi -.Frances Campbell; lighting, John blonde, during the absence of his
week of Nov, 8 arid, while" a booking
Chnmberlin: at Little theatre, St. Loiils, wife
Eleanor. Both are dazzled by
Oct. 14,. '3(1.
for Nov. 15 is indefinite, there is a
Margaret Havt his glamorous love-making and acMia Deering.
arid Prejudice'
John Parmenteer.. .... .i.. .David Crossen quired Oxford accent. Eleanor's sud^- possibility of 'Pri
.Nell .Gray den
Luclana Albanarl. ..
.,
return to the home of Nellie Van being brought he.re for that' week.
....
...Jane Blaekriior
Alice. Knight.
'
Helen. Hlgglns Bauer Gilder, her aunt, with whom she and Ina Claire in T A of Summer' is due
Eleanor' Albfinarl.
.,.. T .Ruth It. -Roach Luciano live, doesn't have much ef- week of .Nov. 22 and Jane Cowl- in
Nellie van Glider.
..
.. Vartlm S'fiilr'noit
Thompson
fect in slowing up Luciano's bold ad- 'First Lady' on Dec.
Maate TolUver. .......... ... Melville Gordon vances to. his newest flames.
Because
.Wallacb.- Wilson
Timothy Tolllver.
.Jack LancVilt of her love for Luciano, Eleanor conFairfax Blue.
;•

CATNIP

Referendum vote was 603 in favor
of adoption, with 164 opposed. There
ballots in all, but 189 were
disqualified. On percentages it Was
claimed that 78.61 favored the

were 956

amendment, opposing percentage being 21.38, but that did riot take into
consideration the .invalidated ballots,
over which there may be some dis.

cussion.

.

,

••

.

'

.

;

Total paid-up Equity membership
at- present is around the 2,500 mark,
with the registered referendum vote
being regarded as fairly strong.

. . . . .

. .

.

.

.'.

.
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.

.

.

.

.
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.
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Jack

'Show

:

.

Portland Civic Starts
.

.L;irry Parmenteer'..;'. ....... Rflymond

Bond

Bella Gardner.... .......w..Vibn Smirnoff

Portland, Ore., Oct. 20.

Portland Civic Theatre, under the
direction of Gordon Davis, opened
its season of legit with 'Ceiling Zero'
'with admish at $1 top.
Advance bookings for the season
indicate. jthatJocally_j)rp.duced.-legit.
",
is- gaining in popularity.
.;..
.

,.

(Leader-

-

WNAC

Community,

:

Miss Reeid works
brogue throughout. It is some*
times hard to take. Second act does
not use her at all, with the final
scene having her indulge in parf
lor fisticuffs with the coming champ,
blackening his eye and smashing a
vase over his dome. Hoke stuff, but
it gets a laugh. Crawford's part is a
bldke characterization bearing faint
resemblance to Maxie Baer; it
should be encouraged for socko re'

WNAC

Inc., Boston

52 participations in
Gretchen McMullen Broadcast, once
weekly, p.m. Through Charles W.
Hoyt Co,, Inc., Hartford, Conn.

'Hamlet,'
Howard),
(LesUe
Boston Opera House, Boston.
'Heddft GaMer/ (Nazimova),

Irish

Frost,

WEAN).

(also

WNAC.

Chamberlain,

Rochester, 22-24.

_

once

;

WNAC

ship Shoulders)

Hershey, Pa, 19; Temple, Scrantoh, 20; Binghamton, Bingham-

with a distinct

sults.

ful entry.'

Torbldden Melody/ Erlanger,

21;

McMullen Broadcast,
Through Harry M.

,

Pure Foods Factory. Newark, N.
(Herb-Ox):, 26 participations in the
Gretchen McMulleri Broadcast, once
weekly. Through C, W, Hoyt' Co.,
Inc., Hartford, Conn.

Washington.

N. Y„

.'

.

Durkee Mower Co. (Marshmallow

N. Y.

'mountainous peaks of unmitigated dullness.'
Variety (Ibee) said: 'A doubt-

Tint Lady/ (Jane Cowl), Na-

ton,

?Race

Listing:

with Babe Rubenstei
Dorenius & Co., N. Y,

Brothers,
Poughkeepsle,
N:r Y., 65 participations in The
Yankee Network News Service, five
times weekly, ending Feb. 19, 1937.
Through Brown (k Tarcher, Inc.,

.

Philadelphia.
'Great
Waltz/

Highlights

WNAC,

Smith

'Ethan Frome,' Bushnell Auditorium; Hartford, Conn., 24V.
tional,

Program

to Oct. 23.

Through

chen

turned thumbs down oa this
Alex Yokel import. Anderson
(Journal)
said
there
were

'

'

its simplicity.

bay,' Shubert, Bos-

-

Chestnut,
Hour,'
'Children's
Philadelphia.
fbead End," Studebaker, Chicago.
'End of Samimer,' (Ina' Claire),
Nixon, Pittsburgh.

.'Leo Frederic

Reporter

WA

(Continued from, page 42)
Hampshire Jockey Club, eight 15minute programs, twice weekly, p.m.,

weekly.
Boston.

the exceptlen of Burns- Mantle
(News)* all the first-stringers

Ind, 24.

Re* Crbnin ............... ..Robert Burton.
Donald Hammond ., .. ...Carlyle Blackwell
Valet ........ .................Jack Soane»
Dave Mitchell ........... ..William Fbran

Business

Fluff), 52 participations in the Gret-

•LOVE FROM A STRANGER'
Opened Sept. 89, *39. With

Kalamazoo, 22; Keith's, Grand

Mrs..

.

>

-•*

T, week

withdrawn from

*

.

Stranger' will be
the Fulton, N. Y.

Saturday (24) when it will have
played four weeks minus one night.
Melodrama was^ originally done in
London. It drew a mild press arid
business was under an even break
at slightly more than $6,000 weekly.

;

7

N.

'

delphia.

Comedy in three acts by C. G. Blythe,
presented by John Golden; features Florence Rood; directed by Joseph Oi KesselAt Boulevard, Jackson Heights,

rlng.

-..

Phitllps
Prologue
, ; ...... .Madelyn
First Gravedigger .>,.... Stanley Lathbury
Second Gravedigger ...... O. Z. Whitehead
;Erlc Mansfield
Chaplain ',;.. '..'...,...
Carroll
Albert
.-.
...
• •
•
Osric
Gentleman 4 :. .> . v. . . ... . s .Hugh ^Norton
COURTIERS: Messrs. Jones, Tanner,
Hayes, Foster, Zwerllng, Potter.
COURT- LADIES Misses Adams. -Hill,
Sorel, Syjva, Bayne, Schauer, Sphi*arn.
PAGES: Messrs. Francis, Sudano, Clay-

•-

4
Abit*» UUh Bose/ Brighton,
righton Beach, N. Y.
'Blossom Time,' Forrest, Phila-

PUNCHES & JUDY

HAMLET

New

Due Out

From

•Love

.

Wednesday, October 21* 1936

W

Road Shows

Corrciit

Town

Plays Out of

-

,

her trouble to' her aunt, who
already is aware of the situation.
While they map a plan to bring Luciano to his senses he abandons Lila
for Alice and this friendship reaches
the point where they intend to run
away, although
Luciano evades
Alice's request that he tell Eleanor
he ho longer loves her and wants a
-"t
A
divorce.- yrEleanor's intuition tells, that danger is in the air. Although she sees
no solution of her domestic difficulties ihe wise old aunf counsels par
ti once. Arrival in Ne\^ York of Bella
fides

'WALTZ' FOE ATLANTA

.

ilver jubilee of
ered in the world

The Players ushpremiere of 'Cat-

hip,' -written by Robert Hanna, N. Y.
playwright, arid former member of
the local organization. Film rights
to this play, based bri the trials and
tribulations of "the "love-making-pro
.

;

-

.

.

Atlanta, Ga., Oct.

Lucas & Jenkins' Fox. Theatre will
go legitimate for two days, Nov. 23
and 21, when 'Great Waltz' Will be
presented here for three perform
•

vitation to visit the

further

of.

an

the

—

,

Rex

O'Malley, 'Matrimony Pfd.'
Alice John; Ralph Culli

her Paris, home, where Luciano

at

'Green waters.'
Regis Toomey, Tom Fadden. Joe
Vitale, Ruth Holden, Martha Hodge,
Jerry Sloan, Clyde Franklin, Berilla
ing
$100,000 'coriimunity theatre' Kerr, John Ravold, Jack Toller. Eric
Frankl, Albert Bergh, Carririgtori
in
is city.
Mortimer H. Weldon, Claire'
New theatre will be .especially Lewis,
Nolte, Harold Woolf, 'All Editions.'
equipped to meet the needs of the
John Buloff, 'Don't Look Now.'
Little theatre groups, but will be
Dudley Clemients.-'Double Dummy.*
equipped with talker apparatus' just

London, Canada, Theatre

situation

was a favored; suitor. Eleanor, urged
by her aunt, tells Bella of Luciano's
infatuation for Alice and asks her
advice, ' It all straightens out sans
tragedy.
There are many smart li
which
kept the first-night audience chuck,

••

:

i

case.

and these were delivered, in
th" main, by Timothy1 Tolliver.
Neil Gray, as Luciano, 'doesn't ap03T to be the gay Lothario the role

FUTURE PLAYS

•

but Ruth Roach capably

the part of the all-wise aunt and
stem's, moire ,bf --a ..professional than
the; r«st of the cast.
Play was reSahu.
seated Oct.: 15 arid 17.
fills

'Ann Rutledge,' musical based oh
the. romance, of Abraharh Llhcoih
and Ann, Rutledge, is being prepared
by George Freystade of Paramount,
who will also produce in association
.

,

"..

.':

with Joseph M. Weiss.
ing the score.

Latter writ-

nis Hoey,

London, Canada, Oct. 20.
Plans are well advanced for build-

r

ling,

'rv'lls-.for,.

Walter
Margaret Mullen,
rice,
Matt Briggs, Lora Rogers, Juan,
Hernandez, Kathryn March, Bartlett
Robinson, Berry Philson, Charles
Dingle, Inge Hardisoh, John Bunn,
Foster. Williams, Eulabelle Moore,

,

Van Gilder home

complicates

'

'

in-

when it develops that it was' Bella
who introduced Eleanor to Luciano

On?

ances.
Ann Franklin, Juanita Hall Singers,
r'"-—
-;Houserh;as" the-only stage -in Atlanta ^weet River?:- : -^^T— ,-—
large enough to handle the producGeorge Curson, Brenda Forbes,
tion, but the power lacks 2,200 amps Winifred Lenihan, Alexander Kirkof being enough.
Planned to jazz land, A. P. Kaye, 'Black Limelight.'
Rosemary Arnes, A. E. Matthews,
up the juice supply on play dates.

Gardner,, novelist arid divorcee, from

France and her acceDtance

McCauley,
Is

Lucille WatsoniEva. Le Gallienne,
Carroll, 'Prelude to Exile.'
Howard Wierum, 'Four to Go.'

Leo G.

Look
Crumpy,
.

Joh

Now/ comedy by
to be produced arid

directed by Gustav Blum; Already
rehearsing for Nov. 2 bow.
'This Pretty World' by Converse
Tyler, to be produced by Johnnie
Walker, former film actor; Casting
now for rehearsals on Oct. 26 undei
producer's direction,
'Contingency/ by fi. H. Simmons,
and 'Rosalinda/ by Jessica Per rin,
acquired by the Players Group, new
firm.

«VAmmfs* mhtook
•

St.

SHOW NEWS

INTERNATIONAL

oirtos,

Mutla'* Place, Xwf*lg«v Squr«

N.Z. Tour Set
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for

Melbourne Revival Co.

Head* Says
Paris,

He
Oct

Melbourne, Sept

U

likes

S. Attitude

As Result

;

.

of Franc Devaluation

Stanley Grant.

%

12.

29.

Following the success of the Carroll-Fuller legit revival try here, arrangements have been completed to
send the company on a tour of New
Zealand under the management of

Monte

Sir Ben Fuller left during the week
Johannesburg Ddo
Daly
Reconstruction
Edouard Bourdet, new. director of
to make arrangements in N. Z. for
CbmedierFrancaise, just back
the tour, due to open in the Dofrom an American visiV says he is.
London, Oct;
at Yuletide.
minion
going to apply some, of the things he
Reconstruction of Daly's theatre in
is Majesty's, legit house, and New
Fr ance's leading Leicester Square, Which is conlearned there "
Empire, with vaude, are the only two
theater.
trolled by I; W. Schlesiriger and is a
'One of the things I learned in $1,250,000 investment, will shortly be
houses
parts with, stage
America/ he says, 'is the absence of put. in 'operation.
shows.;.
traditional, reactions in American
Lessees intend to continue it as a
Seymour
Hicks is presenting
audiences. Here in France ah audi- legit house, but the rebuilding will

the

Days

:.

,

reminiscent

Oct. 9.

old

the

by

'Riviera gold rush* are seen here

proprietors of casinos,

;

.

theatres

...

as the result of devaluation of

.

.

.

:

'

;

Transformations arid repairs in
and theatres are already being pushed in order to be
ready for a slice pf the biz antici^
pated when the season starts. Many
hotels and smaller night clubs which
have been closed for several years
are getting ready to open.
^
Societe des Bains de Mer, gambling
syndicate controlling the Casino and
Sporting Club, has ordered renovation of the Sporting Club pushed
through in order for an early December opening. In a bad financial
way for several years arid forced to

Rome,

'Americans, on the other hand, are
frankly interested in the performance they are attending -without any
thought about the reputation of the
writer or the play. If they don't
like the production they show it. If
they like it they are thunderous in
their applause.
like that simplicity and T think

casinos, hotels

Rome

theatrical season: with their
respective companies at the Argentjan, Quiririo and Eliseo theatres.,

GOOD

IN

Kiki Palmer's company includes

Gina Sanmarco, Nini

•we ought to have more of it here.
I shajl keep the example before me
in
work at the French National
.Theater and will consider all pror
ductions from the point of view of
the present audiences, not the tr aditional aspect of the plays.*

Ce-

Dinelli,

sarina Gheraldi, Giuseppina Facini,
Enrica Banfi, Luigi. Almirante, Filippo Scelzo, Gino Sabbatini, Flavio
ief Pablo Porta, tJmberto
Diaz,
Giardini, Ermete Tabberlani and
Guido; Lazzarini. Besides novelties
by Alessi, di Betti, C. V, Ludovici,
Pompei; Molnar and Kaiser, her
repertoire will include plays by
Luigi AlScribe and Pirandello.
riiirante,
Tatiana Pavlova, Pietro
Scharoff and Guidp Salvini will take
turns at directing.
Emma Grarnatica Co. includes
Franca Domiriici, Ida Gasperini, Rina
Sarda,
Ri
Centenaro, Annetta

.

T

,

Kiki Palmer, Emma Gramatica and
Angelo Muscp will start off the

,

boredom.

Budapest, Oct 9.
season
starts with
a guarantee that none of the important Budapest stages will go
bankrupt, after one or two failures,
leaving their companies, technical
personnel arid. authors in the lurch.
This happened' in many instances
Leontovitch's Quick
during the past years, but at .present
all theatres are in firm and experiFlop; 'Jane Eyre' Rec'd
enced hands, both financially arid Buffi, Maria Pelagatti, Memo Beartistically.
nassi,
Cesare Bettarini, Edoardo
Better, London
Vigszinhaz management, repre- Toniolo, ttore Masi, Corrada Conti,
sented by Iirire Roboz and Daniel Arnaldo Marchetti, Ruggero Dal
Job, who have, directed the affairs Fabbro, Edoardo Menichini and RugLondon, Oct. 20.
Eugenie Leontovitch, Russian dra- of that house for the. past 15 years, gero Capodaglio. Plays by Piranacquired lease of the Pesti The- dello will be included in the Gramatic star known, in America, opened has
atre, arid Royal Theatre Ctjvice in the matica. repertoire, tpo; among^ the
at thfr- New Theatre. Wednesday (14)
re'd~Huring the last'seaspn) as well. novelties there will be' plays" by
in 'Anthony and Cleopatra,* staged
success here Alessi, Ludovici, De Stefani, Anby Komisarjeysky, Russian. It closed They alreadyj have one
with Denys" AmieTs 'Femme en torielli, Behrman and Somin.
four days later.
Fleur* at the Pesti theatre, with MarAngelo Musco has already started
Londoners couldn't see the Russ
git Makay and. Lili Murati in. the
his run at the Eliseo. His program
Version of Shakespeare's play, deleading parts.
At the Royal, re- there includes performances of Rornspite its 'modern' handling: in the
hearsals of a stage version Of Ferenc
ualdi's The Master pf Masters'; Santi
English language, and panned it bru- Molriar's
'Paul Street Boys' (which
Savarino's 'Don Gesualdo and the
tally.
Press generally called it the
was 'No Greater Glory' in the Frank Ballerina'; 'San Giovanni Decollate'
direst flop in a long time.
Borzage Columbia picture) are in
('Saint John Beheaded') by Nino
'Jarie Eyre' Opened at the Queen's
full swirig.
Tuesday (13). It is a dramatization
Arthur Bardos, who managed the Martoglio, and 'Article 1083,' by
of the Bronte novel by Helen Jerome Belyarosi theatre for many years^ Russo Giusti.

my

This

.

in

is

the

.

first theatrical

many years here which

,

.

Much

Berlin,

Oct

11.

With the Scala rehearsing another
production of the 'Herrliche Welt'
(Magnificent World) type, to follow
the' Russian Ballet season of Col. de
Basil Oct. .16 and run consecutively
until Nov. 30, and another 'Crazy
Show' due Jan. 1, it becomes evident
that the Scala management is turning definitely to the. revue-style of
entertainment.
Diff iculties of getting the right sort
of international acts, constant worry
about the financial angle in satisfying
foreign acts about getting their salary out of. the country, and the fact
that productions of this type are appreciated by the audience her§, have
influenced the Scala to change. There
,

;

-

;

.

.

'

.

London,
Tucker opened

the

Rial to theatre, Nice's, cinema barometer, opened its doors last week
with 'Desire' (Par) for the winter
season. Edward VII, featuring American films: in English, will enlarge
before the season commences, anticipating a flood of American and Eng-

Cinema

cording to manager Mero.
Dolphin night club opened this
week and the Bastide is setting a
with more up-to-date comedy, when betwe^ri-season
record.
it can be clasisfied as having better
Even long-faced real estate and
than an even chance.
Joto,
tourist agents are relaxing and admit it looks like things will be
;
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LOW-PRICED STOCK

MELBOURNE

.

Hayes

.

.

.

CHARLES THE KING
London; Oct.

:

in

Good."
"

is funnily executed, arid some of
a bit cheap for West End accept'
ance. One or two of the bits are on
the low plane of a provincial panto-

ness

Sir Beri Fuller stated that, as soon

he can secure a good site in Sydney at a reasonable figure, he will
build a theatre there for the presenas

it is

-.

,

'

;

.

'

;

. .

.

:

.

.

Thomas

. . .

.

Hifrbert.:

.

.

.....

. .

.

Anthony Van Dyck'. ......
John..

Pym

:

.

.'.

.

.

Prldftv. . ;.'.....'./.;.,...
Qllvc'r Croimvcll .
Mr*; -Crotnwoll, ........ .V
.

William X*nth»U.
William Prynne-

.

.'.

...

Stafford .'Hllllard
.Carl Hnrborrt^
.Gordon' McLeoil

..v.
.

raveley

Edwards

Gcoi-ko Merrltt

. . .-. .

Betty Hardy
^.Guy Ilelmbre
.John- Abbott

Sincere and interesting portrayal
of the vicissitudes and tragic ending
of the Stuart King; at whose door
so much blarne was laid 'which was
the due of his ministers and advisers.
Of necessity episodic, covering 12
years iri 13. scenes, there is. no sense
of scattered or \meaningless interludes,, each one, however brief, bearing on the development of the drama.
.

mime.
Music has one. or two tuneful nym-. Story covers,
.

the. first

rumblings

of.

discontent, when the Bishops take
control of the churches, the prayer

definitely weak.
tation of legit. Had a site picked out
Arthur Riscoe suffers mostly from
but the City Fathers would not' lack of material. Miss Knight,. on the
lower their price and the deal fell other hand, stands out by contrast
with
her specialty fiumbers, 'Which
through.
Olg.i
titled 'To' arid Fro,'
Knight would also like to take register' all the more strorigly.
ith; cast lined
scores with her ybcalizin^
up ag follows: Hermibne Badderley, another flyer into vaude in both this -Ba'clariova
and' gets. .all there is to be extracted
Queenie Leonard, Viola Tree, Esmc city and Sydney; only thing stopping from a stereotyped part... Another, girl:
Percy, Edward Cooper. Opens coJd him is the fact that his ace spots are who scores neatly is Peggy Rawlings.
Nov. 23.
let out for pix to Snider-Dean.
Show should be cut and built up

book is forced on Scotland, causing
a rebeilipri leading to the King's de-

bers;

-

arid
'.

.

,;.

,

feat, farcical trial arid final dignified
journdy to^ the scaffold.
:

.

-.

'

which is of considerable power,
the scene of the trial at WestminHall, where, after eight days,
the King still refuses to defend the
charges brought against him. ;on_the _
ground no one has the authority to
try him.
Despite a few hysterical
protests from, a few loyalists, he is
condemned to death. Some of the
dialog is authentic, particularly ja
play,

is

ster

this, scene, and is most riioving. as
is also the later one where he takes
leave of his young children and goes
bravely to death. .'
StOry is vividly told, giving an intimate insight into, the life of the
English monarch, who. according- to
the play, was perhaps the first king
with communistic tendencies.
Sometimes the titular character is
contradictory; as drawn by the author. probably to depict him as a
vacillating personage.
His weakest
ripirit
revealed as being swayed
by his Papist-ridden.' French wife,
whom he adored, and Who ruined
him by her constant interventions.
Barry Jones handles the central
role with charm and effortless dignity, and the Queen of Gv/en FfrangcorirDa vies has its own especial
merit./ Nobles; 'regipides.- and most„parts are solendidlv acted, the only
-

.

.

,

some of the lyrics are sharply
cleverly pointed, and dialog is

•

brighter.

10.

play In two acts: (18 scenes)
by Maurive Colbourhe, preeented by H'. M.
Tennent, Ltd., at tyrlc. theatre, Oct. O,
MuhU\ rterbert Merigeu; decor by
'3tf.
Motley; vtuRlng by author,Charles. I .'. ...
.... .-. >.... .Barry. Jones
.;.
Henrietta' Mar ... wen_ Ffrankcon-iDavleft
^riiramTTTnud.'rV; ".ViV.V. ."TMbTrand Grabaro
William Juxon. ........... . .Charlen Hodges
He.nry .Hlrh.
.....
Robert H/>lmes
.Viscount We.ntworth. . ...MaUvlce-. Cinlbournc
I.oj-il Colt Infirm. ...
...,X£mbert J/hrkln^'
John- fltmu't. ...
.«i,,^iMnIcoIm RuhscII:
CountPKH of Carlisle. .
Joyce Kennedy
Sir Henry VaneV, ... ,. ; . . . .Stanley Urewltt
f>r, .Harv<;y.'.y,.;.^...;.-,.i,,.H.- O: Nicholson
Historical

:

"The

'

.

Curiously enough, there is not a
single musical comedy stage left in
Budapest, where/musicals used to,he
London, Oct 9.
enormously popular and from where
Musical comedy by Guy Bolton, Fred
lyrics and mui»lc, Vivian- EMI",
many world successes started in the .Thompson;
rresente'tl by Arthur Rlacoe and Cllitord
Club".
old days. Kiraly theatre, once the Whitley at Savoy theatre, Oct. 8,' "30. Prpr
home of some of the best musical duced by William Molllson
Turner.,
.Richard Dolmanproductions in Europe, has now been Gerry
fihella
....
... .. .Peggy Rawllngs
C. B. Cochran's
converted into a vaudeville house. Paul
............. Max- Klrb.V
.Arthur Riscoe
.
London,. Oct. 11.,
. . .
All that is left for musicals- is the Freddy Bax
June ~Kn tgh't
^ TJaporle.
V .
Charles Cochran's new revue by A. small Kamara theatre, recently leased Jerihno
....... Robert Nalnby
Thomas Bsix.
P. Herbert is to be titled 'Week-End/ by Laszlo Szucs, tenor.
Jlmf/ DjiBiria Petrova. ...... Olga' Bnclanovu
.... .. ....... .-W. S.' Percy
Gendarme
and is having a tryout at Manchester
— •.'iV.TrDihft-Glfl VUltl
IHrcarrto-.
"Dec'.' 23," before coming to London.
Professor Lp Bru'ri ........ ..Gus Sharlan<r
Run is likely to be for six weeksConventional musical comedy with
Cast is headed by Gitta Alpar, Binnie
an important cast of players, proHale and " Rawicz and Landauer.
duced by veteran in that line of
Likely show will go to the Adelphl
CLICKS IN
endeavor, .Williarri Mpllison. Scenery
after Manchester tryout.
and costumes in good taste, a smartly
drilled chprus, and all the other
Melbourne, Sept. 29.
ingredients that go to make for
Writing
Milt
Carroll-Fuller legit try at the
agreeable entertainment.
Apollo
with
low
admissions
is. turnShow goes along smoothly until
Nice, Oct. 9.
Back from three months' vacation ing Out a profitable venture. Sea- near the finish, when the comedy beat Cap Ferrat, Milton Hayes, for son gpes into its 13th week on good gins to sag. a bit. \Just before the
finale, however," June .Knight puts
years.
of Britain's best laugh- b.o., with reviyals^ of^ former musiover- a strutting number, backed up
getters,
is
putting the finishing caircomedy favorites. Top runs to by the chQrus, v/hich is the real sock
ights,. with lower scale for
touches on 'Prevailing Winds,' which 75c.~
of the show..
he intends to produce in London this Thnats.r -Success is. mainly due to the
There is not very much originality
splendid stock cast
by Sir
winter.
the. story, but sorrie of the busi.

;

this y/aek.

bad weather under the direction of
Ben and Anne Litt; are yet up in the
air, but the club -will open.

.

London, Oct. 11.
New indi .company,, headed by
Peter Farquharson, has been formed
to produce a new revue at the Com-;
edy theatre, to replace William
Walker's 'Spread It Abroad.'
Revue was -written by
impn
Carries and Herbert Farjeon, and is

/

of King Edward when he. was Prince
of Wales, will have a new dress, ac-

tional theatre, of course, are not subject' to any financial shocks.

New London Revue

again.

.

.

far produced included
O'Brien Girl" and "Lady Be

<

.

She is. doubling from the Grosvenpr House and plays vaudeville unr
lish clients.
til Dec. 12, when she is due to sail
Luxury hotel palaces on the Cannes
for a! Hollywood date on the- Metro
Croisette are rushing through relot in 'Broadway Melody of '37/
pairs in order to be ready for earlier
than usual openings. Hotel Carlton
and its bar, famous as a rendezvous

modern plays, as well as musicals.
German^
Magyard theatre and Andrassy-uti
Havana, Oct. 17.
theatre continue under joint manageBallet Espagnol de Juan Martinez ment as before, in the hands of
arrived here Wednesday from Europe. Elemer Wertheimer and Paul Brody.
Ed Perkins, in advance, has been in
"State-subsidized Opera and Na-

Beri Fuller.
Shows so

•

;

ILL

scored well,

.

;

drinkers,

Plans fOr the opening; of Hollyin Frank J. Gould's Palais de
la Mediterranee casino, which had a
successful season last year despite

Trbxy for Hyams Bros. Mondpy (19),
returning after two years. Despite
being under doctor's Orders, Soph

.

Hayes will have the play produced,
but won't take a part.

tea

VAUDHLM THO'

Sophie

;

newspapers has acquired the Muvesz Szinhaz
acclaiming Curigwen Lewis in the (formerly; Fovarpsi Operette theatre)
Natala Korel's Vienna Flay
title role as a new West End star. in addition. It has just opened with
Capetown, Septl 25.
Dramatization *, patchy, but the a fine production of The Merchant
Natala Korel, Capetown writer,
venture looks successful.
of Venice* with Elma Bulla as has. had a icoriiedy, 'She Nibbled the
Portia and Lajos Gellert as Shylock. Frriit of Knowledge,' accepted for
New. theatres' program is very staging at the Josephstadt Theatre,
Martinez Ballet in Cuba varied, comprising classical arid Vienna. It is. being translated into

.

and

opened last week with a brand new
pack-i
business.
staff ready for
Oscar's, the Knickerbocker and the
Cafe de Paris seem to have taken on
a new lease Of life and plenty of
bows and smiles are forthcoming

.

IN

•

,

cocktail

elite

wood

SOPH'S LONDON CLICK

well-received,,

.

,'•

Royalty Bar
Royalty Bar, which caters to the

Le Perrpquet opens

;

:.

few weeks ago.

-

-

:

float- huge loans to kwp operating,
the Societe was undecided Whether
tp open the Sporting, Club at all a

.

.

town, since Oct. 7. Ballet broadcast
over CMX and has been oh the front
page of some of the -local papers.
A reception at the Taberna Espanola of the Regina Hotel has been
arranged for the press Sunday (18)
at the exclusive Casino Deportivo

.

In Nice a iiurnber of the smaller
night joints have already opened.
Broadway and Black Cat, which,
were closed last year, have been doing great busihessSmd the Negre has
been filled every night since ppenfrig,
will, however, be numerous acts in
two weeks ago, Pierre ;.Passer bn's
all such productions.

.

and was

thjfr

French franc.
the
With the dollar at
government's promise
pound at
'Vintage Vi
Majesty^. Hetty.
price-raisers"
severely
with
deal
to
King heads the vaude bill at the Emand profiteers, and a baririer surrimer
pire.
season just behind, owners expect
the best winter season in five years.

ence goes to the classical theater: be of such a nature that, in case the
knowing all about the; play, the legit policy does riot prove profitable,
author arid the traditional impor- it can be operated as a picture house.
tance of the piece. No matter, how
badly the play may be performed,
they applaud at the appropriate moments and they never reveal their

and other amusement places

If

.Charles

is

somewhat

idealized,

.

'

-

.

exception,

being

;

George

JVTerritt's

rendering. of Oliver Cromwell.. It is
too bluff arid boisterous, and has not
the fanatical austerity one. associates;
With the first of the; dictators.^.

Production is reieal. but unostentaand seremphasised,
rather
than tious, and soft dimming and rising
labelled with .the
istorian tag of of lights enhances artisfio. impresAmerica would probably be. m-i
'weakness' it is a pardonable act Pf
'lerfpiod in this presentation,
grace for dramatic purposes.
Most" dramatic highlight of the sio istic jstaglng.-

and his loyalty

to friends

vants

'

1

:

.

U.

S,

the Mrs. Simpson
.

.

Jeopardy of

.

L

VARIETY

66

their' circulations

Gerf Certifies

in.

is reported to have prompt'Hearst papers oh the northeastern seaboard to play down the
divorce suit filed in London by Mrs.
Ernest (Wally ) Simpson against her

.

publishers don't
know what .Gertrude Stein's
latest is about.
Book is titled
.the

Newspapers in the. U. S.
have linked Mrs; Simpson as a close
friend of King Edward.
Both the Suhday - American and
Sunday Mirror; in. N; Y.-, and the
'
Hearst papers. in Boston and Albany
have large circulation's of pre-dated

.

.

.

Geographical History of
America or the Relation of Human Nature to the Human
'The

-.

Mind.'
.Statement on. the flap, .signed
by Bennet Cerfi publisher, -declares:
'This space is usually
reserved for a brief description
Of a book's contents.
In this
ease; however,* I do not know
What Miss. Stein is talking.
about.
I do *not even under-;
stand the. titje.-. /. . That, Miss.'."
Stein tells me, is because I am
•

.

(bulldog) editions in Canada. Reaicof the English subjects to the
handling of the Simpson story is
said to have been unfavorable, with
the result that Hearst editors dedown the. yam: Recided
port that Hearst had cabled from
abroad to 'squelch' the sensational
angles %as denied by his editorial
executives in N. Y.
*
N. YrDaUy News, vwhich also has
"a. large pre-dated Sunday circulation
in Canada, showed no signs Up. till'
yesterday (Tuesday ) of more, delicate handling of the Simpson case.
Cables from' London yesterday
((Tuesday) quoted an unnamed official .attache that King- Edward was
tiori

•

,

.

*

^

,

?

He had

opposed to gagging* the British press
on the; Simpson case. In England*
;

however, newspapers are restrained
by law from carrying, any news of a
civil or criminal suit, with the exception of mention of the filing of
papers and the judge's summation.
>

,

Marlen E. Pew Dead
Marlen Edwi Pew, 38, former
editor

&

iter

Publisher, died

Misericordi

Hospital,

Oct.

15,

New

York, following an operation

for a throat ailment. He had been
P. Since 1924 atid y.p.
editor of E.
firm up to a few months ago,
ill
When he resigned because

&

.of the.

,

health.
'.

'

,

.

Pew was born

in Niles, Ohio', and
had little formal education. He. secured his first reporter's^ job .'at 16,
with the Cleveland Press. In 1897
he came to N. Y. for .the Scrlpps-

.

many of
his own early
life.
His •Henry' stories were all
semi-autobiographical. He also wrote
several plays, and for his own amuse-'
ment operated a playhouse: at his
home in Concord; Mass. It lasted
for 15 years and was subsidized by
the municipality.
His brother, Bannister, Who ' died
a -number of years ago, was author
of the first chapter play in pictures,
Edison's 'What Happened to Mary/
and was the first /author regularly to
command $100 for a single reel
script.
At the time of his death,
Bannister, was one of the moving
spirits of the London Film Co., a
picture pioneer in Great Britai . He
was never able to interest his brother
in writing for the screen.
The dead man is survived by his
Widow and a son, Samuel K. Another son, named. Bannister, and an
adopted son, John, pre-deceased him.
:.

'

'

Kidding the Press 'Race'
At least two N. Y-, dailies lampooned that three-cornered newspapermen's, 'race' around the. World'
last week; New York Sun assigned:
three reporters to walk around Central Park and' Write' satirically of
their trips. - N. Y. Telegraph
signed' Hank Sember to go around
Manhattan, on a pair of roller skates
and kid himself same way*
Meantime, the ?race' was won Monday by H. R. 'Ekins, of the N. Y.
World-Telegram, while Dorothy Kilgailenof the Journal and'Lep Kieran
ducted a column, 'Shop Talk at of the Times are still en route home,
Thirty/' and edited the' trade paper. on the last lap of their trip and on
.

-

-

.

«

-

He'is. survived by his ex-wife, from. the same plane;
;whohv he was ^divorced two; years
Times late last week took time out,
and three children,' Susan Mar- for the first time, to explain in de'garet; a portrait pamter; 'Marlen E., tail that Kieranvwas stiU sticking to
Jr., of the N. Y. Sun, and'Samuel H., his schedule and that
Skins .was not
of the East EivfcrpOdl "(Ohid) Review. 'raci
Kieran' because he did not
;

.

.

-ago*
,

A

.Kfrserye Deolalon Ih's.

'.'

,

.

i

&

,a:

1

.

.who

^alleges

thatlhe

flrmls publica-;

i^?n/
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*
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man

&

Rinehart; $2.50),
in .early meetings, elected sec- tyres went vocal. Aimed at the Father' (Farrar
retary-treasurer.
would-be professional ,writer r it a strong novel.
attendance deals with the subject carefully arid
meetings,
In
four
Father' still has a few
.'To
of.met
in
stepped up from 12; who
without the intrusion of personal faults. Story of a southern boy who
fice of the United Progressive News hobbies, ':tellinff
clearly What is goes throUgh life frustrated trying to
with Oliver Thornton advancing the wanted arid how to produce it. The find himself i the north, has a lot
orthe
charter,
to
70
at
$5 to get a
first 157 pages are devoted to a dis- of power and punch despite the fact
ganization meeting.
cussion of how to write and in what it sounds too much like autobiogHearst and Chandler being sworn form, with an iriyaluable chapter on raphy in spots. Trouble with it is.
enemies of the Guild, members from copyright^ and a clear .cut detailing it isn't consistent. Some blUe penthe Examiner, Herald Express, and of the reading and acceptance sys- cilling would have* helped a lot. ~
Tithes are protected, not even being tem.; Through his position, Lane is lot of it is unnecessarily repetitious,
known to other members for the enabled to illustrate his suggestions and a lot of it is much too gabby*
present, their' applications going right with excerpts from actual, studio But such a chapter as that, for inthrough to New York withoutjbeing scripts, Which alone would entitle stance, iri which his protagonist- has
ydted' on in %. A. Several hundred
the volume"" to respect were it not 4iad a fight? with his wife in Paris
put-pf-toWri correspondents, as well otherwise so well written.
over a. riiinor. jealousy, in itself"
as. scribes in the' surrounding towns,
The secorid section gives ari orig- riiakes the book worth-while.
will be tapped in time.
Not for films.
inal story, a treatment and a con-

.
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;

;
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In N. Y.

Hearst Circs.

way

a

it is

.

from the

In

files.

be regretted that the

to

With almost every' New York daily- three did riot deal with the sariie
Harold Sinclair, has written a book,
newspaper registering an increase in script, to permit the reader to follow 'Journey Honie/ (Doubleday-Doran;
"

This is about the only
it. through.
Y. American and the Evening adverse comment to J?e offered. The
Journal dropped off. Only other N. book should be invaluable to Writers
Y. paper to show a suttstantial loss and' could be read with decided benelast year was the Daily Worker, fit by mariy Studio Workers.
The other hook- is Arthur. L.
which dropped from 34,4l3 .to 30^501.
Staff Of latter-sheet declares that all; Gale's 'How /to. Write a Movie'
circulation efforts have been directed, (Brick Row. Book Shop; $2). Gale
toward promoting'.the Sunday issue,', is editor of Movie Makers, the organ
of the Amateur Cinema League, arid
which gained.
the editorial
The American dropped from 428,- before promotiori
087 to 422,034, and the Journal went chair was the league's first-aid to
from 655,638 to 652,428. Latter sheet amateur; filmers. He has spent 10
has launched a. promotion campaign; years, in' the two positions and- noi
and is .offering- preiniums consisting one knows better tha he just whatj
The; the amateUr' needs- to know./
Of' 'the >yorld's best literature.'
It
Written simply, fully and
Daily Mirror, Hearst-controlled, reg-;
istered
substantial increase last; understandably, based in part on his
year since Jack Lait became its' editor.; earlier pamphlets from club: rriembers," but carrying through to the use
It is as inof dialog and: Color.
Detroit's 100% Holly'd Coverace
valuable ; to the 16 mm-, worker as
Harold He'ffe'rnan, pix editor of th^
Lane's , book is ,to the professional;
Detroit News, leaves' this week lor
It not only deals with. photoplays but
Hollywood to become, sheet's permawith- the orderly arrangement of
circulation, over 1935, both Hearst's
If.

.

,'

-

.

'

'

.

for

to interpret the spirit oi

'iseek?

Nr Y,,'

will

be published Oct -27; Editor is Eli
with: Harry Herjshfield and
Theodore Granick as associates. .,"'
First
will have an expose
j
pt the testimonial dinner, jacket by
r
Harry Hershfield and political arti;bjr Hamilton and Farley.
Also
*an article on old age security by Senator Robert' Wagner.
,

m. Sajk/

i

;

.

«

r

.

;

by Cornelius nent correspondent

jthere. ,A1 Weitstravel 'arid home- films, 'covering the
chat Will take his place: in Detroit.
ground thoroughly.
..'

E^odUs Of Heffernan to* Hollywood
giVes all three . Detroit dailies reps
About Medicos
in the film capital.- The Free Press
Raise These Halt'
(Fur-;
has Clarke i'Walfiig,.' wJiqV supervises
paper's syndicated -'Screen.' and Ra- man;. $2) is "What some- reviewers'
dio Weekly/ while' local Hearst sheet; will call a 'strong book/: Like a black
coluihri of^rbviriffAreportihgi.. .He's
'theTimesriS'repped-by-Hearst syjidi;-. cigar, it's so strong it's rank.
_ -Fred
slated to cover .the Coronation, for
Rbthefriieil; who" likes^"the gloomy
cate. writers:'
"
Liberty and:;,
view of the $50-a T
side, has drawn a picture of a- phy«i
day hotel fees,'; young Vanderbilt is
sician. that is accurate in its use of
seriously thinking Of taking his
CHATTER
medical phrases,- is, reasonably true
trailer-car oye^.vand. camping out.
Bernard Fay^in N. Y.
to facts, but which resolves: itself
Idea is later to go to France and the
Lloyd Douglas on lecture tour.
irito the story of an abortion, though
Riviera for more' material.
P; L, Travers
N. Y. from Engr ostensibly the author's idea
to
land;
praise the general practitioner as
Hungarian is All-Nations Winner
Book and Magazine Guild estabr opposed to the specialist.
Jolan Foldesj .'of /Hungary, was lished -a Boston, branch./
Nothing for the intelligent reader,
selected as vthe- winner of the All^
Arnold Gerithe's biography will be and no picture,
Nations P.ri.ie'.No'yel Contest and will titled 'As I Remernber/
receive " $10,QOO.^ American entry in
Title of Pearl; Buck's new book
Hollywood Attain
the. contest was. John T. Mclhtyre's' changed to
ighting Angel.'
:-.Margaret< Gibbons MacGill offers
.'Steps Going,. Down/ for which he
Nataschar von Hbrschelman of the another. Hollywood 'yarn in 'Hollyreceived an award of $4,000. Con- Fortune-staff in EUrope' for a month. Wood- Star, Dust' (Chelsea House;
teat wasr jbinily sponsored.' here by
Mary McCall, Jr., has. sold her 75c), which will please those who
Farrar
Rinehart, Pipker &' Mor- novelette, 'Heart Balm/ to Red Book. li
'em snappy. Peggy Rponey, a
rison, legit agents; Warner Bros, arid
H. N. Swanson. has signed another sweet young* thing, -goes to HollyThe Literary Guild.
contract with Red Book to pick: the wood on a bid from .a phoriey com|International: judges were* Dr. Ru- Best-Picture-6f-the*Month. :.
pariy, which is put out of business
dolph Binding^ Gaston Rageot, Johari
Doubleday -has established a new before she gets there. -Her sweetie
Bojer, Hugh Walpole and- Joseph publishing house called "The Sun comes along with. Opal
rth, rich
Wood Krutch;
Dial Press for low priced re-issues. and hot, Who is determined to win
Walter
Edmonds will adapt his him.
He proves reluctant; She
Arthur Waters' New. Job;.
'Drums Along the Mohawk' for. 20th frames him with a faked murder.
Arthur B. Waters, former drama Century-Fox, which bought film
Then Peggy proves a rave as star
crick of old Philadelphia Public
rights.
of a picture, Opal is. properly
Ledger,- is noW aisle-Sitting for; the
Frank R. Adams has sold serializaV spanked and all ends" well. Written
Gazette-Democrat; .o n 1 y ,P hi LI y
-workmanlike, ; but uninspired,
German language sheet. His reviews tion bf his n.ovel. 'She Said I Do/ arid,' in
style.
Just something to read. No
are only portion of paper in English. a short storyj 'The Double Eridi
picture;
Being, greeted -these days by at- to Red Book.
Reader's Digest will move from
tempts, at Teutoni
At 75c
plenty of book, well
"howdys* from
friends.
(Continued on page 67)made and nicely bound.
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MASK

.

,

peculiarly annoying. It

seems better than it is
a blank total much below

fact that it never really digs iri and
gets a complete gri
the author's
'

heart or imagination.
Written in first person, it sounds
a< great deal like a real story told by
someone who' has lived it— including
all the dull portions.
Also, hone of
the female characters are true to.
life; they are all cut to pattern—
very' stylized, simple, overdone pattern.

Not

for- films.

Russian Show Bii
item for theatrical lithose Russian theatre
'My Life iri the Russian

braries, or
fanatics, is

Theatre'

(Little-Brown;

Vladimir

He was
:

.

Nemirovitch

-

$3,75),

by

Dantchenko.

a co-founder of the

Moscow

Art Theatre with Constantin Stanislavsky and has much of interest to
tell about that era.
There are a lot of general theatre
personalities
and a'rie'edotes, and*
there is a good peek into the background -of- the-art -movement ;in.Rus.-_.
si
theatricals.
But it rema>
nevertheless, a book
therii as'
''•"

.cares.

'

Omnibus

-

'

.

joltihom noma, wmtss

arid :|ives

is

the book's actual worth. Written as
a sort of modern picaresque novel,
the yarn^s greatest .fault lies in the

'

.

..,„ ,,.»,,„—- riDiiy.-MMMUKof wMt

$2) whichconstantly

•

.

Town, a new mag which

A

2

_

^look

KAUFMAN

By WOLFE

w.

,

New Mag

—

,

Retting odds lengthened over the

.

s

.

.

.

.

Fiction

.

'•

Dead

.

....

Digest's poll

;

Oscar. G. Foellinger

.

.

.

Oscar G. Foellirigeri publisher of
News-Sentinel, Port Wayne, Ind.,
led Oct. 4 while on a hunting trip
British Columbia.
Death Was
caused by a heart attack. \
He was prominent in Republican
politics, being
.close friend of
. Herbert Hoover.*. The body
turned to Tort WSyne for buri

. .

;

.

-

as.

.

'

.

-

.

,

. .

Non-Flctlon

*

'
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Wertenbacker Scores
'Two •Techniques
Charles Wertenbacker is a young,
Within a fortnight of each- other,
Organize L. A. Guild Chapter
two books on photoplay writing man Who's had a rather hectic time;
Los Angeles chapter, of American technique haye come from the press, After a number of newspaper jobs
Newspaper Guild, toughest to form each important i its way, yet not in around the world he found a job
because of the open shop setup, of confliction.
with Fortune, and has settled down
town*.: has been formally organized
Tamar Lane, who knows his pic- as one of its ace editor-writers. In
after a month of undercover meet- tures froiri the inside out, has 'The books he did the sariie thing.
He
ings. Roger Johnson, of the Holly- New Techriique of Screen Writing' turned^ but! several fair-tb-middling
wood Citizen News, was elected (Whittlesey House (McGraw-Hill); ^novels some years aigo, then settled
president, and Gilbert Brown, of the $3).
It is about the best
have down for three years of nothing but
Evening News, who was acting chair- come from the press since the pic- hard work, arid .the result is To My

-alleges

1

•

. ..

'

.

. .

weekend,

he yanderbilt,* Jr.,. 'The. -Woman of
rendered on -.the basis of an implied Washington/ published a year and a
half ago,
being brought out in
- contract,- aridjjs the
first of its kind.
v
Case was- heard, before Justice book* form by 'Dutton's as 'The
Philip J. McCobV: .Lawrence Stall- Woman Behind the Senate/
Vanderbilt
has
also
signed
with
ings was* ambngt the witnesses!
George Matthews Adams for a daily

which Cheney

services

•>

'

use 'regulation passenger established
service for-his - tr^>..throughout r as
did' Kieran, Times has., been underplaying the story inside, while the
other tWo dailies have whooped it
up on their front pages.
Times was the first to think of th-plan, with, the others jumping in arid

the. Theatre/'
'A: Treasury*
grew out of conversations and nego- calling it a race;
TtiationsV^which- he- had begun - with
Yanderbllt's Serial
.them in" 1929., Suit
-not fop
A Bed Book seriat
plagiarism, but an action based oh

. . .

:

.

c

DecisiQn Was reserved last week in!
su# for $25,000 against Simon
.Schuster brought'- in- New: York's
Supreme Court by. Sheldon Cheney,!

.;

.

'

'

.By Margaret Mitchell
.By W. D; Edmonds
.By; Lloyd C. Douglas.
.By Mazo de la Roche
.By John Dos Passos
.
By Kathleen Norris

;

.

'

.

hy the

By Marjorie Hilli
ive Alone, and Like It' ($1.50). ...... 1. ..
^Around the World in' 11 Years' ($2.00)
>
By Patience, Richard & John Abbe
v
.By Alexis Carrell
.....
'Man. the Unknown' ($3.50)
'An American Doctor's' Odyssey' ($3.50) By Doctor Victor ,G. Heiser
....
,.,
Wake Up arid LiVe^ ($1^75 ).-.
By Dorothea Brande
.By Carl'Carmer
'Listen for a Lonesome ;Drum' ($3.00)

At Dempsey!S restaurant in N. Y.
$100,000 has been on deposit by a
group offering to bet the President
Will be reelected at the odds; of 20 to;

stories;

<vMcRae vPress Association and then_

•'.

favors Landon.

written some 20 novels and

them partly based on

yrent over to-the N.Y. 'Evening. Journal as assistant managing editor. Heheld many executive posts with various newspapers and' was at one time
news' manager of the United Press,
.which he helped to organize. During
.the World War he was a press rep-v
resentative of ihe War Department
['.. acted as a censor.
He devised
.the system for publishing casualty
lists;
After the war he was for
time editor of- iNS-and then: joined'
.Editor &:. Publisher; where he con-

($2.50) . <v.
($2.Q0)

'American Flaggs'

offer

velt distinctly ahead.

/';•

innumerable short

Money'

'Big,

',

years.

reported'

News' poll shows Franklin D. Roose-

Sain Merwin Dies
ct. 17
Samuel Merwin,, 02, died
v
of an apoplectic stroke while dining
at the Players Club? N. Y,' He had
suffered several attacks
recent

'

-

'Gone With the Wind' ($3.00).
'Drums Along the Mohawk* ($2.50).
'White Banners' ($2;50)
'Whiteoak Harvest' ($2:50)

to wager $10,000 against;
$5,000. that the tabloid's poll was
more accurate than Lit. Digest's.

an

dumb;"

'•.

'

Co.,

Fiction

Daily News, N. Y„ has challenged
the Digest's poll, recently carrying,

'

•

play

American News

.

.

.

Best Sellers tor the week ending Oct.

-

....

.

Best Sellers

-

the:

" Husband.

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

Poll Cost $1,000,001
iterary Digest's poll on the coming presidential election was made at
a cost of $1,000,000. Its only monetary return is from the radio rights
to the results, spl<jl to Goodyear for
$100,000. The Time's was offered the
loir
exclusive
publication
daily
rights, but that deal, was not con*
summated. Because of the broadcast,
dailies figured, the data was released
and could be picked up, but the
Digest/ halted that by declaring it
created the air program and therefore it is private property. Dailies
get piecemeal releases on the poll
after results have' been broadcast
Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays.

Canada
ed

ITERATI
Iffest's

.

of

Crime

Philo Vance is stalkirig. the .bpokr
stalls ,agai , ^monptle, sass, arid all.
In. his newest adventure", 'The Kidnap

Murder Case/ by S.
Van Di
.
(Scribner's; $2 >, Vance: is a bit more
masculine than he's ever been" Which
is a sign of the times.
He actually
manages to. shoot it out with a bunch
of gangsters, saving Sergeant Heath's
life.
It's as good- an item as any
previous .ones in the series,
for sound.
Carroll John, Daly's
never whodunits, but rather sock-em,
shoot-em, kriock^em-dowri arid dragem-out yarns. Gunfire on every page.
In every chapter, another crook bites
the dustr In the final chapter/ justice
triumphs arid, the gangster-fighter
without scruples" (it's all for good old
Yale) wi
the girl. This time it's
.

titled 'Mr. Strang' (Stokes; $2) and
as good (or as bad ) as any predecessors in the series.
.

it's

'

Joseph Baker to edit a co-op quarterly

Book

called The American
in Hartford, Conn.

Yellow
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Wednesday, October 21, 1936

VARIETY

No Madrid Concerts

SWING YOUR LADY
:

'

tion.

(IN
•

N

.

*i.nn- to
Shlniele

beginning

;

rlnsirinn
V,

,

riymVr

.

,.Q.

ItiiHslei*

Levins

Among

the

UneUp

to

.Mv
. .

a •

a

violinists,

Oct, 20.

Philharmonic orchestras.

Berlin,

1936-37

'se'a's'on''\.'.Svlli'-.V.-inciude

Thursday

night

concerts

/.:-..\..v..I(.,Keniler
...:..'
''NaRottUlnei''

Mendl.

. ,

....
...

.

.

.....
.

T.ow

'.V.

.

; .-.
.

.

,

'.

.

.

.

.

,:

A.

.M.

Cohen
KlrBh

.

.

:

:.

:

•.

..

.

,

.

.'

WHITE MAN
top.

•

...

•.

.

.

;

v

.

:"

Sam 'Byrd
......
.-.
Mnt-y .Nile. :.... .....
io'uisei Campbell
Lucy Arlington.
... .PatHy JBUth filler
Jtlchard Arlington...
.Georfje Baxter
Pansy, Wnahlntrtoti »
SyLv)a. FJ«ild.
CountCHn Filllpe.
Jeananifnn NcwcOmbc
.

."

.

. ».;.-.

!

. .

Hufus

Grctfl.*

A

.

..Nile.

.

»»•*••••-

*

Nurse.., .'.

.

..... .

„

.

*

• •

;
t

.

'.

;

.

Harold Gould

Ndncy.

Cuahman

...
.Mnry Jeltery
'illlam Coley Grant
Marietta; Warren
...... wnilaiti Walker:
'

.

Arcble.
»-•
Mi* Wife....
Stanley.
Negro, Minister.

.

;

•

.

..

.

i

A

.

; .

.

;

Leigh W^ilpper

Neifroeft of Harlem: I-oulse Eeynoldis, ISddle
Berfr, Ctarent-e. Kvanp
Adblph Aikens,
i'rank Swift, Edward Mathews.
;

.

•

Sjainson

Raphaelson

.

.

>y rote this

five

.

Dalies Fr'aritz, pianiist, played Sunday night at Town Hall under Columbia Concerts banner.
irst. of S. Hurok's artists to ap-;
pear this season was Harry Hamilton, dancer, with Wana Williams at
the Guild pn Sunday night. It was
a typical debut turnout. Dancer embellishes his performance with out-

1

.

.

.

play
years ago' and has rewritten it several times. Last year
Sam Byrd, young actor in 'Tobacco
Road, got hold of the script liked it,
dug up a bankroll (a healthy one, munism between acts. That is 'untoo) %nd produced -it forv and with fortunate; hut in keeping wjjth^Jhe
himself. Raphaejsbn lean no*w go back Artef group. Actors are uniformly
Shan.
to 'Hollywood to. write scenarios- and good.
Byrd ran go back to work in some-

about

'

'

in- -three acts (7: scenes) by SamItaphneJson, presented by.'and with Sam
.Byril at National, "ti< y., "Oct/ 17, >«6;' directed. by Melville Burke;
ta. Nat Karaon;

PaiuGri'

'.

concert impresario of
in New York for a brief
Japan
stay after a five-week trip, to Eurooe.
is executed excellently and is cplbrOtherwise, it. is a Has booked, Jboss Ballet, Mischa
ful, artistically.
cold, analytical cartoon, almost ef- Elmari, Tito Schipa and Alf red Cortot
<facing racial dignity. 'V
this season for Nipponese audierices.
Play is a philosophical fable "which He is also piloting the dance giroiip
concerns a poor Jewish- tailor, somespots.
where in Russia, who is spiraled into through Java and other, remote
Average admission for a concert
sudden wealth. His two apprentices
love his daughter. YWealth upsets the attractiori :."
Japan is $1.70 or six Itiirbi, Reiner, Molinari, and KPlar.
family's outlook on life and things yen. Season is iriuch the' same as in Edith Rhetts Tiltori, will be in charge
Only when the America opening in Septeritber and
go topsy-turvy.
of children arid adult series.
money is gone does the group re- continuing into spring.
,
trench into proper perspective.
Impresario depends on regulation
Story is most popular of Alechem's
many yarns* and he is the generally publicity for ballyhoolng tieing-up
2recognized Mark Twain of Yiddish with- Osahi, daily, in plugging his
literature. As usual, yam is familiar, artists. Natives are acquainted with
but nonetheless quaintly native arid his names beforehand and he seldom
homely. Artef: Players, (co-op semi- has to resort to. any thing sensational
pro group) have added native Yiddish gestures arid symbols to the to put them over.
,.
Norfolk, Va., Oct.
play. It is: true folk drama.
iel menu for Norfolk Forum
Caricaturized settings are- colorful
arid- interesting: A speaker is permit^ith 2,66d' membership paying $1 for
IN
ted to address ;the -audience pn Com"
Cosmo Hamilton, Irvirig
season.
,

,

Drpma

ieon

:%.i/.io;

(14),

for school

Series,

;•

. .

;

.......
.

.

Wednesday

pii

doing close to $5,000, slightly better
than last year. Arthur Judsun buchildren.
reau of Columbia Concerts handles
Subscription, guests are: Opener.
Carnegie (2,800-seater) was
him.
Oct 29, Victor Kolar, conductor, and
Guiomar Ndvaes, pianist; Nov. ; riot quite capacity for his program.
Kolar and Lotte Lehmann; Novv 19, Emanuel. Bay accompanist.
Jose Iturbi, conductPr; Nov. 27,
Jooss
\ which Cblumbi
Iturbi as conductor and pianist; Dec. certs presented for four programs
10 and 27, Fritz Reiner;. Jan. 7, 14, starting Saturday afternoon, report-?,
and 28 and Feb. 14> Bernardino ed around $6,000. Outside, of
Molinari, conductor, and. Georges new ballet, 'The Prodigal Son/: the
Miquelle, cellist; Feb. 4, Ilya.Schkol- repertoire remains the same as when
Georges
Feb.
riik,. violinist;
last viewed in New York.
Feb.
Ehesco, conductor and violi
Salmaggi's week-end opera at th«
25, Kolar, and Sergei Rachmanirioff, Hippbdrpme did estimated $11,000.
Balpianist; March 11, De fiasil
Sunoperas were- presented.
Four
let Russe; March 19, Kolar and John
day matinee perfprmance scheduled
Wummer; flutist. Guest conductors again this week (25) with another
include
at the p6R concerts will
Wagner piece.

."ArilsMil
Shaulro.

.......

...v....,
. . .

-Rublnchii^'^i

Heifetz played

Adult Educatiori

Series; eight in the

.

.. r. i.

ances at the Alvin. Kreisler program,
hummed (17) to a near $8,000 b.o.

five

People's

the.

Halt

within three days of each other, and
the Jooss Ballet doing four appear-

seven

subscri

Saturday night pop -concerts,

l«Y!e.;lmtto

Scfineidernvin

Jascha Heifete and Fritz

Kreisler, appearing at Carnegie

Symphony

Detroit

concert jseason got into,
week with two top

past

stride

:

Silverl'ert?

;'S.

* 4

New York

for Detroit

fall

Ajrrau,
Barilowsky, Claudi
Alexarider Unirisky, Nathan Milstein
and the Paris Symphonic arid the

were

she being his alleged, secretary. Flmt Gabal...
Leveoatein
:
'Swing Your Lady' is boisterous Second Ga|)?i .... ;
;•.
A. >torWllz
,S<
Anlslelil. A. Babad, II. Bender,
and bawdy, has its tame moments, A.Also
Cohen. .(>. Diiite ,.T. Gost (risky. A;
•maybe too many of 'em. It was .'Horowitz.
'Iran..' ,V. LevHirshb
built- as. a laugh play but grappling ertstein,. S... 'N'jinoMiilher,
chn'eiUermiii>,
cards have often provided more S, Sllverberjr, T; podrlna.
real
giggles at Madison. Square
This simple satire from the pen of
Garden, the Hippodrome and armo"
the late Shblom Alechem is offered
-ries.
Ibee.
^
by the Artef Players in exaggerated
caricature. In that respect the show
gree,'

scheduled

artists

have appeared in Madrid this

:.:T.: FreillcbHfi-sh'Deln-

;

'.

y-ofheved
Vlfcdorchuk

:.

Goldstein

'.

.

.

.

'

'

3(i.

.

.

Etl Mene, ;,.
Bullke......
Motl Komit.
Kopl Ffilbon
Kollun..'...
Soroveltehlk....:..
0»her- PJntt
Solomon. Osknroyl(

.11

otheW.If the show lands, LaurieT
playing will be one strong factor.
Dennie Moore counts in a lesser de^
to

0et,.

Kreisler Fiddles to $8,

celled.

Miich. Vreaentfd by Artet Player*, at .Artec

Lady' was tried put last spring
but folded* for cast and script revisions. Joe .Laurie, Jr., is a new member; playing Hatch, fixer-upper. In Pefcvl...
contrast alone, Laurie wins a goodly Butcher
portion of the laughs, although the Orotery.
comedy lines are mostly assigned SLwSrJ!''
Lft,,l lfntn e^
4

YIDDISH)

Willi music In three
st'etieti)
by.
Sholoiti Alecberii.
Berino Stlineiilfi i. sctllnks, M. finloluioft;.
mUHio, .Ben. Yortion; ilnhr&H, Benjamin Xp-

Oomeily

thpiifre;

New York Concert Season

Madrid, Oct d.
Moreno, who' used to be
Davi
with the Sociedad Daniel concert
agency^ launched his own outfit, but
the civil war- has bodyblowed the
nets ffon'r
All concerts have been canSWtircO by biz.

200,000

(Con tl riu ed from page C2)
attention in operettas- at Jones Beach
during the .past summer, plays Sadie
and does it fairly well. Al Ochs is
4he towering hill-billy Noah, while
John Alexander is no pigmy. His
hit-wit wrestler is
enactment of
contributhe, play's most aroiisi

67

'

right theatre mpre than traditional
techriique.' Kathleen. Ellis was; ac-

companist

..

•

body

.

Or produce some-

else's play.

thing else.
He won't be occupied
long with this one. It is not a good
Play.

Based on the subject of whites: and
it is in a tough spot right
are bound to be
customers who Will ipbject to the
theme and its handling. No doubt
abo,ut Raphaelsbn being honest and
fair in his tackling of the problem,
but it just isn't good drama.
Yarn tells of some Negroes who
are almost white, so much so that
they 'pass' as tyhites arid don't riiix
with their own race. One of them;
young, clever, ambitious, marries -a
white girl. She has told him she
doesn't want children, so he figures
he' can take the chance.
But, after
marriage, she changes her mind and
has a baby. He tells her the trutii
as- soon as he finds out.
She "is
shocked, of course; but decides she
doesn't care and (even more improbable) decides to have the baby nevertheless. It leads to inevitable trag,

blacks,

away because there
-

'

'

.

:

edy, of course.
Thesis is a bit hard to swallow and,
beyond that, is none too. expertly
handled. Actor-manager Byrd avoids
one possible, headache by' Using 'ah
all-white cast ( ith the exception of
some extras in a finale Harlem
scene) even in the Negiro assignments. But he tries to make them
white as possible, using no dark
makeup for Patsy Ruth Miller, Sylvia

scerie, he.

Npvem-

and March,

respect

ber,
lively.

stunt is for spicier to
.? New
take twd riights, the second being
repeat for part two of the Forum.
Using Blair Junior High school
in absence 'of suitable place downtown.

,

first local;

Philadelphi

Stokowski will
in public here

&

.

•

.'

,

:

Ballet,

hardt) are having their 25th novel
published this month by Hopkins Co.
Eden is on Warners Coast publicity
•;
.

has them

-Wood—jpined-ScreefrlaTTd

:

they suddenly begin shouting and and Silver, screen, mags, as aide to.
jumping around in what has come, to Elizabeth
Wilson on the Coast. She
be accepted as Harlerii jungle rhythm.
That scene is as phoney as anything formerly was fan mag contact at
can. be, of course, but that doesn't Paramount studi
Noel Sickles 'who draws 'Scorchy
.matter.; what matters is that it detracts from three or four genuine and Srnilh* adventure strip for Associhonest scenes fore and aft. Same all ated Press, will- take
editorial
thr.ough the play.
c
cartoons at the end
month.
Casting, is excellent, all the leads
H.- E. Munhall to do gen'i. art work,
mentioned, being fine, plus strong
performances by Louise Campbell and Bert Christman will carry on
arid Harold Gould.
Another really with 'Scprchy.' V
Cuban cerisors agai
seized Esstrong and: important asset is. the
1

,

-

.

;

be heard

also'

bri

Bach),

< (princi

work

of his has
publicly^

played Tiere

bow-

exist,

to

ever.

Composition to be offered by simpn
pure actors is 'Benedictle,' canticle
traditionally used at .morning, services of Anglican Church. . Is for

Church,

7.

New

Stoki has al-

Yoirk.

ways beeri cagey about compositions
ill offer Nelson Eddy
Lawrence Tibbett April 19 (as well as history) of eariy career,

Vocal ser i
:

,i3,

arid

Nino Martini April

...

;

but consented to piece being playe^'
by Plays arid Players group after

29.

New

York v
in
Of ''his origiiial^worJi*
playedl privately here.

was unearthed

it

Underwrite Cincy Symph
For Louisville Dates

,

library.

;

Few

haVe heen

Oct.

will have
Lppks li
Philadelphia Ballet
with
some concerts, after
nouncement that a group Pf loijal
guarantors^ jwili underw rite three

;.''

<

.

for the

original

Some were known

:

'

.

even

the

Dec. 1$ and Rachriianinoff on Feb.
Jan,

Group of local daricers have just
banded together to form a Pittsburgh
Ballet. First time the city has ever
had a brigade .of .this sort and premiere, performance has already been
set for. Carnegie Music Hall, Thanksgiyi
jight, Nov. 26.
ising
rganization now. busy
funds, with ppen ball at Roosevelt
-Hotel -next -week-first- gun in doughGroup hopes to
getting, campaign.
collect enough to bring on a guest
the' east

compositions

famous

17;

Kreisler will

ittsburgfi;

star from
concert.

time

first

month when

Sunday Matinee Series, <"hich. starts mixed chorus and organ and was
he
with his engagement oh Nov. 29. and written by Stokf in 1908 when
continues with "Ruth SlenczynskL on was organist at ,St Barthplorijew's

,

Rex Beach, the old Florida addi
stayed only a few days, in Hollywood en route- from Seattle because,
he says, overnight he picked up sinus

worried a.bout maybe being found trouble.
Outand,.wiule-they!r-ertalkirig- itiover^- ., Virgi

March

'

BALLET

staff.

Franciscbj

.Sari

;

Bob Eden (Eve and Robert Burk-

heard

'

group, give Martinez Sierra's 'Cradle
Song:' Although Stoki has internatot his transcriptions ol
tional

Oct..

^Three- series of attractions set by
Peter Cpnley for O&era House starting with. Fritz .kreisler oh Noy. 25.
In the. Regular Artist Series, iri addition to Kreisler, will be the Jooss
European Ballet, Dec." ; Rachmaninoff, Feb. 5; Marian Anderson. Feb.
24> and the Trudi Schoop Comic

.

,

be,
,

Youth Drama Group of flays arid
Players, blueblood amateur theatre

•

.

Oct, 20.

,

Original composition by. Leopold

..

1

(

Thus, in one

ST0K1 THE COMPOSER

Frank and Louis Berg

are set to appea^Octoberi

January

.

.

tics..

Fisher^ Glenn

ENG. 'BRIDE' IliPHILLY

Philadelphi
20;
i
Metropolitan
Opera Cprhpany's
performance, skedded for
Dec. 2£ will be Smetana's The Bar^
ride,' given iri English-,', with
tered.
(Continued from page 66)
Muriel Dickson in 'titled part., Metr
Will stress English translations both
Y.,.
N.Chappaqua,
Pleasantyille to
here and in New York this season,
where firm has purchased six acres according to Edward Johnson.: Mur
which it will build a iel Dickson, playirig first season with
of land,
project.
model housing
Met, is Scotch-born Sdprano who
Louis Herzog, 77, publisher of the came to: America two years- ago with
first German language paper in Los D'Oyly Carte; Gilbert
Sullivan
Angeles, died there Oct. 18.
Opera Co,, troii
Virgi ia Hirsch, who authored 'El
offerings here, not
Subsequent
Met
Greco,' has j oined the writers' colony
yet set, will be given Jam 5, Jan
at Uplifters Ranch, Santa Monica.
26, Feb. 16, March 9 and. March 23,
Walter J. Black will publish a new
all on Tuesday nights.
Academy of
mag titled Book Digest. It will be a Music
Subscri will Chouse theni.
pocket size mag, Donald Gordon wifl
tion. sale being handled by George
be editor.
Haley, with Jimmy Craven iri. charge
which,
Chic Sales's 'Speciali
of publicity as usual.
sold 1,800,000 copies, with. the. author
in for 50% of the take, is still doing
A
FOR PITTSBURGH
1,000 copies a month.
Laird Doyle, Warners studio writer,
lie Dancing
roupe
has cornpleted his novel, 'Another Move .to
Under Way
Dawn.' Studio already has plans to
produce it on the screen.

Literati

Field, George Baxter or, himself, arid,
at the sanie time, sought to.give' them
some background Negro characteris-

_

MURIEL DICKSON

,

concerts by CiRciririati Symplionjy
Orchestra. Dates are Oct. 27, Dec.
1. and ;Mar. 30, 1937.' Eugene (Joosens

';.

initial

will coriduct evening programs, and
ill baDr: .yiadimir. Bakaleinikoff
ton the afternoon, J children's'

Paris, Oct. 11.

Philadelphia

Company

Ballet

is:

Paris season next; year*
irectbr and
Catherine
Pretiiier Blum's Brotheir
certs.
prima balleri
claimed while here.
;
ivic :Arts Assbciatjpn j
Louisville
the
devaliiatating
she
believed
Ballet Troupe
opened its 22nd; season Monday nigWj tior1 0f the franc would bring plenty
Capetown, Sept. 29;
Louisville of tourists, it was her intention to(19), at Memorial 'Aude.
Carlo,
Mprite
arThe. Ballet de
Symphony Orchostra, played under
Eurppe what Americans can
rived Sept: 28 for the Johannesburg; direction..,; of Bakalemikoff arid l?r/
\
jn the way of ballet,:''next spring:
Empire Exhfbitiori. pRerilng Oct. 5.. Jerome-Gross of. Cleveland, appeared do
'
'•
v
j
brother of the
quire, which makes it two months M.' Rene Blum,
!
as piano «olpist.
in a row.
Offending editorial is French Premier, is manager. Lead;
Fetleral Music Project
titled 'The Latin Lack of a Sense of ings dancers in -the troupe are Vera
Woi/.ikov.sky,
Humpur.' Lit Digest for Oct. 17. was Nemtchinova,: v Leon
Scholarship
.

;'.:

.

.

:

^

planni

I

_

,.

j

Manages

"

,

-

,

-

.

'

excellent series of stage settings by
If the shbw had any
more, strength these sets; would put
it over, adding to. it the same amount
of strength' anij, vitality as Bel Gedalso seized for an article on split
des* sets do to 'Dead End.' They're
Col.
imaginative and impelling. But'there's 'between Pres. Gomez and
not enough play for them to hold up. Batista.
Random House will publish a .limKauf.
l
ited'-;
itiori of Red, Hot and Blue,'
contai ing the complete score of the
s
There will be;'. 250 copies
K.G.
signed by Cole Porter to sell at $10.
Beth. Brown, whose new rioyel,
20.
Kansas City^
'Riverside Drive,' makes its bow
Kansas
ity "Philhaimonic linder shortly,
i be guest speaker at tl5e;;
Karl Kruger plays Orchestra Hall. Amateur iriema League 10th arinir
Chicago, on Feb,
vcriiaty d inner at the
r.le set by
otel RooseNBC. Other out of town dates in- velt, N. Y.. Oct. 23.
clude Omaha and Ottumwa, la. A
Maxirie Smith, picture ed of Chidate is tentative at La Porie, Ind. cago American, evening Hearst rag,
Early in December a swing wi.U be is due back at her desk some time
made through western Kansas towns. this week after a long spell out on

Nat Karson.

.

-

'

:

.

;

.

':

.

'

:

'.

!

.

.

:

Symph Tour

;

.

- i 1

.

,

.

j

.

,Ana£ole-..yilzak''. >M'arje

Memorial

;R.uahpva;

DbtrPit,

held up

where

.

In Need of New

j

t

Home

Federal Music Project moves from
present location at 110 V/est 48th.
late by Nov, 15 as its lease expires on

Foi* Ossip GrabriloWltSch

atole Oboukhoff..

Oct. 20.

,

'

its

!

'

^

Honoring Ossip Gabrjlq ils'ch.
conductor of.' the Detroit SymphPriy that date. WPA.group is after A theamove into, whichv .an handle
orkv and' farrious pianittt, the Nati.oriijl.i "ire
'Journal
chamber, opera and other
e.diti
plete'
OrcheStfa Afisn. of N; Y. has cslab-:
perf6rmances. All admi
Mempri
Gabrilo. itsch
of a TpUivvThroUgh: th,e- Hebrides,' |ij.s h e.d:.
;trative offices would be under
written^ Wi years ago. /Manuscript Scholarship.
V,
:was discovered si \ years ago' in-.!
Idea for. the scholarship followed:. >ame''"roo'f -also..
On Oct. 30 WPA rhusic group beEngland by Lt. Col. Ralph H. Isham:.j (>ift to As'sn. of a New Yorker who
Mrs. Hazel Rice, wife of Elmer had heard the five concerts given by Kins a symphoriic series at the Labor
"• spring Stage,
106 West, 39th, presenting
Rice, and Charles E. Clift. Jr., will Gabriiowilschih N, Y. '
be joint executive secretaries, of the of 1934, his last public, appearance soloists, -along with the orchestra.
Ernest Hutcheson, Guy "Maier, Le*
National Council on Freedom From before his death last month;' Actio
Pattisbn a'nd Andre Polah are among
Censorship. Mrs. Rice is just back on a contribution to the scholarshi
in N. Y. frbhj a trip around the by the Detroit Syrriph. Society will be j the; first ones to. appear.
*
ill be a series Of 12 programs.
It
taken this week*
AV 6rld
the' Coast,

of
with a siepe
,
Vikirig

'

.

:

illness.

.•'is'vp^bli'shing--thc..\ftrs.t-.ip'om-

-
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Broadway
Lamour plahed

Dorothy.
''
Alice P. Glazer in from Coast today for visit.
Eddie Conrad, radio comic, tested
by 20th-Fox.
Nick Shafer added to staff of NBC

Tim Mara presented

Berlin

the Elks with

$2,500 organ,

Ray Le Strange has opened

....

own

publicity office.

to the Coast

by

is

to

go

Ice skating again at Sport Palace.
Pbla Negri back from the Riviera.
in liquidaHammer Tonfilm

.

Lou Guimonds are

r

.

jblanni

car.

tion.

:

;

Kant

weeks. Al Frith, local comedian, will
have the lead.
Charles Munro, Hoyts!, is preparing for another tour of the chain
covering all States. -Walter Hutchinson will go along.
Jennie. Benson (Mrq. Ernest Rolls)
England.
has left for a vacation
many
Has been in Australia
years in Vaude and revue.
Next month, English cricketers will
be here to oppose the Australians.
Arrival of the Englishmen wiil: hurt
matinee biz in all theatres.

London

in

itery
"

strausse, ,

.

Barnabas von Gezy concerting

at

Hauser's newly formed band.
Esplanade.
SaVington Crampton (Thompson the
Russell A. Muah in from London
agency) is a burleycue hound.
Talley.
Len Morgan joined the United with Truman
Press radio service news staff.
Legit stage Tribuene reopens with
Morrie Ryskind in from Gdast, re- Goldohi's. 'Servant of Two Masters.'
newing bid Broadway friendships,
Michael Hohnen- signed for a numJohnny Weismuller skedded to ber of appearances at the Deutsche
!come in from- the Coast this week.
Opera House.
Hollywood
former
Cerf
Alfred B.
,
La. Yana in ;her first pic, Truxa'
stylist, operating -a, dress sbbp here:
(Tobis-Rot'a), after two years in
J. H..- (Jock) Whitney: is., in KeriLondon musicals.
tuicky with the horses for a couple
Robert, A. Kreier succeeded Peter
"''
N, Br inch as general manager of the
Buriey houses on 42d street again local 20th-Fox offce.
/
,
scales
have tilted, , their afternoon
Dr, Fritz OHmsky appointed forslightly;
eign press chief of Reich Film
Peggy Fears' likeness out on sheet Chamber, succeeding late Albert A.
music, covers, but- where is she Sander.
.
singing?
UFA preparing a new Anny Onr
Facade of Lyceum theatre wired to dra film, 'Sog'ar in Diesen Zelten'
shock pigeons, but they aire tough to ('Even in These Times'), directed by
.,
get rid of.
Carl Lamac;
and Virgil,,, dancers at
Diftiitri
UFA'S local ace house, Palace am
•Dimitri'sf Club Gaucho, to « make Zoo, claims best business in the past
^Warner shorts.
five years with 'Verraetef (TraiUniversal Club is giving a dinner- tors*) (UFA XcU
,/
dance at the Waldorf-Astoria ^lecv
Beniamino GigM attending ^he
,tibn*ve (Nov. 2).'.
premiere of his new film, *Du Bist
>
Beaux Arts, ball shifts to riries Meih Glueck* ('You Are My Joy')
'Square this;year Dec. 4, for the first (Itala-Syndikat).
.
time in four years.
Austrian State Opera Director, Dr.
Eddie Alperson back at his desk at Kerber, in from Vienna for confab
inspection
Grand National after -an
with General Intendant Heinz Tiet3aurit to the Coast.
jjeh about exchange of singers.
Tim and Irene- make their second
Jenny Jugo to play the leading
^Educational Qhn this week, then into role in the new Erich Engel film,
...
.six weeks of vaude.
'Die Nacht Mit Dem Kaiser' ('Night
testimonial
r
Elks
gave
One
Number
With the Emperor') (Tobis*Rota),
'dinner 16. John Baker, 79-yeafrold now in the making;
,
pioneer -vaudevilliari.
Eva HadTabova in from Vienna to
When he boarded ship for London sing the female lead in Suope's
Friday (16); Gilbert Miller limped 'Abenteuer in Africa* ('Adventures
with a touch otthe gout, j,
in Africa') at the Theatre of the
,
Phillips Holmes off to Londori last Peoples (Grosse Schausoielhaus).
^week -ior ~Bj;P/s ^Dominant Sex.'
Ludwig jWuellner, ASeji monglJ>ue hack in six weeks.
ngist. who toured America jr\any
> rFreddie Kohlmar, Goldvfyn's talr tiroes, in vaiide and concert, goes
- **h t scout, hack to the Coast yesterlegit, opening in Ludwie's.'Erbfoer«ter' ('Hereditary Forestkeeper.') at;
day; as did Margaret EttirigerV:
Cliff Fischer taking the «ure in the the Rose.
discussions
film
Pyrenees, due to sail Nov. 4 to o.o.
Berlin - Prague
held here between Hans Weidemann;
"hiS French Casino interests he'rey
Warner Club will present- three vice-president of Reich Film. Cham^apt plays in club rooms end of. ber, and W. T. BinoVecV president
of Prague Film Union, will be coniSBxt" nionth. Glenn Sherman direct
".V-tinued and brought to a conclusion
:ing,
Rains Galleries auction, of Eddie in Vienna in -Noviember.
Cantor's furnishings from his' Great
I., home takes place Oct
•Neck.
'

;

:

."

.

.

.

•

.

.

.

Bud

St.

.

recovered

from appenop;
Sara Mildred Strauss, N, Y. dance
John Er Vine has undergone an
his

:

bri.

'

,eyes...

.'..;''

directress, here.

^•y

'flu,

••

may

U

losses at Tanforah.

Armand

•

;

Ludovici Tbeplitz- head of Toep-

.

Irene Saitern has joi
s
icity deparlruent.
Howard J. Green watchi

'

of

..

Schulberg

:

.'"'!'

:

Stanelli's .wife, in- hospital getting

Schaefer

with

laid

>adly sprained ankle.

Wesley Ruggles bought
near Cambridge, Mass.
month.
Richard. Landau joined
'No Ordinary Lady' closed at Duke
of Yorks'.. theatre Opt. 10 after a. agency to handle writers.
Films,

litz

:

V'^'

auto accident,

operation

&

'-.

left

over serious* internal operation.
Kurt Robit&hek postponed his
sailing for New -York due to a touch

'

.

Chesterton

Jacques Charles back from South

-.

;tish

;

K.

America.;,

.

fishi

Columbia.
around
Earl Baldwi

$140,000,

'

.

lorida.

John Barrymore

G

.

new

Montparnasse

=

m

'

.

^

Gladys Calthrop, Noel Coward's
v
town.
scenic designer,
Chic- Kane is managing Johnny
•

.

Lionel Stahder floored by flu last
week.
Frances Langford has
".

artists .bureau.
'

rom

Chi.

visit

America next,

"

.

.

farm

'.'•

Jack Connelly in town.
fortriight'i9 run.Irene Hilda in from Belgium.
Emlyn Williams' infant son travr
Gloria Mausier. to New York.
eling with his nurse to join his parJerry MengO back from New York.. ents in
New York.
Reine Paulet singing in Japanese;
Lily Morris getting over a nervous
Restaurant, prices.' in Paris going; breakdown, which has kept her off
''
v
up.
the stage for six months.
Geraldine and Joe at the reopened
Walter Strauss, son of Oscar
Lido.
Strauss, here arid being escorted
Gipsy Nina packing for the Berlin. around by T. H. Bostbck.
;

*

•

1

'

;

Scala.

Wcrk on filming of 'Silver Blaze'
Bernard Hilda and band playing at held up for a week; owing to illness

east

to

is

dad's

cut

some

with Harry Richman.
Hal Nelson, dram ed of the Tacoma

.

;'•

Edwards

Cliff

discs

:

Times, giving studios the ogle.

Wallace Word will remain
England for another six months.
Dick Green, assistant director at
'

;

Radio, heads' studio's dramatic club,
Ben Hcfshfield joined Republic in
charge of radio contacts for that out-,
fit,

'

-

.:

..

Dudley Nichols plans Radio studio
of Director Thomas Bentley.
return- Nov, 1 after 'three-month
Lorney
taking
ing
Cissi
Williams' hobby now is Vacash. ^
lessons.
horse-ri ing,- which she does every
Lou M. Goldberg resigned as asIndus Hollingsworth readying for a morning on Wimbledon Common,
sociate of the Robert Knowlden
Riviera visit.
i George
Black and his assistant, agency.
Helena Greasley. moving .into a Charles Henry, back from the contiPat West now secretary of the
new apartment.'
nent; after a hunt for some novelties Sierra Madre chamber of commerce
Joan Warner back from Marseilles.
Lawrence Wright down with bron* —with pay. .'.-...
Mayol at the Empire.
chial flu, with doctor forbidding
Robert KallOck has taken over
'Swing Time' (RKO) opening at him to leave house for at least 10 Ernest Dryden's fashion designing
;'•"
the Theatre des Amb^sadeurs.
days.
spot at Col.
Short and Long in and have everyRevival of 'Marigold' at the Roy
Bing Crosby Picked up enuff
body doing 'Knocks-Knocks' here.
alty, Oct. 13; will be the first - West weight in Honolulu to cause him to
Mistinguette' says she will make End production to be publicly, tele
go on a diet;
her next film in Fr ench, English and vised.
Lance Heath, recently in the
German.
.Twickenham Films starting pro agency biz, has returned to the Par
"
Jim Witteried putting on a show at duction based on French story by publicity department.
,
M
the Crillon for the American Auto- Franz Schulz. Albert de Courvllle
Nelson Eddy's concert tour will
motive: Club.
Will direct.
take him into 47 cities' upon compleNita Raya. sighed as female star for
Flanagan and Allen are leaving tion of MG's 'Maytime.V
the new Casino de Paris .revue with George Blacks Charles Cochran has
Al Green is circulating a petition
Maurice Chevalier.
signed them at $1,750 per week plus among industry people for his proGladys Gould given a leading role
posed Hollywood racetrack.
'Spring Tide* passed 100th per
in Rbg6r Vltrac's" 'Canielot," opening
Watren Doane re- joined Hal Roach
formance at the Duchess. CollabO' as studio story head, with Anthony
at the Atelier theatre.
Frank of the Ritz throwing a-cock rator 'Peter Goldsmith' now. revealed Mack" ancTJohn W. RusselTas aidfeST"
«
tail party to celebrate the issue of his as J. B. Priestley.
Management firm of Robert Gold?
'Maurice Winriick- and band to be stein, Charles Goetz and Ray Blumbook on how to shake 'em.
oh the Empire broadcast Nov. YJ, ehthal opened Hollywood quarters:
and will broadcast froni the St.
M. E. Greenwood, Metro biz man•'.''*:
Marco restaurant.
ager, recuperating at home after long
Baltimore
Florence Desmond .to play the leai siege in the Californi
Lutheran
" .:'
Arnold-George
Black
the
>',
in
Tom
-y
By Albert.. Scharper,
hospital.'
pantomime at the London Hippo
Fred C. Quimby and family in
from east. He plans to install
Lillian Dietz.;.in two. motor acci- drome this Christmas'.
Vivian Ellis, responsible for the short subject sales department at
dents' in one day.
to studio here..
'Blossom Time,' at Ford's next music of 'Going Places;' confined
.of
Jerry Olenicky former writer conweek, will be .paying Balto its 11th bed ;with jaundice; on night premiere
at the Savoy.
•..;•'•'•
-.'
••
tact at Metro, has joined the Ted
visit.
Cochran
has renewed deal Loeff agency to handle material and
Charles
David Wallace advancing for
li
With
the
ticket
Christmas'"
till
scriveners.
'Plumes in the Dust,' due into Ford's
braries for his 'Laughter in Court,'
Jack Andrews, ex-newspaperman
week of Nov. 2,
By I>. Ii. Grahame
current at- the Shaftesbury.
frbm the east, has joined Myrt
Al Zalis how selling Hollywood
Emile' .Littler, opens his third Blum's agency. to handle material
Films,- ihdie product, through MaryChristmas -pantomime in Birming and writers.
•Pairis Follies' stage :shoVv: playing
land and Virginia territory*
Cast to be headed by
.
at Cine Maximo.
Erik Rhodes will haVe his mug
Howard Burman to N. Y; to see ham Dec. .24.
and printed
Hal Roach vacationing in Guay- Alex Yokel anent his play; 'First Gene Gerrard, Helen Gilliland
on song sheet of 'Tonight,
""
" " .
June.
mas, northwest port resort.
Lover, Tonight/ being published by
ophas
which
Yokel
under
Night,'
Big Bill Campbell going back on Irving Berlin.
*Diaha Hay and her dancing horse tion.
,,:
the air for 1he British Broadcasting
feature ; of JCine^Teatrd Alameda;
Ettihger due jjack this;
Margaret
Roy Bergere, .onertime songwriter Corp. with his feature, 'Rocky Mounstage show.
week from Gotham, with Ross Shatcabaret per- now in nitery agency biz, hasdefied taineers/ for eight months. Opening tuck> the' hubby, due in from AusTwo Mexican
first piece in seven years; tag is 'My
Oct. 26.
formers wounded in a jealousy nifiht
tralian hegira Nov. 1.
Story.'
Tom D. Clarke, controller, of . the Eddie Kaye. former director of the
street fight
v
Chum'" McLaughlin, operator of Argyle theatre, Sirkiehhead; married
William R. Jennings, only Amerjoined
Theatre,
the indie legits Auditorium and in Liverpool to" Ursula ' Low", '.hpn- Spotlight ; Little
ican exhib here, married. He runs
;
Maryland, zipping up to N; Y.* to prbfessibbal. Honeymooning on the Maurice Conn at Ambassador Picthe Cine Olimpia. .*
m ,x
i
tures. He'll write and direct. ,
bookings.
rake
up
some
fattest
Mexico's
$bto,
continent.
Roberto
Wister Clark, ex-ad model, arrived
Noni -watching his. 12-year-old here to report for work at U: He's a
actor, back at his bid stand, Teatro
daughter's debut, at the Hackney Dartmouth grad and was signed after
Lirico, where Lupe Velez got her
Empire; she'plays three instruments, some, film work in New York.
Minneapolis
Party,
Revolutionary
sings in different languages and dqes
National
Met opera advised. George Anthell;
'By ''Le's Rees
acrobatic dancing.'
y/hich dominates the Federal Govcomposer, here scoring 'The PlainsGeorge McMahbn issued 263 writs man' at Par, that it will present his
ernment, has organized a dramatic
Ann
Brown,
Warners,,
passed
controlled
culture.
houses
against newsreei
Company to spread
^
':' "
Brown's Bbdy' during coming
.
by Gaumont-British for billing the •John
Screen of Cine-Teatro Alameda away.
Lou Greenley recovering from op- revolver -incident, in- which he was season.
and some curtains and props deJoe Cunningham and Frank Scully
concerned; as 'attempted assassina
stroyed by a fire during a stage eration.
did a personal at' the Mesa Grand
Mort
Singer">laying first visit
panic. Performances reKing.'
of
the Ritz.
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Charles Peltijohn, ot legislative
division of the Hay$ office, returns
this week, from four weeks
;

.Europe.
Gastbtt

.

National

of

Lv" Stern,
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ad tieiip,
v-Georgp Brown- (Biow- agencjy^aFr
ranged/Corking commercial tieup ,on
behalf .of. Kriieger's beer with a dis-
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tossed a farewell session for Monroe season in two weeks on own man''„
Hellinger at: the Taverner Monday agement.
FoUbwing completion of Rangle
Mark's kid brother left
, night (20).;
for the Coast on his first lap of a River* at National no other pic worK
Wbild trek which will last nine has been annbuhced.
Joe Joel; ^publicity expert for Col,
Mbnths.* ..
*
Aresi, maitrer -at the . Rainbow looking forward to his first American
Room, hosted Nuvolarl. the Roose- visit next December;
Frank Marden has taken control of
velt Raceway prize-winnerj at the
Rockefeller nitery.
The Italian Station 2 U. W. in Sydney for Com
speed king observed that the. only nion wealth Broadcasters.
Richard Crooks has left for a tour
^hing. comparable with dining and
'.
dahfiing. on the 65th floor of an office of New Zealand under the manage
building was looking down from ment Of Williamsori-Tait.
SydneyGriesman, A.T.P., has comsome Alpine retreat in the Tyrol
-Henry Kolker returns to the Coast pleted a tour of the country districts
Nov. 1 and a Grand National (Cag- of N. S. Wales for his unit.
Williamson-Tait will, revive 'Maid
Vet le?it-ftlm
j^fy> r assiemrient.
player, firsjt time east in eight years, of 'the Mountains' in Melbourne, with
was struck (l\ with the sameness of Gladys Moncrieff in the leading role.
Dan Carroll is progressing favorcban»?e
»rrsit
towii's
BroadwaVv the>
east of 6fh a venue, and (3) with the ably after a major, operation. Will
of the FUm
M- frestfo infbWhaHty of le^it first- soon resume charge
•
^(Khting. cbhtrast- 'to yesteryear's Board of Trade.
.Great, 5^rrier Productions readysplendot of dressing qu«; ;.for i^be
ing' another
for work in two
theatre.
,
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.
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Joan Maude to play the

:

MG

Gorrick

play '^n.the/tiOngacre stage in .'the
«ew Nbrmati Biel-Geddes show, -Iron
Stuart F. Doyle in Melbourne on
Men:'
v x,
:
Ed Ryan, back recently- from the behalf of Greater Union.
Ken G. Hall, Cjnesound, is all set
London 'Three Men on. a Horse' company, went td Louisville for a family to shoot 'Something in Cbmmbn' next
A day after local.
reunion last week,
'Swing Tinie' (RKO) will have its
"Ryan's arrival at his home there his
Zealand next
father was killed, in
" an auto-train "premiere/, in New
month.
wreck. /
Le Meri, dancer; begins a Sydney
Mark. Bellinger and Gladys Glad
;

tibn

during the
role House, Victorville, Calif.,
Rodeo.- Upped grosses 18c, a new
Clifford Bax's- historical nlay,
for both.
•Jane Shore,' to be staged by Nancy high
to. build
Jplans
who
_^AL.Green
molished-.---:
Price: at-the- Little -theatre- shortly
exploiter, male leads are Esmond Knight racetrack" at Inglewood. hard by
Morrie Abrahams^
has bought himself a lot
Off to Milwaukee to work oh 'Romeo Gyles Isham and Glen Byam-Shaw, Hollywood,:
and' will erect an. apartment build'"
and Juliet.'
ing in the Village.
D. Kane, Northwest' Allied
S.
Paul C: McCollum, comptroller of
States' executive secretary, to join
RCA Manufacturing Co., pulled in
benedicts ? ranks*
/
N
from New Jersey for visit. Frederick
George Hinton has gone in for
Leuschner, resident attorney, has
gardening on large/ scale, since mbv
Gardner \^ilspn'
the gone east for month.
ing into new home.
L.-A. downtown press agents have
Pathe ;News sent Tony Caputo here Dave Apollon'tmlt;
Larry Blake" back to' Coast and
organized 'a Friday Eve Press Club.
from New York to shoot Nebraska.contract.
Charter members ai*e Red Smith,
Minnesota football game, and he will Universal
: Dave
Idzal around looki
Par; George Thomas, Jr., WB; Bjll
cover two niore. Gopher gridiron
some units and. a.cts.
Blowitz, Charlie Livesey and Waltpr
clashes/

in several monthsW. L. McFall/ escaped injury when
his car ran into tree and was de-

7

;

:

^
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time .in years Eddie Davis
. First
(Leon &: Eddie) has been up. in the show. No
he mugged Caressing sumed next day.
-daytime
a jar r pl ptunes for a Macy's store
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ganization for young

.
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^comers^fe;.
V Harrys -Rapf^ nephew, Ray Katz
of
4WHN). and.. Martin Racki
George B. I^ttman> publicity outfit
sponsoring a socialite Broadway or-

.
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ISSSt'SSSm. weather shice. the. V/ojfldl
>erje^:ah* fihally^got off oyer t{ie
w6ekericK%>itto Myron Selznick.;
--.
Aniiericah Gilbert and Sullivan Associaiibn will Honor the 100th anniv
vve?sary of Siif William S. Gilbert
'NOV. 15 at.the Park Central hotel.
Henry Scott, mitten piainist, staging a contest in' Steihway hall start
He's x:om
'ing, today < Wednesday ).
peting for. accuracy against, all

-

:

.

,

i^dy- io sue anybody
•wha calls, him 'Gappy,' a nickname
from way back.
Bill Pineft beenwaiting for favor
ii
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By Glenn

C. PuIlen

,

Milt Harris, of Loew's, never
misses a premiere in town.
Expose of police graft in bootleg
days giving cops and nitery owners
plenty of nightmares.

.

;

Ben Bernie burned when. Mayr

fair Casino added four local
acts to ..his all-male show.
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Peggy, Wall heading community
production 'of, 'My Song.'
Doc. George Halley. .to New.. Yor
bh some. KMB0 show bi.z..' /:
Morrie Levi
ex-local box-officer
in town, for a lobk-arOuhd.'
Official- moniker for Jack Kearns
second son is Joseph Jerome.
Charlie Althoff raising
set of
pointer hounds on his farm.
Gus Van working overtime on
;pblitical benefit performances.
Lou Epstein hunting up some show
girls to add to the Frencli ^asino
,

•

,

commentator,
Sid Andorn.
turning column 1st again , to knock
out booklet of epigrams for sponsor.
Eleanor Whitney (Wittenberg to
localites) given top nlace on marquee here since boost by Paramount.
Peeved because cricks unanimously cracked down on his 'Mulatto' on poor week at H.anna, James
afterKirkwor.d roasted them
Curtain speeches.
'

:

•*

.

.

Seltzer.

Rex. Ingram, here with

wife..

ncr&*
Robert Fender goes into Par's
exploitation department, taking spot.,

sticlc!

vacated by Herman Hoffman when
he switched to Metro. Vp.rnon Parton.
recently returned from E_ngland,v goes
into Fender's sbot.
Studio Clilb mak'ng
film with Al Keller rtir^ctmg

Columbia

16mm

unit.

is

Alice Terry, for past three months,
contemplating a South Seas
voyage, to enable, him to write his
autobiography. Miss Terry plans to

from screen adaptation of 'L"cky
Emit
get-together Piece,' by Burl Reichart.
Oster, Sri, head of the studio Camera

Playwrights Theatre group tossing
first

'

shindig and social

of the season.

Howard

.

;.

Davis, of the State-Lake department, is tech adviser.
Brown
band, and Dorothy Jane; of the
Paul Savoy and Philli
Savoy
house lipe, are' Mr: and Mrs.
have opened agency here.
Charles Greene paused bh his way formerly was with Pantatres ,bore
across country to talk Consolidated and with the William Morris- office,
Artists biz with Chi manager Leo in Boston. Brown :was a member; of
Salkin.
Brown and LaHart, vaude team.
oit

:

r

?

.

.

SI|W ARE

TIMES

Wednesday, October 21, 1936

with slippery pigskins. They're
due for a dry day and a triumph.
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'

.

.

VARIETY

.
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CorrieflrPenn State
Cornell's Sophomores are comlfl'
along*' There is no question about
Snaveley's ability and he's getting
the results expected from his big but
It isn't very di fficult to understand of
smooth-runriing ma- green squad. State's loss to Lehigh
how Jock Sutherland and Fritz chine,
defeats i
has was the. tip-off' on their strength.
Crisler^-the Pittsburgh arid Princer
put Francis Schmidt, the Buckeye Ithaca will be happy.
ton mentors respectively—felt Sun- coach, on the
v
Stanford-Southern California
proverbial spot He
day morning. We shared in one of was
very popular individual in , The mighty really has fallen. The
the biggest hangovers of this youthOhio while the Buckeyes were roll- Rose Bowl choice for the- past three
Yes, sir, the
ful football season.
ing merrily along, However, there years is woefully weak while Southgame has -been' iven. back to the is nothing
more unpopular in that ern' California is on the right track
fans once again! The experts are no
of the country' than a coach and will truck on. down.
more and are taking a back seat, and section
Texas Christian—rMisslssippl State
of a losing football team. ThiS; fiery
.what a- free-for-all shindig this will
TCU, a favorite Over Texas
and tricky mentor has got to pull
be from now on.
this one out of the bag to retain his last week, went down decisively, but
The Panthers and the Tigers were
""
it's been an ih-and-outer all season.
job. It's Ohio State.
the big fellows that went down and
This is the week for them to be in.
Syracuse was kayoed and outplayed.
Harvard-Dartmouth
Mississippi State, is powerful and
Down in Baltimore stadium, Navy
;nOt at all bad, but
Old John Harvard had one leg to their record
was ousted, from the ranks of the stand on last week and the rude take' a flyer and stay with Texas
undefeated, but actually they :were soldier boys took that leg away. Christian.
by far. the better team on that field What fhey're going to use against the
that afternoon. Yale's new kicker, Hanover Indians is hard, to underLarry Kelly, booted them into, their stand. .Dick Harlow has so. many Hubert's
second touchdown unintentionally:
headaches already. Dartmouth, de.

.

News

es

This departrnent contains rewritten theatrical news items as published during the weak in the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
Son F«rnctsco, Hollywood arid London. VARnmr takes no credit for
these news items, each has been rewritten front a daily paper.
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42d St Museum

one setback by Holy Cross, is
They'll cop by iyfp

spite.

Fordham-St, Mary'

The Galloping Gaels will blow in on the upgrade.
from the Coast and you can believe touchdowns.
:

those

western

Other:.;

coaches

:

.

.

Dancer,

Another Notre Dame system comes.

rie.

it

14,

Starts

It

Commis-

to restrain License'

sioner Paul Moss from revoking the
theatrical and ainusenient licenses of

Probable football Winners and
Proper Oddls

Hubert's 42nd ?t.

Museum

was' begun in New York supreme court Friday: (16) through the filing of a complaint -charging, the Commissioner
with 'acting discriniihately in an
endeavor to force the plaintiffs off

October 24

-

..

Broadway.'} Mr. Moss had prdered
the licenses covering the basement
of the building * at 228 West; 42d
street to be suspended on Oct. 2 and
7.
following ;a complaint received
from Children's Court Judge Jacob
Panken, who objected to the employment of a "li-yeaf-old, irl as
a
dancer.
the
place.
The
License
Commissioner
informed
•

By Dick

Fi»hell

(Inier-£Hy Network Sports Commentator)

:

GAMES

WINNERS.

.

Fordhara-St. Mary
Pltt-Notre Dame '.-.

.

...

.

v.

.'

. < . .
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, .
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ODDS

.

Fordham

/6:

Pittsburgh

?

Princeton-Navy ..... .. ;
. ..Princeton
Michigan-Colombia ... ... .', ... ...Michigan.
Corhell
Cornell-Penn State
••
••
Georgia-Auburn
. Auburn
•
• ••-.•«.••
. . . .
'••'• II.I MIMI f
Harvard-Dartmouth , . . > ..... Dartmouth •
Minnesota .......... , . , . . . .
Minnesota-Purdue
.....-»-.
.Tdfine
• •
Tulanc-North Carolina
.•»;•»» »•*•.«••••
1
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NYU-Georgetown

....

.NYU
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Wardrobe belonging to. late Thelmaand the broken glass cut. her face.
Boris Karloff Edward, G. Robinson Todd sold at auction for $229. It inand Edward Everett Horton admit- cluded 40 dresses and pajamas, 57
ted to British Equity through arr pairs of gloves, 13 hats, 36 pairs of
rangement with Hollywood Screen shoes,- 35 bags and incidehtals
L.A. court legalized Bobby Bfceen's
Actors Guild.
Albert It; Johnson, art director of pr'ofessiohal name. Family monicker
Radio Music Hall, completes his con- is Borsuk.
Free
Income tax liens filed against stage
tract and will not renew;
arid film people in LiA. ask $458
lancing.
Lauritz Melchoir back to town from Julius Tarinen, $3,67$ from
minus 25 pounds. Still has plenty. Stepin Fetchit and , unannouriced
Tamara Geva being sued by a amount from Lionel Barrymorfe.';
Speedy Dado, former fighter: and
•N»' Y. dentist for a tooth she ordered
arid never paid for or. took up. Asks present chauffeur lor" M^e West,
'questioned by police for- assertedly
examination before trial.
Rodeo outfit at the Garden gave threatening two men with revolver
during traffic altercation.
a show at Bellevue Friday.,
X.A. court approved, contract
About 200 auditors walked, out on
Phila. fiymph when it played an Mary Frances Gifford, 18, with SamWiluel Goldwyn.
ultra-modern composition: hy
Bag containing- $26 £tplen from:
liam Walton, Too hjodern arid no
Louise Loftus, screen actress^ in
like
Harlem theatre theft last week did Hollywood.
Boy, 16, taken in :and. given, iob
the thief little goodTTTe snatched the
cash* box from the ticket seller of by Leo Carrillo, held by LA. County
the Renaissance theatre, 1878 7th juvenile -officials, oh charge of. stealave., and started to make off. Was ing from actor.:
Ida Shine, Hollywood girL was artripped ^nd' box ..fell to the lobby
floor, disgorging $211. Captor held rested on charges pf^hoplifting. She
the thief, but the passers-by gath- told police she wanted to be arrested
in order to' get material for
disappeared.
ered- up the' coin, and
scenario, which she was writing.
Police saved .only $80.
Annulment .of her' marriage to
Ned Jakobs planning a Chi com-Tino Costa will be sought in LA. by
pariy of <Mimi Scheller. Looking for)

8/5
2/1
5/7

. .

-

Hubert's' he; will not renew its permit.
The complaints against Moss is
made by Max Schaffer^ president ,of
the Museum; William F. Schbrk, his
associate,

and Saleen Abbott, who
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a name for the
from Hollywood;

title

role;

maybe Dorothy Dunbar, screen

G^M^hairmari^*^

conducts a .dancing~<act in Ihe 42n(L
street place. Hubert's, Inc., besides sical; Committee to re-elect F. D. R.
Operating the ..disputed place, also
M. H. Aylesworth, speaking before

former wife

actress

and

Baer.

Greta

against

suit

$10,500

tet's

Max

oft

GarbOi German film producer alleged actress borrowed, money from
the Society of Motion Picture En- him and then refused to pay. Miss
gineers, at Rochester, forecast up- Garbo stated debt was outlawed by
pirig of picture admissions and dis- statute .of limitations,
carding of dual films. Making his
Paul Harris, studio employe, restreet.
batting average ;500.
;
ceived ..a. fractured skull when
The complaint states that plainTheatre Union, driving for indir tower fell upon him.
tiff has. been in the amusement busividual subscriptions.^ TWO plays for
suit John Barrymore had
ness.
New York for more than $2^15. Has beeirdepending upon the-; onSecond
file in L. A. was dismissed when
25 year? and that the closing- down aire parties for support.
actor had, through attorney, court
of the 42nd street place Would, mean
Estate, of the late Edward W.
presented with letter exonerating
the loss of an average income of Browning set at $4,150,000, according Emmetfc D. Camomile, Barrymore's
to an accounting rencfered in connec- former secretary, Who was" charged
$25,000 a year.
The trouble started after Com- tion with small claims. Had been with 'withholding letters arid securicalculated at $7,000,000 shortly after ties belonging to dctor.
missioner Moss
ived a letter
Divorce suit filed in L. A; by VirExecutors still fighting
from Judge Panken complaining that his death.
Peaches Browning's claim she is his ginia Ruth Laurel against Start
Dorothy Beritly, 14, who was under •lawful, widow.
Laurel.
Couple were married last
probation from his court, was found
Dramatists' Play Service now lo- year.
working in the 'bally'
Judgment of $200 won' by Mrs.
the cated in its offices. To. handle nonmuseum. A hearing on the matter professional rights of its meinbers. tt, ,-C. Wolfe from Mrs, Bessie
was held and Schaffer told thb Com- Lists most of the established -play- Lasky, Wife ot Jesse Lasky. ior
damages done to Mrs; Wolfed home
•>.
missioner, that he had nothing to. do wrights.
,
Halfmoon hotel, Coney Island, to while film exec's wife rented it
with the conduct of the dancing act;
its skating rink three nights a- Charged that Lasky's youngest son
that Abbott hired the girls. Abbott run
kept two boa constrictors in back
week air winter.
said he took the girl on for a few
GeOrge White extends his 'Scan- yard.
Mrs. Myrtle
granted
days after she had presented a let- dals' tour. Doing well out west
Divorce
.

•8/5
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6/5
6/5
5/7
9/5
J/S,
2/1
7/5

5/6
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Even

•

Detroit
Manhattan-Detroit .:. .....
Holy Cross-Carnegie Tech; ..... ttoly Cross
Ohio State-Indiana
... <» Ohio State
>
So; Calif.
Stanford-Southern Calif.
.:. ;
;..
Washington-Calif.
.. Washington
...
Texas Christian-Miss. State. ..... Texas Christian
(Predictions based on fair weather)
.

McCandlish Litho Co.,' Ph illy, of- of its stagers gone Hollywood.
fering cash ' prizes- loir the best 24Mosque theatre; -Newark^ N. Jj,
sheet to advertise outdoor advertisr will be operated as a film house by
ihg. Its own medicine;
new lessees. Quemos Theatre' CO.,
George Coyle, usher at Radio City Concerts previously booked by'
Music Hall, winner of a four-year Joseph Fuerstman through to March
scholarship at Manhattan College..
okay
go as house does not set
New Theatre League, and its mag- policy tountil
May 1, '37. House
azine announce receipt ;of more than operated intermittently
War200 scripts in. its one-act play contest. ner Bros exited
three years ago.
Prize is $200. \
Lblita Cordoba, rjite club dancer,
yanked Prescott. Van Wyck, wealthy
artist, into court last week, charging
simple assault. Claims he shot his
fist through the Window of her cab

-

m

Manhattan-Detroit

that

they. are hot merely a breeze.

.License Comiiiisstoner;

.

ihg Wonderful Time,'
-"
Korber.
Theatre Guild angling for Benno
Schneider, from Moscow. Too many

East

.

Variety,

conducts amusement centers at 52nd
street. and Broadway, 1145 and 1173
Sixth avenue and ;2l6 West 42d
..

.

"

,

.

'

•

.

.

.

..-' into town, the third in succession for
of the strongest squads in the
try as far as manpower, and versa- the green shifts to look at; This one
tility are .concerned, Slip Madigan's employed by .Gus Dorais is more ver
team is one that would thrpw a scare, satile. and dangerous than either
into/the; hearts of the strongest of Hunk Anderson's or Eddy AnderJim Crowley and his son's. Manhattan is big and powermen,
cohorts are letting it roll off their ful but any team, to hold/ sweet
shoulders. The Ham under Sleepy, Auburn scoreless for three periods,
Jim. has had one qf the greatest de- can take Manhattan in its stride.
fensive records in the nation, The
Minnesota-Purdue
"Gaels will do very little scoring and
The outstanding game of the weekFordham will out-fox them to win end! The echo will be heard for.
via the aerial route.-:
miles- and miles as these two forward
Princeton-Navy.
walls clash, and Bernie Bierman and
Neither of these squads recog- Noble Kizer think aloud. Year in
ized old man Opportunity when he and year out, these two wily teachers ter of recommendation from
'spilieMax Gordon selects John Guy
introduced himself last week. Each of grid lessons win much more than body from Mihsky's.' She repre- Sampsel, Lewis Dayton, Samuel
had four or' more scoring oppor- their share of games. Andy, Urim sented to him that she was 19 years Danzig, Helen Carringtori, Charles
tunities thai were not capitalized and Jules Alfonse are the spearheads Old.
The other girls in: the 'bally' O'Connor, Charles Leeper as underThe Sailors outplayed Yale of a great Gopher offense. They'll told the Commissioner they had en- studies in "St. Helena.'
deserved
a file through the cavities opened by gaged her to 'pinch-hit*
Leoti and Eddie celebrating eighth
unquestionably
for them
year tonieht (Wednesday).
Their weakness was in their their
wi
line and negotiate the for a few nights.
"Seen But Not Heard' jumped to
passing from center and fumbles necessary distance to win.
Justice McLaughlin will hear ar- 48th St theatre.
:
made by Schmidt under kicks. The
.'Victoria
Georgia- Auburta
guments on the matter this week.
of
matinee
Special
Tigers have a good, sound eleven
Auburn Was lucky to eke out a win
Regina' this afternoon for the Actors'.
and we don't believe they took over Detroit, but Georgia has been
Fund;
.
j
Pennsylvania seriously enough. But in the dumps all season. The. law of
Annual. Sirig Sing 'Follies' and
baseball and football games at prison
from now on Princeton wili have averages should give them a win one
Betty Rowan to Art Lund, in criven the kavo by Commissioner
things pretty much its own way.
of there weeks but doubt it will be Minneapolis, Oct. 8. Groorh is; p.a.
Says prisons are not
Mulroonev.
;PiltsburghJJotEe_Dame.._T
—:
4his--cQmingV-weekr.--^Aubufn^has-the for WCCO; Minneapolis.
authorize
The national aspirations of the shade.
Yvonne Crellin to Hal Rosson at tecs*
Pittsburghers went down with an
N,Y.U:i--G*orgetbwn
St. Malachv, the actors' church, inGoldfield, Nev., Oct.
Cameraman
mas?
-awful crash and now they; can't even
The
iolets, wilted for lack of recently was
iv.orced from Jeari stitutes, regular 4 ajn. Sunday
First list
for nitc club v/orkers.
boast of the Pennsylvania .champion- water in the midy/est, are starting to. Harlow. Bride is non-pro.
,V
ship. It was hot Duquesnie that beat bloom agai . Their best football was
Elizabeth Jenris to Harry; Joseph Sunday.
Outlaw horse sent Prank Buck to
them, but a guy called Psychology played in the -final period against Crocker, in London, Oct.. 17. Both in
the hospital Sunday. Tried to mount
natural letdown after the North Carolina Saturday.
in' hi
George- pictures. Groom is from Hollywood. at
is Massapequa farm and .feu.
State victory the week town, definitely a small college team
great Ohi
Howard Davis and Dorothy .Tayne Horse, startled, kicked him on head
prior. The Irish have not played a since the Loii Little regime, lacks a Oct. 17, in Chicago.
room is cor- and arm. Not serious;
really potent squad this year. With punch.
Richard Himber. through the Na^
N.Y1U.
ill
gai
its first netist in pit and bride in chorus at
tirtnal Council for the Prevention of
only one regular back from last sea- worthwhile victory.
State-Lake theatre.
asks other band leaders to lay
son's topnotch team, they are unEvangeline Russell, former jpic-' War,
Washington-California
martial ttirie'ss Thinks' it hurts.
6ft*
tried, and Pittsburgh will knock !?m
That California team looked aw- ture actress, to J. Stuart Blackton,
George White planning two muoff.
the
old
Vitagraph
co-founder
of
fully good on paper a. month ago. But
'Scandals' will be a. sumriter
sicals.
Michigan-Columbia
the. month has elapsed and the paper company, Oct. 17 in Los Angeles*
show, but before that he'll bring irt
The Lions from Morriingside has disappeared and what've you got.
.
Betty May Norton, actress, to a musicker about Christmias.
impressive,
very
were
Heights
Garden, in Paris,, announces
Mary
Oct.
16
in
Beverly
George
Pike,
Washington, easily.
she's goirir to Hollywood to carve
against Army /and. gave the Cadets
Hills, Calif.
Tuiane-Nerth Carolina
a new career in films.
some very worrisome .moments.
ill to William O'ConMercedes
The green wave of Tulane looked
Ned Jakobs ups Ara Gerald to
Michigan, on the other hand, has
17 in Pasadena, Calif.
devastating against the weak Colgate nell,
stardom in Mimie Scheller/
been slapped around unmercifully
Bride was Miss California last year.
American Nepro Opera Assn. to do
line» .Carolina was not too impreswith Michigan State, Indiana, Minactress, to Byron 'Menelek of Abyssinia' at Central
Lincoln,
Caryl
sive against NfiY.U. However, this is
nesota all gaining victories over them.
in King- Opera House Nov. 16. By Penman
Malcolm Stephens, Oct.
Lou Little takes his team on the a dog-eat-dog traditional encounter man, Ariz. Groom is brother of Bar Lovineood. its director.
but Tulane lOpks in.
L. Morrill Gelger, of San Marcos.
road in their prime for a good game.
bara Stanwyck. Second try for bride,
in N. Y. federal court
Holy Cross-Carnegie .Tech
But when east meets west, or even
Katherine Elentrio to Emil Zappa- Calif;, suing
Tech was one
the little devils sodi. Oct 18, in Elktoh. Md. Bride is for an accounting arid share of
midwest, and there's a question of
future
profits from Billy Hill on
in the series of upsets which they vocalist over WIP, Philly, under
*
a doubt,, stick with midwest.
Claims to hold a
Roundup.'
Last
started; Friday night by bumping off name of Kay Allen. Groom non-pfo.
Ohio State-Indiana,
contract entitling hiih to half the
Sheila Marjorie Stewart, former profits, made April 30. Contract also
Talk of dissension in the Ohio the undefeated Temple Owls. The
Regina,
Saik.,
State ranks will scare a lot of people Crusaders theme song has been staff pianist at CJRM,
includei several other Mhg>.
Marc Connelly to produce a show
while Indiana, despite its loss to 'Stormy Weather.' All of their vicr to Brian ElL'Wt, announcer, KLZ,
on B'way presently. Probably 'HavNebraska in the closing few minutes tories have come on muddy fields Denver, Colo.. Oct. 10, at Denver.
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(Continued on page 71)
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Lyman's 500G

Settle

.

-'

;

Libel Suit

Out «f

:

;

.

MARRIAGES
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:

.
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.
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.

the N. Y. Suprenie Court battle
between Abe Lyman, band leader,
and Charles (Pop). iFoster;, manager
.

lightweight Jiriimy McLarnfn,
was called off last Wednesday (14)
when_theiE_attorneyslfile:d..;a joints
stipulation announcing that the .dispute had been settled out Of court
The conditions of the settlement
were not revealed;

of

.

Lyman, a week previous, filed suit
against Foster demanding $500,000
for alleged libel and damage to his
The action grjeW out of the
rep.
McLamin-Barney Ross battle of.
May,- 1935.
-

..

BIRTHS
Mr.

and

Mfs.

George

Piricus,

;

-'

is

Bernstei

.

;

The

;

son, last

Father
in Minneapolis.
engineer at KSTP, Minneapolis.

week

.

-

.

Mr. and- Mrs. Art Peck,

.

.

Oct 7, in Chicago. Father,
ShapiroChicago manager

daughter,

.

Mn

and

Mw.

William

is

Berke,

in Hollywood Oct 14.
is associate producer at Republic studios.
Mr. and Mrs. Francois de VaWe«,
son, Oct. 17, in Los Angeles. Father
is producer of Hispano films,
Mr. and Mrs. John Fulton, ao%

daughter,

Father
,

Oct lfi, in Los Angeks. Father Is
head of Universal studio's special
effects

department*

ES Q M
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Wednesday, October 21,

Zukor formed Paramount

lions.'

Picture Corp. and tied in Lasky Feature Co. product and Bosworth Productions with his own Famous
Players to provide exhibitors with
104 .pictures a year two. a week.
From that time on Paramount,
most of the United States, from the
with its production arid releasing ortop of a pair of stilts; died Oct. 10
ganizations merged, grew to gigantic
at Aultman hospital, Canton,
from
.V
proportions.
The .others driftedpleuro-pneumonia.
away, formed their own units. But
Mr. Redmond,
resident of Los Zukor remained at the helm.
Angeles, was returning west from a
Like every other business of the
sanitarium in :New Jersey,;. when he boom days, Paramount became too
was stricken. Nationally known as complex and when the depression
i-Jack' Redmond, he had been a cracked down upon the world Par*
"
stilts walker for more than 30. years, amount took it.
In
in.
the
much of the tinie with the major every cloud there is a silver lining,
circuses of the country.
and not without reason.
'tis
Surviving is a daughter iii Los An- Some wise heads saw to it that.
geles. Burial in Canton.
Adolph Zukor. was made a trustee
o£ the bankrupt outfit. What he. did
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
to pull. it through, set it on its' feet
William" Campbell, 45, who has and saive it vfor creditors and stockbeeri headquarteri
in St. Stephens, holders, alike is now well known to
N. Bv, , since early summer, taking the trade arid financial world.
engagements in niteries and picture
Which is the reason Why the show
theatres both sides of the Interna- busi
takes its hat off to one of
ied of a heart attack the
tional border,
has ever
ingest little men
at Little Ridge, N. B.
known.
the
at
stage
He collapsed on the

Burlesque Revieivs

O B IT U A R I E S

—

FERDE SIMON
Ferde Simon,

.

vaudeville agent,

41,

Widow,

New. York.

ied Oct. 20 in

:

children and a brother, Irving
Simon, survive.
Further details will be found in
the vaudeville section of. this issue.
.

.

;

':

.

MABELLE BRODERICK
Emma Mabelle. Broderick, 83,

.'

for-

singer, died in her home
She .was a
.
in Aurora, 111., Oct.
of the first casts of
member
'The Mikado' in America, and had

mer opera

sung with numerous opera compar
lastly- with the Anna Held, comni
pany.
This would appear to be the Ma,

'..

,

bella Baker of the stage, wife of
She
roderick,. baritone.
George
Katisha in 'Mikado' and did
ilar roles In Gilbert and
other
,

sarig

.

.

.

"

.

.

'

SiaUivari operas as well as in other
productions^ She was one of the outher end
standing -'operatic cbrftediennes

,

.

r

.

'

professional appearances ;for the past
G. LEVY
20 years.
Jose G. Levy, 32, manager and
dramatic;- author / died 'at His .London
HARRY DANFORTH
illhomb, Oct. 8, following
Harry Danforth, ^5, for past six
ness.
V
years in charge of Elkjs Lodge; MiK.
Deceased had adapted many plays waukee, Vlied Oct. 20 of heart failure.
from the French, and for his services
He was owner .and-, operator of
to French Dramatic Aft in England, Danforth circuit in.Wisconsin of over
j^e was awarded. the Legion of' Honor. 21 houses, sold out and became one
;by the French, government. He. was of the largest 'theatrical: agents in
the' proprietor of .the Strand Theatre, West
He was lalso a newsp.iap;er:and "lessee' arid manage* of the Lit- manJ Survived by widow.
-Theatre, where he staged the
.

'"•'

'

•

..

.

Adolph

In celebrating

,

;

,

pany

Neil F. Agnew
of the year.
other distribution executives, together with, publicity department
is',
representativeSj fl£w to St.
for the threerday meet. ,
The four months' sales push will
FRANK C. PRIEST
the Silver Jubilee
be known
Frank C. Priest* 58, former. St. drive. No prizes' will be giveri, as
Paul showman who managed Shu- in 'most: drives, to the district manbert theatre, stock shows fox many ager, exchange 'arid film salesirien
years, died at his home there Oct. 16. bririg in the best results; but exSurvived by his ^ widow and one pected that quotas may be set for
daughter. Burial in St. Paul;
the -sales force to shoot at.
. It is in J937 that Ziikor celebrates
JACKFRECLER
his 25th; year in the picture indusJack Freuler, 56, for the past 18 try;
All. Paramount theatre operator^,
year?, in the still department at Universai? killed hinTgelf^hrLos Angeled arid pafthefs will 'ne contacted for
cooperation, in putting over the four
Oct. 17.
"
His wife and two sons survive.
months' drive. After: the push is
over, Par will tender Zukor a ban;'Wifeof:BiU'''i^6ma>C of NBC'S New quet, either on the Coast or in New
York press staff, 7 died, in "childbirth York.
She Was 25
'Oct. 3 in New York.
:

.

Series
1920,
.othier

of Grand. GuignoV plays in
and was responsible for many

productions at this; house.
,

Herbert Glickaut 60, veteran
newspaper/ man and pibneery road
agent for musical cbhiedWif Arid nurtures, died in Chicago, Oct.
cojhplicatipns.

of

II,

He was

pulmonary

lor many years a police reporter, for
the QldL Chic^o, Qtfonicle^he.- Gity
vP^^.v, Btir^iU and ;the Chicago
;

Tribune.;"^

v.-'.v

"

'

press agent for the LaSaile
theatre and later .went oh road.ahead
of several Chicago' produced, musicals. Later he piloted 'CamiUe* and
^irtfr of ' Nation* pictures,
^Burial in Chicago.
-

.

1

'

.

".'

_

.

JOHN

F.

REDMOND

Redmond,

F.

S4,

.

who saw

•

.

.

-

.

,

years, old.
r.

.;

:

.

'

.

Became

.

,

,

HERBERT GLICKAUF

'

.

;

>

'

Santa Glims, Inc.

Wife,, 27, of

of the Capitol theatre in
died Oct. 11.

Paul,

St.'

(Continued from page

1

coupon and send

clip

10c,' also was spurned.
son, Eugene. Zukor, is in strange conSeveral;, .vaude ' arid radio offers
trast to the little general store in hanre likewise been turned down j beAisce, Hungary^ where^ he Worked cause it was believed it wpuld be
as a youth and saved the paltry sum too cheapening
which enaued^Um. to. land in the
Unlikely anything will be done
"U.S. ih 1808,' ;a friendless immigrant this season in commercializing Santa,
.hjs naine.
v/ith pnly .JM
agency preferring to wait uritii some*
'

.

(CpniihUed from page 5>

;

.

;

^

ZuHor was successively an upholamateur boxer and .l2»seball
player and thehv pne ;day he ipund
himself .a partner in a fur manufacturing concern,;. By' 1904. he could
have retired on' about $150,000, but

Zujkbjr;:-;^

.

:

;

;

.'

^

.

,

names andV his smile is as much
the
Paramount ^institution

first

mountain

T

v

peijn^:ihSthjB

]

.

show'

Usihess
a bhanc;e
'

have had
know what cph^ittites 'shpwmanr

tor 33 years:
to;

.'.

on'. ite\,tradeiharlc.

''

?i,

stu^ and whait/'wiU floj^i Thai's why
"doiti^; th# .'^''toltKe^itisf^cr
ti^tiV ipfv bilt pxhibitors. It all gets

back tp'the one word: Showmanship.
y

It ;ish t''anything that fcan'be defined
ih words'.
It is simply something
-

that must be understood;
'tThdfer
our present scheme of
things we don't go off haifrcocked.
We start at the bottom' and lay put
,a' picture just -as art architect would
design a house. We insist. that, every
phase of the production; from camir
era arid props to. the cutting: room,
function in;
ison and; on lines that
are'
dictated
by JtHat something
.

,.

'

'

,

Despite pickets outside, 'house was

;

when

capacity

fect.

caught.

.

Management

announces from stat»e that theatre is
strictly union and that paraders are
misleading. So. what?

Jaffe was set to give 'em
pictures with the. leg art, but

first"

Squawk

Hot-Potatos 0uriey

:

Atlanta,.

While Sherwood L- Astin,.
scheme of things, and it'vs. two bits man of Atlanta Board of Review,
from opening until one, 35c froin-one local film censor board, admits the
until six and a nickel more from matter is. out of his jurisdiction, he
then to closing. Wisdom of getting has written, a letter tp Mayor James
burlesq within low range, film prices L. Key, asking the latter to take achas been obvious. Casino has been
tion against the; 'objectionable* shows
.

'

operi

now

less

than 'a month arid

it's

Atlanta theatre,
been playing to turnaway trade day: being staged at the

and day

in

out.

..

.

'

.

.

•:.

'

.

'

,

I

.

•

>

o't Eastern Bur,/
Astin .claims he has had numerous
complaints, .from people who think
the
down
tone
to
he has, authority
performances and, in his letter to thar
Mayor, declared that he had attended a performance at the Atlanta
arid-found, the-complaints '^J&soluteJy

local talent outlet
lesque. Assn.

.

Gasihq ^probably ;has ttipre people
passing it.\daily 'than, any other spot
in town/ * due to recent Diamond
street revival", *ah'd Jaffe's* going in
heavily for the' old 'avenue ballyhoo.
There's one novelty attraction or another ih front of the house practically all day. .long, alternating with
barkers- .and. freaks, witfe-result that

'

.

.

;

,

there's alnipst ,a nerpetual traffic tie- justifiable.'
to hi
in frorit of the leg, emporium. > .
. Mayor. Key passed the buck
gerierany 'known' that Jaffe police
It's
let,, who* in turn r sent
cleaned 'Op* a fdrtUfte'lh' burlesq at policewoman over to catch the show.
Variety-during-the'early-'20's. It's
femme minion of the law
just as generally known,- however, The.
i
that he sunk -all of it- and more back ported back tp her superipr that,
into the -house. through the.' depres- so. far as she. could see the squawks
sion years.. Last, year he anhouriced were unjustified.
he was retiring from burlesq, gave
Similar agitation led to a raid and
up the Variety, took a five year lease arrest of manager and principals in
on the Casino and went in for vaud- previous burlesque venture here two
film. That soon flopped; he went to
years ago.. Eastern wheel took over
straight pictures' and that- was. no go
months ago and has
either; He couldn't get any product. house several
That five-year lease looked like been doing good business With rOad
•

.

..

up
'.

,

.

-

.

.

sterer/

'

Max

a relative,

Goldsti

,

next
year,' whereby Santa will be put on
radio, and kids asked to send in carchai

Plan

is readying; a.
.

ton top with, letter for

interested

which

they-

will get a badge.

Downtown, Detroit

Week ot Oct. 25
'Ballyhoo*— Gayety, Minneapolis*.
Woman

'Wlrie,

STAR, B'KLYN

.

.

''

-

-

'

quality^^^^

and.

.

Song"—Rlalto,

Chicago.
'Hi-Flyers'— Open.

/
'Hindu Bellea'T-^ayiftty. Buffalo.
The Raymonds' contribution to the
Allen! own,
'Beauty. .Parade' — I.yrlc.
is one of the best prb>>
Mon. and- Tue.s.; Majestic. Harrlaburg^
duced shows in this town." Unfortu- Wed* Capitol. Reading; Thurs. .and Prl.
:

burlesque

:

Males tic, Wllllamaport, Sat.
.it -is also the dirtiest Subtlety
'Red Rhythm' — Trbc, Philadelphia..
and double entendre have been dis'Red Hot',—Hudson. Union City;
carded for frankness in all the
'Babes of B'way''— TacitUea, "Wa-terb^iryi:.

nately,

•

comedy.. \
Rest of

(Continued froth page 58)
to run spot. Win or lose; experiment
should prove at least one thing: Does
Xnxer's
vaude have sufficient -punch left to
Zukor saw the day. when the pic- carry along a .house which shows
ture' business faced extinction' be- second and third-class flickers?
Audience at opening- show had
cause the Motion Picture Patent""
monopoly,
pro ^othlng:*©: crah-abou^,- Pive-act-bfll
Cp.,° vrhich had '»
a. '«i«.
Wh«.,
^.v
^^comprase*
iection, would riot turn out
sufficient Variety and talent to get
pictures. That was why he took in Over. No lavish settings nor i.an m'c,
Daniel; ^Frohman^as-- a partner in rbut all~arourid ' a "nice ~45-niinute
1912. He wanted Prohman to bring show. Jue Fong, Chiriese tenor, conto pictures the clas% that /belonged stitutes the only sour note on the
card.
He strains hard; but barely
Sarah
to the stage alone.
hardt made 'Queen Elizabeth,' a a sound cbrries y from his pipes.
Might have been/better had he stuck
with

ue

lent

'

'

;

'

';

Zukor and his partner, Morris Kohn,
the penny arcade. - By 1905 he
i
was running a. .gtrihg of motion picture theatres -ih partnership
William A. Brady.

another backbreaker for the veteran shows.

showman, then the Variety folded the
field was. wide open again, he found
the right combination and a house
that seemed a few.nxonths- ago to be a
definite liability is now on its way
to becoming pne. of "the town's biggest
Cohen.
money-makers.

one ;con>es; through, with a more suitable offer. Understood a
food

'.

thoroughly optimistic
aboyt busine^ and about quality of
knows what is going
production
He
v
hi the studio and, in. every hook
and corner pt }t. Every day finds
IHm at his desk .at an eariy'hdur. He
never leaves the" lot before 6:30 p.m.
His offtce-is-the scene of 'one conferehce afjieir a^pther.
..J.
N6ver.u l;>day passes./ that Zukor
doesn't 'stroll^about the lot, Visiting
He -calls, grips by their
every"
:

.

rating*

.

.

gre{»t^Wt >e can look to even
greater pri)duct and ^eveii greater

r

At

•

.

.

Ernest Logan, manager

by kids would

this

v

booth and dentist's office bits both
get plenty bluing in Tiny's hands.
Assistant comics are Bert Carr and
Giis Shilling. Ted Blair and Charles
Cane, singers, also help hi 'falsing
average
the show's better than

.

which Zukor now shares with his

'

resembles an oriental dance in"
stead of the customary parading, and
1
is novel.
is the No.
Jack (Tiny)
comic, and wows, 'em,- .'Telephone

style,

he wisely decided against that. Now
there's about an hour, of screen; all
shorts,, cartoons and newsreels, and
four burlesq. performances a day, five
on. Saturday. Shows, are the regular
Independent wheel attractions, but
they re condensed into slightly less
than. 90 miriutcs. House operates only
six days a week.'
The scale is up the hurley groove,
Volume and turnover have
and^ too.
penetrated into the;: Jaffe
filially

is

drive

'

-

.

That left* hurley cue field to Jaffe
alone again arid it's taken him five
years and plenty of coin to discover
that the twb^a-day at $1 top is definVaude learned that some
jr over.
time ago. It took Jaffe longer.
He's grinding 'em out now and
he's iri a swell spot for that policy.
Casino is the old Harris theatre, one
of town's first, vaude spots, and it's
located smack in the middle bf.Diamond street, the village's chief rhasculine thoroughfare, so. the set-up
for this type of enter tainmettt is per-

With Paramount, the complanning a four months' sales
in 1937, January through
April. This drive was discussed at
the three-day district managers'
*'.
Friconvention held in
day, Saturday and Sunday (16-1718 ), with subsequent plans to be carried but between now and the first

years

"

;

wiggle by Bonita Gerihaine are all
well handled.
Strippers are somewhat restrained
Girls time their stuff arid
here.
never exceed the limit. Comedy,
however, seerhs .to be the meat of the
audiences, so -there is ho disappointment. Peggy Reynolds, Bonita Germaine^ Madge Carjmyle, Ruth Donald,
Viola. Spaeth, pat 'Paige and Queenj
King are the' exponents. Miss Ring's

25 feature

.

.

twists by ; Queenifr King> a ;mili ry
tap by Madge Carmylej and" classical

Pittsburgh, Oct. 16.
Looks like George Jaffe, vet burlesq impresario, has at last fbund the
right combination. First break came
late this summer, when Variety,
house he operated for decade and
last season turned oVer to Izzy Hirst
when going got too tough, was consigned to ash heap and torn down tp.
make room for parking, lot.

:

turn, dying a, few
.his
miritftes later; He had been making

',.'.'

.

,

;

CASINO, PITTS.

town's

impresarios

ington. •'

-

——
,

Oayety. ..Baltimore.
'Scan-Dolls' Roxy, Cleveland.
'Oarden of pirle'— Capitol; Toledo;.
'Modes and Models'-^layef.y, Detroit.
4
Ha-Cha^—MUes "Royal. Akron.
'V•i•nU«as'e^B

'

show are more than the -usual stage
waits between; strips. Even the line
girls seem to sense the fact that they
have something to work with. Plenty
costumes
-good-looking
and
of

Stars'—^Garrlck.-

-'Stejpipih'

Louis*

St.

'Scan-Tees'— Empress. Kansas' City,
'Dlssssy. Dames'r^CasIno, Plttshurpth.
•Dlz^'y

scenery.'

Danies'— Pvlncess,

"'

Youngstbwn

(3 days).

Four specialty numbers, two exotic

^

—

STo» Hot, for Parla' Howard, Bouton.•China Dolls— Empire, Nowark.
•Speed v and Sparltl**—Gayety,. /Wash!

the

might find it advantageous to take a
gander at the Star's offering. Five
production numbers in. the two-hour

'Qayety

.

iris'— Worcester, Worcestei'.

.

1

'

new era
four-reeier, in 1912, and
of pictures was. born. The/ Usiness
emerged from the; nickelodeon, tqi the
.:.'
de luxer.
Zukor has always believed; in :high;
class executive talent to; supplerii'ent
drawing names.. He. ired Albert A.
:

to

•

.

''

'

'

some oriental number.
Monroe and Adams

Sisters,

in

opening slot start things off swell
with a round of jugglirig, plus hoofing.- While needing a little moire
polish, stuff is plenty colorfuL Routine is out of the ordinary. Following Fong, in deuce, comes Bert Nagle
and Girls, who click with a 'Midnight Serenaders' number, which introduces Nagle and one of his femme
partners, dressed as cats. Hilja,. second -femme;, exhibits plenty of if ty

Advance Production Chart
(Contlniie-d from page.JS)
by Frank McDonald, original and screen play by Don Ryan and .Kenneth
Garnet, Cast: Ann Dvorak, John JLitel, Walter Miller, John Sheehan,
Stanley FieidsV William Davi
Carlyle MoOre, Jr., George Opperman;

Joseph Crehan, Lyle Morain.
Story is backgrounded against night court of any large city where drama
from all -.'walks'". ;of life is paraded before spectators who; attend these
;

.

sessions to satisfy their curiosity. Story tells incidents in lives/of urifortu-'
nates called before the night court.
'MEN IN EXILE/ produced by Bryan Foy. John; Farrow directing;
ori inal story by Huston Branch arid 'Marie Bautner, screen play, Roy
flrst; director.
;
Chanslor. Cast: Dick PurcelJ, June Travi Victor Varconi, Margaret Irving,
Eor.talent;he engaged. .such names
which constitutes, showmanship^
Alaft Baxter, John Alexander.,
ais Sarah Bemhatdt. James O'Neill.
Showmanship Basts
Story Iaid .on:one of the remote islands of South America where hun led
get ah '''...idea' of what \ I; mean, James K. Hackett, Minnie Maddern; contortions, some of which hay.e hot
been surpassed here in many moons. men seek refuge and Security. It becomes a veritable haven for criminals
you need only to look over .our cur- Fiske. John Barrymbre and Mary
Next to closing finds Ted and Al and they set up -their own government, later to be conquered arid, wiped
rent pictures.
They're made on a Pickford. He was^making good on Waldman, harmonicists. who do oke out by stronger governmental powers.
showmanship basis and there aren't his slogan: 'Famous Players in Fa- with music and patter. The Thrillers,
Beirytt readied to go aire: 'MARRIAGE CLAUSE,' with Robert Montgomery
ahy ^blushes when anybody mentions mous Plays.' And the public re-, male and femme skater's; provide, a and Olivia De Havilland;. Robert Lord will produce with Busby. Berkeleyiheat;- clbse.- -.Have plenty. of flash and
thei
directing.;- 'CALL IT A' DAY/ to be directed by. Archie Mayo 'THE KlNci
narne; Just consider these, spondod.
know
their
biz.
THE CHORUS GIRL/ first :of the Mervyh teRoy productions, as
pictures, which We have made or are
It
wasn't all honeysuckle and
,

Kaufman; B. ;.P> Schulberg and Edwin S* Porter, the" latter ParamOunt's

'

.'

'

-

.

'

;

.

,

To

'

:

:

:

;

-

:

\-

.

,

:

.

;.

.

AND

'

>

;

npw

policy: Texas
Dies at Dawn,'
'Valiant Is the Word for Carrie,' 'Big

Zukor; plunged in every dime
he- owned.. Mrs.' Zukor pawned her
jewels and .Frohntah ..came through
Broadcast,' The Plainsman,' 'Chaov with; a life-savingioan of, $50,000..
pagne„Waitz/ <Maid. of Salem,* /.''ColJesse L. iasky, Samuel Goldwyn
lege
Hpliday/ 'Jungle princess/ and CeciV Bi De Mille went into par'High, .Wide, and Handsome,' *M orti- neVshi'p iri 1913 and moved, to Hollying, Noon and T^ight/ ISouls at Sea,* wood; where a; va'cant barn became
he the"-;
studio*
They turned 'but
.•Walkiki TlTedding/ 'Safari' and
class pictures. ^Ttie Squaw Man'
years Ate' Sb IibngV
'V
.The elaborately furnished office was followed by 'Brewster's Mil-

making.
Rangers,' 'General
•

is

roses.--

,

.

;

1

.

;

.

.

-

.

Settings, simple but effective, used
for only Nagle. and the Thrillers,
others: working before plain drop.
Ten-piece pit ork, under baton of
.

SECRETARY*

,

;

.

.

producer. Others to follow are:
and,

'THE DESERT SONG/ 'MY HUSBAND'.'

'THE PRINCE

AND THE PAUPER/

.

Adolph Hollander^ who former IV
worked spot fpr RKO, gives a shorf
overture and then pjays for ^ acts.
Minus an m. c 7 automatic slides at
.

either side of stage ahripurice acts.
Screen. 'President's Mystery' (Rep)
arid "Sitting on -the Mpbn' (Rep).
Biz f pretty lean at Mate show FriPete.
day (16).
.

,

'

-

Three In work,

13 editing, eight preparing. In

THREE* SMART GIRLS/ reported VaIuei-V
TOWN' and 'MURDER ON THE MISSISSIPPI/

work:

Sept. 16; 'TOP OF
reported. Oct. 14. No

pictures started last week.
Pictures being readied for eai ly production are:
;

'

THE"

new
.

.

'BLONDE DYNAMITE,

'TREVE/ 'NIGHT KEY/ 'OH, DOCTOR' and 'MUSIC IN THE P ARK.*

'

>

.

.

.

S

.

—

;

'

.
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MEBBE ANOTHER F0RTNITE
Ft Worth

Hans Host

Dallas

Closes Oct. 31

Officially

to

But May Extend With Bevision

For 1937

Fort Worth, Oct 20.
The Fort Worth Frontier Centen-,
Oct 31, the management announced, but there is a possibility it will run two weeks beyond that weather permitting.
Paul Whiteman must leave Oct.

Fair,

Alsaa^

nial will close

Atlantic City, Oct 20.
Three trustees to manage the corporation owning Young's Million
Detroit, Oct. 20.
Dollar Pier here, pending reorganiSeveral villages and- special feazation under Section 77-B of the U.S.
Bankruptcy .act, were appointed Sat- tures of the Great Lakes Exposition,
S.
District
Judge
by
U.
Frontier
(7)
the
Show,
Fort Worth, and
urday
John Boyd Avis in a .preliminary the Panama-Pacific Exhi itibn, San
hearing in Camden.
Diego, have, been booked for ConTrustees are Isadbre S. Worth, for- vention Hall here Oct. 29 to Nov. 8.
mer assistant U. S. attorney at CamLocal organizations are sponsoring
den; Clarence K. Crossan, treasurer visit, which will be called the
of the Associated Realties Corp., own- 'Streets of the World.'
ers of the pier, and Alvin Poffenberger, president of the Atlantic City
Board of Education and a hotel oper-

-The hearing was for approval of a
petition filed with the court to effect
the. reorganization of the $3,000,000
company. Judge Avis, gave his approval before appointing the trustees,
who were required to. put up a $30,-

PANGBORN MAIL REFUND

;

'

:

'

tic

Approval was opposed, by John
MacMulleh, attorney for a group of
stockholders representing more than
$100,000 of outstanding bonds of the
company. Bonds totaling $559,000,
due March 1 of this year, are unpaid
with interest from Sept 1, 1932.
The. petition sets forth that the

inspectors say
refunded.

.

•'.

money has

not been

seriously injuring ambulance driver;

(17) in Trenton when Pangborn
asked court to appoint trustee" to ad
minister fund raised by Texas* stamp
collectprsi His ship, Sky Ranger;^

caught in legal snarl* and can't be
moved without court permission up
there.

Tnck

HANK FORD

BILLY ROSE,

Option was 'talren up by Woodbury for Judy, Annie and Zeke to
the
continue through. January

lie

,

;

shares of common stock at
ATiz., to the
$1 each were asked.
440 miles.
Assets- of the corporation are listed
as follows Cash, $28,652.40; stocks
and bonds, $26,269.99; rents receivable, $12,381.50; bills receivable, j$700;
personal property, $15,737,58; real es-

home

lot a distance of

News From

tate, $1,737,296.43; profit and loss, $1,232,201.34, and unearned insurance,
•"
$4,877.24.
"V'\

Dailies

(Continued i r om page 69
Mooney, former screen actress,"
from George L. Mooney, actor,
in L. A.
'

"

Liabilities are listed in part as folr
lows: Bonds, $2,225,545; depreciation,
$570,019.29; mortgages payable, $73>
276,25; capital stock, $100;000; taxes
unpai
$119,777.89.

.""

:'

..

Kitty Leeds, stage actress,' granted
divorce from Max . Landow, film
.

.

cameraman, in L.. A.
Aftermath of fisticuffs

,

between

Louis Rantz* assistant: producer,, and

Erman

studio

Pessis,

June 6 (117,625),
) and June 12. (101,848 ),.
Nine special tr«» {ns converged on
.;uie bringing football
expo Satui
ians from" Tennessee for SMUVandy skirmish. Several brought
school kids in line with official state
,

,

.

IN '37

AT CLEVELAND

1

co-operation

units

gate, at
variety.

was

p.a.,

ar-

the

Angeles,

next

fair

.

with proposed Pan-American'^ exipoIndustries and
sition hextv year.
governments of Mexico and Central
America would be tied in with idea
of Dallas as gateway to Latin counf

No. official
tries for tourist travel.
decision before closing Dec:
In regard to '37 schedule, some of
larger exhibitors favor reopening in
April for three months, then; closing
for summer siesta during July and
August before opening for ^second
three months in September. If expo
does reppert, second version will tear
leaf from; Fort Worth book for at
least one production similar to 'Casa
,

.

Manana.'-.

M«bbe

o

'Cavalcade,'

lU^Bose
historical
^ectacle
to show, to 1,000,000
'

which expects

undoubtedly would
That Billy Rose is jnV
yestigatirtg^ possibility jof a spot next
year is seen in sudden series- of
jaunts to Dallas for visits past week.
Sign of returned prosperity to
Midway was reopening of Hollywood animal sho\v. It^will be operated under eye <rf Receiver W. J.
Blackburn, who has kept spot dark
before

closing,

open again.

.

-

'

.

..

for several weeks. Since ...closing of
John Sirigb'Sr place, cpmbpi tickets
have been honored at Streets of All
Nations.:

now

Centennial

is

;

operating three

show

places* 'Cavalcade/ *AH Naand 'WhitHgigs,' the latter"' a.
combo variety-niuistrel ^ affairtions'

.

.

amphitheatre,
National Dairy show; closed Saturday with 'Governors Allred; of

'

"

.

,

•

Texas and M<rATU^ter of ^(ennfessee
presenting grand awards. 'National
Swine Show succeeded 'bovine ex-

•

hibit

,

Duke Ellington came in Sunday
for three-day- stand at fair;. -*gxpp
arranged second ttegro Day..- 'f^RMonday which cajl^d for fuU. schedule by orchestif$ clirector; / Regro..
school kids from over state also dUe»';
,

-

JUDGE DECLARES

plotted furore oyer
suggestions

visitor,
r

'

L. A.

5,000,0ppth

year. Ray Foley, assistant to general manager, heaved straw in wind

:

'

10,000

were revolved for opening

:

•

least

As expo moguls

;

.

Of Saturday's
were of free

educational ^goggling.

1

.

attend-

sponsoring

in

ance by 2,000,000 Texas moppets

Rantz on battery charge. event, in which the cowboys work
Rantz posted $50 bail in L.A. court.
in teams. ^Ehe'y must rope a.' small
Both are employed at Pathe.
Ft.
res
Bert wild cow, then grab it; while one of
forging
assertedly
For
Wheeler's name to- $l 000on. checks. the partners holds on, the other
John Kelly, actor's secretary, was milks the iepw. into a pop bottle/
Worth, Oct.
jailed in L. A.
rushes to a goal line and then" back
L. A. court approved contract of to the corf al without spilling the Editor Vakibti:
June Johnson, daughter of Chic milk.
.Bill Rice's column in your issue, of.
Republic.
Johhsbn, stage comic, with
items on the program, Oct 14 says that 'Ft, Worth Fronthe
Mrs. George Baft announced she , .OS
would get a Reno divorce, so actor eight are contests, in which the cow- tier Show is taking a terrible beatboys and girls gain their prize money
can marry Virginia Pine.
ing,
jll Rose's batting average now
Suit for $50,000 damages filed in points,- and the rest exhibition numof

rest

RACES OUT IN CAL,

Day has been exceeded only
openi

being rehearsed here
Cleveland, Oct. 20.
for vaudeville tours. One will do
Backers of
reat Lakes Expo,
Interstate houses with Sally Rand which wound up first 108-day session
as the name and the other will bear With attendance of 3,979,229, only
latter
The
also.
a Centennial- title
25,000 short of its quota, will try to
Will try put in small Texas cities.
avoid this year's boners by reopening it earlier next year and revamping most of the lake front setup.
Although in the red for. this seaCross
Rodeo Hits
son, $5OQ,Q00 needed for &d. running
expenses has, already been underFor Garden Night Show; written. Future expenses /won't be
so high,, figure the sponsors, who are
aiming more for national publicity
Cowboys?
than dough, since 1936's gross nearly
paid off construction costs.
Exhibitors' buildings
being
For the third successive season -at?,
tendance at the rodeo at Madison weather-proofed*,, everything nailed
Square Garden has increased; Sat- down and .guards put on. for the winurday (17) night saw the peak eposs ter. About 20. new major stands or
since the western show was intro- buildings to be built for iiew concesduced in the east. It was estimated sionnaires, the biggest one to be
that the gross was $20,000.
That probably occupied by a Ford exhibit
mark,, was around -$4,000 better than Henry Ford :didn't come in for 1936
any previous, performance.
show, but is practically sold on the
Long lines were at the gallery box tiext one.
offices, top shelf going clean, for an
Ed Hungerford sent back all his
tual turnaway.. Same applied ^Sun- borrowed^ocomotives and ancient
J
day afternoon.
trains to. original owners, flatly say T
The sense of showmanship evi- ing Lake Erie's weather ruined his
denced in the 1935 rodeo at the Gar-, outdoor 'Parade of Years.' Billy Rose
den is even sharper this year, and blew in for finale to look over Hunthat's probably accountable for much gerford's site, which he wants to take
of
tirade.
The cowboy tossing over. Won't stage another 'Jumbo,'
carnival, as now: presented, is a first- but vaguely retorted it would be a
rate entertainment, besides being a bigger and more expensive spectacle
novelty exhibition.
than that lemon.
*
Amohg iterris not usually associatFlorida exhibit to be increased .in
ed with rodeo. activities, but. includ- area by '60% by Earl Brown, director
ed. ,on
program
Garden
the;
for of it. Grounds will .be Extended to
amusement- effect, are such things as the midway, covering a total of 145,a posing high, school horse, a. horse- 000 square feet.
shoe; pitching .exhibition, a jnidget
Financial status for 1936 is being
bucking horse, a mounted basketball .complicated , by recent explosion In
.game anda roping exhibition by the civic stadium, Which Jfras part of the
McDonald kids from. Texas.
centennial. Although backers are not
Comedy
blamed for blast, caused by accumuThe roundup is routi
in show ? lated gas in .a storage- room, city's,
manly fashion, with a novelty num--. law director claims they riiust pay
ber preceding each exhibition of the $100,000 for repairs
stadium.
co wboy art There: is constant/com- Rental contract .doesn't- expire until
edy,' either from ...the. contestants March and. calls for-, return of propthemselves, .or from .a, pair .of clowns, erty to city; in same condition as
whu work do.wri at the wejst end of when it ,was leased. Expo fighting
the arena' and tease the stock. An- the case; as repair bill would make a
other laugh-grabber, and always tough dent in 1937 budget';
surefire, is. the wild-cow milking
.

90,518

434.

(113,161

for the duration of the expo.

Two

was

day (17) total
brought season

call,

Go Showmen

which* include, in addition^ to the
pier, a block of land along Arkansas
in quarters
avenue from the. Boardwalk to" Pa- Barnes
cific avenue.
After 15,593
Trek
Petition presents a request of the,
corporation that it be organized as
the 'Arkansas Avenue Corporation'
Los Angeles, Oct.
and take oyer, free of mortgages, all
Al G; Barnes circus is in winter
assets of the old.tohipany* It wishes
quarters at Baldwip. Park after a 27
to issue $306,500 of 10-year' bonds: a
week
tour V covering '15,593 miles
like amount of 15-year bonds, and a
Trick opened in San Diego, March 27
like amount of 20-year bonds. ''One'
Biggest jump was from- Phoenix,
hundred

)G

Ambulance, which answered

,

20G

Centennial withdrew. sponsorship
after disagreement between Pangborn
and financial backers which caused
postponements
several
jaunt
similar Latest development came Saturday

and liabilities
amount were listed.
Walter Hanstein, attorney for the
realty company, said $675,000 in
bonds, were issued in 1906 to build
the big amusement pier, of Which
only $116,000 has been paid off.
Taxes for four years totaling nearly
$120,600 are owing on the 'holdings,
.

air.

in .this section .placed letters and
"other souvenir articles for. flight,
letter cost averaging 75 cents. Postal

;

116.48

by

In co-operation with Texas Cen
tennial he announced plans to start
hop from Dallas July 18. Philatelists

was authorized at a special
meeting, of the .directors, Sept. 18,
1936, and stated that the firm was
unable to meet, its ^obligations and
Assets of $3,108,seeks- to organize.
action

ing several people.

turned over three, miles from first
accident after blowing a tire, further shaking Up accident victims and

Woodbury radio program.

Dallas, Oct.
.
Investigation by. postal authorities
000 bond before qualifying to possess here was added last week to troubles
-books and other, interests of the coni- besetting Clyde Pangborn in conriec
'*'•*'
'~ *tion with his attempt to span Atlan;'.
pahyi
'

'

extended beyond Oct 31, another
name band will' be booked in for
two weeks at Casa Manana and acts
in the revue there will be changed.
The expo cleared. $27,000 last
week, according- to the management
Three performances at Casa Manana
have been required on Friday and
Saturday nights the last two weeks
and this schedule will be followed
is

POSTAL INSPECTORS ASK

ator.-

;

Centennial officials conned
attendance figures of second
Greenville, S- C, Oct 20.
utive
ig weekend of fall season
truck left
A Downie Bros.
American theme'
reenville and and projected
the road between
Union, S. C., overturning and injur- as basis for revival in 1937.-

Billy Rose, director
31, however*
general, explained that if the show

.

Dallas, Oct.

Double Trouble

..

.

.

(

.

Oct

20.

Dog races in Southern California
have been declared illegal in a decision handed down by Superior
Judge Lewis Howell Smith. Judge
held that, although
islature
had enacted laws .permitting horse
racing and pari-mutuel betting on^
such races, it had riot repealed the
penal- code section governing dog
:

L. Ai by Lillia n Kin singer against
'Clifford TTV7 HerbertT son " of Victor

Wom$n

Herbert.

promised

to;

marry

-changes' Herbert
her. when he was
f

racing and bookmaking on such.
not free to do so.'
L. A., court granted Marvel ValDecision was made Jn case of Ray
Hawley, arrested in connection with tbre, screen actress, divorce from
the operation, of a dog track at. Cul- Manuel Cuadra. Actress was given
ver City. Hawley's attorneys con- custody of mree-year-old daughter.
granted
Appeal
judgment
of
tended that the anti-gambling sec- Pauline .Stark,.
former screen actressj
tion of the penal code was impliedly against Jack White," reached Calirepealed through enactment of the fornia Supreme court. Miss Stark
was granted. $9,135 and $.2,000 interest
horse racing lawi
short time ago when L. A. court
agreed her property settlement with
White;
1933,. ifbUawing .their,
Elevating the Eiffel
divorce, was unfair. .Settlement gave
'

.

.

'

'

.

actress $25,000.

Mrs. Harry Houdini will make. her
Paris,

An iffel Tower refurbished to
the tune, of $135,000 will greet visitors to next year's expo. With this
amount the Paris Municipal Authorities, and the.' Exposition Committee
announces, the tower will be turned
into_ one of the prihcipal attractions
of the. Exposition.
Some $85,000 will be spent
on, new elevators and building two
modern restaurants on the first floor.
About $50,000 will be spent on
general repairs, reconstructing the
narrow winding stairways and
painting. The outside balcony of the
second floor is to be' transformed to
ive a view of the entire Exposition.

about

back bronc

I do not know the source of Rice's
information, but he is far from

Competitive events .are bareriding; cowgirls* brori.e
riding, calf roping, saddle brbnc riding, steer wrestling, cow milking,
steer riding and .wild. horse 'race.'
As far as actual contents go, the

program

•'

[

Circus Routes

.

.

circus

Out bf

14

weeks

of operation, the'

it

Show is a ight opeh-air operation and entirely at the mercy of the
vvcather, but only rain .hurts. Even
whe n overcoats have been; essential,

,.

on. what's

''

approximateiy $235,000. and for the
week
ing last Saturday netted
approximately $27,000.

;

Bronx cowboys up

week was $1,387.31. To date
shows a net operating profit of

for that

the whole affair

runs, off like a well r staged amusement enterprise.
Col. W; T. Johnson runs the show
andowns most of the stock.. Everett
Johnson directs the band, which is
on throughout the show. Another
"innovation is constant announcer' info
over the mike, which keeps' the

.

"(ex.;

26

;

.

eatly

Pftle«ilhe.

La., 3u; TQatu-iuma, aot,,

zL

'IT,
'

mto Tennessee

if

pickings

continue, worthwhile.

attendance; has not been cut down.

Mich. Prospers

now playing to.
the biggest busi
pf the season.,
with three shows necessary on Fri-

Detroit, Oct 20;
Annual Michi
State Fair last
month showed a profit in excess Of
$25.0007 compared with $18,000 in

Casa Manana
.

Walkathon Banned

day and Saturday nights.

Baltimore, Oct 20.
upstate town of Fredcracked down, on and

go"

;

;

going

J»

:

Pplice
crick, Md.,
shrouded a walkathon Saturay 17 >,
day' it opened .'
dancehall.
Charged as a 'public nuisance.' First
grind event of sort Frcderi"'' town
6f 12,dQ0 population, .ever >.-;.
-cd.
in the

May

.

;

on down, thar.

{

i

!

—;;

-

Ff.

;\

^- North,
Worth Fronti

.

.

'.

';
;

'

—

i

1935.

Total

^aid admissions

4

,

siir-

j passed 250,000 during; the sc yen d ays
which, coupled with a si ilar free
,

<r

!

Jo'burg Empire
Exhibition
r

j

date, brought total attendance near

the l^j-mniion n^rk.
Total fairs and agricultural
.

exin Michigan past summer
reached a new high at 117/ There
crowds,
the outfit looks like; were .63 county and district fniTs, 20
within its precincts.
Ray C. Alvis, operati
walk- making money. A large real ice future farmers' fairs, 20 faiis con*
and livestock
athen, will face the
dairy
isance' charge skating rink, is popular, with Albert. ducted
Hen- ..at a hearing in burg's circuit court Endefs and Sadie Cambridge, pro- groups,
and fruit showt^
fessional skating champs; a top liner. and five potato growers' fain..
next Monday (26);
:

of Qct.

.

,

is

:

I

Capetown,

The exhibition

^

attracting
'

Week

Cole Bros, and
Bryan,

Norfolk, Va.;
so good that Tom Mix's
just going on and on;
cording to attaches of the outfit playing Norfolk, October '19-20. Was set
to end it for the season after packing
'em in during Florida tour When idea
struck to free liahce a. bit in the
Carolines, three weeks ago.
this
worked out so well that tenters came
into Virginia.
is

curate^

show
had but one losing week,
much changed from when has
it rained four days;
The loss
show, but the routining is

much improved and

..

1 1

_.

.

^

10th anniversary of his death.

i

_.

.

isn't

last year's

last attempt to communicate with
spirit of her late husband Oct. 31,

Mrs.
Houdini has.. -tried each Hallowe'en
for last nine years without success.
L. A. court ordered Betty Sinclair,
screen actress, to pay; $25 doctor b
Actress claimed prescription doctor
gave her for reducing didn't work.
Judge said Miss Sinclair. was paying
for advice, not results.

_

bers..

'

big

'I

hibits

-

'

:

-

'

.
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Paramount

formed

Zukor

lions,'

,

Picture Corp. and tied in Lasky Feature Co. product and Bosworth Productions with his own Famous
exhibitors with
Players to provi
104 .pictures a year-rtwo a week.
Paramount,
From that time
PiTTTS.
most of the United States from the With its production; and; releasing ortop of a pair of stilts, died, Oct, 10
ittsburgh; Oct. 16.
ganizations merged, grew to gigantic
at Aultman hospital; Canton, 6., from
Looks like George Jaffe, vet burThe others driftecr
proportions;:
pleurp-pneumonia.
lesq impresario, has at last found the
away,. formed their own units. But
right combination. First break came
Mr. Redmond, a resideat of Los Zukor remaihed at the helm.:
late this summer, when Variety,
Angeles,, was returning wesl from a
.Like every other business ot the house he operated for decade and
sanitarium in New Jersey when he boom days, Paramount: became too
last season turned over to Izzy Hirst
was stricken. -'Nationally known as complex an4 when the depression when going. got too tough, was con'Hi-Jack.' Redmond, he' had been, a cracked; doym upon the. world Par- signed to ash heap and torn down to
stilts waiter for more than 30 years,
make room- for parking lot,
In.
amount/ took it on; the chin.
much of the time with the major every cloud there is a silver li ing,
That left' burleycue field to Jaffe
circuses of. the country,
and not without reason. alone again and it's taken him five,
'tis said,
Surviving is a daughter in Los Ajv-' Some Wise heads saw to it that, years and plenty of coin to discover
the two-a-day at- $1 top is: deflrithat
geles. Burial i Canton.
Adolph Zukor was made a trustee itely over. Vaude learned that some
of the bankrupt outfit. What he did time ago. It took Jaffe longer;.
WILLIAM CAMPBELL
feet
its'
on.
to pull it. through set it
He's grinding 'em oUt now and
William Campbell, 45, who has and save., it-, for creditors and stock- he's in a swell spot for that policy.
in St. Stephens, holders alike is now well known to Casino is the old Harris theatre* one
been headquarteri
early summer^ taking the trade and financial world/.
N. B.,
of town's first, vaude, spots, and it's
middle of. .Diaengagements! in mteriies and picture
Which is the reason why the show located smack in the
chief mastheatres .both Sides of the ''Interna- business takes its bat off to one of mond street, the village's
culine thoroughfare, so the set-up.
attack the biggest * little men
tional border, died of
has. ever for this type of entertainment is perat Little Ridge, N. B.,<
known*
feet.
He collapsed oh- the stage at. the
At first' Jaffe; was set to give 'em
;•: few
end of his turn, /dying
In celebrating Adolph Zukorls 25 feature pictures with the leg, art, but
making
minutes later. He had, been
years with Paramount; the com- he wisely decided against that. Now
professional appearances for the past pany is /-planning:"a four months' sales there's about an hour of screen, all
arid newsreels, and
20 year's.
January through shorts, cartoons
drive
1937,
four burlesq performances a day, five
was discussed at oh Saturday. Shows are the regular
is
April.
managers' Independent wheel attractions, but
(strict
HARRY DANFORTH
the threer day
held in St. LbuiS Fri- they're condensed into slightly less
Harry Panfprth, 75, for past six; cohveriti
charge of Elks Lodge; Mil- day, Saturday and Sunday (1'6-17- than 90 minutes. House operates only,
years
waukee, died Oct. 20 of heart failure, 18), with subsequent plains to be tar- six days a week.
The scale is up the bUrley groove,
;He was 'owner .and operator of ried but /between now and the 'first
Volume and turnover have
too.
Danforth circuit in Wisconsin of over of the year. Neil F. Agnew and finally penetrated into the. Jaffe
21 houses,: sold out and became one other .distribution executives,
scheme Of things, and it^s two bits
of the largest ^theatrical agents in gether with; publicity; . department from opening until one; 35d f rbm-6ne
newspaper representitives, flew to S^ Louis Until six and a nickel more from
"West.
He. was also
for the three-day meet.
then to closing. Wisdom of getting
man. Survived by witfow^.
The four months' sales push. ,will' burlesq within low range, film prices
PRIEST
FRANK C.
be known as the. Silver Jubilee has been obvious.. Casino has been
open now less than "a month and :it s
fbrnler St, drive.
Frank: C. Priest,
No priies will be given; as been
-playing to turnaway trade day;
Shu:man-/
the

OBITUARIES

CASINO,

'

FERDE SIMON!
Ferde Simon,

vaudeville agent,

41;

Widow,

in~New York.

died Oct. 20

two children

a brother; Irving

arid

Simon, survive.
Further details will he found In
.

'

of, this

the vaudeville, section

MABELLE BRODERICK
Emma Mabelle Broderick, 83,.

f

for-

.

singer, died in her home
Aurora, 111., Oct. 16. She u/as a
member of one. of the first casts of

mer opera

;

'The Mikado' in America, and had
siing with numerous opera c.ompahies, lastly with the Anna. Held company.
to be the MaThis
1

.

,

.

.

1

.

'

,

.

.

,

.

'.

'

.

She

baritone;

i

of

ife

stage,

bella

George

.

sang Katisha in 'Mikado' and

id,

other. -Similar roles in Gilbert and
.operas as well as in other
productions. She was one of the outstanding operatic comediennes, of. her

SulUVan

"

;

;

'

.

twists by { Queenie King, a. military
tap by Madge' Carmyle arid' classical
wiggle by Eonita. Germaine are all
well handled.
Strippers are somewhat restrained
Girls: time their stuff and,
here.
never exceed the limit. Comedy,
however, seems .to be. the meat of the
audiences,
there is. ho disappointment. Peggy Reynolds, Bbnita Germaihe^ Madge Carmyle, Ruth Donald,
Viola. Spaeth, Pat Paige and Queeni
f
King are the' exponents. Miss Ki
style resembles an oriental danbe i
stead of the customary parading,
?.

.

.

'

novel.

is.

...

-

.

.

Jack (Tiny) Fuller is the No. 1and wows 'fern.: Telephone
comi
booth and dentist's office ..bits both
,

.

.

get plenty bluing in Tiny's liandSi
Assistant comics are Bert Carr and
Gus Shilling. Ted Blair and Charles
Cane, singers, also help in .raising
than average
better
the show's

Despite pickets butside. house was
capacity when caught. Management
announces from stage that theatre is
are
strictly union and that paraders
'
So what? „
misleadi "
,

^

.,

;

JOSE G. LEVY
Jose G. Levy,

:

"

manager and
London

52,.

(dramatic, author; died at his
.

home, Oct,
ness./.

following

8,:

v.

..

;

'
•

long

,

ill-

,

.

.

.,.:.,','.

\

,

Deceased had adapted: many plays

.

fjtom the French, and for his services
England,
ramatic Art"
tb French
he was awarded the Legion of Honor
'
by the French government. He was
the proprietor of .the Strand Theatre,
ita nd les?ee and manager /of the
tie -Theatre, where: he staged the
.
*
series of Grandv Guignol plays in
'
1920, arid Was responsible lor many"
,,
productions at thfe;house;
district
dh most drives; to;
j Paul showman who 'managed
bert theatre stock shows for .many ager, exchange and film salesmen
HERBERT CLICK
years; ied at his home there Oct. 16. bring in the bbst results, but exr
GUckauf, 60, veteran
Hferhert
Survived' by his .'widow 'and one pected that quotas may be set for
itew^ap^r Man imid pioneer rOad daughter. Burial in St. Paul*
the sales force to shoot at.
agent for musical comedies and picis in 1937 that Zukbr celebrates
/ It
tures, died in' Chicago, Oct. l£ of
his 25th/ year
the picture indusJACK FREULER
pulmonary' complications. ; lie was
''/,./'
reuler, 56, for the past 18 try.
_/
reporter
lor
for many years a jp^lice
AJ1 Paramount thjeatre operators
^eajl in Jbe still departnjentat
the old Chicago Chronicle, the City versal, killed himself in Los Angeles and partners will be: contacted- for
••;
-Press Bureau and the: -.Chicago Oct 17.
cooperation in putting" over the four
.;
'
Tribune. Z?'."."
:•/::•
His. wife and. two sons survive.
•months' ; drive,' 'After' the push is
LaSalle
'J Became press agent lor the
over,: Par ..will tender Zukor a bantheatre and later ,weiit oh road ahead
Wlfe;of Bill Thomas, of NBC's New quet, either on the Coast or in
.Of several Chicago produced musi- Yprk .press staff , died in .childbirth York.
Later he piloted 'Camille' .and Oct, 3 in New Yorlc. She was 25
Birth of at' Nation* pictures.
'years old.
>: iBUrtal in Chicago.
Wife, 27, bl JErhest Logan, manager
Of the Capitol .theatre in St. Paul,
: JOHN F.
(Continued from
1)
John F. Redmond, 54, yftio saw died Oct. 11.
,
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Santa Clans,

..

.

ids would clip coupon
10c," also was Spurned.

by

which Zukor now shares With., his
son, Eugene.ZukOr, is in strange con-

Zukor Jubilee
is great Jspirlt .we' can look tQ even
; ia?eaWc 4>i^u"ct aad to/ <tv.eh' greater

.1"

•

.:.

'

.

.

Hiaoffjee-is:^
eince

.

anjpthbr.

aljfeei;

';.

..

...

^1&

.mountain

have

*I

.If

tWn

.

„

..

have/ had

*i

a.

chance

why

flop; Tjnat's
-doing .the- jbb-to the -satisfaco? i»Ur exhibitors; It all gets
:•

;

the one Word: Showmanship.
anythirig tiiat can be defined
in .words.'
,is;;sUnplly something

back

:

to\

:

It-'isn't'

-

that

,

must be understood."

'Under
things

We

.

we

present schema of
don't go off half-cocked.

our

start at. the. bottom and .lay out
a picture just as an architect would
insist that every
design a 'house.

We

phase of the production, from camera arid props to the cutting. room,
fUnctioiY in unison and on.' lines that
are dictated by. Jthat something
which constitutes shpwnianshi
;

*

.

.

-

t

.

.

tehded/a.pierformance at the Atlanta
the eomplaints 'absolutely

that-|-and. found

.

<

.

.

justifiable.'

.

Mayor. Key passed the buck to his
turn, sent ^
who,
policewoman .over to catch the show.
The. femme mihibrt of the law reported back to her superior that, in
so. far as she. could see the squawks
.

police; chief,

.

:

'

were, unjustified/,
SuTiilar agitation Ied\t6 a raid
arrest of manager and principals i
previous burlesque venture here two
years ago. Eastern wheel took over
house several months ago and has
been doing good business with road
shows.
:

.

.

.

.

'

Independent Burlesque

.

Week

'

able/ offer.
Understood ai big lood
chai
is readying.: a plan tot next
year,; whereby Santa will, be put on
radia/and kids asked to' send in carton top with letter lOr' which they.

-

'B&ljyhoo.'

.

oi Oct. 25

— G^yety,

Inneapollfi;

Woman-:

'Wine,
Chicago.

STAR, B'KLYN

:

:"

Song'—Hlalto,

•

.

'

:

.

Downtown, Detroit

.

—

pe

.

.

.

— —

:

:

.

'

;

.

'

,

.

why

No

Daniel ; - Frohmah /as —a —partner :-in
1912.
He wanted. Frohman to bring
to /pi ctures the class that belonged
to the stage alone.
Sarah Bernhardt made 'Queen Elizabeth,' a
fbur-reeler, in 1912,;; and :a new era
of pictures was;, born; The/btisiness
emerged from the nickelodeoh to the
''"
de luxer.
Zukor has always; believed irf high
/
class executive^talent to supplement
Vira^vih'g names. He hired Albert 'A.
Kaufman, B. P. Schblberg and Edwin S./Pbrter, the latter Paramount's

:but;-all— afbuhd

nice ^-45-minute
show. Jue Fdhgi Chinese tenor, constitutes the only sour note on the
card.
He Strains hard, but. barely

•

'

.

'

'

first dire'etbri

'

sponded.:
It
wasn't

.

a

Advance Production Chart

a: sound -comes
from his pipes..
Might have beep/'better had he stuck
(Continued from page 3U>"
to some oriental number.
Monroe' arid Adams Sisters, in by Frank McDonald, original and screen play by Don Ryan and .-Kenneth.
opening, slot, start, things off swell Garnet. Ga'str Ann Dvorak, John Li tel. Walter Miller, John Sheehiin,..
with a round of. juggling,, plus hoof^ Stanley Fields, William Davidson,. Carlyle Moore, Jr., George Opperman,
'"
'=
ing.- While needing a little more Joseph Crehah, Lyle Mbrain.
\ :/
Story is backgroUnded against night court of any large city where drama
polish, stuff is plenty colorful. Roufrom, all walks of life. is paraded before spectators: who attend these
tine is out of the ordinary. Follow
:ing Fong. jn deuce, domes Bert Nagie .sessions to satisfy their curiosity. Story tells incidents in lives- of unfortuand Girls, Who click with
'Midr. nates called before the night court.
•MEN IN EXILE,' produced by 6ryan Foy. John Farrow dire.cting^
night Serenaders' jiumbei which in-.'
troduces Nagle and one of his femnie original story by Huston' Branch and Marie. Baumeiy screen, play,' Roy
partners dressed as cats. Hil/ia, sec* Chanslor... Cast: Dick Purcell, June Travis, Victor Vavcon], Margaret Irving,
ond femme, exhibits' plenty of nifty Alan Baxter r John Alexander.
Story laid on one of the remote islands of South America where hunted
contortions, sOme of Which' have hot
been surpassed here in; many, moons. men seek, refuge and security. It becomes a veritable haven for criminals
Next to closing finds Ted: arid Al and. they set up -their own goverhment; later to be conquered ^thd wiped
Waldman, harmonicists. who do oke :out by stronger, governmental powers^
<vith music and patter; The Thrillers,
Joeing readied to go are: 'MARRIAGE CLAUSE,' with Robert Montgomery
male and femme skaters, provide a and Olivia De Havilland; Robert Lord. Will produce with Busby Berkeley
neat close. Have plenty of flash, and directing.. .'CALL |X A- PA3T/ to be directed- by Archie Mayo; 'THE. KI^O
.

'

:

:

'

'

.

,

.

.

.
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,

.

'

,

.

;

.

.

;

.

Just-consider- -these

—

:

'

'.

'

;

^

'.Hi-Flyers'— Open.
'Hindu Bellea'-r-Gayet jr.
The Raymonds' contribution to the
-'Beauty.. ^i*arafle'— T.yrlc,
burlesque is one of the best pro* Mbn.
Majestic,
and. Tiies.
duced shows, in this town.' Unfortu- Wed.; GapUol. Reading, Thurs.:
nately^ it.-is also the dirtiest. Subtlety Malestic, Willlamspoct, Sat.
ill get a badge.
'Red Rhythm' -^Troc, Philadelphia.
arid double entendre have ]>een dis'Red Hot'—Hudson. Union City, "
carded lor frankness in all the
'Babes 6t B'way''— -Tacnuea, Waterbury;'
comedy.
'.Too.; Hot for Tar la'— Howard. BoBtpn.
'China Dolls'— Empire, Nowark.
was running string of motion picRest of the town's impresarios
'Speed v. and Sparkle".—Gay ety, Washfrom
(Continued
page 5iS)
might find it advantageous to take a ington.
ture theatres -iii. partnership With
to run spot. Win or lose, experiment gander at the Star's offering. Five •; 'Vahlteasers'' Gayety; 'Baltimore..
William A. Brady,/
should prove at least one thing: Does, production numbers' in the tworhour
'Rcan-PoUs'rrnRoJty, Cleveland,
Liixer's Arrival
(Garden of Girls'— Capitol. Toledo.
vaude have sufficient punch left to show are more than the usual, stage
'Modes and Models' Gayety, Detroit;
ZUkor saw the day when the. pic- carry along a house which shows waits between strips. Even the line
.'Ha-Char^-Mliefl Royal. Akron.
ture business laced extinction: be* second and thii- -class flickers?
girls seem to sense the fact that they
'Stepplh' Stars'
Gai'rlok. St. Xouis,
Audience at 'Opening show had have something to work with. Plenty
'Scan-Tees' Empreps. Kansas City.
icture Patents'
cause, the Motion
'Dlzay Dames'— Casino, Pittsburgh.
nothing to crab, about. Five-act bill of
costumes
good-looki
and
Co.,' which ;had a. monopoly, on pro'Dizzy Dames'—-OPrlncesSj Youngetown
though somewhat draggy, comprise* sceher/y;:
•:.
\
,dayH).
(3
jection, would not .tiirn out qualitysufficient variety and talent to; get ... Four specialty numbers, two exotic
'Gnyely Girls— Worcester, Worcester.
pictures. /. That was
he took in over.
lavish settings nor >an. m'ci,

;

:

.

.

b^ker^n^^eaK^^Hh^ri^t

..

.;

Showmanship Basis.
To get an ide,a of what I
you need only to; look over bur/ cur- Fiske. John Barrymore and Mary
rent pictures. They're made/ on a Pickford/ .He was^making good on
showmanship: basis and there .'aren't his slofiant 'Famous /Players': in Far
any blushes when, anybody/ mentions mbus Plays.' And the. publi

them ;by name,.

had numerous

coimplaihts.from/pe

he .has authority to tone down the
performances and, in his letter to tha
Mayor, declared that he had at-

'

For talent he' engaged such names
as Sarah Bernhardt. Janies O'Neill.
Maddern
meaii, James K. Hackett, Mi

••

'

Several vaude and radio
have/ likewise been turned down, because it was believed it would be
too cheapeni
/
Unlikely anything will be done
this season in commereializing Santa,
'

lesque. Assn. ,
/ Astin .claims .he has

'

.

shb/wmian-

and what/Will
.

,;

m the show^ busi

know what .constitutes

we*
-

its ^trademark.

33; y.ears:

.

Itf
siji

...

I

b^n

.

.

Astih,

L".

Review,
of Atlanta Board
local film censor: board, admits the
out of his jurisdiction, he
matter
has written, a letter to Mayor James
L. Key, asking the latter to take action against the 'objectionable' shows
being staged at the Atlanta theatre,,
local talent outlet of Eastern Bur*

'

V;day passes; -that Zukor
doesn't "itroll 'about the lot, visiting
grips by their
every/ set, He
first names andshis smile -is. as much
the
«; Paramount institution

Never

.:'

little

:.

thoroughly .optimistic

production. He knows what is .going
in the studio and. In. every hook
and cprher pi Jt. Every day finds
him at his' desk .at aft early^hour. He
never leaves the" lot before 6:30 p.m.

;

the

While Sherwbod

man

showman, then the Variety lolded the
field was Wide Open again, he lound
the right combination and a. house
that seemed a lew- months ago to be a
definite inability is npw on its way
to becoming one oirthe town's biggest
agency preferring: to wait/until som^ money-makers.
Cohen.
ohe comes through with a more suit-

general store in
Risce, Hungary, where, he worked
as a youth and saved the paltry sum
whiph enaDied^him .to, land in the
1898, a Iridhdless immigrant
U.S. "
;../. ;>
'with/ only $40L td bis iiame.
ZuHbr was .successively an uphblsterer," aniateur boxer'' and baseball
player 'and thert, oYie .day he found
himself -a /partner in a fur manufacturing concern. . By 1904' he could
have 'Tetired on about $150,000, but
a relative, Max: Goldstine, interested
Zukor and his partqeri Morris Kohn,.
By '1905 he
in the penny , arcade.
trast to

(Cohtihued.lrom page 5>

^oi^jsV:

-'

out:

Inc.

.

r.

and day

Casihq. probably ;has. rnbre People
it jdaily than, any Other spot
in town,'"' due ' to recent Diamond
street revival", "ahd Jaffe's" going in
heavily lor the^ bid avenue ballyhoo,
There's one novelty attraction or another in front Ol the house practU
cally all day. -long,t alternating
a with
passing

New

.

^mmsm^":$ ^/:r:

in

there's ^Imogt. a DerPftual .traffic tie
up in front of the leg emporium.
If a generally' ' known' that Jaffe
cleaned 'Up 'd 'fOrtUhfe'lh" Burlesq at
Variety - during' -the.* early ;'20's. It's
just as generally' known; however,
that he sunk all of it- and more back
into the .house through the depres
sion years.! La&t. year he announced
he was retiring from- burlesq, gave
up the .Variety; took' & five year, lease
on the Casino and went in lor Vaudfilm. That soon, flopped; he went to
straight pictures and that was no go
send either. He couldn't get any product.
v That five-year lease looked like
offers another backbreaker lor the veteran

:
';

REDMOND

.

-

AUF

;

Atlanta, Ga.,

,

•..

,

.

.

AND. THE CHORUS GIRL,', first of the Mervyn LeRoy productions as
all
honeysuckle and know their biz.
•Settings, simple but effective, used producer. Others to follow are: 'THE DESERT SONG,' 'MY HUSBAND'.
Zukor plunged in every dimb
for.
only Nagle and the Thrillers, SECRETARY' and 'THE- PRINCE AND THE PAUPER;*
Rangers,' 'General Dies at Dawti,' he owned. Mrs, ZUkbr- pawned;
'others, working before plain, drop.
^Valiant Is the Word for Carrie,' 'Big jewels and .Frbhmjari .came through Teh-piece pit:-, ork, under baton '.•ol
Broadcast,' 'The Plainsman.' 'Gham- wi'ih' a life-saving lpatl Of $50,000.'
Adolph Hollander* who formerly,
Universal
Jesse.
Lasky, Samuel GpTdwyn worked spot" for R/KO, gives, a short
pagne. Waltz,' -Maid, of Salem,* 'CplPrincess,' and Cecil' B. De MUlb went into par- overture and then plays IgiV.ai*'"
•lege. Hpliday/
'Jungle
editing, eight preparing. In work:
>Mtfee In work<
'High, /Wide and Handsomb,' .Morn- bership. in 1913 and' moved' tb Holly- Mihus an "m:: c.V automata' slides
THR&E« $BfAKT GUtLS,' reported Vamoty Sept: 16; TOP OF THE
either 'Side of stage ahriirtince acts.
irjg; Noon and -^ight,' 'Souls at Sea,' wood,;' where a va'caht batn 'became
Screen, 'President's Mystery^ (Re^>f »OWN' and ^MURDER ON THE MISSISSIPPI,' reported Oct. 14. No new
.They turned out and ^Sitting ojt .-the MoonV
Walkikr Weddi ' .'Safari' and 'The the .first studi
v :
class pictures.
"The Squaw Man' Bi ^pretty lean at late- show Fri- £Piptureft b^r^rtoi^ for early production are:- 'BLONDE DYNAMITE,
Vears Are So LbrigV
I *tWKVB/ 'Nlfe.OT KOT? 'OH/DOCTOV and WUSIC IN THE PARK**
The elaborately furnished office was followed by 'Brewster's Mil- day1 X16).
pictures,

now

,

which we have made or rp
on this poiicy: Texas

vinaking.

.

roses.-

/

-

...

•

.

.

.

:

.

^

*

.

,

.

<

>

.

!

'

VARIETY
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MEBBE ANOTHER FORTNITE

or ioangs

Ft Worth
But

New

Atlantic City;

Setup Approved

5

Officially Closes Qct. 31

to

.

May Extend With

Revision

Fort Worth, Oct 20.
The Fort Worth Frontier: CentenOct 31, the management announced, but there is a posnial will close

Atlantic City, Oct. 20.
Three trustees to manage the corporation owning Young's Million
Dollar Pier here, pending reorganization under Section 77-B of the U.S.
Bankruptcy act, were appointed Sat-

run two weeks beyond, that weather permitting.
Paul Whitemari must leave Oct.
Billy Rose, director
31, however,
general, explained' that if the show
sibility it will

Detroit, Oct.
•
.

Several villages and special
of the Great Lakes Exposition,

tiires

urday (7) by XJ. S. District Judge the Frontier. Show, Fort Worth, arid
John Boyd Avis in a preliminary the Panama -Pacific Exhibition, San
Diego, have been booked fpr Corir
hearing in Camden.
Worth, for- vention Hall here Oct 29 to Nov. 8.
. Trustees are Isadore
mer assistant U; S. attorney at CamLocal organizations are sponsoring
den; Clarence Ki Crossan, treasurer visit, which will be called the
of the Associated Realties Corp., own- 'Streets of the World.'
ers of the pier, and Alvin Poffenber:

,

ger, president of the Atlantic City

'

'

''"

tic

Approval was opposed by John
MacMulleh, attorney for a group of
stockholders representing more than
$100,000 of outstanding bonds of the
company. Bonds totaling $559,000,
due. March 1 of this.: year, are unpaid
with interest from Sept 1, 1932.

by

air.

In eb-pperation with Texas Cen-

tennial he announced plans to start
hop from Dallas July 18. Philatelists
in .this section placed letters and
other souvenir articles for flight,
letter cost averaging 75 cents. Postal
money has not been
The petition sets forth that the inspectors say
"
action Was. authorized at a special refunded.
Centenni
withdrew .sponsorship-meeting of the directors, Sept 18,
1936, and stated that the firm was after disagreement between Pangborn
unable to meet its obligations and and flnancjar backers which, caused
jaunt
of
seeks to organize.
Assets of $3,108,- several -postponements
116.48 and liabilities .of a similar Latest development came Saturday
in Trenton when Partgbbrn
(1.7)
amount were listed.
Walter Hanstein, attorney for the asked court to appoint trustee to ^adrealty company, said. $675,000 in minister fund raised by Texas' stamp
bonds were issued in" 1906 to build collectors* His ship, Sky Ranger.Tfe
which caught in legal snarl and can't be
the big amusement pier,
only $116,000 has been paid off. moved without court permission up
Taxes for four years totaling nearly; there.
$120,600 are owing op the "holdings,
wl»ich include,- in. addition to^the
pier, a block of land along Arkansas
..

.
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Cowboys Go Showmen

.

,

;

.

.

;

.

.

;

.

•

-

.

in quarters

:

•

15^J» TVek

Mer

'

hundred shares of common stock
$1 each' were asked.

at

Assets- of the corporation are. listed'
follows Cash, $28,652.40; stocks
$26,269.99; rents receivable, $12,381.50; ills receivable, $700;
personal property, $15,737,58; real estate, $1,737,296.43; profit and. loss, $1,:

Ariz.,- to

home

the

440 miles.

..

.

.

;

.

.

istance of

lot,

.

.

:<

•

as

and bonds,

News From

Dailies

game and .aJroping exhibition by: the civic stadium,' which, was part of the Natioris.
Centennial now
operating three
McDonald kids front Texas.
centennial. Although backers are not
Comedy
blamed for blast, caused by accumu- show places, 'Cavalcadbi' 'All NaThe roundup
routined in show- lated gas in a -storage room, city's tions' and *Whiriiglgs/ the latter a
manly fashion, with, a novelty num- law director claims they must pay combo variety-minstrel affair
.

:

is.,
(Continued "-from page 69).
232,201.34, and unearned insurance,
Mooney, former screen actress, ber preceding each exhibition of the $100,000 ior
$4,877.24.:
repairs
stadium.
from George, L. Mooney, actor, cowboy, art'. ••There
Liabilities are listed in part as folis constant /com- Rental contract doesn't T expire until
in L. A.
lows: Bonds, $2,225,545; depreciation,
Kitty Leeds, stage actress, .granted edy,' either from the contestants March and calls Jtor .returri of prop$570,019.29; mortgages payable, $73,- divorce from Max Landow, film themselves,' Pr friim .a,"pair .of clowns, erty to city, in same condition as
276.25; capital stock, $100,000,; taxes cameraman..:'
who work down at the; west end. of when
-A. /
was leased. Expo ftfihting
fisticuffs between the arena- and tease, the stock.; An- the case, as repair bill would make a
id, $119,777.89.
Aftermath.
Louis Rantz* assistant- producer,. and other- laugh-grabber, and 'always tough dent in 1937 budget
Eririari Pessis, studio p.a., was ar- surefire, is the wild-cow milking
rest of. Rantz on battery charge.
event, in which the cowboys work
)G
IN
Rantz posted $50 bail in L.A. court.
iri teams.'' They "must rope a' small
Both are employed at Pathe.
Ft Worth Figures
Bert wild cow, then grab it; while one of.
forging
assertedly
For
L. A.
Wheeler's nairie to- $L000. in checks. the partners holds on, .the other
was
John Kelly, actor's secretary,
milks the hcow into a. pop bottle,
Ft. Worth, Oct
{"
jailed in L. A.
rushes to a goal line and then back
Los Angeles, Oct. 20.
L. A. court approved contract of
illing the Editpjr Yaribtx:
Dog races in Southern California June Johnson, daughter of Chic td the' corral without
Bill
Rice's
colum
n in your issue Of
„
have been declared illegal in a de- Johnson, stage comic, Vith Republic. milk.
,Qf .the 16 items on the program, Oct 14 says
'Ft Worth Froncision handed down by Superior
Mrs. George Raft announced she
in
which
contests,
the
coweight
are
tier Show is taki
Judge Lewis Howell Smith. Judge would get a Reno divorce so actor
a terrible beatboys and girls gain their prize money
held that, although the legislature, can marry Virginia Pine.
ing. Bill Rose's batting average now
Suit for $50,000 damages filed in points, and the rest exhibition numhad. enacted laws permitting horse
L. A. by Lillian Kirisinger against bers. Competitive events are barer about .250.'
_racin£-ahd -pari-mutuel- -betting on Clifford V7 Herbert, son - of ^ Victor
back bronc : riding,- cowgirls' bronc ;- I do Tipfkriow -tne sbarce-of^Rice'a
such, races, it .had not repealed the Herbert.
Woman charges Herbert 'ri irig, calf roping, saddle bronc rid- information, but he is
far ..from acpenal code section governing dog promised to niarry her 'when he was
ing, steer wrestling, cow milki
curate.:;
racing and bookmaking on such.
not free to do so.'
steer ri ing and wild horse 'race.'
of 1 4. weeks of bperatiuii. tli*/L. A.: 'court' granted Marvel ValDecision was made jn case of Ray
As far as actual contents go, the show
has had but one losing week,
Hawley, arrested in connection with tore, screen actress, ^divorce from
program isn't much changed from when
it rained four days.
the operation of a dbg track at Culr- Manuel Cuadra. Actress was given
The loss
last year's show, but the routining is
for that week was $1,387^31, To date
ver City. Hawley's attorneys con- custody of ,thffee-yea'rrold daughter
Appeal
granted much improved and the whole affair
judgment
of
it shows a net operating profit of
tended that the anti-gambling sec- Pauline Stark, former screen actress,
runs, pff like a wellrstaged amuseapproximately $235,000. and for the
tion of the penal code was impliedly against Jack White, reached "Caliment enterprise.
week
ihg last Saturday netted
repealed through: enactment
the fornia Supreme court. Miss Stark
Cbi..--W.".T'.: Johnson runs the show'
was granted $9,135. and; $2,000 interest and owns most of the stock/ Everett approximately $27,000.
horse racing law.
short time ago when L. A. court
Show
a hight ,bpen-alr operaJohnson
directs the band, which js
agreed her property settlement with
the show.
Another tion and entirely:;at. the. mercy of the
White, in
1933,. .following /their, on throughout
divorce, was unfair. Settlement gave innovation is constant announcer info weather, but only rain hurts; Even
the Eiffel
which keeps, the when overcoats have been essentia},
over the mi
actress $25,000.
Mrs. Harry Houdi i will inake her Bronx cowboys v
what's going attendance has not been cut down.
Paris, Oct.
last attempt to communicate with on down thar.
to
/ Casa Manana is how playi
An iff el Tower refurbished to spirit of her late husband Oct. 31,
the biggest business of the season,
the tune of $135,000 will greet visi- 10th anniversary of his death. Mrs.
with three shows necessary on Fritors, to. next year's expo.
With this Hpudihi has 4ried each Hallowe'en,
day and Saturday nights.
Walkathon Banned
amount, the. Paris. Municipal Author-, for last nine years without success.
L. A. court Ordered Betty Sinclair,
Mi North, Jr.,
allimore,ities and
20.
.Exposition Committee
Screen actress, to pay $25 doctor bill.
Wprth Frbhtier.
announces the tower will be turned Actress claimed prescription doctor
Pplice in; the upsta te'.'town of Fred into one of the principal attractions gave, her for reducing didn't work. brick,. Md;, cracked down
and
the Exposition^
Saturay
in ray
ii:)
17),.
t ,y,
Judge said Miss Sinclair was: paying shrouded ;a walkathon on
Some $85,000 will be spent for advice, not results.
day it opened
a dancehai) J o* burg Empire Exhibition
on new elevators and building two
Charged as a 'public
isance.' First
grind event pf sort Frederick, towh
modern restaurants' on the first floor.:
The exhibition is attracting bigof 12,000: population, ever had staged
About $50,000 will be spent on
crowds, and the outfit' looks like
withi its precincts.
general repairs, reconstructing the
making money. A large, real ice
Ray C. Alvis, operating the
narrow winding stairways and reWeek of Oct 26
athen, will face the 'nuisance', charge skating rink is popular, With Albert
painting The outside balcony of the
Cole Bros, and; Beatty
ralcitt inc. 27
ryRTi, Tex,, 26
second floor is to be transformed to
at a hearing in burg's circuit court Enders and Sadie Cariibridgc, proShrev.t.iitirt,
fl«*j-«i»n.
2*;- Jjflin'jrvlipw,. '""}(»:
fessional skating champs, a 'top liner,
give, a view of the entire Exposition. La.,
next Monday (26).
30; TcxarJittna, Tex.,
•
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RACES OUT

CAL,

:

JUDGE DECLARES

1

-

.

.

.

~

.

'

.

:

'

'

;

.

avenue, from the, Boardwalk to"Paavenue.
Petition presents a request of the
corporation that it be organized as
the .'Arkansas Avenue Corporation'
:
Los Angeles,
20.
and take over, free of mortgages, all
Al G. Barnes circus is in winter
assets of the old company. It wishes
quarters at Baldwin Park after a' 27to issue $300,500 of 10-year bonds: a
week tour, covering. 15,593 miles.
like amount of 15-year bonds, and a
Trick, opened, in San Diego, March 27.
like amount of 20-year bonds. One
Biggest ijump was from* Phoenix,
cific

,

.

\

AT CLEVELAND

PANGBORN MAIL REFUND

-

A

HANK FORD

POSTAL INSPECTORS ASK

V.

The hearing, was for approval of a
petition filed with the court to effect
the reorganization of the $3,000,000
company. Judge Avis gave his apDallas, Oct 20.
proval, before appointing the trustees,
who were required to. .put up a $30,r Investigation by' postal authorities
added,
here
was
last week to troubles
possess
qualifying
to
bbnd
before
000
books and other interests of the; com- besetting Clyde Pangborn in connec
''
tion with his attempt to span, Atlah
pari Jr. <>r
'I.

•

.

,,

•

.

and a hotel operBoard of Education
"'
ator/

Dallas, Oct.

Double Trouble

cpnned
Centennial
attendance figures of second consecreenviiie,
Oct 20.
fall season
weekend
Downie Bros. Circus truck left utive bi
and projected 'Pan American theme*
is extended beyond Oct 31, another the road between Greenville and
name band will' be booked in for Union, S. C., overturning and injur- as basis for revival in
two weeks at Casa Manana and acts ing several people.
day (17) total was
Ambulance, which answered call, brought seasori
in the Tevue there will be changed.
to 4,964,The expo cleared. $27,000 last turned over three miles from first
434.
tire,
furaccident
after
blowing
a
management
week, according to the
exceeded
Day has been
Three performances at Casa Manana ther shaking up accident victims and
nave been required on Friday and seriously injuring ambulance .driver: bpenirig June 6 (117,625),
Saturday nights the last two weeks
(113,161) and Jurie 12 (101,848).
and this schedule will be followed
Nihe specials .1*^.^ cPnverged on
for the duration of the expo.
BILLY ROSE,
bringing fPbtball
expo Satui^
Option was Taken up by Woodfans from Tennessee fpr SMU-.
bury for Judy; Anhi and Zeke to
IN '37 Vandy skirmish. Several brought
"
the
continue through
school kids in line with, official state
Woodbury radio program.
co-operation.' in sponsoring attendTwo units being rehearsed here
Cleveland, Oct.
ance by 2,000,000 Texas moppets for
for vaudeville tours. One will dp
o,
Lakes
educational ^{oggiing. Of Saturday's
Backers of Great
Rand
Sally
with
Interstate houses
which wound up first 108-day session gate, at least 10,000 were of free,
as the name and the other, will bear with attendance of 3,979,22$ only variety.
>
a Centennial title also. The latter 25,000 short of its quota, will try to
As. expo moguls plotted furore over
will try put in small Texas cities.
avoid this year's boners by reopen- the 5,000,000th visitor, suggestions
ing It earlier next year and revamp- were revolved for opening fair
ing most of the lake, front setup.
year. Ray Foley, assistant to genAlthough in the red for this sea- eral manager, heaved straw in
bid
Gross
Rodeo Hits
son. $500,000 needed for. h.b. running with ^proposed Pan-American expoexpenses has already loeen. .under- sition next year. Industries and
For Garden Night Show; written. Future expenses won't be goVejrhmients of Mexico arid Central
so high,, figure the sponsors, who are Airierica would be tied iri with idea
aiming, more, for .national publicity of Dallas as gateway to Lat|n counthan dough, since 1930's gross nearly tries for tourist travel. No. official
paid off construction costs.
decision before closing Dec. 1.
being
For the third successive season atExhibitors' buildings
In regard to '37 schedule, some of
tendance at the rodeo at Madison weatherrproofecT,' everything .nailed
larger exhibitors favOr reoperiirig i
Square Garden has increased^ Sat- do'jvn and guards put on for. the winApril for three months, then closing
urday (17) night saw the peak gposs ter. About 20 new maior stands or
for summer siesta during July .arid
since the western shpw was intro- buildings to be built for new concesAugust before opening fbiri' second
duced in the east It was estimated sipnnaires, the biggest one to be
; If expo
That probably occupied by a Ford exhibit three months in September.
that the gross was $20,000.
mark/was around $4,000 better than Henry Ford didn't come in for 1936 does reopen* second version will tear
leaf from Fort Worth book, ior at
any previous, performance.
on the
show, but is practically sold
~~
least one pf oductiori similar to /Casa
Long lines were at the gallery box' next one.
;
offices, top shelf going clean, for. an
Ed Hungerford sent back all hi£ Mariana.'^ebbe Bjlly Bj?se
actualjurnay;ay.0 Same-Applied Sun ~5borrpwied locomotives -and ancient ^
day; afternoorf.
trains to. original owners, flatly say
'Cavalcade,'
historical" spectacle
The sense of showmanshi evi- irig Lake Erie's weather ruined his Which expects to show, to 1,000,000
denced in the 1935 rodeo at the Garr outdoor 'Parade of Years.' Billy Rose before closirigV undoubtedly Would
den is 'even sharper this year; and blew in for finale to look over Hun- open again. That Billy Rose is inthat's probably accountable for much gerf ord's site, which he wants to take
vestigating pbssi ilitjr of a spot;- next
of the trade.
The cowboy tossing pyeri Won't stage another 'Jumbo,' year is seen
sudden series of
carnival, as npw presented,' is a first- but vaguely retorted it -would be a
jaunts to Dallas for Visits past Week.
rate entertainment, besides being a bigger and more expensive spectacle
ign 'of returned prosperity to
novelty, exhibition'
than that lemon..
Midway was reopening of Holly"
Among items not usually associatFlorida exhi it to be increased In
ed with rodeo, activities, but includ- area'by 60% by Earl Brbwn, director wood aniirial: Show. it. Will be opered .on the Garden program for of it. Grounds will .be extended to ated under eye bf Receiver W. J.
amusement effect, are- such things as the midway, covering a total of 145, Blackburn, who has kept spot dark
for several- weeks.
closing of
a posing high school horse, a horse- 000 square feet
tickets
shoe- pitching -.exhibition,
midget
Financial status -for 1936 .is being John Sirigp's place, combo/
bucking horse, a. mounted basketball complicated by recent explosion Iri have been honored a,t $treets of All

.

.

amphitheatre»
National Dairy show closed Sat?
urday with tSovernors l ^red: Of
:

.

Texas and MbAtiStei: of Tennessee
presenting grarid .awards. .'National
Swine Show. sutceeded bbvi
hibit
,
Duke Ellington came' / in Sunday
s
for three-day stand at fair;
^xpb
arranged second J^egro;> bay- * fpp/
Monday whicH called for fun.^ched^.
ule. by orchestra '-'director. 'f.';'Negro
school kids from over state a)so due.
''
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MIX CONTINUES SEASON
UPVA.-TENN.

1

.

,

.

:

:
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:

'

NorfolkrVa^-Oct
iz is so, good that Tom Mix's
circus is just going on arid;on, according to attaches of ihe outfit playing Norfolk, Octoher'Vi-2(l. Was set
to end it ior the seaibn after packing
'em in duririg Florida tour when idea
struck to free lance a: bit in the
Carolinas, three weeks ago.
This
worked out so well
that tenters, came
'
into Virgini
:

.

•

:

.

May. go

into.-

Tennessee

ri!

pickings

continue worthwhile;

,

.

1

.

Mich. Prospers
.

Detroiti.

Annual Michigan State
month showed a profit in

.

.

•'

,

i
1

'

1

.

.

.

-'

.

;

•.

'

]

$25,000, compared
1935.
Tptal paid

with

excess of
in

$18,000

admissions surpassed 250,000 during the seven days
which,, coupled with a similar free
date, brought total attendance near
the half-mil 1 ion rinark.
Total fairs arid agricultural exhi its
Michigan past summer
i
reached a new high at 117. There
were 63 county and district fairs, 20.
future farmers' fairs, 20 fair* condairy
and livestock
ducted by
grpups, 10 flower and fruit shO^rtj
and five potato growers* falri,
;

•

,

-

1

.

.

.

.

.

VARIETY

Wednesday, October 21,

V.

Success Record Speaks for Itself— ibe

litis

Largest

Number

of°Hit

it

MCA

Feature

Programs on the Air
Attractions

PROGRAM
BEN BEftNIE

.

AMERICAN CAN CO,
MAR^O-OIL

h£nrY BUSSE
shep fields,

benny

• • *

.

'

)'

georgie stoll

goodman

al

\

. . .

RADIO GUIDE

goodman v

phil Harris

.....CAMELS

•

MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE

,

,

,

.

JELLO

ah

horace heidt
kay kyser
HAL KEMP

ALEMITE

....

WATCH CO.

ELGIN N ATI.

.GULF OIL CO.

CARLTON KELSEY
HENRY KING

.

.v,

.

.

SEARS,

ROEBUCK & CO.

.CAMPBELL'S

TOMATO

WAYNE KING
si*

stands

If

fulfill all

PRESENT

J'

~ GUY LOMBARDO

ready to
the needs of
and

FUTURE

VlNGENT LOPEZ

HARRY SOSNIK

..LADY ESTHER

t:7?7Uv

..bond bread

.......nash

motor co.

.lucky strike

HARRY SOSNIK.

for the utmost

?!

WEEMS
WEEMS
SERIES OF MCA ORCHESTRAS

TED

music.
*

/.».

M I

>:>'•;.•?

TED

•

>AvSt>

JUICE

.realsilk

johnson's

wax

v.VARADY OF VIENNA

.JARMAN SHOES

r
•
i

6 Old Bond

St.

NEW YORK*
745

CHICAGO
MCA Building
.3

Fifth

Ave.

LOS ANGELES •CLEVELAND
Oviatt Building

Union: Trust Building

DALLAS
Tower Petroleum Bldg,

r

.

'

,

R A 010

Weekly
Entered as Hecon

.l»u,bll»hed

NEW

.

hounds

•

angling tor

.

inside look.
Only "'those with
credentials can "get 'past the doormah
"'

now.
••

;

The

V

_

;*"

.

•'

'

:-.:_

gehd^he

liking ^her' show's resemHaitee^p
their "p^ri. liyes; with a sniile,_but rehoarding house label,
ud-

den publicity

Tias.

made

few

hew

"the'

Everything .is; on

.

and

'jyirs.; M-.

.

dinner,

^from

membership

this sheet's.

London

Chapman, who

'c«wts».
187!);

By bob Landry

Shatter,

agent,

last

wee*k received an 'Offer from
•Loew's for the Mangean Troupe
and after three'- days was still
trying to get in touch with the
"

act.

The

in

A new note

is 'to-be

charge, could not understand
at
first,, but hO.w she blames, the George
S. Kaufman-Edna Ferber play. She.
too. dislikes 'the boarding house conception.

day'
mOoched.by. the Palace_andpsaw

^MtogeaHitoting aplckersign i
behalf ot the A.-F; A. He made
spot,

With: the/agent to close the deal.

in entertainment

Sunday

Girls living there pay an' average
of $12:50 a week for room and board.

year long show
the

zeal

Off

the N: Y.

-

:

.

Network quota

of amateur' hours
reduced to one and a half
month when the Feeriamint stint over "Mutual undergoes a
revamping that practically douse?
the simon pure angles. All that remains of the web ams. vogue thereafter is the Bowes Job for Chrysler
(CBS), and half of Fred Allen's
will* be'

first

exposition.
Attractions for the
stretch along -one

-

midway-

will
largest

of next

'

lagoons on the fair ground. They
References or mentions of Wallie will front the water and will conwith; the candidates stitute the longest open-air -stage in
Simpson,
Board of directors steers the manthe presidential election, are on the world because arranged in stageagement.. Mrs. F. W. Robinson is in
Bristol-Hyer stanza' (NBC Red). Latlike array:
president. Members take turns at the list of taboos for air comic pror
Another factor that will lift the ter, however, is in a class by itself
Comedians of 'late have general amusement level of the With the tyros being called i
presiding in the dining hall through- grams.
lefty
warned their gag men and .script
to' keep. Allen from drai
|>is
continued on page 31)
(Continued pri page 10)
writers to steer clear of any allusions
'

Do

Crime DoesiVt—

Similarly r-^tiotfs~Ih "NewTYprk are
Fairs
generally turning thumbs down on
Oct. 27.
Spartanburg,
.,
mentions^ pf Mrs. impson. One spevelyn Frechette, former Chi hat
cial events man presented the idea
IN
illinger gang gun
check girl and
last .week of going to
is- touring-^he^South- oh—iwo
interviewing Mrs. Simpson's friends Thpll^
months' schedule, telling the folks at
Charles E. For
.completed and relatives, and was promptly adfairs, etc., that 'crime doesn't pay.'
production on the two-reel adven- vised to- lay off. Explanation was
Opened last Week at the Hickory
ture picture, 'You Can't Get Away
(Continued on page 50)
Fair."
With It,'; He supervised the producti
and shooting of scenes in
Washington, D.
with J. Edgar
Hoover and Gfrom the fedbureau of investigation portraying all of the roles in the film.
Picture now is in the cutting; rooin,
and is. set for; release as soon as this
work and editing is done. Bill Miller
was chief lehser on the job.
Subject differs from othe^ G-man
-time world's record high cabaictures in that real federal opera
being done .by the
ret business
Cinema for 400,000
in factual episodes.
French Casino syndicate embracing
ino, the
the BroadWay French
Berlin, Oct. 27.
Miami (during
French Casino
What is claimed to be the largest eight winter weeks only) and the
Republican Standoff
open-air cinema in the world has
London
in London

HOOVER WITH G-MEN

.

TWO-REEL PICTURE
.

comedy stuff too fast.
Removal of practically

all

:

.

;

'

.

i
the cable plug caused by Clark
Getts fleeing "in dismay at the ^prospect of publicity^ 'bh, and ah. 'and
please don't step on the; wires, t sea
you are familiar with radio.'
It was another coincidence. 'The
guy laughingly referred to as. the
head, of the house— this particular
house in a city
7,000,000 people
'

>

(Continued on page 45)

CIS Nixes Cdnini'l

for

ElecHon Returns;

apY per-

formances from Feenamint 'National
Amateur' series is due to! the demise
of the vogue. Couple so-called tyros
will ^e inserted
each program
because -the._spp.nspr doesn't want to
change the title of his
but
these performers will be mainly professional amateurs.
Variety and
i

Being Done By 3 French Casinos

,

lace.

betting commissioners Brunswick. Gigantic scaffolding: vi-Hs
report several; instances during the erected to support a screen 3(5 feet by
past week of" rpminent Republican' 48 feet broad. lllurrii
apparasupporters
lie tus with 1.2 million candle power, has
hooing
irection.
been installed so as to ensure good
.One showman who contributed yisi jljty for patrons at 030 feet dis$25,000 to the Republican campaign stance from the screen.
fund, found a Landohite customer
Ordinarily there will be accommofor a 2-to-l bet and laid $50,000 at dation for 200,000 spectators, ,but, by
the pdds. v He figures that's the only constructional extension of the premWay to avoid a total loss.
ises, it can be made to hold. 400,000.

Sir

John Maxwell?

:

j

Among

Reported that John Maxwell will
be knighled when the next honors

grpssccl
approximately. list rolls around.
Broadway sppt
$5i000,000 last yea r.
His production of 'Regal Cavalalone showed a net profit of $500,000 cade.'
glorifying
the
late; LKing
duri ' that 12 months.
George, it was hoped would turn the

'em

i-k

uniriterpolated by commercial
nouncement. Another angle thatcau dng NBC to hesitate abput\givi

npd

.to

its.

own

'

"

stations

precedent that it may have
l,ish for the! network.
If

I

.

NBC is trying to decide y/hether to
permit the stations it owns and manages to commercial the election returns, while Columbia has already set
a policy for the. event. Latter will
not let any advertisers horn in locally on the statistics and commcntar
flow the night pf Nov. 3 unless they
are regular news program customer
c f the individual QBS-owned stations.
Dpminaiit opinion among NBC officials last week favored having lhe
#
'
returns remain, as in previous year.%

the.

'

NBC

Hasn^t Decided Yet

.

(Conti

$5,000, 000 a Year Record Cabaret

'

-

•

to the English affair.

been elected, in Leonhard's

affable.

id
•Just call 'me Mae West,'
TpOts, /and this \ the old man.'
^ *i hope, yoil don't mind
ping in oh you this way,'
affable young man, .'but you sea.
we'Ve got this sustaining program pa
our hands and we're looking for a
sponsor,'
'Ah/ chirped, the host,
creatures-rspohsors.'
'Oh,' said .-the a. y, m., .as, ho
patched together a .temporal^- break

..

New.

ah

,,'

WeaTing earphones" <nd
carrying aVifiagiCwaAd, 'you're'
'believ6?'
ihadanie of the house,

'

the

for, getting

something

Place reflects
'homey >atmosphere
and shuns any aura pf sanctity ov
forced refinement. Girls are studying, working or Tyaiting;t They leaii
towards legit, use radio as fillerinner, and dream about Hollywood.

A

jiight.

'flow dp you
-yoiin_T- geiit

;

OF AMATEUR

the goal of those formulat-'

in taking the
nut.; Hence,

Biz;

,

my

,

-.

.

,

_

where-

ing arrangements for the gigantic
amusement- street.
Backers of the fair realize that
satisfied cpncessiOnnaires will go far

'

It

body was- sitting around sort

.

\

'

'fourth,

.'

power.

'

was sheer

incidence.
of. accidentally notici
that it was iO
doorbell rang/ and
o'clock when
who should, walk in but! two
from Station WOR. draggi
cables behind them. As it happens,
they were just, putting a progra a
on the air called 'Let's Visit' whi 'h,
s^ir^^-iFse^mS^t lO^cflock -every

.

Harry

PAGES

64

1936

28,

upon Mangean. handed his sign
to another picket and walked.off

Realization that old-time carny
and midway attractions no longer
intrigue today's public, preliminary
plans for the mile-long midway at
Jfew York's, first' Wprid'sFair in 1$39
c^all for' attractions that will surpass
"'
both
ictures arid radio drawing

office

requesting Fishell's opinion on
the Blackpool-Tottenham match.

various rooms.

T.

3,.

1

and meandered around

the.

Slxgls copies,. 15

..$(».

under the act of March,

Y..

the' "offer'

CONVENTION BOOM

-

'

gotten .by

N.

-

basis, so the general public is '.'estricted, but N of late, strangers have

through

Is the Idea

:

-faces; been.^'.cybppjrig
a.

''

.'

'•

specially at luncheon,

Annual subscription,

,

'

up.,;,

.

New

"

WM^ft^ter-City'

put as'a unit.,
Last week's' prognostications
gave Fishell. .14 rights out of 16
games, with two ties and
wrpjigs; His batting average oh
61 games to date is .820. Variety
isn't accustomed to such service.
The topper, was a cablegram
;..

.ie\f-.,

conscious. All have their otyh latchkeys, .- they claim.
Flexible rules.'
have, been laid down to meet the demands of -working in the theatre.

have

;.

^—Must Be -Sock Specialties and Shows to Attract
i—Surpass Both Pre and
Radio In^Pullirtg Power,

..sports expert'

Bfent .the

Inc.,

Office at

I'ojit

l.h'9

,

a crystal ball and turban and

girls registered., there are;

-44

by Variety.

.Y\,

Biz Before Whitehead

:

'

1?65.

Mile-Long Midway to Sidestep
Time-Worn Carny
and Sideshow Attractions

.

an

N.
at

>Y(M-k,

YORK, WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER

ick Fishell, Variety's Gene
Dennis, did all right for himself
again Saturday (24) by batting
1,000 on the football selections.
One more week like that and
the staff, muggs will chip in for

are' tracking, the

down and

22,-

V

opening of -Stage Door' at
the Music^Box, N. Y„ there has been
little re^t at /the Rehearsal Club, 47
Sightseers and
•West* 53d street.

club residence,

New

St.j

4(ilii

December

No. 7

Vol. 124.

curiosity

164

.

to estobit's

okay,

for NBC-Owned stations to. comrntH'-i
oial<ze what, originates as a sustaining program, a similar priyiiecfe will,
also have to be extended to a f."i I ic: ted
stations.

they

staggering
ich all
the other class riiteries hold up las
an example of what ultra entertainment-can fetch i
the way of. big
money, already has had a si > ificarit
•infiu'ence oi\ show business in gen,

(Continued on page

.27 J

trick,

ut failed.

mont-

ritish-

terests, is

dcci

Cornering

from

of:

Gatt-

.American'''

looked uj)0n as the

infinal
.

'

List of Sirs, et

Uhar

'Think ing It Over*
ienna..

Metro to I'V
Hollywood
sidcred by thd composer.
Invitation of

to

visit

MG

intends

.

•fUm

his

opbrcjila,

'Count of Luxemburg/
al.,

around New Year,
lion may. hold it up.

i.ssuod

which it.Lehar
on supervision. Reply to the bid
was Lehar would 'think it over.'*

would

like the {assistance, of
"

"

—

.

FICT

VARIETY

i

:

[S
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Hash and Reha&h

Marguerite Churchill
Set for New Hecht Play

JOE bioelow
Hollywood, Oct* 27.
Marguerite Churchill has obtained
a leave of absence from Columbia to
appear in 'Quito and Back,' Ben
The Difference
V
Hecht's new play on Broadway.
About the only remaining difference between-amateur and professio
She completed her part in Col's shows, is that in an amateur show the actors are sure of being paid of]
week.
•Legion bf Terror,' last
Rehearsals start Dec. 1,
Rules for Pickets
^
'Members of the Screen Actors' Guild are cdntemjplatlng joining mt
clans arid vaudeville actors on the pro-stage show picket lines at the
p
.

By FRANK SCULLY

McKinley Pic Cast

ictorville,

Everybody who
anybody—*nd
who isn't in Hollywood ?—spent last
weekend on the MojaVe Desert play:

ing

Hollywood,
Victor McLaglen draws the lead
-

,

.

at 20th-Fox in 'Private, Enemy.'
He. plays a toughie in the terror

shillaber or just plain

stooge;

$135,000

m

BY

,

tiire theatres.'—'JVeios Itern

from Ho ,\lyw66&.

If the stars are serious about coming east for picketing purposes, tl
better find out "what it is all about beforehand*
few basic rules
-

A

had

v
picketing decorum, as follows, may help:
Dori't worry too much about what: to wear.
Somethiiig simple, such
a silver lame gown, princess style, with crepe suzettes hanging from
shoulders, by Adrian*, is sufficient.
Always keep one hand- free for signing autographs.
Find out in advance the width of the theatre* front and remember
turn around and start walking back when reaching the end. Otherw
ypu may wind up picketing a cigar store.

palm-slammer at $1 a slam to the reign by bank robbers during Mccowboys of Victorvilie who staged Kinley' presidency.
Sidney Blackmer will play role of
the pnly..:npn«pro£eissipnal rodeo in,
Theodore Roosevelt at the time he
"
ielerssay, the world.
Crooning cowhands from the Rio was vice-president under William
Grande, ringers, money -ropers,; McKinley. Story adapted from The
studio sure-shots, .and -even stars of McKinley case,' by Melville Crosshad to pay to get in man, soon to be published in Liberty
saddle
and had to applaud while, an $8,001 mag.
Allen Rivkin and Lamar Trotti.'are
.gate "went, to guys who manicure
steers for $30 a month as a career. scripting and George Marshall will
It; sure was tough on the stars, act- direct.
Weeks of testing ended last Sating as stand-ins and stooges for guys
who never won a prize before, even urday '(24) at 20th when Frank ConrOy .drew the hod for ;.the McKinley
in their own biz.
/
.

1

.:

..

:

.

Bring your stand-in.

..

<: '.

'

.

\Ppster designed by Harry Langdon
.showing one cowboy trying to rope
a steer and spelling out 'Victorvilie,'
and another,, cowboy trying to rope
the same steer and, spelling, out 'Rodep k «nd both' missing, the calf was an.
hohesi tipoTI as to the quality of the
\

performances.

But that didn't stop Rex Bell, Fred
Stone, Bob Montgomery, Groucho
Marx, Bill-Hart, Rex Beach, Peter B.
Kv^e, .: Francis Lederer, George
P*Brien; Clark Gable, Bing. Crosby,
Wallace Beery, Joe Cunningham,
Jean Hershblf, Buck Jones, David
.Mariners* J; P. McEvby, Irving S.
Cobb, Jim .Tully and; Harold. Bell
Wright, from shelling out
sawbuck to see the fun, and what's
more, waiting publicity
ieces to
plug the show and doing it so
Vnell that the specs got hold of tickets and nicked the late-comers for
.

'

.

doing their job so well. More fun.
Some of the Overset had 'id repair
to the Gfee^Spot cafe and hear the'
results via the Legion's loudspeaker.
the billing of
f.Gto^
Gauchb fop the ;day ni the hope of
crashing as a non-pro from the
pampas, admitted to a gang at the
cafe that iip to the time he was J5
he thought a cow was something
that was either painted on a .milk
wagon or pne of his aunts.
"He
pretty proud of being
chosen as a member, of the advisory
committee, which was so exclusive
it- included every name in Holly-

'

m

,

1

PAR'S

'

.•;

-

wood.
^Orie of these days if they persist
in coupHng niy name/ he confessed,
;

Ken Maynard and Buck Jones
and other -eminent rangers, IH.be

'

forced
to -don a pair of overalls,
ig^-heeled boots,
10-gallon keUy
iJliifi

MrV

-CamiHe—Vacasb
— —

After
r^~>3

jr

.

/~-*kd

.

.

Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Greta Garbo will take twb .months'
vacasK on finishing 'Camilie,* destination
unknown, which usually
.

means Sweden;
After
that
layoff,
ib
announces she will definitely not retire
from the screen, but wilf return to
Metro for next picture, 'Beloved,'
tale of the love of Napoleon and
Maria Walewska.
Charles Boyer will play opposite
Garbo, but not as Napoleon. Chances
are
big

John Barrymore

will portray the
guy, who won't loom so big
in the Garbo script as he does in
little

French

ae^

join

a

A

in 'Glory*

London, Oct. 18.
Alan Hale .'lias signed with Cri-

;

...

;

v

^

;

-

'

Douglas Fairbanks,.

N, Y. to L. A.
Gary Cooper.
E. B. Derr.

star role

"

Douglas

Fairbanks

Hector Dods.
Florence Eldredge.
Paillette Goddard.
Edward H. riffith.
Miriam Hopkins.
Johnny Hyde^
Walter Woolf King.

•';'•;-.

'

Erns'tXiibitsch"

:

The

trouble with the average tune is that it contains an extremely Hi
of bars, whieh prevents the lyric writer from getting
enough words to tell his whole story. J About all the lyricist can do is gi
Merle OberbnrvWilliam Wyler,*Jack-^rou a bgre idea^or outline. As a <result°few people, and sorhetinies i
Whiting. ^Aquitania).
even the songwriters themselves, know the true stories behind the rat
^
Oct 28 (London ''to *"
New York), popular songs. For example:
Sidney > Kent Marion Davies, .Nigel
hot tempered -organ grinder overhears: his mother-lri-law berating 1
Bruce, Max Thorpe, Sally Eilers, Rl- monkey, of which he is extremely iond. In reprisal he shoots and kills 1
cardo Cortez (Queen Mary ).
mother*u>law; and is sentenced to hang. T^tle: fOrgari Grinder's .Swin
Oct. 25 /(Los Angeles to New / Unit producer, for his piece-de-resistance, stages a celestial finale
York), Charles 'Chick' Lewis (Penn- which the prima, donna sings while seated on a swing- about 20 feet abo
sylvania).
the stage. In the background are a prop raopn and floating clouds. Ji
Oct. 24 (Los Angeles to Honolulu), before the. curtain the swing rope snaps. Title; ^A Star Fell Out of Heave
Gail Patrick, Jean Edwards (LurjFpung lady from the north pays a visit to a school chum-at the latte
line).
home in a town in South Carolina. At a tea giyen by her hostess, t
Oct 24 (New' York to Paris ); Mr. visiting girl is introduced to a male guest. The latter bows and says,
1
and Mrs. Donald H.. Long, Ladislaus to meet you.' Title: 'When a Lady Meets a Gentleman Down South.'
Medgyes (Lafayette).
Girl tells a conceited crooner that she hasn't a thing to do for
Oct 24 (London to New York), six months. Title: 'I'll Sing You a Thousand Love Songs.'
John W. Hicks, Jr. (Manhattan).
Young son of a professional ribber is' doing his homework and: asks I
Oct. 24 (New York to Naples), father to help him with his arithmetic lessons. While the boy is' study
Charles Ballance (Rex).
his algebra the father sneaks over and turns the book upside down. .Tit
*Ypu Turned the Tables on Me.'
Scotchman drops -a nickel through the subway grating, and, With the he
of a friend, spends all night searching for it. Title: 'The Way Ypu Lo
Tonight.'
Roman Tottenberg, Kedroff Bros.,
And 'You're Not the Kind of a Boy for a Girl Like Me* was writt
George W. Sutton, Henry Barde, Tito by a chorus girl in answer to 'I Can't Give You Anything But Love.'
ited

.

A

.

''

A

'

.

the

'Glory.'

ARRIVALS

-'

Sciiipa,

Giacomo

Rirnini,

Rosa

Rai.sa,

Giorgio Polacco, Arturo Buzzipecc'ia,
Erich Wolfgang Korrigold, Helen
Jerome, Edward H. Griffith, Harold

.

Ft.

.

Schuster,
Barbirolli,

rine Cornell,

Mary Garden,

Mr. and
Mrs; Harry Bruno, Julicn Bryan,
Herbert Kline, Lucille Page, Ernest
Goes BNvay
Schelling, Mr. and Mrs. Jack WarHollywood, Oct. 27.
ner, Countess Dorothy Di Frasso,
Twentieth -Fox has set 'Charlie Francesca Braggiotti, Leonide MasChan on Broadway,' as next, opus for sine.Tamara Toumanova, Irina BarpWarner Oland in the Chan series.
npva, Tatiana-Riabouschinska, David
Actor washed up 'Charlie Chan at Lichine/ Alexandra Danilova, Col.
the Opera' last week and left with We. De Basil's Monte Carlo Ballet
Mrs.. Oland on a New; York Vacashv
Rdsser " ^r -"^ ••••-'-T-.-----r.--,;:r->
•

:

-

Herb Polesi
Merrill Pye.

lary of

'

'

wants ariother audition.
•.i

language

A. to N. V.

Eddie Acuff.
Lou Anger.

WiHiam A Axt

Beach.
Marguerite Churchill.
Richard Dix,
.Douglas Fairbanks.
Didc Forah.
Mitchell Gertz.
;

Grahame.

the di
im, is that some director or \
hears about a 'picture and wants to look at
his
bwri pleasure,
sends for
6r
some director hears of a directorial
or pictorial effect i a foreign lanjust how to rebel.
guage picture— and! sends for it. Or
Matter affects the foreign lan- a European actor is being considered,
guors .definitely and is a costly one, and the studio looks up his previthey
im.
Filmers on the. Coast ous foreign films. Or there's a story
have gotten into, the habit of asking twist that someone hears about.
the indies to let them (the Coast] tes)
With the indie distrib not only
look at pictures, Thus, one distrib paying the tolls but being deprived
of language pictures in New York of his print lor the time involved,
last year has 63 requests frorn Hol- since most Of them work with
only
lywood for prints.
onC' or two prints.
Distribs are afraid to turn down
And yet, every once in a while,
the Hollywobdians.
Any foreign Hollywood does buy a picture for
language film is always a potential remake, so. the distribs are getting
big money subject in that some Hol- more and more annoyed; -also more
lywood studio may buy it for re- and more worried «by lack of. a demake. But what actually happens, fense.

and Bi itish films in the east are annoyed with the major picture cprnpanics in HollyTVOod On the matter
of borrowing prints but. don't know

.

-

.

Wedda Harrigan.
Tom Harrington;
/Rosalind Ivan.

.

'

'

Pct^.l7rr^aye. anpthw^
Oct. 18—No word from the agency,
Oct .19 Still no word from the agency.
Oct 20—Aigency called. Said the sponsor has

—

$heldon Jett.
Martin Jones;
Meichlor LengyL
Lorre* %
'

;'

(To be continued)

Claire Trevor.
Vicki Vartn.

Al Woods.

ftfargot

An Agent

'

Hal Roach.
Gregg Toland.

Dr.

soup.

switched: from' Sbcla
Wants
kles that don't crackle to alarm; clocks that don't ring.
audition. I said nuts.
my stenographer, says not to
Oct. 21—rl want to quit:
and stick to radio because television is. just around the corner,
is the bookin' office, and that's just where I'm goi

Mary Fickford;
.William Pierce.

,

off their

of 'the fan dancers in the Casa -Banana show quit in
She complained that too -many customers 'called her bv

(Uncensored)
--Oct. 14-^Still no word for the Button, Dutton, Fadeout & Moskow:
advertisi
agency about my 'singer, Enrique Madaginsburg. Almost toi
an emergency sustaining spot until I found out they pay off in good w
and sample packages.
Oct. 16—Agency finally called to say the sponsor, who Ofi inally mai
itched to soda crackers th
soda crackers that don't Crackle, then
crackle twice as loud as any others, has returned to silent crackers, a

,

Merle Oberon.

vRex

ni^.

Virginia

Cherrijl, Nelson Doubleday,

Flash!

Worth— One

huff last

Ruth Slenczynski,. John to copl
Fernand Gravet, Katha-

Arch Mayers.
Rex CMalley.

L.

number

"

Chan

/'

The Real Lowdown'

Oct 29 (Genoa to New York);
Milly Monti (Corite de Savoia)./
Oct 28 (New York to London),

.

histories.

HaU

Mrs.

arid

My

^

(Queen Mary ).

Garbo's Napoleon Saga

,y«udeyii^^
Oldtfrwnand Irom Gr»nd Concourse terion, for a feature, part in 'Jurnp'
Harry .Carey; :1ihe Brohx cowboy, for Glory,' set for production at
who really owns a ranch and has Isle wot th studios Nov. 15 with
irectirig.
Hale came
20. years, conceded what drew Rabul Walsh
him to yie'tpryille was' that it was over to play in 'Flodden Field* eight
weeks ago, but found On arrival that
(Continued on page. 25)
it had been postponed.

•fett^Ulys
.'

/M^bkccO' And

;

.

SAILINGS

»

a

;

,

.'with

rahdt

.

,

'

:

'

COOPER'S fDfALE

j

'

What

They're Doing
ilm rights of Robert E. SherAn .ekKaustiye survey by this department reveals that, with' the n
wood's 'Idiot's Delight* practically
season under way and vaudeville's comeback still as distant as the 1
closed -by Metro early this week.
Reputed price was $135,000. Two row in the Music Hall, a lot of folks have giveri iip and are landing otl
gainful employment for the winter.
other picture firms were in the bidAl E. Opp and Co., veteran perch act, is down in Washington trying
ding but dropped put Play is currole.
land a government job. According to their bi "
the Opps can balar
rent at the Shubert, N. Y., with Alanything from a pole to a budget.
fred. Lunt and Lynn Fontanne headSam'Bimberg, who had an Alaskan huskie dog act last season,
mt
ing the cast. It has been drawing
ufacturing f ur coats this year.
top grosses among the straight
The Happy McCrows, paper fearers,
wi
shows, takings being well over $22,agerit's office handling his bills.
500 weekly.
Waite Lifter, the strong rbah, is filling in as bouncer in Max's Busy B
•Delight' was produced by the TheIrish Justus, the well known burlesque comic,, has a job in the canni
atre Guild last season 'under the old
plant recently opened by the Musical Goldberg^ Irish is foreman of t
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
managers-authors mi imum basic
Number of Paramount contract agreement. Author and producer corn shucking department—he always did his best work. iunbng strippe
players" will be used in 'Souls at will split the film coin equally. tJn'
..
Q. and A. Dept.
Sea, Gary Copper's last chore fbr der the hew contract, authors re„
(This pillar, if sued iri proper and orderly fashion, arid upon bei
the studio; Those already cast are ceive 60% of picture rights money.
Helen Burgess7 Robert Cummings, Understood the Lunts are in on the served with notice of judgment, and providing you can catch it, will P
one buck for every question used. Accompany all questions with a stamp*
Virginia Weidler and Anthony Nace. managerial end.
self raddressed envelope and, if you can. spare it, a box of cigars.)
Henry Hathaway and Grover
This week's winner:
Jones will co-produce, with former
Dear Hash:
ambition is to becoine a. shoe-string producer. Does
also directi
. / Jones did the script.
matter that I wear button shoes?
Angel
NovJ 4 (New York to. London),
Dear Angel: SUck around, kid, and you'll be a barefoot boy.

,

i

'

.

Pons' Title Tiff
'Love arid Learn' may
out to
be the title of Lily Pons' next film
f or RKO. Picture has been nameless
ever si
shooting started, and the
diva- has been plenty irked over it
Title is taken from a tune which
Arthur Schwartz cleffed for the
scOre. Publicity department has also
squawked, saying they couldn't
ploit the production properly minus
any handle;

DUDLEY MURPHY'S
TALENT OGLE FDR

N. V

ENi

Dudley Murphy,, now with Assoc
ated Artists, is in N..Y. to talk abo
distribution of the. hew 'indie cor
pany's films he will make in Londo
Possibly, also, he may produce
America later on.. Associated has t)
rights to the 'Crime Club- series
.

Doubleday-Doran. Clive Brook ms
appear in 'em.
Bankrolling Associated isLawren
Fox, Jr., and possibly also Wi
BEAU BRUMMELS GO ROACH W.
liam .Eiske^ 3rd. Fox and his girbi
Chicago, Oct.
were planning to make possibly s
Beau Briimmels, knockabout com- of the 'Criirie Club* books into filrr
edy trip, signatured by Hal Roach three in U. S., and three in Londo
for a series of shorts.
Murphy is looking over the eastei
Placed through local Music Corp. talent iri. connection with his proje<
of America office.
i
He goes to the Coast next week.

Hollywood,

Record?
Brookings Institute, Run on
Behalf of Joint SenateHouse Committee, Wants

.

Hollywood, Oct. 27;
Charles Ruggles toppled from
a tree On location last week, but.
jack La Rue caught the comic.

:

•

Pictures'
Business',

Own

'Mind Your
was held up

:

London,
17;
London Daily Express angle
On the Bette Davis action saw
her appearance in court in the
same costume
any film
;

.

.

.

,

.

SURVEY

the
Hollywood
He
so happened that the
Cleveland newspaper 'promoted' the
trip. In parlance that means it didn't
cost anything. But when one rides
an airplane on a ducat it. is understood that he has to hop off when pay
passengers pile, in with traffic- heavy,
Mr. Baker was kicked hither and
yon at every stop between the Coast

Washington; Oct.
Expenditures of 'federal departments, bureaus and commissions for

:

propagan
films and relationships
between government agencies, arid
commercial newsreels will be probed

Only f.c. making more than $50
per week, has an. agency, tieriri. He
represents British film company, as
talent scout and contact man, as well
as .covering the town for his paper.
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Local man for biggest British, news
With *Marco Polo', budgeted at
geryice" reputed to be getting space
rates only averages about $40 per $1,500,000, as their first flicker, Douglas Fairbanks has associated himself
month.
. General
run of South American with Samuel Goldwyn as. a producer
and Continental European corre- to make the initial Gary Cooper
spondents- average between $75 and starrer when the actor, joins Gold$100 a tihonth in' good months. Some wyn under United Artists banner.
Fairbanks, long has contemplated
gdKgJrsmall salary, and spacei some
just space. Competish betwebn home production of 'Polo,' butrhe will hot
papers usually keeps theni from- repV act in this picture.
Rathbone already has been
tesenting more than one daily and
Achhie'd. to
play roieweekly or monthly periodical, set
income' from both amounting id the Cooper's 'PolOi*
Fairbanks is supposed to be en
100 smacks.
However^ since sums paid by home route to New York to. mull situash
papers are often huge in home with Cooper before- going .to Europe
countries, though small in Holly- for a vacation. In London producer
wood; they denote great: importance will, talk- to his story collaborator,
Pogsori, authority on Orienof correspondents, many of whom Capt.
Were and still' remai outstanding tal history.
When Fa irbanks returns from Lonjournalistic figures in their hbmedon, he'll proceed via China with
(Continued on page 29)
lens crew to capture backgrounds
for 'Polo.' Fairbanks also will direct
forthcoming
it. of Goldwyn's
one

PROD. TIE

:

.

,

,

''""'

.

.

.

..

.

...
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MONTGOMERY-DAVIS
IN

A 10ND0N PLAY?

.

ich

'Hurricane,'
China', before
South Seas:

move

will

journeyi

to

the

to

i
by select congressional
committee considering, possible reorganization of the government.

this

'"'
Preliminary study /into
the government's film activities,
already is under way. -. Being conducted quietly,. -probe is under management of, Brookings Institute and
is being run- oh behalf of a joint
Senate-House committee chairmaned
by Senator Harry F. Byrd of Vir•

,

;

.

ginia.

has sent a and the feuckeye city. It seemed he
Screen Actors'
30 was lucky to reach Hollywood at allii
supplementary list consisting
names to Equity, "in addition to but it made mighty good copy for
the, 24 players recently suspended Emanuel Cohen's.' blurb, -artists.
When the plane landed Baker, on
for failure to join the Guild. Added
group is alleged to have evaded the California soil he blurted:' 'Where's
rules in one. form or another, hut a Mae? Why isn't she here?. When do
check-up so far has shown that a I get some sleep?' His public,
fair percentage has been incorrectly eluding 32 people, one of them
rated. Players are less well known, Talbot, applauded:
Then, Baker, who must know
than those first called to account.
It will probably take two months advertising stuff, .pulled but a
h^eforeiEquiiy wi^, take action, .since of snuff and took a good snifter, as
was .wafted away to do his bow
all on the secondary list will be
ith .Miss West.
given a chance to appear before the
Tag is; however; that Baker and
council or correct the violations.
Guild's main complaint appears to Miss West met previously. Once Babe that, this group has worked in at ker and the late Ring Lardner werer
July 1, but lunching and. somebody introduced
least one picture si
has not joined the Coast association, them.
.

to '40

.

;

officials reluctant to discuss

.

.

manner
distribution,,
outlays,
value of this type of propaganda,
and legality of such activity. Alldata will be turned over to the Byrd
committee in January for use at an}' as required- by/ Equity.
Rules, however, stipulate that any
public hearings which may be called.
One purpose of the study is to Equityite with a paid-up card is not
compile information which will show required to .join the Guild until the
whether the taxpayers' expenses end of the dues period,- which' is
'

.

.

;:

would be curtailed, if all federal Nov.
agencies had their films made under come

r

-

:

'

No player can appear in. legit without joining Equity, however, wheth«
er from the Coast or hot.

studios.

Question Films'

Hollywood/ Oct.

27.

Edward Ludwig and Samuel Gold-

.Same goes for Guilders, who wyn have torn up the director's
New York for legit appear- tract by -mutual agreement.

to

Latter must join , Equity
ances.
thereafter under the reciprocal arrangement between the two bodies.

contract instead of handling production themselves.
At present 'some
departments do the whole job, while
others have the
produced by

Goldwyn

Liidwig Ankles

con«?

Both unable to agree on: the story:
for the next Miriam Hopkins pic-

;

Woman's fouch.'

ture, 'The

.

Stating that, the inquiry has nbt

gone far enough, Brookings Institute
officials professed to have no idea of Pascal Back
wood,
ill
the amount of money which they
government spends for films. Neither
Without
an
Assignment
do they have any way of determining the practicality and effectiveness
of celluloid propaganda.
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Attention has been focused on the
rhest Pascal, haying finished a
growing trend to .use of pix to pub- script in London,
quietly back in
licize federal activities by several Hollywood, but without contract in
recent incidents.
These included any Holly wood studio. He is presiservices.
resettlem "it administration's produ - dent of the Screen' Writers' Guild.
His other play will be an English
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
*ion of 'Plow That Broke the Plains,
Last American
was on
adaptati
by Merton Hodges of
.James Cagney and Mae Clarke which was hailed widely by econo- 'Lloyds
of London'
Davryl
'Ladies in Love',' Which will also' be
have been teamed in 'Great Guy;' mists, social, workers, and educators, jiuck; his
in " opponent in the union
done in the West End.
actor's first starrer for Grand ^Na(Continued oh page 29)
struggle.
tional, which is slated for cameras
to
this week.
John Rlystone
direct and picture will be made at
Donat Better
Pathe studio., under Dpu
Mac-
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London, Oct.
Robert Donat

Lean's
17.

taking up his part
opposite Dietrich in KOrda's 'Knight
is

Without Armour'

after^ all.

Has made

sua pipy recovery f rbm
h 'illness
goes into action at once.
also signed with Korda for

rid

Has
tee

more

to follow.

supervi

week

B &

up

Petroff produced for GN.
MacLean
ing up additional
stories for Cagney, and is considering 'Master Mind,' SatevepOst yarn
by Leonard Lee;
i.hnls
by W. T r Ballar
tanley

ilia

Chatter
oncert

'

Exploitation.
afs Ago..

May's 'Love Begins'

the

Report, of
auditoi'S on:

Loew and Metro 2d Lqcal (Pitt)

net profits of film,
'Letty Lyhton,' investigated to satisfy claims of authors Edward Shel-.

Good

's

'Bruiser'

'

Hollywood",
a sort
racket

of

Quiet'

'All

of

Bruisei','

the

Fi

filed

'

'

ciety

Pittsburgh soMulvihill,
just
screen contract, by
'

21.

mer

fight

spent-

thi.s

being ogled by Par and
is

U.

|

.

.,

nderstanding , is. that Goldwyn
can't produce 'Dead End' until after
the first of the year under agree-

ment made when the producer paid
$165;000 for the picture rights.

-
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Ra.di
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Outdoor

Radio

'
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.

P'KitUi'

.

'

.

-!551

^ Nite eiqbs:.
Obitua.iM

.

William
Wyler,
who'll
direct
*Dead End,' and Gregg Tolan
Sam
Goldwyn's chief cameraman, are
both in New York igesting the play
nd studying it for picture angles,

r,

43 >

News ''from''

not set

.

GETTING 'Dt^D END' READY

Mi

.

—

Legitimate
LitoraU
Music .
New. Acts

;

'

,

Inside—;Pictui*es
Inside Radio
International News.

ire

RaftCry, atrien,
riscoll
Stock!)i-id«e,
torneys for plaintiffs, issatisfie.d and Playhous
unconvinced by the Loew statement, She's to be re-chi'istened
-flicker- pu.rposQ.s.
will seek" to have their own ^accouWt- Terry for
Home no froiin Alvicne rarnatjc
Pre-publi
asking price for inij repi-escn tatives go over the books
YoJ'k. where,. she:
'The
is $25,000.
Thai berg., with an eye to '-.expenses-' checked School
e-ll spend a couple
before his. death, offered $!>;000 for, against the profit. Request' >vill be been -studymi?.
ilh hr>r family, bean option, but
turned clown. made directly to defendants. Failing of weeks' "here
fore sheading for the Coast.
ill
their consent,
:st
Mi'ss Terry-Mulvihill is' second of
a court or'
'400'
0BER0N EAST
Pittsburgh's
d to
,
check;
spot in. last fey/
Hearing bri .the' matter \bf\divi ihg land' fit
Hbllywobd,
..Retakes: on. Samuel Goldwyn's jii- the iprbfiits is scheduled for Oct. .31; Other one, was Polly Rowle, XarAttempt will be made to complete ricgi Tech drama school graduate,
loved Enemy' delayed Merle
as just
ished her first picthe investigation before that ti ic to who
on's departure for New York.
ove Letters of a Star/ for U.
She trained outcast Saturday (24). prevent another pbstpoherneii
1 lure,
is

though publication date
""
until.: Ndy. 2.

"

,

year, at

-.

r>l

side—P/Iusi

27.

term
ad
Samuel Gpldwyn.
experience sMve. for sumyious
.

.

side^— Legit

Billie.

,

signed

:

im Tully's new oney 'The

Evelyn Terry
ct.

.14-15

House Reviews.

Eighteeh-year-Old:

isalleged plagiarism of. their play,
lvbhoWd Lady,' granted them- by
Federal Judge Knox, shows $280,000
net after deduction of all experiscis.

,'

Gat Makes

ittsburgh,

don and Margaret Ayer Barnes for

.

for Pix ;

.

ilm Reviews.

'

Anderson.

Joseph May, German director, will
meg- 'When Love. Begi
story
which Bryan Foy
ill .produce at
Warners.
Foy also is readying The Case of
the Dangerous Dowager,' to feature
Hicardo Cortez;
Williamlemens
robably
ill direct.

INDEX

ich Boris

.

Hollywood, Oct.
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Miss,

to GN,
in 'Hats Off.'

under contract
last

,

-

With

the line - being followed, Varhctv
"Warns that-^ftrtuaRy every federal
establishment has been asked for
detailed reports about the amount of
money; spent for film, purpose of the

is

,

t

of

commercial

.

second instance in which
Goldwyn has. ever been associated
London, Oct. 27.
Henry Sherek starts his legit pro- with anyone in production. Previous
joined Florenz
ducing activities in the West End one was when he.
Cantor's
with a new play by Merton Hodges, Ziegfeld in making Eddie
titled 'Orchard Walls;' which will be 'Whoopee.-'
directed by Raymond Massey, with
Douglass Montgomery to star. He is
also negotiating with Jack Warner to
Clarke Set in Jas.
loan him Bette Davis for the leading
femme role but that's unlikely in
bitialer
Cagney's
iew of WB's film demands on her
This

.

:

,

\

"

,

West,

'Go

icture,

latest
Mart.'

the
First unmarried man to %yi
Guy
trip
"from Cleyieiand,
advertising man, whb>
Baker,
wrote up a neat little sketch winning
a. plane ride" west and the privilege
of being entertained by la West.
plane.

"

.

her

for

.

Q. T.

embargoes
of
money, devaluations, etc.
Pay is sometimes held up for five
Or- six months and when translated
into dollars, is reduced to half or
ori inal value.

•

:

Young.

wrenched shoulders.

..revoiutiohs,

its

Hollywood, Oct.

..

West's exploitationists ri
whereby eight newspapers
throughout the .nation would sendl
bachelors here to meet up with the
actress via the' contest routine/ They
believed it would be smart publicity

,

third

.

Mae

WPA's Recent Film Activities Among 'Em

while Ruggles erased scratches
and Lk Rue" -'Iptibhed ;.his

.

/.

Up. a deal,

Know About Costs—
RA, Commerce Dept. and
to

bn

shootin

'Consequently,

Major

VARIETY

2 Putouts

1 Assist,

54 foreign correspondents covsound-tracked scene in
Hollywood, only one. makes, his living as a fx., a survey has just repealed. The rest do everything from
phasing ambulances to acting as extras in order to fill but the gaps in
the 'space strips.
Lot of; f.c*s, therefore, puts; them
among underprivileged class of film
workers. Few .foreign papers, syndicates or agencies can pay enough
to permit reps to live up to. American standards. Besides this, meagre
amounts originally allotted are subject to vagaries of forei
C)£.

.ering ) the

ES
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SIC. May Withdraw

Its

Cha^
Washington, Oct. 27.
Deception charges hurled at Hollywood, Famous Pictures,
last

TRUST' FORM

IN

I

week may be withdrawn following

Shares—But Speculative If PAR THEATRE PARDS
Scheme Wouid 6e Approved By British Courts-

Pertains to the .Voting

Kent /Back

additional;

info

about

firm's set-up arid aniipitions, Securi-

BACK TO HOME TOWNS

Home

of

receipt*

and Exchange Commission

ties

Monday

cials indicated

(26).

offi-

Hollywood, Oct.

^

27.

Manner in which the Academy of
Undecide.d whether to carry out
Additional, ^ Paramount
partners plans for public airing of corpora- Motion Picture Arts and Science's
awards selections is due
Financial observers
who haye been; in New York oh tion's alleged offenses Thursday (20 ) picks
ink that
for a renovation. This was learned
Kent Back Today
John Maxwell and the Ostrers hope
matters of one nature or other, some officials begah studying two sets of last week when
a -committee was
amendments to original unsatisfacto circumvent necessity for bbtai ing
...
"V
to discuss product deals, others to
named to devise an improved system
tory registration form to see if all
approval of 20th Century-Fox, in the
Kent is. due" back in New
to- distribute the -prizes.
.confer
on.
stage
show
possi
v
\
itfties,
required
data
Gaumont-Britis^ matter/ by estab- York early next week after
had .been supplied.
spending
Named to the committee were
and for home office contacting, have Company execs" sent in two batches
lishi
supposed trust of 'the
Waldemar YOung, David O. Selzseveral weeks in London consequent
Ostrers' shares for the benefit of
_
gone back to their respective ter- bf addenda which may. fill gaps „. , _
mc
c
eW ^.
Fr k Lloyd
John Maxwell acwhich
caused
Maxwell's companies. The trust is upon the deal
S.E.C.
to summon inj ? T?
i?
ritories.
corporators: to alibi failure to file an.?4 V 311 Ne st Polglase. The com
to be a kind of perpetual trust, with quiring the interest of the Ostrers
Saturday (24) was getaway day considerable number of vital
mittee will make a report by Dec. 1.
the Ostrers as ''owners in name, only* in Gaiimont-British. He sails today
facts.
for George Trendle" of Detroit, Karl
Action was prompted by charges
This^pertains to the voting shares (Wednesday) from London,
of. favoritism and politics alleged to:
Ki as held by the Ostrers, But .whether
Kent is expected to make a state- Hoblitzelle of Texas and H.
cey of Charlotte. Kincey's partner,
have been made against past meththis kind of a manipulation will be ment concerning the situation folods of voting for the awards. It is
Bob Wilby, was up ahead of him
ablP to pass British court muster in lowing his arrival.
two; weeks back.
hoped to;
a system that will
case legal faction follows on the part
Y. Frank Freeman, Par's theatre
eliminate, any repetition of such
of iQth , Century-Fox, is. for the exoperating chieftai
charges next yeai*.
has returned; to
;
perts only tp deduce.
New. York after a tour through the
Among the plans considered^ is to
Chances pre. considered remote at
midwest, including in various J; H;
have the public participate^ in the
the preserit for a deal: between 20th
Copper situations, to consider
selections in 36 .key cities in cooperaCentury-Fox and Associated British
rent theatres arid other problems.
tion with theatre managers. Another
{Max#eU)._This phase of Maxwell's
He met with Cooper while in;
method would have film critics
London activities; ldt>ks cold.
Lincoln, one of the situations in
.throughout the country vote
London Advices indicate that John
which Par and Cooper are partners.
Academy nominations.
^Maxwfell may have agreed to pay
For the first time in the history of
r
$7^500,000 for ^e Ostrers' shares of
the Acad , the complete slate of ot"
Gaumont-BrUish
the purficers was reelected for the corning
Sydney^
;
chase price, might be nearer to
Comptrolter
9
Ken Asprey, persona) attorney to year at the meeting, at which mem::
1^00,000.
Stuart Doyle ahd v.p. of
reater bers of the board of governors and
" Whether :th(? Max^ejlrOstxer- deal
Of
Universal, Speaks
Union Theatres sailed Thursday executive committees comprised the
has cracked o]pen the -world film
Hollywood, Oct. 27;
(22) for. Hollywood and ,New York electoral body,
trade remains to be seen.
Frank Capra reelected presi
A production record for this time
of Co. on -a dual mission for his xompanSome see this deal as ah expf es- of the year will be established if 52
ips.
He Mfill engage director and Howard Estabrook, Nathan Levi
frpm Britain of its determi > pictures' now being readied go be.... ion
acting talent in Hollywood for Cine- son. vice-presidents, Jane jMurfin,:
tion to march towards world domi Hollywood, Oct. 271
sound Productions in Sydney and secretary, Fred Leahy, treasurer*
fore, the cameras within the next 30
atidn'of. films. It is no secret that
Universal Picture sales jumped inyestigatff distribution tangents in Jacque Pierre, actor-producer
days;. A. lull generally sets in just
John Maxwell; personally; was. be- before
nearly $3,000,000 sd far this year over the U. S: for G.U.T. Twb companies tact, and Donald Gledhill,
the holiday season.
hind much: of the ioyalistic furore,
Fifteen 'films are scheduled to tee a similar period in 1935, according are allied under Doyle's presidency. secretary.
tendon which helped to kill the off this
In New York, Asprey's mission
week. Studios contributing to -statement by' J. P. Normanly,
Metro-GB-^Oth . Century deal originto the bumper schedule are Colum- studio cpmptrolleTi upon his return \vill again be two-fold. He will se>k
bia, 4; Metro, 2;.Pararnoun£, 7; JRadio, from conferences with j. cGheeverdnot only to flnd^an outlet for his
tjhe Maxwli-OstVCT deal"^ouW
Ciniespund pictUresrn the'U. S., but
11; Republic,. 9; :.20tli-Fox; 6; United. Cttwdin in N. Y.
standi, a?, it >'
Maxwell dominates Artists,
First, quarter, coming year, start- will seek sflme iridie product for
2; Universal, 5; Warners, 6.
? tfie^latg^
PIC
In three months front July l to ing, with fiscal period Nov. 1 will G.U.T. to distrib down under.
cinemas. .B^t;^''dp.$i^Q£..:d6Iniha^
the black due to, imDoyle
returned here after a
Sept. ,30, .Paramount and Columbia see studio i
production.
proved
production,
lengthy
elimination
of
visit
in
Europe
and
the
studios,
led
in
production of. films.
Hollywood, Qct. 27.
The " unexpiainable arigie "of " the
Former. Shipped 16 pictures, with waste and better quality product, u; S., where he -laid the groundWarners has tossed-a Spanish rev-*'
situation is that Maxwell should
He estimates 'My work for the deals which Asprey olution
Columbia .following closely with 15. Normanly sai
picture into the cycle started
transact the Ostrer deal in the face
Others in list aire: 20th-Fox, 13; Man Godfrey* wiil gross $1,500,000 is now expected to consummate.
Roy Chanslor is
by 20thrFox.
jtaf trade kno^ledgji. th^at tfie Ostrers
i
America and another $1,000,000
Universal and Metro, 11; RKO,
;
writing 'Love , Under. Fire,' which:
^6uI4!=
dfsppse^bf their o»r'n :GB
Republic, 8; Eirst National, 7; War- abroad. Picture has earned; $750,000
Bud Barsky will make lor WB.
; shires without consent of 20th .Cenners, 5; Hal Roach, 4; George Hirli- already and still in. first runs^
Recently Darryl F. Zanuck bought
^ury-JPox;.
Churchill Vice Michael
4hajt*$i
Maxwell man,
Cosmopolitan,
and Major vNormanly said there would^ibe no
H. R. Knickerbocker's news stories
^triade; ah offer to purchase the 20th
Pictures; Pickford-Lasky, Reliance, more writeoffs which, to datey'fotal'j
'to be made into .'The Fall of Al
Century^Fox shares <pt. GB stock,/ he
In
'Dominant Sex' cazar,' with the foreign correspond-r
and B; P. Schul- $600,000. In the slough group were
Samuel
Goldwyh
failed to make* sucbfa deal.
400 yarns listed at $1 each, 'one of
berg, one .each.
ent set to. come here to script.
- Officially, the mature of the.
ritish
In this period, 109 features were Which is now being sought for: $1001-:
London, Oct. 18.
banker influence back ,of Maxwellcompleted; an increase of 28 and 17 000, By end of October; studio will
Gertrude Michael is out of BIP's
bjstreV deal is undisclosed; .The Nahave
24
of
block
a
ot
42
pictures
fOr
Over the previous quarterly periods.
'Dominant Sex,' due to her illness in
tional Provincial is banker for Maxthe Season completed;
Nornjanly New York, but. "will sail later to take P.
for Sonja Henie
yell as well as the .Ostrers; and is
said; the total cost won't exceed by
up her contract at Elstree, where
y
known
have been eager to get
5% the original budget ^gure.
she. is tentatively slated to play opIn Re: 20th
vMa:^
Anather 'Sawyer' Ogle
posite
/
John Lodge
'Bulldog
National Bank, largest in America, is
*
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principal stockholder ot 20th Cen-

'

at Bay.'

after indicating to all concerned
that 20th-Fox must first, be reckoned

went on

%'ry-^bx. /
The Maxwell-Ostrer deal faces ad-'
frolfri Metro;
failure of the
is'' pefeV^dn atv the
.Ostrers to go : through with that
Metro-GB-20th Century, proposal.
'
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Hanline Rejoins Lasky

Hollywood, Oct.
Party Reaches
wood
Vacant spot in 'Dominant
Upon completion of her first picHollywood,
goes to Diana Churchill, who scored
tuire 'One In a Million,' for 20th-Fox
„
tn iMaurice Hanli
Warner writer, a screen hit'
sh
Hollywood, Oct. 27;
where she's under .contract,. Sonja
will joi
the Jesse Lasky unit now Bright,' and who played !Pl
the same
After testing several hundred lads producing*
Henie, skating champ, .will swi
a' sipries bf
ictufes* for role in the West End production..
for 'The Adventure of Tom Sawyer,' RKO.
around the U. S. and eastern Canada
Phillips Holmes, Romhey.
rent
Marshall Neilan and Harry' Maynard
Hanline formerly was story editor and Carpi Goodner are in the pic- making personal appearances.
have returned from the midwest to for Pickford-Lasky.
Route includes San Francisco,
ture.
report to David p. Selznick,
Portland, Seattle, Spokane, Chicago,'
William H. Wright, third member
Buffalo, New York,. Philadelphi
of the scouting party for a title, roler,
Boston and Montreal.

:

i

Kent sails back
Meantime Si
from London today (Wednesday),
.

'

.

W

|

.

•

to

New York

to confer

-"--ith

Katharine Brown, S-l eastern jtpry
editor, who has 150 possibilities.

Mary Maguire's Bow-In

Jolson ftests
Hollywood, Oct.

Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Mary Maguire, Australian actress,
recently tagged at Warners, will go'
into 'Love Begins,' as her initialer.
Hugh Herbert alsorset for film, upon
completion of 'Top of the Town'
at Universal.

27.

Slipping into town unheralded, A
Jolson went to the Cedars of
Hollywood,.,
Lebanon hosp for a> week's rest beB.
Schulberg is rushing two
fore starting 'From Bowery to Broad
stones for his producer's slate, at
way,' at Warners;
Paramount
•'

'

•

Tentative starting date
been
set for Tatter part pr November.

Ferdinand Bruckner is preparing
an untitled yarn for Sylvia $idney
and Marcus Goodrich is working on

another story.,
A second u it on Schulberg's 'A
Man. and. a. Woman,' under the direc
Hollywood,. Oct; 27.
Preparations are being rushed to tion of Yasha Frank, started work
get the Carole Lombard-Fred Mac last week.
Murray starrer, 'Swing High, Swing
Low' v(nee 'IVJbrnirig, .Noon and
Night?), into production by . JJoy, 2
Smith's Short Shorts
at Paramount. Others, cast. are DorHollywood,
27;
othy Lamour^ Charles Butterworth
Pete Smith will 'do a series of pneslhd Jean Dixon. Mitchell Leisen
reelers from short short mag yarns
^ill-;;direct.
at Metro.
Edgar Anderson, Leisen's assistant,
Initialer
will
'The
Grand
.has gone' to grab background shots
Bounce,' Liberty yarn. Marty Brooks
in the Canal Zone;
is writing the continuity. David Millei" will direct. Jack Chertok

ard's

Swingy
;

,

'•

.

,

:

:

Mark

vV

ducing.

Kelly Shifts
'

Hollywood, Oct.

:

.

.

;

-

Universal,
Bros.,

Paramount,

RKO,

w

,

'

Mark

their

lpsi

equalize

being unable to
with the profit

it

its

loss

Hayward^ adapted 'Begi
shown by the other. Because of this
set-up,, the various .picture corpora- from the novel by I. A. R. Wylie.

'

RKO

,

tions \.are combining' their several
subsi iaries Wherever possible, in
this way, losing sections of their corporate set-up will be at least
:

:

tially, offset

shown by other
will

•

sectors.

mean

'

1

'

27.

expressly for his wife; Lucille
ster

|

leason,

and their

Pater is how dickeri
way producers,

Web^

son, Russell.
ith

Broad-

Mamoulian Megs Dunne
Hollywood, Oct.

27.

Rouben Mamoulian has been set
by Arthur Hornblow, Jr.,
direct
.

'High,

Wide- -and Handsome,* Ir,ene

Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammer-

fits.

ther reason for combining subsid
companies is to escape new 10% tax
on intercorporate dividends. When
parent corporation has a number, of

^

stein

2d did the play.

;

'

'

Holly wood* Oct.
.

'

.

'

Gleason's Play

James Gieason; the actor, has written «r play* 'Lucy and David Lang,'
Obviously
.

a tremendous; saving. for
every picture company -'concerned.
The new federal, tak lawi: which is
applicable to all earnings for 1936, is
not collectible until the first of next
year,. Consequently, by
ing
.their', subsidiary
companies
a
few compact units, they will be able
tp trim the amount they might have
to pay in the U. S. treasury.' The
statute applies only to domestic .corit

Jimmy

by favorable showing*-

' :

X

Lillie

:

.

27.

Warner

20th Century^Fox' and
all other picture companies. With innumerable
owned sub1} 6 1 1 y
sidiaries are putting final touches on
sweeping programs of consolidation
that will effect enormous federal tax
savings. This policy by film conw
panies is the same that is being pursued by all major industrial firms "to
protect their Own interests and that
of stockholders.
.The new federal tax measure- for
bi
consolidating profit and -loss
figures; by .two-, jpr' niore different
wholly owned subsidiaries. -Thus a
subsid of Paramount Pictures might
show a handsome profit while another subsidiary firm of Paramount
might close the year with a. loss
nearly as great as the net gai
ported by the other.
Under this, new statute, the first
subsidiary firm must pay a graduated tax on its profits, the larger the
income, the heavier the tax. But
under ihis new law, there is no pro r
vision made for deductions 3s result of .the loss sustained' by the sec-

Republic's 'Great Walter!
Kelly, who quit his job as
sports of the L. A* Exam to write a
5dgar Allen,
singer who apScenario/at 20th-Fox, only td resign peared in 'The Great Waltz/ is with
subsidiaries,
this
tax,
every
When he finished it has gone to
Republic on a termer. Tested some ond subsid.
dividend declared by a subsidiary
V
ttiidfos,
time ago.
Consequently,
^
executives of film company, cuts deeply into total
"
Briskin has assigned him to
S.
Handled through Columbia Con- companies and bthetf dorpbVatiori's amount which
eventually goes to
v
do an uhtitted orig.
[feel 'that* they axa
I
the principal corporation.
...

-

I

.

'

BKO'S HECHT-M'ARTHUR PIC
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Ben Hecht and Charles MacArthur
have been signed by RKO to write a
screenplay on 'Gunga Din.'
Howard Hawks draws the
tion, Edward Small producing.
.

:

o

'

If R E

PI€

Washi

Nq

.

federal investigation into methods

by management

used,

Consoli-

Pre-Election

0; Blues as Yet

B.

dated Film Industries in rounding
to put over 'reorganization scheme loomed today (Tues-

up proxies

Expected that the heated preElection fever, with rati i
speeches,
would have af-

:

day);-

...

Obviously irritated
management's insistence on going ahead
with the financial overhauling without conferring with the Government,
officials of the Federal Securities

\

&

,

>

Exchange Commission hinted that
Consolidated may be put on the spot
and possibly refused the privilege of
having its securities traded oh na-

hold; their

to

meeting

-..

WB BIDDING VS.

at

rect statements, in allegedly misleading, letter descri ihg the financial
plan.
Despite hints of additional actions;.
S, E. C, was quick to concede that
Yates and "his associates so far have
violated no Federal statutes or rules.
"although firmly convinced the management's exposition of the reorganir
-aation program was deceptive," Com*
mish conceded it. has no evidence of
wrong-doing wliich would justify
punitive action a,t the moment.
Belief that Consolidated .has' hot
won a permanent victory oyer the
Commish was general. Considering
that the S, E; C, never before, has
been sufficiently worked up to issue
iling corpo^
public statement..
rate executives / against- whom' it

Federal Judge
rancis
Caffey
(N. Y.) has postponed the hearing
oh reorganization of the Roxy theatre until Nov, 13, upon the plea of
attorney Carlos Israels, of the downtown' firm of White & Case, which
represents the first mortgage bondholders' committee, of which Lewis
Pounds,, is chairman.
Judge Caffey also permitted the
Chester- Tipton committee,; representing around $350,000 / first mortgage bonds to. fee. an intervenor in
the situation.' Of the 350- bonds represented by. this, recently fbrined independent committee, around 50%
or more are figured to be on deposit
also with the Pounds committee.'
Apparently discussions between
the Pounds committee and prpspec-'
tive bidders of the property ,'are Under way.
_
.

.

•

.

.

.

.

•

.

.

could hot take, legal action, it was
Government- .b 6 d y
believed
would not quickly get over its feeling that Yates and the management
of Consolidated pulled a fast one on
•

,

their stockholders.

Public Hearing, Maybe
•A public hearing on the tactics
used to bring about ratification of,
the reorganization scheme is en-'
tirely probable. Before changing the
present securities and issuing newConsolidated must ask
ducats,
permission; to list the new
S. E.
paper' on national- 'exchanges. When
this application comesTin, the S. E. C.
could defer action until the proxy
battle had been thoroughly ven.

,

tilated,

The hotly-worded attack on Yates'
methods was a general surprise. No
hint had been given that the S. E.
Was dissatisfied with the means employed by the Consolidated prez ;to

C

pian until

is

was

issued.

Charging that the; company restockholders
to
with supplemental information to.
correct 'any misimpression' about
the financing moves, S. E. C. failed
to make* any formal accusations
against Yates or his associated.'. The
blast did note, however; that Comire that pleas
mish. regulations
.'false or misfor proxies contai
leading' assertions and. said that
'after study government officials believed certain of the statements in
Yates* letter might be misconstrued.
Started Oct. 8
'.Postponement of original stockcarded for Oct. 8
holders meeti
came after the S. E. C. registered
the Yates,
informal: objections

fused

circularize

'

.

-

:

'

communication,
disclosed.

Commish

announcement
also

revealed

(Continued on paeg 53)

at the Boat

.

1

them

into. theatres figures in this

almost paradoxical situation; It's
viewed. as such .because in numerous
reported localities, ,aJ hike in seating

per'

capacity

small' communities
produced an increase in

for

A

While action ds pending in opposing canips, on the pix-radio situation;
the policy adapted by one Cploradb
exhibitor promises to spread to other
H
f
sectibhs: of the U.* S1 Theatre^ manager in Canyon City.' regarded as an
ace exhib in the state, ha£ made it
plain that he will hot advertise a
player who does radio wojk.
The ^Colorado exhibitor has announced ^hat. he will devote ad space
-

,

to building'

up

artists

who

refrain

he views as a competitive branch ,cf
the amusement biz.

with Cpngress last week,
..

$2^500;;

and

Warner

Biros.

$2,500 for space in the volume. War-*
her-S^tanley theatres, of Philadelphia
also had a full jpage.:
While it is doubtful if any prose-ciition results,': since majority of the-

\>

:

.

Senate committee are-Dernpcrats, the

might be liable; if- the. inand the Justice ^Departof- space and"

•advertisers
yestigators

-

ment decide purchase
.

books

a violation of the election,
Statutes^ prohibit any f?oJiti-

is

laws.

cal ptjxty .from receiving, donations
to

dlsc6ji)ra.gfe

money-raisers "frorh
'

.black-jacking corppratiotis into he!
"

v\'

This hew move again emphasizes ing flnance^cainpai^
the angle well known in the industry; that a theatre manager to a

'

theatre, whether originally barren great extent may makje prlibreak-'a,
-store-rooms pr "hurriedly thrown; up star. Reason is that the t e^hjb^bv
silent houses,' that 'has caused .talker ^loes the great bulk 'of^dyertising of
engineers so many difficulties i:i " - films' and ' piayer^apprbximateiy
taining adequate sound.
95% of the coin .expended in this

activities.

.

he plugs ah .artist, he can
benefit him materially; and
versely, .the exhib js able, to "damage
his boxoffice draw by .playing 'down

medium.

In many instances, the more flagrant examples of this type of architecture are being supplanted with
'

.

modern

theatres.

If

FOR FDR'S
Washington, Oct 27.
* Joseph M. Sche^ick, leading Demo-

better,

"

.

,

cratic supporter in t]ie film industry,

Usurping the post held by Louis

is

.

'

B.-

Mayer

in

Hollywood.

leading political figure
.:.

With ^tembcrafs gunning for cash

,

,

'

'

.

.

Balaban-Spitz

&

:

¥

;

,

'

,

ZUKOR SCANS GUEST
FOR 25TH ANNI

«.•.

,

Up $105,000

tions...

Hollywood,

Spitz, president of RKO, ajso
oh just about the; same roustopping off here for vote duties
and then westward/for Coast survey.

Leo

.Net profit of Consolidated Film
Industries, Inc.. for the quarter, ending Sept. 30 showed
increase of
mpre than $105,000 over the preceding quarter. The net profit was
$290,282 for the Sepetmber quarter
as against $185,024- in trie preceding
quarter.
•

due

in.

tine,

GN'S RKO, E.M. LOEW,

OTHER PRODUCT DEALS

.These earnings for. the last quarivvy '.require-,
ments" on the preferred and repreGrand National- has closed with
sent earnings of 17c. per common
Greater N. Y.
share. The September net profit for the RKO circuit
for all houses to play half of the
1935 was $345,362;
The. net profit for nine months company's product. Also negotiatter cover $2 annual

$776,290. equal,
after preferred divvy requirements,
to 33c per common share. This compares with $623,019
42c a, common share in first ni
months of
'

York

dozens

or. of'

from appearing on broadcastsf which from, business firms and are intended-

large percentage of these houses
designated as needing to be replaced
are of the old type,- with, the; long
and harrow, auditorium, and with a
high screen. . It
this ; variety of
.

.

revealed Loew's paid $5,000;' Para-

mount

'

:

is

page and up

tee, .filed

.

Some idea,,
the: amount of feconstruction work and hew; building
new being considered, projected or
actually begun; "is contained in a recent survey. This revealed- that of
15,000 film houses in use in the U. S.,
between 3,000 and .4,000 are 25 years
old or- more.
Report showed that
-these theatres were iii such condition
that they either should be radically
remodeled, wrecked o;r replaced by
modern ones. more adapted for talking picture projection.

A

Cam p aig n

- v
copies of the tbme.
Record of the Democratic conynit-

IN HIS

;

^

Con. Net

-'

.Expenditures
giving
Xo list of
individuals and concerns which contributed to the $150,000 profit, on the
program venture. Host of nationally .known organizations are listed as
purchasers of either space at $2,500

.

;

Wallis. has come to N'^w
to rneet .j/L. Warner; when he; 1935.
;viyes from Europe today. (Wed.).'
Ati

Hal

panies were bludgeoned into buying
space or. copies of the 400-page
publication issued in connection with
the Philadelphia convention, the

Committee

;';
the star..'
Aside, from, improved . conditions;^
With this attitude cropping out and
highways make- the theatres
veteran theatre directors known to
available
larger
surrounding,
to
a
Ait; indications, p^pint t»' 20th
regard present star .airwave appear*
tury-Fox having the inside on the population. Thus a city of 4,000 may ances as a Irhenac'e to the general,
draw from surrounding population of
situation*, with Warners as runners^
boxoffice* economic phases of the'
12,00"0 .or more.
up,' The Warners are understood to
issue currently .seeny ' to, offer the
be making a double play for the
-most promising solution. \ If radio
property
by bidding not > only
broadcasts tend to hurt picture playthrough , a downtown brokerage
er's' boxoffice an,d, exhipitors fail tp
house, but additionally may be allied
go for the same percentages 6n their
with Shapiro, Haring
Bluipenthal,
feature's, some industry observers -be-.
of. the French Casino (Broadway)
matter of time
lieve it will, be only
cafe; The Century (A. H. Schwart)
until studios" will begin to question
Chain also is angling for a bid on
the stars' current salaries.
the property.
There is no 'intention of crimping
Prospect of final adoption of the
when; .the
exhibitor
advertising
Roxy. reorganization plan by Nov.
recognizes the'.capability -of 'a star on
15 seemed certain when Israels told
the air. In these casgs^ where it is
the Court that the only thing holdknown that Tadio work enhances a
ing up the. plan is a final, appraisa)
player's boxoffice appeal, no exhib
of the lease of the theatre lobby,
would stupidly boycott on advertiswhich is partly owned, by the Hotel
ing.
Taft. Judge Caffey directed that the
completed plan be filed with him
Barney Balaban, president of Paron or before Nov; 15 when he indi* amount, is due in town, around Nov.
cated he would pass final judgment 1. Coming in to register his vote hi
'6h.it.the national and local election. Will
of
then* head westward for ah
LIST
the Paramount Coast studio, .opera?

ended Sent. 30 was

Warder

'.

Senate

:

.

East to Meet

laws' prohibiting business firms from
making contribution's to political
parties- have .lieen violated.
Following 'charges 'that "ig com-

.

.

.

Democratic Natibtfiil Committee are
being probled in connection with ah
investigation to determine whether

.

customary
bverseating.
Fact that people have <money to
spend and need only the incentive Of
a new. theatre or remodeled house to

-

obtain backing for
the 1,800-word blast

.'

Washington, Oct. .27.
Expenditures by three film, corporations for advertisements
campaign handbook' issued' by.

'

regular patronage.

.ponement of the session or to cor-

.

Par has scheduled a board meeting

Reconstruction work, remodeling;
and new building. in virtually every
section of the country is not bringing

.actually has

to order further p6st T,

al.,

;

...

.

Yates, et

with its third -quarter earn?
ings report than most, companies, expectations are that Paramount'? net
for the three months ended Sept. -30
will be revealed, tomorrow .(Thurs.).

'

which the reorganization .scheme
/was approved; Sensational S: E. C.
action was prompted by refusal of
•

Tkr&

for the afternoon; arid' will probably
ird" quarter statement
release the
after the close of the market.

MANY OLD HOUSES

get
torrid blast

President Herbert J. Yates of
Consolidated, Thursday (22) on the
the," investors'

regardless.

be expected.

"'

The Commish loosed a
at

'of

own

Par's Statement

r

threats * of.

.

VARIETY

Face-Liftmg, Reconstruction
and General Theatre Remod e 1 i ng Paradoxically
Up* the B.O. in Many
Instances

...

Between .now and Nov.
marked drop-off, however, is

:

eve

'

.

tional stock exchanges. No definite
decision has been reached yet about
taking further steps to force Consolidated execs to bow to the will of the

Federal agency;

fected the boxoff ices more than,
id, .but
far business
nationally is not "bad.
On the whole, the grosses are
average; no particular slump,
but also no socks. Sole exceptions are the standout pictures
which, as always, more, than

S

.

'

GN

pictures in
ing to spot
aters throughout the U. S.

deal
this

RKO

the-

Another

made by Grand National puts
new company's pictures in E.,M.

Loew.;. houses in Bostonrounding territory!

and sur-

.

gufes are after usual deducFernand' Grayet, under .personal tion, for charges, and federal taxes.
contract to Mervyn LsRoy, now pro- However, no orbvision was made for
"'
ducing for Warners, is a member of .Federal
s'U't
on VundWtv.'buted
the
profits for the last quarter, this year.

Aside from the Butterfleld circuit
in Michigan and S. J. Gregory chain
in

.

IlU

'
,

GN

is

now

negotiating

with the Skouras' interests and FoxWest Coast on product deals.

'

!

itals of

One

'Champagne

Paramount

in

with the four months'
drive in. honor of
Adolph Zukor, Will be day-ahd-date
release in numerous, world's capitals
Waltz-,'.
'Champagne
Gladys
of
Swarthout starrer.
Late in January picture will simultaneously open pre-release engagements in New York, London.
Paris, Berlin,
ienna, Stockholm,
Oslo,
Copenhagen, Rome, Tokio.
Buenos Aires*, Rib de Janeiro, Mexico
City,
Capetown, Sidney and
other world metropolises.
connection

silver

jubilee

,

.

•

,

port from Democratic TTa.t}ohai:Commiftee to- ^Coijigress; Saturday 1(24 >
revealed 40fl(» Ceiltiiry-Fpx exec had
1

handed over;, $15^000 ;tdwar<t. JWew
Deal campaign .costs.. pnly \ three
,

.

bigger checks.
;

JJenios';,

by

'

-vCere.

dra'wA for' the

mdividua;fs;-

Hbllywood,acfc 27.
Joseph M. Schenck. ..head Qt iOih*
own dUimg'rdbm.JhiS
own, chief and his own waiters3t the
studio, but he' goes. hpih^ every noon

Fox;, has his

for his lunch,
He has to get the proper number
of calories. He's showing rapid imr
provement. and -is expected soon, to

be

on.

normal

rations.

G. R. Rogers Btisf SKctf
V^Charies

R.

production

Rogers,*

chiettal^ °t Vniversal, is in- N. Y.
new talent lined, up in the
east and to inspect books and .plays
tentatively chosen by _,the eastern
story department. On" Nov. 2, he
wiU meet Herbert Wilcox, head of

look over

:

production for Uhivereal abroad, and
go. over plans lor picture making i
England^ ;this season,
Wilcoxi .who jnanages
ritish Dominion, tJ's European production interests, will bring in Anna Neagle,
English actress, with him. While i
the east, Rogers will spend the two
weeks preceding Wilcox's arrival,
looking at new Broadway legiters.
;

Waltz.'

of the plans of

biggest contributors to President
Jloosevelt's political w^rcheiif; 7. Re-

OpU VI.

\ With a distinguished group of
guests to be brought together* to celebrate his 25 years in the picture
business, Adolph -Zukox' is evincing
much personal interest in the l|3t for
his birthday dinner Jan*. 27.
•feature of inaugural fbr Paramount's Silver Jubilee program in
his honor, Zukor will give signal for
simultaneous premiere in world cap-

.

to, •finance; 'the pajriPaiKh* Sejsenck*
stahds Qut, prominently as .bneiTof the

-

Friedman Aides Briskin
Hollywood, Oct. 27;
Phil Fried hian, formerly casting
director at Fox and Universal studios, and more recently produc'tioit
assistant to. Jesse L Lasky, has be*
come an exec assistant to S. J.
Briskin at Radio.

'
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inside

But Percentage Looks Out as a General Thing—
Can't Buy Two Films Per Program and Also
Wprry About Sharing Terms, Say Theatres
Oct
With

NW

town

swinging into
double features right down the line
despite

the

protests

of

the

the new 1936-1D37 contracts. When
there were no twin bills^ the exchanges here managed to get a certain number of their specials on. a
"percentage basis, in spite of the general .yelping of the exhibitors against
these deals.
Last season the exhibs even went so far as to. boycott
Metro product in protest against
this distributor's rental and sharing-'
arrangenient demands, with the boy-»

.

Spot

Minneapolis, Oct. 27.
W. A. Steffes, owner of the
World, loop first-run house, a
Landon supporter, is in a; tough
spot He bought 'The President's Mystery,' but he -doesn't
want to show it now because he
feels it's loaded with New Deal
propaganda, and would be a
plug for .President Roosevelt
But if he waits until after elec;

ALUED'S CAMPAIGN

VS.

inde-

pendent neighborhood exhi itors, it
has brought' about the practical
elimination of percentage pictures on

Steffes'

;

-Federal Judge Bohdy has granted a 30-day delay
"the proceeding;
by the Irving Trust Co., as trustee of RKO, to compel RKO td
off the balanceof $750,000. due on the company's secured (Chemical),
notes. Postponement granted on plea of Attorney Rickaby, of Simpson,:
Thacher
Bartlett, counsel to the "company, and means, next hearing if
around. Nov. 23.
Hope was expressed at hearing that company's reorganization plan em*
bodying possible clarification Of all issues in situation, would be complete^
by "that time.
instituted

pay

:

% AND HIGH TERMS
-Minneapolis/ ;Oct. 27.

.

But because he privately be-

The Criterion, N.. Y., has eliminated previews of hew pictures the eve*
ning prior to their regular opening date, after doing this with house's first
Henceforth, pix will get initial showing on Wednesday,
mornings, the change xlay.
x
The preview habit has been encouraged by the Paramount, Roxy an4
Rialtb in the thought that the final night of the old picture is bolstered
When the succeeding attraction is tossed in the same evening at the regular

.•

'

two bookings;

in

',

*

admission,

mum

'

.

,

lieves Roosevelt will emerge thev
victor he has decided to wait

only being called off when different individual exhibitors, Kane
Loew's came into town and started declares that any exhibitor who,
to build houses in the nabes where after reading his analysis of the survey,, permits himself to be talked
the boycotting was thickest.
cdtt

&

tion and Landon is elected,
box-office value of the
will be considerably reduced.

Northwest Allied States, independent exhibitor organization, has
declared a new warfare on percentage'^ alleged excessive product terms
and preferred playing time demands:
S. D. Kane, executive secretary, calls
upon theatre owners to show some
''guts* and fight for their 'rights.'
Claiming that all the film companies doing .business out of Minneapolis/ makes 'different deals' with

M

In view Of the many reports concerning Norma Shearer, Nicholas
Schenck has been moved to make a statement about the star. He declares
Miss Shearer is still gravely, ill and the 'the pictures prepared for her by
the late Irving Thalberg will.be held in abeyance until she is well enough
and able enough to discuss them with Us.'
Colncidentally came ;a: statement by Louis B. Mayer in Hollywood that
Norma Shearer, is. gravely ill from bronchial pneumonia, which caused the
death -ot her husband, Irving Thalberg. Metro's studio head announced
that pending her complete recovery, all production plans for pictures to,
star her have been temporarily suspended.

HG LONE EXCEPTION

MONOPOLIZE TOWN;

Sttf—Pictures

ims something of a record run of
C. L. Jackman, San. Diego exhibitor,
hard luck.J He booke'd' 'Marihuana' for his newly opened \Sunerba theatre,
but coppers closed it three days later. He then snapped up a film in Lo$.
Angeles, but the firm bailed to ship. He motored to L. At but wrecked hlii
car. He borrowed another and returned to the border city. Same night
erstwhile name in westerns was booked for p^a. After the performance
the sowboy went on a binge and was tossed into the hoosegow.
•*

_.'.

:

.

'But this year the exchanges are into an 'unfair and; unprofitable deal
content to settle for double features, on 'harsh terms' has only, himself to
and all figure that the additional blame.
volume of business will make up for
the elimination of the percentage
deals oh the big flickers.
Better prospects of realty values
About the only exchange getting Keith Corp. Net
being improved in Greater Nv Y.
any percentages at all is the Metro
year hasity within' the
office, which is insisting upon and
$400,000 Over
obtaining contracts which contain
interest .in
prompted cbnsi
fqur pictures at 40% on the new
,1he possibilities of bond issues deK-A-0
Net,
season's releases.
The rest of the
pendent on theatre properties.' Most
exchanges are practically, barren of
sharing- pictures,' though here and
Net profit
B. P. Keith Corp. prominent in point of activity in the
there one or two of the distributors, and subsidiaries for the .39 weeks last week include Roxy Theatre
may be able to snare one or two ended Sept 26 topped the same 6%%' notes and* first mortgage 6%%
flickers on a. percentage -clause.
period in 1935 by nearly $400,000.
bonds, United. Artists theatres'- liens
It Was the distributors demand -for Net fqr_th$ 39 weeks this year to^iatur4ay andj. Sunday dates^fcrhich talled $JS31£42 as againsti$i76,753 in and Metropolitan Theatre^robli
t:
killed vaude but of many of the mid- the preceding yeaT. The net profit tions.
west^ theatres, since tiie exhibs for the full year ended, on the SepGreatest interest was reported
wouldn't go on the nut for the vaude tember date Was $819,743 after all
show -while giving up 3540*% of the charges. Company's report made concentrated in'UA bonds, with the
into -new high
'
prices.
gross for the flicker.
note of the fact that no provision has ,bi
been made for the surtax on undis- ground with i the past .10 days.
tributed profits in compiled stateirected to
Attention has been

:

.

Up

•

:

:

When Governor Landon visited Los Angeles recently Republican can^**
paigners kept phones ri ing constantly on the studio lots trying to get A
batch of gladhanders for the presidential nominee. Most of those calleigi
were too busy to visit Landon downtown. Previously, when Colonel KnosL
Laindon's' running mate, visited L. A. Harry Chandler, of the L. A..Timej
tossed a luncheon for Southern California publishers, but there were iO
many vacant chairs that .employes were' called in to fiB-the seats.

;

1

.

.

;

''

'

Richard Sherman's *Yoii All Want Something,' Satevepost inside yarn oo>
Hollywood (fiction) caused a bit of an upheaval among the picture peopli,
Sherman, a contract writer at 20th-FOx studio, is a comparative neW«
comer to filmdom. He wrote 'To Mary—With LoveV and was brought Uf,
the Coast by Darryl-F. Zanuck to script the yarn. 20th-Fox has optio$
on Shermah's film rights and consequently his current story may be m~adf

'

into

icture...

a-

'

'

•

•

.

1

:

Paramount studio last week when several mem*,
hers of the publicity staff were absent for one reason or other.: A unit man
did a yarn and put it on Kenneth Whitmore's desk, Whltmore was ill and
the unit man was Substituted, so he edited his copy arid sent it to Tenr$
De Lapp* news chief in the meantime, thej unit man -moved into tM
ment
ROxy'
because of possibility planting .spot. Eventually his own story came thtoUgh for planting. H#
Keith profit before depreciation
proceedings may peered at its twice and tossed it into the wastebasket
and income taxes, was $1,065,828 for that present 77-B
•'

'

-

Novel situation arose

at

,

'.'

,

'.

;

'

with new operatives
Archie Mayo saysVhe prevailed on Warners to let him make: 'Blacks
Besides the natural enirectiott
Legion', and at no time did he seek to avoid full credit for its
hancement
realty values along
nor ask "for special press interviews. Mayo contends he never showed;:
ickrup' in re- slightest fear of the Detroit mob, -cither: before or after the court triaL
with, other property,
that, totalled $10.35 per preferred
subversive
share for the 39 weeks ending on ceipts arid trend towards higher ad- and believes the picture is an important indictment against
for its direction.
"Sept 26. Net profit for this period missions -all are influencing present un-American propaganda and that he will be fully credited
amounted to $666,080, against only interest in theatre bonds.
For first time in years Metro will go outside the studio with a Greta
$172,114 in the 39-week period in
Garbo picture. Just where the 'Camille' troupe will pitch is -being kept 4
1935 when the per share earnings -on
secret by Director George Cukor, who wants absolute privacy for: thf
ihejpreferred amounted to only $2.67. Annapolis Refuses Sale
Swedish star. Not even the players knew where they're headed for. AlsO
The company earnings for the
srieak location jaunt, most such treks being attended by heavy
soon be

the 39 wefeks against $688,436 in the
same period in' 1935.
Keith-Albee-Orpheum Corp, and
subsid ' companies showed earnings

lifted

in control.

.

Detroit,

Oct

27.

.

Pinal touches are being put on the
Widening of "Woodward Avenue, $
project which has cost the "Fox
vaudfllmer more ; than. $75,000 in
grosses during the. past six months.
Although street repairs past house
has cut into the b.o. more heavily
during various stages of the widen-

the 7% cumulative preferred
which 64,304 shares now are
outstanding. The profit before depreciation rand income taxes was
$1,371,558, against $818,829 in comparable 39 weeks of the previous
year.

to.

trek through the debris

,

«n Police Commish-Showmau,
L. M. Rubens, Robbed

And to make matters worse
there's no way Pox can get restitu
tion for damage.

Oct
M. Rubens,

Joliet,

Police Commissioner L.

Post-Cooper

Newsreel companies were falling
over each other at Naval Academy,
Annapolis, when they learned that
the Acad had complete film coverage
Of the. Navy-Yale game, played in
Balto on. Oct. 17. All the companies
had, taken reelage at gridder, but all
had missed footage on the 'accidental' kick
of loose ball by Larry
Kelley, Yale's left end /and capt.,
which turned tide of battle and, enabled Old Eli' to eventually wi
The kick was hot topic all oyer
country last week among football
addicts, and so newsreels* descended
on Annapolis and commenced bidding for buys Of shot Navy refused
to even listen to offers, though did
show newspaper and newsreel men
the film.
Understood that Navy
turned down' offers, which would
have meant national showing, be
cause deemed such a sale unsporting
.to Yale.
That reason prompted by
fact the kick did not look at all 'ac-

Stock, of

Manager Dave Idzal figures the
averaged weekly loss was between
$4,000 and $5,000. Despite tophotch
attractions generally, patrons
street.

Baltimore, Oct. 21.

on

ing,

fused

Of Navy-Yale Grid Pix

which elided on Sept 26,
totalled $897,039, or $13.95 per share

fiscal year,

owner

Wed

of.

Joliet

and his

theatres,

winter home robbed and ransacked
while he and his. family were on the
"

Hollywood, Oct .27.
Coast
Guy Bates Post and Lillian Kemble
Loss estimated at several thousand
Cooper, both stage and" screen playdollars..
ers, were married Oct. 26 in Las
Vegas, Nev; Post's first wife suicided after killing a woman friend.
Bride's first mate. Louis Bernheimer,
Easo.
ppet and writer, leaped to his death
Hollywood,
from a hotel.
Post gave his age as 56; bri
Warners •has moved
35.
Reeves
Epson Aip from westerns to direct
"The Trial Horse.' His work on certain sequences of The Charge of the!
Sherriff,
Light Brigade,' won the elevation.
Hollywood,. Oct.
-'Horse' will feature Barton- MacR. Ci Sherriff, British playwright Lane, June Travis
Wayne
under contract to Metro, and who Morris;
rhad been working on one of Irving
Thalberg's British productions, arrived on the Coast last Friday (23V
OODBABB'S 2 FIX
Edwin Knopf, Metro's' scenario
„
Paulette Goddard will star in both
head, accompanied Sherriff ,froriv
of the Charlie Chaplin productions
Manhattan.
to be turned out this season for
United Artists, first of which Will
be an original by Chaplin himself.
Par's 'Exclusive' Cast
No title has been selected for it as
Hollywood,
yet.
Jean Arthur, Fred MaCMurray and
The other picture, to be produced
Charles Buggies get top spots in 'Ex- late in the Spring, will be 'Regency,'
clusive/ Which Al Hall will direct at from the novel.
Miss Goddard, in
Paramount
New York for a brief stay, has reJohn C> Moffit .wrote the. original. turned to the Coast
'

]

WB

Up.

.

.....

•

.

.

Universal talent scouts will invade northern California
for likely talent for the five leads in 'The Road Bark,'
find any candidates among the 150 locals lensed, studio
over the rah-rahs. Sylvan Simmons, U's Daniel Boone,
week accompanied "by a studio press agent It's all been
little

college

campuses

After failing to
decided to check
heads north next
done before with

success.

Carl Buettner, erstwhile art director for Fawcett publications on tha
Coast, landed a job with the Walt Disney Enterprises, in unique fashion.
Buettner didn't have an 'in* with Disney so he took a day off from
duties and mapped out a sheet of funnies, in color, utilizing all the Disney,
characters. He disguised himself as 'The Big Black Wolf seeking a job on
the animation staff. Result a three-year pact for himself

A Hollywood parachute stunter for ptcUires recently ^couldn't make tht
grade and the location company had to return to the lot without shooting
a foot of film: Jumper usually gets himself a few, snifters before going
aloft, but on this particular day he was too well fortified to get off th«
ground.
(

some retakes on 'The Lest Horizon'" at Columbia
with Walter Connelly playing the part of the Lama. Ronald Colman play?
Opposite, previous scenes were made with, Sam Jaffe. Upon assembli
fmal print Caprk will make a selection based upon necessary condensations

Frank Capra

is set

for

'

of the cutting of the

fl.ial

print.

Leon Schlesinger, cartoon producer, celebrated 14th anhi of his
in Hollywood Oct 22. He has been a cartoon impresario six years,
cartoons released through Warners. He arrived on the Coast ?
manager for Agfa.

Especially worked up were the
Balto theatres.
Local Hearst raj*.
News-Post offered any theatre ith.
newsreel shot,. of the kick one full
page of pictures with plenty, copy

hew igh in benefits last week when he appealed
Coast Latter in additio'n to his radio and film
work. Comic put in appearance for the YMCA, YMHA, Hadassah Society,
San Francisco Community Chest and the Anti-Nazi League.

•

.

;

:

first

publicity splurges-

cidental,' as called, by officials, when
viewed on celluloid. 'Navy wanted
incident closed quickly as possible,
and Would make no statement to
press as to what was own reaction.
:

Knopf West

marks

;

-

Eddie. Cantor created a
for five charities on the

and build-up to boot Sheet made
much ado about incident after game
was ever. Such offer from news-

A New

Worry

paper was, greatest newsreel subject
Minneapolis, Oct
ever afforded here, hence thea'tres'
anxiety to get their respective news- , Local night spots and theatres get
reels to obtain" the shot of Kelley's a bad break next weekend when
fast, footwork.
Minnesota and Northwestern football
Reason Navy happened to have the teams, both undefeated, tangle in
film is that all its grid games are Chicago Saturday (31).
More than
lensed from kick-off to whistle. Later 11,000 tickets tor game, or one-fourth
are unspooled for teahv With some of field's capacity, have been sold
stuff slow-motioned, to enable coach- here.
ing staff to graphically point out
Exodus .by train, auto and airplane

:Bjeckc3e;

ami Comiaily

P^p WB 'Abk'Dances

-

",

...

players* mistake*.

<

Will taike

away

city's beist spendeTs.

Hollywood, Oct 27.
Busby Berkeley jmd Bobby Con*
nolly will stage and direct specialty
numbers in Warners 'Ready, Willing
and Able.' Ray Ehrlght is directing
the story.
Cast toppers are Ruby Keeler,
Ross Alexander and Louise Fazendai*

r
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Dysart Acquires Skouras'

MPTOA
icatidns

;:insi

featm-es Qf

some,

are.

adopt

all

program

of

will

distributors

oiajor

10-point

Plan Will Be Okayed
Singer's N. 0.

New

icture Theatre Owners"

the Moti

Cham

Orleans, Oct. 27.

A string, of neighborhood and subwith
America while some
urban theatres is planned here by
ros., Mprt H. Singer, controlling
tjtxe lone exception of Warner,
both the
„will accede to some of the points. Liberty .and Orpheum in this city.
He may go as far as Gretna,
TJThile these expectations are based
Harvey and Westwego, small towns
to What extent
information
across; the Mississippi river from
;at this
the companies will
New Orleans.

Trio

'

;

.

'

.

1

;

F-WC Takes F&M's

Assets
K. Sidney, Loew Theatre
prises, Inc., were sold Thursday (22)
Exec, Who Operates. StaHollywood, Oct.
to Thomas N. Dysart, chairman of
For-West Coast is closing a deal
tion WHN, N.Y., Works
bondholders' committee for Ambasfor we takeover, of three Fanchon &
Out New Twists on Cook- Marco
houses in Los Angeles. Spots sador, New Grand Central and Mis*
Dysart took
ery Angle—*8O0 Paid Ad- considered opposition" are the Balr souri.
boa, Mahchester and May fair.
missions at 10:30 A.M* oh .Mike Marco recently unloaded two" properties of company at public sale
conducted on steps of Civil Courts
Salt Lake City houses on F-WC.
Second Broadcast
.

of

.

:

Skouras
building by Nelson Cunli
trustee:
His bid offered to pay 6c.
bn the dollar on $4,237,3l7 'general
claims against the Skouras company,
besides assuming irt' f ull- $12,762 preferred claims against company and
$35,000 admi istration expenses. Sale
is subject to approval by Referee in

;

MPTOA

thne, in

Circles

ulti-

program with
excluding the recalcitrant

entire

tri

,

.

WB, may be

obtained.
to consider'
of the proposals contained in
ipd L. Kuykendall's sales reform
platform, but all other: majors, including Republic, which is not a
member of the Hays office, have not
only discussed the program at length,
vjbut have actually indicated they are
on the verge of rendering their decisions' as to what they, can do; The
Identity of those companies which
are favorable to adoption of all 10
points in Kuykendall's. program is
not revealed, but reported on inside
that: all are receptive' to organization
6f local conciliation boards and to a
v ininimum r unconditional cancella-

Warners has ^refused

'

SCHOOLS BUY

front oh

tnatelyA.hoped that

the

is

BAK-GT STATES

..

.

:

<

tion

.indivi
id. stations have, handled thkm with considerable. shdwfnanship,\ it is believed that
New .York, has
opened
^prouocatiwe possibilities
with its new stunt at the Ziegfeld

submitted by the
JMEPTOA last spring. Several of the
points in the exhibitor organization's
4,0-point slate' are takeh care of
J'utomatically if conciliation boards
re set; up, such items including .protectioi^
cut-rate competition and
Qverbuying.
Distributors are understood favorJug the conciliation board plan because it will aid in settling disputes
.

:

buyer which
w een
/
Otherwise;/ may mean / suits and re-,
v The
sultant
costs!.
conciliation
boards, .'under; tjhe. plan, would>;try,
to get two, parties together to work
put' problems voluntarily;
It could
jhbt force decisions,- but: a unique
fh^ner of- giving the' conciliation
.'

'

."

..'

'

.

.

.

•

:

.

'

boards arbitration
been
/suggested .ytrttnd.ut dangler of ihcur'
rihg lipgal troubles.
scheduled. to reach
\ Kuykendall is
Ne^iv York Fridaiy (30). to follow up
1

:.

i

.

three months United
least -seven
Artists Will
N. Y. .Borrowing from his
experience as a theatre pictures, or about half of what -the
showman, Louis K. Sidney, boss of company normally made, for many
WHN, has made a regular- film the- years; At this rate, it will be repreatre-type presentation of. a .cooking
sented on release almost to the same
program .and by broadcasting from
other majors,
the stage of a film theatre .gives extent as ahy
which
for years have turned out a
radio
glamoirqus
setting
at
the'
a
and
$2,500,000.
This.
been uniform same time the theatre a chance to larger number of films.
both in the', metropolitan spots and improve its gross since admission is
UA's releasing plans: for Novemin the smaller, towns .'of Illinois and strictly cash.
ber, December and January call for
Indiana.
Chicago itself has been
Possibilities are suggested by the
the following, with* possible" addirunning far ahead of 1935 or. 1934, results of the first two theatre tions now not scheduled:
with the .loop and riab'es finishing a broadcasts... First week one 'of the
.'Come and Get It,'. 'from Sam
tremendously profitable, summer and participating sponsors
bought a Goldwyn, for. release Nov) ; 'Garearly fall season. During the months block of 300 seats. Second week the
den of Allah,' (Selznick-intemaof July, August, September :and Board of Education of New- York
tiohal), Nov. 25; 'Rembrandti* Alexearly October, the B.&K.. spots were :City bought 300 admissions a£ box
ander Korda British-made, Dec. 4;
nearly 10tt%
of last' year's office prices (25 c) ..
Goldwyn's 'BeloVed- Enemy/ Debt -25;
pace.
In effect, the theatre gets an extra 'You Only Live Once/ first" from'
early morning show. At the second- Walter* Wahger, Jan.
'History is
broadcast ' there 'were 800. in the Made at Night" (Wahger), Jan, 15
house at 10: 30 a.tn.]
and 'A Star is. Born' (S-I)i Feb. 1.
G.O.H.,
"theatre,

extensive

.

.

.

.

-

_

torriv 6f ebfttr^ct

^bet

WHN;

Katz-Great States cir
cult of theatres is winding up its
most profitable 12-month period in
niany years. Should the circuit finish the year, at. its present pace, it
will shOwia profit of from $2,250,000

and jpush
announcements oh new. sales poli-

v^atter$\v;X^.:.^ ^.isfribvitors

.

,

•'

;

•

;

;

'

ST.

Talker Jerked

:

A' fusion" of radio,; cookery

When

Mm, was
'

..

;

.

'

1

1

'

..

.

'

.

-

.

.

.

.

will be retained.
which
cheeked chef, in full regali
has. been on ithe down-: is duplicated in the costumes of Don
grade for some time.
intention Albert's orchestra. .To ,one side a'
is to" make house
.first class sub- dinner table is set with fiower.s arid
sequent run site.
ideset-ups for the muiichers.
New owners "are at present debat- drapes dress - the whole thing up
ing, the policy to be pursued in the neatly.
Miss Alien herself appears
neighboring
Proctor's in 23d in stiff black taffeta. Visually Maesstreet:. ..Latter has been only -com- tro Sidney has built up his radiopetition for GlO.H. in that territory stage show, with beaucoup color.
and may now switch to follow
Broadcast last week (21) had- an
G.O.H.'s runs, combined with lesser acrobatic baby bedecked
napfilms. Also being considered is the kin performing somersaults in the
abandonment of the 23d street house, spot light. This got many ohs and
although decisions on. both matters ahs from> the mothers out front. An..

House

.

HKO

/

American

Ger m a h> in a d e
jerked by the 55th

•.N..Y.

'

its

premiere

ight

number of protests, had
been received from, various organi(23); after a

zations because
background.

the film's Nazi

KINCEY W1LBY DICKER

'

.

,

RKO

'

.

are still pendi
This is the; first alteration oh the.
Theatre, managed by Martin Lewis theatre since completed in 1869 after
and Herman Weinberg, claimed that four years in the maki
New.
it had no knowledge of the picture's York's
theatrical: center: was then
but had been led to believe located in that section of the town
it was actually French.
Picture is and. house, was one of the town's ace
being
istributed by David Brill. variety and legit theatres. With
Ufa; producer of the
al- other changes in that district, theatre
though having a distri
ice slowly degenerated into cheap nabe
ijv New
orfc and generally Adistrib^ Class. District is, being slowly rebuilt
uting all its German language pic- as better type
residential district.
; figured an outside distributor
Hope is to attract patronage from
Sould do better with the film, there nearby London Terrace setticmeii
ad been no mention of Ufa in the and also to inspire increased buildids or publicity on the film, com- ing and improvements.
pany's regular French name, AUifhee Cinematographi
being used
istead for credits.
Orig
Both the Joint Boycott Council
Hollywood, Oct, 27.
and the NonrSectarian Anti-Nazi
League protested to the theatre on
Joseph Schrank, New York' playthe booking .and got no results for wright, is at Warners writing screen
Several days, On Friday the Coun- play
is
stager, 'Larger Than
cil arranged, to picket the theatre Life,'
in collaborati
Ben
and had placards made for the pur- Grauman Kohn,
pose.
That convinced the LewisSchrank previously coll abed with
.Weliiberg management and -film was Phillip
Dunning on 'Page Miss
jerked.
Glory/

other guaster v/as'.a woman educator.
On: top°of this the choice dessert concocted before the housewives' eyes
chiffon 'cream cake
la
.was
stage, cooking was
Myrna Loy,
labeled a cafeteria spree, suitable for
Sunday evening snacks.
;

.

X

.

,

Schrank Mends

.

,

Microphones

the stage to- pick up all the chatter.
Players,,
There's a 'skit'by the
plus numerous singing stanzas by a
then Albert's 'musical
'quartet,
'Home'
Such
numbers.
'Just a Song^ at
Sweet Home*
Twilight' are samples of the musical
essayed
motif. A chef .character,
cleverly by Charles Premac, conveys
the ultra-Frenchy -cuisine halo. A

WHN

:

&

Koplar opened bidding
on dollar, went, up to 5l(4c,
but withdrew upon Dysart's offer.

jsanization.

at

,

.

4c;'

Also present at sale was

I.

B. Ferl-;„

man, attorney, who said he was representing Arthur Green of the Merchants & Manufacturers Finance.
-

At conclusion of
Co. of Chicago*
^ale Perlman told RAferee* Hope he
had not made bid- because he. had.
not; had sufficient, time 'to investigate \
;

.

;

1

;

-

assets: .being sold ^nd-. asked fojr op<-/
portunity to make a id equal to or,
higher than Dysart's. Hope: agreedto. permit: such an' offer, and did hot'
restrict a time-, limitation <or -jPerl'v-'
man to make hiS'.hid^/
It is understood that if sale
Dysart stands he will ehter into a'
manageihent agre^^niior ^operation
of St; .Louis Amuseihent Co.,. with;
jFanchort /&. Marco .which now -owns
:

-

1

.

Such

conipany.; stoclc-.

& tnovt ;WOuld-give. f"4KM' conim--

trol of practically- .all; the./more

.'been resumed pbrtant picture houseB irt town. St.Negotiations
habes.the Kihcey-Wiibjf interests for. Louis Amuse. Co', operates ^20
Chief liability 61 Skburas Bros.
acquisition of the three George.
Co. is a $4,500;000 bond issue bf Gen-'
Wilipington,: tral Properties* Co., * which: Referee
Wv Bailey ^houses
N. C, which would .further increase 'Hope has ruled was gu^nteed, by'
I^ist May a ,bond-:
the strength* of this circuit in the Skouras firm.
Caroiirias; giving' it;. a' total of 76 holders' comihittee obtained* appfovalhouses in the two states. The K-W 'of: a $3,171,796 claim against Skouras;
chai' '/...also pperatii))g in Georgi , ilargest claim ever-' allowed in bankAlabama and Tennessee* numbers :riiptcy court here. Claim was opposed
between 130 and 140 theatres at by Cunliff who contended bonds had':
-

'by

;

.

1

Tthe.

:

'

•

•

'

-

,

,

.

.

1

been fully satisfied and discharged',
through reorganization proceedings of

present. w

Harold F. Kincey, who was in New
York on theatre operating, product Central Properties .Co. Latter eom'-.
and other mattersr left Saturday (24) •pany was an affiliate*. :bf .Skouras.'
to return to Charlotte, where the setup and bonds involved, had been
-

•

'

.:

.

circuit also has

the

acquire

been attempting to guaranteed by parent

Broadway there from

Warner ros. This deal is looking
a bit doubtful at the moment. Negoa year ago
tiations had been.
WB roadway, the:
to getonly house south of Washington
.

and were
the Warner chai
droppecU-^but resumed again a few
weeks back; With annexation of the
would control all
Broadway,
the first-run houses in the Charnow having
lotte (N:C.) key;
the Charlotte, Imperial and StajeThe deal with Bailey to cover his
Royal and Bijou theatres
Caroli
at Wilmington/ proposes a partneri

•

.

.

ship

arrangement

Bailey; would
the houses.

under

which

to.

operate

Lubitsch, Cooper

i

DE LAVARRE

VS. CAPT.

AUTEN OVER SHORTS
De

:

Lavarre,

producer of
<

film shorts, filed suit in N. Y.

preme*court Friday (23) for ah inCapt. Harold
junction to 'restrai
is former agent, from colAiiten,'
lecting exhibitors" fees 'on the shorts.
De Lavarre also asks for an account-"
ing.

Plai
recently Called off agree-;
into .with' Auten in1926 under which the latter was to
act as the producer's agent.. De La-.
Varre. says Attien failed to subrhit

meni entered

West

'I

.

KW

KW

firm. /

Dysart is pres. oi StV Louis Cham-:
ber of Commerce.

,

around

are. spotted

shares' in- Buland Amusement Go.,
$79,307 promissary note againstl
Only other,
St. Louis Amuse. Co.
bidder for property was Harry Kbplar, veteran motion picture eithi itor,
and not only a stockholder in Skouras Enterprises, Inc., but an exec of'
Marco's- St. Louis orFanchon

and a

42% bt ainusement

'

.

•Amphytrioh/

mo

name

Boycott Threatens

vench

and

-

-

;

,

j

tion picture theatre, operation occurs every- Wednesday ^morning at
\. Some time in, January, .MST^RKp 10:30 a m; at the Ziegfeld, N.
. It is
will acquire the property of the Louis K. Sidney's" stunt to boost the
Grand opera house, on lower Eighth theatre gross' arid ^at the same time
avenue, N. Y.,
the purpose of push the Ida Bailey Allen domestic
erecting a modern, theatre to replace session, over- the Lpew outlet, WHN.
the old landmark: Deal has been with*
It is a day's otitihg f6r "the.houseWarco ;Trading* 'vCprp^^
At' a " 25c idmissioh the
owner, who operate: through the^fyomen get- plenty bf opportunity, to
Harrison Amus. Corp.
chortle and grin.; They; arrive early
New. theatre, will 'hot necessitate and scan the-. photographic .exhibit of
the complete demolition of the old former.
Ziegfeld
beautlles.'
Thenedifice; but will instead make -use of comes "the cookery session; lasting
the structural work and four walls; an h6ur. After that two moving picInteriorthe house will be .en- tures.
tirely, new,
Front , will be cleaned
Stage frame for Ida Bailey Allen
and .modernized for reopening in is replete with showmanly ^trimSeptember, next;- Probable that old mings. Back -drop depicts a "rosy.

German-Made French

\

'

RKO TO REBUILD
N.Y4 MAY DROP 23D

•.

Assets transferred in sale include
of stock of St. Louis Amusement Co., West End Lyric, nabe, 600

.

&

,

52%

'

Balaban

.

-

Bankruptcy Hope^

:

-

privilege.

Those that arte expected to accede
to the whole Kuykendall. program
are including agreement oh the short

.

not

[While; cooking

new, and some

.

'Aay.

Fay 6c on Dollar

Assets; Offers to

L.

Louis

St.

'16

i

.

Ernst Lubitsch, .accompanied by an accounting to him.
Mi s: Lubitsch, planed west yesterday
leaving Samson Raphael(Tues.
with whom he had been
son
Pasternak and Koster
working on the: story for the next
Dietrich picture, to be done in De"'•
Re-tied on
/Budapest'
cember or. January.
Another planing west yesterday
also buiSt up in (Tues. ) was Gary Cooper;, whb has
dumbdora mai
.27.
Hollywood,
.spills food mostthe hour show.
to fill a radio date before the end of
iroducer Joe Pasternak and
ly.
Miss Allen's duties are heaviest the week;
rector
Henry Koster, Currentlyin the closing parts when she talks
wor ing on 'Three Sniart Girls,' at
menu palaver.
Helen York, Joe Martin., Emil socko .for the mass feminine contin- Universalfwill be re-teamed to do' 'It
Renan; Lloyd Wilson and Premac gent of early-risers who want to Happened in Budapest.'
formerly
THei
'Budapest'
are regulars iri the stock cast. Some catch up on thejr domestic science;
'Prescription for Romance/
of the program is hoke stuff but The pace holds evenly.
.

'

U

'

.

•

j1

.

«
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CROSSES
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din toft

Run* on Broadway

1st

)

'
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Footblr-Mad Mpk. Insures fllOW

(Sabject to Change)

Week

.

of Oct. 30

Astor—'Romeo
.-«

(MG)

(11th wk). ,
Capitol—'Libeled Lady' (MG).
Criterion—'In
Steps'
His
.(G-N) (28).

Woman Re-

Music Hall—'A

(RKO) (29).
Paramount—'Big Broadcast of

bels';

Los Angeles, Oct. 27.
downtown and in Hollyare headed for fair returns on
the current week, with .nothing outstanding at the box offices. Couple
of holdoyers, particularly Par's 'Big
Broadcast of 1937/ in third week at
the Paramount, are holding strong,
with the new arrivals doing so-so.
•Ladies in Love/ day-dating at the
State-Chinese, opened above average, but weakened as the stanza progressed. Most of the spots went in
for previews in .attempt to bolster'
First runs

wood

>

and gross

reflecting that

way; $4,100

Bialto—'Wives Never Know'
(Par).
Bivoli
'Ladies:
(20th) (28).
Boxy—'East Meets

—

Love*:

•

West'

(G-B)/
rigade'

,

perked lustily to come in at $9,500
and take the lead .for the week.

Light

(WB) (31).
Week at Nov. •

—'Romeo and Juliet'
wkX
Capitol — 'Tarzan
Escapes'
Astor

25-40)—
.

•Ladies in Love' (20th) and 'Forgottrade, with
and Pantages pull- ten Faces' (Par),, double. Program
with plenty of names* second feature
ing a pair each,, for good returns..
more
than doing. its part to aid and
Brought into the day-date Warner
Houses- for first showing at regular the bill ads up to around $8,000. Last
prices, 'Midsummer Night's Dream' week -Dimples' (20th) and 'Border
piled up bigger take Downtown than Flight' (Par ) turned in over $9,000,
but proved the weakest Temple bill
at the Hollywood.
to date in this house.
Estimates for This Week
Paramaant (Blank) (2,765; 25-3555Cartkay Circle (Fox) (1,518;
55)—'Ziegfeld' (MG). Single fea83-$1.10-$I.65K-«Romeo and Juliet' ture beginning the policy and re(MG) (4th week). Strength shown opening the house. Mats working
on fourth week at $9,000. Last week out well on this three-hour feature,
$9,100. Maybe four more weeks.
and more play at night would send
"-Chinese (Grauman) (2,028; 30-40- it into the wow class: Headed for
65)^*Ladies in Love' (20th) land 'All- $10,000, good money.
*Cain and
American: Chump* (MG), dual. Not Mabel* (WB) and 'Libelled Lady*
so hot but will show profit ,at over IMG) set for next attractions here
$10,000. Last week, second of 'Libeled to prolong the one feature, 55c top
Lady* (MG) and 'Back to Nature' policy outlined for this house.

RKO

(MG)

(12th

(MG).

(WB)

Joe'

(4).

Music Hall—'As You Like

It*

(20th) (5).

Paramount--—'Big Broadcast'
•37' (Par) (3d wk).
Blvoll—'Ladies in Love' (20th)
(2d wk).
Strand—'Charge
of
Brigade' (WB) (2d wk).

.

1

HEADS
MPTOOF NORTHWEST

BILL RIPLEY

,

(20th), good $10,500.
Downtown (WB) (1,800;
65)—'Midsummer Dream'

30^40-55-

.

brought $6,100, below expectations,
but profitable.
Faor Star; (Fox) (900; 30-40-55)—
•Word for. Carrie' (Par) (2d week).
Holdover good lor $4,800. plenty oke.
Last week (1st) set hew house record
,

'

at $6,000,
-

'

W.

j.

Hollywood (WB)

(Bi|t) Ripley, of

(2,756; J3KMO-551

,

,

largest in many years. Legislation
and taxation problems chiefly discussed.

,

Good

dual.

"

okay.

•

'

:

mClNCY

Minnesota (Publix).

atres will

r

Omaha, Oct.
Reopening of the Paramount far
and away the news of the week
along theatre row* Uptown deluxer
dark more than a year except a brief
few days last spring to roadshow
.

•Ziegfeld.' This' time the house presenting 'Ziggy* at popular priced as
its vpening attraction/ Top tiff- of

something the town hasn't
.known in a couple of .years except
for stage shows, arid whether or not
is

that scale will click a big conjecture.
Policy as set calls for single features
shorts. Will demand
the. biggest releases to continue the
policy. Always has been a demand
for a good, single feature show arid
shorts/ but question arises as to
whether a big .show and shorts is 15c
better than two features. That's the
issue and the Paramount is the proving grounds.

With supporting

Estimates for This

Week

Braniel* (Swger~RKO) (1,250; 2535-40)— 'Don't Turn 'Em Loose'

^RKO) and
double.

'Here

Comes

Average

Carter'

ability only

labeled Lady/ at the Albee, is in
front this week; although *Pigskin
Parade'.is stacking up well at Palace:
Estimates for Ibis Week

Albee (RKO)

(3,300;

<MG).

Lady*

35-42)—
Great at

25-35-.

prove

result of word^of-rributh

.as

.

yery well ..sold, but no
outpouring of customers at outset-

boosting;

.

Will have to hustle to hit fairly good
Broadcast'
$10,000. Last week; 'Bi
(Par), $12,500. big.

(Singer) (2,890:
—Orpheom:
Big Game* (RKO) and 'Hollywood
25-35-55)

v

Water Follies/ stage show. With
•Big Broadcast' (Par) (3*d week). Minnesota having played Purdae last
Okay $4;000. Last week $7,500, -week and scheduled to take on:
Northwestern next Saturday, its two
dandy.
Family (RKO) diOOO; 15-25)— ace gaines of season, this picture:
•Shakedown' (Col) and 'Heart of very appropriate and timely and getting
some attention in this footballWest' (Par), split. -Nice $2,200.
Ditto last week on .'Bengal Tiger' mad town. Stage show Hghtwelght,
(WB) and TyLTLiss' (RKO), separate. but the only One in town; excepting
in.
Grand (RKO) (1,200: 25-40)— burlesque, and probably brincing
Fair customers; good enough $12.0C0 in.
•Dimples' (Fox) (2nd; run):
r
Last week 'Craig's Wife* rirosnect. Last week 'Stage Struck
$3,300.
7

.

-

•Wedding PfesenVJPar ). At $2,800.
lowest for a lonj^stretch. Last week
•East Meets Wifet' (GB). $4,500. fair:
Lyric (RK0F(1,4OO: 35-42)—'Don't
37-42)—'Ladies in Love' (20th) and Turn 'em Eofcse* (RKO). Getting
'Three Married Men' (Par ) (2d run ), $4,500, fair. Dast week
ig Gariie'
Last week (RKO), $5,000. &
dual.
Good $3,000.
Palace
(RKO) (2,600; 35-42)—

Week

Moose (Hamrick)

,

(900; -27-

'

•Pigskin Parade' (Fox).

Okay

Last week •Dimples' (Fox),

On Top

M

Dual town; 'Zieggy 10G

27.

be lighted.

Estimates for This

lue

'Stale (Loew^Fox) (2.024; 30-40-55)

m

*

—

-

-

W-

$10,500.
$9,500.

light

$12M 'Brute

12G

———

Shubert (RKO) (2,200: 40-60)—In
His Steps' (GN) "and Bowes unit
Chilly $9,000.
Last week "Kelly
Second' (MG) and 'Folie Parisienne*
unit opened the combo policy, for
the season with baneup $17,000.
Strand (Ind) (1.300: 15^25 )-^'Devil

fMG),

'Piccadilly Jim'

'Public

Enemy's Wife'

Doll',

and

(MG).
(WB).

divided $2,000,
'

Louisville, Oct. 27.

The Mammoth- Cave Educational
40r55-65>-'Gay Des
perado* (UA) (2d week); Not tip to Motion Picture Corp. of Bowling
expectations at $7,500, Last week's Green; Ky., has been organized to
film 'Echoes from Mamriioth Cave/
$10,500 was also disappointing.
Arcadia (600: 25V40-50)—'Ladv Be written by John A*. Logan, of BowCareful' (Par) (2d run). Fair $2,200. ling Green.
Last week 'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG)
Princess Neiorna, said to fee a Sioux
(2d run) fine, $3,400.
Boyd (2,400; 40r55)— 'Craig's Wife- Indian, is prime mover in the pro(Col).
Great notices but pic goes motion, and is selecting cast of some
out after a week at $12,000. Last 100 extras. Shots will be taken unweek 'Ladies in Love' (20th), $14,- derground, and this is said to he the
000. okay.
first tiriie the interior of the cave
Earle (Z000; 25-40-55)— 'Macniflhas ever been fiimed. Princess procerit Brute' (U).
Not over $12,500.
Last week Two in Crowd' (U), moted an Indian ball at the Bowling
Green Armory (23), in an effort to
pretty sad at $11,200.
Fox (3,000: 40-55-65)— 'Libeled flndMocal talent for the film to augLady' (MG) (3d week). Still hot at ment the 25 or 30 performers which
$14,500,
Last week hit
rousing she announced will be brought from
$19,000.
Hollywood.
Karlton (11000; 25-35-46)—.'Ladies
Spme
pics i
Which: the
in Love' (20th) (2d run).
Getting
$3,500.
Last week 'Wives Never Princess is said to have appeared
Kribw.' (Par), first run. bale $2,400.
are: 'Flaming Hearts' with Tom Mix,
Keith's
(2,000; v 30-40-50>-'Dods- 'Last 6. the Mohicans' (silent), 'Land
worth* (UA) (2d run). Swell $3,800. of the Sky Blue Water/ and 'Lo, the
Last week 'My Man- Godfrey' (U
Indian.' Director of proposed cave
(2d run), eight days, very neat
pic will be Chief Robert Redwing,
$3,300.
Stanley (3,700: 40-55)— 'Dimoles' who, the Princess said, was a first
(20th). topping town with robust cousin of Will Rogers.
$23,000.
Last week 'Big Broadcast'
'Echoes from Mammoth Cave/ so
(Par) (2d week), only $13,000. n.s.g.
its promoters announce, will. be proStanton <i,700: 30-40*50)—*Mujder
duced
at an approximate cost ...of
with* Pictures' (Par). Good notices
and nice $5,700. Last week 'Old $100,000, and will be 100% sound and
in .natural color.
Hutch* (MG), $6,200, good.

•right-

'Big Broadcast': (Par). Moved overfrojn Minnesota for second loop
week, extending the first run. Lots.,
of word-bf-mouth raves helping 1o
carry attraction alorig at fast pace;
Last week
big $7,000 iridicated.
'Devil Is Sissy (MG). $6,700. eood.
.

Tima (Berger) (290; 15-25)—'Secret Agent* (GB).; Second loop run,
heading for good $1:000. Last week
.'Mummv-'s Boys' (RKO), $900. fair.
WorW (Steves) (350; 25-35-40-50)
—'Godfrey' (U) (4th week, extended
run. having played two Orpheum
weeks). / Good $1,400
sight. Last
week $1,700, good.
-

'

TWO

Portland, Ore., Oct.

'Midsummer

Pantages Relights with Vaudfilmsr•Dimples* $8,000 si Ala.

ing.
Pantages opens Friday (30)
With three days of vaudeville and
run. pictures. House has been

for $5,000.

Mayfair

first,

closed a year.
Jefferson also opens agaiti Tuesday (27) with the
unit presenting -It.'Can't Happen Here/

WPA

,

ure bUsi.iess up a litttle this
waek with cool weather on har.d.
Estimates for This Week
Alabama (Wilby-Kincey) (2.800:
30-35-40)—'Dimples' (20th). Rolling
along for a nice $8,000. Last week
•

,

-

,

'Great Ziegfeld' (MG),
good.

Empire (Acme)

$7,200,:

(1,100;

pretty

25)— 'East

Meets West' (GB). Nice at
Last .week 'Pepper'.'; (20th)

$3,000.
light',

*
$2 200
Bite (Wilby-Kincey) (1.600; 2^-CO
—'Pigskin Parade' (20th):, Despite
football season will get only around
$2,800.
Last- week 'China Clipper'
(FN)' moderately good at $3,200.
Strand (Wilby-TCincey )
'\,
ie
Fangs' (20th) and 'Three Cheers for
:

'

—

.

Love/

split.

Poor

$1,400.

Dream'

is

at

usual 40c to 55c top.
Psychic angle in that is it's still supposed to be -worth the previous roadshow prices arid thus rates the extra
15c. Results are better than average
in that house,, but nothing. startling.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (2,000; 30^40)—
'Old Hutch* (MG) and 'Captain's
Kid' (FN) (2d week). Going strong
.

Birmingham, Oct
Show business always looks up a
bit when theatres announce reopen-

Pi',

.Night's

Mayfair with admish boosted

from the

B'HAM OPENING

:

BOTH BIG,
PORTLAND

all

the

;

'BIGS'

$8,000 IN

-:•

(1,300;

1

.

'

(FN). $7,000. okeh.
Slate (Publix) (2,300; 25-35-55)^

subsies singly. $1,700. fair.
Last
$100,000 Local-Made Pic;
week 'Girls' Dormitorv' (20th). To
Will Rogers' Injun Cousin Mary* (20th) and 'Miss .Nobodv'
(20th), playback^

Philadelphia, Oct. 27.
Shirley Temple's 'Dimples' is lead
ing the pack. This; incidentally, 'is.
first Temple film since 'Little Miss
Marker' not to play the Fox.
Estimates for. This Week

Aldine

(4,200;

55)—'Adverse' (WB). Not meeting
box office expectations, but may 'im•

Oct

Cincinnati,

.

with decision in air as to spotting'
vaude in Orpheum or M. H. When (Col) (2nd ruh), $3,000, all right
this hOuse opens -all downtown theKeith's (Libson>x(l,500; 30-40)—

—•Ladies in Love' (20th) and *AllAmerican Chimin' (MG), dual. Going to good $15,500. Last week (?d)
of 'Libeled Lady' (MG) and 'Bark to

Solo Pix at 55c in llv /0

'

$1,300, light.

;

•

,

Par, Omaha, Reopens

'Don't Turn *Em Loose* (RKO ). No
cast names that mean anything, but
title and 'subject matter oke for this
house;' mild $1:400 indicated. jLast
week 'Wives Never Know' (Par),

.

With general .biz oh- the up hereabouts,. Hamrick-Evergreen opens
the Music Hall Nov. 9 with vaudfllm.
Levy vaude is. to be used in town,
:

.

$3,900.

Century (Publix) (1,600; 15-25)—
Mary—With Love* (20th)
'Gorgeous .Hussy* (MG), second loop,
runs, split Looks like good $3,500.
Last week 'Green Pastures' (WB)
arid' 'Piccadilly Jhri' (MG), second
loop runs, split $3,000^ good.
Lyric (Publix) (1,300; 20-25)—
'To

.

Seattle," /Oct:

.

Nature' (20th). gratifyine at $13,750.
Artists (Fox-UAV (2,100:
;! United
30-40-55)—'Libeled 'LacV (MG) and
•Back to Nature* (20th), dual
run). ..On moveover from Stfte-CHiriese, dualer stacking un for fine $5,500. Last week (2d) 'Piccadilly Jim'
(MG) and 'East Meets West' (G-B),

(Par), first run, split; $700, fair.

$6,-

"Dimples' (20th) and
•East Meets West* CGB), dual, $6,900,

week

Last

:

$8,800, ti

.

.

..

Game' (RKO),

•Big
800.

$20,000. Last Week "Cain arid Mabel'
(WB), $13,500, all right.
35-42)—
Capitol (RKO)
(2,000;

or,

,

ParaiB*an$ (Evergreen) (3,106-27- Asking' (Par) and 'Nero Wolfe' (Col) r
37.42)—.'Cain and Mabel* (WB) and second runs, arid Three Cheers*

'Libeled

T

.

...

16-27- longer.

(1,450;

-

'

\

55c

Fatanar (Sterling)

Estimates fer'Tbls Week
37>—Tostal Inspector' CUV and
Aster (PubOx) (900; 15-25)—'Chan
Bowes Ains> Latter responsible for
big $8,800. Last week 'President's at Race Track.* (20th). An entire
MysteryV (Rep) and yaude^ $4,700, week foe this first-run and good $900
is in prospect.' Last week 'Yours for
okay;

Lpngview

and Kelso, was elected president of
Motion Picture Theatre Owner&lof
Northwest at annual convention last
Friday, succeeding H. W. Bruen.
Other
icers and directors: L, Cv
Lukan, . p.; Jim Hone/ secretary;
directors, Al Rosenberg, 6. Gwinn
Kansas City, Oct. 27.
and Fred Mercy, Jr.
•Libeled Lady' is pinnacling the
.'About 200 from Oregon, WashingMidland Currently with; the b.o.^ ton, and< I^aho attended meetings,
semaphoring a hold\
'Cain, and

run,' for- around $5,000. Mabel' ait Mainstreet is so~so..
hot so forte. Last week 'Dodsworth*
Estimates f«r This Week
(3d week), five days, finished at
Mainstreet (RKO) (3,200; 25-40)—
•Cain
Mabel' (WB). Fair $8,500.
brpheum (Bdwy) (2.280; 25-30-35- Last and
week 'Dimples' (20th), nice,
40)—'Isle of Fury' (WB) and
3v
Be Careful' (Par),, dual, and vaude. $10,000.
Midland (Loew) (4,000; 25-40)—
First run helping trade a bit; $7i500.;
'Libeled Lady' (MG). Pacing -town
Last: week .two -second run pirf.
with $22,000. Last week 'Devil is
Pantages (Pan) (2,700; 30-40-55)^- Sissy'
(MG) and 'All-American
•Doh't .Turn *Em Loose' (RKO) and Chump' (MG), dualled, okay $12,500.
•Girl on Front Page' (U).. dual. Not
Newman (Par) (1,900; 25-40)—
too hot at $7,000 but will show profit
Ragged
•Magriiflcent. vBrute*
(U).
Last .week 'Big Game' (RKO) and;
Last week "Big Broadcast'
$4,800.
•Twd in Crowd' (U)„ neat $8,000.
(Par) (2d. run) was proportionately
Paramount (Partmar) (3,595; 30- better
here than in its first showing
€0-55)—TBig Broadcast' .(Par) (3d at Mainstreet. Caught nice $9,000.
week)- and stage show. Fir6t third
25)—
'Tower (Rewot-Fdx)
Week pic at this house holding for. 'Met in Taxi' (Col) (2,200;
and vaude.
Very good $14,000 or over. Second Steady at $6,900. Last Week 'Girl on
week topped $18,000, plenty good,
Front Page* (U ), pleasing; $7,300.
'-;'BiW'»^':'Si^^)^>on txturn.
Uptown (Fox) (2,030; 25-40)—
*Em LoCBe* (RKO) and 'Girl on •Dimples'' (20th) (2d run); ManagFront Page' (U), dual. Previews on ing fair $4,000.
Last Week 'East
^successive nights when- trade is ordi- Meets West*
(GB) and 'Married
narily off. helping to neat $7,800. Last Men' (Par) held for
week 'Big Game' (RKO) and, Two dreary with $3,600.
in Crowd' (U), nifty. *9.000.

oke at

"

:

.

6j»)—"Midsummer
Dream'
(WB).
Take here running below day-date

Downtown

Seattle, Oct. 27.

(WB).

Pretty well milked by the advanced
{>rieed run, but at $6,200 trade is a
ittle better than average. Last week
'Dbdsworth* (UA) in five final days

.

^

Criterion—•Polo

,

.

,

.

Strand—'Charge

(MG ) and 'Sworn Enemy' (MG
(2,976;

.

'3T (Par) (2d wk).

average. 'Big Game' (RKO) and 'Velvet Claws' (FN) last week were, a
little more' sturdy mostly on the
strength of the football angle, $4,500.
Omaha (Blank) (2,100; 25-40)—
•Road to Glory' (20th) and 'Kelly
Second' (MG). dual.. $7,750 hear
glory money. Last week 'Old Hutch'

Orpheum (Blank)

.

Minneapolis, Oct.

Time' (RKO) (3d week),
With little in the way of new attractions to arouse the public, mild
Coliseum (Evergreen) (1,800; 21- grosser appear in. prospect
currenUy.
32 ^'Brother's Wife' (MGM) and Indications are that total takings
will
'36 Hours' (20th), dual.
Big $4,000. fall considerably under par.
Last week 'Piccadilly Jim' (MGM)
The Orpheum this week,
and 'Educating Father' (20th), dual, change, seems to have the edge over
$3,300. fair.
its bigger competitor, the Minnesota.
Fifth Ave, (Evergreen) (3,106; 27- The Singer house Offers The Big
37-42)—'Ziegfeld' (MGM). At pop Game' supplemented by a stage show
prices headed for very big $11,500. arid, with football interest at fever
Last week 'Road to Glory' (20th), pitch .here because of the continued!
singleton, nice $7,300.
remarkable gridiron work of Bcmie
Liberty (J-vH) (1,900; 16-37-42)— Bierman's Gophers* the flhn is pull'Gay Desperado* (UA) (2d week). ing a goodly measure of trade. On
Okay at $4,600. Last week $7,800, the other hand, 'Adverse* is off to a
good.
surprisingly slow start and- will be
Masle Bax Ofamrick) (900; 27-S7- lucky to bit .five figures.
42)—'Road to Glory* (20th) (2d run),
Two holdovers, 'Big Broadcast' \\&
single. Slow at $3,600. Last Week •Man Godfrey/ are stfll clicking.
•Your Heart' (WB) and 'Back to Na- After a flnfr seven days at the Miuture' (20th), dual, $2,800, okay.
nesota. the former moved over to the
Orpheam (Hamrick) (2^700; 27-37- State for another loop week and con42)—*Devil Is Sissy* (MGM) and tinues to lure plenty of shekels.
'Wives Never Know* (Par)> dual. 'Godfrey' Is in its fourth week at the
Okay at $7,200. Last week 'Ladies World and sixth downtown and still
in Love' (20th) and 'Three' Married doing well enough to retain its residence for* perhaps, several weeks
Men' (Par), duaL $8,700, good.
•Swing

good, $3,100.

Last' week

'Heart of West' (Par), poor, $1,300,

First

week

big, $7^00.

.

(Parker-Evergreen)

35-55)—^•'Midsummer Dream*

(1,400;

(WB) with admish boosted to 55c
too. and special school mat helping,:
doing pretty good at $4,200.

Last

week 'Gorgeous Hussy* (MG ) wound
up fourth week with «kay $2,200.
prpheom (Hamrick • Evergreen)
(2,000;

'

30-40 )—'Your

Heart'

(WB )

and 4Wives Never Know* (Par), dual.
Clicking nicely for t6,500. Last week
'Ramona' (Fox) and 'Back to Nature'
(Fox) closed a fair second- week at
$4,800.

Taramounf (Evergreen) (3,000* 3040)—'Big Broadcast" (Par) and Big
Game' (RKO). Big play on both pix,
-

with the latter registering due to
football rally in the burg.
Strong
$8,000;
Last week 'Dimples' (Fox)
and 'Seven Sinners* (GB)
isappointed at $5,500.
United Artists (Parker) (1,000; 30-40)—'Dodsworth' (UA) (2d week).
-

Gomg

well for $4,000.
big $7,600.

First

week

•

.

4
V, :'nc3d:j,
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VARIETY

SCH00LMARMS' CLEVE.

S^ge mows ceosnng vni
Into the

CONV. HYPOES ALL PIX

Mingy, Oriental 20G,

Pal.
N;E.O.T.A.

took it on the chin mi
icago,
drop in temperature; clipped
'couple of dull wasks the; sudden
-

-

Varsity (Westland) (1,100;
Stage shows are responsible for 25)—'Adventure in
Manhattan' (Col)
lipped take at .three spots.
After having caught
(2d week).
Oriental with the "Circus de Paree' $1,400 in the first stretch $1,000 will
unit, Palace with 'Folie Parisienne' make 'em happy for the second try.
unit and State-Lake with its usual
house-built show are galloping into
.

'

major money.

.

68G;

Coniorence arranged so schoolma'arms, who seem to have more
money to spend, have plenty of time
to catch late afternoon mats or final
ay with a •hows, which they're taking advan-

Aft^a
expectancy pretty badly, but still
Loop comes to life with lively grosses the
showing a good margin With $3,900.
at most of the downtown wickets.
10^20-

.

Cleveland, Oct. 27.
convention hauled in

largest- number of teachers iri last
live years and stimulated; trade way
over figures .of other conventions.

$27,000 v/iih Units; 'Carrie'

-,

'

.

No Pre-Election Slump, But-

Election is so near at hand that it
may be only the stronger of attrac
tage of.
State again taking week's first tions can entice 'em away from .poliprize with 'Devil Is a Sissy,' getting tics. It would seem that this is the
greatest play from femme educators, case, with some pictures doing unindicating a top gross. 'Man God- usually well, while others are under
cool wave
frey' a surprise at Hipp, while Pair normal expectations.
ace is tagging along in third place hit town Monday (26), which may
with 'Adventure in Manhattan! plus keep a percentage of fans indoors
until they get used to it, but man'Cuban Follies' on stage;
No legit competish frpm 'Lady agers are not looking, for much of a
Precious Stream, which got only a scar because of this. The greatest
fear is that between now, and Elechandful at Harina.
tion. Day
(3 ) campaign speeches
Estimates far This Week
Alhambra (Martin Printz) (1,200; may appreciably detract from results
20-30)—'Everything Is Thunder' (U) at box office windows.
Far and away the leader this. week.
arid 'Hearts in Bondage' (Rep), dual.
Sticking with first-runners, boosting inv spite of pre-election defections
housa to likely $2,500, satisfactory. arid cold weather is 'Big Broadcast'
It
opened to capacity last WednesLast week 'Nine Days a Queen* (GB)
doubled with. Two in Crowd* (U) day (21), played to nearly a $24,000
week end and went under the wire
reached mere $2,000:
fAllen (RKO) (3,000; 2S-40)—'Killer last night (Tues.) oh its first seven
Riding up to nice
at Large' (U).
'Bengal
$5,000 through ballyhoo.
Tiger' (WB) sloughed Off after just
three days for $2,100.
''

.

A

.

:

r

•

.

Disappointing is 'Valiant is the
Word for Carrie' at the Chicago.
,

~

Estimates I«r This Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 35-45-65)—
'Stage Struck' (WB). Upping take to

UPS ST.LOUiS

Last week *Craig's: Wite'
(CoD mediocre at $6,200.
Chicago (B&K) (4,000:35-55-75)—
•Word for Carrie' (Par) and Dave
Apollon unit At $26,000 only fairish.
Last week 'Ladies in -Love' (20th)
snagged plentiful $35,500.
Garrlck (B&K) (900; 35-45-55)—
St. Louis,,
/Ladies in Love* (20th) (2d run).
Hiop (Warners) (3,700: 30-40)—
Moved here Irom Chicago; good
The big noise in town Ms personal
Last week -Your Heart' (WB) appearance of Buddy Rogers at Am- 'Godfrey' (U); Lombard-Powell di7,000.
*f
okay at $6,800.
bassador and Popeye at St. Louis vorce angle caught local fancy! reOriental (B& K) (3,200; 25-35-40) and increase of prices sit first named sulting iri probable $20,500, tres
—'China Clipper' (WB) and ^Circus house. Upping of price scale in first^ sweet. Last week. 'Dimples' (20th)
de Paree* unit Mostly- the unit curr run house (with exception of Loew's slumped unexpectedly, $15,500.
Palace (RKO) (3,200; 30-60)—'Adferitly for one of 'the^best marks in three-week .up for 'Ziegfeld') is first
venture in Manhattan' (Col) with
jttany weeks; nearly $20,000. Last in more than three years.
House announced that extra cost of 'Cuban Follies' unit on stage.. Not
week 'Holly wood Blvd.* (Par ) weak
present shows (which now includes going so hot lacking marquee names,
mt $12,800.
and fairish $15,500; 'Big Game' (RKO)
pit band show* with Paul
Palace (RKO ) (2,500; 35-55-75)— personalities and choice of Ash
product with Bowes ams last week clicked,
•Big Game' (RKO) and Tolie Parisifrom
six. major producers) necessi- trifle better, $19,500, but below last,
enne' unit Big winner at $27,000, tates step up. Matinee; weekdays,
unit's figure.
Last week sad at $16,000 for 'Mag- tilted a jitney and matinee bargain
Penn Square (Shulman) (600;, 35)
nificent Brute' (U).
(2d
hours moved down from 2 to 1- p.m. —'New. Gulliver'
(Amkino)
P.oosevelt (B & K) (1-500; 35-45-65) Also general tilt on Sat., Sun. and week). Holding up for. $1,200. Last
—'Cain and Mabel' (WB). Neatly at holidays should mean two to three- week a good $1,500.
$16,000. Last week 'Ramona' (20th) grand extra .revenue per week based
State (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-55)—
{2d week ), meagre $8,100.
on recent figures.
Excellent
'Devil a Sissy' (MG).
Estimates for This Week
femme trade, $22,000: Last week
State-Lake (Jones) (2^700; 20-25Ambassador (F&M) (3,018; 25-35- 'Libeled Lady' (Metro) came close
30-35-40)—'Son Comes Home' (Par)
and stage show. Better than $17,000. 55)—'Wedding Present' (Par) and to record, $24,500.
Stillman (Loew's) (1.872: 25-35)—
Terrific oh Fridays with all-day bank. Buddy Rogers making p.a. Rogers is
Last week '36 Hours' (Col) and big help in aiding house to $19,500 to •Libeled Lady' (MG) (2d run).
lead town, big. Last week: 'General Moved from. State and continuing. <is
yaude in the money at $16,600.
directing
and
Paul
Ash
Died'
(Par)
a smashing $11,500. Last week 'Big
United Artists (B&K-UA) (1,700;
at Broadcast' (Par) (2d Week) landed
.35-55-75 ^'Libeled Lady' (MG) (3d stage show, fine biz with $17,200
r
$9,500, fine.
week). Pressure of other v.picture close of week.
Fox (F & M) (5.038; 25-35-55)—
forcing this, one out Metro' pictures
have first call on the house, but 'Pigskin Parade' (20th) and Td Give
'Dodsworth* (UA) is waiting. Turn-? My Life' (Par); Easy $15,000; first
ing in a bang-up $13,000 at least for football pic here of season! Last week
the final week. Walloping $19,800 "Dimples' (20th) and 'Star for a
Night* (20th), closed with $15,000,
last -week,
$10,000, fine.
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policy of pit band shows last Christmas. The figure is all the more
ndtable because .no holiday, fell iri
the first, week., 'Broadcast,' with
Clyde Lucas' orchestra in the trench,,
is a cinch for. three weeks.
good but hot*. close second is.
'Magnificent Brute,' which has the
Roxy on its toes cheering. Victor
.

A

McLaglen draught

is believed pushing 'Brute' to a possible $43,000, but
the Roxy can't holdover since it is
comriiitted' right now' on five new
'

pictures.
'Big Game' is doing the best business for the little' Rialto since the
LoUis-Schmeling. fight pictures at %
gait geared for $9,000.
Two in th«
also-ran class are 'Adventure iri Manhattan' and 'Follow Your Heart' The
Music Hall riiay get up to $68,000
with 'Adventure,' just okay, but dis-.
appointing. The Criterion called it
a day, last night (Tues.) with 'Heart'
at only: around $11,000 and today
(Wed.) ,bririgs in the first picture to

be released by Grand National, ,'Iri
His Steps.'
The holdovers
spotty, best
being 'Devil Is a Sissy' at a possible
$22,000 on its second stanza at the

:

,

days to a staggering $58,000. This is
the highest grossed by the Parasince it installed its present

inourit.

CAIN IN

Second week for "Cain

Capitol.

•

-

arid

Mabel' looks only $15,000 for the
Strand arid ./ill be replaced pn Saturday (31) after 14 days by 'Charge
of the Light Brigade.*
The Riv
ended five good weeks with 'Dodsworth* last night (Tues.). getting
$17,800 oh the final seven days.
Boston, Oct 27.
'Ladies in Love' is the. hew one here
'Cain and Mabel,' although not a today (Wed.),
smash, looks like this week's winner.
Estimates for This Week
•Devil Is a Sissy,' dualled with VMet
Astor <1,012; 55-$1.10-$l;65^$2^0)—
in a Taxf,' easily earned a holdover
at the Orph and State. 'Gay Des- Romeo' (MG) (10th week). Lao
perado' is good, but not big at the week (9thJ, $11,900, okay. Previous
Memorial. Boston is sitting pretty week's (8th) take Wasn't much more,
with a good stage show and 'Back to $12,200. Good tide of out-of-towners
believed helping.
Nature' on the screen:
Capitol (4,020; 25-35t55^85-$L23)—
'Adverse,' after two' Weeks at the
Par. and Fen, carries on at the Mod- 'Devil Is Sissy' (MG) (2d week).
ern and Scollay, single.; Doing okay Rolled to' good $30,000^ on the firrifc
week arid will hold fairly well at
.biz.
$22,000 currently (2d>. 'Libeled Lacy*
Estimates for This week
(MG) in Friday (30).
Boston (RKO) (3,000; 35-50-65)—
Criterion (1;662: 25-55-75-85-$1.10«
•Back to Nature' (20th) and stage S1J25)—'Follow Your Heart*
show topped by Morton Downey. No dice, only around $11,000 on(Rep);
week
Will do all right, about $22,000. Last ended last night (Tues). 'Ramona'
week, 'Big Game' (RKO) arid vaude (20th), iri ahead, -On its second weelc
not so bfg, $16,000.
did close to $22,000, very strong byFenway (M&P) (1,600; 25-35-40,'Iri His Steps'. (GN) de50)—'Hollywood Boulevard' (Par), comparison.
buts today (V/ed).
1st run, and 'Broadcast' (Par), 2nd ^Palace
.(1.703;
25r35-55)—'Sta're
run, dual. Okay $6;000. Last -week Struck' (WB) (2d run) and
rOaniel
(WB), second Boone' (RKO) (1st run), coupled.
$5,5.00 for 'Adverse'
week.
Doirig surprisingly well, $11,000 or
Keith Memorial (RKO) (2.900; 25 better. Last week's duet, 'Mari Goc!Detroit, Oct 27.
Not frey' (U) (2d run) arid '15 Maiden
] Raft of weaker flickers currently 35-50)— 'Gay> Desperado' (UA).
Lost Lane' (29th) (1st xun),
and takes generally are pretty mild. up to expectations; $16,000.
$11,800. Very
Whac* bi there is at vaudfilmers week 'Ramona' (20 th) fizzled to good.
$14,000.
centers around the stage show.
Paramount (3,664; 25-35-55-85)—
35-50Metronolitati
(M&P)
(4.200:
Not much to choose between the
'Big Broadcast' <Pa»'> and pit shew,
Fox, playing 'Adventure in Manhat- 65)-^'Cain and Mabel' (WB) and Clyde Lucas orchestra. Strained the
tan' plus Ted Lewis ork, and the Harriet Hoctor starring sti% show. ropes and the house staff foi first
Michfe'anV y/ith 'Walking cn Ah"' and Good pace, indicntinl $28,000. Last week of $58,000,- new hich Uridexv

HUB,

$28,900
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satisfactory.

25-35-55)—'Devil Is
'All-American
Chump' (MG). Opened nice and
$14,800 in sight for above average
biz.
Last week 'Dodsworth*. (MG)
arid 'Kelly Second' (MG), finished
With $17,000. good.
Missouri (F&M) (3,514; 25-35-55)
—'15 Maiden Lane' (20th) and 'Don't
Turn 'Em Loose' (RKO). Will do
$10,600, better than average; Last

Loew's

Sissy'

Local

ToHes <T Amour'

Sends Qrpb, Lincoln,

To Big 4G with loose'
.i

,

(3.162;

(MG)

arid

Lincoln, Oct. 27.
week 'Lady* Be Careful' (Par) arid
Blast of business this week is head- Three Married Men' (Par ),\ no comed toward Orpheum, inspired by the plaint on $9,700 collected for ; this
three-day girl extravaganza, 'Folies dualer.
d'Amour.' Hinge of expioitational
Orpheum (F&M) (1,950: 25-35furor has been hanging on the en- 55)— 'Dimoles* (20th ) arid 'Star for
gagement, with ;the newspapers tar- a Night' (20th). Shifted from Fox for
get for most of the stuff, co-op ads, 7 days more, this, one will collect
art, etc., tied in with the fashion $8,400. good. Last week 'Ambassador
show, -House should come off with Bill* (20th) revival and 'Private Sec$4,000.
retary' (Jud) limped in with $4,800,
Only a $3,300 promise lies in the bad.
straight , pic Stuart with Shirley's
St. Louis (F&M) (4,000; 25-40)—
•pimples' on tap.
'Mummy's Boy* (RKO) arid stage
Weather has taken a sharp turn to show; Pooeye will get enough kidcold and has been 10 to 17 degrees dies .and their folks to run gross to
below freezing several nights so far, $8,500, good. Last week 'Ramona'
forecasting another of those winters. (20th) (2d run) and Charles (Slim)
Timblin & Co. headlining stage show,
average biz with $7,200.
Estimates for This Week

(LTC)

Liberty
•President

(1,200:

10-15)—

Vanishes'
(Par)
plus
'Treachery Bides the Range' (WB)
with 'All American Chump'
(M&) plus 'Wings in the Dark' (Par).
Probably only fair with a possible
$900. Last week 'Roamin' Wild' (Rel)
plus 'Dragon Murder Case' (WB)
,

split

president's

My

.

.

.

.

.

;
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but' former has district, week 'Dimples' (20th) and Hal Kemo nrcaent policy instituted Xmas day
Newly reoponsd Downtown on stage, okay, biit riot smsational, last Goes three weeks, maybe four.
Last week, second for 'Valiant' tP?r)
vaudfilmer hasn't picked much this $23,500.
Orpheum (Loew) (3.000: 25-35-"0- r.nd Madriguera orcliestra^ 3t>hn
stanza after a mild first s^ss'on, but
figures to get by with no rent to pay 50V— 'Devil a Sissy' (MG) and 'Met Steel. Maxine Gray, ct al. $26,pQ0,
in Taxi' (Col), dual. H.o. loOTis like ^ood. For 'Broadcast* h^ure is opefand low nut
»>•«
vaude;;
edge.

JTo->d i|3.000.

Estimates for ThL: 17cek

Adams (Balaban)

(1.700;

25-40)—

•End of Trail' (Col) and 'Siar for
Night' (20th), dual. Good at $5,500.
Last stanza lowest gross in months,
at .13.500. on second wco": of 'Dimples' (20th),
.

Dcwniowa

Your

moved hare
(2,500;

Fox.
'Follow

fvdiri

.

*

Firrt.

—'HollywooH

(1.80*:

B^ule"3r'"

1st run, arid 'Broadcast'
niri.

SM^W.

wee'r

Paramount (M.^P)

r)0 )

•

2R-3r>-

<P~r \

<P.".r).

2nd

Better t'wn avern^e
double.
no
'A^vers^' (W*M

$10,000.

Week with n1»j»s n » ft^.40'i.
Scollav -W'P-y (2.70*>« ?K-*,5,./"»-'-n

second

i

,

^irrt
07rt* (Rep) and 'Killer at —'Adverse* (WB). 2nd rnn,
/
"!.^01

Large' (Col), plus stafje sliow. Not
ing week,
much of pickup Oyer
but figures to stand uo with no rent
and low nut About £4,000 currently,
following a mild opening of $3,700 on

vaude.

To Buffal
with 'Murder With Pictures*
(Par) plus "White Zombies' (U) got
away with $850, about average;
Buffalo, Oct 27.
Lincoln (LTC) (1.600; 10-20-25)—
Lafayette- is running into a bad
'Mohicans' (UA). Pic comes in on freak' week with 'President Mystery/
crest of national .ads and if pace Public appears to think, the picture
holds, will Wind up with $2,800. good political and is laying off.
enough. Last week 'Old Hutch* (MG)
Business elsewhere is top flight.
skipped lightly over the past season's
Estimates for This Week
records and did the best for the
Buffalo (Shea) (3,600; .30-40^55 Vhouse since its sister, 'Ah, Wilder- 'Big Broadcast' (Par). Well Over
ness.' Tally heared $3,600. very fine, $20,000.
Last week 'Libeled Lady*
••v
rpheum (LTC ) (1,350; 10-15-20- (MG),' top layer at $21,500.
25-40)—'Don't Turn 'Em Loose'
Century (Shea) (3,400; 25-35)-^
(RKO) with: the season's largest 'Old Hutch' (MG) arid 'Don't Turn
stage show, 'Folies d'Amour.' It's the 'Em Loose' (RKO). -Nice reception
Nick Boila production, not the at $7,500; Last week 'Bengal Tiger*
French Casino show. After the 3- (RKO) arid 'Border Flight' (Par),
oay vaude stretch, a dual bill 'Jeeves' fair, $6,000:
(RKO) plus 'Wives Never Know'
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,400; 30-50)
(Par) completes the Week. Price —'Libeled Lady' (MG ) (2d run).
jack on the vaude show practically Still drawing well at $9,000. Last
assures $4,000 on the week, three- week 'Ramona' (20th), good. $8,300.
quarters of the dough going to the
Hipp (Shea) (2,400: 25-40)—'Road
flesh section. Last week "Kelly* (MG) to Glory' (20th) and 'Star for Night'
Plus the stage unit 'Comedy Stars of (20th).
Fine $10,000.
Last week
Hollywood,' split with the dope pic, 'Devil Is Sissy' (MG), great $10,300.
Marihuana' (Esper) got out With a
Lafayette. (3,400; 25-35)— 'Presisubstantial profit at $3,300.
dent's Mystery' (Rep.) and 'Sitting
-Stuart (LTC) (1,900: 10-25-40)— on Moon' (Rep.). Rock bottom for
pjiUDijes' (20th ),
Temole flick will this bill, under $4,000. Last week
fate no more than $3,300. disappoint- 'Craig's Wife' (Col) and 'Shakedown'
ing. Last week 'Swing Time' (RKO)
(Col), very fine, $10,000,
split

.
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'President's Mystery' <Rcp) and 'Sitting on Moon' (Rep), plus five acts of

Looks Too

,

1

week

in ..-town, .very

^0?

H

.

every morriur* at Cr33 sn-i grinc"Until 330. Saturday ni^ht (24),
house remained open until :5. ajn.
Iri?;

.ing'

E-iiJIp City.

Music

tL-rfl.

(5.980:

C0-35-99-$1.65)— 'Advep'ture in Mcr^
!i-»tt?n*
(Col) and sta*e show.
«16v>-goer but okay at $68,000.
.

v/ce!:,

A

L-r,t

second for 'Gay Desperado'

(UA), $71,600 nfier a first wee.'
?96.?00 for gratifying forthight'fs t^trl
',

view. Iri for ei'ht davs.- .Lar* v'«ek of $167,800. 'Woman Rebels* (RKO)
(6 days) 'sk'ttbh -SP.OOO f-> r ,<f,
comes in tomorrow (Thurs)on: Moon' (Renli 1st ru»>. rid 'Your
Rlalte (750: 25-40-65)— 'Bi« Game*
Heart' (WB). 2nd run. dml
(RKO). A natural at football titre
State (Loew) -Wi:
nd probably $9,000, bast in lojiij time
(t*r.y
*
*
Sissv'
—'Devil
here,
Last week 'Longest Night'
Taxi' <<2«l-\. -dMPfk—Wnr
'i*d~V> ;(MG)„ ."8.200, over expectation.-.

^r

'

.

Fox (Indie) (5.000: 30-40-65)— 'Adventure in Manhattan' (Col), with
Ted, Lewis ork on stage. Lewis forced
carry load; eke $24,000 due.
to
Grabbed another oke $22,000 last
week on 'Ladies in Love' (20th ) arid
'Cuban Follies' Unit
Madison (United Detroit) (2,000;
30-40-65 K-'Swing Time' (RKO) (4th
Forced* h.o. currently, and
week).
Third
will get about $6,000, oke.
Exits Friday
siessiori got oke $7,000.
'Mary
of Scotland' (RKO).
<30) fir
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
30-40-65)—'Walking -on Air' (RKO)
Gene Raymond
plus .stage show.
flicker not drawing arid wHl gamer
only $15,000, mild. Last stanza! 'Cain
and Mabel* (WB), plus Ted Weems
or]:, snagged nice $28,000.
(United Detroit) (3.000: 2540)— 'Big Broadcast' (Par) (2d week)
nnd 'Sworn Eneiriy' (MG), dual.
film
Ether
brought back here after
bit session two Weeks ago at Michisari: and house looks, for fine $6,500.
Last week nice $5,400 on 'Don't Turn
'Em Loose' (RKO) and 'M'Liss*

heading for okav $l).n n/)
frame.
Opening week,

Blvo'i
id

$16,500.

B &K.

General Offices
Into State-Lake Bldg.

Balaban

&

Katz

en e^al

offices

will move out of " the Looo-End
building next to the Chicago theatre
on Jan. 1 and shift across the street
to the State-Lake
This
will take in the advertising rnd publicity offices, the bookkeen ing arid
gerieral routine departrnpnts. Same
groups, now boused in the Chicago
'.<»
theatre offices Will also ma!:
the
'
move.' '
v-.'
Loop-end
ing will be entirely
clear of B. & K. but the Chicago
theatre- offices will still be retained
for'
the top exec! desks of John
Balaban, J, J. Rubens, Walter Im(RKO).
merman, Nate Piatt Lou Lipstone,
United Artists (United Detroit) (2.30-40-65)—'Word for Carrie* A. J. Kaufman: mil Hollander; Dave
000;
(Par). Oke $9,000, desoite ci-ick pan- Wallersiein, et al.
. & K.
takina a solid floor on the
ning. Disappointing 57.600 last week
State- Lake building, for this switch.
on 'Devil Is Sissy' (MG)*
,

'

'

.

25-55-75^85-99

(2,092:

'Dodsworth' (U'A) (5th-finsl week ).
Final seven days (5th week
lsst
ni«ht (Tues) $17,800 for como'etion of nice iriohey-makinr*. run*
Fourth week, was $25^00. 'Lad^ n
Love' (20th> comen in todaV (We^).
Rnx" (5.836: ^5-45-55-75)—'Ma "nificent
rute- (U) and stage show.
Drawing very
welt
intff cation-;
fk»lnUn? to possible $43,000 but no
h.o. due to product commitmehtr.
Last week, second for 'Dimnles*
(20th), a rather sevem dron from
first. Week's' business
but oka v .?t
$31,000.v 'East Meats West'
(GB)
opens Friday (30).
StranA (2.767: 40-44-65-99)—*C^ in
and Mabel* (WB) (2d week). Un-b'e
to compete Btron^lv with rest r>f
Broadway arid probably not ihore
than $15,00*1 on holdover aft
fl**st
week of $?8,100 but on two we^lcs
pretty ^oid, 'Charge of Li<rhl Brigade' (WB) bows Saturday morriin
.

.

.

(31).

.

State
35-55-75 Vr-'Gener?!
(3.450:
Died at Dawn' (Par) (2d fun) ?nd
Vaude. headed by Tommy Dorse v or-.
chestra. It looks like another- $25,009
.

week for this
efatiohs., Last
into

high

'.;

most consistent of ooweek, the gross went

brackets at over

^.W©

on 'Zi^tfc'd* (MG) and Lucky Millindcr band.

mm
Wednesday, October 28, 1936

VARIETY

10

WARNER

Tai^ Ito,M^%J£04

Runs

National 1st

BROS.

Kid," Garde,
•Captain's'
28; Pal, Wichita,
Lyric,. Indianapolis, 30;
Raleigh, 31.

,30;'

UNITED ARTISTS
"Come and Get It/
"

5;

P'tlasd,

New

campaign to get more liberal
news and publicity represen-

'

picture
.

tation in the

New York

momentum

last

RKO

as the

ianapolis,

the:

-..

'

-

-

.

1

-

week considerably; The Lyric, offering the. town's 'only stage show/
profited the -most from the* visitors
this $reek with its combination bill
of 'Here Conies Carter' and a unit
^Shooting High.'
Estimates for This Week
Apolto (Fourth Ave) (1,100; 25-40)
-?'DiiripleV (20th). Since death of
Shirley Temple has
"Will, ? Rogers,
xeen .'this -house's -aee-box- office- bet'
and the little, girl's latest release is
starting off at figures better than her
own previous, .marks at $8,000. Ifs

ropolitan, publications.

RKO.

.for

-

-trasted the amount oil publicity
corded night! clubs and radio as
compared with r ictures and film
theatres in comparison with the
amount of advertising furnished, the
ad rate or almost absence bf~ adyer-,
tisihg.
He considered the films
,

;

'

'•

•'

•••';••

.

.

.

Hill St.,
morid,
,

;

;

LA

.

:

.

:

Brute/ Pan &
State, Rich-

a:t

';.

Mbntgbmery, 31 Jayhawk,
;

Topeka, Nov. 4; Omaha, Omaha,
'5;- Warner, M'waukee^ 6; Fox,
Det 6; Kimp, Albuquerque, 11;
Boston,"vBos, 11; Cap, Trerit'ri,

.

i

„

Baltimore,: Oct'
Weather chilled a bit over weekend and biz perked.
Estimates for This Week
.Century (Loew-UA) (3,000; 15-2535-40-55)—'Devil Is " Sissy' (MG).
Dandy $12,000. Last week/ second of
k. at $7,Ej00.
iLiheled ,Lady' (MG),
.

^wo

In a Crowd/,
,.
hpma C,
; Qrph, Qmaha^
iaito, Chariest'n/ Nov. 1; Par,'

'=

'

picture" 5 productions, according' ;tb
representatives.
They conto be
mostly^ (»ricentrated >in sj&Seh news,
-

:

vnm

the

'•;

other

The -break given

mediums.

two

,

Keith's (Schahbergcr)

.25-30-35-40-55 )— 'Big

;

..

.'

.'Valiant Is

>..•

Newmc

"

;

?

^v. S;^Oneiit>l,
Chirfi.
•-';'

imbf&cially expressed the ..opinion
that vidftUv newspjiipers 4n; N..Y. could
.'.

*

:

"••'

'

y

local" reviV^.- spot^-

:

.Rialtbi'
of the reader ihfere&t :^ ih^ 'screed
newspapers

.

.

WB

f

'

.'-

.;

?

Jflg

'offi<ji?d

,

..

.

-

Denver, Oct, 27,

v25*40ii-*:

'Libeled Lady* and 'Big Broadcast'
are giving the Orpheum. and Den-

The

plied

,by-

Presidential Record,' sup'Democratic" National Gom-

-

'

'Murder with Pictures' (Par]
(2nd ;wk;> -justified holdover wit!

arid

(Cpritiriued

frprii;

page

1.)

,

:

.

^

'

••

'

'

.

.

.

-

:

$9,500.take.

midv/ay shows is tho enormous at
teridahce,.predicted for the fair.. ,Ex'-;
pected that the N. Y. show will play'
10 50,000,000 people.
Aside fr.om- the nejieral lure for
individual parties fHd families, the

,

^

,

'

,

:.

-

'

•

1

.

.

1

^

:

:

.

:

—

'

World's Fair already has
caught the fancy of bi i groups plan-

ning cpriventibrifrin

association,

with

made
York

-

'

'

*;

Estimates for This

;

.

,,

.

:

:

;

Ne^

.

•

<

"

'

;

•

.<

Week

-

.

1

Palace

(CT)

(2,700:

50)^'Dods

worth'
(UA) and. 'Wives Nevei
Know' (Par) (2id Week); Good $7,500

Fine $10,000 first week.
Capitol
(CT) (2,700: 50) r-.'Bi|
Erpadcast' (Par) and 'Final Houi
(Par) dual. Standout of week a
$10,000. Last week 'Dimples' (20th
and 'Two
Crowd' (U), good
.

10,000 iriembers,
to come to New.

"

$7,500.

Loew's (M.

; 'Co^y '(3|200f 50)rr
'Kelly Second' (MG) .and Fats Wal
ler band, Doing, nicely for $11,000
Last;' .week
'Follow Your Keart
(Rep) arid Blackstdrie; excellent
'-'"
$15:000.
Princess (CT) (2,300: 50 )-r'Last o
Mobicrris* (UA) and 'Threc» Marrie<
:

-

Anvway They Agree on

'

•

27.

•

.

M

Montreal, Oct.

.,

.

on a dual.

His Majesty's. (CT ) (1 ;600; 50)'East .Meets West' (Brit)- and 'Lime
light' (Brit).
About. $5,500, good
Last week, second of .'Nine Day
Queen' (G-B) and. 'Two's Company,
also British, .fair $3,500.

—

<

.

.

cast'

the
in the fair year in 45 Seconds
after details and facilities were putlined to directors rheeti
in Manhattan this year by the convention
bureau.

:;

,

-.

c

?Pitpl is topping ;the- straight -pi j
•houses' currently with'' ig Broad

-

-4px

'

'

-

and

1?C^. '39

'

V-

.

-

Nb; matter which year the conclaves
are to.be held, leaders of fraternal,
social and veteran organizations are
finding it to their liking to shift corir
mention ''dates ,to 1939 in ^. Y.
?
der to take in the exposi ti
Literally scores of conventions
never before held in Manhattan, already are sending inquiries to the
N.
Y.
Coriyentiori
and Visitors
Bureau.
One of the latest to be
f»dded to the. 1939 list is the Woman's
Benefit Associ
This fraternal

r

,

IN MONTR'i

,

New York

-

;

?

;.,

•

'

'

:•

.

'

'

a

'

]

H

if

Warft-ld (F-WC) Y21680:' 35-~40-55'
^-ILibeled Lady'- (MG) and
iftini
on' the Moon' (Rep);
Trehiendou!
marquee strength and -T?.ve. notice!
givine the- Warfleld heavy trade
Cracking through to strong $lRi000
Last, v/eek 'Ladies in V#v$- (?0th:

t

;

,

stead**;

wk

(3rd

—-^<

'

$6,500.

.

"
ihittee,' arid VOur Progressive President,' offered by National Progressive Committee, latter being assem-

'

ri

reaches the expected: '$5v75o v^'ll hok
on another week. Last week good

'

,

i

Dodswprth' (UA)

?Gettmg*a nicer

bled from Universal's old 'Our
itfcsjburgh, Oct.
week Fighting President.' Celluloid cost
house nothing and > local political
iggept ^veelierid t'ov;ri hes sesn in
'Dimples' is pulling the best gross .clubs each, put booths in lobby and
years got practically everything off
of any of the Temple JUms so-farat turned- showing- into .circus. Smash
the Denver,, and will 'go to the Alad opening, but dropped -bil.^ifter first to a'trunnijqg start arid it looks like
three 4ays since idea- was; nrore novel 'another bree^ sessi
din tor,
all iiloriF %tis
seoond^week.
than entertaining.
line. NeWspaper prOmptioT? of tH^ e
.faUnial*B.f«r -This Week
Belasco stirred up plenty of inter- tri-state shbppin^; days; Pit<:-N^ti:e
Aladdin (Huffman) a,"5o0; 25-40*50)—'Dodsworth*; (UA) (2d fun). est, by selling Spring Shov/er*. as. film -Dame game drawing thousrrids from,
Fine $4,000. Last Week 'Ladies in that was banned in.N. Y. Okay, of out-of-town, and Variety "Club bdinr
Love* .(20th) ;(2d run) was, yaoked. local authorities arid cjaim of critics qiict had. burg. packed, and. t^siatres
after two. days; with 'Seven Sinners' that it was ihnocerics-plus hilled sen- got their share of loose don^h.
however, after first
Only, disa'ppointnierit' is 'D'mples,'
(GB) tossed in to finish the week. sational
two days:
Around $2,000 all told.
doi
only, so-so biz at Alvin.
Broadway (Huffman) (L500; 25-40)
Estimates- for Tbts
Estimates for This TT-^ek
^'Man' Who Lived Twice' (GB).
Belasco (Radin) (1,100: 25-35-40Alvin (Harris ) (2,000:
Fair at $1,500. Last week 'Midsum
)—
50
'Spring ..Shower* (Du World).
irier
Dream' (WB ) (2d run) fair Bally, as -banned in N. Y.' gave nice 'Dimoles' (2Qth-Fox). Weakest Shirley Teiriple -biz ori record; $5,500i. ex-,
$1,500.
opening, but slipping to- $2.1500. Last tremely poor for - a Temple flicker
Center (Allan) (1,500: 15-20-25)
week 'Cynara' (UA ) (revival), oke; ajjd not 'leiiough
earn a s^onf
•Ride. 'Em, Cowboy' (U), 'Werewolf $3,000.
*
\-':c , week.
week 'Ma'gni cent
Last
of London' (U) and stage show. Gooc
Capitol (Loew) (3,424; 25-35-60)— Brute' (U^t good at $6,600 on big
$3,000. Last week -It's- Love Again
(GB), 'Guns arid Guitars'*" (Rep) and 'Devil Is Sissy! (MG) and vaude. male plaj?.,
Nice $23,000. Last week 'Ramoha'
Fulton: (Shea-Hyde); (1,750; ?R-4h)
stage show, neat, $3,500.
*."'
—'Follow Your Heart' (Rep); Plenty
Denham (Cockrill) (1,500; 25-35 (20th),;same.
Earle (WB) (2.424;
.-40-60-70) of plugging and ballyhoo thrnuyii
40 )— Big Broadcast 1937 (Pair) (2d
'Word for Carri (Par) arid vaude. seven weeks' ruri of 'My Man N Godweek).- Still strong at $6,000.
irst
Big build-up for Gladys George and frey.' but no helo. and bogging housa
week; grand $9,500.
Denver (Huffman) (2,500; 25-35 critics' raves; but riot roing beyond down to $3,000. if that. Seventh an
fair
$15,500. Last .wesk 'Stii^e Struck' la§t week of 'Godfrey* (U) okav nt
50)—'Dimples' (20th) and stage band
(WB ) arid. Iha Ray Hutton band, big, $4,600 arid could possibly hoA e.
Big $11,000. Last week 'Dodsworth
$18,000.
stayed longer, but nabes were yeJl;(UA) did a; good $7,000.
Keith's (RKO ) (1,830: 25-35-60)-^ in.e.
(RKO) (2,800; 26 r35-40)
,
;. Or>heimt
—'Libeled LSdy' (MG) and 'Don't 'Gay Desperado'. (UA ). Sv/ell.$i0,500,
;Perin (Loew'srUA) (3.300: 25-35'Em
"Last
week
Tu«*
'Godfrey' (U) (3d week), 50)— 'Libeled Lady'- (MG). Ppwcll.Loose* (RKO) (2d week);
Fine $8,5C0. Last week could have bi $8,500.
Harlow-Loy -Tracy combo socko a t
set a house record but for the double
)— 'East $18,500. Lapt week 'Devil Is Sissv^
Met. (WB)
(1.853:
- bill policy, which
holds the house to Meets West' (GB ). George
diss re- (MG ) fell "off arid wound up disfour shows a day; $i 1,500.
sponsible for bin $6,000, Last week appointingly at- $10^000.
.Paramount (Huffman) (2,000: 25- 'Miirder With Pictures- (Par); pasStanley (WB) (3.600; 25-35-50 )—
*'
;40)-^'Bengal Tijter' (WB) and 'Down sable, $3\500.
'Big ^Broadcast*
(Par).
Coming
the Stretch' (FN), dual. Good at » -Palace (Loew)
through with S17.000.
Last week.
(2,363: 25-35-60
Last week 'Girl on Front 'Big Broadcast' (Per).. Good
$2,500.
$18,000. 'Cain and. Mabel' (WB) led the town
page' (U) and 'Yellowstone' .(U). Last week' 'Dimples'; (20th
> disap- With a swell $15,500.
good $3,000.
pointed with^$14,000.
Warner (WB) (2,000: 25-40)— ^BiV
tRiaito (Indie) (1,100^ 25-30-40-50)— Game'
(RKO) -arid 'Here Comes
SCHNITZEE EAST-WEST
'Six ibf a Kind* (Par) (revival) arid Carter' (WB). , Football flicker atid
Joe Schniteer, one time RKO- .campaign.,films.;. Bally, staged by lo- light comedy an ideal dual for this
Radip prez and now, .head of the cal vybung Reps and Dems gave po- Sarticular week and timeliness-: of
ookin^ being- reflected in the b. o.
Western Cpstsme Cp/.in Hollyiwood, litical pics big send 'bff but yanked
after three' days- with '$l,800W till,- improvement AroUrid $5,000.- excelYork bp a buying trip.
i» in
considering films were -free. lent.' ..Last week under $4,000 with
/Hetttom tflMe cTpastvOct 31.:by pke
'Kind?
^continuing
with
help
.'Man
of
/Three
Married Men' (Par) and 'Isle
{"''
•
.boat""of Aran,' but
of Fury' (WBJu

ham, respectively, big second
.grosses. •'';"•

,

J

!

pics,

^essitlian $3,000

'•'

the "Record,' furnished »by G.O.P;
National Committee; and two donkey

.

com So; pitiful

Last we»k pot so; forte. >».' $4,5(^0.
•United Artiste (UArCohe-nV (1.200

'C

.

bjr ^chedulhig-

canmaign ifllrils' Of /<Rep..jand Dem
parties.' Films w&i ^Let's,, Lpbk at

r.

30-35-

(2,740:

'.

:

r^-'O

Washiri*t.qri;.

.

'Valiant Is

'

:

:.

x» no\~aiffer4 to^

''

Paramomt (F-WC)

'

40

.

Carrie/.

MpW

pke, $3,500. Last week" $8,500, a b*
.""
-/
abova. average/

f

Carried VPar) and
Be
'Jeevfes* (20th),
Excellent campaigi
New (Mechanic) (i;400: 15-25-30- uuttirig- this one over to-^6od $M;000
•^-40-55 )
(2d Third :Week' of 'Gor^eQus^ Hussyl
'(2-Oth)
'Qimpl.«s.more
week). Sticking tor
(MGM) arid 'Three Married Men
'-•«.>'-'.
ii-st •week'$6i-i
(Pp-r-) fair ^6:000:
.arid sriaggiqg 43,000.
:
r
•.00. swell.
V St. Francis (F-WC) (1/ 70-' 30-3515-25735- 40- 4a)^'Cairi. ;arid Mabel* (
.'Stanley :,(WB0
)
an2
S5*AGain and-Mabti'- 'AW£>. :Sma<Jko Sworn, Enemy' (MGM) <3rd wk.)
- -Lr.'st
wc&i .?'ilidsurni-ner' HPUse:.had toothing else to shove in
'•iU),000.
-Bream?«oundv^t-53.500
stt had to -hold .bn to. this disartnoirit

,*KC, 30; Orph, SeaUle,'
30: Minri v
v
"P'Lady'4Se CacefuL'.State, J>ct;

»gre^nrt'&ilhe^

...

15-

(2,500;

Broadcast '37'
(Tuesday) at

tonlslvt

Closing out. week of Lady
Careful' (Par X mild at $3;000.*

:

••'<;...!"

Opens

(Par)'.
m-.

B p:

,

Word Pr

!

::

-

.

^

30-35-40]

:

.

!

and one that seldom goes in
for heavy newspaper advertising.
;^^^e;the:HaVs office plainly^ndi
cated a desire to remain iri the' back

(RKO) and. vaude,. $13,800.
Orpheum (F&M) (2,440:

-

Xast week n. s.: g. $ll;900 for .'Big ^'Craig's Wife', (Col) and .'.Two U!
Game' '(RKO) with Don Bestor band, Crowd* 'U) (2nd Wk.) A Preview!
Sarah Churchill and Vic. Oliver.
being thrown in ,tp hfclpi this one it

Mp>.,;NQy. 13.-^.
'Go .West .Yotinr, Man,';:;
Chi, Nov, 6; 'Deri^ainf
Mainst KC,
,Mi
'•

riiediuiri

J

•<

.

Mpls, 20.
'Big Broadcast/ Par; Seattle,.
29; Fox> St. L, 30^eiii, Chi, Noy.
V/
13 and. 20.
.",-V;.

particularly, assailed, -because
viewed as
.highly
competitive

:

i

—

because of specific show, bu.t
because its only stage show in loop.

.

radio,

playi

it

Germad

arid

much
:

*

;

'

'

1

..

.was

'

(RKO )

'

'Weddinjr Present/ Mich, Det,
,',.30';'"
Vptbwri, K.
,

crowd

population here. ..Week may show
This is the Elisabeth Berg!
$6,000.
ner British-made i>ic. It stays bvA
4

15-25-35-40-55-66)

:

RKO

as conipared

PARAMOUNT

'"
.

fc

will go far .after
arid big

if- it

tb, school

(Rappaport) (2,300; one week
v
Orders'
'Uride'r
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850; 30-35'Town Hall' amateurs on 40)— 'Without Orders' (RKO) and 1(
with
stage.
Good enough $13,000,
acts of vaudeville. Just average ai
purees the pull, apparently riot so $14,000. Last, week *Walking on Air

Hippodrome

'

Cedar. R.,' 3; Texas, S Antonio,
'T-..4; Fuitbn;
Pitisb'g'h, ,11; Lucas.,.
Savannah, 12; Terin; Knoxv'le, 12.

;

doubt

,

.

'

:

,

,

.

v

'

13.

*

,

25-35-40)^.

(5,000;

looks like an okay $12,000 on hold*
over. Last Week socko at $26,000.
Geary (LUrie-PincUs) (1.200; 50.
75-$l-$1.50)r-'As Ybu Like It* (20th).
Started off at a pace equal to 'Rome*
arid
Juliet/, but' weakened 'and
.

pire,

and stars of fbrthcpmmg! attractions, swelL
because seldom", are films definitely
Lmw's (Loew's) (2,600; 25-40)—
set on playdates, that far iri advance. labeled Lady? (MG) (2d week). ExFigured that it cramps local; theatre's cellent at $6,500. Terrific $12,500
Irst week*
activities 'in behalf of current or
future pictures, because publicists
Lyric ( lson) (2,000; -25-30-40)—
are unable to concentrate ph timely -*Herev. Comes- Carter* (WB) apd
productions -and* players. -The only 'Shooting High'.,urijt. Latter with
[in
solution is' opening up page's' of the Slate Bros, featured was' stressed
campaign as 'direct from record run
"
.o^ies; he claimed.
.i
of six weeks' at PalMe,.. ^Chicago.
.^The manner in; which the so-called
Last
week
Gross $9,600. dandy;amusement page is cluttered up with 'Girt on F^bht Page' (U ) and vaude
Radio and cabaret- items /actually H8;20d, good.
v^ipetfs the importance of films and
;

(F-WC)

Broadcast' (Par) and '15 Maidei
Lane* (20th) (2nd wk.). 'BfbadcasK

,'Big

Rivoli,

;

.

$1,300.

Fox

28;

;

Toledo, 30;
Rialto.^L'ville, 30; Garrick, Winnipegj 30; Fay's, Prbv. ^O; Em'

!

—

'

.

.

1

&

•

.

celluloid enter*

•

UNIVERSAL

.Wayne, 12.
'Magnificent

San. Francisco, Oct. 27,

wide variety of

'

.

I Marry/ Pal, N. Y., 30;
Rialto, L'Ville, 30; Maj, Mobile,
Nov; 1 ; Pal, Akron, 3; Pantages'
Hill St., :L;A., .4; Lansirigy
Lansing, 4; Ben Ali, Lex'ngt'n,'
Albee,
Pal, Ft.'
5;
6;

Present, setup in the matter of
theatres jgettihg a break in magazine
sure, to remain for, another week.
and rbto sections is unfavorable, he Last week 'Ladies in Love" (20th)
filsb pointed out; Fact that publicity, okay at $4,750.
v
news and phptographs\ must be supr
Circle (Monarch) (2,800; 25-40)—
Implied two and three weeks in ad*Big Broadcast' (Par) (2d Week).
;vance precludes playing lip pictures Good at $5,000. First week $9,600,
;

'

A

tainment is on tap at the downtown
hpuses this week, several of which
are destined to chalk up some
healthy grosses. 'Libeled Lady' wi3
pick up mpst of the biz for the War*
field, which, along with the Paramount, has taken it on the chin with
the loss of some ace product to the
Fox, Although •Carrie' is a mother
love :sforyi Al Warshauer is selling
her as in. the book*, originally, with

a
in lieu of $1,000 bail, faci
charge of fraud. Williams; wias. arrested in Pprtland and, brought back
i
to this city charged with: issuing good results' at the Par.
'Big Broadcast' did such swell biz
rubber ^ checks. Several merchants
and individuals charge checks they at the Fox last week that it has been
held over for a. second stanza. Other
honored were returned.
,
holdovers which; are doing okey in'Williams, reopened the New Rose clude 'Dodsworth'
and 'Craig's Wife*
here, a subsequent run house, it is
Two in a Crowd* at the Orpft
partner, Lack of product forced the St.. Franclaimed, Jwith a woman
The
the
capital.
cis to hold 'Cain and Mabel' for i
the latter f urnishing
wpirian - complained. that Wi iams third stanza after a not-so-hot sec*
moveovei
wrote checks on the theatre account, ond week following
from
the Fox.
to
make
gaye themi' to iSn employe
Estlniates for This Week
small purchases and then allegedly
Embassy- (RKO-Cohen ) (1,512;- 30pocketed the change.
35-40 )^-'Le gPri g' .(Atlantic) a n
'Missing Girls' (All-Star)i Sold frorii
a sensational sex- angle to good, results which may bring in $4,5001 Las]
week 'President's,. Mystery' (Rep!
and 'Oh, Susannah' (Rep) terribU

*Man

.

Tacbma, Oct. 27.
Williams, Portland theatre
being held in the county

J.

jail

B'dgep't Nov.; 6; Pal, Chi, 6;
Trent'n, 6;- Cap, Scrant'n,. 6;'
Aladdin, Denver> 7; Keith's,
Dajlas,
Cincy,
; Maj,

.

.

should have wide edge in matter of
space.

Port

.

W.
man,

,

is. expected

One spokesman

J. Williams,

Theatre Man; Fraud Ch'ge

'^v

;

State convention of. 15,000 school
merchants' commiteachers here for several 'days
to confer, with
the, daily "papers in the hear future. Popped up downtown theatre grosses
Committee now: is collecting data or the current week and strengthened, the .final, day's business last
^Biid statistics to lay before the met-

which

tee,

Hold W.

S.F,

UA,

'Dodsworth/ Rialto, Butte,
Nov. 1; Madison, Det, 5 and- 12;
5th Ave, Seattle, 5; Des' M. and
Embbyd,
Robseyelt', Des M,Ft. Wayne, 6; Tivpli; Chat'ribpga,
Minn, Mpls, 13; Orph,
12;
Omaha, 13; Orph; Madison, 14;
.Tampa, Tampa, M;. Alhambra,
B'harh, 20; Queen, Galveston,
21; Cap, Ottawa, '27.
Desperado/
Warner,
'Gay
M'waukee, 30; Roxy, Tacoma,
30; Warner, Memphis, 31; Maj,

es'

Is.;;

circuit indicted /whole-hearted support/, However* real leverage in accomplishing results probably will

come from

:

.

Seattle,

'

ms

dailies gained

week

$16m 'As U Like If Mild in S. F.

N.j

•London,

Nov.

Strong

.

l

Thing in Minn. Election

;

Men' (WB). .Good, $7,500. Laft weel
'Stage. Struck' (WB) and 'Secon.
Wife' (WB), fair, $5,500/

..Mi.
Oct.
Senator Elmer
nson, Farmercandidate for governor,; has come
out- against daylight saving, opposed
.

.-

'

Cinema: de

Paris (France
50WVeille D'Armes'.

(600;.

Filrt

Gooi

by Minnesota .exhibitors. He also biz at $2,500. Last week 'lie Golenr
has committed himself against 'a and 'Coup de Bourse* (2d week.
$1,800. fair.
St, Denfs .(France

state theatre admission tax as well
as a sales tax,

publican, also
sales tax*

is

•

:

.

His opp.o^ent,v..Martin/'Nels6h r

—Anne

,

.

-

'Mari

Film)

(2,300:

and 'Jacques

'

et

Grossing $4,500: pood.
week 'Vertige d'uri Sni'-'- and
specteur Grey,* good, $1,000.

v

quotte.''

on record against a

r

.

1

.

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

«v ABirnr'8' LONDOfl OFFIC9,
• M. Mtmitmf* Mmi, Trafalnr 8«r
•

To Laugh

Masseliiii Trying

Dutch Axe for

Off

The Hague, Oct. 16.
Dutch board of film censors
banned 'We Are Only Human*

Pa

ltafo-6. S. Fihi impale;

(RKO) as an 'underworld picture/
also
Crespi' .(Republic)
taboo, commission objecting against
the -sadistic tendency' of this film.
Was submitted three times in Various clipped versions, but every time
the censors frowned on and nixed it.
*

.-'

Co/s

America Won't Stand

in

American film biz is still out of
Italy, with the situation status quo
for the time being. Ruling in Italy
'American 'Arms wanting to
do any business in Italy under the
new- cqnditions must sign an agreement pronto, agreeing to the drastic
the
money terms laid down,
Italian government, otherwise no
prints of the company involved can
pass the Italian border. No Ameri-

New

Two

It

Vienna Likes

ProjcctH

It

ritish film

Federatiori of Britii;
.

:.

London, Oct.

method

Unusual

.

projection

of

system employing; a brightly-lit border round the
the. customary
screen in place
i

resented to the Illuminating

black.

Vie'hn

"As You Like It' (20th-Fox) is one
of the biggest clicks here in years.
Picture is drawing full houses and
evening performances are sold out
quite
days- in advance, somethi
extraordinary here.
By coincidence, the Burgtheatre,
Austria's leading legit- stage, is producing the Shakespeare play at the

;

threatens

'

•

principle
Engineering Society
is
Rome,. Oct.
can company has signed the agree- said to give a much wider range of
Following government announce
ment ana no American prints have lalf- tones and eliminate persistence
same /"6
'gone into, the country in the past of vision when color films, are pro- merit that the last week of October
J
ranar ^
Bergners
Elisabeth
Italian films.
will be dedicated
three weeks.
jected.
answer to the heavy biz!,
Italiangovernment
S.
U.
Meantime
a during which week only
Idea, will be given
in England.
made
are more;
ith Mussoli
-negoti
made pictures may. be shown at ItalWest End theatre soon.
s
ian cinemas, all local producing
or less at a standsill. Mussolini
companies are bristling with energy
turned all protests of Americans on
and speeding up worit
the subject over to his son-in-law,
Item of .greatest interest on the
.Ciano. Latter is in Berlin where
Italian production list is still 'Scipio.
he last week negotiated the deal, with
being made
the African,' vrhich
Hitler and hasn't had time to take
*

;

'

^

1

.

^

.

;

was comes, forward

il.m

i.

:

.

$L*d

KANE'S

'

.

.

•up the matter of films or its ramifieaAmericans must therefore
•tions.
wait until Ciano comes back to Rome
and then try tackling' him again.
York is keepHays office in
irig' in constant touch with all film

outside of

Hollywood

lots.

the

A

hew Roman

,

forum, recon-

of ancient Rome forums,
makes up the main set, There is also
a set representing .Annibale's camp
ruzi, on which the scenes of the
revolt of Annibale's troops are now
being taken. Whole place is bristling
with soldiers in uniforms of ancient
Rome. Colonel Rigi; military aii
Vienna, Oct. 16
thority on Roman warfare, is superAlthough details are .not known
intending details of armament and and the entire matter is still in the
military -operations.
talk stage, serious trouble is under
At Torrechia, Col. Enrico Pizzi, [stood to be brewing for American
four 'squadrons' of cavalry and sev- producers and distributors in Aus
eral hundred infantry 'soldiers are tria
being kept busy storming and deReport is that the government is
fending the castle that is the setting considering curtailing importation of
for' the film 'I Coridottieri* ('The American pictures.
Means that the
Robber Barons'). Luis Trenker is annual quota would be chopped
directing this film and Virgilio MarOther reason for the chary out
chi is the scenic architect
look is a new. arrangement that the
Work has been started on Manenti government is- understood to be makFilm's 'Adam's Family Tree.' which ing with 'G&hiariyX Nature of this
is being directed by Mario Bonhard. deal is sfill guarded, but opinion is
It is a free Adaptation; of Testohi's that it must portend danger for th
'II Successo* and will- feature Elsa Y,anks.
Merlini, Antonio Gandusio, Renato
Cialente and Ogia Gentillj.
Diorama Film is starting work on
'La Fossa degli Angeli' (The Grave
Coin—
of the Angels') from a scenario by.J Australian Indies Hunting
Public N*ne T*o Quick to pig In
(Continued bri paeg 53)
strjuctidn

New

!

'

companies on the matter and
Sisting that everybody sit back and
wait while the \J. S.> government,
through the Commerce*' Department,
<goes to bat and sees what it 'can
•

.

••

Rome on

London, Oct 20.
Debenture loan! has been registered
by Bob. Kane's New: World pictures,
producing here for 20th Century -Fox,
Iplomatic. Palaver
to secure advances not. exceeding $1,
Washington, Oct. 27.
protests 500,000, constituting a charge on the
iplomatic
American
negatives and revenues from four,
(Continued on page 31)
motion pictures to be produced by the
company. The holders are; Deriham
Securities. 'City* house ..associated
with London Films.
New World has made the first Brit

•accomplish.

,

'

'

ish all-Techhicplor: subject, 'Wings- of
the Mqrnnig,' currently processing in

Hollywood.

complete

This represents

'

face by members of thewho formerly had a plan for.'

of

•'

.

,

'

'

quicki

istributor quota to 35%,
ing the
the subsequently rising to 50%, arid
late in the. day, after
sittings of the Government Committee o n the Act have been conciud ed A
Sponsors of the new plan have a
good theoretical case, claiming elimination of the distrib quota would insure that quickie rubbish, produced
with no. other intention than to comply with the law, .would he swept,
away, leaving the field clear for
healthier production of worth-while
British pictures. It would also, they
urge, give legitimate British production companies stronger chances of
obtaining playing time, and help
ictures made in
create respect for
this country.

is

I

'

which, they are affiliated,
Tsbr'fc of a new quota proposal f or reistributors from. any obligaleasi
tion under:. thcS -Films; Act, with 'the
roduetion
purpose of check i

-

Revolutionary
proposal is revolutionary

.

:

is.

no argument against it, but therv
(Continued on page 54)
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FIX AGAIN

U.S.

•

1

I

Prague, Oct

MONEY WANTED

I

.

London, Oct
Exhibs h&fe are persistent in
(Hollywood, Oct. 27.
hopes of beating out a plan to check
Two topics .of conversation these
overbuilding of motion pkture thedays: in British circles: who's going
#tres, aUhough-.distributors have re-

•

.

to the Coronation .and who's going to
fused cooperation along liiresv sugthe British United Services Ball at
gested* by the former-~bafEthg *>f
here Nov. 11.product from new properties -held* to. the Ambassador
More-thah 100 well-wishers sneedbe redundant.;
inenuV ing Merle Oberoh oh her trip to
Gchoral council of the
England, at a farewell cocktail party
tograpft Exhibitors*- Ass*n this week
jthe star the evening prior
expressing disappointment a^, the at given by
-her departure.
iitude of. the Kineinateerapb Renters to
in North
fox-hunii
Niven
DaVld
'acexpects iome- joint
•

'

'

,

.

•

•

Society*,

till

Carolina;
tion later; but meantime is looking
Now that, the pic, 'Love on the
for an ••'Alternative method' of
Run'
is ;c"ompl3ted. Brian Aherne will
•proach.
Jiad 85 hours
K.R.S. reply, ,io CJBA.. invitation resume Syiog. He has
the
This .S6ciety would not be in the. air and plans to fly across
stated:
will give
next
.'week,
which
country
proconsider,
any
in a position to
pjlot'sposals or -schemes if the same con- him enough hours for a

W

r
.

E.

CPnin/tl* Ciii*Vtf

^VICE

"

;

.

London, Oct 18,
Deputatibn from the Cinematograph
.

Exhibitors' Association bas-ttried to
straighten put the question of Western -ElsctKie service charges With; W.
A. Each, recently appointed British
head of W. E. ExhJbs .seek satisfaction on three points:
;
(1) Anomalies in prices charged
for service as between, sets: which
.

indie producers here to float production units for quota, work in the
State of Victoria
\

Move is an answer to the local, organization's attempt to 1L it American imports again.

^

Money has loosened up somewhat
following the success achieved by
two locally-mades and the indies are
hopeful, that money, will come their
way; Although the majors experienced some difficulty earlier in securing capital, the market now is not
SO hard. TJevertheiess, it looks as
though the smaller men will fi
it
.pretty hard going;
.

American film
Czechoslovakia have be
.Th'ore. or: lass constantly quairrelipg with the localites
for years.. In .493
things got
.

,

;

,

.

tough 'and

all Ameri<*?
:«ort>panies
out. /folding- their offices and

walked
stoppi

all business;
tayed put
about two years and then -mpved
back in when the Cz^eTi government
.

capitulated and made American .importing biz more simple,. Since then,
things have been more or less quiet
on the surface, although there have
-

Geratan-Itallan Color Pix

perform the same work but'' which
Rome, Oct. 16.
were installed at different times:
Emil. Leyde, Genhah color spe- been frequent underground rumbles
(2) Prices, which exhibs consider cialist assistant Richard lC?.ndler, of more headaches to coma.
excessive, charged for valves and' and interpreter , Angelo Rossi 'have
-

.-

tained any provisions which would license.
ith flu.
itzmaurice ill
Michael
call* upon renters to restrict the supPat Patersoa settling down again replacements;
plies of 'films to any cinema;'
(3) General need for reduction In
in
Beverly .Hills preparatory" to
price, having in mind more reasonStarting her new pic.,
in Palm able, rates charged by competitive
"'•Binnie Barnes vacati
S. A,
companies*
Springs.
Bach .has appealed for time in
very
C» Aubrey Smith
of view of his recent arrival in London.
rested following ^several

^

'

-.

PAR INCREASKG

PRCDUCTOH TO THREE

come

to -Italy to take several shorts
color of characteri
Italian
landscapes for Leydeehrom of Ber-

Americans

in

llms are to he about
ion,'? and will show
of Garda, Comb

ice.

,.

.

feet

In

the Lakes

Maggipre.

.vacation.-.

Paramount intends increasing: it&
production activities in the Argentine to three native produced films
for the forthcoming season!
John B. Nathan. -Par manager ih
the Argentine, in New York on a hji.
visit, says that reception accorded
the first such production, 'Radip Bar,'
sufficient

•

prompt

to

successors.

ilm produced by local backing is
reported by him as' doing well in the
Argentine as; well as other S. A.

Cell
a

pic.

Oct. 20.

wor

Clive reporti

new Wanger

ir

•

Pat Knowles driving around in a"
midget English ear, which be claims

.

now working
io)

in

has prom-

members

of the
they go oh lpca

cast to punt when
tion next week.
May Robson starting

Londpn, Oct;

rand Old T.ady' (Col ).
week
Maureen O'Sullivan organizin

My Wool f got a shock last week
when he discovered that one of his
not
ritish pictures yet
biggest

tennis parties for her brother Jack,

avaUable

work

this

i

'

call:

for on<b

musical and two comedi

Angel

Heather
rep |Was accompanied nprtH Jby who's visiti
the; O'Sullivan
r- among those
M.' Novak Warner g.m.
gehtina, also here for headquarters courts.
>
whose book 'Beam
Enrol
Confabs.
Ends' come put thisQFall, is starting
a new novel.
to
Madeleine CaiTbll is .ptahhing to

Par
Harry

Edv/ard Whaiey, of the colore
team of Scott arid Whalcy, did
defend suit for divorce by- his wife,
who alleged they
.not lived to-

line.

.

countries.
Plans, so far laid out

H>ll,yv/ood;

gets 35 miles, to the gallon of
Estelle Win wood,
'Quality Street,' <
ised to teach other

'

^

[

'

v

.

Vienna

.

.

,

:

..

.

films,

Anna

Sten's 'A

Woman

Alone'

;

.

;

,

for' 'registration

'

'

gether since 1920;
vl'c'h
arid BrPdari
warited or
films by several local producers of tor
Wpolf found himself hit by the their success in the Victoria Palace
same law once before, when he show.
Patri
ownnan <Stit of the cast of
wanted to handle two other British

under the and 'The Amazing Quest of Ernest
Bliss.' both, of which were refused
Quo! -Act.
'The r.Three, Maxims,' regisiratipn;^cause\75.% "of the; proz
.Picture-.
distributed
teaming. Anna Neaglfo, Tullio Carmi- duction
hati and Leslie Banks, and produced among
by Herbert Wilcox. Objection to its.
resistratipri by the government offiPar's 18 fpr Reich
cials is that some pf its footage—long
Berli ,/
shots of, trapeze artists! performing
.

bring over Her hew motor boat to
shot in Paris,
Harry W. Leasim has arrived here use on Coast. It's the same kind Sunder a big top-^-was
"mg which automatically makes it a nonWith a view to opening an office for used by British Navy for
Margot seaplanes which have gone: down British film;
RKQ-Radio
Vienna.
because ail his:. -.
Wpolf is
Fragley, his. assistarit, is accompany- and is. capable of doing 30 knots.
ing to handle a forts to get around the; law have
Cary Grant
ing Radio's European g.m.
role of an artist at failed and he sees the rental value
Leasi
says he may buy Jar a brush
of his picture seriously dimi ished
Be.nes' recent local operatic success, Columbia.
G. P; Huntley, Jr., talks to Austra- as a result. Figures that some exhibs
*Auf der gruehen Wiese' and that he
nix it on quota grounds, since it
is negotiating
with several other ii every night on a short wave set. may:
Bruce in. will make their schedule that much
Aitstri
rid Hungarian, authors for Expects to talk to Nigel
tougher.
Englah
is Week the same way.
scripts.
16.

.

.

surprise move, quit the
local distributor organization today..
Will found their own organization
a:

.

1

SOCKS

•'

'

29.

Several tries are being made, by

SQUAWK ON

.

American reps of film cbm„.,i.n

here.

Melbourne, Sept.

IRITJSH

11

pani

Palladiuirri

'fcrazy. Shov/.'

sprained

due

,

ill'

to

be; baeic-

aoon.

Dave

rBut^s/sfnaieXyip^ a

fey/;,

days

Paris befbre stert»nS"oin a^provin-:,.
tour of Three Men on. a Horse*
Charlie Tuchcr -ushin'» to hospital to visit one of his kids.

in

:

cial

Paul Page, back from Germany
and immediately sails for New York.
Kurt Rbbitschek after Chaz Chat;
for his next Victoiia Palace show.
Every time Marlene Dietrich
(nearly
shpiiVs up at; a, premiere
at the Marmorhaus-here, and.'Pri
every night) fans batter down the
cess Comes Across' in Hamburg.
Among the others due are 'Re- police cordon and nearly wreck th
Lang,' .'Danger/ theatre front.
turn of Sophi
Ann Harding's tenipprary -illness
'Texa;-Luxembourg,*
of
'Count
Rangers,' 'American Ballad,' 'Safari,' did not delay the start of 'Love from
;

.

new pictures fpr the
Germany have already
.season
been premiered, 'Mbon's Our Home'

Two

of Par's 18

,

'General
Waltz'

ied at

Dawn/ 'Champagne
'

'

a Stranger/
di recti

'

which Rowland Lee

i

.

.
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.

RKO

pening this week

.

RADIO CITY MUSIC HALL
and other important key
throughout the country .

cities

v s 'v

-<-

.
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TENDER HEART!

J%« 4
who

urondetfiul I

.

as the wo man

.

loved him but could not possess him!

4fes ttemen<tou5.K

.

.

as the

man who

adored and dared!

Man, woman and

child.,. they'll laugh, they'll thrill,

the grip of this

they'll deeply live, in

human drama.

A MILLION MOIST EYES AND THROBBING HEARTS

WILL REMEMBER

IT

THROUGH ALL THE YEARS

AS THE GREATEST HEPBURN PORTRAYAL SINCE
"LITTLE

WOMEN"

With

ELIZABETH

DONALD

ALLAN * CRISP
DORIS DUDLEY

*

DAVID

DIRECTED BY MARK SANDRICH • A PANDRO

S.

MANNERS
HERMAN REDUCTION

..
.
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Paramount
|ir<i(juotW>n.

Gehsiev

Kenny,'.

.fa'dlc

l*«»rifi»

<uul 'Allen;' Hob' iJui-ns, Martha. Kayo. Shirley
ltd-:
Jtuy Millard, Frank Forest,
Burihy Fields, -Benny. Goodman; band,-. Leo-;
lmUl Slokovvski aiid symphony orchestra';
IM'rnHed l>y Mltc-hel.I>l«:n.
Story, Knivlh
Barry, " Trlvcris;
tielsey,
Arlhu'r 'Kobei'i
iidnpl.iil kin', .W II Iter •Di'Ueon, Francis.. Mar,

'

'

'"

rdlior, S'tuivvt
Spurlculvl: ' At

nT.ri

dor
Oct,

t-'n

mi

Piatt

.Mi.

*

i'.w.

.

;

;

\

..

'

-Piatt" :

l'Mtsy,'
'43

wen

;

'

. •••

... .......... ...

^ :'.;»; .'...'.

..

Hidnu>.s\

,,<.

. ,

. ...
Jlossiiiun';

Frank

.Geor e. BUrris
.Granle Allen

. , .

.'.-.

Miller,

r.(j\y.

;

Benny

.'.lack

.'.

; .

Kiib -.Bluck.

Mra-

HeKslei

.

Piimi ount, N.Tf./Vveek
JIM) mlns.
UunnliiK

'.'10.

111,

3«ck

'Ralph. ltuinger;
vuniera, Theor

I>e« •K<)l)lh;,

Nons.Si.

tini;.

,.

.

;
.

*

H*niiy Fields. , .... ... . ...
Reni.iy- (Soodmiin limti Ii(b

.

.

Hob Burns

Raye

.Shirley. Ross.

.-. . ; ,

.';..;'...

.-.v.

.

.MnrMiii

.'.-. ;•;

V.

niiy Mllland

.Frank Forest'

Benny .Fields
rchestra;- iWov

''.

StokowsUI arid his Symphony Orchestra,
IjouIs DaPron.' .Eleuriore! "Whitney;
JJtiviy Adler. Virginia. (PlgLalls) Weldleiv
li'old

I.ee.

Illy

roadcast of 1937'. is one of
the
ig: pictures of 1937.
Both .in
general entertainment appeal and in
bpx office potentialities, -it is. tunefilm, property that' hits the bull'seye. The third in. the 'Big Broad;

from Paramount, this one,
large cast of radio, stage and
far outdistances the
that preceded it in both ambi-

cast' series

With

its

screen', talent,

two

rendering, a. Bach fugue,
heightens the importance of its appearance in. the picture. .With Stokowski, the camera in closeup gets
effective shots. bf the director's hands
arid of individual men arid sectibns.
chestra,

1

The whole band! on a iong shot, is
caught only at the very last.
In the broadcasting sequence Miss
Talking Through My
Ross sells
Heart' in a very shownianly. mariner.
Earlier in the picture, as a honkytonk radio performer, she had done
'You Came to My Rescue,' also singing that well but under totally dif'Through My
conditions.
ferent
Heart' and 'La Bomba* impress as
the outstanding song numbers from
the Robin-Rainger team.
Miss Ross and MUland, latter a
radio agent, are paired for love interest, though Benny arid Forest figure in skirmishes. Milland makes a
good agent type as well as a romani

.

Tm

:

.

David Holt,

tion and results.

There are several specialbut riot all showed. The

tic lead.

ties billed

em,
cutting robm floor got some
due to the film's length.
The tag from Benny, who has been
is
action;
Program
jn»c;ihg the radio
of
cute: tt's The Big .Broadcast
;of
1937 ends through the courtesy
providence. Paramount and JPlatt s
.

'

Lewis -E, Gensler, who turned out.
the expansive production" for "Parr
started out with good story material
•and gags, rounded up a flock bf capable entertainers, got the team of
golf balls.*.
Leo.' :Robin arid Ralph Rainger to
write the songs arid, ;with Mitchel
Leisen at the directorial switch, obtained 100 minutes' swell diversion. Adventure
.

-

Chan

,

.

There

Manhattan

in

..Stars.
enough good talent in
Columbln production an<t release.
Directed by.
'Broadcast' to have made two pic- Jean Arthur. .Toel MtCrea^
Story/ Joseph, KrumBoW.
tures and enough gag-writing re-, E^?ard TMtX^g:,
Fine.
tweed on May Edlngton's 'Purple atid
serve in the scenarists to have ma.de
""
^l?. €a,t
both enjoyable.
Sauber, Jack-, Klrkland
t
"J"'„
ol „
Music
At
Freullch
Henry
Ideas .figure plenty in the making Meyer: camera,
'30. Running.
jloll, N. T.. week Oct. 22,

is

•

^

1

'•

•'

.<

.

:

1,

.

,

..

.

:ii>L:ihe_jniu&ic^
basic story bf the picture but in the
gentle' kidding of radio, the comedy
situations, gag flashes and the behavior of the cast. The treatment all
the way,, is refreshing and unique.
v The .comedy; is plentiful arid sure
•

-tlriie,—7,H-mjhs.
-

Glalre Peyton
George Melville.-.
Black ton Gregory:
;

Phtl- Bane..;

;.

McGulre

manner, with majority of.
the action in broadcasting studios of
night clubs.
madcap, gay. flavor
dish up^ the material in a
savory way and -though- the picture
takes 100 minutes to unreel, it is fast
from- start'to finish:
There are enough comedians of
one form or another in 'Broadcast'
to make! it
hit solely, on the
strength bf .the laughs: Jack Benny,
.Martha. Raye, Bob .Burns, and Burns,
arid Allen are the prominents poking
at audience, ribs.;- There are others
v/ho figure in, comedy sequences, or
laugh bits; such as the cock-eyed taxi

•a; natural'

A

lielps

••

••'

1

-

-

•

".

'

Owen

Reginald

Mitchell

Thomns

...Herman Blng

•TJni-

Marfc -Glbbs.

MeCrea

.... .Joel

'....

.

...

.

.

,

.

.

..Victor Klllan
Johti Gallaudet
.15111

.-,

Ijorlmer . ..... i.,».>
fire, .the love, interest is developed
DuticRn ..........
smartly and the- music introduced in. Phillip ;,Y\..>yvr

.

Marion Talley, one-time Met opera
singer. She's the Kansas girl who
flashed across the Met horizon some
years ago '•for 'a couple seasons, then

later

radio

release of I^ewfH

Features

.

arid also
dropped Into, thi
on in the sequerice when, the
program is put on; The Goodman band is cleverly, photographed,
with individual shots of musicians
processed onto the main film of the
band. -The -same clever photographing, of the Leopold Stokowski or-

met Vbgah

George Cooper

. . .

.

Robert^

Warwick
diby,,

Competent cast arid splendid
manage to ease this one

rection

pretty close all the way, with
the story always operating "against
it Through production quality the

but
:

it's

:

picture is- moderately ainusing,. and
tHat is about how it will do at the

window, moderately.
That the plot/ after a promising
start sets weaker as it goes albrig,
•

.

.

.

.

,

hot the fault of Jean. Arthur, Joel

is

McCrea, Thomas Mitchell or Reginald^Owen, who Contripute as .much

faded out, because she allegedly pre-

ferred to 'return to my farm in,
Kansas.' .She won't stay in films long,
Michael Bartlett, on the other
hand, who is co-starred wrth her,
should go places. He had a bit in a
office names.'
Grace Moore picture, 'Love. Me ForManhattan'
'Adventureever' and has done some other film
crime comedy.
(Col).
Fair
work, but this is his best effort.
Jean Arthur, Joel McCrea
There's a loose sort of story here
starred.
and the script meritfons ?five, writers,
It s back and
which riiay eXplai
Brute' (U).
'Magnificent
forth about a girl with a beautiful
Names
the marquee and
voice who doesn't want to be an
something for the
opera singer because her mamma
Should get over nicely.
was and found it was a tough life. In
the end-r^surprise—she capitulates
.'Follow Toiir Heart' (Rep).
and sings the leading role.
Maribh Talley's screen debut,
Handled with a deft and light
plus Michael Barilett in musitouch throughout, it's sufficient story.
cal which should garner fair
Also there's a good enough cast to
returns.
keep things going. But Miss Talley
'Daniel Boone' (RKO).. Here
doesn't photograph any top. well. Arid
eat
come the Indians. Ki
the director hasn't mariagejd to keep
it up.
things any too well knit; scenes.,
(RKO).
'The Bir Game*
frequently run away and into each
other.
Timely and entertaining football yarn should do okay at the
Miss Talley's Voice records well
'
and she has several good numbers to
box office.
handle: a couple operatic arias are
Coast
(U).
Spoilers'
'Sea
intertwined with musical comedy
guard meller for duals and
sorigs pleasantly. Bartlett, viSra-vis,
spots showing adventure films.
.doesn't sing so much but is pleasiller at Large' (Col). SleUthantly spotted in a light romantic
murder chiller, obviously built
mood. Soleridid support comes from
for dual consumption^
Nigel Bruce, as a ne'er-dorwell but
lovable ' old •> voice- teacher:. Luis
Alberrii is his usual eccentric asclimax that really has them on their signment (agai
a. reminder of the
seat edges. It provides McLaglen earlier Moore pics): .Henrietta-. Croswith the sort of part he likes, and man as. a faded opera star; Vivierine
he troupes it for all it is worth, and Osborne, Walter Catlett. Clarence
rather more."
Muse anil Beri 31ue iri hits; Muse
Strong dual fare, but able, to hold strips one number well and leads the'
up on singles where, such, still -exist, Hall Johnson choir in another nice
and where too much is not expected. item. Blue does a zariy and eccentric
Excellent secondary feast, with plenty dance business interestingly. He sugof help: from the steel, mill back- gests greater possibilities for fllrii
grounds, and jiot much aid from jieyelopmerit.-E!Unice:Healy4s.okejh
mosF~of the dialog;; which has been a burlesque dance routine with Blue.
slighted, particularly in the earlier She's a vaudeville and cafe alumna
scenes where they seem to be talk- also.
ing to gain length. Firm direction
Songs are- all fair but none. is imphotography.
helps, as does the
portant or likely to linger long.. Most
Sound is strident at times, and ap- interesting vocal- item * that in
parently the fault of the track since which the entire company does a
the reproduction of other subjects burlesaue 'Liicia'- sextet—and it is in
is good.
that the firm hand of a
this
Story, which will chiefly appeal to director is most missed; it comes
the men, has McLaglen in the near to being a gem of a scene, but
familiar setuo, a burly , figure op- just misses that ratingposed tb another, of the same type,,
Whether or riot it gets busiriess to
both fighting for the; same, girl arid compiare with the major musical
supremacy iri the mill; McLaglen efforts, picture should -'prove to Rewins the regard of his boarding public that'iroing on the hut a bit for
mistress, but moves to be closer, to nroduction and talent can pay: rethe blonde Delia Lane, a gold digger. turns should be gobd enough f^r that,
One of McLaglen's helpers falls into despite the film's faults.
Kauf. '.
a crucible of molten metal. They take
up a collection to send the widow to
her home. Collection is done .at a
carnival, arid McLaglen gives the
nrodiicmoney to Delia to hold while he
Tlndlo reisAne nif George pi ill
vainlv tries to take a fall out of a tlon.:. Star? George O^firlent "fea.turen
Ansel.: Directed liy David Ho\VWrestler with the show. Steve, the BTeather.
^lny, Daniel .Jan-ett; atory,
Screen
ard.
rival, persuades the girl to bet the
Y;..
At Palace..
EdKeouml) Plnchon.
collection on the outcome of the week. OeU Z«„ '30. on double hill.match, but secretly -bets it on the .nlng; time. '7."« mlrisi
.'fleoree O" RHe.n
v
Daniel Boone'.
professional, telling the girl she has Virginia.
i. i. ...... .Heather An»{el
;';;
lost. He persuades her to leave town
.John rarradlhe
Slmrh Glrty
With him. but the boarding mistress Stephen Marlowe.;.;... .;..-.>B.nlph Forhes
...Clarence Muse
.»..*:«»..*«
gets the lowdown and saves the Pomnev rr.
.........George ReRJifi
Black
KaKle...;...
situation. The climax comes when Jerrr
•». .....
DlcUle Jotiew
...... ttuntley Gordon
rhe sends her youns son tb; the mill Sir John- Ra
..
.HsrRy CnrtUnR
-.VV.
for McLaglen and the kid falls into Joe' Burch.
AKRfe.HerrJhB;
Mrs.. Burch.
is
metal
the
which
into
a crucible
Attorney General.
I;.-.. ...Crauroi'd Kent
about to. be poured.. It's a patent :CommlEsioner ....
Keith "Itenneth
;

roadcast of 1937' (Par ).

Sock musical, heavily laden
with laughs and utilizing the
talents of a .large cast of box

either.

,

.

'

:

.

.

\

.

.

'

-1

;

.

.

.

.

•

personal help: as ," their respective
roles could wish. for. Scrip.t itself .is
blame for the picture's tendency
.driver, who oft' nearly, Tunning down to
implausBenny, hollers at hifn, 'Why don't tb add implausibility after
ibility to a basically fantastic plot.
you look- Where you're going?'
as a young crirmnplogist,
McCrea,.
sufprise laugh, -wholly unexpected,
a newspaper ;.to track
occurs in the love-making scene be- is hired by
, write about a mysterious
tween Gracie Allen and Bob Burns: down- and•yvho is making some. of the.
criminal
It's a pip. One that might, be lbst in,
biggest hauls in the history of the
the hinterlands where they don't
Thief cops nothing but
lifting biz.
•fpace^fiO miles a minute, is among
widely known art treasures arid
Benny's butstariders."" Dizzily alight- famous gems. Being, quite ari art
..irig': from
a sky-scraping elevator, collector himself, ' the young" man
>~ Benriy asks, the operator to bring his
somehow • has' the knack of anticiistomach up on the next trip. Burns' patjng the crirhinal.'s .next move.
be«t scenes are those in which he Thus "he can predict forthcoming situation, but it is worked up to
busts
oh radio programs, which rbbberies in advance as' a sort of create a genuine tension.. v
are on the air, while looking for crook handicapper for hisl newspaiicLaglen has" a part much to his
Leopold Stokowski.' Burns has: his per. This exceptional foresight enlikirigi with William Hall playing. opbazooka along!'
ables him to knock off the arch crim- posite effectively and w|ithoUt too
Miss Raye is slow to get started inal at the finish.
much stress. Binnie Barnes does
but, finishes strong. Sh'e gets better
Crook's final job is perhaps the well enough as Delia, but the femme
'••"as she goes albrig until just a word
most elaborate on record, and quite acting honors go to. Jean Dixon as
from; her here and there becomes exciting. He has turned legit. prp>
boarding mistress;^ Sh(? is parXimny, the .flippancy of the picture ducer and .leased a theatre adjoin- the
ticularly fprceful and effective »n the
being greatly in her favor. Toward ing a bank whose vault nontains. a letter moments of stress. .Billy
ith
the
the end she socks through
famous diamond which he covets. Barrud. as her sori;- plays without
'Vote for Mr.. Rhythm' number. In It's a war play he's doing, with a affectation and h«s been well directed
.this one Miss Raye goes in for that big battle. scene for the. payoff, while
in the peril bit; Henry Armetta is
hip-swineirig; hpbf-shufflin? tech
the stage cannons roar,, his boys are for the comedy relief; and scores as
nique of hers which iri itself is swell dbwnstairs blasting away at the bank usual, with a stbogC'tp proy.ehis
intrigMirig
enter tairimept.
are
other
There
wall.
Chic»
growing importance",
v Benny plays the manager of .the
moments of crime, but the edge is
radio studios. He's equipped with taken Off hy the hero's prognosti
plenty of wisecracks as .well as ;catibns and the bits fail, to .stand up
Heart
Follow
script and directioh requirements asy they should.
;McCrea succeeds in being a pleas(OPERETTA)
which make, him a particularly eht,
ant young man at ail ..tiriies. despite
jbyable character; He is mostly hay
ltppUHllc- releiise ot Nat T.e\»ln« production.
irig his troubles with everyone from being handed everything but a crysRtnrs Marlon. Talley, Michael Bartlett. »!:
1
Screen^, pluyv
Miss Arthur's riVct'ed by Auhvey-: Scotto:
Gracie Allen jjpwn. .The latter tal and a turban.
Mlthaplel West. Xester Cole. Faniufll-Qiflltx;
clicks from the outsfet, getting in for chore is .Msb well dbne/ thou^h; npt, 'itory. Dana Burnet: additional rtlalng,.,01lve
the earlier, laughs' built around the so difficult.,, Thomas Mitchell, com
Larry Ceb«i.llo>:. songs.
**iir*ri.
Cooiier;
rehearsal of a skit' imder ;oute cir- paratively hew in pictures, has some Victor Rph'eif/.ingeri- musical direction. T)c
Mescall,
bombastic Hii!»o Rlesenfeld^ cnniorn. ..John
cumstances for thb i»latt Golf Ball swell: moments, as
At Criterion, N.. T: week
.'A'llyn r-,' .TnneS.
program. The Platts are Buins and managing, ed, Arid; Reginald Owen, "Oct.
Ins
"Ml Running .time, S2
21.,
,
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THE BIG CAME
RKO
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Margaret.
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FlRher.. - , .
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as usual,

Allen.

.

role-proof.

is

~Bi

;

jill.ey
Mrirlofi
Ich^ei" Bartlett

.\frirlnn..P''rrp ,<tei

Michael >VUllrtins;

While t h e. comedy represents
'Brbadcast'.V best strength, in soriie
instances the laughs are not so Well
..timed;
In tine; of the night club,
scenes a few are entirely lost.- This

MAGNiFieENT BRUTE
Universal

';

,i',ele>is'e

(if

arles.- It;

..

urn" 'Victor-..
r.nr'nes. :.1e:ni

protlut'tloh.'

}?t

tures' 'ylnlil'e

.

.

jjet;-*

Me l-,ajjl'en;-

,

'.'.f4'n

enry

PlNori.

the spot where Benny Fields^does Aiinett(i.
Blyston'eV
Irected )iy John
'Love in Your: Eyes.' a good^n umber 'From story. 'Kli;' by. Ott'e.ii Jpiiehols; 'icilaptu-:V
1ier.tr?iiv
for him. Fields, while s"cbrihg,~ may •:tU»n..vlTMrtcW;'-7j;ewls ti;r.K'*l«r.
"Mniinmei';' c;irneiH, Merrill 'Gersiiid'j:-•' At
be considered to anoear* to better ad- Rp.\y; N. Y.i week Oct..
•3*1.
Ru'nnl.m
ventage, in person than on the screen. lime,. 77 nil
letor MrT.nglei)
V.
Phpto.«raph v may. hot. h a ve been in BIr Steve.
-Dell.<u: tuiie:.. ........ .i. .... .Klnnie Ha Ones
his entire favor.
is

(!',.'

'

"

:

I'll,

,

..;

.

.

.•';.•.

4 .

.

"

.....

TT cnrl K

.'.
.-.
Toriy
>f"(l?roe linvi;
:.

.Nl»el Bruce
..r.ulH-Albewl
...
. Henrietta. Crosman

rrcster.
.

.

.

.

.

j.

'•

.

...

.

lteii-'. IUue.-.'.r.
,•'.

,

.

.

i

; .

.... .. . . . . .
Bill MoiKiin
Blos.idln irinr)ey, >':.v..';..

ner of suggesting

.

.

One

night-club scene
:

.

<

(

o'w«r'<r.

.

i??

utilized

.

.

.;.len'n

; ;

i*. 'i-.

his- is

.,Bllly...>turiua

jfirst-twp

-.

:

<Mvrrir.il

i„
v.'.V.'.T./.
>.

;

«

'.Clarenco -ATiimc

;'. .-.

.'.'/.

.T.-.'.

.

.

;

.

.

:,'

.

:

a

Ken Blue
billet

...MarBoret.IrrlriK

..•...;...•.

.Vh

:

:iel<ey- Tlen.l

. ,

,

'.'.

:

>M Jenks

V:jn" v>hlne Whltlell
olr

.Henry.. Arinetln
.-'.•

:

.

;

.

the

same

sort of film as the
pictures. Ex

Grace Mobre

:

Morris'

cept that, while those two :had musj
is
by Victor Schertzinger,
one, here Schertzinger di
irect.
Ln.volln '.,..
.tBtin- MeT)'iihlel
.v.ii'»
And here there is no. Grace Mobre.
Mrs. Ruhdolph.
ICnther Dale
V. :
.
,'.;..
Wildcat;
..v.
.Joe ..Varga. It's
most, pretentious^—arid per;•;.<;•;
Mfijiwell
..,."..,»'.
.Tnitl. Jflo)<tiorj
haps best^musical turned out by an
T\vo-ij|i Mftflney
,V. Tiny BrAwn
i .
.
.
.
MOrpKy v .
.-A ,v V*. Charles ^Vllson indie studio, but is ''not
the
up
jnark, set by. the best major efforts.'
Off to' a dawdling start, the. story
{ricks up after about a reel, working Should do fair, business.
or more interest until reaching a.
Picture is the screen debut of
.

,

for the 'Jw'Bbn^biaJ^rbductio» iuirh|ier in which Frank: Forest- solos the
: Ming 'and LeRoy Prlnz girls' perform.
flChe ivholfc Tjp, BomBa' number is
Impre^Give. Benny doodman'8 band

i

.

.

how Ray MUland Mra

Shirley. Ross make the town one
night.
Soots getting the val nable
plug: include El Mororw. Opvx.
^Paradise and Leon and Eddie's. The
lyindui* I"? aft^^Liiidy^:

and

i7

Bugytl
Pete Klnheyi..
o'ward v.
HbI

Wllllnm Hall
DlXOn

;

'

;

;

.

.

New York
\ Several, well..
niteries i»et their h^mes into the
footage' through the director's man-

Vlvlenne Oshorne
Waller On t.lelt
.Runlre. Healy
'.
John Kldredge
.

'..

.

.

'romniy, t'ci-rester;
>lr. ..H.'.'whs':
.Mis. I'lunl;

,

.

.

.

.(^hoh- -Leader.',

f.irtul.so.

;

.

.

anrer..
Hercher.

..nvrlsVin

.

,

:

...

Hnccfnlty

.

.

:

Gloria
ship Hon

.

.'.'.

.Ann

rrofltriti

:

Brains
,:;.;...:. .......;.'..... ..Zebl Vatoi'l
Coleman.; .',
.Selrimi' JnckKon
^apiiholas
.AdWn'n Rosle'y
. .

.

.

.

;
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M'urMriKton
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Another expose on college

—though

football

mitigated

its sting is

folderol—The Big Game'
both timely and okay entertainment
for
not so ^particular

lot

addicts.

It should."

from
account of itself at the b.o.
now. till the Rose: Bowl game, New
fever
Year's Day, when the football
subsides. Added advantages is that
it beats the gun on the seasonal grid
rpieasis*"'

^'

*:.

-

nature, the

its topical

added bqxoffice impetus

ins

fllni

^:->~

7

Aside from

^

1

inclusion of some of
outstanding football heroes:
Jay Berwangec of the U. of Chicago;

from

'

'

yiear's

William ShakespeareTNotre Dame;
Bobby Wilson, Southern Methodist;
Irwin (King Kong) Klein, N. Y. U.;

Gbmer
(Bbnes)

Jones; Ohio-State; RobertHamilton, Monk Mpscrip

and Frank Alustiza, all of Stanford.
Yet, it's by the inclusion of these
gridiron stars that the picture suffers its severest setback in the minds
With
of those who know footbalL
the exception \ Of Klein, all these,
stars play for the same college, Atlantic, but the team can't win unless
:

the Hollywood version of a great
quarterback* .fehilip Huston, is in the
.

A

college coach would be
thankful for just; VBerwanger, or a
-Shakespeare,^x^iffir^il^iii'^--btit-- iAt.>
lantic had to have, them all plus the
picture hero toi Win* And it isn't
Atlantic .Refining.
Picture is taken from a book by
former Sports
Francis
Wallace,
writer for the N. Y. Daily NeWs,
lineup.

;

who incidentally, has a fictipn expose on college football called 'The
Double Ride' running .serially in. the
current Satevepostr 'The Big Gariie''
is a bit more outspoken, in laying
bare the systems employed by the
colleges, in getting football material.
Irwin Shaw, whose IBury the Dead'
was one of the sensations of last
season's N. Y. legit season, was given
the job of writing the adaptation.
'Buiy the Dead* was a pacifistic war
play, which makes it hard, to understand why RKO assigned him to a
football yarri, but- it's to Shaw's
credit that he did ari okay job.
In' the actual football sceries the
picture is topnotch technically. The
Atlaritic 'teaih knows football (and
why shouldn't it?), but that kidnaping of the star player (Huston ) is
very old stuff. It's a Frank Merriwell pulp angle in what is supposed
to be a
first
grade production.
Whether it was in Wallace's book,
or whether it was just Shaw's idea,
.

.

•

1

-

:

.

. .

Kong). ;lvleln (N. T. U.), Gomer Jon*s
(Ohio S.lflte u;)> jtobert. (Rones). Knnillio
(Stanford), Frank Aluatlza (Stanrurd^. >•

.

•

>

-^u<cent.

:

-

,

i.Edward

i. ».>.'..,i .'MarK'irf.t Se\1don'.
........ .. ... . .Ullly VGliliert

-

. .

.

.

....

,';.;•;'..';

.

. 4 .

jay Berwonger (U. ot dileaRo); WID.Iam
Shakespeare (Notre Dame), "Rob^r .( rlnh-hy)
Methodists),'
(Sduihern
Janien
Wllt>bn
(Monk) Mo>iorlD (Stanford), Trwln (King

'

.

;'..,. .

.

.-.

DeanV;

.

.

..',

.

Jenkins.

Mrs.

. .
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,

•
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;

.

'

:

. . .
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Drunks

. .

.

Anthony,

•

. .-.

... .

,

;.>.ii., , >

.'.'.">..., . .

.;

.-

Bra:d

.

.

.
Juh>i Travis
..i.PruVe Calmt

Dtiv.lne
. . . .AOdy
».;.;-. . ,C; JTenry. Gtirddn
Pete. ... ....
AVllllaaiB
... . . , .-. . . ... .GulntiSpike Adams. . *•»'• . ..'•'<> ... ; . v. John Arlrdijn
Cpach'. . i , , ;,.•.•..'.
» , IVr&nk- W... 'rimma*
;..>:;Hiirtirt r;i 'Veppcr
I.ols.
./. v. . .
. v . . ..

Pop.

."

.

V. . i . « ; i . •..«'. .
.:....«..'....',.,..

.

Cnlhouri

•

.

Film. editor, Frederic Knudt-

Irwin Shaw.

DANIEL BOONE;

.

.

S9n; eamei-a, -Harry Wild. At Kl«llfl. ,N, V.,
week Ost, 23; "o0. Running time. 7:! Tulhu.
f -lark. . .
lliisui
... , ..... ,>;. . ,..'.. ;. : Philip
George.,
Gieason
... . . . ..,..,...«;,.'. ..: Jaihes

.

'.

.

,

Radio release of Pandro H,
production. Features Philip. HuhU»i,
Glea6bn, June Travis, Bruce Calmt.,
Devlne. Directed /by George Nlehollh;
FronVfltory by Franclp- Wallace; adnptnlloh,

.

:

.

.

•

Wednesday, October 28, 1936

is

(MUSICAL)

.

L

I

Big Broadcast of '37
'

c

...

.

Allegedly
of
-the^
Daniel Boone,
is film
loses all claim to'] authehticity,..or
honesty Of purpose ^by giving a once-'
over-lightly..-. -to the* matter of -the
sated. Virgi iatts whb robbed Boone's
band of ^hearty pioneers as rapidly
as the latter found and settled new is hard tb say, but either' way it
ground. Producer preferred to point doesn't belong.
There's excitement aplenty in the
his attention instead
.lot
story without the kidnaping, with
Of phoney histrionics and make-be- the riot
pn the football field, evilieve hysterical Indian fighting. But dently ""'inspired
by last year's
N. Y. U.rFbrdham game in N. Y.,
niaybe
was. right.
-first,
being
the
highlight.
The romantic
honest, Way might have resulted in
angle ; is also capably and tastefully
nothing more than another dull hishandled, Huston and. June Travis
torical .item; this way he has a good being the principals.
Indian picture :tb "sell.
Plot itself.; is nothing much, conAt the Palace on
roadway, the ijerning chiefly the growing influence
mob was inclined to, kid the film of: the gamblers on the heretofore
opening night, applauding the pio- pure sport; of college, football. The
neers, and. hissing the Indians in recruiting of coal, 'miners, etc., as
:

:

-

.

-

'

'

,

.

.

.

•

'

mock serious fashion. Bufc that was
pn Broadway.. In the nahes and
;

sticks,

where

this film

should do okay.

It's.

mode.
Boone is the leader
:

a la.

men and .'leads
tuck-ee,

his

belongs,

Indian opera story.

Performances in the film are. good
all around, Hustori and Bruce Cabot
being believable in moleski
Miss.
Travis okay as the love: interest,
Whose father, C. Henry Gordon,

of the white

^nob

where they

it

played Up enough to make
it appear that' the. Carnegie Foundation also had a hand i
writing the

•players' is

to

Kai

-

a
couple skirmishes with redskins.
Theh comes the big. attack by five
tribes united, led by a white renesettle,

.

after

'

,

gader and
aft^r' the

it looks -like-: curtains, -bu t
ninth day. of battling, with
;

-

ammunition and water running: out,
it rains
and that saves the day be-

—

cause the Indians
plained just why.
are afraid of rain.'

scatter.,

Not. ex-

Maybe Indians
No one will ever

the great sports writer; Andy DeVine as. the \ comical.^ coal ^rpL
turned tackle; -.Jairies Crieasphi'Van.d'
Guinn Williams as gamblers: Frank
M. Thomas as coach;. John Arledge
as the team's press agent, and Bar-,
bara Pepper as the dizzy campus
:.

;

'

'

.

'

.

flirt

The football istars< weren't given
know. At any rate; 'that ipearis -ahappy ehdihg and, oh; yes, .Daniel much in the way of lines, but Shake'

.

gets. the girl;

'
'

'

:

;

Boone., is,, of course, played by
George O'Brien, with Heather Angel
as the girl.
John Cairadine is the
bad man and Ralph Forbes is another .bad riian and George Regas
is a good Indian and Clarence Muse
a; good Negro.
They all -play their
roles, in' the' same manner' as. the

speare, Moscrip arid Wilson ..acquit
themselves creditably with the few
words they have to say. They, and
the other '35 Collegiate stars lend
themselves to cipch exploitation
.

•

most everywhere ^n '.the country,
their respective', alma maters: being

sufficiently scattered for that.
Direction generally: rates bends for
story was written phoney, with George Nicholls, ..Jr., also the. pholoads of action. But the kid* won't tography,, and for; Pandro,: Bcmari's
know the dinV
Kdu/.
production as a Whole.
Scho.

—

.

;

>

;'

a

.

Prince Narischkin turns out to be
a fraud,
Wag- Prince as having served the real
a valet. Genuine Prince
has become a chauffeur on the

At

jetton,

•

•

•

.

real

.

Mother

meanwhile

is

looking for a suitable spouse^ arid
finds her choice in Prince of Illyria,

J)»kewc)l

.Fuzzy

name.

.

Knight

a brainless dandy who is out for
money.
Chauffeur recognizes his
•Maj'lei,.-;....-.. ;.',.•••
former valet and makes up by askHorry .-'Worth'
.V.
rtlck
' Srnest H.l.HIard. ing him for the' hand of .daughter,
.•.-.*•«..
KfflS(JlO'. »..;.,.....
..
.George Humbert Vev
Hob- Hootch
'
rcthn'n Lnldlow
J.oule.
Fine sereeii, adaptation, of a funny
/.-.'..•... ..Chester
Morgan.

Phil

,

.

>

......

;

; . .

Owtmander Mays*.

''

,-

.

v

...

.

Russell Hlctei
Irving
... .Lotus
'I«on:;
.

.

...toorgij

.. ;....:;,

.

. .

.•

•

ductlitn;

Alfredo.-;
Hrim.lro.

•

i -

'»

' •

•

• •

:

. . . ;.;

Can stage play.

Errch.Engel is. a master
..'./; ..... I!
..v..;.'. .w.
^Kendall in
Detect:
details and efteets. Ida Wuest is.'Green
.Fata.-...outstanding as Ffau Polenska; Inge
the 'daughter; Heinz
Coast Guard List is fair
Although the.U.
oah-ner is
-good, actor
as the
td turn this pic out. it pseudo-Prince
wasNarischki ; Ferdinand
-is by xxb toesins.'a flag-waver, for any- Marian is pleasing as the lover;
Thep.
\Lingen
is
very, funny as Prince
anything.
Prom the first
body
of Illyria. "
love twirilfle.-in John Wayne's eye to'
the last reel, where the Coast Guard.
shells a "bevy of seal pbachers out of
their Hidebut with enough smoke
Coiuhibla production' "nnd releasp.
and fire to make ashes out of Man- lUi-os Miiry Brian and PuBseU Hardie.
J,'
rPctcd by Pa.vJd SclmanStory hv C'atl
hattan, the- theme is - strictly along Clausen; screen play, Harold'.
Shumate,;
meller lines. Okay ^fo'r the naibes, camera, Allen G. Selglor. At Globe, N.Y.
and fine, for the adventure circuit weak Oct: -24-, '30. Running tune, -wi inln's;
I<lnda Allen.'.
.. .i,..
.Mary Rrlitn
when ;boupled with another film.
BraGdaefc.
.Russell Hardie
fireworks, open with Wayne.; as Tommy
Kate.
..
,
...Botty Compsoh
shipper,, pro. tern of a Coast- Guard Kelly,. ... ... ;
.George .-McKay.
craft; losing his gal, .Nan Grey*' Via Inspector .-.v.
.Thuratort Hall
.
a kidnapping. Turns but the". kid- Mr. Zero,'-. .... ....'-. ...'..'•. .Henry ..Brandon
;
.Harry Haydeh
nappers are. seal poachers who, little Bentley
Whitley.;. »
...Boyd Irwin
by little', kidnap or shoot everybody
in .sight, With extermination staring :
i
:story;\t>erhaps had
practically the- 'whole cast in the face.
mi
in
w^ere a killer
Wayne.' sends a clever wireless message that brings in a squadron to terrorized
whole community for
demolish, the villains., Final episode weeks at a time, but this chiller
is
has been done up brown. With a
few changes, in' uniforms, it would replete with countless implausibil'ititis...;
look like the: storming, of Toledo.
Wayne acquits himself along
ict^re is filled With,
routine lines. He fidgets a bit in the so many,
ihgs arid
love scenes arid looks stalwart otherwise.. Fuzzy Knight pairs up in down-right hokum, it would not
-places -> ias^ 1 4he ^comedy .-interest;, .niakg_the^gxade_pn^a
squeezing in a number of wheezes set-up even* if the
bbastfed
Russell Hicks is .100% even
that fit.
mediuin-draw names. As is,
Villain, and William Blakewell if. the
misunderstood son of a. Coast. Guard the film will have to be sold as an
.BlakeweH's stint stacks unusual thriller because it does have
big. shot
the best performance of tbe lot. exciting moments.
.The mad-killer -fat-large"; angle possibly was. toned down a bit by Haysians, which probably accounts for
the fact that this portion of the picture is not much longer than other
developments that divert from the
('Rakoczi March')
central theme.
Gets away as a
(WITH- SONGS).
unique robbery rihurder yarn. Then
(HUNGARIAN MADE)
City: Films. (Budapest) production, Danu- drifts
into
the wax- storeroom,
. .
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Hungarian)

Brian is cast as a store detective but her sleuthing proclivities
•are confined largely to nabbing a

;

resented without English

shoplifter

She

,

.

.

'

buddy. Kullman. has knocked off
sbme weight since his last XJ. S. film
Jessie Vihrbg. is the girl both
tests.
struggle to win. Although she fails
to screen well often, her portrayal is
a "neat one. Maria Laja, the mannish behaving aunt of the story, fur,

MAN

IN

'•

Edward

.'

:

in

.

provides a

Zero*

George Mc-

qUota of menace.

Kay

plays the usual dumb detective
with -more thah passing skill./ Betty
acquits- herself admirably
in the brief role of shoplifter who
is
eliminated early: by "the killer.
Remainder of cast consists largely of
police inspectors and cops.. Wear.

flirtatious

;

;

.

..:.

Henry Brandon

routine: fashion.
the role of -Mr.

the Hungarian hussars who finds that the
girl he has been trying, to meet is
the sister of a superior bfficeiv When

and dialog, F. McGrew: Wlllla; from
novel by William Garrett: jseenarlo, .iHogh
At Plccoi.
camera. Curt Courant;

•tallon

Mills:

London,

-dllly.

Oct... 15.

Running time

'30.

'

83: inlna.

rd Kverett Hojtoh

Jerifmy'Dllke....;.;
.'-.-

. .

.

.

. : ;
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.-. . ;..
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Dr. Gi-nv

E
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.Stafford Hilllard

..;'.'........,... Felix Ayitner

of

rl

.'

;

Der Muede Theodor
('Weary
Film

jCwicker

scdor')
and

.

production

:

Syndicate

Productloris Corp.' 'rcleow.Ht'ars
Weiss
Ferdl. Dli-ected by Yon.'A'elt
urlan. Cast:
Erlka Giassner; tiertnide Boll, Gretl Thef'

HUH

Clemens Unatie.
.Toscnh. Dahmcn. Rudolph Kot h-Rlchl, Paul
\Vestermeyer, Phlllpp Mimnlng.
Story- '1>y'
M-:
Ncai, M;-' <-erner.
At .: Garden.. N: T..'
\v
k Xov."2 .JO; Runhlng time, 81 inlris.
mer.

Wlldenhaln;

,

Psychological studies in films are
not readily assimilated by the multi'

tude, and hence are; of little,
mercial value. Although this
really fine screen adaption.

coma

is

Meek, little man (Horton) is suddenly confronted by an apparition
of his own self, who says to him: T
am the man. you have always longed
to be. I have all the confidence and
dash that you lack, etc. With the
aid of a strong supporting cast, excellent direction, good production
and lighting arid double exposure,
one sees the timid little Horton constantly confronted by a firm,- strong,
confident replica of himself,, doin^
all the enterprising, go-ahead, things*
his spineless personality, has failed
to achieve;

kept well in

fective piece of entertainment could
.Proletariat, won't
have been made of 'Der Muede story at all; but mayunderstand the
be content to
(GERMAN MADE)
Thepdor' if the director had not been accept, it without stopping
to: fiqure
.^'
Berlin, Oct. 16.
inclined
to
overstress
the
plot cbm- :.it' out. ..Maybe.
TobiSiKoropa release -of- K. J. Frltche
^
^old.
It's good domestic farce.
production,
l-'eatureu Ida. West, Inge .List;: plioations.
ilelnz Salfncr. Tlico I.lniien; .^Urunq Hucbv despite the' wasted footage resulting
Mer.- Directed by Krlcl) Kngel.
From, st.-ige. from over-emphasis arid the rarfiLegy
Jo
MindhaUiig
"'
May 'KontuschowJia,' by Axel Nielsen bling pace of the narrative. Weiss
irtuslc. Peter Kreudpr.
At. Atrium, Berlin,"
('Be Geod Unts Death')
Week Oct. 12, 'W. Running ti roe lift, lrilris. Ferdl proVes a highly; capable .comic
.(HUNGARIAN MADE)
:the central role, with few opporFraa I'blenfika.
.Ida Wuest i

('A

,

Wedding Dream')
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.

.

..

Vera

.'. ...'. .

:Inge 3A»i. tunities

... .-;

.

Paul Piischklriow.. .... .Ferdinand Marian
Prince Narlschkfn . . ... .
.IlelnZ: Salfner
Prince Illyria.
...
, .V.Thco I^npcn

for

from him.

.

.

laughs

away

getting;

;'
.:

.

.

.

;Hahs"'Ju'rik(»rnjia'«'n

.

.lrector:- <

< '>unt;
!

Ichalifk

;

.

.

.

.

Huobner

jlfunO

..'.i-ii ..-;..-.', .-..-.tullu?

oiotscliln
.

.

.

.

Oevnhy.'

product'loh.

Directed, by iHtv:in.,

S'lginond'

.

.

;

i-.

vi

.'.;•.'.
.

.

.

.

.

;

.

;

.

Brandt

'•;'

.-Morl.cz::..

..

Stars

Sz.ck'f'l.v.

mqiilc:

.

.

Paul

,

^llnns I^lbelt,

,Y.

Eaucational-IOth

.

Story of the youtlv who gets his pal
to propose for him when his plans
go awry 'is .not exactly new; but it
has been de\'eloped in this short'
with a pace and nice. comedy balance
that surmounts its triteness.
^
.

•

Pat Rodney;

.:

.

Jr., and-.

Herman Timr

berg, Jr.,- work Well together c* the,;
two collegians whb adopt the same
methods and same carat rings to win
When Pat's bid
their sweethearts.
for his girl's hand accidentally turns
out Wrong. Herman oblijtfngly steps
into breach in behalf'.of his friend,
but with involved results when , he
is accepted by Pat's heart,
in
Both Rooney and, Timberg
With solo tapping thatt scores in each
The two
case on individual style.
t'ii
boys do so well as a team that
effort probably will find the^
gether. a^ain in furt vehicles. Director wisely has given Timberg a ma-*
jority of the humorous lines because
:

:

.

—

,

.

.

'

-

;

romps home on the word-^'t^Ung
Wear,:
chore:

lie

BERT LAHR
•Whose Baby A»e You?'
18 Mlns.
Soxy> N. Y. ••'•;v-..
:

:

Educational
Bert Lahr in a comedy sketch wi th
a story, welj: put together and carry-

No

in p, -genuine laUghs.

specialties.
.

:

'

•

,

take the call on his phone, |h the
building. J'ust as he gets the
hews, his fiancee and; nee parent?
Walk in, hp "cannot explain and the
complicated be..... .Bola. Negri situation js furthet
.v.
Olga -Petrowna.
.Wolfpanir. Kepnler cause the store keeper is try in.'* to
Alexander, Repln. .
Serge Smlrnow.r.. ......... .«uatn.v Dlestil nliac* a lo?rt' arid fears the arriv?! of
.'.;
..,....>..... 'Sua'l Jjhnner; the heir, raight result in its refusal.
Maria
.Erich JSlegel
.
. .
Gen. Martow. >
Np padding arid plenty or »*opd
....iCu'r.l Dannemann
Grlscha
Chic.
Commander ...;...... Hugo -Wcrner'.Kahle gags.
.Paul Blldt
Gen; Nechiudow

gang Kepnler; Karl Dannemann. Ji.lrected
by Paul Wegener. MuMc\ Hahs Otto Borgmann; book, Kurt Heynlcke- and M; W,
Klmmlch. At Capitol. Berlin, two weeka,
October 'fl, '3« Running tlmo 00 nilns..
•
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.Karl Melxner
..:.. Rudolf Schtndler
Ga,lgehVogel. .
Heln". Wemper
Conirrianaei1 In Kareyvo;
.
i 'JSWn*--VWfUhamipec.
Railway Chief
General in iShanghla; Vi..Rani Waaflhatko
Thle??
. ...... .. .Dorothea.
Mrs. Iwanowna
Wi'Uor Gross
Manager In Shanghai..
Director of Nltery i.../..Edw(n .Tuergensen

Pone

.

... ... ......

•

...

-

.

'

.

;

,

Werin Wir AUe Engel

.

'.'

,

Waeren

.

Tralrj.

Rebel

;..i.;

.

Grimmer
Gwtnv Mahnke

Controller ... ;. ; t. .........
Serge. Jaroffs Don. Cossack.s

(In

-Up
Negri's

smash

but doubtful
rank:

the

We All Ajnyels')
(GERMAN MADE)

('Were

../.F.

. ;

'..

.

.

•

Mdrcnbach, Harald Paulsen. Directed by
Book; Helnrlch '« Sroerl:Garl. Froellch.'

German)

:

At Taunet;sienr,
on 'Mazurka.' Pola music, Mllde-Meluaner.
Ituhitlnff U
Berlin, (week Oct. 0,
success of last year;
mlns;
..... elnz Ruohmanni.
whether picture will Chchtllah

is again very impressive.. Pro
duction of Paiii, Wegener deserves
is a bit
although
much
heavy in spots. Plenty dramatic arid
a sure bet with the women. Story
sounds like a good prospect for Holr;

'•

c

Hedwler
Marie-

JLa

b.o, hit class.

;

.

W

same

Negri

..;.»

;

;»'-,'.; <

ex-

;..".

.

r.enl

.'. .
. . . . .

Marebbsoli

-.

.liOtte. Rausc-lt

-.

:

-

t

.

,

.

.

l

.

.

. .

i

German)
Superb' comedy and boisterously
(fn

another first-rate effort

.

. Elna .Dalandu
Aunt Selma . . .
arald Paulflen'
Knrlco Falottl...
.Hana.' Hsrten.
Durgbnia^ter .'.
;.;....'i
. .Will, Dohm
r .v. ,.,.
Police Commissary.'
Judge ;.
.
,;>,;.. . . .Paul Medorow:.
,
State Attoi( ney. / v...;;.i T .;iWi'nst nV;ildo»v
;-, .'..,lfu«6 -TYoeikdi;
.luetlee; Cenltw. .;'* ...
Porter
.C'arJ de-Vogt

ly wood remake.
It's

Y

Berli
Oct. 13.
release o{ .Cari./Froellah
production'. Featureij Heinz Ruehmann; T.t>nl
.:

..Tohls-Eurdpa

,

..

funny.
Carl Froelich's direction
again is outstanding, evidencing the
great tragedienne in, Pf e- war Russia real showman in choice of actors and
arid the revolutionary period. 'Mos- sprinkling a dash of Frenchy spice.
brilliant, as
cow-Shanghai' has all the elements Heinz Ruehmann
necessary for; dramatic effects, and usual.
Film gets under way as though it
per usual Miss Negri wins 'em on
was to be a stern preachment against,
the soul stirring accentuations.
Story is very romantic; starting in married people stepping out. Story
February, 1917, i i. Moscow, just when tells of Christian. Kempenicb.' typical
the Russian front is beginning to small-town clerk having to attend
crack and trouble starts forjthe Czar- a family party in a nearby big town.
ist .government at home. CHga Pc- On his way back he is handed' .a
trbwna is bound for a long journey throwaway of a'- itery displaying,
to her estates and on the last night the alluring chassis of a much uniri
Moscow, attending an. exclusive der dreissed fcnitrie. He decides to
inilitaristic. ball;
meets' Alexander- get an eyeful; just for the sake of
Repin, elegant yOung officer with .morality
His pretty young wife,
whom she falls in ibvc. Leayinjj her who is taking singing lessons, meanseven-year-old .daughter in charge of while goes Oh a river boat excursion
the
cbnipany
departs
in
a* maid, she
and misses the last train home, meetof her old friend. Serge Smirnow. an- ing her musical maestro -on the ship.
other Czarist officer who has been At the nitery, the hubby inhales
wanting tb. marry her for years.
plenty of atmosphere and gets tipsy:
Her train is held up by the Bol r Still .determined, to be brave he
sheviks. Revolution has broken out, leaves, but on the way to the iitation
people get. killed and jailed all over he meets a girl who coaxes him to
Russia: Serge arid Alexander: ai*e be-- a more specific study of morality
ing taken 'prisoner^ 'top, with Serge in a hotel. He gets horiie next mornmanaging to steer over to th Reds iriiz just a few. minutes ahead of the
ih order to help his friends.' Alexan- wife, and three is trouble all ..around.
der is condemned to death., but lib^
Heinz Ruehmann is excellent as
Olga Petrowria Kempenich; Leni Marenbach. a new
erated by Serge.
finds protection with a Russian priest face, is charming as his wife and
and is vainly trying to locate, her Harald Paulsen is convincing: as the
daughter
Maria,
her
sweetheart maestro. Fine production and good
Alexander and her friend Serge.
photography.'
Years .pass quickly;
Shangploit Pbla Negri's acting ability as a
,

-

>.

.

.

.

:

''

;

:

'

.

'

'

Scliarf

.'<

(In German)
Funny comedy and a credit. to
.

',

:

Stars

,

its

the

funny Ida Wuest, who outshines her
success in the. priLvial: stage play.
Story presents her as the owner
of a joint at the Polish-Russian
border and '. mother of a pretty
daughter' who cares little for the spot
but more for the young officers assembling.: there, nightly;
drunkard
arrives, completely ossified, but carrying papers identifying him as
Prince Narischkin.
Mother, eager
iota title, marries him and the
,

:

.

:

A

.

.

'

,

'.'••••

.

-

'

Erich Engel.

o kAkos bRGMOS

:

'crher.

:

Lahr has a friend who runs a
candy store nbrie too successfully.
The [phone company takes the. pay
"
(GERMAN MADE:)''
station: but and. the friend is in a
Berli
Oct. 16.
dilemma because, he is expecting
-Badal -production- for Terra >c tease; jStarij news of; aa Arrival. Lahr promises to
Poli Negri. Features Gustav: plessl. Wolf-

MOSCpW-SHANGHAI

'

,

;

Globe, N.

Mix-up of collegiate couplps oyer
engagements clicks, kers because o£
nifty pei-formances by leads, pertinent, dialoging and svvift pacing..

Ferdl has been given pretty good Oycinky; camera; I«tv,-xo. Hlbcri.-' At Wod". J.
support but the job pf_ making: a go ern Playhouse, X; V... week of. Oct.
-v
of the film is entirely his. Respori-. Itij-n'nlhjf Unie, '"•I'-'iiirrfM^"'
hai. in r 1930- "-Olga -Pe.trpwna.- who
"\'c\ T>ovc-r>y
sible for some telling laugh bits on xisi ,......;.....:....;
makes a living as a torch singer
Po^-alaky
,.7iiliuH <'sor-lOf<
their own are Rudolbh Koch-Riehl. Bp'llsi.- ...
•in a nitery, meats her Old friend
.v.tCt'irj' Tolhiiv
suitor of Ferdl's daughter, and Erika Viola...
liila
Serge, who again proposes mar',<>n\7jt')x\
('The; Wron? Road')
liadjiy. riage.
Glassner, who does -the latter's wife. John .
She declines because of
(WITH SONfGS)
Fpf: good looks there's -Gretl TheiAlexander; At a Russian Easter fes-.
.(GREEK MApfi)
fin Hungarian)
mer.
tiVity; ,the Don Cossacks have- been
THh T>'iihv production., and 'release,
en.Representing ari. excellent cbrribo engaged to bring back old membrieH
It js to hblp. ahgel. Fraulefn Theittires Kyvcll arid M;irla« ]feotojft»«H.
At
mer in a musical show that Ferdl. a of story and. cast under classy direc- in a fpreigri country, and Olga faints MJaml.
N. Y.. Mtahlnic Oct. 17,- "3« (!>
'
retired hotel, proprietor' but With tion; 'Be Good Unto Death' should when she sees Alexander, now One daysi. llunrtfnjf vtlnie, 77 mlns.
little coin which his Wife lets' him' hit the nail on the head on' the limof the singing groups. More tragedy:
ited Hungarian circuit in this coun- is unveiled with Alexander telling
call his own, takes to working as'
(In Greek, with Erigtish Titles)'
hotel Waiter i
secret, The. actibn. try: English titling might well «auip her that .he is free no longer, being
This is the first all-talkirig; feature
pother results from his efforts to jt lor the class route, and the' titling engaged to a young Russian girl.
to come from Greece. As 'such, it
keeb. this activity- from his Wifev would be a cinch. Story unravels This, of course, is Olga'S daughter.
will be satisfying to
undoubtedly
Click anti-climax develops from a With such fluency that it pretty
Pola Negri is very powerful as
dinner party which threatens .to ex- nearly always shows up of its own Olga Petrowna; Gustav Diessl excel- those who understand the Greek
lent as Serge; Wolfgang Keppler, a language. From acting standpoint
pose Ferdl. It is at this point that accord. Worthy of more than
new face, makes a fitting lover, who recording and general plot developthe production gathers its best pace ihg Hollywood gander, too.
(Continued .on page 29>
While Laci Deveny, a 11 -year-old looks the part, but is over-dramatic,
and largest amount bf laughs. Odec.
. .

producer,

:

:

Pic throughout: is a one-name: star'r
rer and that- may be its only dif-.
ficulty from a TT. S. standpoint; Other
roles are. well established arid run
along a smbbth thread, but none ap-?
proaches even feature dimensions.
Couple are worthy of some expansion, however, without much danger.
Comedy shows up naturally via
the qlassroom scenes, couole: of
Which are reminiscerit of Tpoaze.'
Production on the- whole /radiates
Edga.
dignity and. balance.
.:.

19 Mlris.

'

:

:

and Herman

Pat. Kaoti'.y, Jr.

Timber;, Jr.

,

Comedy,

.

:

Iwan
Hotvl

,

.

'..;-.

....

Tf.raric'pls

Dii niibia release, of 'J lax

T.n'ri

Story.

;

"

,

'BASHFUL BUDDIES'
With

.

"There are many funny situations,
and Horton does a splendid Piece of
are differentiation in. acting.
But the
hand, a much more, ef- whole thing is too much on one key.

German)
Although the comedy values
(Jn

Ein Hdchzeitstraum

fashion* and .will undoubtedly
make the grade in Euronc. Rest' of
the- roles
are also well handled.
Character parts being standouts.. -Setf
tings look like money arid effort,
while the camera job; ; is decerit
enough arid the music good.: ', -y

75

Shorts

'*

.

her pappy, a nobleman, gets involved
financially and the girl therefore
must marry a rich gazobk, Tarjan
walks out of the romance.
The
girl's brother resents this and in a
duel-nicks the looey. But everything
winds up happily when the girl is
informed. .that Tarjan (not Tarzan)
did. it all for her. He even fired in
the air not to hit her brother.
The photography isantetestirig and
-;the music ,is gpod.
Shan.

-

.

'

up

Adap-

;

Compsoh

a
Lieut; Tarjan. of

.

.

Hoi-ton,-. Genevieve

Kvere.tt

Directed by Maurice El vey.

.

v_

:

"story .concerns

:

.

London, Oct. 16.
Twickenham. Film production and release.

Stahi
Tobln;

.

of course;

'

...

'

•

;

full

•

;

.

;

THE MIRROR

(BRITISH MADE);.

is

or photographically, it may have,
he Underlying, musical theme of
the filni as can be understood from
the title is Berlioz 7 'Rakoczi March,'

TnW

more

American mart in weeks. Dialog is
held to the minimum, and when it
tends to go overboard; the lines generally are intriguing. In this respect
alone,, the film deserves laurels.
The producers were quick to capitalize on the magnificent voice of
Charles Kullman, - who has been
heard in opera in the U. S. Though
his songs never appear obtrusive or
unessential to the plot, the. operatic
songbird does magnificently 'by some
four or five outstanding tunes. The
key song, 'La Palbma,' easily is his
outstanding effort; though he .has
several opportunities to test the tot
bust quality, and cohtrasty tones of
his Voqal chords.
The story itself has a familiar ring,
basically being, that of two friendly
stone workers in love with the same
girl, With tHe comradeship of the two
huskies, surviving all battles and
.quarrels. This great friendship is climaxed when one of. the lads returns
to his bid love, thb sea, so that his
life-long buddy may marxy the girl.
Fernando and Alfredo, the two
pals, and ManUela, their sweetheart,
are the moving characters and interest is kept deftly focused on them
throughout. The two .dramatic stone
blasting scenes, ah. episode in the inrt.
and a roughhouse fistic bdut provide
plenty of action and about .70% more
4hah generally, found^iii ..a_ Germanmade picture. Excellent photography,
including pertinent; close-ups helps.
In addition to his superb singing
voice, Charles Kjullman makes a
likable, young hero, "(Fritz Kampers
vies for male honors as his stalwart

:.

less bf/whatevei: merit,- technically

officer,

Teet7,muu

..'.-

and getting into trouble. Helen ...
.Genevieve Tobln
.... ;.;'.
pleasing enough without bnce Veronica .% ...
V
1 'rsulft. .Tean$
......... .viGarry Marsh.
impressing as a Sherlock. Russell Tarklngton
;..';. Aubrey Mather
Bokh
Bogus
of
Hardie; as the jewelry department Interpreter
....
J.
' AUatnr Sim
manager suspected momentarily of MIsh OBlake ....
Rente GadA
.Viola. Cotiinttin
the' crime, plays opposite, in easy but Mie. Masslter.

titles,

be of little consequence
even for the meagre market it could
have ordinarily, in America, regardfilm can.

is

I<a j:i

•

.

Ida "Tu ray
.Oyula Gbzon
Oscar Bereg
JSrneat Szenes

The DDCldri.v
.
; .
:
stepped up the tempo.
BUlnUky.. ... ,,v.'..o...,..Einery Apathy..
Mary
i . . .

Sle/nit

'

Maria

.

est Sustained interest; More stress
on this and. the lightly -overknee on
the other plot elements would have
helped.
At least it would- have

Halmay-

'.'von

. ; . . ,

.Leo

.

•

. . ; . .

........

...... ...

Orderly ; . . .

Mr:

.

'.

.

T'leutenant;..

Kv*,:

An

.

action,
Virile performances and vivid sciihes
than any. German feature to hit the

swing into action. It is this last
phase of J;he yarn that provides the
most startling moments and great-

.''-.

2nd

.

I.

-

•.

. .

. .

.

.',....

let-down.

•

.

.............

;'.

'.

;•'

spook material, which

Nabob of Dolova,' by Ferenc Hercejr.
Directed .by '.Steven Szekeiy; music, Paul
A'braUivm
scenarlHt, 'Andrew.'" Zeoldon
camera,. Stephen
lneri.
At the Modern
Playhouse, N;.'f;; Week Oct.: no, '36. Running., time, 82. mlns.
Count Ferene Job. .
. .Oyula Csortoe
ylima.. hla daughter... v.. .Margaret Dayka
Arpad, hla son.
... ;-.'.
.Fereiic.a KIhs
1st Lieutenant Tarjan.
. ;.l»aul Javor
the\

.

.

. .
.

.'.;

nishes some of the film's lighter moLeo Slezak, vet in German
is a' distinct ments.
After a visit to a ceme productions, \ plays opposite her fpt
Wear.
tery, which: means little, a game of comedy-returns.
hide-and-seek between thb killer, a
mysterious *Mr. Zero,' the police
-

-hla^ release. >.Eronv hovel; 'The

;

.

.".i.'.i'. .......

of Friendship' contains

RAKOCZI INDULO

.

.

. ,

(In German, no English titles)
This Teutonic 'La. Paloma' or 'Song

:

•••'.

...

me

Knilllo.

i ... .

.

•'•

•

.v.

.

. .

.

(':u

.

1

;.,

'Kunnlni; time KB itilns.
, . .
diaries Kullman
; .
,
. . ............ .Jessie
Vlliro^
.... a-,
; .
.Fritz Kariipers
bill.

Fernando. v.
Mahuela ... : . . .

•

'..«.

.

... ...

CHI.

double

'30.

Ill,

;

•

Ftlm-ProduetlOn release and Pro-:
Features Chcrles Kullmnh, Fritz

.

who's been transferred from
to pix via: this opus, is the
interest all the Way through,
the story is a crack piece of writing,
and does inuch toward the eventual
results, ingredients are surefire for
a juve film, and include backgrounds
of a. boy's school, stealing, "a blind
man, arid the beaUcoup happy-lachrymous ending. Moricz, the author,
didn't throw a stereotype role into,
the batch, though keeping nicely
away from too much novelty;.
" Theme centers around the ace pupil of a Magyar boys' school who
lands a tutoring job with a classmate's family at $2 a month. Simultaneously he reads to. a blind man,
thus deriving, extra .pocket money.
Blind man: asks him to. buy a lottery
ticket,: and the kid lands on a lucky
number. But before he can cash in.
the ticket is stolen, by a- member of
th family for Whom he's tutoring,
Windup has. little Mike tried before
the school 'faculty for dishonesty, but
a change of heart and full confession,
from; the wrong-dper absolve him,
Deveny conducts himself in banglegit

major

Riviera and. fallen in love with Kamners, Jessie, Vlhrog, Loo Slezak:'. D)rcrttd by Karl Helha-. Martin; music by
Vera, who is not acquainted with his Will Melsel. AX CaHlnd, N. Y.;' week Oct.

Oct.

John "Wayne
.'.Nr.o Gi?y

illlu'in

•..

....

.', .-.

;.-.-;..»

.

;'. ...'...';

'•'

•'

• •

.';'

. ... ;

....

;

R. N.

.

VARIETY

lad

(WITH SONGS)

(GERMAN MADE)

.

.mln*.

Uii

„v.

. . .',

•

. .

.

Connie pawsonv...
JAeM. i&V*' • '"•

HoiM n,

week

Strand. Brooklyn,

ttiuinlnis tfinp,

JC{,y'3H»."

B^l» Ran«hvU; .

E W-9

I

LA PALOMA

trip to the Riviera.

traversal release of Trem Carr producDirected by
Si«w» John Wayne.
tWi.

,s

'

:

EV

II

whole family goes for a honeymoon

Screen j>lay, George
•]Frithk Straye'r.
*t*ter; story,. Dprrell Rnd Stuart K. Me.
!(><\vait; <Mtn>e>«,. Archie Stout arid John P;

.

'

F lit
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.

,

:

•

.

:

:':

.

,

,

-

;

:

:

.

.
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VARIETY

17

—

—

.
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'

P

VARIETY

18
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Wednesday; October 28, 1936
Shufie Placeroents

Hollywood, Oct 27.
George Ernest -Mind Your Own
Business,'. Major..
features are being readied to get the gun within the next two months.
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Sheila Terry, Jphn Merton, { lack
While 10 pictures were withdrawn from; the. cutting rooms during the
Despite the fact that only six pictures toent before the cameras last
Hell,' Mercedes.
week, production frame remains at a normal level with 42 features in work. week, there still remains a balance of 80 pictures in this department.
Edgar Kennedy, 'A Star
This level is expected to remain for several weeks, as no less than 50 new
S-I.
.

Coli

Made

'History Is

Clive,

at

Night/ Wanger.

CUSTOM AGENT/ 'MICHAEL STROGOFF/ 'CONVENTION IN CUBA/ Chic Sale, 'You Only Live Once/
\'"
"SATISFACTION GUARANTEED/ 'WINGS OF MERCY/ TAKE IT -Wanger.
Charlie Williams, Boyd Irwi
EASY/ *ROBBER BARONS/ *OUTCASTS OF POKER FLAT/ 'SHE SANG
'

.

.

'

,

FOR HER SUPPER.'

Four

in

work,

-13 effltinf,

In work;

nine preparing.

Joan Woodbury, 'Change the Baby/
Roach.

..

.

'HELP WANTED: FEMALE/ reported as SAFARI IN PARADISE/
Mischa Auer,
ick a Star; Roach.
Vabietv, dct 7; «INTERLIJDE/ reported -Oct 14; 'WOMEN OF GLAMOUR,'
Phyllis Coghlin, Cecil Elliot Jonareported Oct 21. Started, last week:
than Hale, Leu Nathoux, Bert LindfA SLUG
FOR CLEOPATRA,' produced by Ralph Cohn, directed by
ley, Bill Arnold, Paul Fix, Edgar
Five la wei*, nine editing, 12 preparing. Th work: ^
David Selman, original by Richard Sale, screen play by Fred Niblo, Jr.,
, „i.-^«
Derian/ 'After the Thin Man/ MG.
LUCKY/
•THE RIG SHOW/ reported Variety, Oct. 7;, 'HAPPY,
and Grace Neville., Cast:. Charles Quigley, Rosalind Keith, Henry MolliDonald Meek, Leonid Kinsky,
last week:
;
sori, James Conlin, Rita LeRoy, Frederick Vogeding, Harry Depp, Arthur reported Oct 14, and starting
•THE CHINESE ORANGE MYSTERY/ produced by Victor Zobel, di- 'Love on the Run/ MGLoft, Alice Ardell, Mickey Bennett, Lee Shumway, Ralph Byrd, Victor
Maoel Colcord, Bob .Carey,
rected by Ralph Staub, from Ellery Queen novel by Olive Cooper and Jack
V
Kilian, Jr., Mike Jeffries, Eddie Hart,
Kay Hughes, William iriille,' MG.
-

.

'

:

:

;

'

,.

..

.

.

.

.

Natteford. Cast: Eddie Quilkui, Charlotte Henry,
Newell, Edwin Stanley, Walter Clinton, Wade Boteler, George Irving,
•.'
..
Grace Durkin; Edgar Allen.
..
Story laid in International settlement of Shanghai, where an American
tourist couple is involved in theft of a valuable Chinese Orange stamp.
Eddie Quillan, young American sleuth, trailing another case,, is called upon
to solve the mystery and clears the innocent victims. Production shows
the life of American tpurists in China and how easy it is, to become in-

Story: Melodramatic mystery yarn centered around magician who kills
his opera-singer wife. Nearly all tricks of magic are brought into play
arid exposed 'in solving the crime.
Readied to start.next lists 'THE GRAND OLD WOMAN,* to be produced
by. Ralph Cohn and directed by Lynn Shores; 1 PROMISE TO PAY/ D.
Ross. Ledennan directing; 'LOVERS
PAROLE,' Edward Buzzell directing, and 'COLLEGE HERO/ Edward Chodorov producing.

,

.,

^N

;

.

..

b

.

.

;

,

.

.

^

\

-

Paramount

MG

.

volved in Chinese intrigue.
. L
'THE OLD CORRAL/ being produced by Armand Schaefer, directed by
Metro
Joseph Kane, original story and screen play by Joseph Poland and SherManning,
Burnette,
Hope
Lon
Smiley
Autry,
Gene
Lowe.
Cast:
man
Chaney, Jr^ Mark Kramer. Frankie Maryin.
Eonc In werk, six editing, 12 preparing; In work:
Story opens in N. Y.. night club where a torch singer is eye witness to
'CAMILLE/ reported Vabipty, Aug. 12; «A DAT AT THE RACES/ reported ,Sept 16; 'AFTER THE THIN MAN' and 'CAPTAINS COURAG- gambling war murder. She finds the gang has the -finger on her arid she
boards a bus for Los Angeles. Gene Autry, sheriff of a small Arizona
EOUS/ reported Oct 7. No new pictures started last week. '•
Readied, to start next is •PARNELL/ which after several months of town, also aboard the bus, recognizes the girl from published pictures as
preparation promises to get under way this week, With Joan Crawford. being wanted, but instead of holding her captive they both work hand in
Clark- Gable, Edna -May. Oliver, Biilie Burke, Edmund Gwenn topping large hand until the gang crosses the Continent and are about to capture her
cj^st Production of 'MAYTEKE/ reported to have started Sept 2, has When Autry turns the tables.
......
'ROARIN' LEAD/ produced by Sol Seigel; directed by Mack Wright
been suspended due to walkout of Edmund Goulding. Story now being reyamped. to be directed by Robert Z: Leonard, with Jeannette MacDonald, adapted frdm William Colt MacDonald novel, by Oliver Drake and John
Max
Terhune, Christine
Cprfigan,
Livingston,
Ray
Cast:
Bob
Rathmel.
Nelson Eddy pad John Barrymore started.
George Chesebro, Hooper Atchley,. Mary Russell, Harry Tenbrook.
tiS&JBSS'Q Promises to start the next Laurel and Hardy feature, /WAY Maple,
Story is third of series of eight Three Mesquiteer' westerns featuring
OlUT^WEST/
this week, James W. Home directing. Following this wiU be
VICK A STAR,'^Jack Haley. Patsy Kelly and Lyda Roberta featured. Livingston, Corrigan and Terhune. Plot of this one centered around .western ranch devoted to caring' for underprivileged children. Cattle rustlers
Picture is schedu£S to start Nov. 9 with Edward Sedgwick directing.
move in and begin stealing, when the 'Three Mesquiteers' take the situation
in hand.
Being readied to start next are TOISSntG, MEN/ AIDERS OF THE
.

Jerry Bergen,
Giant/

Little

..'

.

.

WHISTLING SKULL/ 'ROUND-UP TIME IN TEXAS/ 'STEAMBOAT
MARY/ 'SPECIAL ORDERS' and 'CAPPY RICKS/.

Quentin,'

Lai

JSiew ptefuws sprrted

week;

last'

y—

-.

i^i^^^MX^*** 0^.^ iwxt are:
'*

'SOULS

—

.

-

:

At SEA/

im^am^^^M^^M^'^^: !PO^^

TjO

—.

Tw la work, two ed

tting,

C *E22

S

^SSK*

Dawn/ WB.
Matty Davenport "Mountai
i

;

tice,'"WB,

Wayne

Morris, Trial Horse/ WB.
Normal WUlis, 'Men in Exile,' WB.
Eddie Anderson, 'Lords
the
Land,' WB.
John Litel, ^Midnight Justice,' WB.
Edward Everett Horton, Femand
Gravet, Joan Blondell, Mervyn LeRby directing, 'The King and the
Chorus Girl/ WB.
\ Claude Rains, 'Dantori, Terror of
France,' WB.
Karloff;
Crane
Wilbur,
Boris
screen, play, The; Black Widow/-*WB,Houston Branch; screen play, un«
.

In werk:
^Ported Variety,

*'

started last week:

LAWYER,'

Albert
Conti,
Maxgo Webster*
Frederick Giermanri, 'One in a Million/ 20-F.

Getirge
Hassel,
Pat
Flaherty,
Chick Chandler, Alan Dinehart,
Michael Whalen, Rochelle Hudson.
.

;

•Peach Edition/ 20-F.

Alan Mowbray^ 'On the Avenue/
--'

.

RUdy

Sept

30;

reported
~-

'QUALITY
Oct 14, and
•

F/4

The

20-F.

Ifaiwrsal

•

*

Three in work, 13

editing, eight prepMlng.;

Ili

work:

.

.

TOP OF THE
•

officer, moves into his territory to- round up international/gang
of smugglers The 61(i mart,' played by McLaglen, learns rnew tricks from the
younger boys and gives in when, commander of the navy cutter falls for
'

KEY/

'OH,

DOCTOR,' and 'MUSIC

IN.

.

THE PARK.'

:

ins daughter.

JTHEY ^WANTED TO. MARRY/ produced by 2ion Myers, directed by
Lew; Landers, original story by Darwin L; Teuihiet and Lawrence P. Bach*
n^i^ screen play by Paul Y^witz and Ethel Borden. Cast: Betty Furne3s,
Day, Bonnie
'SKSt
Eddi Clay^°n HariS: Moebes, Babe Green, Charles
Meakin^rtett Whiflaw, t
Dave Pepper; Mamie Henderson, Dorothy Mah
eys*-' Lo^
Margaret Watsbn t Ruth Milo, Brbderick
v
ug'ar^ell, Eddie Cobb.
Story is centered: around newspaper photographer assigned to steal picture of eccentric miUib»iaire -who refuses to be photographed. Assignment
leads .fotor to fashionable party staged by millionaire to introduce his

!

-i^^fto^balVyo^
'

.

:

/ <MISS

•

Mori

Albert

'

backgrounded: against socialite atmosphere.
Readied to start next are: 'WE THE JURY/

Kriolrtrnn

Fratilr

.

THREE SMART GD1LS/ reported Variety, Sept 16;
Kay^<M«lowe,;y^ntoh Worth, Alan Curtis; Edward Price, Fern Emmett
TOWN' «nd 'MURDER: ON THE MISSI$SD?PI/ repotted Oct 14, No new
- 8*»Jf ,w c^nteiredijtround .veteran coast guard who has no use fdr-the pictures started last weefc
Navy, and trouble, starts when a navy cutter, commandeered by a young
Being readied, to start next' are 'BLONDE DYNAMITE/" 'TREVE/ ANIGHT

W

ShflVPg,

.

.

.,

:

Preston Foster, Donald Woods, Barbara Pepper,

»^i?^«
S^ l^^5*^

'

MADE

.

Mc^len,

'

Stanbrldge, Sol Haines, Bert Spen»
cer, Ed Seymour, Russell Ash, Sid
Salter, : Jack Douglas; William Day,
Harry Chandler, Jack Ross,. George
Readied to start lists Selznick-International with 'A STAR IS BORN/ Murray, .Ted Schultz, Bobby
Dale,!
Oct 31. Production Will be niade in Technicbldr with Hollywood back- John Lochke, Bud Penny, James
ground. Following this when cast is obtained it will put 'ADVENTURES,
Frank Phillips; Jack KenSAWYER' into work. Walter Wanger's next picture for UA Merritt,
OF
yon, Lee Kass, Jack Heasley, Jon
AT NIGHT/ Frank Borzage directing*
will be 'HISTORY IS
Coffey, Rod Bacon, jack Irwin, Andrew Torabes,
Holy Te. tor/

^i^C^S^pATRW/ being produced-iy Edward Small; directed by Ben
»w!^;;p^m^ vstQry and screen play by Lt Commander Frank Wead.
Casfc^Victor

WB.

titled pic,

Leah; Ray, Jane Withers, Anthony
Martin, Joan - Davis, Joe Lewis,

—

Jto ^ork;

'Another

.

preparing.

8
* ~WE'-FZ*
Ott: ^ /'CRMDNAL
,>

pt*p*rttt]f.

Mehra,

<FoiST. RO'BELOVED ENEMY/ formerly •LOVE UNDER FJRE, reported Varietv,
COAST' and Sept 9, and 'TOE LIVE ONLY ONCE/ reported Oct .7. No new pictures,

TOM

»

1^
SfeiSLS^f
T I

Ave

'

WB.

Chand

.

20-F.

United Artists

Billy Gray,
short.

George Lloyd, Leonard Lord,

20(h-Fox

illy Bevan, Pat
Sbriierset,
Clive
Halliday;
Bob
Stephenson, Olaf Hytten, Eric Lonsdale, Agostino, Bargato, Ed DudoFred. SeWell, Thomas Bralinai
don, Winter Hall, Lester Adams,
'Lloyds of London,' 20-F.
Salty
Holmes, Enrico RicardI,
Yvonne D'Oray, Eleanor Colson. Ben
Dendricks, Sid Jordon, Otto Fries,
'Bap jo oh My. Knee/ 20-F,
Sarah Edwards, Howard Brooks*__
.

i

.

In work:
Adrian Rosely, Bob Carelton. Frank
'REUNION' and 'LLOYDS OF LONDON,' reported sVariety, Aug. 19; Yaconelli. Louis Yaeckel, Yvonne
'CHARLIE CHAN AT THE OPERA/ reported Sept. 23; 'ONE IN A MIL- .D'Oray, Claudia Coleman, 'Reunion/
KNEE/
;re-.
ON
MY
'BANJO
Sept.
30;
reported
'STOWAWAY/
*20-F.
LION' and
ported Oct,; 7, and. 'CRACKU?/ reported Oct, 14. No new pictures started
Oscar Apfel, Paul Stanton, How-

Seven in work,

five editing, 10 preparing.

.

ard Hickman,
Hal K. Dawson.
start next: 'THE HOLY TERROR/ John Stone producing and JCrackup,' 20-F.
directing; 'PEACH EDITION/ Sol M. Wurtzel as producer
Sidney Blackmer, 'Private
Allan Dwan directingj/LIVING DANGEROUSLY/: Kenneth Macgowan emy,' 20-F.
.,'
,.
,.
producintf-arid-George^Marshall directing;-'ON-THE- AVENUE/ Gene MarLee Turig^Fo^, Wilfred North, Pa.uf,
key producing and Roy Del Ruth directing; 'THE LAST SLAVER,' Nurially Ftmg, Testu Komai, Monte Quen,
/
(Continued on page 31)
Paul Tonij 'Stowaway/ 20-F.
lcist M^€©lc«.

Readied to

James Tinling
arid

-.

.

.

.

.

Herman Wood, 'Charli Chan at
Opera/ 20-F.
Morduant Shairp, jscreen

tlie

PRODUCTION TABLE
(Shows mmber of

pictures promised

by the

various

No. of plx

promised
1936*37

1935-3S

seiason.

program.

•
• .

'

•

. .

4

4

48
8

48
8
8

8.•

.

.

seasoiir.

Pictures

Pictures
now In

work.

now in
cutting
rooms..

Balance yet
to go before

cameras.

Total plx
in preparation,
'

4-

12

34
6

1

8
;

38

5
1
6

:

2-

•

•

6

Howe, Mason

Williams,. Frank Austin, Jane Keckley, Georgia O'Dell,
Carolyn Rankin, Blanche Rose, Alan
Murdock McQuarri
RUss
Powell, Bunny Bronson, Grace Kern,
Daniel Boone. 'Roarin* Lead;' Rep.

•

I

tllMIHU.MHItl

SamiGoIcrwyn
Walter Wanger.

.

.

27
2
S
2

3

«.

60
16
63

Rice,..

.47

IS
31

William .Newell, Robert
Keane, Robert Strange,

'..4'

gomery, George Meeker, Bill Dunham, 'Beware of Ladies/ Rep.
Marion Orth, screen play, 'Without
the Net' Rep.

>»•-•••••'«•«»

,

.

»

•

Mary

- -JBIlsabetb

Criterion
"V

Korda London,

B'^ek

'Jones.,

'WA.PtNBBijl

, -4 •

tdtALS

. •

'•
'

,..».»»*»• »
,

•

;

... «

< « « . . i., , ,

13

28

. .".•». »..

ti

'Spot-

light/

•

North,

Rep.
John Auer

Filnup.,...,.. ..........

;^#VBRSAi;^vv."
'•

Emmett
William

Crowell, Dwight Fry'e, Goodee Mont-

;..

.

.

Judith Allen, Thomas Jackson,
Russell Hoptori, Donald Cook, Josephine Whittell, Howard. Hickman,

'

6f

Selinlck fnternational
Pickfcrd-Lasky
Reliance
« »».•••«« ••••••
Bergner.

•

Stevens^ Kay McCoy, Ray Flyrin,
Walter Merrill,: Vesey O'Davorn,
Hita La Roy, June: Johnson, Mary
Bovard, Marc Kramer, Charles MacVoy, Frank O'Connor, Jack Clifford,
'The Chinese Orange Mystery/ Rep.
John Bradford. Milburn Moranted,
Fanchori Frankel, Jim Corey, Frank
Mills, Jerry Jerome* Harrison Green,
'The Old Corral,' Rep.
Stanley Andrews, Jack Chea tarn.

Frazier Acasto, Wilie Fung, Frank
De Voe, Harlan Bri
'Happy Go
Lucky,' Rep.
Bob Burns, Ray Moore. V? allyv

'27

1

•

Sol -Lesser,-..

UNITED ARTISTS

i

new

2
6

-

.'

/.

for

2
|.

v . ....
lt*t««»«a« • • « « t #
RErpBLIC .. .... • **•••••• ••••»«••••).
A. W. Haokel. *#•«•••*•#• «*•••••
JOTH-FOX; ....... • *»«•#«•«•«••# t/4 • • •

•

Number
completed

43

Sol Lesser.

pic-

6

,

«ko. Htrllman

.

program and number of

f

50
8
48

•'««.«'•

Sherman.

.

1937.

•••••*•

,

.

1,

8
48

/

.

by Aug.

*•••••»

5" ^ RfWlana.
Harry

Lloyd.

'to-be:..-.,

delivered

•'*•••••

B. P. Schulberg.

-^SSk
RKO-RAIMO
DayM Lo^w,

:

,

-.iMiacii,. »,

PARAMOUNT

50*

for

.......

i . .

•

Balance

for

contributing
compafilea.

.

prodticinq companies, for the 1936-37

Total

Producers and

COLUMBIA
T
D r»aoop
*mv££Z *y. *
METRQ

ma jor

>

'Wee Willie Winkle/ 20-F.
Edwin Stanley, George Walcatt,
Walter Clinton, Jack Daley, Horace
Carpenter, Edwin Mordant, Mickey
Martin, Harry Anderson, Arthur

9

, «:

51C

524

91

2

331

irecting, 'Missing

Men/

Rep.

1

Jones, O. M, Steitrer, E. E.
Clive, Arthur Loft, Maxine Kennings,
Edward Price, Henry Kolker, Clara
Kimball Yourig, Dave Pepper, Billy
Benedict Bonnie RindeJl,,SGnia Day,
(Continued on page 23>

16
80

.

7

88

.

Gordon

,.,

.

.

—

'
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Store Co-op
Values
Merchant seeking to introduce a
relatiorishi
bet wean
dress fabric came to his local Cost arid results in exploitation
theatre with a request for some idea stunts/. Too many managers; are
to put the stuff over. He wanted prone to stress the cost of a gag as
something more definite than mere indicating its box office value. That
newspaper advertising.
seldom holds: good, Take on case

new

.

Atlanta. Ga. v

.

•

noticed

guffaWs

the

over

crashes:
.

.

.

Philadelphi

-

Exchange of autographs was idea
.

:

.

.

'

:

•

.Indianapolis;
at the

;

Brother's. Wife,' Cuperstein organized
RObert Taylor, Boosters Club arid
theatre. Women atplaced scroll
tending Pix sighed scroll; which will
be sent Taylor, Picture will be taken
of him receiving scroll. He'll send
signatured copies of that picture to

—

,

week by Max

manager of Warners'
Harrowgate theatre here.
Playing Robert Taylor in 'His
,

all

femmes who autographed

.

-

.

plans:

1

ads'
on Temple
run on
dolls,;
etc.,
day of pic in the three

Co-operativedresses,

coats,

opening

_
"

daily papers,

and

Ayres,

paid for by Block's,
Wasson's department

Window

displays in same
three stores, cut-out figures, framed?
stills, and posters in children's clothing arid toy departments.
Co-operative ads, tie-up with Pack.ard Electric Shaver,, using stills of
Robert. Kent, carried- in. the Star: on
day before and day of opening. Imprinted napkins at Murphy's 5 arid 10
'Plugging Shirley Temple Sundaes.
•Music from picture^ featured in cOUnter displays and in windows of Ayres,
McCrory.'si Kresge's, and Murphy's,
town's leading department store and
three ten-cent stores respectively.
Grunow radio also carried co-op
ads on opening- day*
stores.

:

;

Soiriething different is the 64-page
press book gotten out by Warners
for 'The Charge of the Light -Bvi-:
gade.' The book is in. board covers,
but is so flexibly. -bound, that it will
remain open .at any page. The size
is 17x11 inches,, large, "but not too
large for desk, use, and. there is an
insert showing the advertising cuts
and mats 17x22. It is nicely gotten
up, pictbrially, but greater ^stress is
laid on the selling contents thai* the
art work.; There is almost aii embarrassment of riches pri the exploir
tation and other features and a num•ber. of national merchandise hook.

•

ups
in press books.

-new note

Strike's a

scroll.

Bich Tie-ins
.

Paramount gb.t plenty from its tieon "The Big: Broadcast' when it

ins

opened the third edition at the N. Y.
.ParamoMnt,... Bett^een the. air. names
and the products they advertise, If
was an exoloiteer's holiday.
Gotham, hosiery, for instance, provided 150 windows for two special
cards; one 22x28 and the. other half
that size.
riiajority of retail groc^
ers made some display of the Jack
Benny- Jetlo announcements;
and
there was a heavy .showing of Bob.
Burns^Kraft Phenlx cheese. In addition the cheese people put out. an
impersonator of Burns, playing the
.bazooka arid displaying a banner for
.the local date.
.Benny Goodman got a boost from
Se.lmai: xiarinets. which made up a.
window and got out special cards:
showing a scene from the picture
.and
Victor tied up to the Good-ma.ri
well, as their Stokowski
recor.
while Bosch radio gave bbthwindows and 500 lines in the Da.vega newspaper ads.
Most of the
broadcasting artists mentioned the
opening on their, airings, and that included Burns and, Allen on the
Campbell; set-up.
'

;

A

.

RCA

:

.

.

Paid the Piper
N.

St.

,

London, Can.

•

'

^tet'an.locar bagpiper was used
in the cxoloitation for Mary of
Scotland, at the Capitol fRKO-FP).
•St. Jphn, N. B;
W. H. Goldirig ari-

WB

.

built
special front'
for the house, contacted musical so- N. Y.
cieties and sold them on importance'
of Marion Talley 's film debut and
Guy Douthwaite, who owns an insent wires; to 400 prominent social
and civic leaders inviting them to a terest iri and. managed the Drive-In
theatre here for the last, two years,
special preview of 'Heart' the
ight
has withdrawn, from active particibefore it. opened.
pation in the venture. Partners are
Seth Perkins. Chester Black and
Jack Tingle; Perkins is now bookBoosting an Anni
'

.

ing

Detroit.

Celebrating 30th anni, United Detheatres did- things up brown
in putting over its 'Gala Appreciation Week.'
troit

the,

house with Tingle in charge

as manager'."

Fox-West Coast shifted M. C.
Brodie to San Mateo theatre to succeed Robert Cuzan as manager, and
Vernon Clinton into Capitol, Glendale; replacirig J. William Houck,

JWith numerous clubs, churches,
stores arid radio sTatipns Tparticipat~
Louis.
ing in some form Or other, it's figured about 50,000 persons in town
Superior Pictures.' Inc.. will handlehad a finger in seven-day splurge, Spectrum Pictures in this territory,
designed to show appreciation to which iricludes Eastern Missouri and
public for past patronage to circuit. Southern Illinois.
Al Marks has disposed of Robin
East of 15 houses of chain were especially decorated for event; special theatre, nabe, to Charles A. Kalbtrailers were run off at all houses feld.
Johnny Caooral has taken over
weeks in advance; daily sheet adverMo. Dave
tising carried ifisi
ia for two weeks Wellston theatre. Wellston.
will continue
before,
arid
gigantic
space" was Nelson., forrner' owner,
bought in all sheets few days before. to operate.
Circle, formerly Easton, reopened.
Plugs and special programs were
Hall, DupOi III., again has changed
carried over several Detroit ''stations.,
ItaliariO having disand tieups were secured by: E. J.' hands, Frank N.Weber and Gaorgo
of it to J.
posed
Hudson with virtually all downtown Jerstenacker.
and nabe stores;
The Cozy theatre. Clarence. Mo.,
Climax was a proclamation from receritlv unpadlocked doors under
Mayor. Frank Gouzens. ending one of ownership of Mrs. R. M.. Hunter, who
the
most concerted exploitation has disposed of Cuba theatre, Cuba',
stunts here in many moons:
Mo., to Witrner Ashe.

_.

.

•:'.'•-/

the occasional sally elsewhere in the
heart, of the local shopping aiid
atnusemerit, section, ail the time
playing Scottish
on his bagPipe.
He was garbed in. typical Scottish

highlands costume,

kilts

and

all,

.

at the Capitol

— ——
~

New York-

:

Levi.

.

.Worcester.

Windows

-

fast

v

.'•'-'

,

off

one of [the choicest

spots; for exploitation -in. town;

Place is an old unused store right
on the main stem, 'at a point, where
the majority* of people 'pass every

Heat School Hook
Cincinnati.

.

Anderson, heretofore a salesman in the Minneapolis branch, is
promoted to the managerial chair in
Des Moines, replacing Elmer Tilton,

tie-Up for National Educa*
tional Week effected by Joe Goctz,
manager of the RKO. Paramount,

Smart

Whceii g.
borne houses.

to

W.

Vs.,
.

to
'-

"

bec'i

:.

.most of the time. Now -he
has two big double windows for '-the
purpose of plugging his pictures frpm
is

empty

week to week.
Added to that some demonstrator:

:

.

-

.

,

.

.

.

.

,

,

_

Detroit.

Commemorating
Detroit theatres

30th arini^ United
will stage a gala

Injuns for 'Mohicans'

Apnreciation Week, Starting Oct. 29.
George W. Trendle and John H.

Montreal.

-

Kunsky oDcned

their .first 'showcas^V
in
a
ickelodeon)*
March. 1906.
Known as the Casino, it. was located
on Monroe avenue and was the second pix house, in the country, one
hatting been openel short: time befpre in Pittsburgh: 'Circuit has pxpwn
until it now ihrludes five dowritbwri
'
spots and 10 nabes.
.:

Denver;

.,':-..

.

t

B.'

Noble.; sen.

Theatres houses in Colorado
and Nebraska, has resigned, to onoiv
ate his. own- house in Ok'^homa City
under "firm,: name of Cornhuskers
land

Theatres, Inc.
Seattle.
(Cliff) Chellew. recent a'r-.C-. C,
rival from L. A.., maria«er of Libr
ertv. .Ten^^n-von: HerbTf? house.
:.

week-end.

Sign Hints

.

.

,

'

::
show'rriah:
Williams,
mayor of Oxford.- Miss.. elected presir
dent of Motion Picture Theatre Owti^
era or -Arkansas. Mississippi:"and TeiiWilliams succeeds M. ,A.
iiesseeLightman, of MemphiSi elected chairman of the boar of.director.s.

Denver.

.

i"

:

.

,

.-

with, a trick gadget for hypoing, the
-

-Motion picture houses at Maryr,of course, catch the theatre ads.. Stunt
has been holding up well arid /ill, vllle have closed their doors to chilso long as Somebody doesn't dren following sixth case of infantile
paralysis*'
want, to move in.

Fox Intermountain changes: Walter
city ma'hager .at Cheyenne,
for ..the West Coast. Ray Dnvis,
citv manager at
orth. Piatt;. Neb„

,

.'Smith.'-:'

left

will

succeed

Smith

,

at

.Chc.venrie.'

North' Piattq iob will be taken oveiby Miko 7,klensky» from. Dur'ahwo,.
Colo. Ed KihR,: from Lri Juritn. Colo.,
will

go to Durango. and Don Duncan,

assistant
the Imperial;. Alliance,
Neb., has been promoted to riianage
the Roui-kc at La Junta.
,

1

Hogansville.

,

just

TOm Cleary. exploitation manager
for Consolidated, operating four of
the first-run houses: on main street
here, pulled a nifty stunt at the Pri
cess where 'Last of the Mohicans' 'is
showing currently.
Caughnawaga is ari Indian reservation, about twenty miles from Montreal and by. arrangement y/ith Chief,
of the Reservation he shipped, fifty
braves and squaws, attired in war
paint and feathers; beads arid rugs
to attend nine p. rii, showings. Lined
up arid. Waiting in the lobby thev
made a i-jturesque: sensation 'and'
got the pic, talked of all over town.
Not a doubt in anyone's mind that
they are not genuine, since the In-'
diaris are well known in these parts,
but much more 'familiar to .tourists
than riative-born Moritrealers. Police
had to move mobs on duri'
the
.

:

for West-

.

Clyde Stroud n«w- asisislnpt. to Don
Dips^n-Os-: G'eddes. at Orpheum. moving up
from door at Paraitiouht.- Fox Duncan pf ompted f ram door u-l Orbhsum
to asst. to G.co.'^cRpleby iii Coliseum;
Memphis.

-

Walnut.

Theatre's spacious lobby devoted
entirely to exhibits of handiwork of
Midway, new
the. school's students, with
three
town, opened. Operated by Midway coriiplete changes of displays, jibing:
Theatre Corp.
with thrice-weekly screen changes.
Exhibits include laboratory tests' and
Philadelphi
set-ups of arts arid science classes'.
Five-hundred-seat filrn house in
School's 60-voice choir personalledt
South Philadelphia will be erected on stage three nights. Followed for
soon by Italian interests at Broad two nights by ^ sketch of 'Little
and Federal streets. TO be known, Women' by dramatic' department,
as Dante, will cost between $50,000 from whence sprang Evelyn Veriable,-.
and $60,000. Contracts let for new whose father was a teacher at -the
Warner house at 1705-00 S. Broad school. Jn conjunction with the
street', with work continuing on 'de- sketch is an act by gymnasts.
molition of buildings on next-door
School's 50-piece band participated
site for. erection of. new film house i
a neighborhood parade Friday
for Felt Bros.
night, winding up at the theatre,
Roxy. Roxborough. taken over -by and on Saturday night the band gave
Roxy Amusement Co., Nathan arid a concert in front of the 'house.
Alexander Stiefel.
Both nights the school's 25-piece brchestra..appeaxed: on. the_ stage,
_
Easton, Pa.
theatre at Alleri.

•

,

With

suburban de luxer,
Hills High" School.

resigned.

••

day.

deep cleats at intervals. Sound of
the surf is attained by permitting
shot to roll over a drurri head, Which
is kept tilting by lugs on the surface
of. a wheel, while falling rain is sim^.ulated by letting fine shot fall on a
drumhead. Head should be slightly
tilted to permit the shot to run off,
to fall into a receptablc and carried
up to the dropping pbintjw a device
Simiiar to-a coal convey ur.
AH are simple to make and once
made can be used repeatedly.
!

.

Harold Mjiloney, former manager
Wi ipeg.
of the Poli-Palace in New Haven,
Henry Morton, has .succeeded Barry B. .Watts. *Vs.
the .Garrick here.
manager of Polls .here: -Watts goes
;•

of

suggested by a pasteWhich peas or small

•

..R.'D.

';

grab

is

in

.

:

to

:

:

appointed to the Los. Angeles branch
managerial post, filling the vacapcy
caused by the recent death of Newt

•

reopened as
Opera .ho
spark plugs in cars has .set up .'hisr
and stand in. the entrance to; the store, the Lincoln,
Madigari,
and he always gathers a large crowd. manager;
ith
Star, East Liverpool; reopened
Naturally eyes turn toward the
door to see what it: is all about and. a .subsequent run film policy.

his costume could be seen for- over
150 yards, even in the midst of traffic.
His bagpipirig could be: heard
for about a radius of 400 yards, and
the stunt helped considerably in
building b.o. for 'Mary of Scotland'

~
'

W. E. Calloway^ pow W-B branch
manager at Dallas. Texas; has. been

'

.

,

.

the

ronto, as supervisor of theatres.

~-

:

:

Up until now place has
ranged \vith Pipe Major Alec Campwalk up and down on the used as a radio store, various tag;
day headquarters, etc., and therefore
in front of
theatre with

bell to

sidewalk

Harry Dahn leaves Famous Players Canadian Corp. to join Hanson
Theatre Corp. Ltd. head office, To-

.

aged

.

paper and a fairly heavy number,
about a two. Airplane hum is produced by permitting the blades of «'
fan to strike lightly a strip of tin.

.

ittsburgh.

manager

1

.

against a. fixed- piece of similar ma-.,
terial. Best -to -use' cloth rather than

The inside of the
drum should be broken With fairly

.

\

.

shot are placed.

"Follow Your Heart' had its song
ief boOker of
Promoted from
hits, plugged in lobby of Fulton theli/Ietro exchange here to. office manatre. Where- it is current, all. through
Louis branch: short time
seven-week engagement there of 'My. ager Of St.
ago. Milton Braumari remairiS in
mKl=w~eslerii city unly-iwfr-weeksr-r-e
on from New York by RKO to ex turning to Pittsburgh in sarne. caploint film, hired feriime trio arid pacity he was to have held dOwrt in
spotted thejrft in lobby, where gals Saint Looey. Quick" switch came as
played 'Heart' tunes for standees all result of Jules Lapidus' resignation
day long arid during most of breaks. to become exchange manager here
Trio, was hired only for couple of for Grand National. '.
weeks; Reiners figuring that 'GodBob Senft former assistant man-r.
frey' would run itself out in that ager of Loew's Perin, has been taken
time, but when flicker stayed on ahd on' by Manriie Greenwald as memv
on* so did gals.
They figure they ber of house staff at indie Barry.
Ed Segal, who resigned as manplayed the 'Heart' songs at least 2,000
here
ager of HarrisrEtna for
times iri that period.
Schine
In addition, Reiners had songs be-' couple of months ago. to join.
ing spotted, consistently oh local rai 7j circuit in New York, state, named
manger of Cameo in Rochester,
dip stations,
a

hy working

vinegar arid water. They need to be.
kept moist.
Puffing .'of
locomotive is sugof sandpaper propgested by stri
erly spaced.
a wheel; brushing

board drum

-.-

Gets

A

squeak may be achieved by setting a good grade of cork into this
circumference of the wheel and setting it so these press against a glass
Corks' should be soaked in
plate:

Falling .water

Endurance Record

.

.•

-

of pennies.

;

'

;

.

With Shirley Temple due

Apollo in 'Dimples,' the thought of
ticket choppers humming spurred on
Ken Collins and Russ Potter to bigger and better exploitation efforts.
Besides the Apollo s permanent displays'in 20 downtown spots; a truck
covered with 24-sheets covering su
burDan aistfTcts thTfee days in advance of opening, and 25 standees
spotted in windows* the chart showed
check, marks- 'after the
following
"

helps plcrity.
roar can be. rigged to be

it

liori

worked by the friction of a wheel
against the cord of the device. The
cord passes over the wheel :to a
small pulley arid.is weighted: beyond,
that, point, the amount of weight to
sOme degree determiriing the strength
of the roar.. The wheel should bs a
couple of inches wide and should be
covered, in part of its circumference,
with a strip of undressed leather
weir rosined. As the wheel revolves
this portion vibrates the roar; Shorter
arid more frequent strips can be
used for varied calls. Pulley, should
be slightly below the top of the
wheel to ensure contact; ."
•

Swap Autographs

of stunt, pulled this

A

Hard Covers

.

Cuperstei

And

icture a

i

;

.

Stunt di

made many

of crashes,, child, killed, .etc.;
First day reporters on papers

caught
Editor
show
lambasted laughing patrons
editorial,
bpt they kept
laughing all three days.

.

:

;

rid
the box
friends for theatre.
Chiseling any sort Of space out of
Atlarita papers is considered great
moral victory by theatre owners
sirice three local rags have publishers' agreernent that taboos anything
that '-'can't- stand ;ori. its own feet as
'news' or smacks of publicity;

Traffic

Laws,' at Carolina, top WilbyFilm stacked
Kincey house.
with gruesome, horrible. scenes

:

-

Your

safety film, 'Obey

line for scene.
lot. of good at

;

intensify

,

F. Crook, editor of Spartanburg
Herald, with Spar ten burg
Journal among sponsors of

.

•

.

.

wrOng. spots, irk Editor, James

Manager sold him the idea of a in point recently. Theatre man spent
diessihaking contest with, fairly large! close. to a century on a float. It cirprizes, for the prettiest dresses made culated mostly in the downtown disof the flew material? with the. proviso trict. Probably .-it, brought its cost,
that all entrants should, show a sales back. Maybe a little more.
slip for the material of which the
And meantime the headacheiv
garment was made.
scribbling on a pad while waiting
Contestants were given eight weeks for a telephone connection evolved
in which to make, up, their goods and 'Not just a 'must', but a must must.*
it was stressed that the .dress arid He
stripped all hi
posters with
not ;the wearer was to be judged. To snipes, posting the rest of the snipes
that end all contestants ~wer'e pro- without mention of house or show.
vided with' masks which covered, the He lined it onto :ail his ads and
face to the chin.
blazoned it on three sides of the
No stipulations as to how the marquee. Then he sent out 1,000
rosses were to be", 'made or orna- •postcards carrying merely the slogan;
mented, the only requirement that The entire cost amounted to less than
the dress should be suitable for .street $25, but the 'must must' was adopted
More. than 100 contestants into the town's sriiall talk after it
wear.
were -listed, the store conducting an had done the theatre about $500
elimination to get the 20 most likely worth of boosting. Nothing spectacentries. These were paraded between ular about it, but it clicked..
the two night shows, with the store's
The float stunt probably made a
dress designer to point out the. desir- better impression in the home office
able features of each costume, after report, but that was about its only
which the audience' indicated by its real value. It's box office value was
applause its own preference.
about 20%. The Other paid off about
Moved about 8Q0. yards of goods 2,000% so: far: as tickets sold counted
off. the shelf at a cost much less
and that's what counts.
than would have been required in
It's plenty easier to tell the ad man
newspaper advertising to sell half to get out a float than
think up
that- 'much, and the store enjoyed an some inexpensive but energetic idea,
ighf-week ride iri' the store space but the real manager is the .one who
in connection with the announce- can use his -brains as well as his billment. '..boards. Almost anyone can buy quarters for. 23c, but it takes a hustler
•to buy a two-bit piece with a couple
PoingJtTp 'Dimples'
.

.

Loew's Grand deal put' up $5 first
and $2.50 second prizes, plus 10 pairs
of passes, daily in'. 'Libeled Lady'
Afternoon paper
headline "contest.
.ran two-col. .scene from pic every
day, with coupon under it providing
rite headspace for contestants to

Spartanburg, S. C, Oct. 27.
Audiences that laugh in the

-

,

Uoise Malcers
Noise and motion both serve
the value of a lobby, or
wiridbw stunt, but motion is morie
often used than noise because ;it
animate than; vbcali
Siiripler
But there' isn't much to getting sou

Caption Contest

Reaction to Horror

.

Lam
Rom

Amusement

Company;

of

Ga. is constructing 900-seat
movie theatre her
Town'a first
(

-•Manager-

who

:

wanted-

lob>>y-

a.

frame board

of. fabric "ticked the
fabric to a board, but djd not like
the. way it lobkod... A furniture man
helped hi
out. He painted the board
with a mixture of yellow beeswax
and rosin (about three parts wax to
live of rosi . melted' in a dolibl.
boiler ) put on rather thickly. V/heft
it cooled the cloth \v?s spread on the
board and gone over with a warni
'not too/hot,) iron, starting from- the
center tind working put to the edges.
Hardens more quickly- than glud;
Cutout letters, were later applied,
these being painted on the .reVer.seside arid ironed' on'. Makes for hot
quicker, arid heater work. ."•
Nofcel attractor was a sigri niade
on translucent paper. Back of this
-

-.

(Continued on page 59)
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PICT

20

Broadway,

1540

Chesterfield
New York, N. Y.
icia Fair, Win. BakeWell.. Dir.
of a sweepstake winner.
Chas. Larriont. 62 mins. Rel. July 8.
Phil.
Muriel
Missing. Girls, Martin Mooney's story. Roger Pryor,.
Rosen.. 65 mins. Rel. Sept.- 10. Rev. Oct. 7.

Lady Luck. Story

:

Gower at Sunset,
Holly Wood, Ca t.

Columbia

.

Y.

Adventure, in Manhattan. Joel McCrea, Jean Arthur, Reginald Owen, Herman
Bing. Rel. Sept. 20.
Ross
Alibi tor Murder.' Mystery/ Wm. Gargah, Marguerite Churchill.
Lederman. 61 mins. Rel. Sept. 23. Rev. Oct 11.
Blackmailer: Eight persons face suspicion ot murder of a blackmailer. Wm.
Gargan, Florence Rice, H. B. Warner, Dir. Gordon Wiles. 66 mins. Rel.
July 10 Rev. July 29
V
Come Closer, Folks. James Dunn, Marian Marsh. Wynne Gibson. Rel. Nov. 7.
Craig's Wife. John Boles, Rosalind Russell, Billie Burke, Raymond Walbui
Dir. Dorothy Arzner. .73 mins. Rel. Sept; 30. Rev. Oct. 7.
End of the Trail. Jack^Holt, Douglas Dumbrille, Louise. Henry; Erie C.
'

-

.

>

14, Rev, Sept 2.
Juliet. Shakeispeare. Norma Shearer, Fredrie March..
Cukor. 130 mins. On State rights release. Rev. Aug. 26.
Suzy. Herbert -Gorman's novel of the girl who helped capture Mata Hari.
Harlow, Franchot Tone^ Cary Grant, Dir. George .Fitzmaurice. 95
Rel. July, 3. Rev.' July 29
Sworn Enemy. Smashing the rackets of. a big city. Robert Young, Florence
Rice, Joseph Calleia. Dir. E. Marlh. 78_ mihs. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 16.
ir:
Women Are Trouble; NeWspaper Trarn^ Stuart Erwin, .^Florence Rice.
Errol taggart. 60 mins. R61. July 31. Rev Sept. 2.

Aug.

,..

Romeo and

'

;

room showings and can only approx-

.

1

.

1501: Broadway,
Studio: 5&51 ^Marathon St,
New Yorki N.
r\ Holly wood, Calif.
Acciisuig Finger/ The/ Girl controverts circumstantial evidence, to save her
employer, convicted of murder. Paul Kelly, Marsha Hunfc Kent Taylor.
Dir. Jas. Hogan; Rel. Oct. 23.
Along Came Love.- Salesgirl. falls for a picture theatre doorman. Irene Hervey, Chas. Starrett Dir. Bert Lytell. Rel. Nov. 6.
Big Broadcast of 1936. Comedy in a broadcasting station. Jack Benny, Burns
and Allen, Bob Burns and many other known names. Dir. Michael Leisen.
/

.

.

'

•'

:

.>55

mins; Rev. Oct.

21.

.

••

.-:,

.';

ir

,

ail

managers who may note discrep-

'

;

•

.

'

CONTRACTS

;

:

National

:

^yohc^

,

.

.

'."

'."

.

:

..

.

:

'.

;

'

.

.,

'

.

.

.

.

A

Hollywood, Oct.
f

another year at 20thrFox.
Writing termer hahde 1

Herbert

:

niins,. Rel. Sept. 19.

'

Fox.

•

.

''""•'

rectorial t>act lifted at Roach;

:

Metro handed Spencer Tracy hew
1

.

:

pact..

V.

.

;

:'

;

Margoi .Gfahame
tract at

iven

new

con-

RKO;

renewed

William A.
covenant
Van Heflin termed at RKO.
Radio
handed
Ben
Holmes
new div

Setter's directing

.

'

;
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recting ticket.
Options oh Louis Silvers, musical
Hearts Divided. Marlon Davies, Dick Powell. Charles Ruggles; Edward Everett
and Jack Yellen, song
Horton, Arthur Treacher. Dir;. Frank B0rzage.-•-Rel. May 30. Rev; June -'1.7. director,
Here Comes. Carter. Fast moving comedy romance about a radio commentator. writer,, lifted at 20th-Fox.
Ross Alexander, Glenda Farrell. Anne Nagel, Craig Reynolds. Dir. WilMilt Gross"- drew hew writing con..llem .GtetoteOs. 60 mins. Rel. Oct. 24.
tract at 20th-Fox.
Ellis.
Love. Begins*** -IJw.enly Comedy of young, love. Hugh Herbert;
George Tapps, hoofer, set at Metro
Rel/
McDonald,
Warren 'mail. Rbbart Cavanaugh. Dir. Frank
after L. B. Mayer saw him ait Holly-,
".
V /"
i
...
Aug. 22. t R*vii.Sept 23.
Stage Struck. Miisi$br comedy of backstage life. Dick Powell. Joan Blondell, wood nitery. Goes into 'Broadway;
Dir; 'Busby Berkeley. 91 mins Melody of 1937' at studio;
Frank
-j-i
TwentiethrFox. lifted options
:Rel. Sept; 12 \ltey'<;Sept. 30>,
„,
Three Men o^. aJ.'-HW^^ome!&--4mMhv.basfea onvth^: stage success. Frank June Bang and Helen Wood.
~
McHugh;. Joan Btotiidell. Guy K3bbe$ i£Carol Hughes., Allen Jenkins? Sam
George Shelley,, member of the
l^vene. ^(Wspmart Dir.^: -$B&m*&6 "Roy. -Bel; JJov. 2i;
Pasadena, Cal., Community Play7rafluv West; SVftft-paced weste.rn.-W\ttb music. Dick Forah.-Pftula Stone, Gbri
don Elliott; Atttyson Richards; Robert Barrat. Dir. Noel. Shilthv 56 mins. house fjgroup; sieged to seven-year
pact
at Universal.-;
4'.
Rel., Sept. 5i -J$ev* Oct 21. I ;
r
^
Andrea Leedsj erstwhile Univer.Two Against the WoV^;^A drama t»ased on a large, radro station's; digging up
and exploiting the. past of a Womjin who'., paid for her crinte .yeirs before. sity of Southern California { at Lbs
".
Humphrey Bogart, Claire Dodd, Beverly Roberts, Henry. O'Neill. Dir Angeles, .given term covenant by
William McGann. 57 hiins. Rel. July 11. Rev. July 15:
Samuel Goldwyh after oreview reWhite;. Angel, The. A dramatization of the life of Florence Nightingale. Kay action, from 'Come arid Get It.'
Francis,. Donald Woods,' Ian Hunter, Henry O'Neill. Dir. William Dieterle;
Martha O'Driscoli' iven -.seven•91 mins. Rel. July 4. Rev. July 1;
year pact at U.
Leslie .Swabacker, writer, termed
ices: R.K.O. Bldg.,
at Columbia.
National
New York. N.
Michael Fessier five-year term as
Releases Also Allied, Chesterfield and Liberty
x
writer-producer at Metro.
Captain Calamity (Hirliman) . Natural color. Geo. Houston, Marian Nixon.

--•.-':

:

;..;•.

j

20th-Fox^

hilarious adventures of Alexander Botts. super tractor salesman. Joe E. Brown, June Travis, Guy Kibbee, Dick Foran. Carol
•Hughes, Gene Lockbart. Dir. Raymond Enright. 69 mins. Rel. July 18.
...Rev. .July .29.-

.

v

'

;

.'

•'••.•

.

ineW writing deal? at 20th-

.

Earthworm --Tractors;-': The
;

to*

20th-Fox _pacted Lucien Andr lot;
Cameraman, fof another stretch.
Option on Edward Sedgwick's di-

.

...

Hugh'

at ^Jniyersal.

Ben Markson and Sam Hellman:
sealed

Dir. William Clemens.

Mickey Rooney, Dennis Moore, William Best.

.'

27.

Alaii Dinehart's pact extended tor

.

,

I

gene Pallette. Dir. Fritz Fold. Rel. Nov. 6.
v
General Died at Dawn, The. Clifford Odets' story of a fighting Irishman In
fighting China. Gary Cooper, Madeline Carroll. Dir. Lewis Milestone.
''•:."
, ,'.'.
98 mins. Rel. Sept 4. Rev. Sept. 9.
Go West, Young Man. From a stage hit. 'Personal Appearance.' though. Hays
office does hot permit mention. Rewritten by Mae West. Miss West,
Warren William. Dir. Henry Hathaway Rel.. Nov. 13,
Heart of the West Western. William Boyd, Jimmy Ellison.
^'
Bretherton. Rel. July 10.
...
,
Hideaway Girl. Romantic comedy with a crime background. Robt. Cummings,
Shu-ley Ross, Martha Raye. Dir; David Garth. Rel. Nov. 20.
Hollywood Boulevard. Hollywood story by Faith Thomas, but not the^ usual
thing. Melodramatic. John Halliday, Marsha Hunt. Dir. Robt El<>rey.
':•
70 m»s. Rel. Aug. 21. Rev. Sept. 23.
_ ,
-J
I'd Give My Life. Remake of 'The Noose.- Sir Guy Standing, Frances .Drake,
Rev. Aug* 19.
Tom Brown. Dir. Edwin L, Marin.. 82 mins. Rel. Aug. 14.t>ylver
monkey
from.deatH
Jungle; Princess, The. Girl Tarzari in: Siam Is saved
27.
Nov.
Thiele.
Rel.
Wm.
subjects. Dorothy Lamour, Ray Milholland, Dir.
Lady Be CarefuL Deodorized version of 'Sailor Beware.' Lew Ayres^Mary
Carlisle. Larry: Crabbe; Dir. J. T. Reed. 71 mins. Rel. Sept. 4. Rev. Oct. 14.
photog.
news
of
a
Murder wltJi.Plctnres, From a story by Geo. Harmon Coxe
Lew- Ayres. Gail Patrick. Dir. Chas. Barton. Rel. Sept. 18.
Ann Sothern,
My American Wife. -Royaly. goes cbwboy. Francis Lederer.
Stoned iDir. Harold Young. 75 mins. Rel. Aug. 7. Rey. Aug. 26.
Return of Sophie Lang. The. New story, based on an old favorite. Gertrude
Michael, Sir Guy Standing^ ftaiy .MlUand. Dir. Geo. Archainbaud. 63 mins,
"
.
Rel. July 3. Rev. July; 29:
-J
„ 'Rhythm on, the Range. Western, with song. Bing Crosby. Frances Far
Dir. Norman Taurog. 85 mins ^1; July 31. Rev: Aug. 5.
Rose Bowl. College story with football -background. Eleanore Whitney, Tom
Brown. Lairy Crabbe. Dir. -Chas, Barton. Rel. Oct 30.
ar y Dola n d in her f rst d ramat ic-role^-6n th ov s cr eeaT-^
^S on C o e s H o e , A.
Mary Boland, Donald Woods; Julie Haydon. -Dir,,. E., A. Dupont. 74 mins.
-.•'.>•••,,
Rel. July 31. Rev. Sept. 9.
...
v-;;.';
Spendthrifts. Penniless, sportsman! stages comeback as jradio- commentator.
Henry Fonda» Pat Paterson. Mary Brian. Dir. Raoul Walsh. 80 mins, Rel.
July 17. Rev. July 29.
,
\.
„,
,
Straight from the Shoulder.; From LUclan Carey's story, 'Johnny Gets His Gun.
Kid frustrates gangsters, but hot. a gangster yarn.: Ralph Bellamy, KathHeisler.
Rel.
Sept. 28.,
Stuart
erine Locke. David Holt. Dir.
of
state
.the.
made
and
Texas Rangers, The. Epic of the men who founded
Texas. Fred MacMurray. Jack Oakie, Jean Parker. Dir. King Vidor.
" 97 mins. Rel.. Aug. 28. Rev, Sept. .30:
--,
Three Married Mem Martial story of marital life. Lynhe Overman, Wm, Frawley, Roscoe Karns, Mary Brian. Dir. Edw. Buzzell. .61 mins, Rel. Sept.
'

Warners Jifted option oh Gordon
Hart s contract

V'

;

.

,

.

.

First
>,
y.
Captain's Kid, The. Old reprobate hunts pirate, treasure and. gets mixed; up
v
With gangsters In comedy-drama. Sybil Jason; Guy Kibbee, May Ropson,
.-_
/.
DickPurcell. Dir. Nick Grinde. 72 mins. Rel. Nov. 14;
Case of the Black Cat, Mystery thriller from the story by Earl Stanley Gardher. Ricardo Cortez, June Travis, Craig Reynolds; Dir. William McGann.
.,
60 mins. Rel. Oct. 31.
/
... Case
of the Velvet Claws. Warren William. Claire Dodd. Winifred Shaw. Dick
•!>.'"•
V
Foran, Joseph King, Eddie Acuff. Dir. Wflliam Clemens. 60 mins. Rel.
*
^ .V' Aug. 15; Rev. .Sept.:\
drama of the trans-Pacific airways. Pat O'Brien, Beverly
China Clipper.
r Roberts, ' Ross Alexander. Humphrey Bogart Marie Wilson; Henry B.
Walthall. Dir. Raymond Enright 70 mins. Rel. Aug. 22; Rev. Aug. 19;
v PfrWH'
fitr***h: A «iriUjn g mplnijrama nf thft sport of kin gs. Patricia Ellis

%*f** *#*gto

'

.

.

.

:

;

Champagne Waltz. Musical with a Strauss background, Gladys Swarthout,
Fred MacMurray, Jack Oakie. pir. A. EdW. Sutherland. Rel. Sept. 23,
Drift Fence. From a Zane Grey novel. Larry. Crabbe, Katheruie De MiMe.
Tom Keene, Dir. Otho Lovering! 57 mins. Rel. Feb. 14. Rev March 11;
Easy to Take. Trouble for a radio 'Uncle/ Marsha Hunt, John Howard, Eu-

.

.

In a taxi. Chester Mortis; Fay Wray," Lionel Stander, Raymond Wal..•
;
« ; '
burn. 70 mini. ReK Sept. 1. Rev Sept 18.
Tugboat Princess. Walter C. Kelly,. Edith Fellows,. Valerie Hobson, Rel, Oct. 15.
Two Fisted Gentleman. Fight story with a girl manager. James Dunn, June
Claywdrth. Dir. Gordon Wiles. 63 mins. :ReL Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. -J26>
Unknown Ranger. -The. B6b Allen, Mal tha TibbettsV, Rel. Sept 15.

They 'Met
.

Rei. Oct. 9.

*•'

:

ancies.

.

Paramount

.

.

_v
Ranger Courage. Bob Allen, Martha Tibbetts. Rel. Oct. 30.
{Shakedown. Fake kidnap turns to real tragedy. Lew Ay res, Joan Perry
David Selman. 55 mins. Rel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 19.

'

.

release. Listing Is riven when release dates are definitely set. Titles
are retained for six months. Managers who. receive service: subsequent to. that period should preserve
a copy of the calendar for reference.
The running time as given, here
is presumably that ol the projection

'

-

:

-

.

Longest Night, The. Murder in a department store. Robt. Young; Florence. Rice,
These tabulations, are compiled
Ted Healy. Dir. Enrol Window. 50 mins; Rel, Oct, 2. Rev. Oct; 21.
from information supplied by the Old Hutch. Wallace Beery as the toWn tramp who comes into a fortune.
v
Linden, Cecilia Parker. Dir.. J. Walter Ruben. Rel. Sept 25.
Various production companies and
Piccadilly Jim. Based oh a P. G. Wodehouse story. Eric Blore, Robert Montchecked up as soon as possible after,
gomery, Madge Evans, Billie Burke. Dir. Boot Z. Leonard. 98 mins. Rel,

.

.

'

:.

1

,

.
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,

E$

imate the actual release length in
those. -states or communities Where
local or state censorship may. r^esnit
in deletions. Running t^me lib the
Rel, Sept. 19.
Final Hour. The* Innocent girl escapes the gallows through the efforts of the reviews as given ib 'Variety' carry,
men she had befriended... Ralph 'Bellamy, Marguerite Churchill. Dir. D. the /actual time, clocked in. the the-;
Ross Lederman. 57 mins. Rel. July. 7. Rev: Aug. 5.
atrc. after passage by the New York
lr. Nate Gatzert,
Fugitive Sheriff, The. Western. Johii Wayne. Beth Marion,
58 mins. Rel. June 1 Rev. Oct. 21.
state censorship, sfcice pictures are
Killer at Large. Mary Brian, Russell Hardie. Rel. Oct. 1.
reviewed; only in actual theatre,
Lady from Nowhere. Mary Astor, Charles Quigley. Rel. Nov. 21.
Legion of Terror. Bruce Cabot, Marguerite Churchill, Crawford Weaver. Rel. showings.
••
...
Nov. 21.
While, every effort is made to hold
Man Who Lived Twice. Ralph Bellamy. Marian Marsh, Isabel
this list acenrate,- the Information
Harry Lachman. 72 mins. Rel. Sept. .20. Rev. Oct. 14.
Herbert supplied may not always be correct;
Meet Nero Wolfe. Edw. Arnold, Jean Perry, Lionel Stander.
even though official. To obtain the
Biberman 72 mins. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev. July 22.
v.
.
North of Nome. -Jack Holt. Evelyn Venable. Rel; Nov. 14.
fullest degree of accuracy, /Variety''
Pennies from Heaven. Bihg Crosby. Madge Evans, Edith Fellows. Rel, Nov. 5.
Prtscott Kid. McCoy western. Tim McCoy, Sheila Manners. Dir. DaVld Silman. wlil; appreciate this co-operation of
.

i

.

'-,'•.

11.

.

Rev.-'

.Sept 30;

\

.

*

.

.

Word for Carrie- Recent best seller stofv With a new,
Gladys George. Ariine Judge, John Howard. Dir. Wesley Ruggles.
mins. Rel. Oct 2. Rev. Oct. 14._
jWedding Present. Slightly lunatic story about a defeated' lover who calls; out
v. -the: fire and police departments to jazz his faithless .sweetheart's wedding.
Valiant Is the
**

.
•

Joan Bennett, Cary Grant, 'Geo, Bancroft; -Dir. Rich. Wallace. Rel,
'-v.':-'
>
7\
Sept 25.
Wives Never Know; Pseudo psychologist stirs up trouble for himself and a
friend. Chas. Ruggles, Mary Boland, Adolphe Menjou. Dir. Elliott Nugent;.
•

;.

.

;

.

Rel. Sept. 15.
Yours- for the Asking; New- York gamblers in a Florida local*". Geo. Raft,
Dolores Costello, Ida Luoino, James Gleason. Dir. Alex, Hall. 68. mins.
Rel. July' 24. Rev;. Aug. 26-...

.

'

'

n

'

ldg..
: R.K.O.
Studios:
X> IT
R»#1io
K.fk.U.
Radio City, N Y C.
All Scarlet ( tentative) . Racing melodrama. Ann Dvorak, Harry Carey. Smith
BalleW, Frank M. Thomas, Berton Churchill Ray Mayer. Dir. Wallace
'.
•:
Fox. Rel, Jan. 29. ' "'
Big Game, The. Exposing the evils of football gamblers. Philip Huston. James
Gleason. June Travis, Bruce Cabot> Andy Devine. Dir. George Nicholls,
/ - Rel. Oct; 20.
Jr. 75\JMus.' Rel. Oct. 9.
fasfemoving mystery, presenting a baffling
JD>ark_.Hour, The JtChesterfield). _
Bride Walks^put; -The^- Matrimonial- adventure of -m—man—who—insists— that
Sroblem in crime detection. Irene Warer Ray Walkerr BuTton-ChUTrehillr
two can live on $35 a week and his fiancee who doesn't think so but is
Rel. Jan. 15. Rev. Aug. 5.
lir. Charles Lamont.
Hollywood, Oct; 27.
willing to try. Barbara Stanwyck, Gene Raymond, Robert Youhe;. Ned
ita, Del
Devil on Horseback* The (Hirliman). Natural color picture.
'Help Wanted: Female' is final tag
Sparks, Helen Broderick. Dir.. Leigh Jason. '80 mins. 'Rel. July 10. Rev.
> .Campo, Fred Keating.
Rel. Sept. 29.
July 15.
for 'Safari in Manhattan' and later
; LawDizzy Dames (Liberty). Musical. Marjorie Rambeau, Flortne
Daniel
Boone. Historical adventure of great frontiersman in expedition across
'Safari in Paradise' at Columbia.
'rence Gray. Dir. Wm. Nigh. 65 mins. Rev. July 22.
Cumberland Mountains and settlement of Kentucky Valley. George
Warners chaneed -No Hard Feelric
Ih His Steps ( Zeldman) . Parental trouble that followed an elopement.
O'Brien, Heather Angel.. John Carradine, Ralph Forbes. 77 mins. Rel.
ings' to 'Smart Blonde.'
Linden, Cecilia Parker. 77 mins; Rel. Sept. 22.
Oct. 16.
Song of the Gringo (Finney); Tex Ritter, Joan Woodbury. Rel. Oct: 27.
'Nobody's Baby* at Roach rehan- Don't Turn 'Em Loose. Inspired by the lax functioning of State parole boards.
ince dled 'Change7, the Baby./
We're in the Legion Now (Hirliman). Natural color. Reginald Denny,
Lewis Stone, James Gleason, Betty Grable, Frank M.'' Thomas. Dir. Ben
Barnett, Esther Ralston. Claudia Dell. Rel. Nov. 4.
':*
Valley Range' retitled 'Secret Val
Stoloff. 68 mins. Rel. Sept. 18, Rev.. Sept 30.
White Legion,- The (Zeidman). Ian Keith, Tala Birell. Re).
Grand Jury. A stirring indictment of the average American's tendency to shirk
ley' by Sol Lesser.
Yellow Cargo' (Hirliman). Conrad Nagel,; leanor Hunt. Rel.
his duties on the jury stand.; Fred Stone. Louise Latimer, Owen Davis. Jf.
'Racing Lady' is hew
for
Dir.
Al
Rogell.
60 mins. Rel. July 24. Rev.. Aug. 5.
'All Scarlet' at Radio.
: 1600 Broadway,
Make Way for a Lady. Romantically imaginative high-school girl tries to nick.
New York.
a wife for her. widowed father. Anne Shirley, Herbert Marshall, Gertrude Michael, Margot Grahame. Dir. David Burton. Rel. Nov." 13.
East: Meets West Drama of. Oriental politics in which Arliss plays a wily Rajali.
Mary of Scotland. Historical. Katharine Hepburn. Fredrie March. Dir.
George Arjliss, Lucie Mannheim, Romney Brent Dir: Herbert Mason; 74
,v;
Ford. 129 mins, Rel: Aug. 28. Rev, Aug. 5.
''.mins.. -Rel. -Oct. 15.
Hollywood,
M'Llss. The famous /old play. Anne Shirley. John Beai. Guy kibbee. Moroni
Everybody Dance. Comedy with music.
Truex.
Cburtneidge,
'Upstairs Qiri;' by W. P.
ipscomb,
Dir. Chuck Reisner. Rel. Dec. 1.
Olseh. Dir, George Nicholls. 3$. 66 mins. Rel. July 17. Rev. Aug. 12.
v
has
been
sold
to
Toeplitz.
Everything Is Thunder. Romantic melodrama of war-time. Europe..' Constance
Mother Carey!s~ Chickens. Fatherless family's efforts to preserve its identity
Samuel
-Goldwyn
purchased
screen
•Bennett, Douglass Montgomery, Oscar Homblka. Dir. Milton Rosmer. IT
arid happiness. Ginger Rogers, Fred Stone. Dir. Dorothy Arzner, Rel.
rights, to Richard Sherman's mag
mins. Rel. Sept 1.
Jan. 1.
yarn, 'Folly and; Farewell,' which Mummy's Boys. Wheeler and Wbolsey oh an archaeological expedition to Egypt.
It's Love. Again.' Musical comedy with dances and song. Jessie Matthews, RobBert. Wheeler, Robert Woolsey, Barbara Pepper. Dir. Fred Guidl. Rel.
ert Young. Dir. Victor Savllle. 83 mins. Rel; May 30. Rev. May 23.
will. be placed before the lenses as
Oct. 2. .
Love in Exile. Romantic drama. King abdicates his throne for the love of a The Camilli .'
Night Waitress., Night waitress exDoses illegal activities of gang of highlackers
commoner. Clive Brook, Helen Vinson, Mary Carlisle. Dir. Alfred Werker.
posing as detectives. Margot Grahame, Gordon Jones. Dir. LeW Landers,
V
76 mins. Rel. Now: 15.
Rel., Dec. 18.
Man Who Lived Again, The. The story of a scientist Who makes strange experi.One -Man Came Back. How ah innocent man can be arrested, tried and senments .with minds; »Bbris Karloff, Anna Lee, John Loder. Dir. Robert
^tenced to the gallows through a 'frame-up' and circumstantial evidence.
Stevenson; Rel. Sept. 15.
Preston Foster. Ann Dvorak. John Beal. Dir. Christy Cabanrie. Rel. Aug; 28.
Ine Days a Queen; The' story of Laicb&Jane Grey who ruled the British EmPlough and > the Stars, The. The saga of the struggle for Irish freedom and the
pire for nine days. Cedric Hardwicke, Nova Pilbeani. John Mills. 0es•:..':;b>5tpiPic Jnsh /Rebellion'..^
jnohd Tester, Dir. Robert Steven^fti -TO riilns Jiel. Sept. 1. Rev. Oct. 7.Barbara Stanwyck. Preston. Foster.. Bariy'
Fitzgerald. Denhie 0*Dea. Bileeh CroWe
Seveh Sinners. Comedy, mystery. Edmund Ldwe.' 'Constance. Cummihgs.. Dir
Dir." John Ford. Rel. Sent. 25.
Rainbow on the River. Orphan boy goes through many trials before learning
Albert de Courville. 7a mins. Rel Aug. 15.
Hollywood, Oct.
his identity and station. Bobby Brecn, Mav Robson. Louise Beaver,
Strangers on a Honeymoon. Mystery comedy based oh Edgar Wallace's novel.
Cn arl es Butterworth.: Dir. Kurt Newmann. Rel. Dec. 25;
'•'••'•.>
from Jimmy Ellison's
,
JThe Northing Tramp.' Constance Cummihgs^ Hugh Sinclair, Noah Beery;
Riddle of the DangUng Pearl (tentative). School teacher Hildegarde Withers
Rel. Dec. 15.
work i 'The Plainsman,' C.
De
and Inspector 'Oscar Piper again solve mystery. James Gleason, Zastt
Mille's production for Paramount,
Davis, Jr. Dir. Ben Holmes. Rel. Dec. 11.
: Culver jCity,
1540' Broadway,
5-™v L(?ui£e Lat, mer, Owen
M*»*w\
ivtciru
arising from a second marriage. Walter Abel;
New York, N. Y. garnered the actor a termer with Second3 Wife. The 1,problems
Calif.
Eric. Rhodes. Dir. Edward Kelly. Rel. Aug. 31.
Harry
Sherman,
producing
«.
J
Devil Doll, the. Horror story of human dwarfed to doll size. Lionel BarrySmartest Girl In Town. .Revealing the activities of those much-piciured advermore, Maureen O'Sullivan, Frank LaWton. Dir. Tod Browning. 70 mins. pendent) jr for Par.
Ellison's old
tising photographers' models
Ann Sothern, Gene Raymond, Helen BrodRel. July 10. Rev. Aug. 12.
erick. Dir. Joseph Santlcy. Rel. Nov. 27.
covenant with Sherman had : year
Devil Is a Sissy. The. Freddie Bartholomew, Jackie Cooper.. Mickey Roohey. and. one-half
to go, but it was torn Swing Time. America's dancing stars In a gay. musical romance with music
'Dir. Wi S. Van Dyke. 131 mins. Rel .Sept. 18. Rev. Oct 21.
by
'Jerome. Kern.,. -Fred Astaire..- -Ginger" 'Rogers,'.' Victor. Moore, Helen
Gorgeous Hussy, The. Based on Samuel Hopkins Adams's historical novel of up.
Broderick-, Eric Blore. Georges .Metaxa. Betty Furness.
ir. George Stevthe Jacksonlan era. Joan Crawford in the title role; Robert Taylor. Lionel
Negotiations also are oh between
ens. 103 mins. Rel. Sept; 4. Rev. Sept
Barrymore, Melvyn Douglas. Dir. Clarence Brown, 105 mins. ReL Aug. 28. De Mille and Ellison for latter to Walking on Air. Radio crooner, makes his own broadcast.
-.':'•'.
Rev. Sept. 9..
Ann.
Sothern.
Dir.
Jos.
Santley.
mins.
,70
Rel.
Sept 11.
make one picture yearly for. pro- Wanted! Jane. Turner.
reat ^iegfeldV The^ Suggested by the life of the late great Impresario. WilPost office inspector runs down gang
truck.-; Gloria Stuart, Lee Tracy, Frank M. Thomas. Dir.
liam PoweU, LduiseRalner, Myrna Loy. Dir. R. Z. Leonard. 180 mlhs. ducer for three years. Such a stipuRel, Dec. 4,
A.-y. -•;Rell;&pt."4i.\Hfe^'AprJl"l5,.
lation is in Sherman's pact, Ellison
Who
Are
About
to
Die.
Hl« Brother's Wife;; DomestfC triangle. Barbara Stanwyck. Robert Taylor..
Polities
and
a
frame-uo
almost send ph innonent
currently is working ia 'Trail Dust,'
man to^he gallows. Preston Foster. Ann Dvorak, John Beal. Russel HopW; S. Vati Dylte; 91 mins. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev. Aug. 19.
icture, fpr 1
ton, J. Carroll Naisb, Ray Mayer. Dir. Christy Cabanne. Rel, Jan. 8.
JCelly the Second. RoUghouse comedy. Patsy Kelly, Chas. Chase.
;
Gus a Hopalong Cassidy
f
70
;
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She's DOROTHY LAMOUR and she's what you've
been waiting for for years ... a lovely, alluring,
excitingly beautiful girl who can play a female
Tarzan and give Paramount Vthrill-a -second ro-

W,

n
...-.wW

J

mance of the Malay wilds "THE JUNGLE PRINCESS"
box-office punch even than the successful
"King of the Jungle"

more
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Warner Brother.

/^TiSKV

Studio Placements

,
i,u,.
Based on the international best seller by Hervey Allen.
Fredric' March, Olivia de Havllland, Anita Louise, Claude Rains, Donald

Anthony Adverse.

23

.

Woods, Edmund Gwenn, Louis Hayward, Gale SOndergaard, Steffi Duna,
Billy Mauch. Dir. Mervyn Le Roy. 139 mins; Rel. Aug. 29. Rev. Sept. 2.
Bengal Tiger. Circus locale. Barton MacLane, June Travis. Dir. Louis King.
(Continued front page 20);
62 mins
Rel. Sept; 5. Rev. Aug. 5.
Big
Noise.t
The. A small town business man outwits a gang of racketeers. Guy
Wlriterset /. son sets out to-clear the. memory of his father who died in
Kibbee. Wairen Hull, Alma Lloyd, Dick Foran. Dir. Frank McDonald. 58
electi'itf chair only to find himself involved in poignant- romance
mongmins. Hei. June 27. Rev. July- 8.
New York's tenements. Burgess Meredith, Margo, .Eduardo Ciannelli. Cain and
Mabel; A musical extravaganza, about the prizefighter and the lady,
Dir. Alfred Santell.. Rel. Nov. .26 .(pre-r'elease)..
from H. CWitwer story. Marion Davies, Clark Gable. Dir. Lloyd Bacon.
Without Orders. Shows responsibility of airline pilots for safety of their pas-90 mins. Rel. Oct. 17. Rev. Oct. 21.
sengers. Robert Armstrong; Sally Eilers, Frances Sage, Vinton Haworth,
California Mail,. A western thriller. Dick Foran, Linda Perry, Milton Kibbee.
.Charley Grapewin. Dir. Lou Landers. 84 mins. Rel. Oct. 23.
Dir. Noel Smith. 56 mins, Rel. Nov. 14.
make the world realize the
Woman. Rebels.. The valiant efforts of a woman to
real significance of women and their rights. . Katharine Hepburn, Herbert Charge of the Light Brigade, The. Based on Tennyson's immortal poem. Errol
Flynn, 'Olivia de Havllland, Patrio Knowles, Henry Stephenson.' Dir.
Marshall, Donald Crisp. Dir. Mark Sandrich, Rel; Nov. 6.
Michael Curtlz. 115 mins. Rel. Nov. 11.
Give Me Your Heart Based on the international stage "success, 'Sweet Aloes.'
: RKO Bldg.,
Kay Francis t George- Brent, Roland Young, Patrlc Knowles, Frieda IhesRepublic
court. Dir. Archie Mayo. 8S mins. Rel. Sept. 26. Rev. Sept. 16.
New YorkV- N.
Greetf Pastures, The r From the Pulitzer Prize -play by Marc Connelly All-star
Bulldog Edition. Ray Walker, Evalyn Knapp, Regis Toomey. Dir. Charles
cast.: Dirs. Marc Connelly and William Keighley. 93 .thins. .Rel. Au
1.
Lamont. 57 mins, Rel, Sept. :20. Rev; Oct. 14.
Rev; July' 22..
Talley,
Heart
Musical.
Marion
Michael
Aubrey
Your
Follow
Hot Money. Fast moving comedy-romance. Ross Alexander, Beverly. Roberts,
Scotto. 89 mins. Rel. Sept. 6.
Joseph Cawthorn, Paul Graetz. Dir. William McGann. 68 mins. Rel.
Charlotte
Forbidden Heaven. English workman adopts a waif. Chas,
July 18. Rev. July 29.
Henry. Dir. Reginald Barker. 68 mins. Rev, Sept. 9.
Isle of Fury. Melodrama: of wanted men On a South Sea island. Donald
Gentleman from Louisiana, The. Eddie Quillan, Charlotte -Henry,' Chic Sale.
Woods, Margaret Lindsay, Humphrey Bogart, Paul Graetz.. Dir. Frank
Dlr Irving Pichel. 69 mins, Rel. Aug. 25. Rev. Sept 16.
McDonald. 60 mins. Rel.. Oct. 10.
earts in Bondage. Dramatic story of five characters whose lives are entangled Jailbreak; Smashing, melodrama^. Craig Reynolds, June Travis, Barton MacLanef.
\
Dlr, Nick Grinded 60 mins. Rel. Aug. 8. ReV. Aug. 12.
in the building- of the Monitor,, and in the climax 6f the battle between the
Monitor and Merrimac. James Dunn, Mao. Clarke, Charlotte Henry, David Midsummer Night's. Dream; A. Spectacular production of the .Shakespeare
Manners. Dir. Lew Ayres. -Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Oct;. 21.
comedy; Extensive cast of stars. Dir. Max Reinhardt, Wm. Dieterle. 133
Release pending. Rev Oct.. 16.
mins.- (Roadshow.)
Oh, Susannah; Gene Autry. Frances Grant. Rel. Aug. 20.
Henry Public Enemy's Wife. A: thrilling tale of the trials of an Innocent girl married
President's Mystery,. The; Based on a suggestion by F. D.
"'•"
Rev..
•Wllcoxon, Betty Furness. Dir. Phil' Rosen. 81- mins.
to a killer, Pat -O'Brien, Margaret Lindsay, Robert Armstrong, Cesare Ro'
v -Oct. 21.
^
mero. Dir. Nick Grinde. 69 mins. Rel. July 25, Rev. July 15.
Kane; 57 mins.
Sagebrush Troubadour. Western. Gene Au trey..
Satan Met a Lady. Bette DaVis, Warren William. Alison Skipworth. Winifred
' Shaw,
Sept. 9.
Marie Wilson. Dir. William Dieter}e. 74 mins. Rel. Axlg. 8. Rev.
Ralph
Sitting on the Moon; Grace Bradley, Roger Pryor,
'/
July 29.

(Continued from
Susie Peale, Eddie Clayton, Hai
Moebes, Babe Green, Charles Meaki
Barrett Whitlaw, Mamie^ Henderson,
Dorothy Madon, Francos
Wright, Neysa Lbri' Margaret' Wat-,
son; Ruth Milo, Broderick O'lTarrell.
Eddie Cobb, 'They Wanted to Marry,'

'

-

,

.

RKO.
Sherwood

*

Bailey,' Jack

Jack Townley, added

•-"

RKO;

Street,'

ward

Price, Fern Emrhett^ ^.Pierre.
Watkins, Frank Mayo, Helen Flint,.
•

.

Riphard

:

Gott*

Rose McQuail, Gtegory Gaye, Raft
aela

.

.

Ferdinand

Carle,.

schalk» Kernan Crippes, Ruth Cher*
rington, Ed Deering, Andre Cheron,

'

'

•

.

RKO.

'Coast Patrol,'

.

.

.

-'-»":."''

Barbara Pepper,- Kay. Marlowe,
Vinton Haworth, Alan Curtis,. Ed-

'

:

Pennich;

dialog,! 'Quality

.

Ottiano,

Lily

uotitled

•

Pons

.

RKO.

starrer,

*

:

Wallis Clarke, Charles Lane; Lita
Checret; Bruce Sidney, Gus Reedi
Ethel Wales, Sidney Bracy* Homer
Dickenson, Fred Lee," William Worthy

•;

>

:

ingtoh, Theodore Von Eltz, J . Maurice Sullivan, Bob Mckenzie, Gus
Reed, Mike Lally, Bill Cody, Art
-

::

:

.

,

:

;

-

.

;

.

,

.

.

,

'

.•
66 mins, Rel. Sept. 25. Rev. Sept, 30.:
Three Mesqttiteers; Ray Corrlgan, Bob Livingston, Syd, Saylor. -Rel. Sept.. 20.
Ticket to Paradise; Roger Pryori Wendy Barrie. Din Aubrey Scotto, 70 mins,
July
Rev.
July
15.
10.
Rel.
ReL July .6.
Winds ot the Wasteland. Western; John Wayne,

Berry.

Jr.,

Ed
RKO.

"

lett.

.:•'.

,

Staub.

Miscellaneous Releases

•

-

•

Paul Lacey, Arthur, Mil-

Sbhaeffer, 'Criminal Lawyer,*

Audrey Reynolds;, Theresa Max-.,
well Conover, Sami Lane, 'Rainbow
on the River,' RKO.

.-.

Harold Kussell, scripti
'Manhat-f
Tim McCoy as a' benign gambler. Tim McCoy. tan Girl/ RKO.
Dir. Sam NeWfield. 62 mins. Rev. Aug. 12.
George Be'ck. screen play, AWome
Of-the. Mountains (Marcy). Western.' F. X. Bushman. Jf;,
Wild;
West 66th St Caryl-.RlnrTjn-Tln.Are
Poison;'
RKO.
::Dir. -;B«n»atd B. Ray. .:61- .nilns..--'"Revi Sept' .-30.
20th Century-Fox
Hollywood,
Cavalcade of the West (Diyersioh); Western. Hoot Gibson. Dir. Harry Frazer;
H;. W. Hanemanh,- screen plaiy?
70 mins. Rev. tSept. 30;
..
Harry Beaumont, directing, 'When
Humberstone.
Donlevy,
Across the' Aisle.
Ghost Patrol (Puritan)'. G men. in chaps. Tim. McCoy.
. Rel. July 24.
ir. Sam Newfield; 58
Is Your Birthday?' RKO;
'mins. Rel. Aug.' 3. Rev. Sept 16»
lisabeth Bergner, Laurence Olivier, Dir. Paul Czinher.
As You Like It.
Irene
Duiine, Randolph Scott, Dot*
''
Last of the Warrens. Western. Bob.
radbiiry.
mint. othy
N.
Sept. 18;.
v
Lamour, William. Frawley,
Rel, May >10., Rev. July 8.
Back to Nature (Jones Family). Jed Prouty. Shirley Deane. ixie Dunbar;
Lion's Den, The: (Puritan). East-West storyi Tim McCoy, Jean. Woodbury. Dir. Elizabeth Patterson; Rouben MaDir. Jas, Tinling. 56 mins. Rel. Oct. 9. Rev. Sept. 2.
moulian directing, 'High, Wide and
Sam NewlieldV. 60. mins. Rel. July 6. Rev. Sept. 2.
BanJo On My Knee. Barbara Stanwyck, Joe! McCrea. Dir. John Crdmwell.
Handsome,'. Par.
Men or the Plains (Colony). Western. Rex Bell, Joan Barclay.
..Rel. Dec. 11.
65 mins. Rev. Sept. 30.
Ray Hanf ord, Joe Fran*. Earl
Border Patrolman, Geo. O'-Brien western. .58 mins. Rel^ July.3.. Rev. July 1.
Pringee, Speck O'Dbnnell, 'College
Can This Be Dixie? Jane Withers, Slim Summerville, Helen Wood, Dir. Geo. Prison Shadows (Puritan).. Prize ring story;
.

Aces and Eights (Syndicate).

Luana Walters,

:

Fox HiUs,

:

;

444

:

•;•

'

'

.

.•

.

••

.''

'

•

-

.*•'.,

;

.

.

:

••

.

'

-

-

.

:

,

.

>''..,
Bob Hill. 67 mihs. Rev. Sept. 2.
»
Marshall. Rel.' Dec. 4.
Harry
Mix.
Charley Chan at the Race Track. Warner -Qland, Helen Wood, Alan Dlnehart Riding Avenger- {Division).. Western.
Fraser.. 60 mins. Rev. July 15.
Dir. H. Bruce Humberstone. 70 mins. Rel. Aug. 7. Rev* Aug. 19.mins, ReL
Shirley Temple, Frank: Morgan. Dir. Wm. A. Setter. 78
'•-'.'
Oct. 16. Rev. Oct. 14.
Foreign
Films
IS Maiden Lane.. Jewelry racket below the old crooks? deadline. Claire Trevor,
Cesar Romero. Dir. Allan Dwan. 64 mins. Rel. Oct. 30. Rev. Oct. 14.
(Most of these available with English titles)
iris' .Dormitory,
Herbert Marshall, Ruth Chatterton, Slmone Simon, Dir;
Alte Kameradeh (Ger) (Casino). Life is so hard for a lady.. Dir,
red. Sauer.
Irving Cummings. 65 mins. Rel. Aug. .14. Rev. Sept. 2.
70 mins. Rel. April 15. /
Glory. Jane Darwell, Delma Byron. Dir.- Frank Strayer. Rel, Dec. 18.
Mario Mat-;
High Tension, Glenda Farrell, Brian DOnlevy. Dir. .Allan Dwan. 63 mins, Amo TO Sola (It) (Nuovo Mondo). Love under handicap.
•
tloti. 75 mins. Rel. July 15. Rev. July 22.
Rel. July 17. Rev. July 15.
Piriey. 90
rombergv Dir. Lewis Anita (Russ)' (Amkino). Love and intrigue on the steppes,
oly Lie, The. Jane Dawell, Claire Trevor,
mins;. ReL July 1. Rev. July 22.
Seller. Rel; Aug. 28.
f
Anna und Elisabeth- (Ger) (Casino) Heavy drama; Hertha Thlele. Dorothea
Ir. Howard
ing of. the Royal Mounted. Zarie Grey -western. Robert: Kent
Wiecke-.'
Dir.' Frank Wysbar.
70 mins. Rel. June 1. Rev.; July K.
Bretherton. 58 mins. Rel. Sept. 11. Rev. Sept. 30.
Ladies.- in Love. Janet Gaynbr. Constance Bennett. Loretta Young, Slmone A» Ui_ Foeldeser (Hung). Semi-historical drama,- Dir; Bela Gaal. 90 'mins;
Rel. Sept 15.
Simon; Don Ahieche, Paul Lukas. Dir. Edw. H. Griffith.. 97 mins. Rel.
BaTbier. de Seville, Le (Fr) (Franco). Rossini's
Andre Bauge.
Sept 28
Jean.
Kemm. ,80 mips. Rel. Sept. 15.
One in a Million. Debut of Sonja Henie, champ figure skater. Adolph MettCalvarlo de Una Esposa^l (Sp). Mexican- sentimental.: drama,
Dir. Geo;' Marshall. Ret. Oct. 27.
Joii, Jean Hersholt, Ritz Bros,
(•'••"
70 mins, Rel. .Sept. 15.
Pepper. Story* of a waif. Jane Withers. Irvin Cobb, Slim Summerville.
Campo
Di
(It)
Maggft(New- World)/ Story by Mussolini, about Napoleon; Dir.
Jas. Tinling. 61 mins. Rel; Sept; 11. Rev. Aug. 12;
16.
Kelly.
G. Forzano lpe- thin*; Rel. Sept; 1. R«v.
Pigskin Parade. Stuart Erwin, Johnnie. Downs, Arllne Judge,:'
Canzone; D>1 Soley LA (It) (Nuo.vo-Mondo), .'Operetta; Lauri>Volpl.
Mario
Dir.. David, Butler; Rel. Oct, 23.Bessozi. 92-«>ins r Reh Miy 1. Rev; May. 13.
Poor Little Rich Girl, The. Shirley Temple. Alice' Faye, Gloria Stuart Jack
Cap'ello ..a.- Tre Punte. B-dt) (New. World); Farce.
.Mario Cainerinl, 70
Haley., .Dir. Irving: Cummta^. 79^rain* ReL> July 24. Revv July 1.
mins, Rel. Sept 15. ReV,. Sept- 30;^
;
Ramona, In .technicolor. Loretta^ Young,- Don Ameche. Dir.'- Henry King. - 84
Celos (Sp). Mexican-made love story,
Boytler. 80. mins. ReL
mins. Rel. Dct 23. Rev; .Oct.. 14.
* :
April 15.
ir. Norman ;•:
eunion Dlbnne Quintuplets. Jean- Hersholt,
/
;Children: of the' Revolutions (Russ) (Amkino). Youngsters in the Soviet. Dir:
Taurog. Rel.; Nov. 13,
'
"
.Mausliukov. .70 mins. Rel. April 1. Rev. April -8.
.
.Road to Glory, The. War story from -Wm. Faulkner.- Remake of a Pathe-Natan
-French version; Frederic -March. Warner. Baxter, Lionel Barrymore, June Clbbulctte (Fr) (Franco). -Operetta. Dir, Claude Lara. 60 mins. Rel. Sept. 15.
Cleejt dl Sowento; La (It) (Nuovo Mondo).-; From Mastriani's classic. Dir:
Lang; Dir. Howard Hawks. 10,1, mins, Rel.. Sept 4. Rev. Aug. 12.
/
Nuhzio Malasomma, 72}mins. Rel. Aug. 1. Rev. Aug. 5.
Sing, Baby, Sing. Adolohe Meniou Alice Fave; PatsyTtelly. Dir. Sidney LanCloistered (Fr). Authentic life in a cloister. Dir. Robert Alexander
65 mins.
fleld. 90 mins. Rel. Aug. 21, Rev; Sept 16
'?'
Rel. May 15. Rev. May. 27,
,
72 mins.
Bong and Dance Man. Claire Trevor; Paul -Kelly.: Dir.
Desparecldo, El (Sp). Melodrama Dir. R. Meyler. 80 mins. Rel. June 1.
Rel, March 13. Rev.. March 18.'
«.*•
.
Star for * Nieht. Claire Trevor; Jane Darwelli Arlinei Judge. Evelyn venable; Donogoo Tonka (Ger) iUiah. Fantastic comedy. Ahny Ohdra, Dir.^RelnholdSchuenzel. loa mms. Rel. April 1. Rev. April 22.
v. ?
J. Edwv Bromberg. Dir. Lewis Seller, 76 mins. Rel. Aue. 28. Rev. Aug,2«;
ir. Ivanovsky.
75
Stowaway; The. .Shirley: Temple story. Robert Young, Allce-Faye.;: Rel.,Dec;^25. Dnbrbvsky- (Russ> (Amkinb). Pushkin ..nov'el^condensed.
;mins; Rel. Mai-clr 15. Rev. April'l;
-.V'
v
Thank Von. Jeeves. Comedy. Arthur Treacher. Dir. Eugene Forde.' 55 mihs.
*'.-/'
Fleck. 85
,Eln. Auto .und Kein Geld (Ger) (Garmanuv). ;.M;uslcal farceRel.. Sent. 25... Rev. Sept. 23.'.
:-12";
1..
'mins.
Rol,
Auc.
Rev/
Aug;
Stuart.
QXorla
Brian
Donlevy
Thirty-Six Hours, to Kill. Racket stowr.
i
Eihe;Frau/di0 Weiifc Wa< Sle WiU (Ger), (Casino). From Oscar Strauss' operetta.:
Eugene Forde. 85 mlnsi Relv July >24v Rev;. Aue. 19:
4
LU Dagovcr. Dir; Viktor Jansen. 82 mins; Rel' July: 15." Rev. JuTy *22/
87
To Mary—With Love; Warner Baxter; Myrha- Loy. Dlr;
Fahrt Ins Gruene, Die (Ger). Comedy romance. Dir. Max Ophal. 70 .mins. Rel.
mins.- Rel; Aug. 1. Rev. Sent. 2:
v
15.
May
Gregory
Under Your Soelk, With songs. Lawrences Tihbett. Wendy
comedy.
Carl Boese. 80
Fahrt lh die Jfugcnd, ie (Ger.) (Casino).
Ratoff, Dir. Otto L. Preminger. 63 mins.- Rel.- Oct.: 6.
~ .mins. Rel. Sept.' 1.
.
Whlte^ Fans' (20th): Dog story from ;Curwood's' novel Michael Whalen, Jean
La
mcller.
Dir.
Fernando
Familla'Jlressel,
(Sp;
Marl
1
de Fuentes. 60
. Mti (r. Brian, Donlevy, Dir. David ButWr.. 70 mins. Bel.- July 3. Rey. .Xuly
-----~,
.
._
-White -Huntec ^Warner-Baxter; June^n5vr-Dlr^Iividng-Cumminesr-RelH^ov^0r ^v_J_mins^..-Rel,..:May_L-.
Wild Br.»!»n Kent Outdoor; picture. Ralph "Bellamy, Mae Clark. Dir. Howard Flat Voluntas Dei- (It) (Nuovo Mondo). Talky comedy.. Ahgelo Musco, JDrr..
Amleto Palcrmi; 80 mins. Rel. July -1. Rev. July 15.
Bretherton. Rel. Nov< 7.
Carl Boese'. 92
Ganzcr Kerl. Bin (Ger) (Eavaria)v Comedy 'Cinderella;
;

.

..

.

Holiday,' Par.

>

.

John G; Spacey. Harry Coring,
Jack Deery, Wally Albright, Whites

.

.""

.

Dimples.
-.''.

Bird, 'Maid of Salem,' Par;
G. Pat Collins, Charles Sullivan,
Kitty McHugh, Russell Hicks. Lee.
Phelps, Edward Le Saint, Eddie
Acuff, Harry Tyler, Dutch Hendrian;
'One Man's Bonus,' Par.
Joluj, ATrent,
Stanley Andrews,
Harry- Hayden,
Robert Stranne,

'•

Language

'

,

.

'

:

'

.

.'

:

.

,

•

:

.

PhUha Cqsianano, Harry ;>ash. MitchIngraham, 'Homer Dickenson,
ell

•

Fern ' Einmett-.' Bert Roaeh, .Charles
Mid<^e^n;>Srvi)re AlderSori, 'A Mart
and a Wotnaiii' Pat;

1

.

.

.

.

,

1

'

.

r

•

'

.

.

J<$iti;BoleSn Shirley, Ross. Ifrartha
Raye,- 'Ptrofeissiohal Lady,'. Pan

:>

Xal Chand Mehra,
'Yours for
;'

i

:

.

'Asking'^.'Paf::'

••

:

-

'

-

•'

Yieim;.

'

=

'

.

.

Emmelt^DaJliy, Harold Daniels; ^Trail

'

:

:

DustAPafe'::':.

'

<

.

'.

'

.

;

..-.-'.

,;

•

:

...

:

:

.

'

'

.

:

.

-

.

'

.

.

•

;

.

;

-

..

•

.

.

;

.

-

•

"

,•

.

.

;

.

'

.

.

ace McCoy, $am; WaiPshawsk^, Harry
HufkinS additional- dialog; 'Great
•.,
Guy,' GN.
:
Tex Ritter, Eleanore Stewart, Warner Richmond. Snub ' Pollard,- William* Desmond/ Sid '-Sorter, Eirl
f
Dwiife;- -Wjliianv Fttv«RrHibR>'^«acnn
lor the-RiO-Grahde,'~GN.
Milton Sliockley, Robert Dalton,'
MairjOrie Gage.* Janice JarrettV Mary
Alice Rice, Lynn Gilbert, Emily
mins. Rel, April 15. Rev. April 2*,-M, Lane,. Maxine^. Reiner; -Michael FitzGypsies (Russ) (Amkino) Saga of collective farms.
Goldblatt. 85 nims, Rel July !l5f ReV, Aug. 5
maurfce. Russell Wade, -Verria' Leslie,.
Ir.
Georg Top of thb Town,' U.
;?
Helsses Blut (Ger) (Ufa); Romantic drama, Marikka Roekk.
r
-'
Jacoby CO mins Rel. Sept' IS.
Gene Perry, Gus Leonard; George
Hoehere Befehl. Dcr -(Ger) /Ufa). Historic drama " with Nazi propaganda. L11 Davis, 'Murder on the Mississippi.'
AJ.
Dagover: Dir. Gerhard. Lamnrccht. 0*6 mins. Rel. March 15: Rey. AorU 15.
Sven Bprg. Charles Kin?, J. IJ».
Hoy- Cdmlenza La Vida (Sp). Domestic drama. Dir; Alex Phillips; 80 mins,.
••
McMahon,
Frederick
Vogedihg,
Rel. ,Tnn<5f ;i5.
ravpiite. James -Conlin r Harty,' Deppr Arthiir
Ich Sehne.Mich-Nach Dir (Ger) (Casino).' 'Backstaire. operatics. Louis
CatnilW Horn,- 90 mins. Dir. -Johannes Riemann. ;Rel. Sept, 1. -Rev. Loft;- Alice Ardell, Tom London*
\
Sept. .16.
Mickey Bennett, Le» Shumwav
Gustaf Grticndgens. RalDh Byrd. Victor Kilian, Jr.. Mike
Inheritance in Pretoria
sr) (Bavaria).
eavy'
Charlotte Susa.
Johannes- Meyer. 95. mins. Rel. April 15: Rev. Jeffries, Eddie Hart,
Jug for
'A*
.''',.-'-'*:
April j!).
Rel. Cleopatra.'.. Col..
Jana (Ger) ^Cas'no). Farmlnd in 'Bohemia.
Homer Dickinson; Georgp Jiminez,
June 15. Rev- June 24.
L; 'Dale. Charles?,. Griffiiir. Dick
Karhpf. Der (Russ) (Amkino). German- language story of Hitler cruelties
..
Gustav Wangenheim. 86 mins. Rel. Sept; 1;. Rev. Sept. 16.
Scott; Bert Morehouse, Rav Stewart,
I.Karneval und Llebc (Ger), (Lcnaii.cr) Musical' comedy.. Herman Thi
Joy Kendall. Cyril Tin*;. Ratoh McKarl T^amac. -78 -mins..'. 'Rel. -April '-1, Rev. Aorii: 22
Culloughi 'Help Wanted: Female*
S5
•Kermesse Hcroiq»»e. La (FrV (Tobls): Comedy spec. Dir.
;.**
Cbl;'"
-mins. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev 'Sent 30.
James Bush, 'I Promise, to
Peter
Kcteniein -der Hebe (Ger) (Ufa), Ooera back-s
.'''"'..
Col.Buck. 66 mlnst. Rel. April 15. -Rev; May 6.
Hector Sarnor Frank Pu^lia. Dick
Llebe und Lcldenschaft (Yiddish) (Seideh). Heavy drama, tazar Freed.
ike Tel.George Roiland. RO. mins,- Rel. April 1, ReV. Aorjl 15.
Bo tiller. . Joe Doim* hgu ez.
Llebeslcut* "(Gcr)> (Tnbis). Drama of modern life. Rehate MucIIpt, Gustav legah, Aritqnio -Vedao, Soledad Jim7.
Rev.
ftl. Oct. 1.
Ir; F«ric Waschneck.
95 mins.
Froehjich.
ineJ?, 'Interlude;' Col.
Rlch•Lied G'eht um Die Welt (Ger) (ToblsV, Musical; Joseph Schmidt.
George Pearce, Chick' Hamilton,
ard Os-waJd, ":-.60- mms.> Ret Sent. 15. Rev. Sept, 30^
Desandti. Harry. Diaviennort. Jjhv Baker, 'CbunLife of Don :£p.scA.^.ut)., (.Nuovo'^
.terfeU Lady,' Col,
Rey. Jimp. 24.
90, mins:' Rel. May 15,
iii-jDean'JajJRer, Irene Heryev.
Mojssi.
Lorenzino dn l)fedici (it) (Nuovo Mondo).
las Dumbrillc, Arthur Loft. John
Guidb.Brignohe. 89'rri)ns: Rel. April 1.
Illar.
Luci Sommerse (It)' (Nuovo; Mondo). Raffles:
Gallaudet, Ed Dee'rinc. Edward Le
72 mins. Rel June 15. ReV. -Tulv 1.
Saint,'
Edward Stanley. Gpnr^e
Madonna. Wo Bist .bii? (G«»r» 'Casino). Romantic musical comedy Llanc Pearce.; Clarence Harvey. Pat Wept;
Haid. Dir. Geo-e- Ja^obl. 80 mi s. Rel.' March .15 Rev. Aoril l.
Hooper Atchley, JlUss0ll- Hicks,' Gene
Madres del Mimdo (Spi. Romanes, made in Mexico..
ir.i
lnaldo Agullar.. 80
Morgan, Charles Wilsdh. Geor»?» Mcmins. Rel; Aug. 15,
Kay; Lynn Shores directing,
rand
Ir.
Macic Moiinf in^fSwiss) (Lepauer); Arty lit French, dialog.. Dita
•
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'

;

.

:

.

.

,;

'

•:

•

.

;-.'

j
: Hele^ Bur^e^/ Robert Gumminigs,:
Virginia Wefdler, Anthony Nace,
•Souls at.Sea/ Par;:
Dorothy LamoMr, Charles Butterworth, Jeanr Dlxoh, /Swing High:
Swing Low.' Part
7
Mae Clarke, James Burke. Edward
J> McNamara,
Robert- Gleckler^
•Henry Kolker; Edwatd Brophy;- Ber-hadine Hayes, Edwatd Gar^an^ Mafry.
Fain, Joseph Sawyer, Dopglak Wood;
Russell Hicks, Graee 'Goodall,' Hor-

:i

•

•••*'?•

!

'

'

-

,

.

*',-.""'

Ted Adams, Al -St. John, Dan WolEatl Ask9a> Tom Hallisan,

-

-

.

:

^Britt .Wood, Dick .Dickson, ion
Breach/ AV Bridge;-.JKenneth' Harlanjr

,

;

,

.

.

.

—

;'

.
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.

'
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'
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Seventh Avo.,
YArk.'N. 1
-HoUywbbdr Calif.
Come and Get It Goidwyn's production of Edna Ferber's novel about. nbrth>west, lumber strife. Edward. Arnold,. Frances Farmer,' Dir. Howard
Studio: 1041 N©.

F©'™

•

,.

Hawks.-.

.

;

:

.

:

.

-

!

.

'

,

"

.Dodswortln

; Walter

Goldwyn's production of Sinclair Lewis' novel.

Huston,

Ruth Chatterton, Mary Astor. Dir. William Wyler.
90 ; mins; Rel. Sept.
'
14.
Rev. Sept. 30.
Garden- of ..Allah; Romance in the Sahara. Marlen'e Dietrich; Charles Boyer
Produced by David O. Selzhick in technicolor: Dir. Richard Bdleslawski;.
'

•'-'

"

Rel. Oct. 14.

Desp-rado. Mexican musical romance^
ino Martini, Ida .Lupino, Leo
Cavrlllo. Pickford-Lasky production.^ Dir. Rouben Mamoulian. 90 miii$.
Rel. Oct. 2;- Rev; Oct. " 14.
V
Last of the Mohicans < Reliance).
Rev.
.

.

Sept.

•

9.

'

.

.:

.

.

.

"

;

:'

.

;

.

.

,

'

'

.

,

,

;

Man Who

Could Work Miracles.. Based on an original by H. G. Wells. Roland
Young; Joan "Gardner and Ralph Richardson. Dir. Lothar Mendes.

-

.

.

'

.

Universal:

.

oss Rider of Gun Creek, Buck Jones,- Rel.- Nov..
Crash Dohovah. Jack. Holt. Dir. Ed Laemmle.
Aug. 12.
r'

.

>

Empty

Saddles. Buck Jones: Rel, DeO. 20.
4
\
Flying HosteSH.. Judith Barrett, Wm, Hall. ;Dir. Murray- Roth. Rel; Nov, 22.

Four Dayii'V Wonder. Jeanne Dante, Kenneth Howell.
.

Sidney

Dir.

Rel. Dec. 20.

Jhont:

,

Rel. ' Sept.

G.. Blystone.'- Rell' Sept 20.
Marry, The.. Doris 'Nolan,

I

:•

'

Ralph Murphy,

Rel.

Nov. i. '
Godfrey. Comedy-drama. Wm. Powell. Carole Lombard.
„ ory LaCara. 93 mins. Rel. Sept. .6. Rev. Sept. 23.
Murder on the Mississippi. James Dunn, Andy De vine. Dlr, rthur Lubih.
•

'

'

,

..•

:

>

'•'

*

.

June

14.

.

_

Michael Whalen.

My Man
..

•

:

John

''

Dec. 13. •"
Parole! Ann Preston,

M

:

..

.

.

;

2.

Luckiest Girl, in the -World. Rel. Nov. 8.
Magnificent
rrite, "The.
Drama. Victor McLaglen,

Man

.

.

;

on the^ Front Page; The.

Irl

...

,

'

Sal

Henry Hunter.

Rev. July

mins;

-.

1.

Postal Inspector. Drajna. Rloardo Cortez, t»atricla
mins. Rel. Aug. 2. Rev. Sept. 9;
Ich and Reckless. Edmund Lowe, Gloria. Stuart.

58

'

Dimltti Kirsanoff;

mins ReK >Iarch

15
Rev; AdHI 22
Diibbcd flllent, historical background.
Rel' Miiv 1, p«v. Mav 13
.7.1

Maria Pentayotilssa:( Greek);
.

..Matte- "

;

W?

.

-m'lr'«-

Ir.

Joseph

Old Woman,' CoJFerdinand Bruckner,
untitled original, Par.

Mater Nostra (Sn) jfMexicatt -drama), Dir, Gabriel- Sora. 70 m Ins, R*l. Sept. 1.
'Ni^ht
Sidney Salkow directi
Mehi Liebster <st Eln 1ae?ermann (Ger) (Casino"*. OM-f^shion«;d f?":e. Leo 'Key' U.
Slezak. Dir. Walter Kolm. 85 mins. Rel. Sept 1; Rev, Sept. 16.
Sea spoiler's;^ John Wayne; Nan Grey. Dir; Frank Strayer. Rel. Sept. 27.
Hal Yates, screen play, untitled
Military
84
Territorialie'
Ht)
Bdnnard
(Caesar)
comedy,
Mario
Milizla
Top of 'the -Town. Doris Nolan, George Murphy, Hugh Herbert, Gertrude.
'*.
'.'
comedy, Roach.
,U
mins?. Rel, Anril l. Rev. AprM 15.
Nlesen; Ella Logan, Jack Smart, Peggy Ryan, 3 Sailors, Gregory Ratoff.
Karen deWolf. Austin Parker,
Mujer del.P"er(o, La (Sp), Life in Mexico.
Dlr, Walter Lang. Rel. Dec. 27.
screen play.^'Be It Ever So Humble*
A»»e. IS.
Two In a Crowd. Joan Bennett. Joel McCrea.
Ins.
;
.

.

.

Oct

4.:

'

Rel.

^

•..

'

•

.

'

'

.

Rel. Sept. 13.

Yellowstone.
Vine.

Rev. Oct.

News

7.

Drama. Henry Hunter, Judith Barrett, Ralph Morgan.
Arthur Lubin. 60 mins. Rel. Aug. 16. Rev. Sept.

Dlr,

«f U.S.S.

June
.

60 mins,

U.

Davi

15.

(CohLlnuc

tor's

m
*DoO!»

VARIETY

Wednesday, October 28 , 1936

;

.

We dnesday,

.
.

VARIETY

October 28, 193ft

Crooning Cowhands

CALENDAR OF CURRENT RELEASES

U. S.

25

Supreme Ct. Afirms Permanent

(Continued from page 2)

(Continued from page 23)
i
Gustav FroehCarl Froehlich. 70 mins. Rel. May 1.
a sofeldan (Sw) (Scandinavian). Romance. Lars Hanson. Dir. Gustaf M6lander. -Ohmins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Sept. 16.
Arthur
85
appi <Ge*>. Circus comedy. Viktor De Kowa.

Suits Vs. Erpi-W. E.

where

the only place left in the west

Oberwachtmeisler Schwen)ie (Ger) (Casino). Detective

they punched cattle on open ranges
as in the old -days and put on a
rodeo for those who punched the
Washington; Oct. 27.
cattle, not for the 10%ers who stage Historic Davis Theatre,
Rev.. May 27
Rel. May .1
"
Supreme: Court Monday (26)
frilus.
s
Musical comedy in. nudist camp without nudies. them,
Pitt, to
the Veil fused to remove legal barriers preFaradbo Rscobrado, El (Sp). .'..'
'We're getting so hemmed in down
30 mins. Rel April 15..
venting Aleograph CO^ independent
Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.
Guide Saugus way,' said the old. cowhand
Passaporto Rosqo (It) (New World)'. It's a hard life. Isa. Miranda.
'
Last days of the old Davis as a sound-equipment manufacturer, irbni
2r.<$none: 90 mlns. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Sept. 9.
from the Rib Grande Concourse, that
pension Mimosa '{Eri (Franco ) Gambling and mother love. DIr, Jaques Feyder.
theatre is seen with f ailure of War- bringing further infringement and
I surrendered the other- day. and
00 mlns. Rel. May L
ners to- renew its option on the monopoly suits against. Electrical Re74 mins.' milked a cow, the last disgrace to a
Portense Ce Palo, La (Fr) (Lenauer). Weepy meller.
Smithfleld street house.' Site has re- search Products, Inc.* and Western
Rel July 1. Rev. July 8.
I understand these
saddle soloh/
Bauman. 85 mlns.
verted back to Oliver estate/and in- Electric Co.
BaKsen (Sw) (Scandinavian)
Victoryille punchers go ..lower than
Bsl May 15. ReV. May 27,
Denying Aleograph petition for redications are. that it will shortly be
that and try to milk steers.'
05 mins.
e Burtons, II (It) (Nuovo Mondo).
converted into mercantile quarters. consideration / of prior litigation,
". This last was a crack at Cal GodMare'i 15, F.sv;. April. U... \.
highest
tribunal laughed' Off allega-.
House
built
was.
originally
by
Miguel
Sacarlas.
Murder
In
60.
ins.
Rel.
the
tropics..
4Sp).
Ro9ar:o
shall who owns the Ihmsen Ranch,
.
Harry Davis, veteran Pittsburgh tions that refusal to .examine the
April 15
Herbert Maisch but-is really the postmaster. At the showman, and for long time was one proceedings Would give ERP1 arid
Royal \7fJix (Ufa) (Ger). ..Court •Operetta, Willi Forst.
contest
milking
the
last
rodeo
in
Rev;
April
15.
•0 mins. Rel. April i;
of leading twb-a-day spots in coun- W.' . a free hand to violate the antitter. spme ribbers "unloosed a steer for
War propaganda.
Scarpo AI Sole, La (It> (Nuovo Mondo)
try. Taken over, by Stanley (WB) trust, .laws .ahd-. .inflict further eco95 mins, " Rel. June 1.- Key; June 10.
him and the sheriff to rope and milk.
i.
100 mi
several years ago, it has been an in- nomic injury on indie equipment-?
Scblirssakkord (Ger) (Ufa). Drama.. Lil
the
spot
didn't
The
delightful
hopes,
Rcv Sept. 16:
Although
Aleograph
and-outer ever since, first with producers.
,Wal- switch; till they tried to milk the
ackstage musical comedy
Schocn 1st es Verllebt xu S tin (Ger).
vbudfllm and then straight pictures; promised there 'Would' not be a multer Janssen. 60 mins. Rel'. April 1.
steer, while thousands
darl
Si
1934, Davis has been closed tiplicity of damage suits, U. S. bench
Schucsteme Casanova, Der (Get) (Casino)..
'I'd like to see that steprrmilking
LSmc.c; 60-mins. R»l Aug. 15,
more often than open, last relight- decided to keep the injunction i
continued-Mother Carey's
Rafaelo done,'
Serpen^ a SonasU (It) (NuoVo Mond6). Murder >in a girl's school.
ing i
March following .fliood. when effect;
Mr.tarazzo. 85 mins. Rot. Aug: 15. Rev. Aug. 19,.
chicken; .'You never see that at our.
Tiff
long-delayed aftermath of
it was only theatre in downtown secSeven Brrvve Men (Russ) (Amlcino). Adventure in the Arctics.
rodeos around Saugus. Professional
infringement proceedings involving
tion with power;
K^V. Jim*? 1. Rev June 24.
riwr... *\ mins,
65 roundups, which are nothing more
She-Devil Island (Sp). (FD). Mexican-made drama.
It kept open only long ^enough to methods of 'synchronizing projection
than, roadshows of traveling cowmins. Rel. Aug. 15. Rev. Aug. 13.
th
Max boys, who have quit working at it, permit Warners to relieve product equipment which involved much case,
Blgnora dl Tuttl, La. (It) (Metropolis). -Heavy drama. Isa Mirande.
jam caused by flood, and has been same issues as the Tri-Ergon
Ophuls. 90 mlns Rel. March 15. Rev. April 1.
are no treat to us movie cowboys.
Arne
Comedy of. love.
permanently closed since middle of last year. Aleograph initially sued
Skarcardr, Flirt (Swed) (Scandinavian)
':•
But
show- that cowboys put on'
bt-s«h" 70" mins. ReK.Aoril 1.
both ERPI and WJJ. in Texas an
April;
Ramon. themselves is the sort that makes
iHha lh?s de la Cruz (Sp). Mexican semi-historical
Last/ year there was some talk of lost, with the" 5th Circuit Court
Fftorv 70 .mlns..- 'R<sl. Jvr*-' *'
sentimental suckers of the. best of us.
N, T. G. converting it into a night Appeals affirming both non-infringeSoldaten Karemaden (Ger) (Zwickc-K Teutonic
That's y/hy I'm here^ and may the
Rev. Oct. 7.
pertz. SO mins. Re). Oct. .1
club, With backing from local finan- ment decrees. ERPI then asked th
Victor Janson. worst man wi
BtUnme dcr Liebe, Die. (Ger) (Casino): Operatic 'comedy.
ciers, but that deal apparently fell courts to bar further damage cases
v
69 mins. Rel. May, 15.'
a wordJoe; Cunningham,
and Davis' doom as an and won a permanent restrainer.
throush
Hald.
Llane
J.
Beethoven,
:.T»zz
vs.
(Lenauer)
Vaaizm^Rif; (Avtstr)
wrangler in. Philly arid now. an'
The Aleograph; argument v/as
Rey, May 27.
amusement center has now been
H"ibl*»->K^hi».. R0 "''t^;' Rel. May 15
said
been
actor
in
Hpllywood,
U
he'd
•
Froehlich;
Carl
Jannings,
Emil
based on Contention that, indies: are
iranr^-^C8 (Ger) (Tobis).- ca''v dtstria.
definitely sealed.
his
mother
what
trying to explain to
105 mirs. Rel. Sept* 15. Rev. Sept. 23.
being driven out of business by the
Ir.
Brunius.
tThgdnm Ay 1 Dag (Sw) (Par). Domestic comedy. Anne-Marie
dragged hirii 100 miles into the desert
alleged .ERPIrWiE. monopoly and
P, A. Branner 83 mlns; Rel. June 15. Rev. July 1.
to see coyyboys at an Elks picnic.
that .exhibitors are .tied up by longV.'S.S.B. Newsreel (Russ) (Amklno)., Late news events spiced into feature. 87
PIX term cbhtraicts which cannot be bro'The niore I tofd her; the more I
mins: "Rel. Ji»ne.l5: Rev. July 8.
Edmund Heu- got tied tip in a lot of lariats. "; f'
Vetlo^cn } Ta!;- ss (Ger) '/C=3*:vj)» Lov* In the mountains.
ken except .by Federal action to
-biv^r, 1C0 mlns. P.bl.; May 15/ Rsv. July .1,
told her theca cbv/boys invite some;
break up the conspiracy. Supporting
90
Wackere rc^vstermelster (Ger) (G^r mania); Farce; Dir. Carl Heinz Wol
movie stars, who act. as cowboys andthis claim, Aleograph recited that;
Nm J ns. F«>t. Julv I. Rev.-Jnly 15. Muslcat>fantasy..
Louis
raveure, Ca- then- show them how cowboys work.
Walzcr flier Dich. Em (Ger) 'Casino>.
now not more than 2,500. indie mamilla Horn. Dir. Georu Zoch. 90 mlns. Rel. Sept. 15. Rev, Oct. 7.
Francisco, Oct. 27.
First they build a big fence around"
chines are ih. use and that number
We.Ar* from Kronstadt (Russ) ( mkino) The saUors fight the revolution. a vacant lot and then .they chase a
Century20th
scouts
from
Several
of ERPI-W.E. projectors has jumped
DJ 73. Origan. 93 tnins. F?T- Anril 15.. Rev. May 6.
cow inside Jand then, a cowboy oh a: Fox and the Trem Carr studios have to 9,000.
Weib«*T*<jl»nent (Ger) (Ufa). Military comedy. Dir. Karl
• Rel. Cent. 15.
Rev. Sept.,16.
horse with a big' clothes-line rides been here within the last week lookGeneral Foreign- Sales, 729 7th Ave.
Key to Address
after .the' cow and throws, a. rope ing for old square-riggers to be used
Cermania. -22-33 19th St., Astoria, L.
Harold Auten, 1540. Broadway.
around the old gal's neck.' Some- in pictures about to go into prpduc BILLY
J. H." HbiTberg. 729 Seventh Ave.
—
Amkino, 723 Seventh Ave.
times it seems kinda silly, because tion.
Ihter-Qontinent;' 50
42nd St.
Bavaria Film, 489 Fifth Ave.
Kinema trade. 723 'Seventh' Ave.
the 'cow has no place to. go.' /If the
San Francisco Bay, once a haven
Casino. 240 E. 86th St.
Jean Lenauer; 250 W. 57th St.
cowboys: would only -wait a little for these famous ships, failed to
Damibia. 729 Seventh Ave.
Martin Nosseek. 326 Audubon
while the. cow. would •probably;, get yield, a single possibility. The bay
DuWovld. 72? Seventh Ave.
Metropolis, 260 Fifth Ave.
tired and- lay down anyhow!
That is full of old hulls, but there isn't
European'. 154 W. 55th St.
Scandinavian Films.' 220 W. 42d St.
Hollywood.- Oct.
Garrison Films, 729 Seventh Ave.
John Tapernoux, 126 W. 46th St.
way it would be easier to catch them one craft which can stand rough
Billy Gordon will cast Dave Loe\v'
Franco- American. 66 Fifth Ave.
"Ufa. 729 Seventh Ave.
with a rope, if that's all they built Water under its own power. The 'When's Your Birthday?*, first of Joe
the. corral for in the first place.
scouts have been ordered to Alaska E. Brown's starfers io tn madeby
'They have some cowboys who in their search for suitable riggers; Loew at Pathe studios. T Gordon forare so poor they don't own a rope
Star of Finlisqtid; which is the merly was with Paramount.
and these ride after a cow and take property of the: Alaska, Packers "Co.,
Brown's picture is slated for Nov.
a nosedive off their horse and grab was recently rented by Paramount. 9 start, Harry 'Beaumont,
directing.
the cow by the horns. A big Crowd The ship was taken, sonth for the
sits around and watches and cheers. production of 'Souls at* Sea', which
when the. cowboy co-stars Gary Cooper and George Fox, Detroit, Ficaccing
Thejft. cheer
catches the cow and they cheer even Raft.
/
more when they miss.'
Metro went all the .way to Gl^u
Being
Jim Tully, the cattle inspector of cester for the Mariner and the
Couraicago,' Oct 27.\
'Captains
Tojuca Lake, Hollywood, admitted Spinner for use in
Conn's Reliable Studio
a general exhi itor boy"
it waa hard to explain why: Victor'
geous.'
Detroit^
27.
cott against 'Paramount pictures by
vilte; could drag to a .roundup peoPublic Trust.
has
the independent neighborhood exple who wouldn't be seen dead at
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
launched investigation into original
hibitors has blown up, and the nabe
Reliable. Studio lease passed to" one in Madison Sduare Garden.
financing of the Fox theatre and
$100,000 Suit
~
theatres, are now. buying Paramount Maurice' Conn,,
of
building
head
the recently
in .1927
)lm Tolly's Tail Talc
with mbrtfjage
Movietone Plane
product along with the rest of the organized Television: Pictures. Spot
'I was trying to explain to Jack
Permission to examine Lawrence bonds, which sold like 'hot .ca'-es'
companies.
Couple of' the more is* bemg revamped prior to move-in, Dempsey a couple of months ago in
which are now in default. ReStailings and others connected with but
burn>up exhibs had been parading two weeks hence.
organization
New York why he .should come West Fox Movietonews, Inc., was given atplan for property
film row with threats of a ho-buy
Sherman Lowe has been named for this show, said Tully. The. beer torneys for the International Flight how pending' in court.
Jattitude_i_against Paramount bec ause ^cenarlo^editbr_ot
Commissioner I. A. Cap'izz 1
Television^
m.Jack^.piac^Ju5_^rj^pjjd jand_.I_ Corp^bv N. Y. Supreme court Justice
of the actions of its' circuit affiliate,
-severelyr-criticized
began, telling him about the v time a Shientag in connection with -ie
-the -bond— issueBalaban & Katz, insisting oh an exkid named Jim Rogers was riding a $100,000 suit for breach of Contract and the bondholder ' committee. !He
tra week of clearance between the
broncho named Frank Scully in the and the Wrecking of the plaintiff'* cited that,, although the issue totaled
Theatre Mgr. Slugged
30c and the 25c houses and the B.&K.
Victoryille rodeo and how Scully,! plane while under charter by Fox. more than S5.090.030 or 05% isan on
Worcester, Oct. 27.
demands for double features.
the olid humanitarian, began root*. The date for the questioning of Stail- the cost of land and erection of
Robbers' had a field day here dur*
B.&K. has withdrawn its demands
Zing for the horse and rooted so ytell ings.
Edmund Reek and Harry building, 'these, bonds were sold to
for extra clearance, and it appears mg the President's visit last Wedthe kid got thrown in two ..seconds, Kuhne, also employees of the news- public on assumption' it 'amounted
that the circuit will not again seek nesday night, and among the victims
61 % loan.' And furthernearly breaking his neck, and Stully. reel corp and of Marian E. Grevem- to only
to obtain this additional protection. was L. W> Edwards of Bangor, Me,,
was more, 'that some of the so-called inDouble features, however, are in; temporary; manager of Regent thea- crowing, 'Well, what did he ex- berg before trial of the action
dependent appraisals of the property
but instead of working against Para- tre. But Edwards wasn't as badly off .pect? Anybody riding me is riding set for Thursday (29).
claims it chartered one of were made by firms interested in the
Plainti
mount, it's really an advantage since as he first thought. He told police at for a fall.' And then we all learned
in Octo- construction;'
the twin bills the exhibs are in a first that he was robbed of $800 when that the. kid was Will Rogers; boy. its planes to the defendants
Elroy Jones, representing; receiver,.,
mother learned ,the nigh t be- ber, 1934, aft»r latter agreed not to
tighter spot for sufficient product to attacked by a couple of thugs who His
Air- orotested Capizzi's inferences and
keep their screens alive. Particu- were armed with clubs. The attack fore that he was going to ride and land the craft on the Open sear
pick up films of insisted that appraisal of the property
lariy the smaller houses which, make occurred after he had closed the she didn't say yes and she' didn't say craft was engaged to
excess* of $10,000,000 was equitAlctsnder
four or five changes weekly, the house and he had been to his hotel ho. AH she did was hurry from Hol- the assassination of Kine
lywood to Victorville and hide in the of Jugoslavia at Marseilles, France. able. He admitted, however, that
very houses which were burning at room.
films aboard the during construction of theatre inkeep
25c. seats and
fingers
the
had
her
Stailings
B.&K.'s campaign for extra spacing.
Next morni
however, he reterest on bonds was paid- with bondcrossed, and the kid: came out all. S.S. Washington.
ported to the gendarmes thaf his
.banged up, but a prize-winner. That
They Were to be picked up by the holders' money. Before hearing Was
loss
less than $50 and that the
was. the year Scully, rode a' horsfe plane with grappling hooks while the postponed until later, this week,
lYNCHBUEG'S SABBATH TEST otherwas
$750 had been left in the
Jones declared work, of bondholders
named Hither and Yon, and it ran so shi was entering lower N. Y.
Lynchburg, Va., Oct. 27.
pocket of another pair of pants in
fast, the
ind blew one of Frank's The hook broke and Greyemberg, committee had kept theatre open.
tate's Sunday law is scheduled his hotel room.
legs off, and the sheriff pinched me who: the plaintiff claims was-in the
for a test here Nov. 10 with Willis.
of newsreel corporation,
for publicity,-, which is the first time employ
Grist,
time'
Jr.,
city
manager for
landed the plane on a rough sea,
I was ever pinched just to give, both
Wllmeite'* (Chi) New SM-Seater
Dominion Theatres Ihc;, the defend'
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
of us a break in the papers. It's a wrecking it. In its suit international
ant on a charge of giving a show On
Chicago, Oct. 27*
Robert Z. Leonard put /May time*
the
and
''t
the
plane
for
V
asks
$50;000
great
show.'
60
the Sabbath.
Zoning law which has stood for
iff work at Metro today (Tuesday)
contract.
of
breach
for
amount,
'I've met^ the, toughest horses and. same
Case was postponed from the Sep- years ih Wilmette, swank Chicago
Plaintiffs answer action by denial under Hunt Stromberg's production
tember term because of the illness of suburb, has been circumvented, and the kindliest people, -the wildest
claims wing.
Fred. Harper, attorney for Dominion. a new' theatre will shortly, be erected, steers: and the most hospitable citi- of contract siich as plaintiff
The Jeannette MacDonald -Nelson
also contends International vioand
zens, the. best ropers and the worst
With Harper still at death's door, the in the township.
Eddy musical was to have been
New house permit calls for an 800- liars on earth at these Victoryille lated the law in chartering the plane
theatres have hired A. D. Barksdale
"'
made by Irving Thalberg.
itions.
under certai
to serve as his associate and handle seater to be built within the .next rodeos; contributed Irvin S.Cobb.
'I won't bring girls. here anymore,'
the case.
si
months.
IT'S AN EPIDEMIC IN MPLS.
cried J. P. McEvoy.
'The place
seethes with heroic young men and these two ferocious Freds were put
Minneapolis, Oct. 27.
Los Angeles, Oct. 27,
Spectrunu for Carolina
800- if you introduce them you don't see in the. arena doing stuff that died on
Loop theatres have appealed for
Wilshire theatre,
So protection frorn high school students
vaudeville years ago,
Hollywood, Oct.
seater nabe, is being constructed at the, girls anymore, and -even if you them i
Watt
don't let them meet; the girls are were Cap Hardy and his daughter who have' been crashing- the gate
Parker, Charlotte, N. C. a cost of $30,000, Structure will i
exchangeman, has taken distribution elude several store rooms and offices.' practically out of control for the Kay, who did the sure-shot: shooting and doing damage to
rights to six Spectrum musical westin 'Annie, Oakley.'
and interior of the sho w houses on
Emil Yumann, for many \ years rest of the year.'
for the Carolihas.
But- none of them could take the Friday ni
What Fred Stpne, , red Keating
identified with exhi ition in San
red Scott will
ictpry
is football
The occasi
starred in the Francisco and L. A., will operate on and others had to say wasn't caught play away from the McCoy cowby the inquiring reporter because punchers. Or the grosses either.
celebration
subsequent .run policy at 25c top.
licit,

Dir.'
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MUSIC HALL,
For

'Angles,' its

R

football games, latter being saved
for the close. An Illinois husking
contest, a California rodeo, a doughnut dunking contest, a. 60-mile bike
race,
pie
fpr
3,000
people,
fashions for- the winter season, a
livestock show in Kansas City and
kid wrestling match are typical of
the higher-weighted material.
Of international interest are preparations of England to control combat in Palestine; a coming queen
for Holland to succeed Wilhemina:
Madrid resistance against siege arid
Soviet reports:
and poison gas
horrors, with first pictures of Engr
lish shelters in operation.
Latest in craft in the air arid on
water are well represented. For the
water, there is a new-type speedboat
and a comical, swaying ship that
gives Capt.- Bob Bartlett a chance to
talk again.
novelty plane in England; Capt. Jim Mollisons preparations for a New York-London flight;
W;. A. Scptt's Wi ing of the
England to South Africa 'air derby
arid testing of a plane; geared for
375; miles iter hour feature air news.
There are a few laughs, notably
Lew LebrY comments, in connection'
with the bathtub invention of some

Y.

current four-part

presentation, the Music Hall is less
lavish than usual in a scenic way.
As a change, Leon Leoriidoff elected
to make greater use of the theatre's
mechanical facuities, and the shrewdly manipulated rising stages and
turntables are a fine replacement for*
Not that
the* customary flnery.
'Angles* 'is skimpy,'

Th rough the wealth of mechanical
gadgets hack of its- footlights, the
Music Kali

enabled more than any

is

other theatre to compete with, pic-;
tures ip the presentment 6t stage
tricks. This was never more clearly
illustrated than in -Squares,- opening
number of the current bill, per-

Daks and Ah-

by. Nicholas

formed

chutina, as a. mixed dancing team,
and the ballet, corps. Daks and the

C

.

.

.

by Robert Weede
a special number, credited to
Maurice Baron ihd Albert Snllmari,
anent thYee-comered domestic affairs. The song is no knockout, and
set- in *one'

much of
•

the lyriir

is

lost

in

this

theatre, but enough of the idea is
shoved over to 'make what follows
understandable.
The. windup is a
dance by Alice Dudley, Jack, Cole
and Jerome Andrews working as a
threesome./ The idea is husband,
•wife and boy friend in angle dancing fashion, and perhaps pretty good
to those who like that kind of dancing. But the old time apache, which
tells just about the same 'story/ has
,

it

penor

'

•

.•

.

—

'

.

;

.

the

.

.

-

;

Lon Chancy,
The wind-up

in a' cufe tap terpi"'

^.v

Jerry Coe follows the^ opening with
a conventional accordion turn, supplemented by dance steps that give
the tip-pff for ..a unique sl<jw-motibh
dance that foliowsv. with the squeeze
box. Steveris, Sisteils-'^e^t in barnyard and circus jnrtitations blended
into a special vocal that holds attention, but misses the jsotko level.
Joe .Besseiv aided bv.str^argbt man.
Sami Critchersoiv" holds up his end
very nicely with a -g<K>f turn- that
catches on early in a.'•hbtrtoo lengthy
:

.

-

;

:

;

,

turn.

'

.'

•

•:•

"

-

share'
acrobats, suffer through their,
$\s6 fn^liide \^dt\ie News,
spotting right after the' JTewels* b^t

femme

..

.

they turn in some

:

;

.

LOEW*S M6NTREAL

song about stooges, .and socks ^£th^
impersonations of Birig Cr,bstty?Amos
and Andy, Al. Julsoh, topped off by

;/;•-/

.honey take-off of Cantor; thereoy
getting himself a kefty round of deserved aoplause.
.With Shaver at piano, Olive and
George endear themselves to audience with., warbling chatter and
hoofing^ Midgets'.- chief forte are
their cute costumes and poise. High,
light is Olive's ballrooming turn wijfti
Shaver. Whole act, however, runs1 a
little too long;
•„
In the closing cog, Barto and Mann,
the -long and: short of the .male specie,
contribute a wad of comedy and have
-

.

%

'
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'

•

STATE,
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:
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.
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'
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cptoted 'li-piece
Tats* Waller
band, with six acts, lopehed^to. good
attendance yes^etddy (Friday ) and

had

good

houses

,

over > weekend.,
]

'Fats' intros ,'acts" and ripples> on
piano- through all jpf imeni with .occasional sqlo. Bahd opens hot, then
slides "into ' smooth effects soloing
each instrument in turn and gets
,

-

'

immediate applause^ •"
'Hard Times* Burton, introed as
*

.

.

.

'•

?

caftopn -comedy. Oke fbr. 55c. top.

sWel^-iWQjckl/

Doyle, in blackface L wjaibles a coqpie of ditties, emerges ^ith- n^fty

.

/•.-.

and a good

i

.

:

.

the. flash /disap-

is

'

In the South Sea number. Lucille
Laray fears off the hottest bump*
Brown then grind-exotk solo seen, here in. many
the picture, plus ihe new March of •steps out on the apron for a bit of months; Properly- lighted^ and bafely
Time, on first New, York showing chatter, anerit his pleasure at playing elad in less than, a veiL Miss. Lairay
'here.
Btge.
in Louisville, stressing the refined does more than just display her body
entertainment oh tap for the cus- in a cleverly executed s. a. routine.
tomers, and then introes' Curly Burps v Lime Triot familiar in these parts,
and Aleen Walker, former Gayety 'but still clicking handsomely with
N.
teani,.who seemed under wraps in.-a the double*-jointed work on the cen(NEWSttEBLS)
vocal duet. Aero novelty then out is traL masked nartrier. take the next
football takes precedence over the. Three Arnolds, two males and av $0*L and are followed bv Downey."
.'Back to Nat? to beg. off. Show has no settii^s.
everything in the opinion of the femme, who run through the routine,
Screen attract!
which works handicap on several of
Fox.
Embassy management, not excepting risley work in a ^smooth manner^ ture* (20tb-Fox>.
acts.
M. C. duties ar« handled by
politics, which is something that's closing with a three-high stand from
Merl'3 Clark, seated at the console.
hpt just now. The popularity of fobt- prone position on the 'floor.- This sells
N.
Y.
Llora Hoffman, concert singer, does
r
ball may excuse the Emb irpni giv- the turn.
,'
a
couple
of numbers with 'the. it
ing the patrons so ;muc]h. Even if a
Line of 10 girls deliver a nice-rouWith Tommy Dorsey and his hand
person isn't a grid fan, there's so tine, '.which is duplicated on two sub- m, the closihg spot, this upper crust ork. under, bnton of Eduard Wernerj
Pete.
much action in the pigskin stuff that sequent aooea^ianees. Gafe are fresh of swing time coenbinatipns should and sets well.
it's entertai ing.
There's plenty ot and register their best*' effort in a help lead the bv o. into a very sattsroom for
issing, applauding arid cane dance. Tom .'Ganeino's- accor^* ifyin^ pece, towed- by. 'General Died
N.
silent praise or. anathema in the ma- dion music is fair, and; his reception at. Dawn' (Par).
The State has a
terial, also on the show, which con- was '.likewise.
Broadcast of 193+ (PaiV
^obd show which -nacks a solid laugh- , With
cerns Roosevelt and Landbn.;
Male and femme. Adier and Dun- <h>g' midriff and begins actively. on the screen tbir- week, offering k:
Four newsreel vendors .figure in bar, open their, session, with the enbu>h without a handicap in Allen flock of entertainment; including
the football- coverage, Fbx, Pa the. femme giving, her tonsils a workout ahd-Kenl
two bands, there wasn't much of a
••,-•' >.yPathe. with oh a blues number. Adier then .does This simu lating sister arid brother problem tp consider for the pit ex-:
. Hearst^and iJriivers al.
Clem. k McCarihy ;on the sound track, a series of annrial impTbrsbnationsr pair tap into Reserving->nplause- cept-that-the -orchestra' booked—for
covers the greatest number, offer- gathering nlenity of laughs on his along with the old-timer, couple .they, the in-persph. 'Work /should not coning highlights; all well done, from muireSng. Turn is the top click of present for contrast in
flict tj>Q. much with Benny Goodsjieps; -. ^
the Princetoh-Pennsylvahi
Ohio- the bill. Wilford. Mae Trio, hoofr rolFrom this .point the sh-Vw swings man's outfit in 'Broadcast/ ManageNorthwestern, ATmy-Harvfafd and lers, close. Standard act Offers plenty into a. solo nresentation of Lee Wjlev ment bit upon a happy find in the
pUkfe*Gebrgia Tech games. U brings of color and some dextrous' handling (New Acts)/ an air warbler'/ with? Clyde Lucas brchesira, a versatile
the /negative oh the Minnesota- .of the hoops.
which," while doing
modernistic contralto twists;
Jfted' .organization,
Michigan contest, .While- Hearst conA- midnight show is scheduled for Btniamie pnd U-No f^tlow. .^nd the; .jsome swing, has -a lot of other matributes; its attention, to the Colsate-, Saturday
management jiadtass act- doesn't Ia4l>lifekving the terial for contrast / with v what the
night., but
;
Tularie battle* and- Fox specialises, -plans to discontinue this after th^
screen-- offers.
fbi* additfcvnaV bu^opinery^
way
onTeleassshere at least in. the Navy- eiirrent week. House atwutW full,
Firstly, it wasn't necessary to give
the rowdv side, by Frank; Libuse" and.
Yaie- tussle. The clips highlight the. at first show Friday (23).
Hotd.
*-.;'
„'/ fen something outstanding in the pit
hi"» two aides.
country's leading games and - there
-Tommy Dor?ev's band is. grbubed like last -week's show or the Rudy
should., always be room for thferrt
with Edythfl- Wr««»ht- attractive son?»r Vallee band act thafs slated as next
'.
here; - "
The Lucas band, a
stress, and the Th*^.Fjo>«r'»l an-*- for the trench.
Fox and Pathe trademarks are in
Kansas City; Oct 23^,
in«* tri .; inclusive; of Jack Leonard, tyl-piecer, proves pretty entertaining
front
pf
the
Lahdon-Roosevelt
The economical practice, of taking who solos'
(New Acts). Y
and. quite, adequate to fill current
struggle for a White House lease of on an amateur each week to pad out
Trailers, shorts and news- tpund demands.
Two specialty; artist?four years. Fox first takes its aud- the bills is a boomerang this week
Skavt.
are booked with Lucas, the imience into the homes of the two can- when the tyro. a. rone twirler. spot- put the show.
personating
comedienne,
Helen
didates,
Lahdori's
simple Toneka ted in the flash finale, boots his 'big
Charl^stotf,
and. the tapping Floria
background
contrasting " stronrtfy chance.' Lad also woofs his. regular
ROJCY^
vestoff.
./
with -Roosevelt's -far more aristo- spot.:
/ these,
In addition
-body ;is
ill is aViin backboned with the
cratic Hyde Park home life.
But the-- bill, as a. whole is deservThe
applause is mostly for the President, ing of a better fate. The Stroud ice ballet, held pyej from the /previ- given the. 35-minute trench shbw
ite through the specialty work,, by Lucas
the bops mostly for Landon. 'as Twins, held from last week, get their ous -show,, but still potent
himself,
his
brother
Lynn
Other
and
judged by- Friday night's dropped stuff 'across in a more workmanlike novelty appeal: Most of the Specialinners, here/
Pathe ponders who manner Currently,' They bring .bn. ists are saved for this section, the members of .the or ganizati
Liicas works hard,- He has. a flair
will win and, after excerpts, from Betty Roth, a local product for some Three X* Sfeters, Novak and Fay and
speeches of both candidates on vital patter. Femme doesn't handle lines Allen Mann working single special- for singing, doing numbers' ,that'
ss "es. goes to the man "
Mexican
the street smoothly enough^ but is ok'e on the- ties. Only one comedy number, and range from swing to
i
for
his vote. The reel, impartially ^ypcalsr
"that Tjqne-; too -steDhg. but the.- iris fiesta tunei sung, in Mexican by /him>
presenting the material, has done an
Jb'"and Simone Dawn are spotted hold up the shpw;
self and others. Musically, the 'head
excellent 16b of it.
twice and give second half nf the
They open in brown sheath g<>wns, of the band group, is rather versaInstead of leading
with the bill the lift it needs. First time out working at first against the foots, tile. His. forte is probably the trpmrhpre important of the week's news they do some knock-about, coming but presently these are doused and bone; but he also handles a guitar
as seen—or wanted—by hewsreel on later with a ballet burley. that
the only light comes from a single and knows something about hammermakers, the Emb starts. -'out with the riri.i?s the belL
flood, set oh the floor and throwing ing a xylophone.
Far East typhoon, goes into JapaJames Evans uses several large exaggerated shadows against, the
In addition to the Mexican .fiestn
nese militaristic practices^ then into multircolpred balls, a bed and a maldrop in two. Effective, but. milked number, the band, sets itself apart
occupancy of China by tronos fol- tese cross ui his pedaal iiiggling.
coming on to lo- from swing 'Leibestraum,' played
lowing recent shooting of a. Jan and House band didn't Go right by im too far,-with Mann
an eccentric' dance which shows iip rather well by seven violinists. The
thence swings into Germany, where at show, caught.
than, the work of closer is 'Organ Grinder's .Swing.'
an army show
Wblf-^nd Kaliman, .sinrjers. idn't better tn shadow
the
put on
As they leave the X which includes singing bit by Lucas.
girls.farmers.
survive the ''first day and were, re- the
Show this week also comprises
ar revealed at the back of
Sisters
-Coming into the U. S, A. tV 50th blaced by Dorothy and Johnny Perbirthday of the Statue of, Lihc»-ty kins, hoofers^
Some replacements the .stafte, comiriq; down for their. Don Baker, at the organ, the usual
gives cause lor a cli
from Pathe also in the line (10) this week. Girls Usual act. the; imitations going over Par News release,, arid two shorts*
and the 155 th anniversary, of the appear to be capable enough, but .better than the straight 'harmoniz- 'Lover's Paradise' (Par> And: a Betonly a' take it fir ter Hbusirig News Flash release by
Yorktpwn. ."Va.. victor'!' an ex"t is* for' their routines axe netting grooved. ing. The- wi
leave it hand for the exit, hut they Pathe.
Some footage from .1/. A. flock of Too- much ai'nv waving.
Busine-s
Thursday
lesser-^ftems parade- on -tht»- screen-Screen fare is 'They Met in * TirxV took it because they were to work'
prior to approach of politics- and (Col) and news reel.
Char.
into the second appearance of the night.
HoyL
;

^

r

Searing water ballet, with the girls
oing- fancy dives front the springboards and changing costumes under
the. water. Perhaps a new generation
of theatregoers has come into being
since it last was seen here, arid that;
helps to get it by.'
A near-capacity house at the last
tering, costumes, have a sure-fire -act
Friday ight show, with the male
and they waste no time putting it sex preponderantly
in evidence, andacross.
Their intricate heaving is the football picture. 'The-Big Game'
aided by neat lighting.
undoubtedly pulling
Ray and Sunshine, two nifty (RKO>;
of the trade. Screen offerings
•

•

.

...

EMBASSY,,

;

'

'

•

workr

;a

way

lesque / adagio terpihg r deservedly
cops^laughs and applause^
Steve Eyans, next to closing,
the identical .repertory that
served him in good stead for many
jyearsi.llt includes the self-sarhe impersonations of Jpe E. BrPwri. 'Popeye,' John D. Rockefeller, the in.and
ebriated foreigner Mussoli

-

'

jazz conception.' pavinj*
for .Harris arid Shore,; p;

this

young man and woman, whose bur-

;

.

.

lighting...

.

.

.

will necessitate -the 'acts

Verticals' is least pretentious, of
the: four stage parts, being a couple
of tunes by the., Glee Club boys in
tails. The drop, containing a row of
similarly garbed figures, is. in two
parts, with the legs stretching as the
.••""•''
top section rises.
'Horizontals', is lust' another title
for the military, drill .by the Roc*-:
ettes; done. many, times before, but
always worthy of repeats 4t reasonable i ntervals. When the ballet girls
join in for the last part of the
march, to fill the big stage with
femininity^ it!s a corking flash.
'Adventure in Manhattan' (Col.) is bill off to a good start.

'

•

.

.

•

:

,

;

ing five shows, a day, which precipitated a near walk-out on the part
of the performers just before opening Friday
Situation was
(23).
cleared up,, however, and show ran
smoothly at first performance.
Fred Hurley has splurged plenty
on publicity, taking to -the radio; billbofiws; one-sheets, 15c; admish before 1:30, and five-cent special price
for kids on. Friday, Saturday arid
Sunday.: Hurley expects word-ofmouth to build attendance, and is.
malting a strong play for femriie and
juve trade to- offset the initial impression that the :$hows would be of
the burley type.
Opener is Wille Ri
untcyelist,
looking a trifle pudgy and past the
years for that "sort of stunt. He
pleases 'em, though, and with the
Jielp; of m.c. Eddie Brown get the

:

;

'

•\

'

licked for action and suspense.

Keith-pro-

season's

last

in

27

.

Mi€WGAN DETROIT

L'VILLE

.

There is. something enjoyed .by this
threesome that the apache trios
never.- had, however, and that's su*

is

.

Louisville, Oct. 23.
Second "week; of. straight vaude at
this 1,000,-seat house shapes up much
better in all departments.. First, the
acts are a few degrees better than

ment

show

the

1937',''

title of

;

pacity

those gracing the opening bill; a new
ni.c.: in the person of Eddie Brown
keeps 'the pace accelerated and carries .the show over the slow spots
nicely, and new turns have been
added to fill the running time to a
full 907 minutes.
Present arrange-

,

of

VARIETY

girls, this time in ankle length black
costumes, doing a figure while the
Minneapolis, Oct.
trio sings. Then they produce puppet figures and work the cords for a
An ordinary five-act vaudeville
puppet dance, which presently goes bill is given uriiit show embellishto a dark stage with the puppets in
luminous costumes, an effective and ment here this week by havi
12 Lottie Mayer diving girls as
well handled bit.
Novak and Fay next for some dancing .line for trimmings in two
burlesque dancing and hand-to-hand of the numbers in addition to preite, of,
stuff which gains laughs hi'.,
isappearing water
three br four, questionable bits. senting 'their
Then into the ice act, with the acro- ballet. The unpretentious arid what
sizes up as an inexpensive layout
bats doing a not too funny bullfighting bit pri skates.' * Other specialists sails under the pretentious title of
retained from last week, arid it adds 'Hollywood Water Follies.'
up a diversified arid showy closer, / It's- all familiar stuff performers
though npt many: of the girls have seen before and offering nothi rig new
in material or .business.
yet learried to glide oh the ice subScenery arid costuming for the
stitute.
^production' numbers are almost, the
Feature is 'The Magnificent rute'
last word in. economy. Show opens
(U), with Russ' Brown doing the
with
Mayer girls in a roller
news comment. He has smartened skatingtheballet
as a prelude for. the
his style since the initial week. Also
.convential roller -skating turn of the
shown are Universal News, a Bert Gauchos, two men and a girl, whose
Lahr comedy, a scrap book, reel of whirlwind spins thrill.
anirnals and "Through the, Mirror*;
Pappy, Zeb, Ezra arid Elton
a Mickey .Mouse with a. Silly Sym- haven't changed their mildly amusphony production' value.
Entire ing; hill-billy number with its singshow just shaves three "nours. Busi- ing instrumental and comedy conness excellent..
Chic.
tributions. This act precedes another
dance offering by the 12 Mayer girls,

duced 'Folies Coiriiques.' From offside he lends good effect in his. taglines on the costumes in the walkai'ound numbers; Two outstanding
.numbers are. the opener and a 'South
Sea Island Magic' idea. In both of
these the stags get some generous
flesh peeps through gorgeous costum-.
ing. And those costumes- are rvay
ahead of some of the stufT seen here,
The openin $3.30 musicals lately.
t
ing show was held up two hours by
^Detroit, Oct. 23.
late arrivals- of trunks," but it was
No, marquee strength here currentworth the wait to lamp, -the layout ly to. bolster up weak /Walking* on
of trappings On the gals.
Air' (RKO), but* nevertheless a good
The line is also brilliantly cos- all-around 45-minute show.. Attentumed this, week, and their, best bet dance at late show ^Friday evehihg
is'boy meets girl', routine, -keyed (23X riot ,up to snuff, -but patrons
by a duet by Petch arid Deauville. showered, a. loV.-of ^.old-fashioned
Girls are attired half femme and palming on ihjajority; of the five acts.
half male, arid a neatly conceived
On the bill are Buddy Doyle, Eddie
routine supplies .the startling effect Cantor's double in -the 'Great Ziegseen in. more complex routines de- feld'; Barto and Marin, comedians:
livered in solo form by other spe- Buster
Shaver with Olive an.d
cialty acts currently on vaude boards. Gedrge, midgets;, the Hudson Wbnr
Called 'Broadway Beauties,' it is.
ders (Ray and Sunshine), and the
well-trained and hardworking chorus Five Jewels.
and adds -much to a coldrful produce
Opening spot is wisely accorded
;"
tipn.
;
the Jewels, who've an even flashier
Petch and DeauvDle appear in the act thai? on other appearances here.
finale, to slightly better advantage, The femme jugglers, garbed in; glit-

','

-.

,

'Irish

„

.

c.'d by Lucien LaRiviera, who
proved his worth in a similar ca-

.

DRURY LANE,

.

m/

.

singing

.

^Scandals

•

theme

You Leave Heaven?'

Produced as a unit under

.

"

.

:

A

girl dancer are atop a- masked box;
10 feet square or. thereabouts, which
starts at stage level .and rises to a
height of perhaps 20. feet as the
scene progresses," During an ensuing modernistic routine by the
ballet, the team slips into the interior of the bpx» unobserved until
the inside is. lighted up. It's a simple
trick, well done and distinctly nov- Texan, in itself funny.
Business very good Fri
elty staging,
Second item is Triangles,' with its ning.
"

oston, Oct. 22.

Eyes.'

-

.

ORPHEUM; MPLS.

BOSTON

KEITH'S,

This week's offering is a combinsition of girlie-costume flash that has
been so successful at this stand, and
a sprinkling of standard vaude acts.
The girlie angle outshines the specialties, in most instances. Exception
is. Morton Downey, who whams withpop and Irish, songs in the riext-toclose spot. Rated as a local lad,
Dpwney really has a big friendly 'fpllowirig here, .so to say that he is
clicking in this show is hardly news.
Some of his best bets: 'Star Out of
Heaven,' 'Did I Remember?' 'When
.

Did:

-
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from:

man

oil earth, garners laughs,
start ori gags' and Ultra slow

laziest

Deuce

steppmg
tall,

is

Myra Johnson,

slinky gal in red and white,

works hard solo
Waller, at piano.

who

and teams with
.»

,

•'.

']

...

Burnh^m, Harry and; Scott; in the
tveyt come bh in tails,, and. tophafs.
Mutual ribbing $rid * downing arid
fast stejpoiogy put %pnr lover, Joyher
-

•

arid Williams, patterv.act, ,iri the
fourth, is another tjirii tthe auditors*
liked.' T«am .erics' up in ». clowning
fight with . sootlifJbis whirling arid
razors out. Erii'mct ;Matthbws closes
ing band theme,
65-minute shbv/
TCeep on Smilin'.'
'Kelly the Second' (M<5) on screen.
'

:
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'

%

'

Lane.-
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(Continued from page 1)
Iready the. class niteries' efshows has been
noted, considering that they hand
out flashy; entertainments plus food
and liquors, with two dance bands;
for what is normally the price of
eral.

on musical

fect

.

'

theatre admission.
Last week the French Casino
grossed an. estimated $58,000. probably its record high;. $50,000 takes
Miami
have not baen , unustial,
Casino has averaged around $40,000.
a week for its, eight weeks. London
Casino's gross is similarly arourtd the
.

annual mark.

$2,5OO/,OO0

&

lumeriJules' Shapiro-Haring
thal-Clifford C. Fischer syndicate, in
now
control of the Casi
,
.branching out into dramatic production with, an elastic bankroll' for 10
plays, of which James Rv XJllman w jll
do four, D.
Dpran, Jr., four, and.
Richard Herriden tv/o. So far oil'

has mounted three and Dpran
-All had weak, receptions, with
two prompt folds. 'Seen But Not

man
one.

Heard' arid 'Laughing Lady' are still
It's no
current, but b.o. weakies.
secret that,' with its excess profits,
the. French
Casino syndicate
branching out into: other show
•

channels,

•

.

,

1

-

:

.

.Cliff Fischer is the Paris/.and N. Y.
entrepreneur; who puts on all the
shows,, built,;.; designed,, cast,
duced and imported from
Music Corp:
the
Originally
America was. also in on .the syndicate
but intra-organi>Mioh frictiori cause4
-

thcra to

bow

out.

!
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ALL
HE CAME TO HIS JUNGLE BRIDE AT DAWN.., TO SAY
Every rose-colored jungle dawn brought
a new adventure .for Tarzan's jungle
bride. No wonder Jane laughed at her
London friends.who tried to lure her back

"I

NOTE:
It's all

to civilization witji gifts of silken luxuries... when

she had everything that
love could give... in this heroic protect
tor .
her Adam of a jungle Paradise!
.

LOVE YOU"
'J

^'l

DIFFERENT!

Never such

thrills

on any

screen as these most amazing
of Tarzan adventures!

SEE
Their hide' away in the treetopt.

.

the mighty, Tarzan battle
single-handed a man-eating croco-

.the

dile!

feigned tleep to that he would
hitt

SEE the

her again!

#
giant vulture bats' swoop
air attack !

from the sky in a vicious

*

.r

t

.

Based upon the^aractar* created by Edgar Rice Burroughs

•

A METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

Directed by

PICTURE

RICHARD THORPE

PICT
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so

many femme blondes

it

is

Film Reviews

difficult

VARiETY

in the cast

keep her spotted.

to

SPECIAL KIDS'

Herman Schomberg and Kai Moeller
contribute the other heavy dramatics.
Photography is okay.
Slipshod

between Werner
Kortwich and Peter Hagen.
This may be liked at some GerRepublic release of- Nat Levlne produc- man-language
houses; though its.
tion;
Stars John Wayne.
Features Ann length and absence of comedy are
RuttVerrord.
Directed by Joseph Kane.
drawbacks.
Wear.
Screen .play, Bernard McConvllle

(Continued from page 3)

direction is shared

OKAKOS DROMOS

THE LONELY TRAIL

.

..

(Continued from page 15)

,

,

•

-

and Jack
cCbnyllle;
merit it is not half-bad as an initial Naltet'ord, from original by
camera, William Nobles;: editor, Lester
entry. The picture's main- flaws can Orlebenk. At Tlvoll, N. Y„ dual, two days,
be traced to the fact that it is the Oct 2(1-7, '3U: Running time, 55 mlns.
John.
John Wayne
effort at 'making the actors Virginia..; •; .v..
r'st
.Ann

Foreign Scribes

.'

.

.

.

.

.

made

Producers

one., grievous

{he choice of story.
was plenty risque as
turned oyer to the scripters. And
they failed to tone it down, Consequently the N. Y. censors did it for
them. Something like 900 feet of
:

,

was clipped; The cuts are all
too obvious, both in action; plot and

film

dialog.

istributors

here

filled

in

worded
sub-titles both in Greek and EngAttempt has been made
lish.
the gaps, -With^.judinlotlsly

^through this medium to change final
portion of the story even to the tag
line, which insists, 'The Wrong Rqad
is

Harmful/

Despite these deletions, some of
the original vigor is retained; par*
ticularly the.

more humorous

lines.

Judging the picture as censored, it is
apparent that the: shears were
wielded just in time in several instances.

. , ,

Jed.

. .

.

tta McDanlel
lands. Exchange and standards gen.. .Sam Flint
Denny Meadows erally keep them from putting up in
e
front commensurate
t»f Holly wood
r'imi™Yw!.
Yakima
*"°
Canutt
the
Lloyd Ingraham with their real importance

.....

-

i..

Hbnall.;..
•Xucliec.
Ka richer. .
Mayor..;;:.
.

. .

» .

..

..Bob Burns
.James Marcus
.Rodney Hlldebrand
... .Eugene Jackson

.

.v.
•

Capt.

Dancer.

:

. . .

,

AriristionK- ... .
. .
TrooperR— Jack- ICIrk,
Pope,. Tex- Phelps,
;

.

. . .

...Kloyd Shaekelford
Jack Ingram,-' .Dud

.

Tracy Layhe, Clyde

Kenney.
Blaine

Trfnn'Trf)rd

Few

westerns can be remembered
as furnishing audiences .with acting.
This hardly sets a precedent in the
pic art but does furnish a lively
celluloid accounting of the postCivil. War. days of ripsnortihg Texas.
Wayne is his usual goodr-looking,
erect-riding self but never impresses
as being convinced of his role. On
strength of its story and, action film
should carry its portion of split programs^ .Way n^, a discharged Union
soldier, finds his wSy'to a homeland
that is overrun with corruption and
carpetYankee
oppression
by
baggers. His own method of beating
the time of officially sanctioned
plunderers weaves the yarn. Uniformed' militia in the role of the
baddies might be a little tough for the
kiddies to take and still retain their
cinematic, illusions, but there it is
in black and white—and, anyway,
John Wayne never lets *em' down
with a silent gurt or an idling nag.:
Climax has the Gorvernbr of Texas
investigating the wrongdoers just
as the infuriated ranchers and farmers are hell bent on. their own private rebellion to save Wayne from
.

.

:

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

Works Progress Administration's tieup with Pathe, which requires insertion of government propaganda in
Manufacturers, of serials see

home market
Padding out bankroll is usually
urgent .necessity. Some 25% of f .c's
go *
for bit and extra work on
screen, meeting with disapproval of
Hays QJg^ djtfL s^dio ^ pj^lic^y
hewIsV Cl§in} of studios js itjs' tiSffl;
cult to get stars' respect for interViewer noticed day before in mob
scene on pic.
Accusation also is that some f.c's
try to black-jack directors into giy
ing them work by threatening bad
publicity. This, however, has completely disappeared since code Of
ethics

and

put. into

self -discipline

by Foreign Press Society or
ganized last year, F.c's who continue to act are fairly well estab
effect

parV players.
Other By-Products

lished bit oi

,

farm, organizations ;and used in ex- shorts ate: free-rmearilng that they
tension work, interior Department are used through the week and can
has been -turning to films to pub- be piled up for this showing, only,
licize the national parks; social se- additional film rental expense being
curity board has just brought Out a that paid for the serial.
short: explaining the. history and
purpose of unemployment and oldage insurance program; commerce
-

,'.

department

is

contemplating produc-

language houses where they understand Greek, The few. explanatory
English titles are not enough and
the whole thing has been given such
primary treatment that it would
never appeal to any other audiences
Wear.

and Works' Progress Administration
San Francisco, pet. 27.
has standing contract With Pathe; for
Funeral, services were held here
undetermined number of shorts. today (Tuesday) for Sterling Goss,
Federal housing administration-made
Paramount,
29, assistant manager
tions for. ..studios, work in tourist lavish use of films during the past Frisco, for. past three years, who
agencies, linotyping, practice of law, two years and other agencies have digd Oct 25 from a fractured skull
turned to celluloid on various re- and crushed chest sustained
story-agenting, studio-reading, radio
a&
cent occasions.
transcriptions and tutoring.
auto accident Oct 24.
Well organized into Foreign Press
Gpss.wss returning from the StahSociety, keeping peace and ethical Albany's 5,704 Theati-e,
ford-UCLA football game when he
conduct among themselves, even
was thrown from his machine in an.
Biggest Outside of N. Y. autO'smashup.
though, unrecognized by studios,
He is survived by Wife, mother
f.c's. have" gained much respect, in
Albany, Oct 27,
The finest, theatre outside New and two brothers.
industry during past year.
Last January f.c's called attention York' is the
ay Col. Frederick
Stuart Greene, state superintendent
to themselves by distributing certifi
cates of merit to best films,, direction of public works, characterized: the
Lens Chores
and acting of year, and. plan similar proposed 5,704-seat theatre^ otvAl:

ther means of padding bankroll
include technical advising,; scenario
and: novel writing; ghosting; transla-

.

.

'

;

.

.

,

.

:

.

.

w

HG

'

bapy's $12,500,000 World War Memocoming prize period.
Chief problem- of group is tha rial On Capitol Hill, when he made
while conduct of individuals- ipah. be public plans for the structure ^hich
regulated, collective bargaining with is to occupy a square block facing
employers is impossible, with- papers the state capitoL /
'
The theatre, seating 3*136 persons
strewn all .oyer .the. worldivand con
ditions alike in no two countries. on the first floor, 1,304 in the first
Other, notable fact is that While balcony and the same number in the
Hollywood used to be in-between second balcony, will have a movable
place for foreign journalists, testing- main floor for, use during convene
ground
for youngsters and exile for tions and other public gatherings.
f
A pipe Organ Will be installed.
oldsters On decline, it now includes
('German Destiny')
Two floors below. the. street level
noteworthy.
journalists here by
ijmahy
(GERMAN MADE)
choice, and retaining big -name at will be used for garage; purposes,
Delta FJIms production and Klangr-FIlm
space being provided for" 542 cars.
home!
,.
release. Featured Frledrksh Xayssler, Jessie
President Roosevelt's visit to Al?
Also added are 'several prOminen
Vihrog and Inkljlnoff Directed by Werner
Kortwich and Peter Hagen music, Walter figures exiled from their countries bany brought forth the statement
Gronostay. At Tools, N. Y., week' Oct. 23,
(Germany, Austria, Italy) through from Governor Lehman that the
.
'30,
Running time, 102 minutes.
Frledrlch .Kaysaler political upheavals of last few years. President is 'favorably disposed' toJuergen Wanner.
.Helene Fehdmer
ward allotting spme $4,000,000 in
Katnrtii Wawner.. ...
.InWJInorf Latter are. worse off than rest, hay.
Konilwar Tsctre'rnof f
funds toward the project. ArJessie VlhrotT ings to. write for makeshift exile
Das Mneaeheh Mette.
.Hermann 'Scnbmberg papers in Paris, Prague, Stockholm--^ rangements have been made With
-Klaus Nlegebuell.
stunt for.

:

.

FRIESENNOTT
•

•

,

,

.

.

.'.

.
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.Use Fueratenber*
Peters........... ...... .Kal Moeller

Doerte Niepebuell.

Hauke

PWA

. i

. ;

.

. .

After the.iThm/;Man' to "Maytime/Bay Juhefe who. recently finished
^Born to. Dance7 went to Thin .Man,'
and George ^objey will lens 'Pamelt*
'

"STATE, ITHACA, BOBBED

.

'

papers which are on the rocks half

New York bond

firms to float $8,000-

Ithaca,;
.

.

. . .

pressing

;

found,

AND CINEMA

MAKE

UP

THIS WILL INTEREST YOU
Just Off The Press

A

new 2 8 -page booklet on Modern
Make-Up based on Stein's Half-

—

German)

—

•'

;

Nell Shipman's Niece
— — — - Hollywood,_Oct^2I.
Gwynne Shipman, 19, niece of

—

Nell Shipman, star of- silent .pix, is
playing opposite Bill Boyd in Harry
Sherman's second HOpalong Cassidy
feature in the hew series, Trail
Dust.'

Actress spent

mount

15-

months

He

ment.

Stein Cosmetic Co.

430 Broome

St.

New

BKO's H^uie Organ Setup
The Hollywood Review, national
house organ ef the RKO theatres: is
to_be_ editetiLin, the. f utttre_by__the
theatre exploitation division and its
circulation extended.
In the past,
actual editorial supervision was not
centralized.
Publication comes out

monthly.
Blanche Liyihgstdn,
chief for

RKO

circuit, in

exploitation
N. Y., is to

be editor.

subject .scries. Suffered broken pelvis
and ribs and internal "Injuries. He
was traveling, to location in a taxi
.when struck by another cab.
was., riding
The one. in which
;

.

turned turtle, and Connell went to
the Central BmergenQy hospital.
:

does,

it

THE BOY WITH tHE

X* RAY

MIND

GERHAWyS FLEED JOB

magnificently.

RKO

home
George Gerhard, of the
apparently a Japanese
the Russian troop leader. office publicity forces; has been'
as a slick Villain .charac- placed into a new post that of conter.
Jessie Vihrog comes through tact man
with daily newspapers
with a fairish job, thcXigh there are throughout the entire country.' .
He will .be out in the field'.mbst of

Xnki.iinoff.

actor,

He
York

i

stock.'

;

The M.

police;

,

Century of Progress In the Theatre
and C Inema-Hcontairis the only
Mak -Tip Chart of Its kind—rfor any attitude of troops taking possession
type of Straight and Character role of Teutonic settlement is given full
beautifully Illustrated
historical play, with a feeble attempt to work
sketches
written concisely and in a love Story. This promises to
clearly— indispensable .to the ama
save the picture, but effort .to
tour—equally valuable, to the pro- develop the romance 'is: drowned m
fessional.
May be obtained from thundering speeches, arm. waving
your. viealer .or direct from us.
and other ponderous. detail,
Gripping climax,- which arrives
amazingly priced at 25.C about four reels too late, furnishes
Friedrich Kayssler with his big mo-

—

by

000; issue to

bills.

Foreign Press Society,, which.
ganized emergency self-help fun d
,— This-Teutonic-pictUre.-fulL-title.of
which is 'German Destiny oh Rus- when it was started year ago, has i^ot
sian SOU,' is a heavy dose of propa- yet been called upon to aid any of
It its members.
Society. nOw includes'
ganda- and vehement acting.
boasts three or four vivid character 45 out of some 54 f.c's in Hollywood,portrayals, but it wallows in words
and finally is engulfed in a sea Of
misdirection. Megging undoubtedly
CORNELL'S BAD CRASH
is weakest part about this: film./
Washington, D. C., Oct. 27.
Authors have tried to give a crosssection of Russian "persecution of
Robert Cbnnell, one of Universal's
German .families who migrated to ace cameramen from Hollywood, was
Russ soil centuries ago. Red.. army seriously injured !iere while taking
Overbearing scenes for 'Going Places,' U short
brutality is stressed.

(In

Oct. 27.

week jimmied

.

;

THEATRICAL

burglars' last

a rear door ot the State here and
made off- with $300, t: ? day's ">
ceipts; 'One of the burglars is believed to have concealed himself in
the Iheatre at the last show and
then,, assisted a second to enter latere
JEyid^hce of a car having been
driven to' the rear entrance was

provide the balance of
. <FrIt» Hoopts -the time: or fold just when the f.c's
Ontje Ibd.
....... .
.:'.',.. Mar tha Zlegler
funds needed.
Wlebke Detlev
string is long enough to pay a>lpi of the
Frau' Winkler. ....... .Maria Kopnenhoeter
. . . .

,

;

rOliveV l^arsh^-w^s transferred from

.

:

YOU USE

Hollywood, Oct. 27.
,
vf l
-Metro made three important cam?fa as^igtuhents' ^st week.

*•

.

t,

IF

"

-

'

CTEIHC

GOSS SUCCUMBS TO

of more films tor 'trade promotion; resettlement, administration has
another propaganda reel in mind;
tipih

,

J

is

plays

it

the time visiting dailre^.td checl; On
.whether they are getting proper
vice,

W

and on individual publicity 'or

other ncsds.
>

EXPECT OK PATHE REP0BT
Appearing at

Regular monthly meeting of Pathe
is scheduled for
Aside from routine
today (Wed.).
matters, the directorate probably
will be handed the latest financial
report for approval.
This. sLatament is expected; to show
rofit for the period
i
a subsl'
major portion of the
Which
nan
Film. Corp. directprs

NEW YORK

an,

With more than a half-dozen agen- impending boom in their field due
using film on a rather wide to the recent upsurge in special
scale, adoption of celluloid propa- children's showings around the coun«
ganda methods has been questioned try. M0v6 has- beejrt; especially noted
repeatedly. While no kicks have in Niew York where a number of
been made about the effectiveness of cinemas have put in children's shows
educational reels turned out by vari- oh Saturday mornings, generally
ous branches/ justification for grow- consisting of shorts 'and a serial.
ing expenditures often has been deOnly producers of serials on a
Universal, Repubbated and nature of pix frequently regular scale
has brought attacks.
lic and Weiss-Mintz, each of whom
J'
Currently tt\e .AgnculUyre De- has ^"schedulejpf^jut-yigrly^^ Lais^aHment, Ingest fejaer^l.©^ spon- Fer ii^cohfacfing picture houses with
sor, is spending around $80,000 an- the iiotibn that children's showings
nually for ix which are loaned to of this nature are a break since
cies

Snowflake

There were evidences throughout
that "the director was hot exactly
sure what methods should be employed to bring in dialog, where to
spot his artists and how much action should be sacrificed for conversation and slapstick by-play, Apparently the dialog was not; only
crisp but: laugh-provoking, judging
from audience response; Old artifice
of having plenty of music sounding
iit the background indicated that the
producers, were playing around" with
sound for the first time.
Marian Kotopouli and Kyveli, two
Greek actresses* have the starring
Kotopouli is purported to slaughter.
roles.
have appeared oh the stage in' N. Y.
Not "overworked story will un-.
some six years ago and is familiarly doubtedly help in spots as will the
known to natives from Greece; abundance of fireworks. Direction
Though now getting along in years, transcends the usual routine bossing.
She contributes practically all the Ann Rutherford as the femme inacting. Kyveli, while indicating a terest does well with very little.
nice voice in several songs, is not
Little Can be said for the title
overburdened with thespian talent, selection. The west coast seemingly
As the flirt or bad woman of the is not only short of material but is
understandable
lacking
in
film; many of her scenes have beeii more
clipped or entirely eliminated, tags. The /roads traveled through
whereas in the original the. two star* out are akin: to the quietude of rail
ring roles were more .evenly divided road terminals. The title is all that
is lonely.
Suooorting cast is only fair.
'The Wrong Road* probably will
attract plenty of attention in foreign
'

(Continued from page 3)

.

:

Governor..
U'ewy

welcomes from theatre patrons; and

regular newsreels.

Rutherford

Cy Kendall
Bob Kortman

.

SnowHak
Macnmy/.

although cold-shpuldered by many
exhi itors; commerce department's
of Commerce Around the
Coffee Cup;" which received varying
release

.

<•,..,

,

Holden....
Hays.;.,,.

29

r»

OPEfllMfi OCT,
Management

MILTON BERGER
CH AS. YATES OFFICE

...

YORK
KIR^^^AiSteM^WT^W WEEKS
SECOND, -ey POPULAR DEMAND,
4 MORE WEEKS
30, MEMORIAL, BOSTON
"Bige,"

Exclusive

,

tiEtit

VARIETY—

"MoRUl has the most impreHSlvo
if« kind that Rroadway
.".
.since Anna Kfa-Kay
.
'He's torrlfh!/' Ed. Sullivan,

routine of

ha« seen

YORK NEWS.

',

NEW

VARIETY

30
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Women have been
waiting for

CONSTANCE BENNETT

DOUGLASS

MONTGOMERY

OSCAR HOMOLKA

evwTHim IS THUNDER
Authftrj,j,t_h*rdy

• Dirtcttd by Milton Rosm*&

Only Two Money-Making Poets
Edgar A. Guest, through wire synand Arthur Guiterman
dication,

.

•

'

.

:

on his verses almost wholly; Guitermann, past 60, augments his printwith lecturing; J. P.
/McEyoy. one of the pioneer greetversifiers; has long since
ing car
graduated into important, literati and
.HbUywpod ..money in; fiction, etc.;
'.Margapef Fishback (with Nasfi; an-'
other New Yorker; regular contrib)
with Macy's advertising dept.
is
Lippmann, who has been cohtribihg
er's jrik efforts
:

'

to Life, Judge arid Sktevepo-it since
1924; at one' time used, four bylines
in Judge^-his own name/ his initialsi

'Cyrano* and ^Hugh Wood.'
But at ^1 a line average; none of
the lrquridelayers can enrich. the U. £3.
Internal;. Revenue. Dept., particularly

when income tax time

Coronet's Debut
Coronet, out last week for the

Come-On

VARIETY
first

Baltimore, Oct. 27.
At monthly meetings of the
Baltimore chapter of the Newspaper Guild,
case of

cartoons,
reproductions
of
works of art, photographs and some
fiction. Of its i96 pages nearly 100
are pictorial.
It's
another David
Smart publication (35c.) and in effect
a miniature Esquire -which, obviously

color

.

whiskey

is

Best

.around,

raffled off.

Stunt is used to stimulate attendance.

''

. .

reprint.
Arnold Gingrich, editor of
Cheaper News Transmission?
Of ;iilcely future use in newspaper Esquire, does this job too.: William
wire services is the apparatus re-; H. Weintraub r cp-publisher of Escently developed in the.IJ.vS;J3ureau quire,; is not in, on this vientui'e.
Idea was. carefully kept under the
of. Commerce which transmits typed",
messages' through the air without hat until advertised the week before
use of any wires; done by radio ;im-; publication, .This was 'fairly easy '.to
pulses,, typed matter is picked up at do as so. much material had accumulated for Esquire, that publishers id
istant
any
point
ma'ehiries
closely resembling those, used in re- not have to go into the market. Of
the. four fiction .piebes used threie
cop.tioln of. telegraphic messages.
Two engineers in' the Bureau of were on hand, First issue has nuCommerce, J. C; romoda' and W. merous name; writers familiar to Esquire readers, including -Paul de
C. Jackson,, developed the apparatus.
Kruifi Clyde Pangbbrn, Louis Paul,
Government has just installed
are
iem. between Baltimore' and Wash- and Fred C. Kelly. Cartoons
mostly by Campbell, Shellhase and
ington for departmehfai^commun
Buddy. Paul Meltsner is the only
tionsV /with plans now going ahead
modern painter, included.
f or widening scope, of its use to /inMag pays about the' same rates as
clude' who^^ country^. U.
Esquire. It's a nice .appearing job,
department message sending has -in
Which just inisses being, bulky; Mixpast exceeded $1,000;000
year cost; ing
up of art works and color carnew gadget
much cheaper
toons appears somewhat incongru;

Live Alone and Like It' ($1.50);
'An American Doctor's. Odyssey' ($3.50)

'Man

•

'

deal as yet.

'Wake.

;

operate.

(Continued from page 1
The mag at, present carries no ads.
and according to management will out the week., Home has. been. in

English Buying:
Papers
.American newspapers and maga- not do so until circulation has been
zines are in great demand in Lon-. determined.
'

•.

.

present locatipn for 13 -years,

:

the divorce would not be reported Russian Army,
Many English reporters
Saroyan Vogut
cover the case for the informaEditors of Story mag report a flock
tion of their editors were' annoyed at
of Armenian manuscripts have come
the muzzling and are said to be help
since Saroyan' began having a
ing U. S. correspondents in. report- in
vogue. From California's Japanese
ing
'colony also come pieces written in
Saroyah's style.
Clem Yore Dead
Editors of the mag also report a
Clem 'Yore, writer and naturalist, deluge of stories, from the. Philipdied .at his home in Estes Park, Colo., pines, the. islanders apparently havafter apparently having recovered ing gone ink crazy; Each boat into
from, an illness of two weeks. Born San Francisco brings 20 <lo -30 mani
?iSt. v Louis, educated there, pracUScri
ticed 'law- and then entered newspaDeK^ork/ For seven years, he Was
Western Authors' Conference
cfty editor of the Chicago American
Congress of Western Writers
iWter working On: papers;; in Seattle, will be' held in San- Francisco Nov.
Louis, New York and San Fran
13-15.
More than 50 ' a,Uth.ors .are
Cisco.
sponsoring the conference, of which;
The author of 2d novels, two books Barbara Chevalier is provisional secof verse and 600 short stories, Yore retary.
devoted .much .of his time' io. writing
Among the sponsors are Louis
and study in Estes Park, where he Adamic,.. Witter Byhner, Alexander
had been justice: pt the. peace for sev- Meiki.ejohn, Max Miller, William
eral years. In addition to his wife, Saroyan,. Upton. Sinclair,
Sleshe is survived by a daughter, Mrs. .inger and Ella Winter.
Juahita Farris. of White Plains, N.Y.
in the press.

•

-

j?.payihg.'guestv.
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:

,

,

.
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Tully's
Jii
novel,
'The
ganizing; the second of « its
of;
courses in N,; ;Yl on
and Bru.iser,''dedicated'to Jack Dempsey.
A
Charles B.
riscoll of McNaught
magazine industry. It is ^open to the
Mcpublic and covers 'almost:, all: phases Syndicate doing a biog on O.j
''•
of publishing.
Robt. Josephy is in Intyre.
Publication Pf 'RPse Deepro'seV-'by
";.•;
charge.
r:
v
,Courses cover preparation of copy, Sheila Kaye-Smithi postponed .until
_

'

;

'

;.

.

•

.

.

.

editing and proofreading, book product!
magazine production and
designing, printing, typography.
publicity,
cut^tibn and promoti

I

.
Jan ii
Robert

be
.

book

ill

titled

'Some of

My

Best Friends

;

typography

and

'

.

..

.

Harvey. O'CpnnOr in N; Y.
complete research on his book about the
Guggenheim family. ;
Helen Worden, society reporter' forf*
the World -Telly, has written a book
about it, titled 'Society Circus.'
H. N.'Swanson.has returned to the
.Coast- after placi
Thomas Burtis','
with. Adventure,
novel, 'Hard
;

;

;

...

.

mag.
Sally Salminen,

"

innish kitchen-

maid who won a prize for her Swe-

/Random's. Reprints
has, organized a Rebranch' to be called.' Carlton
House, headed' up by:. Lew Miller,
formerly sales mgr.. of Garden' ity
Publishi
Six titles will be
Co.
*.
placed on sale" at price,
Four competing firms,. Harcourt,
Brace, Macriiillan, imori ;& Schuster
and /Raridpm ;House ai e jointly ad-

Random House

print

'

:

.

,

^

.

picture':', writer^.

Mag

will seri

Pay

air,

officials

for clerical help, research
.

workers and, actors and musicians

who

take part in the prograihs; also;
will be assured by the new vap-.
With 86 wpr jeers enr
propriation.
gaged on the .project, Feds hope -to
'

•

".'

.

two new programs: to
the group now being aired by the
networks and also to.- develop talent

Add one

or.'

for the. Opening of the New York:
cooperative sixrweek study
course at New York University's

unit's

.'

.

.

.

Radio Workshop, opening on ;!Novemb'er. 0,
In connection, with the
Radio Workshop enterprise; Educa-v
tion Commissioner StUdebaker has
authorized, students of N. Y. U. to
participate in the Federal radio pro j •

:

Only Italians

Baby-Derby-

Frank Scully kids his neighbors
them the architecture of
the new Scully manse in Hollywood

by. telling
is

Provencal Modeirne.

It

silences 'em;.
.

•

page

.

11

Main parts

C. V.

will

bh

played by Amedeo Nazzari, Louj
humor- Ferida, Antonio
Gradoli and Anna
75
Ciarli.
Carlo Ludovico: Bragagli
:

Keii Murray's colt:
via McNaught "syndicate

papers to .date.

usually

.

:

Royal Foster col-

labs with the comedian-humorist
the writing stint.

s"

011

George Jean Nathan now drama
crick for the hew Mid-Week Picwhich, together with .his other
assignments; ives .him almost a corner on -jriticism.
-N. Y. Kamin Book; Shop's Friday
For,iims vvili: .reserve one evening; for
ari auction Of books, prints, mss., etc.,
donated by authors and. artists with
proceeds
ing to' the Newspaper
torial,

1

Guild.

directing.

Nearly finished are Appia Film's
'Cant
d' Addio'
rewell Song') f
starring Tito Schipa. and Paola Borboni. .arid directed by Brigrione, arid
'II
Corsaro Nero.' ('The Black Pirate'); Which will feature the Olympic fencing .champi n, Cirb Veratti.
Lupa Film's. 'Joe
Rosso' (*/
the' Red'), based' on a Dino Falconi:
cprriedy, directed by Raffaele Mata-^
razzp; and starring Armando Falconj, has just been 'finished, as have
'Pcnsaci
iaepmino' with An^elo
Musco.'
Due Sergehti' (The
Two Sergeants'), directed by Gabz" •'':.';zon\:
Following 'fjlms will/be. :Vtav.
hi'
the near futur
'II fu .Mattia Pascal'.
('He Was pqscar), statri
Isa .Mi.rknda, Pierre Blanchar "arid
.

.

.

'

::

-

.

(Cpntinuod fro
Johnson producing and Tay Garnett..dirccVirig; A
get under way latter part of .November. No producer pr director
.

:

m.ehts!'as'. yet.

;

'•

to
assigrj-

'.'''.

Gramatica;
('The

^rio

'IS.

Upmp.

che'.

Man Who Laughed'), with
De Sica," Paola Botboni, Enrico

A'ssj
Norj arid Urnbei'to
Meinati; *La Regina Delia Scala'
('The Queen of.' the Scala'), which
will be niadO at .the Scala Oper
House at Milan, and 'Elixir of "Love;,*
which
ill be produced .by a new
producing company, Galbo
ilm.
Litter -compariy is .aisp. wpr
oji
two musical Shorts based
ReSpigni's compositions; The Fob n*
tains of. Rome' and 'The Pines of
Rome/ Marino Pai'neti is directihS;
he. and lyo Perilli. the; other.

Vianini;

-

.

rners
work:
Six in Work, 13 -editing; 12 pleparing.
'MOUNTAIN JUSTICE,' reported Variety,' Sept. 16; 'READY, WILLING
ABLliVa'nd "ANOTHER DAWN,' reported Sept. 30; *SAN QUENTIN,'
reported Oct. 7; .'JUSTICE AFTER PARK' and 'MEN IN EXILE,' reported
Oct. 21.' No new pictures; started last week.
Readied to go into work are 'D ANTON/ Max Belnhardt producing, and. hp will Co-direct with Michael Curtiz; 'KING AND Till;

AND

U Seeks Pepys'
Medical Mag Buys Fiction
W. P. Lipscomb and Universal arc "First .fiction copy to be accepted
huddling over purchase of his orig, by the American Medical Journal .is
*Fhff Life of Samuel Penys/
theVTest Tube Baby,* by Sam Fuller,

salafies for relief workers engaged, v
in writing script f Or the- five major

.

'

;

•

-

:

vertising their repri

.

dish novel, introduced
the air as
a literary Cinderella.
Ellis St.. Joseph, p.a. for Federal
Theatre, project. in N. Y; has written ect, if qualified,
transriiitters;
43
.'..Some/
local
a- novelette, 'A. Passenger to BsLlii'
have signed UP for the scientific?
for November. Story mag.
Audrey Wurdeman back in N. Y. program, 28 for the question-andfrorn Seattle. She will go on a joint answer feature, 33 for; 'Education in
lecture
tour with her husband, the News' and 39 for 'Have Yott,
Joseph Auslander, this winter.
Heard?', while' approxirnately 75^
broadcast 'Safety Musketeers/
Dale Harrison, of the A.P.'^
day staff in N. Y., and Joe Caneva,
A.P. photographer, have been sent
to Toronto' to cover the finals of the

Advance Production Chart

copy

.

programs ripw on the

;

writi

';;;;"

said.

.

adver.tisi

:

Herbert Kli ,. editor of New
Theatre, back from :jaurit through
yX
the Soviet.

'

1

/

»

...

Reporting that the major networks;,
and many locals were tumbling over
themselves to cooperate- with the
United States Office of Education,
sponsor.Of the radio project, officials
revealed that ^public' demand for.,
educational programs had- grown' to
an- extent where- an average" of more
•than- 6;000 letters are received weekly.
All programs are carried cuffo
by broadcast stations taking part
the. campaign.

are Jews.'

;

'

'

mitters.
.'

:

.

'

;

Broadway .p.a.' are sentimental
about the young hopefuls arid freSome-'
quently send tickets oyer.
times the girls are: asked to attend
in. evening attire to lend class to a
faiterihg show.. Otherwise it is just
-free ducats and a chance to -watch
Bulk of the $113,000 allocated: by
actors at work.
President Roosevelt for the Federal
radio project will be expended i

who

.

when

Week

last

;

been running since 1913.
Gilda VairesIV MOlly Ricardeli Florerice McGee, Evalyn Knapp 'and
FJizab'eth Patterson are' a few who
have lived there. Margaret Sullavan has dined there, but was. never

.

.

starrer.

. . .

"

:

George Arliss

.

.

.

-

for

/.

Secretary
Harold L. Ickes announced allocation of $113,000 f>r
its;
Government's new drive to dispenafe
but has knowledge by means of .'radio trans-

"

.

\

i

it

.
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-

'Studio wants

..
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;

Boosters Of educations

'

'
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.

joiced

-

art.

.
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.
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Thne's Coast Laborers
Joseph J^ Thorndilce, one of Time
mag's associate eiis, is in Hollywood
making contacts.: for/mag's new weekly picture 'publication; which probably Will make its appearance next
'"'..
month.
Peter StaCkpble, Timb Totog, probably will remai in Hollywood permanently to keep mag supplied with

.

...
and. Live' ($1.75)
...
Quarter' ($3.00) .'. ..'..
......

4-

:

A^

Alexis Carrell

Richard & John Abbe
By Dbrothea raride
.....By Herbert Asbui-y

;

Anzac Censorship Too Stiff
There is a strong move afoot b 9
important, book societies in Australia
to have the government overhaul
the present methods employed in
book censorship. All the books so
far banned in Australia have been
published in England and America
and include works by such /famous
authors as Huxley, Joyce, Hemingway and D. H. Lawler.
Anzac authors, including Norman
'Hollywood -Scribe's Tome
indsay. are up in arms at the govVanderbilfs 50G Guarantee
:Npra La.ing,
Hollywood correernment's censor and say it is time
Cornelius Vanderbilt, Jr.'s new spondent for group of London news-:
Some drastic. Steps .cswipre .taken to deal with Fulton Oursler, editor; of: papers,, has written a tome,' 'Desert
stop the present rhetftpdV employed Liberty, is for five years guaranteeShips,' which will be brought out in
io th e iiensoi5hipi„^Swne _ time;iago ing, him $50,060 a' year fbr a 10-part;
England next month
it was' announced that .the govern- serial'
and six features: per annum..
Book deals with: writer's experi*
ment would ease -the regulations, but The first year will see at least four ences in America.
instead
the
regulations
became special stories on 'the coronation of
stricter.
King Edward of England, .which
Chatter
v It has heen pointed out that AusVanderbilt will cover for the 'Mac-tral
permits crime; pulps to flood fadderi 'weekly.
Sylvia Thompson leaving London
the country, but nixes the works of
'VanderbiltV new roving reporter for N. Y.
Teally famous authors.
Ripn Bercovici handling promotion
column (daily) of 500 words is already set .' .285 oapers
the for Mademoiselle mag.
Walter Lipprriarin to do a book
George Matthew Adams syn
Bell's Peculiar Accident
titled IJhe Good Society/
\
Lisle Bell, book critic on the N. Y,;
Sylvia Townsend Warner in BairFull Course on Publishing
Herald Tribune, stepped from his car
Book and Magazine Guild now or- cielona working for the Red Cross..;
in

:

y Marjprie.,HiUi
ictor G. Heiser

,

'

'

front of his apartment house-in
East 60th street, N. Y., and heard a.
crackling
An hour later, in
great, pai
a ..physician was called,
and x«rays disclosed the left leg
broken in two places. He's at Misericordia hospital.
Bell is a freelance writer.who once
made a living, i -Paris for two years
^fUing editori
'paragraphs vicariously to'
newspapers*- He
•also does Sunday spreads for the
N. Y. Mirror,.

Up

Trench

'

.

By Doctor

;V
($3.50)
in 11 Years'
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.
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Miss Kilgallen.
being handled by
the William Morris office for pictures and personal appearances. No

Mazo

.By Hugh Walpole

.

.

.

.
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'Around the World

<

will visit every

•

.

« • t

;

'

and

. . .

jl

-

:.

.

tour,

..By .Margaret MitcheH'
.By Yf; DV Edmon
.
Lloyd CI Douglas

. « .

i

•

-

which there is a Scrippspaper.
Dorothy Kilgallen of the N. Y.
Journal spent about. $3,500 on. the
trip, as she chartered special planes
en route.. She tried to beat the
cross-country record by .chartering
a special plane, from, the Coast, but
.though she failed to do
she id
,
beat Kieran into N.
Her father,
James Kilgallen, flew in with her.

.

>

don, where .they', sell out- quickly to'
Studio Worker Sells. Tome
a populace which is avid for /news
Alex. Borin, stage telephone opera-;
of the alleged romance of its King
which originally, thought up the Edward and: American-born Mrs, tor at the Sam. Goldwyh studios, 'on
round - the r world - by-high-speed- Wally
impsoh. The last two is- the; Coast, has sold a. story of hisi
transport 'idea, did it for $2,363 in sues of Liberty mag' have beep experiences during the Russian revofares. This, included most meals and banned by the censor because they lution of 1920 to Macmillan PublishBook will appear under
lodging, but not pocket money Most contained remarks which were said ing Co.
'Ancient Mbther/ with
expensive Of the world flights was to be 'offensive to King Edward;' but titlereal
name,
lexalider
that of Herbert R. (Bud).Ekins (N. no other instances, of suppression author's
BarahofL
Y./ World -Telegram ),. .who stated on have been reported.
Hie was a lieutenant in the Inhis return that the trip could be iduAt a recent, meeting of the British
licated for about $5,000. Ekins is News Proprietors it was decided that telligence Department of. "the White
city m.

ending' Oct.. 24,
Co., Inc.

'Gone With the Wind' ($3.0Q).
.
'Drums Along the Mohawk' ($2.50). ..... . .
'White Banners' ($2.50
•«•*••••••
'Whiteoak Harvest' ($2.50) ... '»-•
• •
« • • •
'A Prayer for My Son1 ($2.50)

hopes to compete, with Reader's Digest though none of the material is
-

;:

how on

week

American N~«ws

flctien

•

Costs of World; Flights
Leo Kieran
the N, Y. Times,

Ho ward

the

S/ellers for

;

.

.foils

31

Best Sellers

is an attractive new pocket size
monthly mag containing features,

time,

alone are regarded as having made
the writing of verse a good commercial proposition among the versifiers.
Almost all the Others do it avocationally and for whatever name value"
it may have.
Thus, Ogdeh. Nash has advertisih^
agency background; Dr; Elias Lieberman, recently inactive but formerly
ite prolific, is now a; Brooklyn
igh school principal; Newman Levy
is a N.. Y. attorney; Arthur L, Lippalso in the advertising
mann
agency business and besides capitalizes his penchant for lyrics through'
fashioning special song material for
riitery- entertai
; Berton Braley is
brie ..Of the few: who seem to rely

ERA T

L IT

Wednesday, October 28, 1936

•

CHORUS GIRL/ Mervyn LeRoy producing arid ireQtirig; 'CALL IT A
DAY/ Harry Joe Brown producing and Archie Mayo directing, arid 'CASE
OF THE DANGEROUS DOWAGER,' to be produced by Bryan Foy.

.

•:

.

Wednesday, October 20, 1936
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Thornier-Batten

Ducks

A.B.C.

Petrillo Jurisdiction;

Over N. W. Ayer
Washington, Oct. 27.
No action at least until the first of next year will be taken on revision of Federal Communications Commission's broadcast rules or'
regulation theorii
Following permanent adjournment of industry gabfest; Wednesday
(21), commish: attachees indicated weeks will be required to summarize reams ottestimpny> study the principal recommendations and
suggestions, mull over technical points and reach, any decisions.

Stock 'Option'
Philadelphia, Oct. 27.

,,.

im by George H. Thornley, forAyer, that
merly vice-prez of N.

AL MARIN'S N€W JOB

.

mi

Patent

Agency Radio Exec

Joins
Medicine House.

network with head-:

ional

has exercised option to acquire
stock control of agency, was contradicted last week in statement by H.
A. Batten, agency prez., who deprecated 'attempt to try case in newspapers,' statement asserted Thornley's claim is spught oyer opposition of all parties concerned.:
Court action was brought in New
York week ago by Thornley, seeking
Suit
alleged option.
tp:. exercise
names. Ayer directors and Mrs. Anha
Ayer Fry^ daughter of founder and
Fry.
Widow of late prez, Wilfred
Total of 700,000 shares are Putstand-

he.

Company,

Afflli

-

:

.

With nearly 500,000 worpTs to r e^d and digest, Broadcast Division
members have turned the. entire record over to engineers for conChicago, Oct;
the battle gauntlet to James G.
sideration arid Will wait for recommendations from the technical
Al Marin, former new biz exec rjid
supertriUp and the Chicago Federation of radio top for the Neisser-Meyerhoff
staff before sitting down to discuss[.seriously^ what to do about
power, duplication of cleared channels, horizontal wattage, boosts for
Saturday (24). the agency here, joins the Peter FahrMusici
company: as advertismodernization of antiquated iormMedicine
ney
and
transmitters
local
arid
ional
contract
web termi
Marin will head all
ing director.
Until the engineers have made up their minds, the divisionites.
with the Chicago musicians' union advertising, activities of the medical
are riot likely to even talk about the questions raised at the 13-day,
and ill. not use any, other local mu- company and will also be desig-;|
outburst.
oratorical
assistant
sicians 'unless they reach a new ar- hated,, it. is understood, as
to the president.
rangement with Petrillo.
Marin
is ngured tp boost the Fahricago musicians out,
With
LABOR'S ATTITUDE
hey activities in radio considerably,
ABC has moved its musical prp- arid is reported to have already
across the lined up several ideas for, spot ether
grams to Hammond, ^ust
t
ivision
Allocation
.''
"
origina- campaigns for the. pain-eradicator At recent stockholders meeting 17tt Nockels Call ^8
as the
ih Indiana,
'.stat'frii
of The Swag*
of 180 present, including estate of
This is due to the much firm
tiort, point.
taken
stand
favor
of
voted
Fry,
lower wage scale: that -the network is
Washington, Oct. 27.
by directors (that is, against allowable Xo. obtain from the, Indiana and
General reallocation of present
ing exercise of Thornley's option
Hammond unions,, and. contract
limitation" of all stav
and
alleged,
was
facilitiesv
it
Thornley,
is
claim).
of
fewer number:
Which calls for

down

Chicago, has flung

"-

.

,

-

.

'

.

.

*

'

.

'

:

.

W

,1

;

'

'

.

,..

.

.

.

.

1

.
.

.

|

'

;

iriusicians..

-A*

then asked to resi

'..

Directors declare it was against
Ayer's and Fry's wish for any one
person to control agency; Their aim,
it is pointed out, Was for stock to
be distributed among employees,
with control vested by vote in board
of director^ generally selected from
among key men of firm, Batten was
irectprs
recently elected president,
include William M. Armistead, Bat
Packard Motors is not expected: to ten, Clarence L. Jordan, Ceroid M.
decide for another week whether it Lauck.
Business of agency, says Batten's
•vi
v.A>f wants to continue with the Fred As-.
mu + w
te
nv
taire show. Report out of Hbllywbod statement, 'continues without inter*
of the musicians, at the local wage
is anxious to have. $he: ruption along, same lines and under
that
broadcast period clipped to a half same type of management which has
since founded in
hour has not become, part pi the is- ] characterized
1869" by N. Wayland Ayer.*
sue, as far as the accpunt :is con
cerned. The. idea hasn't; even been
presented to ;it,
From Young & Rubicam; agency
ALL QUIET AT
on the accpunt, it was learned that
»
v
"
contracts" all. around w.ere for 13 Staff Reorganized After Mutiny of
weeks and that all concerned are
Some Weeks Asp
marking time until the client comes

puts Petrillo, president of the
/ right in the middle of a queswhicti is a cinch to .lead tjo considerable", fireworks. It involves, the
ability of a network to move but of
the jurisdiction of union, in order to
get away from certain wage and
\tforkinjg arrangements demanded by
Itoe laior organization.
been operating with a
,j ;.ABC
setup of 12 musicians, and a leader,
'"
but \firially ielt that it could not and

-

•

;

;

'

•

^^

^^^

^\

,

.

tions to 10 kw.
organized .labor

Nockels, manager of
Chicago, arid spokesman for
the American Federation of Labor,

WCFL,

complained about deyelopirient .Of .a
nradio monopoly and urged gpver
merit ownership arid operation of the
be
cannot
trend
the
industry

^jre

WATL

;

*

-

.

'

to a decision.
also .learned
inatXitiemVfias, been no discussion
about the. Astaire spot going sym
phonic/
the present 13- week

Del

:M6rite, <5al., Oct. 27.
t

Coast Branch* pf Ameri
Paci
can Association of Advertising Agen
cies holds its second annual convention here Thursday and Friday,
:
Oct, 29 and 30;.- with radio anid
'

Atlanta, Oct; 27

;

.

Mgr. Maurice Coleman, of
has

1,

;

-

NOW

BASKETBALL

IT'S
agency execs- from all
attendance.
of. the United ;States
AU sessions of the two-day confab
REFINING
will be invitational, with, first day
all but members
meetings closed
Philadelphia, Opt.* 27.
and agency guests:
Series 'of :10' Temple .tJniyersityj
Speakers yitil include President
John Behson of New York City; Paul home basketball games have, been
sighed for broadcast for Atlantic, ReCoitnell,.'of Geyer, Cornell & Newall
chairman of the board; .Joseph Sinel, flnin through N; W, Ayer.. Season
ing to March
New York industrial engineer, and will open Dec. 21,
5, 'airing over WIP.
Prof. James W. Young, University of
Dolly Stark, former Dartmouth
Chicago
:

FOR ATLANTIC

,

I

|

,

Douglas G. McPhee of San Fran
is ih; charge of . arrangements.
headed by
Dan B. Miner, iips Angeles.- agency
man and chairman, of A.A.A.A.'s
Southern' California chapter, and in
eludes also Edmund M. Pitts, J. Wal-

...

,

Program committee

"

College basketball coach, big league
baseball ump and for last several
months diamond and grid broadcas.

ter

Atlantic,
will
forbasket^by-rbasket 'em».
'

Sta

probably

employes" walked but.
Coleman reached up into the. wilds
of the Adirondacks and plucked
Earle Pudney as his program di
rector.
Pudney was winning back
his health in the mountains and ha<
made connection with WGY, Sche
nectady, when he got the call- to
.

'

WATL.

-He

got

his

release,

from
;'

WGY^pMferring-te'.cbme'-South;' He
formerly with WIBX, Utica, and
previous to that with Muzak Corp
0f Ohio,
Other new faces around the station
are Polly Vaughn, studio reception
1st, and announcers Roy Cambron
and Woodruff Bryne. ,Herb Harris
and Des Keese, two of the walk-

wa s

;

putees, have been rehired.
Virgil Blakemore, former
.

man,

is

Thompson

Co.,

Sari

C0USENS-AYER UNITE

•

Among CBS men

Hollywood, Oct.

Ppstum

is

27.

holding off commitment

for Joe E. Brown air show following
audition at
by Young
Rubi-

NBC

&

cam.

Witt,

KNX

Leon Rosebrook
java outfit

calls, it

{will

baton

if

a deal..

sales chief,

and John M. Dolph, Coast
ager, San Francisco.

#Roxy,N.YJiB«

Hollywood,
sales

curbed otherwise.' He indorsed rigid
limitation Of; the amount of advertising arid protested against excessive

that

Pascal
Wash.,

CO.

Company,

..

'

.

•

'

GHQ

Herbert Moore, head. of Transradio
Fischer Gels Bankroller
Press. Service, says that his organization
ill refrain from looking into
the pbssi ilities of selling a news^
Los Angeles,
bulletin service :tp moving picture
outfit
bought
Toothpaste
theatres until after the elections.
Mppre has taken the position that George^ Fischer's'. 'Hollywood Whisdealing: with
individual theatres pers' : for VI 4 stations o£ the Colum"
rst
would likely prove riot only cum- bia-Don^. Lee Coast
part
bersome, but unprofitable arid that if of the year, when, the two
picture- houses are to do'- business company.
with him it will have to be through
Gabber
the
rribve
t
ization.
a central
for film gossip seven years ago and
-..
Moore asserts that no' exec of a has been airing consistently.
theatre
It has- approached him
•Only other retailer of studio hop
on the idea and that he has done bankrolled is Jimmy Fidler.
nothing tangible
the way of a
survey because
fat the contactees have been booking agents
Seeley Singles
?/ho*saVv the possibility of 'acting for
Columbia has been .teiking with
Transradio on a commission basis
Blossom Seeley, wife and former
with individual: theatre's.
Agents have, been irispired by the partner pf Benny Fields, about doing
bulletin reading interlude which the a sustai ing series.
If the proposition goes through she
Roxy theatre, New- York, has been
wj.ll go on as a single.
using for the past five weeks.

against,:'

Srieezers-; and wheezers ai"e not
cured by using 'Breatheasy' and a
so-called .'nebulizer' atomized which
.

.

as

"

Runs New

sure

Victor M>

will

Powel Crosley 'i Party
inci'natii:--.

also

.

27,

owns

assume
while

WMFO, Decatur;'
personal

WMFO
J.

has 'been

since' it

it

of

be under

G. Gobble,

went on

air..

Several
.marksmen from
Ted Wobdard, program director of
the. country took part .WMFO, goes to WJRD
all parts
charge of
Also
in. the fourth annual Muzzle Loading production and programming.
Rifle
Contest,
under' auspices of making the jump, is H. T. Eudy,
Powel Crosley, Jr., at his country WMFO's chief engineer.' His old
estate near Risi
Sun, Ind., over place, is being filled by Charles
the week-end.
Chandler.
,A match was between Boss Jbhnr
Other realignments in personnel
son, who conducts the RFD hour ori include u'ppirig of Estpri Pace front
WLW, shooting a rifle,: and Chief
mit:e!man to pi pgrarri di lecSunrise, a Sioux Indian of Coal tor. Harold Russsy assumes charge
Creek, S. D., shooting with
bow of announcers at the same sta.tiotv
and arrows
ith WHBB, Selma, Al
Used to
1

j

.

.

WMFO

:

Doss

direction

is to

management of

(

.

,

who

CBS.

WJRD,

Blossom

.

'
Tuscaloosa, Ala;, Oct. 27.
WJRP is: this burg's first station,
being opened by James R. Doss, Jr.

Rd trier,
,

.

follow
that users dd not heed
the usual special diet for asthma,
also were discounted, as was the
Statement .that th;e -'product:, was 'a
„ great, discovery created' ISy a^ physi'cian' to successfully^ pure .his own

;

sible.

;

cure,

'

,/

;

Radio claims

Sets Cobble at Deeatur

you

suggested, apart
from any matter of principle which
would have rnade it equally impos'

'

,

company plugs
Commish /maintains..

.

.

.

i

the

1

-'As a breach of .policy is the only
reason offered: by CBS for its action
in
cutting
Senator - Vanderberg's
speech off the air arid in view of the
fact that it has always been our
policy to allow transcribed programs
there is no reason to deny the New
England citizens the. opportunity of
hearing the speech.'
CBS: is now demanding that i.
G.O.P, discs appeared on WNAC,
riouncers signature artists' bureau Boston; WEAN, Providence,
con'racts. Network on its part guarWiCC,
Bridgeport ori three di
antees the signatory nothing but in- ni
sists that the announcer obligate himradio,
on
.commission
self of a 20%
Baltimore, Oct. 27.
transcriptions, motion picture arid
There seems to be a. jinx attached
whatnot for a period of three years.
is to that debatable 'debate' spiel of
Even if the ; announcer gets
;
web
Senator Arthur Vandenberg.
Time
own accounts it s 20%, while the
reserves the. right to drop him from was bought- ori WC AO, local CBS
outlet, .last Saturday (24-) evening by
the payroll on two- weeks' notice.
the Chi
of the G. O.
and the
waxing of the 'debate'
on for
Re: Crosstalk
half-hour,
Broadcast rolled along
until, five minutes before its end, the
jack fell down on the ifrtre'which ran
Editor, Variety:
1
In the Oct. .14 issue qf Variety un- through the panel of fh'e* tiirritable
For
ing.
ap- upon which disc was^soi
Crosstalk,'
'Reallocation
der
peared an item about Mr. Paley's three minutes, stationsl^as dead on
testimony given on Oct. 13 before the ether, then dance ore was
plucked
off CBS network to fill out.
the Federal Communications Com?
^anticipated' remaining pair of minutes.
mission, and how
WCAO
then announced that the
presented
by
materi
the
some of
disc would be rebroadcast in. full, at
the regional stations.
You suggest in this item there il p. m. same .everiing. It was, and
might have been some connection at no added cost to Repubs. With
between such 'anticipation' and the plenty of Repubs listening to initi
cry of anger
disc,
fact that a CBS station manager was broadcast of
present at a confidential meeting of sounded long and lustily when.' disc
the regional stations group, held two spluttered and died put, WCAO was
days before Mr. Paley's testimony bombarded' with phone calls from
people who? evidently wanted pas)
was given.
May I point out that not only was sionately to believe it was all a DemMr. Paley's testimony, prepared long ocratic machination that had muted.
before this meeting. Of- the regional the. recording. Af ter the. second spin
th.e^went
uninterruptedly,
stations, but that it was available in
completely printed form' on the day skeptics were placated.
of that meeting.
I submit this as a simple matter of Doss
Btation ;
fact' which rendered, impossible the

•

has

:

.;

Other Boston pari^^^id mot adopt
this prograrri. .i>ilUrig^s%ni..-put:'by the

.,

been
airing misleading- propaganda about
nostrum 'intended tp cure asthma
'and hayfeveri Federal Trade Commission last week ordered the outfit
"to show cause, why: a cease ^arid denot be issued
sist ..order, should
Seattle,

'v/.;

/:

.

:

of

•

commercialization of' the air.
Yankee network press department.
Bulk- of the labor's spokesman s Broadcast was a transcribed rerentalk was a bitter iridictment of the actmerit of the., controversial incident
Electric
General
of a week ago, when jSenator Van?
principal networks,
denbefg (in person-) conducted. a netand Westinghouse.
.work debate with President Roosevelt tpn a record) .. and was cut
off the air by Columbia for violation
of the company's rule against wax.
Said John Shepard, 3rd, president
of the Yankee network .apropos, the

•,.

man-

Washington, Oct.
.,

"i -

^:

;

TRADE COMMISSION
CHIDES PASCAL
Charging

Debate

Va»4e«frerr

7:30 p.m.

:

'

at the convention

Donald W. Thornburgh, viceprexy, from .Hollywood; Harry W.

will be

v

'.Verb^ien

With the VPke •*-.W32'^-WNACi

'

.

,

.

1

week listed iri their radio logs
political broadcast in the fpllowi

1

.

Posttjm Holds Off

Francisco-

Joseph R. Gerber^ Gerber & Cross- Local Programs for National Sponsor Is Objective
ley, Inc., Portland (Ore.), and Burt
<' Cochran,
Inc.,
McCann-Erickson,
Clayton W. Cousens,. prograrri pro^Seattle (Wash.).
ducer, and- Hibbard Ayer, station,
NBC representation will include rep. have struck up "an affiliation.^
Idea is that CPUsens will assist in
Harty Anderson, sales chief of the
Western Division, from San Fran- shapirig local station programs for
ixpn, assistant sale to national sponsors.
cisco,, and Sydney,
manager, - from' Hollywood.
sales

Herald (Republican) and
evening sheet, The Traveler, last

.

sales-

how commercial mgr.

•

ter

its

broadcast:

WATL

set.

tion has. been working shorthandei
since Jesse Swicegood, and group -of

.

cycle expires Dec.

gotten his staff

filially

Oct

Boston,

Edward

swag,'

•

:

bi Radio Logs

'

1

|

were advocated by
the
last week

Federal Gornmuhicatioris Commisdiscussions ended,
sion engineer i
Taking the ppsitibh that the 1928
allocation was a 'division of the

'

.
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Not Smart
One

big networks wants 20%
from its
average $40 to ,$60 on the weekly payroll. Contract- that, the network demands its spielers sign is*
future
promise of the announcer, to. pay on any thing and everything
that the announcer may pick up
th e s de— tr an scri ption s, St.
Louis
Station
Seeks
film shorts, radio commercials. The network guarantees nothCourt Review of Commising except the right to fire the announcer oh two weeks' .notice..
sions Procedure in Favorof

who

;

.

is

Step In Southern

slVoftfsighted.

ing Rival Petitioner^—Acts

h.

'

Finds Justification

First,
-

-at

^Le isure,

51 at ion

Charges

For Your Phonograph

invasion
south with the; placing of
under a fiveyear affiliation contract following
last week's acquisition of WOAI, San
-Antonio. It's the third station CBS
has weaned away jfrom the NBC fold
"within the "past; four, weeks,, other
being WHIO, Dayton; Ohio, CBS is~*
confident that it still will be able to
swing ;WSM, Nashville 50,000- watter^
away from NBC, with' Herbert Akerberg,- CBS y, p.,-' in. charge of station
relations, currently concentrating hi
of

'

J

r

•

with— is very

hazy.

and

justify

them was

maki

short-sighted. Jt isn't -smart. It makes a
(Tuesday ) followi
.big .and enormously, prosperous organization: a- party to small order
'postponing

But most

....

•jpbtatp

of

.today

all it's

farming.

breeds grumbling.

It

:

L-

......

issuance of stay

effectiveness of
permit: for .construction of new regional station by the St.
is Star-

'.

Washington;
Regular "wax library oh techand economic' phases
—HOf, br^dTcji§tmg_has_been com piled, as aftermath of Federal
Communications Commission's

.

:

nical, social

:

.

Record of the .13-day confabs
runs to 1-.750 pages, or approximately 480,000 words. This does
not include rafts .of maps,'
charts; graphs,, and other sup-,

•

:

,

attention in .that.direction..

.

CBS figures that through the alliance with WRVA it has already
strengthened its position in the spuith
to a considerable
Network

plementaf exhibits.
Record of the 13-day., confab

••'

-

.

:

for stenographers' transcripts,
the cost- for the whole recoifd
would run around $40Q r
was
Most of the record)
done electrically, with; manual

50,000.

notetaker on hand every minr
little physical
but
iite.
1

Oct.

resigned as assistant general manager, in charge of
programs at WLW-WSAI, here. It
terminates 15 years,; with some abof continuous .' association.
sences,'
Resignation- effective Nov. 1*

to

OUT INWJAY

it preferred to make the
necessary adjustments for its jc^mmercial programs.
Indications aire,
that NBC will replace
with --:
WMBD, Columbia's present affiliate

what period

.

pecker returns to Cincy tomorrow
(Wed.) from New York, where he
spent the week end. He is traveling,
with Xew.is Crosley, active boss of
the stations.
Becker will be president of a new
set-up to be 'organized in New York,
with ramifications in Hollywood. It
is denied that Becker's project.' has
any connection with the Transameri"cari organization of John L, Clark,
'

former g.m. of
;

.

WLW.

Mrs.

legit) will Istay

i"

lorence Golden; exincy uhtil, hubby

.

,

.

.

.

.

'SHOW CAUSE'
Whyte Williams, foreign correspondent, who is suing the Transradio
Press Service for $5,000 for alleged
violation of .contract, was last week
granted permission by S u p r
e

em

Court Justice McGoldrick in Manhattan to file an amended complai
Transradio had moved for a dismissal of the complaint,

but the court

held that Williams may have the
second opportunity for proving a
cause of action, provi ing he put up
$25 in costs.
Williams
January.
ims. that i
1935* he made an agreement: with
Transradio whereby he
to furish bulletins of foreign news, for
which Transradio' was to compensate
im; if it found a market.
TransX
radio contends that it owes the correspondent nothing, since a market
for the stuff did not develop.
Williams made his pri inal contact
,

•

with ^•T£a^s.radW''''wlVeh
abroad for .Peaceways, Inci,

went

'

in

late

1

.

,

'

'.

1

.

$250.

in
"
i

Manhattan. The singer got
and will collect the

balance of

Suit Settled for

the

•

settlement by pay-

ment

for
broadcasts-

$500

.

SETTLEMENT WITH NBC

Cobk

Polish Count's Radio

..'

'

MILDRED BAILEY

sustai

ing

has

ich

agreed to have her
iley brought her
•Miss

-

i

licensed to

watts, nights.

Cleveland, Oct.

CBS

Still

Hopeful.

.

Carpenter will -hereafter
While
is of the opinion that
Station
as well as Ed Craig,
WSM. head, will signature
WHK. Offices and staff of *WJAY the network's neyr
flveryear contract;
leave Carnegie Hall to take up quar- Columbia has hot abandoned
hope of >
ters in the Terminal Tower side by working Out
a deal, with him. With
side with WHK. Use of latte^s stu- the heat on
from either web, Ciraig
dio setup and general economy of is expected
decide
to
within the next :
move prompted decision.
two weeks,
Columbia,- turned- to
Mrs. Edythe Fern Mel rose who has
after WSB, Atlanta, 50,000managed station WJAY for several watter, rejected a bid from CBS and
years since .the death of her hus- tied up with NBC for another '
band, Grant MelrOse, previous man- years.'
ager of- WJAY, steps out of the
WRVA's tieup with CBS also
set-up. She may move jneans that the station wi) Iv cease to.:"
to New York shortly but has another be available to clients of the Mutual ,>
deal pending that would keep, her.' in. Broadcasting System.
Columbia's >'
Ohio in furtherance of heir regional standard uniform contract bars its
network ideas.
affiliates from taking the service of
.Under '.Mrs. Melrose
rated any other hetwOrk.
CBS, it is said, made an offer to
number one in" the last showmanLarus
Bros.' for the purchase for}
ship si.rvey of .Variety.
WRVA, but the tobacco outfit showed"
ho interest i|i letting the station get
Out of its hands. With
i
Tthe
fold, Columbia -will^have to rev^knjprr'
the coverage clainis that it has beeri ;
making for WBT, the 50.000-watter
that it owns in 'Charlotte, N. C. CBS
H.

K.

NBC

WJAY

manage

;

,

''

WRVA

•

'

.

WHK-WJAY

WJAY

.

.

&

!

WVRA

MURRAY SHOWS
MAY FOLLOW ON CBS

JOLSON,

.

.

sales promotion literature has conRyan, agency on the tended that the WBT- signal handily
Lever llros. account, -is trying to ma- reached a major portion of the terrineuver a full hour on CBS so that it tory served by WVRA's transmitter..
can combine the Ken Murray program with the show: that A! Jolson
Nashville, Oct. 21.
is
slated to head
December;
Herbert Akierberg, CBS station re
Agency is also working oh the allo- lations vice-president,
iri Nashcation of the various L.B. products' V.ille today
(Tuesday) cohferring
to the shows which this client is with Edwin Craig at WSM;
bankrolling on CBS through R. & R.
Station WLAC, Nashvi]le!s other
Four products which R. &. R. has station, has meanwhile filed with the
Communicatioris Commiisto allocate are Rinso, Lifebuoy soap, Federal
Lifebuoy shaving cream and Spry, sion for 50,000 watts.

Ruthvauff

'

&

.

'

1

In addition to the Murray
Jolson half hours the 7 agency in this
connection has
consider the 'Big
,

S

Sister' serial.

L

A. OFFICE

UNDER WM.

RAY

the hour arrangement.; goes
V.
through the Jolson and Murray programs will maintain .their own identities, .but immediately succeed 'one
Trahsamericah
roadcast jhg~ iirui
another. Agency is scouting around Television Corp. has opened a Hof^
for sti II "another show.
O. O. Mc- wood office with William V. Ray j
Intyre was approached last week for charge. His job will be not only to^
the. head spot in the latter stanza. handle Paci fic coast account but probut the ieoliimhist ..turned, it down on duce transcriptions and' audition live
the ground that he was neither i - shows 'for Transariierican clients ,lp-'
terested nor had the tihie to spare ca'ted in Various parts of the country.
'
\
for it.
Ray has for the past 12 years been:
in both the radio and the film biisi-.
:

.

:

.

:

'

27.
il
Derby
Co. hsis bought the en-schedule on WIBW, Topeka, for election returns.
Tppfeka's
nation's .spotlight that
significance'
night led sponsor to choose WIBW.

'

~

-

ness,

.

BENSON'S

tire 'night.

'.-in--'

W0R

TITLE

Mitchell Benson
production
mana.'j'ir
.'WOR.Yor
He
used io be an' announcer.
Roger Lyons, formerly of WAAT.
Jersey -City^ ik new to announcirjg
.

.

'

is

.

UP WIBW,
TOPEKA, FOR ELECTION

OIL CO. TIES

suit three

years ago. alleging .that a deal which
Paul Whitem an had made with the
Detroit, Oct. 27.
tation WJBK settled out of court NBC Artists Service, -for her
her
for $500 a damage action brought under a definite guarantee. NBC,
nst the station by An ten Poto- she claimed, violated the agreement
cki, a'jPblish count.
Count, charged by dropping her from a- scheduled
defamation in.
newscast in Polish sustai ing series, and not obtaining
by Walter Lewsc'zwisch.
which she
the commercial
Count had sued for $10,000.
had been assured.
.

WMBD

Ric'hmorid.

i.

operate at 250 watts, days arid 100

,

.

WHYTE WILLIAMS' 2ND

•

.

:

WRVA

;

;..

.

f

dependent bh. whether NBC elects
ask for notice' of 60 or 90 days.
After it closed with CBS the Richmond station asked. NBC by letter

is

.

Don Becker has

four

erated by Larus & BrOs.
is
located on 1110 k.c.
Coluxribia Would, like to have, the
switchover take place Jan; I, but; is

legality of

2,7.

5,000 to

WRVA

;

.

Ci

from

.

!

'work.*

Television

Raising two hovel questions about
Commish procedure, attorneys for WIL, St. Louis local station, appealed the decision granting
Ellzey Roberts paper's request
System of 'Blowing tip' the
and denying WIL the right to shift
to a regional, frequency and boost
New projection camera lens and wattage. Petition claimed the deciequipment for. blowing up television sion was counter to the evidence;
capricious, and unjustified.
announced by the
images,
Noting that WIL has been renderTelefunken GeseUschaft (Germany),
ing efficient service for 14 years but
is' getting -a novel conimentative slant
was frozen- out while newcomers
from Leon L.
scribbler on teler grabbed off a desirable assignment,
vision subjects. Angle expounded by the petition challenged the legality
of the way the case was handled.
Lift is. that the Germans 'apparently'
Major point at issue .is. the. Commish
got their idea for this gadget from failure to adopt formal statement
of
RCA's inventor;
imir K. Zwory- facts and grounds for; decision by
kin, father of the Iconoscope (tube Oct. 7, the date when the grant to
the Star-Times was made effective.
for pic ^transmission).'
Second basis for the appeal is the alZworykin in 1034 was said to have legation that the Broadcast division
demonstrated .to the English Com- illegally delegated
powers to its lawmission, then touring this, country, a
yers and had the legal section, which
method for .transmitting and project- will defend... the act in court, write
ing to an outer screen images, using the decision.
the cathode ray system. .Story has
'Afternever been authenticated and the
'Up to and includi
6, the
English—if Zworykin .did show them
any gadgets—did not .make use of effective date of its decision, neither
roadcast
them. / Germans, however, are how the Commission nor its-,
bringing out .a. system akin to the, Division had; made or announced any
.system Zworykin is supposed to have finding of fact or any grounds for its
under -his
ing..
RCA. is' described decision/ WIL attorneys said.
as having; a close patent tie-in with
-Oh Saturday, Oct. 17, 1936, the
Telefunken Gesellschaft.
Commission first made public' anAdvantage., of the new Teutonic nouncement of a. release numbered
-gadget is that it blows -up television 18,572 containing, a statement of fa£ts
images' to. 40 by 48 in. size, which and grounds for the decision aforecan be clearly viewed at 18 to 24 ft. said. Said statement of facts, and
Even clearer pix can tie obtained by grounds fOr decision was not formuincreasing lineage and. reducing volt- lated or prepared by the Commission
age. Screen -for the images is housed or; its Broadcast division, but by the.
Department -to
in
a separate cabinet from the Commission - Law
camera. Cabinet also has a loud- which the Broadcast Division had,
speaker.
most other tele- after making its decision of Sept. 22,
vision receivers show the image on 1936, delegated the duty of making
the end of the cathode tube, instead and formulating its findings of fact
of on a screen, which causes a very and of ascertaining and formulating
small field
of
view.
Meanwhile its grounds for decision; Said stateFarnswprth is also, tinkeri
with a ment, thus formulated and prepared,
projection tube said to
getting was. adopted and approved by the
fairly good results/
Broadcast Division of the Commisafter the effective
sion on Oct.
date of its sai
Petition charged further that by
IN
delaying the announcement of adoption of the statement of facts the
Commish effectively deprived WIL
of the right, to ask for a. rehearing
on the action. Time alio wed for reNBC settled
litigation
with cdnsideraiioh. plea had elapsed beMildred Bailey Monday A26).. just. as. fore -the parti
in a position
the case was about to corrie to trial to attack the ruli
WIL id:
before Supreme Court Justice Mc-

to go.

watts within the

:

.months, and by p.utting up. a directional antennae include Norfolk .and
Newport News withi the station's'
coverage»
is owned arid .op-

RCA-Zworykin

Similar to

WRVA

expects

,

Times.

German

Call:

DON BECKQl

the

WRVA, Richmond, Va„

reallocation hearings.

A HABIT

?
far as radio corn"nier'tials are .coiiccf j>Sd* tlrd'-'an'nptm.ccr' has
auditions and
rpete
selected ^''b^ the:' advertising
to
sources
agency or the sponsor. So far as 6th?r; \ iscellaiieous
Washington,
of income arc concerned the announcer is. invariably his ovvn
Supreme Court review of Federal
Salesman. The logic of the network' VI aim'* for commission— Communicati
Commission's
aland 20% is twice the average commission of show biz to start, leged
of reachi
decisions
'

Build-Up

,:•

Columbi .has started

.

•

So

'

1

1

competition.
....

Web

i

Not to mention petty.;-It'
repeat
;/©n,sonie "X>f-.;-t'h£. liijstai^es^of show business.
Cheap exploitation
of talent never made, anybody ric1i~l?lit what -it' 4ias-done -and
what it can do to organizational morale is plenty. To start
withj it makes every announcer a potential ally of the network's
This

as

tile

announcers

lection

returns

throughout the night
bull is agency.

given
Polts-Turn-

stalL

having ^ad much to do

getting
i

ri

many

picture

names

i

Trahsamerican' has also expanded
its quarters in Chicago where C. P»
Jaeger, v. p., is in charge. Twocent newcomers to the, Chi staff are
Clifford- Li Slciriiriger and J.TM. Ward..:

1

AH I
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RADIO LAWYERS SET

UP SUB-COMMITTEES
Breakdown

Washington,

by advertiser

of time expenditures

NBC

on

classifications

.27^
and Columbia for the first nine months of this year shows the drug',and
new Fed- cosmetic faction still dominating the list; Percentage of food income has,
Communications Bar Association compared to the same period for 1935, taken a jump on CBS, while in the

Special meeting of the
eral

That Me

Is

Washington, Oct,
roadcasters hoping to put transmitters in the behemoth class probably will be kept on edge until
sometime .next spring, before they

Nashville, Oct. 27.

kw. appli-

rst
the Columbia analysis shows the former
George O. Sutton; another D. C. law- and foods 28.7%, while
place with 22.4% and the latter accounting for 22%.
and treasurer.
the^shifts in percentages on either netautomobile
accounts
Outside
of
Committees arid, sub-committees of
work have otherwise been negligible. The percentage of automotives have
the organization were recently set as
gone down on CBS, while with NBC it has increased from 4.9%. to 8.2%.
follows:
Analysis of the gross billings of the networks by industry follows:
three
Executive Committee:
years, Duke M. Patrick and Frank D.
KATI0HAI
Scott; for two" years, Frank Quigley
Nine months '% of
Nine months •% of
and. Paul D. P. Spearman; for one
1935
Total
totel
193t
Indualry
year, Ben S; Fisher and Philip J
ift-,04§,2S7
32£
Drugs-Toilet Goods ... .
^7^,733.
Hennessey, Jr.

yer, secretary

When the would-be announcer

listening to his

own

noises, the

career
applicant still wants
before the microphone, he gets
further tests and more thor-,

'

,

ough
To

.

hearing.

'

.'^

.

.'applicant^

date;

.

.

.

has

Sub-committees of the

asked for more.

Cojnjnlttea!

By-laws;

Commish might

r

.

v

it.

Word
As

Wen Probes

and

V
Thfe procedure has several strong
In the first place, It would
;
ipdi
7;;.:^rmit the Commish to compile a
Mcord on the particular .conditions
WVOlved in 0ac¥ sftuation, arhplify?
;
Injr the evidence submitted at the reallocation hear^gs <arid'; providing
better basis for deciding whether to
vlTemove present power roof from
cleared'ribbons. In the sftcond place,
"it? $buld ^fniit fre industry to go
forward with superpower;, plans, in
vthe event 500 kw. operation is al»
lowed, cutting down, .time required
:

;

?

v.

-

!

^

!"'

to- translate anibitiohs into _acti6n. If

eventually; decides, to
juice jumps, considerable

Commish

the

i;

permit
time ^ would be saved should the
Shearings be held now, since aspiring
.

-

c

^ bsQ94casters

would be

J?^> right"
Li^^ia^heen

in position to
as

'fixed.-

applications for regular
) following
^/licenses to use 500,000 .watts are on
-

'.:

"'

4v?the

griddle:

\-.

/./'

^

...

Des; Moines;. WHAS, Louis
WGN, Chic^ WJ<Z, New
Work; WJR, Detroit^ KNX, Los AnV
gefes; WSM, NashviUej KSL, Salt
Lake" -City? KDKA; Pittsburgh; KFI,
Lbs Angeles; WOR; Newark; WOAL
Saii Antonio, and WGY, Schenectady

;.WHO,

^ iville;

?

....

;

.'r^tTTT

Tobacco

.

. ,

.

.

...

'•

. >

. . .

. .. . •

Miscellaneous

T^41,4l7

28.7

1,940,603
1,898,851
1,453,705
1;185,717
637i552

8.4

."

Eladio

Financi
Paint
Stationery
6. Sutton.
Building ...
On; Publications; Frank Quigley; Confectionery
.
chairman; Philip j< Hennessey, Jr., Clothing..
and Ralph H. Kimball.
Office Equipment
On Liaison: Paul D. P. Spearman, House furnishings .... v . chairman; Ben S. Fisher and Duke Jewelry " ..... ... . • . , • • • ; . .•
M. Patrick.
MachineryOn Resolutions: Philip. J. Hennes Schools
sey, Jr.; chainrian; Frank D. Scott Shoe ..^..t . .
. . ..**
.'i..... .

'.

. .

.

.

.

.

:

against breakdown of exclusive fre
A
quencies.
Contending that no valid bbjec
ions have been raised against 500
for
Sherley,
Swager
lew* operation,
iner member Of Congress from Ken
ucky, averred that progress Of the
art c and industry along with improved service to both advertisers
and listeners, demands .removal of
present 50' kw maximum and adher
enc¥ to the idea of giving a select
gVoup Of transmitters sole right to
;

and Duke M, Patrick,
Membership: John
H Cbriimittee on
M. Littlepage,: chairman; Rosel H
Hyde and T. Baxter Milne.
On Meiriorials: Hon. Frank Rober

.

..

.

y.-

.

Gab Ends

Washington, Oct.
.^ind-up of reallocation hearings
which opened Oct. 5 came last
Wednesday .(21), when Federal Communications Commission heard clearchannel group present final arguand
ments in favor of wattage

&

'

-

.

.

:

\h-

for Clear

Reallocation

Duke -M

Food. 7.
Automotive'

Constitution and Petrbleum
Patrick, chairman; Laundry Soaps

Ralph H. Kimball and Frank Quigley
On Finance and Budget: Frank D,
Scott, chairman; George O. Sution
arid Paul D. P; Spearman.
On Arrangements: Ben S. Fisher,
chairriian; Frank D. Scott and George

^permi^e^^^
ihg applications, with understanding
'&:$hat reports; would i>e held off until
the policy matter is settled.

ExejfjiJiye

.

On

Committee

Idea TiaS

.titans.

^'Cbfeeh circulated

NBC

New

ord is made and then played
back to the applicant. If, after

,

jboWr"

effective

applies for an audition, a .rec-

/

,

NBC

last year drugs-cosmetics accounted for 35.2% of
In. the instance of
the total income, with, the food packers next with 33%. Columbia iri 1935
President of organization is Louis:
had the drug-cosmetic clement providing 32.1% of the total and foods,
of
Kimball
H.
G. Caldwell, Ralph
split gives the drug-cosmetii element 325%
York is. vice-president, and 17.4%. This year the

of breaking to radio
It
aspirants the awful truth.
is also an easier way.

.

bfiCJttrie

'

.

organization

its

last June.

dis-

manner

:

.

has

new and

covered

"With the Federal. Communications
Commission in a dither over superpower, indications this week were
held on
hearings Will
that
baker's dozen of requests for juice
jolts! until basic policy on power
/limitations has been settled^
final action is posr**i. Although
decision is reached in
ible. until
numerous problems raised at recent
reallocation hearings, pressure is being exerted to induce the Commish
to go ahead with the; 500 kw. pleas
save time in the event it is- decided to allow clear^^nej. glut?
.

t2

WSM,

Station

dio

since

get-together

Harry Stone, manager of Ra-

:

learn, the fate of their 500.
cations.

has been skedded for Nov. 18, with tiase of NBC the trend has been the Other- way. With NBC this year foods
minor changes in the organization's follow the drug arid cosmetic group by a wide margin. CBS' policy toconstitution and by-laws due for ward proprietary drugs is reflected by the percentage dive this type of
Will meet at the
presentation.
account has taken on that network's books and the closeness of the drugWashington hotel for the. first big cosmetic and food classifications.

?

son,

chairman;

Jaines

H.

'

.

••,.«•

i • •

•
;

••«

•

...

.

. .

.

..

.

1.8

1.0

15,744

.8

.

$23,800,143

Total
*

.0
.6

101,186
37,537

3L044

,21

?:i.

2

.1

209,939

100.0

COLUMBIA

%

Ine

Confectionery
Clothing and dry goods
.

.

Drug

and

prbd'ts

. .

.

.

.

.

,, .. .

.

;

.

.

..

.

•

•

•

22.44

toilet g'ds*

..

.

.

.

3,433,912

.

hel

2,106,875
6,152
335,258

22.08

177,816
500

.

.

•

.10

11.62

481
.08

32.18
.

17.41
.05

2.77

.

. .

.

13.50

.

.

.

% of
Total

months
1935

$1,633,439
12,546
1,405,982'
582,473
10,111
3,893,259

.

.'....•
House, furnishings ...
Jewelry and silverware
Lubricants and fuel ........

SPONSORS-AGENCIES

.9

$22,830,411

100.0

ine months
Total
1936
'
9 62
$1,496,888

Industry

Garden

:

1.0

X%

Less than

and insurance.
William Montgomery* Smith, Ralph Financial
Food and food beverages
A. Van Orsdel and Philip G; Loucks

.

.8

i:3

292,444,
239,250

.6-

Cigars, cigarettes,

On Professional Ethics arid Griev
ances: Paul M. Segal,' chairman; Fbn
taine Bradley, Howard S. LeRoy

.1

173,525.

Sporting goods

.

Eliot C. Lovett.

,4.3

3,328

.9

.

1,193,511
termed by the clear-chan-.
36,990
group spokesman thoroughly
Machinery and supplies.
261,800
While admitting that
unfounded.
George Gallop, head research man Office equipment
80,150
graphs show overlapping, he argued for Young .& Rubicam, will be back Paints and hardware
208,225
that good reception is hot generally on the job this week after a month's Political
542,150
enjoyed in such areas and; advised absence as a result of illness.
Radios
1
32,705
............
that advertisers will be unwilling to
Shoes
767,483
pay for serious duplication.. With the
Soaps and Housek's supplies
bulk of exclusive transmitters indeKelloecr Co. has substituted WOW,. Stationery, and publishers.;.
>
pendently owned and the Commish Omaha, i- for KfAb, Lincoln, anc Travel
111,570
armed with power to curb network KOIL, Oriiaha, in the Corn Belt Wines add beer
423|749
growth, there is no practical danger hookup carrying the daily Gene ant Miscellaneous
that webs will acquire monopolistic Glenn program.
.$15,550,070
powers over the industry,' he deTotal
.

2.7

^

-

was

968,960
132,643
292,515
326,486

5.0

•

.

33.0
4.9
7.9
6.3

^

15,048

chairman; Howard
Automotive
Kerri» T. Whitney Landon, Karl A
Building
Smith, Frank W, Wozencraft anc
ace L. Lohnes,

6.1,

;

Brewing
Garden

Hanley,

Ralph F. Colin, Qeorge Porter, A. L
Ashby and Carl' Arnold.
On Nominations: Hon. Swager
Sherley; chairman; H. L. McCormick
John H. Warton, Elmer W. Pratt, F.
R. Elsasser arid Arthur W: Scharfeld
On Practice and Procedure: Hor

'"'"•'„
use specified. assignments...
With the argument that social con
sequences deserve most coitsidera
tibn, Sherley contended that superpower will not present any serious
economic difficulties or lead to
monopolization and argued that only
by lifting" the existing wattage restrictions can radio service be bet
tered in the public interest.
Alarm about -excessive program
domination
duplication and ehai

Travel \ ...... ..

420,940
237,398
212,618
193,224
)B1,839
140,786
137,521
132,098
127,317
110,300
59,862
56,752
54,002 f^
26,040
9,250

7,527,501
1,127,528
1,801,182
1,445,504

90

740,653
8,494
105,004
149,482

7.67..

^4
1.68
,52

419,856'

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

.

f

.

.

.

.

.

.

•

•

•

•

53,210
304,530
300,543

<

2.52
2.48

1,470

'•'• <

29,594

$12,098,925

99.99

9d.98

.

clared,

Mexico

ity,

Procter

Sharing' the idea that no -wholesale
grants should be made; Sherley cautioned the Commish not to go. too
far in the direction of either rigid
'•'.
or flexible rules.
;
NewT rule-book should -be elastic
enough to encourage expansion, development and progress, but rigid
enough to give stability and'security

Oct.

Mexican Government's*

replacing

'

•

i;

.'•

:

1

is

(NO;

announcement Charlotte
WIRE. recordings
WBNS skedded for

spot

the

WLW,

Co 1 u m bu s ; WCKY,

Covington
guar

WKRC,' Cincinnati. Campaign

.•

•

Gamble (Naphtha)

Cincinnati, with
loss of
Indianapolis, WHIO, Day tori,

stapartnient has requested
tions; in this republic to cooperatein
/t^iishing out air entertainment tha
^ will 'be attractive to American ear&
Suggestion is out that Stations
either ditch or. play down American*
: type, jazz or swing music on the
ehtire industry, he said. For
Char to the*
this means nothing.
\ theory
this reason, clear-channel stations
acteristic
native \ Mexican .Imuslc
should be made to use at least 50 kw
should have the -right-of-way,
to insure maximum, use of their fa
ernment thinks.
cilities and ambitious transmitters

, a.,

&

for

off-the-wire

Ed Wynn

the

series

Two
Blue.
the:
Dixie stations couldn't clear for the
regular

%

web

Gillette

Song Folia

NBC

CoH; Royalty Costs,

offeri

Trouble

antees 15 weclts,.but with layoff in

Kills

Notion

:/

tervals.

.

Ballard Golden Oil appointing the
Vox" agency, New York, and will use

iyen up the
Gillette Razor "has
Milton Bradley, Springfield, Mass
radi
idea of turning out a souvenir song
toy .makers, is buying minute
folio for its 'Community Sirig* pronouricement packages in 16 "major
gram over CBS. Project, struck a
Pittsburg* Plate Glass
markets. It's a test campaign, in
snag last week when the Music Pubits account
signed the paint end
lishers Protective Associ
should be' free' to raise their, power volving $3,090t to precede the Christ
mas shopping season. Blackstone is to Maxon..
jectcd Gillette's proposal
.to 500 kw if conditions' are right.
'
the agency.
pubs, accept a flat $25 for. every song
George F. Stein Brewery, Buffalo, used in the folio. ...
starting a 'Musical Scoreboard' over
MPPA meeting which acted on the
ing WGR, Buffalo, Saturdays, 6 to 6:25
Barney's
(New'
proposition, opined that the Gillette
N. Y.;
store) has signed J immy Jemail^
Idea is to give pigskin scores offer could not: be considered as an
p. m.
qiiiring reporter for .the Daily News, intermingled with songs and chatter association matter, which move leftfive-a-week quiz job., over by Clint Buehlman and Bob Schriudt the blade outfit no alternative, but
to do
from in front of the Barney Armand S. Weill is agericy.
to negotiate with individual: pubestablishment.
Program goes on
Subsequent, to the
lishirig houses.
Cpricurrent. with FCC authorizato $15 p.m.,. Starting last Monday
apmeeting several
publishers
tion for ..WNEW, Newark-assigned
Yeast (seasoning) using ra,(26).
proached Ruthrauff & Ryan, agency
radio station to m.oye,; ,its main studio
through
.Wortman,
Barton
agency.
:-year made -his ether
Jeinail
the Gillette account, which offers
on
dios to New Yolrk City, the radio stadebut over
for Checkmaster: New York.
to turn out a folio for the commertion drops its national.' advertising
Plan.
encouragecial^ but
rate.:
Only the local rate will apply
Vivlny Perfumes (Swedish Frost ment.
to all accounts in the future, which
cosmetics) appointing the Whiter
in effect is a reduction,' as' the >sta•Keivlnator, through Geyer, Cor
tion!s national scale was higher than neli & 'Newell, mullirig a. test spot Lowell agency, New York, and will
will be released around the first
the local.
officials explained job involving 15-minute local shows use radio.
Greene
the James
the year vi
that this is in line
ith similar in two places as yet undetermined
agency, Atlanta.!
policies adopted by radio stations all; Program, as currently planned, is ta
Dodge Motors,
Ruthrauff
over the nation.
go. at national rates;' and will offer
'& Ryan,
15-minute
In the future, the station
Fleischmann's Yeast test announcebooklet on refrigeration.
disc carripaign;
FCC permission, the signament campaign, in a few selected
ture, 'WNEW, New York, serving
spots, draws to a close on Nov. 1.
Milk. Foundation now placing an
New York and New Jersey 24 hours
Nehi, Inc. (soft drinks J producing Anticipated that a bigger schedule is
a day.'
The size of the station's ether campaign through Aubrey
a series of half hour platters through in the works as a result.
N. Y. '.studios Will .be increased, but Wallace, Chicago.
Jean V. Grombach in. which Jack
Walter
S.cott Tissue, through
the Newark studios and New Jersey
Dempsey is starrer. Discs will re
facilities will, be maintained as an
Spuds has taken 26 half-hours over enact famous Dempsey fisticuffs, plus Thompson, is requesting info
Auxiliary plant
WWNG, Asheville^ .and
orchestral arid variety stints. Series
(Contin
59)
'

.

.

WSMV

'Choral Master*
Nashville, Oct. 27;

John Lewis, baritone, has .been
given
'

WSM

of chorus master at
Station uses ensembles,, male and
mixed, on several weekly shows,
tably 'National
ireside' and
morrow's Winners,' sports forecast
title

'

*

program on Friday nights.:'
Both
sponsored by
tibnal Life-insurance.

..:

WNEW

OFFICIALLY

•

..

SETS ONE-RATE POLICY

.

WMCA

-

.

.

-

;

.

.

WOR

Bemote Pick-Up Fun
Kansas City, Oct. 27.
During the American Royal Live
'
Stock Show last week* the building
chief engineer told ah assistant t
detach the WDAF and KM BC mikes
in the arena. A KMBC man arrived
time
witness the assistant*,
:

:

connotation of 'detach.'

The

lead

Wires had been neatly and thorough
ly "bisected.
X&ter in the week members of
.

WHB

Staff arrived for their schedbroadcast and. found their lead
JvlreV as neatly but more thoroughly
diimitembered.
They haven't found

.iried'

.

,

;

•

WNEW

.

^

'

'

.

;

1

;

.

.

WSQC

AD I
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CBS Sponges Down NBC

37

VARIETY

Radio Roundtable Group Takes

Arithmetic
NBC NEW PROGRAMS

ar

Axton-Fischer

.

1st Step;

(Spud cigarettes):

Ed Wynn,

Starring

Saturdays, 8 to

Seek

8:30 pirn., beginning Nov., 14; for 52

Basic Blue, WCKY, WIRE,
NW, SW, KTHS; rebroadcasti 12 to
12:30 for KLO and basic Pacific Blue.
fown & Williamson. (Kool cigar-

weeks.

Feud which CBS has 4>eeh carryr
on .against NBC dollar volume
.

Hatchette Joins

ing

WMCA

computations has cropped out again
!

via a., publicity handout CBS is disPiece is. captioned 'CBS
tributing.
nine-month^ billing sets all time
record/ arid goes on to say that this
cumulative total 'tops all figures previously set for a similar period by
any, single network' and that 'figures

For

AU

Station Rate Cards

Hines Hatchette, heretofore radio ettes ): StaVririg Jack Pearl, Monhead of .the- Moss .Associates ad days, 9:30 to 10 p.m., beginning Nov.
agency, has joined WMCA, New 9; for 52 weeks. Basic Blue, WABY,
WCOL, WCKY, WOOD, SE, SC.
York;
sales rep.
KLO, and basic Pacific, lue.
Elaine. Barrie, John Barrymore's
Ditto BMiddletpri, once comAmerican Rolling Mill Co.: Vri r protege, has turned poetry, reader,
mercial manager of WFMD, Frednamed show, Sundays, 8. to 8:30 p.m., and now has a weekly i5-m'inute
erick (Md.).
beginning Nov. ,29; for 26 weeks. period over WMCA, New York, to
for regional programs on the CBS
Basic Blue, WSAI, WIRE, KLO, basic chant
organ accompan iriient.
Pacific Coast hookup have: not been
Pacific Blue (WIRE on 30-day
"r
Started her first stint last Thursday
included/
moval basis).
(22) afternoon on sustaining..
Pointed dig about; exclusion of
JOb is cuffo.
with the
Coast billings is .i
NBC RENEWALS
'

itial

;•

M

:

.

Wander
(Ovaltirie).:
Orphan Annie,', beginning Nov.

-

Reorganize

35 stations,

(

.

>,

trade journals were ..phoned and.
given a short, mathematical treatise
.about -j^CV-'figuries.
"
New 'indirect- blast follows oil, the
heels of NBC blurbing about rising
dollar volume,
NBC.fted for the
Purchase of WOAI,. San Antonio,
past couple 'of months has been' top'by Columbia ends the Texas Quailty
ping CBS, with-, the latter claiming group as how, constituted
Martin
;

' ...

WTAR, WPTF, WJAX, WFLA;

.

but

was because

;

;

later

NBC

:

,

"'

:

.

.

1

.

;

.

'

,

.

;

.

.,:

•

:<

•

:

f'

'.

invitees Will include the members
ofr the Feder, a 1 Conimuriications.
Commission, leaders in the various
professions, political figures -and officials of RCA and the latter's varir
oris subsidiaries.
Network has also
invited the heads ;of all the l>roa<jr.
casting systems in European couritries arid South America, as well as
foreign dignitaries', stationed iri^iftiiifi
country. It is proposed to enteftaity
:

.

,

.

.',

.tip

.

,

:

:

oritiined.

w

.

"

tentatively

,

,

.

50.

finds

makuig

'

..

over

in a quandary iri rate, while the quarter-hour rate
i
the invitation list to -the would
be 40%y trie 10-iriinute rate
dinner it is putting on at the Waldorf 30%, and the flve-riifriut* rat^ 2Cl^ .
Astoria hotel next Monday (9) as
Discounts likewise would, be set rit;
part of the network's celebratibri df standard; brackets.
One to 13 4inie9.
The dining would be7 net; 13 to 25 tirnes would
its 10th anniversary.
capacity of the rqom is limited to be
" "
5%, etc.
:
y
1,500 persons.
Simplify

-

WIND

to.

Sugigestions

would have every s^atiori set ifcrhalfr
hour rate at 60% of its base (hour)

.

NBC

'

jty

A

(KYW, WFBR. WBC, KSD

:

:

-

,

of Campbell of WFAA, Dallas, is how. if .arid wfieil available).
has made ii.o engaged, on blueprinting a "
CBS. NEW, PROGRAMS
comments on the matter whatsoever, future: setup of the regional as arid
6f American -banks; Philabeyond unofficial .opining that if the when WOAt steps out,
delphia: jQrchestra, Fridays, .10 to
coin flows into the till it should be
Other outlets in the TQN besides 10:30 p.m^ beginning Nov. 13; for 39
recorded.
WPAA> Dallas, are WBAP> Fort weeks. Albany, Buffalo, Chicago,
Worth, and KPRC; Houston, all three Cincinnati, Cleveland, Des Moines,
of which, like WOAI,' are currently Detroit,-., Indiariapolis, Kansas City,
Preston Qff
affiliated' with NBC. As sobri as the Iiouisyillei New York, Philadelphii
WOAI deal is approved by the Fed- Pittsburgh; Providence, St- Louis,
Chicago, Oct. 27.
falter Preston is .Out again as, na- eral Communications Commission, Syracuse, Toledo, Rochester, Atlanta,
tional sales mana&er for. WIND, the and the. station's contract with Ed Birighariiton; :;Periyerj Fort Wayne,
-Ralph 'Atlas station in Chicago-: Petry Is adjusted Columbia will asr Jacksonville, Milwau k e e, Mi nGary; He \vas' out and back about sigri the representation of, WOAI. to neapoii^ Roanoke, Salt Lake City,
Local Sales, Irici
its own subsi
Savannah, South Bend, Tulsa; Los
1b month ago.. ^
Angele'g,
Francisco,
Seattleiliating with station
Reported
Tacoma.
rep outfit locally on sales end.
Ayer's Musical Director
(jyote: Mew optograms or renewals
George W. Gove .has been named for' .Ihofc than/ 13 ^ weeks, arc genCBS' Western Salts Promoter musical'^ ire'ctor/. of trie N. W; Ayer eralty
-c^nc^labie- in: cycles, .of 13
San ^Fraricisco, Oct. 27.
agency; 'replacing Deems Taylor; whb weeks /ort.-.3b~. days'. Ttoticel)
/-.Oscar Reichenbach, formerly 6$ the left couple Of weeks ago arid subse
'Call-Bulletin promotion department, quently teamed; up wifh CBS.
Jack paar, i;W^M (Jackson, .Mich.)
is the new sales, promotion manager
Gove is.' an erstwhile bass-baritone
f Qi CBS in California, Reichenbach warbler, in which typajciiy. hV-iap- annouricer, to.-^avel for -hi^ heallj^
was previously with the Western peared oh>seyerai web stanias. Alsd Ea^ry' P|y
FUrniture Retailing Magazine here was. ohce-«ssoc.iateia jvith the 'Met Qd. WBEO^Marquette, comes i
r
and\pso *?#ittf Western. Advertising. arid Chicago piyic Op.
jtewsf^hd special everitis chores.

some;'

(

are that Wikori-Daiton-*
Robertson (represented by Graham
A. Robertson ) will also come Iri,^
bringing the number
station? to
'be coritacted for fate card uniform-,

Bowey's, Inc. (Dari-Rich): 'While
the City Sleeps,' beginning" Jan. 5,
1937: for 52 weeks; Basic Red with

WCKY

would
was iscussed.;

now

biiities

pim.) for: KSD, WHOi
nits stanzas(a:45
WOW' WDAP, ? WDAY, WSYR,

WAVE.WMC, WSB.

Aston,

matter, which

2; for

;

weeks.

&

rbadcastirig

System, held a second me'eti
Fri
(23) at which the rate card

Early -broadcast: (5:45
p.m.) 'for .basic Red to but not .in*
cludirig>. Chicago,
|t?,. WRVA,

52

:

Hibbard Ayer,
Rambeau,

ittle

.

i-

barided to-

.

.:

that the NBC
web's theme
Red's monthly ..billings are extra high
because of -Coast revenue. So exeris
cised has CBS become.
matter, that on a recent occasion

who have

gether into an informal
for promoting spot .biz will be an
attempt at- standardization of rate
cerdsi. Quintet/ compr ised of Weed,:

,

'

of the five radio, sta-

tion sales reps

.

,

•;some of this margin
Coast; reverjue.

move

;

.

,

;

Idea

•

scheme

behind
.is

proposal

that, it

of

would

tmX

simplify;
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•Maxoii.-.

Ptndgeti-:

Rosa

'

:

Pinky
•

'

Lnln

Sup*,

ReheorsaPJoe- Rlnes
.Mabel Albert son"
Morton Bowe
.-.iwcrt

Pick Mrtlone
'.

the

&

•Dr.es*

Sam 'Ream

Wives'

.'

*»i.-

,

Latghton-Nelson
V;
.MMtEMT-

''

(PomVaH

'Husbands

'Beneath

.

;sno\t'Mn«r^
f.aiyny Ros
Helen Jeps^n
Honey- Den n

xAmont ra«MSs

.

Buddy Clark
^Sonenmitiis 4
*I»0r4
Thomas

\VelHnglon
Andr<-w»

•'

'

,

> M

Barn Dance

Nat't

*-S«-WEAF

face*

(Maxwell)

Ho»)»rl«> ititiirtlttiv,! »«
.

Thoi
c».ii

Col JHni Heaiey

,

John Milton

Jasatca Drogoheira

Rax«ler»

»

HtmsoN

WABC

WEl.eH

(Bayer**)

-ff*a»havV,

'

H»LE!»

.

lack-nan

'-.-

.\nrrr»' ;o<»tr

TTmUI

r<andtJt

,

;

i»

Haion

rt('t«:

Allen. PriBSCott'

Peck

'

;

Elizabeth Rejler "\
lister Trernayn.e't0:Lt a.aa.-.U lo F-

Wasey

Olackett

'

and BoV

'net'ty

Sam*
Harry Frahkol

•Sl.ngln'

We<HWJZ

« :.10

-

Bthel BJtrryinora

;

.:

WABC

WJZ.

'

(Tiaver'a Aspirin.)

S.

Harriett

'WJfe Saver*

.

Abner

.ft

nr.iz

ilumftSowi ome"
;
(1: Smith
McGthbon

.

WEAF

a.m.-M to F-

10.

•
.

•Lennen '* Mhchall
(Hlnd'a jlonejtr and
Almond. Oream >
Kitn~yi to f-

Softasllk)

Flour.'

Stl*(-FrU10-Mon-

'

:

'

Wllmer Walter
Iflmnii 'Broxvn. Dtr.-

Medal

Gold

oiikli.

Waony.

-

•ThjB^Gumps',

Jackie Iyejk

(Wheatlea. -MIs-

Experl

of

,-'

,

Agnes' MOojcehead

GENERAL MILLS

.

erice'

1

.

'

'Cdiiricr«vn

Waser
mkiivhv

.;Hir-,*irrAt-

'

TOHJUtt O

Edith- Dick

U'm Ui«3a«y
MUt Mnbi»

Huthtyon.

•Blackett-S.-H,

A* ML

RUl.k.

Xtuller

rnro

Vi*»

Ing'

<

Beatrice DeSylvera
Biackett-S..-M.

-•

;

-7:1R' p.m.

:

WABC

'

IDs Orvhestr
•B.B.D. & O.

,

:m>M«W-F-

Tu-

.

•Voice

Be Char

Co

Cecil

avaseY--.

.''

11:45

A FtNK

I.EHN

Guv Lombard!* And

Ball.

C. W.

WEAF

'How

•

.

.

Joe

,

a.m.TM-W-F-

11:3*

n.m. tknllv

Itrttl

.

Cheater IjvucU

'

•

•

,

.jfeott^'aiassey

Maud

WEAF

;

*'

•'...

'(Br-So>T>oD

bih'
just
'Arthur. Hughes
Ruth Russell
Effl» L palmer:
•

'

'tog ->,t'»bln' Dude
•
R»nch'
r.oulse.
Massey &.
Wealernera

'

BRa, ilohnson
.

>££,•'

i.un>

•Young:
Rublca m''
(Syrup)
8 p.i».-Tu-U,IJl

'Grand /Hotel;

Anne -Seymour
weae
Treiri.-t hi
Other -W»f«' ~X»ater
Betty Winkler
Hanley 'Stafford'
Aubrey, .M.. & W;
.AdeleVRooson

.

Lucille Wtill
Allyn Joa'VjV

'fhfn^A*

*Arlhnr Kudner.
Mnnhnttiin StM»n
:M n.w.-TH ft Th-

(Matted Mllk\
to r-7:.K»-W.«

Mark AVarnow Ore

'

!>

F^ll.-eU-

-

Alice' Pattnh
Blaekett^S.-H.

'

.

•Sfr».-l^.:<:'>«>»lp:

.

^Pebe'cO)
^lort-MT to

Years In
Sing Sing'

Warden Laues

Norman Goitscbalk
."

TtuU«»r '-Vi> nda vltu.
'Cian Orlflln
•niat-kert

10-M-W.ABC
Ivirig's Oro

.

Wa whe

'20.000

\

.,

.

-'

...

Friurt

IMkKKM'K'S

Vera Adams
Laura. Bowman

.

:

i:«IHecnt6» Oro
'C.

met Walker

Helen Snrliig
Vera Allen

Vtyar

B«'niiratpfr

II

•Hilda. Graham
Hen ry Saxe
Forrest' I#wla'

PJgetaon

ITIMa.'Grnhfim.
'Chirnar Rnt^oh
Inhn .Matlvetr*
Torino- Dearth:

..

'

.

Cbnd.

9-M-WJZ

:

Joseph K«t»
l.\l»t icsTiiEB

•

•

:

WARNER

.

Vivian Frldell
Kan Griffon

••

I

Eve.

Aiewxwde^ ft«walleri(r
Mardld Bauer
N. W..Ayer-

* c

ri»

,

;

.':H.our'
.

THrt^kett.

LACO PRODUCTS
(Soap. Siiamnoo,
Powder & OH)
l^M-Tu-Th-WAMC
'What'.H Oh Your
Miniir
Ma belle .Tana

.

-

.

'Fordr^ Sunr.

MiiT»»nV McGlllen

»Cep»i

• Federal

:

Swing Opte'r
0-fhi.WABC

T.'ewla

Vie Smith

.

.

Ralph Durhka
jGene.. Rame.y
Dick BaHou's oro

Charlea Nen-m
Gene Conklln

Art Van Slyk
Forrp.o't;

•fed" Ra'at.'.

F.erne- vBuckner.

Jack MhtK.er.'

•'BacU-Staffo. AVJfe'

.

Cbaa

-;

Vi-AVEAF'-,

••

Mnrjorlo Han.nan

evet-

'

Rita Johnson

H^n-l'u-W.IZ
Sidney UUI

:

Alice Relnhoart
;

Bdgi»r A. Hoeat

1

W

W

I

l,nc,

KINAN4E

Melghnn
Walter

..;

Percy U'emna,.5Ted

Kennedy

•

Wllftler

Inc.

u6uSKtt«>bD

,

Xz

..ULines

M, *
:3t-Sr*-WEAF

•

.

-Louis PhlRlhpe)

Voorlieea Ore-

PVptritna*
Virginia P'^v"
1

1

Poll'
B.

9 p.m.-*«l-WJZ
•Bambl'
Helen Hayes

Don Ameqh*'

.

Clark.

•Kudner,

ublcam
(Sanka)

•Firs* Nlghter*'

-

•

"

,-

-

Mary- Anderson
-vR3teno,Ijevy

J.

John
(Tapioca >
Stoopnagle & Budd

Young

tlSp-FeWEAt;

.

A Sii-WEAF

Ma

i|ii|)iM
Court,
Relntlona'

UOOUVEAR TIRK
7:|B-M-W-F-»V.|/
'Literary D g « •

.

•Young & Rublcam

,

(Tpana)
Fre.d Allen
.Portland. HoiTa

•

•

9-Bt-WEAr

-

^•;.bage' Patch'
Betty Garde
Robert Straws v..
- Andy- Donnelly, "
Alice: Frogt
Joe I*thani

-,

Herat tea |

tStki

Wlggs of Cnb-

C.

-

.

Hoyd
Nelson Ore
Wan 'inomp.

•Quality Twins*

:

Potey.'MrClln'tock'
Da-vla

Johnny

:

'

Ore

Lane.'

.Prlacllla

Orphan A'

Hehrlatta, ,Tadr6

SI'F.ltl.INO
l'H(H>
<Dr, .Lyona>
v
11:15' ».m.-.*a.Th-F'

PiUly Except

5:ia

CO.

(Ovalttnei

Oirele
•J

(i Ir v.li.lV

;

WANDBR

pro
'

KNOX GELATINE
11;ta n.m.-Tu-TU«
WABC

,

.

Fried Wnrlnlr-'s.

R'eld

Letth Stevens
?Miyoili 'tn«.-

Vera Br'oflaky
Harold. Trigg?
Rosemary:. Lane:

»:4.V- Dally- W.IZ

Lit tr*

'

Ted

Tom Wnrlnc

:

*Clein*-«t»-

.

l

•Shirley

**'"ns'tr?»

Gtlltert

»Rlar|<mori

«*a

'tnorty'

•

.

llmin.*

and

nelntinet
Jlobeft L, Ripley
Pl^y

'

.-.-'

Ja-'iloe

.-

ACPAI»lt-K>V

Hair.

Donelly

-:

rtuhln
ClieMor.-Xtvatton

Parker- Fnnnelly

Ted Weems Ore

1

" ..
Glno PalmlBO
Jerry Markham
Mark Marrnniw Ore.

:

.

(

BRISTOL-M VERS

WEAF

.

'Mrs.

V

'Comer

.

•Pill

llni'm'sr'

•lark

,

l«:30-TurWJZ
of

.

1

Yn>l<#

.ITK/'/'onn

.

Jfouil»

Ml tch ell'
Johnny Johnson Ore
PlivKy

.Tnonipson. blr

.

Rtirty;. Vaiie*

'"«'

-Boys

U41TOR
0-Tu-WAIKJ

1'i-So-W.IZ

Pa TPnnr

''

•

.Maj: V. A. M. ICamp
.Y:3U-S«-W.Kr*.

lana-.-rW*af.-'Violet Dnnh

<

^^ewoll-Emmett

GENERAL SHOE

'Portraits

'We. the People*
11 ps
tord
Mrs Jeanette Roper-

Marie Nelson
Paulina Hopkins.
Tames. floss

•BlacftetT-S-'H

FOOUS

.

(Calumet)
5-8u-W.j%

Roy

Cecil

Aceirf*'-.

Goodman- Ac*
•.

4KNF,RAI-

Charles Egglestbn.

»!

Tlie O.'Nfllls'

Kate Mi<Coinb

'<''u.

'•Village:'.".,^;-'

.Sketches'
Symph Arthur
AU^n

Minneapolis

Marin- Jerltza/
ISrno Rapee. Dir.
0'inplif>ll-Ew«ld

;

W^' Ramacy

Baum

Clara,

wjz

'

'Snow

bVTIi.WEAF

Young

•Young * Rublram
FiilMI

'

•

Collins

.C.ar'otort
'
Rlifl. Allyn
IDbrothy Tj-o.wpn'
Gretcheh Davl<is'««

.

TASTYEAS1

'

;

.

F-WEAf

»;4»-M to

'

':

v'

loose \vii.e&v
>.Sh-weaf

I»-JSu-WEAF

Unnch Boys

Frldatl

Jeas-'PuRh

.

,

:;

;

•Presbrv.

BlncUatt-S.-IL
OKN'lt*!/ MOTOR'S

Morln sialer*

Brtggs

Forest Lewis

MK PKODVCTr

a.ni.-

WEAff
Al-.-*, lrf|P .^«'»sH-r-

Gilbert Douglas

.

Sleeps'

-

I

:

lly

:30

Ralph Klrbery

James Goes

KnsnfTtble
•*S\yaeny.r.lame»

Van Harva?

Uernrtrdlnta Flyrin
(ivory; Sonp»

Ray

ree Swllzler
tin? Kwlx

William*

Ijnr.Ka
''

Rhythm

Gordon

Mary

Reedj Kennedy

WABC

•The.

8a-SM-WJZ

..

S'nijn''

I

Lowell i'homaa,

.

Ka^tlliri

I'JlaVner

Blsle Mae-

Jerry

George Mardona.ld
A Dhr'y

...

E-n-ppl

:4.1-nili>

Ann

CO.

ft

«,ii».-TnflTh-

.11

SUN OIL

,.-'.

"
Michael nnfettb ,r
Walter' Patterspn
Ha rl on V h rb'Orouiihttp.rnlca' Herwln
(Rovnl 'Gala t.n)

s*«'e

Vrj

Sta«>k-O)ohe
IIIIIIX,! I NO.

John Cannon
Win. Myers ±
Jane Maikabua.

_:3.0-M-:wi£Al'

Voon.l

Vie

:*-

'

;

F»ls

»

Richard Mlmher Or
oclve- William*

Morse,-'

'Anthony 'Smyln*.

.

n.m.-nMZ

i30-Tii-W-WE>>
Waynei Klnc Ore

E,

.

ani-hpr

..

I-

.Mlnetta Ellen
Kathleen '.WJIaon

Su-WKAF-lI:*tO

ESTHER

I,AI»Y

All- American Boy'
Jlin Amecbe

•

Carleton
-.

<»'r»»f«>^

llnllfr ,,K\i. Rit

FElit

.

STtlDEIiAKFR
»;3»-M^VEAF
•Studeb'k'r Thamtv'

one Man's Family

«*MliL*
WT*,-'»
'
1-.3U

Blow.

Armsfronj;:

•'Jack-:

.

Win Daly's Ore
'

:

•.Hiili'fcet't

V

.

Delmar Rdmundsoa

.J.

Victor Arden Ore

<l<Mntlnet-

a-W-WEAl'

•M^.lunkln

D#bonalres 3
'

IKoyal

'

RaV'Biofh.DIn

(iEXKRAI. Mtl.l.fl
5 :S0rM to I-kfi A If

^larisaret $peal>

-

.

AMERICAN CAN

.

..

•

-.

»H. H. McDonald

ICrank Paw-elll
Isabel Riinrlolph

Maxon

FIKICSTONK

Paul Ste-vMrt
John Mac r'yde
'Blacken

\Ir.ma Glenn
-'Palmer Clark Ore

W.-'-Ayeir

,-ty..-

'Krueger Musical

Ethel Cotton
-Brock Pembe-rton
Margaret. 'Sullavan
Christbimer Mbrley
Grand DuCbesir
Mor'e-

>

:

Ed Thprgersen
Kay Kyser'a Ore.
W. Thompson

do. Paris'
Pi-k-e

F'innle

tire Air'
Trf>u Little.

Revue'

u.m.-W-W4Z

tr

•Revue

.

•

-.

Football

-Elgin

WABC

%
"lleliu Magazine of

•

WATCH. CO.
a:3*-Sii-WAUC

,'

(Dr. .l'<yo«*<PowdpiM'

'Good- Will Court'
A .' L. Alexnir<ter.
Cond..

•

Harrietts .Wldmer

.

a-Sa-HKAl*

'

Plltbranrtf

Farnum

KRVEGKR BRKW

GENKRAIv
ELECTRIC
4-M-WEAF

Blaekett

Lloyd

STAND. BRANDS

Hnya

Wlllord

GrltTlh

-i

.

&

MJ»."W->W-F-

11

B R Ift.O
UtAiiN KATIONAI.

Oliver smith
Berulce Claire

-

taureUa
Rnher.t

Toast'
Sally Singer
Jerry' Cooper

.

Charles Newman
Gene Conklln
Swing- Octet

<

10:3«rM-WKAF

'Hour .of Charm"
Phil SpUalny Ore

Feme Buckher

•

Wllhier Walter
Peggy. Allen by

nell

-.'•".

;
•

Poley JScCHntock
Johnny Davis

WJ2

•

.,

S:30-Sa-WEAF
'Home- Harmonle*1
Smiling Jfld MeCon-

\

Xane

Prlaclllit

felue— WVZ

W

;

Harold Trlgga
Roaemary' T-ana

NATIONAL

OoiKftv

Jtiutniy

4-T«-WEAV

.

"Topping

,'..ParkB.-

•Hrwln-Woaey -4—'
H. . HEINZ CO.

Tbinrny-'Colllohlo

>Abe Lyman Oro

'Cheerio Musical
MokaIos'

...

Today'
Blaine

Tale- or

loan
llnrvey

.Emanuel Feutjnn' n n

All time is P. M. unless otherwise noted.
Abbreviations: SU (Sunday);
(Monday) TU (Tuesday);
(Wednesday); TH (Thursday); F (Friday); S (Saturday).

Kssi

•:S*-J3u-WEAF

A

r-andl

listed consecutively.

M

Croaby-'"

Boh Burns
Cary Grnnt
KUaaa

Guy Bonham

8:»0.M-WMZ
•Meiodlana"

80KOTONE

.

rKiM

ii».'ni.wr»:Ai'
Binjf,

MfiK)

(PlilUtps

^

•Cecil- W-C.

.

McGregor
Rntchtnaon
lenn

Jean" Southern
•Bert

Irene Beaaeiy
Zerone Jesters
B-wight -Uatham
Warn]) Carlson

*BJackett

>

Warden Lawes

Fred Von Aihoo

pianist

N v\', Ayer
KRAFt-rilBNIX
.

tiser's corporate name.
dling program.

Sing*

:

John Shea

753*-Tu-WABC

Rachel Carlay

Men About Town
Andy Sannella Ore

.

Years "la Sing

.•

Nelll

(Zerone AntlFrceze

Le Kreun

Pierre

(Liniment)'

txM-WKAF
'20,«00

Mvy ulllman

t

Sanborn)

ft'

..

Kenneth Webb, An
Voorhees* Ore

Don

'Manhattan MerryUo-Round'

'

SLOAN'S

Irlnto
PQlllips
Waller U'lckar
Roaa Johnson'
treene .Wicker

:

(ALL TIME EST)

(Chase

IV^MfallyWEAF

Sa-*A'JZ
'Singing Lady*
Iraaha Wlek<>rMilton Rettenberg,

WEEK OF OCT. 28-NOV. 3

'

Federal

t»ir.- '.-'

>Su.WBAf

Harold Red' Grang

Chllrtr^n'

Tort»t*a

'Bobby Benson A
DlUy Hatup
O'Malley
Craig McDonnell

Arthur' Prynr. JrH

paste)

St.

KJBI.I/00O
3 -30- Dally Ex.

(Dt Lyons' Tooth-

:

rlLl^lttRY

UA

Noadnam.

l«:30-Frl 7 p.Ri..9«i

Ctinries Martin

Ted Weems

M.AXTEUt CO.

W

5 :8*-Mi- W^F- A RO
'The .Trphsure Adve til urea o( Jack

Mas

I

Wa lifer
«>n

era.' -

Tetley

pas© 42)

'

.

,
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Here and There

VARIETY

Carefree Carnival Line?
Up Signal Oil Company
San Francisco, Oct.

Jackie Cooper

set'

for guest spot

on Sears-Koebuck show Nov.

29.

Comes on from Chicago
was with NBC
'conti
*

he
and

'

production -dep'ts.

Jean

N.

Colbert

three

KNX

shows within
on Coast.

week

spotted

actress,

(Hollywood)
after landing

dramatic

Y.,

MUton Watson and Peggy Bernier
being ogled for Coast shows after
.

washing up

p.

route.

.

Tom -Harrington

shoving east for
.

,

CBS

Carter's

added

Hiebert

-

.

May Be

;

networks from San Francisco, will,
be bankrolled by. Signal Oil starting
Nov. 20 over a Western Red web.
Show will be broadcast 7:30 to 8
p.m., PST, Fridays, using a cast
which includes. Larry Keating as
emcee; Helen Troy (Susie at the.
Switchboard); Charles Marshall and
his
Mavericks;' Irving -Kennedy,
tenor; Williams Sisters, harmony
trio; Meredith Wilson's ork, and adMiss Troy reditional comedians.

caster is the Washington Post, which
Washington, Oct. 27.
circles
hew broadcast has been running around
by the. Federal for several months trying to grab
and WOL,
Communications Commission since off the facilities of
last Jan. 1, points to a record of Washington, D. C. Post publisher
Loafs Dean of Campbell -Ewald is
possibly 700 stations by the end of' Eugene Meyer, wealthy Republican,
in Hollywood with a guiding hand
also has ah application pending with
the year.
in
for the Oldsm'obile show at NBC
With thirteen okays for construc- the Commish for a hew station
newsstudio'.
tion given in the last fortnight, total the same city, though the
turns to the NBC staff for the pro- number of transmitters authorized in paper's name is not mentioned in the
H.
; Rosson
down from
risco gram after several months in Holly- 1936 has risen to 45.
New station formal request
and pitching his desk in the press wdod.
applications; meanwhile, continue to
Carnival's only previous sponsor flood the F.C.C's. broadcast division
headquarters of j. Walter Thompson
was Crazy Water Crystals a couple at the rate of .25 weekly. "'
agency in Hollywood.
<
:

pave

to

publicity

staff

.:

urriper crop of
stations, authorized
.

.

WMAL
'

'

.

in

MERCHANDIZING GETS

of years- ago.

Show. is produced at the CommuShe ski " down the
Colombia ;will join the mazda dis*.
nity Playhouse in the Western Womfrom Columbia pix studio.
play on Hollywood boulevard when
en's Building before, ah audience of
a huge neoried CBS sign will hang
Goose Creek Parson, airing over out from the Music Box. Former le- more than 600 people.from Hollywood thrice git spot gets face lifting
CBS
next week
weekly, may take oh another prod- with
modernistic white effect to
PEDAGOGS' STATIONS
uct -of his sponsor for an additional doll up the .front.
"'
'two nights.
Lux, Camel Caravan and Burns
GET TIME INCREASE
and Allen air from the spot.
Hollywood.

'

...

street

,

'

;

,-•

:

".'

-

'

Katherlne Taylor resigning as production aide to Diana Bourbon,
Allen show in
ducer of Burns

&

Hollywood,

jcenses Granted So Far in 1436;

27.

Carefree Carnival, NBC variety
shQW\w,hich has. been aired, for more
coast-to-coast
than four years

.

a week of huddling with Young &
Rublcam home office execs, in between "Jack Benny shows.
Lolceta

Rath Chatterton will try out her
pipes oh Irv Cobb's Paducah Plantation, Nov. 1.* She was a stage warbler before the flix grabbed her.

39

with Chicago

agency.

Julie Dillon, legit actress, is back
on the air over San Francisco stations after
with Henry
Duffy players.
.

Significant development
this
year is the rush by newspapers •all
over the country to acquire their
own stations. Not only are' many
of the best-known rags in the. country scrambling for new stations,' but
they -are buying up whatever existing transmitters they can find.

GREEN LIGHT AT WBAL

-

-

Baltimore, Oct. 27,
.

the ropes
.

disi
and go the limit. Though
station has always claimed it was
week: of WMC and willing to co-op with advertisers in
WNBR, in Memphis, by the Scri - that manner, it never really did.
Howard newspaper chai is -typical Only one- other broadcaster* here,
St. Paul, Oct. 27.
of the newspaper campaign to .'own
Three Minnesota stations, WLB your own-. broadcast station.' - .The \yFBR, -indulges; in merchandising,
other pair, WCAO and' WCBM,
(University of Minnesota), WCAL
WMC- WNBR purchase was made frown oh practice rigidly refrai
(St. Olaf college, at Northfield)- and
simultaneously with .Scripps-How"
WTCN, Twin Cities' newspaper- ard's acquisition of a new rag, the from it.-'
Joining staff of WBAL yesterday
owned, last week were given -breaks
Memphis Commercial-Appeal; Both (Monday), Edward*- Cbdel came in to
by Federal Communications 'ComV
transmitters belonged to the Com- handle station's new lease on life
mish, with expansion' in power and
mercial-Appeal, 1 a.t t e r acquiring via merchandising; will also be staV
time for the first two and granting
from Mullony Chamberlain tion's publicist to fill gap left when
of full-time schedule to r last-named WNBR
only recently.
Frank Mulloy quit month -ago to betransmitter.
Scripps-Howard owns,
other come co-manager of station WBAX,
Cbmmish granted applications of
the ; two educational institutions to stations, WNOX, Knoxville, Term., Wilkes-Barre. Codel is a recent grad
increase, power from 1,000 to 5,000 and WCPO, Cincinnati, besides hav- of the Hearst Advertising School,
watts fbr WLB, and from 2,500 to ing several applications pending with N. Y., where those deemed' .likely

Purchase

.

last

-

.>

.*

,.

George: Gershwin coached Uni ver•KYA;
of California^ at Lbs Angeles
Eugene.
glee club for Packard broadcast.
ity

its

i-

WBAL. has; decided
down on merchant

Hearst-owned
to. let

.

Francisco, has added
Hawes (Petrb Gonzales) to
staff of entertai
.

.

.

.

"

California's Hour conti
after
election -under sponsorship of state's
chain stores) which used show to
fight chain tax.
Jack Ruhyon of
,

,

.

:

Ray

more than two
years announcer-salesman at KJBS,
San Francisco,, has- joined KFRC's
Lewis,, for

-

,

Lord

&

-

Thomas

stays-

on

pro-

sales staff.

.

ducer.

MarjOrie Prlmley, former pianist

lads are primed to exploit publisher
'.•'-.'.'•'
Hearst's pet projects...
Before bounding into Baito, Code)
spent several weeks doing publicity
at Hearst-owned WCAE, Pittsburgh
indication of the trend for the future to acquaint self with radio fleld>
tie-up between the Fourth and the
so-called Fifth Estates can be seen
Nominated As Goochers
ih»the award of a hew i-kilowatt
Chicago, Oct 27.
outlet on 1250 kilocycles, to the St.
Set on the new Wrigley ictipl
Louis Star rTin\es and the recent show, 'Mortimer Gooch/ are Louise
granting -of authority
move Fitch, Al '.Halliai, Clair Baum ' anct
KGKO, Wichita Falls,. Tex, to Fort Bob Bailey.
Worth; where the Fort Worth Star
Columbia-WBBM has handed these
...y.:"performers.
Telegram will take control.
30-week contract' for
Another' anxious would-be-broad the season.

5,000 for WCAL, likewise to share the Cbmmish fbr. further purchases.
Ed Lester .dished up special num- and soprano, with the original Co- full daylight sked six days a.Veek,
quettes' trio,' which was' heard oyer
Newspaper Stampede
ber for his client,' Francia White, to
two-thirds..of the time going to U of
(Continued oh page 62)
In. addition, to the, general stainsing on Camel Caravan, Novi 3.
Minn. ^They were also given au""
"
'
pede
of
newspapers for stations^ " ah
thority to niove from 1250 kilocycles,
'
:

,

.

~

..

-

Owens Dresden, KHJ (Los An-

W2XR'i Longer Hour*

Station "W2XR, high fidelity put T
New York, has increased its
broadcasting:: hours to eight daily,
Station is now on .the
ir from 2
Nash clowning up The Until 10 p.m. Sundays time starts
Queen's Husband' for Charlie Rug- at 11 a.m. for three additional hours
Picks [up Ethical Culture Society at
gles on Camel Caravan, Nov. 3.
church time.
Beverly .Latham named program
Change from Tegular .flye^hbur

geles)" manager, prowling the Frisco
hew biz and program
t
ideas.

bay\ region for

let in

-

-

.

.

'

'

.

manager

of

KFWB

(Hollywood). schedule went into effect Oct.- 24.

their present channel, to a new
length,' 760 kilos; Formerly

wave

they
shared the 1250 hand with WTCN,
but now latter station- will broadcast
full time on this wave length.'
New' arrangement will more than
triple'
ot Minh.'s air time, 'which
formerly ran but ni
hours per
week. St. Olaf's time will be increased from nine to" almost: 15 hours
*
•
week;
;
':'

;

U

"

'

'

'

,

-

-

PHILADELPHIA
ROBERT A. STREET, Comm«rcicd Manoger

S

,

.

K4DIO REP OR
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I

FRANCIS LEDEREE

DAVE RUBINOFF

CAVE HILL SUNDAY PLATERS

Sketch

Jan Peerce, Virginia Rae

With

Songs, Orchestra
30 Mins.

CHEVROLET
Sua, 6:30 p.m.
WABC, New York

Thursday, 10 P. M.,

WABC, New York
(Stack-Goble)
Though one of the highest priced
single-shotters in a long time he got
$3,500 for this' one broadcast-*the
stager of this show didn't choose to
wait and rushed Francis Lederer
fight into the opening of the halfhour show. Producers could copy a
leaf from vaudeville and build up to
his weekly headliner, instead of
shooting while things are still cold.
Or maybe Lederer had to catch a

(CampbelUEwald)

—

Chevrolet's career in broadcasting
has been a consistently shrewd, one,
but none of the jobs it Has. done

.

,

train?

compares with the canny associative
campaign involving Rubinoff. I.t is
an association, that .has endured for
.

three years, taking

NBC

in, alternatively,

there has been created a quickly
Lederer stacks
as suitable ait recognized identity between the auto
material,
though, like Maurice brand and a stylized class of musical
Chevalier, that foreign accent that's entertainment.
charming on the stage comes
Current season finds Rubinoff dothrough the loudspeaker too sing- ing his network airing over CBS.
song^.. Lederer's personality regis- The previous web clearing was NBC.
^red extremely well, though, in a Only difference in the personnel setbit with a femme that concerned the up of the program is the substitution
ambitions Of an immigrant to the of Hugh Conrad lor -Graham :McU. S.
Nafoee. As ever, the routining bf
\
No punch to the sketch, so it had the show reveals the showmanly
td .be Lederer's. talent, or else. Had qualities that. Rubinoff acquired and
a World's- Fair locale, which paved developed during his years as a doThe
the: Way for the program's Rbtarian luxe picture house conductor.
Scho.
theme.
range of musical selections is wide
but of distinctly popular appeal. Of
exceptional note is the fine instruLADIES FIRST
With Florence Lehmann, „ Clellan mental balance that Rubinoif lias got
into the pickup. There is no stealing of
.Card:
ictiire by his, violin, although
the
Variety Program
the program's spotlight is turned on
3© Mins.
.

.

-

,

1

V

CEISCO, SPRAT BRITE, RAP-IN- him on

at

least

three. Ipccasions.

WAX

Standout angle about the "work of
Jan Peerce and Virginia-Rae is the
smooth blending of tonal nuances
that
go into the duet passages.
hour
is
less
half
This participating
Sales matter is restricted to urgthan a month old. Florence Lehmann
She ing the listeners to hold off buying
is a former newspaperwoman.
handles her radio stint with aplomb, Until the new Chevrolet comes out.
Odec.
and her voice is smooth and soothMen.' to Frl„ 3 p.m.
WCCO, Minneapolis

,.

Every day some prominent
sonality is interviewed

on

a.

is signed oft.
Science, politics, books, home economics; styles, food, all come in for
going over. One. day Miss Lehmann
Jtad juves on the period, boys, telling why they wouldn't .want tb be
,'.

.

(V

,

and girls, Vice versa. Ariother day had men and women kid"
dingly arguing which sex is the ablei
^handling an automobile.
Impresses as good-humored and,
three-piano and
easy to take.
organ team furnishes musical interludes, and Clellan Card, WCCO announcer, is a bright- note in his
rapid-fire repartefi^with Miss Lehi
girls,

•

A

:

,mann.

'

:

'^m^Jk^'-r.

series,

Hash,

WAVE,

,

.

oldest local cemetery.
Series waxed in Hollywood by
Mertens & Price
Recordings, Inc.
are the producers, and have turned
in a nice piece of work, the presentation of the biblical plays being a
natural among religious-minded to
build good will and turn attention
of this season's of
the listeners to their last resting
place, a subject, which most people
naturally like to avoid whenever

game

.

J. Oliver Ricbl, Fannye Rose
Shore, Fred Waller, Sybil Harris,
Jack Harris, Russell: Wyly,
tti&
-Devihe, and Men's Chcrus.

.

:

:

;

'

on outcomes, for thn
games,
a natural

this

r.3xt day's

Friday

night
season.

for. fall

made by teners to come in and
Frank Graham of New York Sun; matter of a lot. etc.
midwest by Arch Ward, Chicago
Tribune; southeast by Fred Russell; 3. GUNNAR BACK
Nashville
Banner; southwest by. Freak Stunt
George White. Dallas News,- and 15 Mins.
south Atlantic by Jake Wade, Char- Sustaining;
Eastern selections

are

talk

.

o"

.

.

-

lie

*•

Hold,

'

Observer;
Grid choices in all the major conflicts are rattled, out interspersed
with
a radio preview. .;for~. Amer2* Mins.
.'
ica's; smart collegiate dancing set.
GENERAL MOTORS
of the new tunes that shov/ definite
Sunday, 10 p.m.
si^ns of becoming hit tunes tomorWEAF, New York
row.
(Campbell-Eivald)
is that 'tomor'Commercial
General Motors' guest Sunday (25) row's winners' in game of life are
was 11-year-old Ruth Slenczynski, those who adopt National's Shield
playing piano in the midst of the pl?n of life insurance.
sponsor's 70-plece symphonic*' conProgram' idea is brainchild of
tingent.'' Opening remarks concerned Ed Kirby, sales promotion manager
her career* to date. Telegram read for National Life.
from the mayor of^fijacramento, Cal„
claiming her as a local girl who 'has-,
Phil Walkley and Richard Wolcott
made, good.
jpi ing mike staff Of WJBY, Gadsden
Then into some Saiht-Saens, and (Ala.)., Allen Brown and Edwin
•Nocturne, in
flat major,' Op~ 27
No. ' ahd.'Ktude.in.C.minor, Op. 10, Mullinax added to sale dent. Vernon
No. ,' both by Chopi -which from Stbry of WROL, Khoxville; is new
J. C. Vessels who
a 11-year-old juvenile is something. engineer replacing
4
has hiked to WDOD,- Chattanooga.
No faltering to her fingering. Bral:
,

the

.

Using musicfl numbsvs just off the
presses and selections of. sports edi-

lotte

D

is plenty to recommend in
program* and the way
kid shows have been selling
everything from bread, to hair restorer, there's no reason why this
show can't do a job for a rough-andpossible.
Program caught (25) was the Old tumble soap product
From the entertainment^ and lisTestament story of Jacob and Esaa
tening point" of view for the kids
First, ^-stanzas are taken from the
this is seemingly solid
old bible, while 13 are laid in the themselves,
Sound program from every
and
new testament. Snecial airing, .on
angle.' It's built on a foundation that
De<\ 20 will be 'A Child Is .Borsfc'
youngsters' ears, esget
must
the
This is the first and only attemot
pecially the boys, though the type Of
locally to exploit a "imc ry on the
.adventure described in this ohow
air. Plugs am o.uite len^tny. -b^th at
almoct .as
opening and close of program, Local will appeal to the ciris youngster
'of a
announcer sounds dignified, no* fu- much. Tolls a. -story'
plenty
in a seafaring family, wit
l ereal. and stresses the* fact: th't th?
irctes,
talk about cailiir» ships,
of
cemetery has heart' a -local: institution
hidden treasure. Chinese mystery
for several decades, and invites lismen. monkeys and all the glamor of

There

this children's

'

WSM,

is

scale.

:'

NATIONAL LIFE
Friday, 9:30 p.m.
Nashville

show is disced serial and
aimed at the. femme listeners out in
the smaller midwest towns.' Whichever proves the more successful will
get a coast-tb-coast spread on a big
other

,

Musical, Sports
39 Mins.

tors

-,.

(Blaclfett-S«Mnple-'Httinmert)
(C. N. Mulligan Agency)
This product :of Procter & Gamble
Resembling very closely the series
dramas aired over NBC is getting a two-way test by the
network about four vears ago, is i'iis B-S-H agency; one show on WBBM
waxing of the Old Testament stories being a live talent program and
in the, interest of the largest and slugged for the kid trade, while the

With

show

p. an.

Louisville

of biblical

'TOMORROW'S WINNERS'

football

LAVA SOAP
M-to-F.; 5:45 p.m.
WBBM, Chicago

CAVE HILL CEMETERY

Sunday, 2:30

-

since his first

Robert Dyrenfosih, Olln Soule,
Grace Lockwood, Clair Baiun
Script Serial
15 Mins.

Drama

30 Mins.

Gilroy's voice is resonant and
easy to take. He sticks to his job
of painting a clear word picture of
what's happening on the field.. Occasionally his anxiety to follow the
ball closely brings out a mixup in
names which he quickly, corrects; but
this one fault has lessened greatly

-per?.
SLENCZTNSKI
moot RUTH
Plana

topic, but always (as title suggests)
Also, however
.the ladies are first
the discussion might run, the ladies
get the last word, too, before stint

.

:

With Franklin Adams. Norman, Gottschalk, Jess Pvgh, Rupert Labell,
Orin Brandon, Jean MacDonald,

derson
•Biblical

3195 S

'DAVEY ADAMS'

Victoria Vela; John Prince,
Bartlett Robinson, Theodore Osborn, Sadie Crockett, Lewis Merrill, Betty Helstanz, Charles An-

and Columbia, and continu- periods.

ously, close to 400. stations by way of
transcriptions, with the result that

r

ing.

Socony airs its plugs through New
England via the play-by-play gab Of
Ralph Gilroy and the 'color' and
background descriptions of Bernard
Garland. Both serve in their respec-.
tive capacities in okay style; and
the commercial end is not too heavy.
Quickies are slipped in by Gilroy. on
most times out during the game, but
these are not annoying. Garland handles the longer stretches between

;

Wednesday, October 20,

10 Mins.

SEARS-ROEBUCK

.

.

the .sea and pirates fienerp.ll:/.
No -scarehesd blood-and r thunder

no zooming through space and dbv/n
into the caverns, but straightforward

adventure yarning, plus come good
old home-arid-mother stuffi with the
kid on the hustle for a job to earn
some! money for himself and ma until the rflong -lost daddy, returns .front

Mon., Wed., Frl., 10 p.m..
KFOR, Lincoln
Idea is to set up the mike, in some the sea.
out-of-the-way corner •;" and have
Back talk" about the people he sees, SHEPHARQ
estimating and guessing by the ap- Bridge Talk,
pearance of the individual what may 15 Mins.
.

.

have haopened

or.

ing to him.
It's freakness
.

'

might

".

be.

happen-

it

hard

'

<

makes

to

judge whether it has listening Possibilities or hot, probably, only fair.
Against it is the disregard- of names,
or unlikeliness that there's an atom
of truth in the comment. With .all
the good programs battling on the
air at that hour, it's highly probable
that, only those; who like to feel
sepulchral will stay with: it. Back,
in his comments, is Very dramatic,
and always suggests the worst.
He's: making all out of it he can,
but whether that's enough remains
Barn.
to be shown.
.

'

.

.Sustaining:
Tht|rs; 9:45

Gold.

'

BARCLAY

P.M.

WHN, New Yor
•

Shepftard Barclay/ bridge expert,
,

.

airs Weekly over Loew outlet giving the latest "oh contract, Barclay
is no glib talker and his ether feel*
ing relays flat.' Program has thejmnouncer quizzing him first. Later a
guest join$ in;
This .time, the player's brother,
McClelland Barclay, magazine artist
appeared. He too etherizes in an
unihteresting manner. Copy .had the
two talking informally ..about their
talents. It was' modest enough, but
Brtil.
•not well delivered.
'

:

4DIO REPORTS

Wednesday, October 28, 1936

NAT BRANDWYNNE'S ORC

GYPSY EOSE LEE

MARC WILLIAMS

With Msxlne Tappen, Dick Stone

Talk, Staling
fi Minfc

3* Mlns.
Sustaining
Tnes. 8:30 p.m;

FLEISCHMANN YEAST
Thnrt^ 8 f
...
WEAF, New York.
•>"»•

Walter Thompson)
Fleischmann took the occasion of
its seventh anniversary last Thursday night (22) to acquaint its family
listeners with the wiles and general
technique used by a burlesque strip
Gyjpsy Rose Lee, who gradtease.
uated from the ranks of Minsky un(J.

Soups, Talk
15 Mins.

case where descriptive copy actually gets across. Orchestra plays
in the Casino-on-the-Park in Essex
House which is one of the show
places flanking Central Park South.
Plug describes- the sweeping vista
which the average listener can
easily grasp. It is sent home with
dressers to the current edition of the some svelte phraseology. Decor is
Ziegfeld Follies, was the lecturing described, always coming back to
marm. On the receiving end. of the the park panorama, and it registers.

demonstration, which accompanied
recital,
was: Rudy
the runway
Vallee.

Brandwynne's orchestra
standard
smooth music.
.

whom

Vallee introduced
town/ told in detail, how she used to ply the baldhead contingent in the Minsky audiVallee acted up nicely in
ences.
voicing his coy reactions to the lecMiss Lee's
turer's blandishments.
performance over the air might not
have been the dud that it sounded if
impresarios
program's
the
had
called it quits with the end of the
lecture about stripteasing and not
had her follow it up with a recital

Miss Lee,

as the 'toast of the

pi ays
'It

is

dressed up liberally With arrangements, all in foot-tapping tempo. Particular one-time shot last week (20)
was off the regular schedule, as
band broadcasts generally on Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday.
Soloists

Maxine Tappen and Dick

Stone are both good. Band goes in
for medleys mostly,' instead. of single
numbers.
Ural.

OLGA VERNON

Put Your With Merle Pitts Orchestra
Soups, Music
Daughter oh the Stage.'
'It was a dismal six minutes and 15 Mins.
pretty much out of place on this ABELSON'S JEWELRY
of Noel Coward's 'Don't

'

ROYAL ZIEMER
-With Clelland Card
Football Prognostications
15 Mlns.

NOR WAY ANTI-FBEEZE

Friday, 10:35 pjn.

WCCO,

Tnes.-Sat., 10:30 p.m.

WNEW, New York

(Schillin)

A pert tlnpanny musical series
with Olga Vernon, songstress billed
as 'Sophisticated Lady.'
Merle
Pitts' orchestra provides the musical
frame. Chores are evenly divided
on the program between these two.
Miss Vernon's Voice is adequate.
Jewelry firm has a chain of stores
in the metropolitan area. Copy first
stressed the sweetheart angle pushing its engagement rings. Later it
expands on watches and optical aid.'
On five times weekly in mid-evening
groove; No unusual sophistication,
arid

St. Paul-Minneapolis
This sector is pigskin daffy
jthis stint catches the natives by the however.'
ears every Friday night.
Ziemer,
who does the official guessing, ac- VERA BRODSKY,
companied by Clelland Card's pleas- Two Pianos
antries so as to break up score-call-- 30 Mint.
ing monotony, batted .939 after his FORD
first week's pickings. Next week he
Fri., 9 p.m;

—

-

dropped to .898, and both he and
Card were chuckling last Friday (16) WJZ,

night over the fact that he's quite
comfortably, in front of his 1935 season's average of .870. Right now he's
running, hip and tuck with Dick
Fishell, Variety's picker.
"Where Fishell merely names the
winner and probable betting odds,
Ziemer makes it tougher for himself
by naming winner and probable
score.
Rash.

.

New York

Friday, 7:30 pan., EST.

Schenectady
Tues.,,9j30 p.m.
Under nom de radio of Happy WJZ, New York.
Hank, Williams is serving a chilren's
(J. Walter Thompson)
breakfast dish for Coco-Wreats, new
Occasion of this review is more for
hot cereal produced by Little. Crow! the record than anything else. Only
Milling Co.. Warsaw, Ind.
Sam- thing that the program has changed
plings, the first week; revealed that since the Thompson agency origiit was soggy; with contest and prodnally took it over from. WOR, Newuct advertising.
Sedley Brown
ark, is the sponsor.
Williams spent about two-thirds of and Mrs. AUie Lowe Miles are still
the quarter hours in spiels on the doing a showmarily job with the
giveaway of 10 train sets or dolls stanza and the parade before the
daily. Time devoted to, entertaining mike of husbands arid wives with a
was approximately three minutes.
yen for controversy and a tinge of
Granting the importance of gath- public exhibitionism is as thick as
ering a sizable listening audierice at ever.
early hour this salVo rides the air,
Last Tuesday night's (6) install.and youngsters', liking for prize ment saw the proceedings lapse into
offers, one questions whether even an old vaudeville routine, with the
their iron stomachs will not. even- women in the audience applauding
tually revolt at glut of contest chat- for their side of the issue and the
ter.
Perhaps sponsor will strai it men laying it on enthusiastically
out; a 40 percent sieving might make when the argument favored their
the offering palatable.
sex.
It was obvious hokum, but
and withal the sort that generally clicks
Williams, known to
NBC daytime dialers as a cowboy with family audiences. Question
chanter, does well here when he that divided the studio audience into
sheds plugging robe to sing and: talk. two applauding divisions, with the
He possesses a fair baritone (backed women occasionally cutting loose
by guitar accompaniment), a good with the boos, was whether the
range of numbers, a pleasing South- pater, familias should keep reminding
ern-drawl speaking voice, a musical the wife that she's dependent on
laugh and an engaging personality. him.
Jaco.
Conducted with, considerably moire
aplomb and decorum was the debate
on Which parent should assume
CLINTON BUEHLMAN
charge- of disciplining the. child.
With Bob Schmidt
For a keenly, sentimental touch the
38 Mins.
program toward the end introduced
STEIN'S BEER
blind couple who gave voice to the
a
Saturday, 6 p.m.
opinion that man and wife are intraWKR, Buffalo
dependent and that love arid har(Armand S. Weill)
mony comes only with the recogMeat of the grid scores plus the nition of this principle. Brown and
gingerbread of ad lib clowning by Mrs.' 'Miles prove adept diplomats
Clinton- Buehlman and Boh Schmidt during their interlocutor intrusions
— earn themselves additional
should make this a natural. They and
break away from the dull monotony credit by the smooth way they keep
of endless score reading' which fills this thing moving..
the Saturday night air, but at the
Commercial "palaver takes no
same time give the Old' Grads the chance on. departing from the tried
dope on what happened to. Alma arid the trite. It's the old exchange
Mater iri the afternoon.
between the announcer and a femme
Patter wouldn't, be funny enough, partner. She. expresses skepticism,
to stand up by itself, but gets by but yields to an application of the
as a variation from figure reading. product, and within the next 30 secBuehlman and Schmdit also use onds she's raving oyer the improvetranscriptions of college tunes and ment that the cosmetic has wrought.
take a turn at piano and song them- Apparently ad agencies have the in.

:

:

.

.

Ural-'

HAL TRIGGS

•

WGY

.

1

.

-

•

W. Ayer)
Concert piano duo of Vera Brodfr
sky arid Harold Triggs is now joined selves.
Invite' listeners to phone .for spewith Fred Waring's orchestra as a
regular weekly annex. Expert pres- cial scores or reneats on score's they
entations are a distinct asset to the may have missed.
program, blending, concertized arSales spiel sounds largely ad lib,
rangements neatly with the straight too, and has same spirit of informalpopular music.
ity which pervades whole program.
Solos are spotted carefully. Bra!.
Reed.
(N.

:

WNEW, New' York

(Schilling
Billy Duncan, newcomer to local
airwaves, made a favorable iriipression with his ballading on first apBarney program goes
pearance.
heavily for Irish music. After he
overcame first traces of early nervousness, his tenor vOice registered
with nice appeal.
Opened with 'Old Fashioned
Mother,' which certainly tested his
breathing capacity to fullest It is
one of those lengthy songs in which
diction is half the battle, and Duncan came through. 'Arigells Voice,*
his closer, provided opportunity to
show more exactingly the range- of
his voice. Kay Reed's consoling for
this second number was particularly
Wear.
adept.

:

"

-

.

'

Program's new
weekly, standby.
policy probably, allows for anything
as long as it might be rated as a
novelty, even if but an insignificant
percentage of the listeners know
what it' is all about. Again, it must
have been an offnight for the NBC
bluepencilers.
Odec.

PONDS COLD CREAM

WGY,

A

BARNEY'S CLOTHES

30 Mins.

Daily, 7:10 a.m.

WHN, New York

41

DUNCAN

15 Mlns.

Talk

COCO-WHEATS

EST

VARIETY

BILLY
'HUSBANDS AND WIVES'
Sedley Brown, Mrs. Allle Lowe Miles Sinter

telligence of the prospective, customers of cosmetics pretty well
pegged, or it wouldn't after all these
years be the same routine for practically every such program. Odec.

Cy Carter added
Charlotte, N.

to staff of

C, as engineer.

WSOC,

ROGER B. WHITMAN
Talk
15 Mlns.

SAPOLIN
Thursday, 11:45

a. .m.

EST

WABC, New York
(Tracv-Locfce-Dauwon)
A cut-and-dried ask-me-a-question
stanza plugging better homes via the
paint angle.
interrogated

.

Roger B. Whitman

is

by the announcer on
to mend the faucet; torn wallpaper and fading floor surface. Varnish plug popsjup regularly between

how

the two.

Presenfed in somewhat hackneyed,

manner, although Whitman relays
briskly and covers plenty of .ground.
Show shifts to Friday morning
groove with next Week's broadcast.

Bral

WGY PLAYERS
Mystery Tale*
30 Mins.

MABLIN RAZOR BLADES
Sunday, 4 p m.
WGY, Schenectady

(Franklin Bruck Corp.)
Radio's pioneer acting group has
returned With shivers-salvos sponsored by Marlin Fire Arms Company
of New Haven. Last regular appear*
ance of unit, coiricidentally, was on
a mystery-story commercial, but
cast for the more pretentious series
has been changed. Only one, Frank
Oliver, of original combination that
made; air history with full-length;
dramatization
in
head-set days,*
worked on shot heard.-.
While? several others of new com*
pany are Veteran mikers, they have
riot been together long enough /to
-

.

(Continued on' page

45).-
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Network Sponsors
LUTHERAN

..

(Continued from .page .38)!;

Stunts* Novelties, Tie-Ups

Radio Ramblers

AHceTrpBt.

Mark .Smith

KQV's

Outstanding Stunts

MONTHLY PRESS BOOKS
Mti'fUAIi

NETWORK.

•J.

.'-

Omits Finesse

theatre radi

Jt.

contest over. 'local sta-

..New' York City.
Mutual: roadca'stihd System is, de,

:

vising a system of equipping all' its
stations with monthly press books
closely resembling the type of concentrated boilerplate issued- by film
companies.' Stories on programs,
etc., will, be canned in New York
'

J^adquarters by Les Gottlieb, p.a;
for MBS, and then issued tor uni.

form
.

release.

Idea behind the move is that the
handouts ill not only be more uniform, but there will be more of
them, and in logical sequence.

.

.

:

*•

.

:

'

.

'

'

,

.

Box

Sn*WABC

.

ment oh

"Town

in

Wednesdays

.M.

EST

WALTER BATCHELOB

ticket stall aneht

'number,
completely authentictails as

WSIX

.....

Own

Seeks

ICathfyn Cravens
•'

.

;

;

1*19 .Bfromtway.

:

,

—

,Ke1k.

Ethel

Blum*

Alfred Corn
Lester Jay.
Joyce" WalshHahley Stafford
•

Roundup'

Hlman BroWn, Dlr
•Fletcher

Thomas
Floyd
-Buckley
Olive La 'Moy

Charles Lawrence
Donnelly;
Ernie Wattfon,
ranger
Victor Astor

never knows anything about

win's. Orb

KelVIn Keech,
nouneer-

tTEWART-

.Rohrahaugh

*

•COA8T

Gibson

<Aleml(<"»

wn.nROOT

8-M-WABe

.

Bob-.

10-11

',

WARNEK^

co.

7:3»-TI»-WABi0
Vee liaWrthurst
Paul Douglas

rruKties

l<ysbe't.h

EVERY WEDNESDAY
WEAF

-

.

.

It's -just

that.-

?

Jimmy

'

•

Ellis.

7 :15-M-W-F^WABC

'Popeye, the Sailor'

.

.

&

WHEATENA CORP

McCojr

'

of. dashing about lassoing Art TljorsenCharioteer*.'' 4
Helrtt Ore
sponsors, twhich is always soberest Horace-•
•
B. j>: A o.
Bernle Mattlsbn
part of proceedings. 'After that if
Washington.
for itself.
microphone
every
As
Relaxation, for, those who are
teririg the last stages of campaign- thiiigs^now stand, W<?AU ;:-attdi
'dementia was offered- tonight* by; Na- figure: On taking returns from? United
PressV>- WFIL has INS and ^tJF' s£r-'
tional Broadcasting Company.In a broadcast' over local station, vice.-. WIP expects- 'to girab'- r^turris
WMAIv' 20 mannequins will do their from city rpohr. of / Philadelphia? -in
,F1EI.S NAPTW-A
stuff at Washington's swanky Shore- quirer, m6rn ing! daily.
i:4ft-M-W-F-VVON
12:30-811ham. Hotel^lO. gals on. each team, 'de'r^tood- li ing
Tom. Drck *• Harry
.connections witil. Perry Comorepresenting Democratic and RepubGordon
V»ndoy*r
Tanner,
^Elmi>
.
•:.
party, headquarters.
y.
Bih1- Vandovor
lican candidates,- ">,
C'try Wnshburn*..Mnrltn Hiirt ...v
tity. Editors
* Models wiltetrut before- the hotelRed/Inglft '.;'.:
%
rr,r\ Hne.fle.;
Andre
-Pierre
Where
headaches,
always
^corne'
in
for.
to
vote
guests, who will be asked
Kit Allen
T>flv Woemsi Orc
Applause will be is Wi'th City- VEditOTS^- Assdeiatiorti ;*Re.dli9rB
the two teams.
Yonrtr?
.ti^lram
measured- by a special applause ma- •which'-supposedly controls news-from
FENOR1CK
fDVnbv ritn-r)
chine to determine the popularity of Election - Boatd. 'Supposedly' is wdrd
l:30-Sn-Wl.W
the respective parties.
>^
for, ip; because last yjir; after all
;Smok^ Tirenms'
v
Campaign* weary business, men -are:
•RtithrnufT-'Ryen
^ bar
io; f roni Section
agreed
exoected to turn out in large num-.,
'Thf' -Wonder' Show'- liRESH >MLK IKI».
'•.
ended.'
ish> Ot'son Whiles
fl:30-7-«ii-W«^
hers to have a look at the pulchri- Board results,
trick,
Lee
PU
'Slavs
returns.
this,
year;
same',
of MUU-y Way'i
ing
And.
out
tudinous party symbols which—for
Rtth Jnhriphn
Bob ..T.ri?ndlor .Oro
once*—will -replace the usual Donkey- situash-is coming up.
Ad^lip Ronsoti.
nina Vonna
Elephant combine:
•So it now-'looks as though, -in- addi
•Nnrt- W«ver.
Whyn» -Van Dyne
The Grenn<ilers
Washington tion to: various: Stations' regular wire n4vlcT\t Welft
v Strickland
.Gillilan,
• y iiijroy.
irn'.n.k v Rrtullch
Moore,
humorist, will,.be the mx.service, all Will 'try ^.to^ creep -into Rill Prlnjrle;
W.nllnpp,
various riocal city rooms. All papers •FloriRnre Hol^p
GENERAL MHJS
High:
i'^'WiicAC.
Piffle
Pnlnw
will probably' deny they intend: dish
13:45.
i».m.-M-lo-F.
Ken Christie Ore
New York City. •ing but returns,/ but all will probably Sornpny
-,-WC.N""
T^hmbert-'.
'Kid Slf>
has worked up a stunt
do it Meanwhile each station's press Tubbv Weywut
Rptt_v Teffrles

v

.

beaiicbup

,vA' Li^'HW*r.^£4H|eft-v

:

:

•

:

THE

.

-

.

WEEK

22ND

<!>''-'•...

-

:

Present

Jjafckle

:'

.

'

w._--- v

KUSHN£R

WABC'

—

the silly season.
ing to -get : the eating places to reWhole> thing centers around station
place 1925 radios With new receiv- conipetishv to scoop each other on
ing sets for the benefit of luncheon Cthering; election returns.
Therets,
patrons.

«:16-Tn-Th-8»-

•

t

.

N«v* York

'

WARD BAKING
•News of Tbuth'
Laddie Sennian

,

:

Presients

Nelson Eddy
Frhncln .White
J. Pasternack'a Ore
•Morse

TYPEWRITER-

.

H EftMAti' SERfcHE

1

VICK. CHEM.
a-rSn-WABC
Tick's Oneri House'

Eddie Dooley
•Hahlt-Metzger
ilaaelphi
Philly's
annual 'Election Night SEARS. ROEBrCK
10-Th -W ABC
Radio Follies' Is- about to be staged, 'Sears
Then and
and. local broadcasters, scribes and
Now'
politicbs are all busy memorizing Jackie Copper
Hoot Gibson
lines/ trying on fright wigs or just Uorlhsr Sis
standing in wings hoping,. The boys Carlton .Kelsey.' b Or
Rpbson, Prowork themselves into a lather every BIH:
ducer
year at this time, but the Dear, Old Bess Johnson, Dlr;
*Stack-Goble

services. Public

Sponsor will follow" through by try-

."\V "

Landt S & White
Behhy Krug«r's Or

*Ar»lnir Knrther

.

'Football

•

Pipe Smoking Tim*'
Pick A Pat'
•

«:30-Th-Sa-WABO

'

farm programs, and church

&

Adams
B. J. KET1SOLBS
TOB. CO. V

."

Niche

ing its policy to present proin contrast with offerings, of
the two other Nashville stations,
WSIX,' lOOrwatter, has inaugurated
a daily musical program, from 12 to
1:30- p.m.
Part-time sponsor is Tennessee Valley. Appliances, Inc.
Brpadcas£.; caters .to- restaurants
and other business houses? since programs "dn the other stations, around
that hour include - market reports,
•

.

•McManus, John

,

gram

Charlie ..'Williams writing, Eddie
skits on Shell Chateau.

lUClf

.

(Dlira BeKtV

COMMITTEE
7-M to F-WABO
William: Hard
*T^6rd & Thomas,
ROYAL

'.Nashvillei

v.

.

•

S:30-M-WABO

REPVB. NAt'L

>

•

'March, of ,T1
Wllllnm'; Geeri

Ge'orgle Stoll Oro
• Wm. C. Esty Co.

pic, ; sufch de
please,' "etc., being

,

Horton

.

.'

Norman Sper

the

8iSe-W-WLW

TIME, INC.
10:3©-Th-WABO

Eyes''

Rupert Hughes
l*en .Gnndman's Bd
Fr'aitk Forrest
Helen "Ward

'"

'

WA8EY PROD.

.

Woman's

-.

.'Camel darftvan'

'•
ing there.
Station had an announcer call tip
the theatre, while, the phone was
hooked to the .'transmitter. Conversation; ensued with the girl in the
".

hepatica-ipAna

:

8 p.m.-1:S0 a.rn.-

:

••News ThrouBh a

:

with the Princess Theatre while
'Anthony Adverse' (WB) was show

Tonighr

Hall

:

Klrby HawUe.
Gene Byron

Jacob Trtrshish
'The Lamplighter'
Ei wlh Watwy

'Tonic Ttme'

Jacques* Ifenavd's. Or,
•HajpfT-MetzgeT

Jeanne Juveller
Blnck^ti-S.r

(8SS Tnnlr).

PONTIAO MOTORS B.Editor
B. D. & O.
8-M-Wr^-WAHC
U. ». TOBAIJCO

(Camel Olcnr'«tte»)
9:30^Tii^WABC

-claims highest local com-?
stunts for the hookup made
'

2-8n-WABC

Eddie Cantor
Harry Einstein
T>eanna Durbln
Bobby Breen
Jimmy Walllhgton

•

Henrietta Tedroe
Catherine Campbell

Su-M-Tii-W-F-WOB

9SS CO.

.

Music Tou
'Thi
.I^ve'
Pittsburgh Symphony Ore;
.
Marjorle Edwards. Antonio
Modarelll,
. Conductor."
B. B. D. & O.

Jewish, German,

Office

Gadsden;

•Texaco Fire Chief

riTTSBCROH
PLATE OI.A8S CO.

'

•'

WJBY

Bess McCammpn
Harry. Lang:
Richard Keith
•Kleawetter

8:30-Su<WAHC

Boa Re- Carter
•Hutchln*

F-WON

'

;Chas Dohetty

Stock-Goble
TEXAS CO.

to.

Ray Jones

Franklin Blngman,*Don. Morrison
Louis Levy

Jess Pugh
Wllllarn Arnsdell
*
,

Bm~

TttO. rtaily ex.
v

(Ovaltin*)

S-M

•Molly of Movies*

RlUel Kent

.

•Donahue & Coe
rHii.co

,

.

AND

chanige' /
Eleanor.- Howe

WANBER

Pa>mer

LuIbo, Sfiulre

Fran Carlon *
Parker AVHwo
Jack BilnkJy
Robert .Romnlne

x-

"

Trials'

Eileen

.

E

Jury

Sidney Slon

Weeka

t>onald

.

W«»K
\ a lender MeloilyV
Rae .Glersdorf v..
t.e6nnrd Joy Ore
•Geyer, C. & N.:

:.

MENNBN.-

10-UI-WOR

•Famotjs:

SQ0I3II
(Tooth Powder)
10:30 rt.n»k-MrW -F-

..

Harold Carr

'

.

\.

.

•

Lucy Glllman
Sunda Los'.e
Helena Rny

(Ice &. Ice B6xes>
11:45 ».ro.-Tu-Tli-

IV A BO'
^Homemakers.

-

.'JunlorNurse CorpV

ABVEBTISINO

x

.

.-'V''- v.':

Thompson

w.'.

'

,

cash for a prize.

Mysterlea'

-W.-F-WABO

t,

V Maruucl Ore
•Joli nson-Dalita

Mltcliell

»:30-Ta-WLW.
Delectiv*
True

..

(Sunbrlte>

Oct. 27.

Baltimore,
with League putting up $100 in
Humorous to station managers are
Idea is to have
one amateur group a week for 30 the translations of the flve-mi discs
weeks do
?0-minute one-acter, dealing with politics which both Reeither original or published.
pubs and Democs have been spotting
Program itself is to be -30 minutes around country in half a doz. lingoes
but remainder of time .will be de- for foreign-born listeners. Station
voted to brief biography of competmanagers peruse translations before
ing group and .'some chit-chat and
been noting
gossip of little theatre activities 're- o.k.'ing discs, and have
that they're worded with sparse digtailed by Don M. Hall.
time with fancily
Popular vote will be considered nity, waste.
along with decision Of judges, most flown, phrases, and offer but brief,
of them newspaper cricks and col- fundamental promises.
Both sides
umnists^ including ..George Selbel, refer to candidates as simply 'LanFlorence Fisher Parry, Karl Krug, dbn' and 'Roosevelt,' and about all
Vanda E. Kerst. Si Steinhauser and each side stresses
'more and betDarrell Y. Martin-.
more money.'
Pittsburgh Drama League also ter jobs, and
Publicity committees that have,
sponsor^, annual amateUr competition
foreign-lingo
rethei
among- little theatre groups in tri- been getting up
state district with cash and trophies cordings evidently believe patty patfor prizes.
Time is being donated terned speeches' lost on listeners
by .KQV and will Hit the air wave's reached.
every Sunday afternoon at 4:30.
Discs are in Polish,
tion

'

Floyd GlbboDB

&

•Lehnen

.

.

Jlavold .Oarr
Nina pajsley

Bernarr. Macfadden<.

*

Porothy Russell
Alvlno Rey
.
•Hays- MacFarlandSWIFT * CO."

P-Sa-WABC

Irene Bofdonl
Vincent- Lopes Ore.

.

Mutual'* Monthly Press Books

CnaT'Bo (Jnwlrhan-

M. Matheo

MASH MOTORS

.:

.

p.m.-Ta-WOR

10-

Frakes

Bills

l-4:30-Su-WLW

MeFADUKN PUBS.

'

-Bowne

Je'rty

.

Charles Cantor

raraa Learue. Tie-Up
Pittsburgh.

Tie-up between Pittsburgh Drama
League and station KQV for purpose
of stimulating little theatre. activity,
in this district has produced little

r

•Kelly Stahlman

King. Sister*

tiMI Gordon

KYW

'•

_

WDAS

;

.

-

.

''•

..

RUBIN

'

Santl«y Ni

Ev«rjr.

.

;

•'

'

v r

-

-

.lyi;,

EST

-

'

;

^

.

EARLE, WASHINGTON

:

.

(WEEK OCT;

30)

'

FEEN-A-MINT
.MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

•

:

•

'

.

.

-

:

;

.

:

..

•

-

.

;

;

.

"

•

•'.

WMCA

!

..

whrclx requires an outtay of less than
|50.' jpep #eek >'f or raw materials, and
Is. designed; to g^arher -interest of >the
high' schobl'<pupfls4hrpughout Greater New York. Station :is aiming to
catch its listeners, young, and also
capitalize on a potential audience of
•

And

Hi

ORCHESTRA-

Trlnnon

showing

why

get* all

-

r

As

Boys,

news; far ahead

;

fail to

rivals.;

."of

Grnre LnH<Wnnd
Rnv, J Lnrpny
:

CRiVZV;.W>TER

:

WCAU "has Pep
KYW has kbDpers Kpke, WFIL
Greystone,

.

Wines.-

HOTEL

New York

CO,

•.-Bi-S-.'H»«m»n'«rt

7:r.0-M-F-W-WXY7

Tpx«s'

^naric#r't-'

.

.

•tr

_

THE O'NEILLS

Dpyiire

WXYZ's New Tower
Work

-

Allon JoRlyh
Rlttcnberg Or

HEALTH.

PRonrc ,r s
p.in.-SH-WOR
Arnateqr' Nlcrht'

Wayne

Slrt.

Benny Rubin

Wl'llnm .Greene

Arnold Johnson Or.
•AVm. Esty ,
.

Greiivllle

ninii-o

W

ML

r.

KOSMET '
LABOR ATORES

.

K

has been started ori verticai
radiator antenna and new; trans-

..

.

mitting equipment at WXYZ. Lynne
C. Smebyr technical supervisor, expects work to be' finished by Jan. 1.
When completed' new-' tower. will
rise 474 feet.

1 145

Hi

Clnfl'.

•

r

•

ri

if

l\

IK'

^ y Ivory

,.

Soap

A

1

.

•

9

nV v

i

;

f

i-.

;

10-Tlinr-3:15-Su-

LEIIN

,

r

-'

m
3:45-4:00 P.M.,

NBC NETWORK
•

EviryMon.,

fu9$.,

Kew

—

EST

WEAF

NBC

Others -who

Wed.v lh\in,t #W,

BI^ACKAIAN Al>V'ERTISI>'<V INC.

^

"

*

;

Buffalo, Oct. 27.

Announcers' exodus from WGRrecently capped by depar-

WKBW

ture yesterday of Stuart Metz, studio
vet, to become a member of
New York spieler staff.

COAST -TO. COAST

WOLF'--- BKO, J*I-nfL.^;Uf^OJRK XISJC y

ESTATE STOVE

Style

.

have

ic
are
Campbell and Doc Gallap to Cleveland, Johnny Bbyer to Boston.

left

9:30
.m.-F-iWLW
'Heatrolatow.n

HevaTd'
Vlckl Chase
Herb'rt Splckerman
Sydrtey-JMasoii.

Florence •Golden
Bess McCnmmon
Le'i'V''

'
'

Bob. Morrison

BUI Stoeas .Oro.

It

H

Jones

New

ity

.

Dir.:

FINK*
'

HERNIE

WGX

Ife

.

1619 B'way,

Mary

Y. C.

Sothern'

.

Ml nabelle Abbott
•Lehnen & Mitchell

LOCAL DEPARTMENT STORE
u.m. Th-WOR
ft

'Morntnii Matlrtee'

Eddy Durhln

Durward Klrby
fiouis

Ss

p.m.-M to F-

.1

.

ineoln,

X^reneh

•

WOR
'Horfl^ Sense Ph ilosopher,': A. F.Kelley'

Hotel

COAST TO COAST NETWORK

E, V. STondcvws
•Bi'onrUe-Smlth»

.

•Marschalk & Prntt

Off to Buff,

of

''or

Air'-'

.

Crusnilers'

f"r«d

-iv.ini^l-F-.WCiN

IBeauty

-.

Th»

,

'''•}

NORMAN

B.

Milt.

Golden

,yoe::Lngft r. Oro
astor.

Detroit,: Oct.

FRED

Files'

Com. Frank 'Howies

'

;

.:

^an'oy. Nolipd-

.

.

Florence
rhnvles

:

C.RI7EN

:

the silly season.

Thurs., 9-10
MnBHiremeat LEO MOKRISON

8-V-WOR

:

It's

.WEAF;

•Seht

'

_

SHOW BOAT

•

rsnnnhv
RAKERIK<i

WOR

'Miislc. Troni

MAXWELL HOUSE

*.

1-1:15 |».««.-M-W-,F-

.

f

'

Diicsnn*.

f»i\vHs!»
'-

about 250,000 students;
.alUeyefting. visual Jnrk Amlun.tr. Ore;
Programr-Which.goes' on- six- -week
vaude show yand broadcast from Mary HRcr.rnnn
.in quarter: hour batches' starting next
•LUcUey Bowman
Saturday! pi), J- is labeled 'High .Acadetny of ifausic stage, is only one
varying, studio variety show setup; CROWN OVERAl.t
(Cohtihued on page 68)
^LW
And while broadcasters- tear around 7:45
'Pleneant Valley
10-second
for., those
with' plans
- "•:
Frolic'
sebpps;., listeners will blandly keep Charles Senl
Cars.on
tuned tb one jstatipn and never. know C.Oa.n
bna'.
Da nveron
or. why,
or care who scooped
Betly L Arnold
.

"Horace nimble

.

mily.-'-Trupki

''

,

for sponsors,

WIP have
WCAU, tp^anning
and

.

.

T,en Rtolfps-

Bob' Moody
•H p.p. Jfe O.

•

Room

Hotel Ambassador,

,

issu^ing.';stat3me rits
his outfit <can?s; possi

agent;'

Marjorle How
LenV Doyle
Ross Herlz.

Hnr.'i.c,e

M cMa lion

James Hall
•Dorland

THREE
MARSHALLS
EVERY TUESDAY
WEAF

— 4:15-4:30

Kvcluslve
80

P.M.

Mana'ceniont

>B<! ARTIST

SERVICE

ROCKEFKLTiBft I'LAZA

A

r

.

WSIX,

Suggestions for six studies, any of which would require a lengthy period
to complete, were introduced at the TP. C; C. reallocation hearings by CBS
as part Of the web's strategy in trying to forestall super-wattage. Whether
or not the commish ever acts on any of the suggestions is not known now
but CBS figures that its lengthy presentation might be helpful in an emergency to stall for; time. Complicated probing devised by CBS calls for
research on the following' half dozen scores:
'1.
study of rural areas to determine what (a) degree of radio ownerip; and <b) present rate of set sales and replacements.
study of rural radio listeners to determine (a) attitude toward
radio; (b) Tural opportunities to listen; (c) rural listening habits; (d)
rural coverage day and night; and (e) rural program service.
'3.
study of general audience attitudes toward (a) local and remote

A

%A
A

Nashville, Has Blind
Karloff

Cook's beer

Washington,

by warn-

start

construction of 'an entirely
'

Slow-motion attitude of S. George
Webb', of Newport, R; I., toward constructing a new-, broadcast station
authorized by the Federal Communications Comrinssion, last week drew
whose deep voice won 'him a recommendation for denial of .his
permit from F. C. C. Examiner R; H.
in the Atwater Kent Audiseveral years ago. He is a Hyde:
Boris Karloff.
Webb, who has been negotiating
with the Commish for a station to be
Operated on 1,200 kilocycles With iOO
Watts day power and 250 watts night
^pQwer since February, 1933, received
numerous, extensions of. time but,:
when he failed to complete construction by June, this year, the Broadcast Division suspended his grant
until a rehcari
could be held.

ing parents that children should be
sent to bed before things begin to
happen for station cannot be responsible for nightmares.
Player is
blind artist, Austin
Butrier,.

4

.

CBS AND NBC IN

'

study of the operating costs and
,
(and other) stations with regard to possible changes in
operating practice which- would follow power increase.'
.

WSIX

'-

•

•

is

Whets interest from

,

,'

,

sponsoring a horror
three times a
week, Mondays,. Wednesdays and
Fridays, at 9:30 p.m.
Broadcast

network arid non-network programs; Cc) sustaining and com- a prize
tions of
mercial programs; and (d) live talent and electrical transcriptions.
regular.
*4. Ah analysis of general listening habits over a period
of years to determine the trends toward or away from local arid remote listenine
etc,
DX-ing,
5. A study .to determine the size and economic status of
areas
which ivpuld ne newly served by all possible 500,000-watt stations.
'6. An analysis of stations which would fall within the primary
service
500,000-watt stations

43

Boris

Nashville,' Oct.
.

program over

stations; (b)

new
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NOT FOR THE KIDDIES

faside Stuff-Radio

area of

il«

RA
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.

.

ihcOipe. of these,

other

Two

Teapot tempest^oyer Columbia Broadcasting System's refusal to allow
Senator Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan to dress up a political, talk
with transcribed quotations of President Roosevelt's 1932 speeches died last
week when Federal Communications Commission declared no rules or
laws had been violated by either party.
Obviously seeking to duck the issue, F. C. C. received sheaf of protests
about both Vandenberg and C. B. S. and referred the sizzling potato to
•the broadcast division. Losing' no. time, the broadcast czars immediately
dashed off a letter washing its hands of the entire affair.
Commish slipped out of the muddle by asserting that no government
regulations were broken when Columbia declined to allow the G.-.O. P.

stepped

into

interested
the picture
,

new

sta-

tion.'

Both

applications could not be
granted because of serious interference to each other and to other
transmitters in New England.
Pawtucket group Was .represented
by William P. Smith and Arthur W.
Sharfeld. Frank D. Scott was counsel for the Hartford Times and P;;ul
M. Segal and George S. Smith for
S.

George Webb.

Attorneys representing other'
terested transmitters were
lows: WNAC, Boston, Paul
Spearman arid Alan B. David;
WPRO, Providence, D. M. Patrick,
'

Karl A. Smith and Lester Cohen;
WINS, New York, John M. Littlepage and William A. Porter; WATR,
parties Waterbury, Conn,, H; Li. Lohnes:
during

was

Commish

by

represented

Webb's long drawnout firinagling Tyler Berry and Hugh B. Hutchison.
with the Commish. E. Anthony &
Sons, asking a

'

new

station using: the

same assignment to be located at
Exchange of affiliates in Cleveland Pawtucket, R. I., and WTHT, HartDill Retires fromWaisfc
between NBC and Columbia is slated ford, Conn.,, now using the 1,200 kc.
to take place within the next few frequency with, 100 watts, days only,
Frequeircy Scramble a$
weeks. CBS is waiting for WHK to but demanding night time operation
work out a deal :with NBC .before as well, squawked protests at the deconsummating
contract
of
its
PttUEsiic^ Mejrer ^iles^
own layed action: on the .Webb permit.
a
orator to dress up his talk;
with WGAR;
Latter is currently
Scramble that resulted left both
With charges that both the Federal Communications Commission arid part of NBC'S blue (WJZ) link, Webb and the Pawtucket outfit on
Washington, Oct
the commercial broadcasters have- failed; materially to carry but their re- while WHK. has .for years been the the outside looking in with WTHT,
Newspaper publishers' free-for-all
mouthpiece for the Hartford Times,
sponsibilities, the National Committee on Education by ..Radio last- Week Cleveland out for Columbia.
Was in the -making last week when
It is understood that the deal with the, apparent victor:
launched a. new crusade to force the government to hand over a large
Federal Communications CommisWHK includes making .that station
share of broadcasting facilities to non-profit groups..
sion received third press .plea for
Previous Testimony
The- attack was prefaced by an admission that educators have various a member of the red (WEAF) link
permit to build a neat 100 watter
Evidence that Webb had,
;.varj(deficiencies but the shortcomings of the commercial industry and' the go.v- and moving WTAM, NBC's own
the National Capital- on the
oiis
times,
tried
sell
to
his
applicaCleveland
50,000- watter. Over to the
•ernment agency make them equally vulnerable.. In a long editorial in its
quency which will be abandoned in
tion to both of the respondents was
monthly bulletin, N.C. E. R, complained that the commish has parceled blue network.
NBC last week added WJTN, James- turned up at the hearing. Financial December ;by WOL<
'put franchises in an unequal -manner, arid the industry has failed to recogComplicating^ an already complitroubles,
failure
to
sell
in
stock
his
-nize' its incompetence in the field of educational and cultural broadcasting. town, N. Y„ 100-watter, to the blue
as
supplementary available for. corporation and .the discovery that cated contest still further, Eugene
the site -he had. picked for the sta- Meyer, owner of Washington Post
Question of who owns stations KTSA, San Antonio, arid WACO, Waco, either the. blue or the red.
tion was on restricted property were and former chairman of Federal ReTeit„ has been raised recently by" repeated references to Hearst papers and
listed by the Newporter as principal serve Board, came in With, request
Hearst Radio' people, to these transmitters as Hearst properties. Officially
transmitN. Albany, Starts; reasons for his delay in building. for permit to erect a new 100
—and as far as can be determined from data available to outsiders at
watts
Hyde, however, found such di icul- ter using 1310 kc with
the Federal Communications Coinmission—neither outlet has any official
Takes Affiliated Service ties -not Outside Of his control in night ^and .250 watts day. Earlyv
relationship with the Hearst enterprise.'. Licensee and owner on record is
the legal sense' and refused to. rec- comers, 'in. .the race: were ;5cripps-^
the KTSA Broadcasting Co* of which Elliott Roosevelt, President's son, is
Louisvi
Oct 27;
Howard; which drew a negative recpresident, and Emit J. Gough, vice-prez of Hearst Radi
is a director.
Station WGRC, New Albany, In- ommend an extension of time 'on
Transmitters are commonly spoken Of in trade circles as Hearst-owned, diana,^ just across the Ohio River the excuse that he has not been' able ommendation from 'ft. Commish exRandolph
although the official facts on file at the' F.C.C. do riot indicate the license- from Louisville, is on the air with to raise' capital which he had pre- aminer, arid. William
Hearst Scramble! also finds William
holding' company is a Hearst Radio subsi
daily schedule of .12 hours of broad- viously testified' arid represented to
Dolphc Deiqocratic Nattonal Commitcasting, from 7 a. m; to 7 p. m. the Commission was immediately
tee- radio adviser, looking for. the
Net' profit of Crosley Radio for the September quarter totaled $177,971, Transmitter, made its debut on Fri- available.'
Both WTHT; and E. Anthony & Same franchise, ^ 'after Charges and income taxes. This compares with- $184,194 in the same day (23).
Race for ll!rOL*S: spot was. jntomen"
quarter of -1935 and $584,479 in the preceding quarter this year. Decline
Charles Harris is president of the Sons were found qualified, to conin net profit is attributed to seasonal influences.
North Side Broadcasting Company, struct and operate a transmitter, but tarily eased- when former Senator
For the nine months ended on the 'September date, the company
operators of WGRC, arid his son, Hyde gave the decision to the. Con- Clarence C. Dill yanked his appliported net profit of $1,390,327, which is equivalent to $254 per share On Charles, Jr.,- is manager.
Alva necticut rag because of its success- cation for the 1310 berth Out of the
the 545;800 shares of capital stock. Only 50c. has been paid on the stock Smith, formerly WAVE, is chief en- ful operation' as a daytime, station. Commish files^ but as aoon as this
thus far this year.
gineer; and Morris Schlossberg, chief This, he found, would better serve vacancy in the starting line was creannouncer. Studios, are in process the public interest than the granting ated the Meyer application, was suhpropping of William Wirges, house conductor, from the National Dairy of construction in the Indiana- The- of the Pawtucket application for mitted.
Sealtest program on Saturday night; has Wirges plenty burned up.
atre, New Albany, and in the KenWirges. was. advertised and plugged as conducting the 'swing' unit of the tucky Home Life Building in Louismusical portion of the broadcast Ferde Grofe 'handles the remainder of ville.
the music. Night, of, the. flrst broadcast (Oct. 17) Wirges was informed of
At present no local programs are
.
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WGRC,
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.
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.

is

omission from' the .show;

aired,

Affiliated

ail

Broadcasting

System programs being feci directly
Hbyt Wooten exploded a bomb in Memphis last week when he took full- through the transmitter.
page advertisement in the Memphis Commercial-Appeal to announce the
result of a survey that showed Wooten's WREC tops in popularity Over
Jack Neaell, sales rep for WGBI,
the Coriunercial-Appeal's WMC. Survey claimed WREC two to one topper. Scranton, and frau planning a trip
Oliver P. Cobb, certified public accountant, handled the survey.
"

'

i

'

i

•

'
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to

New

York, once

their,

home

burg.

75th

ANNIVERSARY SUCCESS

...Greatly

due

to

your

efforts,

KO

Texas Tab Radio Taxation
Ponder

1 Yi °I6

—Politicians

Levy on

Pallas, Oct.

Texas legislators searching franun-tapped revenue sources
stumbled on radio stations last week.
As yet the proposed bill is being
chewed, forensically in committee
with a 1.5% levy On gross business of
all stations having more. 'than. 100
tically for

'

'

1936

Budweiser

Band

Contest

breaks 4935 record!
62% increase
Listeners
in
returns.
voted 300,360 Budweiser bottle
caps^-400 caps per minute of
broadcasting time.
That's
suits!
Get
complete' story
now. "Write'
can the nearest
office of 'our national representatives:
Katz Special Advertising Agency.
.

IOWA NETWORK
KS0
Radi

-

KRNT

•

WMT
mes

Station's Gross Bit

Know Only What They

Paid

don Burns (Huntsville) keyed conserisUs with: 'But I do know they
charge a lot and pay no taxes.'
Stations are watching developments 'carefully- 'but follow passive
lobby program. 'Strategy is based on
1

belief, legislators ignorance of business will fill bill with loopholes, a
first-year law student could spot.
watts being favored:
It is reported here the lawbook
.

,

padders also have .their eyes' on
newspapers as a tax source.

Adds

to Staff,

Tower

Legislature

is in special, session for
specific purpose of raising coi
to

Shenandoah, la., Oct. 27.
KMA tomorrow (Wednesday)
support state's, pension program, The
assembly was soon enough after re- takes to the air with; its new 488vertical radiator antenna, and
cent elections for. radio electioneer- foot
ing bills to be fr*»sh in minds of poll
winners. Proponents of radio tax bill
of
frankly
admitted
knowledge
broadcast affairs was limited to rates
charged for political spell-biridirig.
At first legislators Were going to
exempt, stations in communities of
less than 2,500 population. In time's
nick it was discovered most highpowered transmitters were located
outside urban areas and might fall in
exempt class. Tax net was switched
to sieve only the 100 watters.
All of tax committee admitted ignorance of watt rating and everything else about business. Sen. Gor.

new

equipment

studio

imultaneously
viously with

Ed Cunni

.

pre-

WROK,

Rockford, has
been named, director of merchandis-

A letter from a client states:

the success of our
due to.ypur efforts.
The' telephone calls thac^w^ have reeved from
our customers and friends have convinced u| that
it was the finest program ;that has been brc«dcast
thru KOA for many months." High praise^ indeed,
when you look at KOA's record for fine programs;

Diamond Anniversary

is

. .

greatly

. .

.

ing.

'

•'

Lewellyn Wash
Cleveland,

rowne and Al Lewellyn*
rad
have ended a lengthy run at WTAM

May

go to Detroit.
does hot sell; the boys may
part ^company for a while •with
Browne vacationing in New York
and Lewellyn in Buffalo.
here.

If this

DENVER
Completely .programmed by

NBC

;

'

:

AD

VARIETY
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STRESS LOCAL ANGLES

SPODDJES VS. SPUDS

Two
Similarity

Cleveland Stations Hypo Com-

Con-

titles

1^35

2ft,

munity Programs

sideration

Cleveland, Oct.
Hutchinson, move transmitter '..locally,- install; irectionaT antenna system, make changes in equipment,
a
common
Evidently -sharing
change frequency frpm 1420 to .550 kc and increase thought that Cleveland should build
irectional anpower from 100 to 250. watts,
itself up as a radio center, Stations
tenna for night time operation..
are concentrating
and

DECISIONS

Chicago,

Washington, Oct. 27.
General Mills hitting the market
shortly with a new product, SpudW. Plame,
New station request of
Handle, which
dies, a potato chip.
ing facilities of KVOE, Santa Ana,,
Angeles,
something like the cigarette
ri
week.
ivision
Broadcast
dismissed
by
the
was
inonicker Spud; is being scruti ized
by. the smoke manufacturer's agency; Commish sustained a petition, filed by KVOE, to strike
Young & Rubicam, but ho action of appearance. Station's present assignment is 1500 kc
any kind has been taken to date.
with 100 watts.
General Mills figures on a radio
Colorado: KVOR, Colorado Springs,
campaign to introduce the new item.
Starting date, will probably be after untary assignment of license from S. H.
Out West Broadcasting Company;
the first of next year;
power frOm
Georgia: WRBL, Columbus, increase
100 to 250 waits, make changes in equipment and erect
Flint Gets Christinas
an approved type of antenna system granted.
lor General Motors Maine: Maine broadcasting Co., Ipc, Portland,
.'Detroit, Oct.
plication, for neW. station to be operated
General Motors' annual Xmas with 500 wat
ights, 1 kw days, dismissed at request
broadcast will originate this year of applicants; Paul Sullivan Andrews, iewistory' apixom ^zv-yiy ^lint, site pf several
for new station to be operated on 560 kc with
Dec. 20. Pre- plication,
G. M; auto plants,
ied for failure of applicant to
viously these programs have ema- 250 watts daytimes,
nated from Detroit^ but success pf file ah appearance..
the annual Easter party at Flint
Jersey:
Modaam
Corp:, Newark, change
New
WNEW,

.

-,

High

WATL

.

.

.

:

.

'

'

.

:

.

from Newark, tp.New ^prtc City; WHBI, May
Flint (J. M.. chorus of 1,000- voices
Radio Broadcast Corp., Newark, extension of present
program, along with
wilt -Sirig
:
for
license
a period, of
days for main transmitter,
symph- ork under Erno Rapee.
kw nights, 2ty kw days,
operating on 1250 .kc with
location

shari

•

WNEW.

with

•

Duplicate .application

auxiliary transmi

filed

.

;

.

-

-

...

.

,

shift there.

-

WTAM

;

prompted

WHK

:

-

,

Kentucky:' Louisville Times Company, Louisville, On 'local program angles.
station to be operated pn. 1210 kc with 100 watts.
has managed to
Louisiana: WJBW; Charles C. Carlson; New Orleans, in 88 local originations in a receht
install new equipment and vertical radiator, increase single week despite ^heavy CBS comof
day power from 100 watts to .250 watts- and time
mercial traffic. WTAM's new piooperation from sharing with WBNO, New Orleans, to gram director.
Hal Metsger ihas
unlimited.
meanwhile committed himself to
y
more comMassachusetts: WORL, Inc., Needham, boost power policy of giving
from 500 watts to 1 kw, to increase, time 61 operation munity tie-i
from days to unlimited, and authority to ,use a directional antenna all-times.
School
Friday Night
Nebraska: Falls City Broadcasting Corp., Falls ity,
new station to be operated on 1310 kc with 100 watts. Gaines Sponsored;
Nevada: John D. Fields, Inc., Las Vegas, new station
Atlanta, Oct. 27.
to be operated, on 1370 kc with 100 watts.
First pf a series of three football
New
:
WHN, Marcusi"Lo.ew Boplting Agency,' game broadcasts went on the
over WATL Friday (23) night when
night ppwer jump from 1 lb 5 kw>.
North Carolina: Voice of the Times, Baieigh,.\new Boys' High school played Lanier
station to be operated on' 1210 kc' with 100 Watts^daiys HigH r jt>f^acp9; at Ponce de Leon
spononly; WSJS, Winston-Salem Journal Co., Winstbh- Park> Campbell\Cpat cbmpany
Salem, frequency change from 1310 to 1250 kc, make sotiiii arid the agency Vis Gott>
changes in equipment: and boost power 'from 100 watts schaldt-oHumphrey
""
v
Future games to be aired over this
to l kw.
,,.
Boys' High clashes with
Oklahoma: Okmulgee -Broadcasting Corp., Okmulgee, station are
Military Institute Thursday
new station to b^ opera'ted' on 1210 kc with 100 watts, Georgia
night>nd Tech High Nov. 13:
days only; imes Publisnihg Company, Okmulgee, new (29)
Roy Cambron and Herb Harris, did
station to be ^operated On 1210 ke with 100. watts, day s
the miking for the initial contest.
only; Paul B.- McEvoy,"' publisher, • Hobart DemocratChief, Hpbart, hew station to bfe operated on 1420 kc
with.iOO watts, days' Only.
Tennessee:
.M.. Casto, Johnson City; new
.station; to be operated on 1200 kc with 100 watts nights;
250 watts days.
Op«niD(
Ootober Kl°
Texas: West Texas s roadcasting Company, Wichita
BOOK'FaUs, hew station to* be operated on' 1380 kc with J. kw.

new

:

Show

WTAM

WHK

:

-

:

-

.

»

'

New York: WOCL,- Jarfiestown, voluntary assignment
of license from A. .E-. Newton to James Broadcasting
Co., Inc.; Auburn Publishing Company, Auburn, application for new. station to be operated on 1420 kc. with
'100 watts dismissed at request of- applicants.
'

.

;•'

'

.

.

(

North Carolina: WWNC, Asheville, voluntary assignment: of license from Citizen Broadcasting Co., Inc.j to
Asheyilje Citizen-Times,
Ohio: I. Martin. Courtney, Toledo, application for hew
station to be operated On 560 kc with 250 watts, days
only,, denied for failure of applicant to file" ah appear;

.

CADHXAC

NEW

;

'-

'

Arkansas: Associated Arkansas Newspapers, Inc., Hot
Springs, new; station to be operated .oh 1310 kc with
100' watts,, days only.
California: Radio 8c Television; Research Company,
Los Angeles, new. station" tii; be operatied oh 1570 kc
"
with I kw.
,v
Colorado: KLZ,
ight -power boost from 1 to
:

s>

'*'

ance.

,

Rhode

Island: 'Bay
tate Broadcasting Corp.; Providence, application for ncSff station to be operated oh
denied for failure of .applicants to" file
720 kc with I
..

'

kw

Voice

Corsicana Association, Corsicana,
station to. be operated on 1310,.kc
with lOO. watts, days only, dismissed at. request of applicants; Navarro .Broadcasting Association, Corsicana,
request iOT call, letter^ .WOjL^
on Sept 28, denied. Application cbnjfSlicleii':'wUhv -cb:ni"-"
mish. pblic'y to' assign stations west of/ .Mississi
River call letters beginning with 'K/
Texas':

application

<5onihea-Excl«9lvely By
'jilCSlC

.

.

5 kw.

.

new

CO»P> 01' AMERICA

Jmim

SET FOR HEARING

"',.

'

:

North Georgia Broadcasting- Company, Ross
be operated on 1200 kc with. 100

new station to
watts, days only.

'

:

/

:

y

"'

,
_

v

.

Drovers Journal Publishing Com
pany, Chicago, boost day power from 1 to! 5 kw, change
hours of operation from days to unlimited.
Nebraska.: KOIL, Omaha,- install vertical antenna, in
pp^er from 1 kw nights,. 2^4 kw
days to' i kw
"
ights, 5 kw days.
\'.' '.t\
Newj Tork: Citizens Broadcasting Corp., Schenectady,
new station, to be operated on -1240 kc 'with 1 kw nights,
5 kw days, using directiohat .antenna nights; Elmira
•Star-Gazette, Elmira, new -station to; be 'operated on
1200 kc with 250 watts, days only; WMBO, Auburn,
change power from 100 watts all times to 100 watts
Illinois:

.

WAAF,

'

E

D

;

-

."'
t.;•
.;. v"..,
'/Arkansas: -KtfOA, fttJOA, Inc.,; iloam Spri
daytime power boost frOrn 2.5 kw to 5 kw, increase operating time to include midnight to 6-' a. m., using 5
power, and extend cdmmencement date' to 150 days
beyond completion date, .Feb; 12, 1937.
••

.

,;

kw

I

E

-

California; Peninsula Newspapers, Inc., Palo Alto,
nejw station to be operated on 1160 kc with 250 watts,
(jays only; KMPC, ..Beverly Hills Broadcasting Corp
Beverly Hills, transfer of control of the Beverly Hills
Broadcasting Corp. from the Pacific Southwest Pis?
.

OPENING IN
New roadway

25Q,wa^

ights,.

transmitter and erect

L
ML'SICAL DIRECTOR
N. V.

ROXY THEATRE,

vertical - antenna.

North Carolina: WBIG, Greensboro,
.power
from 500 watts to 1 kwv
"i:
Oregon: Bend Bulleti / Bend, new. station- to be .Oper-^
ated on 1310 kc with 100 watts nights, 250 watts days;
boost'

•

Production count Corpi to" George A. Richards.
ON" f
v;;^tHE SHOW
Colorado: KLZ Broadcasting Company, Denver, new
i-'jEiil/ Jlgtii-HfeBMANV rtlijlMrtE,.
station to. be operated, on :1210 kc with 100 watts nights,
.1619 UtmiJwju, New V«trk.
250 watts days; KFKA, Midwestern Radio Corp., Greeley, change frequency from, 880 kc to 1450.' kc and in?
crease operatipn--td unUmited\time.
Florida:
Leslie Doss* Sarasota, new station to- be
Facing Radio City
operated: on 1390 kc with 250 watts, days pnly.
Rockbottom Rentals
Idaho: /Clarence A. Berger, Coejir dlAlepe;- new station to be operated on '1200 kc with; 100 wattsj•$hV-

P

•

'•

OCTOBER

0R f-

•

ville,

'

C

'

'

an appearance.
•'

DETROIT

PETITIONS

-

.

Pennsylvania: -WCAE, WGAE,
power increase from l -t'o"5.kW.
'

.

Small'ainA-

48th ST.

J

ittl

<iV-;Vi

Hill

:

.

:;

only.

'"

'

.

TltE

ORKAT
AMERICAN
I T O. B
(itILF RE Pi N N G
COMPANY

:

B P

^

I

;

nights,•

J"

kc -with 1 kw, directional antenna at Ight.
Washington: kOA, Lpuis Wasitier, Spokane, change
frequency from. 1470 kc ip. 950 kc 'and power from: 5
kwitp I kw nights, 5 kw/days.

WMBD, Peoria, juice-jump from
f kyt days, to 1 kw nights,, 5 kw days.
Kansas: Nation's Center*. -Broadcasting
Illinois:

-iW ,
iMOW J

ight

|

,

'

TLwtjip 'Units

M. Orfltpfiold; 4V
^ Albert
>*Urra*
fihh Am

"

'

'

.

48 WEST

'

'.

-.

.

.

v;

"

'

;

-

;

-',

Tennessee: General
rpadcasters, Johns.pn,^ ity, new
station to be operated on 1370 kc: with 100 .watts, nights,
250 watts days.
Texas: Oak Cliff-Dallas County Broadcasting, Cortl?:
pany, Dallas, neW station tp be operated ,on 1500 ]kc
with 100 watts, days only; Wichita Broadcastihg Cbrn^
pany, Wichita Falls^ new station. tb be. operated on 630

'

OFFICES

ittsburgh,

Ihc;,

'•'

...9DNOAY8-".
7:?0^8 F.Mi, EST

.

'

-

-«„:

,.

WAbc-

-^..cTia..

Preacher-Politician Attack
In Studio of WP^U, N; O.
New Orleans, Oct;

in
•.il

BtlFPA|.0

Key.. Gerald

EVENING NEWS RADIO' 'STATION

K.

Sitiit.lv

,was :

iat^'

.tacked 'by three ;'unidentined nieiv in'
the studio ot WPSU" here: Thursday
night (22)' shortly after he* had fin:

-

a broadcast'
which he'
charged Governor Lecheiwith being
a 'betrayer' of ".the..- principles of the
late' Huey 'P. Long. Smith was 'seated
in a glass-encioscd*
listening
to Major Clinton Wunder;. who fol-'
lowed hiin pn the; program, wJheh the.
ished

Stmt* fctff*l» tivatr*
Buffalo, Hew lork

On ,ih» MoMlon of your thirtieth wetk

» iiuilaai. 41rt«tor

Pt .«» Buf<W,» 9lM*^ri; woteatra' «ad tb* Bitfralo :Slw*ir*
Saturday ••naiat Voadewta, let «• oonp>«tulat* you on
yottt iplandid

MttrreosattV

:•

'"

':

:

''

>

.

a

Iht atylt and ehbieaanaMp of your «*tUy troadbaat
aid*
•ttda praieotatlen oa* of tbe outat«ndli>c looul prpprtau heard
or«r tola «t*tlon«

fr

rforrall

rio

-

FAMOUS SONGSTRESS

(

made

jlust Concluded

v ''

'

.:

RADIO'S

men walked intp.' the studio
and swung
SrhithV folim.
lowers then went' to his ~ cue arid
thre^e;

and

for the

caped when the gOi

es-

,

/

Wiahlag you oontixued auopesa # I im
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Rockwell to L. A;
Thomas

J.

Roc

,

of

MONTHS ON THE

RockweH-

O'Keefe, Inc.. left yesterday (Tuesday) for Hollywood, to spend three
months
the
im's neW branch
'

THIS

WEEK

While, on the. Coast, Rockwell will
arrange for the royting' either way
of several of the R-O'K bands and

com-

FOR CBS

ILL

23) LOEWS
NEW YORK

(OCT.

office.

line up: local, talent for ra'dio

AIR

NY,

FEATURED

•

mercials.

5-Week Engagement at

iollowed.

MURRAY

—

Direct!

WILLIAM MORRI

STATE,

.

)

.

.

,

.

Wednesday', t)ctobe * 28, 1936

&

Radio Reports
(Continued from page 41)

New

to stop, tempo is
Procter & Gamble^ Kitty Kean
double-timed for vigorous effect that
script in which denouement fell flat
transcriptions, 15 minutes, five times
handicapped them in etherizing, the seems to get across/
weekly, renewed foi* 26
Hal Carr (nom de radio?), the Blackman Adv., Inc. WWJ. weeks.
once-famous Jessup case. Undfer circumstances, players did fairly •well; director; of shows and band leader
Tivoli Brewery, 'Ye Merrie Men
with better scripts, they probably of the o.k. ore used; mixed group of of Olde,' musical/travesty; 15 minwill tune' up to concert pitch, True choristers adequate. Same for bari- utes, twice weekly; for 26 weeks.
Mystery Magazine is the source of tone, announced, as Ellis Frakes. Se- Through McMarius, John & Adams.
lections are of pop variety.
material used.
When caught recording certainly WWJ.
Yarn, almost too episodic for ideal
S. C. Hadley Real Estate Co., .'The
electrifying,: tells of a minister whom wasn't up to best standards demandlong-ago-discharged
school
ed
teacher
today.
Understood agencv did Home Hunter,' 15 riiinutes, once
a
Through
weekly for 52 Weeks.
tries to blackmail, for $20,00.0, by a Own waxin
Bert.
Stockwell
& Marcuse. WWJ.
series of nerve-wracking, hoaxes;
Acting honors went to Eugene
Chevrolet Motdrs, 'Musical. MoO'Haire, as the distracted clergyman, MAYBELLE JENNINGS
ments,' 15-minute. discs, three times
and to Marjorie Tyler as his faithful Street Interview
weekly for ,13 weeks.' TWroUfh
housemaid, with several .others turn- 15 Mins.
Campbell-Ewald. WWJ.
LACO
SOAP
PROBtJCTS
ing in effective performances. Cast -in
Webster-Eisenldhr, Girard Cigars,
Wednesdays,
1:15
p.m..
a ratlier mature, role, O'Haire 'aged'
football interviews, weekly for 13
WCAO, Baltimore
', by Opening the/ bass stops in his fine
weeks. Through N. W. Ayer. WWJ.
speaking organ. Not his best part,
(Joseph Katz)
Forest Cleaners, 'Bureau of Misshut done well. Miss, Tyler, one-time
This' weekly one originates in ing Persons,' five minutes, six days
ingenue of the Proctor Players and
Through
Washingtori, and is piped out to weekly, for 52 weeks.
off the ether bands for some time,
Balto,
Philly,
Sinioris-Michelspri.
N.
Y.;
Boston,
Bangor,
WWJ.
as
maid, .John Sheeh&n
clicked
United pavings. Bank,, five-minute
played -acceptably, the hard-boiled Worcester, Springfield, Bridgeport,
police chief. Capable ; Irrrta Lehmke Manchester, Providence and Hart- drama, three times weekly for 26
Through Evans, Brisebois
voiced briefly and. Alexander Mc- ford statiOris oh the Columbia web; weeks:
Donald handled well an Italian used- sponsor, spotted: shows from Balto agency. WWJ.
and an Irish cop GHQ.
.clothes- dealer
Automobile Club of Michigan,
It
is
one
of
likeliest
sidewalk five-miriute 'Voice of Safety,' three
the
Frank Oliver doubled as a horse
salesman and as a friend o„' Jessup, questionnaire periods to bob up in tirries weekly.
Renewed for 26
Chester Vedder Was the shakedown some time," with enough difference in weeks. Through Stockwell, Marcuce.
artist and John Allen was a doctor makeup, manner of presentation and WWJ.
start

arid 432,000
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:

that .Variety, is 15c.
copy;
HoW; It's Worked
10-'
sale on all newsstands WednesDanzig and Driscoll have
days; and there wilt be rio increase story latitude,, five up arid -five bein advertising rates
the Anni- low the apartment floor ori which
versary issue.
telephone circuit connecting
the
with, the
panel miles aWay is
Goodly Crowd Was There
the
Toots took the affable young mari established. .From the morherit
first; doorbell is rUng every sound is
around the parlor, introducing him
ori the air. Both men, must .keep up
to people. He said he. was Jierry
reriiainDanzig. The people to whorix he was a riinrimg: comment while
di-<
introduced included Princess. Kro- ing constantly under signal and
rectiori via earphones frorri the enpotkin, fiction-writing, lecture-delivgineer,
barge into unfamiliar
irientiori.

,

on

,

:'.

WOK

.

:

,

.

'

.

.

•

.

stamp

as off
the heavily trodden track of other
'kindred sort of programs., Miss
Jennings, one-time newspaper drama
critic, has. velvety voice arid smoothjKenria, mentioned, and a plu.T made flowing, delivery needed.
Persons
fort dealers.
Joco.
interviewed; they're i'ust not asked
set of prepared queries, but; after
their- names, and .occupations are
BfeRNIE BIERMAN
drawn out; personal reactions are
With Babe LeVohv Charlie. Johnson dug up. .That cues in. nicely titular
ABd Gopher Chorus
tag on periods, 'What's On Your
Football Chatter
Mind?'
15 Mins.
Miss Jennings further pits opi ?
iGfiNBUKAL MILLS, INC.
ions of One person against, those of
Sunday, 9:45 p.m.
others that have preceded at the
WCCO,
Paul-Minneapolis
mike. And uppermost is the angle
(.Knox Reeves)
that gives program its touch Of ori r
Opening With warWhoqps and fol- inality-^the contrasting of ideas,
lowed by Ski-U-Mah. yells, this pro- emotions arid reactions felt by th3
has Bernie Bierman expourid- different, sexes. That touch is what
g his theories on coming games sharpens period for femme audience
and answering pointed questions on at which sponsor wants it directed.
the preceding day's Minnesota game The pitting of man vs> maid is actossed at him by Charlie' Johnson,
complished with: deft and light
Minneapolis Star sports editor.
enough hand "not to, be readily apThroughout the program, rousing parent,
but wisely of souridly regiscollege songs are sung by an all-male
chorus, and they're beaucoup snappy^ tering force/ collectively^
Another gal slips in at t\vo brief
Climax of each Sunday night's
stint js a dramatization of the' pre- intervals for short socks on sporisorV
Also bankroller gets menvious, day's outstanding play, han- behalf.
dled neatly by Babe Le Voir, 1935 tioned when Miss Jennings rewards
All-America halfback for the Goph- each jiver with bottle of shampoo.
Bert.
ers, who .is. this ;year assisting Bier^
effect to definitely

eririg refugee Of. RuSsi
Baymond
Spmmer, French speed driver who
placed fourth in. the recent Vander30-minute bilt Cup auto races,:, arid is wife;
Edgeworth Tobacco,
transcription, 'Moments You'll Never Borchard, the pho'tographer;
Anita
Forget,' weekly, for 13 weeks. MarHendli
legit actress; Capt. Huntschalk & Pratt. WRVA.

it

;

RICHMOND,

'

-

.

.

'

Smilin'

.

WRVA.

start

finish,

.to

WATER

O'Connell

S.S.S.

TONIC

M-W-F;

6:45 p.m.

WCAO,

Baltimore

Effort apparently

is

tot

musically

imbue this series^ with snap and
virility to catch up listeners in spirit
of

what sponsor says the plugged

WRVA.

direct.

Thurs., Fri., Sat., 6:15 P.M.

&

Disc
15 Mins.

.

.

ill

OIL

WN.AC, Boston

HAL CARR'S RHYTHM

Jurgens Furniture Co., 15-minute
short story transcription, weekly,
for 13 weeks. Direct. WRVA.
Acme Paint Co., talks, by Betty
Good, 15 minutes, weekly. Placed
,

.

TIDE

McCoririel transcriptions,.

tion, library built musical, 15 minDirect.
utes, weekly, for 13 weeks.

.

the McCoy from
pervades.
Rash.

Ed

Weekly, for 13 -weeks.. Presba, Fellers & Presba. WRVA.
Emrick Chevrolet Co: transcrip-

'

is

flashes,

Mitchell)
(Lennen
Casey, former Harvard football
coach, airs, "thrice weekly- during
football season this year for Tydol.
Thursday and Friday nights he preweek-end
dicts outcomes of the
games, and Saturday nights sums up
the dayls grid doings.
Friday is guest night, arid when
caught (23) he Was putting Eddie
.

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance
Co., weekly fiverminute dramatic
transcription, 'Win Both Ways,' 13
weeks; Placed, Goodman Advertis.

N. Y. C; WRVA.
General Baking Co., 'Terry and
Ted/ 15-minute transcriptions, Monday to Friday, 52 weeks. Direct.
'

WMBG.',

&

American Gas
Flame Singers/

Machine

Co., 'Sun

fit.

ICESULTS:

:

Ironized Yeast, 26 fi ve-rninute programs. Through Ruthrauff & Ryan.

WBAL.

With Al Mitchell

Family

10 Mins.

ABC

8:15 P.M.

Longtime fave as vaude rh.c.; Al
12-yeav-old
Mitchell
enters
his
daughter, Dolly, as air aspirant.
Mitchell lately led a Major. Bowes
tyro Unit, so he should know the
girl's
Juvenile showed
chances.
promise, in first regular WICC stint
.

'

%0 lS?

youngster Miss Mitchell
10
a powerful lot into
minutes, short-'--time, necessitated by
a

packed

studio's commitment to an E. T.
Program including ' five tunes, 'Why
Do I Lie, to Myself About You/ 'You
Dropped Me- Like a Red Hot Penny,'
'Over
Bowl of Suki-Yaki,' 'Peter
.

ujeed 8

compony

wsoc
CHARLOTTE, N.C.

Piper' and 'Little Cowboy.'
Such, variety obviously made demands, but lass came ..through to
exhibit a fine versatility. She isn't
afraid to bawl out when so expected, jarid she closed With an excellent interpretation of the cowboy
.

ballad.

-Located in the heart of the .Caro*
!•
and covering
of the
richest, most responsive, and—*
short—one of the best markets in the world.

fern.

.

"

,

Was—

It

a

random

choifee of building

by the

WOR boys,: Having picked the; house
down

they narrowed

the apartments.

Apart from knowing somewhat in
advance that 10 o'clock had a special
significance the jrest

rangement.

was without

ar-

Princess Kropbtki

hand herself at interviewi
people, remembered late to get i
plug for her publisher, Bernarr Macold

.

a last-minute postcript
before Danzig got away from Getts
f addeVi,

vyho; modestly not wishing to speak
of hjmseif, spbke only of his clients.
The ""broadcast also' established
another bit of piquancy over the
'

_

—

reported the.yAMEtY mugg
was heard to' giggle! Home, Jairiies.
air

it is

.

were at home to the fifth estate.
But get this straight—the refreshf
merits were merely, offered. Not accepted. It seems there's more to this
Vox. Pop business than appears- on

A

first inspection.
true Vox Pop is
a teetotaler. For the. smell of liquor
the breath, makes people, suspicious
hoax, and doors get

"A DVERTI8EM ENT

iistene

ori,

>w

programs.
Through
Katherine MahboL WBAL.
Armin Varady, Inc. (Cleveland).,
Ill, five-minute programs.
Through
Sellers' Service of Chicago. WBAL.
five-minute

.

SCHENECTADY

;

Milling: Co.,

Warsaw,

Through Rogers & Smith,

Chicago.

WGY.

Marlin Fire Arms Co., New Haven,
Conn,
(razor
halfrhour
blades),
transcriptions, True' Detective Mysteries,
13 weeks; started Oct. 11.
Through Franklin Bruck Corpbratiori. New York.
WGY.
Block Drug Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
(Omega ..Oil), 26 weeks, twice15*miriute
weekly,
transcription,
started Oct. 12,
Through Husband

& Thomas, Inc., New York. WGY.
:W W. Lee Co., Watervliet, N. V.
(Save-the-Baby L ini m e n t), 26
-.

clock,

daily transcribed
started Octi 12.

&

Leighton

musical

Through

Schenectady.

Nelson,

WGY,-

American:Machine Co.; AlThrough- Joseph Katz bert Lea, Minn., 15-minute transcription; 'Old Melody Moments, to Oct.'
Crosse & Blackwell, 14: 75-word 18, once weekly.
Through Grove
spots.
Through Van Sant. Dugdale Advertising Agency, St. Paul.. WGY.
United Baking Co., Schenectady,
Col. WBAL.
Tumbler Laboratories, ight N. Y. (Lady Betty Bread), 13 weeks,
J.
Through .Louis E- lime
50-word, spots.
six
times
daily.
signals,,
Shecter. Adv. agency. WBAL.
Through
Adirondack Advertising
Mangels Herold, Inc., 26 15-miriute Agency, Albany. WGY.
programs.. Through Brown-AlexanM. E. Raymond Co., Inc., Ballston
der. WBAL.
Spa., N. Y. (Woriderqil), 52 weeks,
Crazy Crystals, .1 45 15-minute pro- One-riiiniite live-talerit -daily angrams.
Through Luckey Bowman, nouncements,
starting
Oct.
19.
^ ->•-.-,
Inc:- WBAL. /
ThroughDeRouyillc
Advertising
L. Knowles, Inc. (Springfield Agency, Albany. WGY.
Mass.), 78 100-word spots. Through
Tide Water Oil Co., 13 weeks; 15r
Merchandisi
Bureau. minute sports, commentary,, thrice
DeForest
WBAL.
weekly.
Through Lennen
MitC. F. Mueller (macaroni), 78 50- chell, New York, WGY.
word. spots. Through E. W^ Hell wig
Niagara Hudson -Corp.,. four weeks,
Co.. of Jersey'-City. WBAL:
.1 5-minute transcription, Mr. and Mrs.
Pinex Co. (Ft. Wayne, Ind.) 336 Wisepenriy. Through .Batten, Barton,
50-word spots. Through Sellers' Ser- Dursti
Osborn, New York,
spots.
Co., of Balto.

Soi% and Story on Discs

Top

WBAL.

.

.

.

'

.

•

.

.

fit

.

.

,

vice of Chicago.

WBAL.

'The Crusaders' 84 quarter-hour
programs.
Through MarSchalk &
Pauline Clark on WFIL
Pr5tt of N. Y. WBAL.
Philadelphia, Oct.
Atlantic Refining Co., ten; Satur-.
Pauline Clark, wife of John Clark,
afternoon,
football
games.
station's new program" director, be- day
Through N, W. Aver. WBAL.
gins vocal series this week over
Schluderberg - Kurdle (packers),
WFIL, under tag of 'Pauline Prefers.' 171 50-wbrd spots. Through BrbwnShe's vet of radio and: musical Alexander. WBAL.
comedy;
The. Hub (Balto dept. store), seven

WGY.

Procter & Gamble Co. (Chipso)
39 Weeks, five times -weekly, 15-mlnute transcription. 'Personal Column
of the Air.'
Through Blackman

Agency, New York City. WGY.
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
(Blue Coal) 15-minute twice-

Co.

,

weekly transcriptions, 'Lesson*
Hollywood/ Through Ruthrauff
Ryan, New York. WGY.

in
it

'fm Up' Show
Plenty

Kansas City— ProgramKMBC woke Mp
with a start when "Life on
Red Horse Ranch" ired as
director of

early morning show.

Pix

week, late summer, yanked in scad of mail
from listeners who liked to
start the day off right with
" Owens, The Texas
offer in last

'

.

'Get

—WiU Rake

,

Sunday.

weeks,
;

Crow

Little

Ind. (Coco-Wheats Breakfast Food),
26 weeks, starting Oct; 12, Happy
Hank (Marc Williams) daily except

50-word

r

.

An NBC A ffiliate

WBAL.

.

Father at pi

75-word

Oil Burner,. 25 75-wbrd spots
Through
ten 50-word spots.
Sampson agency, of Balto. WBAL.
Maryland Pharmaceutical Co., 130

.

that; justifies father's faith.

For.

Store,

arid

WICC, Bridgeport

<•

Shoe

spots.. Direct.

Sustaining

Wednesday,

cease on. this sustaining proso that they could switch over
to other apartriients in the Same
buiidirig where other, equally charming but strictly- sustaining people
cials' to

WMBG.

-

with bur work

being- cor-

at

gram

15 minutes, weekly,
Direct.

13 weeks.

.

DOLLY MITCHELL

It's

•

'

ing,

health-buildup tonic will do for run- Anderson, Holy Cross coach through
BALTIMORE
his paces. Anderson answered quesdown persons.
Pen Mar Co., 26 50-word spots..
There's a theme, 'S.S.S. March,' tions about the late Knute Roekne, Through Courtland D. Ferguson.
Used for etirtain-raiser and lowerer, after Casey unloaded some week-end WBAL.
but the «-»oken plugs are well mini- dope, with Bill O'Connell in on the
Dr. J, W. Barenburg, five 50-word
mized; considering frequent Over- dialog.
Net effect of the dialog is stilted spots arid 26 five-miriute programs.
Nyburgi
and unnatural and plus a barrage of Through Cahri, Miller
WBAL.
plugs casts a dismal pall over the
Fairfield-Western Maryland Daily,
Chit chat beentire proceedings.
tween Casey arid Anderson suffered- 14 75-word spots. Through N. Y.
from same, stiff-necked delivery. Ayer; WBAL.
Keilogg Co., 13 qiiarterrhour peLawson Paynter handles script.
riods. Through N. W. Ayer. WBAL.
Fox.

Let us. acquaint you

his .embarrasstnent

•

.

program

Hoi Tan Cigars, news

.

-

that this

chaste,

arid uncertain v dispoto Keep the flow of
and
varied
steady;;
a better training in
k

.

,

coach.
Babe's
over the ether, and EDDIE CASEY
that he knows football, to the hilt With Eddie Anderson,
goes without saying. Hence, idea 15 Mins.

conversation

-

;

nered by a microphone .talked; for
six .jninute^flatvbn.ijimm^
Mr. and' Mrs. Martin Johnson, Walrect.
WMBG.
Pitkin, Dorf
-minute ter Hampden, Waiter
Ironized "Yeast,, two.
weeks. othea Brande, dhristcipher and Felix.
transcriptions
weekly,.
Placed, Ruthrauff & Ryan; WMBG, Morley, and a few others who hapcoincidence—to
be
Lever Bros: (Spry), 25-word an- pen—another
nouncements, six times Weekly, 26 managed by the Getts office.
weeks. Placed; Ruthrauff & Ryan.
Meanwhile the Variety mugg ofWMBG.
fered refreshments to the rest of
Mangel's Her old Co. (King Syrup);
WOR's production staff Who were
15 riiinutes,
Inquiring Reporter,standing, by in the hall outside the
weekly. Direct. WMBG.
Aladdin Lamp CO., .15-minute apartment;; waiting for the xommer-.

gam

backfield

names

Departington, v Lorimer
HammOnd, and diplomacy than the State
drilling
Clark Getts who had meanwhile; ment gives; a bettef
emerged from the closet Where he rapid-fire gab than selling
arice.
15 had beeri. hiding, and to cover up
incredible or hOtrreality

minutes, weekly^ 13 weeks. L. Guro.binner Agency. WRVA.
R. A: Burton Co., football preview,
15 minutes, weekly, 13 weeks. Di-

.

slick

WRVA.

Tracy-Dawson.

weeks.

.

is

culiar

sitions, .strive

Continental Oil Co., Carveth Wells
transcription, half -hour, weekly, 13

..'

larynx

meet people With pe-

surroundings,

.

;

,

man

:

.

;

Advertising, of which there was
sufficient, stressed that 20 surgical
steel ^blades can now be purchased
for 25 cents, due to expiration of a
patent. ^Company's president, Prank

,

-

,

•

;

45

slamihed in one's face. When tha^
(Continued from page 1
happens, Dave. DriscoH has to interbuildings—turned out to view the engineer, who is a quiet
fellow. Dave Driscoll is the guy. who
be a Variety TriUgg,
led into a discussion of rings the next:; bell when Danzig
gets, through
with the Variety
Variety, filrns, radio, the show biz
There are a couple of
general,, relatives arid the scarcity mugg's joi
of cornedians.
All of this mean- other fellows hiding in the
while was being converted by the who. turn, out rio't. to be lecture manmagic wand into radiotelephbriic- agers. They are Mitchell Benson
electrical irripulses and was sprayed arid Jerry Frankeri of WOR; Latter
over the map as far west as. Chi- is papa of the 'Let's Visit' ideai
These fellows tell strange stori
cago by the Mutual, network:
'Let's Visit' program, the
Several people who ordinarily be- of
Santa Claris, have since people' they. run. into; the unexpected
lieve;
turned out to? be very cynical and answers' they get, the skepticism of
fright 9?
seem to doubt that the broadest sbme listeners," the
was spontarieous. But it: must have people in theiir ,owri paribus, the.
Keen spontaneous and unrehearsed, '-s~^arige'''fari- maii''.ahd telephone calls,
because the Variety mugg forgot to that Sometimes,.f ollow/

DETROIT

.

From

discs.

VARIETY

Business

zealous claim's and copy found on

A

achieve 100 percent smoothness.

.

er,

zippy .garbling of

The Texas Rangers, and
mellerdrammer of the plains.
The Texas boy bin sell 'em

-—now i>egi ing sixth year
fqr same, sponsbr. Rangers
had over hundred success-:
weeks on CBS. "Life oh
Red Horse" Ranch" look?

ful

like

another

food,
Script

okay

-natural" for
kid product.
and music plenty
for all family ears;
•

home,

kids will 'Vat it up." Merchandi ing hooks will drag
the limit;
Arthur Church
tested this one, and he
knows his radio. Offered
for spot airing by KMBC,

Kansas
building

City, ace program
and testing station.

.

V

.

u sic

hi

VARIETY
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Inside Stuff—Music

Most Requested
(Reported by Harry Sosnik,
NBC maestro)
When Did You Leave Heaven?
The Way You Look Tonight
You Turned the. Tables on Me
Sin?, Baby, Sing:
Until Real Thing, pomes
Midnight Blues

A

Fine.

CS

:

of Air 'Casts

Romance

Organ Grinder's Swing

before taking drastic action
wjth the licensing

its

last

If the Cato; Canadian'. Users.
nadian authorities decline to do anything about lifting the price restrictions placed on performing rights,
ASCAP will withdraw from the Canadian Performing Rights Society
and inform the ASCAP membership
that
may deal direct jvith Canadian music

In a Sentimental Mood
'Sentimental
I'm

Out of Heaven
Milenburg Joys
If We Never Meet Agai
Star Fell

,

'

Compromise move

Today

Three. Sisters

;

han-

gen.
dled by E. C. Mills,:
mgr., and Leslie J.
head of
the Canadian Performing; ights Soiety. Pair are due to go to the. bolatter part of this week'
mi
for a preliminary conference with
Canadian exhibs and other
Jack. Mills last week closed deals
with the principal idea being to ask with several
foreign publishers for
the latter
support the Canadian
agency rights. Most important, of
Society,, in which the BPRS and
these was the agreement which; gave
ASCAP are equal partners, in the Mills
the United States and Canadrive for repeal of the price fixing
dian representation of the popular
legislation.
and standard catalogs of Cecil LenAnother
nox, London publisher.
transaction- had Lawrence Wright
buying the British rights, to the latest
Cotton Club- NV n floorshow score.

MILLS CLOSES SEVERAL

-,

FOREIGN RER. DEALS

'

.

,

.

.

'

Y

.

FLASHES

.

FR6M

HEART"
Schertsloeer. Song*

"MAGNOLIAS IN THE
MOONLIGHT" and

"FOLLOW YOUR
HEART"

*

Harms,

'

r

AVI «•

<

<

•

.

"

show

during Thanksgiving Week,
when, Reisman's band flies to New

Europe.

York

Ft.

Inc.,

'.'

version by Jimmy Kennedy.,
Francois Salabert, Paris publisher,
is due over here in a few weeks to
negotiate a contrac' which would
band will pinch-hit
Red
give, him the agency of the Mills for Leo Reisman at the Clev> auto
catalogs in the Latin countries of

For

SAM FOX
II,'

Which

a

Theatre, operators are exempt from taxation under the Social Security
Act in cases' where orchestras are hired through; leaders or other agents.
Precedent was: established last week when Internal Revenue Bureau,
settling tiff over tax liability of a hotel, asserted that owner, of enterprises
are exempt from Federal levy in cases where they make lump-sum payments for musical talent and ho not directly employ the tunesters. If hotel
or theatre hires a unit, paying the agent or leader who r in turn, compeninto the security fund is
sates the musicians, the responsibility for kicki
lifted from the hotel Ofc theatre management.

has "turned down $1,500 as a settlement for the infringement
suit it has brought against Leo Feist,<Inc., and Metro-Go
connection with the tune, 'Did I Remeifhber?'. Song, which was used i
Suzy,' is claimed by Harms to be closely \related to 'Fancy Meeting You,'
which the latter firm published^ several years QgoV 'Remember' has been
doing well in sheet sales and much better iri^ ir performances.
—
'••}'£' •
V
appointed by .the dh?ec tQr#«ojC the --Music Publishers
Special commi
Protective Association to lodk into the advisabili|^fvjhe industry estabform of license lishing its own air plug checking service will me$^t$n?rrQW (Thursday)
why
cannot be determined right aw.ay: is to draw up a ^report, indications are that the MPPA' w4ll work out a deal
because no. two off-therair recorders With Marti Alexander, owner of the Accurate Reporting Service; whereby
do business the same way. In the he and his service will go -on the MPPA'S payroll. Separate corporation
sustaining would be organized for the takeover by the MPPA.
case of transcriptions,"
record brings, the copyright owner a
flat sum per tune, while for commerOft WRIT!
cial discs the charge is 25c. per nonsongs for 'Mr. Melody/ Rudy Vallee
restricted composition and 50c per
pic at Warners. Team is also doing
Average fee similar stint oh Mervyn LeRby's.
restricted' number.
charged by an off-the-air recorder
The King and the Chorus Girl.'
is $7.50 for- a-;quarter-hbur program,
$10 for a half -hour program and
Hilda Emory Davis (Mrs. Meyer
$15 for an hour's show.
Davis) has placed five compositions
Publishers figure to derive $50,000with. Ejkah-Vogel, Philadelphia pubs,
$75,000 yearly from, this source.
Numbers are 'Love Comes So Near/
•To One Way/ 'Jubilee/ 'Bondage'
and 'Little Brown. Shoes/

man

Whfceman, Phis Symph,

PUBLISHING COMPANY
I

'Violiho Tzigano,'

move

sequel, to a letter which Paine wrote
to this class of recorder several
weeks ago. Letter advised the program taker-offers that the. practice
came under the mechanical provisions of the copyright law and that
hereafter they would have to pay a
royalty to the copyright owners of
music contained in such recordings.
Most of the off-the-air stencilling is
done for artists, advertising agencies
and sponsors.

said to be frigid. about the idea.
Report in upper union circles is.„that James Petrillo, boss of the Chicago
and first v.p. of the International, has no interest in succeeding Weber.

local

Music Notes

Starring Marlon Talley
and Mlclinel Bnrtleti
Featuring the

;

hit,

this side' will ber titled 'Serenade
in the- Night;.' Mills will use as the
lyric the Peter Maurice (London)

on

"FOLLOW YOUR

]

Mills .has also acquired the American rights to C. A. Bi'xib's conti-

nental

week authorized John G. Paine

MPPA

You
Until

is

-

to proceed, in the. capacity of trustee,
to license firms which make a business of recording musical programs
off the aif. Paine has hot decided
what fee will be asked, or how the
license will be framed.

Did I Remember?
I'm ait Old Cowhand
Until Real Thing Comes
Knock, Knock
'

rights

directors of the Music
Association
rotective

of

Publishers

Hotel Aster, N. Y.)
;

of

nectiori

'

Board

to My Rescue
Melancholy Baby
(Reported, by Vincent Lopez, at

You Came

Composers,
American Society
Authors arid .Publishers will, make
iffer*
an effort to compromise.
ences with the' Canadian government

Edward F. Canavan, incumbent prez, is faced with a tough dilemma as
coming. elections of the New York Musicians Union are concerned. Canavan, it is understood; is favored by Joseph N. Weber as his
successor in heading the American Federation of Musicians, but before
Canavan can be put in nomination at the next national convention he has
to have himself elected a delegate to the, event. It is up to him to find a
way of getting on the wi ing ticket of the Local' 802 elections in December. The ticket which is topped by Jack Rosenberg, present secretary,
far as the

'

for special broadcasts.
Reiswill get show in Civic Aud

started for first three days and is
hopping back to close it after the

Worth Concert

broadcasts.

Sammy
bers,

'Lady

Stept and

Ted Kohler num-

'I'm Mad About You' and
Known as Lulu/ will be pub-

lished by Harm's. Both ditties are
spotted in Republic's 'The Big Show/

Guy Lombardo celebrates his 20th
music world Nov. .13.
birthday i
Orchestra pilot will get one hour on
WABC as gesture from Roosevelt
hotel, N. Y. his current stand.
t

Hoagy Carmichael and Stanley
Herb Saman, former pianist with
Fort Worth, Oct.
Adams left for the Coast Saturday
Ted Fio Rito will open at the Bal
to "do the score for Columbia's
(24)
augorchestra,
Whiteman's
Paul
Tabarin, San Francisco, with his own
mented by members of the Fort band, Oct. 30. Band will share radio 'College Hero/ Harms will publish.
Worth Symphony Orchestra, mak time at the 'Bal with Don Francisco's
Walter Donaldson, Chet Forrest
ing 75 musicians inrall,. will give a tango outfit. After four months at
been assigned
concert here Nov. 3. It will"- be this spot. Tom Brown leaves for and Bob Wright have
inner
to do words and music for
Whiteman's farewell to ^Fett Worth Seattle's Club Victor.
Metro.
All'
at
Take
is
He
Centenni
Frontier
the
and
due to leave immediately after for
AI ..Lyons will bring a 12-piece
Roy Webb is working on .score of
New York, probably playing several band into, the Sir Francis rake ho'A Woman Rebels' and follows with
dance engagements en route.
tel; Frisco, Nov. 3, for six weeks.
Street' at Radio. Both are
'Quality
Centennial is exThe- Fronti
Lyons replaces Larry Kent's band,' Katherine Hepburn pi
pected to^be continued at least tw"o
which ill play one-highters before
weeks beyond Oct. 31, which was returning to the Alexander
hotel,
Carol! Huxley, former chief arannounced two weeks ago as the Honolulu:
ranger for Andre Kostelanetz, has
closing date. However, definite anjoined Warners music staff in Hollynouncement of extension has not
'The King Says Swing' is the Onyx wood.
^
been made.
Successful showing of Casa Ma- Club influence oh the Coronation,
.Nathaniel Shilkret has been asnana revue in bid 'Jiimbo' building according to a new song by Teri Jo'Winterset' and The
on rainy nights gave new life to the sef ovits, pianist-entertainer at the signed to score
at Radio.
expo. The revue probably could be Lombardy hotel, N. Y., and Davit Plough and the Stars'

AFTERGLOW
Orchestrations 50o
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Great Big Hit!

Tlie

.

.

if

^rrTrMU

PUB

slC

c

.^

.

5»0NS^

;

.

Continuing? the most amazing hit record of all time,

"TO

we

offer

MARY— WITH LOVE"

"PICTURE

With

.

continued in this circular; building Greggo.ry, publicist, just but of CarHal Grayson orchestra opens at
for a number 'of. weeks, after the negie Tech;
the Statler, Buffalo, this week.
weather gets too cold for performBenee Russell has teamed up with
ances in the outdoor Casa Manana.
Fred Steel is now professional mgr.
Harold Spina and the duo has placed
ith
Chappell. of Santly-Joy, Inc.
Don Bestor will follow the date 'Never-Neverland'
starting Friday (30) at the Earl the- Same firm has taken 'Coronation
Eddie Ward
the
Waltz,' which Russell co-authored
atre, Washiqgtoii, with a coliego tour,
Thin Man' at Metro.
returning to New York after Jan. 1. with Peter DeRosa, and 'Southern
Style,' a Gerald Marks Collaboration.

ME WITHOUT YOU"
,

"JIlin|»|*di".'.'f4lH« rlii)r'

.

Walter
Chet Forrest
,
arid Bob Wright have handed in
three tunes at Metro.
'Blow Your
Horn' goes into 'After the Thin
Man.' 'Let Me Day Dream' and 'Oh,
So Lovely' are uhassigned.
in

and Harry Warren are

writin
special music
tab pro-,
ducti
'Gold Diggers of 1937'
troupe,
ich will tour key cities as
«xploitation stunt;
Arthur Zellner.
contri

DIETZ and

ARTHUR SCHWARTZ
"UNDER YOUR SPELL"
A 80th Century-Fox Flctar*
Starring MWREXCK T1BBETT

.

SEA

Hrsi Screen Score by

HOWARD

•

Them New

Hltft—

"UNDER YOUR SPELL"
"AM1G0 (My Friend)"
"My Little Mule Wagon"

r

MOVIETONE

MUSIC CORPORATION
Sam fiix 0:
1250 SIXTH AVEMUF.
N

in

EW

leads

VC

S,K

with:

"WHEN DID YOU LEAVE HEAVEN?"
fro

ill*

Durryl Ziinnr

Ontury-roi

prorlui-llo

"SWEETHEART LET'S GROW OLD TOGETHER

n

'

;

it

SOMEONE TO CARE FOR ME"
W
From

LEO FEIST,

Inc.

"DREAM AWHILE"
"PETER PIPER"

"MIDNIGHT BLUE

l' til

1629

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Richar
eymarin and
Werner
Ted Kohler have been assigned to

ROBBINS MUSIC CORP.

799 7tK AVE.

NEW YORK

MUSIC PUBLISHERS

HAPIRO, BERNSTEIN
im m

THEIR MEW QUARTERS

~ RKO

& CO

;Radio Giiy Music Hall;

BLDG.

~

In0„ IMI$

BERNSTE1SS. Pres.

1270 SIXTH AVE., NEW YORK
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Most Played on Air

Strike to Poll

To

familiarize the trade with
most on the air.
New York, the following songs were most played- on
the networks last week. Comthe

oirase

and

Today
It Can Happen to You
Star: Fell Out of Heaven
I'm An Old Cowhand.

the Music ^Publishers Protective

MPPA

man, that complaints had been filed
with -it about the way the music industry was conducting -its code Of
fair trade practices. Paine will appear at the FTC's offices in Washington this Friday (30) to discuss the

the Moonlight

itt

1

A

Fine Romance
.

.

Me and the Moon
My Kingdom for a
Let's

Kiss

GOING HOME FOR

.

CHRISTMAS
HARMS. CO.
1CTO

Sixth

RCA Bide,

Axe.
N. If.

loins -Agency

Chicago,

Nelson
Shawn with NeisserMeyerhoff agency here -as Chief of
commission.
the agency's radio department.
While, the names of the complainShawn has. been in charge of pering, publishers were -not mentioned,
sonal; and vaude appearances for the
the FTC made it known that the
NBC Artists Bureau locally for
squawks had to do with the alleged
past two years.
non-enforcement of. certain provisions of the industry pledge. What
viras disturbing, abbut this
to. the
THF BEST i.H MUS!C
heads of the MPPA was the possibility that the charges made in the
complaints would become part of the
data which the FTC has been colyear
the
lecting in its investigation of the
music industry MPPA officials feel
that as long as the FTC does, not
It?
grant the trade conference asked of
it, anything
unfavorable abbut the
industry's business practices can bev*.'
come subject to the .commission's
A Positive
probe,
^Goodnioht Swoethoart'
'.
It is likely that whert Paine calls
on the FTC this week he will be accompanied by Joseph V. McKee;
cently appointed general counsel for
the MPPA and coordinator of the
Is
.

-

,

Grow Old Together

:

I'M

Shawn

.

Escape from You

To Mary; With Love
Want the World to Love

in any way, in the opinion of the
publishers, ;cramp the possibilities of
its guessing contest. It is the MPPA's
i
that the program refer to the
tunes outside of the first three as
among those which are enjoying sufficient popularity to include them in
the week's first; 15 hits. By accept-

Nelson

:

Good

Tain't

I Can't

taking any
^against the accused publisher arid what this action
should be.

:

Did I Remember?
Organ Grinder's Swing,

restricting, the ratings to. the
three songs, Lucky would not

be up, to McKee to

It v/iil

determine whether the facts warrant

text of the complaints. He is making the trip at the request Of the

Sing, Baby, Sing

-

Chicago.

sociation. when the government body
notified John G: Paine,
chair-

lintil

'

DOING TO MY HEART

Federal Trade Commission last signment since taking the job has
week caused a mixture of puzzle- volved the studying of data charging
a certain publishing house With pay r
ment and concern/
of
ing for plugs in both New York and
i

Chapel

firist

to

i,6flft-

Lucky Strike program had been
filed
by some publishers against
incident to the MPPA, the FTC expressed itself as puzzled as to how
somebody in the: tobacco, industry,
could harm the interests of some one
in the. music industry/.

LOVE—WHAT ARE YOU

Sing

fair competition in connection with'

By

Fan Trade Cede,

;

Love Songs
When Lady Meets Gentleman
Dream Awhile
Talking Thru My Heart
Until. Real Thing Comes Along
You Turned the Tables
I'll

American Tobacco 'with: the Federal
Trade Commissi ". In relaying this

Waltr Hit)

WABC

When Did You Leave 'Heaven?

the

(Definitely:

'

Who Loves. You?.
Way You Look Tonight

,

the Big

Publishers'

are. computed for
the week from Sunday through
Saturday: night (Oct. 18-24);

r

CLOSE TO ME

WEAF, WJZ

bined plugs

Music industry last week moved tion be made of the latest. numerical
adjust the distributing effect; standing of the remaining 12 songs
ichi the Lucky Strike broadcasts on Lucky- s Weekly, list,
ire alleged to have on the merchanSentiment which prevailed at the
ising of sheet music. A compromise meeting took the view
that, although
ropOsal, which was approved at a the music industry
was reluctant to
leeting of the Music Publishers do anything that
might impair the
asks
that
the.
Association,
Totective
huge radio investment of the Amerilit Parade' limit its ratings to the can Tobacco. Co.,
some measure of
rst three tunes -and that no men- self protection had_to
be adopted bV
the publishers. It also" developed at
the meeting that a complaint of un>.

Tments

tunes

around

.

.

ing this arrangement, the publishers
assert, the air commercial would do
away with the detrimental effects of
the practice how
effect of mentioning the relative standing of each
number in the first 15.

;

WB

Deal From

.

Did You Mean

.

.

'"

Meeting disclosed considerable .disagreement as to whether dealers and
distributors of sheet, music were following the ratings on the Lucky
broadcasts to the point where, a drop

Oh 5

.

Tunesters

Another Perfect

'

^Presents

in ranking would result either in
the return of copies of that number
or cancellation of orders put in for,,
that, number.. While Louis Bernstein,
of Shapiro, Bernstein .& Co., and

''Coin

and Mabel"-

rLLSWGYOUATHOU-

War

lemma

in

self as

a result of being partners in

finds

produced, telegrams

showing

fnter

Gopiit t«ve All

Is

Gone

Me Good

Night

The Mickey

on the. Lucky program.
that it can't clear their works /
was also advocated by the meet- side the United States and
to
be
urged
ing that Lucky Strike
askVd Warner to work some, arranger
revise the setup of the songs listed
ment Whereby Paramount could pay
On the .postcards which it sends out
to prospective contestants. It was WB a definite scale for the privilege.
As things now stand, Paramount
suggested that instead of. listing
numerical order' all owns 50% of the domestic rights to
these tiines i
the way from 1 to 15, Lucky could the copyrights of the five writers,
rate the first three and arrange the With Warner holding the other half
alphabetical Under the contract it has with these
12 hits
remai
Writers, Paramount may settle its
order.

J*

A

Oct.

After weeks of maneuvering, but
no progress on either side, local musicians 'union yesterday (Monday)

1260 Sixth Avenoe
RCA Bldt;., N. X.

:

.

,

'

.

Another
'Spfinfltimo in the Roc^ies,

I'saSilvtrlleiM

finally,

.

;

REMICK MUSIC CORP.

'

Birthday Party

{foe-Year

brought
opponent into line. It concluded a pact
with WFIL, local NBC blue and
Mutual outlet, for house band. \ Deal
represents
compromises on both,
sides, but is really victory for union,
WFIL has been holdout for
own synchronization prices as far as si
more
than
a
year.
In
the United States is concerned.
Odd. feature of pact is fact it's for
addition to this right, Paramount
may publish the "works Of the quin- Only 13 weeks instead of customary
performance
nd year term. Calls for 13 men and
and
tet
But once leader, with two hours of work ov$r
6th. r mechanical fees;
Paramount seeks to use the syne eight hour stretch, six. days a week.
station
the Rate is regular Class
rights in
picture outsi
United States, it runs into a serious figure, Studio already auditiohing

•

Mou'te Novelty

Deal With WEIL, Phffiy,

rating;
It-

Now That Summer

McKee's

Magicians Conclude

ing the renewal of copyrights from
these writers, Paramount, now- finds

cancellations of sheet orders which
had been influenced, by a drop in

Ending

Night

music- industry.

it-

of Robbins Music the copyrights of the works of such
Schwartz. George.
Corp;, declared that they doubted writers as
whether/the Lucky rating idea was Meyer, Al
Albert Gumble and
hurting, the sheet business;, other William J. McKenna. After obtai -

pubs

for Sale

Don't Kiss

out of the di

which the former

,

Coney Island

My Baby

way

ner

Bregmah,

Jack

SXND LOVE SONGS

It

to

'

From

Swing

Paramount has appealed

'

an

the Golden date

HAHRt ll \K C P M
IRVINC
atrUllA iNc
T<7<7 T
'

-

-

-

-
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-

N
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SxcluAiat.
PU&LICATI ONS
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For Gordon-Revel Tunes
Hollywood, Oct,

27.

The other half of the copysnag.
right in these writers' works which
Warner controls has not expired in
foreign, countries, with the result
that Paramount has no other vay
but to deal through WB.

Jimmy Campbell, music head

of
the Coast,

a Sentimental Mood

•Gaumont-British, due on
has made a deal with Leo Feist,
and
Inc., ;to publish five Gordon
Revel tunes from.'Head Over. Heels
Matthews
Jessie
in
Love,*
the
.

'

Ride, Red, Ride

.

A

Organ Grinder's Swing
In

'

-

INC.

It—Th» Requett Un%\

'

crews.

CRAWFORD ADMITS

Deal which Paramount has through,
Famous Music Corp., with
Tunes are, 'Head Over Heels,' 'May its subsidy
the. five writers gives the former the
and
Rbbbi
I Have the Next Romance with You?'
Report
of copyright rights on. all
rehewal
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer were negoti'Looking Around Corners,' 'Through
their works as the original copy*
Courtesy of Love,' and. There's That
for the Crawford Music Co.
ating
In practically all
rights expire.
Look in Vbur Eyes Again.'
denied by Bobby. Crawford
subsids was
Warner publish!
cases
Monday (26). Crawford explained
were the holders of these original
that
what
is about to happen to his
copyrights and as the copyrights ex2 Song Bootleggers
company is a financial reorganization,
pired they obtained the renewal:
with the brothers Max and Louis
co-authors,
Held in $100 Bail rights frpih
furnishing the -hew capital.
Parambunt's investment in the Dreyfus
York police -last week arrestCrawford also asserted that he has
copyright renewals in the works, of
ed two peddlers of bootleg. sohg- Schwartz, Meyer, ryan, Gumble and ho intention of quitting .the firm.
Another report had it that the Dreyshcets,
William McKenna figures around $25,€00..
rank
fuse* were figuring on placing Larry
Cokos, as the result of evidence col'Spier, nOw manager of Harms. Inc.,
lected by Arthur Hoffman' and John
and T. B. Harms Co., with the CrawWiener, of. the Music Publishers Pro- Victor to Rush
was alsb said
ford organization.
tective Associ
The peddlers
that Crawford .was considering acwere. -arraigned in night court arid
cepting a post irom RKO as head
Murray
Disks
More
held in $100 bail each.
man of music in its Hollywood stjiv
dios, but this likewise- was described,
Crain,
.was but on
a suspended sentence of 30 days for ^His'first comedy dialog record with by'Crawfbr.d as not founded on
having committed
Similar offense. Oswald having clicked, Ken Murray
two
immediately
make
more
Or
f
will
It was his third arrest.
10Gr IKFRINGEMENT SUIT
Victor as soon as E. E. Oberstei
Detroit, Oct. 27.
is
cording chief,- gets back from
ilis,. local songwriter, has
Jac Di
the
trip, tb
hill*
hinterland
Collegians
in the South filed suit for $i 0,000 damages in fedbilly and race si
Hollywood,
and West, Murray's contract is for eral court ..here against Shandpr r the
iniing infringement, on
Publication rights to, three college eight sides, four this year and four violi 1st,
tunes have been mailed by Art next, but all may be rushed out his. ( llis)* song copyright, Ellis, who
Schwartz of the Music Holding' Corp. pronto oh strength of the disk sales; claims Shandor played' -'The Midwithi
the past month.
Murray and Oswald do their 'Oh, night Melody' while here two weeks
Last ''Was
'I
Love
Parade,' University of Yea-a-a-h!' nonsense from the radio, ago at the Michigan as well as in
Victor's idea is a other citi
Southern California ditty for which on the wax.
contends he composed
Ted Koehler and Harold Arlen re- Moran and Mack build-up, no com- the tune in May, 193$,
cently wrote new lyrics.
edy dialog on wax having been merEllis is also seeking an injunction
Others riabbea by Schwartz were chandized, for years. They may also restraining Shandor from playing'Strike Up the Band for UCLA' and do their musical ad. lib interludes the tune. Hcari
is due some time
The Trojan Marching Song.'
with orchestral combos later on.
this week.
starrer.

•
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You'll love to play our newest

Mr. Ghost Goes to Town
EXCLUSIVE PUBLICATIONS
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Trestnts
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From

"

Blue Eyes
White Horse Inn
I

Cannot Live Without
Your Love
v

"Conn of the Pacor"
The Prairie Is My Home
From "Sl«K© Strode"
From.

Fancy Meeting You
In Your Own Quiet Way

'

,

:

MHCV

Me
HARMS,

Inc.
12.10 Sixth Ave.
RCA Bldff., N.

The Sematlonkl

BmII«<1

.

When My Dream Boat
Comes'Home
from

Carter"

Thru the Courtesy of Love
You on My Mind

.

,

'

Waltzing with an Angel

:

..

.

Half of

:

,

My Kingdom

for

Papa Tree Top

a Kiss

Jail

Bermuda Buggyride
M. VV
ISSti

I

T M A R K A SO N $.

Sixth Avenue
Ulg.V N. Y.
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Newspaper

U. of Iowa's

UmM

Despite agitation in. reli ious.cirr
over alleged; bbgcenity "bp the

...

cles"

stage

and -rift

.for

adv/sr'tising

the.

RkO

Vaudeville shows at
weekend
Proctor's, Tiioy, there was. ho police
interference or ..action. Also ..lerronr
eous was the rep'ort that. Alex' Ger?
'Centenriial Follies' Unit Had
been subject to police censorship.
1
Most of Uhe agitation was coriflne'd
The.
to'
a couple Of editorials i
Evangelist, Catholic weekly: pub
Alleged objec
lished in Albany,
tionable performances.' and advertising were attacked, but no show was!

V. Date; $7,500 Plus Split

,

,,-

.

.

Cedar Rapids, .Opt.

27.

jUrs; Santrey Sinking

A

nite club without, liquor is What
students at the University, of Iowa
in low City, near here, are soon to
be offered in ah' effort to. cut down

Hazel Walton Santrey, wife
Henry Santrey' the band leader,"is
.,

,

Week* end

"'

Visits' to' \ adjacent
"

.

of
in

.

'condition'., and dire circumstances at Polyclinic, hospital, Newj

nouses,
Alterations arid redecorations in.
the cafeteria 'at 'the Iowa. Memorial
union, student 'recreational 'Center,'
will be made- during the next* few
Weeks, 'which, .will -.include" installation of .a screen for talkers, side
tables, dance-floor and; new acoustics'
Place will be called the Silver
Shadow: >"Fl66r : shp\ys with student
entertainers are, contemplated.
Approval , of t^e^ project has been
secured 'frQtii the, finance 'committee
Education;
"of
state.. Board
Memorial ".'Union " was constructed
from subscriptions of students! arid
alumni^has adequate dancing space
and is utilized for all! big university
But it lacks the glamor pf
parties.
a nitery, hence' the experiment.
Doubt has been expressed as to
the popularity of the venture with-,
out liquor, inasmuch as, Iowa has

f

-

-.

..,

.

.

road serious

•

York.

r

r

;.

...';

"

'

,'-

'•'.

',

;•

. "weeks,. Mrs".
Santrey has undergone 'a /'major op*
ieratipn and several transfusions.
'All efforts to locate Santrey',' who

;.the

.hospital

si

.

nasie'd;.-',,.

1

•.

'.

.

>!'

.Gerber unit was connected with
the reports, through opening the„same
day as the major editorial was puboh the lished, after being billed by the
'been
house several ;4aysV|»i'eviou.sly. The
Troy house: is bri the' regular '.RKO
:

-

:

.

was

last;

heard from when

own

rdad with his
.unsuccessful.

I

;

*

it,

_

:

";

vaude book in

'

on

'

:

'

.

-

:

.

;

sible. Ke!il ;precede-; Foster ' .'ari'd;-Wolfr
''

-

.

•'

"

riitery.

French Casino closes Dea 10 during rehearsals of a new show; which
reopens "the place Dec: 24. Disposition of the preserit Casino, show,
'Folies d'Arnour,' awaits Cliff Fischer's return from Europe Nov. 9.
Shuberts had a deal on to take
on the road, for 6he-niters, but that
appears to be[ off,; with, likelihood
now that it will be sent to Londoii.
'Parisienne' unit's State date involves a guarantee ot $7,500. and pei>
-

15 YEARS

AGO

1

(From Vatiety^md Clipper)

:'>'

.-

Los Angeles

:

i

under

.

'.

>

.liquor stores

weelc of Dec. 11. Casino rnanage-.
ment has been' against hooking any
New York
of .its shows elsewhere'
up tp how,, but okayed the State
booking because it falls duri
between-show shuttering

,

'

,

'

First of" the French Casino units
to -play a'-BroadWay spot other' than
the riitery will be 'Folies Parisienne,'
'
which goes into Loew's"' State;
'

Lou .WpMsphr in. tjf»e !"Cpast William
Morris office for' a' gtoundwprk, on
"
N.ew .York in Np^
pic biz^
ve'mberr pribr \o failing .ipv London
NoV. > ^ ge; g^s 4broa4:°W^h.'liarry'
Coast c.tiireritly,
Foster.: also ,pn
wjiose London office he. joins, as the
-../.^
Williairi Morris re.p:
Val Parnell's return abrpr.d Is .indefinite as to date: V He^
cago'bn'a ;lalifrit prowl and. it's pps'

New .York and had son tb'Londoni
its' booked in
played the same
other RKO; houses -prior tb the Ofer/
ber unit.

••

;

to

'

ber'tf

'

getti

ifjitb

ductipi) after a slump.
productions going.

prp-

About
''

;40
!

"

.state supervision,

centage. It's currently at the Palace,
Chicago, and- goes to Milwaukee,
also for RKO,- prior to cbmirig into
New' York. After completing theatre
bookings' it returris to the floor Jari.
18 at thi Fischer-Haririg &-.Blumenthal Miatriirjiitery.
V Casino's' unit bookings are handled by Miles Ing^Us.4 of the hitery
.

in 135 cities arid towns; including:
IbWa City. ' Tlie big. problem is* how
to keep the boys and gals from^roU*
ing their own when authorities are

Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.

.'

:

...

_

decided

Finally

,.

to screen 'Be,n
to come home ^o

rV

:.

,

between the; musicians Hur'. iri Italy. Had
union' here and Warner Bros,
Raltijriore, Oct; .27,
...
finish it as fascist exeitement upset;,
5
is
pears' headed .for a welding:
the mdbs ysed.
v ^Musicians
(Tuesday )
ixed
week. /Couple, -more, •confabs- aire
riot iookihgV.' ^latest':
made.
theiri "by
scheduled this week and it is posVariety held that the. ..current, Loew's Century,"
has been,
Jvhich
sible that stage shows -wiU retui-n; to
than
Palace bill in^. Y. 'cbst inore
the Stanley j>n; NovV 6.;
straight films since Sept.
arid, now
'Follies' and was worth more.'
IN
AIR
CALIF.
Vaude has" been out .of the Stanley the
occasional vaude to
Whiteman's band; Ruth Roye, Hal wishes..
sitice .the old, contract .with. the. muKing,
Skelly, Arnold Daly, Charles
bolster
ills when showing .weaker
sicians expired several weeks ago;
Lila Rhodes and Venetia Gould; not pi
yogel,'
Loew's "'theatre
to mention Avbri Comedy Four.
27.
Phiiadelphi ,
operati
'came to
San Francisco, Oct 27.
Mi ie Miller was in Skelly's act.
Affairs with Warner Bros., staletown
with ;,city manager
illNew legislation here last week by mated over teriris for house bands
Saxton
presented
deal
ion
the State Industrial Accident Com- in vaudfllm houses, remain unto
Will Mahoney "was at the Colonial,
mission, will have an, effect, on. the. changed. Understood that Warners'
itmien 20 riori-consecN. Y"., in a" hut act. Roger Imhbf arid gUaranteei
use of balloons in the .making of. is holding 6ut now. until ithe^ynion's
Cbreen,: arid Eddie Leonard on the utive weeks' work between now, and
inption pictures, at iglit :club"s
annual elections^ early In December, same bill. —
Labor Day, also: asking musicians to
all p,laces;' 6f p'ublic gatherings.
hoping Pr'esid'ent Al A. Tomet' will
'hanie a new salary sirice the CenThe law brands places where toj be defeated ipr" re-election arid a
Cliff Edwards doing his first single
balloons are' filled twith 'inflammable better deal, can .be. -inade- with h.is
tury would be willing Jo 'add. ori
Had two cl rib few.
gas/ sold .or used,, as 'unsafe places of successor. Little chance of that, is at the Audubon, N. Y,
'dollars' over 'the' established
night performV
employ merit* -and
'industrial seen, however, and it's expected the dates following his
scale of $75 per man.
*
ance, Little, and Cafe - de Paree.
." A peculiar
'hazard/
arrarigemerit at Local
disputants will then, huddle for aria.m.
3:30
Little
at
the
Played
a bther stab at peace.
Contact with a cigaretNo. 40 places answers' to 'siich 'proism

.

.

management's >g»^|r -;a^«rict..
;

;

''

''.-'^

;

'''

.

,

(

-,

SARANAi; LAKE

.

:

;

e'nway.';:.'

•

UP

THE
OVER TOY BALLOONS

:

.

i

..

.

.

.

.

;

.

'

.

.

;

-;

•',

"

'

.

'

•

'

.

*

.

.

-

'

100 balloons' to explode
'20 "people at a fobtbf.
game here, ,Ocj!.' 18. Bearing a political announcement, the balloons!
'became a hlssi
'ball of flame oyer
the 'heads bf spectators. Following
the accident, executives of the Industrial Commission held .a meetinf
acted on the new legislation

Chief: point of the' contention, continues to , be the questiori oh how
will guarmany days! work
antee bands in. nabe vaude houses.
Old figure was' one day " wee"klyv
Union is holding, out- lor two under
the new terms; Understood Warners
is glad -ito omit vaude in all Jiabes
and in the downtown Fox; which has
been holding up well on straight, pix.
But the Earle, other big downtown
almost a dead loss on a;
house,
straight pix" policy; and -WB ex^cs are*
^wrinkling their foreheads; over that;
3
Union is refusing to discuss'. Fpx

.

.

,

WB

'

.

.

,

-

;

-

:

Connie Immerman Lists
$13,659 in Debts in BktcyJ

'

-

'

"

Conrad Immermao, former owner

and Earle

listing his liabilities at $13,659 arid'
''>'.
"
no assets,

.union "
houses..

creditors are Charlotte
others; formerly connected -with Connie's Inn, whose
.

arid

pi 'Gotham

on a judgment
for $1,083; jean Smith, Hotel Mbntclair,
$750; Leonard Sillman. 229
West 42nd street, $5,062; and Martin
Schlesinger,

East

nabe

the.

Wauner

icketing all

posals
>

.

.

:

.

.

-

-

-

.

Elsa Maxwell to Repeat

40th

street,

,

As

yersailles M.G.

IS[.Y.

.

Elsa

;

Maxwell goes back

'

'

info the

New

Versailles,
York, Dec* .1 to
returns,
the floor show;

RitaV Midwest Time

4

.

.

Europe Nov.

•

.

..

,

;

-

spot.

}

ter,

vious

expiration,

'

'Artist 'Models/

;

year..;

Johnny Hyde, William

Coffee Dan's
West 51st St.,
N, Y opens Election Night (3 ) under the direction of At Quodbach.

m

Morris

agency's, eastern,
a nag e'r, who
ill
hehceforth;periodically commute between New York and Holly-:

,

'

Frank Shaw will m;
. Three Reasons arid

n Fogarty
Charles Boulail-

ger's orchestra'.

'

mula

Name

.a big name
:;$!
assured a show; and public

arid

%

CORONADO'S 2 BANDS
Galveston,
orbhadp,. Houston, opened
Club
for season Thursday (22). A. Laman.

"

v
oil.

san in eight years!
iGivanni, Jersey iriariaholding up nicely. The checkup puts him in the p.k.'
Harry Gordon, Xwho- mastered the
second stage of the Rib op, now
readying for No. 30. His wife is
chirping nightly at. the. Flbridel

trip out of the.

,

Johnny

,

ger,'

,

.

.

i
'

;

'

nitery.

.

Chris Hagedorn, New .Yorking for
a touch of big street ozone.
Sal -Ragorie back at the lodge after
seeing Brooklyn.
Bank hite irioney at. the local show
.

shop up to $400. Local merchant
started -protect -your winnings' idea
by letting natives.
isjter ; at
store and; should
name be
called, he pays the. amount, in full.
Two. bits a 'registrationi with plenty
.

of takers;

;

NVA lodge preparing for big Hal
lpween Eve party, With .costumes' arid
everything,' Dolph Singer writing
:

special material for. '.stage
be given by the- patients.-

show

to

Joseph
Parker heading the entertainment

committee.'
Write to those yoii. know in Saranac and elsewhere that are sick.
:

.

NITERY NOTES
Gray and' Jerr Bergen, appearing at the 'Hollywood Casanova
Club, pulled but,, their fellow enBilly

Federal judge, i
Californiaversed .the old ruling and declared
actors to have a first lien on assets
of defunct shows. "Had. been .eating
at second .table, if any, with' com-

tnercial,

debts paid

Paul Sydell

is

IS

not going to tour

with the Mike Speciale Mayfair Casino unit:
pf Cleveland, as an-

"

tia •is'mahSgeif.'

noun'ce'd.

Spot has a two-orchestra policy,
With Silviars Dixie Swing band and

at

He

restaurant,

New

dores.

Tonl Clark and Mae Halliday, tei p
team, booked indetat. Syracuse hoiel,
Syracuse'.;

Own

Opens Nov. 6

in

Club
K. C.

Amateur Hours

(Continued from page 1)
^Kansas City,
Buddy' Fisher opens his new club
here Nov. \6. Fisher has signed for guesters to be
red hereafter.
exclusive MCA. booking
Wm. sty, adiagencj' sp.:far has. li
;V Spot will^have .a hb-ebver -policy up Ray Murray, Bibck and;
with mi iirium at' $2 and ,$3. Lpca- and Jack Waldron in the guestei- iold Gaiety, buildi
Plans vision. Benny' Rubin's m.c. chorea
tiori is''
are to' expand' the 235 seati
are renewed for 13 more weeks.
ity to 760 if place, catches oh;
will
Possibility that the Seri
.Opening is more ;pr less of a feeler, move" into some Manhattan leg t thepresenting Fisher's
band -and atre earlyNational
month.
thi'ee br four acts, headed by' George theatre has been eyed as a match
Givot:
for the. program's title,
ut the deal
may hit a snag in which case another show-shop will be contacted.
SANF0BD OUT
After Jan. 3 the hookup e-xpands to
Bobby .Sanford is rip longer assp- take in the'
Lee system
ciated With new 57th '.street riitery. KWK, St. Louis, and KEEL, DenGeorgian Hall (riee Bobby Sanford's ver.
Show Place),' in N.- Y. Meyer Davis
Local amateur
meantime
also out since remodeling started.
niovgiie.
are bei "
hauled
-Work pn- the. projected nitery. Still flourish in foreign'' 'countries,
Started last spring and still incoriv- ho Arever, where they got a later
plete, is' being cpn tin ued.
start than iri the U. S.
;

(

,

,

.

.?'

-

first;

,

C.

in Cleye.
Cleveland, Oct. 27.

Hertell Collins heads troupe of 22,

due Thursdayj29).

'•;

;

'

"

,

v

Mike Speciale -is .bringing the Cotton Club' unit in. from New York fpr
extended engagement Gordon's Ambassador Club.

has v 11
the Paradise
Manuel Contreras' Latin^Americans. York,

'

i

.

SYBEIX AS

tertainers for spots in their first
short film at Metro studio.^ Those
in are Hal' Chanslcr .band;
im,y
Nolan, Mary Far

'

t

.

;

•

Biiddy Fisher^

%\e road the Success for-

Illusion ;pl sawing a woman iri two,
wood, left for .the Coast yesterday
(Tuesday ). He'll be there six weeks. just then all the rage,- shown to be
Abe. Lastfogel is due in New York an oldie. Listed, in a catalog: of; 25
years before/
on or about Dec; 1.
;

•

has -foundered.

°:

.

.

...

:

.

'

to Coast

.

.

'

actors
Equity treasury low
asked to .kick in with 6ne-ei
salary for one .week..

•

Johnny Hyde

Quodbach's Coffee Dan's

solid coritract to exteiid-for the rest
of the season, which Century was:
unwilling to agree to.
Now' this third arid latest; effort of
Loew to bridge \the musical breach
so theatre, can play occasional vaude
.

little, betue was doing,
not muchV Below the pre r

Show, which opened day before was cautious.

rtists office.

,.

is

'

f

•

^'

New

Yorking and renewing
acquaintances at the Automat: First

He

,

I.

.

-

in the show,

''

Ben Schaffer must have -struct

-

^
head a pretty dead
from

Chicago,. Oct. 27.
Mips Max well piayed the same spot
New unit tagged ita Rib Revels,'
Repeat set by the ''William
headed by the Rita Rib band arid Jast year.
'Morris ''office.
containing some, 25. people, Will start'
a
midwest vaude tour Nov. 6
through the Great States' time in
Obit
Illi
is and Indiana,, plus some adNashville, Oct. 27..
ditional dates in Wisconsin, -on in*
Eastern Burlesque. Ass'ri, which
dependent, time arid Jthen iutb. the
had' been- presenting burlesque stock;
'._'
Iowa; bookings for RKO.
at the brpheum since early in SepUnit will then' head east. Pla^d
tember, died here .Oct. 17.
through the local Consblidated Radio

"

;

for a fish.

,

'

$1,950.

.

hand's of the pitrnen for-

i

Small -riot at. the Al Jolspn (now merly employed by Century. The
At in-; union board .put "the matter up to
thie Venice.) Sunday, night;
termission regulars decided that." if. the 12 jriusikers arid they: turned it.
the second half was no better t,han down.
Reason- is quite sirhple, in that the
the opener theV would start somemusikers figured themselves better
thing. It wasn!t and they did.
off by remaining idley- siri.ee theyhave'.been pn strike salaries of $37;50
Vaudeville in a boQking
tipn and some 400- acts' wererlaying weekly each since the iay-bft eight
Weeks" ago, and will, continue getting
off.. Novelty then.
that^pay figure till termination of
.Gallagher and. Shean beat a con- union's-year next Labor-Day.
Forty -four weeks' at strike salr
tract jami on the legal decision they
were npt u ic|ue/ Booked by the aries", with 'ho duties required,'' are'
more desirable to the 12 musicians
Shuberts, but wbrking for Keith.
than 20 weeks' work out of the next
C
out forty-four' at; $80 per man.
Clarke and McCullough
When the CeritUry .dropped pitmen
in Chi at the Apollo.;
to play off sbme.strong- films, house
six
to
restore
vaude
after
.'Dorothy Jardon, from opera, .and wanted
Mariori Harris, iroiri the phonograph weeks,/ but the Unibri asked', that
studios, were at the Palace, Chicago. musicians -be paid for, lay-off time
before .'granting, new -contract. CenJazz had the edge.
tury balked, then a fortnight ago
Eddie Cantor, who had a 20 per asked for. a cbntract permitting:
the 'Midnight Rounders' 'KoMse^tO'tget.^pitme^'^ri call basis
cent. cut i
without guaranteeing any number bf
co., persuaded to fill a date at the
/7
Great Northern, Chicago. Guaran- Syeeks' work during rerhainder of
teed his share, would be ,not less year. Musicians withdrew], demand
than his $1;250 salary -and no con- for back' pay during weeks band-,
.'-N/Avas riieh have- been- idle; hut- asked for
cern in the.
7
•

'

.

Life.'

22

'

WB

Edward A. Mil-

claims, total $1,523;
ler;

until

Threat by the .union' to pull put
booth operators in all houses in poohpoohed hy .the projectionist union
hires
heads.. They'll walk out if
non-union bands, they say, but won't
consider it under the present setup.

,'••

.

Among

deals'

houses are settled. With both; sides
holding " off from negotiation, the

.

'

.

-

of Connie's Inn and now manager .of
the Cotton Club. N; Yi, filed a voluntary petitipn in. bankruptcy, in the
U, S. District Court. Thursday (22)

Reese

,

.

:

-

Leonard Grptte of Loew's. rbs«
and his frau vacashpect, Flushi
ing while trying to bag either a buck,
bear or ground hbg or they'll jsettle

;

Wednesday, October 28, 1936

Psst
Minneapolis, Oct. 27.
With all- local hotels already
sold out for Nov. 6 the date of
the Minnesota-Iowa f o o tb a 1
homecoming game here, the Orpheum has been unable -yet to
solve .the problem Of nndi
commodatioris for the 74 members, mostly girls, of the second

...

-

:

;

.Milwaukee,

.27.

DANIELS ADDS WK. AND

Pritchard,

nitery agent
beaten by two
men, as he 'came from the Miami club
early last week. He was confined to
the hospital lot several days with a

jchard

here. ..was' brutally

J DAYS TO

N.W. TIME

NEW

French Casino show which
opens at that house Nov. 5.

:

Sears npw
trying: to place the troupe
private homes.

Manager

.

.

,

A

:

;.

"

hear

Bobby Breen Headlines

-

-

-

ft

the organization^

,

Pritchard :was told that he better,
comply With their demands or else.
Several days later he was slugged:
Oscar
Qlsen,
business
Although
agent of the Motion, icture Projectionists'- Union has been active in
the formation of the Ajnericari Fedof
eration
Actors;
he disclaims;
knowledge, of the new: .organization.
Olsen was shot, at several months
.

t

,

.;

.

.

Auto Show Sans

Girl

Singer of Cantor Stanza

s

'

..Talk that: is going' the rounds of
the .night spots is that many, eriteralready been forced to
number of the entertainers have complained to the night
club operators of being .threatened.
On the other hand, operators have
fortified their places- of business
iring; extra
against attacks by
bouncers, In some cases the bouncers, patrol sidewalks and alleys.
Police are studying .all, theatrical
unions, and. claim to have a line on
the thugs whb beat Pritchard.

tairiers "have
-pay 'dues.'
,

\
v

A

:

,

;

,

-

.

:

•:

even tougher, there being.na break-,
or. showing houses .available at all

'i

the

i

Indie spots are prac-

*

•

tically extinct, or «lse employing thfe
same . tactics.*
\bk> major cir,cuits,-

'

.

'

.

by demanding proven

:

material.;.

^

'

ITALIAN LUCY B0YER

(

.

.

.

FOR RAINBOW RM.,

N. T.

;

.

Milly MontF (Mighonej in privatelife), the Lucienne Bbyer Of Italy,
arrives Nov.* 5 from that, country to
"American" debut at the
make
Rainbow Room, N: Y; John Roy had
previously booked in. Mile. Boyer
in her first V. S. nitery engagement
and decided on Signorina Monti from
her lOteign rep, her disks, arid,

.

& Hemley, wants an injuncand judgment .restraining MCA;

Vprjhaus
tion

XJnit

RKO

Booked by

there
present

,'

.

,

Band

-..

.

.,

vaudeville " can
Ethel Waters'. col6red band "unit draw from ibr names. Radia pergets two RKO weeks, commencing sonalities, according to the vaude
"
Nov.' 6
Cleveland, with Boston bookers, -are persona nbn grata, with
following;
William Morris- office is audiences.
the present time—at
•handling..
so
as provi ing
least
on certain ieepinmeridatioris from
Bill Howard, RKO booker, bought draught
Rockefeller sources.
the show after, catchi
it... at
the
Miss Monti opens Nov. 11 when
alternative right now
Only
Howard; colored house, in Washi - lies in .the way.of units; though* the complete new, show also comes in.
ton Jast .week.
bookers admit there are few. of-these Sheila Barrett cpmplete's six wee.ks
Besides Miss Waters,
it. comclassification, of at? on that date;,: and goes to Florida.
around falli
prises. Eddie Mallory's band,
rown tractipris.
She's slated for a return later in the
'•'"."'
Sisters, Six Lindy Hoppers,- Teddy
winter.

time

that

•

from .use of "the
title.;

'Folies' Bergeres'
Julian Ti Abeles. for. Stei V
that! the F. B.: Producing
:

'•

-

:

the nitery labpr situation.
Claimed before leaving that he had
not been apprised of the name of the:
allegedly doing
organization
the!
-in. at the same time declarcutti
ing that the AFA is not involved in
ith nitery Ops in
any difficulties
Milwaukee..

'

:

.

,

.

'

ility of
.guest
Easy
spots as a new sourcie of outr
side income, whenever Wanted, has
also tended to take the edge; off theatre bookings from the. picture play*
ers' viewpoint
Most of the radio

:

"
edition. :.
-...':
''Pat^Up^^c'a^^y,^./b^'th''VFischer and
Stein were jointly allied' when they
:

sued, through •< the Tolies Bergeres
Prod. Co., Inc., to restrain 20th Century rFox from Using the title on a
filmusical over two years ago. Joe
Schenck ahd .20th at that time settled
With Fischer even though contending. that all the FischerrStein faction
owned was the
S. stage rights;'
whereas' 20th, allegedly, had made a
private agreement
ith Dervai of
Paris for the film, rights' to the re-r

show

.

Ertrica and-NOvello succeed Gomez'
arid Edgar Bergen, the

and Winona

:

.

ventriloquist, is en route from England; to also open on the .same date.

Ray Noble's orchestra

coriti

jobs don't require departure from 'through the winter season.
Hollywood, and in many instances 10
minutes 'bn the air pays ais Well as a
Girls Allege Backstage
headine whole Week- in a theatre.

Chicago;,
Joey Jacobson has set a string of
.

/

:

'

three,

male

vocalists

to

.

three successive shows at the Chez
Morton
Dated
Paree.
in

Thefts at Palace, Gorihb's

-

ields and Harry
Richman, in that order.
All through the William Morris

Downey, Benny,

.

vue

.

•

Chez Paree's Male Trio,
But Only One at a Time

.

.

,

1

'

BALTO

.

:

recentiy in; France, is readying ari^
other snow for the" French Casino pn
Broadway, which he plans calling Hale and others.. There are. 31
'Folies Bergeres ot 1937,'. with the people in trie troupe, with ho iine^
intention of making' it
annual

ETHEL WATERS' RECORD

'

;

'

•;

:

BloE^dm'6 Winter Closing

;

agency.

Columbus, Oct

...

27.

hree 'Folies Parisieririe'' unifgirls
reported to police tljat burglar ransacked their dressing rooms in the
RKQ Palace, and took $105 in cash.
Vera Grove reported $50 stolen,
Sonriey Faye cbmplai
her purse
Containing $50 was. missing, and
Anna Lass said $5 was''' taken frorii

Detroit, Oct. 27.
lossom Heath, road spot, closes
Oct. ?6 for the .winter.

title.

.

ort

'

.

;

'

1

•::•.•.:.

'

'

'

:

''

.

.

NBC

.

.

.

to

'

:

Go.,' tnd',1
Whitehead Files to MHw.
>.
Fisoher; claims .sole U,
ownerRalph Whitehead, executive secreship, of the 'Folies' title through. ar' r
tary; of the American .Federation" of
rahgerhent with Jacques Dervai of
Actors, flew to Milwaukee Saturday.
the* Folies
Bergeres, Paris.
.The
(24) from 'New York to look into
Franco- American entrepreneur, cur-

Baltimore, Oct. 27.
All-time high gross for any. Negro
theatre here was attained last week
by the 'Royal. vaudfihner operated
by the Stiefel. Bros;
Snagged $9,706 at a 40c. ton, with
stage-show headed by Ethel Waters,
appeari
for first time here
colored theatre.

;

.

.

_

MCAy. avers

IN

talent

in
Springfield, Mass., as a showirig spot
played
for units;
House laptshows only at .five and six-we0k in-;
tervals, double features .prevailing' 1
between, but. this i-seasori.- is. playing
u its every -two and; three weeks.,
Aside from Hershey, Pa., a threeday stand,; Springfield' is ;Ti.ow. the
only available .showing spot for units
in the east. New: york bookers,, unless.iraveling to Chicago, have either
got :tp catch the; productions
Springfield or Peftnsylvani , or else
book them Cold out of the rehearsal
halls, .or 'sight unseen:
;
actsSituation for. .'indivi

.

,

AT 40c

pew

is

.

..

r

'

$9,760

.

making an effort
somewhat
ease the .situati
Utilizing its theatre (Paramount )

Sari Francisco, Oct 27.
jiive si
.on EdBpbby
,
die Cantor's CBS-Texaco program;'
Western .DiMeredith; Willsbn,
vision general music supervisor, with
a 30-piece brk,
..Raima Zarova,
NBC soprano,
signed, for
the annual auto jhow at the Civic
Auditorium,' Novri4. to 21, inclusive.
Auto show execs were also interested, i
Deanha Durbih, 13-yearold singer: whom Cantor discovered;
but" Breen's managers are said to
have Vetoed the idea; Willsbn .and
ights to the Ameriqari ownership: Miss Zarova were -signed- through
NBC. Artists Service.
of. the TOlies. Berger'es' title is the:
Expected influx of picture names
Breeri's. only previous local perr
subject,
litigation'. by. Ciiffprd. C.
to the east for: personal appearances
>spnai; appearance was in , Cantor's
Fischer- against j.;
Stein and the
in theatres has failed to eventuate;
stage
act
the
at
Gate
theatre,
Golden
Music Corp.- of Amer'
Fischer is
Booking office queries to the .agents
...
-Casino "last August.
the'^producer of the
and studios oh the . Coast' reveal,
Manager
Wahlgre'en
shows and with Stei , who is presitoo
that mdst of; the players
previously
tried
-line up Rudy
dent .of- ^MCA, was associated in the'
busy .because of enlarged producVallee for the show* but •Vallee's air
Folies Beregeres Producing Co., Inc.,
tion schedules at the studios tb venis program
;Which two years ago; first, introduced sponsor nixed shift/
ture out for stage dates.
to Sari Francisco.
v.
\
the v Folies Bergeres type of shows
Failure of the film branch to prointo the Cabaret-theatre; now known
vaude leaves the
vide headli'
the
French
(Casino,
on.
Broadway.
as
Ethel Waters'
variety end in something ol a hole,
Fischer, through .House, Grossman,
beirig. 'no other field > at the
.

.

Paramount

:

.

alcheim of Paramount had

tq go to Chicago, to' see
arid u its.

ith

.23,

:

;

'

-ago.:-.;

NoVi
-:

.

for a union; and they gave. Pritchard
to understand that he was to aid
them in getting; the actors and en*
tertaihers under, his control to join

'

'

-

The newspaper stated that
several days before he was attacked,
Pritchard was approached by, two
men who said they were organizers

on

riprthside'^

Steve, and George Otis operating. V
Nitery; .will use .a band;' and
specialty, acts, but ho- 'line." Benay
yehuta fria'y be opening headliner.
ill run
Budget, for : entertainment
around $1,750 weekly.
the
Spot will be booked
ice here.
Duke Yell
.

.

ions;.

2:7^

..

v

.

Chicago, bet;

New- cafe tagged Trocadero will
open on Lake Shore Drive on the Harry,

•

.

agai

are

trekking, to far off. places this seaso
to catch acts arid u its, there bein
cpmpiete dearth of bffeak-i
New. Yoi'
showing, houses
a.>t
territory.
sui'rouridin
the
week Si ney Piermont ot Loew's and.
.:

is

ill

bookers

.•Vaudeville

TR0CADER0
WITH $1,750 BUDGET
CHI

•

Seattle, Oct. 27.
slashed scalp:
joe: Daniels
./ expanded his
cafe men. met
/The .next...
bdokings in the N. W., -ith State in
It. was
decided that the
secretly.
Salem, Ope., three days, and Palomar;
slugging of .Pritchard ..was the open- Seattle, full week, being
latest addiing, act in a program of strong arm tions.
Five acts used;
terrorism, to force actors and singers
Pioneer .. club,
Longvi
and
local papfer pub- Ranch,
into a new uh'i
northwest's lead.i
club*
story! claiming
lished a page
using four acts;
ison theatre,: New;
Pritchard's beating Was: the .'signal Westminster,
i. and Capitol; Portfor open warfare among ..theatrical land, now 'use full week
bills.
<

:

;

'

Stern Takes Over B'klyn

her..

'

v"'.,

''

'

Chow Meinery
Dallas Musicians Dicker ;
Majestic Restores Vaude

'

-

.

Colored
In

man Charhinsky waving
/

usual for

ment

is.

1.1

men.

reached

retroactive.
Majestic,

baton

PhiladclDhi
Oct 2T.
Operation! 6f the Nixon, colored
:

a:-,

Whatever settle- vaudfilrner,. has ..been takep over by
becomes Sam Stiefel. who already operates
stage show; for
Lincoln. Xroi Thomas Btirns Amuse.
ith Sally
Co., backed by. Bob. Lynch, local M-.G

v/ith uniori

.

:

Rand.

representative,

Colored
down-:
ing .both.,
colored

Fi

Fan dancer's unit includes William
vaude .houses too
:ahd jp> Mandeli; Nelly Kelly, Roy
town. Philly.
and. Maye, Rose Reedy and Ned
Will' contj
Gouplandv

Looms

Pitt's 'Nbdse'
\

New York support is beWhile
various crafts ahd
its drive
non-union organizations
tq force flesh back /into the theatres
country
in numerous; parts of
Un'ic'ri musicians are moving toward,
"what rnay ultimatelyS be a 'natioristageagainst
campaignwi
equipped showhouses riow not us.in/ii

ing obtai

O'Donncll,

;

Picketiisg

vaiide.-but'
to avoid direct -rivalry'.

irigpplicies

Meller

Pittsburgh, Oct. 27.
Fierst and Clyde McKay,
commercial broadcasts previously active jn little theatre dolie
musicians' drive. The ings locally, are preparing 'Snatched
about
cooks' union, printing pressmen. In- frorii Noose' for presentation in Fort
ternational Association of Machi ists. Pitt hotel's English Room, where

is

taking_ over the Fulton .Royal, former "chow, meinery
Dallas, Oct. 27.
downtown
Interstate g.m., Brooklyn, for
itery purposes,
sits, dovyn. today
(27) with repre- nami
it the Merry-Go-Round.
sentatives of musicians' union over
Opens Dec. 1 with Stern's orchesscale for Majestic's pit band.
'as mx.
Cur- .tra ahd. Jack Oster
rent rate is $45.. but Uniori is pointing 'tpWard:;.'-'G.eritennial?s $75 rate a?
talk commences
2
Vaudfilmers
First stage show, Weaver Bros,
Philly Realigned
u it, opened ..Salu'rday 124 )^.wi.th 'Hy-

Bob

As Natl Theatre

as Nitery

Harold Stern, the band leader,

i

Merry

,

'The
Mirror Workers and George Sharp's production .
Decorators, ahd. Paper- Drunkard' ran couple of seasons ago
supporting .802 for 40 weeks.
all.
ierst-McKay
show
will open midthrough' requesting support of. mer/:
berships. Outside non-union cb-pp« dle of next month.
eration has beep offered by ihL*
the polonythi
League of .Neighborhood Clubs,
2
icy.
v
which prbmi.sc'si'it. will carry jts siipv
...
Kansas City, Oct 27.
qujckly
;front may
port of -802's campaign into alt its
Empress
(burlesque) has folded
result.
England,'
as
the
New
tained
branches.
already. House, under management
of a.'rnee Ving at Portland Me„ SuriIn Caritori,
,. the. localof Harry H irsh Enterprises; bepked
-day v<2$),'. called by Henry Zaccard'j.
union has not voted a drive of its Independent wheel shows.
.president of the Hartford local, for.
own, .biit -has -forbidden its member-'
It was open less than two months.
the purpose of: discussing; a picketing
shi
to enter, theatres not usin"?
New. England
•campaign in all
music. .'JacksorivUlc, i!la,, has alVincent Moves In
Meantime, in other .scattered
;states;
owh^
ready started
drive ot
parts- ot the .country :a drive: .pat-,
Chicago, Oct.
and San - FranWhile in Balii
York's; has' beeri
terncd' after
AtRbth,
owner of the ;Blackh'awk,
cisco the locals arc appealing to. the
inaugurated.
send- has taken Up the option on Romo
public. In Frisco the local

and

Novelty

Painters,

-

:

hangers

:

'

Months and Out

"•

:-.

,

:

i

:

.

:

•

*

.

•

-

.'

'

.

.

;

:

;

.

2

TEAMS FOR MEXICO.

"

Two
Mexico
Nov.'
...They

are.

Huntley

iste'rs

.

.and

lanche and Elliott; both set through
local

MCA

office.

GUMMINGS DOUBLING
Roy Cummiiigs, currently
Rainbow Room in Radio City,
double at the Roxy,

week

New

'

^.hc
ii)'

York, the

of Oct. 30.

Set by Artists' Syndicate.

FOR HUTTON

Mogul, lobby mentalist,: goes to the
Paramount has spotted. Ina Ray RKO^ Memorial, Boston, for, a run
Hutton's band for two weeks.
Oct. 30 after wi
ing up a 14 weeks'
All-girl outfit opehs Dec. 25 at the stay 'at the Paramount, New. York,
Chicago, Chicago; with Detroit New. that had but ope interruption.
Year's week.
Milton Berger agCnted.
.

.

liocal

York,

MOGUL TO BOSTON
2

I'ing

reater New
picketing^''-.26

ing floats; around town. The Houston local has informed 802 that it is
houses.
A new- --sign brought out watching the New YOrk campaign
-which is designed to affect the pub-, arid, .while conditions are different
You there,; that it is. igivirig, serjous. conlie reads: -'Don't be cheated.
cari see a picture arid added stage sideration to adoption of a drive pat^
icture terned as much after New York's as
show for the price of a
alone.'
possible. ^-''Kingston', N. Y.^ -is getting up a; petition urging returri of
York not stage, shows and .music, while WilSeveral unions: i
allied with the show, business are mington has ordered buttons for
-.

Dallas, ....
American dance acts trek to
City's Alameda for opening

.

'

priesent

.

•

;

mg their members not to visit
Hoh-flesh houses. ' Italian Dress arid
"

circulation,

among

fans.

Vincent

.

comedian

m-.c.;

hold him until Jan. 1
tract..
.

Roth

and

new

'

wiil

con-

;.'

figuring bn gbirig into

is

mbr

elaborate floor shows:

Harry Sahtley Better
Chicago, Oct,

27;

Harry Santley, formerly with the
William Morris office in
icago:
and the Coast, is but of the; El
The Winnir Sanitarium after three, months oik
*

peg (Can.) local has. indicated it is the. recoups
Waist Makers Union, with a mem- interested in a local campaign and
Returning to
bership of 40,000, is tell
the pub- has asked for all data on it.
shortly.
-

'

i

usfnesft

,

'

Tom: Yeh.

(Ha,

NEW ACTS

You're

ha.)

here and
iriTget Sambo. (Gets Sambo out of
and places him on one knee ahd
Toihmy: on the other).
*om: Hello, Eight Ball,

Laurie, Jr.

you

for. that

sit

,

The

Tom:

Ventriloquist

TWO

with table
Large* drinking
cigarettes
and
table.:.
(This is

They're

square.

I don't mean the ones
V: No,
he wears on week days. I mean the
glass,
package
ones he wears on Sunday?
bottle °f liquor on
Tom: -Oh, the Sunday ones.
VERY important.) There is ^ also a
small BOX stage
MUSIC They're round.
left.
V: That's ri
.Now what's the
PLAYS FORTE AND DIES
AS VENTRILOQUIST
T EH S shape- of the world?
Tom: Square on week days and
AND GETS SEATED At TABLE.
V: Weil Tommy, and how are you round on Sundays.
V; The very idea.
feeli
this evening?
Tom: Wl.y ain't dai ri
Tom:
li
feel
the house.
V: What did you say?.
(Dummy looking around and up at
Tomi' I said ain't dat right?
gallery),
V:
ih't?
I'm surprised at you.
V: And how's that?
Don't you. know that' isn't very good
Tom: Half full.
Why where's your
V: (Laughs ). How have you been English? Ai
,

DOWN

EN

.

Tom:

•

'

school lately, Tommy?
Torn:
I'm the. head

in-

class.

the

of

grammar?
Tom: She's home with my grand.

father.
...

.

.

,

V: Well that's very nice.: So you're
the head of. the class?

Tom: Yeh,—when
(Winks at
see

I'll:

;

how

ithe recess bell
ience).
smart, you are,

young man. Do you know anything

With

.

Sunny Forbes professionally.- She's
another in the socialite, songstress
cycle which has been a vogue since
Eve Symington started it in a big
way at Place Pigalle three winters
ago.. Unlike Miss Symington (who
returns to the Sert Robiri of the
Waldorf-Astoria this week, incidentally) most of the others have been
more socialite than songstress/.
Sunny Forbes
a nice looking
girl with a throaty, somewhat Libbyholmanesque voice* but it ends

a

dash'

tuneful

of

coiriedy,

ter, thus presenting, practically all
music, as the proper way of enter-'
:

k

taining.;

Tommy

;

^

Dorsey and his troupe are

known to the. air-minded
his wide cafe arid dance experience adds tb this "popularity. His

'

very well

;

and

announcement made by mike are to
enough for.parlor entertainment, but •the point and. brief and the specialit's not professional or big league.
ist singers with the band stick to
She does two songs, 'The Way You their work, without over-emphasizLook Tonight' arid 'New York After jrig their pr§^ence on the stage or
Dark,' the latter a special by Vernon their singing. sGood shbWmariship all
Duke and Ted Fetter. Being so- around, staging" orthodox, and lightcialite, and the St. Regis being one ing, okay;'
Edythe Wright, attractive,
of the hubs of the Park avenue
whirl, the Mrs. Alexander Cochrane easy time putting over her
Forbes name must needs represent numbers. The Three Esquires sing
the major portion of the b o/ appeal. and Jack Leonard of that trio also
there;, broadly,: speakings.

V: A cooper is a man that puts
(Tom laughs).
barrels.
heads
What are yau laughing at?
Tom: (Laughs). You' say your old
man is a cooperer?
V: Why^ yes;
Tom: Well, he certainly put.a bum

V: By the way, Tommy, how are
things at your house?
Tom: Say, did you know we, 'have
a goat at our house?

This is an upper crust aggregati
Which makes musical conversati

with

gunch and swing. Dorsey works the
rass in with saxes and lets the boys
and their instruments do .all the cha t-

.

A

DCHRSET ORCH, (19)
Esaulres^ Mythe iVrieti*,

.3

Jack Leonard
23 Mins.; Full (Special)
Stote, N. Y.

is

LAUGHS).

.

TOMMY

Songs
Iridium Room, N. Y.
Mrs; Alexander Cochrane Forbes

copper?
cooper.. In fact my
V: No,' no.
father is a cooper, too. Do you know
what a cooper is?
(SAMBO
Tom: Yeh. What

.

.

A

SUNNY FORBES
6 Mins.

Hello, Irish. (Fight starts).
V: Here boys, if you don't stop
your fighting I'll put you back in
the box.
Tom: If you do, how are you
going to make a living?
V: Oh, is that so? I'll have you
understand I have ai trade. I'm a
cooper.
lam:

Set: Interior in
chair, center.

'

Wednesday, Octotai: 28, 1936

it.

V: Just

and

'

:

in

riot

By Joe

.

VAUDE-NITE CLUBS

VAHIETY

50

)

,

It's

polite

head on you.
V: I'll have you understand I have
something i my head.
Abel.
Tom: Yeh, I noticed it; you better
V: Now Tommy, you aren't going take something to kill 'em. (SAMBO
ADELE
GIRARD
to tell me that old
about the LAUGHS). What is Ink Spot laughSongs
goat hasn't any nose?
ing at? \\
10 Mins.
Tom:.
is one has a nose.
ight.. Hotel Lincoln,
Sain:. My pappy. The
V: Then it's the one that has four we. were goi
to have company in
New songstress with ick Stabile's
legs that reach to the ground?
orchestra, at -this Times Square hosour,3iouse.
,.„ •..
telry;
;;,T6mr;. 'N6, this Ms a goat we'; sleep
Miss Girard's voice is full,
T^orri:. You don't live in a house—
*.
}~
only
it needs, to be placed with more
With.
/
tree.
you live i
care for the microphone presentamean to sit there and tell
V; v
V: Keep, quiet, Tommy. Gpc ahead tions.
She is a stylist with a flair
me you sleep with a goat?
Sambo.
v
for comedy numbers in addition to:
Tom: Mocking ventriloquist. Yeh,
Sam; We were going to have com- straight; pop- tune siriging; Versatilthat's what I. mean to tell you..
pany in pur house and pappy started ity stands her in good after a few
V: Weil> how can you stand it?
head and I said, numbers.
scratching
Tom: Oh, he's getting used to it. "Guess the company has arrived"—
One song is
in thence, with
a monocle figuring in the. spotlight
V: (Aside). He's getting used to it. so we had to kill the cohipahy.
Bral.
The very idea.
_Tpm:. Do you. know_ the Jrunk I business. Very attractive.
Tom: Andrdid you~kndw we" had" travel in?
two barrels of whiskey in our cellar
V; Why, yes.
and some Democrat stole one of
Tom: Well^ cpming to the theatre,
them?
V: How did you know it Was a the expressman threw me around
something terrible.
STR.-PIX
Democrat that stole one of them?
V: He dia?
Tom: 'Cause if it was a RepubliTom: I'll say he di
can he'd a stole BOTH of them.
Loew's Grand, the Brorix, which
V: Why didn't you give him a opened a few. weeks ago as the cirV: By the way, what is your
father, a Republican or a. Democrat? piece of .your mind? .In other words* cuit's' only
showing, .house,
why didn't you talk back to him?
.Tom: He is a Democrat.
drops stage shows Friday (30) perV: What are you?
Tom: How could I when you were manently With the showing of The
Tom: Well, .my. father is a Demo- at the hotel? (Winks at audience as Great Ziegfeld' (MG ).
crat, so I'm a Democrat;
House has been playing five acts
Ventriloquist acts etnbarrassed ).
V: Supposing your father was a
V: Now that will do; I want you on a split-Week, at least two or three
horsethief?
acts in every show being new.
boys to sing., a song.
Tom: Thejti I'd be
Republican.
iz hadn't been so forte.
Tom: You mean
pretty smart lad,
V: You're..
V: Yes, you and Sambo. I want
Tommy.
your
little
like
sing,
Sambo,
to
you.
Tom:
sure. My father and I
are the smartest people in the world. sister sings, you know soprano, and
you, Tommy, sing alto.
V:- How dp you make that out?
(Continued; from page 11)
Torn: Hey, let me whisper someTom: Because between my. father
and me \ve can answer any question thing in your ear.
against Italy's ban on withdrawal of
and
to
Tommy
(Puts
V:
you mi
whispering funds by U. S. film exporters are beV: :Is that so? Well, who is going acts as if Tommy
t
something, to him). Why .no, of ing laughed oft" by Mussolini,
to be our rietft President?
course not. I don't want you both ing to indicati
in government
Tom: That's one of the .questions to sing, at the same time.
circles
week.
father
can
answer;
my
Tom: I thought not.
Affirming reports that the embassy
(NEGRO VOICE PROM SMALL
V: I want you to- take one line and
BOX). Let me put. Let me out.
at Rome has been asked to- appeal
Sambo the other.
'
Sambo: Yes, Sir. .What you all for modification of Italian exchange
The. Naigur wants to get out,
V: Why I'm surprised at you call- gonna;-'be doing while, we're/singing? restrictions, State Department ofV: I will smoke a cigarette, eat a
ing, him
Naigur. His name is
ficials declined tov iscuss the. status
Sambo. He is the same kind of a banana and ..'.di- ink a large glass of
of the case on the ground that pubwhisicey.
little man that you are; only he's
.work
the
all
licity might upset delicate riegbtiaof the colored race, and you're of V Tom: We got^to do
tions. Hints were, that no encouragethe white race. In fact we all belong while you have a good time;
V: That's enough; now go ahead, merit has been obtained from Amto
the' human
(Dummy
Tom: (Looks at Leader.) All right, bassador Phillips, who was charged
laughs). What are, you laughing\at,
Professor.
with asking Mussolini to be more;
the human race?

;

.

enough.
The band mingles
couple of
well remembered songs "'vitli late
numbers, all to best reacti6n.Shon»
solos .effectively

.

.

•

:

about geography?

,

Tom: Gelolbpi?
V:
,.

-

No my boy,

Tom: Oh

'

.

geography.
thought you said

I

.

'

.

.

.

.

:

;

.

<

V: I di say geography. What is
the shape of the world?
Tom: It's in very bad shape.
V: Now quit your stalling. What
is the shape ot the earth?
Tom: (Dummy looks puzzled, and
mumbles to himself, as; Ventriloquist
busies himself with some things on
the table)., Itrsr-it's.OBLpNG.
V; Np,\No.. Why any fool knows
what the shape of the earth is.
,

,

.

',

.

,

Torn: Do Vou?
V. Why certainly. (Catches the
Idea and pushes dummy). Now look,
I Will help you. Now what is the
shape of your father's cuff buttons?

LEE WILEY
Songs

,

'

':

:

-

; '

.

ll Mlris.;

One

•State/N;- ¥."'

-;

.
.

~.

.

.

,;

;

.

.

•

,

LOEWS SHOWING HOUSE

s»

„

a^Cw*U

contralto
yodels before a 'mike i
style with' twists, pitching her voice
into more than one key easily. She
sings "the ientiniental songs as well^
as the rhythmic numbers.

Deuced here

to

tion,

deserving recepShan.

REVERTS TO

;

-

Show People All th« World Over Will
Bo Intcrttfited to Know That

THEIR
TAILOR

.

r

-

.

Mis^W-Jliey; iv^

hatt ik varied
grbunded.sirig?-,
ing career, on the: Networks and with
iiriportant aggregatioris.
She comes
to vaude fuliy backgrpunded and
knows how to sing in the pop vein.'
Gowned longishly in crimson, she

*"

" As**

.

:

'

.

1b

(Formerly At 29, Wardoar StreetV
Now Located at More Commodiona
Premises -at
,
75/77, Shaftesbury Avenua
'

.

PICCADILLY. LONDON. ENG.

,

.

;

EUROPEAN
TOUR
Lillian

BERNARD

and Flo HENRIE
The Female Van and Schenck
ttth/Consecntlve
:

Month

in

ow CLUB ALABAM,

1NJ>UFIMTKL¥

One Block
Chicago'

ThBukn to JACK KYLTON
For. Bolld Hooking. In EngUm
Till

April. 11)87

Mussolini

CHICAGO

'

..

Marque and Marquette
IimmI

nt

,.

CASINO DE PARIS, PARIS
Reclusive

Direction:

'

JOHNNY

.

Htw York Sep.—LEW

ROYALE FROLICS

.

JVEISS

(Orchestra plays introduction of

generous.
Regulations
ich have drawn
will prohibit withdrawal of more
than 25% of American firms' Italian
balances, with the remainder being
held iri Italy
finance activities at
the Fascists' new $10,000,000 studio,
currently under construction near

CHRISTMAS CARD AGENTS
Large prollts eHslljr earned selllnj;
new 21 -Folder Assortment. Sella on
-aieht for 11.00. Write for particulars.

DOROTHEA ANTK

.

schooldays.)

236 WeBt 72nd

St.,

.

The

THEATRE

of the

STARS

V: Go ahead arid sing: (He starts
choking a little, and wipes mouth
with handkerctii
when
Tom: How can we
you're choking?
V: Go ahead; (SING, 'SCHOOLisli with heads removed
DAYS'.
from Dummies);,
'.

fire

.

JACKIE GREEN
TERRACE ROOM

Rome.:
Restrictions apply to all foreigners
doing, business

i

Italy,

according to

information reaching the State
partment.

Dir.—JACK K.

(Continued from page .1

N

that it is riot in good public taste to
say anything about the matter.
,

.

.,

THIS WKJSK (OCT.

Oct. 27.

NEW YORK

ROXY,

Irate citizens are still writing letters to .off icials; of the Norfolk Forum,
as a' result pf its. presiderit, John E.
Capps, asking Cosmo Hamtiltpri, Eng-

TlinnUs to

:

MARK. I.EDDY

'

lish lectureF arid playwright, What
the British thought of the King arid
ight of
impson, the
Mrs. Willy
October (19) during vforum period.;
Capps got flood of mail after
exappearance
Hamilton's
plained that Harnilton suggested
such a question might pep up the
Hamilton was as right
aftermath.
as Sherman, except when the quizz
was popped wrath hit the sky tops!
Staid citizens have been inking in

AND 3CKK

1

-

.

;

ReMtnurant nnd Supper

AVAILABLE FOR THE EAST

— FOR

THE FIRST TIME!

angry protests despite topic of lecture, 'King Edward VIII and His
Problems.'

Hamilton

impson was
and was beloved of the

sai

just a friend

royal family;

AimmcAS
general

-

'

c

X:

i

t-AiteesT circuit of stag! units
MELBA THEATRE BLDG

;

VARIETY

ROOM

IRIDIUM

Night Club Reviews

the.-

unit's talent side.

FOLIES D'AMOUR

Larimer and

Hudson are an established turri and
N. Y.)
their straight and' comic-bike riding
goes bver .with a snap. Hobo clownIii what was; formerly the. King
Cole Room, the Hotel St. Regis has ing on. the two-wheeler is handled
metamorphosed the interior into the. with plenty of comic skill arid fits in
Iridium Room, a crystal -glass and neatly, with the running of the show.
mirror decor that's one of the flash- Florence Hirilow continues as one
control
iest interiors of the. town without of the top contortion and
being gaudy or tawdry.
Nothing specialty dancers around. Here she
ginger-bready about it; just a class is presented 'with even more effecby
tiveriess
being,
backgrounded
interior that's an eye-opener for the
fernmes, and that's .goinj? ito..com- with the line of girls in a production
"
number;.
mand lots of attention all around.
In the opening number, the Verne;
With the St. Regis also housing
very smart Cornell Co. is on for some fast
the Maisonette Russe,
dining and supper room in the grill, teeteriboard work, topped off with
it gives the Vincent Astor hostelry, one of the trio walking up a flight
two' strong potentials for the fashion- of steps, bn his .head. Good stunt
Prince anywhere arid sold. here with a solid
able dine-and-dance trade.
-Obelonsky, per usual,' is the guiding wallop, -yioletta Rooks is on later.
She
influence on the scene and back of it. with a fine perch routine.
eye-filling appearance and
Emil Coleman's orchestra again make
holds forth with !its. smart terp then . tops that ^with some handrhythms. There's a sextet of Alber- balaricing on the swingirig and spintin'a
Rasch girls in the Viennese ning perch that had this audience
motif—presumably holdovers from sitting on,, the edge of their seats.
the Viennese Roof summer season— Another head -balance stunt that is a
who merely lend color without much sock is the slide for life from the
another balcony by Verne Corriell for a
Headlined
distinction.
socialite songstress, Sunny Forbes great stunt finish to the unit.
(New Acts), and fair.
Bob Duppnt is still another sureIridium Room is ballyhooing the fire performer in this line-up.. Jug^.
idea that Vernon Duke and Ted Fet- gl irig. balls and , Indiari clubs, he
ter fashioned two special tunes, .'New mixes
up comedy with straight
York After Dark' and Til Never stunting that adds together for a
Lose You,' especially for this, boite. solid vaudeville turn. Had to take
Latter is vocalized during; the Vien- two encores, both neat novelties in
nese sextet's terps. 'New York' is themselves; first a tamborine rhythm
one of Mrs. Forbes' two numbers.
juggle and second a trick of eating
Mrs; Anne Tiffany is responsible an apple while juggling it and a
for the Rasch ballet's costuming plate and napkin until the entire ap(okay) arid for the ex cellent deco- ple is. consumed. In what would be
rative scheme- of—the Iridium Room the deuce spot are the* Six'SaToUiettes
-;•
itself.
for a musical interlude that is enIn line with the Continental, motif, tirely; suitable for the spot Bill Carr
you're practically lonesome at din- is thevm.c. and manages it with a
ner around 8:30, but it fills up. nicely novelty touch as a ringmaster, with a
from
9 p;m. on. Table d'hote. $3.50. whistle that dovetails into the circus
''•"•
Abel,
idea.
In all, it's a', bang-up show
that rates as one of the best units
around.
Picture
'China Clipper' (WB>(Hotel St.

(ORPHEUlVf,

egis,

during the week days;
Dinners
range from $1.50 upward, drinks
from 35p., which rnakes a $5. bill go
further here than in many places.
Roof is attractively decorated with
palms and the service is good.
'-'
.' Char.
'.'

R.

'

(NEW YORK)
Savoy on Lenox avenue, about the
sole traditional hot spot of Harlem

:

operating within the area,' is but
in a new swank guise. Gold metalplated columns, rose tinted mirrors,
blue panels and Venetian blinds.
•Hingside tooxcs tor the ofay spectators have also been redecorated with
fancy trimmings*
Linijy Hop continues as the No. 1
'Harlemese step, but the coming
Suzy-Q is" expected to crowd in by
with a popular routine., v.
Christmas
"'
Best' nights are Saturday and SunGeneral admission; is 50c,
day.
though scale varies according to
whether Charles Buchanan, manager,
has a breakfast ball planned; or a
Hallowe'en party scheduled. Sunday
njght is becoming a sellout, due to
the shoe shine boys who have to
work, late Saturdays, but can relax
the next day.
Two current dance orchestras hold
forth are Teddy Hill and Al Nichols'
contingents. Closing hour during the
still

.

'

RUSSIAN EAGLE
'

:

.

-

Waldorf-Astoria—where he also had
Raphael, the amazing, rotund concertina soloist with hirii— and for the
winter is back for the social season.
.

No

couvert, but a $2.50 p.p. minimakes it a pretty fair tariff
the: divertissement at this, spot.
is $3.50 table d'hote; also a
"
*
la carte.

mum

or 5 a.m. 'Stompi ' at the. Savoy'
the • jazz anthem most requested,
.

for'

.

:

Dinner

.

Besides

Gen.,

.

.

toire of requests.
For the rest it's the usual

.

extraordinary maestro. It's a tough
chore as he must play not. only dance
but classical and gypsy music. Furthermore he breaks up the dansapation into Latin arid foxtrptology
rhythms with equal facility and
deftness. Rounding. out the show is
a rather amazing mitt-reader, Mme.
Gul-Ba-Har (doubling from the.
Park Lane ) where palmistry is done
at tables for voluntary contributions.
Russian Eagle's decor is new, with
soft blues in place of the flaming
red velvets .of .last year.
spacious
cocktail lounge is a new Sunday
dansant idea and also for the overflow. At the door is: George, headwaiter, who's been around for; many
years, and seemingly: knows everybody, arid remembers 'em all surprisingly. Withal one of the nicest
swank rooms.
Abel.
.

:

'

,

is slipping.

:

At present the Suzy-Q is a smattering of jazzy beguine, bomba, black
.

A

1

-

.

-

•

;

1

-

OLD ROUMANIAN;

-Lindy Hoppers called into action
N.Y.
Friday <23 ) numbered .12. Girls preJack' Silverman's east
fer sombre' shades in street garb, but
uropeari
change to white slippers
ith exag- establishment on the East
ide mercrated bows on, when they, perform.
f
its the jaunt.
Necessarily drawing
t glues the public's eye on their
hoofing. Partners go in for the tight heavily on the population of its. enpinch-backed models and tan. ox* virons, .the 'Roumanian is not unfords. There, is a rough-showman- conscious of the fact that it also atship to the "flash. Buchanan calls it tracts' the tourists.
a 'contest.' The couples dance sepaThe heftic prima is not discarded
rately.
but she has lost the No.- 1 rating of
Later a line forms for mass truck in' yore. The locals have gotten a taste.up and. down- the hall. Everyone else of What goes on elsewhere so it's
Yelps with an eye to this that the east side
is .on the sides. looking on.
'from' the sidelines also help the has met the situation more than half
dancers along.
way.
.WMCA, New York. airs, the spot
The combination of up-to-the-minthrjice .weekly, using 'Savoy' tune as ute Broadway' standards of entera theme and lowering the /micro- tainment '.such as bubble dances,
phone to. catch the hoof -beats as a nudes, etc.. and folk songery and
.starter.
Bral.
Yiddish dramatics might appear 'In.

.

'

'

-•/•'

.

,

.

-

•

.
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'

•

.

'

*

'

.
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Unit Reviews

FASCINATIONS OF

.

,

its present shape has
been around for less than three
weeks and loses Weber, to Chi ite
spots (Yacht Club) at the conclusion
.

He means

pf this date.'

ai

lot to the

show, too.
Beginning the show'are the 'Foliesi
sweethearts, the Parisian Melodiaris,
headed by a femme flash all in herself,
Dorothy Woblf, and the toe
They're all
dancer, Louise Glenn.
on in short order, snap arid class to
the operier.
Wilfred DuBois, jugr
gler,
takes the spot for several
miriutes with his novelty tennis
racquet handling. His. threat to. spill
a glass of water on the front row as
he manipulates it on the end of a

pooTcue gets laughs.
A parade number by the girls,
with the spot pickirig a nudie trio
near the back drop, is'oke arid followed by Les Curries, ballroom team
with some fancy stepping. Sally and
:

.

.

Bobo^ a girl'^and ,aog novelty has.
tbjg pggcjL_doio^" sonofe tough .V:ilKz
overs while the femme dances/turns
somersaults, etc. Goes well with the
juve patronage. Novelle Bros., aero
fiddlers, touch off the flrst comedy.
The girls again in a 'Bojangles*
riumber, which clears for Currie and.
Rex Weberf to do a comedy, interlude.
Weber's garb, vacuous expression, and singing without moving his mouth scored. It's the show's
-59)

'36

Simon Agency
RKO BUILDING

Metropolitan Opera House. Despite,
size, however, it doesn't come, close
to -filling Met's stage;
And while
producer' George Hamid ballys' his
opus as a -legit attraction, styling- it
arid
vaudeville exas. 'musical

RADIO CITY

1270 SIXTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

TELEPHONE COLUMBUS

travaganza,' it doesn't measure up—
not as film-vaude competish -at

CITY

5*7773

CABLE ADDRESS "SIMAGV**

$1.65 top.

Not

hcj?>liner.
'Folies' in

(Continued on page

Phlliy)
(Met. Opera
,
Philadelphia, Oct. 24.
After' nearly season touring fairs
this -excarnivals
of
country,
and
pansive production trouped indoors
this week, .into Philly's barnlike

'Fascinations of 1936'
bangb talent tucked
away in i& extensive personnel. But
it is too long, too full rf. dull, spots
and too dated.
"T
Production .has single large, terr
raced set with one small turntable at
top rear. AH erisemble numbers are
presented .in what seems like acres
of space in. front.
No serious at
tempt is made at drops or scenic
effects.
Costumes are so-so, as is

that

some

hasn't

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

-

;

.

.

:•'

.

.

.

.

effectively; Serge Sergey and Catherine. Grey do comedy peasant numbers; and Alexander Burichuk is an

.

-

-

for nearly a year, Tolies D'Amour'
represents a tall dough layout to be
scampering over this sparse terriNut on the Opus will neigh-:
tory.
It's a Nick
bor or better $3,500.
Boila production, a takeoff from his
other title, 'Folies D'Paree,' which
toured last seasoni Talent is lined
up among forty performing people,
a 12-gal line, a 12-gal band, and the
bullc of the handclaps going for Re:i
Weber, .eccentric clown and the

•

vodka

fol-de-roL
Lubov Doubiage is an
attractive mezzo; Nicholas Loriri of
the Don Cossacks. Choir, barytones

come uptown for
look-see, no
•expert dancers are around, so Buchanan has a flock of Lindy Hoppers
at close call who. can take over a
corner of the floor and let go. Various acrobatic tricks, however, are
tearing the Lindy .Hop down;. Buchanan says. It used to. be a .somewhat, gentle rhythmic tug-of-war but
now so many energetic back-flips and
body grinds are worked in that it

'bottom and Hop antics. It may jell
into a regular routine, by the holidays. That's the way the Harlem
'dances grow. First a medley of
everything on. the street, then - a
gradual- simmering into something
distinctive. Savoy is a hunting ground
for. those out to learn the latest in
fddtwork.

general

as

with his diminutive bellows instrument, from which he gets very fancy
tones, even unto, the fineness of a
violin string. He specializes i Viennese airs but. has an amazing reperr

-

;

the

greeter—he, knows fully 75% of the
patronage personally, and ..the rest
know, hirii^-he m.c.'is the floor show.,
Raphael is the soloist dutstarider'

•

.

.

'

with 'Christopher Columbus' arid.
'Organ Grinder's. Swing' runners-.up.
The 'Savoy' tune has been a natural
for plugging the spot.
New shiny aura reflects any mi town dance mecca, only the dancing
here is distinctive. A row of tiered
stalls with lights under the tabletops flank the outside walls. That
one step upwards, provides a neat
excuse'' for .typical Harlem peacocking. Lots of them come in dinner
•jackets and low-cut chiffons.
Tables also center the. main aisles.
Boxes have to be reserved in' advance," even during the week. Bu-.
chanan next wants to rip out the present bar, and install a circular one,
-because it can accommodate more.
Drinks at minimum. He wants a crys T
tal bar next.
Frequently when slumming parties
,

:

.24.

iggest rostrum layout to hit here

.

^Russian Eagle in the. grill of the
Hotel Sherry .-Netherland is in its
second season, on the crest of the
renewed White Russian cycle in New.
York arid under the expert aegis of
General Lodijerisky ids fair to click
once more. The Gen. is a pit. of a
fad with the Hollywood film folk
Where he held forth for lorig—^also
doubling into pix—and hosts most
affably in the swank> Eagle of the
S«N. During the past summer he
was atop the Starlight Roof of the

and on weekends

is 2:30 a.m.,

-

.

Sheir r y-Netherland, N. Y;)

.

.

is

.•

.

(

.

week

,

;

,

-

•

i

.

,

,

LINCOLN )

Lincoln, Oct.

.

SAVOY B

51

Chorus

music.

hoofing

is

okay.

However, there's not a single comedian, not a first-rate tapper;, and no
torrid tbrcher in evidence.
Sandwiched in between several
exceedingly
diverting
acts
are
chorus dance routines that are Vnuch
too long, with here and there a
vaude turn.' Sliced in half and offered with pic at regular vaudefllm
rates, 'Fascinations' would have considerable appeal. But foe $1.65 top,
-

Needless to say, the theatrical industry
has heard of Ferd Simon' untimely
.passing.

•'•

The old adage, "The Show Must Go
On," still prevails, and the Simon

show lacks style, class, speed.
Of the acts, following are out-

standing:
Dorothy Martin adagio
troupe; Walter Wilson, amusing and
amazing trick cyclist; Helen Reyncongruous to the first-timer but it all olds and her seven femme roller
goes for maintaining the pace while skaters: miraculously skillful and
still retaining sufficierit. interest for funriy
Lodi acrobatic troupe, and
old guard patronage, presumably the Lola Lee, upside-down tapper.
(PARK CENTRAL, N. Y.)
backbone.
Hobe.
New floor show in the. Cocoanut The one hour of floor work offered
Grove is not as elaborate as some, three times nightly currently feanor as costly, but. in its modest way tures the Baroness Terah Noah, who
proves quite diverting.
bubble-dances au naturelle. Second
/ George Libby is the producer. He aripearan'ce and cbnclusibn of the
(ORIENTAL, CHICAGO)
is holding over the Tick Tock Girls, show called 'Half of Me', is actuChicago;
24.
very entertaining. The trio, work- ally ail Of her. A sensual 'illusion
idea,
Here's a unit with a,'irig at the mike
ith a miniature dance of black- male and white girl,
ith an
•piano nearby fbr accompaniment, with the baroness draried to suit; is new twists and novelties,
talent
and
an
exsurefire
has. been "provided With swell ma- expertly executed. Old standbvs are array of
terial, not only iri the songs, but the Jack Hirsch, rri. c M and Sadie Banks, pensive looking production, all adding up to 60 minutes of swell vaude
gags that;go with them.
mistress 'Pf event??. Ether Bennett
Charles.' and Celeste,' ballroom- still around, holding her own in Al entertainment plus what is evidently
adagio team, and Dell Arden, tenor, Davis' international Folies.' Name excellent box-office. The box-office
are other specialists on the new show. Will give an idea of what is^trying evidence was the solid capacity
house at the supper show on Friday,
Arden has been in shorts arid oh the to be done these days,
Coast in pictures. Ijte has a good,'
Opens with production number when this show, was caught, and the
were evivalues
voice arid ably sells a pop. Charles-: after which. Clemence Grns of ^.he entertainment
Celeste team are hot tops
their line offers a, tricky tap. Hirsch. thw denced by the reaction o> this same
li
but. they bring out excellent Misses,
anks arid Bennett and. "the mob. Looks a sure winner that w,ill
.housci
in
ariy
pirouette finishes.
They do two 'Russian Trio »11 ,do'.''•'Well- in the bits make good
It looks a tough show to stage arid
numbers, shortly after- toe. opening, that..fpll(i(W» Rorinino. De Carriri, also
and a third later on.
A regular, is
Russian' dancer;' move,-'but-the.aUdierice doesn't-know
the
about -thatr' despite the-. li
Don .Hobteri, rn.c is also a tap Mickey Mallory another
arid
cages;, the riggings -for
dancer. He. works singly and with ciaiist of cajibre. :.;Gypsy. Tri
fti-s
What: they sec
a
the ladi
including a line of eight on operatic sketch from Halcvv's 'Ija circus acts.
by
tumsupplied
girlsi
Hobteri -is a personable young Juiye.'; Miss Banks (of Mae Westinri wealth of action
fellow .and' doesn't- overdo
the rirbportions arid Sophie/ Tuck
de- blers, aerial ists, slidersrfbr-life,^bicyThe lions are riot
m.c.'ing.
'ay clists, and lions.
singing riewcomer is livery) sirigs and, gags her
only, a. good solid: anjrnal act in themJoan Dexter- doing a Vict -Herbert around, to ton off the show.
favorite.
the selvciS as handled by Nobel Harriiter,,
OrShe's a soprano.handli
Michael vWei
^background for
the
ihey
supply
chestra is Dick. Messner's, arid okay. maestro assignment.one o tho but
Girls
sUch the. sex appeal dancer in the show,
costumed few newcorners. Musirki
are
effectively
Billed as the 'Lion's.
and there's enough; undrcssi
to places .rcciuii'es an extensive rcnei r •Mile. Mazone.
interest.
}nv Bride-' she delivers a stunt pertoire sirico boys ;rriust h^ fn
Cocoanut'
iirhMnjan formance alone oh her dancing aprove puts on two with non: Russe. Mai'var,
shows nightly, one at 8.15' and other, arid Yiddish tunes: Do well in back- rjearan.ee in the cage with the beasts,
at; midnight.
There is no coyer or ground) rig .arid fiirnii? ing the .dance' but adds to that by showing plenty, of
i;nod fi-nirc at the same tirnb' Fine;
Jri'mimum charge for dinnti patrons interludes.'
except on Saturday and holiday
Table d'hote..$1 .25. to $2.. with S1.25 box-office novelty approach to the
nights when .it is $1.
There
a minimXirri -after 10 p: m. fn Satur- s,a. fla.«"
tandard acts make up the bulk of
music charge of 50c.
wire.
time.
WMCA
supper
days. Spot now has a
;

COCOANUT GROVE

CIRCUS DE PAREE

•

Agency is carrying on exactly
would have wanted.

We

as

Ferd

desire to assure our clients that

their interests are of the utmost impor-

tance to us, and that we will continue
them with the same untiring effort and consideration that they
to represent

.

.

.

;

.

received in .the past.

..

,

.

The Simon Agency

staff

and

offices are

; <?

.

.

-

•'

7

.

.
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.

i

:
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;

.

-

.

;

;

remaining intact, and will maintain its
front rank position in the theatrical
field. We will continue the observance
of the dynaniic principles and ideals
set forth by Ferd Simon.
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BEVERLY HlLLS
TELEPHONE: OXFORD 4542

9441 WILSHIRE BLVD.,

v

>

/
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Week
Permanent address

of Oct. 27

bands

publi

be

charge, is made for listing in this department.
For. reference, guidance, initials represent:
hotel, T—theatre,
ballroom,
restaurant.
C—*e'«f«» D H dance hall,
As far -as possible, street, addresses
large citi
also i
'\"
eluded.

—

H—

B—

'

Burhside,
.

Bronx.
Newbur'B>i.

St:,

-

A rand,

,

Ira,'

I

643 .Broad St., Newark.
Aristocrats (ftX Hughes),
Blandina
•
Ut|ca. N. Y.
Aristocrats- (Jack.
42n*
Ave.. Bayslde, N. Y.
Arbeit, LeeV KVI, Tacbma/, Wash.
Armbruster. J. Li, B, A. C. ( Buffalo....
Armstrong,:
Louis, '.RbokwellrO'Keefe,
ABafllo^Clty,
T. C;
Avnhelm, Gus, Adolphus i, Dallas, Tex,
* Arnold. Billy,. Club Rendezvous, Patersop.-N.-J.
Arteaga, Al. .Jefferson H.. St.; Lou Is.
Ash, Paul, care- MCA, N. Y. C.
Atkins, A. P,. 8014 0th Aye., Des Moines:
Austin. Sid. NBC. N. Y,
^A^"Un.^B|TW,
Green;

'.';,

,°

Carroll-;

Avnlbn Boys, Falmbunt's Circus Lounge,
Cal.-.

T^oma.

VIHage, -Dayton;

Ken;

.

.

St.

'

.

2/11

-

,

Fenton

Tin.
•;BatTa;

•

'•'-.".•'

:..

.

;New. Orleans.
<
;••'...

..

Cervppe.

.

MCA.

Balfli.- Joe;

Chi.

./Mich..

Chavanne,
'
ton;.-

'Jpai.'-.

;

.

,

•'.

'

':...-.•';'.:

j:

•:.

•

,

,•

,

Baas, PauIv Anna Held'* Bi-i-N. V. .C
Bauer, F. J,; 07 OrmOnd St., Rochester.:
Y. '• "
\
Kixum. Bat)e ..2?0.1loBe St. Rcadlntr, Pa.
Baxter. Phil; WDAF. IC C.
Beale St. Boys. Dan Hea'ly's C1 ..
C.
.
-;Becker.' Bubbles, ROC, N; .'T. C.
Beckley,. T., 102 E. Sthv St.. ^Vllmlngtbri,
•

;

,•

'

.

(

H.i Pht.
Belftscot Leon, Netheriand-PlazA H.,
-«lnnatl. O,
..Beltjtm's. Synooiratersj
Palm Breach. Fla;

W.

es»

,

KGW,

Abe.

•

n;.,

Grand

f.7

Ave., Knglewood.

Berge.r. Jack, Aator BT., N. Y.
Bertrer, M*»x, Stork C, N. Y..
.
.•Bprger, W;,. j:; T>44ft perm Ave.,

Arthur, Commodore IT., /
Donald, Morcell Inn,'

Coolt,

'

•

,

Sylvan, Beach.

•

,

W^

•

Courtney

^

Weber's Hofbrau,

Blir/

.;
J.
..
Blttlck, JJmmv.

N.<-

.

•

,

Bluh Boom,

N

Black," Ted. HOC,
Blanc. Jeanne, c-0

'

G-

t '.Y,

Hy

.

Ray, CBS/ N. Y: C.
Jimmy.- Pickwick C, B^ham.

Bob'a; Snnnyslders,

Haverhill

80 E.
.•;

..

'N.Y.C.

WaldbrfrAsforl.'*
'

,'.'

Y,
Boutanger,

N:.
'

"N; 'Y.

:

J,

.

Mew

,

*
•

'...'-..

Tybee Pavilion,

BrarTlnl.

tmh. Ga,

P.

-

C

N<it..Eflpex House,
.

Bresbln.VAhe.; KJR, l«enitle;
Bre>«irln. D«nlel. Eairle T.- •Wr>s1>irtirlbh...
•Bwlnhblt' Errile, Rainbow B. ft... 8riU

'

ft

Ti*J(k City.- iJlih.: •

,-:

Brlgode.

-.'.''
.

"

:

.-.'-'

N. Y;

Brine, twit'. Fr<«Hch Caslnp. N\ -Y, C.
Bcl^on. Ml j Chee Maurice. D^ll'»«. T»r
'

Brlfi^n. 'FjTnir. Penthniiae, C, Bqito. Md.
Brpckway, Howard, Colony. C»nt».- rreaeo.

..

-v

.,Prt;-.

,

'
.

.

".'.•',

•

St..
"'
;

Davles. .Ali. Rlta-Cafltoh 'H., Pltjla'.,
D*vls; Blllv; 8220 21st Ave.-.'-Bklv.
DavlK, Eddie La Rue. C:. N. Y..
Bavla. LeW. La-ng's-.H.. Alh.tnv,
Davis, Mever, 221 W. Mth St., .
'"Davy. Arthur. Cotton Club. N: Y. C.
De .'C.isia.. Vincent, 35 Plheai>Hle
Rrobkl^n, N. Y.
De Torre. Emllfi; El .CWr:o. N, V P.
Dplariv; Jarkj KLX; Oakland, fa'Hf.

•

-

'.'

-'".

•-

'•

Worlli, Tex.

'

.

vrVn.-

wo.net,;
1

Chi.

T..

Hairlabiir*

•

Coconut-

SAtt Tinke

t.

c

•

•.

''

'

'

Mi*.

.

'D'etrinap^sv.^

nMntVh-"' WaMwv:-.
Akron. O.

8mtB.

.

alfway

'

\y\f\\

Rniah

St.,
-'

If.

.,'

p

*

'

,

asa.l

Veplce—

Wtmars, Iran. KOL, Seattle.
Djxoni- hob.' t;hez PAfee, Chi.
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'
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Man-Ahnut-Tnwn C„
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.
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.
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.
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*
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.

.

Beach, Vn.

ala-

Kansas

'

-.

Clarke. Rob. 1060 Jtbxbury Rd..
*-.
TtimniM, O;
Cl*rke.: Herb. t<.,
>-\
B**ch,. cai. '-•,
_

.

N

Cafe

Clare,. St-in.

'

'-.'

Drake "H„

"

'

•

.;

.Jiarie,

Lang, Lou, Bosaert
Lang, Syd. HI-Hat

Boston.

"

Conn.

.

Louisville.

:

••

Pa.
.

'

s;^..
City, Mo.
FlHher; Mark, Medlpah; C.." Chi.
Fisher.. Scott. ROC; :N.
C" .',
Fit zna trick. Eddie,- Club Deauvllle, San.
Francisco,- CallL
.Foard, Don. 1410. Reed
Kalmazob.

mi

°ch>iRtie;':

Newark.

.

.•

lean*.:

••

•

':.;•::.;/

<>.i05'-

2122 Wolle

L...

C."

mozoo. Mich.'
Fisher, Buddy,
"'

-

rook-

Herbert,.\fti,1|»e>ls

Baslte,

.

Fischer.

C

i

.

'-.

-'-

.

:

•

.•'

.

,

Danver.:.
Phpster. Bob. Detrblt A.
Detroit. Mich.
Chllda. Reggie; Sky Club, Pittsburgh. Pa.
ChlorE-Revelers, Station "WJBO,. New Or-,

v

lyr»;..N. Y:.;..\

n.

:,

-.-

Land Is, Marty, -Pcnnaylvanla H.,
"

-,

•

Hertz, Irving,, c-6 Hy Green, J058 Broadway, N....Y. C-'
^Hester. Pee Dee, Robert Lee
Wliistonr
Salem, N. C.i
Hewi tt. A I. , NBC. Boston;
nicks, Art, Cocoanut Grove;
rldgeport,

'.

:

/'-

'

Barton.

'•

.

.

.

-i

>w

;

...

,

Cat bay Tea Garden, Phlla.;

Herman. Sylvan. -Ba relay M.l Phlla.,
Herrafa Orch.. Mbnte Rosa R., N. Yv

.

-

.„

;

Montreal,
•

ClaVeTflnd^ 0.
JjaUy, Ki>wiird, Sherry'
'ft.. N; Y. C;
Latidp, Jnlea, St. Regis H.. N.- Y. C;

Herbeck, "Ray. MC7A, Chi.

•'

.-V

St..

Fidler, Max. Mound's, C.CvCleveland^ O.
Fields. Sbeo. Pierre H., N. Y. C.
Fields; Willis, Roger Smith. H.. White.
Plains,' N;. Y,-'
,'
Flngton,- Nat,.
.Calif.
Flo Rlto, Teq, Morrison. Iff;,
y~ Fischer. Carl.Ma.lestic D;..IL,

.-

:•

'

.

Chernlavsky. Josef.. NBC,
XJhewkln.
Dave, Terrace"
RoMieat^r; Ni' Y./
Cheaney, Roily, Broadway

Birnett. Jimmy, c-o MMdlewest
rbkerage. Corp., 'Yankton;: S.;D.. '"';
Batrle, Dick, Qlhson.-H., .Cincinnati; O.
Barth, Henry S„ 2028 No. Cth St., Phlla...

:

J

:

...

"

Troy, N.
Cleveland. O.

MCA.

Dick.

F.ldler.

Lagaase,

MliSi Marlv^.ToVch,

Henderson. Fletcher, CRA,
" "
N, Y. C.
" ^'

Delaware

i'enwood

.

:

Pa.
Porte,
Salle,

Mass..
Lajole,

rldgenbrt,"

Jack,

.

;

Mnss.

brldife.,

.

.

'

Fei'ton, Chas.,
.Ferry,
'

Porte,-

La
La

Can.

Heldt, Horace;.

.

-

.

Ferara.

Phlla,

Can'.'-'

'Hector. Ch'as.V R., .Tourrajne

W;

Water Gap. Pa. Feyl.' J W..; 878 River

•

La
La

'.'-.

.

•

/.';...

v."

\

rft;

.^HaVton, Lennle,. Mills, 700 Seventh,' Ave.,.

Conn.

602-

>

>-..

'.

Hal, Cafei Casanova,' T*.A,.
Charterobn, Fred. 401 D' way, Camden. N.J.
Cltarlps. Duke, Paramount B. R.. Cahi-

;.

;

•

.4180

.

.

O.

Ifays, Bill.

,,

,

Trianon,-: Ch|.

:

.

,

;

.

Cltanplor,

Ballew. Smith. NBC, H' wood.
Batohgoes, Dan C.. Alabnm,
Barlow, Howard, CBS; N." Y..
Barnard, B-, 830 W. Worrell

:U

c

•

lzzy,

PHtahiipgb.

-

.

N. Y. C.
Lewlston, Me.
Echo,
Salisbury.

;

'.

N. Y.
Ferko, Jos.
Phlla.. Pa,

.

N

Emit, Luccai C., L. A.
-Bain. Jack, Victor €„ Portland. Ore,
Balrby Maynard. Crystal T.j Knoxvllie.

Ocean

Ferdlnftndo,

-

:

WCSH,

Don,

C.

N.- Y-

WMCA,

Bros..

Bench,
on.
•Ferdlnando,

Eta Flotilla Club,
Cave. Don. MCA; Chi.
Cf>vttto,

'

v.

'

Bivduc, Jules)

.'

.•

.

N. CentraL "Cbi.
Sherbrooke H. Sher.-.

New

Happy; MCA.

:

Fcnton, Carl,

v

_'.0 W. 80th
MCA, Chi..

,

-

'

-.Feirtll,';

.

Badger/ Rbltle,
brookei Que.

N. Y. O.

..-..'•

•

.';'

Mbpn,

,

W.i

St.,

Bldg.;.

WlSN.

Costya,

:

Boston.

.HaUSer; Erlieat. Majestic T., San Antona.
nnwklnfl, Jesse, Merry GaTd'en R., ChU'
cago.
Hayes, Bobby, Edison, H„ N. Y. C.
Haymea; Joe, Coney Island, Clnolnnatl, .

.-'

Fe)ton,
"'•

'Y*

.

Krumln,

.

C,

Hatch, Nelson,
roiito,

'

'

'

Ohio,:

Coney

Moon,

.

.'

Wllllartwip

•

!

1

''

''.-.

'

='

Bachriian. ..Lew,

•

'

'

'-.Hasberger, George,
•land,

Frank, 'DeaUvllle, N, Y. p.
Fay. Bernard. Fay's. Providence."
Feeney, Jt .M., 2j8 E. lUh St., 'Oji-klji^:
Feldmln", Joe, .10(53 E. 08th St., CleFelapd

.

B

An-

.tone.-

RICO

Cash, Benny^.Blltmore H.^
D. L;, YA«couver, CaasMy,
ver
':•
B.-C.
Cato's VaKftbonds. Frbllca -C. Miami,. FJa.
Causer. Bob, Ithaca. H.Y Ithaca, N. Y;
Cavallave. .John
urray's Patio, New
Haven. Conn.

iCulver"

*

'*-•.

•'..'

'

.

Island, Brobklyp,.-.

\-

1

Farncy,

H... Balto.
,

ffasSii .GrcqnSElfth
M- J40. iPlnr

Pa.
Caaey,

-

Bud, Averlll's Par ad lee Garden,
Wnj.,

Howiard

c-o:

Cftaalb

.

"

,

San. Franrlaro

Lebnr

'

Kr'ueger, Art.

'

•Farreil.

^Casa

i

:

'

;

'

-

.

.

Francisco.

•

\

Ivoll.

Carter,

Md.

:

"'

'

y

'

.

J.

'

Far
n; y;

.

N. Y.

••

,

de'n,-

;

-

'

awtiicket,

St.,

ontroal,
Harris. Ken,. Vallejo, Calif.
Ila'rrlft, I,oii;. MCA, Dallas,
narrls; ,Phll, NBC. L. A.
Hart, Ronnie, Little C, Hamilton,
'^Hartley, Bill, Van-.Rensselear Inn,

.

.

•

.

'

'

Catherine

Bldg TN. Y.
Kagan. Ray. Sagamore H,, Rochester.
Fnmllant. Nick, Sliver Lake Inn/: Cam

..,

,

"Carr,.

Kramer,

..

Harris,. .Henry,

Rock well

Phil.

RKO

:

Jimmy, Taps, Wit B'way;
.
Y." C.
Carr, Frank. Hilton H.; T^ubbock; jTex.
Carr, Myion, Tenace Gardens, Albnny-.

:

-.

:

Averlll,

j|,

•.

.

...

28 Capitol

.,

C,

F.

Chi.

Bel-Air
••
,

Andre, CBS, N.
Charles, Club Lido,

'ICbstelanetZ'.

Can.
Kraus. Ed; Via Lagb C„ Chi;
Krausgrlll. Walt, 847 Claremont

„'•

:;'

.

:

S,

NBG.

Koestner; Jba.,
Kbslotr,
Im\i,
Monica', Cal,
;

Hardle,- Dick, Harlem Casino,
liargrave. Bob; Kit Kftt
llarkiiess, .: Eddie. 2510 Van

EscaTpr.lnter,'.

..Fabello,'

.

.

Haney,
Rv i.

.:.

,

.

Knut son, Erllng. President H„

':.

.Harideliiian,
N. Y. C.

Ernesto Don,
.•

.'

'

•:

N. Y. C.
,

Harris, George,

N. T. C.

;

.

.

:

,

Pa.

,

'..

Chi.
Saltalr Beach Co., Salt
','

City;'

r

i

.

-Erlenbach. Les. Arrowhead Inn. Clney, 6.
Ernie, V«l, Marden'a Riviera, Englewood,
n;- j.

ton, Beri'
Carpenter,

'

.

Lake

'

'

;'.;',.%,

-

.

.

.

'.'

Hammond, Jean, -Sky Room, Milwaukee.
Hammond, Chestlne, KIT. Yaklma; Wash.
Hamp, Johnny, Rainbow Grill. Radio City,

1

MCA.

Erickson.

'

'•'

'

"

Eppinoff,

.

Carlson,
earllon,

:

.

••"'.'

•Pa«

'

.

,.•';•••'

...'

:

'

:

- :

'

.

'

»L.'

;

.

t.,

.

••

•

.

;

Klarke, Kayo,
•:.
vllle. N. C.
Kline. M.. &4!Ut Spruce St., Philadelphia.
Knelsel, E,,' Blltmore H., Atlanta;
Knight, Harold, Cafe Morguery,

Hall, Frank, kenrhore Hi, Albany, N.'
Hall. George, Taft. H„ N. Y; C.
Hajlett, Mai; Cpmmodore, H... N.Y.C.
Halstead, Henry. Park Central H., N.Y.C,
Waldorf- Astoria H.,
/ Hamilton,. George,
-;
n\ y. c.
'.

Jersey

-

-.''

','

;

ton, N. Y.

.

.

..>'

King, Henrjv Cocoanut Grove,
King,- lleimle, Kings, S. -F.
King's Jester Orch;; BlBmarck, H., Chi.
King's Melttdy, iKf. Mueller St., Bingham-

i

St.,

N.- J.'

Emerson. Mel, Ten Eyck H., Albany.^N-Y.
English^ Fred, Arbor, C.,' Charlotte, N;
Epicureans, '.'Benny the Bum's,' Phlla..

!

M2Ei.8th.StW

WESG,-

city.

':'•'.•
N. "C.\.
Candullo, Joe,! NBC, N. Y. C;
Canellav Joe. Jimmy Kelly's Ri, N., Y t C,
Cappl, Job., Playland Caslnbr.Rye. N..
;
Carberry, Duke,: Walpole. Mass.
Carle. Frankle, Edgewood Inii,
'.',', .•..N. Y.
C*rUn. Her
'.

Pa;-

:

-

II.,

Beach, s. C.
Kief er, Bert,

'Whltey/ Taverti Inn, .183
Pawfucket. R. I.
Ilalnea, Walt, TrIanoir C^ Seattle, Wash;.
Ilali^
Ted, Wcber'a Hofbrau, Canuleh,

.

car? of Mills Artists, 700

Elmwood Band,

West

(S.

:

North

-

Andrus,

Ramblers

California

chester'C C,. Rye,- N. Y.
Calloway, Blanche, ROC, N.Y.C.
Calloway: Cab. Cotton>Club, N.'Y;
,
Calloway. Jean. Club Aatorla k Ralto.
Campbell, Royal Beach, Club, Nag'a Head,

.•

Bert, 34, Hereford House,
Lane, W;I.,' London.

"

:

ICIIIngton, Dulce.

7th A ve„ - N. Y. C.

:

08 Liberty

.i

.

,:

.

.

-Al..-233p'. 'Arthur .Av.;.

B,,

Fl

Fredrvpcoan Forest

Klblcr,

Prbvlr

'

Bend

C.

KTXD.

Clppi,

•

Tex!
Haines,

,

Woodsloe.

.

Haas/ Alexander, 254 W. -75th St., N.Y.C.
Habaneras Orch.. -Savoy-Plaza, Hi, N.Y.C,
Hall, Ewen. El Mlrador c., San Antonio,

.

Eddy. Carl, WllloWi,
Elkins, Eddie, Dernpaey

.

Walled Lake

Collegians,.

trolt.

Adler, William;.
..
Albe'rti rChas,, Jimmy Kelly's ft.,
Don, El Cblco, N.
.
C.
,

Afaas.'

:.

Busse. Henry. Cheie Paree. OKI.

B'way

.

H

Old

Y

Kemp. Hal. MCA. N.

idenca.

R.,

pa

Phila...

Leonard, Mayfalr

Kenneis, I^any, 801 Keenan Bldg.,
burgh.
•"
Kerr, Chas.* Adelphin H„ Phlla;

•'.

.

Gurnlck,

H„

,4115 01st St.

It..

'i.

Kennedy.

:

!

N,

I. a

Keller.
land, O,

:

I.

Wi

Keller.
L.

.

L.

.

Eatbn,. Clarkson,
Monument
Bennington, Vt. .......
Eaves, jack, Copley-Plaza,
,

Wheels.

"Wftgon

Tehn:

ylllCj-

,

Half Moon,

.

.

.

Kellem, Milton, Walton-

Santa
Greenbuglr, Frank, Blltmore
Barbara, Culif.
Grenet, Ellseo, Yumurl C. N. Y.
Gresh, Red, Pierre's Roof, Phlla;: Pa,.
Grler. Jimmy, Blitmore Bowl, it., L.
Grlselle, Tom; WEAF, N, Y. C.
OroCc, Fprdc, CRA, ,RCA BIdg., N, Y. C.
Gross, Prentia, McElroy B„ Portland,- Ore.
Grosso, Jimmy, Shpw Bar, Forest Hills.

:

Earlson,

.

,

Wednesday, October 28, 1936

R—

;

.

Aarbnson, -.Irving, ;WHN.
'Abbott Dick, Embassy C.;.
Adar,' Barry, Four Horsemen,

;

-.

!

;-,

.

:

San

-

'

.

orchestras will

No

P>-parki

-'

.
'

,

jthout charge.

;

.

E,
Donnelly, W, H„
Orange, N. J.
Dooley, BUly, Westminister .H-, Boston..
Dorsey, Jimmy, Rockwell-O'Keofe, 1270
Cth Ave.. N. Y. C.
Dorsey, Tommy, CBSi N. Y; C. V
Dosvell, Boole, Cotton C„ Sari Diego.
Drew. Freddy. 8.S. Sbo' Boat, Balto., Md
Duchln, Eddie, Plaza H., N. Y. C;
Dudley, Carl, C49 S. Olive, L. A.
Diierr, Dalph. 1 1404 4)r vllle Ave. Cleve.
Duffy,' George, MCA; Cleveland, O.

Bands and Orchestras

.

-

.
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•

.

'•

.

.

.

y

'«

.

.'

'
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"

c
'

.

.

Hotel HI.
(Maisonette

(OCT. 23)

Rokii.-

Russe)

Sam Rayne
Re co & May

-

.HARROW
Rltz

..

Linie.3

Glorified Follies

Hal Sherman'

Mortoil Downey"

Memorial
ogul

Bob Eastoh

'.

•.'

.'.

Dan Carthay
Orpheum

fnlaoe (30)

.

Keltk>
Rev

Lela Moore

CLEVELAND;

Lee Don

Keith's (80-3):

Of Thee

'

;

'

:

'

-;

'

-i--.-

.

>'

%

;

;.

& R

Gloria Gilbert

!

'..

Meavs

^.Martha;

PnraiBottnt. (28)

Worth

.

BOSTON

MONTREAL

Ray

i

,

<•-,

-

•

-

CHICAGO

Chicago (80)

~

Juggling" Jewels
Buster\fJhaver Co

,

DETROIT

Michigan

.

Dave

.

.

'

^

>.

.."

:

Ethel Gllb>rt

Bpen^er.

•

LonnK. SU^mone Ore.
;

Eddie >Vhlte
Boh' Bestor Ore

ANtor <*3)
Staffed & Louise
Tbrnnjyr Trent J

Brown & Ames

*•

;';/..::V'(

_

.

Loyal' » Stallions

.

Kent

Allen:

Rampn

.

Lazy.. Dan

-4-

^

CarrqstloL.

•

Gaujehoi?^^.j;.y-

Sforothy Crocker-

Enrte (80)

A 1'yog

Glorfaj

.

.

Heat Waves

3]

cltq Rbng«
lrwln |GIth'ert i

.

"

'/i

•Tlsdale

Blli

:

RoblrtsViri

Week

V'

?

Concha

••&

GeddPB Bros

DicI[i^Stone

'«'.'.

Anne "Lewis

KILBURN

Concha

Karsevas..

Dominion
& Coleman

••

.

& Rnya
BRIXTON"

Anton Bd

Holls Bros

Anna' Rogers,

Palace*

Harvard Boys'

HAM

.

EDMONTON
Empire

Australian B'Oys."

3

Ausf<*)

Piilace.

'
:

Rawlc*^ & Lahd:u^r
Magyar Tr
Dynamites.
Vnlnee-':

Cotton

Bd

HOLLOWAY
Mhrlbnruugli
Vine Moore & N

v

& War lis

Erne.it

Shannon.

Ge"' Mf*K*-n/.le
l'uhH'e

Bous

& Arthur

ISLINGTON
.

.

Blue Hall

l.st

Dares

'

'

Karsovh's

Raivlck

'2d half (28-31)

•Mdpney .& Moore.

Magyar

&

nriihi

ll.'ly>v'd

.

Land'uer

Harry Rlehrrian,
Wnld/oh
Iris. Adrian

Jack.

..

'.

Nlnai- Olivette

Murray. & King
Edna- Sedgexvlck:

.

...

Hippodrome

.Western P.ros
Gautler'a Brlckl'y'rs

Frazee Sis
-.

'

•

•

Hfen r'y

.'.

.

W

A;r.l

i

ii

MeVVlii

Mllllcent

lUtiuiy

Clnh

re
Shelto'n-

Intel AmhatMiidor

Traubman & Ad

«r

Ore

Raphael
Lubov Doqblago

V

yiiivtr'.sfoy

Mule'

till-

V.v.Wle .•
Kildle •.Krpy

De'lores

Buddy .Lester

WandVi

Bobble Ma«ils
.

'Sl>i

n

'"•

i'Cf.V

A'l

:

Ogle

Aleyf re

.-Wngnnr

Art

Ann

.Seyriioiir

Belva

Ruelrlo.
,AU<itln,,M,?c
II I-

-W-hJt'i

Ryder Sis
Frankle Hyers.
Paulette l^Plerre

Hut

Ahb'ilt
Willi**- Shore'
Uobln.-on Z
•

<uin

Lyte

AlViirrtdo'

Mile Hulcana

Suea

A

Mei

;'.;
:

.

Bt.'.e)-.ni«

'

,

rnd

duly constituted authority acting
within its proper sphere, but until
advised by counsel that some other
cburse is either hecessary
dicnt
have nb 4ntehti6n
stituting ahybpdy's busi
ju
merit or
pwn,J

Waltonettes
Welier^. lltithrii
(Chtnden).
l.ouls (;;inlUln

Uathskeller. Co

Ore.-

MOore
Fen wick A Koc-liei
Bobby Dova

-George'

Rose, Iflric

RttHiskellpr

A

.-

..

Jack Grlffln Ore
Ge6rge Keblll
Maud O'Mallev
G(<?gle

..

.

R/iy I'arker
(Saby Leslln-

Adclo Lake
* -.
Mirror Room Dbllf
Little

,i-ain'e.«r,

Juclcle

-

Olive Willie
A A N Selby

.

li!>r

company

all

-

:

tbiir

expects to epmply. as it always hes,
not Phly "with^ali requirements
iav/i but With established, sound corpbrate usage among honest executives; in their relations with ahd ber'"
havior toward their stockholders, v
their creditors, their customers

Il.'udtji

McLf'.l'ft ti ifosH
BilK or Rhj tliin

.

Fontaine

H.

R A R

tiiiy
.lYi'insion.

Billy

Tolls'-

I')uVe'

Kathryn Rand
,.

Doroi by-

Sally' Joy<'e

Adelipa 'Dossf.na
Jerry Clldden Or

.

..

i'l'l-.towri Tavern
Bin linger (ire.
WiiK on It ob
.Leo iSOlloV Ore

'

Ho'el IMillftrielpliiun
(Mirror Roonr)
.Joe Fra«etto Ore
Mickey; Alpert

nlis

(

'-.

•Te'jf

.'IliinU

A^nes
Paul

Evan

'

.Bert

Gen. L'odiJenHlcy

rry

s

Te-ry.'Lawlcr-4 Vespers
(If..

>'>(

MliMiel

:

harry Ore,
Hotel Sherrj'i
nvtherland

.

(irii
.(•'iKl'V

;

Johnny

( "J'r»il/'fi

'

.

Obnhtu LyOnp

.

,Mncf*-ti

Elaine Aid en
Betty -.Kfeff-n.

..

Viiiatie

Adcluhla

A

1

.

..BeHHlf' Hjnllli

R'lssssb ')rf

r'aportn'n
llOf-H-.

..v

"

"

:

Dorothy' Allinso

A Cr;M
Bowman

el

Lee
Mavr

Itlth,".-d. Uvrh
V hiuigi.J'liib
Frank Fftlriax On:

.

Ste.oh.inJe
Llll'an

Ho

Kiriir

-

A

Fox

(Cafe. Mnrgiiery)

.<>lrui-.n

.'l.'ew..

'

Lewis

Vln<ent

The management of

-Ati)b.TKs?d0r»

Sally .Ln

.

Harold Knight Ore

.

Bnrloo
Henry
Bernard

Rltle.'

•

Ore

Go.v IMI>
M^ni-j KpnlJ* (ji-

(

B u sse O r

I

«)re

Uuswell
Novell

/i

l.'.omn

i

M'a-vy"

3

r.illlan

i

..;

'II Club

Fnliimlio's

Perry:.

Sterling

.

:

Pablo

Ot<>

•

'.l.bd n
Clark
.«IUi)py A.'Mnrl

Rehdlngei' 2
Betty Brue'e
Cliili

;

ctei
;

Rarioa.

Sa'*'o

Rolh..

T.llllnn

-

Casino
Archie Bleyer- Ore
Arthur Warren Ore

Ramon

\ (XViilno).
Connie
i'nf

Mlm'mle'

ii

l?4ltel

•

.1

.

im\ ller--0>-'c~

-'. }

"Vto'a-FiMoflilJfl

.

.

Virginia Jai^es

'

Ii'rnnU

'<'«ll»'r<>s«

'

•

Hubbr;
MnrcIa. V nei
t

.

'

Mary

Cosarl

Knv\co

i

Otc,
Ilz-('arit»n

Bmlle Petti
Habaneras

Del'-

AIDKKSHOT

Mil

>

M

MarlonMartln

of Oct. 26

.

Joi'k'

jtliickliiitv.

,

,

)Jen

'

.

.

BubbleH Khelhy

.T cc»-

.

T

';!

.r.'KlnfjH

;

^

hew! cpnjtrroh in diyicfepds
upward '.of -^e iH fixed prefer^cl
dividend.
^
Art attempt earlier in
dayvkt
Jean Mct-ulley
>')o"!or'f.s Fari'ls.
enjoin the' meeting"- frorri betng held
Ethel AlMri
was
defeated
when,
jr."' Y. Supreme
i>;it K:»rii"f
Freddie ParejwH O'O Cpurt Justice Serhjard J. Shienla
Racket: Cb'eent--'
dehied^ a mbt^
'Wrglhla '.JJe'nnelt':-''
man <Tohi)spn, a' stockliolder of. ifie r
Mel ha Beau d i-a u x
'';
..la'no: Morse"
''
compahyj.:
Hal Hlxon
In preference to the recent state- 30th' Cent 'ry Tstveni
liilnoio Steii Ore
ment of the Securities & -Ekchaiiee J
liobby Bernard
Commissibini; regarding C6t)soii^t^<
OMI LoeElsk; Gllierf
Herbert J. Yatcs> president of-the";
Honc.v A Weld«»
Ccmoany, stated in part as fprtows: '
Utii Moyic
•

Ross

Gra'ce -J^nners
Farrar SJh

'I'jrin's:

,,

The new^ptefer^$d'«har>s' eq^

with** ttie

.

:.-

"'iiai'-hrsi'

Roma- Vlhrpnt
R A.- R. Am bvow
1, nu Is Prima Or,o

'

Jerry "Bin nchar
•Aristocrats
15^s; Locust

rocHdi'ro

;

§$j&

...

.

Inii

,

Ehlbftssy

.

;.•-•'-.'.

^ Wte

a
$1 per aimurh;- dlVJdeildstated valfef iigi ffie Ww/'commeii
7
$tpcjt-is
y$Ati&':

.

S:in»?oip .H«u!:e

Sllvw I^ake

sh^t^^Vie^^bmn^'^
Thevnew %efierted

^

Tfwln Lebnavd ^
"•

^

•

a
<

-

uhrnan ore

(Je«ii'.g f*

..

Dwight FjsUc

Joan Merrill
r.ydo: Sue
Jean Landls

Week

.t'nit

.

'>

(Clementoh)
Mickey Fsmilant r
Both Challls .'
Byrnes .A Swanxoh

:

Tjhbgetio'-

»SIs
';rtlfe

A>?n»>j> .John'so
Hob" Ll.'j'il.her
I

r!

'•''

(Crystal; Room).

.

Variety Boys'.

Wiii-ner
:

t

Benton
Club
Janet Rcade
"

-/

CHICAGO

Hotel:
Basil Fdmeen Ore
ugo.
a riun
Ore
Vecse'v,- V >r,o-"
A rir)
Hotel 8nv<»y I'ln/o

H

'.

:

.

.

Totiy.

)rc::

l',6m
.

=•

\

R^y

Barbara,

Krene

Beyerly

cumulative preferred^ ipnBc. 'tlfce f
hOldeii
)^n)^
\
basis of ohe^j>r^«nt thare^ JhxA% ."pf s

RoMHlnn Inn"

GynSy Miirkoft
Sally Winston

-H6.rn|re. Iivri-lngto

l.'.e'ona-

hew
1
,

GypHy Ore
'.-

Co'.ony. Cliib.

>Georgp Clifford

.

Km

Hotel
:

.

.....

Gibson '
Chnrlta'Alden
hon
Mclnilre Or

rn |

Fields'.

De Marcos
;'Guy

;fr

Dynatn'lte.s

Shep

Ed Farley

<<rnniuln'.

El Mlnldor,.

their, pje^eht.jsj^ck' for'^^

-

.:

BX ji-Cnrlton

'

J

%

Dotty. Molllnsbn
Cliez 3tlelinad
Jonny' tfraiT -Ore

*wiib'

d'Shra.

.

M«"ftfe,'"Dtu'rtjhioiii'd-.
rsdh/slle'-Rb'o.k-.

Hel^'n-

FiiMiiinu Iliiiir
Sylvester Srolt. '
n'ees H.'n v

Paul Draper
Hotel I'lnzn
Eddy. Duchln. Ore

llt«'kiirjr.

.

.-«

.

'

;

•

l';'.t

'

VaV.Levis Ore
.• -,<Js»)jalle'roa
AVaiiy flliejiiop... v

f.'ly

:

:

t

.

er

•

-Dpree'

;•

'4

'

'

Ml|<e Riley

Lindner's
.Hovvavd

WALTIIAMSTOW

C'eri i

Benny Goodrnah

.

I, Ihd

Elleif

Plf*rrb'ii

Bpphy^tliftlltim^

.

..-

bp'rotby --JSolv
syren. Kraav,

Candy A Coco
.,

(PlMne^Baoni);

Meyer. Da«ds .Ore

Ben Firnklln Hotel

:

.Bernhard .& ^Gral)'
-Helen Ward
Hotel Hfrre

.

.

Bob

•

Drlgo

'

Klaccomla
Tyber
Art Shaw

Anton Bd'
'2.

.

half (.26-23).

Buckley

...

1

Co
Clenn
Koybek

Tan lei

Gents'

Steele
l»a r k

VfvM.

Bonnie
tyyii'p

.

Onsnbn A B'r'u,4hl'n
J'Cappo A KnlKli.i

Manya
eI

lo

7.

Mu'rr)\\\

Mary'
""

"
/

Areadliv Ens; 'fr-'^l ^Almar A Roland
BellevU^Sirdlr|Ord' Lucille Day^h

>5"'

Ueleiv Lewis

.

-

...

1

Hotel Park Lane
•Pnneho Oj;c
Hotel I'ennM.vIt iiniii

.•;'••''
•

Rona' Blccardb

•

•!..

yi'lrrtine'*

•

i&$y<fe &<.2fi0&.?

.

.Pat Shevlln Orb
Florence AiAlvar/pz. >Bill BurtaW'-

Estelllla

Si's

Tic ToCGIrla
Dlpk MesKner

.

Zllsser

'-Xl-ennrcu's

I'nriimoqnt

Rhythm

'

f

f;V<>»e

.

;

Victor Hugo Ore"
Billy Joy
L'ew A ^Evelyn
Dot W'lnterB

-

Manny Frag^r
4 Playboys
Jane Taylor,

Mfltfiger.dls

Itoslta jfc: J Moreno
P^'te
on.trelH

7'

Gllberto

3..'Rahdall

1 1 ol

iMa'rJa. Tomar'a.

TOTTENHAM
COURT 1IOAD.

Sii|H?r

.AU.stel

-1

.

ryson"

Bill

:

Olhs'on
Cen.la

.

.TOTTENHAM

..

*'

Rentr'lue

.fe'

IbolyUa
l!>ren'n

Co

JeWell

Selnia

3

ILFORD

'AugtraHan.

Barry

('ourlney'

4

Bodenwlser

Ballet.

•

'.Grnnndn
Eddl*- Pola

•

3

,

Hlly Ardelty

TOOTING

"

.

New. Vorkrr Tlhv Ho'chiv
/Walter Wing Ore
Will Hollander Ore
Ksoulrp Cluh
Frank Bessinser.
Mnry Juptoh
Will OsbOrne Ore
G Rehllle A P hi
Dick & D Rogers
'Debutantes Ore-

French Casino
R'.'Arno

"
..

Hotel.

'

'Foiles

Ann
Clay

Blljy. Wilson
Rar ;HehrJ,ek8

Hiigo Mar>hell|'
Tlrnra. ATrifthhiiiop
-nmnlnle' COlornho
-V^ionne S(. (Mntre

.

-'•'

.ny.

A

'--•:'
.

Margarita" A Del'
Herti* .-MOri/net.

v

';'-

.

i

rebapitalizatioDr,

shares pf preferwdcsljc^l^ a^d\^3^
shares of comirioii stock, aga^st SSiSr i
shares of preferred and t;^\ sha¥ca\
pf common. Plan 4nclud^i^^i^ j
of animined^at^
'ers. pf the company's;^jb^>enti4OT,(^^^
"
shares of. ;pr?ferr«d stpek,
o
standjhg,
^k.
;
i
.Wider the plan, -$2 p00.000 y 6f- uh- j.
paid dividends is liquidated arid tf'e.
hdldeirs of pT^fe)ted exchange tHeir^
shares o'nV thcr basis tyt one >hare vqf ]

Open Boor Cafe

.
-.

Int'l

Ben BerhW"O^0

The Debutantes

Ciil>iinola

Hal. Hope. Ore.

Anne Use

Ell jo lis

.7

•

HAMMERSMITH

.

Art-hwr

>":

STREATIIAM
A>it«rin
Har.ry Fryer Bd

Hudson

-

Adrlpnna-

Happy -Powers

Qifeda,"
D»Vn 'Gllberio' Ore''

'•'

'

(lounge)
pore
Robert*

f.es
Bill

Walter Lltt

llroh«l.\vii.v

.

Garr

SanchJe
~

;

Ore

Kl TorPiMloi
linn

..

Cirarirt

Valmar.

Alhertff

•

En»-

I^lnh'rlcr*

.rAnfli'or^j^'-^rnA,-''

Milton .Kellem; Ore

.

Clover -flab

-

Hal: Halg
.

;MAxJKe J/ew-'.s^s-Bob. Grant Ore
'''.

Dick Swarz

Trio
El Morocco
Ernie, Hoist Ore

ffi

M.usette Ore

•

ABC

.'

Premier
Harvard -Boys.
KIlGWAtltS ROAD

f

-

«

;

.

Oro

Phil Harris Qre
.'
I'arfrti in

Ave

EdXlle,

Al Green

•.•'.'

EAST

lily

':Don

•
.

STAMFORD HILL
Regent
N
Vine Moore
ValhmL* 3
STRATFORD

Rink
.4"

'

-

v

:

i

f

•

,

Jones A

Judy. "Janls

I'lirW

;'

'

irtnv*'
StarW,.r.la,trv * iro

:

Moni vliil*

liilel

;

;

Aread^

'Jan -Garner Orb.

A 'G.on/ales
.iCornl

.

,

:

M

.

..

.

Billy Cotton Bd

CLAPTON.

0

.

FhTlllon

.

-.

at, Clair

Paul Olaen:
Nino Rlnnldo
p. "";R8S' Clii'

-'

''

1

vr

Doujla's Wright- Co,

Or*

,4<?h«na|«,r

>ar.ft>

Nelson Orp
Lloyd
Lincoln

Enoch Light
Beth Wilson

.

SHEPH'RpS RL*SH

Palace'

Sehrta

Bros

.Holls

CHELSEA

"

Eastern Bros
P &
Honrl

Hal

•

Mo.na Mojitos
Dolores a Canrtldo
Bo'slta Rlos
J,
T.os -Ha.vaheros

Falnce

.

Tomm)e

^

& Dunn ""

1

.

FECK HAM

'
.

Judy >LaW'
vOarmehrfelt
Vlck'ey. Faye
'.W.ny2),e,;lV)Be

ul

El Chirp
Deiilhu 7 A'era

.

.;

,

IHeinpsev'*

,.lB«'k

.'

-

Jack Clnrwaoh^Oi

>

Otel

Eddie Blkjna Ore

r,

Anna Rogers

CHABWELL H'TH
:

.

.

Collie's

Klncnm

.

Turk.-.'

.

,-^

'

bieb'Dtabtitt:.

Cab Calloway Ore

Graj'

,NEW CROSS

Sla

'

Afttorlu

Nona

Duncans

Vlr'torla
&-Garig.;, •

June

'

.«

.

^

;
;V
VStQctbplders pf Cr^plldeyt^ Ejjm tLaboratories, Inc., Wt
special -Meet* i
mg"Oct/23 apprwe^' thV^nipaitty r#..

''

'''

€arV)rj^^yhe-,...
HaryeTv.A;; Wnvner-

/.dele Glrard'

Dancers-'
Arthur -Di vy Onf

'

Jerry A.

.

Paul .RoSInl

Blttlck Ore

Bahama

-

<i

I

itiuVe'

.

'

Shirley
'

A

Lester .Cole

'

_

•'•'•

v V' a ; • p r

i

Mjkrifip; Jh!*

Wen'Tnlbert's Cpolr

Cainpo

Rlnlto
.•

New

DoKhotr

&

LEYTONNTONE

;

N^ylor

Max

Edmund Boys

3

Presco

>

riJjijt* .i'iisi»Miiv«i

.

Hotel ^Governor

.Ozzle

..

•

:

.

Itemfe*.

'# 0.n«i||r>

JacK'Wniiams
:

.

A&
'*:*{.:.

.

lid'

I i

.

C£ossv>

lio|ei. Leslniehi

WhyteTs* Man.Incs:
Broa»Twny Jonesvo

•

.

2d half (20-31)
Dares

Tramp

LEW

-

v

"

'.

.

Dynamite- Hooker

Grange
Canterbury M. H.
1st. halt (20-28):" Musette Ore.
I SHAM
Meoriey & Moore
Palace
Geddes ,Brbs.

n

Ruth Petty

-.

AUmfan
H Mcpanlel s Grc

Katherine P«rry

'

1

Blue Room j
LaFtfyet'teW LtfV'

f>r

^lalrfl'.'Euj^nl^^

iCaloah
Henri. Wesaels.

26

of Oct.

.i

"Astorlti.D.r.

nrandewynne

/ Howard Lall^'brc

^nArews'
Berry 'proa- ,

,-'

Meto^yA <irH|

;

-

;

Tapptn\ W

Avis.

'FelliPf-

bergiyeh^

A

Johnny Wells

'<.

CharleVadurn'flv
•

Charlie Car

>

.

,',

rf

aeaViW

organizatibVschent^

.

Little .tack Llttfe:
B>'a Reyes
RaoTii
Rutlt' Aflrons *'.-.-»,'
Sandor G^iancz -

.•

•

.

,Hp1e| Flflh

'.

JHelep Wagner

Keller Sis

:

i

,

Cottori Club

.

I

mer cbncTit^

Buddy Ralph

iOJmplre R«nhii»

^der ,f ir*

the old preferred,

•

Stan Carter
Yacht Club

HWeLPaliher House

.

'

eri

.

-

$.- :'pel)utantes

.V

i.M

Arturo A. Eve|yn..

;;;;

'

.

:

1

vHo^r'S^iCH^e Jimmy

•;.

:

vui

,o

-

mcfcaseV CbmnilsK said, Hit- T.
ter ignored the fact 'that any e^pesti^
earnings would go entirely/ '.^> hold- 1

-

Hickman

f:'^'^i->.^..:r'

4. lYitei. misrep«^
of the plan on 'i pieterrt*d> stpdfthPldi
ers when saying this, class of investslight disftd-"
ors wdt)<ld suffer '
yantageV which;* disappears .end. bercomes, a beneftt; if earnings substBntially

'-

'Vanity Vnfr

Edith Murrav Oro

Bliss, Lewis. & Ash Ann ^rrar '; u
.Dale AYIjithrop
-Carroll A, GbrinanHarry Kpster
:A"BhbttADan'eeri!i
\
Kathleen Miller
Marle Alvtires
'Red Hnri<f>
-'Hotel .Shenrtnn ... Belva Whlt;e
•OnlontP A'»«">narito
Toy Hndgca
Kearney Wo [t on t»r ;'-'(Coll.e«e'...I^p>;;v-' Susana Cantu6 Rhythrii Raecalt
Parlfle Sdnset Cl.ob' Gertrude Hbfitnan
RamoiV > rlas Oro

Jari»e,cDn.ver
jJL.ou.. y.^'lera.

'-N-

rv

,•

%

' •

.

Afttobal's Cubans'
Joe; Moss Ore. V- 1 "'.-.

Marguerite. r.Ciieto

.

.^.iDedordos

.

.WASHINGTON.

.

.

'

-

•

Muzzy \MarcelUno
Stanley

•

Moore A Revel
Crane 2
Ruth Durrell

;Gyp«y Lee
Ralph Torres

:'cft|»-'^^M!>iA^^
DUMitri *-.K^gn
'Ann 'Greenway
flarl6ua.:,iMomez
Nanette Vftltbn:'<4 :>- L6i> Wbd.ell
LI te°.& Meiig"oI v>'fe <3hle..iPe,'rrn«r

:

,'.

.

J'r-V.,

•

.

'

Ore'

-Hotel Morrison
(Terrace Room)
J "A B Torrerice

'

Ltfrpy l^eA..-u're-'
mil ore

.

l

.READING
"

•

|lbbln

Rviifjbii

Loppjr,-* «ay£f»

»ilfy>:I)flnl'ela%.<-: *

M c Grew

.'*;.

''•,•:-

>.

'

".

'

.Room)

:

..

Adair 'A Richards
Peggy Mario w.e
Byrnes &. Farney J
Marley. A Eisa
Henri Dshon Orb
Chas Engels Ore-

.

"

,

;PaTJl;-G <tfdon^

Tomaok

Sid

v

Iue Fountuln

Bob

Rllejt'y

-Jane- JonekV
-wttTie'ciob.
Jah'e: ,f onesr"^

•ijieyeriy.^'.''

Loeseri

Paul Duke.
;

Tommy

.

'•'

dro

iHaltett'

.

LasaUe

oie'I

Jackie. Green

V' ^gobby :Hayes Ore
v

'/v

Dolores

Bruz Fletcher
^ommmlore/ Charles
Morris
"

Ifot^I

Mai

•

i

.

*

A Geot"ge
McKay

.Johnny.

Boll;

*,

KmHy 7 Van

-

Amy

,.

Vaelit

Fronman

tibttSj/.-

:

A

Kearns-

.

;

Jlenry Simmons
Lelghton Noble
Rodrlgo A Franclne Freddy \Fgnia Orb
Chas Carrer ^;
Roynle Frolics
.
Harriett Smith's Gle. Dolly. Kay '\

Dav
Mary Rohh
Jlmmle Lee:

.

.

-

Marsha: Bennett
Bobble Clark -

Janls Wtniairis

RuM.Morgan-bre

Franjt Russell

Molly Manors

V

Te.d .Fio-Rltb

Illlana',^

;g :fi\Eay Banks'

Bench

Geo Olsen Ore

Gordon.

'

;

,

.

»

'

.

EdljJi Caldwell

Farmer's Ore-

Bert

Gene'-'

(Marine/ Room)

,

Co

Carver.

'

.

Bd^Purrnan-

:

Co

Ru6kln.& Norman
iWayne Kennbn >
fiseb

'

-

Hotel Edgewater

.

Room)

(Continental

j

•

earnings haVe exceeded the *anlhiial
dividend requirements and on D^c. ]
31, 1935, the surplus was $2;932,^i7;|
Commish complairied that no e'xpl'a-;
nation was given investors, althoush }
Consolidated, execs^^:i61dvthe:g0vefh-.J.,
ment agency that!; ttusines^ reas "ns
compelled use of earnings to proy^e
~
capital fpr current
worki

Severe Picar
Marcla Mace
Xayler Cugat
'tirndy Club
Phil Kaye,

.,

Dick Jurgens Ore

IRatei'£ft|||m(ir«

,

•TORONTO? '"<*)
Shears Hipp (80)'* Amanda Randal DO
\ :Jlnjrt^,.ThoBWi^.Ted Lewie Bd
Maxle: Armstrong

*

Gow.e'r

Serrannos
Helene Miller

,

Blir .Lorraine!:

•

Gary Leon

Girls

A

;

"-.-''^'"-v .5

.

3. Yates said the- cdmpany hiadi'nbt
beeii able to pay the pteferred divi?
net
dend sih|^v.Aprilv ^|?3^;altWo^

Spick
Hotel Stevens

•

...

.

.

.

PalO'Malley

Ray Campbell

Reed
Clob
Onyi nub
.Red Mckenzie Bd
^
'Frances
Faye
6 Spirits of Rhythm
Florla'.
;Veatoff
iituit Smith. Bd
Henry Ybuhginan
PiiriMlilH)

Blair-

Fred Lowery
Bldda Blakley

Howart

Arthur. Behjro ~

Count

-"

.

^

Diana Ward
Oene Fosdlck} Qfe'

Stanley Worth
,^bejrt -Lytell;

:

h'lte'.

SPRINGFIELD
Boh- vBtgetbw
.P»ramoojit.(30i^ 4-LarMrli^eA.'
*
Berriivlcl Co.; -

..

(30)

"Apollon

•

.

WE,

l Joseph

&

Baron

Oiiy'tib's

Ill's
V

'Jerry.

-Lpew'-e (80)

.

H'wobd Hotel <
•PiTTSliKLD-i
Paramount ;($0)Major Bowes 3lr
Jco /
Tail Mack
Uii «.!*•.
Ted

(SO).

.& ,Tjrent

Edna' Jan Iff

.

-*.

Metropolitan
Blackstohe.
Red. Nichols

& E

Weaver. Bros

Florla VestofT.
':*--•

'

'

Rhythm

4"

(Silver Forest!

Sophisticates ore
MOn Paris

CITY

Hotel Astor
,..
Vincent Lopez* Ore

Betty Bryant

GOdoy Bd
Lou Baud Ore

'

(30)

'-Ball..:

.

fORT WORTH

YORK' CITY

Nitty

'*

'
;

•'"Barn-

r.arry " Mc Ma h'on
Milt Mann Orb

Zee-Zee:
Jal-Leta
Keith Clark .-.
Joyce &>. Freddie
Delia Carroll :. ..
K libber 'Legs WU-

Wm

Clyde Lucas Bd
Helen Chgrleson

Clerhente -Bd.

v

Speck

v

"•'--•'

1

•

.'

'

Davis

McNallle Sis
Lee
Phil. "LeVanl, Ore
Hotel Drake "

Gr'etcnfen

...

'

Hams

NEW YORK

.

:

I.eo

.

Pete Peaches & D
Anderson & Allen

Cappy Barr's -Ens
1 Berry Bro9

Gall Gall

Ediile* Davia

.

Fred Bamberger'
Kir;k. & ^Lawrence

Arcdnas

Plcchianl Tr
Elaine Arden

-

ninths..-

•

.

:

'

Minor. & Root
-Afeadowhrbok BoyV

:

:

'

Hugo; Pedullo
Eddie. Davis Orb
A Dandies

Rltz

.

:

•

Sid Tuncher

:

pne^t?iird

•

''

.

-JSruour -Ore

.Tos'e.r>h..

OXFORD

.

Beam Babes

•'.

Johnny, Perkins

•'•

Jackson, Irving

.

.

.Radio Revelations

-

•

§ounkmari'3a ,,
oinjes & Edwards

the' bld'cpmrtipn '-woup give^'iip. >
bf their interest, S.E.C. ;
said they wpuld' get, seVen-hi "lib's- '.of'
the new issue, giving up *Phly two-

ers ef

'a

.'

Paramount

rCapltol

Bit*

'

Cupltol <30)

contains,

'

-

NEWCASTLE

'

.

-letter

.

'

.

',

.

HORSHAM~ /

»

."•

r

Mirage

I.e

-

Ray O'Hara

.Uptons Debs
'Gau9smlth Bros
Jay &vCullen: N

HUDDERSPEELD

WASHINGTON

CITY

49tate (SO)
Ed Sullivan
Josephine- -Huston.

'

Flenrette

;

.'.

f ulij

•

~

Evelyn HardyjjBd

NEW YORK

-

the,: President's'

frank and detailed, explanation
Brbomfield
G v of what'
proposed and- why. and
Avon'LHig
Evelytl Robinson
Nlkl Ni.cbll "
Calgary Bros
Bdna"\Hb!ly
>»
The .Nagyf ys
Kaiser Wlltlams Or
-Hotel Itlsmarck
Harriett De;Goff
( Walnut Room )
Vrranl'I'e*
Roper Pry of Ore
Ted iK Mary Ta'ft
Mary .Lewis
Rufe

-

Nicholas' Ma'illey

-

-Rltz-;

'

;

*'

:•

.

Maudie, Selkirk

•

'Barin<jvs1«y.

*S'

'•'

& Hero
MAIDSTONE

.

St«a'ntvSlrtge.nr
J &. B Desmond

Savona

& Boy

Michel

:

.Regiil

'•

•

.=:

JaeK LaVlerv

.

Darrizelle

i

;

:

&'

-,'".

Pierrotys

>

'

:

.''

:.

-

%

;

'

•

.3

.

1.

:

'•*

..

.Tol:o.

fpl-

lows:-

its.

•

.

4

recircularize

.-''

.

HASTINGS

Swing,

I

'

:

-

•

.

Reset

TROY

'

Palace (SO).
Shooting .Hrgh

&

&':'Cordo.V!i

..

-

Philp

'MASLEMERE
''•;

».

.Maurice

:"

.

Puramount

.

Deltbnt

:

Owes. Go

Major

PJUlp

Ar.Saitdler

..KeUu'H (20-31)
Art Frank

*"

'

Yolanda
Thelma Nevliis'
i Cardlni
Eve Symingtont
Eddie XeBaton Bd
"
3 Wiles
LEITH
George. Hamilton Or- Val Ernie; Ore
Cnpltol
M.ieha;el,
:Zariii-.
Oi
c.
Ralph Walklns Orr
UssonS
otel Weylln
'Sapphire '
LIVERPOOL
j;eaii Sargent :'•Shakenpeure
Charlie Wright,
Laurence. White
Rad'cllfte * Rldgers
retell
/
Barry Wlnton Ore
Percy PryJe
iSlmeoh"
Karavaeft
Loll Park
o>k i'liih
-Doriii, Birso
Stan Stafford
-Ore.
MaxYlleha Gabrlelle
Cheaters Dogs
Michael Mlchon
SpivylittOn
Nadia
rbiinirl
Alma
A
Stoyanov.sliy.
'Georgle Wood.
Gladys HphtlP* Rif»
Alisqliu

>',

,.

GLASGOW

,

SCHENECTADY

v

<

Bd

Rlvlerii
Irene; Beiisley

&

Veio'z

The cpmihish squawks were as

suggested to the
•

;

-

Nan.o Rodrlga.

it

Yates said the plan ^reduces the
annual cumuiative dividend oh"' the
outstanding, preferred, provided - for
eiiminaiioh of back^ dividendis, and
gives additional Si share pf prcjev- ;
ence and
share of -common plus \
half of all dividends; declared in excess of $1. The letter, di
cate that althpugh "the. iedemptiori
price' of the .new stock- is §23 plus
accrued ^dividends, the redehiptinn;
price of "the pld tickets waS $3
ience.
Commish said that investors
'Oh Oct. 21'
commission was ppt clearly informed -that value of jy
advised by the -cpmpany, that the lat- the new. ducats would- not exceed
ter.-' id npt desire to appear before
value* of the old paper and no comthe commission and was. unwilling to pensation would bes niade for
send any additipnal cpmmunicatipn unpaid dividends.
to the stockholders of the company
2. Yates misrepresented the effect !*.
prior ;tp the. meeting of Oct.; 23, the of the plan on epmrnpr^ stdckbwners.
company. taking the positioii that While Consolidated prez si%id -hold-

:

Rutland

;'•

Mayer Co

Lottie

(80)

(23)

.

&
&

ScuttS
Scutts

,

that

stockholders with supplemental i
formation, which would correct any.
misinripression that the stockholders
might.have formed from. the original
material,' S.E.C. said. -The company
manifestecl cohsiderablS reluctance
to do this, and: the.' commission there?
upo.n advised the company that an;
ppportunity would .be afforded to
the company's representatives to appear before the commission on Oct.
20 pf 21,
the cpmpany^s conyen.?

'

•Netv .Virtorlu-'

'

Pappy Zeb E

CINCINNATI

'.''
.

EpINltDRGH,

-

Harris & Shaw
Steve 'Evans'

.

N T G

Mod'ernes

(23)

Skating -Act-

Folle Earlolenne
*
:
(23)
Folie Parisieiine

'•

t!o

Sydney Robs
EVal^n Tyner-.

Astoria

.

-

'

Al Bbwlly

Waldo

otel

.

:

& Gary 'Sis

..Toft

Eddie Lane Ore

..

Valatda
.5 Ebonites

.

Grand

.,':.:>..

Stanley.

MINNEAPOLIS

•

OHICAttd

•

;

•D

.

•

.

LEEDS

*' J O'Gorman
Mai'y Bland

.-'

Charles .Carllle

(30)

i"

Paramnun't
Roak'Ji's Johns' h Bd
,

CLAFHAM

-

Regal

••'
\

-

Gomez & Winona
Don Cummlngs-'

:

Terry's Juvcs

.

.Clnehia
&• Rene

.

Qordori: Freeman
Trdlse-4Mana6Ilei

Lyric (30)

...

.

.

INDIANAPOLIS

joe.Besser

.

Room

RiiIiiIhiw

Ray Noble Oro
Sheila Barrett

Geo. H.all Ore
Dolly Dawn''
Hotel VniulerbHt

'

;

CAMBRIDGE

Bebe
-

Hotel

,.

Betty Aukland

Archie Jiive Bd'

DAYTON

Keith's (30)

Major Bowes Co

& DSauvllle

Petch

..Huntings.

7ack Stocks

(23)
Follies

v.

Cuban,

.',

Donald: Stuart

.

& Joan

O'Shea

4 Deauville Boys
Dr^Sydney Rosa;

Room)
Schaefers Midgets
Bennett & Wiiliame EriiU Coleman Or
McDonald & P'r'd'e Mrs A C ForbeB

DuCross &^,Bafbette

The commission
company

Johnny" llamp Ore
Evalyn. Tyner

(iridium

.

Conunish's (grievances

to naughts

Or<?'

.

RalnlVowVbrlli

':

Empire

'&-:Shari>e's
..

-I'lare Elegit nl e
Iniernatlonallsta Ot
UIII Farrell

Lea Dazaro

Tasha NazarenUo
Agnes Roy
Sultan MessaUo :
Peter Uacheiiko
C Codolban Ore

KINGSTON

that conference

;

.

Charlie
Boris Belostozky
,
"George Orda
.

Keith's (20)

j1',. '.'
"

.

.

be-.accQrri-.
from page 5)'
precisely* how it is.;
plished and the result of it to each
had been held with hclder. Of preferred or common
company execs on Oct. 8, but came shares/

na. Mae

10*1

Jay -Freeman Ore

.

Olga Vadlna

connection with bills below indicate openi
show, whether full or split week

Pattef son's "Co
(22)
V
'Scandals''
Jerry Coe
Steven. SJa

,..

(CpntiruerJ

Janls Andre

George Sterney Ore

& Mann

.

.

Yates Irks S. E. C.

Marie Hollla
Joyce Duskin-

Zauette

Gui(}o

NEXT

Bai to

.

.

,

r.eRoy
Richards.
J .& Nora Bell

Jimmy

..

BOSTON

.

53

E3teile

Moi lnnne
Joyce Coles

WEEK

,

Virginia Verrlll

-

.Hotel St. Slorlti

THIS

,

:

Paul Sydell ,
Julie Jenner V

.:

in

'

VARIETY
Nicholas Zorin
Serge Sergey
Catherine Grey
Alex Bunchtik Ore

Numerals

"

'

'

ethical

judgment

fov

at the iiieelirig: by
prbxy. were 240,443 sh ayes, of pref erred stock and 330.195 shares of
n
co'm.mbn;; in person, 8i073 shares of
preferred, and 3, 164 shares of commori. President H. J, Yates presided.

Represented

,

;,
;

-

A Men aBob Allen '•.',

Marino

r

•Carmen d A ntonlb
(;regoi-,y Qulnn
John Rothansr
.Sidney (inkk-ii
Klfia Mart
J.o> Romono

Julia Ruth

Lbuis
rlma. tune, 'Whft Will
Santa Say?' has been taken by Jims',
my Campbell for Campbell-Corineily
in England. Will be published in the
U.S.A. by Crawford,
'

;

,

:

!

..

;

.

;

.

-

ECITIMATE

£

VARIETY

54

.

We
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,

CURRENT ROAD SHOWS
(WEEK OF OCT.

26)

Plymouth,

Girl/

quartet

'Boy Meets Girl/

oh

failures

'Daughters of
Atreus' was yanked after one" week
and a haif at the 44th Street. It
was a costly production which
drew a weak press and practically

•Respondent TJ nkn •
Englewood, Englewpdd,'N.
4

w n/

:

'Naughty

(
'

no

Qhildre»'s Hour/
r Philadelphia
^; -v
tudebaker,
'Dead; End/
/eagQ;
"
*End ol Summer* <Ina.Claire>,
r
':''".!
Erlangerv Chicago.
'Ethan Frame/ Shubert, 'New
4

'

'

bus'i

.

'

Mantle
There-;-- was
(News) '; agrcei
praise,
however, lor. Robert
Turney's first, produced writing
first-stringers,

Haven,
'-

'

Cowl),

*

.

• -

Nixon,. Pittsburgh,
'Forbidden Melody/ Erlanger;
reat Walti/

ytBXEF,

Opened

,

.

;

.

'Scandals,'

San

Aude;
Aude,
iltmore, Los An-

..Memorial..'
'

SacramehtD,'
Jose,

.

New V

.

'

Forrest, Philadelphia:""
edda GaMer' (NazlmoVa),
Horace Bushnell; Aude, Hartford,
26; Court / Square, Springfleld,

MAN*

'•'

geles, 28-3L
.: 'Tdbace'o' Roadi!

Hanna, Cleve^

,:

.

-

land. K

;
.

Tonight at
(Noel
ard), Cplohial, Boston-.
.

Mass., 27-28; Capitol, 'AJbiany, 29;

Sunday

Oct;* 17, /36,

;

Variation of the Sunday' show rules was- noted when 'Abie's Irish Rose'
played Brighton Beach, N. Y„ last week. Revival opened on Tuesday
night and played through Sunday; tTsUally showsV which ive perform^
ances on. that day lay off either Monday or Tuesdayi Equity not, permitti
seven straight nights, except in Chicago and other Sunday towns.
'Able' was withdrawn after two weeks of neighborhood time but is due
on Broadway about the middle of November. Ahhe Nichols, author and
producer, is readying a hew production for the ruri. record holder/

.

:

•Green^iWatera/ Shubert,'J;New
Haven,' 30-31.
(Leslie >y Howard);
'Hamlet'

:

night openinr ^didn't And the
critics in a pleasant jnMd. None
of them thought much of Sain
Byrd'S/ actor-producer
effort,
:\ Anderson (Journal) declared it

'

...

Cow-

'.

'

Although: a mfijor musical, .'Red, Hot and Blue* is not as costly as most
of its class. ; It wiil arrive it the Alvin Thursday (29) with the production
outlay within a bi^get; of $75,000. '
Second .week, in- Boston Was somewhat u/ider-estimated; takings approx-^
iihating nearly $24,0p0 after a previous week's starting gross of $15,000.
In New Hayen last week the. gross approximated $20,000.

.

-

'.'

,'

.

^

ar

^mpty and unmov"

'singularly
ing.'

';

•'

..

,:'

'

:

Tough

.

It's
to
yiehna", Oct.
'..Theatre war was started hetween
Chechoslovakia and Austria.
Aus- COniplaiui has vbeen made that
trian goverrtment ; ref used io grant
.to take
several, actors and .actresses permis- players leaving the
sion to appear on 'Vienna stages, regular, stage jote which were shortamong them Josef Stigter/ Felix liyed, .havo, no^ been. givOn preferen-

Variety
v-niit;

(Kauf) said:
*-!r««d-pjay/V-

.

L.'^w/ M^/i-P^s^isd^ at. the
Lbhgacre last- -week, will be v withnext Saturday,. Just two lean
:

••''•'

!'

•

.

V;

"Playv was.' pasted''
:.

and the
;%*s;s^
:iritics

tial

imtial,

:

vice, versa,

%

eostjy. iieas.t:

.

'

.

VaWety^tt«)^di-% iSluMild
!> -V
bii^:
5'/

British

;

who
.'•'.«

the

••-

to!

.

weeks

-

•

.

.

^ttoni^t.to secure: regular-

eii-

'tinMREtrs HOUR'

'

;

'

.show : project' afterward'.
It appears, hovrgver, that red tape
" some cases, dls-.
has interfered
couracing those, on- the lists from
making any: attempt to /get
" off the
."V.
jjay' tpj£'

mm

the'- relief

week vend.

{j)nma was announced to -move

'

gagements would be taken back by

(Continued from p£ge 11)

was another sud-

.-•v.'Mimie Scheller'den closing.'

She pipped in 'the bathtub and sustained a comlast Wednesday (21).
pound fracture; of the teg. '>Apparently in favorahle condition in the hos-

outfit:.

!

;

'

...get!

N

Helen,' wife of Joseph Keith of'<hei^eblahg agency,

seeking; ;,to rejoin

leave''the.-WPA 'a^d h\a'ye,tHeV:iiiW

luck? to-*
traction,

"
'•

when

Sylvia: Iiupas, in *Stege Door;' Bflusic Box. .N. Y., who plays the part
it' is concerned; those
for
>
an actress^orced to. thump the- piano- at: rehearsals while waiti
tegular engagement, was formerly, a concert pianist.
appear in a short-lived atSh^ is^tHfe- wife of Loui6 Pupas, black and -white sketch artist bn the
aro at a disadvantage- it N. Yi; Heraid Tribune.
was stated i>y Hallie Flanagan; r"WPA
theatre hoss, that all on the pay rqU

who

•'

and

:

;

,

••'

;

'

materialized.

,

:

'

'

Understood' that Such persons are pitai, she.' expired-^suddenly the day after taken to a hospital.
the late J6e Lebiang, lost:'"his"'-mo"ther'.' Si.
Keith, a nephew
placed' on the waiting list and vroln^
previously.stated only when vacancies Occur.-'

-

?T*c$i'v$#; wita' mu^fc favor,
"•';B'rown^o»t) <iaued It ' hu*e,

rating

the goyernmeht's 'relief -sho.w

.

:

•

•

.'

•

51st Street,
.

WPA

by the Kneupfer and Thomas Kraa/ Czecho«
week's gross slovakian Actors Guild reciproqated
than $2,000.
by similar bans of Vienneze talent
Negotiations are under way to settle the matter peacefully; more so
since it is .called merely
matter
Opened JQot. Id, '34/ 'Norman
of a mix-up of nationality; many
^Bel .deadest nroduotlon of the..
actors were born in Czeehoslovakja'
'£^.;'<;i^
while it •was .siili: Austri
territory;
•"

weeks..

•

renamed Warners Holly wood, bowing into the Broadway
legit. Aeld this, week with 'Sweet River,' has a capacity ci lf 547 seat^s,
around 900 Of "which are! on the'' lOwer floon
Sonie extreme side seats have been removed,, but the house holds almost
as many persons aS when it; was built for wide screen films, which never

The

.

,

^•^djraiw^'/'•

-

..

dra, Toronto.

*White Man- at the National played
only six nights. It; too, got unfavorable reviews'- and slim attendance.

/

'

:

iladelphia,
'

:

;

Lady'

•First:

Variety (Kauf) called
-'"
other expensive flop.'

;

26-28.

:

effort.

Robert Turney, author! of 'Daughters of Atreus/ voluntarily permitted
Delps Chappell, producer pf the play, tp fold it Saturday night (20)
bit over one week^s ruhi Turney 's contract with Chappell called for a
minimum 'three weeks •"run but biz was so slight that Chappell oalled for
succor and Turney gave it-r-sans payoff.
.Production wa& ah expensive one, just under ^50r,000; Called for
approximate $9,000 weekly liut to break even and grosses on the week
it rah (except for first night, which was pretty good at a $4.40 top) averaged Under $200 nightly.
a.

. :

.

'

$tohe shows;

'

,.

Opened Oct 14, *i6; Gabriel
(American) called it/futile and"
with alt the other

folderol/

IMiarietta/

Chicago.
Selwyn,
'Night
Chicago."
'Personal VApp*»raoce>'
Philadelphia;
V
'Petrified
Forest/
righton .Beach, N. Y.
'Plumea liv: the Pust' (Henry
Hull), National, Washington;
'Pride and Prejudice/ Harris,
Chicago. ,
'Punches and Judy' (Florence
Reed ), Shubert, Newark. " San .Carlo Opera,.. Pabst, Milr'
waukee, 27-Nov. 1..
•

:

'DAUGHTERS OF ATREUS*

itan,

D«tro'it,

.

Day,' Shubert, Bos-

Call It

I.

'Mulatto/. American, St. Loui
'Lady' Precious Stream/; Cass,

':

week.

last

Passing of Anne Caldwell, leaves hut one of a group of four remarkable
Broadway show-makert survlving-r-R; Hi Burnslde. Charles B. Billingham, Victor Herbert and Miss Caldwell (Mrs. O'Dea in private life) were
the others. .Shows were. produced by DUlingham, who- not infrequently
made suggestions which Miss Caldwell and the others worked on for the,
siring of musioal successes that made the manager wealthy and famousc
Miss. Caldwell was something. vof ^ tradition, in thi^ heyday of Dillingham
and she was one of the most prolific librettists known to show business.
A qiuiet, unassuming woman she developed a technique that rarely failed
and Was both book writer and lyricist.
i Outstanding, perhaps; were her cohtri
"to the'; Montgomery, and

Murder/

.

Boulevard, Queens,
*Meet My Sister/
.Hollywood.'

.Boston.

Another

Broadway

to

'Invitation

Boy Meets

Masonic

Syracuse,;

Civic,

Audc; Rochester,

lossom Time,! Ford's, Baltimore.-

the

are factors' not taken into considera'Ih^iiayti^^ri^'it played four Weeks to
iio'n by. its sponsors Which, rnake' it
a^nal|/gros$es^ thrpugh cut-rates and
difficult to imagine how «uch Ji::plan
ctairaedNbatter than even breakcould operate. "Exhibitors in particular would see with donnite .inisgi vtngsr
system which placed on
SCHELLESt'
/< 'MIMIE
them
obligation, as consumers,
Opened Sept. M; '30.
to purchase, goods -which there was'
stringers' oj^ihlons' on this mur-

lits t»

'

.

:

Mr

.

Liiliah-.

'ChUdren'sHour' ran t into plenty o*
difficulty in HoJland, .particularly on
-mOral Objections by .religious groups,

;

.

Off Philly Jfonse

The Hague, 01ct.
Hellman's American play

;

-

:

Silent

oilli

is,

....

bei

'.

.

\*4*Y 'Biei«wi<aa'>
:

.^aere.

hp;

unanf*

compulsion on anybody

duce,

"

i

•

,/

.

to". pro;•

.

is,

It

woi4d automat!ioally plac^ tham
'

bert Lawrence,, local ropresejj,taiive
of

Nicer Oct.,

,

Shubert

-

'

.

;

.

arranged 'for the presentf tlOii of
more than 60 fl rst-class- operettas
during the next.
months. Program,
of the heaviest eve.r undertaken., by t'he-X^sinb; is-m antici-

solution, and- suggests that the only
effect of the" adjustment of the law
would be to halve the present total
of British production-r-which is adirect contradiction of the .function

iyritteh p'.ays.' to :c6me along*in many
ye?rs.'
to heed the
In; refusing
^Catholic, objections; Melsert cited the
okay of the Catholic. Mayor of Hilyersum' arid added '"-thtt;- the PrOpation of a larj^e increase of fortestarts of The
had riot! Pbeigii visitors 'dua to devaluati
of jected.
the franc.
•

-

'
.

has Buck and Bubbles
Pave Burns Was

ing here,
ing out.
'joined 'the

.

...

.

.

(W.^on, St. Louis, to

Be

•

Lpiiisi.

Odeon. formerly,

ct. 27.

this city's

.

chief

.

:

.:

jt

.

.

musical house,
torn down.
Henri' Chouteau, owner., obtai
a
Wi'eckih^ permit frpm the city -last
.'

wes
year,

'

Homeless

i

.

.

°

,

pendent producers or the: Associated
'Witigless'
British
and G-B groups, Whose
Baltimore,
27.
standard of production is judged by
.Katharine Cornell starrer. •-Wing- what they
..
can profitably play Oh
less Victory,' new piece by, Maxwell
their own circuits.
Anderson which went into! rehearsal
Labor interests, top, have a squsal,
this week, will not have its premi i'e declaring
any amendment of the Act
at the National, Washington, /week oh the
lines suggested would throw
PX. tiov. 23, as announced.
ther thousands of. British technicians
and
$pot being lihed up.
studio laborers put Of employment
.Cast of- the play includes several It might do that, if it discouraged,
rth&frenr «d ^n JJthe: Capital a law small units how engaged in quickie
prohibits appearance of persons un- production, though there is no cerder, IS years 'of age oh the profes- tainty the adjusted law would
have
sional atags.
any such effect,
atre Guild.
.

,

i

:

.

.

<

'

'

WPA

.

legit

.

bOlted arid locked..

-

by the City Building Dept
reefed durihg. the World's
ir
'The Two Mrs. CarrohV melo- here in 1904, the Odeori was the cendrama by Mrs. Bayard Veiller. an- ter of musical and dramatic. activities
nounced by
town until the completion of the
A. Mayer, British
producer, forDecember,
lay. $5,000,000, .municipal -auditorium ;.ih
was done in London last season.
It was the home- of the St:
1934,
'Don't
Dodo/ comedy by Louis Symphony, Orchestra and most
Asa. Laban, was placed i / rehearsal 5f the concert artists Who came here,
this week; under direction Of Wil- sang from its stage. First fire; Auff.
liam Friedlander for Ben Ford, new .1. 1935, destroyed the entire amphiproducer/ Due for a Baltimore 4ry- theatre at $150,000 loss. Second one
outvand Broadway bow late in No-: caused $25,000 mOre damage.
vember.
1st Chi WPA Musical
The: ictator/ dramatic treatment
icagp, Oct; 27.
of the life of Rafael L. TrujillO, presAfter haying been postponed from
ident and dictator; of the Dominican
its original scheduled starting date of
Republic, by Leoh de Costa, projOct. 15; the
musical. 'O Say
ected for Broadway J>y the author.
Can YOU $ing?^' is now slated tO get
'Madame Bo vary/ adapted from going at the Great Northern on
the Flaubert novel by. Gaston Baty, Nov. 7.
to be done next season by the TheThis is the first local WPA musical
-

.His lease,
for

is

.

before lease is up,-- says
rence Shubert, lease "Will' not:; _
newed, and dressing rooms \Vili lie
sealed, with iron, doors and securely

Twice damaged .by ,flre last
the structure was condemned

FUT1JRE PLAYS

decided he had enough and stopped already have strong Biritish studio
shelling out is now also out: Garland eohriections-^-United
Artists,
War. Wejls has a piece of
the show- with ners-First National. Universal,* GovGapt, Bir in charge of his ...interest^'.' lumbia~- would have to maintain
a
high grade of product .from these
spurces so as to compete with inde-

theatre.

So -far he's made
to remove Shubert. tag.!
If Wilnar. doesn't, change

moxjths,

.

,

.

'

name

bert

signed about month ago,

kazsd; Had: Jwo Fires name

-

.

To .open house! with burlesque,
Wiiner needed dressing rooms, and
to
pbtain the ground .containing
them he had to agree to take ha-

.

.

•

•.

Many of the most ppp*ular. singer.-;
"..
in France have been set, including
cast but couldn't get aii extension on
Rosa
ivci, .Andres Vavcn, Ninon'
his labor permit, so Carl Ttandell
Vsnni,
Mathilde
iDub.ostV
Lisstte
Sticks until Ferty's ' new show in
Ysaye, GeiJn^aine ChampeUe,- DanParis is ready: He is the American
ielle Arly, /Mari
Lam berti, Robert
•who came oyer with 'Three Men on
Dyrassen, Rene LeOoty, Gilbart. Naf
a Horse ,' which closed here some, ago, as it .stahds. It is obvious tha far!-, bos, .Pierre
Bory, Lucien Dalbertr
He made a ib'cal picture
sighted American producer-disirihu- Texief and Georges Eebr.
the
teriin.
tors are not anxious- to handle had
A1 £° nen Chicago promoter <whb British product but have only done
V / -;
^steppad
into the show with some ad- so
throijgh circumstances beyond
ditional coi
when. Jimmy; Donahue their control. Those, in fact, who
'

-

.

Americau
American di
uto'rs are frankly
admitting they would welcome such
a proposition;; and one of its stron est points is that it comes hot from
any prejudiced parties;, but from the
side which might
acted to
gain benefit from keeping the law

.

'

:

:

London, Oct; .27.
Further realignment'
Transatlantic Rhythm,' .the' Felix Ferry mur of the Films Act;
sical which has. been in much' trouble

theatr.0.

-

i
tered by Catholic groups on moral
Suggestion that the exhibs' iiuota direction of Constanti BruniV
Play was lkter. presented
ti-oiinds.
B?urii ha^been giveh% free hand
might be reduced rttoiji 2$% \p 14%.
jwhen Meisert insisted he would hot
iii
compensation otters no tangible by the -Casinp jnahagemeht, ahd has deprive audiences of 'One of^ the best

i.

Wiiner,

1

•

1

since just before

Max

class

:

/.

.&h<J

jjuries^ue

Built by Shuberts ;an<i Operated as
musitfal house a 'decade ago,,
iihe Shubert passed, from tlieir control dufing depression. But a narrow strip- of ground ^joining has
remained
thei j p'ossessioij, and
backstage- dressin
rooms of Shubert, not in house itself, are On that
plot pf ground.

*

.

.

•|

ShUuerts,

!

>

'

the:

operati

Winter season of a936-'37., will' be Melssrt .Co. is lessee; of the theatre;
to bffer/. forcing. >up the-.ptice: and re~
mun'.cf p?l property, and the bur'W
stric'ang the margin; of choice,- which, officially , :.inai^urate!d
this: V week;
master had given his ojsayv play
in the pi-essnt days of quota quickies, when FrAhZ: L^har's; operetta; 'Le;
was forced to 'move to- another-: house.
is (exhibs declare) already seriously, Tzarewiteh is pre'sanied at the CaIn. Grbnihgen / protests, were regsino de la Jeit^e. Music Hall, under
limited:
t

,

between Lawrence Shu-

here,

.

completely
the power of distributors y/ho had British product

-fe'say:;tft\4f?jM£- sad.*

stand m^fc^ltthce/

.

.,

.

;

:

^($inerfcaii> aa^dV^'s: effect

waged

managed to get- by. Play was
produced here; by Van der. Lugt
MeJsert v -.</,
Theatre commission first refused
'to -permit the play to be presanted
at the Theatre Rbyal. Although the
biijt

:

-

attempt

ENGAGEMENTS
ictOr Morley, A.
Herbert, May
Marshall; Sylvia Field, .'Matrimony
.

Fid.'.

Barbara Weeks,

Owen

Colt Cyn-

thia Rogers, Robert Jv Mulligan, W;
F. Nugent; Joseph Kleema; 'Double

Dummy.'
Beverly Phalon, Carlton May, Ed-

ward

Ma!rr, .Oscar

iStirlihgi

Forbes:

Dawson, Jack Hasler, RObert Shayrte,
•Don't Look Now."
ix Continentals, 'Show Is On.'

ram well

Fletcher, Edith Atwater,

Jimmy: Savo, 'Bedtime for Ali Baba/
Malcolm
A. P. Kaye.
Audrey Jlidgwell,
lack Limelight.'
.

.

Paul Everton. William David, Regina Wallace. 'Gilbert Squarey, Pau I
Marion, Oscela Archer, 'Don't Do It
Dodo.'
'

Kirk

'New Faces.'
Koveri. Franklyn Davis,
Juliet 'Lake, Gladys Shelley, 'Four
to Go.'
Alyri,

Henry De
Will

'200 Were"

Chosen/

.

;

ECITIM4 IE

L
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Keep Jock Whitney B.R.
Couldn't Afford

Federal Theatre Project's production of 'It Can't Happen Here' was
to open last, night (Tuesday) in 21
theatres in. 18 cities throughout the
U. i s.- Play, adapted- by Sinclair
Lewis* novel of the .same title,]' is
the most ambitious' single production
ever attempted in the U.S. Scenery
for" all the presentations was clesigried in New York by Adrian Cjrachaft and copies sent but to the vari,

,

Managers, Dramatists,
bor Unions Invited to

attorney what the fee was, and

when

balked

tioned $250.

j

make me' a

BILL BRADY'S IDgA

be-

DEVIL' OFF PENDING

BUCHANAN'S FREEDOM

WPA

'Between the

Production

tfevil,'

Howard Dietz-Arthur Schwartz mu-

:

'.

sical, .is to:

meeting,

council

special

moved ahead to .last Friday (23).
Discussion was the first move in the

.

;

.

'

Equity's,

be decided upon tonight

direction of correcting faul
attributed to the several factions in
the legit field, Actors' body suggested to the managers and authors
some, months ago .that a three-way
conference might work out the problem and has. now started the ball

-

on

put.

Still,

the 91 weeks in
he gained 35

duri

^;

a play

if

;

SHUBERTS' $24^68,

'

:

bidder& Idea of tbe>
authors on this
to ensure against
picture people using inethods which,
might limit the' amount, paid lor
identity Of the

r

LEW

VS. MRS.

••

.

•

'

backed by a film company, sale of the
picture rights
*to be governed by
an involved system. One point is .thai
the manager shall hot": be told
thing about the bidding,
th^

.

.

in.

how-

part;

He'll, sti

ever.

that^

'Three Men,'
pounds.

rolling.

following a telephone call to

1

..

the' radio/

In a communication sent to the
Theatre League as representative of
London, where he the managers, Equity. asks for 'ideas. r Siunmary judgment
$24,268,
i
going through. a is. appearing in Tliis'i Make You
.time,, generally
General tone; of the note asks:. Ts plus interest, in -favor of Select Thenumber 'of '.postponements..^ ;Iii'. this Whistle.'/ Show is being held UP, un- •if Equity's fault?. Is it ihe«ianag?rs' atres Corp.,. and
ihst Irene .Lescase; however,, orders were"to].opleh; til- Buchanan 'is free. Main' part -was- fault? Is it the authors' fault? Is
it lie, wife of Lew Leslie, was. handed
no matter what. Hallie Flanagan, written with him in-, mi
the backrstage unions which
to
down Thursday (22); by N.'
head of the WPA theatre project, is
.blame?'
London production of the show has
This shOw
quoted as. having sai
Wen called, off; instead, it will be Dramatists- Guild will, be consulted, preme Court Justice Charles B. Mcwill open oh. time in every theatre
in New York in March. Max as will also the stagehands' and mu- Laughlin.
even if the 'actors have to" walk done
sicians' unions.
i.
Judgment is the outcome of a suit
producing.
around the stage reading their parts Gordon is
It is hoped,, .when the suggestipris begun early in 1035 to recover $20,000
It's,
an intimate piece, and will be
off a script in their hands and wearof all sides are considered within piu9 interest from Mrs; Leslie oh a
staged by. Hassard. Short, his first
ing signs identifying themselves.'
each
organization's boards, " that Van promissory note which she endorsed
'The Great
New York WPA headquarters " oh musical chore;
answer will be arrived at.
on- behalf of her husband
'a Ipah
Tuesday gave the following as" its Waltz.*
from Shubert Theatre- Corp.;
1930,
How It Started
estimate on the number; of produc'the
Evelyn
unci a second note she endorsed in
tions.
.]
femme lead.
Movement started when William 1932 .for $5,4)00 from Lee Snubfe'iit.
New York, three troupes; Adelphi,
A. Brady arose at. Equity's annual Wlieh the' Shubert Corp. went into
Biltfnore (Yidd'sh )," both on Broadmeeting last spring and told the ac- bankruptcy- Select Theatres bought
way; Tompkinsyille, .Staten island.
tors that' it was time, for the end! of oyer its' notes.
Los- Angeles, two -troupes, Mayan: Anne JJichols, Green
;all>>tr«fe: in- show 'business.
He de- 'Less than $700-was paid,: according
»
,.y
and Figueroa (Yiddish).
clared that legit faced the most
Select, and, after, repeated demands
Yonkers, N. Y., Cleveland, Denver,
wood Satire prpro'sin? season within many yeafs-. to
.learn on
to. L$sUc ..hi 1 y/jik, and his> brother
Tampa (Spanish ), Bridgeport, Hartand 'it wa;s up to all concerned to 'get Sf.uU. suit -was started.
ford,- New Haven, Birmingham, Detogether and work' out the problems
Jn her dpfunaa Krs. ^sli
.-.and Morri^ -Green
Anhe
trbit, Indianapolis, Newark. Chicago;
•of the stas
'If that, is attained with •s-r
wrs 'paver infTn7cd '-of, the /fact
Miami. Seattle. (Negik)), -Boston, San -will-be .associated^ in -the production any" itMiriRufe; of .success,- the veteraji
-.that : the notes *»
-not'' been' -paid
called
comedy
'Hi
Diddle
iof*'a
now
Tacoma, Kansas
Francisco,
shov.'mr.Li's words will
been until '.sTie received a summons in'-.the
"
''"
Diddle,' by Bartlett. Cormack/ Latter
"'
Oniaha.
~.
.pm^hfttic.
-suit' filed against tcx.
is on i he Coast, .where/ he. wrdte |the'
:li*oyemeh't jiid.ica.tes. that Equity
play.- a satire with Hollywood back'titilde to.has changed front.
(28),

WPA

shows have very seldom opened on Jack- Buchanan

over

'

;

'

,

:

,

He
'Aunt
Dinah's Kitchen;
eating
place :.ln Harlem, is an agent
for colored actors, teaches a.
course at public school and goes
busiiies^.

'What's wrong with show business?-'
That was the query which opened
•

hew authors-

backing Of '200' Were Chosen,'
Sidney Harnion. and the Actors
ertory
_ produce. John Hay
(Jock) Whitney was ready to back
the show when the contract
im
sions intruded/ and 'almost, kept

Richard Huey, who p? ays the
lazy colored elevator operator
ip Thrc.e Men Cn
Harse,'
Playhouse, N. Y.,
of the
most occupied persons in show

.

.Showman* said he couldn't afford that much, so they agreed
on .a fee Of $150,

-

First dispute oyer the

manager's -contract

.

ments. That necessitated recasting.
Stated that the Kansas City and Des
Moines companies are off indefiitely, while, the .Italian companies
in Newark -and San Francisco were
postponed because of translation
difficulties. Total Of five companies
v
i did hot start as scheduled.
Almost until the last minute,
•headquarters in New York had ho
idea of
complete list of the productions because of red-tape and
irivolyed. '
other difficult
'

'Ah Get* Weiry*

latter

TU. draw

gested:

:

*

Sit

In;—r- Equity Altruistic ?~*
R. JR. Concessions Asked

'menLawyer theh sug'the

nothing if you
quest of $500.'

ous units.
Brooklyn's 'Can't Happen' was -set
pack until Nov. 5 when several leads;
walked out -to take regular engage.

It

showman believed to
have a bankroll recently drew
up a will. First he asked the
,W;'.,

:

'

.

.

.

'

screen' rights.

-

-

;ol

It Js this .porti

the contract\whic)i caused. Holly wood
to. declare: itself out bri the backi
of Broadway productions. • v
.

-

'

%

.

'

.

;

,

.

.

,

'

.

.

:

;

,

'

i

.

.

•

-

H

.

..

:

:

..

1

:

;

'

;

r

..'j

•

-

•

ground.

Green returned from the Coast
He. had
cently With the script.

rere-

There is "rib &ch xWtriic^ioh^ on
plays produced without picture xoin;
Whitney^ who backed; a number of
legit shows 'eye^ before becoming in'

.

he

terested in films, Suggested thwt
.

recognized . as:, an^ independent
iqahager and tiot a' film proclucer*
Dramatists (Quild tuled! otherwise*

be.

•

Whitney ^r^««g«iiidf'3^MtaBti^^
as important and madp the' invest*
ment aj^yw^y despite the fact thai
'

r

his attorney advised against itr
. 'Chosen,* written by E. P, Contde,
was slated ' into rehearsal early thiiit
:

.

.

'

.week, with ^he filing of an Equity
bond.
Henry. 'RJ Luce, editor .of;
Time,
aJlsb interested finsnciall^ 'a
in the. d*aina, ^and- Joan- Whifciey,
^
jJock's siater,haa & piece <of it, 1@io^
to A
^y;the-«ov«niittttt to. start Jfa^ms.
>
Another, play 'in Wbichl J<an tilhiU
>ey is - financially concerned is *
.

'}

&

;

-

•

'

fc

-

'^omenA ^wfltten^by Clare Bobth4
Brokaw (Mrs. L\ice)J while Georige S.
Kaufman and Moss <Hart are under-

4

;

ward the other -grou"^ v/'iich make
up the thectre: Instead of policy

IS

MILLENNIUM HERE?

stood to

own hunks

of

.

•changes; t> help the. 'o-ti~* of the
studio, offer, but elected .to actor a' >
ceived
-N«»w Qviirtllnc
the associaJ pn's leader^ Towns on
return to legit production. He was appear
Over Who Gets Which Show
altrufctic now, someformerly associated with A. L. Jones 1h'r rt
* ited
to
ity
New Haven,' Oct. 21;
in the presentation of -'The Green- he-^t^forc*.
wich Village Follies,' and straight
'jSrjn/'^rs .have po special squawk
Hartford is currently, jenjoyihg a
Plays, also with Louis Gensler in aga>nst Ecgity at- this time and their
burnup
because;
the D'Oyly Carte
Reports from Ft. Worth are to the several musicals.
tiirs'e wilh- the authors has subsided
effect ; that the. Chamber of Comfor.
time ^bainsr.
Way is open, troupe has again, baeri- boohed into
merce is attempting to settle with
therefore. for, amicubfe" «ipnferencels .New Haven and pacsed. up the.*in-creditors.
.Latter,
who .figured in
ITar^f:
papers
town;
toward cpri'ectin" Vn n i'\s so. long surance
building, the .Centennlaki. celebration
Actor Turns Mgr. cpr>p?5i~';i ofv That the stage hands
squawked on what they claimed was
buildings, are said
.have been
and rnusicjans.wiir.be invited to sit
asked to accept a percentage of the
-responses'
Lufr.r
their
a slight to
'White Man,' which introduced in and participate on an equal foot- and ere sheet, went so' i?r as to statebills
owed. -Only attractions "rer
maining are the Pioneer Palace and Sam Byrd as an actor-manager but ih.T v/!"i tlie other grour"; makes the that the main reason New Haven
outlool: for the coming sessions even
. Y.,
the Casa Manna, which' will close was taken off at the National,
landed the. troupe was In order that
"
ights more pre'rrtisi
last Friday (23), played six
next Saturday (31).
ah- executive; here,- .bcln'.T a relative,
Ft. Worth people finally paid the following an unfavorable press. ReaRail Cut Asked
of the Shuberts, mi^ht £,et a private
'-'
royalties on 'Jumbo' to Ben Hecht, son for suspending before Saturday,
Last week also saw all factions in cut in the take.
'\
rehearsal
coi
had.
to
do
with,
Charles MacArthqr, ichard ROr'sers
Hartford story rcw a laugh" from.
'the thentre united in
appeal for'
and Lorenz. Hart, Authors were pre- Managers, may. deduct such money •transpor tion cphcessiohs.
local
Delega- E. D. Eldridge, manager ;bf the
pared: to go into court when the from the 'players' salaries if the show
of the Shution representing thd entire field legit house and an uncle
Texans changed their minds. Book does not play more than one week, called on the Trunk Li ne Association berts. who str.ted
f.h?"d' offered the
of 'Jumbo'
on
dropped entirely consisting of eight performances.
with the suggestion that: a lowered G. & S. players a.-rvrV percentage
after the, first week at Fort. Worth,
Byrd bad decided to close but, if rail rate be permitted show people a $20,OOO week, which probably had
for which reason the; committee the Saturday performances: had been
something to do with the .book'mg.,
•on." topr. Pointed out that most of the
though.; royalties would not be due. given, there could have been no rethe previous stand here a
traveivp?;
done at night and PullAuthors, however,; had a contract and hearsal coi
the week drew
man cars are required. Two cents a couple of
contended
was np fault of theirs
rate does pot .apply to Pull- $23,000.
mile
that the show was revised.
mans or sleeping cars and show
business asks, that an exception be
O'Malley's 'Preferred'
Decis^n
made so that its people can benefit
27.
Hollywood,
Rex Q'Malley planed east Friday by the recently lowered fares.
Showmen were cord ally received
Grace.
to
rehearsals
(23)
start
with
assif'jied
to. iriver.tigate
.Committf^.
FEST.
George and A. E. Mathews in the by ~\Vhz 'railroad of fjcialsi" It~ \% be- the feasibility ,bt
bii::hi
one
'Matri- lieved; however, that even if the. mi imuiri salary for
Whi' .A. Brady product!
K
I.^'Cii actors
Lines Asso.
the conr'
.Detroit,,
mony 'Preferred.' He directed the Tru
uesdav
reported to- Equity'
rtisan Guild. Players,, designed as
cession,
it will have to hav*?, the okay
play at Westport, Conn., last summer.
(27). r^terfei ic-*a. wr<? 1o/rn?l:e $40
a. civic, theatre mpviement and sponIt opens in New Haven Nov. 3 and of the .ftovernment s Interstate Comthe. minimum for all^.?nd '>.dront)ing
sored by Henry Ford, have moved in New York Nov. 10.
merce Commissi
the junipr mihimuhi 6f .^20 weekly;
their Fall Festival to their own theO'Malley finished up a part in
Council made, no' deci
atre in the
ighland Parle plant of
Metro's .'Camille' before depart!
"
the
:

'

it als^.

jrf&jfe-

discloses intimate glimpses <it wlomen
in the beauty parlor and during
bridge games. Kaufman and - Hart
are* supposed to do some rewriting
on 'Women/ but they' say, they
merely have a small financial interest.

•
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When

'
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'
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'

.

.
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No

HENRY FORD SPONSORS

.

;

DETROIT LEGIT

.

,.

.

,

',

!

:

Ford Motor
With 'Biography'

.,

is

Will

week.

open

Lorre to Broadway

British Guest*
Dame May Whilty and Ben Web-

,

Players, including several former
Jesse Bonstelle actors, will also present 'Squaring the Circle,' 'The
'Enemy' and 'Shining Hour' 'during
the festival. Organization is selfsustai ing /with a professional cast,
and is under direction of Cari Hardwicke.

ollywopd.

'

27.

"Three Men' in Dutch
The Hague, Oct.
'Baron
Horse')

Tipfarce

George Abbot,
lem.

Presented by

Peter Lorre left for Eroaciway last
Saturday (24 ): to start rehearsals in
.ich
ill: be
irst,'
a 'Napoleon the
(-Three Men
by Cecil Holm and produced by Sidney Kingsley.
Lorre
If the play is sold for pi
has opened in HaarW'll play the title role under stipulation.
the Jun Musch Co.

ster,

,

both officers of British Equity,

were present at Tucsdcy's .council
session 'at Equity. They attended as
:

..

guests.

,

.

Britishers are appearing in

Must

Fall,'

Barry more, N. Y»

- Police v reserves
were called out
(22) night when a crowd*
of unruly Onlookers gathered around) >
the entrance of the Music Bqx, N.Y^ t
on the opening; night of 'Stage Door/
Four persons were arrested, one a
woman wha. refused, to move on and
who socked a cop
the eye. Captain Borschel of the West 47th street
station house took command ? an/1,
with half av dozen men, guarded the:
itage entfanee until all the. cast departed, block being cleared off all
.

Thursday

'

;

'

,s.tra'ggiers.

Cops good-naturedly lined up the,
first hjght. fans and auiogra^h p?$tj)!
:

:

when several notables caught
the mob's eyes, there was
concerted rush towards the lobby! Postmaster Farley, Anita Louis'
Noel
Coward and Gertrude Lawrence arrived about the. same time and that
started a jam.
but,,

.

a record was made
of good-luck telegrams: to the players and mapage-.
mebt. Estimated that at least 1,000
wires filled the mail-racks back*
stage, about half going: to Margaret
Sulla van, featured player.

Something of
by
number
...

.

Kaufman, who wrbt»
George
'Door' with Edna Ferber, was. not
ight present, being home with si heavy
cold.

Wednesday, October 2t, 1935
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k Rehearsd

SWws

This. Pretty World'—Johnny
'

Walker.

STAGE DOOR
uelfc
Comedy In three nots presented at
Box, N. y;, Oct. .2-2, '30. by San) M; Harris: written by George S. Kaufman nn<3
KOna Ferber: staKecV by former; features
Margaret. Sulla van;
top.
OIrr Brandt.. .v.. ....... ... v. Sylvia "Lupas
1 5 c rn ce
Nlem eyer .............. J« net Fox
Susan Paige..;;..... ........... Ull Zehner
Mattie
.......Dorothea Andrews
Mary Harper... . ........... .Beatrice Bllnn
-

•

.

i

:.

.

.

rady.
'300
Were <Jhosen'-^Sidney
Harmon and Actors Repertory.
'Four to GoWJoe Byron Totten.
;

Now'—Gustav

Look

'Don*
loom;

'

.

Wtckes

..Mary

.

. .

.

.

. . .

'

l'.-i

. . .
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Pfd'—William A.

'Matrimony

'
establishment.
'Don't Do 11, Dodo*—Ben Ford.
They are all stage struck, espeMadeline Vauclaln.,.,....,... .Qrenu Sloan
'The Shaw Is On'—Shuberts.
She has the makings,*
Judith CanfleM.
.'.v,
.Lee Patrick cially Terry.
l>uaamy*-r-!UUman and
'Double
Ann Rraddoc*
...» .Louise Chaffee but when she finally lands a part,'
...
Hellinger.
Mi"!'. Ovcutt ............... .Leonla Robert?
has the bad luck to get a flop, and
Kayo Hamilton.... ........ .Frances) Fuller
'Jalunay Iahhs«a*--rGroup The-,
t
Devlhe... ........
.Virginia Rousseau the show closes in "four days. David
atrei—
Kingsley is confident that Terry
I.incfa Khaw. ............ ..Jane Buchanan
J«vvn Mnitland. ............. Phyllis IBrooks belongs .to: the theatre. He ..is a talent
All Editions*—Juliana Morgan.
Bobby- 'MMrwse.. ;«....,;;..'.... Juliet- Forbes
scout for the Coast and arranges a
Exile'—Theatre
'Prelude
to
Loulso Mitchell.
Catherine Laughlin
Kendall' Adams.
Margot Stevenson' screen test, which is declared excelGuild. Frunk
William Andrews lent.
But Terry steadfastly clings
'Bbek Lime Light'-rBushar
tt'erry Bnndall. .... .
.Margaret Sullavah to her ambition to act on the stage
and Tuerk.
Sam Hastings
.......Robert Thomaeh
Jimmy Devof enux -ii
Alex Courtney and refuses all Hollywood offers.
'Green Waters'—Shuberts.
Fml Powell.
.Walter Davis She is forced to work in Macy's to
Lou 3tUhnuner.- ......... .Edmund Dormiy earn a living but; in the end, KingsDavid Kingsley. . . ,
.Onslow Stevens ley returns 16 the theatre to produce as a girl who breaks away and takes
Keith tturgess>„
lcbard KenilrJck
the
easy road; Beatrice Blinn and
a play for Terry and that means Mary Wickes as misfits; .Sylvia LU-:
Mrs. 5?haw,;i...
....... .Helen Ray
Dr. Randall......
rlestly- Morrison
romance.
pas, pianist drudge at rehearsals;
Klleh FehwJck>.
Judith Russell
Terry is first attracted by a young Dorothea Andrews, colored maid, are
Tony a«leUe..w;....'.......I)raJa Dryden
Lorry Westcott. • . . > i. .,.,<»... :To.m Ewel] playwright who 'started on a soap among, those who make the play
Bi ly. .,,«.,, , „ ,>.'. .
; . . William Atlee
box and ended with a swimming come out right.. ..
Ibce.
Adolf Gretzl . . . ... ...
Ralph Locke pooL'
Keith Burgess is a type* *
composite of radical playwrights who
Music Box is regarded as "Broad- promptly changed their ideas when
way's ace theatre because of its per- sweetened by picture coin. Terry
i?la'y In three aqt's fUV'scvriesl wltlr la*i-'.
ennial luck with attractions,
Sam helps him write a hit, getting no (crn> slMes «ntre* «cte. Written, Btased,
H. Harris and Irving Berlin's theatre credit nor share of the 'gains. It; is and produced by,SI<Sn*y .Kinpst«y; Beltings,
holds to form with 'Stage Door,' her first big disappointment when T>onnld Oensle^er. At St, James theatre,
isr.
y.. Oct. 23. :sc; w.na top. ,
fashioned by George S. Kaufman he goes Hollywood. Burgess visits Forenmn ..,.......,.'.,•.....,
Howard Solnesa
and Edna Ferber, who teamed on after a year, now a dolled-up egotist. I'ctcr ....... ....... ....^.....Martin GabeV,
several successes. Looks like they
Play has. curtain strength, a qualr Andre' .......................oraon Welles
.Otto Hulett
.
v ........ . . .
have clicked dgain, after a road ity always present in Kaufmari- Ryan
Madeleine .................Barbara O'Nell
-lapse: for script revision.
Ferber plays. End of act one is an Rernin n Wflrfter . . .ii >. ..Joseph Singer
New play hasn't quite the sparkle argument over Hollywood, with the *>ench Worker. . . . . .
Jam XJllrlch
That graced some other works of the picture end getting much the worst Zacharey
..,»..-,« ... .George. .Gqulpurls
.'.
Letter Alden
duo, but it has plenty on the ball. bf .it. Both authors have had a fling Balkln
Francois De
.Lee Baker
rulf
More than that, it has Margaret Sul- on the Coast, but there is little doubt Otto Von Krulf..'..,,Dodson Xj.
Mitchell
iavan, reclaimed from Hollywood. that both prefer Broadway,. Noth- .Secretary
... ...Mee 3Iundy
Daringvthe try-outs, the. stage door ing new-for Kaufman to travesty the 0r. La. Mrtt- ,"y.i\-i .> .v .- .:J, liavld- Lelght^
viarrolt. Ahhburn
..was mobbed with ferame admirers film industry. He did it hefore even General Lpuvet..
Geoffrey
and the indications are that thie getting- a peek at Hollywood in AWe to Louvet.^......,...M,yIes
Harding
.... ....^
. Jobn
.
.
young actress is gaining a popularity 'Once In a Lifetime,* written in col- •Orderly
General I>urnt>nt ........ ....."Russell Sage.
akin to any leading woman oi "the laboration with Moss Hart.
SoWler .... v.. i . ..... .. . .. .iiuart' Fefgusson
..w.... ..Philip Stone
theatre. >
Miss Suliavan is the principal Butler
'Stage,: Door* Is seeped an satire draw x>f 'Stage Door/ a personable Gabry ......«.....;.....-.... , J»a,y Harper
;Fetton Blckley
Bonnard . . . . i
. .. . . i
anent and against Hollywood, somev actress, with a personality that will Lessay
Philip Bourneuf
times acid.
Miss intelligence Officer .......... ...Kiirt- Stall
TVith Miss. Suliavan dominate almost, any stage.
present the' authors created their Patrick's contributions.-, never fail; Sergeant ...... ;'...,.-.».. ^Altreft A. Hesse
Botodeh
Charles
..................
Orderly
own paradox, lor she returns from she is a comedienne of exceptional A Private
.'RbWrt -X, Williams
....
the Coast without doubt, a better talent.
Onslow Stevens was also French. Minister ....;...>...-•.; John Proctor
actress, than she was when she went brought from the' Coast to play Portuguese Minister. ...... erhard. Lenrow.
:
.y-v
--', Kingsley; and he
..... .Jolin^, Walker
Jhe».
turns" in a ^good ,Knel!sh Ainbassador
-iv-SraBley ^Tessup
,
Last two acts Impress as being tops job, as does Richard Kendrick; radi- Shore
Ohta ..-.. ........... ... . . .I>6nsue'
during the evening, for it is there cal author, and Priestley Morrison. Baron
»Toya- Sasabe
. . .
Darohess.-.Ohta
that the laughs, are. spotted.
Lee Latter's part, and the references to Stern .,«„;..
.V.V, Dave- Arthur
;'. ...
.TAlbprt ,Itand
.Patrick handles the lines and con- him, 'are ^finely .written, by the way. Waiters .-.
;
Boj *—Chas.- Bowden, •.Geo. -Justends for honors with the featured
But the ingenues dominate. Frances Me.^snper.'.
tin,- P.'. Barry,
Miss. Suliavan; Were Miss Patrick Fuller as a disappointed bride trying
on stage more *fA one or two less to land a job on the stage; Louise
This' is a sermon in play form,
attractive ''ingenues'
less,
'Stage Chaffee as a chilly lass; Janet Fox fa i r
well-written^-, handsomely
1y
Door' would be an even more satis- as an eccentric; Phyllis Brooks as
mounted and peopled w&h able- perfactory Idiyersionl
Terry's room-mate; Jane Buchanan formsrs. But it is. scarcely eitertainr
.

Mary HcCune.

Pn^rams

Cornell.

ings of the Footlights Club, a boarding house for aspiring actresses near
Broadway's theatre zone.
Varied
types are probably necessary, in this
essentially feminine play, but the
interest
on
increasingly
centers
Terry Randall, best-liked girl in the

.

'«

Victory'.-- Katharine

'Wlaged

There are 19 ingenues, some of
them rather passe, in the surround-

'.'

mann and Miss Herz

Berlin, Oct. 16.

in eccentric

dances; David Felt, mohologist in
works by Tunkeler, Ma-Jofes and.
Mo^che l^adir.
Sketch by Scholem Alelchem,
Tewje.' played by Salzmann, Herz,
a 100% Jewish program is offered Wind. Reich. Neumann, Fichtelberg,
andt judging *rom the overcrowded Egra and Appel* fills the second, part
house on night caught, studio seems and over to enormous: applause.
Studio is busy rehearsing a play
to be on the right track.
Unlike entertainments by the by Scholem Alelchem, 'Schwer Zu
J.C.L.. there is no compromise here. Sein a Jid* ('Difficult to be a Jew').
Probably for the first time in the Another play by the same author,
Reich, program and actors represent 'Ojlam Haba/ Is currently being
tfo mixture of Western-European in- given at the Zenbrum-Nord studio
gredients with pseudo-Jewish ele- at Rosenthaler Strasse by another
ments. A unity in language, stuff branch of this group.
and artistic style results in the right
atmosphere, a Jewish atmosphere Of
a Jewish theatre.
Current -offering by the Priedrich-.
shain district group, directed by
Jacob Haubenstock. comprises Ismar
Weiss in Jewish fol't songs: Moische
Salzmahn and Leni Herz in a repertoire of Jewish folk scenes and

Theatre studio of the Berlin ZionUnion, a separate body from
the local Jewish Culture League, arranges entertainments twice weekly
at its district meeting places. Here
ist's

.

dances: E«ra. a neiv grotesoue comic
;

another number with Sah>

who does

Welles and Barbara 6'Neil are the
rre-V a chance to
Hollywood, Oct. 27.
Both: do nicely.,
Town's solo" legit (aside from, the
Perhaps Kingsley's most provoca- WPA productions) is Henry Duffy's
tive character, and one about which Coast version of 'Meet My Sister/;
a better play could b? written, is the current at the El Capltan. Comedy
German, Peter, a liberal and gen- with music failed to catch on! in San

lovers who' never

.

'

love...

'

:

erous fellow until war fever brings Francisco .and was closed there after
out a stubborn, thick-headed, do-or- two stanzas. Press reviews here were
die Prussianism.- This role is -small, favorable, with the management figbut intelligently, projected by Martin
uring' the piece may catch on and
Oabel.
.

Lantern slides., thrown on the'
drapes carry forward the action between scenes. These are in the form
of telegrams, newspaper reproductions, symbolic photographs, ceme^
tery crosses, close-ups of barbed
wire marked 'made in tSermany,'
tapon which German troops had their
insides ripped out.
Kingsley
Tor the climax; of Act
has worked out a. shrewd device.
Moving pictures of battle scenes are
being privately exhibited to the munitions nabobs and a general Mews.

H

build.

Estimates for Last Week
•Meet My Sister/ El Capltan (1st
Picture mob
(C-l;571; .$1.65).
.gave the opus a heavy play on opening night, and trade was fair for the
$6,500
initial stanza, with about
through the turnstiles. Stays at least
a couple of weeks longer.

wk)

WTA

ere/ Mayan.
yarn is to debut toone of 20 odd companies

CanH flappen

It

Sinclair Lewis*

day

(27),

Long-awaited play

may

paper scribe and the idealistic young in the U. S.
locally;
Frenchmen are stirred to strong lan- draw some trade
H«*taad/ Hollywood
'Warrior's
guage and sneering questions, la de-f
scheduled: final
•

,

.

fending themselves the' munitions Playhouse. Now in
men stand up and are silhoutted week, but may hold for. another
against the screen on which bursting stahza.
Taudeville, Mason Opera House.
Shells and falling soldiers are seen.
They say ?But, this is our .business!' Current bill, which replaced dramatic stock, set until Nov. 1.
It's a bang-up curtai .
Lond.
,

.

•

.

ment

-.for

Broadway,

.

nor,

it

,

would

seem, because- of the- theme, \ headed
for

Hollywood

Sidney

piciurizsiti

Kingsley's

bx

personal

lattened by "Men in White*, ahd
allegedly invested in
'Dead End,'
Ui'
slashing attack on munitions
merchants. He is his own stage director also. -In view of the' threeply task he has set himself the results are. creditable,' except that
Kihssley, the producar^ has needed
to ba hopeful rather than coldbloodedly .commercial in accommodating Kinsgley, the play wrighi, wi'th
a message Of indignation.

Kingsley appears to have read
everything published on the pait
ihi; big iron and steel cartels played
in the last war and since. More he
read the angrier he 'apparently got.

O'CONNOR
World's Youngest Ballerina

•

H

OSE

:

F.'rduced to lines of dialog and stage
situations, his passionate temper has

the ring of sincerity and is .contagious to the spectator. Yet it is the
quality, of the entertainment, rather
than the passion of the message, that
tha average show-poer v;ill weigh.
There are enough dull spots and
over-poetic passages to mar the tell
j»g of the message and to chalk up
minuses on the entertainment side.
Kingsley's .canvas is
igantic. At
certain points he drives iii tli^ spikes
v/ith sledgehammer, impact.
Yet. in
toto, if seems a case" of a play wright
rich enough /to indulge in a crusade,
jilted enough to dross the crusade
un with trappings of effective the
aire, but' not superman, enough to
overcome the inevitable ofitls stacked.
;a»w.u^t;.sermons. t $3J0 per -pew.
There are four "pages- of print on
ih a program devoted to clippings
'

C.

COCHRAN'S AMERICAN DANCING

B.

STAR OF HIS "FOLLOW THE SUN"
THE PRESS SAID
LONDON:

DAIl.V MAIIi,
'.

.

'*

(lanties lilto-.swajlsdowri, Mr,
sweetest, personal rtiscovery.'

.

*2.25
White

flesh

Black

'

;

KTKNINR CHROMCI.K. LONDON:
'

i

.

.

.

-

feature^.'

LONDON:

:*..

..

.-

I

I>AH.r
-'
'

For

NRWS CHRONICLE, LONDON

rite

tishqhsale

theatrical

division

Special Dyes Extra Charge

Nat Opera Hose, Fuli Length—
Cojors—Black and White. .$2.75.

r

for their. mercenary moOf course. Hollywood can always throw away, the facts and
flib:. alibis

tives.

write in a nice romance.- If

it

cares

enough.
j

Of the. various individual performances. Otto Hulett stands* out as the

war correspondent. TS him

falls

the

:

1

'

-

JHANCHESTER EVENING
» Jpy of rnovement.*
KVENING CHRONICLE. WANCHKSTER:
.

'

.

A New

:.

tlellghtln? andlences tvUIi her dell-.,
and charming tlanoes In Tollovr' th«
So 'Impresaed "was Mr. Cochran
.11
her grace and ability Uiat lie >nii.Tsd her within flv* minutes of aeeinir
iyt"" dance In Paris.'

'

;

quantities

a- Trior

nERAtD. MANCUESTEft

Ih '.a brief -.-and- flashing: appearance
jlleen O'Connor, thrilled, the nwUence fcy
i?r lunfrnlAcent balanced
dancing.'' ':
^

"nd quotes on the munitions theme.
In them the right names of the
characters are baldly stated. Slight
change in spelling does not hide the
true identity of the persons in the
play against whom Kingsley hurls
Ms dramatic thunderbolts.
Difficult to visualise Hollywood
touching this theme because it implips that business men, governments
'^b^ military high comnands are all
bungling groups of old fogies with

never eipect to see

ffhal.l

tievXect -dancer.'

'

jn

IIXrSTBATED

BTKVNOT.D3

-

Repeated requests for more of this FAMOUS,
hose and Nat Lewis responds with the new
vers!
.
Outstanding value
all silk .
reinforced toe and heel ... 42 to 45 inches

tlUatledown brand of. dancing
Eileen- O'Connor- la a 1>1»

Tliu-

.

presentpft

,

I

.

.

looks, like

...

and dances

a Christmas Tree- fairy
llgntly as

In ihe revue as

tlilatledown.'

FARig
'

.

'
.

.

Alim, by LoiiIh I***-M«rtin:
and I ^'Ive tho ntar honors 16 thn

American,

O'Connor, adorable in

)3ileeA

grace, In charm, la delicate

and nuanced

harmony.'

LA TRKSSE,
briers
...

polnjes" Rnd-stipple-

"*'en

vompletely .ra.vl?hlng' yo'unif
Kll.een
O'Connor.
flexible;'
with: impressive balanc*.*
.

'

scornful
!

which

-o the expose of the merchants of
This line brings prolonged
applause.
George Coulouris is effective as
Zacburey <one guess who he*s supposed to be), diabolic organizing ger
nius of international rourdec. Orson

/death;

Broadway at 47th
ttadfeon

fit

48th

Open Evenings
New York

last
curtain
speech in
he. threatens to devote his life
;

AT THE RITZ-CARLT0R
HOTEL, HEW YORK, OCT. 30th
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'DOLE' $2,000,

AD Five loop Houses Occupied

MEWARK

m

FaaUe Not Interested
Tragic
Theme, Desatte Geo* Reviews
%

Tride' Big $13,00(1/Jan. 16'
Chicago,
This week marks the first time" in
years that all houses available for
professional legit in the loop are
lighted. Five houses and five shows,
Much less than the big money era
'
note of
before the Ws, but
healthy optimism anyway. Many of
the theatres such- as the Garrick,
Apollo, Woods* Illinois, Cort, have
converted into
been torn down
picture spots; but those that remain
are all in use.
Newcomer is 'End of Summer,'
which opened test night (Monday > at
the Erlanger as the third play oh the
subscription season of the American
Theatre Society, which, by the way,
is having; its best take in many years.
*

'Stream'

$W

Nqt Precious

In Cleveland, $4,500
Cleveland, Oct. 27.

go

will

three

Estimates for East Week.

End/

<Dead

Studehaker

(1,300;

$2.75) (7th week). Showing a good
profit on steady run at around $10,000

pp.
*JEnd of

Summer/ Erlanger

.

(1,2QQ:

$2.75) (1st week)- Opened last night
(26) and a cinch for a, walloping two

weeks on

ATS

season.

:.

*Naaghty Marietta,' Grand (lAOO;
$2.20) (2nd week). Not quite up to
•Blossom Time' biz, but okay at $9,three
500 for initial session.

WuTgo

'

weeks^
•Night «f ^an. M,» Selwyn (1,000;
(6th week). Has dropped
$2.75)
Wednesday matinee- after attempt to
strengthen with femme juries. Okay
.
at $9,000 again,
x
(Harris
Prejudice/
*Pride and
Goes off
O.000; $2.75) (3d week).
.

.

and on its own this
week; which should zoom gross to a
powerful mark. Even last week with
subscription

1

ATS 'cut-rates

•

.

'Lady Precious Stream* last week
didn't change the house's luck.
Seven performances, including two
matinees in five days, failed to get
more than a poor $4,900. National
Teachers* Convention at end of the
week pushed up sales of cheaper balcony seats, but not enough to help

much.
Current show

Estimate for Last Week
•Love •n. the Dele,' Shubert (1,970;
Though given a good
the critics, public was
not interested in tragic theme. Very
poor at $2,000.
50-$1.50).
send-off. by

D. C. Enji

At

Itself: $21,000

.

;

.

.

WPA

WPA

;

TOSUMMER'

mOOQ. PITT.

trade.

Management's desire to com-

was a jam

in

the agencies, which

week was around

$21,000.
of 'Door* will be close

Indicated pace

.

m, FRISCO

there than

on Broadway; around

$6,000.

mark.

'Hamlet'

moved up somewhat and

approximated $16,000, and the Theatre Guild saw some improvement
with 'And Stars Remain.' 'Reflected
Glory' eased off but turned in a
goodly operating profit
Business generally has started to
waver, with campaigns of the presidential candidates growing hotter. Sa
much activity on the radio is carded

*R*d, Het aad Blae/ Alvin (1st
week) (M-l,355-$5.50. Presented by
Vinton Freedley; written by Cole

Porter,

Howard Lmdsay and

Russell

Crouse; opens Thursday (29).

'Ejected
week).

Morosco

Gl«ry,'

i6th

(D-961-$3J0).

Eased off
somewhat last week, but turned in
a fairly strong gross; around $12^00.
St Helena/ Lyceum <4th week)
(D-957-$3.30).
Week to week; attendance all oh lower floor, with
gross approaching $6,000; not enough
for an even break.

But Not Heard/ 48th SL
that it is figured to affect theatre at- (7th week) (D-WB-$3^0), Dependtendance.
Next Monday (2) will ing on cut rates;, somewhat-iip last
probably be.the-jow of the fall pe- week, and nlay better even break;
riod, with both candidates op the air. over $3,000.
Due next week: 'Plumes in the
'Stage Bear/ Musie Box (2nd
Dust 46th Street; 'Forbidden Mel- week) (C-l,0l3-$4 t40). Mostly faody,' New Amsterdam; 'Don't' Look vorable press; capacity first four
NOw,' Bayes (44th Street roof); tunes; nearly $10,000; indications are
•Green Waters,' Masque, and possibly for $20,000 this weak;
'Punches and Judy,' house to be
/Sweet Bhrer/ 51st St (1st week)
named.
(D-l,547-$3.30>. Presented: by George
Suddenly withdrawn last Saturday Abbott; writteh.by same; musicalizcd
'Daughters of Atreus,' 44th Street version .of >Unele Tem^s Cabih^
'Mimie Scheller,' Rife; 'White Man,' opens tonight
v-,.

;•

;

National (closed Friday ).
Estimates for Last Week
'And Star* Bemaln/ Guild

'Swing

Yav

Lady/ Booth (2nd

week) (C-70t-$3.39). ' Fair starting
(3rd week, with takings around
(C-914-$3.30).
Somewhat can make profit at that figure. $6,500;
better last week, and may fool the
Te* Millioa Gliasta,'

week)

St James

takings quoted over $13,000. (2nd' week) (Dr4,520r$3.30). Opened
Meets Girl,' Cort
(49th late last week and drew Weak
press;
(C-l,059-$3;30).
Nearing staying chances doubtful.
year's run and looks set through the .The Laaghlhr
W«ma»/ Golden
winter; laugh show's gross improved (3rd week) ,j(C-l.l5«-$3.38).
San Francisco, Oct. 27.
LightGeorge White's 'Scandals' moved by strong Saturday; nearly $12,000.' weight and doubtful after this, week;
'Daughters «f Atreus/ 44th \ St. estimated pace around
out of here Saturday (24), after two
$3,500.
Three Men en a Hnrse.' Playweeks of excellent biz at the Curran Withdrawn Saturday; played- week
house (92nd week) (C-869-$2.20>.
Following two one-night stands, iri and a half.
'Dead End,' Belasee (53rd week) Moves to Fulton next week; strong
Sacramento and San Jose, White
Holdover drama week-ends helping long-run
moved to Los Angeles, where 'Scan- (D-l,000-$3.30).
comedy
smash
still turning a profit weekly to better
than $6;(MH). f
dals' will open, a two- week stay at
critics;

'Boy

.

week)

.

and

.

around $9,000.
Tobaeee Bead/ Forrest (152nd
the Biltmore tomorrow (28). White
'Fellies,' Winter Garden (resumed week)
(D-l,017-$1.65>. Lowest, scale
will' use 20 more girls, in the line
during the L. A. engagement he eng.) (22nd week) (R-1,493-$3.S5). on list continues to draw profitable
Running
along
to
fairly strong busi- business;
estimated around $6,500.
says..
ness,
expected
and
stay
until
Tavarfch/ Plymouth (3d week)
After getting off to a -bad start,
the Christmas holidays; $27,000 last (CD-l,038-$3.30>. Sold
out first full,
biz on 'The Fool,' FTP. play at the
week.
week with gross quoted at $21,000;
Columbia, picked up a bit and gave
'Hamlet/ Empire (3rd week) (D- one of undisputed hits of
the house a fair second week.
recent arl,096r$3.3O).
Went tip and second rivals.
Estimates for Last Week
full week was close to $16,000; not
'Victoria Begina,* Btbadhurst (reGeorge White's 'Scandals' (2nd much under capacity^sumed entr.) (35th week) (CD-1.110>
Idiet's Delight,' Shubert (resumed
week) (1,700; $3). Could have stayed
Still one of the best things
$3.30).
another week, but had to move south eng.} (24th week) (C-l,387-$3.30). on the list with gross
reaching $21<for an L. A. opening tomorrow (28). Difference in riumber of standees the 00O and better.
Second week almost capacity, take only Variation in. gross, which, tops
'White Horse Inn.*' Center (5th
coming to around $25,000.
$22,500 weekly; strongest draw on week)
(M-3^81-$3JI5).
Drawing
Broadway.
great business with Saturday aW
The Fool' (2nd week) (1,700; 50c). Iron Men,* Longacre (2nd. week) «*ndance
capacity: best eieht perClimbed to $3,200 for the final week. (D-l,019-$3.30). Final week; unfavor- formance gross last Week when takings were quoted at $49,000.
•White Man.' National. Taken off
last Fridav after six nights; hause
will get Tonight at 8:30/
indefinite;

.

.

.

alterations and cast changes
without cost of extra moving is the
reason. House will be dark next
week, with 'Bury the Dead' set for
the week of Nov. 9. On the same
ittsburgV Oct. 27.
date, Nazimova's revival of 'Hedda
Nixon's best take since the open- Gabler' starts a single week's run at
ing of. the legit season came last the Chestnut.
week with- 'End of Summer,' Guild
Estimates for Last Week
show offered under ATS subscription
'Children's Hour' (Chestnut. 1st
auspices. Comedy hit. did. a bit over
week).
On subscriotibn: .started
$16,000 at $2.85 top.
strong
robust $13,500 and ought
Show got the swankiest, opening to beatwith
that mark this week; three
night crowd of the season and at- weeks in all.
tracted a big window sale on. the
'Blossom Time' (Forrest, 2d week ).
heels of rave notices and swell word- Ud a little, but meagre at $9,000.
,
ef-mouth. Marquee combo of Iha 'Hamlet' opened to big advance last
Claire and Osgood Perkins didn't hi^ht (^6). In for two weeks.
hurt, either;,
'Forbidden M?lodv' ( Erlanger. 2d
Nixon currently has 'First Lady,' week). Pnhy $10,000 at $3 top. but
27.
oston,
first straight play of the season withheld for third week in order to fix
$3.30
Top-heavy houses on;
out subscription backing, but a. big show,
for New York.
shows here this saasori have indU
advance sale presages a healthy week
cated that local show shoppers can't
for the Jane Cowl play. Next week,
lady Precious Stream' and back to:
quite take- the upping of scales.. As
ATS auspices again.
•Mulatto' $11,500, Detroit the season progresses they are deEstimate for Last Week
manding more for their money;
'End of Summer' (Nixon: 2,100:
$2.50 up is about all that most folks
A
$2.85).
Detroit, Oct. 27.
will stand here; and $2 is more, popTheatre Guild hit attracted
the smartest crowd and best gross
iStarved legit fans were served a ular.
of the season. Around $16,000. ex- rather distasteful meal here last,
Leslie Howard easily carried honcellent; and a tribute to the draw of week, opening the belated Cass sea- ors last week with his tryout of
the Claire-Perkins combo.
son, but ate it and sent 'Mulatto' •Hamlet* Snagged $28,000 at the
away with a good $11,500 for nine Opera House, very good. Although
performances;. Augurs for. the biggest there were a few revisions durinf
the week, including the insertion of
Reinhardt 'Branch'
year. here since 1929.
Off to a sock bio. start opening Hamlet's advice to the players,
Vienna, Oct. 16.
night, the James Kirkwobd opus re- which was deleted on opening night,
Theatre
der Josef stadt has ceived indifferent treatment by the piece left in okay form. Howthe town's three dailies. Cheaper chairs ard, in a curtain speech and a radio
opened a 'branch theatre' *
Rotenturmstrasse, called Kammer- were filled without trouble most of interview, bemoaned the fact- that
spiele.
Reinhardt actors there and the week, and two matinees were vir- 'conditions in the commercial theanow doing 'Love From a. Stranger* tual sell-outs. Ditto final night (24). tre permit only four weeks' rehearby Frank Yosper, a 'gangster' play,
'Lady Precious Stream* opened a sal* for such an. ambitious undertakrseven-day stand Sunday (25) at the irig. It's a heavy show for the deckthe Viennese papers call it.
Kitty Stengel, Ernest Deutsche Cass at $2.75 top. 'It Can't Happen hands and five traveled by sleener
Sunday to Philly,
Frieda Richard, Jane Tilden, Hans Here' relighted the WPA theatre with the heavy set
where they expected to work all
at 50c top.
Thiniig, .all. first-rate actors of the here last night (27),
night and Monday in order to ready
Estimate for Last Week
Josefstadt Rheinhardt stage, are at
two-week
the
date
there.
•Mulatto/ Cass (1,400; $2.20 top).
the Kammerspiele now and b. o. re- Benefited by legit-starved natives,
'Call It a Day' hit okay brackets
ports are very optimisti
in its first week at the Shubert, $15,and snagged a good $11,500.

plete

Re-

com-

protecting imported meller/ which is
rather disappointing, despite London rep; around $8,000 last week.
'Oa Your Tees/ Imperial (29th
week) (M-1,463-$3J5). Moving to
the Majestic after another week
here; hit musical rated around $19,*
000 last week.
week.
'Pre-HoBwyatae*/
Little
(27 th
Tovarich,' which- came in from
abroad with a rep, proved the ex- week) (C-532-$3.30). Revived 'Abie's
ception in importations and clicked Irish Rose' slated for another theright off. Management had sold sev- atre; current Anne Nichols comedy
eral house parties- in advance. Re- doing fair business; $5.QQQ estimated.

to that
-

.

.

"Victoria
hits are

could not deliver tickets to patrons.

Bnikhg.

.

ahd

Lady' has a chance for moderate'
success at the Booth, where it got
around $$500; Ten Million Ghosts'
at the St James drew: a bad press;,
so did 'Iron Men' at the Longacre.
Latter got such little coin after the
opening that it went into cut rates
and got small change. It stops this

First full

$135M and

.

:

Both the new

Wight Must Fall/ Barrymore (5th
'Stage Door* was the standout of
last week's premieres. 'Swing Your week) (Dt1,000-$3.30).
Agency buy

sult

Washington. 0ct~ 27.
Long-awaited engagement in the
Capital of 'First Lady' wound up
Saturday (24) with, apfu-oximately
$21,000, big. Cast had some trouble
at first with the fact that laughs
came at different times from Broadway, but local officialdom had the
time of its life guffawing at what it
accepted as ia burlesque of itself.
Current attraction at town's only
pro legit house; is the premiere of
Henry Hull in 'Plumes in the Dust'
Washington Civic Theatre, new
amateur venture, plugged by the papers and city fathers; wound up a
five-performance run of 'Caesar and
Philadelphia, Oct. 27.
Cleopatra' with profit, and will stage
Philly has four legit houses open two more performances of the show
this week. -It's a sign, for some kind at the Wardman Park hotel this
of a celebration.
Friday and Saturday (30 and 31).
Attention is ,'focussed on Leslie
Howard's 'Hamlet,* which got off to
a big start at the Forrest last night.
Fact that it's in for two weeks here
means no such big b'.O. figure as the
revival grabbed on its premiere in
Boston last week but the show is
due for important money.
'Children's
Hour* grabbed the
town's biz last week with a sturdy

Fine

Delight'.

'Idiot's

gina.'
edies.

'

.•

holding the possibilidown,, this walloping drama $13,500 for its first week at the Chestwinner of the season topped $13,000. nut under ATS subscription auspices.
'
\Mw Looks as .it that mark would be
Other Attractions
Sah Carlo Opera, Auditorium.: beaten this week, with the advance
Finished bang-up three weeks here sale for the third week" (not subscrl Will be back tion) very promising.
last night (Monday ).
in April. Dollar opera has proved a
'Blossom Time*, departed without
real coin collector.
much biz, even after special plug'Call Me Ziggy,' Playwrights. New ging the second week.
(Tuesday
tonight
)
play opens try-out
House to join the ranks this week
on two or three-week testing.
is the Locust, pop-priced affair run
\
by Jules Levehthal, although, his
*It Can't Happen Here/ Blaekstorie: name is
hot mentioned. First show
effort gets under-way to- is 'Personal Appearance,' with the
New
night (27).
same cast, as appeared at the GarriclT'fdr six weeks last year Second
is
'Co-respondent Unknown.' with
James Rennie; both have $1 top.
Erlanger. much to everybody's surprise, is holding 'Forbidden Melody*
for a third week,: although the big
musical try-out isn't getting any
ties

Equally Big;

i

.

with 'Ziggy' rating as the only strict 'Merrily We Roll Along* for fifth
farce around.
"Pride and Prejudice' remains the
Estimate far Last Week
big gross taker of the loop, getting
lady Precious Stream' (Hanna)
better than $13,000 again on its sec- (1,435; 55-$2.50), No sale and a very
ond session.' Goes off the subscript, low $4,500. It was all Chinese to
lion list this week and, with that cut- the Iqcalites.
rate ducating out, should improve.
Following into the Grand after the
•Blossom Time* click, 'Naughty Marietta' is something of a disappoint-,

However,
weeks to Nov. 7.

*

In addition to the big grosser mu- able press and very little coi ; about
far as to call it the best play of the
sical. The White Horse Inn,' the cur- $2,000.
season. A. good cast headed by Mar'Mimie Scheller/ Ritz.
Closed
garite Curtis in the Wendy Heller rent legit card on Broadway includes
part could hot offset the gloomy sub- four straight attractions paced at suddently Saturday; four weeks to
ject of poverty. 'Dole' went to the $20,000 or over. Two are newcomers, small grosses.
storehouse Saturday.
'Stage Door,* Music Box, and To•New Faces,* Vanderbilt
Current" attraction is John GoldHoldovers still week ) (R-804-$3.30). Going to road
en's 'Punches and Judy/ starring varich,' Plymouth*
Florence Reed, prior to Broadway cleaning up at the high levels are after another week; may do better

V

inent.

57

Tovarich' $21,000,

Newark, Oct. 27.
'Love on the Dole' was not wanted
by Newark this past week, and the
Shubert nose-dived to around, $2,000,
although the local critics did a rave
on the English play, News going so

Banna's legit shows to date have
been apparently jinxed—not one of
them has turned out to be a moneymaker.
Comins after 'Mulatto/
which was a bitter disappointment, premiere.

is Taylor Holmes in
Tobacco Road,' expected to do much
Tonight (Tuesday ) there's a double better. Naiimova in 'Hedda Gabler'
opening; the WPA production of It for three days follows on Nov. 2.
Can Happen Here\at the BlackWPA Federal theatre started 'It
atone ana the new barn try-out of Can't Happen Here* Tuesday (27)
Can Me -Zlggy* at the Playwrights, while the Play House is keeping

.

VARIETY

WPA

.

.

.

HGwarfsla^nZSM'Boy-Girr

.

Day

.

Revivals

D'Oyly Carte Ohera

$15,700; All

God. Hub

.

-

'

'

•

.

.

,

.

-

'.

The Mikado'

aril 'Ruddigor*' splitting the week; t^Vipws over $20,0(Kt

WPA

,

It Can't Hannen Here/ Ademh';

.

,

Martin

Beck's: English Gilbert and Sullivan
group holds to excellent pace; with

700; Nazimova made a good showing written by Sinclfir I^ewis and J^ii.
in her seven performances of 'Hedda. C. Moffit: opened Tuesday; also Ma-,
Gabler' at the -Colon ial, $8,700. .'Boy iestic^ Brooklyn, with, .two other comV
Meets Girl* perked up a bit in its panies in the city.
:

>Bw*« Fats

third jyeek.

Noel Coward opened his series of

Wt;

.

,

.

Efaibtt.

'The Path ef Flewcrs/ Daly's 63rd

one-act plays at -the Colonial last Street
^Noah,* Lafayette.'
night (26). All written and directed
by Coward, who, also appears: in
casts, and all new to America.
dpens 'Can't Happen Here'
at the Repertory tonight. (27); Beatrice Lillie and Bert Lahr unveil,

WPA

new musical, 'Show
Nov. 5 at the Shubert.
their

Is

On,'

Estimates for Last Week
'Hamlet'
(Opera House; $3.30).
customer reaction favorable here Oh Howard's interpreta-

General

.

NEW HAVEN 50? UP;
*RED, HOT OKE $18,500
New

Haven, Oct.

27.

New Haven's legit season continues
okay, with almost solid bookings
since opening in Sept Business, to
date is bettering a year ago by at
.

and

staging, and a bonanza
$28,000. clearly indicates his followOn to Philadelphia.
ing.
tion

'Call It a Day' (Shubert; $2.75, 1st
week). Opening stanza's fine $15,700 speaks for itself.
.

'Boy Meets Girl' (Plymouth; $2.75;
3rd week). Strengthened last week,
coming through with fair $10,700.
'Hedda Gabler' (Colonial; $3.30; 5
days). Nazimova fans satisfied, but
others either bought top-shelf seats
or went elsewhere; $8,700, okay.
.

least 50%. Last week 'Red. Hot and
Blue,' at an estimated $18,500, did
swell business, despite mixed com-

ment on the show.
'Ethan Frome,' with Pauline Lord
and E&rte Larrimore, is doing a first
half currency and the Shuberts' English imoort, 'Green Waters,' is set fo*

a Fri.-Sat. tryout
is:

'

!":

Grace George in 'Matrimony, |PI4r
due Nov. 5-7.

,

.

.;

;

.

,

.

.

ness, -egotism, brilliance, bitterness,
and other- ihfrediehts that. Went tp

'

'

pston, "Oct.
Throe series of three one-act plays writand mused by Noel Coward; starring
:

PLUMES

..

;

.

.

HANDS ACROSS THE SEA
.......
Xftcly, Maureen "-Gilpin
..

.->".

, .

,

»

.

Moya Nugent

.Gertrude l^awrence
Peter Gilpin, Jt.N
CoinmunAer
""
'
\. Noel -Coward:
mmander Alastalr Corbet.t/ R.N.
..>

-

.

•

.

.

. .

.

-..

.

.%

•„ .
: . .

Kenneth .Carten

.

.-. .

. .-,

.

. .

. .

Klmlra Shelton. ... ...
Mrs. Maria Clemm,
.

....

.Don $helton
.Ruth Yorke

^fary. Morris
Virginia Clemm. > .
Romano
. f . .Amelia
Miss McNab.
Whitney
. . .... .v.slris
John P, KenriedyV. V. . . . .".Earl FleTschriian
Ann: Lynch.
.Eleanor
.Goodrich
.
.
Sarah Anne Lewis. ........ Hedwlg ^bhocli
Mr. Lewis. .1 .... ...
.Maurice I^avlgne
N;-..P; Wlllls.\ ;
Jackson
iWilllam
.
.'; Gertrude
Elizabeth' Kllet.
Coghlan
Margaret Fuller. .....
iPortla. ^Morrow
.Frances; <S.' Osgood . .
Dorothea Petgen
,'.
Dr. GrisYvold
wnisoo
. : ...
. . Donald

THE ASTONISHED HEART

i

'

;'•'-..

•Joyce Carey

•

Si'aun Birch i'; .......
.Tln.i

.'.

Vorney..

.-.

'.Ernest; . .
Sir Re^inalc)

.

. .

,

.

Joan' Swlnstead

.Anthony Peliaslev.

Edward Underdoxyn
Alan Webb.

, >.', •'.

':

French
Xiohoiiv VnllV;
i.

•Christian Faber....-;

:'..'.

.."

Mrs.

RED PEPPERS
'

Lou

'

(.An: Interlude tbifh Music)
Pepper, , ... . , , . Gertrydp to/wrence
.Noel Coward
George pepner .-.».«.».,«..-,
Kenneth Carten
.Air.
. f . . . • •p .

Dr.".

:

,T>l}y

-.

; 4

,

Sutherland. .

. .

V.

. .

Snodgrass.

Ada Pottef
...Pauline 'Meyers
.Palmeir Ward
.

.

Morari..;,

•

Edwin. CUshman

.

...

.',

,.'•..

•

. .

. ..... < .

sented

:

Hedda Tesman.

Was Ed-

»« •••

4»

. ... .

McKay

Judge" Brack.
Ellert Loybpr

.

.

WCBS' Safeiy Demonstration
company each.
\:
^Springfield,' ni.
In observance of the station's third
Novel safety dembnstratioh worked
anniversary the Mecklenburg Times,
but
by WCBS here in /cooperation
weekly, newspaper, got put a 12-page
Illinois' State
state,
and
city
with
anniversary supplement.
tarring at the studios., a
Register.
fast run Svass made to the fair
WTAM's Booklet .
grounds under escort of motorcycle,
Cleveland.
cops.' Next day the run Was made
WTAM's newest bit Of sales cam- agai but this time there were no'
paigning is a booklet in black' and sirens and all; ordinary traffic reguTurn
'Johnny,
the
scarlet titled
lations were taken, into, account..
Crank,'
'The Book of Wonders.'
Only .two minutes: we're saved by.
Frontispiece - depicts -the political the first day's fast dash.
Moral:
elephant .and donKey in- a boxing drive safelymatch, a barker in plug hat at one
side -.and a cameraman taking shots
Spotting Ringer*
mike
of 'the combat with a
Norfolk. Va.
in one corner;Somie 5,000 kids in Norfolk area
Each booklet includes a' postcard are members of Abnt Jane's Safety
(postage guaranteed) which wiil Club, -sponsored over WTAR: once
bring a curious reader more
weekly by Birtcherd's Dairy, and
facts.
many pf them' will, take .part in the
100th program to be given Oct 16;
For Polish Listeners
.Unique angle is that each kid gets
Schenectady, N. Y.
ice cream Cone on birthday going to
gesture to Polish-Americans one of the dairy's Stores where Aunt
As
Jane
vouches- for the youngster;
Sun
in this section,
broadcast
r
day afternoon a special program in knowing hundreds of them by sight;

'Heart,'

a departure from Coward's
gives him the meaty

.

.'Nazimova. emerges frbm a long
four-act evening with vine leaves in
her" hair, winning well-deserved
plaudits for a masterful; meticulous
and- studied- delineation., of -Ibsen's

:

WTAM

-

;

of ft. distinguished .psychiatrist.
..who crashes Under the strain of an

with a -repressed, romantic
-A-rihistress.- Wife^analyzing Aher^ hus.band as he would a patien% lifts this
of the groove of cohVeh" bne- out
.affair

-

'

.

'5

WTAM

WGY

which Count George Potocki, new
ambassador -to the United
States, spoke before unveiling a
monument on the Saratoga Battlefield honoring the memory, of Gen.

:

'

'

personal play.

virtues

;

'.

-.

.

'

•

-

•

1

v

,

-

.

WBNY

'

characters ever to reach -the stage.
the .directors ••fault) gives the im.swell back'stage session of bickerShe shows- JRoe .ftrrivirig home pression that he's overplaying his
4ng between- themselves, with 'the
;:',
suavity.
!orch" leader,-- Who- gums up their sec- frpm theltniyersity .pjE Virginia laden
Viola Frayrie' as the- harassed .Mrs,
;o%l^turn; hi rebuttal,' and-' with- the! ^with> gambling; debts accrued-because
he hadn't money enough: to- buy- sMit* .EJlvsted,---who flees from her hushouse rhaoage^
band-sheriff, is thoroughly plaus^bl^'/ClotheS,
his.,
Ahdhts
swieetheart
'hits high in this red-Wigged playlet,
ible: she is< one of the best in the
':M6t- here he's actor* -director, hoofer, married.through^misundei^tanding
supporting cast. Leslie Bingham does
.^pitty^t, and writer of two ^songs. :> aqd x leaving- Ricnnjoijid ; after > row
Awt. Julia
bis. foste^-fathpF; i He..; isi wen the fussy, but. 'ltindly;
> 'Seabandv 'pepper*' <run - about J 30i With
H
"
•..'•*l.hiipuntr. F-WC ..house,'
Vexcfejjng?
IjvJ^^niO^^imore- witlv his father's with' eafee
'"
.^in^utes^eft#^a^^He^
in .for; free air tirrie;
Chaneyfs Kldohiy : blue : .set' i
fuming :becat|se^ set of judges
? } * Tnjs triple^tnplfr is welt^lah<^
theme: but
with
the
Gabler.
harmony,
'as i.to^ ^fpe^; -temj^.-length, ahd-tcbar- govs ;him' an .award vf or -Has prose;
-depressing.-, after two ?ots.-:
.becomes
.\Wh»t the Women WantLia^.
^ter.iza^b^v- WBole^ cast.^is^ekceli 'instead-^ his.- poetry,.- because"': the)
Fo$.
•..,..'-:,'•
."
was bigger; : even though ' he
Day top.
flejtttf: Scenjes ai^ -vei^y ,-good: -stasmgi pr}zg
v
WHIO. gave the femmes here -a
'.aiitd.directiohi Arft bright.,. ^r-ioA'dea-l needed- the. money desperately^ Theri
chance Ito .build their own household
;nltely tastier like more- and, nf any; ill; povertyr-strickenj-tstniggling to
.program*.
on
Station
invited'
50
officers
setrtip can overcome thfr onevactl ;bare^for/ his^ inyalid"^ glrl+bridc
of. leading; women's clubs -to the
what he can-sell- without unbending
.play ibiigabooi -these- wfll> ;
20.
'Lbs Angeles;-'.
Sec^ndserieaof oneracters goes onf |n hiS contempt ffor :publishers and '-.PTav In' two U'arts (tl scWes)- y -Rdhert studios to submit ideas,on .What they
Pre- Wanted. - Pooled specifications innnd- •GemlA Burtnett.
Wednesday hight (28) for two nights colieagttes'. And. drunk, wild*eyed;i -Pay-ne'^ WhitePasadena,Community play- cluded:
/by,".
\and third starts Friday night. (30);! tearing into :a gathering bfv. society sented
GUnior Brown, superhouse; Oct!, CO;'
;1. .Cookin'
Suggestions,» with
al^o for two
iRhts.\ In> New Yorkj folic,' insulting' those, .•whq - disap-i vlslt*ir director; Th'ojrias: .Brown -Henry,
s.
/:,there. -Willis be three-day- interludesi pro:ve of «is .--work; and demanding 'director Philips Van Dybe.-* ne.llstROt- diret;- tailed recipes, available : by;\mail.;;
Fred
.2.'
Money... and time*s*aying. bints.
ibetweeh. thfe opehings but,; after the that. an";editbr -kiil: an ;aT.ticie calling torj- Willis Knighton;, art. director;
:"
fecrihlcnl
director.
C. Huxlejv
3.
Government homemakihg ma'three > premieres; ; play$- will
be' attention to his poverty: Therrr after Martin
... .Robert Gillette
'•'
.'.".
V
his" wife -died; making a lecture tour,! Jessfei
*rotated:Slghtly^
Jbh'e Shftfer terial.
Free: booklets, on home info..
;•,'.-;•. ?.
.4.
;
Second :: ight program will
:v. ..Ccorsc J.yrin
-laying, his. heart, at the- feet :of..his- .Jim Darrel'.
.Ras.rpusen
•5.
Elmer.
.HaecTa.Department
....
^.Frp
for
young
..s,
nk
mothers."sist of *W^e Are Dancing,' "comedy in ftrst love and -stalking out because
ITtiomas Browne Henry
Bill Herr'lrlr
'»,.
D'
.tinguished
:
gues"ter.
oncer
» two scenes; 'Fumed Oak,; 'unnleasantf she. has listened
to gossip about his R^v. "foult^-;..,
..Ovnl Wylle
<
>
;comedy.' in -^twb scenes, and 'Shadow drinking. And, finally, brought into Lyte-' Dela ioi\
Povvell Berrien weekly.
"
No recorded music.
7.
Roger Joseph
/; ...
* .....
.Play;'
'olay with music' in one a Baltimore hospital, stark-mad. and Jos ;
."V;.
.Patsy- Challgren
.8.
Informal delivery abd
SQene, Third program Will be. made* dying,', while he. jabbers' exquisite' Martha Krupman.
;..'.
.VUteuie Berry sibnal .humor.
Relman. ..Ton'ef...
,up of ^Ways and Means,' comedy irii lihes from his poetry.
Wllllflm Clarke
Evei'sw'v Lgwlsi
'.two scenes; 'Still Life,' play ''
..;.':• / Robert JOnes
flye
-But; establishing one. character, no Raymord Wells
.:
.Ann -Peek
Ellse Hen-lei:..'...:. ..';.'.
Brides
jane :G6lden
-LiicUle Raner.:
Indianapolis,^
.-,
Hlr'ern Mrv.ni
v . . .Toxeph' StansillWIRE,
ianapolis,
sends the
.Dana Andrews
fiam' Krissel. .-.'.-.
;..'.. Foy V.iti' Dplson
Bi: the;- Cainoron-.
Wol fra m Von- ,-Boclt types. While: the editor, is humanly
Rnhbl' VVnu rstejri
We«ley Meredith
Jack pycr
f

,

1

-

,

Buffalo.

'

.

:

1

..

•

The Clock Unjlnxed

.

''

'

;

.

nor minimizing his -faults.
Harry jBllerbe as. Tesman, husbanc
Through selecting, appropriate situa? of Hedda; is consistently convincing
tions from the- wealth :of available as
a good-^hearted, naive young
biographical and literary material^ scholar who.'" never quite knows
'Peppers' 'puts Coward and Miss
justifies her cpnceptiop.- And,, what it's all abput. McKay Morris
Ij^wren^ itt front of a street drop sheplacingby
in his mouth words which as Judge Brack, whb dbes ltndw the
».for a slap-stick vaude act i
which
convincing, but
.both/ hoof find sing, through' two her himself .wrote?- she; offers; him ropes,, is sometimes
(probably,
i tu>ns.;
Between- turns they rip off a as; one of .the most unforgettable' his- over-slow- delivery
:

thus' making .it hard for many Kids:
to get cone if not club member.

.Timing lils programs to .finish' pn
Thaddeiis Kosciuszko. Monument is
the gift of Polish citizens of the. Mo- the button is one thing that never,
hawk Valley and ,the Capital pis-' worries Ralph' Hubbell,
sports spieler. He has what is ap-.
trict.
proximately a 15-minute shot nightly, but, can quit'after "^eyen or eight
Student Interest
minutes .when' sports news is sparse
San. Francisco.
or carry 6n for 20 or. 25 minutes
Motorized billboard, With 24 sheets when: there are many matters to'
sides
and
loudspeaker
on' bothT
/
chatter oh. Odd time li^ft, when he,
•equipment, is the. newest wrinkle' in finishes is. taken up by transcribed
merchandising a program at KSFO. dinner music.
-.Truck, cruises around schools -dur*
Idea is that of 'station owner, Roy
ing recess periods, -and after school Albertson. Albertson used to be a
hours tfnd also circles; playgrounds; newspaperman, knows hOw .news
attention'
the
to
calling*,
-Jack, 'Arm? varies,
and figures an interesting
strong serial aired': for ,Wh£aties five eight minutes is better than
a dull
days a week via .the-- disc; routei fifteen. Program is, sustained which
Traveling billboard -is first pf its kind makes it easy to get. away with elas^'
to be used by a lbdal radio ;station,
tic policy.
according to Philr Lasky, manager,
< Program is also 'being^plugged- in
The Color of the City
short trailer, screened at the Para- '.-'.".

-

ing, neither glorifying -his

.tional triangles,
Coward; as , the
^suicidal doctor,.{aiid Joyce Carey as
-the clearrmmded, intelligent wife,
carry. /off the fop honors."
:

:

"Polish

.

.

.

.

'

.

'.role

,

:

.

jiisual.' writing

;

.

,

.

•;

,

-

'

charmingly.

'

.

orris

.

through

,

1

•'

,

and forth leads to. discussion by two
of value- and necessity, of riding on
Flip talk- and clever
good tires.
make program local dial-do.

dialog

.

.

,

driver's seat of car.
/
,
-Much. human interest, banter back:

.

Eliot Cabot

.

the

'

Sits

,

Nazlmova

Viola -Fray ne

Elvfltea.

Mrs-.

.

meanest woman; and on this phase
alone rest all -hopes for a satisfactory box-office pull.
It will be
est,
most-poigriant, .ntost-discussed must for Ibsen??students and admirtragedies jbf modern times—and it ers, and will afford a thoroughly sat'
isfactory but sombre evening for -lot
lets it slip: through its fingers as sen
lowers of Nazimova. From outside
sationdl melodrama.
Play glimpses the, heights, but those circles it" will probably draw
little, or no extra money.
never scales them. .'It uncovers the.
It. is
.rich theatrical experience
debths, but never, plumbs' them'. It
to. witness the skillful sculpture ol
points a finger at greatness, but sadistic, selfish
-Hedda in the expert
never touches it. At times, it -holds hands of Nazimova,- whose every
.its
audience, but because of the head toss, shrug or gesture articu-story, not the 'telling.
lates much that adds to the finished
On Playwright Sophie Tread well's product. A red- wig and eye-catcb
side of the. ledger, rhowever, it must ing; gowns sHould inttigue " the la
be admitted that she has- allowed dies;' and. it is presumed that more
Poe. to stand -forth^as a human be
women than rneh will seek out- this

•

walks

.

-

'

Coward

to the genius that

gar Allan Poe and the .actoK that;
is Henry. Hull,
producer Arthur
Hopkins has a new play. But lieither
Mr. Poe hor Mr.' Hull; nor both of
them together in a very excellent
combination, can lift their vehicle to
tophptcK entertainment for,, without
being too severe oh an author who
obviously. -was sincere in her effort,
'Plumes in the Dust' is too aptly
titled.
It grasps one of the great

•

.

.

Thahks

.

First three -of Coward's nine bneact plays-clicked- here tonight and
'.(should prove diverting anywhere.
First and third are -comedies, the second a heavy triangular drama. All
•differ sharply in tenon As a whole
it's a delightful evening, with hardly
•fa lapse in suspense.
'Sea'provides Miss Lawrence ..with
xjthe role, of a gushing lady who' confuses the guests of the; evening with
[another couple she- met on a round•world trip.
Comedy is definitely
^er forte. Development of this situation in typical English drawingroom chit-chat launches the series
..

ova.-

.

.Joyce. Carey

'-

;

Nazi

,

•

.

Julia-. Tesman

Fremont

Julia

stai'rlng

Colonial 'theatre, --Boston,
Setting StewarJ, Chaney;
. ....
Blnghum
. . i. .Leslie
Grace. Mlll$
Bertha
... .. . .... 4
EU'erbe
George -Tesman .
. .•. ... Harry
at

*80.

id,.

Webb

.-Alan'

by and

directed

.

..Bernard Klsnor

'-:

supposedly

Lineberger

..

Tragedy. In tout acts, .by Henrlk

.-

.-

.

Anthony'. Pellasler
«....« .

;

ihappily. v

..

.

.'

-

.->--:-.-

'

Boston, Oct.

i

liert

•Mabe,l .Grace ,,>..'...,
::
'Oj.y -.-

WSOC's

;

.

.

called -Diamond 'Driver'
aired for local tire store, Chief Announcer, Bill Bivens takes part of
hitch-hiker while Announcer Eber

program

-

WSQC

(NAZIMDVA)

'

.

-

XMrse.

:

.

Bentley...
Mr, Edwards..

.'

An Attendant.
Dr.

•

:;•;..'!•

*

.

.

Greenville. S. C.

.

sisting as editor.-

HEDDA GABLER

. ;

. . .

.

sports editor, to

.

.

,

j.

Noel Coward

.....

. . ,

.

'.Gertrude .Law'rdhce

WMCA

tint here by :two WFBC
charge of the stanza, with
Emanuel Denby, high school lad; as- itoiincers believed to be original,

,

.

.

(Play in Si$ Scenes)

Idea for Tire Co.

liberally*

Janis,

Irtnday Stunt
- Charlotte, N. p.
third annicelebrated i
witn a half-hour show espeWoodman Thbiripson, who, like Mr versary
cially,
designed
for
the occasion by
Poe £tnd Mr. Hull, deserves a better
dramatizaa
Norris.
Included
Paulexcuse- for hirf talents, is, responsible
of a typical day at the station,
for the. appropriate and excellently tion
This was a quick blending of all
Craig.
r"
conceived-, sets.
the theme songs on the station,: local
and national with just a word to ac-

.

. . .-. . .

Moncure 'Harrison.

10:19-10:30. a.

'

'

.

•:• .

Barbara Fabcr*

Hal
be

-

Monday through Friday,
m. New twist, with
wives pf today and yesterday, coii-v
tributing to the material used, and
appearing on the broadcasts.
Sue Short came here with this
show from Chicago.
weekly,

'

interwoven

.

.

, ,

.

.

yoiuig brides to school- under the
ferrule of Sufc , Shorty five days

-

,

,

.

Ho,k Clare Wedderburn. .Jpah Swlnstead
Major Gpsllnei •••
..... Anthony Pellsslcr
.

t

. . ;

Webb

..... .Alan;

; :i

,

....

.

.

.Edward Underdowri
.Joyce Carey

Wadhurst....
Wadhurst,

Mr. Bnrnham

;
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.

Mi's.

•Mr,

THE DUST

IN

•

(Comedy in One Scene}
Walters

•

.

ten

-Cowai-il ami Gertrudev Lawrence; sonps-by.
.'Coward:- presented by John C. ;Wllsph at"
Colonial.- Boston, Oct, 20, '30; Bettings,
•:..'•
G. E t jJalthiop.

•

^

(Continued from page 42)
School News.' In each?of the ctty*a
44 high schools ope or more reporters
Will be hired among the students at
$1 a week, Tyro snoopers are supposed to send, in sports results, news
of meetings, debates, etc., report accidents, and give info- on sucfr headline occurrences, a^ student strikes;.
Publicity for the schools is to be

the unhappy
genius lie was, MissiTreadwell has
neglected to give .-her portrait a
frame;
Coward and Mis^ Lawrence are in
»occasional
Play, for all
all nine plays.
Fox.
makes, is sli»V, episodic and gloomy.
Its characters, other than. Poe, are
Unconvincing; its /.lines* except for
those borrowed from Poe, >are flat.
> Henry Hull delivers a performance
Washington; "Oct. -27;
X)iama In three acts', (six scenes) by that is little short of heroic—mak.Sophie Tread well; presented
by Arthur ing the -rafters ring with the words
tifopklns; stars Henry Hull; staged by Arthur Tjtopklns; setsi Wogdir(an Thompson; that, are Ppe's.and battling unflinchat ;NatJonal, Washington, Oct;, SO,. ,'Sfl,.
ingly when- he is left to himself attd
Mrs'-: Pi-nnces: Allan. »...-.Fredrlca Slerti.onB
the author. Rest of the cast—With
Miranda. -;\ v.-,;Y. .'» ,v. i .Laura. Bowman
exception of Mary Morris as the
TJzzle. ....... ....
.Artie Belle McGJnty the
.
John Allan.;. ........... .Ctiarles Kennedy aunt and; Charles Kennedy as the
Rosalie Poe.
.Barbara Fulton foster-father—is seldom more than
;^
.
Edgar Allan Poe.
...
.Henry- Hull adequate ahd frequently less.
and.- 'family Album,' 'comedy
of; manners to music* in one' scene.

scenes

8:30

.

eagerness to portray 'the sensitive-

make Edgar Allan Poe

TONIGHT AT

.

.

matter how impressively, does not
make a complete drama. In her

Tom
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.'Detroit.

'v

Novel on-the-spot airings.are being

made

-an ..almost
"'

-

daily

occurrence

WJR.

oyer

With

Duncan Moore and John

Eccles ^handling, recent 15-minute
broadcasts ha v e emanated: from
ourtroom, where husband was pleading for his. life in Wife slaying; from

Woodward Avenue, where
pitchmen, barked their wares; and
from other out-of-the-way spots, Air-

JOwer

ings are not announced, beforehand,
Moore-Eccles, duo participate
Only in opening and closing.

and
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Philip
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\Brow
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1
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Van Dyke drawn and others fall within prbbaButters bilitjr- they might be: better set off if

first

li»

.

franMli;

iiritit

and foremost lnDramatic -and

atltutidh for

jSxpresslonal Training. The instrucUbn fur ntshes'the essential preparation for Directing
and Teaching at well
for
Acting.
15
Wi

m

.

.-'.Horatio

surrounded by

few more normal

Once again those madcap and people.
colorful (so they say) cynics,, news?
the play., the^authbrs .try
, Early in
Dapermen.; are tossed upon, the stage. to show the. frustration: of living'Deadline,' by Robert Payne White dead newspapermen. Attempt, howand Cerald Burtnett, oddly enough ever; falls flat. : Audience is inclined
newspapermen themselves, is the to -look upon these scenes as comlatest reflection-on the exploited, but edy.
truly\hoble, characters -of, the -.fourth
Thomas Browne Henry turns in
'
Estate;-"''
an .outstanding performance as' the
Bill
editor of a. Sunday, Sunday editor;
His portrayal reis is b^iled as a new twist)
sembles the play in that he finds it
paper
continues, through 10 years of mar- difficult to get: going. Starting With
ried life, to play around, -;He also the. last two scenes in the first part,
continues to be married, and love his Henry gets rplling and, from there
wife while philandering. Action is on, is exceptional. Though she plays
hung Oh this theme,
entirely behind a scrim, Ann Peek;
Playwrights, have escaped from the as the editor's, wife, gives an, intellidullness of a threadbare, and flimsy- gent and natural interpretation. She
triangle, by placing it second to the has. an exceptional voice, full, pleaSr
moving picture, of. newspaper life. ing and sensitive. George Lynn,

Room

247, Crtrnegle Hull, N. Y.

-

•

:

,

.

'"

'

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

.

By power and .action of, -setting, and.
approach of -deadline, the pace is
maintained. Chief fault of construction lies in an early climax. At the
end of the first part" when a daffy
evangelist .enters the editorial, room
to blow up the staff, the. action picks
up and is sustained.
Characters are all caricatured
.

,

Frank Rasmusen

-Patsy , Chall-

..

gren stand out in iarge

'cast.

'Deadline' would make a far better picture than it does a play; This
in spite of the; fact that .the. Pasadena' .Playhouse: gives it an exceptional production.
Thomas Browne Henr.v -directed in
addition to playing the lead..

'

CHILDREN BOARDED
Teaelier - would, ll Ue. severallovely Dutches'* doiinty -honi<».
Box 40, Turleiy, I'

.
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Week After General Motors

Yeah-Man!

Broadcast

;

Mai
Lotte

recital

.

week was

last

Lehmann s on Saturday
Town Hall, N. Y.,
?

50 Cent Rental for Ear
Aids at Town Hall,N, Y.

night

doing
around $2,500. Platform appearance
came a week after her. General Mofrom
Carnegie Hall.
tors' broadcast
Besides 'standee biz, rextra seats were
provided oh .the .stage' Metropolitan
Bureau
handled.
Presehted
Musical
ai a $2.75 top.
On Sunday afternoon (25) John
was:
Thomas.
the
first of a
Chafes
series of c o ri cert, artists under
Charles X. Wagner banner to appear
He did hear
at the same spot.
In

(24)

,Town Hall, N. Y., has a flock of
newly installed with special
hearing equipment renting Out at
50 cents a performance. .The limseats

A

.

se^ts

these,

,

capacity at aroUhd $2ipdb.
top for this program also.

'

located

*

Cleveland

the or-

was

critic
is

convinced

really 'tough,'

League
Political
Education
which also operates here rents out

:

.

Music

around

pii

a-.ni.'

lectures.

Reservations are made at the
per usual.

$2.75

Series

An

Draws

:

dowment

Entire balcony and DeBasil Ballet Russe which opens
Thursday (29) at the Metrbp olitan
$3.75 there is a
Opera, N. Y.
vodka luncheon in the foyer restaurant at' the opera house; a talk by
Irving Deakin of Warner Brothers*
story department; a performance of
the stage, then
three ballets
zip
30; Elisabeth Rethberg and
visit behind the- wings. All get a
Pinza,. Dec. 16; Marian Anderson, chance to shake hands:
Jan.\
Igor Stravinsky and Samuel
Deaki
On top of this one
Pushkin, Jan. 27; Kirsten Flagstad, books, 'To the Ballet' will be tossed
Nimura and Lisan Kay, Feb. in^ Leading dancers, Massine, BarFeb.
17, and Myra Hess, March 10.
onova, Toymanova, Riabouchlnska,
Hall scats 1,500. Individual tickets Danilbva, Lichi
and Shabel^vsky
go at $3 top.
are to preside at the noon-time reseries.

orchestra

seats sold out for
Remaining
$14.
center orchestra priced at $17.50 and
$20. Figures are up $1,000 over last
year.
Artists
appear "
:
Jascha
Heifetz. Npv. 11; Don Cossacks, Nov.

side

$10.50

$8,

.

.

.

and

.

;

'

;

:

holes not too closely set together, but
covering the entire area. Back of
this was an endless band of tracing
cloth painted in black stripes about
one inch wide and spaced
inch
apart Band was large enough to
pass behind a strong light source.
Run at speed, the black- stripes cut

•

-

COMPOSER, NOT ARTIST,
is
subscription, season
practically sold out for the 14th anthe San Francisco
nual, season
ich opens here Friopera Assn.,

Regular

NEW FRIENDS PLUG

GETS
New

Friends

of

Music,

Inc.,, of

which Ira A. Hirschmann, vieeday, Oct. 30.
Briina Castagna,. Charlotte" Boer- president of Saks-Fifth Ave. is angel
is year is .trywill be heard at Town Hall, N.
Vanria
Gina
and
ner
giving, a twinkling effect. Mostly a
ing out something different in its
one r timer, but can be made a sort here for the first time. Among the
men who ill make their first ap- advance campaign, Instead of plugof trade mark.
Dressing tip figures on a one sheet pearance in Sah Francisco Opera. arj ging headline artists,: the music they
in cloth or paper garments is a good Charles Kullmanri, Carlo Morelli, play gets top billing.
New series starts Nov.. 8 for 16
bet, but where cloth is used it should Perry. Askam and 'Norman Cordon.,
hot be fastened too smoothly. RumThose who will be heard again •Sundays, presenting Beethoven arid
pling it up will give a more lifelike
with the local company are Elisa- Brahms at 5:30 p.m. EST. Sixteen
«ffect A thick, shellac is better than
programs
sell at $15.40 top.
So far
Lehmann,
Lotte
Rethberg,
glue for this work, since it Will dry beth
the balcony is sold out Varying
quickly and still permit reasonable Kathryh Meisle, Dorothee Manski
and Doris Doe, arid among the men. scale for certain parts-!! Of the house
handling after the cloth is applied.
as
such
$8.25 and $4.40 seats have
In applying flitter wait until the Giovanni Martinelli, Lauritz Melmedium becomes so dry that the flit- chior, Lawrence Tibbett, Ezio Pinza, also gone.
ter will not sink in. Otherwise the Hans Clemens,
Fxiedrich Schorr,
metallic will become coated and Ludovico Olivierp, Arnold- Gabor,
dulled.
Agencies-r—Sponsors
Louis D'Arigelo and Alfredo Ganoft

'

the

light

from thejpunched

.

.

;

.

'IScheherazade,' 'Swan Lake' and
'Beau Danube' have been selected,
for the matinee performance. EveryGerald
thing is by reservations.
Goode is handling for Hurokv
.

.

:

GRETE STUECKGQLD TO

holes,

,-

.

;

.

$8,000 Nest-Egg

:

opening production of "Tanhhauser/
forced postponement of one day and

'

Louis;
coffers,

its

repre-

of
season
tickets made during 10-day drivfe by
women's committee, 57th season of
St Louis Symphony; Orchestra gets
under, way Friday (30) and. Saturday (31), with Vladimir Golschmann
wielding baton for sixth consecutive
,

sale

.

Toy Matinees
Toy matinees to get gifts

New members

of the Ork are Os-

Zimmerman of Philadelphia
Symph Ork; Edward Murphy, Los

car G.

'

.

Angeles Philharmonic Ork and Samuel KraUs from National'Symph Ork
in Washington,

Portland Proimting
•Portland,,

.

Ore, Oct. 27.

Tunimi

ia,

.

,

,,

-

;

.

'

trade.

'dates.;.

In spots where it is -possible, the
toy mat-should be made co-operative,
with .all theatres holding their performances about the same time and
turning into a common stock. Assures better press results.

Columbia Concerts handli

Unit Review

.

Playing Safe
Paramount Newport used a new
bubble .gun to launch a new serial.
Playing safe, Harry Brown,' Jr., gave
them out as the children made their
exit.

Gun

is tied in

to aviation.

package, and serial was
Great Air Mystery.'
the

«>n

The

^Pansy

'for

Europe

ihcinhati,

Oct

27.

Florence Mayo and Pansy the
Horse, closing a week's engagement
Wednesday (28) at the Hotel Gibson,
with Heebie Kay's band, are going
abroad via Music Corp. of America.
Open at -the Paramount, Paris, Nov.'
19 for a 'fortnight .and at the Grosvernor House, London, Dec 5. for six
weeks. Act will then move back to
'

.

.

.

;

the Continent.

KayV band
at the Gibson

conoludes two weeks

Nov.

.

.

,

:

'

.

•

•

C«ne

series of 26 spot

New

Agency

.

GaHo

in Cki

'

BarbirOlli,

,

.

,

.

.

,

.-.v

.

.

20.

charge.

Set through Frances Hawkins office.

Thomas Big

'

.

Forttme

placing

announcements for

York's Plaza Hotel,
Fortune Gallor back ..from a vaca*
dark-horse
tion in Cuba, has gone to Chicago
Charles .rCaward-- quits as Radio. for a brief' period with the San
ductor for the Philharmonic, N.
.,
arrived Tuesday (27) for season Director of Moss-Chase, Buffalo, to Carlo troupe. He returns east next
which opens Nov. in Carnegie Hall. form radio staff of Ralph H. Jones week.
Company.
Arthur Judson bureau handling.
Impresario is
mulling the
Conductor is 37 years old, one of
idea: Of a Broadway
it for thi
the youngest to baton here, and
Lava soap, through Blackett- season.
comes from Scottish and Leeds Sym- Sample-Hummert, renewing onephonies of. Great Britain. -Arthur. minute announcement, 10-a-week for
Rodzinski, Igor Stravinsky, Georges 10. weeks.
Julien Bryan Back
Enescb arid Carlos Chavez follow
Julien Bryan, who has been makhim at Carnegie-.
ith radio is increasing its announcement schedule through H. W. ing fSnts in the Orient for March
Kastor, Chicago. Buying right down of Time, arrived in New* York Oct.
27 from France.
He will begin a
Kreisler 99% Sellout
to lob-watters now.
coast-tb- coast lecture tour out of
Baltimore,
Waiiam Feakin's office.
ravy ouster passing
sOme
Local coneert season started last
Opens at the Academy of Music,
singleton announcemehts as a test.
Thursday (22) with Fritz Kreisler Through Samuel Croot, New York. Philadelphia, on Nov. 2. New York
At $2.75 top,
session at the Lyric.
appearance will be at Town Hall,
gross-'''^bettered $4;100, the iJOO-seat
* Baynolds (paints)- will under th£ auspices of the -League
house going clean with exception of
use spot next year, probably in the for Political Education, on Dec. 5.
scattered 'seats along ridge of balform; of ftye-minute shows. Camcony and few chairs in the boxes.
paign^ however, won't be on tap unKreisler, who annually makes one
Martha Graham's H. Y. Bates,
til about March 15 when the paint
appearance here, always approxiseason opens anew. J. Stirling GetMartha Graham .has two recitals
mates sellouts.
chell, New York, currently making
booked for the Guild Theatre, N. Y*.
up lists. C. I loyd. Williams is , in on Dec. 13 and

John

'

,

New Head

&

Aadrew

BarbirolK Arrives

the gals.
terp bit
'Bamboola,'
leaning;, to the nude side and featurBrown used .'a kiss from Robert
ing MJle. Lorraine, is a tepid affair,
Taylor' gag for 'Private Number.'
which rated no hand.
Second time around for the No- Given to women only, -through street
distribution.
Also used was a threevelle Bros, is a bird call which lasts
the lobby carrying
for five minutes and wallops over. sheet board i
Les Curries 'again, in step to 'Blue some of. the numerous mag stories
Promoted the mags on
Prelude,* and a repeat by Weber; on Taylor.
who sings 'Brother, Can You Spare the argument t the girls .would see
a Dime' from 'Americana.' 'March the stories and want copies' of their
v' ,;'
of the Musketeers,' with the. girls own.
Somewhat similar idea was used
Roland Hayes In
togged in snare drums, forms the
nucleus for the finale with every- for advance on .'Missing Girls,' with
Francisco,
headlines from the Boston papers on
body out Show runs 66 minutes.
plarid Hayes will be heard in twoCostumes and scenery are first a couple of .murder mysteries.
the
San Frariciscb .Bay
recitals
class.
a
few
Show has bean hitting
area withi the next fortnight. His
rough dates out here arid playing
Pcul Louis' Coast Trip
small spots for midnight shows .only.
first concert will be in Berkeley i t
On the staff besides Boila, the proPaul Louis, handling pix; and radio the University of California gymnaducer, 'is Frank Polhemius, stage contracts for;
Columbia Concerts sium for; men Sunday afternoon,
manager, and Claude Lon?, who is
Nov. 22.
directly.
out ahead. Sam Roberts; of Chicago, goes to the Coast agai ,
Hayes will appear at the War MeHe'll
the screen tests for
supervise
.has a piece of it.
Biz very good
lexer morial Opera House in San Francisthough prices were up to 40c, 15c. the concert headli
co Thursday evening, Dec. 10.
on air deals.
above normaL
Barn.
.

i

Worcester, Oct 27,
Rosa Ppnselle inaugurated th&
WEBB.. Baitlmore> tonight (Wed.) Worcester Civic Association's sevstarts thrice-weekly evening series enth season last week with concert
of quarter-hour broadcasts- for Coni- in Municipal Auditorium.
Others to -appear during cursolidated Gas
Elec. Co^ Maryland
utility firm. Raymond Tompkins will rent; season, are: De Basil Ballet
prepiare and spiel programs, tagged Russe, Nov. 20;; Don Cossacks, Dec.
'Light on the Subject'
Set for 26 11; Poldi Mihfaier.. pianist, and Raya.
Garbpusova, 'cellist Jan. 11; Laurite!
weeks.
Melchoir, Feb. 23; Nelson Eddy,,
WCrST, Atfauita, has loaned pan March fl, and Boston Symphony,
Hornsby r its announcer-publicity April 14;
jftey. Dt* Thomas S. Roy, presiman, to Oldsmobile. He will make
the Southeastern zone swing with dent of the organization smce its
Olds- officials -amf act -as m. c. dur- founding, was succeeded at the Poning the introduction of the new mod- selle concert as head- of the associaels at Charlotte, >I. C; Jacksonville, tion by' W. Karl Lations.
Fla^ and Atlanta.
'

,

1

f

Worcc*ter

•

"

(Continued from page 51)
igh spot and hie only .does half the
act, leaving something to taper off
the show with later.; A specialty by:
the band; with Dorothy Wodlf singing 'Until the Real Thing Comes
Along,' which is a good band showoff,' and then a modernistic bit by all

Boris Goidowsky handling chorus
from Singers' Club; Mary Elizabeth
Gleasdn directing ballet. Wagnerian
piece being sung in German, with
settings by Richard Rychteri

:

.

.

.

socialite-localities.

"...

Ellison- White bureau reports an
Increase .of nearly 200% in advance
reservatioris. for its concert series. this job is laid off. to the manual
These total around 3,000, which is training department of the schools,
close to capacity of the Civic 'Audi- but in others the firemen are glad to
torium. That probably predicts the help out, having time on their haiids.
biggest season in the burg's concert Some managers, with plenty of room,
get the older boys and girls- to work
"history.
in a theatre workshop while in other
Lineup from
is agency includes
the children are asked to
Don Cossack Chorus, Fritz Kreisler, campaigns
bring the toys already repaired.
.Roland Hayes, Nelson Eddy, Vienna
Contact should be niade with,
Choir Boys and Riehard' Crooks.
stores .for bits, of fabric, .for doll
dresses and with .paint and hardware
stores for paints and small hardware..
John MartinY Annual
If possible a competent person should
John Martin, dance critic on the be promoted to ..put new faces -on
New York Times, airs over NBC on weather-beaten dolls. All of which
Oct.
29
from; the Metropolitan makes plenty of talk and helps the
Opera, rT. Y. t describing the Debasil gag along.
One handyman last year made such
Ballet Russe.
Milton Cross will
a good job on restorations that he
handle announcing.
Martin does this yearly for the S. developed quite a business as a toy
repairer through the year.. Started
Hurok office. 'Broadcast is at 8:30
when a small boy made his ^mother
p. m. EST.
buy a wagon back because it looked
so much better.
A new wheel, a
Lncrezia, Bori for Ford
shaft and a new paint job turned the
Lucrezi Bori sings on Ford hour trick.
After that other kids deover CBS oh Nov. 8. Diva may cbn- manded service. Man will be on the
certize. latter on With a few scattered job again this year to build up his

ch?hit

Friday and Saturday (30, '31) as
symphony's conductor. Three othetartists to be giiest soloists;
Chase Baromeo, Richard Bonelli*
Margaret Halstead, with Marie Sunmelink and Edward Kane as chief

Met

Resi

for poor

'

.

,

Artur Rodzinski is raising curtain
on local' opera season this coming

Josephine
are
artists
(Continued from page 36)
Qlga Callahan, Bernice
children are due any time between GlandO, 'Esther Green, Eva Gruni ~
now and a week before Christmas, ger, Jean Merrill, Mari Monte, Mar- home economics stanzas. Data is for
but the earlier they are started the garet O'Dea, John Howell, Gwynfi a potential campaign skedded for the
better the results, and in most i - Jones, Oliver Jones, Roy Russell and first of next year. Tissue account is
stances the week. after Thanksgiving
one of the few -of its category to' atLawrence Sherrill.
is .none too soon.
It is generally
Mozart's 'Marriage of Figaro' will tempt radio, and has had spot. pro-,
necessary to furbish up the toys, and
grams during the past couple of
time
by
this
for
first
the
be
given
this takes time, so it is advisable to
company. Of the four Wagner op- years.
get the donations in early.
Method of handling the gifts varies, eras scheduled three will be of the
Ptymeutli Meters will issue a tranbut some arrangement, should be "Ring' cycle. The season will open
J.
Stirling
niade to restore, so far as possible, with Rethberg and Martinelli in 'La scription job soon.
the broken toys. In some sections Juive.'
Getchell handles the account

season.

Met

of

Stueickgold

Op^ra was hurried."
for her.

:

dolfi.

Girete

finally

.

:

27r

Cleveland,

Illness of Marjorie Lawrence in;
Paris, scheduled for lead role of
Elizabeth in ..Cleveland Orchestra's

,

With $8,000' in
senting ..advance

%

past..

(Continued from page 19)

was a metal sheet punched with

%

.

:

Afternoon with the Ballet'
a. stunt concocted for N. Y.

f

label of

$1,008 Better Than Last fe balletomanes- on Election Day, Nov. 3,
Heavy advance for Town Hall En- by S. Hurok's office to boost his

;

pearance for Philadelphia orchestra
With Fritz Kreisler as soloist on
Tuesday (20) Was a heavy draw.
Same contingent comes back directly
with Leopold- Stokowski batoning.
a sellThis date is expected to
appear-,
put. Philjy group has
ances slated here this
Pietr'o Yon, organist, played Wednesday (21) under Richard Copley
management. This was at $1.10 top.;
NBC Artists Service presented
Fairbanks at the Guild on
Letiti
Sunday night, (25): but got a slim
house. Character sketches labeled
'Wives of -American Presidents' inWashington and
IVIartha
cluded
Mary Todd Li

St. Louis'

Town i&U

Introductions and a Matinee

.

b.o.

Two -attractions at Carnegie (2,760
seats) .^got good houses. First ap-

'

A Few

.

a seasonal basis at

These are

$5.

59

For $3.75 Ballet Fans GetLundaBook,

Cleveland, Oct 27.
chilliCleveland's supposed
ness on applause received confirmation when a local music
critic took the trouble to travel
with the Cleveland Orchestra
to Oberlin, Ohio.
Duplicating a program previously given to lukewarm respond in Cleveland the orchesti
received thunderous reception and demands for encores.
.

.

ited number
chestra.

VARIETY

in Cleveland

Cleveland, Oct. 27.

John Charles Thomas, radi

arid

Philharmonic's

New

Cellos.

concert baritone,
New faces in personnel pi. Phil*
clicked
as
he
opened popular-priced concert series harmonic, N. Y., include: Joseph
in Cleveland's Public Hall last Sun- Schuster, Corneli
Van Vliet and
.

day afternoon. Baritone drew close Benjamin Schlpssberg,
.

to 4,000.

He

everything from
clasics to 'Home on the Range.'
offered

all

section.

the

Season
Nov. 5, at

'

cell^
'r

'95th)
Carriefgie

opens

Halt

Thursday

'

'

pft

C H A T T£

to Califor-

ia.',-

,

.v'

.

crutches.
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.

.

.

|

.

^

•
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.

,
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New

Year's holidays rather than
BerEn
spend them in Hollywood this year.
Jack Bobbins will alternate his
N. Y. headquarters at either Feist or
Robbins on each eastern trip. CurV
rently esconced at Feist's, of which
H
he's also the head. Next time he'll
headquarter at the firm bearing his
.the 'Maryland hotel.
"
name.
the
joined
has
Martin Jjohoek
1,
...v,
Paul Schwegler picked up Tay
Gaorge V/oIte" Office.
Elks riub r LCqorated Tom CahilTs Garnett's yacht, the Athene, in
Mi a mj. and thence to the Coast with
elks. head.
place wi Hi
#immy- D wycr celebrated his it, after its Tound-therworld trip,
The Garnetts docked in London and
birthday all of last' week;
Major Joseph: \Poriovan in from came over quick for his. 20th Cen
,
tury deal.
the Coast -for a home town visit;,
George (Sully) Sullivan says he
Six-day bike, grind dated N.ovember 29 at Madron Square Garden. can't remember, hoW; long he. has
Albert Johnson, back from Texas, been put of a job arid estimates it is
has -taken ah; apartment .on Hhe east either eight, seven, or nine years.
Thinks that's funny. He used to be
side.
'Maedchenpensionat" (Girls' Dorbf ' E. Ray- Gbetz'
Goor
Kuttin opening his cwn
mitory') (Bavaria) current in 25
:"»;..'
agency; with Joseph Nadei as asso- shows.
„
n
:
After five years as the Hollywood local houses.
ciat
[
Alcazar Hamburg," internationally
Joseph Ryle: handling p>; chores restaurant p,a\, Mack Millar, arid the
to
on Eiysee. Also fdr Beaux\ Arts; fcaU n^agement tiffed on expenses in known ihitpry, changed its? name;
1 connection with ^tbe Ziegfeld Girls 'Allotria' following those Spanish
in pec.
irorn the Coast. As'rer events.
It's open, house ior feltow^
Charlie Rivel back from South
in Ted Healy's four-roorh layout at suit, Dorothy Gulman, -Harry Bich"
'.'V.man protegee, is now p;a;'ing in Mjl- America': with his. unit show, stating
the-Astor.
business was bad in Buenos Aires,
Ben Stein again suffering with|lar's spot,
'; •'
but good in Rip,.
foot jn which shrapnel particles are
Lois & Jean Sterner in from Ham*
embedded.
their
first Berlin date; six
for
burg
actor-director,
Elliott
Nugent.
weeks at the Scala after, two weeks
came: in from Europe- yesterday
at the Ufa Palace.
(Tuesday )~
v"
By Eric
State actor Giistaf Gruendgens to
y/JLew Lipton back to the Coast, after
give, a number of guest plays at the
arranging for .a new Broadway play
,
.
...
oxing biz /just about on the bust Deutsche Volks- theatre, in Vienna
production.
next
Jijriuary and February,.
Hassard §hort .may des^
Olviedo Perez .fell from his wire at
Detroit, something
Police are. forcing
photogshow exhibit:
N
the Hansa. Hamburg and had to be
new fpr.hirii.
raphers off the streets.
Daniel R. Matte lias^ joined the
,CharJes \ Munrd is still planning removed to a" hospital, repprted_suf'
fering from internal injuries.
Public relations staff of the' N. Y. Uew theatre spots in the nahes.
Emil JannirigS'dickering with local
Worlds *;air.:. : j
.1
John Kerinebeck getting ready to film ,<:orapanies.;for a- screen
version
Jack tArnold,^;Afnerican singer ;°ai open
the
Paramount
Converitidri next
'
6f Bratt's drama. 'Dei Herrscher'!
Scheherazade,. Paris, held over
"""
month""
"
X'Th"& JRuier'); PFA feporteii highest
Pt
9
taketfup
yacht
hag
D?ve ^ameVft dkusnter Debbie
bidder.'.
Itoyal Hungarian Opera, Company,
of the sea for a while,, however.
'Blossom Time.'
Budapest, giving performances at
-'Anthbnjr
for
Phil Seletsky, who, buys film
Phfl
,. ....
Bayreuth during the, Franz Lisz
screened
for the delegates attending
Tr.n«rTaWrf.th^ntrP9,
*t>*<
in
Wrt
town
Par's New England theatres,
Memorial Week, Oct. 19 to 25, its first
the .Warner Convention during the •Visit there*
" *
,-.
on product deals;
week.;--;
Another Vaudeville film following
Jlodritey; Bush,; eas'terri rep rfor
Great^Barfier Prods,
weaiuarner
**roas. rusmng.
rushing, propro"
XtTAlttt W^eViuis' taken offices atf
'Truxa; (TPb^is) now iri the making
cessing; on^ 'White Death' to have pic
"t
UA
is
'Regenbpgen'
(IRainbows') (ToV
ih * earliest pos
bis-Rota) from, play of the same
of
ohjhe name directed by Joseph vbn Bokys
'Broadway Melpdy (1936)' (MG)
'Rangle RiVer'
troupe for C61
Pat iWeBti
not playing bene Rational, in Sydney, Pic. should be can boast another' record here after
'flts. ls' secfeta'ry^
of epm finished in tWa.weeks..
having had the longest first run
merce, -Sierra Madre, Cal.
A. R. Harwod has completed his (Marmorhaus, 17 weeks). It's'.now in
Irving. Nathanson of Warners' h.o
its third month of second-run at the
legal staff quite his *ost thisin^^
Fata Morgana.
Irvine Trhtian back in town from
AuKtrnh-wi tilp.
secretary to
Afiie KcYick
illy.
Marc Conn
„M
Arthur .liu'tl'cv recuperating from
.vVz ck;
pi) eumbv.
in operating
Eddie Arl^nstort

Pat O'Brien entertained
a
^ents from Milwaukee,
legalite,
Ralph McClellan,
in charge of all contracts.
.

Ritz Bros, will cut their di
Mackay as the Avenue* at 20th-Fox.
t ieatre, with
LOu Anger off to N. Y. on United
chief of service,"
Artists
theatre Operation details.
A. Bey from Thetford Mines. passHal Roach planed out for Manhating through.
.
tan to spend several weeks on biz.
Lew Ayers here.
O. Thuot fron^ St.. John's in on a
Clarence Browa sauntered into a
......
Arthur Loew expected.
week-end trip. \
J. Leslie Kincaid over from N. Y.
Ossie Williams brch to Chateau, camera, at Metrp. and smpped an ear.
Dorothy Poynton Hill, Olympic
Erika Thimey here from Chicago. Laurier, Ottawa;/
!br terp dates.
Joe de COurcy smashed his car in swimmer> goes on a 10-weelc tour of
;
ke s
Nineteen circuses still travelling a; spill, but;nptliurt. .'v
:
..
:
? t „
in the Fatherland.
feW-Bteveifeaux at' •'ftuntfnjgddn ;J»hn B^ach,;spcialrte-brpnc buster,
given part in Harry Sherman's 'Trail
Critics to be. admitted to re- Chateau
Nov, 2*.
Dust.
legit
houses.
hearsals in
Carl MaynO lorch; at Edgewater.
Al Mehuck, New York agent^ in
Albert Spalding (from N. Y.) Beach hotel
erid Of year.concerting at the Bachsaal.
Benny Berger jrom ^Winnipeg ^om. N* Y; to visit his wife, Helen
Lyn ?:
Hamburger. Dom, Northern Ger- joining the Regal Exchange here.
M
u ia6 v „ art
many's largest carnival, opens; NOV. V Jerry Little/ at Boulevard Hotel, L.JJS*
;
14.
La Prairie being kept tiU New Year, olclprotegee, Dorothy Bndges, .in his
Pictures.
Fox)
(20th
"Captain -January"
Alec Adelman out ori a tour of the
> n „*^A home
hn a
Shirley Temple, confjnfej
prenuereU at the Ufa, KurfuerstenT province for Consolidated theatres.
damm.
announces plans for wth cold, staUed 'Stowaway' at

up and around on

Frtfnk

Wednesday; October 28, 1935

Hollywood

Broadway
Claire Trevor here.
Mrs. Charlie Wilshiri
/
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season

Meridian

at
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1

and then make a ten- week,
:

W. Moorhead

:

test

"

.

-

H. P, Wplfberg seriously

^feW^

D&

marices
(Mr^. -Jbel \Mcfcrea>.
-WMterfcent minor Operation at the

of Mercedes Acosta,. Oriental theatre
usherette, in Chi.
Maury Foladare has established.
Coast headquarters for the George
V. Lottman agency.
Lionel Stander wori: $50 for titling
'Help Wanted: Female;' at, Col and
in spe nt it on a set party

Moines

Deis

En^^?\o-look
^- looK

Wesley Ruggles made screen

tour.'

,

,

^J^iii?—
P

K^^;,^^^^o^2
Sri? -S^^^iSS
?Un

.

•

.

.

;

^Hi£'

,

Champlairi, and return here.
cSdwvri's ?Dead"
Ken Finlay with wife, Dorothy;.

.

.

m S Ji

Lake

hotel;

'

;

0t

-^SMffi: KirwuV fas&ri e^the
News and PpS t, here for
to: ena
r ews

^C^
Dick^ S&entals

;

.

.

name to;Michael Brooke for

Harold Bishop?former mariager of
the
th

:

,

~

,
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St. Louis.
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wWn
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horhe town, .Ottumw.a, Iowa

.

"

'

^^^J^^^^ll

d°
Arthur Klein, formerly associated
A H, Blank theatres over the^pas^
A.
fn the^ agency biz wi th Jphn Zanft,
the. order is bpenrng his
year, not necessarily
^
Own 10^,'ery.
t e
$.--* R «'thm
Annia Breymari,: ballerina, has re»
uV&%AGirl ; ceived new Metropolitan Opera conLittle ^
Rich
Rose Marie;; 'Poor T-^?i-'
an F a cls o
the
tract.
Goes
4st
next mdnth.
-,
S
* il ?
'BroadTrail
of
the Lpnesome Pine'; (tJ
Abraham Lehr, Who recently quit
B,lg ^B T 6f d; Saro GOldwyn's
wa
£
org after 11 years,
i?5f^J
.?
£ of.1936'; Jin
Old
Kentucky'
and has opened BevhiUs agency.
Cast
'Magnificent Obsession;'
W. DeWblfe Hooper, son
late DeWolfe and Hedda Hopper,
joined Republic's talent school.
Hayen
Rex Beach has returned to Manhattan after' yisiti
Fred Stone.
By Harpld M.
His first visit 'Tiere in 15 years.,

> V re s

m

practice in LSSf&*5&-

tPt. Private

^Fihri company hidding with louie
Shurr for the -Ken Murray'-Oswald
*Cfh Yea-a-a-h!' title, which they

Ha?w^ o?fo?%e^

-

:

•'4^^T
T^5'€2*i?2?^^
1
Walter Woolf King, and the Mrs.
j;?
»n
Southern Cross; Prod..fSiii
will soon go
to the N^oast vesterdav on several
•SiB*
>2??l: ^f^Si!Sy
y*^. on, location- for Typhoon Treasure'
popularized on. the

air.

^^^^?^

'

I-

•

New

'

.

S.-;

show

Bergri'er

hearsal.

:

:.

.

active

re

7^'

;-.;.

W

Wales, under; direction- of for British Lion.
v Fred Berrihard Very
.

.

*

..

..

active,

Over a bout of flu.'

spite getting

filrii

'

T.nii

.biz

in

for

^

50%
'

aboy^^
!

undefended

granted;

C

!

;

Rathbone

•

.

-

cabled BasjL

..to

co-star

Hepburn
with Katharine
^'
' •

associate pro, IJari^ifialdwift,
*>WBTi suffered severe sprains to his
8
in ? n auto: acci-

^ WPS
^S^ Faythe,WB
1

H

Gloria

J

'Hot

actress, in

ivwood reeuneratlri^ from

iAinrie<i

lie^e^*wh^X^a?Ssed
tossed

JS

J

from
SSS'

Herman Rbbbins and M M. Van
^^.^S^jS^'
<ki*
M^o 138
National :,Screen Service,
^t Wmi?i,?Sr
a Jb.r ^^i^SN
production came^out for opening of riew head5S?*.V *
of-

.:

(Noy...9).

r^MSx
momal

..

;an offer

•

at

^vS^rSrSSk?
T&i* vS L^hi.
current iXrAiiYale Drama Dept..
enroll-J
ment;-|150) a record.
Football, weekends bringi
the

Decree

,

Guild has

-

Wpu^

r»

"
:

Theatre

.

list.

WB

'i^ed

rst

,

^Herschel Herilere cited for divorce

arid case in

Uj^J^^ ^^^^r^:

Boyd Smith back from Maine.

'

Flotsam and Jetsam will do a

.

itr N,

.

^r^ ^!^^

?¥«S^1S&4

1
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New

tt^In^ 8
Biui -
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..Hffiggii
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^

Sjubert

L^^^S^
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-

«m° y^s

year scholarship, at Georgetown...

4

'

>

^

'

........

auarters

^S««?^^ffi»i
on
leaving

;t

dinner
Worcester.

Shattuck ^s. enroute

*^;'r?
for

from,

Australia.. He opened a. branch office
there. Margaret Ettinger back from
eastern trek.

.

him

in. .'Jane

Diners at. 20th-Fox studio
learning to use Chop stix^ cause a
'Night of Jan. 16' folding at the
new Chinese chef has been imported
By Hal Cohen
Phpenix, which goes back, into com
from Frisco.
turhedStdtluht^
mission as a motion picture trade
Jean Arthur's birthday, and 21st
George
.
Harrison
at.
^Rod- Wagner "around' for"
.'cpjiple show-house.
anniversary of Al Green's film ca......
^
L
,
x
Beatrix Thomson seeing 'Jane home after appendix op.
last week on set at CoRosy Rowswell added a 90-pound
of the Wichita i^ress,. Eyre' at the. Queen's, theatre from the
dea&^-'Oj!v'<
0'
;
st Berriardpup to the household.
stojpped off Joria' visits; '.. ..:v_0- ".. . gallery,, so.', as.- to., get- aver age .audi
J^^^OlIegelJprihJttackensa^efe
t
*
13 **.? Kahanamoku coming in born
Jerry Mayhap distributing most of
Al Kay elitt:: lookinjg,. .up momker erice reaction.
vVp of J
rai-i^i^^eft^iioimer,
..
.
IJiawan on John Ford's yacht, to .a tis .ni«A
Mii^fAi; among' friends.
pipe collection
^ivisH^ h»» formed, his o.wnj for the '•:e1ic^ctk^^iry/• •
make her his
FloreAce Desmond
Kath Cornell's 'Wingless Victory' tend weddirig; of .^William Henry arid
'ag*snWtin^; New -Yp^ to handle ?ad>i*;; .Ed: Levin - becoming'* ah authority pantomime debut when she plays
.....
vertisuvk'ahd distribution for indies, on classified recordings.
principal boy in 'Mother Goose' lor booked into Nixon- for week of Nov. ^^I?^'"-.
+, Q
Darryl- Zanuck moving from the
30
Lee- Belmont : opening va swank Tom Arnold at the. Hippodrome.
Carl JLaenunle, Jrif .likes the ;east
B
hom5
Joe , Schriitzer on from Coast to
*6 muph he's prqlohging his soiourh lingerie* shop oh Mich. boul.
0» P "Club ' giving a dinner
v
spend a short time with relatives .^^^teri^BiU.Gqete^ala?, shiftAllied exhibitors tossed a smoker honor of GeorgeV Robey at the Cri
:%hOthe^
'
ea nis menage.
here"'
<irtg west On his United Artists pic- at the Sherman hotel last week,
terion restaurant, Oct 25, to cele
Marco^nd
Ar^Farrar opening new roadhouse;
ture deal.
Charlie Riley in town to set new brate his 50 years on the stage.
oacK from 5k- Louis confabs on FfltM.
'oeoanut hrnw fniir "rtiWeZ- rtii*
%:The Monte ProserS (Julie Jenner. deal for Carl Schreiber orchestra;
out nf
of
expansion.
rje-writteri
Partington plans twohas
Rodney
Acklarid
town
of the Paradise, revue) haven't
Yal Pamell and Harry Foster in
'Birthplay,
former
unsuccessful
his
their.
rhatri-. for some act-scouting for England,
Tom Richards back after
^conciled—yet-^but
yearM^lSi
a ,,,^, + ,
nit
ihphial actibh is standstilled, ior .the
Mrs. Herb EUsburg on the recoup .day,' and is' presenting it at the Em- on Coast and ballyhooing Rooiseyelt Bo^y
^rten; h?s kfd s^irf to glaSe?
time being anyway.
/ after a couple of serious operations. bassy retitled 'Pfot Twenty-One.'
/„
'"
1
Academy in Holly,
v IiapJia!te;:
Prerniere fixed at'Lcicester Square
Pitt,Not^ Da'rne game gave
$ohg.. sj^lisUNational Association of- Amuse^j a y
d f0
choral^ arid
music
on ment Parks meeting i town first theatre for Oct; 27 for The Three nitenes their bi
Special
week end of
a ck Pr 0C t0
S am Goldwyn exMaxims,' Herbert. Wilcox film fea•Iphigenia in ;.Tauris,' iGreek legend, week of"Nov.
has gone to Seattle in .-adwTxich is btjhg given at Earl HaU at
CAPA orgariizatiqn has set grand. turing Anna 'Neagle, TuhV Carmi- VariUw "n«K -w%»iri n0 «ir.„« 1 »- Ploiteer,
vance
of world premier of 'Come
Columbia JJ; this week.
Day luncheons monthly instead of ^hd
.
ball for the Shermari
hotel on nati and Leslie- Banks.
Get It' Nov 4
Noel Freedman; 14-year-old son of Thanksgiving Eve
Owing to demand for seats, for W
Harold Kussell flew to St Louis
«' T
Vic,
Daye^Freedman, making his theatririEr^c VrrL^ n^L
jitellCh^rles^Emerson
Harry and Elmer Balaban
Cook around
ink- The- Country Wife'., at the Old
to meet his brother, Milton., who
performances are be3 U Lady Preci ° us Planed west from N. Y. >Hadn't seen
:ttP.,--ConttneiitaJ- tag for new Monday night
"
'HJmi^ft'-SSGroup in The ffi^t
Doctor s Wife;, at. house on Oak street.
time
past
«5+Lt
For some
ing restpred.
aiream.
-J each other for several years.
Jqe Feldman. has Peddlsd his A^t
Roy Bruder and Bill Holden this house has remained dark, for this
Rosalie Stewart went to Ft. ,Worth
tKA
n
short stp)7y Man About Town,'.; to to confab with Fannie Hurst on a
headirt « rival tickets in; the. Balaban nieht in the week.
^
Aii- Esquire.
'All-in Marriage,' comedy
,
^
deal whereby Hal B. Wallis will
ittlcr;
rariia Rouverol and Emile
Harold Lund back on the job after bring the authoress to the Coast for
^EdwifBaird :has sold, the picture; replaces 'Spread It Abroad! at the two months in. Europe with his. bdss, pic work.
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^ranrwdrpA^ ^

tried

iW t ihppfv

t,it.v,

^

/wmter.fpr.

s.

btit

Vista
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not before Gavnor. has

Court

i

.

%

ttulment proceedings in N. Y. a^inst Rocco Vocco. Joe Santly, Les Santly

huhbv Lee Mrtttimer, on staff bf Suhr
day Mirf6i, ThPy married- and sep-

.

._

I

UIenn

.

Dori

I

i

:

.

;
choBros, benutr
In the Warner.. ^
blay\ stock here, back as Loma ing New York shows and cocktail
changes.
8
gh^ ^"V*
3-* 00^* 1
arated the ehwe AveninW.iS^
"S?
joints.
J. Fortin from St. Hyacinthe here Decree, nite club dancer.'
Bud Le^er\tiost^vadi , ,f»t Har- 'Gold n«j/»ers» mc. S?nt Clark ^willSon of Harry Goldberg, new W.B.
Frank Hines, with his Expo Ma«arj Business Colleg 6 >rid. tHeir rid*! witH the Plane. Ls» Whtmherfi on a visit.
next sumdaughter ?»t. WellesleV. Sol p.r>rt Fay v/ill be 4fl hours ahead and Hal Olver j1 John Rosenberg named assistant theatrej. advertising; chief, a fresh- J rine theatre closed vmtii
mer, has gone into hidi
manager and treasurer of Palace man at Carnegie Tech drama school.
Lesser; will come east for ths Xmas- will be two weeks in advance,
•

.

,

'

Larry Spier.

WB

Molls
leanor Frank)
George
Snyder
C. H; Caplan from Ottawa in town. have returned to 'Y' playhouse after Schulman at Hickory.
Izzy Alien to Toronto for a week. twP-year absence.
NiT.G. doing the niter ies after own
Paulia
McLean, former Pleading session at Mayf air Casino,
R. Chevalier in from, Shawiriigan
lady iri stock here, back with Jane
Morris Gest in Hanna lobby every
Falls.
the Cowl in 'First Lady,'
looking
night during 'Lady Precious Stream/
J.
Jackie Heller planed i from Chi
Col. Harry Lorig asks every band
shows.
seconder uri over the weekend to spend a few to play 'Ramona,' his fave sobImperial
days With his family,
sorig.
Nov. 6.
Loma Yates, local gal who used to
eaumont Lsvis, calling on exWindsor French, of Press, coverE.

s

J

.

•

Sam Stern,
artist, has an ex?
hibition on display at Wunderley's
art galleries.
Phyllis Magidson, off for Coast vial
canal to visit, her songwritirig
"
Herb Magidsori.
S.

and

\
j
hurited out -some of the Dheasahts, Gardens of the House of David has
woodchucks arid rabbits that's feed- been enlarged to hold 500 guests.
Four
key
men
were
town
music
in
in'* on his blace
.- Patricia WhUrie^.chorinewUhiNik
<or general' o;^..pf their
Grar.lund (N.T.G.). has filed an-1 respective prganizations. They were

Skids.'

Harry Ross;

.

^

-

;

farm,

PUt

'When Love

t
,
will spend
where
Leonard Gay^ors are moving into a P,? u t foujr months,
In
town shortly from their New Jersey
^f^^i^^VJ^i flr S anmver :
•

Oct. 28. Show was
provihcially under title

Grand Comedy; theatre,

;

ih& hew nitery atop; ;the Criterion, f °^°^0Sf0lch
.^hfch .Toe Mos^Lou Brecker-George a ?^nwe TkSTonf; «ir
>pisen*Pav6Loe^
11 1
.." 88 ? U P Mpttda th
fefor «>New YearV -eve preetn but My
they
California,
dpubtful<
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Oregon State make

UCLA the

News From

Another Big 3, game that mustn't
be omitted. " Harvard has nothing
and Trinceton has shown a lack of a

1

Paul Whiteman to direct a concert
Hipp Dec; 1, with the

East

at the N. Y.
Phila. orchw

—

total

Maroon

!

li

:

:

Vicious in their defensive tactics, but
offensively there's little cohesion;
The Panthers, by defeati
Ohio
State without resorting
aerial

.

up.'

had. been robbed Of $14,000 worth of
jewelry; evidently by a hotel thief.
.Elaine Barrie in the 'Petrified For-

company

est*

Theatre men huddling with Trunk
Line association for better railroad
concessions, including reduced rates
on scenery and coach tickets- for
pullman rides.
Richard Whorf writing a coihedy.
Locale is a cockney laundry.
Eddie Cantor's personal effects
from his Great Neck home to tie auc-'
tioned this week. He's going completely Hollywood.
William GaxtOn plans an experimental theatre next summer. Has
not picked his spot, but wants -a try.

,

•

be heard Monday (2), /
out for musicals,- which 'are
To back up his claim to exclusive heavy for the usual strawhat/.

.

.

too

.

r

By Dick

of /Beefsteak
to the title
Charlie,! Chessar, through his atright!

Cornelia Otis' .Skinner will open
her N. Y; season in December.
Carol Stone gue^st of honor at the
torney, Theodore U. Delson, submits
affidavits by John Chapman, col- Drama Comedy Club at the Astor
Others were Helen
umnist of the News, Charles Free- last Friday.
Menken,
House, Frarifc .Vosper,
man, concert and radio manager of Emlyn Billy
Williams,
Anrie
Nichols,
the New York Philharmonic, orches- Thomas Cook,, Ada Patterson.
tra, Lady Wilkins and others. "Each
Amateur Cinema League gave' a
When
declare they had beeri. 'misled'
dinner last Friday at the Roosevelt.
passing the defendant's place into: Some 400 'personal filmers,' as Prexy
inal. Stephen F.. Voorhees calls 'em* lisit
was the
believing
tened to talks and watched a showCharlie's.
ing of 16mm filni. Also an exhibit
In his, complaint, Chessar explains, of early devices, including the Edihe. opened his. first place at the 50th son home machine and the Spirostreet address in 1918. He threw a graph, as well as a camera used by
of Siam, who is a
party for newspapermen and Broad- the former Ki
way notobies of the day. As a re- league member.
sult the papers the. following morning, ran stories of the affair, calling
:

-

Fishell

•

Network Sports Commentator)

GAMES

WINNERS

Fdrdhaih'vPittsburgh

...

Minnesota-Northwestern
Army-Colgate
Yale-Dartmouth
Columbia-Cornell
......
Navy-Pennsylvania' ... ....
Notre Dame-Ohio State

. .

i . .

.

.

.
.'

.

.

Illinois-Michigan

,
.

Holy Cross-Temple
Indiana-Iowa

•

. . ;

.

.

> <

.

,

.

,

.

.

•

• •

;, .

... ,

.

t

.

•

.....

. . . ; .

. .

. .

Princeton

. .

.California

,

.

...
..

'

«.ji.-f.

. • •

••

/6
•

..

.'. .

.

•

ven

Temple

.

.

iri

5/8

.7/5

,

mow

respect to the

held by the Immortal Knute
as the outstanding, mentor,
is decade.
There's only .'one
team, in this entire nation that has
the remotest possibility of handing
Minnesota a setback, and that happens to be the wildcats' of NorthWestern.
Waldorf, coach at
Evanston, has come up very fast.
He's got material and his team' is reputed to be the best blocking outfit
on the grid map. The Gophers', if
not fat With luxury, should' continue
to roll .along and .sweep the Cats

.snow Carnegie Tech under.

"

.

Groom

is Tish-Tashi, thfe 'comic strip
artist and director for Leon's Schle*
siriger's cartoons, and bride is a fadi

•

;

singer)
Cecilia
.

.

Hermsen, non-pro, to Leriia.nager ;of
the
Kiva, Lincoln, :Neb., Oct. 19,
Lincoln.
Phyllis Rosenberg, daughter
Mike Rosenberg, president Of Principal Theatres,' :L. A., to .Lester
Blumberg, in Metro studio's' advertising department. Oct. 23, Las Vegas,
land

•

Mischnick/

;

?

.

.

.

"•

}'•
",.v.
Nev.
Hilda Bookheim, nbn-pro, to Joe
•

.

'

Lefkowitz, manager of Proctor's
Troy, N,Y„ Oct. 18, in New .-York.
Virgihia: Desmond to;Eddie Garvi
cameraman, Oct.; 25, in Yuma, Arj
•'
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depression

came,

.

down
to be impregnable; they
one foe after another. Bernie Bierman is undoubtedly in a class by
imself and succeeds to the spot

Dorothy Marguerite Hill to Frank
24.
at Westwood, Cal.,

Tashli

Charlie

a fortune in the market. His
places, closed and. for several years
he worked as a manager of various
places.
Finally he. got enough to
open a place .at Third ave'nue and
He now. wants to re41st street.
establish himself on the WestVSi
under' his original name.

/5
'

Both are

22.

lost

..2/1

.

Jjee Bastajian-

connected: with the sports department
of the L. A, Illustrated Newsi

Manhattan.

When

,

/5.

.

.

Martha Townsend to
at San Francisco Oct.

.

5/6

.Michigan

Virginia Nisseri to Vincent Mahoney, in Los Angeles Oct.; 22. Bride
formerijr Worked iri the Paramount
studio casting office, and Mahoney
did newspaper stints on L. A. sheets.

i|

his place 'Beefsteak Charlie's.' The
name stuck and his rep Was made;
He.' expanded until a few years later
he bad a half dozen places running

%/l

.Indiana

'.

;

V5'
7/5

.

.

.

>,>iMii

l^'lllll

6/5

.

....

8/5/

.

,

•

....
... .

Stanford-UCLA ............... ....UCLA
LSU
LSU-Vanderbilt
Alabama
Kentucky-Alabama
»
(Predictions- based on fair Weather.)
Copyri
1936, by Variety,
.

8/5
2/1
8/5

Purdue

...

.

-

.

...
.

..

> •

^

Army

.Dartmouth
• .Columbia ........
Pennsylvania ......
State
... Ohio
.

'.

.

Princeton- Harvard ....... .•.
California-Washington State

Carnegie Tech-Purdue

:

.

•

Minnesota

.

• . .

.

ODDS

Pittsburgh

i . .

. .

;','.,

MARRIAGES

•

.

-

(Inter-City

Theatre Guild has a
(Continued ori page 63)

at-

'

,

October 31

a theatre laboratory.;

London musical union bans bag- <* Gwendolyn Waflj.to Ray Jones at
pipers as not being musicians within Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 15. Jones is Los
their sense of the word.
Arigeles Newspaperman-publicist

.

t Odds

.

Brighton Beach
Practise for her film con-

theatre.

.

Probable Football Winners and

Columbia Theatre Associates
formed at that university to conduct

tract;

.

tion will

.'

'

,

>

'

arid

son of a .whisky king,- Says he's a
brute, though she tops him by about
40 pounds. Decision reserved.

set-

.

week

asking $50 a

girl,;

.

Leslie. Howard reported to Boston
police last week that Mrs. Howard

'

—

chorus

Stiiiingg Heymanri,; forriier

counsel feis ihi het suit for alimony
and divorce from Paul Heymann,

make Musicians

Effort- ori foot to

Emergency Fund a permanent

io State
Notre Dame
The. 'worst drubbing in years was
administered to the: Ramblers last
Charlie Chesser, the ori inal 'Beefmaneuvers, and by swamping Notre week. They just, don't seem tot, have steak .Charlie,' out to, protect his
Dame, have proven themselves to it.' The- Buckeyes probably aren't all title, instituted suit ih\N. Y. Supreme
be one of the best powerhouses in, they Were cracked up r to be in Sep- Court Monday (26) to restrain the
the land. Led by 18-yea. -old Mar- tember, but there's enough talent New Beefsteak Charlie's Bar & Grill,
shall Goldberg and Bob La Rue, and clever manipulating:;. to make Inc., from using that name. David
Pittsburgh's scoring
the day Notre Dame buckle once agai
Karitor, secretary and manager of
should exceed the Rams, if there is
the corporation, is also named deCarnegie Tech Purdue
any scoring done at all.
fendant. Chessar seeks an order for
The Boilermakers are smarting an accounting of
profits made by the
Northwestern-Minnesota
under the terrific lacing they reJ
the opening of
Sere's one of the best two games ceived from Minnesota. They vowed defendants since
their place at £16 West 50th street,
the country. The Gophers seem at
outset of the season, out of
the scene of the original Charlie's
18 years ago, 'Argument on the mo.

,

in .the car.

Amelia

new dance

Stravinsky to write a

PROTECT THE NAME

—

'

him

for the American Ballet.
May be
ready for spring perfOrmarice.

BEEFSTEAK CHARLIE TO

by the fast*chafging business. He'll stop the Middy
The Fordhamites are dreadnaught and Penn marches on.'.

;

Met announces it will do. Dr. Damrosch's 'Man.'. Without a Country'
some time, during the spring- but
can't say just when.

;

.

can Music.
Mario Chamlee, of the Me,t, put up
$15.80 on a speeding charge in Altbona last week. Told the cops he
didn't know he was in the city limits.
Ruth Miller, also of the Met, with

'Abie's Irish Rose? in drydock: Will
push off again after recasting some
Of the small assignments.. Will be
kept out on the road' until ready for
B'way revival.

>.'

,

Joint benefit for the

band and Whitetnan's Hall of Ameri-

.

their

the Dailies

.

,

,

61

This department contains returitten theatrical neuw items as published during, the tueek In the daily papers of New York, Chicago,
San Franci'scoV Hollywood and: London. Vamsty takes no credit for
these news items; each has been rewritten from a daily 'paper.

Tigers

punch...

.

..

.

But the
will ..prance,
half-way mark ..has been There, as wc pointed out in the preall over Harvard Stadium to anniand as we settle down fdr vious column, is a question .of midhilate the Harlow team.
there
are
stretch
so
many
western
manpower
versus eastern
the home
California—Washington State
things that are obviously true that football. Two elevens from the -AtHere's one that's fairly even on
lantic Seaboard, ..with the material
we might mention.
undeniable
consist- fairly well matched.
paper
arid Washington State by virMinnesota's
The smarter
/victories over .'Oregon arid
ency in beating down opponents to and more experienced Columbia tue:
win games; ..-Holy Cross' playing boys will outfox Ithaca's Sopho- Stanford is the logical favorite. But
with 12 men. ..Dame Fortune hav- mores and make, their coach's wife a who ever heard of a football expert
being logical, arid so we'll pick Caliing no little to do with her pulling very happy "woman.
fb'rni
games out of the bag and remai ing
Pennsylvania Navy
Indiana—Iowa
one of the unbeaten. ..Fordham's
After
three
year's,
Penh
seems to
stone wall defense can be rated with
Iowa still has Ozzie Simmons, but
the best in, the land and Syracuse's have just about come, into its own; Simmons is no. longer the phantom
Princeton served as the awakening
poorest season in 2Q years.
he was of the turf, a year ago. Beau
With the avid plea, 'Con't Bet on arid Brown helped to make the Red McMillen convinced his moleskiners
Football Games,' here we go again! and Blue cognizant of its own power. that
something and
they have
Navy
is strong and gains plenty of
ittsburghrForOham
they're
believe him.
starting to
yardage, but the trouble is Navy
Indiana will grab this one by at least
Defensively, there's none better gains it between the
two 20-yard a touchdown.
The lines and they never pay off
than Jim Crowley's Rams.
that
highly touted Gaels were set back area. Bill Curlish, the Quaker fullwith ah average of minus yards for back, is the. best backer-u'p in the

T^e

passed,

'

choice

v

Princeton^-Harvard

By DICK FISHELL

.

VARIETY

here.

Football

.

:

.

Kantor said last night his corporhad bought the name from

memory of their teammates who were killed in an. accident, they would not lose a game
ail, year.
They will bound back to

ation

,

Chessar

last

The

January.

'

corp.

controls, a chain of similar places
der the 'Charlie' title:

un-

Michigan'—Illinois

The Sophomores of Ann Arbor are
on their way. It took them just
about a month to get up the steam
and Columbia was. the stepping stone
used. These two veteran coaches,
Harry Kipke and Bob Zuppk'e, have
a longrstanding rivalry. This time

1 ""
HE
PARAMOUNT.AQUA

59 "

Odd Fellows Odd

CAPITOL

I

I

K£L>1> OY1SK

•

Classing hotel arid restaurant pro-;
who sell beer or liquor for
the p-emises with
consumption
saloon keepers arid bartenders. In-

"The ^Broadcast

2ND AVEEK!
'The D EVIL tS A SISSr

of 1937"

Comlnr—HARLOW - PO WJ5LJ.lAi Y-TBAO V, '.LABELED LAOX'

prietors.

it

will be Kipke.

'

-

,

dependent, Order of Odd Fellows in
Michigan last week ' barred them

Temple—Holy
'

iJndefeated-^untied-^-and

Unpaid—

is the cry at Worcester, Mass., the
from their door.
place that the Crusaders, call home.
DartmouthThey just, eked out several of these
had a breather., against Rut- victories with; the rabbit's foot play-;
and kept their wi ing streak ing a prominent part; Pop Warner's
intact with victories ..over Cornell, system at Temple has given Uie
Penn and Navy. The Big Blue .team- Qwls a fairly good record,. Their
should be rated a favorite over the only loss was to Carnegie Tech and
defeated Hanover Indians, But Yale's they'll take the Crusaders put of the.
reserve- material is nil.
They lost immortal class this week.
the best blocker and kicker on the
Kentucky—Alabama
squad iri Dave Colweli; via the ap-.
Kentucky football has been overpendicitis route.
Dartmouth putplayed Holy Crofce, despite, their, loss. rated since .'Shipwreck' Kelly went
It's our thought that Earl
ik's into pro business. The Crimson Tide
team will- wear down
slight favorite .and. the
New will be
slight margin should gai
victory.
Haven team to wi
.

from membership in. lodge.Saying there are 68,000 members

RA

state,.

be afTscted .by
also .Went ori recasking for stricter enforcelaw, 'which
.state', liquor

many, of

ord

ment
:\

with

these, will

ruling.

AT DAWN"

BtH*e~TOMMY WORSEV
Orch^-LEK WILEY

roductions

"A

Puid eliminate dancing from, beer

4 HMMWAr

"GENERAL DIED

HEPBURN

KATHERI

Lodge

.

GARY COOPER

"A WOMAN REBELS"

Master, declared, 'however, that it
estimate how
impossible

was

new

ST

T MUSIC HALL

CITV

Andrew J. Brodie, Detroit
undertaker who was elected Grand

i

distirteuished triumph!"-— Mirror

1

gardens.'

•

Hit

BIRTHS

.

Army-Colgate

The Cadets' only test so far has
been their triumph over, the ColumRed Raiders appear to be weak up iri front. Army's
hard-driving forward wall should
?Pjll the Colgate backs before they
fiai
momentum, And what's more,
this game is being played on the
Plains of West Point. 'Nuf said for
bia Lions, while the

the

Army.

Mr.

LSU—Vanderbilt

New- York,

Oct. 20,
advertising chief of War'

60th

St.:

"EAST MEETS

WEST"

Charles Einfeld,

;'Mrs.

A r. A

DOXY

:

daughter,

.

ALL OCe TO

Father is
Louisiana State continues' to show
ner
surprising strength iri every depart-,
-Mr., and. Mrs, Benny Cohan,
rrient of the game.
Air that, Ray
Morrison has in Vanderbilt is a pass Oct. 20, in Los Angeles. Father is
and a prayer. The pass is all right camcra.rnan v/ith Principal Picturest
Mr, and Mrs. Henry Spitzer, son,
but it seems as if his athletes are
not religious, enough. Louisiana is Oct. 24, in N. Y., their first; Father
head of Chappell's, music pubis
the dark horse for the Rose Bowl.'
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western conference
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first
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mother

is

former]'
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Hill, son,
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Shallmar,
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Atlanta,

Milan Season; Starts

cost
blueprinted
to
Followwill start shortly;
ing completion of transmitter, station
5.
will hike power from 1. kw.

Milan, Oct.

;

:•

•
.

'

Myron. Elges has joined the sales
staff of Transamerican Broadcasting
.and Television Corp. Formerly with
New. York dailies and account exec
with BerrninghaTh,. Castleman 8c
.

Irving' Berlin .has placed six songs

'On the Avenue'
20th-Fox.
are: 'This Year's Kisses,!:
'You're Laughing at Me,' 'The Girl
on the Police Gazette,' 'He Ain't Got
Rhythm/ I've Got My Love to Keep
in

Tilford Jones, managing director,
Billyh Mills' orchestra
to
dedication -of
fbr.
:

:

.

Avenue.'

Independent Burlesque

cihnati, since 1933, has> joined -.tech.
nical department of CBS inCNew
'

York,

'

Week
'.'•Wine; .Wom)
-.
Mlnneilpolls.

•Helen Nugeht,
of
Crosley staff,,;
rerriai ing
in
Cincinnati
ing occasional spots

,t.

On

CBB, Ni

.V^.tt;

ST.Y.a

—

<Sn.yely^'

Zeeman,
Pa.

/.werllng, Ruby, .Loew's State; N. Y. C.
Zwllllnc. S'ldney. Skytop Tn. S'sylnn.
iullo. Don, Sak's Cafe, Detroit, MIc

autty. Three Deucer.C, Chi,

'•

l^t.raL'Ie'— Giiyety, Buffalo.''Jted Rhy.tlihi.'— Lyric, Allentown, -Mon-'Wed;;
Majestic,
llarrlaburjjb,
Capitol, Readl tt«. Thurs.-Frl. ; Majefltl<!,
.'
.:
Wirilnnispori:. SIU.
s
'.BiibeH of B'Wi
/'r-Trbc, Phllade.lphiii.
.'Speed anil.
-kle^ICudaoh, t/nlba;
City:
.-'Beiiuty-

Jean Nielson, ex. legit-,, has re
joined; the drarrVatic staff of WLW,
Cincinnati..
Her husband; Charlie
;Seei; is in sarrie department.

.

.

'

•

'Too

Blackwolt arid
stra
playing in General Brock hotel, Nl
agara .Fails; .Canada, is airing over
station CKTB, St. Cathcri '-

bury..

.

Honeymoon of Art illctte, engi
necr of WCKY,
incihriati; extended
two days when he and his .bride
were, marooned by rain; in mountains
fie reported
of North Carolina,

Water*.

Ifot. for..
.-.

...

.

,

^iterl .rHot'— Irowiird, Boston,
•Oa'yei'y Crbrls'
limplre,- N.t;Wi\rk,
^Vnihtteasora,'' ..Gayety;' W<i.ahln(ytoh.
•JMK»y piinie^;* (iayeiy, Baltimore.

—
:

'

—

'OArdeh of -.Girls' Roxy, Cleveland/.
'MortcH a' nil Models.*— Capitol, Tdleda.
'JIa-(^lm.'—Gayety. Detroit',
'.Scan.-Dollp/'MIlea. Royal, Akron,

'

1
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'

Zahler, Lee,
y.Mr\.
N. Y. C.

.
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'lilndu iieileM.'^OpeiL
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WLW.

'

'

Phllft,

•

.lill-i'lyeyH'— Ri
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'

On Park

and 'Slumml

.

John C. Bailey, remote •announcer;
and engineer ' oh WLW -WSAI, Gin

'

.

.

.

K^^Vtifpr^ew' foriter,

Mich.
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Me Warm'

;

studios.

.

:

:

Numbers
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:

Paso.'
,
Younts. S'crJIhtr, Wllsh'lre.'B'owl.V.
Ybunc- Vic, Por Studlort:.- T-I'wond.
.T)ilMM»S5, Johiuiy, li20 Paicpta, Ave.,

.

be

opened in Milan Oct. 28 with G. Ahr
tona-Traversi's 'Carita Moiidana' put
on by the Milan Theatre Co.
Directed by Renato Sirhoni.

-

.

1C.

-theatrical season is to

Offici

.

'

Ic|;,

Stnnlor, Matirle. Club Mlhuct; Chlcnro.
Stpck. CI iw. Chanticleer C, MllhOrt),
Stceden Peter, NFiC, N.YC
Stein,. .Mmifle, CBS. N. Y.' C.
od lb ..Studio. llDlh'wonil
Stelner, Max.
StPlner, irerhle; Pavilion Roynf,. Aterrlclt
Rood. Ti. T.y-N, Y.'. .'
Slelt, M*Io. Hotel Utnh. Sole X#kt> CltyiU,.
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...
. C.
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:
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!

Jarihoiuici

Val Winter, at tulane U.
,New Qrieahs, Oct 27.
Val Winter, foitiier stock player*
will direct dramatics at Tulane Unir
versity for the 1936^37 season, it was
announced Friday (23) by
i versity'

.

.

(

for
in
staff
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M. A. ^Sparky' Hornell, of WGST, authorities.
Atlanta, .engineering staff, has reWinter has -piayed in stock. In
signed to become associated with the recent years he has been connected
research department of Pan-Ameri
with the Little Theatre here.
can Airways.
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Also hi the show are eight Frances
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Pa«lei nack. Josef NBC. .N. ,
Paterson. Bob. NBC. N.Y.C.

C.

Williams.
Francisco.

It..:

made

Le/hay ahd Manya, dancers, are
Canadian National Motor
attempt in ]]
which opens in Toronto
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WilmlnRtOh. Del.
,
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"
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show from Hollywood

ter O'Kteefe's

Nov. ^. Radib script prepared, by
pgden Nash from Robert Sherwood

;Ray-'
...

cranton.

'
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..-
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men.

Charles Ruggles does 'The Queen's
giie^t capacity for Wal-

North

it.,
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Shellev, Lee.

Mass.
A.
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Sheridan. Phil, Dnvenport.H..

'

:
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'

'
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•

.

;

'

Shaw. Russell; e-o' H. Moon. 4180
Catherine St.-; AV.. Montreal;
Rudd. Shubei t Theatre
Slmvs.
Pbllafielphla. Pn.

Rrhe-
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.«tady; N.
'OlsOn, George.- 101» .B'way..,

..

Adamtt;

•

RK

"N, y."c.---

Sl7 12th Ave.. Milwaukee.
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Richmond
Weston,
Don,
Mass;
Westphal.' Frank,

SetaT0. A\rParnmOunt SUidlo, Hollywood
Severl. Gtno. "KFAC. X. A.
Shaokley. Geo., WOR, N. Y. C.
Shapiro's Symphony
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y
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Scott.
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177ft Green St:.- a,
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.

•
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'

Gertrude Nelsen Will guest for Ir
S. Cobb's Oldsmobile program
WABC Nov.

'

U

St.,

by

.

Richmond.

Watsbn. Jimmy. Sully's Showboat. N.Y.C;
Watte. Kenny. Dlekle Welle' C;. N. Y. C.
Oakland^
WntterB. Lou, 1007 101th Av
Webb; Chick. ROC.- N. -Y, .C.
Webb. Wylle; plcrone's,
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Weeks, Anson, MCA, Chi.
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.
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'

.
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cdlttrhn

Philadelphia Evening
only daily one in city.
by Geores Oppi; without by;

(25).

and; Ed' .Turner, formerly
with the Iowa Broadcasting System,

Cleveland, O;.
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-

'

,

,

.-"Watklns,; -Sammy,

C,

,

.

"

•'

.'

Arthur

:-84

Sunday

started

organist at

*

Walt Lochman» sports announcer,
at W9XBY, Kansas City, tied with
faces at WNOX, Knoxville Roger Baker of WGR, Buffalo, for
An.;
formerly
with the Walter R. Barry prize.
Trexier,

New

Bldgv.'
CBS,' N. Y; C.

•
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•'•
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"

"radio

started

Helen Marshall spotted on Anierl Pone
can Radiator over NBC for 13-week li
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'

•

'
'.
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;.-
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CM.

for
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Fred.

Warnow; Mark,

.

:

.

runols. N. Y. r.
Naylbjp, Oliver, Anchorage. C, Phlla. Pa;
Art, 0228 SpYufee St,> Phllarlelphlii:

Nauvaue, RalpbeQrc,

.

.

.

..•

*•..'...

'

how

WGL, WestingBbtise; outlets^ in Ft.
.Wayne;.

40th
.

,

•

•.

'

:

Sa'rambI, Fred r Pa'gilerl i!i.. N. >Y. C.
Sarll; Jean, care Owl Bide.. San Aiitonfo.
,"
..•
Texi.-^i
Schaeffer.. Nick. NBC. N.Y.C.
Schatl, Sandy* Steeplechase, Coney Island..
N. -Y.
ScharR; C< .*•;•, 024 B'way, Buffalo,
Scherbany, .George, BIJou C.,: N. Y. ....
Sehlllinger, Wlllatd; Tennis Club; ;Bulck
.

N.

:

Corp.,

.

:

'

.

'.'.•':

Cbl.
17

A;

l>.

Walton, Kearney; Omar's Dome, L.
Wafdla^V, Jack,- Jefferson, H.; Culuu'i
S.C '

:

..TtalfttfoW Itobtn;

MCA,

Jim.

AValsn.

,

Nagfo, Harold.
".S'-wayr.rMf

C., Chi.

Ponce,

Phil

handling publicity

KMA,

Placed by Columbia: concerts;

'

"

.Wa'rlng;
.

Vla'Lago

Sot,

Waller.

Sanhella, Andy. CRA. RCA Bldg.< N.YiC.
San"s. P.V 215 RldKewood Av*.. B'klyn.T
Sanlaeila, Salvatore. KMTR< TTollvwohiJ.
Saritrpy,
enry,
Sportatorluni,
;

.

"-

Waldmun, Herman. MCA,
Stv

.

Mdoroi- nal.. Grenada;
Miirpbv,- Pan, .Denver.,-

X'^wK*-^ri-iK^»'"Oitik;-

.,.-'"

:

;

Wagner,

1'

,

lt6nn'n.wajr,

ich-

W

Muellett;
V«;
ton.

iiiy'orai'

Al Becker and Shirley Wayne are

Vogel.

:

•

Worth.

:

'>'

land,.'-

.

Romelle Fay,

and WLS, Chicago, now

Y.

.

'

•

N^

'Ft..
.-

;

.

:

'

Vlckner,. Eddie, Warwlok H.", Phlla, Pa.
Victor, James Ifc. B25S Fifth Ave.. N.YjC,
Villa, Eddie. DickeiiB- Rv, Phlla..- Pa; '::
Vlslan Rob. 8211 Idnwood A*e., Cleve-

'

Lucky

into

.

istributed aro'uria. various
members of the press staff.

.':C.

.

v

:•

Goodman.: steps

duties

\C,

..,'•'

"

~,

Al

Strike's >Hit Parade' on CBS for the
Isabel Laeergren takes 0ver job of third time Nov; 7.
handling tickets- at. CBI5 in place of
Ruth Betz who resigned to marry
Landt. Trio and White celebrated
Fred Weber, g;m. of Mutual Broad- eighth
iversary in radio Monday
•'
casting. Rest of the erstwhile Betz X26).
'

'-:•-'.

Armon,

'

•'•

"

•

.

'

Vernon —Earle,-TatiieHa ^Gardens,
':
". .*:;••
mond, Va'.

.

.

''

:toh; .Midi..
-Rjuaso;

C

v

Morgah,, Bufb, Blltniore If Ni Y.
"
Morris'. Gieri. Silver Slipper, -Bnlilmore.
Frank PaJumbo's C;,
ilorro;' Bobby.,
"
Phlln.. Pa.

'.

'

k

1

Fd)V

VenutI,

,

.Ma*

.-N..T,
Cotl,;'

,

:

"

'

network;.:

MCA,. Dallas, Tex.
Oaks Paik Blt., Ponrt»

......

Tetf,

•

.-

Dlhty.'• Washington:

Ing••

-.

Veias. Esther,
Joe,

,•>
.

-.

..

'

::

.

..

Cocoanut

'

..;

.^ronee

:

Velango, Emll,

"way,

;

Harold. Bagdad C. Mlabil;
Roth. Al. KNOX. St. Louis,- Mo.
RothiAndrewB;. , iy CIubi ; N - Y.- thRoth,- Eddie, Club .Alobam. Chicago.
Royal.. Ted. CBS, N; Y; C;
Rubinl. Jnn,- Mills. 7ft0 7th Ave.. N. Y. C.
Ruhl. TV'otne'y.
lqhlgan Tec.lr,', Itoughi.

-

—

*~Moi»ney,.

Wioh.
Mobre,

Jtomano,

NRosmnian;
y; c.

.

".

Vpnst. C. L.V

'Vecsey,

:

:

,

H'wood. Eia.
Vaughan, Harp, Villa Rbyale, Pittsburgh,

*

:

.;

Wll

Pool.. Marshall,

Yarzbs,

.

.,r

'.ronto; ..Can;-

.Mlnlch, ted.,
respect
'••
'..•
Pa; Mohrrnoi}." Mabel; KJR, Senttle:
Mollrin. .Carlos, Tantllla Garden*,
•••.•'-•-mono", :Vn.
V ---v

New

'

.Willi

,

ton.

St.,

Love;

Van
Van

land,. Ore...'

Roland.
Rollins,.

view; "Ni- J.
ROmanelll,.

.

N: Y. C.

St,, :

Paterson

•

Phlla.y Pa.

Roky. Leon;

-

".

Mll(ie. Pel. 870
Jan(l;;'Orfc /-. v

57lh

Van: Horn.

Rogers.:

:

FI6ya,

land, Mj*i

W;

.-•

.41
yan'llleei', .Hi.
J.
pu,seii;" Jerbnie;,
bany,' N. Y.

-'''

tone..

'

-

:

ton, Del.

-.;

7th

••"

;

c.

Mijla..

Harv.

"

;

7...

Mllllnfler,.

cago.

.

•Pais of the Prairie' from KNAX,
and Ydhk'ton,
Russell, KFRC
have
joined
WHO's
Oliver Jones, NBC basso, sing sup-; 'Sheriff and^- His Deputies* unit for
porting roles in the opening per-, the Iowa Barn Diarice Frolic/
~
formapce of the San Francisco
Opera Company's annual: season FriAsher /and Little Jimmy has daily
'La 15-mihute commercial of WHO, Desday night <30>). The , opera
NBC wHi:;air.;-'1^e.. / eiitire Moines, for rug Trade Products Co.
Juive.'
second act over a nationwide Blue

-

Van

.

,

,

.

;

ValJee,

,

:

'.

,•

:

•

Brunswick, N,

.

.

Three

the

and.

Omaha singing crew.
and
managed by Orville Renhe, signed
ast week by CBS for WBBM, Chi:

N. H.

.

.

Helen,

local transmitters,
will utilize mobile

airplanes and other facilities

ick-

:6r

prograrnfor 10

home

builder, qonflned to his

days now: With a possible fracture
of the knee. Alton .Alexander carrying on iti: his absence.

Lois Hampton, dramatic actress,
Herman Timber^ Sr„ and Pat
has joined the staff of KFRC, San Rooney, 2d, on Kat,e Smith's Oct. 29
Francisco. She appears on 'Feminine
sroadcast for A. & Pi coffee, ..
Fancies' and other programs,

t.

'

;

••'

.

v

'

ter,

by several

roc and KFRC

Bridgeport.

Y.

N.

:

.

'

/

;v

Roach, Tommy,

.

;

Units,:

Tompkins, Tommy,

>• Lowell,
•>.
.
,
Mass.
Robbins, Sum, ROC. iN,*
.C.
Roberts, Liicky. Bustanoby^s R., N.Y.C;
Prov:,
R.. r.
Sheldon
SLvMiles.
8
Roberts,.
Robinson; Johnny. MCA, Pallnsj'Tex.
Rodrlgo, Nano; Rainbow Boom. N. Y.. C;
Rodrliiitez. Jose, Montparnasae. -R., N.Y.C.
Rogers, Mack; .-..Gunter Cave C, Sa.n An-

•

.

At-,

Tones, Anthony, Greenwich:..
N. Y. C.
Town, Floyd, Harry's Cw Chi..
Trace. Al. Sherman H.. Chf..:
Tracy; Jack,' Dutch MM.
'"'••
-'
..;-.'
Wise.
Travere;
Trevor,
Tucker.
Turcdtle;

;

%Roanes*
J.,

..

<

land
aired

St.,

...

;

n.. y. c.

burg, Va,.
Rizzo: Vincent,

Pltfil-

'

..

2020

lantlc. Cii>\ Nv J;
Tliisley. Bob. Colosl

Casino,
.

Dud,

WICC,

atr

WWte,

Boser

bpe'nlpg of the- San Francisco-6akBay 'Bridge Nov. 12 will be

Y.- C.-

'.

Pa,
Thonipson's iyirglnlahsj.'

-

.

Al;

;

^T _C

,
.

Sj>rtnK0f l<f,
So. Redlleli

Lincoln, -H.,

Thompson,

30 Rockefeller

Rlttonbaud, J.,..
Rlvaiiios. Tony,:

..

bui«h; :pa^;Milan, Bert, Eastwood- Park; .Detroit;
Miles. DuBty, The Roof, Kenosha, Wis.
KQA T Spokane.
Mllh.otlan<l. H;
Millar. Bob. MCAl h. A.

•Terk;

Cv

•

Glenwood Ave>. Buffalo.

S3S-

.5.;

'

Phlla.-.

Miss;

:

'

AVe;;.'.Phlla.

Teppds,. J;

Alar

:

Rlckltls; J.. C, Kosciusko,
Rio. RUa; c/o C. R. A„
piusHi. N. Y. C.

Meyer*.- Vic; city. Hall, Seattle. Wash;:

- .

Temple. Jimmy. KentucRy

•'.

•

^Meyers, -A1.,,0 ..'00
.

^Telller, Ray. Taps. 1010 B' way,

Y; C.

.

Meyer. Jack. Club: New Yorker.
Meyerlnch. Herb. States Hof bran.

»

Irmthg-

'

.v;

hllatlelr

book' series

iDon Thompson, in charge of speevents broadcasts for the. NBC
is the Fox Movie r
tone News gridcaster for San Francisco' bay region games this, season,

Western Division,

Ft.

Worth, Tex.
Teal,. Roy,

.

Richardson,
N/.Y. C.

.

1

.ph.la..

.'

j.Teagafden,

•'

Al, flhbiv
l'Veddy, .c

Rlcel,

C.

Djrfc,-

Meyer, Marry;
Meyer,' M. R;-'

'•'.:-

Sweeleh; Claiide. KFRC;
Sylvester, Bob, Cayaller
glnla. Beach, Va.

cial

•.,'
meda,' CST
•Rhythtrieera, Colony. Club, Chi, ...
Rhy thin; JealeiB, Col6riy C, Phlla.
Rhythm; 4. Club Side inn. Wheaton.
Rlcardel/ Joe, Jim Kclly'Bi N. Y. CRlcardo, Don, 812 .Lincoln A ve., Paaa«
denti. Cal; ,
.

'N.'-Yi,

.

;

.

"

Rennie, Guy,; Estlulre C,
/Reiser, Hairy, CRA, RCA Bldg.,
Reynolds/ Lou,. 600 Central Av

•"'

.Meyer,

.

.,

.

r-:

Jantatlo.n, C..
~

''

-

a-

.

'

.

-.
«., Knrtsa9 Crfy.

'

NBC: networks from San
!dr several years, is now

Bed

."

N.:

Cleveland,

Rehdlemati,. Dunk,
,

Blerpiido. Ahfrell; NBC.
Mei-ofT, Beni Muejebaeh;

.

Bldg, N.

C...

upon; his, return to Ii. B. Wi
(Continued from nase. 59)
FrancfccQ tio prez.
rnanaging
Pearl Haemer to New*. York, after;
local circulating library,
winding lip 'Homerhakers Scrap«

n.,..
•

hnn^ AW;

Old Point

St.,
N. Y..C*-

Vnnderbllt

.

.

•.

40th

Y

Stuart. Nlek, MCA,: L Subet, Alien; Hedrord Si»rl«
ford Springs, Pa.
Suss, Johnny, Cameo BR..

Renard. Jacques,

:
.

'•;

N.:Y;

Idgefield

Wiri;.

-N.,'J.

Mellens. Earl,

W.

350

Roy

'

tawa,
AtoNehsle-Condou, Yacht Club,

.

RCA

;

:

Y.
.
K; Md. Si., li, A.
Versailles ."
Bpya,

•.:

^

..

S.,

\,

.

WlO Broadway,
Mayfalr,

,

Here and There

'

Stone. Ralph, c-a
C.
St., N.

RelBman,' T.eo,' Consoildo.ted Radio Artists,
30 Rockereller' Plo^it,. N.. X..- C;
'Buddy/' New China R., Troy,
Reli'eai

•

1..

.

Reese. Gardner,

Relobman;

•'

McV^as.

.

Strlssoff,

Redman, Pbn,. CRA,

Chateau Modern?,
"Mcl'V rluneY
Y. C.
McC'r.ine;
land. O.
MuOJjrew, Bob,. 1m Salle, 11..' Chicago;
tMclnlyte, Junius; .Chateau. Laurler;

:

1000

Mu'hs.

fli'lil,

Stono.
n. y.
1170

N.

Club.

.

Harold. WON.
Leo, Ua.nldn'jl,

Stokes,

Tteardon,

Bwoy*

.

atontreal.

B'way, -N,
.Red

.

Brass Rail, N... '.
St„ Springfttf Sylvan

McDonald,

,

$WWart.";

;

.
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VARIETY

Bands and Orchestras

,

.

.

Sun;-Mon.-'.t'ueS.
•Sedn-ToPH,''
Garr.lck,

—

'

.

St.

T'OU|s.

.

.'Rallyhoo,'— lSmpreBH, Knnsna City..
'Scmi^PoHs/.-^CnMlno, PittHburgb,;..
'Ntejipln'.
StofH,*— PrliiceHH,
YounB»-

town,-

i''ri;-Sat.-Sun.,

D::

)

;

'

'.rr^iw
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Rose

OBITUARIES

63

variety.

Fickle

Is

Dallas; Oct 27. Billy Rose Was asked
for. tour
'Cavalcade,'
he
rights
on
quipped: 'Only thing I would
tour out. of Dallas fair is the
lighted esplanade.'
cast
Next day, however,
apple
lure toward Cori
,
dancer oh Dallas midway, tosucceed Sally Rand, in event
extended to
Casa Mahana
"

When

LOUIS HARRISON

Broadway

Louis Harrison, 70, dramatic and
musical comedy actor, died ajt the
Medical ATts sanitarium, New York,
Oct. 23, of heart trouble. In his day
he was a favorite in musical comedy.
His last appearance was with the late
Marilyn Miller in 'Sunny.'
He got his theatrical training at
theatre, Philadelphia,
the Arch Street
Mrs. John Drew's
as a nierAber of
companv, and rounded but this with
John McCullough. He next joined

1901.

:

theatre,

.

ter and. brother.

MRS, LUCIA HATS COULTER
Mrs, Lucia Hays Coulter, 73, known
to stars and extras at Metro for
the past 17 years as 'Mother,' died
Oct. 24 in Los Angeles after a brief

JULES

N

Ohio theatre operator, co-owner and
manager of three Lake county theatres, died at Lake County hospital,

Oct '21, from

Painesville, O,,

:

.

and a brother

FREDERICK
Frederick P. Ott,
Orange, N. J., Oct.

.

&

MBS.
R. ROBERTS
Mrs. C. R, Roberts, 48, was killed

G. B. Dillingham, including 'ChinThree Cheers,* 'Over the Top'

Chin,*

inson CircusV slipped iii and billed
Buffalo for 10 days later. The big
show immediately, rebilled Buffalo

and

covered everything .available
with 'Wait for the Big. Show.' Hopper then redated. all his paper with

died in West

.

Montgomery and Stone shows for

GA

.

Ne ws From Da ilies

P.

76,
24.

.

and 'Good 'Morning, Dearie.' She also in a train-auto accident near Terrell,
Wrote the first 'Potash and Perlmut- Texas, last week. She was connected
with a carnival playing there.
ter' show.
She was taken to the Coast in 1929
Jeffrey R. Portle, father of Robert
by- William Le^Baron as script doctor and lyricist for RKO. Last script L. Portle, manager of the Poll Elm
on> which she shared credit was 'Fly- house, Worcester, Mass;, died there
ing. Down to Rio,' for Radio.
Oct. 21.
At her bedside when she died were
!

Mother.
Richard' Macauley,
Pat O'Day, her son, and Molly O'Day
screen writer* died Oct 22 iri Oak
(hot the actress ), a daughter.
Park, 111. He was planing to her
bedside from Hollywood when she
PAUL LANGHEINRICH, SB.
died.
Paul Langheinrich, Sr., 74, known
in
circles
iri: musical and theatrical
Wife of W: N. Youngclaus di in an
Wisconsin and owner of the Burleigh Omaha hospital two weeks ago fol
theatre, in -Milwaukee, died at his lowing an emergency operation.
home in Milwaukee, Oct. 21.
One of the last surviving members
Mother, 65, of Gertrude Lawrence,
of the old school of band and orches- died at her London home, Oct 17,
tra leaders, he for many years con- after a brief illness.
ducted orchestra and bands in the
city parks and .at the old Standard
Mother of Landon Laird, K. C.
theatre. He was formerly treasurer Star pic critic,
ied in Kansas City
of the Milwaukee Musicians' association, and president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors association of Wis-

(Continued from page 61)
'Mme. Bovary,' by Gaston Baty.
ice until next season.

American Choral and Festival Allianee, of Boston, offers $500 for the
best choral drama. Must- be 'calcu-

to set a vogue.'
Deadline
April 1.
v
Estate of the late Thomas Meighan,
at New Port Richey, Fla., built /during the boom and costing around
$210,000, sold to Irving R. Allen, 6f
Chicago.
Deed indicates a -$30,000
.

payment.

.

rations

consin.
Jr.,

NEW YORK

and George, both theatre operators.

Albany.

-Two Hundred Were ChoMn;. Jnc, Man-

COLLISTER

hattan;' motion picture business; capital
stock, 200 shares; no par value.
Incorporators;
HuroWT J. Sherman. • 161
Broadway, New York City; Alexander
Cooper. 335 RoutUFifth street; Brooklyn:
Martha Harris,- 146 East 66th street,

Lawrence G. .(Larry ) Colliste*, 43,
northeastern Ohio amusement park
executive and concessions operator;
died suddenly from a heart attack
:

Parma,

O.,

home, Oct.

At the time of his death he was
president of Chippewa Lake Playland, Inc., near Medina; a director
of

Meyers Lake Park

Brooklyn,

Co., iCantori

president of the Thrill Devices Inc.,
Taylor System, inc., Park Play, Inc.,
and phio Association of Amusement
parks.

His mother,

and

three sisters survive.

.

,

;

.

William Heckler, 65, oldest and
best known flea circus showman,
died at his home in Brooklyn, Oct.
25, following a long siege of heart
trouble. He got into show. business
ith his circus at the St. Louis exposition and since then has been

.

.

.

".

.

continuously showing.
For a long
time he was the Star attraction at
Hubert's museum, on West 42nd St.,
but more recently has been showing
at Spprtland, a game parlor at the
upper
of Times Sq., owned by
•

.

'

the museum operators.
His widow, five sons anid a daughter survive.'

West

103

Inci,

14,

Manhattan

the

:

atrlcal bUHlnesH; capital stock, 10 shares,
vatu'e.
Incorporators:
Freda
Helnia Blrnbaum, Matilda Welnsteln, all of 16 Court street. Brooklyn'
Theatre l'rojecto Corp., New York;, theatrlcal buslness;.capltaJ stock, 100. shares;
no par value. In corpora tor* Martin W.
Alpert, 1157-22: Gothic drive, Jamaica
N. Y. ; Sylvian Jacoby, 2150 82nd street,
Brooklyn; Solomon Bi Marcus, 731 Fox

par

Jaret,

:

.

Bronx.

street,

)

-

Camera ^Equipment,

Inc.,.

Manhattan;

motion picture 'films.' ..etc. capital stock,
00 shares, no par value; Incorporators;
Elmer A. Rofrers, Nathan . Schwartz,
Gertrude Aronstam. all of- 18. 'East '41st
;

.1

.

New' York

street,-

City..

.

Amusement l'arkwuy, Tno,. ronx: mo
lion picture apparatuK; capital slock, 100
-

Coast

>

.

:

:

.

.

.

'

.

.

Divorce

granted

Sidney

Mrs.

Mitchell from songwriter in L.A.
William Powell sold his Beverly
Hills estate for $250,000.

William Farnum adopted Tom Ma18-year-old son of his wife by
former marriage. Change of name
to William Farnum, Jr., granted by
L.A. court.

.

Divorce granted wife of Richard
W. Tucker, screen actor, in L.A. :
Accused of attacking Rubv Lorraine,' .'British
screen actress, in
L.A., Louis Alfred O'Brien Was con-

by L.A.

court.

He was

.

'

.

;

'

.

'

RICHARD
.

Richard

.

home

B.

Mays,

MAYS
70,

in Denver, f ollowi
of a year. '

is

'

illness

New York

.

'

C| ly,.

issolutions
.

.

Later he was manager of the

Mtijestlr

llnv Dlstrlbuti'i* Corp.,

New

York. Filed by -Kan In & Kanln, H -AVest
42nd street, New" Yotk City.
Yonker** Thwitre:. Corp;, New- York.
Filed by J. Henry \V alters, 1270 Sixth
avenue; jf«s.
Yotk City;

27.

.

.

;

a.

complete flop from

Lawrence

.

McGrath, stage and

director.

.

brush fire which burned her Malibu
home. She asks $31,229.
Probation hearing set for Oct. 28
in L. A. on case, of Earl K. Smith,

'

Show opened Sunday

(25)

.

suit against Stan Laurel;
testing.

Trixie Friganza was

who

Show played

here with a 25-car outfit in 1916 with
only four fides and grossed $20,000,

Not bad for

this day.

2

All-Profit

Week
.

:

.

THE

'

.

rnoney,

some

for

the

first

time

in

more than

300,000 paid admissions.
Lehight'ph
will declare dividend for first time
in several years, arid Flemington

made execu1

.

Baby, adopted by Adolphe ,Mehfrom Chicago
iou's; arrived in L.
Cradle.

.

Allan Jones

filed petition in

six-year-old

Irene Hervey,

now

L. A.

daughter

his wife.

of

Lincoln,
The buckwheat trade went on the
boom here this year the State Fair
board' announces thai the show is
in the black, $20,178 for the J936
:

stretch.

,

More than $15,000 of the
came from the mutuels.

Rubin

profit

&

Cfcrry End?

Spartanburg,
Rtibi
1 1 ,000

con-

is

trix of her sister's estate in L. A.

adopt,

& Rice

and

made some money.
and George H. Mueller.
Virginia Ruth Laurel granted $750.
monthly pending her L. A. ivprce
BETTING HELPED

to

.

•

The Wortham

:

Notice of intention to wed filed in
L. A. by Gertrude Van Loan, daughter of H. H. Van Loan, screen writer,

"

iricomoi

'Chicago, Oct.
runs through Saturday with Canadian Royal Mourities exhibition as
Independent rodeo running front
the drawing card. .Sponsored by Ak Oct 16 to Nov. 1 at and by the Chiand the Union Stock Yards Com- cago Stadium grossed approximately
pany the show is :.^e'>'.midwesi's $70,000 for its first week. This menns
finest exhibit of its kind and the considerable profit in store for the
world's largest 4-H baby beef ex- arena on its two-week roping and
hibit.
steer-tossing convention, since the
70O will cover the approximate cost
of running the rodeo for the fortALL TO
GOOD
night
Booked through the local Barnes
Eastpn, Pa., October 27.
Reports of fairs, i
part of & Carruthers agency, the rodeo has
the State, now being made public, been building steadily on its scheshow that practically all. fairs made dule of. nine performances Weekly*

of 'Down by the Old Mill years.
Stream/ who pleaded guilty in L; A.
Allentown
to drunk driving charge..
a'uthor

an

standpoint.
Good show .for looks
with Zeiger's Carnival on the midway. ;Nct profits nothing to brag
about, but better than a kick in the.
pants.
Will say the first big carnival that plays this spot will get
plenty of jack. No big show I-ere
since Wortham, several years ago.

'

screen actor, filed bankruptcy petition in L. A., listing $2,475 liabilities
and $502 assets.
Culver City court fined *Louis
Rahtz, film exec, $50, for assault and
battery on. Ernian Pessis, publicity

•

-,

.

•

1

ied; at

He. was an usher at the opening of
the Tabor Grand opera house, when
it first opened, and later
was treas-

urer.

N>w

York;
IMi'iure.
tin:..
clianifcd lo Clirlstle 1'letiireH;. lit* / Filed
by Alnanv Service Co; '277 Broadway,.
rhrlKf'y.

Omaha, Oct

Annual Aksarben exposition, which
in recer*. years hais been ki own as r«
horse, and stock show, resumes some
of its early aspects with renewal of
the street parades for which the orguiization has been famous in the

my

also

.

'

•

the carnival business is petering out.
Never met the .late Irving Thaiberg but- once. Had a date to see
him at 1 p. m. regarding taking a
wild west show
picture unit with
to the' Orient I sat there for three,
hours while the big shots, male and
female, Valked in and left me sliding on the bench.. 'Finally got in
(Triparid transacted the business.
called off as day before we were to
sail for Tokio they had the' big earth-,
quake.) He had reserved a private
car for" a trip to San Francisco that
night. They were try ing to hold him
up for the car. I got his refund for
him over the 'phone and we got to
talking about outdoor show business,
and as ,he was {interested I yarned
for over two hours. I got the kick
out of his telling all 'in conference.'
Sciota County Fair at Phoenix,
Ariz., very successful as to advance
Vie of tickets, hut the Baby Show
for the first time in my history was

This time Ak presenting papast.
Wedneday and Thursday
found guilty oh charges of "burglar- rades
contrast to' the old
izing three homes. Sentence Will be mornings i
practice of one evening .parade.
passed later.
victed

•

:

Partial ReversioB

jor,

.:

,

.

••"'

it is said.

,

.

.

Mrs. Marjorie Potts Marcquis, 44y porators: ..'.Qahy Lyons, .48 East 61st'
actress, died i
New York. street, New York. City;. Joseph rokar't,
Oct. 25, after, an illness of several and Sellg Vlc"t.or;.. both of ,226 East' .34th
stre'et. New York City.weeks. Before her marriage to Don
Statement, and Designations
Marquis, the columnist, she had
King- Cliarney, In<%, 'Los Anjfcl.es,.
etc.',
played with the Theatre Guild in California; inollon picture films, value.
THT>ltnl.:»tock',"' 1,000 share*.: no par
Shaw's 'The Apple Cart' and O'Neill's New York office, ISO Brond way L, Ityan,
vlrc-presldent.
Filed by U'. -S. Corpora'Ah Wilderness!'
tion Co.,- Albany. N, Y;
In addition, to her husband she is
Merger
survived by
children of her
Comldned Century TlieofreH,. Tnr.. Ne\y.
T()rk,
to
nieipe <irnmati»n 0|i.eriillh^.
former marriage to Walter Von no
t'drp,. I.oiik inland Operation Corp., '.and
Verona Op»»r«tii»B; Corp.
Change of Name

-

-

'

revival

Hollywood robbers took Mae Clarke
Incorporators
for $2,508 in jewelry and Gary
aharfefi,
no par. .value.
Abbey D. Snn^er. Carl PoTakoff, Jofhuah Cooper for $20,000 in home furnishS. Schultz. all of 274 Madison avenue,
ings, silverware and clothes.
New York City.
••'

former

will be.

Options on city park property ocRoyal American SeMon
cupied by fair and sites leaEed .from
Royal American Shows have had
private contractors expire end of
the biggest season in their history*
vreek. Exhi itors also are promised
Chalked up several one- day grosses
legal notice by same date on 4nof over $20,,000 and will do way over
tentiohs. Delay said to rest on ina million gross oh the season. This
ability of auto manufacturers, bigshow carries its own light plant that
gest space holders, to decide advisgenerates over 1,000 kw. Cest' thein
ability of return. Without such suparotmd $75;00Q but will pay for itself
port expo would hesitate to attempt
in two seasons. Still some folks say
.

Beverly Hills American Legion
Despite bad weather, rain and low
Post will build memorial to Will temperature,'three .days oMast week,
Rogers;
attendance continued relatively good.
Suit for divorce filed in L.A. Through: week ending Saturday (24
against. Dave Allen, former head of
gate -clocked 303,784 bringing seaCentral. Casting.
Property settleson's aggregate to 5,268^28.
ment has been made out of court.
After faked bank holdup staged on
Gifford Cochran, New York theatrical producer, stated on arrival 'in grounds by police department drew
Hollywood that he intends to spend big crowd, fair- special' events' de
rest of his life trying to get Ameri- partment has arranged 'comparable
can citizens out of Fascist jails. stunt using fire laddies as actors.
Cochran spoke, at anti-Nazi meeting Hook and ladder boys will run
in Shrine Auditorium.
through routine Wednesday (28)
Contracts of Beverly Arnett, 18, calling for high jumps 'and rescue of
and Anabelle Short, 5, with Metro stranded pretties from burning
were approved by L. A, court
Mrs. Grace Jones; former vaude- house.
Showman's League of America
yilliah, fined $10 in L.A. for drunksponsors midnight show Friday (30)
enness.
talent
Notices of intention to wed Were for cemetery fund. Most of
filed in L.A: by Nina Crocker, screen on Midway will, be merged for beneAractress, and Jack Pickarts, studio fit staged at Streets of .Paris.
technician; Boris Petroff, producer, ranging affair are Bill Collins, Paul
and Jane Hauptmann, non pro: and Bachelor. Joe Rogers, Johnny McSue Carol, formerV' screen actress, Mahon, Lew Dufour, J. Ed Brown,
and William H. Wilson, screen A. L. Vollman and Dick Owen,
Writer.

Mrs. Lionel Atwill filed suit, in
tiahb.V l.joiiH Indoor^ Tenhls Club. Inc..
Manhattan ;, .promotion" of sporlf); capital, L. A. against Edison Light Co.; al-.
stock, 200 shareB,' no "par value..' Incor- ieging that high tension- wire Caused

MARJORIE POTTS MARQUIS

what action

tion of

Recently a well known carnival
manager dropped in the; post office
to buy -a money order and for no
reason at all ask for his maiL Clerk
takes a lebk- and sai 'Hiere's one for
your wife.' He opened' it up an4
found it Was a bank statement for
this season showing a balance of
Over $2,500. Was he surprised?. Was
he hot arid bothered?

;

.

$100'.

'

.

GlfiUnearl, Inc., Manhattan; theatrical
business; capital .stock, 120 sliarca, $10
par value. Incorporators: .'.'Freda Jaret.
Matilda Wel'nuteln, Selma Blrnbaum, all
of 16 .Court street; Brooklyn, N.' Y.
I'lnarb loeorporated, Syracuse; the
atrlcal
200
buslnens;
capital
stock,
shares,
Jhcorporatdra
no par value.
Ephralm Bettlprole, 788 Potomoc avenue,
Buffalo; yv. Harold H. Finch. 92 Delaware, road,. Kcnrinore. N: Y. ; Martin
Meltzer. 623 Salt -Springs road. Syracuse
.

WILLIAM HECKLER

Dallas Centennial heads have unSaturday (31 ) to decide, on carryover of fair i '37 but through today
(27) had given no official indica-

til

.

IMslrllniUnn Corp., New York;
theatrical business; capital stock, 1,000
.shares,
no par value.
Incorporator*:
David I: Plncus, 186' RIverBide drive, New.
Yorlc City
Robert. C.
MclCeah and
.Toscph Rofhman, both of 245 West 65th
street; -New ..York City.

CaravH

19.

Again,' arid

'

.

(Stuff) Smith,' Negro band
leader, suing. William Toplan, owner
of the Silver Grill,, Buffalo, fbc
for
false arrest. Onyx dub
$160,000,
also asks $2,500 for loss of Smith's
serviees.

lated

:

'Why Wait, It May Rain
turned them away.

Oh,

Le Roy

*

at his

up 50%, Barnes
Young 35%,

is

Therle-Duffield 50^>, and all -the
small bookers report big increases.
Barnes circus wintering at Bald-

playing.

.

He was the ..first person to be
Anne Caldwell, 60, playwright and
died in Beverly Hills, Gal., photographed in' the motion picture
She experiments of Thomas A. Edison.
Oct. 22, after a brief illness.
had been writing since. 1906, having He was a member of Edison's sciendone book and lyric on many of the tific staff and: not an actor.

G.

George Hamid,

Corruthers 35%; Erni

win Park, Calif., has some tremendous rents to the studios for, the wi
Their home was at Lake 'Worth, ter, thanks to Sylvester
Croni ,
near Fort Worth. Mrs. Roberts is the- manager. This is One, circus that
icago, Oct. 27.
by a sister~Mrs7^ L~ula~ does not have to go in the red ioi"
Ken Maynard, Western flicker survived
Smith
of Port Arthur, Texas.
name,, has been signatured to- appear
winter, quarters.
with, the Cole Bros, circus.
the
A few years back the ingling1937 'season;
Barnum Circus had to pass up BufArthur
Maynard will likely do the
falo^ on account; of rain.
for the: J"ohn Robcert portion of the show.
Hopper, then
'37

S

lyricist,

LAWRENCE

for the past seven years and, best
have collected at least 90%.
all,

.

fall at his

Harrison, survives.

Surviving are two sons, Paul,

.

.

KEN MAYNftRO'S JOB

question but.thiB fair booking

.

injuries

received several hours earlier in a

favorite..

ANNE CALDWELL

•

,-';.

Cole- eatty Circus

SCHWARTZ

A.

Galveston, Oct. 27.
Roberts, 48, was killed'
Mrs.
and her husband, C. R. Roberts, was
seriously injured when their automobile was struck by- a train at Terrell, Texas, where the carnival With
were connected v/as
which

'

Nov.

To Become Concert Headliner on

Jules, A. Schwartz, 52, northeastern

By BILL RICE
No

Dead and Her agencies have done, more
rices
Husband Hurt.
this year and at better

R, Roberts

.

As head of MG wardrobe department she was adviser to. young players and helped tide them over the
lean days.

CARNEY WORKER KILLED
Mrs,

.

illness.

home,
is widow;
Lederer, and became a Broadway
'
survive.

A brother, Sam

.

Survived by a wife,

-

the Henry fill Dixey co. and then,
with his sister Alice, toured in 'Fun
in a Photograph Gallery,' Which was
succeeded by 'Skipped by the Light
of the Moon,' a farcical play that enjoyed unusual popularity for several
He was comedian of the
seasons.
iilliani. Russell company for a time
and also in. support of Fritzi Scheff.
For a number of years he appeared
in various musicals under George

about reported dicker

& Cherry
miles— 14 stales

27.

ended
Canada

,

t ' r in.Souih Carolina, closing dates
being at Spartanburg and Greenville,
disbanding,, with some going to

Montgomery,

Aja., and others to At«»
winter layover. Mgrsv
season best since 1929.

lanta, Ga., for

reported

'36

Outfit booked many large mid*?
ways as a combine with \ Model
Shows, and required several trainloads to move.

64
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